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PLENARY SPEAKERS

Andrea Alu
University of Texas at Austin, USA

Breaking reciprocity and time-reversal symmetry with me-
tamaterials

Andrea Alu is an Associate Professor and the Cockrell Family Dean's Chair
in Engineering Excellence Fellow at the University of Texas at Austin. He
received his PhD from the University of Roma Tre, Italy, in 2007 and, af-
ter a postdoc at the University of Pennsylvania, he joined the faculty of the
University of Texas at Austin in 2009. His current research interests span
over a broad range of areas, including metamaterials and plasmonics, elec-
tromagnetics, nano-optics, photonics and acoustics. Dr. Alu has authored

and co-authored over 300 journal papers, he is a Fellow of IEEE, OSA, and APS, and has received
several scientific awards, including the NSF Alan T. Waterman award (2015), the OSA Adolph Lomb
Medal (2013), the URSI Issac Koga Gold Medal (2011), and the Edith and Peter O’Donnell Award in
Engineering (2016).

Harry Atwater
California Institute of Technology, USA

Harry Atwater is currently Howard Hughes Professor and Professor of Ap-
plied Physics and Materials Science at the California Institute of Techno-
logy. His research interests center around two interwoven research themes :
photovoltaics and solar energy ; and plasmonics and optical metamaterials.
Atwater and his group have been active in photovoltaics research for more
than 20 years. Recently they have created new photovoltaic devices, inclu-
ding silicon wire array solar cells, and transferred-layer designs for III-V se-
miconductor and multijunction cells. They are making exciting advances in

plasmonic light absorber structures for III-V compound and silicon thin films. Atwater is an early pioneer
in surface plasmon photonics ; he gave the name to the field of plasmonics in 2001. He has authored
or co-authored over 200 publications, and his group's developments in the solar and plasmonics field
have been featured in Scientific American and in research papers in Science, Nature Materials, Nature
Photonics and Advanced Materials.
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Stephen Barnett studied for both his Bachelors and Doctoral degrees at Im-
perial College London, receiving his PhD in 1985. He is currently the Car-
gill Chair of Natural Philosophy at the University of Glasgow. His principal
field of expertise is in quantum theory, most especially quantum optics and
quantum information, but he has very wide research interests including ato-
mic physics, optics, relativity, low temperature physics and aspects of chiral
chemistry. He is best known for his discovery with David Pegg of the cor-
rect form of the quantum phase operator, his resolution of the long-standing

Abraham-Minkowski dilemma concerning he momentum of light in a medium, and his extensive work
with Miles Padgett on the angular momentum of light. His contributions have been recognised through
the awards of the Maxwell Medal (1994) and the Dirac Prize (2013).
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Near-Zero Photonics

Nader Engheta, is the H. Nedwill Ramsey Professor at the University of
Pennsylvania in Philadelphia, with affiliations in the Departments of Electri-
cal and Systems Engineering, Materials Science and Engineering, Physics
and Astronomy, and Bioengineering. He received his B.S. degree from the
University of Tehran, and his M.S and Ph.D. degrees from Caltech. He has
received several awards for his research including the 2015 Fellow of US
National Academy of Inventors (NAI), the 2015 Gold Medal from SPIE (the
international society for optics and photonics), the 2015 National Security

Science and Engineering Faculty Fellowship (NSSEFF) Award from US Department of Defense, the
2015 IEEE Antennas and Propagation Society Distinguished Achievement Award, the 2015 Wheats-
tone Lecture in King's College London, the 2014 Balthasar van der Pol Gold Medal from the Internatio-
nal Union of Radio Science (URSI), the 2013 Inaugural SINA Award in Engineering, the 2013 Benjamin
Franklin Key Award, the 2012 IEEE Electromagnetics Award, the 2008 George H. Heilmeier Award for
Excellence in Research, the Fulbright Naples Chair Award, NSF Presidential Young Investigator award,
the UPS Foundation Distinguished Educator term Chair, 2006 Scientific American Magazine 50 Leaders
in Science and Technology, Guggenheim Fellowship, and IEEE Third Millennium Medal. He is a Fellow
of six international scientific and technical societies, i.e., IEEE, APS, OSA, MRS, SPIE, and American
Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS). His current research activities span a broad range
of areas including nanophotonics, metamaterials, nano-scale optics, graphene optics, imaging and sen-
sing inspired by eyes of animal species, optical nanoengineering, microwave and optical antennas, and
engineering and physics of fields and waves. He has co-edited (with R. W. Ziolkowski) the book entitled
"Metamaterials : Physics and Engineering Explorations" by Wiley-IEEE Press, 2006. He was the Chair
of the Gordon Research Conference on Plasmonics in June 2012.
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Demetrios Christodoulides
University of Central Florida, USA

Demetrios Christodoulides is the Cobb Family Endowed Chair and Pega-
sus Professor of Optics at CREOL-the College of Optics and Photonics of
the University of Central Florida. He received his Ph.D. degree from Johns
Hopkins University in 1986 and he subsequently joined Bellcore as a post-
doctoral fellow at Murray Hill. Between 1988 and 2002 he was with the
faculty of the Department of Electrical Engineering at Lehigh University. His
research interests include linear and nonlinear optical beam interactions,
synthetic optical materials, optical solitons, and quantum electronics. He
has authored and co-authored more than 250 papers. He is a Fellow of the

Optical Society of America and the American Physical Society. In 2011 he received the R.W. Wood
Prize of OSA.

Sir John Brian Pendry
Imperial College London, UK

Transformation optics, surface plasmons, and metasur-
faces

Sir John B. Pendry is an English theoretical physicist educated at Downing
College, Cambridge, UK, graduating with a Master of Arts degree in Na-
tural Sciences and a PhD in 1969. He is a professor of theoretical solid -
state physics at Imperial College London where he was Head of the De-
partment of Physics (1998 - 2001) and Principal of the Faculty of Physical
Sciences (2001 - 2002). John Pendry has made seminal contributions to
surface science, disordered systems and photonics. His most famous work

has introduced a new class of materials, metamaterials, whose electromagnetic properties depend on
their internal structure rather than their chemical constitution. He discovered that a perfect lens manufac-
tured from negatively refracting material would circumvent AbbeÊijs diffraction limit to spatial resolution,
which has stood for more than a century. His most recent innovation of transformation optics gives the
metamaterial specifications required torearrange electromagnetic field configurations at will, by repre-
senting the field distortions as a warping of the space in which they exist. In its simplest form the theory
shows how we can direct field lines around a given obstacle and thus provide a cloak of invisibility.
John Pendry’s outstanding contributions have been awarded by many prizes, among which the Dirac
Prize(1996), the Knight Bachelor (2004), the Royal Medal (2006), the Isaac Newton Medal (2013) and
the Kavli Prize (2014).
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David R. Smith
Duke University, USA

Translational Metamaterials Research : Taking Metamate-
rials from the Laboratory to the Marketplace

David R. Smith is currently the James B. Duke Distinguished Professor of
Electrical and Computer Engineering Department at Duke University and
Director of the Center for Metamaterial and Integrated Plasmonics. He also
holds the positions of Adjunct Associate Professor in the Physics Depart-
ment at the University of California, San Diego, and Visiting Professor of
Physics at Imperial College, London. Dr. Smith received his Ph.D. in 1994
in Physics from the University of California, San Diego (UCSD). Dr. Smi-

th’s research interests include the theory, simulation and characterization of unique electromagnetic
structures, including photonic crystals and metamaterials.
Smith and his colleagues at UCSD demonstrated the first left-handed (or negative index) metamaterial
at microwave frequencies in 2000–a material that had been predicted theoretically more than thirty years
prior by Russian physicist Victor Veselago. No naturally occurring material or compound with a negative
index-of-refraction had ever been reported until this experiment. In 2001, Smith and colleagues followed
up with a second experiment confirming one of Veselago’s key conjectures : the ’reversal’ of Snell’s law.
These two papers–the first published in Physical Review Letters and the second in Science–generated
enormous interest throughout the community in the possibility of metamaterials to extend and augment
the properties of conventional materials. Both papers have now been cited nearly 4,000 times each.
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Nicholas X. Fang
MIT, USA
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Nanoplasmonic biosensors for real applications : trends and challenges

Boris Luk'yanchuk
Data Storage Institute (A*STAR), Singapore

Selected problems of light scattering by dielectric nanostructures

Teri W. Odom
Northwestern University, USA

Real-time Tunable Nanoparticle Lasing Spasers

Omar Ramahi
University of Waterloo, Canada
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Juan Jose Saenz
Donostia International Physics Center (DIPC), Spain

Casimir-like forces between particles under fluctuating optical fields
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Vladimir Shalaev
Purdue University, USA

Nanophotonics with Plasmonic Ceramics

Ari Sihvola
Aalto University, Finland

Anisotropy makes the difference : systropic, bulbic, and porcupic metamate-
rials

Marin Soljacic
MIT, USA
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META’16 VENUE
META’16 will be held at the Palacio de Congresos y Exposiciones de la Costa del Sol (Torremolinos
Congress Center), 3 Calle Mexico, 29620 Torremolinos, Spain, from 25 to 28 July 2016.

GETTING TO VENUE
Address
Palacio de Congresos y Exposiciones de la Costa del Sol, 3 Calle Mexico, 29620 Torremolinos,
Spain.

Getting to Torremolinos from Malaga Airport
Torremolinos is around 8km away from Malaga international airport. You can go from the airport to the
city center by taxi, by train or by bus.

By Taxi
The airport has a well-signposted taxi rank outside the arrivals area of Terminal T3. Make sure that the
taxi driver has started the taximeter at the beginning of the journey (minimum fare). We recommend
requesting a receipt for any complaint or claim. The cost of a taxi from the airport into Torremolinos City
Centre will cost between C15-20 depending on your time of travel.

By Train
The new suburban train station in the new Terminal T3 building links the airport with Torremolinos city
centre and other cities like Benalmadena and Fuengirola in one direction, and it links Malaga city center
in the other direction.

The new train station is situated underground and accessed via escalators. It is well signposted and can
be reached via the square outside arrivals or outside departures. Before the station entry barriers you
will see several self-service tickets machines on your right where you can buy your tickets.

The first train to Torremolinos leaves the airport at 05 :32, leaving every 20-30 minutes until the last train
at 23.42. Line : C1. Estimated travel time : 10 minutes. The single fare for this journey is C1.80.

By Bus
You will find the bus stop straight in front of you outside the arrivals area of Terminal T3 on the side of
the road where there are a couple of shelters with seats.

You will also see a ticket office in the left hand corner of the arrivals forecourt where you should pur-
chase your tickets for the journey. Line : Torremolinos-Benalmadena-Airport. Estimated travel time : 30
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minutes. The single fare for this journey is C3.80.

Getting to Torremolinos from Malaga train station
There are two train stations in the centre of Malaga : Maria Zambrano and Centro Alameda. Maria Zam-
brano station provides high-speed (AVE) and long-distance links to many Spanish cities like Barcelona,
Cordoba, Madrid, Santiago de Compostela, Seville..., as well as local and regional routes.

You can take Line C1 from any of the two stations to reach Torremolinos. Estimated travel time : 20
minutes. The single fare for this journey is âĆň1.80. You can check the timetables on the website of the
national rail company RENFE (http ://www.renfe.com/viajeros/cercanias/malaga/).

Getting to Torremolinos from Malaga bus station
Malaga bus station is located at the street "Paseo de los Tilos" very near Maria Zambrano train sta-
tion. So it will be very easy to take a bus or a train from this station. You can take bus line Malaga-
Torremolinos. Estimated travel time : 20 minutes. The single fare for this journey is C1.42.
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Transformation optics, surface plasmons, and metasurfaces 

John B. Pendry 
Imperial College London, United Kingdom 

E-mail: j.pendry@imperial.ac.uk 

 

Metallic surfaces support surface plasmon excitations whose properties are 

intimately connected to the surface geometry. For example a flat silver surface is an 

excellent mirror, but the same material with a rough surface is black, reflecting hardly 

any light. Here we use transformation optics to relate many complex surface structures 

to a single mother structure. In this way we can classify the spectra of these complex 

surfaces. Examples will be given of singular structures that harvest light, electron 

energy loss, van der Waals forces and other properties that are related to the surface 

plasmon spectrum. 



Breaking reciprocity and time-reversal symmetry with 
metamaterials 

Andrea Alu 
The University of Texas at Austin, USA 
E-mail address: alu@mail.utexas.edu 

 
Abstract- I will discuss our recent work in the area of non-reciprocal devices, from acoustics to nanophotonics, 
with the overall goal of largely breaking Lorentz reciprocity and realize isolation in practical devices without 
using magnetic bias. Our approaches are based on using suitably tailored mechanical motion, spatio-temporal 
modulation, and large nonlinearities in coupled resonator systems. In the talk, I will discuss the impact of these 
concepts from basic science, to integrated technology, and how this platform may be at the basis of topological 
insulators for light and sound. 
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Photonic design of nanoscale energy converters 
 

Harry Atwater  

California Institute of Technology, USA 

  

 

 



Optical forces on exotic materials 
Stephen Barnett 

University of Glasgow, United Kingdom 
E-mail address: Stephen.Barnett@glasgow.ac.uk 

 
Abstract- Light has mechanical properties and it can transfer these to the material bodies with which it interacts. 
Radiation pressure and dipole forces on dielectrics are familiar, but this talk will concentrate on the subtleties 
that appear with more exotic objects including magneto-dielectrics, negative-index materials and chiral 
molecules. 



Near-Zero Photonics 

 
Nader Engheta 

 
University of Pennsylvania 

Philadelphia, PA 19104, USA 
Email: engheta@ee.upenn.edu 

Web: www.seas.upenn.edu/~engheta/   
 

In this talk, I will present an overview of our ongoing efforts in exploring various aspects 
of light-matter interaction in platforms and structures with effective near-zero parameters.  
We have found exciting phenomena in classical and quantum aspects of wave interaction 
with such media that may show new roads towards novel devices with unprecedented 
functionalities, and fundamental features in quantum optics and wave physics.  I will 
discuss some of our most recent results and forecast future directions and potentials.  
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Non-Hermitian photonics: PT symmetry and beyond 
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Anisotropy makes the difference:
systropic, bulbic, and porcupic metamaterials

Ari Sihvola, Tommi Rimpiläinen, and Henrik Wallén

Department of Radio Science and Engineering,
Aalto University School of Electrical Engineering, Espoo, Finland

E-mail: ari.sihvola@aalto.fi

Abstract— This presentation focuses on the additional dimensions in material response that
particular type of anisotropies bring into the electromagnetic behavior of nanoparticles and meta-
material inclusions. The particles under discussion are spherical or spheroidal, and the anisotropy
to be treated is radial (in the spheroidal configuration, radiality is understood in a generalized
sense). The concepts of bulbic and porcupic anisotropies bring forth a distinction which has
interesting repercussions in the global response of the particle. Furthermore, the generalization
of radial anisotropy into systropic material response will be discussed.

The desired properties of metamaterials result often from the structure of microgeometry. Chi-
rality and artificial magnetism due to helix- and loop-shaped inclusions are examples of such emer-
gent effects in complex media response. One further important domain of a similar type of effects
created by homogenization is anisotropy.

While the concept of radial anisotropy (RA) has appeared in the electromagnetics literature
already more than thirty years ago [1, 2], it seems that its meaning and impact in the context of
metamaterials have not been given sufficient attention.

Scattering by radially anisotropic spheres has been shown to be a fascinating electromagnetic
problem which leads to many unintuitive effects [3, 4]. In this presentation, some of these are
discussed. The classification of RA scatterers, introduced in [5], distinguishes between bulbic (εrad <

εtan) and porcupic (εrad > εtan) anisotropies where the permittivity components of the medium
in the radial (εrad) and tangential (εtan) directions are different. The denotation comes from the
observations that a layered (onion-type bulb) displays a tangential permittivity component stronger
than the radial one, while a configuration of radial needles (a “porcupine”) emphasizes the radial
response more than the tangential one. Figure 1 sketches the structures.

Figure 1: A bulbic anisotropy is a result of a layered structure, and the porcupic one comes from a radially
pronounced geometry.

A further class of anisotropies is systropy which is a generalization of the locally uniaxial
anisotropy of RA spheres into a locally biaxial domain [6, 7], in such a way that the eigenaxes
of the permittivity dyadic are always aligned with the spherical coordinate system. Due to this
additional dimension, systropic spheres have a richer electromagnetic response than ordinary RA
inclusions. These effects will be discussed in the presentation.
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Abstract- Light scattering from structures with high refractive index may produce strong, optically-
induced electric and magnetic resonances. This allows controlling many characteristics of the scattered 
light, including its scattering diagram, intensity distribution and light polarization. As a consequence, 
it is possible to realize interference effects such as Kerker and Fano resonances, formation of optical 
vortices and excitation of anapole modes. In this presentation we illustrate some of these effects with 
the help of exact solutions in the Mie theory. 
 

Scattering of light by dielectrics have attracted interest of people since ancient times. Archimedes, 
Ptolemy and apparently all antique physics knew the effect of light refraction. Pliny the Elder reported 
on incendiary action of glass spheres. Seneca wrote about the magnifying action of such spheres if one 
looks through it at small letters. General understanding of such effects can be achieved on the level of 
geometrical optics. As one can see e.g. from this approximation, a spherical transparent particle works 
as a focusing lens with focal point situated out of the particle when its refractive index is 21 �� n  and 
inside the particle when 2!n . On the other hand, this problem can be exactly analyzed with the help 
of the Mie theory. It shows that even with a mere refractive index � �6.15.1 �|n  (glass, SiO2, 

polystyrene in visible range, etc.) and particle radius of the order of radiation wavelength, � �O52 �|a , 
field enhancements of one-two orders of magnitude1-7 are reached near the particle, as shown in Fig. 1. 
Similar effects were found later for cylindrical8,9, spheroidal10, cubic11 and other structures12. Authors 
of Ref. [5] named this effect the "photonic nanojet". Over the past few years an increasing interest has 
grown in the study of high-refractive index nanoparticles. These particles exhibit both strong electric 
and magnetic resonances13-15. This permits the creation of huge electric and magnetic hotspots inside 
the particle16, see e.g. Fig. 2.  Moreover, the combination of these electric and magnetic resonances 
open the possibility to control the scattering diagram and create directional scattering17-19. Periodical 
structures of such resonant elements allows the realization of effective negative permeability13,  
external and internal Fano resonances20, metasurfaces with 2π phase control at visible wavelengths21, 
generalized Brewster effect22, etc.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1. Rays tracing according to approximation 
of geometrical optics and distribution of field 
intensity calculated from the Mie theory for a 
particle with 6.1 n , 500 a  nm, and 

248 O nm.  
 

Fig. 2. Distribution of the field intensity along the central 
axes and within different planes for a particle with refractive 

index 4 n  and size parameter 415275.192   OSaq . 

A similar intensity can be reach at internal resonances and 
smaller size parameters, e.g. .7.1|q   



Here, we will analyze the internal resonances in high refractive index particles and their ability to create magnetic 
hot spots23 with extremely high values of magnetic intensity, as depicted in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.  

 
 
 
Fig. 3. Partial electrical and magnetic scattering 

efficiencies outside the particle, � �eQ" and � �mQ" , and 

inside the particle, � �eF" and � �mF" , for the particle with 

refractive index 4 n . Electric efficiencies are red and 
magnetic are blue. Solid lines refer to the efficiencies 
outside the particle and dashed lines refer to the 
efficiencies inside the particle. 
 
 
 

Fig. 4. Field distributions for different magnetic 
resonances within the side zx � plane at 1 Ry . 
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Exploring nanoscale chirality: issues of parity, scale and 

measurement  
 

D. L. Andrews 
School of Chemistry, University of East Anglia, Norwich Research Park, Norwich NR4 7TJ, United Kingdom 

 

Abstract  The development of light beams with a vortex character in wave-front or polarization 

structure has brought a new focus upon the fundamental science of chiral interactions.  To 

understand the interplay and coupling of optical and material chirality on the nanoscale generally 

invites recognition of quantum facets to the light-matter interaction.  This presentation identifies 

some of the key issues associated with spatial and temporal parity, scale and measurement. 
 

Since the turn of the century, advances in the science and technology of structured light and plasmonics have 

brought a renewed focus upon the mechanisms and principles of chiral interaction over nanoscale dimensions.1-4  

Given that the quantum nature of matter is most obviously manifest at sub-wavelength scales, and that photons 

are usually few and far between even within the span of an optical wavelength – unless very high pulsed laser 

intensities are involved – it is surprising to find that many of the newly emergent phenomena are nonetheless 

very often being described in terms of essentially classical frames of representation.  In fact a strong case can 

be made that, in order to understand the interplay and coupling of optical and material chirality on the nanoscale, 

it is crucial to account for the quantum aspects of light-matter interaction.  In this account, a quantum 

electrodynamical description is developed to spotlight and address some of the key issues. 

 

First, by focusing attention upon the general symmetry features of a closed system state evolving under a 

complete Hamiltonian, it is shown how parity rules determine the interplay of optical and material chirality, with 

specific regard to the possibility of chirally selective interactions.5,6  This confronts one of the main motivations 

for many of the recent studies in this area: the prospect of achieving, by optical means, a separation of particles 

with opposite handedness (which, for molecules, are known as enantiomers).7-9  In considering spatial and 

temporal parity there are several traps for the unwary, with scope to deliver misleading conclusions.  It is 

salutary to recall, for example, that any individual enantiomer – even in its ground state – necessarily has a 

wavefunction of lower symmetry than the corresponding Hamiltonian.10  Similarly, there is no requirement for 

any specific optical field to satisfy the constraints of parity that are demanded of the quantum field operators. 

 

Issues of measurability also lie at the heart of the quantum treatment.  The theory to be presented clarifies a 

distinction between processes for which there is a directly identifiable evolution of the system state vector, such 

that an intrinsic rate can be determined, and other kinds of interaction responsible for energy shifts.  The former 

are generally associated with detectable transitions between electronic states of the material, and/or changes in 

the state of the radiation field.  Energy shifts can only give rise to subsidiary processes: for example, when an 

optically induced energy shift has a well-defined spatial, orientational or temporal variation it will often lead to 

measurable rates of response to the resultant force fields.11  However the latter kinds of mechanical effect are 

necessarily dependent on bulk properties of the local media, e.g. dielectric constant, viscosity and temperature.   
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Lastly, attention is drawn to the significance of scale, in terms of material complexity, particle size and any 

long-range order.  In the case of molecular enantiomers, for example, it is not only necessary to account for the 

multiplicity of vibrational modes that rise in tiers within every electronic state: the physical dimensions of the 

individual molecules also prove to play a role that is often overlooked.  The significance is indeed trivial in the 

case of incoherent or colligative processes, but it assumes a much greater importance for many processes of an 

optically parametric or coherent character.  Equally, it is important to recognize the scale of any system order of 

either translational or orientational form.  Once again, these factors have to be taken into serious consideration 

in realistically assessing the viability of any optical scheme for enantiomer distinction and separation.I2-15  
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Real-time Tunable Nanoparticle Lasing Spasers 
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Abstract. This talk will discuss cavity architectures based on nanoparticle arrays that can achieve 

tunable lasing at room temperature. We will also describe competing and unique loss mechanisms 

in nanoparticle cavity arrays and design principles for an optimized lasing devices by comparing 

different plasmonic materials, unit cell shapes, and gain materials. 

 

Plasmon nanolasers—or spasers (surface plasmon amplification by stimulated emission of radiation)—are 

devices based on plasmonic cavities and gain media that can compensate loss and achieve amplification of 

nano-localized electromagnetic fields. Several nanocavity architectures have been reported for spasers, such as a 

metal film-dielectric spacer-semiconductor nanowire configuration or arrays of plasmonic cavities, where unit 

cells are nanoparticles or nanoholes. We will describe different platforms based on metal nanoparticle arrays that 

support lattice plasmons, show far-field directional emission, and can exhibit lasing at room temperature that can 

be tuned in real time. Also, we will discuss competing and unique loss mechanisms in nanoparticle cavity arrays 

as well as the design rules for an optimized lasing devices. Finally, we will discuss the distinct ultra-fast energy 

processes that underlie lattice plasmon lasing.  

 

 

 

Figure 1. Scheme of nanoparticle lattice plasmon lasing device and spectra of tunable lasing emission from 

changing the refractive index of the gain media. 
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Conventional refractive optical components, such as lenses, rely on volumetric propagation distance to impart 
the desired phase profile onto an incident lightwave. Recently a new class of device, the metasurface, has emerged 
that breaks this propagation dependence and allows one to achieve a variety of optical components with nanometer 
thickness. Originally designed as plasmonic nanoantennas[1], researchers have now moved to all-dielectric silicon 
metasurfaces[2-4] to eliminate optical loss and achieve high transmission efficiency at infrared wavelengths. 

While the current demonstrations have shown the versatility of these transmissive metasurfaces the base 
material, silicon, has high absorption loss at visible wavelengths. It is thus critical that new materials and techniques 
be explored to create high efficiency dielectric metasurfaces (DM) at visible wavelength. We demonstrate the use of 
nanostructured TiO2, which is transparent throughout the visible spectrum (λ = 400 – 750 nm), as a general platform 
to achieve DMs at visible wavelengths. We show efficiencies of 61%, 82% and 81% at design wavelengths of 480 
nm, 532 nm, and 660 nm. We choose amorphous TiO2, deposited by atomic layer deposition (ALD) as the base 
material for our DM. Specifically TiO2 is transparent ( ) for wavelengths longer than ~350 nm and the index 
of refraction ( ) is sufficiently large to provide strong light-material interaction required to have full control over 
the wavefront. Additionally the amorphous TiO2 is atomically smooth, with surface roughness of 0.738 nm. This 
low roughness ensures that our fabricated DMs have minimal scattering loss. 

To create a metasurface from the TiO2 we pattern the material into anisotropic and birefringent nanostructures 
(Fig. 1). The nanostructures have subwavelength dimensions and sidewall slopes approaching 90o, as seen from the 
cross section SEM (Fig 1b). The ability to create these structures with high aspect ratios and high anisotropy at 
nanoscale dimensions is key to implementing a variety of high efficiency DMs. 

              
Figure 1. Fabricated TiO2 nanostructures for metasurfaces. a) SEM image showing arrayed pillars of 60 x 170 nm dimensions. Inset shows 

spacing of 10nm between individual pillars. b) Cross section SEM showing anisotropy of the fabricated nanopillars 
 
We have demonstrated planar lenses based on high quality grown titanium dioxide in the visible range (λ= 

405nm, 532nm, and 660nm) with superior performance over a commercially-available objectives. Our lenses have 
focusing efficiencies as high as 86% with a numerical aperture of 0.8.We also compare the performance of these 
planar lenses with a Nikon objective (100× Nikon CFI 60, NA=0.8). They  have focal spots 1.5 times smaller than 
their refractive optics counterpart. These properties show that planar lenses can substitute conventional objectives in 
laser-based imaging/spectroscopy systems while delivering superior performance at a fraction of the cost.  

In addition we have also produced a variety of other DMs at visible wavelengths such q-plates to generate 
optical vortices, broadband metagratings and holograms. This work enables important technological and scientific 
developments that require flat, transmissive optical elements at visible wavelengths. 
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The talk will review quantum effects predicted and observed in hybrid nanostructures composed 

of metal and semiconductor components.  Strong interactions between excitons, plasmons and 

phonons in hybrid geometries lead to the Fano interference effect [1], which was observed 

experimentally as an appearance of an optical transparency window [2,3].  In purely plasmonic 

structures, the quantum effects in confined geometries lead to the peculiar structure of the wave 

function of a plasmon [4,5].  The plasmonic wave function includes both low-energy Drude 

electrons and high-energy hot electrons [4,5].  Hot plasmonic electrons were revealed in a 

number of recent experiments on ultra-fast spectroscopy, photo-currents and photo-chemistry 

[6,7,8].   

[1] W. Zhang, G. W. Bryant, A. O. Govorov, Semiconductor-metal nanoparticle molecules: hybrid 
excitons and non-linear Fano effect. Phys. Rev. Lett. 97, 146804 (2006).   
[2] M. Kroner, A. O. Govorov, S. Remi, B. Biedermann, S. Seidl, A. Badolato, P.M.Petroff, W. Zhang, R. 
Barbour, B. D. Gerardot, R. J. Warburton, and K. Karrai, The nonlinear Fano effect. Nature 451, 311 
(2008).  
[3] M. L. Kerfoot, A.O. Govorov, D. Lu, R. J. O. Babaoye, Y. N. Gad, C. Czarnocki, M. Tsukamoto, A. 
S. Bracker, D. Gammon, and M. Scheibner, Optophononics with Coupled Quantum Dots. Nature 
Communications 5, 3299 (2014).   
[4] A.O. Govorov, H. Zhang, V. Demir, and Y.K. Gun’ko, Photogeneration of Hot Plasmonic Electrons 
with Metal Nanocrystals: Quantum Description and Potential Applications. Nano Today 9, 85–101 
(2014).  
[5] A.O. Govorov and H. Zhang, Kinetic Density Functional Theory for Plasmonic Nanostructures: 
Breaking of the Plasmon Peak in the Quantum Regime and Generation of Hot Electrons. The Journal of 
Physical Chemistry C 119, 6181–6194 (2015).  
[6] H. Harutyunyan, A. B. F. Martinson, D. Rosenmann, L. Khosravi Khorashad, L. V. Besteiro, 
A.O.Govorov, and G.P. Wiederrecht,  Anomalous ultrafast dynamics of hot plasmonic electrons in 
nanostructures with hot spots. Nature Nanotechnology 10, 770-774 (2015).   
[7] W. Li, Z. J. Coppens, L. Vázquez, W. Wang, A. O. Govorov, and J. Valentine, Circularly polarized light 
detection with hot electrons in chiral plasmonic metamaterials. Nature Communications 6, 8379 (2015).  
[8] L. Weng, H. Zhang, A. O. Govorov, and M. Ouyang, Hierarchical Synthesis of Non-Centrosymmetric 
Hybrid Nanooligomers and Enabled Plasmon-Driven Hot Electron Photocatalysis. Nature 
Communications 5, 4792 (2014).  
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Abstract- We review some basic concepts related to the optical forces on small (subwavelength) 

particles, focusing on the interplay between scattering asymmetry and momentum transfer. We show 

that artificially created random fluctuating light fields can be used to induce and control isotropic 

Casimir-like forces between small colloidal particles. 

 

Appropriate combinations of laser beams can be used to trap and manipulate small particles with “optical 

tweezers” as well as to induce significant “optical binding” forces between particles. Here we review some basic 

concepts related to the optical forces on small (subwavelength) particles, focusing on the interplay between 

scattering asymmetry and momentum transfer. These forces are, in general, non-conservative (curl forces) [1,2] 

which lead to a number of intriguing predictions regarding the dynamics of nanoparticles [3]. 

Optical forces between small particles are usually strongly anisotropic depending on the interference 

landscape of the external fields. This is in contrast with the familiar isotropic van der Waals and, in general, 

Casimir-Lifshitz interactions between neutral bodies arising from random electromagnetic waves generated by 

equilibrium quantum and thermal fluctuations. As we will see, artificially created random fluctuating light fields 

can be used to induce and control isotropic dispersion forces between small colloidal particles [4]. Using optical 

tweezers as a gauge (see Fig.1), we present experimental evidence for the predicted isotropic attractive 

interactions between dielectric microspheres induced by laser-generated, random light fields. The external 

control of isotropic interaction forces between particles can influence dramatically the macroscopic properties of 

colloidal suspensions and is of key importance not only for Biological or Materials Science applications but also 

to address fundamental questions about the nature of liquids, crystals, and glasses.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1 Tunable interparticle dispersion forces induced by fluctuating, random light fields. Experimental attractive 

contact potential U0 versus laser power P for dielectric melamine (n=1.68) particles of different size [After Ref. 4].  
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Interestingly, for relatively high refractive index semiconductor nanoparticles like Silicon, the interactions 

can be tuned from attractive to strongly repulsive when the frequency of the external fluctuating field is tuned 

near the first magnetic Mie-resonance [5]. Interactions induced by randomly fluctuating light fields open a path 

towards the control of translational invariant interactions with tuneable strength and range in colloidal systems. 

 

Acknowledgements, Work on random light forces was done in collaboration with Scheffold’s group in 

Fribourg (G. Brügger, L. Froufe-Pérez and F. Scheffold). I would like to acknowledge the contributions and 

discussions with M. Nieto-Vesperinas at ICMM-CSIC as well as those of N. de Sousa, J. Luis-Hita and M. I. 

Marqués at UAM. 
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Abstract- Because time and space play a similar role in wave propagation, wave control in complex media can 
be achieved or by manipulating spatial boundaries or by manipulating time bo undaries. Here we first emphasize 
the role of time boundaries manipulation. We show that sudden changes of the medium properties generate 
instant wave sources that emerge instantaneously from the entire wavefield and can be used to control this 
wavefield. We will also discussed a dual approach to control a wavefield in reverberating medium by 
introducing tunable metasurfaces as controllable spatial boundaries. 



Nanoplasmonic biosensors for real applications: trends 
and challenges 
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Nanoplasmonic biosensors have profiled  themselves as competitive alternative to  traditional analyt ical 
techniques. But one main challenge is their applicability in real scenarios by directly analysing min imum 
amounts of body fluids or environmental samples . We will show our main achievements able to surpass this 
challenge, rendering our p lasmonic sensors in a valuable tool for fast diagnostics, prognosis and follow-up of 
diseases or environmental outbreaks. 
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Abstract— Metamaterial particles are essentially electrically-small radiators with polarization
dependency. Previous works on metamaterials was concerned primarily with using such particles
to achieve homogeneous media that enabled unconventional propagation. The fact that the
particles are radiators suggests that they can be used as antennas. In antennas, not only radiation
but radiation e�ciency is critical. In fact, because of their electrically-small size, metamaterial
elements can be considered as Huygens radiators. With this perspective, a systematic procedure
for designing directional and e�cient antennas can be developed as we demonstrate here.

Practically everything that can hold accelerating charges can radiate. To design e�ective radia-
tors for communication purposes, however, one needs to excite accelerating charges with informa-
tion content but also to ensure e�cient radiation in a specific direction and specific polarization.
Throughout the past 100 years, antennas evolved from the most simple dipoles and loops to highly
complex structures with intricate feeding circuitry. Some well-known antennas were designed with
the help of empirical findings such as the Yagi-Uda antenna while others were designed based on
circuit resonance principles such as the microstrip and cavity-backed antennas. In fact, why certain
antennas radiate was not clear when they were first used but became known with time. Overall,
antennas can be grouped into three di�erent categories based on their electrical size: small, com-
parable to the wavelength (CWL) which have largest dimension typically between 0.5 and 1.5
wavelength and large. The performance of electrically-small antennas is inherently limited in many
respects as they are used whenever size is the most pressing constraint. Electrically-large anten-
nas are made of arrays of CWL type antennas (or elements) that collectively and predictably can
achieve very high gain in specific direction. CWL antennas don’t have the severe constraints of
electrically-small antennas but are limited to specific designs such as dipoles, patches, inverted F,
...etc. which put constraints on their radiation pattern and gain.

In this work, we introduce a concept for a systematic design of antennas and especially conformal
low-profile antennas. These new type of antennas will be composed of electrically-small radiators
resembling Huygens point sources. The radiation of each element will be quasi-isotropic rather
than fully isotropic because of the presence of the platform on which the antenna is placed, the
geometry of the element which a�ects polarization and because of coupling to adjacent radiating
elements. Fig. 1 shows a schematic of Huygens radiators placed on a conformal surface. Each
radiator emits radiation in all directions not hindered by the surface of the structure. Under this
assumption, the rays emanating from all radiators can add either constructively or destructively to
create the radiation pattern of the entire ensemble of radiators. Of course, each radiator will result
in near- and far-field components (evanescent and traveling waves), but the far-field components are
based on traveling waves that are near and far to the radiator. Under this Huygens-based model,
considering that each radiator produces rays in all directions where radiation can take place, the
design principle will be based on tailoring the phase of each radiator to provide a uniform phase
front that is orthogonal to the direction where maximum radiation is desired as illustrated in Fig.
2. To achieve maximum radiation in a specific direction, say the direction indicated in Fig. 2 by
the angle �, the phase of each element is set such that the electrical lengths k0li for all elements are
equal (k0 is the wavenumber in free space and li is the physical distance between each element and
uniform phase front as shown in 2). To change to direction of maximum radiation to a di�erent
angle, the phase for each element is set accordingly. This design procedure gives flexibility, and
in essence provides a systematic procedure for designing low-profile antennas in general instead of
optimization that is typically not based on physical principles.

The design procedure is simple requiring algebraic calculations only. In principle, any electrically-
small radiator can be used as the Huygens element, however, optimal impedance matching between
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Figure 1: A schematic diagram showing Huygens radiators placed on a non-planer surface. Because each
element is electrically small, it radiates in all directions not hindered by the surface.
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Figure 2: Schematic showing the design principle used to design Huygens antennas with maximum direction
as shown.

the source and each radiator is needed to enable e�cient overall antenna performance. Therefore,
careful study of any proposed Huygens radiator while in the presence of a periodic ensemble of
radiators is needed. Since any chosen Huygens radiators cannot be extremely small electrically,
fine adjustment of the radiation pattern might be needed through phase optimization. In this
presentation, we present several examples that show how antennas can be designed using elemen-
tary (Huygens) building blocks. Additionally, we demonstrate the design flexibility when designing
antennas that need to conform to non-Cartesian surfaces while maintaining low profile.
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Abstract - We demonstrate organic thin films and waveguides that exhibit passive parity-time (PT) 

symmetry by modulating their refractive index in the form of a complex exponential function.  

The resulting films and waveguides exhibit strong asymmetry in their reflectivity that maximizes 

when the real and imaginary components of the index modulation are balanced, marking an 

exceptional point transition to the broken PT phase. Progress toward active PT symmetry 

incorporating laser dyes to achieve balanced gain and loss will be discussed. 

 

Rapid theoretical progress in non-Hermitian optics has stimulated a growing desire to realize experimental 

material systems with unconventional spatial distributions of the real and imaginary refractive index components.  

In particular, the complex exponential index distribution, ! ! ~!!"#, provides a simple periodic system in 

which wave propagation can exhibit parity-time (PT) symmetry and has been pursued in the context of 

applications such as asymmetric mode conversion and unidirectional invisibility. Organic small molecules and 

polymers provide a unique materials platform to experimentally realize such distributions because they feature 

strong optical responses and can be mixed in arbitrary proportions on the nanoscale to form high optical quality 

films.  Figure 1 overviews one route to create an evanescently-coupled thin film waveguide with a complex 

exponential modulation in the effective index of its fundamental mode. 

 

Figure 1. (a) Process used to create a thin film waveguide in which the real and imaginary components of the 

effective index modulation are phase-shifted by π/2 as calculated in (b) and displayed in the SEM images of (c).  

Figure adapted and reprinted with permission of Ref. [1].  



There, a sinusoidal photoresist grating is selectively coated on one side by oblique angle thermal evaporation of 

a strongly absorbing dye followed by planarization with a spin-coated top layer of photoresist that has a slightly 

lower refractive index than the underlying grating layer. By separating the resulting waveguide from its glass 

substrate with a thin (~λ/2), low refractive index layer, light can be evanescently coupled in and out of the guide 

in a Kretschmann configuration as shown in Fig. 2(a) to probe its reflectivity via the -1 Littrow diffracted order.  

Because the complex exponential index modulation represents a one-side scattering vector, the mode is expected 

to be reflectionless in one propagation direction but not in the other as shown schematically in Fig. 2(b). 

 
Figure 2. (a) Schematic showing the measurement configuration. (b) Dispersion diagram illustrating unidirectional 

scattering between the forward and backward-going modes. (c) Diffraction efficiencies measured for a sample 

demonstrating strong asymmetry for forward and backward directions.  The forward-backward contrast for many 

different samples is summarized in (d). Figure adapted and reprinted with permission of Ref. [1]. 

Figure 2(c) presents the diffraction efficiency measured for the -1 Littrow diffracted order, demonstrating a 

strong asymmetry between forward and backward propagating directions at the in-coupling resonance angle of 

~55°.  Figure 2(d) plots the contrast ratio between forward and backward diffraction efficiencies, 

!! − !! !! + !! , as a function of the absorbing dye thickness, demonstrating a peak when the real and 

imaginary index modulation amplitudes are equal and marking an exceptional point transition from the exact to 

the broken passive PT phase.  By doping the planarization layer with an organic dye that can provide gain 

under optical pumping, it is possible to achieve a structure with balanced gain and loss that reaches the active PT 

regime; preliminary observations toward this goal will be discussed.  

Acknowledgements. This work was supported by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research Young 

Investigator Program.  
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Abstract: Non-Hermitian Hamiltonians that are invariant under combined operations of parity and time-reversal 

(PT) faithfully described propagation of light in the presence of balanced gain and loss. Due to the non-unitary 

nature of such time evolution, the net intensity of light in such a system is not constant with time. Motivated by 

the early attempts to develop a unitary theory for such Hamiltonians, we present conserved quantities in 

PT-symmetric systems that are determined by the wave-function or electric field amplitudes and phases. We 

show that in the PT-broken region, these constants of motion imply observable phase-relationships between 

electric field amplitudes in adjacent waveguides. We also validate these findings, based on a tight-binding lattice 

model, through continuum beam-propagation analysis.   
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Abstract-In our experimental work, we create a Parity-Time (PT) symmetric material by coupling 

two fiber loops of different length. Applying an additional external phase gradient to the system leads 

to Bloch oscillations, which show the intriguing behavior of exceptional points as well as the 

existence of phase gradients, for which a pseudo-Hermitian propagation is reestablished. Furthermore, 

we experimentally investigate the nonlinear regime and the formation of PT solitons. 
 

Since the last years, tremendous interest is drawn towards the physics of Parity-Time (PT) symmetric systems [1]. 

In the optical domain, PT symmetry can be established by a balanced gain and loss distribution in combination 

with a symmetric phase potential [2]. While the fabrication of such PT materials is still an enormous challenge, 

optical fiber loops consisting of telecommunication equipment can provide a versatile experimental platform [3]. 

In the experiment, we use two coupled fiber loops of different lengths (see Fig. 1a), which are equivalent to 

the lattice shown in Fig. 1b. In this picture, each path on the lattice going from North West (East) to South East 

(West) corresponds in the temporal scheme of coupled fiber loops to a round trip in the long (short) loop. 

The evolution of pulses in this system is described by a set of two coupled equations 

𝑢𝑛𝑚+1 = 𝐺u
√2

(𝑢𝑛+1𝑚 + 𝑖𝑣𝑛+1𝑚 )𝑒
𝑖Γ
2 |𝑢𝑛+1𝑚 +𝑖𝑣𝑛+1𝑚 |2𝑒𝑖𝜑𝑛𝑚  

(1.1) 

𝑣𝑛𝑚+1 = 𝐺v
√2

(𝑣𝑛−1𝑚 + 𝑖𝑢𝑛−1𝑚 )𝑒
𝑖Γ
2 |𝑣𝑛−1𝑚 +𝑖𝑢𝑛−1𝑚 |2,         (1.2) 

where 𝑢𝑛𝑚 and 𝑣𝑛𝑚 stand for the pulses propagating in the shorter and longer loop. Additionally, gain and loss 
𝐺u,v is implemented by changing the transmission of acousto-optical modulators (AOM) in each fiber loop. A 

phase modulator (PM) in the shorter loop allows for arbitrary phase shifts 𝜑𝑛𝑚 of the pulses. Finally, by choosing 

dispersion compensated fibers, nonlinear effects can be investigated which are included by a nonlinear phase shift. 

By alternating gain and loss in both fiber loops 𝐺 = 𝐺𝑢 = 𝐺𝑣−1 after every round trip and implementing a 

symmetric phase modulation, a full PT-symmetric mesh lattice is created (see Fig. 1c). In such a PT-symmetric 

lattice, the beam propagation shows a wide spectrum of novel phenomena, where e.g. Bloch oscillations clearly 

depict the behavior near exceptional points leading to a splitting of wave packets (see Fig. 1d) [4]. Furthermore, 

in the regime of high peak powers, we observe the formation of PT solitons (see Fig. 1e) [5]. 
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Figure 1: (a) In experiment, a single pulse is inserted into the longer fiber loop. Erbium-doped fiber amplifiers 

(EDFA) are used to compensate losses, acousto-optical modulators (AOM) allow for a variable loss and  a phase 

modulator (PM) is utilized to generate arbitrary phase shifts. In the analogue spatial picture, pulses propagate on 

a mesh lattice either to the right (long loop) or to the left (short loop) (b). By amplifying one loop and attenuating 

the other in an alternating way and in combination with a phase potential, PT symmetry is stablished (c). (d) Bloch 

oscillations in such materials show a pseudo-Hermitian propagation for magic Bloch gradients 𝜑0. At high powers, 

PT solitons can be excited in the experiment, which propagate for stable about 100 roundtrips (e). 

Acknowledgements, M. Wimmer would like to thank the School of Advanced Optical Technologies (SAOT) 

for financial support.  
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Abstract-We analyze the scattering properties of a PT-structure made of a waveguide and a finite 

chain of side-coupled resonators. Typical 1D PT-structures exhibit unidirectional invisibility (also 

called anisotropic transmission resonances), meaning unit-transmission and zero-reflection for 

incidence from one direction. The side-coupled nature of our structure provides different features 

than the traditional tight-binding chain, which we explore rigorously. For example, we can achieve 

a broadband unidirectional invisibility with only two resonators, and we observe rich dispersions 

for ATRs with four resonators. 
 

Originating from fundamental studies of parity-time (PT) symmetric Hamiltonians in quantum mechanics 

[1], PT symmetric photonic structures have now been investigated for a decade, exploiting the combination of 

balanced gain and loss to achieve particular properties. Usually in optics loss is an unwanted feature that limits 

many applications. But in the framework of PT-symmetry, it becomes a key element. 

 

Here we focus on 1D PT symmetric structures that exhibit what is called anisotropic transmission resonances 

(ATRs) [2] or unidirectional invisibility [3]. It means that, for a particular frequency and for incidence from one 

side, one obtains unit transmission and zero reflection. We study the effects of PT symmetry applied to a finite 

chain of resonators next to a waveguide (Figure 1), using analytical approaches with coupled-mode-theory and 

the transfer-matrix approach. Because our geometry is side coupled, the behavior is very different from typical 

tight-binding or Bragg structures. For example, for two resonators, with the correct parameters, we can achieve 

either broadband or narrow ATRs. In addition, we address the stability of this kind of system, as the presence of 

gain can readily make them unstable. Moreover, study of the scattering matrix provides us detailed info on lasing 

states, and on exceptional points. 
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Figure 1 Scheme of a two resonator chain. 

 

For a chain of four resonators the possible configurations are numerous, as we can choose between a 

Gain-Gain-Loss-Loss or Gain-Loss-Gain-Loss profile, and we can even symmetrically modify the frequencies of 

the resonators and the amount of gain and loss. Each of these configurations gives rise to a unidirectional 

invisibility scheme with complex behavior as a function of the frequencies (Figure 2): a rich, tunable dispersion 

with multiple, crossing ATRs (the dark blue lines) is obtained, offering possibilities for “ATR engineering”. 

 

 
Figure 2 : Left reflection (left figure) and right reflection (right figure) as a function of the gain/loss amount γ and the 

detuning for a four resonator structure. Graphs are saturated to two. The dark blue zones indicate the ATRs. 
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Abstract— Dissipation always wasting energy, reducing field intensity or increasing threshold
in conventional system, however which can turn losses into gain in no-Hermitian systems. Here,
we investigate bistable state by manufacturing such a no-Hermitian photonic molecule which own
an exceptional point (EP). The observation show bistable state of this system from suppression
to revival only by adding loss while in the vicinity of the EP.

Non-Hermitian systems[1] with an exceptional point have attracted enormous attention cause
of its non-trivial effects such as coherent perfect absorption[2], dephasing-induced control of inter-
ference nature[3], lasing revival[4] and chiral modes[5]. Our system is based on transmission lines
and split ring resonators which can offer effective gain and loss. By steering the loss of resistor,
this system may emerge an exceptional point where the eigenfrequencies coalesce. As shown in
Figure.1, we measured the transmissions T1→2, T1→4 and observed bistable state with adding loss
continuously. In Figure.1.(a)and(b), case(i) is weak resistance regime, case(ii) is middle resistance
regime which is near the EP and case(iii) is strong resistance regime. We can see the low intensity
distribution, eigenfrequencies coalesce and bistable state suppression in case(ii) clearly.
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Figure 1: (a) simulated intensity distribution (b) measured tensmission case (ii) is near the EP (c) observation
of bistable state with increasing loss

The Hamiltonian of this system is describe as,

H =

!

ω0 − i (γ1 − Γ1) κ
κ ω0 + i (γ2 + Γ2)

"

(1)

While the eigenfrequencies is given as,

ω± = ω0 − i
γ1 − Γ1 − γ2 − Γ2

2
±

#

κ2 −

!

γ1 − Γ1 + γ2 + Γ2

2

"2

(2)



Here, we figured some further results in Figure.2. In Figure.2.(a), we can see the calculated and
measured results of eigenfrequencies match very well. Figure.2.(c) express the threshold back to
low condition with revival of corresponding normalized intensity.
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Figure 2: (a) calculated and measured results of real part of eigenfrequencies (b) measured tensmission case
(ii) calculated results of imaginary part of eigenfrequencies (c) measured threshold and normalized intensity

In this work, we demonstrated a non-Hermitian photonic molecule with an exceptional point
when increasing loss. We also observed the revival of bistable state when system near the exceptional
point.
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Abstract— We show that finite-dimensional optical implementations of the 2+1D Lorentz
group in arrays of coupled waveguides can be used as a platform for PT -symmetric all-optical
devices. In particular, we explore the linear PT -symmetric dimer and planar three-waveguide
coupler, where directional coupling and conversion of amplitude to phase modulation can be
demonstrated.

Optical waveguide couplers o�er an opportunity for compact and robust photonic integrated
circuit design [1]. We want to show that underlying symmetries are an important factor to explore
in the design of waveguide couplers. For this, we will focus on the so-called PT -symmetric J

x

waveguide coupler [2],

�i
d

dz
�E(z) =

h
i�Ĵ

z

+ gĴ
x

i
�E(z), (1)

where the amplitude vector �E(z) collects all the localized field mode amplitudes at each waveguide,
the parameters � and g are the constant e�ective refractive index and couplings, in that order, and
the matrices for an array of 2N + 1 waveguides are,

Ĵ
z

=

0

BBB@

�N 0 . . . . . .
0 �N + 1 . . . . . .
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x
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1

CCCA
, (2)

with �
j

=
p

(N + j)(N � j + 1). This photonic integrated circuit balancing gain and losses at each
waveguide belongs to a class of waveguide couplers with underlying PT -symmetry provided by the
2D+ 1 Lorentz group [3]. Thus, their eigenvalues which may be real, � < 2g, or purely imaginary,
� � 2g, are simple to calculate,

�(m) =
p

4g2 � �2(m�N) (3)

as well as the propagation of any given initial field superposition,

�E(z) = Û(z)�E(z), (4)

with the elements of the propagator matrix given by,

Û
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where we have used binomial coe�cients and Krawtchouk polynomials.



We will use these results to revisit the linear PT -symmetric dimer,

�i
d

dz
E0(z) = �i�E0(z) + gE1(z), (6)

�i
d

dz
E1(z) = i�E1(z) + gE0(z), (7)

and the linear PT -symmetric planar three-waveguide coupler,

�i
d

dz
E0(z) = �i�E0(z) + gE1(z), (8)

�i
d

dz
E1(z) = g [E0(z) + E2(z)] , (9)

�i
d

dz
E2(z) = i�E2(z) + gE1(z), (10)

and show how the Lorenz PT -symmetric class can be used to design valuable all-optical integrated
photonic devices [4].
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Abstract— The PT-symmetric graphene-based linear and nonlinear periodic structures are
considered theoretically. We show, that possibility of variation of graphene’s conductivity by
electrostatic gating allows to make the parameters of such structures (like exceptional point
positions, reflectivity, spectrum, etc.) to be dynamically tunable.

A two-dimensional carbon material graphene is characterized by the series of fascinating and
unique properties, like enhanced mobility of charge carriers, and possibility to dynamically tune
the charge-carrier density through the electrostatic gating [1]. These properties are crucial for the
nowadays rapidly growing area – graphene plasmonics [2], where tunability of graphene’s conduc-
tivity implies the possibility to control dynamically the dispersion properties of surface polaritons
[3]. Besides the single-layer graphene structures, a lot of attention was paid to the multi-layer
graphene. For example, using graphene in photonic crystals [4] results in the possibility to vary
both the positions and widths of stop-bands by changing the applied gate voltage.

In the present paper we consider the variety of linear and nonlinear PT-symmetric graphene-
based structures. We show, that it is possible to make the parameters of such structures (like
exceptional points, reflectivity, spectrum, etc.) dynamically tunable. An example of such a struc-
ture is a multilayer graphene stack, composed of an infinite number of single graphene layers with
equal Fermi energy EF . We suppose that graphene layers are arranged at equal distance d from
each other at planes z = md, m ∈ (−∞,∞) and are embedded into the PT-symmetric dielectric
medium with complex dielectric constant ε = ε′ + iε′′ (at (2m− 1)d < z < 2md) and ε∗ = ε′ − iε′′

(at 2md < z < (2m+ 1)d). The spectrum of this structure is depicted in Fig.1 and consists of the
plasmonic band (red lines) and photonic bands (green, orange and blue lines). As it follows from
the comparison of Figs.1(a)–1(c), an increase of the dielectric constant’s imaginary part results in
gradual disappearance of high-frequency bands, where the exceptional point takes place at certain
value of in-plane wavevector kx [this phenomenon can also be seen more evidently from Fig.1(e)].
At the same time from comparison of Figs.1(a) and 1(d) [as well as from comparison of Figs.1(e)

Figure 1: (a)–(d) Dispersion curves (frequency ω versus component of wavevector kx along graphene layers)
of graphene multilayer photonic crystal; (e),(f) Dependence of frequency ω upon the imaginary part of
dielectric constant ε′′ for fixed value of kx. In all panels ϵ′ = 3.9, d = 40µm. Other parameters are depicted
in corresponding panels.



and 1(f)] it follows, that variation of the Fermi energy EF (through electrostatic gating) changes
the position of exceptional points. We demonstrate that both plasmonic and photonic modes of
such a photonic crystal can be excited by bulk electromagnetic wave falling on lateral surface of
such a structure.

As it was shown theoretically [5], owing to the Dirac-cone shape of charge-carrier spectrum,
graphene is strongly nonlinear material with high third-order (cubic) Kerr nonlinearity. We show
that due to this fact the graphene-based crystal can support PT-symmetric nonlinear periodic pat-
terns as well as localized structures in form of solitons.
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Abstract We prove that there exists a strong correspondence between optical PT symmetry and 
relativistic electrodynamics; in the frame of ‘pseudo’-particle defined as the state of polarization 

(SOP) and Lorentz-like pseudo-force defined as the distribution of optical material parameters. We 

show that the SOP evolution on the Poincare sphere in the slowly-varying optical potential directly 
follows the relativistic motion of the electric charge governed by electric, magnetic, and nonlinear 

Lorentz force terms, and then interpret the phases of PT symmetry in terms of electric- or magnetic- 

force dominant regimes. 

 

The motion of charged particles accelerated by electromagnetic fields plays a critical role in plasma physics. 

For example, the relativistic Lorentz force exerted from electric, magnetic field and nonlinear term in ∂tβ ~ E + 

β×B – (β·E)β results in the intriguing motion of charged particles, the relativistic EB acceleration1 of drifted 

gyro-motions. Due to the change of β·E originating from the time component of 4-vector momentum which is 
dependent on the particle velocity, the governing Lorentz force equation is nonlinear, and exhibits fundamental 

difference from linear Maxwell’s equations.  

In this presentation, we show that there exists direct analogy between the relativistic EB acceleration of 
charge and the movement of optical SOP on the Poincare sphere in the slowly-varying optical potential. We 

demonstrate that the change of SOP in PT-symmetric optical materials can be interpreted as the acceleration of 

‘charged pseudo-particles’ under the Lorentz pseudo-forces2 (Fig. 1), which follow the nonlinear equation of 

                                 SWBSE~S Jz

&&&&&
−×+∂                           (1) 

where S is the pseudo-velocity corresponding to the SOP of propagating wave, E and B  are electric and 

magnetic orthogonal pseudo-fields corresponding to linear dichroism and birefringence, andW
J
 = S·E is the 

Joule heating of pseudo-particles corresponding to the non-Hermiticity of optical materials. It is found that the 

phases of PT symmetry classified by the PT symmetry breaking can then be understood as B-dominant and 

E-dominant regimes of relativistic Lorentz motion, divided by B = E stable point.  

 
Figure 1. Optical analogy of relativistic electrodynamics: the force induced by electric- (E), magnetic- (B) 

pseudo-fields, and relativistic non-Hermiticity (W
J
) in complex anisotropic optical materials, which is applied to 

pseudo-particles with the pseudo-velocity S .  
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From this viewpoint, in the talk we will interpret the origin of strong chiral interactions of light with 
PT-symmetrically polarized materials3,4, which allow the collection of optical SOP to one of the spin states (LCP 

or RCP, Fig. 2). We will also discuss on the modification of the Lorentz pseudo-force equation in the presence of 

3D optical chirality, and the application on the SOP convergence to an ‘achiral’ state.  

 

 
Figure 2. The evolution of optical SOP through the EB acceleration on the Poincare sphere.  
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Abstract- A simple tight-binding model to study the band-structure of an infinite length Parity-time (PT) 

symmetric chain of resonators is presented in this paper. In the talk, we will investigate the impact of having a 

structure of finite length and consider the effect of a modulation of the real part of the refractive index on the 

complete band-structure of the PT-chain system. For a finite PT-chain structure under certain modulation, we 

observe the existence of a localised mode which is either lasing or dissipating.    

Photonic structures with combined gain and loss, known as Parity-Time (PT) symmetric structures, have 

been shown to exhibit unique properties [1,2]. Within the context of PT-resonator structures, we have reported 

an analytical approach for calculating the threshold point of such structures using a Boundary Integral Equation 

method[1]. Furthermore we also analysed the impact of unbalancing gain/loss in the PT-resonator structure in 

which we observed a laser operation in a loss dominated structure [1]. In this contribution, we report our recent 

study of a PT-symmetric chain of resonator structures (see Fig. 1).  

 

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the PT-chain resonator structure. 

The PT-chain considered is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1; each cell is comprised of 4 cylindrical resonators 

of the same radius 𝑟 and separated by a fixed gap 𝑔. The refractive index within a unit cell is given by:  

{
 

 𝑛1 = 𝑛0 + Δ𝑛
′ + 𝑗𝑛′′

𝑛2 = 𝑛0 − Δ𝑛′ + 𝑗𝑛′′
𝑛3 = 𝑛0 − Δ𝑛′ − 𝑗𝑛′′
𝑛4 = 𝑛0 + Δ𝑛′ − 𝑗𝑛′′

 (1) 

where, 𝑛0, Δ𝑛′ and 𝑛′′ are the average refractive index, modulation of the real part of the refractive index and 

modulation of the imaginary part of the refractive index (gain/loss), respectively.  

 In this work, we investigate the impact of having a structure of finite length and consider the effect of a 

modulation of the real part of the refractive index on the complete band-structure of the PT-chain system. A 

simple tight-binding model of the infinite chain for the case of no real modulation, i.e. Δ𝑛′ = 0 is given by, 

𝐻 =

(

 
 

𝜔0 𝜅 𝑒𝑗𝛽Λ𝜅
𝜅 𝜔0 𝜅

𝜅 𝜔0∗ 𝜅
𝑒−𝑗𝛽Λ𝜅 𝜅 𝜔0∗ )

 
 

 (2) 

where 𝜔0 is the complex resonant frequency of the resonator, 𝜅 is the coupling strength between resonators 



and 𝛽Λ is the Bloch phase. The Hamiltonian 𝐻 has multiple degeneracies even when the non-Hermitian 

parameter,  𝛾 = ℑ(𝜔0)/𝜅 is zero, see Fig. 2(a); thus a PT-chain structure without modulation Δ𝑛′ = 0 will 

spontaneously break the PT-symmetry for a non-zero 𝛾, i.e. 𝑛′′ > 0, as shown in Fig. 2(b).       

  
Figure 2. Band-structure of an infinitely long PT-chain with no real part modulation Δn′ = 0 

 Meanwhile, by introducing a small real part modulation Δ𝑛′ ≠ 0, the resonant frequencies of the resonator 

are shifted, i.e. they decrease if Δ𝑛′ < 0 and increase if Δ𝑛′ > 0; now the Hamiltonian is given by,  

𝐻 =

(

 
 

𝜔1 𝜅 𝑒𝑗𝛽Λ𝜅
𝜅 𝜔2 𝜅

𝜅 𝜔2∗ 𝜅
𝑒−𝑗𝛽Λ𝜅 𝜅 𝜔1∗ )

 
 

 (3) 

where 𝜔1 − 𝜔2 = 2δ and 𝜔0 = (𝜔1 + 𝜔2)/2. The real part and the imaginary part of the eigenfrequencies of 

(3) are plotted in Fig. 3(a,b) respectively for 𝛿 = 0.25𝜔0. It can be seen in Fig. 3(a) that by introducing real 

modulation Δ𝑛′, the eigenfrequencies at the edge of the Brillouin zone are no longer degenerate. As such there 

exists a minimum threshold of the 𝛾 parameter which causes PT-symmetry breaking.  

 
Figure3. Band-structure of an infinitely long PT-chain with real modulation 

 In the talk, we will discuss the effect of having a finite length of chain in which we observed the presence of 

localised broken-PT-symmetry mode, which has a characteristic of either lasing or decaying and is localised at 

either end of the chain structure.  
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Abstract When impinging on a non-uniform potential landscape, waves typically scatter and 

diffract, resulting in a highly complex interference pattern in the waves’ intensity. In my talk I will 
introduce a special class of waves that defy this common picture by maintaining a 

constant-intensity even in the presence of strong variations of the potential, provided that a suitable 

combination of gain and loss is added to it. 
 

In all of the diverse areas of science where waves play an important role, one of the most fundamental 

solutions of the corresponding wave equation is a stationary wave with constant intensity. The most familiar 

example is that of a plane wave propagating in free space. In the presence of any Hermitian potential, a wave’s 
constant intensity is, however, immediately destroyed due to scattering. I will show that this fundamental 

restriction is conveniently lifted when working with non-Hermitian potentials. In particular, a whole class of 

waves can be identified that have constant intensity in the presence of inhomogeneous media with gain and loss. 

It turns out that the systems that give rise to this special property may be, but don’t necessarily have to be 
PT-symmetric.   

 

I will demonstrate that this new concept can also be applied to strongly fluctuating potentials, such as in 

disordered media. In this case we identify a corresponding gain-loss profile that allows for these 

constant-intensity waves to propagate through the disorder without any back-reflection or interference fringes 

that usually occur in this context. An experimental demonstration of these unique wave states is envisioned 

based on spatially modulated pump beams that can flexibly control the gain and loss components in an active 

medium. 
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Abstract-We have realized parity-time symmetry in a coupled active-passive microcavity system 

with balanced gain and loss. On-chip nonreciprocal light transmission and circulation due to 

gain-saturation nonlinearity are experimentally demonstrated in coupled active-passive, as well as 

in single active high-Q, microcavity systems. There are certain advantages by using a single active 

microcavity with gain saturation for achieving nonreciprocal light transmission and circulation, 

such as simplicity in the structure, easy to control, low insertion loss and superior isolation 

performance. 
 

A coupled gain-loss waveguide pair with balanced gain and loss can mimic the parity-time (PT) 
symmetric Hamiltonian constructed in quantum mechanics [1], which has started an active research 
field of PT-symmetric optics in the past few years. On-chip nonreciprocal light propagation is highly 
desired in constructing integrated photonic circuits [2], but hard to achieve due to the required optical 
nonlinearity and proper designs to break the time-reversal symmetry [3]. Achieving efficient on-chip 
optical isolator and circulator will be very useful for implementing practical integrated optical 
information processing circuits and networks.    

Using a system with coupled active-passive microtoroid cavities, we have demonstrated clear 
PT-symmetry behaviors. With the carefully balanced gain and loss in the active and passive 
microtoroids, an exceptional point appears in the output spectral splitting plot as the distance between 
the two microtoroids increases (i.e. decreasing the coupling strength) indicating a PT-symmetry 
breaking phenomenon. Two frequency peaks exist when the PT symmetry (gain equals to loss) is 
upheld, while the two frequency peaks collapse into one when the PT symmetry breaks down (i.e. the 
loss equals to gain in the microtoroids, and is larger than the coupling strength between the two 
microtoroids). It is crucial to precisely balance the gain and loss in the two microtoroid cavities to 
satisfy the true PT-symmetry condition during the experiment [4]. 

When the gain-saturation nonlinearity in the active microtoroid is taken into account in this 
coupled microcavity system, nonreciprocal light propagation can be realized. By carefully designing 
and implementing an experimental measurement system, we have demonstrated ultrasensitive 
nonreciprocal light transmission in this coupled microtoroid system [4]. By optimizing the system 
parameters, nonreciprocal light propagation can be achieved for the input signal powers ranging from 



 2 

about 10 nW up to 10 PW with good isolation ratio [4].  
Considering it further, on-chip nonreciprocal light propagation and optical circulation [5] can 

actually be realized simultaneously in a much simpler system with only one active microcavity [6,7]. 
We have experimentally shown that, by exploring the gain-saturation nonlinearity, on-chip optical 
nonreciprocity with excellent isolation performance at telecommunication wavelength can be achieved 
using a system of one active microtoroid cavity [7]. The performances of such single microtoroid 
system for optical isolation and circulation versus various experimental parameters have been carefully 
evaluated experimentally. The advantages of using such one active microcavity system for 
nonreciprocal light propagation and optical circulation include simplicity of the system for controlling 
and tuning, its compatibility with the current metal-oxide-semiconductor process, relatively low 
insertion loss in one-way light transport, and good isolation/circulation ratios at a broad input power 
range. These superior features could make the demonstrated device serve as a promising fundamental 
building block for future integrated photonic networks. Very recently, by exploring momentum 
conservation we have for the first time demonstrated an on-chip nonlinear optical isolator by injecting 
light simultaneously in both forward and backward directions, with use of only one microcavity. 

In summary, parity-time symmetry and its breaking, as well as nonreciprocal light propagation, 
have been experimentally demonstrated in a coupled active-passive microtoroid system [4]. The 
on-chip nonreciprocal light propagation is caused by the gain-saturation nonlinearity in the active 
microtoroid and therefore can work for both balanced and unbalanced gain/loss conditions, as well as 
under both PT-symmetry and broken PT-symmetry cases [4]. The on-chip nonreciprocal light 
propagation and optical circulation have also been experimentally demonstrated in a single active 
microcavity system with gain saturation [6,7], which can have practical applications in integrated 
photonic circuits and networks. 
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Abstract— We study transport properties of a periodic 1D array of bi-layers focusing on the
unidirectional reflectivity that emerges as a result of the balanced losses/gains incorporated into
the arrays. Our analysis is based on the transfer matrix method according to which we derive
analytical expressions for both spectral and transport characteristics of the model. We have
unexpectedly found that the PT -symmetric transport can emerge even when the system itself is
not PT -symmetric.

We consider the perpendicular propagation of an electromagnetic wave of frequency � through
an array of N unit (a, b) cells embedded in a homogeneous medium. Each unit cell consists of two
dielectric a and b layers with thicknesses da and db such as d = da + db is the unit-cell size. The
a layers absorb the energy and the b layers are composed of the amplifying material. The losses
and gains in the layers are incorporated via corresponding complex dielectric functions, while
the magnetic permeabilities µa,b are assumed to be real and positive constants. The main optic
parameters (refractive indices na,b, impedances Za,b and wave phase shifts �a,b) of two constitutive
layers, a and b, are defined as follows,

na = n(0)
a (1 + i�), Za = Z(1 + i�)�1, �a =

�

2
(1 + i�) ; (1a)

nb = n(0)
b (1� i�), Zb = Z(1� i�)�1, �b =

�

2
(1� i�) , (1b)

where Z = µa/n
(0)
a = µb/n

(0)
b and � = 2�n(0)

a da/c = 2�n(0)
b db/c. Above, the key parameter � stands

for the strength of losses and gains. In the case of no losses/gains (� = 0) this setup is known as
matched quarter stack. In this case basic a and b layers are perfectly matched (their impedances

are the same) and, in addition, they have the same length of optic path (n(0)
a da = n(0)

b db), therefore,
the same phase shift �/2.

With the use of the transfer matrix method one can get the dispersion relation,

cos�B =
cos�+ �2 cosh(��)

1 + �2
. (2)

that determines the band-structure as the dependence of the Bloch phase �B = �d on the wave
frequency �. One of the important consequences of non-zero value of � in Eq. (2) is an emergence
of finite number Nband of spectral bands defined by the condition | cosµB| < 1. This number Nband
depends on the parameter � only, and for � � 1 can be estimated as

Nband � (1/��) ln(1/�). (3)

Within the spectral bands the Bloch index µB is real in spite of the presence of loss and gain.
The analysis shows that every spectral band consists of the central region with TN > 1 and those
with TN 6 1. At the borders between these regions the transmission is perfect, TN = 1, and this
happens at specific points � = �s(�) at which, however, the Bloch index µB(�,�s) does not vanish.
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Figure 1: Ratio right-to-left reflectances (full curve) versus � for � = 0.25. Dashed regions are those where
µB is real and TN > 1.

The key point of our approach is to analyze the dispersion relation together with the expressions

for the transmittance TN and left/right reflectances R(L)
N and R(R)

N . In the presence of gain/loss
terms, the relation between the above quantities is known to have the form,

|1� TN | =
q

R(L)
N R(R)

N . (4)

The analysis shows that at the specific points � = �s(�) the left reflectance vanishes, however, the
right one remains finite. This e�ect is known as the unidirectional reflectivity. It is one of the most
important properties of scattering in the PT -symmetric systems. For � � 1 and � exp(��) � 1
one can obtain the estimate,

R(R)
N � 16 ��4 sin2 (NµB) . (5)

The ratio between right and left reflectances,

R(R)
N /R(L)

N = F2(��,�)/F2(�,�), (6)

is shown in Fig. 1 in dependence on � for � = 0.25. Here, the functions are defined as

F(�,�) = �2 sinh(��)� � sin�+ 2(cos�� e���). (7)

Remarkably, the ratio R(R)
N /R(L)

N turns out to be N -independent. Note that at the Fabry-Perot

resonances for which sin(NµB)/ sinµB = 0, and, therefore, TN = 1, both reflectances expectedly

vanish, R(L)
N = R(R)

N = 0.
Apart from the set of specific points �s there is a set of exceptional points �sp for which both

TN = 1 and µB(�sp,�sp) = 0. Here the left reflectance vanishes, R(L)
N = 0, while the right one is

very large,

R(R)
N =

4�2N2

(1 + �2)2
[cosh(��)� cos�]2 � �2N2e2��. (8)

The estimate is given for �sp � 1 and, hence, �sp�sp � 1.
It is worthwhile to stress that our analysis is general and valid also for the case when the

thicknesses of a and b layers are not equal, da �= db, therefore, the Hamiltonian of the model is
non-PT -symmetric. However, the scattering properties through finite samples are similar to those
previously found for the PT -symmetric models. This happens since the optical paths in a, b layers
are equal, however, the matching remains perfect. Note that in the case of equal thicknesses,
da = db, the model is PT -symmetric on definition.
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Abstract- We propose a new class of systems holding PT-symmetry only locally; the potential 

fulfills: U(r-r0)=U*(-r+r0)  in a small neighborhood of any point r0 being r0z0 , whereas on a 

global scale the system is only Parity symmetric: U(r-r0)=U(-r+r0)  for all r. We show that such 

systems lead to a strong field localization at r=0, arising from the merge of the two different 

symmetries. We explore these new potentials in one- and two- dimensional complex nanophotonic 

structures, combining gain/loss and index modulations, which we expect to have direct applications 

as turning broad aperture lasers into bright and narrow output beam sources. 

 

Initially introduced as a curiosity in quantum mechanics [1], Parity-Time (PT-) symmetric systems have 

recently found realizations in optics such as asymmetric reflections, transmissions, asymmetric chirality [2-5]. 

The general requirement for an optic PT-symmetric system is that the optical potential (complex refractive index 

including index and gain/loss modulations) fulfills n(r) = n*(-r). In the simplest one-dimension (1D) realization: 

n(x)= n0 exp(iqx), which at resonance, k=q/2 (PT-transition) asymmetrically couples the left-propagating mode, 

exp(-ikx), to the right-propagating mode exp(ikx), but not vice versa. However, what happens if such 

PT-symmetry condition is not imposed globally, over the whole space, but only locally? Let’s consider the 

situation depicted on Fig.1.a, a complex symmetric potentials, locally PT-symmetric except for x=0. The optical 

complex potential imposes unidirectional coupling “to the right” on the left half-plane, while the coupling is “to 

the left” on the right half-plane. As a consequence, a strong filed localization may be intuitively expected around 

x=0. The same idea applies to 2D (or 3D), where radial (or coaxial) dephased modulations of the index and 

gain/loss may lead to asymmetric coupling between incoming and outgoing waves, see Figs.1.b and 1.c  

 
Figure 1. Local unidirectional coupling: (a) 1D complex optical potential, where nRe is the real index 

modulation, and nIm the gain/loss modulation. (b) 2D analogous axisymmetric configuration, (c) 3D coaxial 

index and gail/loss modulations, analogous for fields propagating along z. The arrows indicate the direction of 

the asymmetric mode coupling, at resonance. 

Indeed, we explore the field dynamics in spatial and temporal domains within a 1D optical potential in the 

form: n(x) = nRe cos(6x6)-i nIm sin(6x6) as well the 2D axisymmetric case: n(r) = nRe cos(6r6)-i nIm sin(6r6). Both 

systems show equivalent localization regimes, depending upon the real and imaginary modulation amplitudes. 

Strong field localizations always occur close to the PT-transition point, see Fig.2 which summarizes the effect. 



 

Figure 2 1D: (a) Map of the spatial growth exponent calculated after a sufficient long time (t>300 units) in 

the parameter space (nIm, nRe). Spatial field profiles for representative cases (b,c) in linear and in logarithmic 

scales, (i)/(ii). (d) 2D: (d) Axial field localization exponent in parameter space(nIm, nRe). (e) Axial/total 

cross-sectional field distribution in real (i)/(iii) and logarithmic scales (ii)/(iv). 

We show that the proposed systems simultaneously localize and enhance the field due to the asymmetric 

radial coupling of inward and outward waves. Since the physical realizations of the above discussed 

arrangements in 1D and 2D are nowadays available, we expect this light-matter interaction phenomena to find 

remarkable applications in many linear and nonlinear devices where high degree of localization is desirable such 

as: beam focusing, narrow beam enhancement, laser emission, switching in nanostructures,… 
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Abstract- We present an overview of results on the effects of spatial and temporal modulations in 

coupled waveguides and fiber loop resonator structures with gain and loss, which demonstrate 

features of parity-time symmetry with real spectrum and transition to amplification and lasing.  

One of the challenges of the modern photonics is to develop all-optical devices enabling increased speed and 

energy efficiency for transmitting and processing information on an optical chip. Parity-Time (PT) symmetric 

photonic systems with alternating regions of gain and loss can bring novel functionalities [1]. In such systems, 

losses are as important as gain and, depending on the structural parameters, gain compensates losses, which can 

be employed for signal filtering and switching, opening new prospects for active control of light (see a review 

paper [2], and references therein).  

Here, we overview our recent results on spatial and temporal modulation in structures with gain and loss for 

controlling transition between gain-loss compensation to amplification and lasing [3,4]. First, we consider a 

structure composed of three coupled waveguides [3], see Fig. 1(a). We demonstrate that three waveguides with 

different strengths of dissipation and gain might demonstrate PT-like spectral behavior if the couplings between 

the waveguides are specially chosen, despite the fact that such systems have no PT spatial symmetry. We further 

find that the scattering properties and lasing threshold of such structures embedded in a waveguide array 

critically depend on internal structure. Second, we suggest a realization of PT fiber laser, based on cross-coupled 

loop resonators [4], see Fig. 1(b). We further show that PT breaking in such resonators can be flexibly controlled 

by temporal modulation of gain and phase shifts. 

(a)  (b)  

Figure 1. (a) Sketch of a three-waveguide coupler with gain and loss, with no spatial PT symmetry [3]. (b) 

Schematic diagram of PT fiber loop structure [4]. 
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Abstract We demonstrate that in the longitudinally modulated Parity-Time symmetric lattices the 

light wave power can be controlled through overlap of gain-loss distribution with intensity pattern 

formed by interference of Rabi-coupled Floquet-Bloch modes. 
 

Entirely real eigenvalue spectrum of Parity-Time symmetrical (PTS) non-Hermitian Hamiltonians was first 

predicted in the context of quantum mechanics1. In optics, complex PTS refractive index can support stable wave 

propagation2. Similarly, Rabi oscillations (RO) were first predicted3 and demonstrated4 as electrons transitions 

from conduction to valence band induced by external optical field. Optical RO, i.e., resonant transitions between 

different light modes originally proposed5,6 and observed7 in longitudinally modulated Hermitian waveguides 

and waveguide arrays, and recently predicted in PTS waveguides8. We investigate paraxial beam propagation 

approximated by the normalized Schrodinger equation i∂ψ/∂z+∂2ψ/∂2z+U[1+ɛcos(β0z)]ψ=0 in PTS lattice 

U=Vcos(2πx/D)+iWsin(2πx/D) modulated along direction of propagation with frequency β0 and amplitude 

ε<<1(ε=0.05) and show that in the PTS phase (W≤V) when all separate Flouqet-Bloch (FB) modes remain stable 

their interference gives rise to either controlled power oscillations or unlimited linear amplification occurring 

exactly at the phase transition point (PTP). The propagation constants of the first 3 bands (β1, β2 and β3) are 

shown in Fig. 1(a-b) for the under-critical regime (UCR) W/V=0.8 and at the PTP (W/V=1) respectively. We 

consider resonant transitions between 1st and 2nd mode (β0=β2-β1) in the UCR [green arrows in Fig. 1(a)] and at 

the PTP [green arrow in Fig. 1(b)]. The coupling between mth and nth FB modes depends on the transition matrix 

elements Mmn=<ψ*m|U|ψn> defined through biorthogonality condition2. M21 and M12 for UCR and at the PTP are 

shown in Fig. 1(c-d) respectively. In contrast with Hermitian Hamiltonians Mmn are asymmetrical with respect to 

Bloch wave-number k and index interchange. At the PTP M12=0� k≤0 and M21=0� k≥0. The propagation in the 

UCR with single k0 1
st mode at the input is depicted in Figs. 1(e-h). The evolution of the 1st (blue curves) and 2nd 

(green curves) mode populations (A1 and A2) are shown in Fig. 1(e-f) for the left tilted incidence (LTI) and right 

tilted incidence (RTI) respectively (k0D/π=±0.15). In contrast with Hermitian lattices amplitudes of mode 

population oscillations in PTS lattices are not equal since the exchange of energy between the two modes is 

augmented by their amplification (damping) due to the positive (negative) overlap of intensity pattern with the 

gain-loss distribution, which results in the periodically oscillating total power shown in Fig. 1(g-h) for the LTI 

and RTI respectively. Numerically obtained power (blue curves) exhibits fast oscillations around coupled mode 

theory (CMT) solution (red curves) due to the beating of non-orthogonal modes2 that were omitted in the CMT 

solution. For the LTI (M21>M12) the amplitude of the 2nd mode population is higher and total power increases 

whereas for the RTI (M21<M12) the amplitude of the 2nd mode is lower and total power decreases.  
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Figure 1. Transmission properties of PTS lattices. Transmission spectra and transition matrix elements M21 and M12 for W/V=0.8 [(a) and 
(c)] and for W/V=1 [(b) and (d)]. (e-h) - propagation dynamics for W/V=0.8 and 1st FB mode with single k0 at the input. Evolution of the 
relative populations of the 1st (blue curves) and 2nd (green curves) modes for the left k0D/π=-0.15 (e) and right k0D/π=0.15 (f) tilted 
incidence; power evolution for the left (g) and right (h) tilted incidences. (i-l) - propagation dynamics for W/V=1 and the left tilted 
Gaussian beam at the input. Evolution of the relative populations of the 1st (blue curves) and 2nd (green curves) modes (i); intensity pattern 
(j); intensity at z=400 (k); power evolution (l); dark-colored thin lines in figs. (e, f, i) and blue lines in fig. 1 (g, h, k, l) represent numerical 
results while light-colored thick lines in fig. 1 (e, f, i) and red lines in figs. (g, h, k, l) represent CMT results. 

The propagation dynamics of the LTI beam ψ(x, z=0)=exp[-(x+δ)2/σ2]exp(ik0x) (σ=60, δ =400, k0D/π = -0.15) 

at the PTP is shown in Fig. 1 (i-l). The evolution of A1 (blue curves) and A2 (green curves) at k=k0 are depicted in 

Fig. 1(i). A1 remains constant upon propagation (M12=0� k≤0), which results in the almost linear growth of A2 

(small deviation of linear growth is due to the phase-shifted initial population of the 2nd mode). The numerically 

obtained intensity pattern is shown in Fig. 1(j). In addition to the double refraction2 the intensity pattern exhibits 

an intensity-locked region between the two diverging beams, which develops due to the positive overlap of 

intensity pattern with gain-loss distribution. Intensity oscillations in this region conform to the periodicity of the 

lattice while the amplitude of oscillations remains constant between the two diverging beams, which can be seen 

in Fig. 1(k) showing cross-section of intensity at z=400.  The amplitude of the intensity in this region remains 

constant upon propagation whereas its width growth linearly as distance between diverging beams increases 

corresponding to the linear growth of power shown in Fig. 1(l). Using the angular dependence of M21 and M12 

one can control the power response of the system by changing the angle of incidence and corresponding 

adjustment of longitudinal frequency modulations to satisfy the resonance condition. In the UCR one can 

manipulate both sign and magnitude of power oscillations whereas at the PTP only the rate of the linear power 

amplification can be adjusted. 

The power control technique introduced here should pave the road for new discoveries and applications in 

PTS optics and gain-loss metamaterials. In addition we are working on a similar power control technique based 

on Landau-Zener tunnelling induced by applying AC field to PTS lattices (investigation is currently in progress). 
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Abstract— Spectra of metamaterial photonic crystals may contain frequency bands which
disappear inside the Brillouin zone (folded bands). We observe that the wave equations for such
systems are essentially non-Hermitian, but PT -symmetric. We show that the real-frequency
spectra correspond to PT -symmetric solutions of the wave equation. At those momenta in the
Brillouin zone where no real solutions exist, there appear pairs of complex-frequency solutions
with spontaneously broken PT symmetry.

Recently, it has been found [1] that two dimensional array of cylinders made from the left-handed
material with simultaneously negative permittivity and permeability exhibits unusual frequency
spectrum. In particular, the spectrum contains so-called folded bands which disappear in certain
region of the Brillouin zone.

We calculate numerically the transmission of plane electromagnetic wave through two dimen-
sional array of left handed cylinders, find the band structure and study how folded bands arises
in the frequency spectrum when the radius R of metamaterial cylinders increases (Figure 1). The
existence of folded bands indicates that the wave equation for the electromagnetic field in a meta-
material photonic crystal is non-Hermitian. We indeed show [2] that the operator M which enters
the wave equation for the propagating wave

M �H � 1

µ
rot
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�
rot

�
�H = �2 �H (1)
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Figure 1: Low frequency (a/� < 1) band structure of two dimensional periodic array of left-handed cylinders
with permittivity � = �1.8 and permeability µ = �5 and various cylinder radius R (measured in lattice
period a). The wave vector q is parallel to the �X direction. Various folded bands appears when the cylinder
radius R increases. Note two folded bands which arise when the radius R increases from 0.270 to 0.280.



is essentially non-Hermitian when both permittivity � and the permeability µ are negative inside
cylinders. The essential non-Hermiticity means that, in contrast to dielectric photonic crystals [3],
it cannot be avoided by any reformulation of the problem.

In spite of this non-Hermiticity, the operatorM has real frequency spectra, �2 > 0, if it possesses
additional symmetry – the PT symmetry in the present case. Folded bands appear in the spectrum
if this symmetry is broken [4]. This can be explicitly verified for the simplest one-dimensional case
where the eigenfunctions, which correspond to complex frequencies, lost the PT symmetry [2].
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Figure 2: Dispersion relations along the �X direction for the two-dimensional model with cylinder radii
R = 0.1a and R = 0.3a. Shaded regions highlight the frequency gap (with complex momentum solutions
inside) and the momentum gap (with complex frequency solutions inside) in the left and right panels,
respectively.

Folded bands are closely related to the frequency gap in periodic systems. In fact, it is well
known that within the frequency gap, there exist only solutions with a complex wave-vector. On
the other hand, folded bands imply the existence of a momentum gap, inside which there appear
only states with a complex frequency. Thus the momentum gap is a space-time dual of the frequency
gap (Figure 2).

We have explained the origin of the recently discovered folded bands in spectra of metamaterial
photonic crystals. They could be observed if (1) the boundary-value problem is essentially non-
Hermitian and (2) the possible reality of its spectrum has to be guaranteed by additional symmetry,
such as the PT symmetry in the metamaterial case. In systems fulfilling these assumptions, folded
bands should be commonplace.
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Abstract— We introduce the concept of non-Hermitian parity-time (PT) symmetric acoustics.
We show that the PT symmetric acoustic structure becomes transparent from one side at the
exceptional point with perfect transmission and zero reflection from one side. We demonstrate
a method to obtain simultaneous control of complex-valued potentials and multiple interference
inside the structure to accomplish the exceptional point at any given frequency. Moreover, we
propose a mechanism for directional excitation based on impedance matched PT symmetric
potential.

Controlling acoustic transport at will is a long-sought-after goal in modern physics and appli-
cations. On the other hand, parity and time symmetric structures show extraordinary transport
properties. Thus, realizing PT symmetric acoustic structure is highly desirable. The common
physical feature of any parity and time symmetric structure is the existence of a deliberate non-
Hermiticity. Namely, a carefully and delicately balanced amplification and absorption mechanism.
Starting from Helmholtz equation and using the symmetries in the system, we can show that only
at specific frequencies called exceptional point, the PT symmetric acoustic structure becomes trans-
parent [1]. More specifically transmission becomes perfect and reflection from one side tends to
zero. Exceptional points occur only for specific values of the gain and loss parameter. Unidirec-
tional transparency is a consequence of destructive interference generated by the gain and loss layers.

In acoustics, one can find materials with inherent damping. On the other hand until now,
nobody claimed the observation of the acoustic gain material in the nature. Fortunately, we can
realize gain materials e�ectively by delicate feed-back systems using the active sound controlling
apparatus. However, as mentioned earlier, PT symmetry requires an exact balance of loss and
gain in the medium, and the dispersive behavior of the most loss and gain materials (if any exists)
prevents this condition to be fulfilled over a broad frequency range. Hence, it is challenging to
access the exceptional points in practice.

By designing the spacing between the gain and loss layers, in an Experiment, we show that one
can control the scattering process in any PT symmetric acoustic structure. The gap corresponds
to a phase delay between the gain and loss cells. We can scan the response of the structure as
a function of spacing and frequency using the transfer-matrix formalism. Thus, we can access an
exceptional point where the reflection from the loss side vanishes; the transmission becomes unity
and the reflection from the gain side gets nonzero values, making the system to be unidirectional
transparent [2].

Unidirectional transparency at the exceptional point of a PT symmetric acoustic structure can
be combined with transformation optics to result in a one-way cloak. This is possible since the
acoustic wave equation is invariant under coordinate transformation. Our proposed PT symmetric
cloak protects its inner information from being detected only along one side and not another [1].

We mentioned that the existence of the exceptional point is a consequence of the interferences.
By eliminating the interferences using impedance matching, we can remove all the scattering events
in the 1D PT symmetric acoustic structure and have a perfect transmission without refection from
both side. However, the field amplitude distribution within the gain and loss regions is strongly
influenced by the direction of the incoming field. This suggest that by embedding an impedance
matched PT symmetric potential in a three-port system we can achieve directional excitation with-
out breaking reciprocity. Specifically, the excitation of the third port is contingent on the direction
of incidence while transmission in the main channel is immune [3].



In conclusion, we introduce the notion of PT symmetry in acoustics. We show how one can
obtain the exceptional point at will and have unidirectional transparency in the desire direction.
We demonstrate one-way PT symmetric cloak. Finally, we proposed a unique approach to ob-
tain unidirectional excitation. Our approach broadens the scope of applications for PT symmetric
devices in di�erent fields including optics, microwaves, electronics, which are crucial for sensing,
imaging, cloaking, lasing, and absorbing.
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Abstract – We present our recent work on exceptional points in 2D periodic photonic crystal slabs. 

Since these are 2D systems, the resulting system has not only one exceptional point (like is typical 

in 1D), but rather a ring of exceptional points. Its properties and potential applications will be 

discussed. 
 

In recent years, 3 quite different novel photonic phenomena have been drawing a lot of attention: accidental 

Dirac points, Bound States in Continuum, and Exceptional Points (in non-Hermitian systems). It turns out that at 

the boundary of these 3 systems, an interesting new phenomenon emerges: a ring of Exceptional Points. We 

present our recent results on this topic [1], as well as some potential applications. 
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Abstract-  

We explore the functionalities of nonuniform Parity-Time -symmetric structures with engineered 

complex-index-modulation profiles. The use of nonuniform coupling or gain-loss modulation profiles 

brings a number of advantages as compared to the uniform PT-symmetric structures. The intention of 

the undertaken approach is to show that many conventional techniques previously developed for 

passive-type grating-assisted or coupled-waveguide devices for integrated optics can be transposed and 

adapted to a PT-symmetric case, fostering thus a new generation of active and functional photonic 

devices. 
 

1. Introduction 
In our recent work [1] we considered the example of nonuniform PT-symmetric Bragg gratings with a complex 

index profile modulated by a slowly varying envelope function, with the aim of combining the apodization 

techniques of classical Bragg gratings with the advantages of PT-symmetry such as unidirectionality. We 

demonstrated in these two-port devices the possibility to achieve an efficient apodization of the PT-symmetric 

Bragg grating spectral response with a standard Hamming window function. To ease implementation of the 

apodization in real structures with local binary nature of the real and imaginary index contributions, this approach 

was extended to the duty-cycle modulated periodic or deterministic aperiodic binary PT-symmetric gratings. It 

appears that many conventional techniques previously developed for passive type Bragg gratings or related 

devices can be transposed and adapted to a PT-symmetric case, provided the constraints of real and imaginary part 

modulation are properly combined. In the current contribution we further extend this concept to explore the 

functionalities that can be achieved in the case of four-ports Bragg grating assisted directional couplers with a 

nonuniform complex PT-symmetric profile. 

2. Nonuniform local PT-symmetric Bragg grating assisted directional coupler switch 
Add-drop multiplexers combining operation of a directional coupler with a Bragg reflector (BR) are known 

for years. An important feature of these devices is the very versatile operation that can be achieved by slightly 

changing their design. Single [2] or dual band transmission operation [3], frustration of co-directional coupling [4] 

are only a few examples of functional possibilities. The implementation in such structures PT-symmetric 

gain-loss variations brings the additional and highly desirable tunability and switching functionalities. 

A sketch of a PT symmetric Bragg grating waveguide (PTSBG) based vertical coupler is shown in Fig. 1(a). 

The operation principle is based on the modification of the PTSBG dispersion properties used for controlling 



phase matching between two waveguides [5]. A practical realization can be envisioned, for example, by means of 

hybrid integration technology of III-V/SOI semiconductors. The use of PTSBG assisted directional couplers in 

WDM applications requires the control of the spectral profile, related namely to the reduction of the secondary 

sidelobes level to avoid impairment on adjacent WDM channel cross-talk.  

  

Fig. 1: (a) Sketch of a PTSBG assisted directional coupler with rectangular grating profile. Gain and loss grating 

sections are indicated by red and blue colors, respectively; (b) Phase-matching-allowed apodized spectral response.  

The stamp down of secondary sidelobes for the considered example of PTSBG-assisted directional couplers can 

be achieved by tapering/apodizing the coupling profile. As appears in Fig. 1(b), the application of a Hamming 

function suppresses by more than 30dB the sidelobes level (vs. ~15 dB for a uniform PSTBG). Moreover, the 

reflection level remains very low, indicating that the core PT-symmetric properties of PTSBG are fully preserved. 

As a further prospect to master linear and nonlinear operation of such devices, it would be interesting to bridge 

our current approach exploiting PT-symmetric and apodization techniques with the additional degree of freedom 

that can be achieved by the longitudinal offset in the periodic index modulation [6,7]. 
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Abstract-Graphene cannot efficiently interact with light due to its extremely thin nature. We will 

demonstrate ways to hybridize graphene with all-dielectric metasurfaces in order to increase the 

coupling between the far-field radiation and graphene. In addition, we will introduce metasurfaces 

with resonating elements made only of graphene, designed based on the appropriate patterning of 

the graphene monolayer’s shape. The proposed hybrid graphene metasurfaces can lead to the design 

of electro-optical modulators and THz non-reciprocal devices, operating as magnetic-free isolators.  
 

The recently discovered graphene is a two-dimensional—one-atom-thick— conductive material with 

zero-bandgap and linear dispersion. Its properties can be tuned in the entire infrared and optical frequency range 

by varying its doping level with chemical, electrostatic and optical ways. However, it cannot efficiently interact 

with light due to its extremely thin (one-atom-thick) nature. Towards this goal, we will present ways to hybridize 

graphene with special metasurfaces in order to increase the coupling and interaction between the far-field 

radiation and graphene at the nanoscale. These metasurfaces are designed to possess very high in-plane fields to 

strongly interact with the surface conductivity properties of graphene. It will be demonstrated that all-dielectric 

metasurfaces are more appropriate compared to metallic metasurfaces to produce strong in-plane fields along 

their geometry. 

In general, all-dielectric silicon-based metasurfaces are powerful platforms to enhance light-matter 

interactions at nanoscale regions. Their low-loss nature, CMOS processing compatibility, and increased damage 

threshold from heating promise to outperform the functionalities of the recently established plasmonic metallic 

metasurfaces, which exhibit high Ohmic losses and broader scattering or transmission responses. The low-loss 

properties of all-dielectric metasurfaces can lead to very high quality factor (Q-factor) Fano [1] and 

electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) resonances [2]. These type of metasurfaces can provide fine 

control over the amplitude, phase and polarization of light, with the possibility to fabricate a number of compact 

subwavelength optical components and with the additional advantage of being ultrathin and CMOS-compatible. 

In our talk, we will present all-dielectric semiconductor-based metasurfaces hybridized with graphene in 

order to obtain new electro-optical modulators at telecom wavelengths. As an example, a hybrid 

graphene/dielectric metasurface design is presented in Fig. 1(a) to achieve tunable and modulated transmission at 

near-IR frequencies [3]. The all-dielectric hybrid metasurface is composed of periodically arranged pairs of 

asymmetric silicon (Si) nanobars with graphene placed on top of this configuration. This dielectric metasurface 

can sustain trapped magnetic resonances with a sharp Fano-type transmission or reflection signature [4]. The 

strong in-plane electric field distribution at the resonance is computed and shown in the inset of Fig. 1(b). 

One-atom-thick graphene is placed over this dielectric metasurface and very strong transmission modulation is 



obtained at near-IR telecom wavelengths when the doping level of graphene is increased, as it can be seen in Fig. 

1(b). The enhanced in-plane fields along the all-dielectric metasurface strongly interact with the tunable 

properties of graphene. This leads to strong coupling between the incoming radiation and graphene. Several new 

integrated nanophotonic components are envisioned based on the proposed devices, such as efficient 

electro-optical transmission modulators and new sensitive biosensors. 

 
Figure 1 (a) Unit cell of the hybrid graphene/dielectric metasurface configuration. (b) Enhanced transmission modulation. The sharp 

Fano resonance transmission signature rapidly varies as we increase the doping levels in graphene from |EF|=0eV to |EF|=0.75eV. The 

insets show the periodic geometry and the strong in-plane fields induced at the resonant frequency. 

 

Graphene can also be patterned to circular or rectangular patches and can be used by itself as the building 

element of metasurfaces. Highly confined surface plasmons are formed at the surface of graphene at low THz 

frequencies. It effectively behaves as metal at this frequency range. Hence, graphene THz metasurfaces can be 

designed when we appropriately decorate the shape of a graphene monolayer. Towards this end, graphene offers 

unique opportunities, considering the unusually strong interaction of this material with THz waves and its unique 

field effect, which allows efficient control of its electromagnetic properties via electrical signals and chemical 

doping. During our talk, we will present magnetic devices, ultrathin waveplates and polarizers, and 

magnetic-free isolators operating at THz frequencies based on different patterned graphene metasurface designs. 

Acknowledgements: This work was partially supported by the Office of Research and Economic 
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Abstract-Graphene is a promising material for sensor applications thanks to its strong light-matter 

interaction and its high tunability by doping. We investigate varyingly doped graphene nano-disks 

in a dimer configuration and demonstrate a complex absorption response arising from hybridization 

of dark modes. The resonances can be further enhanced and sharpened when a graphene ribbon 

links the two dimers, with a tunable resonance wavelength enabled by the junction doping. 
 

The resonant properties of metallic nanoparticles are actively explored nowadays for a wide range of 

applications1: biosensing, nonlinear optics, nanocircuits, optoelectronics, transparent displays etc. However, they 

suffer from a limited tunability, only possible by varying size, geometry or constitutive metals, while graphene 

flakes offer resonances strongly adjustable by doping2. Here, this property is judiciously exploited in graphene 

nano-disk dimers with strong absorption resonances and complex modes coupling3, as shown in Figure 1(a) and 

(c). Furthermore, an enhanced and narrower resonance is obtained when connecting the dimer with a graphene 

ribbon bridge: the charge transfer plasmon (not shown here). All these excitations are tunable with graphene 

doping, paving the way for new optoelectronic devices. 

Graphene single disk resonances have already been investigated4, but here we extend the study to higher 

order modes. Although various resonances are dark under normal incidence (they do not couple with the incident 

field), we show that they become bright (they resonate) when we consider graphene nano-disk dimers3. The 

absorption spectrum and the graphene disk modes are obtained with three-dimensional COMSOL simulations, 

corroborated with an analytical model. Figure 1(b) shows the considered dimer of 60 nm diameter graphene 

disks separated by a 5 nm distance. One of the disks is 0.4 eV doped and the second one has a doping varying 

from 0 to 1 eV. Their absorption efficiency under normal incidence (electric field in the x-direction) is 

represented in logarithmic scale in Figure 1(c) and shows an intricate absorption pattern, explained in the 

following. 

There are two main patterns: one curved (with stronger absorption for the curved line at the top) and one 

vertical. The straight vertical resonances are from the fixed 0.4 eV doped graphene disk, with the first dipolar 

mode resonating at 6.3 µm and the higher order modes appearing at smaller wavelengths. The curved pattern 

comes from the disk with varying doping. The continuous (dashed) black lines represent the theoretical 6 first 

modes of the varying (0.4 eV) doping graphene disk. 

When the resonance patterns (curved and straight) interact, the modes hybridize and give rise to two 

anti-crossing resonances. For example, this is observed in points 1 and 2 or in points 3 and 4 in Figure 1(c). The 

corresponding enhanced electric field of point 4 is represented in Figure 1(a) and shows that the single disk dark 

quadrupolar mode becomes bright when it hybridizes with a dipolar mode in a dimer configuration. 
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Figure 1 : (a) Incident electric field exciting a hybridized graphene dimer mode. (b) Top view of the asymmetrically 

doped graphene nano-disk dimer. The incident field is propagating along z. (c) Absorption efficiency in logarithmic 

scale of the graphene dimer represented in (b) for the x-polarization. The modes hybridize when the modes of the 

single 0.4 eV doped disk (dashed lines) cross the modes of the variously doped single disk (solid lines). 

 
Another part of the work is devoted to bridged dimers, demonstrating a red-shifted resonance, stronger and 

narrower than the unbridged dimer resonance. Furthermore, that resonance is adjustable by doping the graphene 

junction connecting the nano-disks. Graphene-based components thus offer new exciting possibilities compared 

to conventional metals for their ease of tunability. 
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Abstract-In this work we summarize results of our previous investigation on speckle-pattern 

rotation of light propagating in gyrotropic graphene-covered optical fiber and present our new study 

on plasmon-polariton manipulation in gyrotropic graphene-covered nanowire. Investigation shows 

that in both cases light energy distribution rotates moving along propagation axis. Rotation angle 

may be controlled by both gyrotropy of the core and chemical potential of graphene. Results may 

be used for development optics and plasmonic devices as well as for sensing applications. 
 

It is well known that magnetic field (or magnetization) may lead to rotation of speckle-pattern of light 

propagating in gyrotropic optical fiber1-3. Recently, we have shown that in case of graphene-coated optical fiber, 

one may control rotation angle by both magnetic field and chemical potential of graphene layer4. Rotation angle 

may reach about 20 degrees at wavelength of light 0.633 μm, fiber core radius 4.5 μm, graphene chemical 

potential 1 eV, fiber length about some centimeters, and magnetic fields about some Teslas. Taking into account 

the possibility of magnetooptics effects enhancement in magnetoplasmonic structures, it is of interest to 

investigate the possibility of realization the similar effect for cylindrical plasmonic waveguides. 

Investigation shows, for example, that rotational angle may reach up to 45 degrees at gyration parameter εa = 

±0.5 (antisimmetric part of permittivity), radius of nanowire R = 50 nm, frequency f = 100 THz, and graphene 

chemical potential 1 eV. Plasmon-polaritons distribution rotates at scale of 100 nm. Variation of chemical 

potential of graphene may be used for rotation angle manipulation as well. Example distributions of longitudinal 

electric field component Ez for mode with azimuthal index m = 4 are shown on Fig. 1. 

 

Figure 1. Distribution of longitudinal electric field component for plasmonic mode with azimuthal index m = 

4, graphene chemical potential 1 eV. Dashed line shows the position of maximum. Angles of rotation are ±25 

degrees at gyration parameter εa = ±0.5, respectively. 
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Rotation angle reaches a maximum when plasmonic mode become non-propagating one, i.e. when 

propagation length became comparable with wavelength of plasmon-polariton. Thus, manipulation is more 

effective for evanescent modes. 

Results of the investigation may be used for numerous plasmonic applications as well, as for magnetic 

sensing. 

The work was supported by RFBR grants ## 16-37-00023, 16-07-00751. Numerical calculations were 

supported by RScF grant # 14-22-00279. 
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Abstract— Owing to the overlap of plasmon and pair excitations in energy/momentum space
plasmons in photoexcited graphene can become amplified or spontaneously emitted via the decay
of electron/hole excitations. Based on Boltzmann equations for the carrier, plasmon and phonon
populations we investigate the nonequilibrium relaxation dynamics after femtosecond excitation
and show that plasmon emission drives the decay of population inversion on 100-fs scales.

Graphene owes its extraordinary optical properties to the presence of Dirac points in its band-
structure. The particular combination of a 2D plasmon dispersion and a gapless bandstructure
allows plasmons to couple strongly to the particle/hole plasma via interband absorption (Landau-
damping) and emission processes. It was recently established that nonequilibrium plasmon emis-
sion, similar to Auger recombination [1], provides a mechanism for the ultrafast decay of population
inversion (see Fig. 1) [2, 3, 4].

We here study the transient nonequilibrium relaxation dynamics of the coupled carrier, plas-
mon and phonon system in suspended graphene after photoexcitation. Our analysis is based on
Boltzmann equations, the random-phase approximation, and the assumption of a two-component
particle/hole plasma in quasi-equilibrium. We calculate the inter- and intraband emission rates in
dependence on the momentary nonequilibrium distribution functions of the carriers, plasmons and
phonons and solve the coupled system of nonlinear dynamic equations in time. To identify the role
of plasmon and phonon channels during the relaxation dynamics, we first consider these channels
in isolation and find that the intraband emission of optical phonons provide e�cient channels for
plasma cooling once the chemical potential has dropped below the optical phonon energies. In
contrast, interband plasmon emission facilitates a fast decay of population inversion, but heats
up the plasma, as plasmons are dominatly emitted above the Fermi edge. A main finding of our
work is that the combination of plasmon and phonon emission removes bottlenecks present in the
phonon and plasmon channels enabling the rapid cooling of the plasma and decay of inversion in
photoexcited graphene (see Fig. 2). Our results are in qualitative agreement with experimental
observations and suggest that plasmon emission might be the driving mechanism for the decay of
population inversion on 100-fs scales [5, 6].

plasmons

time

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 1: (a) Nonequilibrium plasmon emission in comparison to (b) Auger recombination. cb) Plasmon
dispersion �pl(q) and (d) plasmon loss/gain spectrum �pl(�) of photo-excited (intrinsic) graphene for varying
temperature T/TF . The dispersion crosses through regimes of interband gain (red area) and absorption (blue
area); quantities scaled with EF = 2µ = ~�F = ~vF qF = kBTF .
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Figure 2: Relaxation dynamics of coupled nonequilibrium electron/hole, plasmon, and phonon systems. (a)
shown are chemical potential (black line), carrier temperature (red line) and phonon temperatures without
plasmon emission, with plasmon emission and for the collision-free case; (b) dynamical evolution of the
nonequilibrium plasmon distribution within the first 1.5 ps.
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Abstract-!Plasmons, the collective oscillations of electrons in conducting materials, have the 

potential to interface electronic and photonic devices, and thus are widely studied in nanophotonics.!

Graphene, which has extraordinary optoelectronic properties due to its peculiar band structure, has 

proven to be an excellent plasmonic material, offering extremely strong, sub-wavelength electric 

field concentration with low loss. Here we predict extremely compact on-chip electrical detection of 

single plasmons supported by nanostructured graphene. 

 

Our findings show great promise for the development of integrated plasmonic circuitry, as well as basic 

components for quantum information processors. Specifically, we calculate a ~16-fold increase in electrical 

signal across a graphene nanostructure junction when one of its plasmon resonance is excited. By either doping 

the whole junction or varying the size of the graphene nanostructure, a broad spectral range can be covered, 

suggesting that this graphene plasmon-meter can find application in future on-chip photonic detectors or sensors. 

 

 
Figure 1: Schematics of a plasmon-meter base on nanostructured graphene. A graphene hexagon 

nanostructure is connected two infinitely extended graphene sheets working as two electrodes. 
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Abstract  
The peculiar electronic structure of graphene results in a large optoelectronic response that holds great potential for 
technology. For example, this material exhibits a nearly constant absorption ~2.3% over a broad spectral range [1], 
which can be electrically modulated in the mid-IR by injecting attainable densities of charge carriers. When doped, 
graphene can sustain plasmons that radically modify its optical response, enabling complete optical absorption for 
suitably designed patterns [2]. Graphene nanoribbons constitute one of the simplest geometrical patterns that one 
can produce. They have been extensively studied and their plasmons accurately explained with simple models [3]. 
When heated to a large electronic temperature, graphene behaves nearly as if is was highly doped, also giving rise 
to plasmon modes [4]. 
 
In this work, we study the possibility of using ultrashort light pulses together with the natural electronic relaxation 
mechanisms in graphene nanoribbons as a way to tune their optical response. We first discuss the optically induced 
plasmons of individual nanoribbons when illuminated with ultrashort pulses and then analyze the evolution of the 
plasmon frequency as a function of the delay between pump and probe. We study the redshift of these plasmons 
with increasing delay due to electron relaxation. We also investigate the optical response of the ribbon exposed to a 
train of optical pulses. We further discuss ribbon arrays illuminated from the substrate under total internal reflection 
conditions, for which we predict complete absorption for a suitable choice of geometrical and illumination 
parameters (see Fig. 1).  
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Fig. 1. Complete optical absorption experienced by a probe pulse after a time t following an optical pump 
illuminating a nanoribbon array under total internal reflection conditions (see inset).  
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Abstract- In graphene plasmonics, the classical description of graphene as a sheet with bulk 

conductivity breaks down for nanostructured pieces of graphene, because finite-size effects emerge, 

resonance shifts for example. Unlike for noble metals where this size dependence is well captured 

by a hydrodynamical model for the free-electron response, in graphene additional competing 

size-dependent effects due to edge states can occur which are even the dominant effects.    

 

For small metal nanoparticles classical electrodynamics breaks down as size-dependent shifts of 

plasmonic resonances are observed. For metal nanoparticles these effects can be explained as due to 

nonlocal response, as captured in Bloch’s hydrodynamic Drude model and its modern extensions [1,2]. 

The classical description of graphene is that of an infinitely thin sheet with bulk conductivity. We 

recently used it to predict the plasmonic resonances of dielectric and conducting graphene-coated 

nanospheres [3]. In the former case the graphene coating introduces the plasmons in this hybrid structure, 

while in the latter case (graphene coating on a conductor) it modifies in interesting ways the existing 

plasmons. Our study is directly relevant to experiments. 

Also in nanostructured graphene the classical theory will break down as size-dependent effects emerge 

[4,5,6]. The important role of edge states enriches the picture. For graphene structures with arm-chair 

termination, there are no edge states and a hydrodynamic description agrees well with more microscopic 

RPA calculations and predicts resonance blueshifts for smaller structures. On the other hand, graphene 

flakes with zig-zag termination do have edge states and we find an overall redshift, because a redshift 

associated with the edge states even dominates the hydrodynamic blueshift.  

We present detailed calculations for graphene disks [5] and for nanotriangles and bow-tie structures of 

two such triangles [6]. Our various results illustrate a surprising phenomenon: even 20 nm large graphene 

structures clearly exhibit quantum plasmonic features due to atomic-scale details in the edge termination.     
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Abstract- A novel scheme for the far-field generation of propagating plasmons in unpatterned 

graphene structures mediated by a surface acoustic wave (SAW) has been demonstrated. The 

SAW-induced dynamic modulation of the graphene surface creates a diffraction grating which 

allows to excite the long-lived phonon-like branch of the hybridized graphene/piezoelectric 

plasmon-phonon dispersion with infrared laser light.  

 

In comparison to conventional plasmonics, the tunability of graphene plasmons offers unique possibilities 

for applications in metamaterials, quantum optics control, biosensing, and light harvesting. However, in the 

experiments realized so far, laser coupling into graphene plasmons required either complex near-field techniques 

[1,2] or the patterning of micro- or nanoscale graphene arrays for far-field coupling [3,4], where edge scattering 

reduces the localized plasmon lifetime. This patterning can be also be performed in the supporting substrate in 

order to generate propagating plasmons, though this leads to fragile suspended graphene structures [5]. These 

technological limitations are hindering the potential of the plasmonic applications of graphene. Therefore, a 

simple and efficient method to excite propagating plasmons in unpatterned graphene structures is needed for the 

development of integrated and scalable graphene plasmonic devices and circuits. 

 

We have recently demonstrated a method to couple far-field radiation into propagating graphene plasmons 

by periodically deforming a continuous graphene sheet with an electrically generated surface acoustic wave 

(SAW) [6]. This mechanism allows to create a tunable optical grating without the need of any patterning in 

either the graphene layer or the substrate, thus eliminating edge scattering and fragility issues. An interdigital 

transducer (IDT) on a piezoelectric film is used to launch the SAW across the graphene sheet, as shown in Fig. 1. 

By diffraction at the grating, incident laser light can overcome the momentum mismatch and excite propagating 

plasmons in the graphene sheet. Independently, another research group arrived at a similar proposal using an 

external mechanical vibrator [7]. However, the use of integrated IDTs enables the fabrication of graphene 

plasmonic devices by the microelectronics industry. Moreover, this approach permits to efficiently control the 

graphene plasmons both temporally and spatially. Thus, the propagating plasmons can be switched electrically 

via the high-frequency signal at the IDT and the generated plasmon wavefronts can be shaped by tailoring the 

IDT design. For example, curved IDTs creating interfering SAWs can be used for plasmon focusing. 

 



In this talk, we will briefly review the different methods used so far for the generation of graphene plasmons, 

before presenting the details of our novel SAW-assisted approach. We will present the hybridized graphene 

plasmon-phonon dispersion in the graphene/piezoelectric structures, as well as the design and fabrication 

technology of the plasmonic devices, including the transfer of graphene [8] to various piezoelectric materials. 

We will finally discuss different SAW-mediated plasmon functionalities based on several engineered device 

geometries. 

 

 
Figure 1.  Sketch of a SAW-assisted graphene plasmon launcher using an IDT on a piezoelectric substrate. 
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Abstract-In this talk we will review recent advances in the study and applications of plasmons in 

2D crystals, including graphene, and other atomic-scale materials.  

 

Recent experimental [1-5] and theoretical [6-10] advances in the study of graphene 
plasmons have triggered the search for similar phenomena in other materials that are 
structured down to the atomic scale, and in particular, alternative 2D crystals [11], 
noble-metal monolayers [12], and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, which can be regarded as 
molecular versions of graphene [13]. The number of valence electrons that are engaged in the 
plasmon excitations of these materials is small compared with those of conventional 3D 
metallic nanostructures, and consequently, the addition or removal of a comparatively small 
number of electrons produces sizeable changes in their frequencies and near-field distributions. 
Graphene in particular has been shown to exhibit a large degree of electrical modulation due to 
its peculiar electronic band structure, which is characterized by a linear dispersion relation and 
vanishing of the electron density of states at the Fermi level; few electrons are needed to 
considerably change the Fermi energy. However, plasmons in graphene have only been 
observed at mid-infrared and lower frequencies [1-5], and therefore, small molecular structures 
[13] and atomically thin metals [12] constitute attractive alternatives to achieve fast 
electro-optical modulation in the visible and near-infrared (vis-NIR) parts of the spectrum. In 
this presentation, we review different strategies and recent advances in the achievement of 
strong optical tunability in the vis-NIR using plasmons of atomic-scale materials, as well as their 
potential application for quantum optics, light manipulation, and sensing. 
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Abstract- We present the experimental demonstration of the first terahertz isolator (working 

frequency larger than 1 THz), obtained using the non-reciprocal electromagnetic properties of 

graphene under magnetostatic bias. The presentation will cover in detail the design, fabrication and 

measurement of the device. The isolator exhibits unidirectional terahertz propagation in reflection 

for circularly polarized waves, showing two bands at 2.9 and 7.6 terahertz respectively. In spite of 

the simplicity of design and fabrication, the proposed device geometry achieves near-optimal 

performances. 

 

The potential applications of graphene for terahertz passive and active devices have received a considerable 

attention in recent scientific literature [1-4]. One of the most promising research directions is the possibility of 

breaking the time-reversal symmetry in photonic devices based on magnetostatically biased graphene. The 

clearest evidence of such non-reciprocal effects is the experimental demonstration of Faraday rotation in 

graphene for terahertz frequencies [3, 4]. Several theoretical works have proposed devices based on 

magnetostatically biased graphene including non-reciprocal isolators (also known as optical diodes), i.e. 

photonic devices that support unidirectional light propagation. In addition, a narrowband graphene isolator was 

recently measured at 20 GHz [4]. Exploring the potential of graphene for terahertz isolation is important being 

currently available ferrite isolators useful only up 500 GHz and showing, beyond this frequency, prohibitive 

insertion losses in the order of tens of dB [5].  

We present here the first experimental terahertz isolator (frequency > 1THz), obtained using magnetically 

biased graphene [1]. The proposed isolator is illustrated in Figure 1. A number N of graphene sheets are placed 

on a back-metallized thin silicon layer of thickness 10 μm (for our device N=3). The sheets are separated by thin 
PMMA layers (approximately 60 nm), while the thickness of the metallization (chromium and platinum) is 200 

nm. The whole structure is bonded to a Pyrex wafer which has solely the function of mechanical support. A 

magnetostatic field B is applied orthogonally to graphene. The device operation is based on reflecting incident 

LHCP (left hand circularly polarized) plane waves as RHCP (right hand circularly polarized) ones, while 

absorbing RHCP incident waves. The device thus achieves non-reciprocal unidirectional propagation and 

isolation for circularly polarized waves. Our device exploits Fabry-Perot resonances in the silicon layer to 

increase light-matter interaction in graphene. As a result, three monolayers of graphene are sufficient to obtain 

near perfect isolation. The device has two working bands, namely 2.9 THz and 7.6 THz. In both bands the 

isolation reaches almost 20 dB (18.8 dB and 18.5 dB respectively) and the insertion loss is approximatively 7.5 

dB. The measurements have been fit with the presented layered model, reaching a very good agreement. 



Operation can be extended to linearly polarized waves using quarter wave plates.  

We believe these results to be of great importance, and performance can be sensibly improved using 

last-generation graphene on boron nitride, bringing forth the creation of commercial isolators with less than 3 dB 

of insertion loss for low magnetostatic fields. 

 

  

Figure 1: Isolator structure and characterization a) 3D view of the isolator stack, b) working principle, c) 

measurement setup for isolation characterization, d-e) measured performances of the fabricated device. 
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Abstract- Considering the Ohmic losses of graphene, we study linear Tamm surface plasmons 
supported by air-terminated graphene metamaterials composed of alternating layers of graphene 
and dielectric. We theoretically prove that with sufficiently large thickness of the dielectric layers, 
i.e. 100 nm, the Tamm surface plasmons have considerably large (small) propagation (localization) 
length, comparable with those of a single layer of graphene. 

 
Neglecting the Ohmic losses of graphene, it has been demonstrated that similar to the metal-dielectric 

systems [1], multilayer graphene hyperbolic metamaterials [2-5] are also capable of supporting long- and 
short-range surface plasmons (SPs) and also bulk modes, for transverse magnetic (TM) polarization of light. 
These systems are created by alternating graphene sheets separated by layers of dielectric with 
subwavelength-thickness (d). Moreover, TM Tamm surface plasmons localized at the surface of the system can 
also be realized in terminated graphene metamaterials [6].  

 
In realistic graphene-based plasmonic devices, the losses of the system can considerably affect the SPs 

propagation and localization characteristics. Therefore, in this abstract, considering the Ohmic losses of the 
graphene sheets, we investigate the normalized propagation length (PL/λSP) and localization length (LL) of the 
Tamm SPs in the graphene-dielectric (ε=4) metamaterials terminated with air, where PL=1/2β'', λSP=2π/β' and 
LL=1/Re(q) with q=(β2-εω2/c2)1/2. When the losses are included in the calculations, allowed and forbidden 
regions in the band diagram of the metamaterial (depicted in Fig. 2 of [3] as well as that of Ref. 6) lose their 
concepts and the Bloch wave vector is always complex. In this metamaterial, for d=10 nm, first the Tamm SPs 
are supported in a narrower range of frequency and, second, there is a considerable decrease (increase) in their 
PL (LL), as compared with those of a single layer graphene bounded with air and material with ε=4. Moreover, 
by increasing d to 100 nm, PL (LL) of the modes and the frequency range of their appearance will be increased 
(decreased) while there is still a large length of localization for Tamm SPs at lower frequencies (f<20 THz).  

 
In conclusion, we have examined the propagation and localization characteristics of low-loss Tamm surface 

plasmons supported by graphene metamaterials. We have demonstrated that by taking the subwavelength 
thickness of the dielectric layers as 100 nm, Tamm SPs with long propagation and small localization lengths can 
be supported by the air-truncated graphene metamaterial at frequencies larger than 20 THz. 
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Abstract- Accurate control over the position of nanoparticles is of great interest in future 

nanotechnology and nano science related applications. However, exact control over the position of 

sub 2 nm particles is particularly difficult and faces many challenges. In this work we propose a 

novel and electrically controllable method to overcome this challenge by taking advantage of the 

Dirac plasmons in a graphene sheet. In our design we produce an optical potential which is 

electrically tunable and apply Langevin dynamics to study the nanoparticle dynamics in real time to 

see how tuning the electrical and optical properties can result in effective control of the dynamics of 

the nanoparticle. 

 

Many efforts have been made to manipulate nanoparticles for advanced biomedical applications such as 

futuristic lab on chips. Amongst various methods used to reach this goal, many have used highly localized 

electromagnetic near fields created by surface plasmons [1-5]. A major challenge in this field is the accurate 

positioning and control of sub 2 nm particles. This is mainly due to random Brownian motions taking over the 

transport dynamics [6]. In this work we propose an enhanced method to overcome the many limitations 

associated with accurate positioning of these nanoparticles using the unique properties of the Dirac plasmons in 

graphene. 

 

In summary in this work we propose applying a back gated tuning mechanism to a graphene sheet with a 

nanostructured substrate [7] . The nanostructured substrate and back gate induce a variable doping profile on the 

graphene sheet creating tunable resonances using Graphene’s Dirac plasmons [8, 9]. This mechanism allows us to 

tune the position of the localized plasmonic resonances in an electrical manner. In this structure we show that we 

can create a tunable optical potential and by changing the position of the dip of the optical potential we can 

induce varying forms of optical forces on the the nanoparticles placed within the vicinity of the structure and 

thereby control its position.  

 

A major challenge that effects trapping of very small particles is random heat fluctuations. In order to 

accurately address this issue in our analysis we have carefully considered the effects of heating and random Brownian 

motions using Langevin dynamics. In addition we have also taken into account intermolecular forces that exist 

between the nanoparticle and the graphene sheet. Using the Langevin dynamics we calculate the propagation path 

of our nanoparticle in real time by varying the gate voltage in a step like manner which results in changing the 

total Fermi level of the graphene sheet in 0.01 eV steps. We calculate the changes in the position of the 

nanoparticle for each step showing how this method can be used to potentially achieve effective control over a 



nanoparticle position. We believe this novel design can potentially help in achieving high performance single 

molecule position control for future lab on chip applications.  

 

Figure 1. Showing the propagation dynamics of a nanoparticle moving along the x dimension. In this structure the 

electric gating applied on the graphene is changed in a step like fashion resulting in the Fermi level to shift in 0.01 eV 

steps from 0.32 to 0.27 eV. As it can be seen in the results the particle is firmly trapped within the y dimension. In the 

x direction however the voltage dictates the effective location of the particle allowing a transport mechanism to be 

realized. 
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Abstract- In this talk, we introduce a new concept of parity-time (PT) symmetric radio-frequency (RF) circuit 
capable of sensing tiny variations in reactive power caused by changes in physical, biological, and 

environmental events. An ultrahigh sensitivity is enabled by the spectral singularity arising from the spontaneous 

PT-symmetry breaking point (exceptional point). We theoretically show that for PT-sensors with a fixed 
inductance, the critical frequency of exception point is proportional to the fractional change in capacitance H  

by 21/ 1/H H� , instead of 1/ H  for a typical LC resonant circuit. We demonstrate with a practical 

quantum-capacitance sensor that a PT–symmetric circuit topology may offer significantly enhanced sensitivity 

compared to conventional passive RF sensors. The proposed PT-sensors may impact not only extraordinary 
manipulation of radio-frequency signals, but also practical wireless sensing and detection applications.  
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Abstract- This paper reviews recent advances in the research of graphene-based van der Waals 
heterostructure plasmonic metamaterials for terahertz device applications. A double graphene layer 
heterostructure consisting of an atomically thin tunnel barrier layer sandwiched between two gra-
phene electrodes works for active metamaterials in the terahertz electromagnetic frequency range. 

 

Massless Dirac Fermions of electrons and holes in gapless and linear symmetric band structures in graphene 
support the emergence of carrier population inversion and resultant negative dynamic conductivity in a wide 
THz frequency range under optical or electrical pumping [1]. Experimental observations of THz frequency am-
plification [2] support the concept of graphene-based THz amplifiers and THz lasers (yet to be realized), which 
has been one of the hottest research topics [3, 4]. Their full-scale realization, however, faces a number of chal-
lenges. First, the coefficient of the interband amplification by a single layer of pumped graphene cannot exceed 
2.3% [1], which is directly linked with the universal optical conductivity of graphene [5]. Second, the radiation 
amplification associated with the direct interband electron transitions competes with the intraband Drude absorp-
tion [1]. The slow-wave nature of the graphene surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) can dramatically enhance the 
interaction between THz photons and graphene [6], resulting in a giant enhancement of the THz gain and su-
per-radiant plasmonic lasing in the population-inverted graphene meta-surface structures [7, 8].  

The graphene-based van der Waals heterostructures have recently attracted considerable attention [9]. A 
gated double-graphene-layer (G-DGL) nano-capacitor structure (Fig. 1) exhibits quantum mechanical resonant 
tunneling (RT) and the resultant nonlinear negative differential conductivity (NDC) when the band offset be-
tween the two GLs is properly aligned [10]. When the band offset is aligned to the TM-mode THz photon energy, 
the DGL structure can mediate the photon-assisted RT, resulting in the resonant emission or detection of the 
TM-mode THz radiation (Fig. 1) [11, 12]. The excitation of the graphene plasmons in the GLs strongly modu-
lates the inter-GL RT [13] and dramatically enhances the quantum efficiency of the THz lasing as well as that of 
the THz detection [13, 14].The in-plane electric field components in TE modes or TM modes of photons can 
directly excite the GL SPPs. The DGL supports optical and acoustic SPP modes having symmetric and anti-
symmetric distributions of the electric potential, respectively (Fig. 2(a)) [15]. The dispersion of the symmetric 
(optical) mode is proportional to the square-root of the plasmon wave vector, while the dispersion of the anti-
symmetric (acoustic) mode is sound-like in the long-wavelength limit [15, 16]. Its velocity s approaches the 
Fermi velocity Fv as the interlayer distance d decreases. In the realistic tunnel-coupled double layers 
( 3 nmd | , 100 meV),H |F 1.15 ,| Fs v so that it could survive the Landau damping ( Fig. 2(b)). 

Figure 2(c) plots the wave vector- and energy dependence of the real part of the effective conductivities at 
300K for a typical G-DGL having the 2.5-nm thick WS2 tunnel barrier and a inter-GL voltage 0.2 V.DGLV V   
The two sets of singularities are clearly present (shown with blue dotted lines) in the conductivity spectra: the 



absorption singularity at FqvZ  coming from the in-plane conductivity and the gain singularity at 
eVDGL FqvZ  r  coming from the enhanced tunneling between the collinear states in the GLs [16]. The gain 

factor of the plasmon assisted RT that traces on the acoustic SPP dispersion line is reproduced in Fig. 2(b). 
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Fig. 1. Photon-assisted RT for tunable emission and detection Fig. 2. The modes (a), dispersions (b), and gains (c) of  
of THz radiation in a G-DGL metamaterial structure. SPPs in DGLs. 
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Abstract-Dielectric lenses are designed using Quasi-Conformal Transformation Optics (QCTO) 

concept and fabricated by additive manufacturing for the control of wave propagation direction. 

Three lenses are studied; the first one is used to compensate for the curvature of a non-planar 

antenna array, the second one to steer an electromagnetic beam and the last one to concentrate an 

electromagnetic field. 
 

Transformation Optics (TO) is a powerful tool that enables to control electromagnetic (EM) fields in 

unprecedented and unbelievable ways through the use of judiciously engineered materials with parameters that 

vary spatially [1, 2]. The TO formalism is based on the invariance of Maxwell's equations over space-time 

coordinate transformations. Such flexibility in controlling EM waves appears to be convenient in the design of 

innovative devices with performances or special properties difficult to achieve from classical methods and has 

therefore inspired considerable research interests in wave propagation. The electromagnetic cloak is one of the 

most striking deices realized with TO concept [3].  

In order to avoid anisotropy in material parameters that arises during coordinate transformation, an 

equivalence between coordinate transformation and spatial deformation by using Laplace’s equation to 
determine the deformation of coordinate grids during the transformation has been proposed [4]. So the 

transformed material parameters are determined by the solutions of the Laplace’s equation under proper 
boundary conditions. Such mapping known as quasi-conformal transformation optics (QCTO) has been 

proposed to simplify the electromagnetic distributions in the new transformed coordinate space. QCTO helps to 

minimize the anisotropy of the constitutive materials, giving the possibility to implement all-dielectric materials 

in the transformed medium. As a result, nearly-isotropic gradient index (GRIN) materials with broad frequency 

bandwidth and low losses can be employed, opening the way to broadband devices. 

Here, QCTO is applied to design two broadband lenses; the first one capable of restoring in-phase emissions 

from an array of radiators fixed on a non-planar ground plane and the second one capable of steering the radiated 

beam of an antenna to an off-normal direction. 

Firstly, we study the enhancement of directivity through the use of a QCTO-based lens conformed on a 

non-planar array of radiating elements that follows a cylindrical shape. The lens is capable of restoring in-phase 

emissions from a conformal array of antennas so as to obtain performances similar to that of a linear one. 

Calculations have shown that the effective permittivity varies from 1 to 2.76 in the lens [5]. The design of the 

conformal lens-antenna and its performances are presented in Fig. 1. Secondly, we design a lens able to steer an 



 2 

antenna’s radiated beam to an off-normal direction. The lens-antenna structure and the associated performances 

are shown in Fig. 2. The permittivity ranges from 1 to 2.8 [6-7]. The prototypes are realized using 3D printing 

additive fabrication technique. The polymer used in the printing process presents a relative permittivity Hd = 2.8.  
This work was supported in part by the French-UK project MIMiCRA No. B0883 GEM1 ERG. 
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Fig. 1. Design of the conformal lens-antenna system and the 

associated performances. 

Fig. 2. Design of the beam steering lens-antenna system and 

the associated performances. 
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Abstract-We present the modeling and engineering of phase-modulated metasurfaces so as to 

control the direction of an antenna’s radiated beam. The phase modulation on the metasurface is 
derived from the ray optics analysis. Such a non-uniform metasurface is utilized as a partially 

reflective surface in Fabry-Perot cavity antenna. Beam scanning is obtained and depending on the 

phase modulation applied, the scan angle can be controlled. 
 

The interesting features of partial reflection has contributed to the design of metasurfaces to be used as 

superstrate layers so as to significantly enhance the directivity of radiating sources at boresight [1-2]. The 

designed structure is based on a parallel-plate configuration, enclosing a resonant Fabry-Perot (FP) cavity. In a 

conventional FP leaky-wave antenna (LWA), the Partially Reflecting Surface (PRS) is placed half a wavelength 

above the Perfect Electric Conductor (PEC) ground plane of the primary radiating source. The use of an 

LC-resonant metasurface allows reducing the antenna profile [3]. Beam-steering performances from such FP 

antennas have attracted lots of interests recently [4-5]. 

In this paper, we propose to design phase-modulated metasurfaces by using an analytical model based on a 

simple ray optics analysis as previously used in ref. [1]. For a desired angle of beam scanning, the model allows 

to calculate the transmission phase of the LC-resonant cells composing the metasurface, which is used as PRS in 

Fabry-Perot leaky wave antennas. Full-wave simulations are performed on different configurations of FP LWA 

to validate the model and the designed phase-modulated metasurfaces. 

The unit cell of the metasurface consists of simultaneously a capacitive and an inductive grid on the two 

faces of a Rogers TMM4 (Hr = 4.5 and tan G = 0.002) dielectric substrate of thickness t = 2.54 mm, as presented 
in Fig. 1(a). The capacitive grid is formed by a row of metallic patches with width w = 27.2 mm and period p = 

30 mm, whereas the mesh strips of the inductive grid have similar period p and width l. The PRS is composed of 

20 by 20 cells, where each cell has each an elementary capacitance and inductance. The phase modulation, as 

presented in Fig. 1(b), is achieved by manipulating the line width l, which will allow engineering the desired 

gradient for beam steering. 

Two PRS configurations are studied numerically in the Fabry-Perot cavity antennas operating around 2.15 

GHz. A cavity with h = 15 mm (| O/9) is therefore designed to operate near 2.15 GHz. In both cases, the primary 
source is a 31.2 mm x 31.2 mm microstrip patch antenna with a 4 mm offset coaxial feed. The simulated three 

dimensional (3D) radiation patterns are presented in Figs. 1(c)-(d). Steered beams at 30° and 60° are observed 

thanks to the phase-modulated PRS. 
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Fig. 1. (a) Unit cell of the metasurface. (b)Engineered transmission phase of the metasurface. (c) 30° beam steering antenna. (d) 

60° beam steering antenna. 
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Abstract— Metamaterial design is hindered by lengthy computational time and a plethora
of possible microstructures. Modeling a structured material is expensive in terms of computing
memory, time and cost. One needs to have the right structure or topology combined with
the adequate materials responding to engineering requirements of permittivity, permeability, or
elastic wave velocities. Multiwaves’ proprietary software has the ability to compute these e�ective
parameters and as a result we are able to design structured media with desired properties. We
have developed algorithms in the fields of homogenization reducing metamaterial analysis to a
single cell. Our algorithms are integrated with software and run on super- computers allowing
for extremely fast optimization in terms of topology and material. The entire design process is
accelerated by several orders of magnitude and is abstract enough to be applied to the discovery
of novel photonic, phononic and elastic crystals or metamaterials.

To demonstrate the capabilities of our algorithms we elucidate the homogenization procedure
that forms a crucial component of one of our post-processing algorithms, by examining two case
studies applicable to elasticity and electromagnetism [1, 2]. For the former case we examine waves
guided along surfaces by periodic corrugations, more commonly known as gratings. Gratings are
present in photonic circuits where they serve to transmit light from an optical fiber onto a plane
as the light couples with the micro-structure of the grating. Despite their pseudo one-dimensional
identity, which could suggest that they are relatively easy to compute without requiring much
RAM, they pose several challenges to scientists, which in turn impacts their design processes. Re-
sults using classical software yield many junk modes together with the good one(s) and a filtering
process needs to be put in place that is highly specific to each geometry. Our proprietary solver
overcomes this issue by solving directly for the modes of interest.
Secondly we examine Maxwell’s equations of electromagnetism; like the equations of elasticity,

(a) Multiwave’s e�ective medium theory

(b) Numerical simulations

Maxwell’s equations are vector equations and are therefore cumbersome to solve via brute-force
numerical methods. Hence it is natural that we should seek to obtain e�ective media equations
that encompass all the desired information of comparable numerical methods but at a fraction of
the time. For example it was demonstrated in [2] that the computational cost of calculating an
anisotropic mode of oscillation required approximately 11.5 hours on a dedicated machine using
77GB of RAM and 16 processor cores running at 2.5GHz. In comparison, the homogenization
scheme used around 3.7GB of RAM and required 2.7 minutes to solve on a laptop with 2 cores
running at 2.5GHz and yield similar results.

Naturally, these are only two applications of a single post-processing algorithm that we have
within our proprietary software. More applications include detection of band-gaps and localized
defect-modes, high transmission, unidirective propagation and more.
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Abstract- The effect of deformation on phase transformation temperatures and microstructures of 

Cu-Zn-Al SMA were investigated. For Cu-Zn-Al SMAs, two martensite structures are typically 

produced, 2H and18R. Stress-strain curves obtained from the tensile test performed at the room 

temperature are determined the ultimate yield strength, compressive strength and the ductility. The 

differential scanning calorimetry experimental results show that the transformation temperatures are 

raised by an increase in stress. 

 

 Shape-memory alloys (SMAs) are used as sensors and actuators in most engineering and medical 
applications and are optimized to exhibit either high stress recovery or high strain recovery. The 
Cu-Zn-AI alloy is one of the most popular shape memory alloys. The Cu–Al–Zn system is interesting 
to researchers, because Cu-based alloys, among other SMAs, have been extensively used many 
technological applications [1, 2]. The martensite structures in Cu-based alloys (Cu-Zn-Al and Cu-Al-Ni) 
possess 9R (or 18R), 3R (or 6R) and 2H structure depending on the alloy composition, heat treatment 
and the stress-induced condition [3]. The rare earth elements are often used as alloying element to 
purify the grain boundary, refine the grains and improve the mechanical properties. [4]. In this work 
purpose of the microstructural changes and mechanical properties resulting from the quenching 
treatments have also been studied. 
Acknowledgment, this study was supported financially by the Research Centre of Amasya University 
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Abstract- Transition metal nitrides exhibit plasmonic properties in the visible and infrared regions 

of the electromagnetic spectrum together with refractory properties that makes them uniquely 

viable as plasmonic components for applications that require harsh operational conditions. In this 

talk, we will discuss metamaterials designed for a variety of applications, such as 

thermophotovoltaics and sensors for extreme environments, where high temperature durability and 

chemical stability are essential for proper functioning. 

 

Intensive research in the fields of plasmonics and metamaterials over the last two decades has led to a large 

number of demonstrations in a wide range of application areas [1]. While enhanced capability to control and 

manipulate light has been found very useful, several challenges due to material limitations were identified as 

roadblocks on the way to successful technology transfer in general. We believe, investigation of alternative 

plasmonic materials and therefore their improvement in accordance with the application-specific requirements 

will help realization of devices utilizing plasmonic components [2].  

Transition metal nitrides, more specifically titanium nitride (TiN) and zirconium nitride (ZrN), are widely 

used in different industries due to their refractory properties. The frequent use of these materials resulted in a 

good understanding of fabrication process and led to the optimization of different deposition techniques [3]. 

Over the last decade, TiN and ZrN have been studied as plasmonic components in the visible and infrared 

regions where their optical properties were found comparable with existing plasmonic metals [4]. Single 

crystalline thin films of TiN offer enhanced interaction with light together with high temperature durability, wear 

resistance, as well as CMOS and bio-compatibility.  

Metamaterials based on transition metal nitrides are promising as spectrally selective surfaces over a wide 

range covering visible and infrared regions. Thermophotovoltaics (TPV), and by extension solar/TPV, is one 

technology that can benefit from high efficiency spectrally selective components with refractory properties [5]. 

Improved control over the blackbody spectrum combined with the enhanced peak intensities arising from higher 

operation temperatures can solve the long-standing durability and efficiency problems in the field [6]. Refractory 

metamaterial broadband perfect absorbers in the visible [7] and narrowband emitters in the near-infrared regions 

will be presented with an emphasis on high temperature applications. The discussion will be extended to 

plasmonic sensor systems in harsh environments. 
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 Abstract- This paper reports the morphological and mechanical properties of Cu-

13.81%Mn-3.78%Al (wt.%) alloy was investigated. SEM observations of Cu-13.81%Mn-
3.78%Al (wt.%) alloy precipitates formed in the slowly-cooling sample while austenite 
phase was occured in rapidly quenched sample. Compression stress was applied on the alloy 
in order to investigate the deformation effect on the phase transformations. The structural 
and mechanicals features of the phase transformations have been determined.  

 The microstructure of Cu-Mn-Al alloys is almost similar to that of high-tensile brass and 
aluminum bronze; it consists of α, β  and a dispersion of intermetallic precipitates [1].  In previous 
study reported that both the morphology of the β-Mn precipitates and the orientation relationship 
between the β-Mn and L21 matrix would vary with the aging temperature. Moreover, at lower 
temperature, the concentrations of both Al and Mn plays important an role for the formation of the β-
Mn precipitates [2, 3]. The influence of the heat treatment solid-state reactions depending on 
homogenization periods, diffusion-strengthening effect, grain size and cooling rates on the phase 
structure of alloys. In this study investigated the effects of composition, heat treatments and 
deformation on different cooling rates, occurrence phases in each Cu-13.81%Mn-3.78%Al (wt.%) 
alloy.  
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Abstract- Incorporating nanoantennas onto infrared focal plane arrays (FPAs) may offer significant 

performance improvements and enhanced functionality over today’s state-of-the-art MWIR and 

LWIR FPAs. We are using nanoantennas to concentrate light in a small volume, thereby allowing 

us to use less active material than in current infrared detectors and thus lower the dark current. In 

the limiting case, we can envision using atomically thin detector layers such as graphene. We are 

using this architecture to incorporate real-time spectral tunability. 

 

Infrared detectors used in focal plane arrays (FPAs) have been made for decades of alloys of mercury 

cadmium telluride. These infrared detectors are nearing the believed limit of their sensitivity at a given cooled 

temperature. This limit, known in the infrared detector community as Rule 07, dictates the sensitivity floor for 

mercury cadmium telluride (MCT) detectors in their traditional architecture. [1,2] There are paths around Rule 

07, with many in the infrared community working on detector compounds other than MCT. We are looking at 

changing the material and also the basic architecture of the individual pixels. Our architecture relies on a 

nanoantenna array to couple the incoming radiation to a surface wave which is tightly confined to the 

nanoantenna surface.[3,4] This confinement of the incident energy in a thin layer allows us to greatly reduce the 

volume of the absorbing layer, with a corresponding reduction in dark current from spontaneously generated 

electron-hole pairs in the absorber material.  

 

A schematic of the basic structure and an SEM of the fabricated detector are shown in Figure 1.  The 

nanoantenna array is fabricated directly on the detector material to maximize absorption of the surface waves in 

the active layer.  Below the detector material is a continuous metal layer which acts as a back reflector to make 

the entire structure optically resonant, and also serves as a bottom electrical contact.  We are currently using 

epitaxial InAsSb as the detector material which leads to many challenges in the fabrication of the detector shown 

in Figure 1.  We will discuss the fabrication processes that we have developed to overcome these difficulties.   

 

This nanoantenna-based architecture also allows us to explore some new possibilities for adding 

functionality to infrared detectors. We would like to have the ability to tune the spectral window over which our 

resonant device absorbs light. Changing the resonance condition requires a change in the optical properties of 

some component in the stack or physically altering the topology of the nanoantenna. 
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Figure 1. (left) Four unit cells of a nanoantenna-enabled long-wave infrared detector using a 1.7µm thick 

absorber layer. Figure units are in microns. (right) SEM of fabricated detector. 

 

Changing the optical cavity resonance may be achieved by using one of several optical materials whose 

optical properties change with an applied voltage. While well-known materials such as VO2 change properties 

with temperature, this is not a practical path for cooled infrared detectors. Luckily, there are several types of 

semiconductors, oxides, and other materials such as graphene whose optical properties can be altered with an 

applied voltage. 

 

We will present results from nanoantenna-enabled detectors and also the current state of our tunable 

materials synthesis and tunable devices. 
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Abstract-In this work, we study the use of metamaterials for the generation of surface waves with 
controllable levels of confinement for applications in near field UHF-RFID readers. This solution 
overcomes the limitation of conventional nearfield RFID readers, which are unable to define an 
accurate detection zone due to the presence of significant levels of radiation leakage. We analyze 
the field distribution and polarization of several structures to determine the most suitable 
configuration for different applications. 

 
Far field readers based on antennas are very suitable for carrying inventory without having to approach to 

the product, so that a complete inventory of every store can be made within seconds [1]. Therefore, in some 
scenarios, as in payment applications or inventory at small distances, these devices are not appropriate since the 
definition of a clear coverage zone is troublesome and hence it is impossible to ensure that only the desired tags 
are detected. Some solutions based on current loops are used in UHF-RFID near field applications [2]. However, 
with these types of devices it is difficult to achieve a good trade-off between low radiation gain and large near 
field coverage. This is because the near field region is always of the same order of the loop size [3], whereas the 
radiation gain of a current loop increases strongly with its radius. As a result, when the required coverage zone is 
comparable to the wavelength of the UHF-RFID signal in free space, excessive values of radiation gain arise. To 
overcome these issues, a new strategy to control the field confinement based on the generation of a surface wave 
by means of a metamaterial structure is presented in [4]. These types of waves induce an exponential decay of 
the field versus distance and are unable to radiate [5]. Thanks to the possibility to simultaneously and accurately 
tailor the phase velocity and Bloch impedance at wish with these structures, the generation of evanescent waves 
with the desired level of confinement is possible. In this work, we study different configurations of structures 
and unit cells based on the concept presented in [4] to achieve an adequate field distribution and polarization 
depending on the application. 

Given a surface wave propagating between two media in the x-direction, the electromagnetic fields at the 
interface can be expressed in terms of the phase constant of the propagating mode (β) and the phase constant of 
the signal in the medium surrounding the propagating structure (k0). Considering a mode that has no z variation 
(kz = 0), the i component of the field can be expressed as: 

      (1) 

where 2 2
0kα β= −  is a positive real number, which determines the level of confinement of the fields around 

the structure. Since metamaterials allows controlling the value of β, α can be tailored to adjust the desired 
coverage zone without introducing radiation leakage. Figure 1 shows an example of application of this technique 
using a left-handed metamaterial transmission line, where the field confinement can be clearly observed. 
Depending on the structure design the field distribution can be modified according to the requirements of the 
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application. Figure 2 shows an example of the field distribution for the case of a metamaterial transmission line 
with reduced dimensions of the ground plane (a) and with extended ground plane (b). In the conference, a 
comparison between different structures and an analysis of which field distribution is more suitable depending 
on the application will be shown.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1: Electric field around a left handed metamaterial transmission line    

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
  
 
 
 

 
Figure 2: Electric field lines for a metamaterial with reduced ground plane (a) and extended ground plane (b). 
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Metamaterial Structures Applied to Wireless RF 
Front-End Distributed PA, BAW Filters, and 

Antennas 

 

     Recent growth in the use of wireless wide-area networks (WWAN), the adoption of broadband 
wireless local-area networks (WLAN), and consumer demand for seamless global access has 
pushed the wireless industry to support multi-band, multimode, and broadband standards in mobile 
devices, access points, automobile, and home automations. This has pushed RF front-end design 
beyond the capabilities of current technologies, opening the door for creative solutions that are 1) 
Integrated, 2) low profile, 3) small, 4) higher isolation, 5) faster time to market, 6) low cost, and 7) 
easy to adapt to high peak-to-average modulations. In this presentation, we apply metamaterial-
based structures to a multi-band / multi-antenna RF front-end while illustrating the key benefits of 
metamaterial-based RF design. Pentaband antennas directly printed on PCB, novel and simple 
distributed power amplifier architecture using GaAs fabrication for improving efficiency, 
bandwidth and linearity at backed-off RF power is presented, BAW filters designs, and integrated 
directional coupler for increased antenna isolation and MIMO channel de-correlation.  
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Abstract 

A stand-alone device working on the electrical metamaterial 
concept, operating at 2.47 GHz (ISM band), using merely 10 
μL sample is proposed to detect petrol:ethanol ratio in given 
hybrid fuel. Systematic shifts in the transmission frequency 
as well as magnitude are observed, upto a maximum of ~160 
MHz and 12 dBm with the hybrid fuels. The sensing was 
fast with instantaneous recovery; promising an accurate and 
sensitive device of detection of flex fuel. 

1. Introduction 

Metamaterials in general consists of artificially engineered 
structures made from conventional materials which exhibit 
very unique and intriguing sets of properties by 
manupilating the electromagnetic waves and therefore have 
enormous potential applications in imaging 
(superlenses)[1,2], miniaturized antennae/devices[3,4] and 
other high end appplications[5,6] Sensors is also one of the 
recent domain, in which metamaterials have made 
exponential progress in current decade[7-9]. The reason 
being metamaterial based sensors offer high miniaturization 
and large values of Q-factor which makes them highly 
sensitive to environmental changes hence, very suitable for 
sensing applications. Metamaterials have been explored for 
various sensing applications like displacement[10,11], 
rotation[12], strain sensing[13,14] level sensing[15] and 
material sensing which include solid dielectrics[16], 
liquids[17,18], hazardous chemicals[19], and bio-
molecules[20,21]. 
From applications perspective, a flexible fuel vehicle (FFV) 
is an alternative fuel vehicle with an engine designed to run 
on more than one fuel, usually gasoline (petrol) blended 
with either ethanol or methanol fuel. Modern flex fuel 
engines are capable of burning any proportion of the 
resulting blend in the combustion chamber as fuel injection 
and spark timing are adjusted automatically according to the 
actual blend detected by a fuel composition sensor. Very 
few studies have been done to develop a sensor which can 
sense the individual percentages of petrol and ethanol in a 
flex fuel system, basically because the property-range of 
these liquids are very close. A combination of a lambda and 
capacitive sensor is considered to be the best option in the 
current market[22]. However, the probability of false values 
is reasonably high resulting in damage of the engine. Hence, 
the opportunity of an efficient, selective and recoverable 
sensor is much on the anvil. In this work, a practical 
implementable metamaterial device is designed and 

developed in the standard ISM (Industry Scientific and 
Medical standard) band, hence proposed and calibrated to 
detect petrol:ethanol ratio in given flex fuel (from 5 to 85% 
ethanol in petrol). The device requires only 10 microliter 
(μL) of hybrid fuel samples. Petrol samples were obtained 
from the Company operated Company owned (CoCo) petrol 
pump (gas stations). The variation in the petrol:ethanol 
ratios was decided on the Government norms (5% and 20% 
ethanol in petrol) and standards for E50 and E85 ( 50% and 
85% ethanol in petrol) flex fuels. The sensor is a 
Complementary split ring resonator (CSRR), excited by a 
microstrip line, which exhibit negative permittivity, was 
designed and simulated using CST Microwave Studio to 
operate at 2.51GHz, thereafter fabricated on general Cu-
clad on FR-4 epoxy substrate using photolithography 
technique,. The device is further developed using 
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) for precise micro-quantity 
sensing. The sensing measurements were done on vector 
network analyzer (VNA, (Agilent PNA N5222A)). The 
sensor exhibits corresponding shifts in transmission 
frequency as well as magnitude for various concentration of 
hybrid fuels. Extreme miniaturization and high sensitivity 
due to the metamaterial approach, being sub-wavelength in 
nature (resonance at λ/18 in this case) is the prominent 
advantage of the envisaged device.  

2. Theory, Design and Device Development 

Complementary Split Ring Resonator CSRR is in general 
known as a dual of a Split Ring Resonator, based on 
Babinet’s principle[23]. CSRR is basically an electrical 
metamaterial which resonates at sub-wavelength 
dimensions thereby exhibiting negative permittivity.  The 
structure inherently behaves as an electric dipole when 
excited by an axial electric field, applied perpendicular to 
the CSRR plane [24]. CSRRs have been used for various 
applications like filters, antennas and planar 
characterization[16,25,26]. The easiest way of excitation for 
CSRR is accomplished by using a microstrip transmission 
line. The sensor was fabricated on a commercially available 
FR4 epoxy (εr= 4.4 thickness h=1.6 mm) substrate. Detailed 
explaination of the CSRR unit cell and experimental set up 
has been mentioned in ref [18].  
Further, for precise and uniform fuel sensing a 
Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) layer was grown around the 
CSRR. Figure1(a) explains the device development 
procedure. Sylgard® 184 silicone elastomer base along with 
its curing agent were used for cavity devolopment. The 
silicon base and its curing agent were mixed in 10:1 ratio. 
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The solution was placed under vacuum till all the air 
bubbles from the solution were absent. The solution was 
poured in an empty container and the CSRR sensor was 
embedded inside the solution. Finally, the container with 
the solution and sensor was kept in an oven at 60°C for 12 
hours which led to hardening of the PDMS mold around the 
sensor. The mold was cut off above the active area of the 
CSRR sensor to make a cavity. The PDMS cavity designed 
confines the fuel sample strictly over the active area of 
CSRR. The resonating frequency of the device after 
development shifts at 2.47GHz. Figure 1(b) depicts the 
active area of CSRR along with its dimensions, the 
equivalent circuit of microstrip based CSRR, equations 
involved in the sensing procedure and experimental results. 
Thereafter, the sample fuel was drop-cast using a 
micropipette in the cavity on the active area of CSRR. The 
measurements were carried out for 5%, 20%, 50% and 85% 
of hybrid fuels along with 100% petrol and 100% ethanol. 
The over-all dimensions of the device are 26mm x 20mm. 
 

 
(a) 

 

  
(b) 

 
Figure1. (a) depicts the schematic of device development. 
(b) shows the CSRR Sensor with dimensions a = 6.6 mm, c 
=0.42 mm, d = 0.16 mm and g = 0.3 mm, equivalent circuit 

of microstripline based CSRR, relevant equations, and plot 
of the frequency and magnitude shifts w.r.t. standard 
compositions of flex fuels. 

3. Results and Discussion 

The simulation of CSRR design (with and without PDMS 
cavity) was carried out using CST Microwave Studio. The 
simulation was run on Transient Solver. Systematic shifts in 
transmission frequency as well as magnitude were 
observed, with the varied standard concentration of hybrid 
fuels as shown in Fig. 1(b). From the equations in Figure 
1(b), it can be inferred that change in the permittivity of the 
sample material reflects the change in the capacitance of the 
CSRR (CC) of the sensor which shifts the resonance 
frequency of the device [16].  

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure2(a). shows the variation in S21 with respect to the 
frequency to various petrol: ethanol ratios and their 
corresponding real part of permitivitty at 2.47GHz (b) shows 
the variation in S21 with respect to the magnitiude to various 
petrol: ethanol ratios and their loss tangent values at 
2.47GHz 
 
Figure 2(a) shows the S21 resonant frequency response of 
the sensor for different flex fuel combinations. It was found 
that the resonant frequency of the empty cavity was at 2.47 
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GHz, which shifted by 36 MHz, with 10 μL of petrol to 
2.434 GHz. This further shifted to lower values with the 
addition of ethanol, going maximum to 2.330 GHz with 
E85 fuel (140 MHz shift). Pure ethanol showed its signature 
at 2.307 GHz (163 MHz shift).The corresponding resonance 
frequency shifts are well complied with the real 
permittivity(εr) values of flex fuels also shown in Figure 
2(a) as εr is directly proportional to Cc i.e. capacitance value 
of the CSRR. The permittivity values of the samples were 
measured using Agilent Dielectric Probe Kit (85070E) [27]. 
Further, frequency shift was also accompanied by 
systematic gain in S21 magnitude of ~12 dBm for 100% 
ethanol; 0.18 dBm for 100% petrol. Figure 2(b) depicts 
variation in S21 magnitude i.e. insertion loss with different 
concentration of flex fuels and corresponding loss tangents 
variation which aptly correlates. Change in S21 magnitude 
has been attributed to the loss tangent and imaginary part of 
the permittivity of the sample. A low value of loss tangent 
signifies less transmission because of low dissipative loss 
and conductivity and visa-versa [28]. Therefore, 
transmission is lowest in case of 100% petrol and highest 
for 100% ethanol as they have lowest and highest value of 
loss tangent respectively.  

4. Conclusions 

In conclusion, a microstrip based electrical metamaterial 
sensor has been designed which provide good and stable 
sensitivity in detecting a micro-quantity of hybrid fuel 
samples. The proposed device overcomes the drawbacks of 
the conventional existing flex fuel sensor along with several 
advantages like extreme miniaturization, micro-quantity 
sensing, high sensitivity, ISM band applicability for ease in 
manufacturing, hence ensures its practical applicability to 
check the quality of fuel, reduce cost and enhance the life of 
the automobile engines.   
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 Metamaterials Research at PARC 
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Abstract- PARC, a Xerox company, is an applied R&D powerhouse with a world-class team of 

experts, a long-standing culture of innovation, and unprecedented resources for applied research. 

This strong value proposition uniquely positions PARC to bring to market exciting and disruptive 

metamaterials technology platforms across multiple market segments from consumer electronics, 

cleantech/energy, healthcare, to the defense sector. For the past 3 years, PARC has been developing 

exciting and impactful metamaterial technologies for Fortune 500 companies and Government 

clients. Some of these technologies include passive radiative cooling (self-cooling films) for 

building and power plant cooling; electronically scanned array platform for drones self-driving cars; 

metamaterial antennas for 5G networks and satellites; metasurfaces for wireless communications; 

thermal barriers for single-pane windows; battery-free wireless platform for IoT; peripheral 

nerves/brain focused magnetic stimulation (FMS) technologies; thermophotovoltaics devices, and 

state-of-the-art EM computing platform. In my talk, I will give an overview of our innovation 

agenda. 

 

 



            

Commercializing Metamaterials Through the Lens of the Mythical 

Man Month 
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Abstract- As is the case with many early stage technologies, the commercialization of 

metamaterials requires significant resources in both money and collective human effort. In this 

work we investigate whether optical metamaterials in particular may require more than the typical 

resources to lead to successful commercialization. We also compare the estimated efforts with other 

technology commercialization projects of the recent past. The recent developments of MTI to 

develop optical laser filters for aircraft and aerospace applications will also be presented. 
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Quantum metamaterials as active lasing medium: Effects of
disorder

M. Marthaler1, M. Koppenhöfer1, and G. Schön1

1Karlsruher Institue für Technologie, Germany

Abstract— A metamaterial formed by superconducting circuits or quantum dots can serve as
active lasing medium when coupled to a cavity. In contrast to real atoms, for artifical atoms
variations in their parameters cannot be avoided. We examine the influence of disorder on such a
multi-atom lasing setup. We find that the lasing process evolves into a self-organized stationary
state that is quite robust against disorder. We present relations how the allowed disorder scales
with the atom number and confirm it by a numerical analysis.

Solid-state systems representing several artificial atoms invariably suffer from disorder [1, 2],
either due to the variations in the fabrication process or in the environment. As a result, the level-
splitting ϵj (j = 1, . . .M) and hence the detuning from a cavity frequency ∆j = ϵj/! − ω varies.
Other parameters such as the coupling strength to the cavity or the local driving can vary similarly.
We examine the influence of disorder in various parameters on multi-atom lasing. Here, only static
disorder is considered. We show that the lasing process is rather robust against disorder over a wide
range of disorder variances. This perhaps surprising effect can be understood as follows: Those
atoms which are in or close to resonance start emitting photons into the cavity. These photons
enhance the process of stimulated emission, which is proportional to their number ⟨n⟩, also for
more detuned atoms. Hence these atoms start participating in the lasing process, and ⟨n⟩ increases
further, as well as the range of allowed detuning.

We will study the effects of disorder in detuning, coupling strength of the individual atoms, and
the pumping strength. Results are presented for a Gaussian and a box distribution with similar
results. Since probably most experiments in the near future will be carried out with not too large
number of atoms (M ! 100) one should expect significant sample-specific deviations from the
average behavior. We therefore study also these statistical properties.

In the stationary state, the multi-atom laser can be described by a fixed point equation for the
quantum statistical average photon number ⟨n⟩ =

!
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We introduced the parameters

αj = 4g2j
Γκ,j

Γ1,j
, and βj = 2g2j

Γκ,j

κ
.

We defined the relaxation rate Γ1,j = Γ↑,j + Γ↓,j and the total dephasing rate Γϕ,j = Γ1,j/2 + Γ∗
ϕ,j.

We also use the abbreviation Γκ,j = Γϕ,j + κ/2. Here Γ↑,j and Γ↓,j are the effective excitation and
relaxation rates of atom j, Γ∗

ϕ,j is its pure dephasing rate, and κ the decay rate of the cavity and
gj the coupling strength between atom an cavity.

The term ⟨n⟩ on the right-hand side of Eq. (1) accounts for the stimulated emission. The average
total photon number ⟨n⟩M of the setup can be calculated by performing the averages implied by
the fixed point equation (1).

These stationary fixpoint equations can be solved numerically for ⟨n⟩M (σ∆). Results for M =
100 atoms are shown by the thick upper curves in Fig. 1 for three values of g and the two types of
distribution pG/B(∆). We note that disorder in the detuning decreases ⟨n⟩

100
(σ∆) only weakly over

a broad range of the variance σ∆. This behavior cannot be explained as an average of the single-
atom laser resonances, ⟨n⟩

1
(∆). The single atoms results are displayed in the inset. Averaging
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Figure 1: Influence of disorder in the detuning ∆ on the quantum statistical average photon number ⟨n⟩
100

in the resonator. Solid lines are calculated for a Gaussian distribution with mean ∆ = 0 and standard
deviation σ∆, dashed lines represent a box distribution with the same parameters. The average photon
number decreases remarkably slowly with increasing disorder. This cannot be explained by averaging the
single-atom resonance curves ⟨n⟩

1
(∆), examples of which are shown in the inset, over the same distribution

of detuning. Averaging of the single-atom results would lead to the curves plotted with thin lines. Plot
parameters are M = 100, Γ↑ = 0.006, Γ↓ = 0.002, Γϕ = 0.001 and κ = 0.00001; blue curves g = 0.004, red
curves g = 0.002 and green curves g = 0.001. All rates and couplings are measured in units of ω.

them over the distributions pG/B(∆) leads to the thin lower curves in Fig. 1, which obviously are
much narrower in the disorder variance than the collective behavior of the M atoms. We conclude
that for disorder in the detuning, the setup with M atoms shows lasing in a much broader range of
detunings than what we obtain from the single-atom results ⟨n⟩

1
averaged over the same probability

distribution.
The conclusion form our analysis is that imperfections in the control of material parameters

do not prohibit the construction of multi-atom lasing setups. This will help the construction of
miniaturized on-chip radiation sources for low-temperature microwave experiments.
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Single solid-state quantum emitters for plasmonics. 
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Abstract- Plasmonics promises to enable sub-wavelength photonics and quantum optics. Quantum 

emitters have to be integrated to provide single photons and ultimate optical nonlinearites. We 

present our recent work on coupling GaAs quantum dots to localized and propagating plasmon 

modes. 
 

Plasmonics offers the opportunity of tailoring the interaction of light with single quantum emitters. However, 

the strong field localization of plasmons requires spatial fabrication accuracy far beyond what is required for 

other nanophotonic technologies. Furthermore, this accuracy has to be achieved across different fabrication 

processes to combine quantum emitters and plasmonics. We demonstrate [1] a solution to this critical problem 

by controlled positioning of plasmonic nanoantennas with an accuracy of 11 nm next to single self-assembled 

GaAs semiconductor quantum dots, whose position can be determined with nanometer precision. These dots do 

not suffer from blinking or bleaching or from random orientation of the transition dipole moment as colloidal 

nanocrystals do. Our method introduces flexible fabrication of arbitrary nanostructures coupled to single-photon 

sources in a controllable and scalable fashion.   

We also demonstrate [2] efficient coupling of excitons in near-surface GaAs quantum dots (QDs) to 

surface-plasmon polaritons. We observe distinct changes in the photoluminescence of the emitters as the 

distance between the QDs and the gold interface decreases. Based on an electric point-dipole model, we identify 

the surface plasmon launching rates for different QD-surface distances. While in conventional far-field 

experiments only a few percent of the emitted photons can be collected due to the high refractive index 

semiconductor substrate, already for distances around 30 nm the plasmon launching-rate becomes comparable to 

the emission rate into bulk photon modes, thus much larger than the photon collection rate. For even smaller 

distances, the degrading optical properties of the emitter counterweight the increasing coupling efficiency to 

plasmonic modes 

Finally, we will present a hybrid approach combining a dielectric and a plasmonic waveguide to optimize 

coupling of a quantum dot to a propagating plasmonic mode. 
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Abstract— This paper adresses the question of the correct hamiltonian to describe a quan-
tum metamaterials in the optical frequency range. A quantum metamaterials is a metamaterial
structure inside which quantum degrees of freedom have been inserted. We consider a dielectric
metamaterials made of dielectrics rods in a periodic configuration. Such a structure exhibits
homogeneous optical properties including negative refraction. The quantum degree of freedom
are quantum dots.

Figure 1: Geometry considered in this paper. Dielectric cylinders are sketch up in red and the quantum dots
are in blue. The arrow represents an incoming light beam.

Introducing quantum degrees of freedom into metamaterials structures opens the way to an
external control of the e�ective electromagnetic properties of the metamaterial[1]. New phenomena
are expected as the modulation of a probe beam through the quantum state of the quantum degrees
of freedom[2]. Recent calculations predict the existence of oscillating band-gaps [3].
Periodic arrangements of dielectric cylinders, as sketched up in figure 1, are interesting to make
metamaterials from both an experimental and a theoretical point of view. Indeed the simplicity of
the geometry makes it ideal to be realized with present days nanotechnology tools. Nevertheless
this geometry exhibits many properties of metamaterials as negative refraction or artificial mag-
netism [4, 5]. Moreover in such a geometry a complete theory of homogenization can be achieved
[6]. In this study, a quantum dot is inserted inside each dielectric cylinder.
Although simple this geometry raises questions when treated at the quantum level. Concerning
the description of the electromagnetic field, because the metamaterials structure is an open-system
scatterer, its description in term of electromagnetic modes is not e�ective and well-suited. The
modeling of the quantum dots is not simpler since they can demonstrate experimental behavior
that deviates either from the point-dipole description[7] and/or from the two-level approximation
model[8]. So the usually used minimal-coupling hamiltonian in the Coulomb gauge may not be
the appropriate or the most convienient starting point for modeling quantum metamaterials in the
visible range. As a matter of fact, it treats matter as moving charges coupled to the electromagnetic
field through the potential vector and not through the physical field (electric and magnetic fields).
A usual approximation of this hamiltonian (i.e. through the Göpper-Meyer transformation) leads
to an hamiltonian that describes quantum dots as dipoles which is not accurate enough for our
studies.
It has been shown in the past that a gauge transformation can be applied to the minimal-coupling
hamiltonian to describe matter globally through the knowledge of its energy levels. The coupling
with the electromagnetic arises through the physical field at any order of the multipolar devel-
opment. This hamiltonian is known as the Power-Zienau-Woolley hamiltonian. In this paper we
discuss the relevance of the Power-Zienau-Woolley hamiltonian to describe quantum metamaterials.
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Abstract-In quantum photonics the full on-chip integration of major optical components, like 

beamsplitters, single-photon sources and detectors are currently one of the main goals. Here, we 

present our progress on the implementation of In(Ga)As quantum dots as single-photon sources in 

on-chip GaAs/AlGaAs waveguide structures. Photon cross-correlation measurements between the 

two output arms of an on-chip beamsplitter demonstrate the generation, guiding and splitting of 

triggered single photons under resonant excitation in an on-chip device. 

 

The future use of linear optics quantum computation depends on a miniaturization and therefore a full 

integration of single-photon sources, beamsplitters and detectors on single chips. III-V semiconductors are 

promising candidates of the realization of such devices due to the simple implementation of quantum dots (QDs) 

as single-photon sources.  

We present the integration of QDs in rib-waveguides together with directional evanescent field couplers to 

realize a well-defined coupling between the propagating modes. The layer structure of the waveguides was 

grown by metal-organic vapor-phase epitaxy (MOVPE) using exactly oriented (100)-GaAs substrates. It consists 

of a 2 µm Al 0.39Ga0.61As cladding layer at the bottom and a 380 nm thick GaAs core layer on top. A layer of 

InGaAs QDs with an emission wavelength around 890 to 910 nm was used as integrated single photon emitters 

and grown 135 nm above the Al0.39Ga0.61As layer to enhance the coupling efficiency into the guided mode. The 

waveguides were created with electron beam lithography using a negative tone resist and a subsequent dry 

etching step using an inductively coupled plasma reactive ion etcher with chlorine-based chemistry. Figure 1 

shows an angular scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of the finalized waveguide structure with an 

evanescent field coupler.  

 

 
 
Figure 1: SEM measurements of a waveguide structure similar to the one used for optical characterization. a) 

Angular view of the coupler. b) Cross-section of the waveguide. The QD layer is marked. c) Cross-section of a 

coupler. The waveguides are separated by a small gap (scale bars = 200 nm) 



For the optical characterization, the sample was cleaved perpendicular to the waveguides and placed on a 

motorized stage inside a He-flow cryostat and cooled to 5 K. The excitation was carried out from the top, 

whereas the emission from the waveguides was detected to the side through a microscope objective with a NA of 

0.45. The optical setup allows for the simultaneously observation of both output arms of a beamsplitter. 

The purity of single photon emission is verified under quasi-resonant and resonant continuous wave 

excitation, by directly measuring the photon correlations at the output arms of the on-chip beamsplitter [1]. 

Especially for pulsed resonant excitation, we demonstrate that the hurdle of strong laser stray light can be 

overcome by carefully adjusted laser excitation pulses enabling nearly background free, triggered single-photon 

emission [2]. This manifests in the observation of clear Rabi oscillations over two periods of the quantum dot 

emission as a function of laser excitation power. The present results open exciting new perspectives for fully 

integrated quantum circuits. 
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Abstract-Plasmonic antennas and modest-Q dielectric cavities can be combined into hybrid 
nanophotonic structures with very high Purcell factors, essentially providing plasmonic mode 
volumes at cavity Q’s up to 103.  I discuss the subtle underlying hybridization physics both in 
context of this proposal for quantum optics, and in context of our experiments on microtoroid 
cavities coupled to antenna arrays that probe both cavity shifts and antenna polarizability changes. 
Furthermore I present progress in scatterometry measurement methods on single nanophotonic systems. 

Hybrid nanophotonic structures integrate different nanoscale platforms to attain unique figures of merit 
light-matter interaction.  We propose that hybridization of appropriately chosen plasmonic antennas with 
modest-Q microcavities can lead to very high Purcell factors, yielding plasmonic mode volumes at essentially 
cavity quality factors. The underlying hybridization mechanisms are nontrivial:, how plasmon antennas with 
large polarizability either spoil or improve microcavities and vice versa, contains physics beyond perturbation 
theory, and is an interplay of back-action, and interference. For example, we predict that the local density of 
states of hybrid systems shows Fano interferences.  I will discuss recent experiments in which toroidal 
microcavities were coupled to plasmon particle arrays, and we probed both cavity resonance shifts and particle 
polarizability changes. Furthermore I will also discuss our recently developed techniques to probe single 
plasmon antennas coupled to emitters and complex environments. In particular, we developed the method of 
`k-space polarimetry’, a technique to completely determine the intensity and polarization state of light radiated 
by a single nano-object into any emission direction that is based on high-NA back focal plane imaging and 
Stokes polarimetry. I show benchmarks results for scattering, fluorescence, and cathodoluminescence of 
directional surface plasmon polariton antennas. 
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Abstract— We present on the basis of the jellium model a quantum field theory of surface-
plasmon polaritons (SPPs) in which they emerge as extended objects as a result of an inhomoge-
neous condensation of bosons around a topological singularity describing the surface. The benefit
of this approach lies in relating the electromagnetic fields belonging to such a macroscopic quan-
tum state with the surface topology and nonlocal response function (i.e. the retarded photon
self-energy) of the delimited electron gas sustaining that state.

In recent years plasmonics has advanced to ever decreasing length scales reaching dimensions
comparable to the de Broglie wavelength of an electron, which has a significant influence on the
plasmon dispersion [1]. The associated phenomenology lies beyond the reach of the classical Drude
free electron theory or its nonlocal extension and adequate models are needed to address the
quantum matter aspects of light-matter interaction that are responsible for plasmonic quantum
size e�ects. This calls for a condensed matter field theory of SPPs, which relates the macroscopic
phenomena appearing at the surface of a plasmonic material with the elementary matter degrees
of freedom participating into the build-up of this collective excitation. To this end, we formulate
a quantum electrodynamic Lagrangian in the framework of canonical quantization and apply the
concepts of dynamical mapping and boson transformation as presented in Ref. [2] to implement
the surface boundary as a topological singularity, which breaks the translation symmetry and leads
to an inhomogeneous condensation of bosons around that singularity. The latter give rise to a
macroscopic, ordered state obeying the following field equation in momentum space
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⇣
�
c ,
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is the four momentum, gµ� = diag (�1, 1, 1, 1) the metric tensor, �µ�

the retarded photon self-energy, i.e. the polarization operator of the in-medium photon, which has
transverse and longitudinal components, a� (k) the four potential of the macroscopic field and F� (k)
the Fourier transform of the singularity defining function. We use the solution of Eq. 1 to calculate
the electric and magnetic field components parallel to the interface in order to determine the surface
impedance through which we obtain the dispersion relation of the macroscopic field by boundary
matching. In local response approximation (�k ! 0) and for a planar metallo-dielectric interface [3]
this gives the well-known SPP dispersion with the classical nondispersive surface plasmon frequency,
�SP = �P /

p
2, in the nonretarded limit, i.e. at short wavelengths, where �P is the bulk plasmon

frequency. As we consider a nonlocal response, our preliminary results suggest that the asymptotic
frequency of the nonlocal SPP dispersion approaches �P , whereas the hydrodynamic approaches
[4, 5] found the asymptotic frequency not to be bounded for large momenta at all. It should be noted
that the hydrodynamic approach only considers a spatial dispersion in the longitudinal component
of the electric field, while our approach incorporates a spatial dispersion for the longitudinal as
well the transverse field components. However, the advantage of this approach is that it describes
surfaces or gaps as topological singularities and thus could be in principle applied to study light-
matter interaction in cavity gaps of atomic length scales where quantum tunneling e�ects [6, 7] give
rise to new plasmonic modes, which so far has been modelled using either computational demanding
or semiclassical approaches such as density-functional theory [9] or the quantum corrected model
[10], respectively. Such an ambition is not far fetched as our approach has been used to successfully
reproduce the quantum tunneling across the gap between two superconductors (Josephson e�ect)
[8].
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Plasmonic nanostructures continue to draw much interest in the scientific community due to their ability to 
both strongly confine light at the nanoscale and to create intense localized electromagnetic fields. In 
particular, coupling between nano-components allows direct observation of few molecules as well as 
excitations in semiconductors.  
We deeply explore plasmonic coupling through reliable bottom-up self-assembly, namely nanoparticles 
deposited on a metal mirror with different spacers in bewteen, and DNA-origami-based dimers. The 
investigation of these systems, extremely sensitive to the physical properties of the separation gap, give new 
insights into plasmonic and quantum plasmonic properties at the nanoscale.[1-2] 
By exploiting the nanoparticle on mirror geometry, we show how the new generation of 2D semiconductors 
can couple to such nano-scale gaps.[3-4] We find that changing just a single atom on each molecule of a self-
assembled monolayer can shift the plasmon by over 50nm, and produce surprising vibrational signatures.[5-8] 
More recently, we have demonstrated strong coupling with single molecules in appropriately designed nano-
structures. We have also probed, by developing a widely tuneable optical technique, the near-field resonances 
within individual plasmonic nanostructures, directly comparing them with the corresponding far-field 
response.[9] All these results are encouraging for future applications in (bio)molecular sensing as well as 
fundamental science.[10-14]  
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Abstract – We introduce realistic structures for non-linear quantum plasmonic elements. The 

structures consist of grating coupler, dielectric and plasmonic waveguides coupled to single organic 

molecules. Fabrication, numerical simulation and optimization strategies are discussed. 

Additionally, we demonstrate a novel approach for detailed investigation of chemically synthesized 

plasmonic nanoparticles or nanowires. 

 

Surface plasmon polaritons, or in brief ‘plasmons’, can confine the electromagnetic field much more 

tightly than it is possible with purely dielectric structures. Thereby, a very strong coupling of the 

electromagnetic field and matter can be realized. On the fundamental level even single emitters such as 

atoms, molecules or quantum dots can control the transmission of light rendering quantum non-linear 

elements [1] possible. Critical dimensions of architectures for such elements are in the nanometer range [2]. 

In addition, plasmonic structures will inevitably introduce loss, which has to be minimized or 

compensated. For this reason precise fabrication, assembly, and characterization of the emitters as well as 

of the plasmonic structure is crucial for predicting the performance of plasmonic elements. 

We first discuss a plasmonic-dielectric structure where a single emitter, in our case a single organic 

DBT molecule, shall be coupled to a plasmonic waveguide. The structure, resembling the single photon 

transistor according to the design by Chang et al. [1], also includes a grating coupler and a 

dielectric-plasmonic transducer. In this way an efficient coupling of free-space light to plasmons is 

possible. We precisely describe fabrication and characterization of the fabricated chip (Fig. 1). We find 

very good agreement with rigorous numerical simulations [3]. Based on these findings we perform a 

numerical optimization and calculate concrete numbers for the performance of a realistic structure. 

 

        
Figure 1: Left: Schematic of a single photon non-linear device consisting of single molecules coupled to a plasmonic 

waveguide. Right: Scanning electron micrographs of a fabricated structure. 

 



Compared to top-down structures fabricated by optical and electron beam lithographically 

chemically synthesized plasmonic particles or wires show excellent properties with respect to losses. This 

is crucial, e.g., when studying single plasmonic excitations [4]. We introduce a unique approach to 

investigate single plasmonic nanostructures, i.e. silver nanowires, which are completely isolated from any 

substrate. In order to achieve this we levitate single wires in a linear AC Paul trap [5]. Plasmons can be 

excited directly with focused laser light. In a levitated wire also weakly confined plasmonic modes, which 

would otherwise be damped by coupling to the substrate can be studied in detail. The approach is also 

useful when releasing pre-characterized isolated plasmonic particles or wires on fragile integrated 

structures.     
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Very large spontaneous-emission-rate enhancements (∼1000) are obtained for quantum 
emitters coupled with tiny plasmonic resonance, especially when emitters are placed in the 
mouth of nanogaps formed by metal nanoparticles that are nearly in contact [1]. This 
fundamental effect of light emission at subwavelength scales is well documented and 
understood as resulting from the smallness of nanogap modes. In contrasts, it is much less 
obvious to figure out whether the radiation efficiency is high in these gaps, or if the emission 
is quenched by metal absorption especially for tiny gaps a few nanometers wide; the whole 
literature only contains scattered electromagnetic calculations on the subject, which suggest 
that absorption and quenching can be kept at a small level despite the emitter proximity to 
metal. A deep understanding of the emission processes involved in such systems is central 
in the design of modern plasmonic nanoantennas and yet is still missing. 
 
In this contribution, we clarify through analytical derivations in the limit of small gap thickness 
why quenching is not necessarily dominant, why quantum emitters in nanogap antennas may 
offer good efficiencies, what are the circumstances in which high efficiency is obtained, and 
whether there exists an upper bound for the maximum efficiency achievable [2,3]. 

 

In particular, we will show that the nanogap-based antenna efficiency 𝜀 can be written as the 
product of two terms : 𝜀 = 𝜀𝑒𝜀𝑖  where the first term refers to extrinsic properties and is 
dominantly driven by the antenna capability to convert the energy mediated by gap plasmons 
into photons. It directly depends on our ability to design and engineer antenna geometries. 
The second term refers to intrinsic properties and only depends on the nature of the 
nanogap, irrespectively of the precise shape of the antenna. In addition, we will show that 
due to the fact that the decay rate into gap plasmons and quenching obey the same scaling 
with the nanogap thickness d , ∝ (𝑘0𝑑)−3, the intrinsic efficiency becomes independent of d 
and only depends on the material dielectric constants [3]. Therefore by properly selecting 
dielectric and metallic materials, quenching can be overcome in tiny gaps offering new 
opportunities to optimize the performance of nanogap emitting devices. 
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Abstract – The photonic nanowire single-photon source design approach allows for efficient 
broadband coupling between a quantum dot and a 1D photonic environment. In this work, we 
introduce weak cavity effects to the design by implementing a distributed Bragg reflector in the 
inverted taper. This leads to broadband enhancement of the photon emission rate with a Purcell 
factor of 6 over a full-width half-maximum range of 20 nm while maintaining a total outcoupling 
efficiency of 0.8 to a Gaussian profile. 
 

A current challenge within the emerging field of optical quantum information processing is to construct an 
efficient single-photon source (SPS) capable of emitting single indistinguishable photons on demand. An 
attractive platform for such a source is a quantum light emitter, e.g. a nitrogen-vacancy center or a 
semiconductor quantum dot (QD), embedded in a solid-state semiconductor host material1. For a QD in bulk 
material, the large index contrast at the semiconductor-air interface leads to a collection efficiency of only 1-2 %, 
and efficient light extraction thus poses a major challenge in SPS engineering. An approach based on an InAs 
QD in a photonic nanowire2 to control the light emission was recently proposed. A second generation device 
based on the “trumpet” design3 featuring an inverted taper recently resulted in a measured efficiency of 0.75 
under optical excitation. These SPS designs do not employ a cavity meaning that efficient coupling from the QD 
to the guided mode is obtained over a broad spectral range above 100 nm.  

However, so far indistinguishable photon emission from the photonic nanowire SPS with spectral linewidth 
limited only by the radiative lifetime has not yet been observed. A possible source of decoherence during photon 

    
 

Fig. 1: (a) The photonic trumpet design featuring a DBR a distance h above the QD. (b) Purcell factor and 
single-photon source efficiency as function of number of DBR layer pairs. (c) Purcell factor as function of QD 

emission wavelength O and QD-DBR distance h for 6 DBR layer pairs. 



emission is interaction with vibrations in the solid-state environment4, and this detrimental influence can in the 
weak coupling regime be reduced by increasing the spontaneous emission rate. A strategy to improve the 
coherence of the emitted photons is thus to accelerate the photon emission rate using weak cavity effects, while 
taking care to preserve a reasonable tolerance towards spectral misalignment of the emitter and the cavity 
resonance. 

In this work, we extend the photonic trumpet design by implementing weak cavity QED effects with the 
purpose of increasing the rate of emission via the Purcell effect. This is achieved by implementing a distributed 
Bragg reflector (DBR) in the inverted conical taper as illustrated in Fig. 1(a). The introduction of the weak cavity 
leads to a relative increase in the Purcell factor by a factor of 3 (Fig. 1b) at only a 5 % reduction in the efficiency 
in the case of 6 DBR layer pairs. The resulting accelerated photon emission rate lowers the relative influence of 
decoherence due to phonon interaction and spectral diffusion and therefore improves the indistinguishability of 
the emitted photons. The resonant cavity QED effect introduced in this work is identical to that used for the 
micropillar SPS, however since the Purcell factor is proportional to Q/V and since the nanowire area is two 
orders of magnitude smaller than that of a typical micropillar, significant Purcell enhancement is obtained for 
modest Q factors.  

Indeed, we will show that a Purcell factor of 6 for a remarkable 20 nm full-width half-maximum (Fig. 1c) of 
the resonance is achievable5 combined with an efficiency of 0.8. This large bandwidth greatly relaxes the 
requirements for the fine structure splitting for entangled photon generation using the exciton-biexciton cascade 
and additionally enables tuning of the QD emission line over a broad range. Broadband Purcell enhancement 
from SPSs, typically exploiting plasmonic effects to decrease the mode volume, has been proposed previously6, 
however so far at the cost of significantly reduced efficiency compared to our photonic trumpet design approach. 
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Abstract- Plasmonics is a promising platform for quantum state engineering with the potential for 

building ultra-compact and hybrid optoelectronic devices. Recent experiments have shown that 

despite the presence of decoherence and loss, photon statistics and entanglement can be preserved 

in single plasmonic systems. This preserving ability should carry over to plasmonic metamaterials, 

whose properties are the result of many individual plasmonic systems acting collectively, and can 

be used to engineer optical states of light. I will present recent work on an experimental 

demonstration of quantum state filtering, also known as entanglement distillation, using a passive 

metamaterial. The metamaterial can be used to distill highly entangled states from less entangled 

states. I will also discuss the embedding of emitters into metamaterials in order to enhance 

functionality and provide dynamic nonlinear control. As metamaterials can be integrated with other 

optical components, such as waveguides, there is the intriguing possibility of incorporating 

plasmonic metamaterials in on-chip quantum state engineering tasks. 

 

Entanglement plays a vital role in a wide variety of quantum information processing tasks, enabling 
quantum communication protocols such as quantum key distribution and quantum computing 
algorithms providing computational speedup compared to conventional computers. The task of carrying 
out filtering operations to improve the amount of entanglement in non-ideal generated states is 
therefore of great importance in quantum information processing. Previous work on photonic 
entanglement filtering, also called entanglement distillation, used standard bulk optical components. I 
will discuss recent experimental work exploring the possibility of using metamaterials for this important 
task [1].  
 

The study builds upon previous work on the classical characterization of the collective response of 
nanostructured arrays, and in the quantum regime on the assisted-transmission of entanglement in 
periodic plasmonic nano-hole arrays and related work [2]. However, different to these works, this study 
goes beyond a simple transmission scenario in the quantum regime and shows that plasmonic 
nanostructured arrays can be used not only for basic transfer of quantum information, but also for the 
manipulation of quantum information in the form of quantum state engineering. Furthermore, the 
integration of quantum emitters into metamaterials [3] shows that they can introduce tunability as well 
as nonlinear behaviour in the quantum regime. 
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Abstract-In a quantum network the quantum information is coherently transferred between 

material nodes and photonic channels. One of the main challenges to implement such a network is 

to control the light-matter interaction at the single photon level. Ideally, one atom acting as a 

stationary quantum bit should deterministically control the state of a photon, and vice versa. This 

can be obtained in a so-called one-dimensional atom system, where a single atom interacts with 

only a single and well-defined mode of the electromagnetic field. 

 

We have recently fabricated near 1D-atom systems by deterministically [1] coupling a semiconductor 

quantum dot (QD) in an electrically controlled pillar microcavity [2]. Reflectivity measurements allow extracting 

the QD-cavity coupling parameters as well as the cavity characteristics. From this, we conclude that every 

photon sent on the device enters the cavity with probability > 0.95 and interacts with the exciton. The exciton 

emits a photon back into the cavity mode with probability 0.96 that escapes through the top mirror with a 

probability 0.7 ± 0.05. 

In such device, we show that it is possible to coherently manipulate the exciton quantum bit with only few 

photon pulses. By monitoring the exciton population through resonant fluorescence spectroscopy, we 

demonstrate Rabi oscillations with a π-pulse obtained for coherent pulses with only 3.8 photons on average [3]. 

The same device operated with true single photon Fock states would allow flipping the exciton quantum bit with 

0.55 probability. 

 Finally, we study the devices as single photon sources. Under non-resonant excitation we report on a 

brightness as large as 0.65 and a photon indistinguishability in the 0.7-0.8 range. Data gathered on several 

devices and emission lifetime analysis suggest that the indistinguishability is limited by the non-resonant carrier 

creation, resulting in a time jitter for the emission process, commensurable to the radiative recombination time 

(≈130ps). This hypothesis is confirmed by using strictly resonant excitation: in this case, indistinguishability of 

M=0.9956±0.0045 is measured with g2(0)=0.0028±0.0012. Furthermore measured brightness of 0.16±0.02 

makes this source more than one order of magnitude brighter than a parametric down conversion based single 

photon source of the same quality [4].  



 

Figure 1: a. Sketch of the device under study: a single QD is deterministically placed at the center of a 

micropillar cavity, connected through 1.5 µm wide ridges to a circular frame where the electrical contact is 

defined b. Reflectivity spectrum obtained scanning a monomode laser through the cavity resonance. The central 

peak is the coherent reflection from the QD exciton transition. The device cooperativity is C=13. c. Intensity of 

the exciton resonant fluorescence as a function of the average number of photons in the excitation pulse, for two 

pulse durations. d. HOM measurement for photons successively generated by the same source, with parallel 

(filled curve) or cross polarized (dotted curve) photons. The fluorescence is obtained under strictly resonant 

excitation with 12 ps pulses.   
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Abstract— We consider metamolecule consisting of plasmonic nanoparticle correlated with
the atoms and driven by external electromagnetic field. Quantum Monte-Carlo simulations show
splitting of the Wigner function of metamolecule near-field and a strong (by the order of magni-
tude) narrowing of spectral line of metamolecule fluorescence which take place at finite domain
over the coherent drive with sharp threshold. Such narrow line fluorescence may find wide appli-
cations in plasmonics where high losses is unavoidable problem.

Correlated plasmonic structures and molecules attract much attention last time. They bind
together quantum optics [1], chemistry and biology [3], nanophysics [2] that includes nanolasers [4,
5], qubits and quantum plasmonic nanoprobes and biosensors [6]. One of the main problem of such
structures is high losses in metal which accompanied by noise according fluctuation-dissipation
theorem. Losses and noise lead to fast destroying of coherent properties of such systems.

However, there are a number of known cases when losses and noise may e�ectively increase
coherence: this is the stochastic resonance [7]. It is well understood in classical systems where it
shows itself due to some nonlinearity [7]. In quantum systems quantum stochastic resonance is
the field of intense research [8]. In most cases it manifests itself in one component systems like
oscillator or spins in a bath.

Here we consider the system consisting of plasmonic nanoparticle which interacts with atoms
and driven by external electromagnetic field. Such plasmonic nanosystems are often referred to
as “metamolecules” [9]. Our system is multicomponent and strongly correlated. In this system
the dynamics is complicated and it is not clear in advance what noise and losses may do. Usually
there is no well defined small or large interaction parameter in such systems, there is high level of
dissipation and there are large fluctuations and so advanced computational e�orts are required [10].

We consider within Jaynes-Cummings model dynamics of such metamolecule. Dynamics of in-
teracting near-field of plasmonic structure and two-level atom driven by an external electromagnetic
wave is described by the following Hamiltonian

Ĥ = Ĥb + Ĥa + V̂a�w + V̂b�w + V̂a�b (1)

Here Ĥb = ~�bâ
+â is the Hamiltonian of the near-field of plasmonic structure after second quan-

tization procedure (â is annihilation operator), Ĥa = ~�a�̂+�̂ is a two-level atom Hamiltonian
(�̂ = |g� �e| is operator of transition from the excited state |e� to the ground one |g�), V̂b�a =
~�R(â+�̂ + �̂+â) is the interaction between the near-field and the two-level atom where �R is the
Rabi frequency. The coherent pumping of two-level atom and plasmonic near-field is described by
V̂a�w = ~�a (�̂ + �̂+) and V̂b�w = ~�b(â+ + â).

The dynamics of the system in Markov approximation is governed by the Lindblad equation [11]:

d�̂/dt = �i
h
Ĥ, �̂

i
+

�b
2

�
2â�̂â+ � �̂â+â� â+â�̂

�
+

�a
2

�
2�̂�̂�̂+ � �̂�̂+�̂ � �̂+�̂�̂

�
(2)

where �a and �b are the dissipation rates of the two-level atom and plasmonic near-field, respectively.
We use the quantum Monte Carlo algorithm where the Lindblad equation reduces to the piecewise
deterministic process on quantum trajectories [11].



Figure 1: The Wigner function for di�erent values of amplitude � of coherent drive, � = 0.03, 0.05, 0.07, 0.09.
� increases from left to right.

The Wigner function evolution obtained from Eq. 2 is presented in Fig. 1. At very small driving
fields the Wigner function has only one peak located near the state with zero quanta of bosonic
mode. Above the threshold, it has the “atoll” form. Then we see new behavior: the Wigner
function first splits up into two narrow peaks, but going to larger field amplitudes we observe that
the left peak of the Wigner function disappears and only the right one survives.

Finally we consider the spectra of the plasmonic near-field correlators, �â+(t + �)â(t)� that
describe coherence and spectral properties of irradiation. It turns out that splitting of Wigner
function is accompanied by narrowing of spectral line by the order of magnitude.

To conclude, we have demonstrated by quantumMonte-Carlo simulations of metamolecule which
consists of the plasmonic nanoparticle interacting with the atom a narrowing of the spectral line of
metamolecule fluorescence by the order of magnitude and splitting of the Wigner function of plas-
monic near-field. Noise induced narrow line fluorescence may find wide applications in plasmonic
systems where strong noise due to high losses is unavoidable problem.
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Abstract-We investigate lasing in the plasmon distributed feedback laser. For this we derive 

equations of DFB laser which take into account the process of spontaneous emission in the gain 

medium and modes competition. We find dependence number of photons in the laser modes of 

lasing on the intensity of pumping and on the gain coefficient. We show that intensity of lasing 

nonmonotonically depends on gain coefficient of amplifying medium. 
 

In this paper, we investigate plasmon distributed feedback (DFB) laser [1-4] which consist of nanoparticles 

array which is placed in layer of quantum dots. For the aim we calculated eigenmodes of the DFB laser. Due to 

the small quality factor of plasmon lasers the spontaneous emission play significant role in lasing ones. We 

derive equations of DFB laser which take into account the process of spontaneous emission in the gain medium 

and modes competition 

                                  i
i a i i n

n

dn
n I

dt
J � �¦                                (1) 

                                � �0 2n
d n n i n

i

dD
D D I

dt
J � � � ¦                            (2) 

                       � � � �2 2
2 1in

in i in in i n in

dI
I V n D
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                              � �in
in n i in

dV
V I

dt VJ Z Z � � �                              (4) 

Here in  is a number of photons in the mode with number i , nD  is population inversion of atom with 

number n , inI  is a energy fluid from atom with number n  at the mode with number i , inV  is a energy of 

interaction between atom with number n  and the mode with number i . iaJ , dJ , VJ  are widthlines of 



 2 

modes resonator and quantum dots. iZ  is a eigenfrequency of mode with number i , VZ  is a transition 

frequency of quantum dot. The term 0
d nDJ  describe pumping. 

By equations (1)-(4) we find dependence number of photons in the laser modes on the intensity of pumping 

and on the gain coefficient (Fig. 1). 

   
Fig. 1. The dependence number of photons on (left) the intensity of pumping, (right) the gain coefficient. 

Black solid line: sum number of photons in all modes, blue dashed line: number of photons in the mode for 

which i VZ Z , other lines: number of photons in other modes. 

Our numerical simulation of equations (1)-(4) demonstrates that number of photons at the mode for which 

i VZ Z  nonmonotonically depends on gain coefficient. The nonmonotonic behavior of number of photons 

occurs because of spontaneous emission and it does not observe without them. 
To verify the results of the numerical simulation, we have constructed an approximate theory of lasing in 

plasmon DFB laser. As a result, we demonstrate that the theoretical curve for the laser threshold practically 
coincides with the curve obtained by numerical simulation. 
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Abstract Bright quantum light sources based on single semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) 

integrated into photonic microstructures are key building blocks for the realization of advanced 

quantum communication schemes. Here, we report on the deterministic fabrication of 

QD-microlenses with excellent optical and quantum-optical properties in terms of the photon 

extraction efficiency (Kext~30%), the single photon purity (g(2)(0)<0.01) and the photon 
indistinguishability (V up to 96 %). Moreover, we explore limitations of the indistinguishability by 

spectral diffusion and decoherence on the nanosecond timescale.  

 

The realization of building blocks for quantum networks has become one of the driving forces for the 

development of advanced nanophotonic device concepts and nanofabrication technologies [1]. Within this field, 

significant progress has been achieved regarding for instance the fabrication of efficient quantum dot (QD) based 

single-photon sources. This work has almost elusively been performed on self-assembled QDs, which is 

explained by their superb optical and quantum optical properties. However, due to the self-assembled growth, 

neither the position nor the emission energy of individual QDs is controlled which leads to a very low yield of 

usable optical devices when standard nano-processing schemes are used. This issue strongly limits the 

applicability upscaling of single QD based photon sources in practical systems such as multi-partite quantum 

networks.  

 

        
Fig. 1: Schematic view of a microlens with a deterministically integrated single QD (left). Micro-photoluminescence spectrum 

obtained by pulsed p-shell excitation (a), and corresponding auto-correlation functions at for different excitation powers P (b-d). 
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In this contribution I will present a nanotechnology platform for the deterministic fabrication of high quality 

quantum light sources based on self-assembled QDs. Our technique is based on in-situ electron-beam 

lithography which allows us to integrate pre-selected quantum dots into photonic devices with nm-accuracy and 

flexible device design [2, 3]. In this way we realize deterministic QD microlenses (see Fig. 1, left) which can act 

as non-classical light sources with superb optical and quantum-optical properties in terms of the photon 

extraction efficiency, the single photon purity (see Fig. 1 right) and the degree of photon indistinguishability [4]. 

I will also discuss effects limiting the photon indistinguishability and show how they can be explored by 

delay-time and temperature dependent Hong-Ou-Mandel experiments [5]. To this end I will present 

Hong-Ou-Mandel measurements on single photons emitted by spatially separated QD-microlenses – a key 

experiment towards advanced quantum communication schemes such as the quantum repeater.  
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Abstract— We present an intuitive and efficient quasinormal mode (QNMs) approach to mod-
elling quantum light-matter interactions in hybrid systems of quantum-dots (or artificial atoms)
and plasmonic resonators. We first explore the semiclassical regime of enhanced spontaneous
emission and radiative quenching for a selection of plasmonic resonators including metal nanorods,
nanorod dimers, and hyperbolic metamaterial structures. Second, we study the quantum dy-
namics using a time-local master equation, and study regimes of single photon emission, two
quantum-dot entanglement and nonlinear photoluminescence.

Various open cavity structures have been designed and fabricated to manipulate the interaction
between single quantum dipole emitters and local electric fields, where the fields can be enhanced
by tailoring the local density of optical states (LDOS), typically through some discrete cavity
resonance [1, 2]. For emitter coupling to electric fields below the diffraction limit, metallic nano-
particles (MNPs) and nanoresonators have been shown to yield an unprecedented confinement of
light at the nm-scale due to the unique spatial structure of localized surface plasmons (LSPs). As a
consequence of the extreme spatial confinement of the LSP, the corresponding effective mode volume
of the electric field is much smaller and richer than more traditional dielectric cavity structures,
which leads to a strong enhancement of the spontaneous emission rate in the weak-to-intermediate
coupling regime [4–6]. For quantum dot (QD) emitters or artificial atoms placed sufficiently close
to a MNP, the strong coupling regime has also been shown to be experimentally accessible [3,7–9].

Recently, it has been shown that LSPs can be effectively described as the quasinormal modes
(QNMs) of the MNP [11,12], similar to open cavity dielectric resonators [12,13], which are defined
as the eigenfunctions of the wave equation with open boundary conditions [14]. A generalized QNM
mode expansion technique of the photon Green function can then work extremely well for various
shaped MNPs, and the spontaneous emission enhancement of an electric dipole located near the
MNP given by the QNM Green function calculation shows excellent agreement with full numerical
calculations over a broad range of frequencies [15, 16]. The combination of an insightful QNM
approach and a rigorous Green function approach to quantum optics is now highly desired, as MNPs
facilitate a rich coupling regime, well beyond a dissipative Jaynes-Cumming model. Recently we
have introduced such an approach [10], which allows one to explore semiclassical and fully quantum
regimes of QD metal resonator systems.

The QNM Green function is remarkably simple. Consider any two spatial points near the MNP,
but outside the regime of Ohmic heating; in a single mode coupling regime, the transverse Green
function is accurately described through [15,16]

Gc(r1, r2;ω) =
ω2

2ω̃c(ω̃c − ω)
f̃c(r1)f̃c(r2), (1)

where f̃c(r) and ω̃c are the QNM and the complex eigenfrequency of interest, respectively.
By way of an example, consider a metal nanorod with length L = 100 nm and radius rc = 15 nm

(see Fig. 1(a)), described by the Drude model for the dielectric constant, ε(ω) = 1−ω2
p/(ω

2+iωγ),
where ωp = 1.26× 1016 rad/s (bulk plasmon frequency) and γ = 1.41× 1014 rad/s (collision rate),
similar to the parameters for gold; the background refractive index is nB = 1.5. In our quantum
models, we will also consider the possibility of an incoherent or coherent pump field. For this MNP
resonator, the resonance of the dominant LSP is calculated to be ω̃c/(2π) = ωc/2π + iγc/2π =
324.981 − i16.584 THz (1.344 - i0.0684 eV) [16] with a quality factor Q = ωc/2γc ≈ 9.8. To obtain
the QNM numerically, we use FDTD techniques [15], and the spatial dependence of the mode
profile, |f̃(x, y, z = 0)|, is shown around the nanorod in Fig. 1(a). Using the analytic QNM Green

1Work done in partial collabaration with R.-C. Ge, S. Axelrod, M. Kamandar Dezfouli, J.F. Young and P. T. Kristensen
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Figure 1: (a) Surface plot of an example QNM spatial profile near a gold nanorod. (b) Enhanced emission factor (Fy) for a

dipole emitter at 10 nm from the end of the nanorod as shown in (a); the solid line of the analytical QNM calculation and the

dashed is a full-dipole simulation using FDTD methods. (c) Quantum dynamics of two spatially separated QDs with y-polarized

excited QDa and unexcited QDb, with dots at 10 nm from the top and bottom of the rod, respectively; we show the exciton

population of QDa/QDb, Na/b (blue dashed/orange solid), and entanglement C (dark green solid) with a pure dephasing rate

γ′ = 10 µeV for ωa = ωb = ωp (i.e., on resonance with the LSP). The inset shows Cmax as a function of pure dephasing rate,

γ′, and the circle shows the position at which the dynamics is studied. (d) Same as (c) except for ωa = ωb = ωp − 220meV.

function, it is easy to compute the enhanced emission factor or Purcell factor, and in Fig. 1(b)
we show the enhanced emission factor of a y-polarized dipole, 10 nm from the rod top surface, on-
axis; the solid and dashed curves show the analytical QNM calculation and a full numerical dipole
result, respectively, demonstrating excellent agreement over broadband frequencies. The former
calculation is not only orders of magnitude faster but also allows one to compute such emission
factors over various spatial positions without doing any more numerical calculations of the mode.

By deriving a quantum master equation for QDs or two-level atoms in a MNP environment [10],
we can also explore a wide range of quantum light-matter interactions using the same analytical
Green function as the photon bath function. Figure 1(c-d) shows two examples of the quantum
dynamics of two QDs placed symmetrically at the top and bottom of the nanorod, with one of the
QDs initially excited; we see that the two QDs become entangled with each other, through the
LSP, and the amount of entanglement depends on the QD spatial positions, emitter frequency, and
pure dephasing rates of the excitons. The QNM approach allows us to investigate a wide range of
such coupling scenarios to optimize such a configuration, e.g., for entanglement applications, and
we will show several examples in the talk.

In summary, we will present a QNM approach to modelling light-matter interactions in QD
metal resonator systems. The approach is efficient and intuitive, and can be applied to a wide
range of problems in classical and quantum plasmonics.
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Abstract— We discuss our approach for describing few photons and few scatterers at the quan-
tum level, both analytically and numerically. Our tools are applied to Raman, downconversion,
entanglement generation and nonlinear phases gates at the single photon level. We also discuss
how to implement our ideas in circuit QED.

In waveguide QED travelling photons are strongly coupled to natural or artificial atoms for doing
photonics at the few photon level. It is a emerging field since it promises new advances in quantum
information and provides a natural platform for generating photon-photon interactions [1]. Both
photons and atoms must be treated quantum mechanically making this optics setup a many body
problem. A natural technique for solving many body in one dimension is Matrix Product States
[2]. We adapt this technique for solving problems in few photon photonics. We apply it to several
problems as Raman, downconversion, entanglement generation and nonlinear phase gates [3, 4, 5].
These applications are used to emphasize the necessity of importing many body problem techniques
in quantum optics.
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Metallic nanoparticles (NPs) have long been known for their peculiar optical properties exhibiting a giant 

resonance corresponding to an electromagnetic (EM) field enhancement, and known as Localized Surface 

Plasmon Resonance (LSPR). The near- and far-field optical response of such systems (which can be viewed as 

nano-antennas (NAs) is closely dependent on their morphology and chemical composition. In order to 

understand the relation between the optical response and the morphology of the NPs, we have developed 

ultra-sensitive spectrophotometers based on the spatial modulation spectroscopy (SMS) technique 1. This allows 

the measurement of the absolute extinction (or quantitative scattering) of light by a single nano-object over a 

broad spectral range (from the near UV to the near infrared). Moreover, this optical technique can be coupled 

with electron microscopy (classical or 3D TEM, SEM, AFM), to correlate the exact morphology of nanoparticles 

with their optical response 2, 3. 

 

The LSPR is also strongly sensitive to the presence of other nearby particles. Mutual coupling induces complex 

collective excitations within these nanoantennas and can be used to tailor the LSPR shape over a wide spectral 

range. Simple pairs of nanoparticles are the most basic systems for understanding mechanisms of plasmon 

hybridization and interference. First, the optical response is drastically modified for very low interparticle 

distances for a longitudinal excitation. The most striking effect is a red-shift of the LSPR with decreasing 

interparticle distance, following a scaling law known as “Plasmon ruler” opening innovating perspectives in the 
field of bio-sensing. Besides the distance, the gap morphology becomes of crucial importance for very short 

interparticle distances (strong coupling regime) for which the “Plasmon ruler” is no longer valid. Thanks to the 

combining of optical measurements and electron microscopy, very thin interspacing distances (< 1 nm) and 

morphological effects have been explored for pairs of spherical and cubic NPs made of gold or silver. In the case 

of nanocubes, besides the redshift of the resonance with decreasing interparticle distance, we observed a clear 

anti-resonance dip in the main dipolar LSPR 4 which can be viewed as a Fano resonance due to the coupling 

between the broad dipolar resonance of the dimer with gap plasmon modes confined in the interparticle zone 

(see Figure 1).  

On the other hand, we will see that the plasmonic coupling is also a powerful tool to involve LSPRs in NAs 

made of most of the transition metals 5. This opens up the range of applications in the field of photo-catalysis, 

nano-sensing or magneto-plasmonics. 



 

 

Figure 1 : absolute extinction spectra of single silver nanocube dimers for an incident electric field polarized 

along (magenta) or perpendicular (blue) to the interparticle axis. The insets show the TEM images of the 

optically investigated dimers. For almost perfect cubes with an interparticle distance of a few nanometers, the 

main resonance for longitudinal excitations is simply red-shifted as compared to the resonance obtained for 

perpendicular excitations (left). On the other hand, an anti-resonance dip clearly appears for sufficiently low 

interparticle distances, and as soon as edges and corners are rounded (right). 
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Abstract-Silicon microspheres yield a rich electronic response in the near infrared via Mie 

resonance optical absorption. The investigation of the internal structure and the optical properties of 

the microspheres has revealed that they posses a richly structured core, surrounded by a non-porous 

shell. While such a porous core kills those resonances whose electromagnetic field is well 

distributed in the porous region, high-Q modes should occur at the non-porous shell.  

 

Silicon microspheres constitute a promising platform for developing applications in different fields of 

technology such as photonics, optoelectronics, and medicine.1 Their possibilities stem from their ability to 

sustain optical resonances and the fact that they are made of silicon, which is the material basis for the current 

microelectronics industry. So far, the applications based on this material have relied on bare quality particles. 

The study of magnetic light is an example2 where low number resonant modes are used. These modes are wide, 

i.e. with low Q factor, and therefore they are little influenced by any defects of the particle constituting the 

microcavity. However, other recent developments like that of the spherical-Mie-resonator photodiode3 [Fig 1. 

(a)], combining photonic and electronic applications, require higher Q resonances. The spectral electronic 

response of such devices [Fig.1. (b)] shows plenty of sharp peaks that correspond to Mie resonances. This 

demonstrates the capability of the microspheres for absorbing light below the band gap of the material and, at the 

same time it proves that the technique of optical absorption via the electronic response is a very sensitive 

approach for measuring high-Q resonant modes. However, a precise fitting of such resonances to Mie theory has 

not been achieved yet. For that purpose, it is necessary to investigate the structural properties of the 

microspheres, focusing not only on their external aspects, such as sphericity and surface smoothness, but also on 

their internal structure, and to perform a more in deep optical characterization.  

 

We have found that poly-crystalline microspheres have a richly structured porous core surrounded by a 

non-porous shell. Such pores kill those resonant modes whose electromagnetic field is well distributed inside the 

sphere volume. Fig. 2 corresponds to a HRTEM image of the inside area of a carved poly-crystalline silicon 

microsphere showing the pores at the sphere center. The electromagnetic field intensity distribution of mode b13,5 

has been superimposed, as an example of a mode overlapping the porous region. Optical scattering spectroscopy 

at 90º confirmed the suppression of this type of modes. Therefore we hypothesize that the high-Q resonant 

modes, which are responsible of the electronic response [Fig. 1 (b)], occur mainly at the non-porous shell of the 

microspheres. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1: (a) Scheme of a photodiode based on a silicon microsphere, (b) measured spectral response (short circuit 

current) of several devices corresponding to different sphere diameters. The sharp peaks correspond to Mie 

resonances.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 2: (a) HRTEM image of the internal surface of a poly-crystalline silicon microsphere showing the porous 

structure at the core. The electric field intensity distribution of mode b13,5 has been superimposed. 
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Abstract- All dielectric nanophotonics based on high-refractive index (HRI) particles has emerged 

as an alternative to plasmonics for those cases in which losses are an important concern. They also 

offer new possibilities due to magnetic resonances naturally excited in HRI nanoparticles. Here we 

review some of these in connection with electromagnetic hotspots in HRI dimers and electric and 

magnetic dipole interference effects, with focus on metasurfaces.   

 

Over the past few years an increasing interest has grown in the study of high-refractive index (HRI) 

nanoparticles. In many ways similar to their plasmonics counterparts, HRI sub-wavelength structures may 

resonantly interact with incident light [1-3]. However, in the case of HRI particles resonances are driven by 

polarization currents, and that strongly mitigates absorption losses. In addition, HRI particles have a unique 

feature as compared to metallic particles; on top of the family of multipolar electric resonances supported by the 

latter they support additional multipolar magnetic resonances [1-3]. Due to their distinct near-field distributions 

and radiation characteristics, new optical phenomena have been described recently associated to these magnetic 

resonances and their interaction with the family of electric ones. 

Here, it is shown that HRI dimers, unlike plasmonics ones, exhibit hotspots in the gap between the particles 

both when the electric or when the magnetic field is aligned with the axis of the dimer [4]. A qualitative 

explanation of the mechanism is shown in Fig.1(a). When the field is directed along the axis of the dimers, 

polarization charges generate an index-dependent field enhancement, reaching ~8-fold for a dimer of silicon (Si) 

disks. When the magnetic field is oriented along the axis, induced magnetic dipoles interact and part of the field 

is localized in the gap, with ~8-fold enhancement observed. The effect is experimentally measured through 

Near-field Scanning Optical Microscope, as shown in Fig.1(b).  

Another property that follows from the excitation of magnetic resonances is the angle-suppressed radiation 

caused by directional interference between these and electric resonances. This lead to nanoantennas with 

suppressed backscattering [5, 6] that can be used in high-transmission metasurfaces for phase control [7, 8], as 

that shown in Fig.2(a). This metasurface, composed by Si disks and designed to bend transmitting light at ~10° 

shows a total efficiency of ~45%. It is shown that the angle suppressed scattering may lead to another intriguing 

phenomenon, namely, that a HRI-based metasurface may exhibit Brewster’s effect, potentially, for any 
polarization and angle of incidence. This property, intimately related with the interference between the dipoles 

induced in the particles forming the metasurface, is theoretically and experimentally investigated [9]. Figs.2(b) 

and (c) show the simulated reflection for square arrays of Si spheres with diameter 180 nm and period 300 nm as 

a function of the angle of incidence for different wavelengths showing, respectively, that Brewster’s angle can be 
observed for p- and s-polarizations in this system. 



 
Figure 1: (a) Schematic of the mechanism of electric and magnetic hotspot generation in dielectric dimers 

compared to plasmonic ones. (b) NSOM measurements at electric (top) and magnetic (bottom) resonance excited 

the indicated polarization. 

 
Figure 2: (a) SEM of the beam-bending metasurface (top) and back-focal plane image at the operating 

wavelength (715 nm) and out of it (bottom). (b) and (c), respectively, reflection versus angle of incidence at 

different wavelengths from a metasurface designed to exhibit Brewster angle for p- and s-polarized light. 
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Abstract- Plasmonic nanostructures enable control of light at subwavelength scales. However, 

substantial losses are inevitable, especially at optical wavelengths. High-refractive index dielectrics 

show strong promise as a complementary nanophotonics platform. Dielectric nanostructures are able 

to show not only electric but also magnetic resonances, both with low-losses. Here, we present 

asymmetric-dimers of dielectric nanoparticles that exploit the interaction of those resonances to show 

tunable directional scattering. We also explore its application as tuneable routing element at 

nanoscale, suggesting applications like optical nanocircuitry.  

 

Over the past several years plasmonics has been employed to obtain strong light-matter interactions at deep 

subwavelength size scales. In particular, plasmonic nanoantennas have been used to enhance and control the emission 

from quantum dot and molecular emitters, offering the possibility to develop more efficient light emitting devices for 

integrated photonics1. More recently, several groups have begun to explore the use of high-index dielectric 

nanostructures for their ability to manipulate electromagnetic fields2-6.In addition to low optical losses, such structures 

exhibit resonances with both the electric and magnetic fields due to the oscillation and rotation of displacement 

current caused by incident field penetration7-9. This type of interaction opens up new pathways for manipulating. 

 

In this work, we show that a dielectric nanodimer consisting of nanoparticles with different dimensions can scatter 

light directionally to either the right or left direction by tuning the incident wavelength. The underlying reason is that 

amplitude and phase differences of electric and magnetic resonances in dielectric nanoparticles can be tuned by 

changing geometrical dimensions. By carefully designing the dimer configuration, therefore, the direction of the 

scattered light becomes tuneable due to the interference between the dipoles excited in each particle. Full theoretical 

calculations using an analytical dipole-dipole model help to determine a favourable configuration for highly 

directional scattering tuneable via the incident wavelength9. We will also discuss a practical configuration of 

asymmetric dimers as a nanoscale routing element for electromagnetic radiation. Directional control of the scattered 

light combined with low energy losses presented here can facilitate the development of efficient sensors, waveguides 

and optical circuits at the nanometer scale.  

 

Figure 1a shows the angle of maximum scattering intensity of the radiation pattern in the y-z projection plane. 

Here the scattering angle of 90º corresponds to the forward scattering, and the two quadrants (0–90º and 90–180º) 

correspond to the scattering hemisphere of the larger and smaller particles, respectively. The direction of the 

scattered light bends leſt (108°) or right (38°) at λ~500 nm and λ~630 nm, respectively (inset shows the radiation 

pattern on the y-z plane). At λ ~500 nm, the scattered light was directed to the smaller sphere but suppressed in 

the direction of the larger sphere. Meanwhile, a completely opposite result was achieved at λ ~ 630 nm; the light 
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scattered to the smaller sphere was suppressed but the light to the larger sphere was intensified. This means that 

the direction of the scattered field can be tuned by changing incident wavelength. To understand the basic 

mechanism of this directional scattering, a phase difference of the magnetic dipoles which are excited 

perpendicular to the scattering plane and, hence, responsible for the directional scattering was analysed. Exciting 

the dimer with polarization perpendicular to the dimer axis, also result in a switchable directional scattering, but 

this time at blue-shifted wavelengths due to the phase difference of excited electric dipoles. We also explore the 

possibility of using this directional scattering to excite selective positions in a practical configuration with 

asymmetric silicon nanodisk dimers on a silica substrate (Fig. 1b). Light illumination of the first dimer results in 

the selective excitation of another dimer placed either in the left or right direction, depending on the excitation 

wavelength and/or polarization. Switchable control of the scattering direction could facilitate the development of 

sensitive spectroscopic technique with selective excitation or tuneable optical nanocircuit.  

 
Figure 1: (a) Maximum angle of scattered intensity. Inset shows the Far field radiation patterns of the scattered 

light at λ ~ 500 nm and λ ~ 630 nm. (b) Schematic illustration of tunable optical guide. The first dimer was 

illuminated by the incident light parallel to the substrate with polarization along the dimer axis. The second was 

placed at either left (θ1=7.2°) or right (θ2=27°) from the first one, at a distance of 1.2 μm. 
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Abstract-  We theoretically show how an assembly of  all-dielectric  nonmagnetic  scatterers  can

effectively support  a  strong localized magnetic  plasmon resonance.  We consider  collections  of

disordered but correlated monodisperse high refractive index spheres exhibiting a strong magnetic

dipole resonance. The effective magnetic permeability of such an ensemble is negative in a given

fequency range, while the  effective dielectric permittivity is possitive and small. We show that

localized magnetic plasmon resonances can be excited in a metasphere made of such metamaterial.

The natural magnetic response is negligible for the majority of materials at high frequencies, i.e. its effective

permeability is µ≈1. However, it is well known that materials exhibiting prescribed permeability and permittivity

would  open routes  towards extraordinary applications.  Probably,  one  of  the  best  known such materials  are

negative refractive index (NRI) ones, first studied by Veselago [1], where simultaneous �=-1 and µ=-1 lead to a

refactive index n=-1. As a consequence of this NRI and impedance matching, it would be possible to build flat

perfectly converging lenses breaking Abbe's  diffraction limit. 

Proposals  for  actual  realizations  of  such  materials  [2,  3]  can  be  considered  as  the  origin  of  modern

electromagnetic  (EM) metamaterials  science and technology.  One of  the main  goals  is  designing structures

presenting an effective magnetic response µeff≠1 with all µ=1 blocks. Many of the practical implementations and

theoretical designs are based on resonant metal structures [4]. Such structures are suitable for producing strong

magnetic resonances at the expense of presenting also a strong absorption. Nevertheless, it has been pointed out

that single scatterers as simple as a high refractive index (HRI) nonmagnetic homogeneous sphere can give

support  to strong magnetic resonances [5], under certain conditions, the coherent superposition of scattered  EM

waves by dipole electric and magnetic resonances by a single object leads to a strong inhibition or enhancement

of either backward or forward scattering by a single scatterer. These conditions, first discovered by  Kerker and

coworkers [6] for dielectric spheres with  µ≠1 , can be achieved also with nonmagnetic HRI when size, refactive

index and frequency are chosen appropriately [7].

When the effective EM response of a medium comprised of scatterers with electric and magnetic dipole

resonances is considered, in principle not only the electric permittivity is different from the host medium but also

the effective magnetic permeability even if none of the microscopic constituents present magnetic response. In

this regard,  we propose and theoretically study in this paper [8] a metamaterial  made of nonmagnetic HRI

scatterers  whose  effective  magnetic  permeability  is  negative  while  its  effective  electrical  permittivity  is

comparable to that of the host medium. 

Our system is a collection of monodisperse homogeneous nonmagnetic HRI spheres. The size, refractive



           

index and density of scatterers is chosen in such a way that the effective permeability  µeff≠1, derived from

Clusius-Mosotti formula applied to the magnetic polarizability, can be prescribed to tailor the magnetic response

of the system. 

Due  to  the  symmetry  of  the  Maxwell  equations,  if  electric  and  magnetic  variables  are  adequately

transformed, the electric plasmon resonances are transformed into magnetic plasmon resonances. In particular,

localized plasmon resonances encountered in metallic spheres with �≈-2 and  µ≈1, have a magnetic counterpart

in spheres with  µ≈-2 and  �≈1.  In this work we design a metamaterial such that, when carved in a spherical

shape with the appropriate radius, a “metasphere”, it clearly supports a localized magnetic plasmon resonance

that can be identified with the magnetic dipole scattering channel of the Mie theory for a sphere of the same

radius as the metasphere and  µ≈-2,  �≈1. In this way,  our metamaterial effectively behaves as a “magnetic

metal” supporting localized magnetic plasmons.

We  derive  approximate,  though  universal,  conditions  for  the  occurrence  of  such  magnetic  plasmon

phenomena, revealing that available materials and geometrical parameters enable it for a wide spectral regime

from microwave to near infrared and even visible for geometries other than the spherical. This effective medium

together with our design rules paves the way towards realistic plasmonic µ<0 structures, unlocking a whole new

quadrant of the ��µ plane.
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Abstract-The influence of increasing the core size of a Ag-Si core-shell nanoparticle has been 

investigated by using the values of the linear polarization degree at right angle scattering 

configuration, PL(90º). Changes in dipolar resonances and Scattering Directionality Conditions as a 

function of the core radius (Rint) for a fixed shell size (Rext = 230 nm) have been analyzed. An 

empirical formula to obtain the ratio Rint/Rext by monitoring the influence of the magnetic dipolar 

resonance in PL(90º) has been found.  

 

In spite of the good response of metallic nanoparticles (NPs) in visible and infrared ranges, their inherent 

ohmic losses make them useless in many practical applications. High Refractive Index (HRI) dielectric NPs have 

been proposed to address this issue. Some of their most important advantages are that light can travel through 

them without being absorbed and that they can present magnetic effects even for non-magnetic (µ = 1) NPs, [1 ]. 

This magneto-dielectric behavior is responsible for interesting directionality properties. Under certain conditions 

of the electric permittivity ε and magnetic permeability µ, proposed by Kerker et al [2, 3], the forward and 

backward scattered intensity is almost null or null respectively. Those conditions are also known as either 

Kerker’s conditions or Scattering Directionality Conditions. Metal-dielectric core-shell HRI NPs have been 

proposed during last years for controlling the direction of the scattered radiation because they support tunable 

electric and magnetic resonances [4]. In this work, using the linear polarization degree at right angle scattering 

configuration PL(90º), we have analyzed the influence of increasing the core size of an Ag-Si core-shell NP on 

both its dipolar resonances and the SDCs. Furthermore, we have obtained an empiric formula to reckon either 

the core radius Rint or the ratio Rint/Rext by means of the footprint of the magnetic dipolar resonance in the PL(90º) 

spectra.  

In Fig. 1 it is represented the spectral location of the dipolar magnetic resonance in PL(90º) as a function of 

the ratio Rint/Rext, while Rext was fixed to 230 nm. The theoretical data have been fitted to a cubic function 

(λ(min[PL(90º)]) = A (Rint/Rext)
3 +B, where A = −1686 nm and B = 1676 nm). The shadowed region represents 

Rint/Rext in the interval 0.25 to 0.45, where a1 and b1 overlap. In this region PL(90º) ∼ 0 and the magnetic dipole 

resonance cannot be identified using PL(90º).  
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Figure 1. Location of PL(90º) minimum (corresponding to the dipolar magnetic resonance) as a function of Rint/Rext. 

In Fig. 2 we show the scattering diagrams for the first (blue) and second (red) SDCs. Core radii Rint 

correspond to a) 10 nm, b) 50 nm, c) 70 nm, d) 80 nm, e) 90 nm, and f) 130 nm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2. Scattering diagrams for the first (blue) and second (red) SDCs for different core radii.  

As shown in Fig. 2, low ratios Rint/Rext lead to good performance for the near zero-forward intensity SDC, 

whereas Rint/Rext > 0.4 produce more directional scattering patterns, but with lower efficiencies. On the contrary, 

in the zero-backward SDC, low ratios give good scattering patterns but medium ratios (i.e. Rint/Rext ~ 0.3) lead to 

an improved efficiency. Therefore, the performance of the SDCs can be tailored (optimized and spectrally tuned) 

by changing the core-shell ratio Rint/Rext. 
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Abstract-We review recent work aimed at the utilization of complex electromagnetic field 

landscapes as versatile tools for the experimental study of the optical properties of individual 

dielectric and metallic nanostructures.  

 

Light beams may carry a spatially inhomogeneous intensity, phase and polarization distributions. Structured 

light is of great interest in the research fields of photonics, plasmonics and imaging. Tight focusing of such 

spatial modes of light enables the controllable generation of complex three-dimensional electromagnetic field 

distributions. It was shown that tailored field distributions exhibiting nanoscale features may serve as excellent 

tools for studying the properties of nanoscopic systems or of individual nanostructures (see for instance [1-3] and 

reference therein). If the nanostructure under investigation is smaller than the wavelength of the aforementioned 

highly confined light beam used for excitation, its interaction with the light beam will sensitively depend on the 

position relative to the field distribution (see Fig. 1). By laterally displacing the nanostructure with respect to the 

excitation field, a variety of different coupling scenarios can be realized by tailoring the input beam accordingly. 

The detailed analysis of the position-dependent scattering enables the retrieval of the nanostructure’s geometrical 

and optical properties.  

 
Figure 1. Artist’s impression of a nanoparticle of sub-wavelength 

dimensions scanned through a complex 3D electromagnetic field 

distribution.  



 

 Based on this idea, the waveguide properties of sub-wavelength apertures [1,2], the selective excitation and 

addressing of resonances [3,4] supported by individual nanostructures or of dark modes in nanoparticle clusters 

[5] as well as the geometrical properties of sub-wavelength nanostructures [6.7] have been investigated using 

tailored light beams.  

In this presentation, we will discuss the optical investigation of individual nanostructures using tailored 

electromagnetic fields. 
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Abstract- Substituting noble metals for high-index dielectrics has recently been proposed as an 

alternative strategy to design optical nanoantennas while circumventing the ohmic losses of 

plasmonic materials. In this report, we experimentally demonstrate that silicon resonators can 

enhance or inhibit the photon emission dynamics of fluorescent molecules. Using scanning probe 

microscopy, we analyze the near-field interaction between a fluorescent nanosphere and silicon 

nanoparticles, and highlight how dielectric nanoantennas increase the far-field collection of emitted 

photons, in excellent agreement with numerical simulations. 
 

High-index dielectric nanoparticles, featuring broadband low-order Mie resonances, have recently been 

proposed to design optical nanoantennas with weak ohmic losses and strong magnetic modes [1,2] in order to 

accelerate spontaneous decay processes from isolated emitters [3] and control emission directivity [4]. In this work, 

we demonstrate that silicon nanoantennas can indeed be used to resonantly enhance but also to inhibit spontaneous 

photon emission in fluorescent molecules at room temperature thanks to their low non-radiative losses. In practice, 

to fully characterize the spatial dependence of the interaction between solid-state light sources and a silicon 

nanoantenna, an atomic force microscope (AFM) tip featuring a fluorescent polystyrene sphere is scanned with 

nanometer precision in the vicinity of the resonator (Fig. 1a). By monitoring continuously the excited-state lifetime 

and intensity of the luminescent molecules, such near-field optical microscopy measurements provide a three-

dimensional map of the local density of optical states in complex photonic environments [5,6]. 

The use of two different silicon particle diameters, fabricated by e-beam lithography and reactive ion etching 

[7], allows us to tune the molecular fluorescence spectrum in and out of resonance with the dipolar modes of the 

antenna. A silicon resonator that matches the emission wavelength of the sphere leads to an increased luminescence 

decay rate and measured photon count, in excellent agreement with numerical simulations (Fig. 1b-c). Inversely, 

an “off resonance” dielectric antenna leads to a longer fluorescence lifetime and a reduced intensity. This 

modulation of the fluorescence lifetime of solid-state emitters occurs at the nanoscale in three dimensions as 

observed when scanning the AFM tip in the sample plane (Fig. 1d-e). Furthermore, by controlling in 3D the 

position of the emitter with respect to the resonator, we show that nanoantennas built with a single silicon particle 
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provide a gain in fluorescence signal mainly by increasing the photon collection efficiency and not by changing 

the excited-state decay dynamics. By showing experimentally how sub-wavelength sized silicon resonators 

manipulate and engineer spontaneous light emission with low ohmic losses, this study highlights the potential of 

dielectric antennas for nanoscale photon management. 

 

Figure 1. (a) Schematic representation of a fluorescent sphere being scanned, at the nanoscale, next to a silicon 

disk. Experimental (b) and simulated (c) evolution of the fluorescence decay rate when increasing the height of 

the sphere with respect to an “on resonance” 170 nm diameter disk (red data) or an “off resonance” 250 nm 
silicon antenna. Experimental (d) and simulated (e) 2D map of the decay rate when scanning the fluorescent 

sphere at 35 nm above a 170 nm diameter silicon resonator. 
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Abstract—

We investigate theoretically and numerically the optical properties of metamaterials based on
metallo-dielectric core-shell nanowires. Single nanowires exhibit negative electric and magnetic
responses stemming from the spectral overlap of the lowest magnetic resonance of the dielectric
shell with the plasmon resonance of the metal core. Properties extracted from photonic band
structure confirm the structure behaves as a low-loss, isotropic (2D) and bulk, optical negative
index metamaterial; this is further demonstrated through numerical simulations of flat-lense
focusing.

Artificial materials showing electromagnetic properties not attainable in naturally occurring
media, the so called metamaterials, are among the most active fields of research in optical and
material physics. One of the major challenges found is to obtain truly bulk isotropic negative index
metamaterials (NIM) at optical frequencies [1]. Recently, we reported [2] the possibility to use a
certain class of Ag@Si core-shell (CS) nanowires (NWs) as building blocks of 2D isotropic NIMs,
operating in the near infrared. These CS-NWs, made of a metallic core and a high permittivity
shell, are doubly-resonant, allowing for a spectral overlap of their first electric and magnetic dipo-
lar resonances. Since the responses do not depend on the interaction between constituents, no
particular arrangement is needed to build the metamaterial, which is, moreover, broadly isotropic
for TE-polarization waves. We show that, for certain geometrical parameters and filling fractions,
metamaterials composed by such CS-NWs can have simultaneously negative permittivity and per-
meability between 1.2-1.5 µm [2]. The resulting metamaterial then behaves as a 2D isotropic NIM
with extremely low losses [2] (f.o.m. ⌘ �<(ne�)/=(ne�) ⇠ 200, about one order of magnitude
better than previously proposed designs).

However, it has been pointed out in [3] that the constitutive parameters retrieved through e�ec-
tive medium theories in other dielectric-rod ordered arrays do not reproduce the negative refraction
observations in those composites, being mostly due to photonic crystal di�raction e�ects. For this
reason, we have studied the 2D potonic band structure [4], identifying the second photonic band
with negative-index properties that stem from the resonant character of the basic constituents.
The resulting equifrequency surfaces (EFSs) in the first Brillouin zone are circular for most of this
band as is shown in Fig. 1a), thus indicating the full (2D) isotropic character. In addition, such
isotropic NIM behavior is very clearly evidenced through numerical simulations in canonical exam-
ples for finite geometries, as point dipole transmission through a slab, in which di�erent positions
of the dipole with respect to the slab were tested, showing in all the cases a flat lensing behavior
with subwavelength resolution [4]. These numerical simulations are compared to equivalent (ideal)
slabs characterized by homogeneous dielectric permittivity and magnetic permeability exactly given
by the e�ective parameter retrieval (from S-parameters), in very good agreement (see Fig. 1b)),
confirming the isotropic, low-loss NIM behavior [4].

In conclusion, we have carried out a full description of the photonic band structure of doubly
resonant core-shell metallo-dielectric NW arrays, in order to demonstrate their behavior as low-loss,
isotropic bulk optical NIMs. In this manner, we have rigorously demonstrated (and improved) [4]
the highly isotropic and ultra low-loss (f.o.m. ⇠ 200) character of Ag@Si NW arrays, exhibiting
indeed robust flat lensing with subwavelength resolution and dipole position independence, in good
agreement with the expected behavior for a negative-index homogeneous slab.
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Figure 1: a) EFSs of Ag@Si core-shell nanowires with inner and outer radius R
in

= 90 nm and R

out

= 170
nm, respectively, arranged in a hexagonal lattice with lattice parameter a = 350 nm. b) Norm of the in-plane
electromagnetic field and of the Poynting vector for in-plane point dipole sources at � = 235 THz (� = 1.28
µm) located at 1.8 µm above a slab made of the metamaterial described in a), with the slab surface along
the �K direction. Parallel (p

x

, left) and perpendicular (p
y

, right) dipoles to the surface are shown. The
results for a homogeneous slab are also shown, with �

eff

= �0.734� i0.157 and µ

eff

= �2.094 + i0.532, so
that n

eff

= �1.264 + i0.0069 (f.o.m. ⇠ 180).
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Abstract-The magneto-optical response of high-index, non-absorbing dielectric nanospheres is 

theoretically analyzed. We will show that in these systems the magneto-optical response is fully 

governed by the magnetic resonances with little effect of the electric ones.  

The control of light propagation in the visible and near-infrared domain using resonant systems such as 

optical nanoantennas has been a matter of intense research during the last decades. The possibility to create and 

manipulate nanostructured materials encouraged the exploration of new strategies to control the electromagnetic 

properties with an external agent. A possible approach is combining magnetic and plasmonic materials, where it 

is feasible to control the optical properties with magnetic fields in connection to the excitation of plasmon 

resonances [1].   

These nanoantennas have been traditionally made of metallic entities, which have the important drawback of 

a sizeable absorption. In the case of magnetic resonances based on Babinet inverted magnetoplasmonic 

structures, it has already been demonstrated that the magneto-optical effect has the ability to manipulate 

magnetic dipole-like resonances [2]. 

In the last years, there has been a quest for the so-called magnetic resonances in the visible domain [3]. 

Linked to it, there has been an increasing interest in the use of high index dielectric nanospheres as optical 

antennas, in particular for their ability to sustain magnetic resonances and the absence of absorption [4-6].  

In this work we introduce the magneto-optical effect in the context of those high index dielectric 

nanospheres, i.e. a silicon nanosphere with a non-negligible of diagonal element in the dielectric tensor. We will 

show how the magneto-optical effect is controlled by the internal resonances of the nanosphere, and that the 

magnetic resonances dominate the spectral dependence of the magneto-optical response, having the electric 

dipolar resonance a very weak effect. We will establish a clear correlation of the spectral magneto-optical 

response with the spatial field profile at the interior of the nanosphere that is, in turn, linked to each type of 

resonance [7]. 
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Abstract-In this work, we show recent advances related to the integration of metallic and dielectric 

scatterers into dielectric waveguides created on a silicon chip at telecom wavelengths. We show 

that dielectric scatterers placed in the waveguide proximity can be employed as 

polarization-sensitive nanoantennas. We also show that subwavelength metallic elements can be 

efficiently coupled to silicon waveguides by inserting them in a gap etched in the waveguide.  

 

Silicon photonics is a technological platform enabling low-cost, mass-manufacturing of photonic integrated 

circuits using tools and processes that are standard in CMOS microelectronics industry. Nowadays, silicon 

photonics is a mature technology and silicon PICs fabricated on silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafers are currently 

being exploited for and label-free biosensors and data communications even with commercial products. In order 

to exploit the full potential of plasmonics science and related concepts (namely, nanoantennas and 

metamaterials), it would make sense to integrate plasmonics elements into silicon photonics, which could pave 

the way for the near-term commercialization of plasmonics devices (1). This approach would also benefit current 

silicon photonic devices, first because of the additional miniaturization that plasmonics can provide and second 

because of new functionalities that can be incorporated into a silicon chip, including imaging via nanoantennas 

or sensing via plasmonic nanoresonators (2).  

In silicon PICs, light propagates along silicon waveguides at near-infrared wavelengths. In order to ensure a 

maximum confinement of the light inside the waveguide, strip and slot geometries for the waveguide core are 

typically considered. Subwavelength-size dielectric and metallic elements could be placed in the proximities of 

such waveguides to be excited by the guided light. In addition, the element response should be coupled to the 

waveguide mode so that we can detect its properties by measuring the power at the output of the waveguide. In 

this approach, we need to consider that the guided mode properties are quite different from those observed in a 

free-space beam. Remarkably, the strong field confinement in the silicon waveguide will lead to a huge 

longitudinal component of the electric field (3). This means that the guided modes display transverse spin, 

mainly in the evanescent region, which has to be properly considered when the guided mode interacts with 

subwavelength elements.    

Making use of this property my group has recently shown that a silicon scatterer attached to a silicon 

waveguide can act as a polarization-sensitive nanoantenna. By properly shaping the scatterer, the 

scatterer-waveguide system is able to sort linearly- (4) as well as circularly-polarized (5) incoming photons (see 

Fig. 1(a)). Moreover, in transmission the scatterer-waveguide system can act as a nanoantennas radiating a 

polarization state that can be tailored on the whole Poincaré sphere by properly selecting the optical signals 

feeding the scatterer (6).   

If the scatterer is metallic, it can have subwavelength dimensions via localization of surface plasmons. 



Recent experiments have shown that localized plasmonic resonances of metallic nanostructures can be excited 

by placing them on top of a dielectric waveguide (2,7). However, excitation efficiencies remain low (< 20%) 

because the plasmonielement is excited by the evanescent tails of the guided field. A full excitation of the 

plasmonic element can be achieved by embedding it in a subwavelength gap created in the waveguide (Fig. 1(b)), 

as my team has recently shown (8). 

This plasmonics-on-silicon field, merging the best of two worlds (the maturity of silicon photonics 

technology and the light manipulation abilities of plasmonics, metamaterials and nanoantennas), holds the 

promises for novel hybrid PICs for application in disciplines such as lab-on-a-chip or all-optical processing. 

(a)  (b) 

Si SiAu

 

Figure 1. SEM images of (a) a silicon disk nanonantenna that separates circularly polarized photons into 

opposite guided directions and (b) a gold nanostrip in a gap created in a silicon waveguide. 
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Abstract— A recent interest in UV-plasmonics has appeared due to its increasing potential
in many applications ranging from biology, spectroscopy or engineering. Magnesium, Aluminum
and Gallium have been pointed out as promising materials for this purpose. However, these
metals form an oxide layer, several nanometers thick, that may a�ect the formation of localized
plasmons. In this work we analyze how the oxide shell thickness a�ect the plasmonic performance
of nanostructures made from these metals.

Plasmonics in the UV regime has awakened recent interest in fields such as biology, spectroscopy
or nanosensing [1, 2, 3]. The plasmonic performance of various metals in the UV regime has been
previously studied in order to find those more promising for UV plasmonics [4]. From this study
those which were found to be more promising were Magnesium (Mg), Aluminum (Al), Gallium
(Ga) and Rhodium (Rh). Although Rh does not oxidise, Mg, Al and Ga su�er from the formation
of a several nanometer thick layer of oxide. The change in the surrounding properties a�ect the
plasmonic behavior of the metal inside [5].
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Figure 1: Absorption e�ciency, Q
abs

(�), of an isolated sphere (top) and hemisphere on substrate (bottom)
NPs made of Mg, Al and Ga, all with radius R = 40 nm, as function of the core radius, R

core

= 20� 40 nm.

Two geometries have been studied: the isolated sphere and the hemispherical nanoparticle (NP)
on a sapphire substrate, which represents the common experimental conditions for Mg and Ga [6].
Both near-field (intensity of the local field averaged over the NP surface I(�) =< |E/Einc|2 >) and
far-field (absorption e�ciency Qabs(�)) magnitudes have been analysed through this work.



From the results, it can be concluded that either a red-shift or a blue-shift of the resonance
peak is produced depending on the material and the oxide layer thickness (see Fig. 1). The
absorption e�ciency of Mg and Al spheres increases as the oxide shell thickness increases. However,
for the Ga sphere, the absorption e�ciency maximum is produced for intermediate values of the
oxide thickness, as for Mg and Al hemispheres. On the contrary, the Ga hemisphere increases its
absorption e�ciency as the oxide layer thickness decreases. In addition, the characteristic red-
shift of the near-field, I(�) =< |E/Einc|2 >, with respect to the far-field, Qabs(�), has been also
observed. Further analysis will be introduced to give more insight on the subject. These results
show both the importance of controlling the oxide contamination, and the possibility of tuning
UV-resonances by means of oxide, or other non-metal coatings.
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Abstract— A key feature of topological insulators is the presence of surface states immune to
disorder and impurities due to topological protection. These states modify the optical properties
of topological insulators compared to their ordinary counterparts.

We show that topological insulators nanoparticles sustain a new kind of excitation when inter-
acting with light. This is a topological localized surface plasmon polariton obtained perturbing
the nanoparticle surface electron state with light.

Quantum phenomena are usually restricted to the nanoscale (atoms, molecules), low tempera-
tures (superfluids, superconductors) or both. Here we demonstrate a phenomenon which may pave
the way for quantum behaviour to be observed at the mesoscale and room temperature.

The key role is played by topological insulators materials that have surface states protected
by time-reversal symmetry. Such states are delocalised over the surface and are immune to its
imperfections in contrast to ordinary insulators. For topological insulators the e�ects of these
surface states will be more strongly pronounced in the case of nanoparticles.

Here we study the interaction of such nanoparticles with light. We report a previously unknown
light-matter mode that was not revealed in earlier studies, which focused on bulk samples and thin
films of topological insulators. In the nanoparticles the topologically protected surface states e�-
ciently couple phonons and light giving rise to the topological particle polariton mode. In addition,
the surface states can act as a screening layer which suppresses absorption inside the particle. These
e�ects may be useful in the areas of plasmonics, cavity electrodynamics and quantum information.
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Abstract— High refractive index materials such as silicon are of paramount importance due to
their rich spectral properties and their application in directional coupling of electromagnetic wave.
This directionality can be enhanced remarkably by taking advantage of the interference of electric
and magnetic resonances of the scatterer. Based on this strong directional light emission, we now
present a novel position sensing technique, enabling Ångström localization accuracy (lateral),
which can find applications in nanometrology and super-resolution microscopy techniques.

Precise position sensing of a nanoparticle or biomolecule is an essential prerequisite for the fields
of nanometrology and in photonics, medicine and biophysics. It constitutes one of the fundamental
steps in several super-resolution imaging techniques, such as fluorescence based photoactivated lo-
calization microscopy (PALM) [1]. In the last decade, a localization precision down to few nanome-
ters or even Ångström has been achieved, using di�erent nonlinear or linear techniques [2].

Here, we present a new concept for position sensing enabling Ångström accuracy (lateral),
based on strongly laterally directional light emission of a single subwavelength dielectric scatterer.
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Figure 1: a. Complex 3-D electric field distribution in the focal plane of a tightly focused radially polarized
vector beam comprising a strong longitudinal component at the center (blue) and transverse field components
(red). On the optical axis, only a longitudinal electric dipole will be excited in the silicon particle (sitting on
a glass substrate), and thus a symmetric emission pattern will be observed in the far-field (see b1). Whereas,
for the particle placed o�-axis, the symmetry will be broken. In this scheme both electric and magnetic dipole
moments can be excited, and interference of which will result in an asymmetric far-field distribution (see b2).
These far-field distributions are recorded by imaging the back-focal plane of a collection lens, representing
the angular spectrum. Only values above an e�ective numerical aperture of 1 are shown, containing scattered
field only.



We take advantage of the rich electromagnetic spectra of a high refractive index dielectric silicon
nanosphere. The silicon nanoparticles support both electric as well as magnetic resonances in the
visible spectral range [3, 4, 5, 6]. By taking advantage of the simultaneous excitation of multiple
particle modes and the interference of their emission, strong lateral directivity of the emitted sig-
nal can be observed [6]. As a probe beam, we use a radially polarized vector beam, which upon
tight focusing provides an inhomogeneous three-dimensional field distribution, with a strong on-
axis longitudinal electric field component [7] (see Fig. 1a). The transverse electric field components
vanish on-axis, but increase linearly with radial distance (linearity holds in close vicinity (50 nm
radius) to the optical axis). Thus, for each position in the focal plane of the probe beam there is
a di�erent field distribution resulting in a di�erent coupling scenario. This directly influences the
scattering pattern in the far-field where we achieve a very strong position-dependent directivity.
With proper calibration, it is possible without further optimization to measure displacements of 5
nm. With further statistical analysis, it is possible to resolve even smaller particle displacements
with a localization uncertainty of 2 Ångström [6].

This fast, easy-to-calibrate, linear technique can be very useful for single-shot lateral posi-
tion sensing with Ångström resolution and can find various applications in modern metrology and
biosensing. A thorough study of several parameters such as size, structure of the scatterer along
with wavelength of the excitation beam allows for optimizing the lateral directivity of the far-field
scattered light resulting in an even higher accuracy.
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Abstract— Non-paraxial propagation of a laser beam allows for creating highly confined non–
uniform fields. In this context, tightly focused cylindrical vector beams are experimentally ex-
amined as versatile tools for the realization of multiple excitation schemes used to study a single
high refractive–index dielectric nanosphere.

1. INTRODUCTION

According to Mie theory, a high refractive-index dielectric sphere supports strong magnetic and
electric resonances [1]. Recent experiments showed that under plane-wave-like excitation, particles
made of materials such as silicon support both resonance types [2, 3, 4]. If a particle is excited,
however, with an appropriately tailored field, either the magnetic or the electric resonances can
be addressed selectively [5]. Tightly focused azimuthally and radially polarized vector beams are
perfectly suited for this purpose. The focal field distributions of such beams resemble, for instance,
the emission patterns of point-like magnetic and electric dipoles and, hence, allow for their selective
excitation, if the particle is placed on-axis in the focal plane. Here we now discuss the extension
of this idea, using tightly focused vector beams for the realization of multiple excitation schemes
within a single beam scenario.

2. CONTROLLABLE POLARIZATION-DEPENDENT EXCITATION

Tight focusing of light beams, results in highly confined non-uniform focal fields. Consequently, a
sub-wavelength-sized nanostructure will experience di�erent excitation scenarios at di�erent posi-
tions in such a field distribution [6, 7]. Here, this versatile polarization–controlled excitation is now
demonstrated by measuring the resonance spectra of an individual silicon sphere (n ⇠ 4; 185 nm
in diameter; placed on a glass substrate). It was shown recently that nanoparticles made from a
high refractive-index dielectric, such as silicon, exhibit very rich resonance spectra [2, 3, 4, 5]. As
an exemplary case, we choose tightly focused azimuthally polarized light as excitation field.
Accordingly, a tightly focused azimuthally polarized vector-beam, in a simplified form, can be de-
composed into a transverse electric field, which stays azimuthally polarized and a linear oscillation
of the magnetic field along the optical axis (Fig. 1a). The particle spectra are measured as a
function of particle positions with respect to the optical axis. Due to the cylindrical symmetry of
the chosen excitaion field, only the excitation of magnetic resonance is possible, if the nanoparticle
is centered on the optical axis [5] (blue curve in Fig. 1b). In contrast, if the particle is placed
400 nm away from the optical axis, the excitation field symmetry is broken. For this case, the
strength of the longitudinal magnetic field is minimal, while the transverse electric field is very
strong. Therefore, the situation is similar to the excitation with a linearly polarized field and,
hence, allows both resonance types to be excited. Consequently, o�-axis excitation of the particle
results in a spectrum with clear signatures of magnetic and electric resonances (red curve in Fig.
1b).

3. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we discussed the excitation of individual silicon nanoparticles taking advantage of the
complex spatial field distributions of tightly focused light beams. Depending on the particle position
within the beam, multiple excitation schemes can be achieved within a single beam scenario. By
further tailoring the spatial field distribution used for excitation, more complex coupling scenarios
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Figure 1: a) Distributions of the focal transverse electric and longitudinal magnetic energy densities (and
relative phases) of a tightly focused azimuthally polarized vector beam in air for � = 661 nm and a numerical
aperture (NA) of 0.9, calculated using vectorial di�raction theory [8]. Both distributions are normalized to
the maximum of the total energy density. b) Experimentally recorded transmittance spectra of a Si particle
(185 nm in diameter) placed on a glass substrate excited with a tightly focused azimuthally polarized vector
beam (on-axis — blue curve and 400 nm o�-axis — red curve; MD — magnetic dipole, ED — electric dipole,
MQ — magnetic quadrupole).

can be realized, enabling a more detailed study and the selective addressing of particle resonances.
In fact, also the controlled simultaneous excitation of multiple modes for controlling the emission
of the particle is conceivable [9].
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The resonant interaction of electromagnetic waves with structured surfaces can lead to a fascinating 
phenomena, such as excitation of surface waves with large electromagnetic field enhancements, 
anomalous refraction due to interference of the coherently scattered partial waves [1], and 
electromagnetically induced transparency with large group velocity reduction [2]. These and other 
phenomena can profit tremendously if they can be actively controlled. 

In this contribution we demonstrate an all-optical active control of the excitation of THz resonant 
structures and surface waves on flat semiconductor surfaces. This control is achieved by the 
photo-generation of resonant conducting structures on the semiconductor with the illumination of an 
optical pump beam.  This pump beam is spatially structured with the shape of the resonant structures 
by means of a spatial light modulator (SLM). In this way we achieve full control of the dimensions and 
location of the structures onto the surface and gives unprecedented possibilities for actively tuning the 
response of photo-excited materials to THz radiation [3,4]. We also show how and inhomogeneous 
optical illumination of a semiconductor can be used for THz beaming in certain direction in analogy to 
metasurfaces [5]. 

We also probe the near field associated to THz resonators, demonstrating a large shift with respect 
to the far-field resonant response that cannot be explained with the oscillator model extensively used in 
the literature [6].    
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Abstract-We report on the fabrication of plasmonic hybrid sensors made of a micro-axicon 

dielectric lens and a single metallic nanoparticle. The dielectric lens produces a Bessel-like beam of 

light at its apex under plane wave excitation confining light in a narrow and intense beam with a 

low divergence. This Bessel-like beam can be used to optimize efficiently the excitation of a 

plasmonic nano-object and the collection of its far-field collected signal. This hybrid structure using 

the optical properties of a single metallic nanoparticle can act as a highly sensitive nanosensor. 

 

Due to the Localized Surface Plasmon Resonance (LSPR), light is intensively absorbed and scattered by 

metal nanoparticles. LSPR phenomenon confers to MNPs extremely attractive nano-optical properties and the 

subsequent technological applications are various. As it is well known, LSPR is extremely sensitive to the 

dielectric environment of the MNPs paving the way to highly sensitive sensors. Consequently, any optical 

change in the environment will induce a measurable shift of the plasmon resonance. This property is widely used 

to develop plasmon-based nanosensors1. In general, plasmon-based nanosensors are developed as an array of 

nanoparticles in order to get an easily measurable signal2. Unfortunately, the quality factor of the LSPR of such 

an array is strongly reduced due to various phenomena. Such damping can be partially limited by using a single 

nanoparticle in place of an array as nanosensor. Using single MNP as an active nano-optical device relies in the 

development of efficient techniques to measure their optical properties with a good signal-to-noise ratio. In order 

to significantly optimize our signal, our single MNP-based nanosensor is integrated into a system shown figure 

1a3. It allows to efficiently couple the far field excitation to the single particle and then to efficiently collect the 

transmitted light. Our approach is based on the integration of the MNP-based nanosensor onto an axicon lens 

(see figure 1b)4. We report a limit of detection of about some tens of zeptograms as shown figure 1c. As a 

conclusion, we clearly show the ability to measure a signal variation induced by some tens of zeptogram of 

organic material absorbed onto a single metal nanoparticule-based nanosensor.  
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Figure 1: (a) Schematic representation of the developed system. (b) AFM image showing one axicon lens functionalized 

with a single gold nanoparticle. (c) Limit of detection measured onto a dimer for both polarizations (longitudinal in red and 

transverse in blue). 
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Abstract. Scattering by subwavelength dielectric nanospheres can have interesting directional 

effects in the case of accomplishing Kerker’s conditions. We have taken advantage of these 

conditions to design a dimer of semiconductor nanoparticles where an important contrast can be 

achieved in their gap, due to the directionality and the interferential interaction of the scattered 

fields. 
 

Light scattering in subwavelength spheres (R/O<<1) is described by Mie theory. In the case of dipole-like 
particles, it is enough to use the first two Mie coefficients (a1 and b1, regarding dipolar electric and magnetic 

effects respectively). Starting from that point, Kerker and co-workers [1] reported that particles can present a 

lack of scattering in the forward or the backward directions, if the scattering coefficients accomplish certain 

conditions, known as minimum-forward (MF) and zero-backward (ZB) conditions or Kerker’s conditions: 
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Kerker’s conditions can be satisfied in nanoparticles made of several usual semiconductor materials, such as 

Silicon, Germanium, TiO2, GaAs, etc., in the visible range [2, 3]. Using two different nanoparticles with 

different sizes, we are able to accomplish each Kerker’s condition at each nanoparticle at the same wavelength. 

Then, we have proposed a dimer of silicon nanoparticles [4] presenting such a combination of directional 

scattering in the visible range. This anisotropic scattering, as well as the interferential effects between the 

scattered fields, can produce an intense maximum or a deep minimum of the light intensity in the gap region. As 

Kerker’s conditions are very dependent on the wavelength, a slight shift of the incident wavelength can perturb 

the satisfaction of the conditions producing a drastic change of the light intensity in the gap (Fig. 1). 

This effect has been explored considering several semiconductor materials, sweeping sizes and distance 

between nanoparticles, in order to optimize the contrast between the states fulfilling or not the Kerker’s 
conditions. Figure 2 shows the example of TiO2 nanoparticles illuminated with a light beam of 543 nm. As it can 

be seen, for a light impinging first on a nanoparticle satisfying the ZB and then on MF nanoparticle (case 180º), 

strong interferential effects appear. The anisotropic scattering distribution of the nanoparticles enables this strong 

interaction, even producing that the scattered fields null each other. Sweeping wavelength in the vicinity of the 

target one, the Kerker’s conditions do not apply anymore, and a strong contrast can be achieved with a small 

change in wavelength. 
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Figure 1. Up: Scheme of the configuration of a silicon dimer with nanoparticles of radius 96 and 82 nm and 

a gap distance of 360 nm. Down: spatial distribution of the scattered fields in the far-field region in each case.  

 
Figure 2.  a) Scattered and total field of a dimer of TiO2 nanoparticles (R1=78 and R2=93 nm) at 543 nm as a 

function of the gap distance, considering the two possible impinging directions. b) Scattered and total field of a 

dimer of TiO2 nanoparticles at the middle point of the gap for a distance of 80nm as a function of the wavelength 

and considering the 180º configuration (as in Figure 1). Interferential effects lead to a remarkable 20% to 160% 

of incident field contrast around 550 nm. 

 

New studies regarding polarization effects are currently on the way. 
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Abstract- Currently there are many efforts to improve the electro-optical properties of liquid 

crystals by means of doping them with different nanoparticle types. In this work we present 

simulation results of the magnetic properties of several liquid crystals with inclusions of spherical 

resonant semiconductor nanoparticles. Effective magnetic permeability was obtained through three 

effective medium theories. Furthermore, the permeability variations with size of the nanoparticle, 

its concentration in the liquid crystal and the magnetic anisotropy have been studied. 
 

 

The calculation of the effective permeability Peff of mixtures composed of a liquid crystal (LC) doped with 
resonant nanoparticles (NPs) can be made with several effective medium approximations, e.g. 

Maxwell-Garnett’s model [1]. This theory establishes that the effective dielectric function Heff of a composite of a 
matrix with spherical and homogeneous inclusions can be expressed in terms of the optical properties of each 

component and the volume fraction of the dopants (f). Due to the symmetric nature of the electromagnetic field, 

an analogue expression can be derived for the magnetic permeability Peff [2]: 
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where Ph and Ps are the magnetic permeability of the host medium and the inclusion, respectively. 
In our particular case, we consider a LC as host medium while the inclusions are semiconductor nanoparticles 

presenting both electric and magnetic resonances. These NPs present magnetic response although they are 

composed of non-magnetic materials in the visible range, e.g. silicon, germanium, etc. [3]. Thus, effective optical 

constants can also be derived for the individual particles: the effective magnetic permeability of these 

nanoparticles have been obtained through the Mie theory [1]. Due to the dominant dipolar response of these NPs, 

the complex expressions of the Mie coefficients have been simplified under the Rayleigh approximation and the 

following Mie coefficient b1 has been used to derive the permeability Ps of the nanoparticles: 
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The magnitude of the effective permeability (Ps) of AlSb nanoparticles (R=66 nm) is shown in Figure 1 as a 
function of the incident wavelength. In the optical properties of surrounding medium both the ordinary and the 

extraordinary refractive indexes of LC E44 have been considered.

   

Figure 1. Effective permeability Ps of a AlSb 

nanoparticle (R=66 nm) as a function of the wavelength 

when the surrounding medium is LC E44 

 

Figure 2: Effective permeability (Peff) of the mixture 

NP+LC as function of the volume fraction of AlSb 

nanoparticle (R=66 nm). 

Once this permeability is deduced, we can use it to obtain the effective permeability (Peff) of the mixture. We 
have made simulations with several LCs of high birefringence and different types of semiconductor materials as 

dopants. The main goal of this work has been the maximization of the Peff optimizing the NP’s size and 

concentration for each mixture. We found an optimum value of the NP radius that maximize the Peff. In addition, 

we observed that Peff linearly increases with the volume fraction of NPs (see Fig. 2). Although the values of Peff 
are not very high, a remarkable magnetic anisotropy have been obtained, as can be seen in the example of Figure 

2. 
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Abstract- One dimensional nano-porous Photonic Crystals can be used as efficient emissive optical 

coatings by placing nano-emitters at deterministically controlled positions where the local density 

of states is known. Combining full solution-process techniques we can introduce nano-sized 

emitters at well-known positions which allow us to probe the local photonic environment of the 

emitters. Further, a proper design of the photonic structure allows us to optimize intensity, 

directionality and polarization of the coating’s emission.   

 
One dimensional (1D) nanoporous Photonic Crystals (PhC) offer a large potential to tailor light-matter 

interaction at the nanoscale. [1] Such control is achieved via the two levels of structuration present in these 

systems, comprising the few nanometers (within each layer) and hundreds of nanometers range (layer to layer). 

While the former allows infiltrating the structure with different materials (thus increasing its functionality) the 

latter introduces a modulation in the refractive index on a spatial scale which permits tailoring light-matter 

interaction within each layer.  

The potential of these photonic structures regarding enhanced light-matter interaction has been widely 

exploited from the point of view of light absorption allowing i.e. enhanced photovoltaic operation of 

dye-sensitized solar cells [2] as well as modified absorption of metal nanoparticles coupled to optical cavities. [3] 

Infiltrating these materials with luminescent species permits creating photonic coatings with tunable emission [4] 

and even the possibility to achieve lasing. [5] 

 To achieve an optimized control on the emission of nanosized light sources, their position should be 

deterministically chosen within the structure in order to control their local photonic environment via the local 

density of states (LDOS). We can profit from the layer-by-layer procedure used to fabricate these structures to 

incorporate monolayers of nano-emitters at well-defined positions. In particular, combining dip and spin coating 

techniques we can deposit monolayers of dye-doped nanospheres at planes of constant LDOS. In this manner we 

have mapped the LDOS across an optical resonator incorporated within a 1D PhC with a spatial resolution given 

by the size of the emitters used (30 nm in this case). [6]   

Beyond using the nanoemitters as a probe for LDOS in 1D PhC one can combine these systems with metals 

in order to enhance light-matter interaction. In this sense we have optimized designs for emissive coatings where 

light intensity, directionality and polarization can be controlled. The possibility of improving the functionality of 

these coatings by making them flexible is also discussed.   



 

Figure 1. (a) Diagram of a 1D nanoporous PhC with a cavity containing nanoemiters. (b) SEM image of a 

fabricated sample. Dashed lines highlight the cavity and arrow points the position of a monolayer of 

nanoemitters. (Scale bar is 300 nm) (c) Variation of the decay rate of the monolayer of emitters as their relative 

position within the cavity (XR) is modified.   
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Abstract— We demonstrate a tunable plasmonic metasurface by considering a graphene sheet
subject to a periodically patterned doping level. By extracting the e�ective conductivity of the
sheet we characterize metasurfaces periodically modulated along one or two directions. In the
first case, and making use of the analytical insight provided by transformation optics, we show
an e�cient control of THz radiation for one polarization. In the second case, we demonstrate a
metasurface with an isotropic response that is independent of wave polarization and orientation.

Graphene can be biased by electrical gating or by chemical doping, which modifies its Fermi
level and enables the existence of surface plasmons propagating along graphene. These surface
plasmons, because of the two-dimensional (2D) nature of this material, have very short wavelengths
and extreme lateral. Graphene plasmons feature in the THz regime with relatively low losses,
where the plasmonic response of metals is weak. These facts, added to the important ingredient of
tunability with external bias, make graphene a very suitable platform for the design of plasmonic
metasurfaces in the THz regime. Metasurfaces, which are the 2D counterpart of metamaterials,
consist of a planar arrangement of resonant subwavelength-size building blocks. By appropriately
them, metasurfaces provide an ultra-thin platform for manipulating electromagnetic waves, and
they have shown novel phenomena and applications as from broadband light bending and anomalous
reflection and refraction.

In this contribution we demonstrate a tunable meta-surface by inducing a periodic conductivity
modulation in a graphene sheet. The conductivity modulation acts as a subwavelength grating
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Figure 1: Transformation optics applied to graphene. (a) A flat graphene sheet between two dielectric media
transforms to a graphene sheet of periodically modulated thickness while it keeps the same permittivity, �g.
This is equivalent to a periodic modulation of the sheet’s conductivity, �(v), which can be achieved by means
of a 1D modulated bias. (b) The conductivity profile has a sinusoidal shape and modulation strength w0.
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Figure 2: Metasurface with periodically modulated graphene. For radiation of relevant wavelengths, the
graphene appears as a ho- mogeneous sheet with e�ective conductivity �e�.

that allows for external terahertz radiation to couple into the surface plasmons supported by the
graphene layer. The coupling to highly confined plasmons provides a dramatic enhancement of the
interaction of electromagnetic radiation with graphene. Making use of transformation optics see
Fig. 1, we derive analytical expressions for the optical response of the system, and find the optimal
configuration for coupling into plasmons.

These graphene conductivity gratings are tunable plasmonic metasurfaces characterized by an
e�ective surface conductivity, which is derived from a sheet retrieval method. In addition, for
the case of conductivity modulations along two directions, see Fig. 2, we find that the graphene
metasurface responds isotropically under electromagnetic fields incident at any angle. Thus, the
modulated graphene can be used for fast switching and tuning of THz radiation of arbitrary polar-
isation and orientation.
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Abstract- Complex material structures are inherently interesting for the curious scientific mind due 

to the challenge their in depth understanding constitutes. Periodicity greatly simplifies their 

understanding and adds interesting new properties. Self-assembled nanostructures usually develop 

ordered patterns in three dimensions [1]. When disorder is dominant, some interesting new 

phenomena may appear, as random lasing [2]. Artificial opals are one of such possible 

arrangements usually forming fcc structures with promising photonic properties. Often, and 

undesirably, unwanted defects are present spoiling the optical properties of such nanostructures [3]. 

On the other hand, and contrary to intuition, the introduction of arbitrarily high amounts of disorder 

is, in some cases, an equally difficult task but the resulting material presents intriguing new optical 

properties. We have grown novel nanophotonic materials, photonic glasses, which are solid, 

disordered assembly of monodisperse dielectric spheres [4], in which novel devices such as 

resonant random lasing may be observed [5]. 

 

In this talk, I will summarize our latest results regarding self-assembled photonic materials and, in 

particular, a new method to prepare photonic glasses from different colloidal suspensions (SiO2, 

Polystyrene, or PMMA) in a very fast fashion will be presented. Starting from raw materials in the 

form of powder (as synthesized or purchased) we demonstrate high quality photonic glasses 

prepared in minutes by simple pressure [6]. In addition, our studies on how monodisperse powder is 

packed open a new window to understand light behaviour in complex optical media and might find 

application to gain general knowledge on random granular media in the nanoscale [7]. 
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Abstract- In this work we analyze the sensitivity of the directional scattering conditions in 

semiconductor nanodisks with the polarization of the incident light. The possibility to reach or not 

this directional scattering as a function of the polarization of the incident beam could be very 

interesting for the design of new all-optical devices for optical communications and computing.   

 

 

In the last years, light scattering of semiconductor nanoparticles becomes an attractive field due to the 

appearance of both electric and magnetic resonances, as well as the satisfaction of the Kerker’s conditions [1, 2]. 

These effects are currently the base of a new research line devoted to the analysis and design of new dieletric 

devices, like all-optical switches [3]. Kerker’s conditions were established in the last century, but they are 
intensely studied in the last few years [4, 5]. They were proposed considering spherical dipole-like particles. 

However, these effects can also be observed in other geometrical structures, like disks [6]. In addition, while the 

zero-forward condition is strongly sensitive to any change, the zero-backward condition is more stable.  

  

In this work, we have considered nanodisks made of different high-refractive index semiconductor materials 

on a substrate and illuminated with a linear-polarized small-incident-angle beam (see Fig. 1). By means of FEM 

simulations (®Comsol), we observed the directional conditions at an incident wavelength of 632.8 nm (He-Ne 

laser) and considering a TE polarization. As the incident polarization changes (TM mode) the directional 

conditions are not satisfied anymore and the spatial distribution of the electric field in the surroundings of the 

nanodisk strongly changes. Both the radius and the height of the disk were optimized to obtain a maximum 

contrast between both polarizations.   

 

 

 
Figure 1. Scheme of the considered geometry. Light impinges at 10º with respect to the substrate plane. 

 



This polarization sensitivity is now applied to design a polarization-driven switch based on two nanodisks, 

producing a strong concentration of light if the directional conditions are satisfied, and a poor light intensity in 

any other case.  
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Abstract-Negative and zero permittivity nanostructure composites have been obtained on a broad 

frequency domain. Additionally, it has been found that the effective dielectric constant can be 

modified by the application of a magnetic field. At low frequencies, these materials present a close 

resemblance to plasmonics. Additionally, effective dielectric losses can be suppressed by the 

introduction of some passive electric elements. In this regard, this kind of devices can be used in 

applications such as new electric passive elements. 

 

During the last years, nanometer size FET’s (Field-Electric Transistors) in IC’s, present a serious limitations 

due to the generated heat under. This effect, which hinders the size reduction required for larger levels of 

nanointegration, is known as “Bolztmann Tyranny”. Basically, this limitation states that, at room temperature, 

changing the current by a factor of 10 requires at least 60 mV which generates excessive heating. In order to 

lower the required voltage, several authors have proposed connecting the FET gate to a “negative capacity 

capacitor” to dramatically reduce the voltage and therefore the heating
1,2,3

. In that sense, it has been recently 

detected some examples of negative capacitance in ferroelectric thin films
3,4

.  

In this regard, we have chosen a different approximation: magnetic-conductor nanocomposites. For this kind 

of metamaterial nanocomposites, made by combining an insulating ferromagnetic matrix with conductive 

graphene-like inclusions, the capacity can be tailored, from negative to positive values by changing the 

conductive phase concentration around the percolation threshold
5
. However, the more striking property is that 

this value can be modified in real time by the effect of a static magnetic field (H<2000 Oe), and even it can be 

set to zero for a very wide range of frequencies. 

Experimental results can be seen in figure 1a. In this plot, the apparent capacity of a nearly percolated 

sample shows a continuous variation of the permittivity as a function of an external applied field from negative 

(B~ 0 Oe) to positive (B~2000 Oe). 

We attribute this tunable permeability (negative to positive) to the effect of the magnetically induced current 

(inductance). It should be remarked the similitude of the role of the magnetic field in this system with the 

dispersion of dielectric constant and depolarization electric field in the Surface Plasmon Resonances (SPR) at 

optical frequencies. Actually, in these composites, the applied current generates an a.c. magnetic field and 

consequently an electric field opposed to the external field in a similar way as the depolarization field does it in 

SPR (see figure 1b). Because the composite has a ferromagnetic phase, its self-inductance depends on the 

permeability and consequently the effect of a magnetic field is enough to notably modify this value, so that, the 

magneto-electric depolarization field and its apparent permittivity can be tuned by the effect of a static magnetic 

field. Following the similitude with plasmonic materials, it is well known than a SPR verifies when a metal (with 



negative value of the real part of dielectric constant) is embedded into a dielectric matrix. In the case of negative 

capacitance composites, the resonance is easily reached by connecting this material in serial with an ordinary 

capacitor. Without losses, the equivalent capacity whould be: Ceq=C−C+
/(C+

+C−
) (where C−

 and C+
 are 

respectively the capacity of the negative and positive capacitors), so that, Ceq tends to infinity when C+
= −C−

. 

The possibility to modify the value of C−
 by the application of a static magnetic field allows us to reach this 

resonant condition. 

In many others metamaterials it has been found that negative values of permittivity are associated to large 

dielectric losses. This is an undesired property, and it has prevented the development of a large number of 

practical applications. However, in the case of the low frequency regime, several electric circuits, containing 

only passive (resistor and capacitors) can be designed to modify and even suppress the effect of dielectric losses. 

In this regard, several designs as well as their electrical characterization will be presented showing how a 

negative or zero permittivity metamaterial would operate without dielectric losses.  
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Fig.1a Field distribution in a cylindrical capacitor.         Fig.1b Apparent permittivity of composites under  

                different static magnetic fields.  
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Abstract Plasmonic resonances can be strongly affected by quantum effects. We extend here 
previous work on quantum phenomena that can be observed on the linear optical response of these 
systems to non-linear processes. We demonstrate that polarizing metallic particles by an external 
static field allows modifying their non-linear optical response at optical frequencies, as desired for 
active control of plasmonic resonances.  
   

The interest of pushing plasmonics to its ultimate limits has motivated considerable recent research on the 
understanding and control of quantum effects in the optical response that are not captured by the classical 
electromagnetic framework [1,2]. These effects can completely change the plasmonic response, modifying or 
suppressing some modes and establishing new ones. 

 
 Large effects can be observed, for example, in the linear response of two particles separated by a 

subnanometer distance, due to the emergence of electron tunneling across the gap. In the first part of this 
contribution, we describe the optoelectronic phenomena characterizing these systems [3] and show how to model 
them using either (i) a Quantum corrected model (QCM) that allows treating large systems or (ii) more rigorous 
TDDFT simulations [4-6]. We also present recent experimental demonstrations of these effects [7-9].      

  
 We consider next the non-linear response [10] of metallic nanostructures, namely the generation of 

light at frequencies that are a multiple of the laser frequency used for excitation. We are particularly interested in 
the phenomena emerging after applying an external polarization to the system. For practical optoelectronic 
applications, a particularly promising possibility is to introduce the polarization by using an external electric bias 
voltage.   
 

We observe a strong dependence of the optical response of the system on the external static field. Notably, 
we consider systems where, due to symmetry, the even harmonics are not generated if no static field is used to 
polarize the system. The addition of the polarizing field, however, breaks the symmetry, and even harmonics 
clearly emerge in the resulting spectra.  We analyze how the signal evolves as a function of the different 
parameters, with a considerable increase of the strength of the even harmonic when both the intensity of the 
excitation laser and the applied bias (Figure 1a) are large. Furthermore, we show a strong plasmonic 
enhancement when the frequency of a given high-order harmonic is resonant with a plasmon resonance, as 
illustrated in Figure 1b, where the second harmonic for a laser illuminating at energy Ω and the resonant 
absorption spectra for a laser energy 2Ω are very similar.  

 



            

In summary, we demonstrate that quantum effects can have a strong influence on plasmonic systems. The 
possibility to engineer the optical response of the metallic nanostructures by applying an external bias, as 
demonstrated here for non-linear generation of light, is a key step for active control of plasmonic systems.    

 
Figures 1: Figures 1: Second harmonic generation when illuminating an aluminum sphere resonant near 9 
eV. (a) The strength of the second harmonic increases approximately quadratically as the static polarizing  
field becomes larger. (b) When the frequency of the second harmonic 2Ω coincides with the plasmonic 
resonance, the efficiency of the process is strongly enhanced (blue line). The plasmonic nature of the 
enhancement is emphasized by plotting the elastic absorption at 2Ω (green line). 
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Abstract: We demonstrate a compact, planar-optic approach for the generation of accelerating 

near-IR laser pulses by illuminating metasurfaces consisting of plasmonic nanoantennas patterned 

onto a glass substrate. Two accelerating beam trajectories were generated within the glass and 

imaged onto a CCD; close agreement is shown with theory. The simplicity and compactness of the 

proposed planar-optics approach to generating accelerating beams opens new opportunities in the 

realization of accelerating beams and related devices for advanced manipulation of light. 

 

Solutions to the Helmholtz equation that self-accelerate belong to a novel class of non-diffracting solutions 

to Maxwell’s equations. Their application to curved plasma channels [1], microparticle manipulation [2] and 

nonlinear optics [3] has been reported. Typically, accelerating beams are generated using spatial light modulators 

[4], a method that cannot generate highly non-paraxial beams in high index materials, since free space optical 

systems cannot produce transverse wavenumbers greater than k c= ω ; c is the speed of light and ω is the light 

frequency. Alternatively, accelerating beams can be generated without this constraint by illuminating a 

metasurface. The use of a metasurface reduces the optical setup to a single 

element, thus introducing new opportunities for implementing beams that 

curve into compact integrated systems. Here, we report the first 

implementation of a metasurface to generate an accelerating beam. 
We demonstrate the generation of accelerating optical laser pulses 

inside a glass substrate patterned with a metasurface consisting of 

V-shaped plasmonic nanoantennas [5]. Tuning the nanoantenna’s 

geometry allows the phase of the cross-polarized scattered field to vary 

between 0o and 360o. The metasurface was designed to generate a 

half-Bessel beam [4] that accelerates along a portion of a circular 

trajectory inside the glass when illuminated with a Gaussian beam of 

wavelength 800 nm at an incident angle of 45o. The V-shaped plasmonic 

nanoantennas can only redirect ~ 5% of the incident power to the desired 

direction, whereas ~ 50% passes through the metasurface unperturbed. 

Using this “off-axis” illumination of the metasurface allows the 

accelerating beam to be spatially separated from the unperturbed beam; 

see Figure 1.  

Figure 1: (a) Experimental set-up 
used to illuminate the metasurface 
and image the resulting accelerating 
beam. (b) Calculated intensity plot 
describing the off-axis illumination 
of the metasurface. 



The nanoantennas were fabricated using standard electron-beam 

lithography on ITO-coated glass, followed by electron-beam evaporation 

of 3 nm Ti / 30 nm Au and lift-off processes. To facilitate the imaging of 

the accelerating beam inside the glass, one of the edges of the 

ITO-coated glass slide was polished to optical quality prior to fabrication; 

the leading edge of the metasurface was fabricated within 500 µm from 

the edge of the slide  

The metasurface was illuminated with a mode-locked Ti:Sapphire 

oscillator, which produced pulses of central wavelength 800 nm and 

bandwidth of 30 nm at full-width half-maximum (FWHM) at a 78 MHz 

repetition rate. As shown in Fig. 1(a), a standard imaging setup with a 

resolution of 3 µm was used to image the intensity of the accelerating 

beam by collecting Rayleigh-scattered light from the beam trajectory. 

Figure 2 shows images of accelerating beams of 400µm and 100µm 

radii of curvature along with results of intensity calculation. The features 

of the experimental trajectories resolved by the imaging system agree 

very well with those from the simulations. 

In summary, we demonstrated a simple, planar-optics approach for 

generating broadband accelerating optical pulses in a glass substrate. Our 

results hold promise for the integration of curved trajectory beams into a 

wide range of photonic systems. 
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Abstract - In this contribution, we show that nanogap-based antennas can provide 
large spontaneous emission rate enhancement and good extraction efficiency despite 
the close proximity between quantum emitters and metallic objects. We argue thanks 
to accurate closed-form expressions that quenching can be overcome by the strong 
decay into slow gap-plasmons modes supported by nanogaps. To support these 
theoretical predictions and help future designs, we provide a numerical analysis of 
nanocube-type antennas and propose a classification of nanoantennas based on two 
important figures of merit, the emission rate and the extraction efficiency. 

 

  It is generally accepted that sub-wavelength geometries increase the spontaneous emission rate 
of quantum emitters by orders of magnitude by concentrating light. As shown by numerical 
calculations and experimental measurements, it is also accepted that this enhancement can be achieved 

with relatively good efficiencies, a 10-60% depending on the geometry [1]. However the precise 
physical mechanisms that drive the emission of quantum emitters placed very close to metal surfaces 
in tiny gaps are not well understood. In particular, it is unclear from the literature why a good 
efficiency is achieved despite the proximity to the metal, where quenching should dominate. So far, it 
has been discussed only with scattered numerical calculations performed for specific gap thicknesses 
and metal dielectric constants [2,3]. 

In order to better engineer optical nanoantennas, it is important to first understand the different 
physical mechanisms at play when quantum emitters in nanogaps emit light in the immediate vicinity 
of metal surfaces and then draw a relationship between this basic situation and more complex 
problems of light emission and coupling with subwavelength architectures.  

This is exactly the approach that is adopted here. With accurate and simple closed-form expressions 
for the quenching rate and the decay rate into gap plasmons, we disclose that the total spontaneous 
emission rate of quantum emitters in nanometer-thin gaps can largely overcome quenching, for 
specifically selected metallic and insulator materials, regardless of the gap size. Furthermore, to help 
further designs, we propose a classification of nanogap emitting devices based on two important 
figures of merit, the emission rate acceleration and the extraction efficiency, and further position a 
whole family of state-of-the-art devices based on nanogaps formed by nanocubes laying on metallic 
substrates in the classification [4]. 
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Abstract— Employing a surface integral equation method we study the scattering of light by
dielectric particles of various shapes, and decompose the numerically calculated scattered field
to determine the strength of the multipolar fields excited in the particle.

Optical metamaterials are composite artificial materials that owe their properties to the size and
shape of their subwavelength constituents. The excitation of di�erent kinds of optical resonances
in the inclusions is of crucial importance for the design of novel optical metamaterials, and the
optical properties that may be obtained in the presence of electric and magnetic resonances can be
rather unusual.

Mie type solutions exist for simple geometries like that of a sphere or a cylinder. In such cases,
the basis functions, and the strength of the coe�cients that appear in the series, provide a fairly
clear interpretation of the nature of the excitation in the particle. With such tools, for instance, it
can be shown that it is possible to excite strong magnetic dipolar resonances in dielectric particles
of high refractive index [1].

Several numerical technique have been developed to study the scattering of light by particles of
non-spherical and non-cylindrical shapes. Unfortunately, in most cases, the solution provides little
insight into the physical processes that give rise to the results. It is thus important to develop tools
that may be of help in the visualization of the physical processes involved.

In this work, we present results for the angular scattering of dielectric particles of high refractive
index obtained with a method based on surface integral equations and the method of moments.
The calculated scattered field is then decomposed into the appropriate multipolar basis functions
to obtain information about the multipoles excited in the particle. The results obtained may be
relevant for the design of optical metamaterials with a magnetic response.
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Abstract— The resonant absorption of light in metallic nanoparticles can be used to transform
them into switchable nanosources of heat. Modifications of the shape of the nanoparticle permit
also the tuning of the resonance to a specific wavelength. In this work, we study the evolution
of the absorption peaks as the dimensions of a rectangular prism nanoparticle made of gold are
changed.

The phenomenon of selective optical absorption by metallic nanoparticles has been used in ar-
chitectonic applications for several centuries. Much has been learned about these plasmonic e�ects
since those days, and the development of nanoscale fabrication techniques has opened novel possi-
bilities for applications. Also of interest, are the thermal aspects associated with this absorption.
When illuminated by a light source with the appropriate wavelength, the nanoparticles can be
viewed as controllable sources of heat, a fact has been used in methods to selectively kill cancer
cells.

The temperature change induced by the absorption of light in the particle is proportional to
its absorption cross section [1]. Depending on the application, it might be necessary to tune the
absorption peak to a particular wavelength and there might also be some requirements on the
spectral width of the resonance. The spectral position and strength of these resonances depend on
the size, shape and dielectric constant of the nanoparticles, as well as the medium in which they
are embedded. Modification of the particle shape permit the tuning of the resonance over a fairly
large spectral range.

For many thermal applications that require the tuning of the plasmonic resonance, it is important
to consider questions like the optimum shape for a particle of a given material and the consequences
of modifying its shape on the heating properties. In this work, we present a systematic study of
the behavior of the absorption peak of gold nanoparticles using di�erent strategies for tuning the
resonance to di�erent spectral regions.

In particular, we consider rectangular prisms (cuboids) of gold immersed in water, whose nano-
metric dimensions (length L, width W and thickness H) are used as the tuning parameters. The
geometry considered is illustrated in Fig. 1(a). Our calculations are based on the discrete-dipole
approximation (DDA) method [2], which constitutes a flexible and powerful technique for comput-
ing scattering and absorption by particles of arbitrary shape. We search for resonances that lie
within the first biological window, 700-950nm [3]. Some illustrative results for the cross sections
are shown in Fig. 1(b).

We study the evolution of the maxima of the absorption cross section peaks, as we change
the geometrical parameters of the gold nanoprisms. With reference to the illumination conditions
illustrated in Fig. 1(a), the results presented in Fig. 2(a) show that the maximum of the absorption
cross section increases as the resonance is tuned to longer wavelengths by reducing W and H.
On the other hand, the results presented in Fig. 2(b) show that changing the length L of the
nanoparticle (dimension along the direction of vibration of the electric field) permits the tuning of
the resonance with very little e�ect on the maximum of the absorption cross section.
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: (a) Illustration of the geometry considered and the dimensions of the nanoparticle: W–width,
H–height, and L–length. (b) Absorption, scattering and extinction cross sections versus wavelength for a
nanoparticle with dimensions 30⇥ 90⇥ 30 nm.

(a) (b)

Figure 2: (a) Maximum of absorption coe�cients increasing the W and H parameters, fixing L; (b) and
increasing only L, with W and H fixed.
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Today it is possible to engineer the building blocks (meta-atoms) of artificial materials (meta-materials) with 

feature sizes smaller than the wavelength of light. The ability to design meta-atoms in a largely arbitrary fashion 

adds a new degree of freedom in material engineering, allowing to create artificial materials with unusual 

electromagnetic properties rare or absent in nature. Achieving tunable, switchable and non-linear functionalities 

of meta-materials at individual meta-atom level could potentially lead to additional flexibility in designing active 

photonic devices. Active tunability, switching or non-linearity of meta-material properties can be achieved by 

electro-optical, electromagnetic or micro-electromechanical altering of the meta-atom materials. These include 

among others, meta-materials based on phase-change materials, whose properties could be altered by thermal or 

photo-thermal means. In this presentation, our recent results on design and modeling of active meta-materials 

based on plasmonic and phononic materials and incorporating phase-change materials as active elements will be 

discussed. 
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Abstract-An overview of the recent progress in applying the Discontinuous Galerkin 

Finite-Element Time-Domain approach to nano-plasmonic systems including the development of 

advanced material models is provided. 

 

Discontinuous Galerkin (DG) methods facilitate efficient computations of nano-photonic systems [1] by 

combining the flexibility of finite element approaches with efficient time-stepping capabilities. While the former 

allows for an accurate representation of complex geometries, the latter requires material models that are 

amenable to auxiliary differential equations techniques. This latter aspect specifically includes material models 

for magneto- [2] and/or nonlinear-optical properties. 

In this talk, the present state of Discontinuous Galerkin Time-Domain (DGTD) approaches to nano photonic 

systems is presented. This includes (i) methodic aspects such as convergence properties of DGTD computations 

with regards to the above-mentioned material models as well as (ii) selected applications such as the 

computation electron energy loss spectra [3,4] and modified emission dynamics [5], and the nonlinear-optical 

properties of plasmonic nanostructures [6,7]. 
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Abstract- We will review our recent work on dielectric scattering using both metal and dielectric nano-antennas.  

 

 

Optical antennas have the prospect to redirect light rays into engineered directions at the subwavelength scale. 

They offer new options for photodetection, color routing, fluorescence emission and sensing applications. 

Previously, metallic nanoantennas based on localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) have commonly been 

exploited to fulfill this purpose, e.g. the gold Yagi-Uda array and split-ring resonator. However, the intrinsic ohmic 

losses of metals are large especially in the visible range, hindering further efficiency improvement for practical 

applications. In addition, the interaction of the metallic nanoantennas with the magnetic component of light is 

relatively weak, adding to their lack of highly tunable scattering directionality. In this presentation, we will 

demonstrate our recent experimental progress on plasmonic, Au, nano-antennas1,2 and all-dielectric 

nanoantennas made of amorphous silicon with tunable scattering directionality. Our nanoantennas are designed 

as V-shaped single element and fabricated using electron-beam lithography followed by dry reactive ion etching. It 

is illustrated that the scattering cross section of the silicon nanoantenna can be considerably higher than that of 

comparable Au antennas. In addition, the extinction coefficient of amorphous silicon is adequately low in the 

considered wavelength range, resulting in minimal absorption losses and an enhanced scattering efficiency. More 

interestingly, compared to Au nanoantennas that exhibit light scattering in a single particular direction, by carefully 

engineering the geometry of the silicon nano-antennas, their scattering can be effectively tuned into two opposite 

directions within the visible range. Over a spectral range of less than 100 nm, the scattering directionality gradually 

shifts from the leftward to the rightward. More simulation results based on the finite difference time domain (FDTD) 

methods are available to perfectly match and corroborate our experimental measurement. Such unique optical 

properties make the silicon nanoantenna promising candidates for novel low-loss optical devices that can enable 

unprecedented control over the scattering directionality. 
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Abstract- In this contribution, we study the emergence of polarization singularities in the scattered 

fields of optical resonators excited by linearly polarized plane waves. First, we prove analytically 

that combinations of isotropic electric and magnetic dipoles can sustain L surfaces, and C lines that 

propagate from the near-field to the far field. Moreover, based on these analytical results, we derive 

anomalous scattering Kerker conditions trough singular optics arguments. Secondly, through exact 

full-field calculations, we demonstrate that high refractive index spherical resonators present such 

topologically protected features. Furthermore, we calculate the polarization structure of light around 

the generated C lines, unveiling a Möbius strip structure in the main axis of the polarization ellipse. 

These results prove that high-index nanoparticles are excellent candidates for the generation and 

control of polarization singularities and that they may lead to new platforms for the experimental 

study of the topology of light fields around optical antennas [1].  
 

We prove that high index nanoparticles support polarization singularities that propagate from the near-field 

to the far-field. In particular, C lines arise from the interference of the fields scattered by electric and magnetic 

isotropic dipolar excitations. The study of polarization singularities is a rapidly growing field of research, on one 

hand due to the intrinsic theoretical interest of the topology of light fields and on the other hand because of the 

upcoming applications on quantum information systems. This theoretical contribution proves that combinations 

of electric and magnetic dipoles supported by high index nanoparticles create such topologically protected 

features and may facilitate new experimental platforms to study polarization singularities 

 
Figure 1: C lines around a Si nanoparticle for lambda=1110nm in all the radiation regions. The blue sphere 

represents the silicon nanoparticle. Green and red lines are the left and right-handed C lines respectively. The 

main axis of the polarization ellipse forms a single twist Möbius strip in any curve enclosing a C line. The inset 

is a zoom of this polarization structure around one particular $C$ line.  
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Abstract- Nanoplasmonics concerns the excitation, manipulation and detection of the surface 

plasmons at the nanometric scale. It has highly potential applications for ultrasensitive biochemical 

sensing. Surface enhanced spectroscopies are the ultimate sensor tools as they can reach single 

molecule sensitivity. We will present in this paper our latest results towards the realization of 

highly controllable and reproducible nanoplasmonics substrates.  

 

Plasmonics is a now well-established field finding numerous applications in pharmacology, biology, 

optoelectronics and metamaterials among others. For the sensitive detection of molecules or markers Surface 

Enhanced Spectroscopies, such as Surface Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (SERS) and Surface Enhanced 

Fluorescence (SEF), are widespread and the most used for applications. Both these enhanced spectroscopies rely 

on local field enhancements in the near vicinity of resonant metallic nanoparticles when Surface Plasmon 

oscillations are driven for a specific optical wavelength. SERS can achieve single molecule detection when two 

or more metallic nanoparticles are coupled through their near-fields, resulting in enhancements usually ranging 

from 4 up to 10 orders of magnitude, even if the way to evaluate such an absolute magnitude of enhancement is 

still a subject of debate. A drawback is that these highly sensitive SERS substrates are difficult to reproduce and 

to control.  

Less enhancement is obtained with SEF but usually the intrinsic fluorescence cross section of a molecule is 

more than 10 orders of magnitude more important than that of its non-resonant Raman cross-section. In SEF one 

has to take into account the finite lifetime of the excited levels of the molecule of interest, which results in 

quantum yield modifications in the presence of the metallic nanoparticles. Quantum yield can be enhanced or 

even reduced, leading in the latter case to a competition with local field excitation enhancement and thus the 

possibility of quenched fluorescence from the emitters. 

This contribution will show our recent progress towards the realization of large-scale and highly sensitive 

substrates for surface enhanced spectroscopies [1-3]. 
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Abstract- I will discuss our efforts in developing hybrid optoplasmonic architectures to tailor 

resonant energy transfer between photons, plasmons, quantum emitters and elementary heat carriers. 

Near- and far-field electromagnetic coupling between plasmonic and photonics elements can be 

tailored to trigger new physical effects, which add new functionalities to optoplasmonic platforms. 

Among the emergent properties of optoplasmonic structures is their ability to simultaneously 

achieve extreme spectral and spatial localization of light, making possible ultrasensitive schemes 

for optical detection, spectroscopy, and imaging. Counter-intuitively, the enhanced light focusing in 

optoplasmonic structures may be accompanied by reduced absorption in their metal constituents. 

Furthermore, hybrid systems can be designed to provide passive cooling via radiative heat 

extraction. A combination of the strong light localization and spectral selectivity achievable under 

lower operating temperatures in optoplasmonic devices yields many applications in ultrasensitive 

detection, spectroscopy, imaging, thermal emission manipulation and radiative cooling. 
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Abstract— This summary presents electrically-small resonator elements as e�cient energy
harvesters in the microwave regime. The study examined di�erent array factors that a�ect the
e�ciency of the harvested power. The coupling between adjacent elements and the self-coupling
within each unit were studied to highlight their e�ects on the overall harvesting e�ciency.

Several researchers have studied rectifying antenna systems (rectennas) to provide power for low-
power devices. Commonly used rectennas consist of a microwave harvester to deliver AC power
and rectifying circuitry that would then convert the AC power to usable DC [1, 2]. Those metallic
harvesters su�er from the metallic losses when operating in high frequencies [3]. In this summery
we present a study for electrically small none-metallic DR elements as an e�cient microwaves to
AC energy harvester. We showed using an aperture feeding a way to control the coupling in the
array configuration as the spacing between electrically-small resonators is critical.
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Figure 1: The return loss of to three di�erent configurations of a single cell DRA (refer to Fig. ?? for the
aperture position and transmission line length). The two schematics attached to the figure show how the two
configurations when ta = 1.5 mm and tL = 15 mm were set, each cells was terminated (right) and vertical
cells were connected with single transmission line (left). Note: here we only showed an example of 2 ⇥ 1
elements.

Initially and for the purpose of validating the concept, an electrically-small DR element operat-
ing at frequency of 2GHz was considered. Our aim is to build a large array energy harvester (e.g.,
20 ⇥ 20 elements) using the electrically small DRA cell that was established in previous section.
Once the DRA cells became part of an array, the self-coupling (i.e. the energy coupled from the
aperture to the DR) within each DRA cell was a�ected by any neighboring adjacent cell. It was
noticed from the return loss of the infinite array configured using the dimensions of the single DRA
cell that most of the power was reflected as shown in Fig. 1. To regain an e�cient self-coupling for
the array cells, di�erent aperture positions and transmission line lengths were studied. Here, the
dimensions of the unite cell of the infinite array has to be kept electrically-small and unchanged, and
only the aperture position and the length of transmission line were modified to minimize the return
loss reflection. Two configurations are reported here. The first case was when having t

a

= 1.5 mm
and t

L

= 15 mm. In this case, the transmission line became of the same length as the single
cell where L = 15 mm (refer to the right schematic attach to Fig. 1). The second case was to
study the first mentioned configuration without having the terminated loads between the array



cells (only the front load was kept) while keeping other specifications unchanged. For this setup,
a 10 ⇥ 1 cells has been considered as a unit cell fed by a single transmission line terminated with
50� (refer to the left schematic attach to Fig. 1). The return loss of the two cases is shown in Fig. 1.

Now we consider studying the infinite array for the above mentioned configurations as an energy
harvester. A normally incident to plane wave was used as a source of the incident field. The overall
harvesting e�ciency of the array �

eff

was defined as the ratio of the total time-average power
P
out

to the microwave power P
in

available at the entire footprint area and dependent only on the
incident plane wave, its propagation direction and polarization. This e�ciency is given by [1]:

�
eff

= P
out

/P
in

(1)

The harvesting e�ciency of the normally incident microwave power based on the above e�ciency
definition for the three configurations are shown in Fig. 2. The case with connected transmission
line that was terminated only in the front (the 10⇥1 unit cell for the infinite array) gave the highest
e�ciency among the cases with a harvesting e�ciency close to 85%. The study shows a suitable
and configuration for an e�cient DR array elements that can be e�ciently matched and integrated
to a full-e�cient rectenna system for microwave energy harvesting.
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Figure 2: The energy harvesting e�ciency for the three studied infinite array configurations.

The connected-line array configuration of electrically-small DR elements show microwave to AC
conversion e�ciency close to 85%. Exciting the 10⇥ 1 electrically-small cells by a single transmis-
sion line connected without any termination except at the feeding points was further improve the
harvesting e�ciency and has increase it to 85%. The case of having connected transmission line
array configuration is suggested to achieve a highly e�cient rectenna system as it can be easily
integrated with a rectification circuit.
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Abstract- We demonstrate coherent and independent control of SPP orbitals for the two opposite 

spins using multiple rings of nano-slots with properly designed orientations on a metasurface. This 

scheme provides us to achieve arbitrary optical spin-Hall effect. This is a form of spin-enabled 

coherent control and provides a unique way in achieving tunable orbital motions in plasmonics.   

 

In recent years, many attentions have been paid to the spin-orbit interaction (SOI) of light using 

geometric-phase enabled optical and plasmonic systems. Together with the recent developments of 

resonator-based and geometric-phase-enabled metasurfaces [1-5], it offers an alternative route to excite SPPs 

through SOI with opposite geometric phases for the two spins. The associated spin-dependent phenomena can be 

regarded as the optical spin-Hall effect (OSHE) in a more general context about spin-splitting of orbitals [6-8]. 

However, the time-reversely related SPP profiles, from the opposite geometric phases, generated with the two 

normal incident spins in these cases have so far only demonstrated simple and symmetric splitting of the two 

spins, known as optical spin Hall effect. Without a proper geometric phase design scheme, the generated SPP 

profiles are far from arbitrary and independent for the two spins. It refrains us to fully exploit the potential of 

OSHE and to allow the two spins to work cooperatively in a flexible manner.   

Here we demonstrate coherent and independent control of SPP orbitals for the two opposite spins using 

multiple rings of nano-slots with properly designed orientations on a metasurface [9]. Figure 1 shows our 

metasurface platform. It consists of two silver films separated by a dielectric spacer. An array of nano-slots on 

the upper film is etched with specific orientation profile α(x,y) (inset of Fig. 1a). A semiconductor laser at 1064 
nm is normally shined on the metasurface to generate a target SPP profile on the air-metal interface.  The 

simulated and experimental SPP profiles for LCP/RCP incidence are shown in Fig. 2 (c-f) which faithfully 

realize the local SPP profiles within the target region, and indicate the two orbitals (LCP and RCP incidence) can 

be arbitrarily designed and are not necessarily bounded to beam displacement splitting comparable to a 

wavelength in real space or bounded to opposite k-space splitting relation between the two spins. Apart from the 

simple focusing, our current scheme can actually be used to construct far more complicated SPP profiles. In 

figure 2 (g), we generate a triangle for LCP incidence and a cross-shape for RCP incidence. Fig. 2 (i-l) present 

the simulated and experimentally achieved SPP profiles, and both clearly show the targeted triangle and cross 

SPP profile with LCP and RCP incidence. 
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Figure 1 Arbitrary optical spin-Hall effect of SPP. (a-b), Identical nano-slots with orientation profile α(x,y) on 
the x-y plane. (c) Top-view SEM image of experiment sample. (d) Schematics of the experimental set-up. 

 
Figure 2 Arbitrary spin-Hall effect. (a) Arbitrary spin-splitting: LCP orbital to focus to two spots (red) while 

RCP orbital to focus a single spot (blue). (b) Top-view SEM image of the fabricated sample. (c-f) are simulated 

and experimental intensity profiles for LCP and RCP incidence. (g) Arbitrary spin-dependent SPP profiles with 

more complicated pattern: shining LCP generating a triangle pattern (red) and shining RCP generating a cross 

pattern (blue). h, Top-view SEM image of the fabricated sample. (i-l) simulated and experimental intensity 

profiles for LCP and RCP incidence. 
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Abstract- We show that the incident light can be near-completely reflected in the -1th diffraction 

order in a planar thin metallic grating due to the excitation of localized cavity mode. Such 

extraordinary optical diffraction exists for a wide-angle, broadband regime and a large modulation 

range of the grating period, allowing for a high-performance wavefront-shaping approach based on 

binary holography techniques. Our findings provide a facile approach to build arbitrary 

wavefront-shaping metasurfaces with wide-angle, broadband, and high efficiency performance. 

 

 

Metasurfaces, consisting of a single layer of periodic subwavelength antenna array [1] or nanostructured 

holographic interferogram [2], have been widely studied in recent years due to their powerful ability to control 

electromagnetic wave at will with ultrathin thickness. Here, we consider a metallic groove grating as shown in 

Fig. 1(a) with period comparable to the wavelength, allowing for 0th and -1st diffraction orders. We find that, the 

excitation of localized cavity mode (CM) can completely suppress the ordinary 0th reflection while enhance 

extraordinarily the -1st reflection with near-unity efficiency, which is achieved just by thin binary metallic 

gratings with simple rectangular cross sections instead of blazed gratings. By the mode expansion theory, we 

obtained the -1st diffraction efficiencies (|R-1|
2) for varying incident angles and wavenumbers (Fig. 1(b)). In the 

area bounded by -2nd, -1st, and 1st Rayleigh Anomalies (RAs), where only the 0th and -1st diffraction orders are 

allowed to propagate, |R-1|
2 exhibit unity peaks, which is coincident with the maxima of the cavity mode 

amplitude (upright panel of Fig. 1(b)). Because the excitation of the localized cavity mode is independent of the 

incident angles, the peak of |R-1|
2 exists for a wide range of incident angles (upper panel of Fig. 1(b)). Increment 

of the groove width of the grating can reduce the quality factor of the cavity mode and thus broaden the 

linewidth of |R-1|
2. When the groove width is half of the period (lower panel of Fig. 1(b)), the high efficiency of 

|R-1|
2 expands to nearly the whole area bounded by the -2nd, -1st and 1st RAs, exhibiting a simultaneous 

wide-angle and broadband performance. The EOD survives even if the period is varied in a large range, and 

hence it can be used to mold the phase of an arbitrary wavefront with high efficiency by modulating the grating 

period based on binary computer-generated hologram (CGH) techniques [3, 4]. Based on this approach, we 

construct various holographic metasurfaces with different phase profiles for achieving near-unity conversion 

from a Gaussian beam into a focused beam (Fig. 1(c)), Bessel beam, and vortex beam, respectively, with 

complete suppression of the undesired 0th diffraction [5]. Our finding therefore provides a facile approach 

towards various practical applications such as imaging, beam-shaping and holographic display with wide-angle, 

broadband, and high efficiency performance.  
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of extraordinary optical diffraction by excitation of cavity mode or SPP in a metallic 

reflection grating. (b) The analytically obtained diffraction efficiency in -1st order for (upper panel) broad groove 

gratings and (lower panel) narrow gratings. (c) The gradient grating modulated a quadratic phase for a 

high-efficiency focusing metasurface.   
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Abstract- Tailoring nonlinear optical properties is crucial in nonlinear optics. Here we will demonstrate a nonlinear 

metamaterial with homogeneous linear properties but continuously controllable phase of the local effective nonlinear 

polarizability. Such a continuous phase engineering of the effective nonlinear polarizability enables complete control of 

the propagation of nonlinear signals and seamlessly combines the generation and manipulation of harmonic waves. We 

will show how the symmetry of meta-atoms influences the nonlinear phase and how versatile second harmonic processes 

can be controlled on a sub-wavelength scale. 

 

 

For efficient nonlinear processes it is important to engineering the nonlinear optical properties of media. In 

particular the phase relation between the fundamental and the nonlinear waves plays here an important role. The 

most well-known technique for spatially engineering the nonlinear properties is quasi-phase matching for second-

order processes like SHG [1]. The quasi-phase matching leads to efficient frequency conversion compared to a 

homogeneous nonlinear medium by providing the extra momentum to compensate the phase mismatch between 

the fundamental and harmonic waves. The so-called ‘poling’ is the most widely employed technique for achieving 
quasi-phase matching. By periodically reversing the crystalline orientation of ferroelectric materials, the sign of 

the χ(2) nonlinear susceptibility can be spatially modulated along the propagation direction. However, such a poling 

only leads to a binary state for the nonlinear material polarization, which is equivalent to a discrete phase change 

of π of the nonlinear polarization. 
Here we will demonstrate a novel nonlinear metamaterial with homogeneous linear optical properties but 

continuously controllable phase of the local effective nonlinear polarizability. For the demonstration we use 

plasmonic metasurfaces with various designs for the meta-atom geometry and circular polarized light states [2]. 

The controllable nonlinearity phase results from the phase accumulation due to the polarization change along the 

polarization path on the Poincare Sphere (Pancharatnam-Berry phase [3,4]) and depends therefore only on the 

spatial geometry of the metasurface. In contrast to the quasi-phase matching the continuous phase engineering of 

the effective nonlinear polarizability enables complete control of the propagation of harmonic generation signals, 

and therefore, it seamlessly combines the generation and manipulation of the harmonic waves for highly compact 



nonlinear nanophotonic devices. We will demonstrate the concept of phase engineering for the manipulation of 

the SHG and THG from metasurfaces and the restriction on the symmetry properties of the geometry [5]. 

 

 
Figures 1. Pancharatnam-Berry phase for linear and nonlinear scattered light from a split-ring resonator. The 

fundamental incident wave of circular polarization state V leads to SHG signals with different polarization state 
and phase. The phase of the SHG is hereby related to the orientation of the split-ring resonator. 
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Abstract-Traditional terahertz (THz) devices have relatively large size due to the long wavelength 

nature of the THz radiation. Several metasurface-based THz devices, including lens, computer 

generated holograms, spin selected focusing lens, as well as wavelength selected diffractive 

elements, have been demonstrated. The thickness of these device is only 1/4000 of the working 

wavelength. A THz focusing plane imaging system is employed to characterize the function devices. 

Experimental results verified the theoretical expectations. 
 

Due to the longer wavelength of the terahertz (THz) radiation, the traditional THz devices are relatively 

larger which blocks the integration of the THz system. The traditional devices employ the phase accumulation 

during the light propagation. Although the diffractive optical element can remove the thickness which 

corresponds to multiple of wavelength, this technology cannot be used to reduce the thickness of the devices 

further.  

Alternatively, the phase changes can also be introduced by an optical resonator. The subwavelength antennas 

can modulate both the amplitude and phase of the reradiated light. Based on this new idea, a lot of THz devices, 

such as THz waveplate, THz ultrathin lens, THz hologram plate, and THz vortex plate, are being designed and 

fabricated. These devices are fabricated on 100 nm thick gold film, which is only 1/4000 of the working 

wavelength. A THz focal plane imaging system is built up to characterize the functions of the fabricated devices. 

The amplitude, phase, frequency and polarization of the THz wavefront can be measured with this system. 

Experiment results agree with the theoretical expectation quite well.  

For designing the ultrathin planar devices, a series of antennas are designed as the phase modulation units. 

Each unit could provide the desired phase changes (from 0 to 2 π in π /4 intervals) and equal intensity 

modulation. The Yang-Gu algorithm is adopted to design the phase distribution of desired elements, then the 

corresponding modulation units are selected to compose the devices. Several THz devices are fabricated, 

including computer generated holograms, long focal length lens, THz vortex plate, wavelength selected CGH, 

and spin selected lens. Figure 1 presents an experiment result of a spin selected lens. This lens can image an 

object on the different position according to the polarization of the input light. It can be found that the object is 

imaged on the left side of the image plane if the illuminating light is left circularly polarized while it is imaged 

on the right if the illuminating light is right circularly polarized. If the illuminating light is linearly polarized, two 

images are displayed on the image plane.  

The similar technology can also be used to modulate the amplitude and polarization of the THz light. 

Therefore, all of parameters of a wavefront, including frequency, amplitude, phase and polarization, can be 

modulated by a single thin metasurface, which provide a new method to control the wavefront. This research is a 

significant step towards the reduction of the THz elements size and, therefore, to the development of 

micro-integrated THz systems and to other applications where the compaction is necessary. 
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Fig. 1 Experiment results of a spin selected lens. (a) When the lens is illuminated with a left circularly polarized 

light, the object is imaged on the left. (b) When the lens is illuminated with a right circularly polarized light, the 

object is imaged on the right. (c) When the lens is illuminated with a linearly polarized light, the object is imaged 

doubly on both left and right. 
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Abstract—Gap surface plasmon-based metasurfaces, consisting of a subwavelength thin dielec-
tric spacer sandwiched between an optically thick metal film and an array of metal nanobricks,
feature the crucial property of being easy to fabricate, yet with the possibility to fully control
the reflected light. In this talk we discuss the peculiar optical properties of these metasurfaces,
while demonstrating their great utility in a broad range of applications.

Metasurfaces, being the two-dimensional analog of conventional metamaterials, are typically
characterized as interface discontinuities, since they impose a change in the wave front of the
incident light on a scale considerably smaller than the wavelength of operation [1]. The majority
of metasurfaces consist of metallic or high-permittivity inclusions that are arranged in a two-
dimensional array with a period much smaller than the wavelength, hereby ensuring that the
incident light does not di�ract but merely feels an e�ective surface response originating from the
tailored inclusions. One configuration that, due to its ease of fabrication, has attracted considerable
attention in practically any frequency regime is based on the generalization of the reflectarray
concept from the antenna community [2], and it consists of an optically thick metal film overlaid by a
subwavelength thin dielectric spacer and an array of metal nanobricks (also known as nanopatches),
as sketched in Fig. 1. This type of metasurface is in the visible and infrared regimes known as
meta-reflectarrays [3], film-coupled nanoantenna metasurfaces [4] or, as used here, gap plasmon-
based metasurfaces [5], thus highlighting the crucial role of gap surface plasmon (GSP) resonances
in achieving the control of reflected light.

In this talk, we will discuss the fundamentals of GSP-based metasurfaces, particularly high-
lighting the possibility to either simultaneously control the amplitude and phase of reflected light
for one polarization, or to independently engineer the reflection phases of two orthogonal polar-
izations simultaneously [5]. In the second part of the talk, we will utilize the peculiar properties
of GSP-based metasurfaces in various applications, ranging from polarization-controlled unidirec-
tional excitation of surface plasmon polaritons [6], via optical processing [7], to the detection of
light’s state of polarization [8].
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Surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) have recently found numerous applications in photonics, 
but traditional devices to excite them (such as grating and prism couplers) all suffer inherent 
low-efficiency issues, since the generated SPPs can decouple back to free space and the reflection 
at the device surface can never be avoided.  

Metasurfaces, ultrathin metamaterials composed by array of planar “meta-atoms” with 
pre-designed electromagnetic (EM) properties, have attracted extensive attention recently [1-3], due 
to their new degree of freedom to control the EM wave. 

Here, based on a transparent gradient metasurface, we propose a new SPP-excitation scheme 
and numerically demonstrate that it exhibits inherently high efficiency ( 94%), since the designed 
meta-coupler kills both the decoupling and the reflection at its surface[4]. As a proof of concept, we 
fabricate a meta-coupler in the microwave regime, and combine near- and far-field experiments to 
demonstrate that the achieved SPP-excitation efficiency reaches 75%, which is several times higher 
than all other available devices. Our findings can inspire the designs and realizations of 
high-performance plasmonic devices to harvest light-matter interactions. 

 
Fig1. Scheme of high efficient SPP Meta-coupler and microwave realization 
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Abstract-Practical application of metasurface holograms for achieving polarization-multiplexed 

functionalities has been limited by their capability for achieving high efficiency and high image 

quality. We experimentally demonstrate helicity multiplexed metasurface holograms with high 

efficiency and good image fidelity over a broad range of frequencies. The metasurface hologram 

features the combination of two sets of hologram patterns operating with opposite incident helicities. 

The demonstrated helicity multiplexed metasurface hologram with its high performance opens 

avenues for future applications with functionality-switchable 

 

     With the rapid development in metasurfaces [1] and the unprecedented capabilities of manipulating light in 

a desirable manner by imparting local and space-variant abrupt phase change, the conventional concept of what 

constitutes an optical hologram device continues to evolve [2]. To date, all the demonstrated polarization 

multiplexed hologram based on metasurfaces suffer from either low efficiency or poor image quality. There are 

numerous technological or fundamental challenges. For example, although multi‐level phase CGHs can improve 

the image fidelity, they require delicately controlled geometry to achieve a desired phase profile while 

maintaining uniform amplitude. The experimental demonstration of visible frequency metasurface holograms 

with broadband optical response has been a significant challenge due to the high plasmonic loss and difficulties 

in high-uniformity nanofabrication. 

 

     To address these challenges, we propose and experimentally demonstrate a helicity multiplexed 

metasurface hologram capable of achieving high image quality and high efficiency in the visible and near 

infrared spectrum [3]. The metasurface hologram features the combination of two sets of hologram patterns 

operating with opposite incident helicities. A 16‐level phase metasurface in the reflection mode is realized by 

patterning sub-wavelength metallic nanorods with spatially varying orientation on the SiO2 interlayer and the 

ground gold plane. The metasurface is designed to display two symmetrically distributed off-axis images with 

high fidelity and a 64.7q field of view that are interchangeable by controlling the helicity of the input light. The 



demonstrated switchable metasurface hologram with its high performance in image quality, efficiency and 

bandwidth, represent a major advance in performance compared with previously demonstrated devices with 

polarization multiplexed functionalities. Our work broadens the general applicability and opens avenues for 

future applications with functionality-switchable optical devices.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

     Figure 1 Illustration of the experiment setup and the dependence of experimental results on the helicity of 

the incident light. (a) The incident light with various polarization states is obtained by controlling the angle θ 

between the polarization axis of the polarizer and the fast axis of the quarter wave plate. The incident light 

impinges normally onto the metasurface and the reconstructed images are projected onto the image plane. The 

screen is a white paper board with an opening (diameter 6 mm) in the middle, which allows the incident light 

and zero order reflected light passing through. (b) The experimentally obtained images for the incident light with 

LCP (top) and RCP (bottom).  The wavelength of the incident light is 633 nm. The dashed circles mark the 

edge of the opening. The scale bar is 1 cm.  
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Abstract— Metasurfaces provide unprecedented opportunities in creating novel optical de-
vices in manipulating amplitude, phase, and polarization states. It has been shown that few-
layer metasurfaces can dramatically improve the device performance in e�ciency and bandwidth.
Here we present the design, fabrication, and characterization of metasurface flat lenses based on
three-layer metasurfaces in the microwave and terahertz frequency ranges, achieving outstanding
performance toward real world applications.

Optical devices control and manipulate light by altering its amplitude, phase, and polarization
states in a desired manner, which result in steering the beam propagation direction, shaping the
wavefront (e.g., focusing), and imparting information for applications such as sensing, imaging and
communication. In contrast to relying on properties of natural materials and their geometric shapes,
these functionalities have been now accomplished using metasurfaces, consisting of single-layer
or few-layer planar metal/dielectric subwavelength resonator arrays. Tailoring the geometry and
arrangement of the structures yields a complete control of the reflection/transmission amplitude,
phase, and polarization states. The ultrathin thickness in the wave propagation direction can
greatly suppress the undesirable losses by using appropriately chosen materials and metasurface
structures. The planar nature of the structures can be readily fabricated using existing technologies
such as lithography and nanoprinting methods, which makes them more accessible particularly in
the optical regime.

The performance of metasurface devices made of single-layer metasurface is yet unsatisfying in
real world applications because of the limited light-matter interaction strength. Few-layer meta-
surfaces can circumvent this issue and even obtain functionalities beyond the individual layers.
Recently, we have developed a three-layer metasurface structure that is capable of rotating the
incident linear polarization by 90� with a very high e�ciency over a bandwidth of two octaves.
More importantly, the phase of the output light can be tuned over the entire 2⇡ range with sub-
wavelength resolution through simply tailoring the structure geometry of the basic building blocks.
This creates an important opportunity in designing highly e�cient optical devices for wavefront
engineering, such as flat lenses working in the microwave, terahertz, and infrared frequency ranges.

Here we will present the design, fabrication, and characterization metasurface flat lenses based
on this concept. Our initial results have shown excellent focusing can be accomplished. In the
microwave frequency range the losses are negligible, and in the terahertz frequency range the
e�ciency is up to 80%, limited by the dielectric loss in the spacer materials being used.
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Abstract- Metamaterial and Metasurface, as artificial nanostructure, have recently been studied for 

the electromagnetic manipulation and observation of unusual optical phenomena in arbitrary 

frequency regions. In this paper, we demonstrate the reflective-type and high efficiency metasurface 

in visible region and a polarization controllable meta-hologram by adequately designing. The full 

color meta-hologram can also be achieved based on aluminum metasurface. Furthermore, we 

exhibit meta-device of circular polarization generator based on the concept of previous work. Our 

works provide potentials to develop novel devices which are not limited by material composition. 

 

Summary-The manipulation of light is highly desired in nanophonics research to overcome the limitation of 

natural materials. Restricted by the permittivity of material, the conventional phonics elements need thicker 

spacer layer for the phase modulation to realize the capability of manipulating light. Metamaterials are 

composed of sub-wavelength local resonance structure of electric or magnetic type with novel optical 

properties, such as negative refraction and perfect lens, etc. [1, 2]. Recently, an ultra-thin structure called 

metasurface with strong optical responses provided by metallic nanostructure has been demonstrated the 

ability of broadband light manipulation [3]. We introduce a reflective type gradient metasurface [4], shown 

in Fig. 1(a). The reflective type structure can cancel transmitted light and enhanced the anomalous reflection 

beam so that the efficiency of light manipulation is significantly improved around wavelength 850 nm [5]. 

Based on the reflective type metasurface, the high-efficiency polarization controllable meta-hologram 

working in visible is further achieved. Utilizing the inherent material properties, the functionality of color 

multiplexing can be demonstrated and shown in fig.1 (c) by aluminum metasurface [6]. To develop a 

practical optical device in terms of polarization optics, the multifuntional metasurface is proposed, which 

can accurately generate circular polarization, shown in fig.1 (d). In summary, we have demonstrated a 

reflective and high-efficiency meta-surface using quasistatic phase elements, polarization controllable 

meta-hologram, multi-color meta-hologram, and multifuntional metasurface. These works provide the 

possibilities to achieve optical devices in arbitrary frequency regions. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1 (a-d). Show the schematic of reflective type gradient metasurface, polarization controller able meta-hologram, 

mutil-color meta-hologram, and mutifunctional metasurface. 
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Abstract-We report strong and non-volatile optical modulation utilizing electron-doping induced 
phase change of a perovskite, SmNiO3. Broadband modulation (O=400nm-17Pm) is demonstrated 
using thin-film SmNiO3, and narrowband modulation is realized with metasurfaces integrated with 
SmNiO3. 

In this talk I will report experimental results showing that samarium nickelate (SmNiO3), a prototypical 
phase-change perovskite nickelate, exhibits reversible large refractive index changes over an ultra-broad spectral 
range, from the visible to the long-wavelength mid-infrared (O= 400 nm - 17 Pm) [1]. The super broadband 
performance is due to strong electron correlation effects that allow extraordinarily large bandgap tuning of the 
order of 3 eV, and this new mechanism can be exploited to create active photonic devices. 

In pristine SmNiO3, Ni3+ has an electron configuration of t2g
6eg

1 and the single eg electron causes strong 
optical losses through free carrier absorption. Therefore, pristine SmNiO3 is optically lossy. By acquiring an 
extra electron, the four-fold degenerate (including spin) eg manifold is occupied by two electrons. The strong 
intra-orbital Coulomb repulsion between eg electrons opens a bandgap of ~3 eV and almost completely 
suppresses the free carrier absorption. Thus, SmNiO3 is transformed into an optically transparent dielectric with 
n ~ 2.2 and k close to zero throughout the visible, near-infrared, and mid-infrared. The switching between the 
two states can occur at room temperature in a non-volatile fashion, and the two states have no obvious 
differences in their crystalline symmetry (within the detection limits of electron diffraction) [1]. These desirable 
properties open up opportunities to realize electrically tunable and non-volatile planar photonic devices at any 
desired wavelength from the visible to the mid-infrared.  

We demonstrated large, super broadband and reversible changes of optical transmission through thin-film 
SmNiO3 (Figs. 1(a)-(c)). The SmNiO3 thin film was deposited on a suspended 1-Pm-thick Si3N4 membrane 
through sputtering, followed by high temperature annealing to form the perovskite phase. Lithium intercalation 
(de-intercalation) was used to facilitate the incorporation (extraction) of electrons into (from) SmNiO3. Figure 
1(b) shows that pristine un-doped SmNiO3 is lossy and transmission is below 5% in the near-infrared (O=1-2.5 
Pm) and below 17% in the mid-infrared (O=2.5-17 Pm), while in the electron-doped state SmNiO3 becomes 
transparent with transmissivity around 70%, except for a pronounced dip around Q = 1000 cm-1 or O = 10 Pm, 
which is due to optical absorption as a result of the phonon resonance in Si3N4. By switching SmNiO3 between 
its opaque and transparent state, we were able to modulate optical transmissivity by a factor as large as ~270 at Q 
= 9,000 cm-1 or O # 1.1 Pm and by a factor larger than 10 for Q > 2,000 cm-1 or O < 5 Pm (Fig. 1(c)). 

We realized a solid-state modulator based on thin-film SmNiO3 and a solid polymer electrolyte (SPE) (Figs. 
1(d)-(f)). The SPE transports lithium ions between a LiCoO2 electrode and a SmNiO3 film to induce phase 
change of the latter. We demonstrated modulation of light reflected from the solid-state device of ~5.5% at 
O=1.55 Pm by switching the gate voltage between +3.8V and -5V for multiple cycles. The device response time 
is on the order of a few seconds (Figs. 1(e)-(f)).  

By integrating plasmonic metasurface structures with SmNiO3, modulation of a narrow band of light that 
resonantly interacts with the metasurfaces was realized (Fig. 2). The device consists of platinum (Pt) aperture 
antennas separated from a back mirror by SmNiO3 and SiO2 thin films (Figs. 2(a)(b)). The phase transition of 
SmNiO3 was induced by hydrogenation/de-hydrogenation, which was achieved by annealing the device in H2/O3 



 2 

gas.  

 
When SmNiO3 is at its optically transparent state, incident infrared light generates strong plasmonic 

resonance in the aperture antennas, which leads to significant absorption of optical power, which results in a dip 
in the reflection spectra (Fig. 2(c)). The spectral location of the dip is controlled by the size of the aperture 
antennas: longer apertures resonantly interact with light with proportionally longer wavelengths. When SmNiO3 
is at its pristine state, however, strong optical losses in the material will completely damp the plasmonic 
resonance so that the reflection spectra will be featurelessly flat (Fig. 2(d)). The experimental results were in 
good agreement with full-wave simulations (Figs.  2(e)(f)). 

 
In summary, the correlated perovskite nickelate SmNiO3 has great potential for active photonic device 

applications. The phase transition of SmNiO3 is induced by strong electron correlation effects and there is no 
crystalline structure change during the phase transition. This quite unusual feature implies that fast switching 
between the two phases of SmNiO3 is possible. The non-volatile, multi-level optical states of SmNiO3 could be 
exploited to create reconfigurable, planar photonic devices, such as programmable holograms and optical 
memories. The super broadband performance of SmNiO3 and its second-to-minute level phase transition time 
demonstrated so far could be exploited for applications in smart windows and variable emissivity coatings. 
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Fig. 2 (a) Schematic of the unit 
cell of a device consisting of a Pt 
aperture antenna separated from 
a Pt mirror by thin films of 
SmNiO3 and SiO2. (b) SEM 
image of a region of a device 
consisting of cross apertures 2 
Pmu2Pm in size patterned on 
SmNiO3. (c) and (d) Measured 
reflection spectra of the device 
when SmNiO3 is switched 
between its two states. (e) and (f) 
Simulated reflection spectra of 
the device when SmNiO3 is 
switched between its two states. 

Fig. 1 (a) Schematic of a device 
consisting of a SmNiO3 film 
deposited on a Si3N4 membrane. 
(b) Measured transmission 
spectra when SmNiO3 is 
switched between its two states. 
(c) On-off ratio of transmission 
during two cycles of phase 
transition of SmNiO3. (d) 
Schematic of a solid-state device 
based on thin-film SmNiO3 and a 
solid polymer electrolyte. (e) 
Temporal response of reflectivity 
during repeated phase-transition 
cycles of SmNiO3. (f) Zoom-in 
of (e) showing one cycle of 
modulation. 
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Abstract—We extend the generalized conservation law of light propagating in a one-dimensional
PT-symmetric system to a multimode system with either PT or RT symmetry, in which higher
dimensional investigations are necessary. These conservation laws exist not only in a matrix
form for the transmission and reflection matrices; they also exist in a scalar form for generalized
transmittance and reflectance.

Recently it was found that the scattering eigenstates of a PT -symmetric system display a
spontaneous symmetry breaking [1], independent of its shape and dimension: the eigenvalues of
the scattering (S) matrix can remain on the unit circle in the complex plane, conserving optical
flux despite the non-hermiticity; the symmetry breaking results in pairs of scattering eigenvalues
with inverse moduli [1, 2, 3]. Using the symmetry property of the S matrix or equivalently that of
the transfer matrix, one can derive a generalized conservation law in one dimension (1D) [2], i.e.,

|T � 1| =
p

RLRR, (1)

in contrast to the usual conservation relation T +RL(R) = 1 when the system is hermitian. Here T
is the transmittance from either the left or right side (they are identical due to optical reciprocity)
and RL,R are the reflectance from the two sides, respectively. At an accidental reflection degeneracy
where RL = RR � R, the generalized conservation law above indicates two possible scenarios, where
either T + R = 1 or T � R = 1. The former is identical to the hermitian conservation law even
though the system is non-hermitian, and the transmittance in the latter is clearly super-unitary.

In this talk we discuss the extension of the generalized conservation law above in 1D to higher
dimensions, i.e., in a multimode waveguide with either PT or Rotation-Time (RT ) symmetry [4],
where R is rotation by � about a given axis. Using the matrix representation of P and R in block
form, we show that a similar expression exists for the transmission and reflection matrices, which
holds independent of the details of the channels, i.e., whether they are sinusoidal waves in a ridge
waveguide or cylindrical waves in an optical fiber. By further defining the generalized transmittance
and reflectance suitable for PT - and RT -symmetric systems, we also reduce these conservation
laws to their scalar forms with only real-valued quantities. For example, with the constituent
transmission and reflection matrices t, rL,R of the S matrix, a Hermitian system satisfies

T +RL = T +RL = N, (2)

where N is the number of channels and T � Tr(tt†), RL,R � Tr(rL,Rr
†
L,R) are the real-valued

transmittance and reflectances. For a PT -symmetric system, however, the left and right channels
are inseparable in the derivation of a conservation relation similar to Eq. (2), just like in the 1D
case given by Eq. (1). More specifically, a N -channel PT -symmetric system features

T +R = N, (3)

where T � Tr(tt�), R � Tr(rLr�R) are the modified transmittance and reflectance, and they are
also real. In the case of a RT -symmetric system, the conservation relation is T̃ + R̃ = �N,2M+1, or



equivalently

Re[T̃ ] + Re[R̃] =

⇢
0, N even
1, N odd

(4)

Im[T̃ ] + Im[R̃] = 0. (5)

Here T̃ � Tr(1̃Nt�t), R̃ � Tr(1̃Nr�RrL) are the generalized transmittance and reflectance for RT -
symmetric systems, and they are no longer real in general but their sum is. 1̃N is a diagonal matrix
with the element (�1)n+1 in row n, and �N,2M+1 is the Kronecker delta where M represents any
positive integer. Due to the phase of t, rL,R, it would be challenging to verify these generalized
conservation relations in optics, which however, should be straightforward in the microwave regime
and acoustics.
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Abstract- We discuss the phenomenon of PT-symmetric breaking in the steady state distribution of 

noisy systems with balanced gain and loss. By considering a system of two coupled mechanical 

resonators with optically-induced loss and gain, we show that the combination of nonlinear 

saturation effects and thermal noise results in a unexpected steady-state behavior that differs 

significantly from the usual dynamical picture of PT-symmetry breaking. 

 

The breaking of a combined PT (parity- and time-reversal) symmetry in non-Hermitian systems with gain 

and loss is conventionally associated with a transition from a purely oscillatory to an exponentially amplified 

dynamical regime [1]. Here [2] we address a still open question in this field, namely: What are the steady states 

of real physical systems with an underlying PT symmetry? This question becomes particularly relevant for 

microscopic systems and for systems operated close to the quantum regime, where the effect of strong intrinsic 

nonlinearities and thermal or quantum fluctuation plays a dominant role. By focusing on the setup of two 

coupled mechanical resonators with optically-induced loss and gain as a relevant example, we show that 

PT-symmetry breaking in the steady state exhibits various unexpected features and in general occurs via 

additional intermediate phases with retained or `weakly' broken PT symmetry. Most importantly, we identify an 

unconventional transition from a high-noise thermal state to a low-amplitude lasing state, which generalizes the 

PT-symmetry breaking - hitherto defined only for eigenstates - to steady-state distributions of noisy systems. 
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Figure 1: a) Setup of to coupled mechanical beams with laser-induced gain and loss [3]. b) Steady-state 

distribution of the two resonator amplitudes below and above the PT-symmetry breaking transition [2]. 
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Abstract- We study the unique wave manipulation capabilities of Parity-Time symmetric pairs of 

metasurfaces operated at exceptional point conditions. We demonstrate theoretically and 

experimentally the relevance of these systems to induce wave phenomena typically observed with 

bulk metamaterials, including negative refraction, planar focusing, or cloaking, while avoiding their 

typical drawbacks, such as sensitivity to losses, imperfect isotropy, and fabrication complexity. We 

discuss the relations between bandwidth and stability, demonstrating the practical potential of these 

systems for controlling waves in unprecedented ways. 
 

Non-Hermitian systems with Parity-Time (PT) symmetry have attracted a lot of attention over the past 

decades [1], due to their unique spectral and scattering properties. In wave physics, these systems are typically 

obtained from a balanced distribution of gain and loss that obeys PT symmetry. One of the most attractive 

features of PT symmetric systems is that, albeit non-Hermitian, they can exhibit an entirely real spectrum, and 

undergo distinctive spectral phase transitions that lends them exceptional scattering and wave manipulation 

properties, including novel beam dynamics, laser-absorber modes, anisotropic transmission resonances, and 

unidirectional invisibility. 

In this paper, we explore the largely uncharted scattering properties of PT symmetric systems that are 

composed of a PT symmetric pair of lumped elements, one with loss, and one with gain, separated by free-space. 

Such association of lumped impedances separated by a portion of lossless transmission-line define a 

one-dimensional two-port electrical network (Fig. 1a) that can be used to model a pair of distant, parallel 

metasurfaces. We consider the simplest case where the two impedances are resistors of opposite values, as in Fig. 

1a: on the left, we have a passive resistor of value R>0, whereas on the right, we have its time reversed-image, 

an active source of value R<0. In this scenario, we show [2] that if the value of R is equal to half of the 

characteristic impedance of the line separating the two resistors, the system is operated at an exceptional point 

condition associated with unitary transmission from both sides, and no reflection from the left. More importantly, 

transmission is accompanied by a phase advance that is exactly opposite of the phase delay that the wave would 

acquire in the transmission line in the absence of the resistors. At this exceptional point, the system supports a 

transmission associated to a negative phase velocity between the resistors, in perfect analogy to a double 

negative metamaterial slab. We demonstrate the potential of PT symmetric metasurfaces for inducing negative 

refraction in free-space, not only for plane wave at normal incidence (Fig. 1b), but also for Gaussian beams at 

arbitrary incidence (Fig. 1c). Such a property leads to negative refraction with only two lumped elements, and 

without resorting to bulk metamaterials, avoiding their principal drawbacks, including sensitivity to losses, 
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imperfect isotropy, granularity and complexity of fabrication. In addition, we present and discuss a variant of 

this scenario that can be exploited to cloak large objects from a given incidence direction (Fig. 1.d) [3]. 

 

Figure 1: (a) We study a PT symmetric 2-port network composed of two resistors of opposite sign separated by a portion of 

transmission line. (b) Negative refraction for a plane wave at normal incidence. The color shows the wave amplitude, and 

the arrows the power flow. (c) PT-induced negative refraction of a Gaussian beam using two metasurfaces. (d) 

Unidirectional cloaking of large objects with PT-symmetric metasurfaces. (e) Time-domain response for the system in (b), 

designed to be stable by dispersion engineering. (f) Steady state field amplitude corresponding to the scenario in e), 

demonstrating the phase advance of the output wave. 

  

Finally, we will present and analyze the time-domain response of these systems using numerical experiments 

based on the FDTD method. We show that, in general, stability is a crucial problem in the practical design of PT 

symmetric devices. However, by carefully engineering the dispersion of the gain elements, it is possible to 

guarantee their stability (Fig. 1e-f). We will explore the link between stability, bandwidth and size, which will 

enable us to design fully-stable PT symmetric systems. Finally, we present the results of a proof-of-concept 

experiment demonstrating PT-induced negative refraction in free-space for audible acoustic waves [4], 

establishing the practical relevance of PT symmetric metasurfaces for manipulating waves in unprecedented 

ways. 
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Abstract We present the first experimental observation of a topological transition in a 

non-Hermitian system. We monitor the topological transition by employing bulk dynamics only. 

Moreover, we demonstrate, theoretically and experimentally, topological interface states in a 

PT-symmetric system. The PT-symmetric structure has unbroken PT symmetry, i.e., all eigenvalues 

in the spectrum are real, despite the system’s non-Hermiticity. The non-Hermitian behavior is 

engineered by inducing bending loss by spatially “wiggling” every second waveguide. 
 

The recent development of topological insulator states for photons1–3 has led to an exciting new field of 

“topological photonics,” which has as a central goal the development of extremely robust photonic devices4. 

Topological insulator physics has been studied extensively in condensed matter5 and cold atoms6, but photonics 

facilitates introducing non-Hermitian effects through the engineering of optical gain and loss. In this talk, we 

will present two results demonstrating non-Hermitian topological systems for the first time, as described below. 

Our systems are realized in an array of laser-written waveguides. Losses in the waveguides are engineered by 

oscillating waveguide trajectories (Fig. 1(b)). Although in the experiment there are only passive components, this 

maps directly onto the problem with gain and loss (modulo an overall exponential decay). 

 

(1) The first experiment concerns a one-dimensional dimer model (lattice part S in Fig. 1(b)) in which the 

non-Hermitian character of the system can be used to extract topological information purely from the bulk 

dynamics of the system7. Since the diffraction of light through the waveguides maps to the Schrödinger equation, 

its topological character carries over into the optical domain. We show that, as predicted in7, the ‘mean 
displacement’ <∆m> of the optical wavepacket on the B sites undergoes a transition as a function of the 

‘dimerization’ [d1-d2]/2 of the lattice (Fig.1 (a)). This transition measures the ‘winding number’ of the lattice, a 
topological number that must be either zero or one in our case.  

(2) The second is the proposal of the first non-Hermitian, PT-symmetric topological system, and its 

experimental realization in the ‘passive-PT’ framework. It had been previously thought that PT-symmetric 

topological states were impossible8. Here we provide an example of such a state. The model comprises a 

topological defect state in a one-dimensional system (shown in Fig.1(b)). Due to the global PT symmetry, both 

the bulk and defect states have real eigenvalues. The defect state is observed in Fig. 1(c). 
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In conclusion, these two experiments constitute the first realization of non-Hermitian topological states in 

any system in nature. 

 

 

Fig. 1: (left) Simulation and experiment showing the topological transition in the non-Hermitian dimer 

model; (center) Schematic showing the experimental setup with global PT symmetry; (right) experiment 

showing no topological state (above), and with topological state (below). 
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Abstract—We show that in non-Hermitian photonic molecules the maximum enhancement of 

optomechanical coupling for stable steady-state solutions is achieved for unbalanced gain and loss 

profiles away from exceptional points. Including the effect of gain saturation, we find regimes of 

self-sustained oscillations in the mechanical displacement. 

 

Cavity optomechanics have attracted considerable attention over the past decade with several potential applications in 

sensing, quantum information and gravitational wave detection, to mention a few [1]. Recently, optomechanical interaction 

in two coupled passive resonators was investigated and saser action (acoustic analog of laser) was experimentally 

demonstrated [2]. Later, it was predicted that the interaction strength in this setup can be significantly enhanced if the two 

coupled resonators exhibit balanced gain/loss profile and operate near the so called exceptional point [3]. However, in this 

important study in which this novel concept was introduced, stability landscapes and dynamic evolution of this system were 

not investigated in detail. 

 

The setup is displayed in Figure 1(a). The resonators 1,2a  have identical resonant frequency and exhibit optical gain 

and loss, respectively while 2a  also supports an acoustic mode. The external optical excitation of the system is provided 

 

Figure 1 (a) Schematic of the investigated system. The two non-Hermitian optical resonators are driven by an 

external laser and support two optical and one acoustic mode. (b) Enhancement landscape as a function of 

the intercavity coupling and the laser detuning for balanced gain and loss. 

(b) 



            

 

through the waveguide coupling to 1a . Figure 1 (b) depicts the enhancement in this system when tuning the intercavity 

coupling J , for a set of parameters similar to that considered in [3]. Here, oγ  is the total loss in 2a  and it is equal in 

magnitude to the optical coupling between the two cavities J , 1γ  is the total gain in cavity 1a  and Δ  is the detuning 

between the pump laser frequency and the eigenfrequencies of the individual resonators in isolation. Figure 1 (b) indicates 

that the maximal enhancement is not found at the exceptional point 0J J , but rather if the laser detuning Δ  is tuned on a 

resonance of the eigenfrequencies of the coupled system [black line in Figure 1 (b)]. However, many of the steady-state 

values are not stable according to linear stability analysis if unbounded gain is used in the calculations rather than gain 

saturation. 

Including the effect of gain saturation, i.e., replacing the gain term 1γ  by )/||1/( 22
11 saaγ � , with sa being the 

saturation threshold, we find that the formerly unstable regimes now display either stable or oscillatory behavior. This is 

shown in Figure 2 where in (i) both unstable and stable dynamics is shown for the case of unbounded gain. Conversely, in 

Figure 2 (ii) stable as well as self-sustained oscillatory solutions are shown for different values of the gain saturation 

threshold sa . Hence, gain saturation is needed to ensure non-divergent solutions for balanced gain and loss, and for self-

sustained oscillatory solutions to exist. 
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Figure 2: Examples of different dynamical regimes. In (i) examples for divergent and stable dynamics are shown for the 

case of unbounded gain. In (ii), examples of the two regimes that exist upon introducing gain saturation are shown, 

namely stable and self-sustained oscillatory dynamics. 

(i) (ii) 
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Abstract-We report on the observation of optically induced transparency (OIT) in a compact 

microresonator in an ambient environment by introducing a four-wave mixing (FWM) gain to 

nonlinearly couple two separated resonances of the micro-cavity. Its optical-controlling capacity 

and non-reciprocity characteristics at the transparency windows are also demonstrated. The FWM 

in microcavities can be described by an effective Hamiltonian whose square root singularity at an 

exceptional point enables a pseudo-Hermitian transition similar to that in Parity-Time symmetry 

systems. 

 

Electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) allows for the flipping of an optical opaque transmission 

window to a transparent one under illumination of a second coherent light beam even at the few-photon limit[1]. 

This provides tremendous opportunities for quantum physics and information science. However, atomic gas 

systems requires optical cooling or vapor heating techniques combined with vacuum isolation in most 

circumstances, making it difficult for chip-scale integrations, which are the major proposed applications. 

Alternatively, classical analogies that mimic the EIT effect are under active pursuit in various physical systems, 

including coupled resonators [2], photonic crystals, and plasmonic meta-materials. However, most of them rely 

on linear coupling between the resonances, which can only exhibit EIT-like spectra but lack of active-controlled 

transparency. Until recently, successful attempts [3-6] have cloned the idea of EIT in an opto-mechanical 

micro-cavity to induce a narrow transparency with the aid of mechanical oscillations excited through Brillouin 

scattering (BS), which provide enough phonons to couple some hybrid optical-mechanical resonances. However, 

most of these attempts still require cooling and vacuum systems to preserve high-quality mechanical modes; 

furthermore, careful designs must be addressed to both the mechanical and optical modes. 

We report an optically induced transparency (OIT) scheme in a compact micro-cavity in an ambient 

environment by exploring cavity-enhanced four-wave mixing (FWM) gain to introduce a transparency window 

in an opaque resonance dip. The dip directly results from the interference between two resonances that are 

coupled nonlinearly through the FWM process. Active-controlling of the OIT can be achieved by varying a 

strong pump beam, and small frequency detuning of the pump can lead to a Fano-like asymmetric resonance to 

justify the interference nature of the OIT. The OIT observed here is a non-reciprocal one, since the FWM gain is 

unidirectional owing to the conservation law of momentum. Furthermore, we also show that degenerate 

four-wave mixing (FWM) in nonlinear optics can be described by an effective Hamiltonian that is 

pseudo-hermitian, which enables a transition similar to that in Parity-Time (PT) symmetry systems. Both 

processes are due to a square root singularity at an exceptional point. 



A relative strong pump beam is injected to one resonance of a micro-cavity with third-order nonlinearity, 

enabling degenerated FWMs enhanced by the cavity resonance. A second signal beam scans through one of the 

resonances. The parametric gain is a narrow-linewidth one owing to the cavity resonance’s enhancement; hence, 
its linewidth is imprinted by the resonances’. Effectively, two resonances near the signal and idler waves’ 
frequencies are nonlinearly coupled together via the FWM process. The observed OIT rises from the interference 

of the signal and idler resonances through nonlinear coupling during FWMs, where the gain induced near the 

signal resonance is a narrow one enhanced by two other resonances at the pump and idler. The FWM gain near 

the signal resonance purely imprint the idler resonance’s linewidth through nonlinear coupling, effectively 
creating a virtual resonance peak near the signal resonance. Likewise, a similar narrow gain is initiated 

simultaneously at the idler resonance. This hump-in-dip spectrum around the signal resonance results from the 

interference between this virtual gain peak and the original signal resonance dip. This cross-coupling can also be 

verified by the generation of idler wave as shown, which grows with increasing coupling strength. Note that, a 

broad-spectrum gain/loss like scattering loss and absorption cannot lead to this OIT transmission, and it only 

affects the quality factor (Q-factor) of the resonance. 

The measured forward transmission is featured with the OIT window, which is absent in the backward 

transmission. This is because of the unidirectional gain nature of FWM, which strictly follows the phase 

matching conditions. The forward momentum carried by the pump only enables the FWM gain in the same 

direction while inhibiting the gain in reverse. Our novel approach utilizes unidirectional FWM gain in a 

micro-cavity, which features with non-reciprocal gain arising from the strong pump. 

 
Figure 1 | Theoretical and experimental transmission spectra of optically induced transparency 
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Abstract-To overcome the resolution limit of conventional optics, near field imaging 
techniques using a negative index flat lens (NIFL) have been previously developed that 
amplify the evanescent components of the incident field. Here, a technique is developed and 
demonstrated to compensate for losses in a non-ideal NIFL by determining the transfer 
function of the lens and subsequently applying the inverse to the unresolved raw image. The 
result is a compensated image with sub-diffraction-limited resolution. 

 
In conventional imaging systems, the field components with spatial frequency greater than 𝜔/𝑐, 

where 𝜔 is angular frequency of the wave and 𝑐 is the speed of light in the medium, become evanescent 
and decay rapidly. Typically, the image sensor is located far from the source such that all the evanescent 
components are decayed beyond the sensitivity of the sensor.  Therefore, the largest spatial frequency 
components a conventional imaging system can detect is theoretically limited to 𝜔/𝑐; the so-called 
diffraction limit. In order to capture higher spatial frequency components and increase the resolution of 
imaging systems beyond this limit, Pendry proposed a near field imaging technique with a slab of 
negative index material [1]. In this work, a new near field imaging technique is presented using a lossy 
negative index flat lens (NIFL) in conjunction with the post-processing loss compensation technique 
inspired by plasmon injection scheme [2] and described in Fig. 1. The process begins with an image 
produced by a NIFL. A compensation filter is then applied to the image in order to amplify the high 
spatial frequency components which have been attenuated. The compensation filter is the inverse of the 
transfer function of the NIFL, which can be obtained analytically or from numerical simulation. 

  

 
Figure 1 Block diagram of the proposed near field imaging technique. 
 

Unlike the previous near field imaging methods, this technique does not benefit from a lossless NIFL. 
The technique developed here is based on a non-ideal NIFL with a practically achievable figure-of-merit 
(FOM) for loss, defined by the ratio of the real and imaginary parts of the refractive index [3-5]. 
 

The optical properties of the NIFL are defined in terms of complex relative permittivity 𝜀𝑟 = −1 +
𝑗𝜀′′ and complex relative permeability 𝜇𝑟 = −1 + 𝑗𝜇′′ with 𝜀′′ = 𝜇′′ = 0.1, resulting in a FOM of about 
10 and an impedance match with free space. In this work, the transfer function for the NIFL was obtained 
by numerical simulation in COMSOL. The incident wavelength 𝜆0 was chosen to be 1µm, and the 
thickness 2𝑑 of the NIFL was chosen to be 0.5µm. 𝑑 was chosen as thin enough to minimize the loss 
experienced by high spatial frequency components of the incident field while still providing sufficient 
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Filter 

Image produced by a 

non-ideal NIFL 
High resolution 

Image  

Transfer 
function 



amplification, in addition to considering practical concerns such as the unit cell size of possible 
constitutive negative index metamaterials, mechanical strength of the lens, and challenges with optical 
alignment of submicron imaging systems since the thickness of the lens determines the distance from the 
object and image planes. 

   
In order to perform imaging with the NIFL, a simulation was configured with an arbitrary “object” 

electric field defined at the object plane with sub-diffraction feature size (𝜆0/4). A raw image was then 
recorded at the image plane that is subsequently compensated with the technique in Fig. 1. The result is a 
sub-diffraction compensated image as seen in Fig. 2. It can clearly be seen that while the raw image does 
not provide a resolved image, the compensated image results in a near-perfect reconstruction of the 
object. 

 
Figure 2 (a) Fourier transform of the object and image demonstrating compensation of high 𝑘𝑦 attenuation and (b) 
calculated intensity of the object, raw image, and compensated image. (𝜆0 = 1𝜇𝑚) 
 

Previously, near field imaging techniques have been proposed using a NIFL to achieve image 
resolution beyond the diffraction limit. However, compensation of losses in a non-ideal NIFL has been 
largely ignored. Here, the transfer function of a lossy NIFL is determined by simulation, and the inverse is 
used as a filter to recover lost high spatial frequency components of the raw image that is produced. In 
Fig. 2(b), it can be seen that the resulting raw image from the lossy NIFL does not resolve the original 
object containing sub-diffraction feature size. After application of the compensation filter in Fig. 2(a), 
many of the lost high spatial frequency components are recovered, resulting in the compensated image 
shown in Fig. 2(b). The compensated image displays sub-diffraction-limited resolution. 

 
This work was supported by Office of Naval Research (award N00014-15-1-2684) and the National 

Science Foundation under Grant No. ECCS-1202443. 
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Recently rapid progress in integrated plasmonic/photonic circuits demands all the optical components for high 

speed processing of light signals. To break the reciprocity of optical and plasmonic signal propagation, much 

research effort relies on non-Hermitian, PT symmetric optical potentials instead of using bulky elements in the 

presence of static magnetic fields and paramagnetic materials. In contrast to Hermitian system, wave 

propagation in non-Hermitian system show numerous novel phenomena such as asymmetric diffraction, power 

oscillations, unidirectional invisibility, double refraction and many more. PT symmetric non-Hermitian systems 

with real energies are very exciting because one can have fully consistent quantum theory by restoring the 

Hermiticity and by upholding unitary time evolution for such systems in a modified Hilbert Space. In optics, PT 

symmetry potentials can easily be realized by spatially modulating the refractive index with properly placed gain 

and loss in a balanced manner. From an experimental point of view, such structures require two main 

components: one with absorption and another that is optically or electrically pumped (active PT-symmetry) or 

lossless (passive PT- symmetry). In this talk, firstly we would like to demonstrate the polarization dependent 

asymmetry diffraction phenomena using a passive 1-D and 2-D PT symmetry grating structure. Secondly, our 

experiment demonstrating the realization of Bloch oscillations in integrated passive photonic circuits open a way 

exploring the unprecedented transport phenomena on a chip in non-Hermitian physics. Thirdly, by using PT 

symmetry concept onto some active devices such as an optical laser system, we can study the quantum physical 

phenomena of light from a wider prospect view of design parameters, symmetry and material choices using 

which we could find a novel physical phenomenon and design a series of photo-devices. We can improve the 

performance of a PT laser based on erbium doped alumina waveguide by improving the gain by strategically 

using the optical loss and controlling the coupling strength between the gain and loss regions making it possible 

for phase transitions. Our insights in using non-Hermitian PT symmetric optical potientals for both active and 

passive devices provide new methods for manipulating light transportation and open a door towards fabricating 
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many novel photonic structures for potential applications in optics, on-chip light control and optical 

communications.   
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Abstract— In systems with suitable symmetries, topologically protected states can arise that are immune
to perturbations. We discuss how the appearance of such states can be tailored by modifying the chiral
symmetry, which is one of the most common symmetries exploited in artificially engineered systems. We
also discuss how the properties of the topologically protected states can be enriched by the non-hermitian
effects of amplification and absorption.

One of the main goals of present research in electronic and photonic systems is the realisation of topo-
logically protected states. The existence of such states relies on symmetries, with the present focus set on
the roles of time-reversal symmetry, chiral symmetry and charge-conjugation symmetry. In combination
with considerations of dimensionality, a classification of robust protected states can then be achieved [1, 2],
which guides the design of theoretical models and experimental realizations [3].

In the photonic setting, the most interesting symmetry classes are difficult to realise - e.g., magneto-
optical effects to break Time-reversal symmetry and induce quantum-hall like phases are typically too weak.
The chiral symmetry is most easily realised, but instead of being desirable some of the symmetry-induced
effects can be more of an obstacle. In particular, point-defect states are vulnerable to hybridization with
states from flat bands, which occur in many interesting models [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11].

In this talk I discuss the results of [12], which shows theoretically as well as experimentally that this
obstacle can be overcome by modifying the chiral symmetry in a very natural way. This exploits that chiral
symmetry relies on settings with two subsystems, with the flat bands supported by the larger of the two
[13, 14]. We generate point-defect states in the complementary subsystem, and then induce terms that
remove the flat band. This has a precise and general mathematical meaning, which leads to the notion
of a semichiral symmetry [12]. We implement this program for a prototypical example, the Lieb lattice
[14], which has seen much recent activity [10, 11]. We not only demonstrate the robustness of point-defect
states in the semichiral setting, but also show that the states can be manipulated via judiciously introduced
absorption. This extends our previous work on selective amplification of topological states [15, 16, 17].

Our findings introduce a whole new element into considerations of topology and symmetry, which is
both of fundamental importance as well as of practical value.
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Abstract— We consider the e�ect of velocity dependent loss processes on the scattering of
ultracold matter-waves. Due to the loss, the entire process can be viewed as non-Hermitean
four-wave-mixing of matter waves. We find that suitable loss can actually strengthen certain
scattering processes that would otherwise be suppressed by energy and momentum conservation
and explore to what extend this e�ect can be put to use for atom optical applications.

It is now firmly established in the context of PT-symmetric theory, that the e�ect of loss or
dissipation, for example in non-linear optical setups, is not always detrimental but can in fact be
highly beneficial. In the context of ultracold atomic gases, where a variety of one-, two- and three-
body loss processes are always present, it was realized that these can be exploited, for example in
dissipative system engineering [1].

Recent studies of non-Hermitian optical parametric amplifiers (OPA) show a variety of interest-
ing consequences of loss [2, 3, 4]. Particularly it has been shown that it can facilitate phase-matching
in a one dimensional OPA, leading to the counter-intuitive e�ect of an amplification of the signal
beam, facilitated by the introduction of a loss process for the idler beam [2]. Here we explore
the ramifications of this fundamental result for atomic scattering processes, which exhibit strong
similarities with optical four-wave mixing.

As in optics, matter wave four wave mixing processes are strongly constrained by energy and mo-
mentum conservation (phase-matching) in free-space. Experiments on four-wave mixing in conden-
sate have thus so far introduced additional features, such as an optical lattice [5] or multiple atomic
spin states [6] as additional handles to satisfy conservation laws. By exploiting non-Hermiticity
due to engineered, velocity dependent, atomic losses, we show that phase-matching is eased also in
free-space, promising some new flexibility for matter wave manipulations driven by the non-linear
inter-atomic interactions themselves.

We numerically model BEC four-wave mixing in the presence of losses using the time-dependent
Gross-Pitaevskii equation and propose practical implementations of the required spectrally depen-
dent loss processes.
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Abstract— We show that a wide class of non-Hermitian finite waveguide couplers, those with
non-balanced gain and losses and complex couplings, possess an underlying SO(3, 1) symmetry
realized in a non-unitary way; i.e., they are finite, non-unitary, optical realizations of the Lorentz
group in 3+1D. We give analytic solutions for the mode-coupling equations of the simplest array
of the class: the non-hermitian dimer.

Symmetry has shown to be an important tool in the design of photonic devices [1, 2]. Even in
the case of PT -symmetric optical waveguide arrays [3, 4], symmetry groups have been shown to
play an important role [5, 6]. For example, the linear PT -symmetric dimer and J

x

array belong to
the optical, finite, non-unitary representation of SO(2, 1) where the non-unitarity accounts for the
balanced gains and losses in these systems.

Here, we show that even in the non-Hermitian and non-PT symmetric case, i.e. unbalanced
gain/loss or complex couplings, optical waveguide arrays possessing an underlying SO(3, 1) sym-
metry can be designed using, again, a non-unitary representation that accounts for the unbalanced
gain/loss. As a practical example, we consider the simplest case of the non-Hermitian dimer satis-
fying the coupled mode equation,
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where E
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represents the localized field mode amplitude at the jth waveguide, for j = 0, 1, with
�0,�1, �0, �1 � C. Defining �± = 1
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where we have denoted � = ��. Now, the traceless matrix can be expressed as a linear combination,
with real coe�cients, of the matrices �̂
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The notation x
r

and x
i

has been used to indicate real and imaginary parts, respectively. Equation
(1) can be solved analytically, even for propagation dependent parameters �

j

(z), �
j

(z) , j = 0, 1 (in
this case the transformation (2) changes to E

j

= ei
R z �+(z)dzA

j

, j = 0, 1) using the Wei-Norman
method [7], which requires solving a pair of Riccati equations. It is interesting to note that the
renormalized field amplitudes,
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, j = 0, 1, (5)

satisfy non-linear equations [5, 3].
Our study can be extended to larger non-hermitian optical waveguide arrays, as far the non-

Hermitian matrix in the coupled mode equation can be transformed into a traceless matrix that
can be expanded as a sum with real coe�cients similar to Eq.(4), where �̂

z

, �̂±, �̂z, �̂± are now the
matrices corresponding to a higher finite-dimensional, non-unitary representation of the so(3, 1)
algebra.
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Abstract In my talk I will present our recent work on encircling so-called “exceptional points”. In 

particular, I will show that a fully dynamical rather than a parametric encircling of these 

non-Hermitian degeneracies leads to an asymmetric mode switching. Mapping this feature onto the 

transmission through two-mode waveguides allows us to access this phenomenon for the first time 

in the experiment. 
 

Systems with loss or gain give rise to resonant modes that are decaying or growing exponentially with time. 

Whenever two such modes coalesce both in their resonant frequency and their width, a so-called “exceptional 
point” occurs, in the vicinity of which many fascinating phenomena have recently been reported to occur. 

Particularly interesting phenomena are predicted to appear when encircling an exceptional point sufficiently 

slowly1,2, like a state-flip or the accumulation of a geometric phase3,4. Corresponding experiments were already 

able to explore the topological structure of exceptional points5-7, but a full dynamical encircling and the 

breakdown of adiabaticity associated with it8-14 could not be measured so far.  

 

In my talk I will show how a dynamical encircling of an exceptional point can be mapped onto the wave 

transmission through a two-mode waveguide, which permits us for the first time to get access to the elusive 

effects occurring in such a situation. In particular, I will present experimental data from a boundary-modulated 

waveguide that steers incoming waves around an exceptional point during the transmission from one end of the 

waveguide to the other. The resulting asymmetric mode transitions that are induced in this way make this 

waveguide structure ideally suited as a broad-band switch between different waveguide modes. This work opens 

up novel and interesting ways to study exceptional point physics at the intersection between basic research and 

practical applications. 
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Abstract-In contrast to Hermitian systems, modes of non-Hermitian ones are nonorthogonal. As a 

result, system energy depends not only on mode amplitudes but also on phase shift between them. 

In this work we show that it is possible to increase amplitudes of the modes without increasing of 

system energy. Moreover, we demonstrate that when system is in exceptional point any 

infinitesimally small changing of the system parameters leads to increasing of mode amplitudes. 
 

Non-Hermitian systems attract attention due to their specific properties which do not take place in 

Hermitian ones. In general cases, the eigenstates of non-Hermitian systems are not orthogonal [1-3], unlike those 

of Hermitian ones. The maximal degree of non-orthogonality is reached at the exceptional point, where some of 

the eigenstates become linearly dependent [3]. Non-orthogonality of eigenstates leads to energy oscillations 

when the total energy in the system oscillates in time [1, 2]. 

Also, due to the non-orthogonality of eigenstates, non-Hermitian systems may exhibit non-exponential 

behavior [4] when all the eigenstates are decaying. In this case at the first stage the field amplitude increases 

compared with the initial value and decreases exponentially at the second stage [4]. 

In this work we investigate the behavior of a non-Hermitian system with periodic perturbation of system 

parameters. We consider only the case when all eigenmodes are decaing at anytime. We show that even in this 

case change of parameters of non-Hermitian system may result in increase of eigenmodes amplitudes without 

simultaneously increasing of energy of the system during change. Increase of amplitudes of the eigenmodes 

leads to increasing of amplitude of energy oscillations. If such perturbations are repeated with energy oscillation 

period then amplitudes of eigenmodes and energy of system growth infinitely. 

In general case, not all perturbation of parameters results in increasing of amplitudes of eigenmodes. 

However, we demonstrate that when system is in exceptional point any infinitesimally small changing of the 

system parameters leads to increasing of amplitudes of eigenmodes. As a result, system becomes unstable with 

respect to such perturbation. So new effect in the non-Hermitian systems- parametric instability near the 

exceptional point - occurs. We illustrate the phenomenon of parametric instability near the exceptional point in 

the case of two coupling waveguides with gain and loss when the loss in one waveguide is more than the gain in 

the other. In this system, total energy may increase indefinitely even when all waveguide modes are always 

decaying. This phenomenon opens a wide range of applications in optics, plasmonics, and optoelectronics, where 

loss is an inevitable problem and plays a crucial role. 
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Abstract-We introduce a new type of nonlinear waves in inhomogeneous photonic systems. Such 

waves have constant intensity in all space and exist only in complex potentials with gain and loss. 

Based on these exact solutions of nonlinear Schrodinger equation, we examine theoretically their 

modulation instability on parity-time symmetric potentials with cubic nonlinearities. We also 

investigate the stability and dynamics of vector constant-intensity waves as solutions of a 

two-component nonlinear Schrodinger equation.  

 

Plane wave solutions play a fundamental role in diverse areas of science. In particular, plane waves are also 

exact solutions of the well known nonlinear Schrodinger equation (NLSE). For this reason are crucial for the 

fundamental phenomenon of modulation instability. Here we present a whole new class of nonlinear waves that 

feature a constant intensity (CI-waves) in the presence of a nonlinear inhomogeneous media with gain and loss 

[1-4]. These “generalized plane waves”, allow us to study for the first time, modulation instability [5] in an 

inhomogeneous environment. Our starting point is the normalized-NLSE, iψ
z
+ψ

xx
+V x( )ψ +σ ψ

2
ψ = 0 , with a 

non-Hermitian potential V(x), and σ  the Kerr coefficient. The complex function ψ x,z( )  describes the electric 

field envelope along the propagation distance z. In this general framework, we investigate a whole family of 

complex potentials V(x), which are determined by the following relation,  

V x( ) =W2 x( )− idW dx                (1) 

where W(x) is a given real function that is directly related to the transverse power flow. For the entire 

non-Hermitian family of these potentials V(x) (PT-symmetric or not) we can prove, that the following 

constant-intensity wave is an exact solution of NLSE,  

ψ x,z( ) = Aexp iσA2z+ i W x( )dx∫"
#

$
%
            (2) 

with a real constant amplitude A [5]. These constant-intensity waves also exist in two spatial dimensions as well 

as in Kerr media. Composite systems of vector NLSE’s (Manakov type) are considered. In this case vector 

CI-waves can be derived for the following set of coupled NLSE’s: 
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  (3) 

where β  is the cross-phase modulation term. The linear stability analysis of such vector CI-waves is 

investigated in detail.  
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Abstract-  Parity-time (PT) symmetry has been recently utilized as a new means of mode 

selection in micro-cavity lasers. Single-mode lasing is demonstrated in PT-symmetric micro-ring 

resonators that support several longitudinal and transverse modes.  
 

Mode selection is of fundamental importance in laser science and engineering. In general, the presence of multiple 

oscillating modes can be detrimental to beam quality and spectral purity of lasers. This will lead to spatial as well as 

temporal fluctuations in the emitted radiation. Several schemes have been proposed in the literature to control the 

modal content of laser cavities, for example, employing intra-cavity apertures for manipulating spatial modes or 

external cavity dispersive elements to suppress longitudinal modes. However, each of these solutions requires 

complicated fabrication techniques and also can only be applied to specific class of lasers. Microrings are an example 

of such laser cavities for which enforcing single mode operation is not trivial. They can support highly confined 

modes that exhibit both high quality factors and small footprints due to their high refractive index contrast, thus 

making them excellent candidates to use in integrated photonic devices. Nevertheless, their inherent multimode 

operation, specially within the inhomogenously broaden gain bandwidths, drastically hinders the prospects of such 

semiconductor resonators as on-chip light sources.  

 

Recently, the selective breaking of parity-time (PT) symmetry has been proposed as a new methodology to achieve 

single mode operation [1]. In this approach, an active resonator/waveguide is coupled to an identical but lossy 

counterpart to enforce single-mode performance even in the presence of strong mode competition in laser/amplifier 

configurations. In general, a structure respects PT-symmetry if it is invariant under the simultaneous action of the P 

(parity) and T (time) inversion operations. While first developed in the context of quantum mechanics [2], this notion 

has lately attracted considerable attention in the field of optics and photonics [3-6]. In optical settings, a structure is 

considered to be PT-symmetric if the real part of the refractive index is an even function of position, whereas the 

imaginary component (representing gain and loss) follows an odd profile. Such a system can support an entirely real 

range of eigenfrequencies despite having a non-Hermitian representation. 

    

  In this work, we experimentally demonstrate how the notion of PT symmetry can be used to obtain single 

longitudinal and transverse mode operation in multi-moded microring laser systems. Moreover, this can be done 

without compromising the output power. In such system, spontaneous breaking of PT symmetry serves as a virtual 

lasing threshold and enforces single mode operation at pump powers way above threshold. The PT-symmetry is 

established in our double coupled microring system by withholding the pump power from one of the resonators. In 

this case, the net differential gain associated with the spectral curvature of the lineshape function is systematically 

enhanced resulting in considerable longitudinal mode discrimination- a direct byproduct of the presence of a 

non-Hermitian exceptional point. Furthermore, the coupling constant κ between the pumped and the lossy rings 



 2 

provides an additional degree of freedom in the system to reach the exceptional point (g/ κ=1). This spatial coupling 

constant κ, is a function of the evanescent overlap of the respective modes and it is different for spatial modes [7]. As 

it is well known, higher order spatial modes exhibit stronger coupling coefficients due to their lower degree of 

confinement. Consequently, in a PT symmetric arrangement, the fundamental mode is the first in line to break its 

symmetry as the gain increases (when g > κ), thus experiencing a net amplification. On the other hand, for this same 

gain level, for the rest of the modes PT-symmetry is maintained and therefore they remain entirely neutral. Our 

approach provides a new path to globally enforce single-mode behavior both in the spatial and spectral domains.   
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Abstract: It is demonstrated that in the presence of gain and loss saturation effects, a PT-
symmetric coupled arrangement is able to undergo a transition in reverse order to that expected 
from a linear model. This process was observed in a set of semiconductor microring resonators by 
optically pumping one of the rings while keeping the other in the dark. As the pumping level 
increased, the laser modes gradually moved from a broken phase to the PT-symmetric regime, in 
accord with theoretical predictions. 

 
A system described by a parity-time (PT) symmetric Hamiltonian can in principle support entirely real eigenvalues 
in spite of the fact that it is inherently dissipative or amplifying. Mathematically, this translates to a class of non-
Hermitian Hamiltonians that are known to commute with the anti-linear PT operator [1]. Yet, once a system 
parameter exceeds a critical threshold, this property is no longer observed and the spectrum ceases to be entirely 
real-thus entering the so-called broken symmetry phase. This transition from an unbroken to a broken regime is 
marked by the presence of an exceptional point where not only the eigenvalues but also the eigenvectors converge 
[2]. As recently indicated in several studies, optics provides a viable avenue where such concepts can be observed 
and tested. What makes this possible is the isomorphism between the quantum Schrödinger and the optical wave 
equation, where the gain-loss parameters are responsible for introducing non-Hermiticity. Indeed, a number of 
intriguing results theoretically predicted in PT-symmetric configurations have recently been observed in photonic 
platforms [2-4]. The majority of them were based on linear PT-symmetric models, suggesting that upon an increase 
in the gain-loss contrast, an optical system will always move from an unbroken to a broken-symmetry phase [1-3]. 
Here, we reexamine this transition behavior in light of the fact that nonlinearity, in its various manifestations, is 
often capable of totally altering the dynamical response a system.  

In this work we experimentally demonstrate for the first time a reversed phase transition in a coupled pair of 
semiconductor micro-ring PT-symmetric InP lasers-similar to that employed in Ref. [5]. The quantum wells in the 
structure provide saturation in both the gain and the loss when being optically pumped and un-pumped respectively. 
A schematic and the fabricated structure of our design is shown in Fig. 1 (a) and (b) respectively. Considering the 
steady state field characteristics in these micro-cavities, it was found that the intensity (𝐼1) in the micro-ring with 
gain remains above that in its coupled lossy counterpart (𝐼2) when the gain level is below a certain critical value. 
This is characteristic of a broken (B) PT-phase as shown in Fig. 1(c). On the other hand, once the gain-loss contrast 
exceeds this threshold, the solutions assume an unbroken PT-symmetric form (U), having equal intensities in both 
micro-ring cavities of the dimer. This transition behavior is depicted in Fig. 1(c). 

 

These effects can be examined using the following dimensionless dynamical model, 

Fig. 1. (a) A PT-symmetric coupled arrangement of two micro-rings where one of them is optically pumped. (b) An SEM image of the micro-
ring lasers used. (c) Steady-state field intensities in the ring with gain (𝐼1) and ring with loss (𝐼2) are shown as a function of the gain 
parameter, 𝑔. The loss values are chosen to be 𝛾 = 0.1 and 𝑓 = 2. B-represents broken (purple) and U-unbroken symmetry (yellow). Before 
the critical value of 𝑔𝑐 = 2.4 is crossed, the solutions are in the broken-PT phase with unequal intensities and afterwards, light is equally 
distributed in an unbroken PT-symmetric fashion.  

 



𝜓1̇ = −𝛾𝜓1 + (
𝑔

1 + |𝜓1|2) 𝜓1 + 𝑖𝜓2                    (1) 

𝜓2̇ = −𝛾𝜓2 − (
𝑓

1 + |𝜓2|2) 𝜓2 + 𝑖𝜓1.                   (2) 

In the above equations, 𝜓1 and 𝜓2 represent the modal field amplitudes in the cavities with gain and loss 
respectively and �̇� = 𝑑𝜓/𝑑𝑡 etc. Note that a PT-configuration is established here by simply subjecting one micro-
ring to optical pumping while keeping the other un-pumped. Scattering losses are denoted by 𝛾, and 𝑔 and 𝑓 
respectively represent the small-signal values of gain and loss due to the quantum wells in the semiconductor 
structure. In our set-up we vary the gain in a dynamical manner while keeping the loss and coupling fixed. The ratio 
between the total loss and coupling (i.e. 𝛾 + 𝑓) determines whether the reversed phase transition takes place or not. 
In this case, one can show that if (𝛾 + 𝑓) > 1, not only does lasing start in the broken symmetry domain, but also 
the mode profiles assume symmetric steady-state values, equally occupying both cavities as the gain is increased 
beyond a critical point. However, if the total loss to coupling ratio is less than unity, the solutions always remain in 
the nonlinear unbroken symmetry form and no transition is observable. A high value of 𝑓 due to the quantum wells 
ensured that the experiment took place in the regime of interest. 

 

Solutions in both domains of PT-symmetry can be obtained using a steady-state eigenmode analysis of Eqs. (1) 
and (2). The nonlinear modes in the symmetric phase are found to be, √(𝑔 − 𝑓)/(2𝛾) − 1 (1, ±𝑒±𝑖𝜃), where 
sin 𝜃 = 𝛾(𝑔 + 𝑓)/(𝑔 − 𝑓), and the nonlinear phase transition shown in Fig. 1(c) occurs at the critical gain value of 
𝑔𝑐 = 𝑓(1 + 𝛾)/(1 − 𝛾). It is interesting to note the formal equivalence of these modes with their linear PT-
symmetric counterparts [3]. Another relevant aspect is the behavior of the eigenvalues around the nonlinear 
exceptional point, involving a characteristic square-root bifurcation when entering the nonlinear unbroken regime, as 
shown in Fig. 2(a).  From the emission spectrum, the nonlinear broken regime is characterized by the appearance of 
a single longitudinal mode. If the pumping level is increased, the eigenmodes are expected to transition into a set of 
unbroken PT-symmetric states exhibiting two real eigenvalues, thus resulting into a pair of longitudinal lasing 
modes in the spectrum.  

A set of coupled micro-rings having an outer radius of 10 μm, a width of 500 nm and comprising six InGaAsP 
quantum wells were fabricated for the experiment. The separation between the micro-rings was 50 nm , establishing 
a strong coupling (𝜅~1 × 1011s−1) which ensures that detuning has negligible effects on the field dynamics. When 
the pump power is small (but still above threshold) lasing is shown to occur in the broken phase – red curve in Fig. 
2(b) where for comparison, the dashed line in the backdrop shows coupling induced degeneracy splitting. A single 
line appears upon blocking the pump beam from one ring – broken phase. When the pump power over the exposed 
micro-ring is doubled, the system goes into the unbroken PT-symmetric phase with both rings lit-up, as depicted in 
Fig. 2(c). Here the two lines correspond to the two real eigenvalues 𝜆1,2. This observation indicates that nonlinear 
saturation effects can indeed reverse the order in which symmetry breaking occurs.   
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Fig. 2. (a) Square root PT-bifurcation at a nonlinear phase transition point. (b) Experimental observation of the broken PT-phase at a pump 
power of 0.4 mW. Upon doubling of the pump power, the steady state acquires a PT-symmetric form, as in (c) with equivalent intensities 
present in both micro-rings. Insets show the emission from scattering. 
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In recent years non-hermitian photonics has attracted a lot of attention. One of the goals 
of this subfield is to introduce and tailor losses in microwave and optical structures in 
order to come up with designs that show novel transport features like asymmetric 
transport, switching, invisibility etc. We will discuss some of these set-ups and illuminate 
on the dual role of loss as a source of absorption and enhanced reflection due to 
impedance mismatching. Applications along these lines will be discussed. 
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Abstract- We present the first PT-symmetric topological insulator systems. We find that transport in 
this photonic lattices is unidirectional and completely robust to PT-conserving defects. By combining 
topological systems with non-Hermitian systems we found a new phenomenon: sources and sinks of 
topological protected edge states.   

 
Topological insulators are materials that insulate in their bulk, but allow extremely robust flow of 

current on their surfaces. A topological insulator is characterized by a bulk bandgap where topological 

gapless unidirectional edge states reside. These edge states are robust to any perturbation that does not 

close the bandgap. In this way, deformations of the system like disorder, strain, or imperfections have 

little effect on the transport of such topological edge modes. Due to this robust transport, topological 

physics is now at the forefront of research in multiple fields, such as condensed matter, cold atoms, 

exciton-polariton condensates, acoustics, and photonics [1-3]. In photonics, the first topological insulators 

were demonstrated using strong magnetic fields in microwave frequencies [1], and more recently at 

optical frequencies in a modulated photonic lattice [2] and silicon ring resonators arrays [3]. Introducing 

topological protection into photonics provides an excellent platform for probing novel phenomena that 

would be extremely difficult or impossible to access in the solid state. 

In 1998, Bender has shown that a wide class of non-Hermitian Hamiltonians can still show entirely 

real spectra, if they respect parity-time (PT) symmetry [4]. Ten years later, Christodouldies and his team 

have introduced the concept of PT-symmetry into the realm of electromagnetic waves [5], which had a 

huge impact – because the concepts of PT-symmetry and non-Hermitian Hamiltonians have entered into 

very many classical waves systems, by properly engineered gain and loss, as is now done in optics [5,6], 

electronics, and acoustics. In particular, optics has been the most successful platform to implement and 

experimentally investigated PT-symmetry [5,6]. In optics, non-Hermitian systems naturally arise due to 

the use of optical amplification (gain) and absorption (loss). In PT-symmetric optical systems the 

complex interplay between gain and loss give rise to unique physical phenomena, which are otherwise 

unattainable in standard configurations.  

 

Figure 1. (a)-(b) PT-symmetric topological finite lattices. (c) Topological one-way edge state of the PT-symmetric lattice.  

(d) Spectrum of the lattice in the full-PT regime. 
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Figure 2. (a) Single lattice sites on the vertices of our PT photonic topological insulator act as sources and sinks of topological edge states. Since 

the transport is unidirectional, the edge states are present just between a source and a sink. (b) A whole edge of the lattice acts as a sink/source. 

The major progress in photonic topological insulators and photonic PT systems raises a natural 

question: can topological insulators exist in PT-symmetric systems? The present literature suggests that 

this may be impossible. However, we found that these theories fail to describe the relevant physical 

effects because they are premised on the low-energy limit of infinite size systems.  

Here we show that it is possible to have 2D non-Hermitian PT-symmetric lattices that display the 

behavior of a topological insulator: unidirectional and topological protected transport. An example of 

such a system is shown in Fig. 1a-b: a hexagonal or triangular lattice (of helical waveguides) where the 

sites have alternating gain and loss. We find that the edge states in this lattice has purely-real energies 

(Fig. 1d), and that transport in this lattice is unidirectional and completely robust to PT-conserving 

defects (Fig. 1c) (without scattering backwards or into the bulk). We find that these non-Hermitian 

topological insulators can have either a completely real spectrum (full PT-symmetry) or a complex 

spectrum (broken PT-symmetry), depending on the amount of gain/loss. In the broken PT-symmetry 

regime, we find that the topological states are more resilient to breakup and develop complex energies. 

Moreover, we find that this “merging of non-Hermiticity and topological insulators” gives rise to many 

new interesting physical phenomena: for example, the existence of “sources and sinks” for the 

unidirectional protected edge states. As shown in Fig. 2a, the corners of the lattice act as sources or sinks 

(depending if they end on a site with gain or with loss), and because the edge states are unidirectional, 

they are present just between a source and a sink (but never between a sink and a source). Interestedly, 

we also found that some types of edge can act as edge-sinks or edge-sources of topological edge-modes, as 

depicted in Fig 2(b). Moreover, these topological edge states of the non-Hermitian lattice exhibit some 

other features that make them distinct from ordinary topological insulators. Our results open the door to 

new conceptual ideas involving topological phases in non-Hermitian systems.   

The research leading to these results has received funding from the European Union’s – Seventh 

Framework Programme (FP7/2007-2013) under grant agreement n◦ 629114 MC–Structured Light.  
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Abstract-The integration of a photonic information processing system onto a single chip requires 
great research effort toward engineering metamaterials for miniaturization of the optical devices 
and circuits. We discuss nanoscale engineered optical nonlinearities for modulation and wave 
mixing of optical fields, and metal-dielectric-semiconductor nanostructures and compositions to 
construct nanoemitters for chip-scale integration. 

The integration of photonic systems requires miniaturization of the optical components, similar to the effort 
that has led to the extensive miniaturization in electronics. For applications involving a photonics layer between 
different components on the same chip, the photonic components must be comparable in size to the electronic 
components, and minimally interfer with each other when densely packed. Such future systems, further require 
the discovery of new technologies that can operate not only at ultrafast rates (<1 ps), but also at extremely low 
energies, and with low levels of insertion loss.  Additionally, future technologies will need to be highly 
compact, as well as resilient to temperature change. Moreover, the device designs should provide scalability with 
respect to the operating wavelength, and the optical carrier should be allowed to range in a broad spectral range 
to support the necessary aggregate information bandwidth.  As specific examples of our most recent work 
towards these goals, we present nanoscale engineered second order nonlinearities and various composite 
metal-dielectric-semiconductor gain geometries used to create new types of nanolasers and nanoemitters for 
chip-scale integration of optical information systems.   

The strain-induced second order optical nonlinear effects were demonstrated, but despite recent 
accomplishments, the physical mechanisms behind strained silicon’s characteristics remain poorly understood. 
Therefore, the calculations of scaling coefficients which relate the nonlinearity to the local strain gradient are 
critical to the design of future devices implementing strained silicon. To this end, we have theoretically analyzed 
the breaking of symmetry which occurs in silicon as a result of asymmetric strain which was validated 
experimentally. We fabricated and characterized Fabry-Perot waveguide resonators strained by a compressively 
stressed silicon nitride cladding. By applying a voltage of either positive or negative 25 volts vertically across 
the waveguides, we induced and measured shifts in the resonances exhibited by the transmission spectra. 
However, we also observed effect of the cladding on the nonlinear response that led us recently to study effects 
of free carriers in fully-etched, dielectric-clad silicon waveguides. We theoretically characterized the free-carrier 
plasma dispersion effect in fully-etched silicon waveguides, with various dielectric material claddings, due to 
fixed interface charges and trap states at the silicon-dielectric interfaces. The values used for these charges are 
obtained from the measured capacitance-voltage (C-V) characteristics of SiO2, SiNx, and Al2O3 thin films 
deposited on silicon substrates. Our results show that, in addition to being a critical factor in the analysis of such 
active devices as capacitively-driven silicon modulators, this effect should also be taken into account when 
considering the propagation losses of passive silicon waveguides. Most rcently, we fabricated silicon 
waveguides in silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafers clad with either silicon dioxide, silicon nitride, or aluminum 



oxide, and by measuring the electro-optic behavior of ring resonators, we characterize the cladding-dependent 
and capacitively-induced free-carrier effects in each of these waveguides. By comparing our measured data with 
simulation results, we confirm that the observed voltage dependences of the transmission spectra are due to 
changes in the concentrations of holes and electrons within the semiconductor waveguide, and we show for the 
first time how strongly these effects depend on the cladding material which comes into contact with the silicon 
waveguide. Additionally, the waveguide loss is found to have a particularly high sensitivity to the applied 
voltage, suggesting that these effects may find use in a wide range of applications which require low- or 
high-loss propagation. These phenomena, which are present in all semiconductor waveguides, may be 
incorporated into more complex waveguide designs in the future to create high-efficiency electro-optic 
modulators and wavemixers. 

 
The research towards building light emitters with most compact footprint is a challenge that we also have 

been investigating. One approach for making compact light emitters is to incorporate metals into their design, 
since metals can effectively confine leaky optical modes while isolating the lasers from their neighboring 
environment. We incorporate metals to reduce the size of the light emitter resonator in all 3-D.  In this type of 
cavity it is possible to achieve higher Q factors and lower lasing gain thresholds, albeit at the expense of reduced 
mode confinement. Specifically, we describe two types of metal-dielectric 3-D resonators: (a) a composite 
metal-dielectric-semiconductor cavity where the low index dielectric acts as a shield to reduce the loss into the 
metal and (b) a coaxial resonator that supports a TEM-like mode which has no cut-off and the physical size of 
the cavity can be infinitely scaled down in lateral dimensions. The modes in such 3-D cavities can be grouped 
into two main categories: (i) surface bound (that is, surface plasmon polariton (SPP)) resonant modes and (ii) 
conventional resonant modes within the metal cavity. Although highly confined, the plasmonic modes are lossy 
and the lasing gain threshold for such cavities can be very large. However, the negative permittivity of metals 
enables them to act as efficient mirrors, leading to the second class of metallo-dielectric cavity modes, which can 
be viewed as lossy approximations of the modes in a perfectly conducting metal resonator.  

Recently, we also initiated a study of transmission and emission properties of lossy and gain-compensated 
near-infrared hyperbolic metamaterials. We demonstrate luminescent hyperbolic metasurfaces (LuHMS), in 
which semiconductor quantum heterostructures simultaneously function as light-emitters and the constituent 
dielectric. The unique design of the LuHMS enables verification of broadband hyperbolic dispersion by extreme 
polarization anisotropy of photoluminescence. LuHMS open the door to “meta-gain” media, with gain spectra 
dependent upon co-optimization of pump properties and the metamaterial’s optical and electronic densities of 
states. The findings have broad implications in the field of active metamaterials, with applications ranging from 
enhanced nonlinear interactions to improved hyper-lenses and asymmetric transmission devices. 
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Abstract-We propose novel techniques for introducing controlling the loss mechanism in 

nanophotonic systems.  Different configurations have been exploited to electrically and optically 

control the loss mechanism in silicon nanostructures at the Near and Mid infra red region.  
 

Silicon photonics and  nanophotonics attracts great attention in the last decade due to its ease of fabrication 

and high tolerance and fabrication yield which. The ability to control the loss and gain for such systems opens 

new directions of signal control and manipulation to achieve novel on chip functionalities. For this purpose, we 

discuses two novel systems in both the near and MIR range with electrical and optical control of the loss 

mechanisms in these systems. This fast control allow for optical modulation of the output signal using the 

control pulse. 

The first system utilizes ITO  plasmonic configuration to  control the loss in a long range silicon plasmonic 

system. In this system, the low loss long range plasmonic mode is excited in a silicon hybrid symmetric structure.  

For this system, the field is localized in in the ITO/ SiO2 layer. Thus, by controlling the optical characteristics of 

the ITO layer, the behavior of the systems changes dramatically. This mainly due the change in the real part of 

the refractive index of ITO layer [1]. This change create asymmetry in the system and hence the long range 

symmetric mode which was originally excited in the systems exhibit fast radiation due to the mismatch 

introduced in its momentum.   

 

For the second system, highly doped silicon is exploited as a plasmonic like material in the mid infrared 

(MIR) range. For this system, controlling the number of free career in the doped silicon should allow the system 

to move from dielectric like to plasmonic like material [2]. Optical and electrical carrier excitation mechanisms 

are exploited for such purpose. Using this career control machoism the localized field inside silicon insulator 

silicon (SIS) can be easily manipulated. Various plasmonic  waveguides configuration are studies to demonstrate 

such control. This novel control mechanism opens the door to wide range of applications including for example, 

optical switching, optical control and modulation, optical routing, optical gates, and optical transistors. 
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Abstract- We show spontaneous mirror-symmetry breaking in two coupled photonic crystal 

nanolasers. This is the first experimental demonstration of such transition in micro/nanophotonics. 

A pitchfork bifurcation exhibits two localized states, whose coexistence has been shown by optical 

switching with short pulses. This opens exciting avenues for integrated optical flip-flop memories. 

In addition, the symmetry breaking bifurcation has been observed with only ~100 intracavity 

photons, which makes this system promising to investigate non-classical photon correlations. 

The interplay between photon tunneling and light-matter interactions in multi-well optical potentials –or 

photonic molecules (PMs)– is at the heart of many recent developments in quantum and nonlinear optics (see e.g. 

[1]). A key phenomenon taking place in double well potentials is the spontaneous breaking of the inversion 

symmetry: a bifurcation from delocalized to localized states in the wells, which are mirror images of each other. 

Although few theoretical studies have addressed mirror-symmetry breaking in micro and nanophotonic systems 

[2], experimental evidence has been elusive so far, having been reported for the first time only recently [3]. 

Here we show the spontaneous symmetry breaking (SSB) of the inversion symmetry in two coupled 

semiconductor photonic crystal (PhC) nanocavities in a laser regime. In order to achieve this goal we have 

designed and fabricated a PhC molecule formed by two evanescently coupled PhC L3 cavities in an InP 

freestanding membrane containing four InGaAs/InGaAsP quantum wells (period a = 425 nm, hole radius r = 

0.266a see Ref. [3] for further details). The key ingredient in order to achieve SSB in this system is that the 

nonlinear frequency shift (given by the α factor in the QWs) must overcome the evanescent intercavity coupling 
–or photon tunneling–. Hence we implemented a barrier engineering technique in order to control the potential 

barrier between the cavities by design [4].  

Thanks to this technique, the strong cavity-to-cavity coupling has been lowered such that the mode splitting 

is reduced to 'O~1.5 nm (middle row-hole radius in the barrier= r - 20%), equal to ~3 times the mode linewidth, 
which fulfills the requirements for the occurrence of SSB. Light coming out from the cavities was spatially 

filtered using single mode fibers as pinholes, coupled to low noise APD detectors. As a result, photons emitted 

from the individual nanolasers were independently and simultaneously measured. This technique allowed us to 

show spontaneous light localization in either the left (L1R0 state) or the right (L0R1) cavities. The observed 

bifurcation diagram exhibits a pitchfork bifurcation leading to two broken parity states [3].  

In order to demonstrate SSB, coexistence of these states has to be proven. With this aim we injected 100 ps 

pulses @ λ=800 nm in each cavity. As a result, the L1R0 state is switched to the L0R1 state as long as the 

excitation pulse impinged the left cavity (Fig. 1 left, middle frame), whereas L0R1 switching to L1R0 was 

observed provided the pulse perturbed the right cavity (Fig. 1 left, bottom frame). The experimental results are 

well reproduced using coupled mode theory in semiconductor media (Fig. 1 right). Switching off a cavity by an 



extra pump pulse can be explained as follows: since carrier density in the high intensity cavity is lower because 

of gain saturation, only a carrier excess arriving to the high intensity cavity is able to go towards the low 

intensity state. Indeed, it can be observed from Fig. 1 (right) that a kick pulse on the R cavity when the R cavity 

is in the low intensity state does not induce any switching.  

Our bistable switchable PM nanolaser opens exciting prospects for the realization of ultra-compact, scalable 

optical flip-flop memories based on SSB without any resonant driving beam. In addition, since the tunneling rate 

can be finely adjusted using the potential barrier engineering implemented here, we can predict SSB transitions 

with few intracavity photons for future nanolaser devices with strong quantum correlations. 

  

Figure 1: a) Coexistence of parity broken states, experimental results: cavity switching is triggered 

by a short (100 ps) pulse. Top: non-perturbed spontaneous switching. Center: the pulse is applied to 

the L cavity (sketched as a blue peak). Bottom: the perturbation is applied to the R cavity (sketched 

as a red peak). b) Numerical simulations of switching broken parity states. A short pulse arrives to 

the L-cavity at t = 21.3 ns. Switching is observed pulse energies overcoming a threshold.  
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Abstract- We will report our experiments on controlling the flow of light in high-quality 

whispering-gallery-mode (WGM) resonators by bringing them to the vicinity of their exceptional 

points (EPs), which are characterized by the coalescence of the eigenvalues and eigenstates of the 

system. We have shown that in the vicinity of an EP, the effect of loss can be reversed, chirality of 

the light in WGMs can be controlled, and the emission direction of a WGM microlaser can be 

selected at will. 

 

 

Whispering-Gallery-Mode (WGM) microresonators, with their high quality factors and highly-confined 

optical modes, have emerged as excellent platforms for exploring basic science and for fabricating functional 

devices. They have been used for sensing, cavity-QED, optomechanics, optical filtering, low threshold lasing, 

and most recently for the realization of parity-time symmetry in optics. Waveguide coupled WGM 

microresonators (stand alone or coupled) are ideal model systems for the studies of non-Hermitian physics. The 

WGM resonators are open systems due to optical losses originating from absorption, coupling and radiation. As 

is the case for any non-Hermitian system, if the system parameters are steered, the WGM-microresonator system 

can be brought to an EP, which is a non-Hermitian degeneracy at which complex eigenvalues and the 

corresponding eigenstates of a physical system coalesce. The presence of an EP affects the system significantly, 

leading to nontrivial physics with interesting counterintuitive features.  

 

In this talk, we will report and discuss how to control optical processes and the flow of light in WGM 

microresonators by operating them in the vicinity of EPs. In particular, we will present techniques and methods 

on how to bring a system of waveguide-coupled WGM resonators to the vicinity of EPs, and report on our 

experimental studies where we have showed reversing the effect of loss in optical systems and controlling the 

propagation properties of light in WGM microresonators in the vicinity of EPs. First, in a system of two coupled 

WGM microresonators, we will show loss-induced suppression and revival of optical nonlinearities and Raman 

lasing at an EP of the system: An existing Raman laser is annihilated when additional loss is introduced into the 

system. However, the laser revives back if the amount of loss exceeds a critical value [1]. Second, in a 

waveguide coupled WGM microresonator, we will show how to dynamically control the chirality of resonator 

modes and the emission direction of a WGM microlaser in the vicinity of EPs where strong asymmetric 

backscattering takes place. When the system is far from the EPs, it is nonchiral and laser emission is 

bidirectional (both clockwise and counterclockwise). However, when it is brought to the EPs, the modes become 

chiral and lead to unidirectional emission such that the emission is in the clockwise direction at one of the EPs 

and in the counter-clockwise direction at a different EP of the system [2]. 
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Figure 1. Controlling light at exceptional points. (Left) Loss-induced suppression and revival of Raman lasing 

in the vicinity of an EP in a coupled system of two WGM microresonator where additional loss is introduced to 

the resonator on the right. (Right) Asymmetric backscattering at an EP when two scatterers are placed within the 

mode volume of a WGM microresonator. When the input is in clockwise (CW) direction from left (upper panel), 

no light is scattered into the counter-clockwise (CCW) direction (red spectrum) whereas when the input is in the 

CCW direction from right (lower panel), back-scattering into CW takes place (blue spectrum). 
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Abstract-In this work we investigate the electromagnetic wave propagation in a PT-symmetric hypercrystal 
composed of hyperbolic metamaterial layers separated by dielectric media with balanced loss and gain. The 
effect of the loss/gain level on the evolution of dispersion curves is considered. It is shown that the scattering 
properties of the stack and spontaneous symmetry breaking are strongly influenced by the constitutive and 
geometrical parameters of the layers and wave angles of incidence. 
 

The dispersion properties of multilayered structures formed by hyperbolic media have been 

investigated mainly for the photonic crystal regime avoiding the hypercrystal limit [1]. Such materials 

exhibit unusual properties that can find many applications in nanophotonics. The discovery of 

parity-time (PT )-symmetric media [2] has shown significant potential for advancing toward the goal of 

new metamaterial design. In this work we explore the optical properties of the PT-symmetric hyperbolic 

semiconductor metamaterial formed by periodic variation of uniaxial metamaterial layer placed 

between two dielectric slabs of identical thickness, with complex-conjugate dielectric permittivities 

d iε ε ε′ ′′= −  and *
d iε ε ε′ ′′= +  (Fig.1a). We assume that the metamaterial medium is a periodic 

multilayer stack of alternating layers of two lossless semiconductors.  

The dispersion relation and characteristic frequencies for dispersion dependencies of the eigenwaves 

of PT-symmetric hypercrystal were determined. Using the exact transfer-matrix approach and an 

effective medium theory, we have analysed the scattering properties of PT-symmetric hypercrystal 

stack of total thickness L. It was obtained that the effective medium approach does not adequately 

describe the propagating waves in the PT-symmetric stacks. We have shown that the unidirectional 



invisibility can be observed at frequencies corresponding to hyperbolic regimes. The amplification of 

reflected waves was obtained for a case of left incidence. The spontaneous symmetry breaking 

phenomenon is observed at frequencies corresponding to first hyperbolic regime (blue shaded area, 

0, 0xx zzε ε< > , where ,xx zzε  are the components of an effective permittivity tensor), where 

1 21/ 1λ λ= >  (Fig.1b).  

 

 
Fig.1. (a) – Geometry of the problem; (b) – log|λ1,2| as a function of frequency at 2.1ε ′ = , 0.1ε ′′ = , L=1.2 mm; 

red lines - iθ = 15°, black lines - iθ = 75°;  solid and dashed curves of the same colour correspond to the 
different eigenvalues of the same scattering matrix. 
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Abstract: Recently, parity-time (PT) symmetric optics has become an emerging field 
which allows a controlled interplay between real and imaginary parts of refractive index. 
Here by exploiting the concept of PT symmetry, we experimentally synthesize one kind 
of unidirectional reflectionless optical metamaterial on a silicon chip where reflection 
from one side is significantly suppressed near the spontaneous PT phase transition point. 
In addition, on the same platform, we experimentally realize passive PT photonic lattices 
where we observe complex Bloch oscillations that have no counterpart in Hermitian 
lattices. This PT-synthetic silicon photonic platform can be used to measure dynamics in 
non-Hermitian quantum mechanics which may pave the way to novel optical effects and 
a new generation of optical devices. 

 
The past 20 years have witnessed great progress of artificial microstructures like 

photonic crystals, plasmonics and metamaterials which provide people new ideas and 
materials to manipulate light in demand. However, most of such structures and devices 
have been based on delicately control of real refractive index. The ubiquitous loss in 
these systems is typically considered a problem. Recently, notion of parity-time (PT) 
symmetry has been developed in optics1,2 from previous quantum theory. This emerging 
field provides a new way to utilize material loss to realize novel optical effects and 
devices. In this work, we propose a passive PT metamaterial3 which share similar phase 
transition process with balanced PT metamaterial4,5 despite some background absorption, 
both of which have unidirectional reflectionless phenomenon at the exceptional point. 
This passive optical metamaterial is designed by engineering profile and thickness of 
optical materials on a silicon-on- insulator (SOI) platform. Numerical simulations and 
experimental verification of the designed metamaterial consistently show asymmetric 
reflection with high contrast ratios in a broadband communication wavelength. The 
observed unidirectional scattering characteristics have clearly demonstrated the 
exceptional point as well as its associated spontaneous breaking of PT symmetry. On the 
other hand, inspired by the concept of photonic simulation6 of condensed matter physics, 
we experimentally investigate PT Bloch oscillations (BO) in non-Hermitian silicon 
photonic lattices consisting of an array of bent dissipative silicon waveguides7. By using 



 

 

scanning near-field optical microscope (SNOM), we are able to directly observe 
continuous wave dynamics responsible for complex BO in real space8. The spatial wave 
dynamics recorded by the SNOM reveal a prominent secondary emission around the BO 
recovery point that is related to the PT symmetry breaking in contrast to the classical 
picture of BO in a Hermitian system. Further engineering of the complex optical 
potentials is expected to create novel PT metamaterials with more counterintuitive  
phenomena in the field of quantum mechanics and condensed matter physics. This fully 
integrated non-Hermitian silicon photonic platform provides a major step forward in 
expanding the application scope of on-chip photonics in quantum simulation and 
studying unprecedented non-Hermitian transport phenomena as well. 
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Abstract- We report on the observation of Rabi splitting of approximately 123 meV in 

photoluminescence spectra as an indication of strong coupling between excited states of CdSe/ZnS 

quantum dots (QDs) and localized surface plasmon modes of silver nanoshells under nonresonant 

nanosecond pulsed laser excitation at room temperature. The strong coupling manifests itself as an 

anticrossing-like behavior of the two newly formed polaritons when tuning the silver nanoshell 

plasmon energies across the exciton line of the QDs.  
 

Combining metal and semiconductor nanostructures being resonant with each other opens up unique 
possibilities for the coupled excitations that can act differently than the optical excitations of the individual 
components and potentially lead to synergistic properties caused by interactions between the constituents [1]. 
Such exciton-plasmon interactions allow manipulation of absorption and emission properties, control of 
energy-transfer processes, creation of new polaritons in the strong coupling regime, and enhancement of optical 
nonlinearities. Strong coupling regime has been realized between emitter and cavity exciton–photon interaction, 
when their interaction becomes larger than the dipole emitter decay rate and the cavity field decay rate [2-3]. 
However, the diffraction-limited optical cavities place a lower bound on the size of these systems [4]. Surface 
plasmons (SPs) of metal nanoparticles (NPs) are regarded as promising candidates for the investigation of strong 
coupling effects. Since the first observation of strong coupling between a SP mode and excitons in J-aggregates 
[5], great progress has been made and Rabi splitting even in the ultrastrong coupling regime has been achieved 
[6-7]. However, there are few reports about strong coupling between QDs and SPs except the works made by D. 
E. Gómez group utilizing prism coupling and attenuated total reflection technique [8, 9]. Moreover, systematic 
study concerning how the emission from the plexciton state is modified by SPs at the strong coupling regime is 
necessary and meaningful for quantum information processing. In this paper, we integrate CdSe/ZnS QDs and 
silver nanoshells together, and, for the first time, Rabi splitting approximately as large as 123 meV in PL spectra 
is realized under the nonresonant excitation of nanosecond pulsed laser at room temperature.  

Figure 1a illustrates the excitation-detection scheme for the studies on strong coupling between localized 
surface plasmon (LSP) of Ag nanoshells and exciton of CdSe/ZnS QDs. The evolution of emission spectra of 
QDs_565, QDs_585 and QDs_605 (the number denotes the emission center wavelength of QDs) together with 
Ag nanoshells as a function of pump energy are depicted in Figure 2a-c, respectively. Under low pump energy, 
the spectral features resemble that of pure QDs. For pure QDs, only broad spontaneous emission of QDs was 
identified when excited up to the maximum pump energy and the emission intensity increases to a peak value 
due to gain saturation. As the pump energy exceeds a threshold, the emission spectra of the mixture systems 
begin to manifest distinctive characteristics and show a doublet of peaks around the exciton resonance frequency 
which is the direct evidence of Rabi splitting. The higher energy mode on the blue side of the exciton is referred 
to as the UP branch and the lower energy mode on the red side is referred to as the lower polariton (LP) branch. 
After analyzing the spectra by fitting with two or three Lorentzian peaks, it is apparent that the UP and LP shift 



to higher or lower energy with the increase of the pump energy as depicted in Figure 2d-f, meaning that the Rabi 
splitting energy increases with the pump energy. As for 220 SiO2@30 Ag/QDs_585 systems displayed in Figure 
2b and 2e, remarkable splitting value up to 103 meV has been achieved when the pump energy is 179.6 μJ, the 
maximum pump energy limited by our laser instrument. When the exciton energy of QDs is close to the pump 
energy like QDs_565, even at lower pump energy (130.5 μJ), Rabi splitting value up to 123 meV could be 
achieved (Figure 2a and 2d)，perhaps owing to pump and emission energy matching resultant higher pump 
efficiency. On the other hand, because the emission wavelength of QDs_605 match the extinction peak of 220 
SiO2 @30 Ag, the better overlap contributes to easily realized strong coupling compared to QDs_585 (Figure 2c 
and 2f).  

The Rabi splitting energy is found to increase linearly with the excitation density. By tuning the silver 
nanoshell plasmon energies across the exciton line of the QDs, the dispersion lines present an anticrossing-like 
behavior, which is the signature of strong plasmon-exciton coupling. High pump energy and collective strong 
coupling of many QDs with the radiative dipole mode of Ag nanoshell are believed vital to the realization of 
strong coupling in our system. 

 

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of the excitation-detection configuration. (b) SEM image of the 220 SiO2@30 Ag 
standing for Ag nanosells with SiO2 core (diameter: 220 nm) – Ag shell (thickness: 30 nm). 

 
Figure 2. Evolution of emission spectra as a function of pump energy for 220 SiO2@ 30Ag mixed with QDs 

with different emission centers (a) 565 nm, (b) 585 nm, (c) 605 nm. (d-f) Evolution of UP and LP resonance 
energies as a function of pump energy deduced from (a-c), respectively. The insets in d-f are fits of splitting 

energy of polariton emission as a function of pump energy. 
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Abstract- As a fundamental electrostatic limit, the space charge limit (SCL) for photocurrent is a 

universal feature and of paramount importance in organic semiconductors with unbalanced 

electron/hole mobility and high exciton generation. Here, we propose a new concept of 

plasmonic-electrical effect to manipulate the electrical properties (photocarrier generation, 

recombination, transport, and collection) of semiconductor devices with the help of plasmonically 

induced light redistribution. As a proof-of-concept, organic solar cells (OSCs) incorporating 

metallic planar and grating anodes are systematically investigated for normal and inverted device 

structures. Interestingly, although strong plasmonic resonances induce abnormally dense 

photocarriers around a grating anode, the grating-inverted OSC is exempt from space charge 

accumulation (limit) and degradation of electrical properties in contrast to the planar-inverted and 

planar-normal ones. It is because abnormally redistributed holes by the plasmonic-electrical effect, 

despite of the typically low mobility of holes, shorten hopping path of low mobility holes to reach 

the grating anode. Consequently, the work contributes to the evolution of device architecture to 

break the SCL with detailed multiphysics explanations. Moreover, the proposed 

plasmonic-electrical concept will open up a novel way to manipulate both optical and electrical 

properties of organic semiconductor devices for optoelectronic applications. 
 

The space charge limit (SCL) effect is a universal phenomenon in semiconductor devices involving light emitting 

diodes, solar cells, and photodetectors. Typically, the SCL will exist in the condition of (1) unbalanced hole and electron 

mobility; (2) thick active layer; (3) high light intensity or dense photocarriers (electrons and holes) generation; and (4) 

moderate reverse bias. A low mobility of hole as compared to that of electron can be occurred in organic semiconductor 

devices dependent on device fabrication procedures, for instance, the thermal annealing, solvent annealing, etc. In the 

planar-inverted organic solar cells (OSCs), photocarriers will be generated at the region close to the transparent cathode, 

such as indium tin oxide (ITO), where incident light will first penetrate. The photogenerated holes with a low mobility will 

have to transport through the whole active layer, and then reach to the anode. If the length of the active layer is longer than 

the mean drift length of holes, the incurred SCL can be easily observed due to the severely unbalanced mobility of electron 

and hole and the accumulated holes (i.e. space charges) inside the device. As a consequence, the short circuit current and fill 

factor of OSCs will drop significantly due to both bulk recombination and space charge formations. 

In this work, through the study of plasmonic OSCs, we will show metallic nanostructures go beyond their optical 

functions to control recombination, transport, and collection of photocarriers generated from active organic materials. 

Through spatially redistributing light absorption at the active layer, the proposed plasmonic-electrical concept is 

fundamentally different from the hot carrier effect where photocarriers are generated from metallic nanostructures. The 

eliminated SCL in OSCs has been demonstrated through incorporating metallic (Ag or Au) nanostructures and then the 



improved efficiency is achieved [1]. Consequently, the investigation of plasmonic-electrical [2-4] and plasmonic-optical 

[5-9] effects can enhance device performances such as improving the light absorption of solar cells, increasing emission 

efficiency of light emitting devices, reducing dark current and enhancing sensitivity of photodetector as well as intensifying 

the surface enhanced Raman scattering for biosensor applications. 

The commonly polymer blend of poly(3-hexylthiophene):[6,6]-phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (P3HT:PCBM) is 

used. To demonstrate the SCL effect, three structural and material configurations were fabricated to intuitively show the 

plasmonic-electrical effects. 1. Annealed P3HT:PCBM active layer at non-optimized annealing temperature (robust and 

well-recognized) for unbalanced electron/ hole mobility and low hole mobility (to favor SCL effects). 2. Inverted OSC 

structures for a long hole transport path (to favor SCL effects). 3. Metallic nanograting as an anode shown in Figure 1(b) for 

demonstrating the plasmonically modified SCL effect. The planar and grating OSCs are inverted device structures of 

ITO/TiO2 (20 nm)/active layer (220 nm)/MoO3 (10 nm)/Ag (with or without grating) (100 nm) (See Figure 1). For 

comparative and systematic study, the planar and grating OSCs with normal device structures of ITO/ PEDOT:PSS (30 

nm)/active layer (220 nm)/Ca (10 nm)/Ag (with or without grating) (100 nm) are also fabricated. All the active layer 

thicknesses are about 220 nm. 

According to the Mott-Gurney law states photocurrent (Jph) in the SCL regime can be described as following using 

negligible number of deep localized states and field independent mobility. 
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where G, Ve, μh, q, ε0εr are the averaged generation rate, the effective voltage drop across the active layer or hole 

accumulation region, the hole mobility, the electron charge and the dielectric permittivity of the active layer respectively. 

The compensation voltage V0, which is almost equal to the built-in potential of OSCs, is defined as Jph(V0)=0. The effective 

applied voltage Ve is given as V0-V, where V is the applied bias voltage. Differently, under a sufficiently large reverse bias 

(ignorable recombination), Jph is approximated as 

                               phJ qGL                             (2) 

where L is the active layer’s thickness. 

SCL characteristics in Ag-planar-inverted and Ag-grating-inverted OSCs have been studied by measuring Jph under 

various incident light intensity and effective applied voltage (V0-Vl) conditions at room temperature and the results are 

shown in Figure 2. For the Ag-planar-inverted device, when V0-V<0.2 V (i.e. a low internal electrostatic field, see Figure 

2(a)), the approximately linear proportion of Jph to V0-V is mainly governed by the diffusion and drift currents effect. As 

internal field increases, Jph shows a square-root dependence on V0-V. When the internal field further increases, under 

sufficiently high reverse voltage, photocurrent becomes saturated (internal-field independent) with no occurrence of 

recombination, indicating the mean distance (w) of free charge carriers becomes equal to or larger than the active layer 

thickness (L). The Jph’s dependence on V0-V reveal the current transition from diffusion and drift current, to SCL limited 

current and finally saturated current with  no occurrence of recombination. The Jph versus light intensity at three different 

effective applied voltages (at V0-V =0.2 V, 0.5 V, 1 V in the square-root regime, and V0-V =10 V in the saturation regime) is 

extracted as shown in Figure 3 and further verify the SCL occurrence in the Ag-planar-inverted OSC. From the results for 

planar inverted OSCs (see Figure 3(a)), Jph is approximately proportional to I3/4 at the SCL region (1/2 power dependence of 

Jph on V0-V) and proportional to I0.93 at the saturation region for sufficiently high V0-V. According to Equation (1) and (2), 

we conclude that the space charge effect occurs and dominates electrical properties of the Ag-planar-inverted device. 

Regarding the Ag-grating-inverted OSCs, Jph versus V0-V at different incident light intensities is shown in Figure 3(b). 



            

(b)(a)

Amazingly, the SCL characteristics disappear when a metallic grating anode is incorporated. When V0-V <0.2 V, Jph is 

almost linearly proportional to V0-V, which is the same as the Ag-planarinverted device. However, at higher voltages, Jph 

becomes saturated and shows no square-root dependence on V0-V. Furthermore, extracting the curve of Jph versus the light 

intensity at different V0-V, Jph shows a linear dependence on the light intensity. This suggests the eliminated SCL and 

reduced bulk recombination. 

Electrical characteristic parameters of OSCs with four different device structures are listed in Table 1. For the 

Ag-normal OSCs, the characteristic parameters including shortcircuit current (JSC) and fill factor (FF) show no significant 

distinction for both planar and grating devices. After introducing the nanostructured cathode, the increased JSC and reduced 

FF are respectively due to the metallic grating enhanced optical absorption and elongated hole (shortened electron) transport 

path. However, for the Ag-inverted OSCs, the characteristic parameters of the planar and grating devices show considerable 

differences. For example, FF of the Ag-planar-inverted device drops drastically compared to that of Ag-grating-inverted one. 

The maximum possible FF at the SCL regime is about 42%. 

FF of the Ag-planar-inverted and Ag-grating-inverted devices are respectively lower and higher than 42%. The OSCs, 

which achieve a FF significantly larger than 42%, will be exempt from the SCL. The FF of the Ag-planar-inverted device is 

noticeably smaller than 42% due to the SCL effect with a large recombination loss. Furthermore, JSC of the 

Ag-grating-inverted device is improved by 75% in comparison with the Ag planar-inverted one. On one hand, surface 

plasmons excited in the metallic grating enhance the optical absorption of OSCs. On other hand, low-mobility holes, 

abnormally generated around the grating anode, are collected fast and easily leading to the reduced recombination loss. 

Hence, the Ag-grating-inverted device improves JSC much more significantly than the Ag-grating-normal one, although the 

same optical enhancement can be achieved by the Ag-grating-normal device. Considering the improved FF together with 

the boosted short-circuit current, the PCE of the Ag-gratinginverted device is remarkably increased by 137%. 

In conclusion, the work demonstrated the plasmonic-electrical effect breaks the SCL in inverted OSCs through 

introducing a metallic nanostructured anode. The linear dependence of photocurrent on light intensity and significantly 

improved FF are clear proofs for the eliminated SCL characteristics. Plasmonically induced light absorption redistribution 

shortens the transport path of low-mobility holes; and thus reduces bulk recombination and space charge accumulation. 

Consequently, exploiting both plasmonic-optical and plasmonic-electrical effects via metallic nanostructures will open up a 

more flexible and integrated way to design high-performance optoelectronic nanodevices. 

 

Figure 1. A schematic pattern of inverted OSC devices. (a) 

inverted OSCs with a planar metallic anode; (b) inverted OSCs 

with a grating metallic anode. ‘SC’ denotes the space charge. A 

long transport path of holes in the planar-inverted OSC induces 

the SCL characteristics. A short transport path of holes 

manipulated by the plasmonic-electrical effect in the 

grating-inverted OSC breaks the SCL. 

 

Figure 2. SCL characteristics for Ag-inverted OSCs. 

photocurrents versus effective applied voltage at different 

incident light intensities. (a) Ag-planar-inverted OSCs, and (b) 

Ag-grating-inverted OSCs. Light intensity is varied from 100, 63, 

40, 25, to 10 mW cm-2 by using neutral density filters. The black 

solid lines in (a) represent the square-root dependence of 



(a) (b)

photocurrent on effective applied voltage (SCL region). 

 

Figure 3. Photocurrents versus incident light intensity at different 

effective applied voltages. (a) Ag-planar-inverted OSCs, and (b) 

Ag-grating-inverted OSCs. 
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Abstract- We report our advances in development of subwavelength engineered metamaterial 

structures for silicon photonics. This unique technology allows synthesis of an effective photonic 

medium with an unprecedented control of material properties, constituting a powerful tool for a 

designer of photonic integrated circuits. We present an overview of different implementations of 

these nanophotonic structures in silicon photonic integrated circuits, such as high-efficiency 

fiber-chip couplers, wavelength multiplexers and microspectrometers, waveguide crossovers, 

ultra-broadband splitters and mid-infrared waveguide components, to name a few.        

 

By locally engineering the refractive index of silicon by forming a pattern of holes at the subwavelength 

scale it is possible to manipulate the flow of light in silicon photonic waveguides [1-6]. We have demonstrated a 

number of subwavelength engineered devices operating at telecom wavelengths, including fibre-chip couplers, 

waveguide crossings, WDM multiplexers, ultra-fast optical switches, athermal waveguides, evanescent field 

sensors, polarization rotators, transceiver hybrids and colorless interference couplers [6]. The subwavelength 

metamaterial concept has been adopted by industry (IBM) for fibre-chip coupling [7] and subwavelength 

structures are likely to become key building blocks for the next generation of integrated photonic circuits. We 

have demonstrated an unprecedented control over the light coupling between optical fibers and silicon chips by 

constructing several types of subwavelength index engineered couplers [1,3,4,8-10] operating at telecom (1.55 

Pm) and datacom (1.3 Pm) wavelengts with a coupling efficiency exceeding 90%. We also developed dispersion 
engineered colorless splitters operating over an ultra-broad wavelength range 1260 nm - 1675 nm, exceeding the 

O, E, S, C, L and U optical communication bands. Implementations of subwavelength grating engineered 

structures for evanescent field sensing [11] and mid-infrared silicon photonic circuits [12] with waveguide 



propagation losses <0.9 dB/cm at 3.8 Pm will also be discussed.  

a

b c

 

Figure 1: Subwavelength grating metamaterial structures in silicon waveguides. a) Broadband polarization 

independent fiber-chip edge coupler, b) high-efficiency surface grating coupler, and c) multimode interference 

coupler for mid-infrared applications.  
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Abstract— This paper discusses the use of heavily-doped III/V semiconductors as the building
blocks for infrared plasmonic and metamaterial devices. We begin by demonstrating the ability
to tune the optical properties of our materials by changing the electron doping density, leading
to designer low-loss infrared plasmonic materials with plasma wavelengths spanning the mid-
infrared. We then describe plasmonic devices created with these materials, including plasmonic
nanoantennas and perfect absorbers. Finally, we describe recent work using doped semiconductors
for infrared metamaterials.

Much plasmonics research to date has been performed in the visible spectral range using tradi-
tional metals, such as gold and silver. This work has been quite successful, producing significant
advances and a variety of visible-wavelength devices. There are many applications for plasmonic
materials in the infrared, including gas sensing, control of thermal emission, and enhanced infrared
imaging capabilities. However, in order for plasmonic devices to function, the permittivity of the
metallic components needs to be of the same order of magnitude as the corresponding dielectrics.
Functionally, this requires metallic components with small negative permittivities. Traditional
metals have very large negative permittivities in the mid-infrared, making it impossible to find a
suitable matching dielectric. Instead, we must turn to new materials.

Doped semiconductors o�er a solution. The optical properties of these materials can be accu-
rately modeled using the Drude formalism, giving the frequency-dependent permittivity as

�(�) = �s
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where �s is the permittivity of the undoped semiconductor, �p is the plasma frequency, � is the
scattering rate for carriers in the semiconductor, n is the carrier density in the semiconductor, �0
is the permittivity of free space, and m⇤ is the e�ective mass of the carriers in the semiconductor.
By adjusting the doping density in the material, the plasma frequency can be tuned across the
infrared. III/V semiconductors can be grown using molecular beam epitaxy, resulting in crystalline
films with precise control over the doping density and material thickness. For InAs, the combination
of high maximum doping density and a small electron e�ective mass results in plasma wavelengths
tunable across the mid-infrared, from 5.5µm to longer than 15µm[1, 2]. InSb has demonstrated
plasma wavelengths as short as 6.9µm, shorter than the room-temperature bandgap[3]. Other
semiconductor materials have also been shown to work in the infrared[4, 5, 6].

These plasmonic materials have been used to create a variety of infrared devices, including
perfect absorbers, which concentrate light within a layered semiconductor structure, and nanoan-
tennas, which exhibit a large electric field around the subwavelength feature. There are a variety
of applications for these plasmonic structures, including the creation of more sensitive detectors
and better gas monitoring systems. Since the plasmonic structures are based on doped semicon-
ductors, it is easy to incorporate existing semiconductor optoelectronic devices, including detector
and emitter structures.

Finally, doped semiconductor materials can be used to create layered hyperbolic metamaterials
(HMMs). The first realization of this idea used doped InGaAs as the metal layer and undoped In-
AlAs as the dielectric layer[7]. By tuning the doping density, the onset and bandwidth of the HMM
behavior can be tuned. Our recent e�orts builds on this work, demonstrating HMMs made using a
single semiconductor material system, comprising doped InAs as the metal layer and undoped InAs
as the dielectric. We are able to obtain HMM onset wavelengths as short as 5.8µm. By adjusting
the ratio of the metal:dielectric layer thicknesses, we can obtain multiple optical behaviors in a
single system, including metal, dielectric and HMM. Finally, we use a geometric optics experiment
inspired by [7] to show that our materials exhibit negative refraction, a hallmark of HMM behavior.
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Figure 1: Experimental TM (a) and TE (b) polarized reflection for a metamaterial sample with fill factor 0.5
and plasma wavelength 5.8µm. Simulated TM (c) and TE (d) reflection using e�ective medium theory. (e)
Parallel and perpendicular permittivity determined using e�ective medium theory. (f) Negative refraction
data for razor blocking half the transmitted light on the left and right of the sample.

In conclusion, we have shown that doped semiconductors act as tunable, low-loss infrared metals,
and can be used an applications as varied as nanoantennas, perfect absorbers, and hyperbolic
metamaterials. Since these materials are grown using molecular beam epitaxy, they can easily
be integrated with existing semiconductor optoelectronic devices. These alternative plasmonic
materials show great promise for moving plasmonics to the infrared frequency range.
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Abstract-We develop a theory of nonlinear organic "plasmonics" with strong laser pulses. The 

bistability response of the electron-vibrational model of organic materials in the condensed phase 

has been demonstrated that results in bistability of the surface localized polaritons. We propose the 

exciton control of Coulomb blocking in the quantum dot wire based on non-steady-state nonlinear 

organic "plasmonics" that enable us to obtain near-zero dielectric permittivity during a short time.   

 

Purely organic materials characterized by low losses with negative, near-zero, and smaller than unity 
dielectric permittivities can be easily fabricated. Here we develop a theory of non-steady-state organic 
"plasmonics" with strong short laser pulses that enable us to obtain near-zero dielectric permittivity during 
a short time [1]. We have proposed to use non-steady-state organic "plasmonics" for the enhancement 
of intersite dipolar energy-transfer interaction in the quantum dot wire that influences on electron transport 
through nanojunctions. Such interactions can compensate Coulomb repulsions for particular relationships 
between their values. We propose the exciton control of Coulomb blocking in the quantum dot wire based 
on the non-steady-state near-zero dielectric permittivity of the organic host medium using chirped laser 
pulses [1].  

If one does not use suitably chirped pulses that compensate for a change of frequency of the optical 
transition in time induced by the pulses themselves (see above), equations for populations become nonlinear 
and can demonstrate a bistable behavior. The bistability response of the electron-vibrational model of organic 
materials in the condensed phase has been demonstrated [2]. Fig.1 shows steady-state solutions for the 
populations of the excited electronic state n₂ as a function of the power density of the exciting radiation 

R at different detunings 21y Z Z� . One can see that each value of R within the corresponding interval 

produces three different solutions of the equation for the populations of the excited electronic state  at 
dimensionless detunings y=0, 0.25 and 0.5, however, only lower and upper branches are stable. Such 
detunings correspond to the excitation at the short-wave part of the equilibrium absorption spectrum (see 
the Inset to Fig.1). As the excited state population increases, the spectrum exhibits the blue shift that 
should essentially contribute to the absorption. As a matter of fact, the bistable behavior of the population 
arises from the dependence of the resonance frequency of the molecules in dense medium on the number 
of excited molecules. The bistable behavior of the population results in the bistability of the surface localized 
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polaritons that is also the subject of the present work. 
 

 
Figure 1. Dependence of excited state population on power density of the exciting radiation at different 

detunings.  
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Biomimetic photonics is inspired by nature’s ability to self-assemble complex nanostructured 
materials with superior properties to that of conventional materials. Here we demonstrate the 
fabrication of a novel class of 3D gyroid photonic microstructures inspired by a recent finding in 
butterfly wing-scales and show that these 3D gyroid structures have the ability to redirect 
circularly polarized light as a chiral beamsplitter. We will present the first experimental evidence 
that 8 srs single gyroid nets possess the strong optical activity without circular dichroism due to 
their four-fold rotational symmetry. More intriguingly, we will show these nano-engineered 
gyroid structures can support the topologic state of light if the parity symmetry is broken.  
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Abstract We report a systematic experimental investigation on the optical and thermal properties of 

TiN/Au core shell nanoparticles. Coating Au nanoparticles with TiN creates hybrid core-shell  

structures, which show strong surface plasmon resonance effects. The plasmonic resonance of such 

nanoparticles is found to be tunable with TiN thickness. The thermal properties of such hybrid 

nanoparticles were also systematically investigated and compared to bare Au nanoparticles. The 

results will be significant for key applications such as heat-assisted magnetic recording.  

 

Key plasmonic applications such as heat assisted magnetic recording (HAMR) [1] requires plasmonic 

materials able to withstand temperatures up to several hundred degrees Celsius. Noble metals, such as gold and 

silver, though exhibiting superior plasmonic properties, are unstable at elevated temperatures of a few hundred 

degrees Celsius. Recently there is increasing interest in the search of alternative plasmonic materials that can 

work at extreme conditions, such as high pressure, high temperature and long lifespan.  
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Figure 1 Comparison of the scattering spectra of bare Au 

nanoparticle (red curve) and TiN-coated Au nanoparticle 

(purple curve). Inset: TEM image of a TiN-coated Au 

nanoparticle. 



Conducting oxides, metallic nitrides and even 2D materials like graphene have shown to be promising 

alternative plasmonic materials [2]. In particular, metallic nitrides, such as TiN and ZrN, have been 

demonstrated to exhibit plasmonic properties similar to those of gold at visible and near-infrared (NIR) 

frequencies, whereas having much higher melting temperatures and significantly stronger hardness. These 

outstanding properties make them attractive candidates for HAMR and other plasmonic and metamaterials 

applications. Here we report a systematic investigation of hybrid plasmonic nanoparticles composed of Au 

nanoparticles coated with TiN. The idea is to combine the superior plasmonic properties of Au nanoparticles 

with the robust thermal stability of TiN .  

 

Core-shell nanoparticles were prepared by depositing TiN onto Au nanoparticles by reactive magnetron 

sputtering from a Ti target (a TEM image of one such nanoparticle is shown in inset, Fig.1).  The TiN is shown 

to be able to significantly shift the plasmonic resonance to longer wavelengths, as indicated by measured 

dark-field optical scattering spectroscopy (Fig.1). The plasmonic resonance may be tuned across a broad spectral 

range from visible to NIR through the size and shape of Au nanoparticles, and the thickness of TiN. We also 

systematically investigate the thermal properties of such hybrid core-shell nanoparticles. The evolution of 

nanoparticle morphology and their plasmonic properties are investigated at a variety of temperatures. The 

robustness of such core-shell nanoparticles is compared to that of bare Au nanoparticles. Results from the 

investigation are relevant to the search for alternative plasmonic materials and structures for HAMR, and other 

important applications that require operation under harsh conditions, such as high temperature, high pressure and 

long-durance.  
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Abstract—The excitation of coherent optical phonons in solids provides a pathway for ultrafast
modulation of light on a sub-ps timescale. Here, we report on efficient 3.6THz modulation of light
reflected from hybrid metal-semiconductor plasmonic crystals caused by lattice vibrations in a
few nm thick layer of elemental tellurium. Two effects mediated by plasmonic field enhancement
are studied via time-resolved pump-probe spectroscopy: photoinduced formation of Te at the
gold-semiconductor interface and enhancement of the optical response.

Ultrafast laser pulses with pulse durations considerably smaller than the period of an ionic
vibration can be used to impulsively excite coherent lattice vibrations in solid state crystals [1]. As
such a coherent phonon periodically modulates the dielectric function of the material at hand, the
phase and amplitude of reflected light pulses can be significantly altered in their presence allowing
to follow the time evolution of the lattice motion.

Here, we study the time-resolved pump-probe transients of hybrid plasmonic crystals consisting
of an epilayer of the semiconductor CdMgTe and a gold film which is unidirectionally perforated
with slits of 100 nm width. A schematic sketch of such a sample can be found in Fig.1(a). In the case
of p-polarized light incidence, the reflectivity spectrum presents asymmetrically shaped resonances
[see Fig. 1(b)] whose spectral position depends on the incidence angle. These dispersive resonance
features are caused by the excitation of surface plasmon polaritons (SPP), collective oscillations of
the metal electrons coupling to the electromagnetic field, which can propagate on the two opposite
interfaces of the gold film and lead to locally enhanced fields at the interface. A selection of pump-
probe transients gathered in the p-polarized excitation configuration are summarized in Fig. 1(c).
For long time exposure to laser pulses having a pump fluence of 140µJ/cm2 (e.g. τexp = 50min),
pronounced oscillations can be observed in the differential reflectivity at room temperature with a
characteristic frequency of 3.6THz. While not compatible to eigenfrequencies of lattice vibrations
in CdMgTe itself, the observed oscillation frequency coincides well with the symmetric A1 breathing
mode reported for bulk tellurium. A gradual build-up of the oscillation amplitude suggests that the
elemental tellurium detected in the experiment is formed under laser illumination. Such an optically
induced tellurium segregation has been observed via CW micro-Raman experiments in several other
II-VI compounds [2]. An initial frequency shift to higher energies observed in the transients, which
can be interpreted as caused by confinement of lattice motion during the formation of interfacial
Te, is further supporting this explanation.

When no gold grating is patterned onto the semiconductor, the oscillatory signal is barely
visible for the laser fluences used in this experiment and its elevated frequency suggests that only
a thin layer of segregated Te forms under the laser spot. The added gold layer thus leads to a
considerable increase in the efficiency of the segregation process. The lack of dependence on the
ambient temperature of both the signal amplitude and the speed of the segregation process strongly
suggest that electronic effects rather than thermal effects are responsible for the Te segregation
mechanism in hybrid CdTe/Au structures. Here, both injection of hot electrons from the metal into
the interface or hot electrons generated optically within the semiconductor may play an important
role.



Figure 1: (a) Schematic sketch of the investigated hybrid structure after Te segregation has taken place
(b) p- and s-polarized whitelight reflectivity spectra modeled with the Rigorous Coupled Wave Analysis.
Resonance energies of the SPP modes were found via the transfer matrix formalism. (c) Time evolution of
the pump-probe transients (T = 300K) for different exposure times to a pump beam having a fluence of
140µJ/cm2 (d) Oscillation frequencies at two different ambient temperatures extracted from the pump-probe
transients.

The plasmonic crystal not only helps to build-up the interfacial Te layer responsible for modula-
tion but also allows a higher sensitivity of the reflected light intensity to lattice vibrations leading
to a stronger optical response. Polarization and energy resolved measurements allow us to identify
the impact that SPP have on the signal enhancement [3]. Comparison of the experimental results
with model calculations using the Rigorous Coupled Wave Analysis technique allow us to attribute
the transient reflectivity changes to variations of the plasmon linewidth.

In conclusion, we demonstrate that the presence of propagating surface plasmon polaritons at
the interface between a noble metal grating and a II-VI semiconductor enhances the tellurium
segregation under sub-bandgap illumination. The formation of elemental tellurium takes place
under the metal stripes. Next, a significant enhancement of the excitation and detection of coherent
optical phonons observed by pump-probe transients is manifested in the THz modulation of the
SPP spectral width (quality factor). The overall sensitivity to lattice vibrations is increased by
more than one order of magnitude. This allows measuring the coherent phonon dynamics in a very
thin Te layer (1 nm) and resolving the confinement of the A1 symmetry optical phonon mode. The
modulation of surface plasmon resonances at THz frequencies with the help of optical phonons
holds promise for application in ultrafast active plasmonics. In this respect, the use of optical
phonons is appealing because the amplitude of lattice motion can be coherently controlled by a
train of optical pulses.
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Abstract- When electromagnetic waves strongly interact with metallic nanostructures, it can couple 
to free electrons near the metal surface resulting in complex linear and nonlinear responses with 

fundamental and high-order harmonic generation. Interestingly, the complex motion of electrons in 

metallic nanostructures resembles that of fluids governed by the same hydrodynamic equation. In 

this work, the nonlinear response from metallic nanostructures governed by the special selection 

rules is understood by a finite-difference time-domain solution to the Maxwell-hydrodynamic 

equations. 
 

In this work, the nonlinear response from metallic nanostructures is characterized by a finite-difference 

time-domain solution to the Maxwell-hydrodynamic equations. When studying second harmonic generation 

from subwavelength nanostructures, not only the symmetry of the bulk atomic structure of the nonlinear material 

should be considered but also the symmetry of the nanostructure itself. Regarding centrosymmetric metals, the 

local-bulk source is absent. Thus, the second harmonic radiation from metallic nanostructures shows a complex 

surface-induced multipolar interaction, which arises a great challenge to control its radiation pattern and 
intensity. Understanding symmetry dependent selection rules that govern the second harmonic radiation will 

offer an important route to nonlinear plasmonic sensing, detection, and signal manipulation. The selection rules 

for second harmonic radiation from metallic nanostructures include: (i) parity conservation, i.e. second harmonic 

radiation from an object is strictly zero along the incident direction (z axis), if the projection of the object onto 

the xoy plane is centrosymmetric. (ii) total angular momentum conservation. (iii) symmetry breaking, i.e. 

radiation intensity can be enhanced by reducing the symmetric degree of freedom. Here, we show that 

Maxwell-hydrodynamic equations capture the selection rules well if a proper numerical discretization is 
implemented. Through exploring the selection rules, a novel nonlinear Yagi-Uda nanoantenna is proposed to 

direct second harmonic radiation from a centrosymmetric nanoparticle. By tuning the spacing and dimensions of 

two lossless dielectric elements, which function respectively as a compact director and reflector, the second 

harmonic radiation is deflected 90 degrees with reference to the incident pump direction. This abnormal 

light-bending phenomenon is due to the constructive and destructive interference between the second harmonic 

radiation governed by the selection rule and the induced electric dipolar and magnetic quadrupolar radiation 
from the two dielectric antenna elements. Simultaneous spectral and spatial isolations of scattered second 

harmonic waves from incident fundamental waves pave a new way towards nonlinear signal detection and 

sensing. 
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Fig. 1.  FDTD method for characterizing selection rules of second harmonic radiation. Left diagram 
shows the radiation pattern of a metallic sphere with a radius of 50 nm. The incident wave is a 
circularly polarized plane wave. Right diagram shows the near-field distributions at the second 
harmonic frequency for the axially symmetric T shape and the centrosymmetric cross shape. The 
incident wave is an x polarized plane wave. 

  

(a)                  (b) 
Fig. 2.  (a) The schematic pattern of a unidirectional, compact and nonlinear Yagi-Uda nanoantenna. 
The incident pump (with a red wavefront) is an x polarized plane wave propagating along the –z 
direction. A metallic (Au) nanosphere radiating SH waves (denoted by blue color) can be regarded as a 
dipole-like feed. The left and right dielectric (TiO2) spheres, working respectively as the reflector and 
the director, realize the unidirectional radiation of SH waves. The SH radiation is bent at 90 degrees 
with reference to the incident pump direction. (b) Radiation patterns of the nonlinear spherical and 
hemispherical nanoantennas at the yoz plane. 
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Abstract- Irradiating plasmonics nanostructures in liquids with an ultrafast laser may lead to 

various highly localized phenomena, including nanocavitation. This paper describes an in-silico 

rational design approach based on theoretical modeling that optimizes cavitation without breaking 

the nanostructure. As an example, we optimize the core radius and the shell layer thickness of 

Au-SiO2 nanoshell nanostructures (AuNS) to minimize the laser fluence needed for nanocavitation, 

without altering the nanolens integrity. Our design approach is confirmed by a thorough 

nanocharacterization of (AuNS) and in situ bubble spectroscopy and imaging.  

 

Plasmonic nanoantennas are capable of absorbing and converting photon energy with sub-wavelength 

resolution. Irradiating plasmonics nanostructures in liquids with an ultrafast laser may lead to various highly 

localized phenomena, including heating, plasma production due to optical breakdown, pressure wave and 

nanocavitation (1,2,3). All these phenomena can be exploited for instance in nanomedecine applications to 

image, damage or destroy targeted cells and sub-cellular structures with unprecedented precision (4,5,6). While a 

large library of plasmonics nanostructures exists with a variety of shapes and composition, identifying and 

tailoring the morphology of nanoparticles to specific applications remain challenging and limit the development 

of efficient nanoplasmonic technologies. In this paper, we report a strategy for the in-silico rational design of 

hybrid plasmonic nanostructure for the efficient ultrafast laser-based nanoscale bubble generation and cell 

membrane perforation, which constitute one of the most crucial challenges towards the development of effective 

gene therapy treatments.  

Our computational approach can reliably predicts the morphology-dependent irradiation conditions that lead 

to cavitation or structural damage. In our model, nanocavitation is triggered by the near-field induced optical 

breakdown, while nanostructure deformation occurs when the nanostructure reach the gold melting temperature. 

As an example of hybrid plasmonic nanostructure, we tuned the morphology of Au-SiO2 nanoshell 

nanostructures (AuNS) to simultaneously optimize for the reduction of the cavitation threshold and preservation 

of the particle structural integrity when irradiated with a 800 nm, 70 fs laser.  Our optimization procedure yields 

optimal AuNS that are slightly detuned compared to their plasmonic resonance conditions, with an optical 

breakdown threshold 34 % lower than randomly picked AuNS, and 14 % lower compared to similarly optimized 

gold nanoparticles (AuNP). This design strategy is validated using time-resolved bubble spectroscopy, 

shadowgraphy imaging (7,8) and electron microscopy, confirming that the particle structural integrity is 

preserved and that the cavitation threshold is reduced by 51 % compared to optimal AuNP. Rationally designed 

AuNS are finally used to perforate cancer cells with an efficiency of 61 %, using 33 % less energy than with 

AuNP, which demonstrate that our rational design framework is readily transferable to a cell environment. The 



methodology developed here thus provides a general strategy for the systematic design of nanoparticles for 

nanomedical applications and should be broadly applicable to bio-imaging and cell nanosurgery.  
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Abstract-Surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) provides the capability of guiding light signal within 

ultra-small volume. Here we will present our recent work on guiding, slowing down, and exciting 

plasmonic mode on a graphene surface based on various nanostructures. Our results show that 

plasmonic wave localization in graphene is also followed by a strong optical field enhancement due 

to the significant reduction of the group velocity of the graphene plasmonic mode. 

 

Firstly, we have proposed and investigated a graphene-based hybrid plasmonic waveguide at terahertz 

frequency, which is analogous to the concept of hybrid plasmonic waveguide based on a metal surface [1]. By 

utilizing the strong coupling between the dielectric waveguide and plasmonic modes, the proposed hybrid 

plasmonic terahertz waveguides [see Fig. 1] that not only significantly suppress the mode field confinement, but 

also maintain a compact size. 

 
Fig. 1. (a) Cross section of a hybrid plasmonic terahertz waveguide. The excitation wavelength is 100 um (3 THz). (b-e) 

Electromagnetic energy density distributions for (b) [ d , h ]=[0.5, 7] um, (c) [ d , h ]=[0.5, 30] um, (d) [ d , h ]=[5, 21] um, and 

(e) [ d , h ]=[10, 30] um.  

 

We then investigate how to slow down the group velocity of the plasmonic mode on a graphene surface. We 

found the dispersion curve of graphene plasmon mode can be tuned by using a slope substrate beneath the 

graphene surface or a dielectric grating substrate [Fig. 2]. Both of the theoretical and numerical simulation 

results demonstrate that the group velocity of graphene plasmon mode can be significantly reduced. Furthermore, 

such a slow light system is capable of operating with a broad spectral band by flexibly tuning the chemical 

potential of graphene via gate voltage. More interestingly, we also predict the capability of completely releasing 

the trapped SPPs by dynamically tuning the chemical potential of graphene by means of gate voltage. In addition, 

giant local field enhancement can be formed on the graphene surface since light energy is accumulated due to the 

reduction of propagation velocity of graphene plasmonic mode. 



  

Fig. 2. Schematic of a graphene sheet on a dielectric grating substrate (left) and a sloping-silicon substrate (right). 

 

The remaining issue after guiding and slowing down of plasmon mode on a graphene surface is how to 

efficiently couple radiation waves into graphene plasmonic mode [2]. We propose to excite the plasmonic mode 

by illuminating a normal-incidence plane wave on the dielectric gratings due to guided-mode resonance. The 

gratings of varying period enable the excitation of the plasmonic mode with a very high field enhancement factor 

(to the order of magnitude of 1000) within a wide spectral band, which leads to the frequency dependent 

spatially separated localization of the infrared spectrum modes [Fig. 3]. We also demonstrate that the excitation 

position of the plasmonic mode can be freely tuned by varying the thickness of the interlayer as well as the 

chemical potential of the graphene monolayer. 

 
Fig. 3. Electric field enhancement on the graphene surface of the structure with µc=0.65 eV, d2=5 nm for three different incident 

wavelengths 
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Abstract- Photonic structures with a sub-wavelength pitch, small enough to suppress diffraction, 

can behave as equivalent homogenous materials that can be engineered to exhibit a specific 

refractive index and dispersion. Here we discuss the design of directional couplers and multi-mode 

interference couplers with an unprecedented bandwidth in both the near-infrared and mid-infrared 

bands using such sub-wavelength structures. First experimental results indicate virtually perfect 

device performance in a bandwidth beyond 200nm at telecom wavelengths.  

    

When integrated photonic waveguides are patterned at the sub-wavelength scale, their optical properties can 

change significantly, enabling the concepts of refractive index and dispersion engineering [1-3]. These 

sub-wavelength gratings (SWG) have given rise to myriad applications, including efficient fiber-to-chip couplers 

[4], enhanced waveguide sensing [5] and suspended waveguides for mid-infrared applications [6].    

 

 
Figure 1: a) Subwavelength engineered, ultra-broadband multimode interference coupler. b) Measured 

performance of the device indicating virtually perfect performance in a bandwidth of more than 200nm.  

 

 



SWG structures have also been proposed to extend the operational bandwidth of directional couplers and 

multimode interference couplers, both in the near-infrared and the mid-infrared wavelength bands [7-9]. Such 

couplers divide the lightwave in the input waveguide with a 50/50 ratio between the output waveguide 

waveguides, additionally introducing a 90º phase shift [see illustration in Fig. 1a)]. In these devices the 

sub-wavelength structure is used to simultaneously control the equivalent refractive index and the dispersion 

characteristics of the waveguide. Full 3D finite-difference-time-domain (FDTD) simulations have shown that 

multimode interference couplers based on these structures can potentially achieve bandwidths exceeding 400nm, 

thereby covering all major telecommunication bands simultaneously with a single, passive device. Fig. 1a) 

shows a scanning electron microscope of a SWG engineered multimode interference couplers. The input and 

output waveguides are gradually tapered from conventional strip waveguides to wider, sub-wavelength 

segmented waveguides, ensuring index matching with the central multimode region. The pitch and duty-cycle of 

the central region is designed to provide a virtually wavelength independent interference of the propagating 

higher order modes. Fig. 1b) shows first measurements of the device. The splitting ratio (imbalance between the 

two outputs) is virtually flat and close to the ideal value of 0dB (indicating 50/50 splitting) over a bandwidth in 

excess of 200nm. Furthermore, the phase between the outputs deviates from the ideal 90º by less than 5º over 

that same bandwidth, while excess losses are kept below 1dB.  

We believe that the outstanding performance afforded by such ultra-broadband devices will give rise to a 

wide range of novel applications in communications in the near-infrared and in sensing in the mid-infrared.  
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Abstract-A significant step towards a low cost printable electronics with the potential to be 

incorporated in wearable flexible devices may be achieved once such devices can be fabricated on 

any kind of material surface. Herein, we present a new method based on a transfer printing 

approach to successfully detach from their original substrate efficient polymer solar cells (PSCs). 

The ulterior incorporation of plasmonic nano-structures to the cell architecture will be discussed, 

too. 
 

For several years it has been noted that the incorporation of plasmonic nano-particles in the active layer of 

organic solar cells, composed of a donor and acceptor bulk hetero-junction blend, may significantly enhance the 

light harvesting capacity of such devices [1,2]. However, an optimal nano-morphology during the cell 

fabrication must be ensured for such blend to reach high efficiency cells. So, any nanometric disturbance in the 

fabrication procedure or inappropriate substrate surface roughness values can lead to dramatic losses in the final 

performance [3]. 

 

In this article, we propose a new route to fabricate high efficiency PSCs that can be transferred to any kind 

of surface regardless its roughness, composition, stability, etc (cf. Figure 1a). This may largely facilitate an 

ulterior incorporation of plasmonic nanoparticles or other kinds of plasmonic nano-structuration. Fabricating 

photovoltaic devices on top of high quality smooth surfaces and subsequently transferring them onto the desired 

final surface has been applied successfully for cells based on inorganic materials [4,5]. However, the delicate 

nature of the organic materials makes the approaches used for thin film inorganic cells impracticable for polymer 

ones.  

 

We implemented an alternative route applicable to organics which makes use of a transfer printing technique 

incorporating a nanoparticle sacrificial layer (cf. Figure 1b) in between the flat glass substrate and the 

semi-transparent electrode of the cell. The role of the nanoparticles is to reduce the adhesion properties of the 

complete set of cell layers to the glass substrate, so that it can be mechanically detached. An optimization of the 

underneath layers by introducing a large to small nanoparticle size gradient helps to have a minimal impact on 

the blend morphology. By doing so, transferred and free standing PSCs, with efficiencies as high as 8.17% and 

7.12% respectively, were obtained when using PTB7:PC71BM blend based active layers. Comparatively, the 

performance of an ITO reference cell of the same characteristics but deposited on a flat substrate was 7.67%.   

 

In summary the methodology presented may facilitate the incorporation of a large variety of metal 



 2 

nanoparticles or plasmonic nano-structures within the device architecture to obtain an enhanced light absorption 

while avoiding the deleterious impact on the blend morphology. In addition, transferring such solar cells to a 

large variety of flexible substrates to, for instance, incorporate them as power sources for any kind of portable or 

wearable devices will be feasible, too. 

 

 

Figure 1. a) J-V characteristic curve for the free standing PSC developed in this paper. Inset picture shows 

the appearance of the cell. b) SEM cross section image of the cell architecture. 
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Abstract-We investigate the plasmonic and physical properties of gold plasmonic nanostructured 

arrays when annealed at various temperatures. The annealing of the gold nanorods yielded 

destruction of the array, however this was avoided when embedded in an alumina template or 

encased with a nickel shell. The plasmonic resonance of the gold was also enhanced in the alumina 

template.  
 

The applications in the field of plasmonics have significantly grown due to the increasing availability of 

fabrication and characterization of nanostructured materials. One such application is a near-field transducer 

(NFT) for use in heat-assisted magnetic recording (HAMR), a promising alternative technology to improve the 

areal densities of hard disk drives to beyond 1 Tb/in2. Gold has been determined as suitable for the NFT as a 

plasmonic material at wavelengths longer than 700nm, and is also chemically inert and has a relatively high 

melting point1. However, one significant issue with gold is its low thermal stability. It has a low Tammann 

temperature, and so gold nanostructures tend to sinter when heated2. This is problematic in the field of 

plasmonics, as the plasmonic resonance of a material is dependent on the size and shape of the nanostructure. 

Therefore, it is imperative to maintain their intended structure. 

The work conducted focused on fabricating arrays of gold nanorods, and observing their plasmonic and 

mechanical behaviour. Samples were fabricated by employing a novel fabrication process of gold nanorods that 

is cheap and rapid to produce3. The gold nanorods arrays were electrodeposited in an anodised aluminium oxide 

(AAO) porous template on a glass substrate. The samples were then annealed in a vacuum oven at various 

temperatures, mainly 300OC and 600OC, and then characterized via far-field optical metrology and near-field 

metrology. 

 

 
Figure 1: Optical Extinction Behaviour of gold nanorods and gold/nickel core-shells annealed at 300OC 
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Figure 2: SEM Images of (a) gold nanorods (b) gold/nickel core-shells annealed at 300OC 

 

Various parameters of the gold arrays were tested in the annealing experiments, with the two largest 

factors contributing towards a change of morphology being the annealing temperature and whether or not the 

gold rods were embedded or encased with another material. Destruction of the nanostructures was visibly seen 

after annealing of 300OC for 6 hours (figure 1 and 2a), forming a film-like structure. The introduction of the 

alumina template or nickel shell (figure 2b) restricted the gold’s mobility during annealing, maintaining the 

original rod structure, although at the expense of dampening the rod’s plasmonic resonance (figure 1). 
While gold is a strong candidate for the choice of material of the NFT in HAMR technologies, especially 

due to its plasmonic properties, its thermal mobility proves a hindrance. While nickel provided an adequate shell 

in maintaining the structure’s morphology, its poor plasmonic respnsivity makes it a poor candidate for use in an 
NFT, and further investigation into more suitable plasmonic materials would be required. 
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Abstract- Electro-optical modulation of visible and near-infrared light is important for a wide 

variety of applications, ranging from communications to sensing and smart windows. However, 

currently available approaches result in rather bulky devices, suffer from low integrability, and can 

hardly operate at the low power consumption and fast switching rates of microelectronic drivers. 

Here we show that planar nanostructures patterned in ultrathin metal-graphene hybrid films sustain 

highly tunable plasmons in the visible and near-infrared spectral regions. 

 

We have shown that planar nanostructures patterned in ultrathin metal-graphene hybrid films sustain highly 

tunable plasmons in the visible and near-infrared spectral regions. Strong variations in the reflection and 

absorption of incident light take place when the plasmons are tuned on- and off-resonance with respect to 

externally incident light. As a result, a remarkable modulation depth exceeding 90% in transmission and even 

more dramatic in reflection (>600%) is predicted for graphene-loaded silver film of 1-5 nm thickness and 

currently attainable lateral dimensions. These new structures hold great potential for fast low-power 

electro-optical modulation. 
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Figure 1: Optical switch based upon a periodic array of ultrathin silver/graphene ribbons. (a) Scheme of the 



structure under consideration. (b,c) Extinction and reflection spectra for either doped (red curves) or undoped 

(blue curves) graphene. Full numerical simulations (dashed curves) are in good agreement with analytical theory 

(solid curves). 
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Abstract-We demonstrate a deep-subwavelength integrated copper/germanium/copper plasmonic

photodetector,  which  can  be  directly  integrated  in  silicon-photonic  nanocircuitry  operating  at

telecom wavelengths. In spite of the low Schottky barrier height, we show for the first time how to

use this drawback to increase the responsivity of the nanoscale photodetector. The resulting output

voltage exceeds 100 meV and the photocurrent-to-dark-current ratio is of about 1000 for typical

values of the optical signal power in on-chip optical interconnects.

Silicon photonics emerged in the early 2000s as a solution to replace electrical interconnects in

integrated  circuits  with  optical  links.  To  realize  optical  communication  on  an  electronic  chip,

optoelectronic  components  are  needed  to  transform  digital  electrical  signals  into  optical  pulses,

transmit and convert them back into the initial bit sequences. An integrated photodetector is a key

element  for  optical  interconnects  along  with an integrated  light  source  and a modulator.  Energy

consumption of the photodetector and receiver (which is required to amplify the electrical signal from

the  photodetector)  plays  a  crucial  role  in  on-chip  optical  communication,  while  its  sensitivity

determines  the  limiting  parameters  for  other  optoelectronic  components  (integrated  lasers  and

modulators).  Miniaturization  is  one  of  the  essential  approaches  to  improve  the  photodetector

performance. As the size decreases, the capacitance also decreases and therefore the output voltage

increases. Consequently, one can avoid using amplifiers, which consume a lot of energy [1], in the

receiver.  In addition,  miniaturization increases  the integration density and operating speed of  the

device. However, conventional photodetector designs [2] are not suitable for scaling down to the size

smaller than the light wavelength.

One can go beyond the diffraction limit of  light using plasmonic nanostructures based on the

metal/semiconductor/metal (MSM) configuration (Figure 1). However, in that case, a significant part

of  the  plasmonic  mode  is  absorbed  in  the  metal,  which  results  in  a  low  responsivity  of  the

photodetector. For this reason, we have to use only so-called plasmonic metals. Unfortunately, they

form Schottky contact to germanium with very low Schottky barrier heights and the dark current is

typically very high [3] for practical applications.



Figure  1. Illustration  of  the  Cu/Ge/Cu  MSM  photodetector  coupled  to  a  silicon  nanophotonic

waveguide. The electronic circuit is also shown schematically,  Vs is the supply voltage,  Vout is the

output voltage and RL is the load resistance. 

In this work we show that the operation of the plasmonic MSM photodetector can be significantly

improved by reducing its size down to several hundred nanometers. Using this size effect, we can use

the dark current to enhance the signal current in spite of the low Schottky barrier height at the

metal/semiconductor interface. The output voltages can be as high as 100 meV and the photocurrent-

to-dark-current ratio approaches 1000 at an average optical power of 10 μW for the pseudo-random bit

sequence. These values are high enough to remove amplifiers from the receiver and drastically reduce

the photodetector power consumption. At the same time, the device footprint is very small and the

operation speed allows to operate in all silicon-photonic integrated circuits.
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Abstract- When high-energy photons are absorbed within a metal, they generate a distribution of 

carriers at a significantly higher effective temperature than the surrounding lattice, so-called ‘hot 
carriers.’ Before cooling, these carriers can traverse distances of tens of nanometers, enabling 
nanoscale plasmonic devices that take advantage of this phenomenon. Here, I discuss our recent 

work using non-traditional metals for hot carrier generation and the fabrication of detectors and 

energy converters that exploit this phenomenon. 
 

The field of plasmonics has thrived over the past decade, leading to the development of many optical devices 

and the discovery of novel phenomenon based on light-matter interactions. One hindrance to the further 

development of plasmonic devices is optical loss. Several techniques have been suggested to circumvent this 

issue by finding low-loss materials over an appropriate spectral range or through the addition of a gain material. 

Alternatively, one could embrace this loss and try to exploit it. 

In this talk, I will discuss our efforts to recover the energy that is usually lost to thermalization, by collecting 

hot carriers before they cool. I will discuss a variety of devices including both planar [1] and nanostructured 

systems that cover a wide-spectral range. In addition, I will discuss how alternatives to traditional noble metals 

can be used and advantages that can be obtained by engineering the electron density of states of materials [2]. 

Finally, I will discuss our recent work in IR detection based on sub-bandgap photon absorption, and the 

possibility of a hybrid device that could enable high efficiency solar energy conversion [3]. 
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Abstract-We present a rigorous numerical method to analyze optical higher harmonic generation in 

one- and two-dimensional (1D, 2D) periodically patterned structures containing different 2D 

materials, such as graphene, MoS2, and WSe2, and investigate resonantly enhanced nonlinear 

interactions in such devices. 

We have developed a new approach [1,2] based on the rigorous coupled-wave analysis (RCWA) method to describe 

the interaction of light with periodic structures containing 2D-3D heteromaterials. Our method employs a set of 

modified boundary conditions [2] for conductive interfaces: tangent components of the magnetic field at interfaces 

are discontinuous. Their variation across the 2D material at is given by a surface current, 𝒋𝑡 = 𝜎𝑠𝑬𝑡 + 𝒋𝑡NL(𝑬𝑠), 
where 𝑬𝑡

𝑠 denotes the tangential component of the electric field at the interface, 𝜎𝑠 is the conductivity of the 2D 

material, and 𝒋𝑡NL(𝑬𝑠) is the surface current associated to the nonlinear optical process in the 2D material. A key 
feature of this approach is that it only depends on the sheet conductance of a 2D material, and not on the effective 

thickness of the 2D material under consideration. This modified boundary condition is incorporated in our 

improved RCWA formalism, in which the electromagnetic fields are described by their modal coefficients, which 

are determined using a novel, inhomogeneous S-matrix approach accounting for the modified, inhomogeneous 

boundary condition and its optical nonlinearity. The specific form of the nonlinear surface current is determined 

by the symmetry properties of a material: graphene, as member of the symmetry group D6h, is centrosymmetric, 
hence even-order nonlinear processes like second-harmonic generation (SHG) are forbidden. However, it allows 

strong third harmonic generation. This enters the algorithm as 𝒋𝑡NL(𝑬𝑆) = �̂�(3) ⋮ 𝑬𝑆𝑬𝑆𝑬𝑆 , where �̂�(3)  is the 
nonlinear surface conductivity tensor of graphene.  

We use this method to analyze the linear and nonlinear optics of periodically patterned 2D materials, and find 

distinct differences between graphene and other 2D materials, in particular the transition metal dichalcogenides 

(TMDC)-monolayers (MoS2, WSe2). Whereas graphene supports surface plasmons due to its metallic nature, the 

dielectric TMDCs do not support plasmon- or intrinsic geometric resonances. We also design a resonant waveguide 

and combine it with 2D materials to obtain enhanced absorption and increased optical harmonic generation, and 

investigate tuneable Fano resonances observed in this photonic device.  
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Abstract-We discuss the effect of metal nanoparticles on the quantum efficiency of organic and 

quantum dot solar cells. Both optical and electrical gains can be obtained when the metal 

nanoparticles are incorporated into the solar cells appropriately. Optical gains can be maximized 

when the scattering power of the metal nanoparticles dominates the absorption power. The 

nano-funneling effect of the metal nanoparticles improves the electrical performance of the solar 

cells.  

 

First, we investigate the dependence of metal nanoparticles’ size on the power conversion efficiency of 

organic solar cells (OSCs) [1]. Also, as an advanced plasmonic material for highly efficient OSCs, we propose a 

metal-metal core-shell nanocube (NC), which shows stronger scattering efficiency than pristine Au nanoparticles 

(AuNPs) throughout the visible range. Highly efficient plasmonic organic solar cells are fabricated by 

embedding Au@Ag NCs into an anodic buffer layer, PEDOT:PSS [2, 3]. Second, we demonstrate that the metal 

nanoparticles can improve the performance of OSCs by boosting the internal quantum efficiency (IQE) of the 

devices even without a notable plasmonic optical gain [4]. As shown in Figure 1, A hybrid layer platform in 

combination of silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) and polyethylenimine-ethoxylated (PEIE) layer maximizes the IQE 

of the OSCs to nearly 100 %, yielding a PCE of 10.1 % in the OSCs. 2D surface characterization confirms the 

AgNPs provide the short path and funnel charge carriers to a cathode, which would effectively raise the carrier 

mobility. Lastly, we utilize Au@Ag core-shell nanocubes (NCs) by embedding them in a low 

temperature-processed anatase TiO2 layer to form a resonance-shifting hybrid n-layer (Au@Ag NCs-HL) for 

efficient PbS-based solar cells [5]. We show that the Au@Ag NCs-HL broadly enhances the absorption of the 

device via the near-infrared plasmonic scattering effect. 
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Figure 1 The internal quantum efficiency of organic solar cells is enhanced via metallic nano-funnels 
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Abstract-To improve energy conversion efficiency in thin-film organic optoelectronics, light 

management using nanophotonic structures is necessary. Here, our recent work on improving light 

trapping and light extraction in organic semiconductor thin films using nanostructured silver 

plasmonic metasurfaces will be presented. Numerous optical phenomena, such as absorption 

induced scattering, out-of-plane waveguiding and morphology-dependent surface plasmon 

outcoupling, are identified due to exciton-plasmon coupling between the organic semiconductor and 

the metasurface. 
 

Thin-film organic semiconductor materials are emerging as energy-efficient, versatile alternatives to 

inorganic semiconductors for display and solid-state lighting applications. Additionally, thin-film organic laser 

and photovoltaic technologies, while not yet competitive with inorganic semiconductor-based analogues, can 

exhibit small device embodied energies (due to comparatively low temperature and low energy-use fabrication 

processes) which is of interest for reducing overall device cost. To improve energy conversion efficiency in 

thin-film organic optoelectronics, light management using nanophotonic structures is necessary. Here, our recent 

work on improving light trapping and light extraction in organic semiconductor thin films using nanostructured 

silver plasmonic metasurfaces will be presented [1,2]. Numerous optical phenomena, such as absorption induced 

scattering, out-of-plane waveguiding and morphology-dependent surface plasmon outcoupling, are identified due 

to exciton-plasmon coupling between the organic semiconductor and the metasurface. Interactions between 

localized and propagating surface plasmon polaritons and the excitonic transitions of a variety of organic 

conjugated polymer materials will be discussed and ways in which these interactions may be optimized for 

particular optoelectronic applications will be presented. 
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Abstract-Plasmonic resonances in individual gold nanorod-film coupled system have been 

investigated. The spectral shapes are significantly modified by the gap distance. These 

modifications arise from the hybridization of several dipolar and multipolar plasmon modes that are 

strongly localized at the gap in sub-20nm domain. When the gap distance is increased further, 

scattering characteristics of such nanorod-film coupled system are highly dependent on illumination 

conditions due to interference. Finally we propose an application of the studied system in 

facilitating photo-thermal conversion. 

 

Here we present a comprehensive study of the tightly confined plasmonic gap resonances (gap thickness is less 

than 20nm) between individual AuNRs and a metallic film substrate, revealing the transition of gap modes with 

gap spacing and their influence on far-field scattering properties[1]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The schematic in Figure 1 shows the measurement setup of scattering spectra for a single AuNR on top of a 

poly(vinylalcohol) (PVA) film coated on an Au substrate using a reflected dark-field microscope. As the gap 

spacing increases, the scattering spectra of AuNRs vary significantly, but a blue-shift trend is observed for 

resonances at long wavelengths. The resonances at short wavelengths exhibit random shifts (see in Figure 1(b)). 

We also find the optical polarizability of different resonances in scattering spectra of AuNRs varies with 

substrates as shown in Figure 2. Simulations agree with the measured results.       
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Fig.1 Schematic: dark-field 

scattering measurement of a 

single gold nanorod (AuNR) 

deposited on a PVA film with a 

thickness d coated on an Au 

substrate. 

Fig.2 Un/polarized scattering 
spectra of same AuNRs shown in 
Fig.1b on (a)/(b) a glass 
substrate (reference sample), or 
(c)/(d) 1.5 nm, (e)/(f) 5 nm, and 
(g)/(h) 20 nm above a Au 
substrate. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When the gap distance is increased further, it is found that optical characteristics of such nanorod-system can 

be greatly modified by altering illumination conditions[2]. Figures 2a–c demonstrate that the magnitude variation 

of scattering maxima for AuNRs at different distances above a Au film under normal incidence, Ex and Hy 

illumination, respectively. The variation of scattering magnitudes with NR-film distance has also been observed 

in our experiment, as shown in Figure 3(d). 

It is worth mentioning that optimizing the NR-film distance can greatly enhance the scattering intensity up to 

~20 times for certain illumination conditions. So we propose an application of the studied structure in 

photothermal conversion, illustrating that the NR-cavity system acquires much better capability to facilitate the 

heating or annealing of metallic NPs than the traditional MIM absorbers[3-4].  

Sample 
Illumination 

Normal Ex Hy 

d = 10 nm 16.57 fJ 1.17 fJ 0.99 fJ 

d = 50 nm 13.33 fJ 11.36 fJ 9.25 fJ 

d =100 nm 9.99 fJ 24.07 fJ 9.48 fJ 

Glass 3.73 fJ 3.71 fJ 2.96 fJ 

Table 1 Relative energy transfer ΔE in AuNRs placed at different distances above a Au film and a glass substrate under 
different illumination conditions. ΔE=Etot−Eexch refers to the energy transfer in a AuNR to achieve thermal equilibrium with 

surroundings under optical illumination, while the NR cavity system was initially placed at room temperature (T= 300 K); 

where Etot is the total energy the AuNR absorbs from the illumination and Eexch refers to the heat exchange between the 

AuNR and surroundings (air, the PVA spacer and Au film) during the heating process. 
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Figure 3. Magnitudes of scattering maxima for 

AuNRs at varied distances above a Au 

substrate under different illumination 

condition (a-c) and in the experiment (d). (e) 

Schematics that show configurations for each 

illumination conditions. Dashed line (thick 

red line) in each panel indicates the 

scattering magnitude of AuNRs on a glass 

substrate under the same illumination 

conditions. 
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Abstract-We show that the properties of plasmonic materials (and also different plasmonic 
waveguide geometries) have to be understood using a two-dimensional graph combining two figures-
of-merit: the propagation length and the confinement strength. In this way, one can naturally account 
for the trade-off between propagation length and confinement that is typically observed for plasmonic 
materials. I will first discuss the method and then apply it to different materials and waveguide 
geometries. For example, I will compare the properties of noble metals, aluminum, silicon carbide, 
doped semiconductors, graphene, etc. I will also compare single-interface structure with thin films 
and metal-dielectric-metal structures. Our analysis provides guidance on how to improve the 
performance of any particular plasmonic application and substantially eases the selection of the 
plasmonic material. 
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Abstract:  
We introduce the notion of non-Hermitian wave mixing and show that it can be utilized to achieve efficient 
nonlinear energy transfer between different optical modes even in the absence of the usual phase matching 
condition.  We discuss the optical implementation of this concept in waveguide platforms and plasmonic structures. 
This work may enable the realization of semiconductor-based long wavelength light sources and parametric 
amplifiers which are otherwise difficult to build due to the stringent Hermitian phase matching requirements.  

 
 

Nonlinear optics (NLO) is currently one of the main cornerstones of optical science [1] with a wide range of 
applications from optical communications and quantum optics to bio-imaging and sensing. In particular, nonlinear 
wave mixing processes have enabled the realization of novel light sources that can emit at frequencies that are not 
attainable using conventional lasers. In this regard, nonlinear devices such as optical parametric amplifiers (OPA) 
and oscillators (OPO) have become indispensable tools in optical physics and engineering [1,2]. Despite the 
tremendous success of these light sources, their proper operation require stringent phase-matching conditions 
between the different frequency components. Traditionally, this constraint is usually achieved for example by using 
periodically poled structures or by using birefringent crystals [1-3]. These techniques, however, are difficult to 
implement in chip-scale semiconductor platforms. While several ideas to overcome this problem have been 
proposed, they often tend to pose tight geometric constraints on the device geometry [4,5].  

Here we explore an altogether new direction for achieving efficient nonlinear wave mixing by engineering the 
non-Hermiticity of the nonlinear process. As an example, we consider the process of optical parametric 
amplification which requires second order nonlinearity and is described by the set of equations: 
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where PISE ,,  are the signal, idler and pump field amplitudes respectively and � �ISP EEEE �� '  is the 

propagation constant mismatch between the three different waves [1]. Also in Eq.(1), PIS ,,N c are the coupling 

coefficients, which are functions of the second order nonlinearity as well as the optical frequencies PIS ,,Z  .Finally, 

IS ,J  are the signal and idler linear loss coefficients, z is the propagation distance, and asterisks denote complex 
conjugation. In the absence of any optical losses, optical amplification of the signal component occurs only when the 
phase matching condition ISNNE �' 2/  is satisfied.  

Interestingly, our simulations predict that by engineering the optical losses of the idler beam, optical 
amplification can be achieved even outside the phase matching regime, i.e. ISNNE !' 2/ . This is illustrated in 
Fig.1 where the normalized optical intensities for the signal and idler beams are plotted against the normalized 
propagation distance for different values of normalized idler loss coefficients (see Ref.[6] for details of 
normalization scheme). In all simulations, the systems properties were chosen to ensure that the Hermitian phase 
matching requirement is not satisfied. Evidently, by engineering the non-Hermitian spectral features of system to 
add optical losses to the idler can lead to the amplification of the signal wave. While the results obtained in Fig.1 



neglect pump depletion, out studies show that similar behavior persist even when pump depletion is accounted for 
[6]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Evolution of normalized power of signal and idler beams as a function of the normalized distance when 3~
 'E  under the following 

different idler loss coefficients:   (a) 0~  IJ  , (b) 06.0~  IJ ,  (c) 12.0~  IJ  and (d) 2.1~  IJ  . In all cases, the initial conditions for the 
normalized field amplitudes were taken to be � � 10   [Sa  and � � 00   [Ia . See ref. [6] for the details of normalization scheme. 

 

A nonlinear device that exhibit these non-Hermitian features can be implemented by using several different 

platforms. For instance, PT symmetric waveguides that selectively introduce losses for certain frequencies can be 

used. Alternatively, one can introduce optical losses to the idler beam through a frequency selective radiation losses 

by using Bragg gratings. Another option is to use plasmonic structures having dispersive loss profile that is tailored 

to selectively target the idler component.  

In conclusion, we introduced a new concept for achieving efficient energy transfer between different components in 

nonlinear wave mixing processes by using non-Hermitian engineering of the spectral properties of the interacting 

waves. We demonstrated by using numerical simulations that this novel concept can be utilized to build on-chip 

optical parametric amplifiers.  
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Abstract-We consider microbolometer applications of metamaterial absorbers where multiphysics 

simulations are necessary to optimize the device performance. We present a workflow where 

optical simulations are used to provide insight into the absorption mechanism, followed by 

electro-thermal transport simulations to assess the subsequent thermal effects. Finally, we extend 

the methodology to include tunable graphene metamaterial absorbers, where an additional electrical 

simulation is used to determine the change in the chemical potential of the graphene prior to the 

optical simulation. 

 

In recent years, metamaterial-based optical absorbers have attracted significant interest as a way of achieving 

spectral selectivity [1-3] as well as active tuning [4]. Optical simulations are very useful for providing insight 

into the absorption mechanism of these complex nanostructures [4-5]. However, for many applications such as 

thermal imaging and detection, optical simulation alone is insufficient to fully characterize the device, and 

multiphysics simulations are necessary to optimize the device performance. For microbolometers, where the 

thermal transport effects after optical absorption need to be considered, we present an optimization workflow 

that includes both optical and electro-thermal transport simulations. For the optical simulations, it is often useful 

to simulate the angular dependence of the absorber over a broad spectrum since the ideal design will absorb light 

only in the desired wavelength range and over a wide range of angles. Here, we employ a broadband fixed-angle 

source technique (BFAST) to obtain broadband spectra for each angle of incidence using a finite-difference 

time-domain (FDTD) simulation. The optical absorption is then used in a subsequent electro-thermal transport 

simulation to calculate the temperature in the thermistor and the change in the electrical resistance as a function 

of time. Finally, we extend the methodology to include more exotic absorbers such as graphene based 

metamaterials, where active tuning can be achieved by applying a bias voltage to modify the Fermi level of the 

graphene layers. We show how charge transport drift-diffusion simulations can first be used to calculate the 

carrier density and, therefore, chemical potential of graphene, followed by optical simulations of the graphene 

metamaterial absorber. 

 

Some example applications are shown in Figures 1-3. Figure 1 shows absorption of light by plasmonic 

metamaterials [5] for high performance, narrow band and wide angle absorption. Figure 2 shows the temperature 

response of a metamaterial microbolometer [6]. The optical response of a graphene metamaterial absorber [4] for 

different chemical potentials is shown in Figure 3. 

 



 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1. Absorption spectrum for 

plasmonic metamaterial absorber 

shows little dependence of resonance 

wavelength on incident angle. 

 

 
Figure 2. Temperature 

distribution (top) and time-domain 

temperature response (bottom) of 

a metamaterial-based 

microbolometer. 

 
Figure 3. Absorption spectrum 

for continuous graphene (top) and 

graphene fishnet metamaterial 

(bottom) under different chemical 

potentials.  
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Abstract- Arrays of evanescently coupled dielectric-loaded SPP waveguides were used to 

implement the Su-Schrieffer-Heeger (SSH) model in a plasmonic system. The waveguide arrays 

were fabricated by negative-tone grey-scale electron beam lithography. Excitation of a single 

waveguide in the bulk of the array resulted in discrete diffraction. In contrast, topological edge 

states were observed at the boundaries between two topologically distinct domains. 
 

Coupled arrays of optical waveguides can be used as an experimental platform to simulate the evolution of 

quantum mechanical systems in a classical wave environment [1]. The basis for this is the mathematical 

equivalence between the time dependent Schrödinger equation and the coupled mode equation that describes the 

propagation of light in the waveguide arrays. Examples include the observation of discrete diffraction, Bloch 

oscillations, Zener tunneling, and Anderson localization in dielectric waveguide arrays.  

Here, we implement the Su-Schrieffer-Heeger (SSH) model [2], i.e., the prototypical system of a 1D 

topological insulator, in arrays of evanescently coupled dielectric-loaded surface plasmon polariton waveguides 

(DLSPPWs). The waveguide arrays were fabricated by negative-tone grey-scale electron beam lithography [3], 

whereby alternating strong and weak bonds were realized by choosing two different separations between 

neighboring plasmonic waveguides. The evolution of the surface plasmon polaritons was monitored in real and 

Fourier space by leakage radiation microscopy. Excitation of a single waveguide in the bulk of the array resulted 

in discrete diffraction. In contrast, a localized topological edge states was observed upon excitation of the array 

at the boundary between two topologically distinct domains. The experimental findings are in excellent 

agreement with numerical calculations based on the finite element method. 
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Abstract-For any photonic device simulation, the accuracy of the numerical solution not only 

depends on the methods being used but also on the discretization parameters used in that numerical 

method. The analysis of optical waveguides with strong longitudinal and transverse discontinuities 

remains a defiance facing numerical techniques. In this work, three innovative methods will be 

presented to overcome some of the problems facing the traditional methods of modeling photonic 

devices, especially plasmonics. A new smoothed finite element method (SFEM) is proposed to 

analyse time domain wave propagation in photonic devices. Moreover, to accurately analyze 

plasmonic structures with strong discontinuities, a stable Bidirectional Beam Propagation Method 

(BiBPM) based on Blocked Schur (BS) algorithm is introduced. Finally, an accurate and 

computationally efficient rational Chebyshev multi-domain pseudo-spectral method (RC-MDPSM) 

for modal analysis of Photonic devices is presented. The efficiency of the suggested technique 

stems from using rational Chebyshev basis functions to accurately represent the semi-infinite 

computational domain; thus, eliminating the use of PML like absorbing boundary conditions.  

 
The propagation of light through optical guided wave devices can be characterized by using various 

modeling techniques. These techniques can be classified into analytical methods and numerical methods [1]. 

Analytical methods, if possible, a solution may be obtained by solving the basic electromagnetic equations. In 

contrast, numerical methods are computational schemes or models that can be applied to a spectrum of problems 

by modifying the basic model to fit the problem.  

Finite difference method (FDM) is one of the most widely used numerical tools for optical circuits analysis. 

Although simple and efficient, FDM suffers from the insufficient discretization of irregularly-shaped geometries 

(staircasing problem). Alternatively, the finite element method (FEM) is able to divide the computational domain 

into triangular elements and to accurately model complex geometries. Several FEM analyses rely on the second 

order triangular element (T6) due to the poor accuracy of the first order triangular element (T3). However, for 

the conventional T6 element, the additional nodes located midway the distance between the pairs of triangle 

vertexes cannot be adjusted to set on the boundary of a curved structure. This problem was solved by using 

curvilinear elements. Compared with conventional elements, curvilinear element approach converges faster for 

curved structures. However, the T3 element is often preferable because of its computational simplicity and 

easiness for adaptive mesh refinement. Moreover, most of mesh generation software’s rely on first order 

triangular elements [2]. 

As a consequence, several research efforts have been dedicated to increase the accuracy of the T3 element. 

Recently, a new technique termed ”smoothed Galerkin” has been introduced [3]. This new technique relies on 

weakening the weak form (!
!

) as in meshfree methods. Beside approximating the field, !
!

 form 

approximates also the field derivatives via the gradient smoothing technique. The high accuracy and the less 

sensitivity to mesh distortion are the most important features of !
!

 form. The accuracy of any method relies on 



Galerkin form can be improved by using the smoothed Galekrin form. Based on the smoothed Galerkin 

technique, a novel class of so-called smoothed finite element method (SFEM) has been introduced for various 

mechanics problems. The shape function derivatives at element boundaries, in the conventional FEM, are 

numerically discontinuous which causes FEM poor performance. This disadvantage in FEM has been smartly 

overcome in SFEM by approximating the derivatives at the element boundaries to be continuous. Dissimilar to 

conventional FEM, efficient ”inter-element” matrices are accurately formed through smoothing the field 

derivatives across element boundaries. In this sense, the new approach is termed ”smoothed FEM” (SFETD). 

Recently plasmonics is expected to play a vital role in achieving high density integrated photonic circuits. 

However, the efficient analysis of such plasmonic based devices is still a challenge facing numerical modeling 

techniques. Beam propagation methods (BPM), which are well known for their simplicity and numerical speed 

in analyzing photonic devices, sustain serious stability problem when treating high-index-contrast structures and 

completely fail in handling such plasmonic based devices. Alternatively, we developed a new type of 

bidirectional BPM able to overcome all shortages in plasmonics modeling techniques. Besides increasing 

computational speed through our suggested method, it could efficiently treat all the very-wide spectrum of 

radiation, evanescent, guided modes excited in such plasmonic based devices with excellent numerical stability 

[4]. 

Pseudospectral methods have recently emerged as efficient and accurate tools in the field of optical 

waveguides analysis.  Unlike the finite difference and finite element methods, spectral methods provide very 

high convergence rates in addition to the higher efficiency and accuracy.  Since spectral methods require the 

solution to be smooth enough to achieve a high convergence rate, we should employ also a domain 

decomposition technique in case of problems with discontinuities.  Most of the waveguiding structures have 

discontinuities due to different materials with different refractive indices used in fabricating the waveguide [5].  

An important problem that should be treated carefully is the semi-infinite extension of the computational 

domains denoted as open waveguides.  Perfectly-matched layers (PMLs) proved to be a good solution to the 

problem leading to domain truncation.  However, there are still serious simulation problems in which PMLs 

collapse, confront inevitable reflections or even exponential growth. Other major drawbacks are the high 

sensitivity to the selection of the PML parameters such as conductivity profile, thickness of the layer, 

permittivity, and the distance to the structure. Moreover, non-physical Berenger PML modes appear in the 

numerical solution that cannot be wiped out. Another approach we have proposed is using rational Chebyshev 

functions in semi-infinite subdomains. The rational basis functions are constructed by composing cardinal 

Chebyshev functions with a carefully selected conformal map. The proposed approach renders itself to have 

advantages such as achieving a high convergence rate and the convergence is independent of any prior estimates. 
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Abstract— We introduce a hybrid nanophotonic-plasmonic platform capable of generating
Surface Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy signals from integrated bowtie antennas, excited and
collected by a single mode silicon nitride waveguide. Moreover we discuss the relevant figure of
merit, which represents the total Stokes power coupled into the fundamental waveguide mode for
a given pump power, and outline strategies to optimize the Signal-to-Noise Ratio.

1. INTRODUCTION

Surface Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (SERS) is a well-known technique to enhance Raman spec-
tra by placing a resonant metallic nanostructure near the analyte under study. [1, 2] SERS signals
are however mainly generated and collected by bulky and expensive microscopy systems. The de-
velopment of photonic integrated circuits functionalized with dedicated nanoplasmonic structures
would hence present a major step towards the realization of dense SERS probes, allowing multi-
plexed detection of extremely weak Raman signals. We have demonstrated for the first time such
a hybrid platform where the SERS signal from integrated bowtie antennas, coated with a self-
assembled monolayer of 4-nitrothiophenol (NTP), is excited and collected by a single mode silicon
nitride waveguide (Fig. 1(a)). Due to the fully integrated nature of this single mode SERS-probe,
one can rigorously quantify the complete enhancement and coupling process. [3] Below we will dis-
cuss the relevant figure of merit (FOM) of this new on-chip SERS platform and outline strategies
to optimize the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR).
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Figure 1: (a) Silicon nitride (SiN) waveguide functionalized with an array of N bowtie antennas. The bottom inset shows

a SEM image of an integrated bowtie antenna. [3] (b) SERS spectra of waveguides functionalized with a varying number of

N (N = 0, 10, 20, 30, 40) bowtie antennas with � � 60

�
, L � 106 ± 8 nm and � � 48 ± 13 nm. [3] (c) Signal (blue) and shot

noise (red) strength of the 1340 cm

�1
peak as a function of N . The solid curve represents a fit of the experimental data to

a theoretical model describing the on-chip SERS e�ects, developed in [3], while the shaded areas incorporate the theoretical

impact of disorder in the system [3].

2. SIGNAL ENHANCEMENT AND NOISE REDUCTION

Figure 1(b) shows the Raman spectra obtained from waveguides functionalized with a di�erent
number of antennas N . The cyan shaded areas mark the spectral positions where an NTP Stokes
peak is expected. The peaks denoted by the black dashed lines result from interference e�ects
generated by the Au array. [3] While the non-functionalized (N = 0) reference waveguide does
not generate any NTP SERS signal, it does have a large Raman background originating from the
SiN core. The shot noise associated to this background will limit the detection of the smallest
NTP features, but can be reduced by the attenuation caused by the nanoantennas if the waveg-
uides are functionalized with a su�ciently large N (see Fig. 1(b)). While the dominant 1340



cm�1 peak is visible in all cases, the smallest 1110 cm�1 peak only appears for a su�ciently low
background. In that respect the N = 40 waveguide exhibits a better performance as compared
to the N = 10 case. However, the absolute signal strength of all the N = 40 peaks is lower
than the N = 10 peaks as exemplified in Fig. 1(c) for the 1340 cm�1 peak. [3] Hence, there is
a trade-o� between signal enhancement and noise reduction, which in turn a�ects the SNR. In
order to investigate this trade-o� we developed an on-chip SERS model. Each antenna generates
�APpump guided Stokes power, in both forward and backward direction, for a given pump power
Ppump. The single antenna conversion e�ciency �A is an antenna dependent factor incorporat-
ing the integrated field enhancement profile near the metal surface. The total forward propagat-
ing Stokes power generated by an array of N coated antennas was shown to be proportional to

FOMF = �Ae
(1�N)

S

⇣
1� (eS/eP )

N
⌘
(1� eS/eP )

�1. The additional array factor results from the

combined extinction of pump (eP ) and Stokes (eS) light due to all the antennas. The background

on the other hand is proportional to FOMbg = �bgL1

⇣
e�N
P + e�N

S

⌘
in which �bg is a waveguide

dependent factor incorporating the specific modal field profile and 2L
1

is the total length of the
waveguide. Finally, the SNR is then proportional to SNR / FOMF /

p
FOMF + FOMbg. [3]
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Figure 2: (a) Signal and SNR as a function of N for the 1340 cm

�1
peak of Fig. 1(c). (b) Comparison between Forward

and Backward on-chip SERS scattering for eP = 1.16 and eS = 1.10.

The experimental signal strength and corresponding SNR of the 1340 cm�1 peak are shown
in Fig. 2(a). One can see that if N < Nmin, detection is not possible because SNR < 1. The
signal is maximal for N = Nopt while the SNR is maximal for NSNR

opt > Nopt. This exemplifies
the trade-o� between signal enhancement and noise reduction. It should be noted however that
the SERS signal originates from a relatively short section (which can be made as short as ⇡ 10
µm for a single antenna) as compared to the total length 2L

1

(⇡ 10000 µm in our experiment)
which is responsible for the large background. By su�ciently reducing L

1

(L
1

! 0), the trade-o�
relaxes because one maintains the possibility to select an antenna number which maximizes FOMF

while achieving the maximum SNR at the same time (i.e. NSNR
opt ! Nopt). Furthermore, one can

gain in absolute signal strength by collecting the backward propagating SERS light because the
backscattered signal from the first antenna, which is the strongest, is still fully available at the
output. The signal from subsequent antennas then experiences an ever increasing attenuation by
the previous antennas, such that the signal eventually saturates for a su�ciently large number of
antennas (see Fig. 2(b)). By applying similar reasonings as in [3], one can show that the backward

propagating SERS signal is proportional to FOMB = �A
⇣
1� (eP eS)

�N
⌘⇣

1� (eP eS)
�1

⌘�1

. The

highest SERS signal Smax that can be collected from this hybrid platform is hence given by Smax =
�A (1� 1/ (eP eS))

�1 for a given antenna geometry. When one eventually is limited to the shot
noise of the SERS signal (i.e. FOMB >> FOMbg), the highest possible SNR is proportional

to SNRmax /
q

�A (1� 1/ (eP eS))
�1. Currently we are working on dedicated on-chip Y-splitters

which decouple the pump beam from the waveguide carrying the SERS signal in order to reduce the
background signal. Moreover, the backscattered light is collected in such a Y-splitter configuration
to improve on the absolute signal strength. Initial experiments show that the background can be
reduced by a factor 100 (shot noise reduction by 10) compared to the background of simple straight
waveguides (for the same pump power). So the SNR is expected to increase by at least 10.

Improved chip designs are expected to push towards the Nmin = 1 limit, such that signals from a
single antenna can be detected, and could ultimately enable quantitative and multiplexed detection
of several biological and chemical substances, such as viruses or DNA, on a fully integrated platform.
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Abstract-We propose a novel structure for a plasmonic gas sensor. The idea of operation is based on 

Metal-Insulator-Metal approach. The plasmonic slot mode enables high confinement in the insulator gap which 

is the gas being sensed leading to high sensitivity. High sensitivity and small foot print is achieved through this 

plasmonic design. Optimization processes yield high sensitivity as high as 1,521 nm/RIU, FWHM down to 9 nm 

and FOM of 169 which is the greatest FOM to our knowledge. 
Keywords—surface plasmon polariton; full width half maximum; lab-on-chip, silicon-coupled 

 
INTRODUCTION 
The focus on gas detection has been exponentially increasing due to their strong impact on a lot of industrial and 

environmental applications. The use of highly sensitive gas detectors in industry has been wide spreading and 

has a lot of potentials and promising applications [1]. Our sensing technique is based on having air as the 

background (reference) index. Changing gas type will affect the effective index of the medium, and hence results 

in a phase or wavelength shift. Surface Plasmon Wave is originated through the coherent oscillations of the 

excited charges at the metal-dielectric interface. This attractive property of SPs is the basis for surface plasmon 

resonance (SPR) bio-medical, chemical, and environmental sensing [1]. In the recent years, a lot of architectures 

have been proposed, however, they lack the either small foot print, which is the case for most of photonic based 

sensors, or high sensitivity for plasmonic based sensors. Plasmonic slot mode is of promising applications 

because of the high mode confinement in the gap between the two metal surfaces [2]. Some analytical 

approaches have been used to estimate the transmission patterns in complex configurations like the x junctions 

for example that can also be utilized in our design [3]. In this paper, we propose a novel architecture which 

merges between high sensitivity and small foot print. 
 

DESIGN 
The design is based on a resonant cavity where the gas being sensed is inside the cavity etched in silver which 

results in a Metal-Insulator-Metal (MIM) structure. Changing the design parameters helped us in choosing a 

desired resonant frequency of about 1550 nm for our design. Also, changing the dimensions will affect the full 

width half maximum (FWHM) of the output normalized transmission, which will counts into the figure of merit 

(FOM) which represent the overall performance of the sensor. The FOM is determined by dividing the 

sensitivity by the FWHM, so better FOM which is interpreted as better performance can be achieved by having 

higher sensitivity and narrower FWHM. As shown in the figure, the FWHM of the transmitted signal was about 

9 nm which helped in having high FOM of 169 which is the greatest among other sensors to our knowledge. 

This will enable for high performance lab-on-chip sensors which can be coupled to electronic chips through 

silicon waveguide coupling ports. 



 

 

CONCLUSION 
We demonstrated a gas sensor that is characterized by its high sensitivity of 1521 nm/RIU, narrow FWHM of the 

transmitted signal of 9 nm, and also high figure of merit (FOM) of 169 which is the best sensor’s performance 
reported till now. 
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Abstract- There is still the need of not only controlling and understanding of fluorescent 

molecules-nanoparticles interactions but also of designing new types of fluorescent hybrid 

nanostructures with substantially improved brightness and photo-stability [1]. 

Here we develop a novel strategy for designing a model of multilayer core-shell gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) 

with optimized photophysical properties, consisting of a Au core and surrounding FRET pairs (i.e. fluorescent 

molecules and quantum dots). Specifically, we employed polyelectrolyte multilayers fabricated using 

layer-by-layer assembly as dielectric spacers for precisely tuning the Au core/acceptor/donor distances and to 

modulate FRET enhancement. Then, the experimental measured photophysical parameters were compared to 

numerical simulations. In particular, the electromagnetic response was simulated by finite-difference 

time-domain (FDTD) method in order to ensure theoretical description of the coupling between metallic AuNPs 

and emitters. 

We consider that the integration of AuNPs with fluorescent molecules into composite nanostructures where 

the emitters are precisely positioned relative to the plasmonic surface enables the use of these multilayer 

core-shell AuNPs as ideal efficient nanoscopic light sources. 
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Abstract- We review recent progress on the application of long-range surface plasmon-polariton 

waveguide biosensors for disease detection. The biosensors are constructed from metal stripe 

waveguides cladded in Cytop with etched microfluidic channels to expose the stripe surface to the 

sensing fluid. Application of straight waveguide biosensors to the detection of leukemia in patient 

blood serum, dengue infection in patient blood plasma and bacteria in urine is reviewed. 

 

Conventional clinical detection methods such as ELISA (enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay) and flow 

cytometry use fluorescence detection which requires well-trained personnel to label biomolecules and run test 

protocols, often requiring hours to carry out. Alternatively, optical biosensors are label-free and provide a 

real-time response. The field of optical biosensing is dominated by Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) in the 

Kretschmann-Raether configuration, which involves a thin Au film on a prism integrated with microfluidics and 

interrogation optoelectronics [1-3]. Despite the success of this technique, miniaturization, multiplexing and 

sensitivity remain challenges. 

    Long-range surface plasmon polaritons (LRSPPs) are transverse magnetic (TM) surface waves that 

propagate on a thin metal slab or stripe cladded by dielectrics of similar refractive index [4]. LRSPPs can 

propagate up to centimeters along stripes in the infrared, which is significantly further than the propagation of 

single-interface SPPs. The LRSPP’s increased propagation length is due to reduced confinement to the metal 

which leads to reduced modal sensitivity, but the longer propagation length enables a longer optical interaction 

length with the sensing medium, leading to a higher overall sensitivity [5]. LRSPP waveguide biosensors are 

compact and mass manufacturable using semiconductor fabrication tools and processes.  

    In this paper we review recent work carried out with LRSPP straight waveguide biosensors [6] for the 

detection of diseases in complex fluids. Specifically, we review work carried out on the detection of leukemia in 

patient blood sera [7], on the detection of dengue infection in patient blood plasma [8,9], and on the detection of 

bacteria in urine [10]. We discuss prospects for the detection of other diseases, including HIV, malaria and 

cardiac infarction. 
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Abstract— Our work focuses on the optical response of hybride nano-particles composed of
metal particles coupled with non-linear crystal. Electromagnetic field enhancement due to plas-
monic resonance is expected to enhance the non-linear response of nano-sized KTP like crystals.
Here, we present our results on the modelling and the experimental study of the Second Harmonic
Generation (SHG) in nonlinear cristals coupled or not with metal particles.

1. INTRODUCTION

Scalability of optical devices is a major challenge for quantum optics and quantum cryptography
fields. However, non-linear optical processes such as second harmonic generation and parametric
down conversion become very ine�cient when the active medium is reduced to the nanoscale.
Enhancement strategies are therefore mandatory. Here, we investigate the SHG response of a
nano-crystal of KTP and its modification by the proximity of a plasmonics antenna.

2. METHOD AND RESULTS

By Finite Element Method simulation of SHG [1,2], we investigate the non linear response of several
structures: i) non-linear crystal, ii) metallic antenna and also iii) hybrid structures. Comparing
quantitatively simulated and experimental data on metallic particles allows to infer the origin of
SHG response in metallic antennas, and to design doubly resonant structures in the visible range
with aluminium antennas.

To further enhance the nonlinear response, hybrid structures are envisionned by coupling a KTP
crystal to the plasmonic structure. The e�ciency of individual building blocks are first compared
in terms of collected counts of photons/s, allowing to establish the net gain o�ered by the hybrid
structure. Figure 1 shows that these structures can exhibit a largely enhanced SHG signal. It raises
the question of the best strategy to optimize this phenomenon. Using hybrid structures realized
with monocrystalline KTP [4], experiments show that parameters such as the antenna size or the
crystalline orientation are crucial.

Figure 1: Simulated SHG map obtained by scanning a single nonlinear crystal (a), a
single plasmonic antenna (b) and the corresponding hybrid structure (c) with nonlinear
e�ciencies taken from the litterature.
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Abstract- We experimentally demonstrate an all-dielectric resonant metasurface with full 0-to-2π 
phase control at near infrared wavelengths. We design and fabricate dielectric nanoblocks-based 

metasurfaces for various functionalities, including high-efficiency beam deflector and light 

converter for generating optical vortex beams, carrying an orbital angular momentum. 
 

Metasurfaces (MS) are two-dimensional artificial materials with thicknesses much smaller than incident 

light wavelength, allowing complete control of the phase, amplitude, and polarization of light beams [1,2]. 

Compared to conventional optical elements, which rely on long propagation distances, these devices facilitate 

strong light-matter interaction in subwavelength-width material layers, allowing abrupt changes of beam 

parameters. Dielectric MS, unlike their three-dimensional analogues, metamaterials, do not require complicated 

fabrication techniques and can be produced in one lithographical step. A majority of the recent studies have 

focused on metal-dielectric structures, which have relatively low efficiency due to orthogonal polarizations 

coupling and nonradiative Ohmic losses in metals [3,4]. 

 Dielectric MS, unlike their three-dimensional analogues, metamaterials, do not require complicated 

fabrication techniques and can be produced in one lithographical step [5-9]. In our initial studies, we 

theoretically investigated and experimentally demonstrated an all-dielectric resonant metasurface with full 

0-to-2π phase control at near-infrared wavelength as shown in Fig. 1. We designed and fabricated a 

high-efficiency beam deflector and a light converter for generating an optical vortex beam, carrying an orbital 

angular momentum. In addition to 0 to π phase control enabled by a single magnetic or electric resonance, 

overlapping of magnetic and electric resonances in the frequency domain enabled an additional phase control 

with optical impedance matching and, as a result, high efficiency in transmission mode with full 2π phase 

manipulation. These particular functionalities can serve as specific examples of vast possibilities offered by the 

planar Mie-resonance-based metasurface approach. In this talk, we will discuss linear and nonlinear dielectric 

metasurfaces made of silicon and chalcogenide glasses.   

All-dielectric-based metasurfaces can be used for fabrication of miniaturized high-efficiency optical 

components for near infra-red photonics, such as flat lenses, beam deflectors, antireflection coatings, and phase 

modulators. Elimination of metals and, as a result, no ohmic losses, compared to plasmonic counterparts and not 

requiring cross-polarized field interaction to cover full phase, makes them well-suited for integration on optical 

chip and for large-scale production. 
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Figure 1. (a) Schematics of the proposed beam deflector with the unit cell (shown in the inset) containing eight 

nanoblocks, each responsible for the phase shift from 0 to 2π with π/4 increments. (b) Scanning electron microscopy 

image of fabricated metasurfaces with 96 × 96 µm total size; zoomed-in picture is shown in the inset. (c) Beam 

position without (left top) and with (left bottom) metasurface; the beam power is refracted to the left side with 

deflection angle 13.1° and transmission of ∼36%. Input and output beam photographs are also shown in the inset 

(right). (d) Schematics and (e) scanning electron microscopy image for optical vortex beam converter with eight 

sectors with different unit cells for each sector of metasurface. Each sector introduces an additional π/4 phase shift, 

thus covering 0 to 2π phase change. (e)  Intensity distribution for measured output vortex beam in form of donut 

shape. (f) Vortex and Gaussian beams interference experiment results showing spiral-shaped intensity distribution. 
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Abstract- We present a hybrid plasmonic add-drop filter based on a micro-ring-disk with 

submicron dimensions. The device is based on the conductor-gap-silicon hybrid plasmonic platform 

and utilizes an embedded electro-optical polymer to control the wavelength-selective coupling 

between two bus lines. The novel micro-ring-disk resonator combines the easier fabrication of a 

microdisk resonator with the lower capacitance of a microring resonator and provides high 

modulation depths, low insertion losses, and power consumption around 1 fJ/bit.  
 

Electro-optic polymers (EOP) have been widely used in the fabrication of silicon-on-insulator (SOI) 

modulators in the so-called the silicon-organic hybrid (SOH) platform, owing to their high operation speed and 

low power consumption [1]. Recently, we have combined the advantages of EOP modulators with the compact 

sizes of hybrid plasmonic circuits based on conductor-gap-silicon (CGS) waveguides in both resonating [2,3] 

and directional coupling configurations [4]. In this work, we extend our previous design to add-drop filter 

circuits, where the resonating element is a silicon microdisk on top of which a ring structure is patterned for the 

EOP and the metal cap. The proposed structure features high modulation depths, low insertion losses and low 

switching power. 
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Two-dimensional metal dichalcogenides (2D TMDCs) have been of great interest lately due to their 

unique potentials for forming new optoelectronic devices. On the other hand, plasmonic nanostructures 

have been considered as a powerful platform for strong-light-matter interaction in optoelectronic 

devices. In this talk, a hybrid material platform based on careful integration of these two powerful 

material structures is presented, and its use for optoelectronic applications (especially light generation) 

is presented. We show that by combining lattice plasmon modes with local surface plasmon polaritons 

in plasmonic nanoantenna arrays, new modes with Fano-type resonances for enhancing light –matter 

interaction at desired wavelengths can be engineered. These modes can be used to enhance light 

emission from 2D TMDCs when they are integrated with such plasmonic nanostructures. This effect will 

be experimentally presented, and its prospects for forming new light-emitting devices (especially lasers) 

will be discussed.  
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Abstract 

Optical interconnects as a solution for electrical 
interconnects speed problem is in need for optical 
modulators, that can overcome the power and size 
constrains. An organic mach-zehnder modulator was used, 
whose arms are made of metal-polymer-metal waveguides, 
and the 90 degree plasmonic to silicon waveguide coupling 
scheme was exploited. An extinction ratio of 15.8 dB, 
insertion loss of 3.38 dB was reached under 10 V bias, with 
a device length of 4.7 µm.  Smaller polymer slot size, and 
higher nonlinear coefficient can further enhance this design.      

1. Introduction 

Electrical interconnects is a bottle neck for today's 
processors. The delay of communicating data in and 
between processors is comparable or longer than the gate 
delays. One of the competing technologies to solve this 
problem is optical interconnects. Optical modulators with 
low power consumption and small footprint in comparison 
with the electrical interconnects is needed. 
 

Many trials has been made to achieve this goal. 
Different silicon photonic modulators, including ring 
resonators, electro absorption and mach-zehnder have failed 
in general to fulfill the footprint and the power 
specifications [1]. Plasmonics can solve these problems due 
to its ability to confine light in nano-scale dimensions. 
Plasmonic mach-zehnder modulator has been presented 
before, and showed a promising results [2]. 

In our work, we used the advantages of the plasmonic 
mach-zehnder modulator, and exploited the 90 degree 
coupling between the silicon wave guides and the 
plasmonic arms of the modulator [3]. This combination 
eliminates the need for tapers or any special junction, so the 
dimensions of the modulator was halved. 

The design is presented in the next section followed by 
a results section, then a conclusion.    

2. Modulator Design 

The modulator is shown in figure(1). It consists of an input 
silicon waveguide, fed from a laser source, then the 90 
degree coupler to the metal-polymer-metal waveguides, that 
forms the mach-zehnder arms. The polymer refractive index 
in each arm varies on applying voltage, cause a delay 
between the two waves, that creates destructive interference 
at the combiner. lastly, the output is fed to output silicon 

waveguide, which will communicate data through 
processor.   

 
Figure 1: The mach-zehnder modulator formed of the two 
metal insulator metal waveguides, with input and output 
silicon waveguides.  
 
FDTD tool was used to simulate the 3D structure. constant 
refractive indices was used for the silicon and the silicon 
dioxide, that forms the substrate. Wavelength dependant 
refractive index was used for the silver. The refractive index 
variation of the polymer was calculated using Pockel's 
effect nonlinear dependence between the electric field and 
refractive index, and it was changed manually.   

3. Results 

In the on state, at no bias, insertion loss of 3.38 dB was 
reached. In the off state, at 10 V bias, 15.8 dB extinction 
ratio was reached. The device footprint is 5 µm * 1.3 µm. 
The maximum reflection from the modulator was less than 
15%. 

4. Conclusions 

Mach-Zehnder plasmonic modulator can fulfill the footprint 
requirement for on chip integration. The use of materials 
with stronger nonlinear properties, and smaller polymer slot 
sizes can enhance the footprint more, and in turns enhance 
the insertion loss, and decrease the power consumption 
significantly through decreasing the capacitance.   
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Abstract 

The modal analysis of CMOS compatible hybrid plasmonic 
waveguide in the mid-infrared region (4-6µm) using doped 
silicon is introduced. Manipulating the design parameters of 
the waveguide such as the thickness of the doped silicon 
layer and the nearby sapphire layers can effectively change 
the propagation length and the mode confinement. The 
simulation results show that a propagation length of 220µm 
can be achieved at wavelength 6Pm. 

1. Introduction 

Mid infrared is a promising range with lots of applications 
such as infrared spectroscopy and chemical detection [1] 
which have impact in many fields such as medicine, 
astronomy and other [2,3], due to the absorption peaks of 
many biological and chemical molecules that lay in this 
range. 

Insulator Metal Insulator (IMI) plasmonic waveguide 
with low refractive index have long propagation length but 
large modal area. On the other hand, IMI plasmonic 
waveguide with high refractive index have small modal area 
but short propagation length [4]. Hybrid plasmonic 
waveguides [4,5] which consist from metal layer 
sandwiched with low then high index layers is compromise 
of these two structures. The modes of this structure can be 
interpreted as coupled mode between the plasmonic 
waveguide mode and the dielectric waveguide mode which 
are separated by the low index layer [5].  

This paper present the modal analysis of Complementary 
Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) compatible hybrid 
waveguides in the mid infrared region from 4-6µm where 
the metal layer is replace by highly doped silicon. The 
dependence of the mode effective index and propagation 
length on the different waveguide parameters are studied. To 
allow for both the successful waveguiding in the wavelength 
range between 4 and 6 µm, and CMOS compatibility of the 
structure, the high index and low index materials were 
chosen as silicon and sapphire, respectively [6]. 

This structure achieve 220µm propagation length at 
wavelength 6µm. Our analysis showed also, that our 
structures exhibit anomalous dispersion (i.e. negative group 
velocity) for wavelengths around 3μm and can support slow 
and fast light. 

2. Modal Analysis 

The modal analysis of the hybrid waveguide (Fig. 1-(a)) has 
been carried on using Finite Element Method (FEM) solver 
[7] for various wavelengths in the mid-infrared region λ=4-
6μm. The wavelength range is chosen to be far away from 
the resonance wavelength (2.63µm) of the doped silicon and 
at the same time far from the sapphire absorption region 

(λ>6µm). The 5 1020 cm3 doped silicon layer is modeled 
using Drude model. 
 

 

 
Figure 1: (a) Hybrid waveguide. Ey component of the: (b) 
symmetric mode with hox=80nm and hDop=300nm, (c) anti-
symmetric mode with hox=80nm and hDop=300nm. 
 

The width (w) of the hybrid waveguide is chosen such 
that it supports only fundamental modes. The thickness of 
the silicon doped layer (hDop) is spanned from 60nm to 
500nm. Also the thickness of the sapphire (hox) is spanned 
from 20nm to 120nm. 
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The hybrid waveguide supports both the fundamental 
symmetric (Fig-1(b)) and anti-symmetric modes (Fig. 1-(c)). 
By increasing the doped silicon layer hDop the symmetric 
mode effective index increase while the anti-symmetric 
mode effective index decreases. In addition, as the sapphire 
thickness (hox) decreases, the effective index of both modes 
increases due to stronger coupling between the plasmonic 
and the dielectric mode [5] as mentioned above. As the 
effective index of the mode increase as the mode becomes 
more confined and hence the losses increase. Figure 2 show 
the mode effective index and the propagation length of both 
symmetric and anti-symmetric mode at 5.5µm wavelength . 

 

 

 
Figure 2: (a) Mode effective index and (b) Propagation 
length of the symmetric mode at wavelength=5.5μm. (c) 
Mode effective index and (d) Propagation length of the anti-
symmetric mode at wavelength=5.5μm. 
 

3. Conclusions 

In this work we present the modal analysis of hybrid 
waveguides using doped silicon in the mid infrared range 
from 4µm to 6µm. The propagation distance and the 
normalized modal area of the fundamental modes are 
calculated. In this modal analysis the dependence of the 
mode parameters on the wavelength, doped layer thickness 
and nearby sapphire layer thicknesses was investigated. 
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Abstract 

An optical directional coupler (ODC) based on silicon-on-
insulator waveguide is designed and demonstrated, with a 
power-splitting mechanism that can be tuned with applying 
the external electric field. The tuning mechanism takes the 
advantage of changing the refractive index of polymer when 
applying external electric field. The ODC operates under 
1550 nm telecommunication wavelength. A finite difference 
time domain method with perfect matching layer (PML) 
absorbing boundary condition is taken up to simulate and 
analyze the ODC. 

1. Introduction 

Switching and modulating are the main operations in 
digital computing signal processing. The growing demand 
for high capacity systems to process optical signals has 
concerned a lot of research [1, 2].  Optical directional 
coupler is one of the fundamental components in optical 
systems; it can be used as switch, modulator, and power 
splitter. Directional coupler’s structure involves two 
adjacent wave guides creating a coupling environment [3]. 
Conventional directional couplers are silica-based, lithium 
niobate-based, or made of optical fibers waveguides [4]. The 
length of these directional couplers ranges from several 
hundred micrometers to several millimeters [5].  

 Polymer electro-optic directional couplers are becoming 
popular due to the polymer advantages over other optical 
materials [6]. Polymers have low dispersion profile in the 
range of telecommunication wavelength and large electro-
optic coefficient; polymers are flexible for integration with 
electronic circuits. Switching time and frequency depends 
on many factors, such as response time of the electro-optic 
polymer materials [7]. Since the response time of almost all 
polymers as fast as femtosecond, we can consider that there 
is no delay between the the change of the electric signal and 
that of the refractive index of the electro-optic polymer [8].  

 

2. Design 

The proposed directional coupler is based on silicon-on-
insulator waveguide topped with polymer and metal is 
shown in figure 1. The optical wave is guided in the 

polymer between the silicon and metal. The refractive index 
of polymer changes with the applied electric field; that 
results in changes in the mode profile in the two ports which 
affects the power-splitting ratio between them. In other 
words, the change in polymer refractive index changes 
significantly the effective refractive index of the modes due 
to the high confinement in the polymer.  

 

Figure 1: Cross section view of the direct coupler based 
modulator. 
 

3. Modal analysis 

The proposed structure is composed of 2 channels. We 
excite the input optical wave through one of them. The 
optical wave is guided mainly in the polymer layer of this 
channel. At the coupling length most of the power is coupled 
into the other channel. 

3.1. Single channel waveguide 

Electric field intensity profile of a single channel is shown 
in fig.2. The light is confined in the polymer region of 
smaller thickness (h1). The regions of  larger thickness(h2) 
are of lower effective index so they act as waveguide 
cladding in the horizontal direction. Mode analysis held 
using Lumerical Mode solution show that the real part of 
the effective index of the mode in fig.2 is 2.47 and the 
propagation losses are estimated to be 0.15 dB/µm.  
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Figure 2: The single channel electric field intensity mode 
profile. 
 

3.2. Two channel waveguide 

3.2.1. Off-state 

With no potential difference applied across the polymer 
regions, the refractive index of the polymer is the same 
everywhere. The mode excited at the input of one channel 
would be resolved into 2 modes of different propagation 
constants. Figure 3 shows the electric intensity profiles of 
those two modes, namely, the even and the odd modes.  The 
interaction between these modes results in the power being 
fully coupled to the other channel after a specific distance 
defined as the beating length (LB). 
 

 
Equation 1: beating length equation. 
 
where ne and no are the effective indices of the even and the 
odd mode, respectively. 

  
Figure 3: (a) the even mode in the off state, (b) the odd 
mode in the off state 
 
 

3.2.2. On-state 

When the voltage is applied, the polymer refractive index 
changes and changes the effective index of the even and 
odd modes. According to (1), the value of beating length is 
changed. This, in turn, changes the power splitting ratio 
between the 2 channels. This way the output power is 
modulated by the applied potential difference. Figure 4 
shows the symmetric and the anti-symmetric mode profiles 
in the on-state. 
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Figure 4: (a) the even mode in the on state, and (b) the odd 
mode in the on state.  

4. Conclusions 

We have proposed an optical directional coupler based on 
polymer electro-optic characteristics. The structure and 
principles are described.  Modal analysis is used to verify 
the design and to calculate the coupling ratio between the 
two channels of the directional coupler.  
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Abstract 

We designed a plasmonic slot waveguide that works in the 
mid infrared range using Indium Arsenide. By operating in 
the fingerprint region of IR spectroscopy, the waveguide 
acted as a selective sensor, with peaks in the transmission 
spectrum corresponding to the characteristic IR absorption 
spectrum. The sensor was demonstrated using finite 
different time domain simulations with a couple of gases. 
This constitutes a label-free sensing method that can be 
used for a variety of IR-active analytes.  

1. Introduction 

Guiding mid-infrared waves is important for on chip 
sensing applications. In particular, plasmonic modes couple 
well to the dielectric media to be sensed. Semiconductors 
are very promising as plasmonic materials due to the ability 
to engineer the material for certain responses, unlike 
metals[1, 2]. However, in silicon, very high carrier 
concentrations – on the order of 1021 cm–3 – are required to 
achieve plasma frequency in the MIR [3]. Indium Arsenide 
has been identified as an excellent candidate for MIR 
plasmonics and has also been used for sensing applications 
using local surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) [4]. By using 
InAs, we designed a gas sensor based on propagating 
surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) at much lower carrier 
concentrations. Gas sensing typically requires very high 
sensitivity which can result in complex designs [5, 6]. 
Because it is based on SPPs instead of LSPR, simple 
integration with InAs-based source and detector is feasible. 

2. Simulations 

Our sensor design is based on the plasmonic slot 
waveguide in figure 1. We modeled highly doped InAs 
using a Drude empirical model, verified with the 
experimental data in [2]. Dispersion analysis was performed 
using the finite element method using COMSOL to study the 
effect of geometry and carrier concentrations. The 
dispersion analysis confirmed that carrier concentrations 
around 1019 cm–3 to 1020 cm–3 only were required to operate 
in the mid infrared. We optimized the gas sensor’s dopant 
concentration and geometry to operate in the fingerprint 
region of IR spectroscopy yielding an ultracompact design 
with a 200 nm gap and length of only 1 µm. Finite-
difference time-domain simulations were used to simulate 
the transmission spectrum, first based on air (n=1). 

 

Figure 1. InAs plasmonic slot waveguide used as a gas 
sensor. Optimized cross sectional area was 200nm x 200nm. 
Simulation was performed for 1µm long waveguide. 

 
Infrared absorption data from the NIST database [7] was 

used to develop models for refractive index and extinction 
coefficient of octane vapor. The extinction coefficient, k, 
was obtained from absorption, α, through the relation in 
equation (1). 

 
 

(1) 

Then, the refractive index was estimated using Kramers-
Kronig relations in equation (2) following the approach in 
[8]. 

 
(2) 

where  is a known refractive index of the analyte 
at wavelength  and P is the Cauchy principal value of the 
integral. 

The fingerprint region for this gas was in the range 6 µm 
to 10 µm, and a carrier concentration of 2.2×1020 cm–3 was 
found to give a response covering all this range. Air was 
replaced by the octane vapor in the simulation by changing 
the refractive index to the material model obtained. The 
refractive index has peaks corresponding to the 
characteristic absorption peaks. 

3. Results and Discussion 

Figure 2 shows that when simulating the transmission of 
the plasmonic slot waveguide using these models, the 
transmission spectrum also contained the peaks 
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corresponding to the characteristic IR absorption peaks. The 
peaks can be more pronounced if higher light-matter 
interaction is available, either with a longer structure or by 
introducing a structure that traps the light for some time 
such as a ring or cavity. 

For different types of materials where the characteristic 
peaks are in a different region of mid infrared, different 

carrier concentrations can yield a sensor with a transmission 
window in a different wavelength range. This can even be 
done “on-line” using the same device where carriers are 
injected using an applied electric field. 
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Figure 2. Transmission spectra of Octane vapor after 

normalization. Normalization was doneby subtracting the 
transmission spectrum from air and stretching the spectrum 
such that the minimum transmission is 0 and maximum is 1. 

 

In particular, a lower carrier concentration of, say 1019 
cm–3 will give a transmission window beyond 10 µm, which 
is suitable for a variety of organic materials including amino 
acids, aromatic compounds and unsaturated hydrocarbons. A 
higher carrier concentration, closer to 1021 cm–3, will give a 
transmission window from 3 to 5 µm. While far from the 
fingerprint region, this mode of operation enables 
identifying the functional groups in the analyte to determine 
the type of material instead of actual identification of the 
material. This is useful in case we don’t have a reference 
spectrum for the material being sensed, some information 
can still be gathered. Thus, we have a sensor with tunable 
transmission window in the mid-infrared to suit different 
sensing media and different modes of operation. 

4. Conclusions 

While we simulated the sensor with a couple of gases, 
this constitutes a general label-free detection mechanism that 
makes on-chip IR spectroscopy ubiquitous whether in gases 
for environmental and quality assurance applications or lab 
on chip applications.  
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Abstract 

All CMOS compatible optical modulator based on 
directional coupler configuration is presented, simulated, 
and analyzed. The device structure utilizes the silicon-
organic hybrid platform. The waveguides are made of 
arrays of silicon nanowires on a buried oxide layer. While 
the cladding and the voids between the silicon nanowires 
are filled with an electro-optic polymer. When a voltage is 
applied across the electro-optic polymer layer, the polymer 
will have its refractive index value changed, leading to a 
change in the effective index of the guided mode. Thus, 
there will be a change in the level of optical power coupled 
and exchanged between the two arms of the directional 
coupler. Utilizing Finite Difference Time Domain 
simulations tools, we design and simulate the operation of 
the modulator at the telecommunication wavelength, with 
promising extinction ratios and losses. 
 

1. Introduction 

There is an increasing demand for fast, low power optical 
modulators as required for modern telecommunications 
systems and data networks. While silicon represents the 
most established and reliable platform for optical 
waveguides, there are some challenges concerning the use 
of silicon for optical modulation, but also great efforts have 
been done on silicon modulators [1]. 
The centro-symmetric structure of silicon prevents it from 
exhibiting the linear electro-optic effect (Pockels effect), 
while the second order electro-optic effect (Kerr effect) is 
rather weak in silicon [2]. So, the integration of organics 
that possess strong electro-optic effects with silicon 
photonics can be very useful for low power and fast optical 
modulation. Indeed, silicon organic hybrid (SOH) platform 
adds strong linear electro-optic effect and a variety of other 
optical properties to silicon photonics [3]. Also, hybrid 
plasmonic platforms have been investigated for realizing 
low power and fast modulators [4-6]. Moreover, directional 
coupler based modulators have recently shown low power, 
large bandwidth and moderate insertion losses in their 
operation [7]. The SOH structures make use of the mature 
CMOS technology [8], which adds the advantage of 
utilizing already existing manufacturing technologies, 

without the need for developing new costly fabrication 
methods. 
Hereby, we propose a directional coupler modulator, which 
is based on SOH platform. The modulator is an all CMOS 
compatible structure. The modulator is a directional coupler 
formed of an array of silicon nanowires (SiNWs) [9] on 
bulk SiO2, while the SiNWs forms the two arms of the 
directional coupler, and the cladding of the silicon 
nanowires is the electro-optic organic. When there is no 
electrical signal applied (OFF state) to the organic, the 
device operates as a conventional directional coupler where 
the optical power is exchanged periodically between its two 
arms. However, when an electrical signal is applied (ON 
state) to the cladding (electro-optic organic), the refractive 
index of the organic changes, causing a change in the 
effective index of the guided mode propagating through the 
silicon nanowires. This causes a difference in the level of 
optical power coupled between the two arms compared to 
the OFF state. So, at the 1.55Pm wavelength, we can 
observe the power difference coupled between the 
directional coupler arms for the ON and OFF states, i.e. 
modulation at 1.55Pm wavelength.  
A commercial-grade simulator based on the finite-
difference time-domain (FDTD) method was used to 
perform the calculations [10]. FDTD simulation methods 
have shown accurate and efficient sensitivity measurements 
for different structures including guided wave [11], 
complex [12], and lossy [13] structures, as well as for 
dielectric discontinuities [14]. 

2. Device Structure 

The modulator utilizes the directional coupler operation 
where optical power is coupled and exchanged periodically 
between its two arms. The layout of the directional coupler 
based modulator is shown in figure 1.  
The two arms of the directional coupler are formed of 
arrays of SiNWs on a buried oxide SiO2 layer. While the 
electro-optic polymer (EOP) forms the cladding, and fills 
the voids between the silicon nanowires. 
The use of SiNWs instead of bulk Si waveguides has the 
advantage of introducing voids to the structure, which 
maximizes the overlap between the optical mode and the 
cladding [15]. The cladding can be a material under test for 
sensing purposes or an electro-optical material for 
modulation purposes as in our case. 
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Figure 1: Layout of the SiNW directional coupler modulator. 
 

3. Results and Discussion 

The excited mode profile is shown in figure 2, where it can 
be observed that the electric field is strongly confined 
within the SiNWs waveguides and the EOP cladding filling 
the voids.  

 
Figure 2: Excited electric field (Re{ zE }) distribution in the 

bar waveguide at O=1.55Pm. 
 
So, the SiNWs serve for light guiding, while the field 
concentrated in the EOP will be more sensitive to refractive 
index changes in the EOP. 
Thus, on applying voltages to the metal contacts (across the 
EOP), the guided mode will be strongly affected by the 
change of the EOP index, which leads to changes in the 
levels of optical power exchanged between the directional 
coupler two arms. Thus, the device can be optimized for 
detecting such optical power level change at the specific 
propagation distance.  
In our device, the maximum difference in the level of power 
exchanged between the directional coupler arms can be 
pronounced at a propagating distance of 24Pm. The 
extinction ratio defined as:  

),log(10
off

on

P

P
ER    (1) 

Where, ER is the extinction ratio in dB, while Pon , and Poff 
are the power levels in the excited waveguide at the ON, 
and OFF voltage states, respectively. 
The extinction ratio calculated for our device reaches 24dB, 
with insertion losses of 1.4dB at a propagation distance of 
24Pm, and at the 1.55Pm telecom wavelength. 

4. Conclusions 

A CMOS compatible optical modulator has been presented, 
the device is based on directional coupler operation. 
Modulation was achieved through the change of power 
levels exchanged between the directional coupler arms. An 
extinction ratio of 24 dB has been achieved with insertion 
losses of 1.4 dB at the 1.55Pm telecom wavelength.  
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Abstract 

Optical modulators are key components in the 
telecommunication technology. Ongoing research aims at 
achieving high modulation depths, low power consumption 
and compact designs of the optical modulator. Modulators 
based on plasmonic structures integrated with electro-optic 
polymers provide such interesting properties. We 
demonstrate a novel on-chip modulator for 
telecommunication applications. The modulator is based on 
the ring resonator mechanism, while utilizing the hybrid 
plasmonic platform. The proposed device is characterized 
by its small footprint, high extinction ratio, and low 
insertion losses. 3D Finite Difference Time Domain 
simulation tools were employed for designing and 
simulating the operation of the modulator at the 
telecommunication wavelength, while observing the device 
performance. 
 

1. Introduction 

The optical modulator is one of the main building blocks of 
modern communication systems. There are several 
modulation mechanisms in silicon, such as the thermo-optic 
effect, and the electro-optic effect. The thermo-optic effect 
(change of optical parameters with temperature) is still 
challenging due to speed limitations associated with heat 
dissipation issues [1], while the electro-optic effect has an 
almost instantaneous response with the applied electric 
signal. However, silicon does not exhibit the linear electro-
optic (Pockel’s effects) due to its centro-symmetric 
structure, while its second-order (Kerr effect) is relatively 
weak [2]. So, organics with strong electro-optic effects were 
studied for potential use for modulation purposes. Such 
organics when integrated with the silicon platform produce 
the silicon organic hybrid structures [3].  
The miniaturization of photonic devise to reach ultra-
compact photonic devices of 100’s nm devices is limited by 
the classic diffraction limit in silicon photonics [4]. 
Thereby, the ability of surface plasmon polaritons 
propagating at a metal/dielectric interface to be confined to 
sub-wavelength scales can be very useful for producing 
such ultra-compact devices. Therefore, attention has been 
given to modulators with hybrid plasmonic structures, 
combining the advantages of the high speed operation, low 

insertion losses, low operation voltages, and the very 
compact designs [5-8]. 
In this work, we propose a hybrid silicon plasmonic 
modulator, with a small footprint and compact design. The 
modulator is based on the ring resonator configuration. 
Resonant modulators can have very compact designs due to 
the large quality factor of the resonant cavity which 
enhances the nonlinear interaction with several orders of 
magnitude [5]. The structure of the ring resonator is formed 
of a stack of layers, silicon-insulator-metal-insulator-silicon. 
The refractive index of the insulator layer EOP (electro-
optic polymer) changes in response to an applied electrical 
signal. This causes a change in the resonant wavelength of 
the ring resonator. So, the resonant wavelength shift directly 
causes variation in the intensity of the specific wavelength 
of operation, in particular the 1.55Pm telecom wavelength. 
A commercial-grade simulator based on the finite-
difference time-domain (FDTD) method was used to 
perform the calculations [9]. Numerical calculations 
utilizing FDTD simulation methods have shown accurate 
and efficient sensitivity measurements for various structures 
including guided wave [10], complex [11], and lossy [12] 
structures, as well as for dielectric discontinuities [13]. 

2. Operation Mechanism 

We demonstrate a highly compact hybrid plasmonic 
modulator with low loss operation suitable for integration 
on photonic chips with other electronic or photonics 
components. The layout of the ring resonator based 
modulator is shown in figure 1. 

 
Figure 1: Layout of the proposed ring resonator modulator. 
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The device is composed of a straight waveguide and a ring 
resonator. The straight waveguide delivers the input power 
to be coupled to the ring resonator, and also delivers the 
output power of the device. The device structure is formed 
of a stack of layers arranged as silicon-EOP-silver-EOP-
silicon layers, all on a buried oxide SiO2 as shown in figure 
2 for the cross-section of the device. Such structure 
provides the confinement of the hybrid plasmonic mode in 
the EOP layers, with low propagation losses and compact 
design. 

 
Figure 2: Cross-section of the straight waveguide. 

 
Where the EOP refractive index is dependent on the applied 
fields as: 

Ernn pp 33
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 '                          (1), 

 
The EOP refractive index np=1.6, and the electro-optic 
coefficient r33=300pm/V [2,3], while E is the applied 
electric field in (V/pm). 

3. Results and Discussion 

The excited electric field profile is shown in figure 3, where 
it can be observed that the electric field is strongly confined 
in the EOP layers and symmetric about the metal layer. 
 

 
 

Figure 3: Excited electric field (Re{ zE }) distribution in the 

straight waveguide at O=1.55Pm. 

 
The confinement and concentration of the electric field in 
the EOP layers lead to maximum response of the EOP 
refractive index change to small variations in the applied 
electric field, which is very useful for achieving low 
operation voltages. 
 

When a small voltage is applied across the EOP layer, its 
refractive index is changed according to (1). The effective 
index of the hybrid plasmonic mode changes accordingly. 
This in turns results in shifting the resonant wavelength of 
the ring resonator as can be observed from figure 4. 
 

 
 

Figure 4: Resonant wavelength shift due to voltage 
application across the EOP layer. 

 
As can be deduced from figure 4, upon applying a small 
voltage of only 1.3V, the resonant wavelength at O=1.55Pm 
gets red-shifted, resulting in an extinction ratio of 12dB, 
while the insertion losses were as low as 1dB at wavelength 
of 1.55 μm. 
 

4. Conclusion 

The proposed modulator based on the hybrid silicon 
plasmonic platform was studied and optimized to be 
operational at the 1.55 Pm wavelength. 3D FDTD tools were 
used for the design and simulation of the device operation. 
The extinction ratio of the modulator is calculated to be 
12dB, and the insertion loss is of 1dB.         
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Abstract 

We introduce a highly sensitive ultra-compact plasmonics 
sensor based on resonance. The plasmonic nature of the 
cavity allows the light to bend over its sharp edges resulting 
in more light confinement at the edges. We provide a novel 
mechanism of coupling that enhances the light matter 
interaction inside the cavity. Sensitivity of 1500 nm/RIU is 
reached for a cavity of ultra-small area of 0.21 μm2 at 
wavelength around 1.55 µm.  

1. Introduction 

On-chip label-free biochemical sensors have attracted much 
research interest in recent years due to their small footprint 
and high sensitivity. The miniaturization of sensors is of 
great importance for lab-on-chip sensing applications, as 
only a small amount of analyte is needed to accomplish the 
analysis. 

Sensors play a significant role in on chip integrated 
systems. Photonic sensors have shown significant 
advantages over their electric counterparts such as CMOS, 
electrochemical, RF and mechanical sensors, in view of their 
immunity to electromagnetic interference, wide dynamic 
range, multiplexing capabilities and greater sensitivity [1]. 

A lot of research work has been introduced based on the 
utilization of plasmonic metal cavities in sensing 
applications [2-5]. These cavities offer high light matter 
interaction due to the capability of plasmonic modes to 
confine the light into ultra-small regions.  

A plasmonic resonator based on a rectangular cavity 
coupled to a metal-insulator-metal waveguide is introduced. 
A new coupling mechanism through a hybrid plasmonic 
waveguide section is proposed. Investigation of the 
transmission spectrum of the system is performed using 2D 
finite difference time domain method.  Numerical 
simulations results show that high sensitivity sensors can be 
created by the proposed structure. This is due to the strong 
overlap of the hybrid plasmonic mode with the sensed gas in 
the cavity. Through optimization of the cavity dimensions 
and other design parameters, sensitivity of 1500 nm/RIU is 
reached at wavelength around 1.55 µm. The fabrication of 
this compact hybrid plasmonic sensor is reliable and cost 
efficient.  The proposed plasmonic structure offers potential 
applications in integrated on-chip sensors. 

2. Operation Mechanism 

In a rectangular air cavity inside the metal, the light 
interaction with the air is enhanced due to high confinement 
at the rectangle corners. Thus, the resonant wavelength is 
highly sensitive to the refractive index of the air inside the 
cavity. We demonstrate a novel way to couple the light to 
such cavity. As with all resonators, the coupling coefficient 
is critical for its performance. To achieve a high quality 
resonator, the coupling coefficient should be decreased 
while keeping an acceptable extinction ratio. 
Conventionally, the light is coupled into plasmonic cavities 
from a metal-insulator-metal (MIM) waveguide through a 
thin metal gap [2, 4]. For efficient coupling, the thickness of 
the gap must be kept less than skin depth of the metal which 
is in the range of 20 nm [5]. The small dimensions of the 
metal gap introduce many fabrication complexities. In our 
proposal, the light is coupled to the cavity through a silicon 
strip of thickness s, as shown in figure 1.  
 

 
Figure 1: 2D schematic of the proposed rectangular sensor. 
 

The optical wave is excited at input of the MIM 
access waveguide. When it reaches the silicon strip, MIM 
mode is coupled into a hybrid plasmonic mode along the 
coupling length Lc. The hybrid mode allows the power to 
get coupled to the cavity through a relatively thick silicon 
layer of 100 nm. The coupling length is designed to be less 
than the total side length l. This allows the modes inside the 
cavity to be pure plasmonic around the corners so that the 
light can bend with less radiation losses. In addition, the 
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coupling length is an additional design parameter to control 
the coupling coefficient and avoid over-coupling. 

We propose that this structure be fabricated 
vertically where all layers are deposited on the buffer oxide 
in order. Then, the cavity is etched inside a metal bulk, 
flipped and adhered to the lower part.  

3. Results and Discussion 

The transmission spectra of a sub-micron cavity of l = 700 
nm and t = 300 nm are shown in figure 2. The coupling 
length Lc is set to half the length of the cavity, i.e. 350 nm, 
while the silicon layer thickness is 100 nm. When the 
refractive index of the air inside the cavity is increased by 
0.01, the resonance dip is red shifted from 1585 nm to 1600 
nm. Thus, the design offers a sensitivity of 1500 nm/RIU 
and a figure-of-merit of about 128. 
 

 
Figure 2: Transmission spectra of a sub-micron cavity of 
dimensions l = 700 nm and t = 300 nm and coupling 
distance Lc = 0.5l. Inset shows the H field of the resonance 
mode. 
 
A key advantage to the proposed sensor is its fabrication 
feasibility. Considering a 248 nm or 193 nm deep UV 
photolithography fabrication process, dimensional 
variations can be few tens of nanometers [6, 7]. This shows 
the robustness of the proposed sensor since the minimum 
feature size is 350 nm.  

4. Conclusion 

A new coupling mechanism to plasmonic cavities is 
proposed. A sub-micron highly sensitive plasmonic sensor is 
introduced based on the new hybrid plasmonic coupling. 
The sensitivity reaches 1500 nm/RIU for a 210 nm2 
rectangular cavity at 1550 nm operating wavelength. The 
sensor is suitable for lab-on-chip applications and can be 
integrated with electronic photonic circuits.  
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Abstract— We report on the realization and characterization of an extreme hyperbolic metamaterial in
which coexisting type I/type II anisotropies completely reverse at the so called “canalization wavelength”,
lying in the visible range. Spectroscopic ellipsometry confirms the simultaneous type I/type II response
of the obtained structure. Confocal microscopy experiments, conducted at the canalization wavelength,
confirm the supercollimation effect and the perfect lens behaviour. Numerical simulations are found
to be in very good agreement with experiments. In the end, it is demonstrated how a three-material
configuration is capable to overcome the lack of band selectivity typical of simple two-material HMMs,
opening the way to real applications.

Since Veselago seminal work made its advent in the scientific panorama, metamaterials and perfect
lenses have constituted a sort of inseparable binomial.[1, 2, 3] The possibility of resolving objects in the
extreme proximity of a lens, fascinated scientists for fifty years. Unfortunately, following the original
idea of Veselago, in the framework of conventional optics, realizing such a perfect lens would require a
negative refractive index medium. More recently, S. A. Ramakrishna et. al. [4] demonstrated the possibility
of using extremely anisotropic media, such as hyperbolic metamaterials (HMMs), to reach the so called
“canalization regime”, a condition we renamed εNZP under which the medium shows εx = εy = 0 and
εz = ∞ simultaneously.

These materials present a uniaxial form of the dielectric tensor ¯̄ε (⃗r) = diag(εxx,εyy,εzz), where εxx =
εyy = ε∥ and εzz = ε⊥. The iso-frequency surface for the extraordinary (TM-polarized) waves propagating
in such an HMM is given by

k2
x + k2

y

ε⊥
+

k2
z

ε∥
=

ω2

c2 (1)

where: ε∥ = εdLd + εmLm/Ld +Lm and ε⊥ = εdεm(Ld +Lm)/Ldεm +Lmεd . Here εm and εd are the permit-
tivities of the two materials chosen as building blocks (m for metal and d for dielectric). The simultaneous
condition of ε∥ ≈ 0 and ε⊥ ≈ ∞ can be fulfilled if Ld = Lm and, contemporarily, εm =−εd .

In this work we show the experimental realization and characterization of a particular HMM showing the
aforementioned condition we called epsilon near zero and pole (εNZP), in the visible range. Spectroscopic
ellipsometry confirms the presence of both the type I and type II behaviour, whereas their inversion at a
specific wavelenth revelas the presence of Ferrel-Berreman modes and confirms their hyperbolic nature.
The supercollimation effect at the transition wavelength, together with the possibility to use this system
as a near field perfect lens with a resolution down to λ/10, has been experimentally demonstrated by
means of confocal microscopy experiments. A strong spontaneous emission rate enhancement has been
experimentally demonstrated. Results we got are well confirmed by simulations.[5]

As a first step we engineered the metamaterial by means of the Effective Medium Theory (EMT). The
optical constants used in the design process have been extracted directly from a spectroscopic ellipsomet-
rical analysis of each of the deposited layer (fig.1a). Then, the final multilayer structure has been realized
by means of a PVD technique, by alternating 5 bilayers, each of which made of a transparent oxide and a
metal. In particular a 20 nm thick layer of Indium Tin Oxide (ITO) has been deposited on a glass substrate
by means of a DC Magnetron sputtering system (Edwards Auto 306), with a power of 40W for 2 minutes
at a distance of 7.2cm between the substrate and the ITO target. Then, an Ag layer (20 nm thick) has been
deposited on the ITO using 10W of power for 3 minutes. This constitutes the bilayer. For each deposition
session a control sample has been placed side by side with the main one, allowing to check the optical
properties of each sputtered layer, as well as its thickness and uniformity, at the end of each deposition.
Spectroscopic ellipsometry has been used to perform this analysis by means of a V-VASE Ellipsometer
(Woollam Co.). By setting up a multistep deposition procedure we were able to realize the complete mul-
tilayered metamaterial (see fig. 1a, inset). Its good morphology has been investigated by means of the



scanning electron microscopy analysis (SEM). Indeed, ellipsometry has been used as a powerful tool to
perform angular transmission and reflection characterizations, as well as the Brewster angle evaluation.
Transmission and reflection responses of the structure have been simulated by means of a classic transfer
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Figure 1: (a) Real parts of effective dielectric permittivities (ε∥ and ε⊥) determined by means of effective medium
theory and ellipsometry measurements. Inset: Imaginary parts of ε∥ and ε⊥ and schematic of the fabricated HMM, (b)
Comparison between experimental reflectance measured by ellipsometry and SMM simulations at different angles for
p- and s- polarized incident beams. (c) Transversal cuts of a FEM analysis of a plane wave propagating from a slit of
500nm at the top of a three PMMA nanometric elements through the HMM at two different wavelengths 355nm and
414nm. It is evident the superesolution obtained at the transition of type I/type II region (414nm).

and scattering matrix method (TMM and SMM) code, which takes into account the contribution of air as
the incoming medium and glass as the outgoing one, as well as all the imaginary parts. Ellipsometrical
measurements made at different angles have been compared with simulations, obtaining very good agree-
ment (see fig.1b). It is well evident the almost complete reflective behavior of the system above 414nm,
whereas the appearing of a trasmissive window in the type I region (below 414nm). Supercollimation and
perfect lens simulation have been performed by means of a Finite Element Method (FEM) based software.
We investigated the possibility to use our εNZP HMM as a supercollimator and a perfect lens. Confocal
microscopy experiments conducted over a subwavelength 1D grating lithographied on the top of the εNZP
together with FEM simulation analysis, experimentally and theoretically confirms the possibility of confin-
ing light at the canalization wavelength through the bulk of the structure within a distance comparable to
the step of the HMM.

In conclusion we have realized and characterized a HMM made of five Ag/ITO bilayers with same
thickness. Due to the relative dielectric response of the two materials, we have fulfilled the condition of εNZP
that translates into a simultaneous type I/type II HMM. The obtained system has been analyzed by means
of spectroscopic ellissometry, from which transmission and reflection spectra at different angles have been
acquired and compared with a complete TMM and SMM simulation. A confocal microscope analysis with
an external laser beam at two impinging wavelengths permitted to demonstrate the “canalization regime”,
the supercollimation effect and the perfect lens behaviour. A FEM analysis has been used to show how this
system can be used as a perfect lens and obtain a superesolution down to λ/10.
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Abstract (limited to 80 words max) - Hyperbolic metamaterials use the concept of controlling the 

propagative modes through the engineering of the dispersion relation, and are considered highly 

promising to reach different meta-properties. However, robust, simple and large scale fabrication 

technologies allowing controlled final optical properties at chosen frequency ranges (including the 

visible one) are still needed. Here we present the fabrication and optical study using spectroscopic 

ellipsometry, of nanocomposites based on metal nanoparticles embedded in a self-assembled 

anisotropic polymer host, presenting a strong spectrally selective optical anisotropy. 
 

Diblock copolymer thin film engineering1 offers a genuine technological platform for the generation of 

nanostructured thin films with different morphologies. Two thin film morphologies are particularly attractive, 

presenting high degree of order and uniaxial symmetry: the lamellar phase with layers parallel to the substrate 

and the phase of hexagonally-packed cylinders with cylinders perpendicular to the substrate. Here, we use a 

lamellar poly(styrene)-b-poly(2-vinyl pyridine) (PS-P2VP) copolymer. We spin-cast flat and homogeneous films, 

of controlled thickness between 200 and 700 nm and of large lateral dimensions, which spontaneously develop a 

multilayered structurally uniaxial thin film of alternate poly(styrene) and poly(2-vinyl pyridine) layers, each of 

size do /216 nm. This step provides both the uniaxial symmetry and the subwavelength characteristic size (do 

<< O), which are required for hyperbolic metamaterials. In order to obtain a large contrast of dielectric 
permittivity along orthogonal directions, which constitutes the third requirement to obtain a hyperbolic 

medium2, we introduce Au nanoparticles selectively within the P2VP layers, thus producing a structure of 

alternating pure polymer (P) and Au nanoparticles:P2VP nanocomposite (NC) layers. This is achieved by 

dipping successively the film-bearing wafer into an Au salt solution and then into a reducing agent solution. This 

infiltration procedure is repeated N times, and N controls the volume fraction of nanoparticles in the (NC) layers. 

As can be seen on an example shown in Figure 1, the films are structurally uniaxial and homogeneous and 

we can define their dielectric permittivity tensor with the ordinary (parallel to the substrate) and extraordinary 

(normal to the substrate) components. Variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometry (VASE) was performed in 

reflection with a phase-modulated ellipsometer (from Horiba Scientific), using the UVISEL II (P=45; M=0) and 

III (P=45; M=45) configurations. We measured Is = sin 2<sin'� Ic = sin 2<cos' and Ic’ = cos 2<, with < and 

' the two ellipsometric angles, for three values of the incident angle 55°, 65° and 75°. Each multilayer film was 
measured as a function of the number (N) of gold loading cycles. The VASE data were on the one hand analyzed 

with a superlattice model, using the layer thicknesses, appropriate interface layers and number of bi-layer 

repetitions inferred from the SEM images. Then, the optical properties of the Au loaded polymer layers were 

accurately determined and used in a layered effective medium model to provide the effective uniaxial dielectric 



 2 

function. The latter result was on the other hand confirmed experimentally through direct inversion of the VASE 

data using a uniaxial effective medium model. The analysis was performed using both the DeltaPsi2 software 

from Horiba Scientific and exploring the B-spline feature of the Complete Ease software (JA Woolam company). 

Both models lead to the extraction of the components Ho and He, both presenting a resonance close to 2.3 eV, 

with a significantly stronger amplitude for Ho. For N>20, the values of Ho become negative close to the resonance, 
demonstrating the hyperbolic nature of the material.  

   

Figure 1.  (left) Scanning electron microscopy side-view image (SEM) of a 370 nm-thick film of 

alternating pure polymer (appearing black) and Au nanoparticles:P2VP nanocomposite (appearing white) layers. 

The lower and upper black domains of the micrograph stand for the substrate and the air, respectively. (right) 

Tensorial form of the anisotropic dielectric permittivity with ordinary Ho and extraordinary He components. 

     

Figure 2.  (a) Ellipsometric angle < as a function of the energy of the incident light, for different loading 
in gold, as given by the number N. We see the deformation of the initial interference pattern as the gold loading 

affects both the index and the absorption of the film. (b) Real part of the ordinary (blue) and extraordinary (green) 

components of the dielectric permittivity, showing the strong optical anisotropy of the film, and demonstrating 

the hyperbolic nature for N>20. 
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Abstract- Purcell effect in multiperiodic metal-dielectric metamaterials was studied theoretically. 

We have demonstrated that one can use multiperiodicity to obtain greater values of Purcell factor 

than in ordinary periodic metamaterials. Further enhancement of spontaneous emission was 

reached by including a cavity layer in multiperiodic structure. We have analyzed the dependency 

of Purcell factor on the emitter location for structures both with and without cavity. Our results 

can be useful for more efficient manipulation of spontaneous emission in metamaterials. 
 

In this work we have investigated the effect of multiperiodicity [1] in multilayered metal-dielectric 

metamaterials on the spontaneous emission of an embedded emitting center. Emission enhancement (Purcell) 

factor was calculated numerically based on the method of impedances [2]. We show that along with the expected 

increase of the Purcell factor, primarily caused by surface plasmon excitation at the nearest metal-dielectric 

boundary, there exists an enhancement of spontaneous emission specific to multiperiodicity, i.e., the values of 

Purcell factor in multiperiodic metamaterials can exceed these values in ordinary periodic metamaterials. This 

increase can be explained by the presence of more than one type of elementary surface plasmon excitations in 

the metamaterial’s unit cell consisting of more than two distinct layers. Therefore, a larger portion of the 

wavevector space becomes populated by propagating states that the embedded emitter can couple with. 
We have also demonstrated that further enhancement of Purcell factor may be obtained by introducing  

cavity (defect) layer into the multiperiodic lattice. In this case the additional Purcell enhancement is achieved 

due to interplay between surface plasmon excitations at the two metal-dielectric interfaces closest to the emitter. 

Our calculations fully take into account the internal structure of the material and are thus more accurate 

than the effective medium approximation, which in this case strongly underestimates the value of Purcell factor. 

Our results are useful for understanding the physics of light-matter interaction in plasmonic metamaterials. We 

have clearly shown that making the topology of plasmonic multilayered metamaterials more complex than 

simply periodic may be used for a more flexible tuning of effects such as spontaneous emission of atoms. 
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Abstract- Using well-known hyperbolic multilayer metamaterials, we show a new and very simple 

design of deeply subwavelength cavities based on nanoscale steps between the layers. We 

demonstrate that the transmission in these structures is similar to a waveguide side-coupled with a 

classical cavity. Subsequently, by judiciously tuning the distance between two of these nanosteps 

one can create very tight transmission resonances. 

 

Hyperbolic metamaterials are a class of engineered materials that are interesting for many applications 

thanks to the large density of states and the extreme confinement of light [1]. Typical hyperbolic metamaterials 

are a periodic metal-dielectric multilayer structure and an array of cylindrical metallic nanorods in a dielectric 

host. We study the propagation of light in a multilayer made of silver (Ag) (thickness dAg = 10 nm) and TiO2 

(thickness dTio2 = 20 nm) when light encounters a nanoscale step in the layers. Because of the transverse periodic 

nature of the system, no radiation occurs. In addition to the wavelength, we found that two other parameters 

strongly determine the reflection and transmission of light: the vertical offset A and the horizontal shift B of the 

step (Figure 1, left). We establish with rigorous numerics that a narrow combination of the parameters A and B 

gives rise to a strong reflection (up to 100%) of the mode at the step (Figure 1, right). This resonance effect is 

similar to the one obtained for a waveguide coupled to an adjacent cavity (Figure 2, right, red solid curve). [2] 

 

  

Figure 1: Left, structure under study: nanometric step in the Ag/TiO2 multilayer structure. The parameter A 

represents the vertical offset and B the horizontal shift. Right, reflection of light as a function of the geometric 

parameters A and B for a wavelength λ = 700 nm. 



We also study a symmetric structure made of two nanosteps with a distance L between them (Figure 2, left). 

We choose the vertical offset of the step to be A = 5 nm and the horizontal shift B = 5 nm in order to have the 

resonance (no transmission) at a wavelength of 700 nm (Figure 2, right, red solid curve). As in the case of a 

waveguide side-coupled with two cavities, according to the distance between the steps it is possible to tune the 

frequency at which the transmission is total (while it was quasi zero with only one step). For instance, as shown 

on the right side of Figure 2, the transmission at 700 nm changes from 2% with only one step to 100% with two 

steps with interdistance L = 86.8 nm, and the transmission at 705 nm changes from 7% to 100% for an 

interdistance L = 100 nm. It should be noted that the width of the peak of transmission is larger the more distant 

one operates from the single-cavity resonance. 

 
Figure 2 : Left, symmetric structure made of two nanoscale steps. L is the distance between the two steps. Right, 

transmittance of light when passing through a single step (red solid curve), through the structure with two steps and 

L = 86.8 nm (blue dotted curve) and L = 100 nm (green dashed curve). For all three curves, A =5 nm and B = 5 nm. 

 

This work reports the first case, to our knowledge, of strong reflection by nanometric metallic edges and allows 

for a great control of light propagation in metamaterials. 
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Abstract-We investigate the thermal radiation properties of semiconductor hyperbolic 

metamaterials. We show that, in proximity of epsilon-near-zero conditions, directional and 

monochromatic thermal radiation is achieved. Different properties are observed for s and p 

polarizations, following the characteristics of the strong anisotropy of hyperbolic metamaterials. 
 

In the mid-infrared region of the electromagnetic spectrum, only a few kinds of sources are available, 
mainly quantum cascade lasers and thermal sources (blackbodies). In the last few years however, research 
on thermal radiation has led to the achievement of 1) spatially coherent (i.e. directional) [1] or 2) 
temporally coherent [2] thermal sources by using wavelength-scale optical structures [3]. A few recent 
papers even succeeded to combine both properties of directionality and monochromaticity using diffraction 
order engineering in periodic structures [4, 5]. Very recently, high-speed modulation of thermal emission 
has been demonstrated using a quantum well stack and a photonic crystal [6].   

In this work, we show that simple multilayer structures without any periodic corrugation behave as 
directive and monochromatic thermal sources in the infrared. For this purpose, we take advantage of an 
absorption resonance in a semiconductor hyperbolic metamaterial (SHM). This kind of structure can be 
realized at mid-infrared frequencies where highly doped semiconductor materials behave like metals so 
that SHMs can be fabricated using alternating layers of doped and undoped semiconductor materials [7-9]. 
The absorption resonance is fundamentally related to an epsilon-near-zero effect in the doped layers [10-12]: 
due to the vanishing dielectric constant in these layers, the electric field and the absorption are resonantly 
enhanced. 
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Fig. 1. (a) A schematic of the fabricated SHM. (b) Theoretical p-polarized absorptivity and (c) experimental p-polarized thermal emissivity.  

A schematic of the fabricated SHM sample is depicted in Fig. 1(a). The sample was grown by molecular 
beam epitaxy on a 0.65-mm-thick InP substrate with a 200-nm-thick buffer layer of In0.52Al0.48As, as 
shown in Fig. 1(a). The In0.53Ga0.47As and Al0.48In0.52As layers are lattice matched to the InP substrate. 
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The sample is mounted on a heater in order to characterize its thermal emission properties. The measured 
p-polarized emissivity, along with the absorptivity simulated from effective medium theory, is shown in 
Fig. 1(b-c). The resonance location (~1600 cm-1), as well as the behavior for increasing angle observed 
in the experiment, are well recovered by our absorptivity simulations.  

In conclusion, we have experimentally analyzed the thermal radiation properties of SHMs and found 
strong directive and monochromatic emission features in proximity of epsilon-near-zero conditions that may 
open up new avenues of fast modulation of thermal radiation.  
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Abstract-Building a robust light-matter interface is a challenging task in the field of quantum 

photonics. In this talk, we present our advances in controlling the emission of nitrogen-vacancy 

(NV) centers in nanodiamonds. The broadband emission enhancement has been implemented by 

coupling NV centers to hyperbolic metamaterials composed of novel CMOS-compatible plasmonic 

materials. Further, we discuss how Purcell enhancement of the optical transition affects the optical 

readout of the NV center spin-state. These findings could be helpful for engineering integrated 

quantum registers. 

 

I. Introduction 
Nitrogen-vacancy (NV) centers are atom-like defects in the diamond crystal lattice, which possess attractive 

characteristics, such as a long room-temperature electron-spin coherence time as well as optical spin state 

readout and initialization [1]. These unique properties could lead to room-temperature integrated implementation 

of qubits, quantum gates, and nanoscale sensors [2,3]. These applications could substantially benefit from 

coupling the NV centers to nanophotonic structures such as plasmonic antennae or waveguides. 

 

II. Enhancing atom-like emitters with hyperbolic metamaterials 
We suggest a CMOS compatible approach for engineering the photonic environment of NV centers by using 

hyperbolic metamaterials formed by an epitaxial TiN/(Al,Sc)N superlattice [4]. The high-k plasmonic modes 

supported by the hyperbolic medium ensure a faster decay rate, an increased collected count rate, and an 

improved emission directionality. One of the key remaining challenges is the controlled outcoupling of the 

radiation from the high-k modes to free space, which was in our case realized by scattering on random 

superlattice structural defects located on the sample surface. 

 

III. Effect of nanophotonic structures on spin-readout properties of nitrogen-vacancy centers in 
diamond  

As a result of a plasmonic enhancement of the optical transition, both of the NVs spin subsystems (1 and 0) 



experience a significant increase in direct decay rate, which affects the optical readout of the spin state. In this 

work, we experimentally studied the influence of spontaneous emission lifetime on spin-induced fluorescence 

contrast in nanodiamond NV center ensembles and obtained a good agreement with a simple analytical model.  

 
IV. Conclusions 
Plasmonic metamaterials can enhance the transition rates of quantum systems in a non-resonant manner 

achieving a fast, on-demand, broadband single-photon response without major fabrication difficulties. We have 

shown that the influence of the plasmonic environment on the spin contrast of the optically detected electron 

spin resonance should still allow for successful spin-state readout under moderate (< 4) Purcell factor. The 

obtained findings will assist the engineering of nanophotonic quantum registers based on color centers or similar 

type of atomic systems. 
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Abstract— The s- and p-polarization reflectivity spectra for a nanostructure composed of
alternating Ag and Al layers have been calculated by using an average permittivity tensor in the
long wavelength limit. A pass band of negative refraction in the p-polarization reflectivity for
the bimetallic hyperbolic metamaterial, just above the lower plasma frequency, was found.

The negative refraction can be observed in the double-negative metamaterials, whose effective
permittivity and permeability are simultaneously negative. Such a phenomenon can also be ob-
served in anisotropic media without requiring negative permeability. For instance, a metal-dielectric
superlattice possesses negative index of refraction in the frequency interval where the effective per-
mittivity principal values, corresponding to the directions parallel and perpendicular to the plane
of the layers, have opposite signs. These inherently anisotropic structures are known as hyperbolic
metamaterials and their optical properties have been widely studied in recent years. In order to
apply hyperbolic metal-dielectric metamaterials in the visible range, it is necessary to construct pe-
riodic nanostructures, having a lattice constant of the order or even much smaller than the typical
wavelength (390–750 nm).

In the present work, we study the optical properties of a nanostructure composed of two alter-
nating metallic layers. The permittivities of the metallic components are here described by Drude
model:

ϵ1 = 1−
ω2
p1

(ω2 + iν1ω)
, ϵ2 = 1−

ω2
p2

(ω2 + iν2ω)
. (1)

where ωp1 and ωp2 are the plasma frequencies of the two metal layers, ν1 and ν2 are the corresponding
damping parameters. Using Eq. (1), we have calculated the components of the average permittivity
tensor in the long wavelength limit [1]:

ϵx = ϵy = ϵ1f + ϵ2(1− f),
1

ϵz
=

1

ϵ1
f +

1

ϵ2
(1− f). (2)

Here, the z-axis is a assumed to be parallel to the growth direction of the bimetallic nanostruc-
ture, and f is the volume filling fraction of the metal 1. Fig. 1 exhibits the calculated frequency
dependence of the average permittivity principal values (2) for a nanostructured Ag-Al multilayer
stack with f = 0.5. The dispersion relation kz(ω) for s- and p-polarized electromagnetic modes
are, respectively, given by:

Figure 1: Frequency dependence of the average permittivity principal values.
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where kx = (ω/c) sin θ, and θ is the incidence angle. Fig. 2 shows the dispersion relation for the
s- and p-polarized modes in the homogenized Ag-Al multilayer stack with θ = 45◦. As is seen,
there is a frequency interval just above the plasma frequency for silver (ωp,Ag) where the vector

k(p)z for the p-polarized modes is real and negative, but the derivative dω/dkz has a positive sign.
Therefore, this frequency interval corresponds to a pass band of negative refraction. There, the
average permittivity components ϵx and ϵz have different signs (see Fig. 1). At higher pass bands
the effective refractive index turns out to be positive.

Figure 2: Dispersion curves of s- and p-polarized modes for a Ag-Al hyperbolic metamaterial.

We have also calculated s- and p-polarization reflectivity spectra for the Ag-Al hyperbolic meta-
material with thickness d = 5δ, where δ = c/ωp,Al (Fig. 3). The pass bands for both s- and
p-polarized modes are well observed in the Rs and Rp spectra, having Fabry-Perot resonances at

frequencies satisfying k(s)z d = nπ, k(p)z d = mπ (n,m = 1, 2, . . . ). The first Fabry-Perot resonance in
a pass band of negative (positive) refraction is that at the highest (lowest) frequency.

Figure 3: s- and p-polarization reflectivity for a Ag-Al hyperbolic metamaterial at d = 5δ and θ = 45◦.

In conclusion, a pass band of negative dispersion in the spectra of p-polarization reflectivity for
the bimetallic hyperbolic metamaterial was found just above the lower plasma frequency.
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Abstract- We present the study of ultrashort pulse dynamics in hyperbolic plasmonic metamaterial. 

The transient Kerr-type nonlinear response of metamaterials is simulated by introducing the 

nonlinearity of Au using the two temperature model. In the nanorod metamaterial the nonlinearity is 

not limited by the optical properties of the constituents, but it can be designed to be stronger than in 

uniform materials at a given spectral range. We demonstrate that this effect can be used for 

dispersion management of ultrashort pulses. 

 

The nano-engineered metamaterials exhibit optical properties beyond natural materials. In particular, 

metamaterials have shown promise in varied applications including imaging [1], sensing [2] or waveguiding [3]. 

One class of metamaterials is highly anisotropic media that have hyperbolic isofrequency surfaces [4]. This kind 

of dispersion gives the unprecedented ability to sustain and enhance waves of infinitely high wavenumber. In the 

recent years, the focus of metamaterial research has shifted towards the nonlinear properties. It has been 

demonstrated that the optical pulses can be used to controllably modulate the material losses at the picosecond 

timescale [5]. It has been also shown that the nonlinearity of Au nanorod-based metamaterial can exhibit strong 

nonlinearity at the wavelengths where negligible nonlinearity of the consistent materials exist [6], and the 

effective plasma frequency determining this behavior can be tuned to telecom wavelengths [7]. 

 

In this talk, we present the Finite Difference Time Domain analysis of the ultrafast nonlinear response of 

gold-nanorods-based metamaterial. The metamaterial is excited with a 20-100 fs Gaussian-shaped optical pulse 

with the central frequency in the IR region. The evolution of electrons and phonons temperatures in the nanorods 

is described by the two-temperature model. Kerr-type optical nonlinearity of gold is modelled within the random 

phase approximation, which includes the dependence of intraband and interband components of permittivities on 

both electron and phonon temperatures. During the excitation and relaxation of the system, we are monitoring 

several quantities like electron and lattice temperature at each point inside the gold nanorods and the changes in 

the real and imaginary parts of permittivities.  

 

We used the developed model to study the possibility of dispersion management in nanorod metamaterial in 

linear and nonlinear regimes. We demonstrate the correlation between the nonlinear transient response of the 

metamaterial and the possibility of shaping the optical pulses in both time and frequency domain. Furthermore, 

we prove that our approach not only provides freedom in designing the nonlinearities at any frequency of interest, 

but also enables ultrafast self-modulation, stronger that in classical semiconducting materials.  
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Abstract We investigate new geometries of hyperbolic metamaterials such as highly corrugated 

structures, nanoparticle monolayer assemblies, super-structured or vertically arranged multilayers 

and nanopillars. All structures retain basic properties of hyperbolic metamaterials, but have 

functionality improved on particular purpose: increased absorption, radiative rate engineering, and 

selective control over volume plasmon-polaritons or directional surface waves. 

 

The recent decade in modern physics has featured the concept of metamaterials. The central idea of this 

concept is to ensure that structural issues – how normal material constituents are arranged – can impose 

strikingly different physical properties beyond the frames erected with conventional natural nomenclature. A 

prominent example of such artificial materials are hyperbolic metamaterials (HMMs), in which anisotropy is 

pushed to extreme case when the medium reacts on light like metal in one direction and like dielectric in other 

[1]. One of the main reasons that HMMs have attracted much interest is the discovery that hyperbolic dispersion 

can be achieved with relatively simple geometries, e.g. metal-dielectric multilayers [2]. Such simplicity makes it 

tempting to explore whether their functionality can be essentially broadened by more sophisticated geometries.  

We report on few cases of hyperbolic metamaterials (HMMs) with geometries more complex than 

metal-dielectric multilayers deposited by planar technologies. First, we examined a multilayer HMM with 

imperfections represented by fluctuations of the layers thickness that is accumulated from layer to layer, 

mimicking realistic evaporation or sputtering process of material deposition [3]. As shown [4], the increased 

surface roughness leads to enhanced absorption compared to smooth-layered HMMs. Moreover, keeping the 

outer surface smooth and increasing only the internal layer roughness also leads to enhanced absorption, making 

the effect distinct from the already observed super-absorption in HMMs with a rough surface [5].  

An interesting way to fabricate a multilayer structure is to use building blocks of self-assembled monolayers 

that can be deposited from colloidal solutions of nanoparticles. Polyelectrolyte coatings can be used both as 

support, to stack several monolayers in a multilayer structure, and as nanometer-thick spacers, to separate 

individual monolayers in a controlled manner. This way, a HMM can be realized by alternating monolayers of 

metal nanoparticles with dielectric spacers. As the latter we consider layers of semiconductor quantum dots, 

which serve both as effective dielectric layers and as emitting centers. By varying the spacer thickness between 

nanoparticle and quantum dot layers, we can fine-tune the structure, transforming it from a conventional 

multilater to a HMM and vice versa [6]. In the HMM regime, the existence of a volume plasmon-polaritons band 

can cause an increase of measured luminescence, thus interpretation of the observable effect [7] can be given.  

One more extension of the simple metal-dielectric multilayer geometry is super-structuring of the multilayer 

[8,9], modulating its properties, such as the thickness ratio between metal and dielectric layers, Fig. 1, Left. The 

substructure with a period of the basic multilayer stack possesses hyperbolic dispersion, making the HMM 

support propagating volume plasmon-polaritons. The superstructure serves to transmit some of 



plasmon-polaritons and to reflect others by virtue of the same photonic band gap effects that underlie the physics 

of photonic crystals.  

We report about efforts towards experimental realization of HMMs structures in the IR range by employing 

new fabrication methods hitherto untried for HMM fabrication, such as atomic layer deposition. This way we 

demonstrate HMMs with vertically arranged layers or two-dimensional arrays of nanopillars, Fig.1, Right.  

Figure 1. Left: superstructured HMM; Right: array of AZO nanopillars with height 1μm, pitch 500 nm, 

diameter 250 nm. 
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Abstract- This presentation will overview our on-going activities on the improvement of physical 

sensitivity of plasmonic biosensors. Our approach is based on the employment of designed 

plasmonic metamaterials, which could provide a much improved sensing response over 

conventional Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) sensor configurations and offer novel attractive 

functionalities for biological sensing/recognition.   

 

Over last 15 years plasmonic biosensing has become a technology of choice for label-free detection and 

studies of biological binding events on the surface [1,2]. Plasmonic sensing methods avoid expensive, 

time-consuming and precision-interfering labelling steps to mark analytes. Instead, they register the attachment 

of a ligand to its receptor via refractive index (RI) monitoring, which enables a real-time control of 

binding/recognition events. Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) forms the core of label-free optical transduction 

technology offering much superior sensitivity due to the strong electric field probing the target molecules under 

conditions of resonant excitation of plasmons over a thin Au film [1]. An extension of SPR called localized 

plasmon resonance (LPR) employs metallic nanostructures and thus makes possible an excellent compatibility of 

the sensor transducer with modern bio-molecular nano-architectures, although this approach manifests a lower 

sensitivity to RI variations [3]. The detection limit of SPR and LPR in terms of resolvable surface coverage of 

biomaterial is of the order of 1 pg/mm2 and 1 ng/mm2, respectively, which makes possible label-free studies of 

many interactions, but still inferior to labeling methods by more than 2 orders of magnitude. 

We have recently introduced a series of sensor-oriented artificial plasmonic materials (metamaterials), which 

promise a breakthrough in the solution of the sensitivity problem of plasmonic biosensors. Our original approach 

addresses to the employment of phase properties of light instead of amplitude ones in order to improve the 

performance of plasmonic biosensing technology [4,5]. As it was confirmed in numerous studies and 

commercial implementations, such approach makes possible at least 2 orders of gain of sensor sensitivity in 

classical thin film geometry of plasmon excitation [6]. The concept of phase-sensitive plasmonic biosensing is 

now extended to a variety of new nanoscale architectures, including ones involving metamaterials, which are 

better adapted for modern requirements of bio-nanotechnology and offer new functionalities. The presentation 

will describe several novel promising nanoscale designs and architectures, including: (i) periodically arrayed 

gold nanodots, which support diffractive-coupled plasmon modes yielding to a drastic improvement of plasmon 

resonance quality and, as a consequence, to the amplification of sensing response [7,8]; (ii) gold nanorod 

metamaterials, which are capable of supporting new guided modes, which are more sensitive to refractive index 

changes compared to localized plasmon counterparts [9]; Gold-graphene metasurface architectures, which can 

profit from a combination of high phase sensitivity and new graphene-based functionalization strategies based on 

many aromatic structure biomolecules (helical peptides, proteins, ssDNA, etc.) [10]. Depending on a concrete 

biosensing task, the metamaterials can be designed either to record several binding events (a way toward 

ultimate label-free single molecular detection) or to enable large surface coverage in order to improve integral 
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sensitivity. Combined with tuneable spectral response and strong local field enhancement, the designed 

biosensors outperform conventional plasmonics-based counterparts and open up new opportunities for the 

advancement of current state-of-the-art biosensing technology. 
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Abstract— We investigate a class of hyperbolic materials that not only display negative refrac-
tion and focusing in a lens with parallel sides but also allow one to modify the focal length of a
slab lens with an externally applied magnetic field. This is possible because antiferromagnets are
gyrotropic and support magnetic polaritons whose frequencies are sensitive to magnetic fields. In
addition, a rich caustic structure emerges at low temperatures, when damping should be small.

Magnon-polaritons in antiferromagnets have field tunable resonances that make them of interest
for possible use as THz optical materials. Field tunability arises because of how applied magnetic
fields a�ect permeabilities and the magnetic resonant response [3]. Magnon-polaritons in these
materials can exist in the terahertz region. [4].

Magnetic field dependent optical properties in antiferromagnets can be described with gyrotropic
susceptibilites. In this class of materials it is possible to induce negative refraction by operating at
wavelengths and fields such that the principal components of the permeability tensor have opposite
sign. What is perhaps most appealing about this e�ect is that the position of an image formed by a
lens made of such material can be tuned. This is possible near an antiferromagnetic resonance, and
the resonance can be very sensitive to externally applied magnetic fields. Up to now, the majority
of works on tunability in slab lensing have considered such tuning in man-made structures, either
using external applied electric fields [1] or by controlling the structural parame-ters [2]. Here we
propose a simpler manner to achieve tunable slab lenses. We use hyperbolic dispersion in an
antiferromagnetic crystal (MnF2).

Here we study an antiferromagnet in a geometry which the principal axes of the crystal lie along
the Cartesian axes x, y, and z. xz is the plane of incidence and z is normal to the slab surface.
The antiferromanget spins are aligned along the x direction. We consider the incident radiation to
be s-polarized (H field in the plane of incidence xz). We also consider an external field B0 applied
along y. In this case the permeability tensor is [5]
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Hyperbolic media derive their name from the topology of their isofrequency curves, which are
calculated from the dispersion relation between the frequency � and the wave vector k. Within the

antiferromagnet, where the permeability is a tensor
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the form shown by Equation (1), waves with transverse electric (TE) polarization have a behaviour
described by a dispersion relation in the form
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In these materials, all-angle negative refraction can happen when the condition µ

xx

> 0 and
µ

zz

< 0 is satisfied since the isofrequency plot obtained from Eq. (2) is hyperbolic [5]. As a result,
it is possible to obtain focusing inside an antiferromagnetic flat lens with parallel sides. In order to
illustrate this, we consider a line point source at a distance l1 above an MnF2 slab of thickness l,
as depicted in Figure 1(a). The ray diagram shows the path of the beams through the slab, being
focused inside and outside the slab. In such a configuration, however, not all beams are focused at
the paraxial focus. Marginal rays are focused after the paraxial focus within the slab, and before
the paraxial focus outside the slab. This leads to an envelope of interfering refracted rays, i.e.
caustics.



Figure 1: Image formation and caustics: s-polarization image formation at T = 0.06 TN due to a line
source placed above an MnF2 slab. The distance l is 20�’, where �’ represents the wavelength within the
antiferromagnet at normal incidence (about half the free-space wavelength). The distance l1 is equal to l/4.
The extraordinary axis is directed along x and the frequency of the incident radiation is �/�0 = 1.005. (a)
Schematic showing the path of multiple rays passing through an MnF2 slab for B0 = 0.0. (b) Power flow
intensity for the setup shown in (a). E�ect of a magnetic field on the intensity profile for (c) B0 = 0.2 T
and (d) B0 = 0.4 T.

In Figure 1(b) we show how the behaviour of the power flow, given by the time-average Poynting
vectorhS2i of each ray, emanating from the line source across the slab, at a frequency �/�0 = 1.005
in the absence of an externally applied field. Due to high levels of transmission for all incident
angles, intersecting rays produces a network of constructive and destructive interference within
the caustic envelope, both inside and outside the slab. This is most visible when damping is
extremely low (as would be expected at low temperatures for good crystals). Nevertheless, despite
the complications of the caustics due to imperfect focusing at high angles, there is a high intensity
sharp focus at the cusp.

The angle of refraction decreases as the magnetic field increases (given a chosen frequency
�/�0 = 1.005), which means that the paraxial focus, and hence image position, can be moved
closer to the lens by simply changing the magnitude of the external field (See Figures 1(c)-(d)).

The key point here is that for hyperbolic magnetic media, not only can a caustic structure be
seen, but focusing can also be achieved in a slab lens. Natural magnetic media are field reliant which
allows tunable image formation at a single frequency without changing the crystal structure or the
physical shape of the lens. Finally, we stress that the analysis and general principles presented in
this letter apply equally well to other types of hyperbolic media, both natural or artificial.
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We use scanning near-field optical microscopy to study the response of hexagonal boron 
nitride nanocones at infrared frequencies, where this material behaves as a hyperbolic 
medium. The obtained images are dominated by a series of “hot” rings that occur on the 
sloped sidewalls of the nanocones. The ring positions depend on the incident laser 
frequency and the nanocone shape. Both dependences are consistent with directional 
propagation of hyperbolic phonon-polariton (HPhP) rays that are launched at the edges 
and zigzag through the interior of the nanocones, sustaining multiple internal reflections 
off the sidewalls. Additionally, we observe a strong overall enhancement of the near-field 
signal at discrete resonance frequencies. These resonances attest to low dielectric losses 
that permit coherent standing waves of the subdiffractional polaritons to form. We also 
discuss potential applications of such shape-dependent resonances and the field 
concentration at the hot rings. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Numerically calculated distribution of tangential electric field in the x–z cross section of the 

nanocone (side view). The calculation was done for the UTM13 resonant frequency. The hot rings arise at the 

sidewall reflection points of the HPhP trajectories launched at the nanocone base. 
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Abstract— Wire media can be used for non-di�ractive, sub-di�raction-limited image transmis-
sion over several wavelength. A perfect reconstruction of transmitted field distribution, however,
has been limited to narrow frequency windows defined by the Fabry-Perot resonance condition.
Away from these resonances, the image is distorted due to formation of harmful surface wave
supported by the wire medium. We propose and demonstrate that this e�ect can be overcome by
using ultra short THz pulses and measuring the electric field in the time domain. This allows to
separate the initial pulse from subsequent back-reflections. Using a THz near-field microscope, we
demonstrate ultra-broadband perfect transmission of complex field distributions over the entire
frequency band of the source.

1. INTRODUCTION

The resolution of common imaging systems is restricted to approximately half the wavelength as a
result of the di�raction limit. A promising device to overcome this restriction is the wire medium
(WM) which is composed of an array of subwavelength scaled metal wires [1]. Wire media provide
an opportunity to transmit the near-field with super-resolution [2]. By using electric fields that
are polarized orthogonal towards the front interface of the WM, perfect imaging can be achieved.
The excited electromagnetic modes are constituted exclusively by extraordinary waves, filtering
out all ordinary waves. However, so far it has been accepted that tuning the length of the WM to
the Fabry-Perot resonance condition is crucial for obtaining distortion-free images [3]. Otherwise
back-reflections perturb the image formation at the image plane, amplifying the evanescent modes
supported by the WM, and severely distorting the image [3, 4]. As we will demonstrate by our
THz time-domain measurements, in the case of experiments with pulsed light sources, obeying the
Fabry-Perot condition is not necessarily required. Reflected pulses are usually well-separated from
the main pulse and the pulses are typically short enough to prohibit the formation of resonant slab
modes. Thus, using pulsed sources allows to remove detrimental back-reflections through simple
post-processing. As a result perfect, ultra-broadband terahertz imaging is realized.

2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS AND RESULTS

The WM are fabricated by a fibre draw technique [5]. They contain 453 hexagonally arranged
indium wires of nominally 10 µm diameter and 50 µm pitch and di�erent length. As one example,
we show that it is possible to transport the field distribution formed on top of a plasmonic lens
(PL) through the WM when illuminated by linearly polarized THz pulses. For this purpose we
measured the electric field distribution with a terahertz near-field microscope [6, 7]. By using an
electro-optical detection scheme with a ZnTe crystal cut in (100)-direction in order to measure the
longitudinal field component, we directly map the field in close vicinity to the samples and are able
to reconstruct the field pattern in the time and the frequency domain. The PL, consisting of a
metal disc with 350 µm diameter surrounded by a 90 µm-wide annular gap has been fabricated by
etching the circular gap through a 500 nm thick aluminium layer which was deposited on a 300
µm thick quartz wafer (Fig. 1(b)). If x-polarized light is normally incident from the bottom side
of the annular slit the light is di�ractively coupled into surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs), which
counter-propagate with opposite phase toward the centre of the disc. As a result of the cylindrical
symmetry of the structure, interference leads to the dominant electric field z-component of the
SPPs being proportional to the first-order Bessel function. We scanned spatial distribution of the



electric near-field close to both the PL and the WM placed on top of the PL, and compared the
resulting field patterns.

The THz time-domain approach provides imaging data over a broad frequency range by Fourier-
transforming the time dependent signal. Figure 1(c) shows the frequency-dependent intensity profile
along a line through the centre of the plasmonic lens (red line in (a)). For better representation
the scan along the x-axis has been normalized to the field maximum at the respective frequency.
The dashed white lines indicate the extend of the metal structure. The corresponding intensity
profile measured with the WM on top of the PL is shown in Fig. 1(d). The periodic distortions
(�� ⇡ 75GHz) are a result of reflected pulses inside the WM. Only at frequencies close to the Fabry-
Perot resonance condition undistorted images are obtained. By windowing the transients such that
the reflected pulses are suppressed undistorted images are obtained over the entire frequency band
covered by the experiment.
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Figure 1: (a) Plasmonic lens, (b) short WM fixed in transparent sample mount. The red line indicate the
position of the frequency dependent intensity profile (c) without WM, (d) with WM, and (e) with WM after
post processing.

3. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have studied the impact of internal reflections within the WM on the image quality,
which cause severe artefacts, unless the WM length is tuned to the Fabry-Perot resonance condition.
We have shown that such a criterion is not required in time-domain measurements using short light
pulses, if the main pulse can be temporally separated from subsequent internal reflections. As a
result ultra-broadband operation with a single WM length can be realized.
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Abstract 

We theoretically study macroscopic dielectric properties of 
hyperbolic metamaterials proceeding from microscopic 
description. The theory constructed gives the answer to the 
question "what properties should microscopic elements 
have in order to macroscopic system consisting of these 
elements would be a hyperbolic metamaterial". Generalized 
Clausius-Mossotti relation as well as existence conditions 
for such metamaterials are obtained with help of the local 
field theory. The perpendicular and parallel components of 
the dielectric permittivity are found as functions of 
microscopic parameters of a single particle and a dielectric 
matrix. 

1. Introduction 

Metamaterials are artificial composite media with unique 
optical properties which allow one to manipulate light 
propagation [1-3]. One of the most interesting classes of 
metamaterials is the so-called “double-negative 
metamaterials”: they have both negative permittivity and 
permeability. They held much promise because of their 
negative refraction. As was mentioned in [4], it is 
considerably easier to produce hyperbolic structures than 
double-negative media, as the only essential criterion for 
hyperbolic structures is that the motion of free electrons be 
constrained in one or two spatial directions. 
Here we study hyperbolic metamaterials, i.e. metamaterials 
which show a hyperbolic dispersion. They were firstly 
called indefinite materials [5]. In such media an 

isofrequency surface in space � �, ,x y zk k k  has a form of a 

hyperboloid. The perpendicular and parallel components of 
the dielectric permittivity and / or permeability have 
opposite signs. 
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Hyperbolic metamaterials have the potential for use in 
fluorescence engineering, nanoimaging, subsurface sensing, 

Dyakonov plasmons and super-Planckian thermal emission 
[6]. 
We consider electric hyperbolic structure where 
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In this work we develop the method used in our previous 
article [7] for calculating dielectric function of a periodical 
structure from the first principles, proceeding from 
microscopic Maxwell’s equations and two procedures of 
averaging, with taking into account the loсal field effects [8-
11] and spatial dispersion. 

2. Microscopic calculations of dielectric 
permittivity 

Let us consider the hyperbolic metamaterial as an infinite 
periodic structure affected by the external field extE  and 
composed of N  anisotropic particles characterized by a 

polarizability � �sD Z  in a dielectric matrix consisting of 

particles with polarizability � �mD Z . 

The solution of Maxwell's equations in a medium can be 
written in form of a system of N  equations for the field 
acting on the a -th particle: 

 � � � � � � � �sec sec, , , ,mic ext
i a i a si a mi aE E E EZ Z Z Z � �R R R R , (4) 

where sec
siE  and sec

miE  are the secondary fields are created 

by the rest particles of matter and the dielectric matrix, 
respectively: 
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where index b  corresponds to all the other particles of this 
structure with the exception of a -th particle, index c  
corresponds to all the dielectric matrix; 
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where 0H  is widely known Clausius-Mossotti relation: 
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Figure 1: Schematic illustration of considered matter. 
 
From the Eqs. (5) and (6) one can see that the contribution 
of any particle depends on its position relative to the a -th 
particle. It determines the dependence of the effective field 
on the mutual arrangement of the particles, i.e. in fact the 
structure of matter. 
Let � �baw R  be the probability density of finding the b -th 

particle at the distance ba b a �R R R  from the a -th one: 

 � � � �
1

1 N

ba ba m
m

w
N  

 G �¦R R R .  (10) 

The system given by Eq. (4), due to the condition 1N , 
can be solved only approximately. By averaging Eqs. (5) 
and (6) over the coordinates of all the rest particles, the 
material consists of, one can find the local and the 
macroscopic fields, correspondingly [5]: 
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 � � � � � � � � � �, , 4 , ,ext loc
i i ij jE E n S EZ Z S D Z Z Z �R R R R , (12) 

where 
 � � � � � �s mD Z D Z D Z � ;  (13) 

 � � � � ^ `3, , exp  ij ijS d lS iZ Z ³R l lR .  (14) 

Using Eq. (11) and (12) one can express the macroscopic 
field E  trough the local field locE : 
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From obtained expressions we write the equation for the 
corresponding Fourier images in variables � �,Zq : 

 � � � � � �, , ,loc
ij j it E EZ Z Z q q q ,  (16) 

where 
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Let us make some auxiliary manipulations: 
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Functions � �1f R  and � �2f R  can be obtained by 

multiplying Eq. (18) by jiG  and 
2
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Thus, tensor � �,ikt Zq  has the form: 
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Thus, the dielectric permittivity is expressed through the 
reciprocal tensor � �1 ,jkt Z� q : 

 � � � � � �1, 4 ,ik ik ij jkn tH Z G S D Z Z� �q q .  (21) 

Let us present tensor � �,ijt Zq  in the form: 
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Coefficients � �,a q Z  and � �,b q Z  can be found from Eqs. 

(18) and (20): 
 � � � � � �2

1 2, q, q,a q с k сZ Z Z � ;  (23) 

 � � � � � �3, q, 4  b q с nZ Z S D Z � ,  (24) 

where the coefficients � �1 q,с Z , � �2 q,с Z  and � �3 q,с Z  are 

determined by the expressions ( T  is an angle between 
vectors q  and R ): 
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Tensor � �1 ,ijt Z� q  has the same structure as � �,ijt Zq  in Eq. 

(22)  and therefore it is easy to show that: 
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From Eqs. (26) and (21) we obtain the dielectric 
permittivity tensor: 
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where the perpendicular � �q,H ZA  and parallel � �q,H Z  

components expressed through the microscopic parameters 
have form: 
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Eq. (27) is the generalized Clausius-Mossotti relation for  
hyperbolic metamaterial considered as an infinite periodic 
structure. This expression connects values at different level 
of consideration: the macroscopic dielectric permittivity 

� �,ijH Zq  is presented as function of the microscopic 

polarizability � �D Z  of the single particles. Eqs. (27) - (29) 

describe dielectric properties of the media.  

3. Discussion 

In this work we have theoretically studied the dielectric 
properties of the hyperbolic metamaterial. 
All results are obtained by the direct solving Maxwell's 
equations. In the dipole approximation we find connection 
between the macroscopic field E  and the local field – Eq. 
(16). We obtained the dielectric function of the hyperbolic 
material – Eq. (27). The effects of spatial dispersion are 
taken into account.  
The poles of the tensor � �,ijt Zq  and the dielectric 

permittivity � �,ijH Zq  demonstrate the loсal field effects. 

Using obtained expressions (28) and (29) for � �q,H ZA  and 

� �q,H Z  and according to Eqs. (2) and (3) we can find 

existence conditions for hyperbolic metamaterials. 
For conditions determined by Eqs. (2): 
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For conditions determined by Eqs. (3): 
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where the coefficients C1, C2, C3 are defined by the Eqs. 
(25). 

4. Conclusions 

Hyperbolic metamaterials is rather new but rapidly 
developing direction in modern science , which is caused by 
the relative ease of nanofabrication, broadband nonresonant 
response, wavelength tunability, bulk three-dimensional 
response, and high figure of merit [12]. 

The results obtained in this work give the relation 
between microscopic and macroscopic properties, and 
therefore can be important for engineering of metamaterials 
with required electromagnetic properties. 
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Abstract- Optical nonlinearities are intrinsically weak, but can be strengthened in scenarios that 

provide field enhancement mechanisms. Hybrid structures combining the high inherent material 

nonlinearity of semiconductors along with plasmonic-induced strong fields are promising platforms 

for on-chip nonlinear optics. However, due to their complexity, understanding the mechanisms 

involved is sometimes challenging. Here, the spectral response of metal dimers loaded with an ITO 

nanoparticle at their gap is investigated numerically and experimentally to provide an 

understanding and design rules.    

 

Nonlinear metasurfaces is a thriving research field, which creates transformative opportunities for 

manipulating light in a very compact way [1]-[4]. Since the length scales are short, nonlinear interactions are 

enhanced by exploiting materials with large nonlinearity in combination with plasmonic strong fields [3], [5]-[8]. 

Realizing experimentally this hybrid approach has been made possible thanks to advances in nanofabrication.   

 

Unfortunately, the recently proposed hybrid structures are relatively complex and a full understanding of the 

mechanisms involve in the high nonlinear efficiency observed is yet to be provided. To address this, we 

investigate here different metal dimers loaded with an ITO nanoparticle at their gap (see Fig. 1(a,b)) with a 

systematic combined approach involving numerical and experimental spectral analysis. The methodology shown 

here allows us to trace the origin of the nonlinear signal to the semiconductor or metal. 

 

 All dimers (with and without ITO nanoparticle) investigated were fabricated by a combination of 

etch-down and lift-of methods. They were modelled with a full-wave finite-difference time-domain technique 

and their linear and nonlinear responses were studied by Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy and a custom 

nonlinear inverted microscope, respectively. 

 

Figure 1(c) shows the experimental third harmonic intensity for a nano-dipole with and without the ITO 

nanoparticle at its gap. Remarkably, the hybrid metasurface shows a six-fold intensity. The origin of this 

enhancement could be either a favorable change in the resonant condition of the nano-dipole or the boost of the 

ITO nonlinearity by the strong field expected at the gap of the nano-dipole. To resolve this, we compare the 

experimental normalized spectra to the numerically-computed ones (see Fig. 1(d)). The nonlinear simulations 

allow us to switch on and off the third order susceptibility of the metal and ITO independently, which proves to 

be a very powerful tool. Both measurements and simulation results show that the third harmonic linewidth of the 

bare plasmonic configuration is larger than that of the hybrid nanostructure when considering the ITO 



nanoparticle nonlinear. Meanwhile, the simulations reveal that the hybrid and bare nanostructures exhibit 

identical spectra when ITO is considered linear. This clearly indicates that the third harmonic signal is generated 

in our system from the ITO nanoparticle.   

(a) (b) (c) (d)

 
Figure 1. (a) SEM image of a 35 nm gap nanorod dimer without (top) / with (bottom) a ∼25 nm ITO 

nanoparticle at its gap; scale bar: 200 nm. (b) SEM image of a 55 nm gap nanocylinder dimer without (top) / 

with (bottom) a ∼25 nm ITO nanoparticle at its gap; scale bar: 200 nm. (c) Experimental THG spectra from the 

nano-dipoles (a,b) under parallel polarized excitation. (d) Experimental, top, and simulated, bottom, normalized 

THG spectra from a 35 nm gap nanorod dimer with and without the ITO nanoparticle at its gap under parallel 

polarized excitation.  
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Abstract Metamaterials and metasurfaces enable unprecedented flexibility in manipulating electro-

magnetic waves. The optical response of most metamaterials is static, modified only by adjusting the 

geometric parameters of the constituent building blocks. Many functionalities of metamaterials and 

metasurfaces may be greatly enhanced by hybridizing these materials with functional matter, like 

phase-change materials, where the dielectric properties can be controlled in real-time by an external 

stimulus such as an applied electric field, light, mechanical stress or temperature.  

We demonstrate a new type of temperature-tunable metasurfaces based on ultra-thin films of phase 

change materials [Ref. 1]. One of the most widely studied phase change materials is vanadium dioxide 

(VO2), which exhibits a reversible insulator to metal transition (IMT) as the temperature is increased 

above a critical temperature TC ~ 68°C. At high temperatures, VO2 is in a metallic rutile phase, while 

the low-temperature insulating state is monoclinic. The transition temperature is very sensitive to 

structural defects and strain. In thin epitaxial VO2 films the IMT occurs gradually because of the 

strain distribution imposed from lattice mismatch with the substrate. Therefore, in the vicinity of the 

IMT, nanoscale islands of the metallic phase start to nucleate surrounded by insulating VO2, which 

then grow and connect in a percolation process. Because of this naturally occurring coexistence of 

sub-wavelength domains of metallic and insulating phase, VO2 can already be thought of as a natural 

disordered metamaterial during its phase transition.  

In this contribution, we demonstrate that phase coexistence can also be artificially introduced in VO2 

by patterned local ion beam irradiation with spatial resolution much smaller than the wavelength of 

light, as shown in figure 1. The presence of a small amount of structural defects caused by ion 

irradiation significantly decreases the transition temperature – even below room temperature – of the 

irradiated regions. Thus, the metal and insulating phase of VO2 coexist in a regular pattern in the 

temperature range between the IMT of irradiated and intrinsic VO2. This results in a metasurface with 

effective optical properties that can be predicted applying an appropriate effective medium theory. 



These thin film structures are promising for dynamic polarization control, reconfigurable absorbers 

and emitters, and the tuning of plasmonic and dielectric resonant nanostructures for adaptive optics 

applications. 

 

 

 

 
Figurea 1: Optical meta-devices based on defect engineering of phase-transition materials. (A) The thermally 

driven insulator-to-metal phase transition of vanadium dioxide (VO2) can be modified by deliberately introducing 

structural defects into the lattice (defect engineering). Spatially selective defect engineering is achieved by ion 

beam irradiation through a mask. The enlarged area shows the primary displacement of both vanadium and oxygen 

lattice atoms by an incoming energetic ion and the subsequent damage cascade. The complex refractive indices of 

the insulating and metallic states are similar for the intrinsic and irradiated VO2, but the phase transition of the 

irradiated regions occurs at a much lower temperature. (B) The irradiated features can be made much smaller than 

the wavelength of light, so the resulting film becomes a metasurface with effective optical properties. One example 

is a tunable polarizer comprising stripes of irradiated and intrinsic VO2, creating a metasurface with a variable 

degree of optical anisotropy.  
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Abstract-The generation of optical vortices using plasmonics has drawn immense recent research 
attentions. However, in the past, these near-field vortices carrying orbital angular momentum were 
excited by waves that carry spin angular momentum, i.e., circularly polarized waves. In this talk, 
we will introduce the advantage of a designed metasurface, in which vortices could be created 
under linearly polarized excitations. We will also illustrate the applications of such novel device for 
multiple selective controls to micro-particles. 
 

Optical vortices are waves carrying orbital angular momentum and exhibit helical phase fronts. Helical 
phase front leads to discontinuous azimuthal phase jumps and the number of phase discontinuities (abrupt phase 
jumps from��S�to�S) within a 2S range is referred to as the topological charge of an optical vortex. Optical 
vortices have been applied in trapping and spinning of micro-particles, and recently in free-space data 
transmission. Generation of optical beams carrying orbital angular momentum has received increasing attentions 
recently, both in the far-field and in the near-field. Near-field vortices are typically generated through the 
excitation of surface plasmons (SPs) [1-3]. However in the past, SP vortices were generated using circularly 
polarized optical excitations that carry spin angular momentum (SAM). The functionality of the plasmonic 
spiral/slot can thus be understood as the conversion from far-field optical SAM to near-field orbital angular 
momentum (OAM) given by the chirality of the device. 

In the first part of this presentation, a nanocavity embedded in a gold thin film is carefully designed and 
arranged to form a metasurface. For the first time to our best knowledge, we demonstrated numerically and 
experimentally the ability to generate SP vortex carrying OAM in our designed metasurface under linearly 
polarized optical excitation that carries absolutely no angular momentum [4]. Figure 1(a) shows the schematics 
of our design. Our numerical studies are performed using three-dimensional finite-difference time-domain 
(FDTD) method simulations. A single nanocavity is formed by embedding a crossed air-slit onto a gold thin film 
of 200 nm thick over a silica substrate. The arm lengths of the air-slits are 500 nm in the x- and 780 nm in the 
y-directions, respectively. When a normally incident laser source illuminates the nanocavity, SPPs polarized in 
the z-direction with distinct spatial and phase characteristics can be selectively excited depending on the input 
laser polarization. In our current design, the difference in the arm lengths is optimized to provide a π/2�(-π/2) 
phase difference in the resulting SPP when the laser with vacuum wavelength of 1545 nm is 45° (-45°) linearly 
polarized, as shown in Fig. 1(b) (Fig. 1(c)), respectively. The resulting local SPP vortex fields are beneficial in 
the later generation of near-field optical OAM. The near-field experimental results will also be presented. 
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Figure 1. (a) Schematics of a single nanocavity. Instantaneous Ez field when the laser input is linearly (b) 45°-polarized, 

(c) -45°-polarized, respectively. 

 
In the second part of this presentation, we will focus on the application of surface plasmon vortex for particle 

trapping and rotation. We recently demonstrated the first controllable trapping or rotation of micro-particles 
using such spiral device [3]. The working principle was based on coherent control of angular momenta carried 
by optical near-fields in a plasmonic Archimedes spiral. Depending on the handedness of the input circularly 
polarized light, we showed that the surface plasmon focusing field provides stable optical potential at the spiral 
origin and can be used to trap micro-particles. On the other hand, the primary ring of the surface plasmon vortex 
provided a stable track to rotate the micro-particles. However, we were limited by two main factors: (1) the 
generation SP vortices or subwavelength focusing requires circularly polarized excitations of different 
handedness; and (2) It would not be possible to control the rotational direction of the SP vortex (and therefore 
the micro-particles when driven by the SP field) in a given plasmonic spiral. To alleviate the first limitation, the 
plasmonic metasurface addressed in the first part could be used to dynamically create SP vortex or 
subwavelength focusing, purely through linearly polarized optical excitations. We will also show that the 
metasurface could be used to alleviate the second limitation after a minor modification. We numerically 
demonstrate the ability not only to create SP subwavelength focusing, but also bi-directionally tunable SP 
vortices in a designed metasurface under linearly polarized optical excitations that carry absolutely no angular 
momenta. We envision major impacts in selectable motional control of nanoparticles and opto-fluidics. 
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Abstract-Rapid developments in the emerging field of stretchable and conformable photonics 

necessitate analytical expressions for boundary conditions at metasurfaces of arbitrary geometries. 

We will discuss the idea of ‘‘conformal boundary optics’’: a design theory that determines the 
optical response for designer input and output fields at interfaces of arbitrary shapes. Given any 

object, one can now realise coatings to achieve exotic effects like optical illusions and anomalous 

diffraction behavior [1]. 

 

To date, a rigorous expression of the electromagnetic boundary conditions at designer interfaces --also called 

métasurfaces-- has been proposed only for planar interfaces where the electromagnetic fields are defined using a 

Cartesian coordinate system [2-6]. These equations are known as the generalized sheet transition conditions 

(GSTCs). From a physical point of view, discontinuities in electromagnetic fields across any regular surface 

depend upon the constitutive parameters of the interface: namely, surface charge density ρ , the current density j, 
the induced dipole moments at the interface and the optical response of the surrounding media. This requires (ρ, j) 
and the fields E,H,p and m in the Maxwell’s equations to be expressed in the sense of distributions, where E,H 
are respectively the electric and magnetic fields, and p and m respectively represent the surface electric and 

magnetic induced currents derived by averaging the local fields of the electric and magnetic induced dipole 

moments in the plane z=0. In a planar configuration, writing each variable as a discontinuous function at z=0, it 

is possible to derive a set of generalized sheet transition conditions (GSTCs) for the electromagnetic fields [2,3]. 

However, this derivation is possible only because the ambient coordinate system is chosen to conform to the 

interface, a method that becomes very restrictive when the interface contains arbitrary contours (Fig. 1). 

           
Figures 1: . a), a 2D planar metasurface of sub-wavelength thickness δ≪λ, can transmit any incident 

optical field at a specific angle by imposing a gradient of phase discontinuity. For planar interfaces, GSTC 
boundary conditions readily apply and the surface susceptibility tensors can be calculated. b, The local 
coordinate system of the surface follows its local curvature, and therefore it changes with the position 



along the interface. Boundary conditions of the fields are obtained in the coordinate system of the 
interface, and are therefore position dependent. To produce an effect equivalent to that in b, the surface 
susceptibilities of the optical interface have to be engineered to account for the effect of the physical 
distortion. The dashed blue lines denote the equiphase fronts of the electromagnetic fields. 

 

Here, we introduce the concept of conformal boundary optics, an analytical method – based on novel, 

first-principle derivations – that allows us to engineer transmission and reflection at will for any interface 

geometry and any given incident wave.  

Whereas transformation optics determines bulk optical properties by exploiting the relationship between a 

given coordinate system and the coordinate system that conforms to the travel of light [7], the proposed concept 

determines the optical properties of a metasurface of arbitrary geometry by exploiting the relationship between a 

given ambient coordinate system and the coordinate system that conforms to the geometry of the boundary [1]. 

While a powerful concept in itself, the mathematical derivation associated with its analytical formulation is 

highly non-trivial since it cannot be generalized from existing boundary conditions for generic surface 

geometries. This concept provides a wide range of new design opportunities, for example, to hide objects behind 

an “optical curtain”, to create optical illusions by reflecting virtual images, or to suppress the diffraction 

generally occurring during light scattering at corrugated interfaces. 
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Abstract- An atom with a resonant transition can capture the energy of a single photon and store it 

in the excited energy level for a brief moment, before it is re-emitted. During this process, a phase 

is acquired. By exploiting this resonant scattering phase in electronic transitions, here we show that 

atomic metasurface can be realized to control non-classical light such as Fock states.  

 

Classical metasurfaces [1] have seen explosive development in the past few years. These optically functionalized 

surfaces offer completely new ways of control light, and have enabled new phenomena such as anomalous 

reflection, extreme nonlinearity, and the spin hall effect, as well as applications such as flat lenses and cloaking. 

Figure 1a shows the general operation principle of classical metasurfaces. A subwavelength optical resonator, for 

example a nano-rod made from a high-index material, imparts a phase on the incident plane wave. For a single 

resonance, the phase of the scattered light ranges from 0 to π and is determined by the frequency detuning 

between the incident light and the resonance. Rods with different radii have different resonant frequencies, 

thereby creating different scattering phases (Fig. 1b). With arrays of spatially-variant micro-resonators, one can 

steer, focus, or reshape a light beam, all in a surface thinner than the wavelength.  

 

Figure (a) Phase of scattered light versus the radius of nanorod. We use finite-difference 

frequency-domain (FDFD) method to solve the Maxwell’s equations. Light is normally incident (red 

arrow) onto the nanorod from the top and is scattered to all directions (green arrows). The inset shows a 



typical scattering field of the nanorod. As the radius of the nanorod increases, the phase of scattered light 

varies from π to 0. (B) Tilted phase front of an array of spatially variant nanorods. (c)  Phase of scattered 

light versus the energy detuning of TLS, normalized to the resonance linewidth Γ. Light is also normally 
incident onto the TLS. The inset shows the scattering field of the TLS. As the detuning energy varies, the 

phase of scattered light also varies from π to 0. (d) Phase front of an array of spatially variant TLSs 

with different detuning energies. Similar to nanorods, the reflected phase front is tilted. 

 

Similar to optical micro-resonators, resonant electronic transitions in two-level systems (TLSs) also impart a 

scattering phase on incident photons. TLSs are most-commonly found in the electronic transitions of atoms and 

molecules. Solid-state TLSs such as quantum dots, nitrogen-vacancy centers in diamond, and Josephson 

junctions are also rapidly emerging. The field of a single photon scattered by a TLS in the center is shown in the 

inset of Fig. 1c. The phase ranges from 0 to π depending on the relative energy detuning ∆E/Γ=(E-ℏω)/Γ, where 

E and Γ is the transition energy and the energy bandwidth of the TLS, respectively. ℏω is the photon’s energy. 

Figure 1c shows the relation between the scattering phase and the energy detuning ΔE/Γ, which closely 
resembles that in the classical micro-resonators (Fig. 1a). An array of TLSs with varying transition energies 

create different scattering phases as shown in Fig. 1d. Similar to the classical resonator array (Fig. 1b), the TLS 

array can tilt the phase front and tailor the directions of reflection and refraction (Fig. 1d).  

 

Compared to classical metasurfaces, atomic metasurfaces can realize unique features that are extremely 

challenging for micro-resonators. First, atomic metasurfaces are naturally reconfigurable, even in the challenging 

visible wavelength range. The energy level of TLSs could be rapidly tuned using laser illumination, or external 

electric or magnetic fields. In contrast, micro-resonators are fixed after their fabrication and cannot be easily 

tuned through index modulation. Second, the scattering elements in atomic metasurfaces can be extremely small, 

lossless, and highly efficient. The optical cross section of TLS is fairly large (~λ^2) but their physical sizes are 
often many orders of magnitude smaller than the wavelength λ. Their scattering efficiency, measured by the ratio 

between the optical and physical cross section, can be extremely large (>1000). This scattering efficiency is 

normally typically than 10 for micro resonators. This feature is particularly attractive for synthesizing 

metasurfaces for advanced functionalities such as multi-band operation. Also because of the small physical sizes 

and large optical cross section of the TLS, we do not necessarily need to precisely position them on a surface. In 

terms of optical loss, the quantum efficiency of TLS can easily reach above 99%. They can scatter light more 

efficient than metals and yet have nearly zero optical absorption. Lastly, atomic metasurface can tap into the 

quantum degrees of freedom such as entanglement and photon-photon interactions, they could be useful for 

quantum information networks and simulations of many-body physics. 
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Abstract.  We propose a scalable, fast, and energy efficient implementation to programming the 

optical properties of individual dipole antennas using an electrochemical approach.  The concepts are 

inspired by conductive-bridge random access memory and enable plasmonic modes to be 

programmed “on” or “off.” 

 

Plasmonic antennas are building blocks in advanced nano-optical systems due to their ability to tailor optical 

response based on their geometry.  We propose a scalable, fast, and energy efficient implementation to 

programming the optical properties of dipole antennas using an electrochemical approach.  These antennas 

comprise two arms, one serving as an anode and the other a cathode, separated by a solid electrolyte.  As a 

voltage is applied between the antenna arms, a conductive filament either grows or dissolves within the 

electrolyte, modifying the antenna load.  This programming modality is inspired by conductive bridge random 

access memory1 and introduces a new level of optical tuning control that enables not only fine shifts in mode 

frequency, but also the creation of new optical modes.   

These optical tuning regimes are described in Figure 1.  If there is no filament, the lowest order antenna mode 

is the capacitively-coupled bonding dipole (BDP) mode, which supports a dipolar charge distribution in each 

antenna arm.  As a filamentary bridge forms, a charge transfer plasmon (CTP) mode emerges at a frequency 

red-shifted relative to the BDP mode.2 We can clearly see here that the growth and dissolution of a bridging 

filament can cause the CTP mode to modulate between the “on” and “off” states.  Further filament thickening 
leads to the gradual and controllable blue-shifting of the CTP mode.   

 
 Figure 1.  Overview of programmable plasmonic antennas.  a) Schematic and scattering spectra 

of a dipole antenna loaded with no filament (left), a narrow filament (middle), and a thick filament 

(right).  b) Surface charge distributions of the BDP and CTP modes.  c) Schematic of stochastic 

filament growth in a CBRAM memory cell.  d) Typical current-voltage plot of a CBRAM cell.   



 

We probe the dynamics of stochastic filament formation and their effects on plasmonic mode programming 

using a combination of three-dimensional optical and electronic simulations.  We characterize optical response 

using finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations, which is an established tool in the precise 

characterization of nano-plasmonic systems.  We model the process of electrochemical filament growth and 

dissolution using three-dimensional kinetic Monte Carlo (3D KMC) simulations.3 Filament dissolution and 

growth are highly stochastic processes yielding unpredictable branch-like filament morphologies, and the KMC 

method can capture these filament growth dynamics over time.  By coupling together FDTD and KMC 

simulations in our analysis, we quantified device regimes in which the CTP mode could be shifted and 

modulated.  In addition, we identified a strong correlation between filament resistance and charge transfer 

plasmon mode frequency that is insensitive to the detailed filament morphology.   

These concepts in programmable nano-optics can generalize to complex antenna layouts with multiple 

electrochemical cells, enabling a multitude of antenna configurations with a broad range of magnitude and phase 

responses.  We envision that the scalability of these programmable electrochemical junctions, which currently 

scale to millions of devices in CBRAM memory chips, will enable macroscopic programmable metamaterials 

and metasurfaces with optical responses that can tune across the infrared and terahertz frequency ranges.   
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Abstract: A metasurface comprised of v-grooves etched into a gold thin film is presented. 
We numerically demonstrate that multi-functional near-field optical routing could be 
achieved in our metasurface through simple polarization control to the excitation plane 
wave. 
 

Adaptive control to the optical near-fields has attracted immense research attentions [1-4]. Quite recently, 
a metasurface formed by v-grooves arrange in circular geometry has been used to control the excitation 
direction of surface plasmon polaritons (SPP) [5]. In another study, a metasurface has been used to create 
either SPP focusing or vortex fields, depending on the polarization of the excitation plane wave [6].  
However, up to now, adaptive control of SPP are limited to two possible states [1,4,5,6]. In Ref. [3], we 
proposed a novel scheme where a cluster of 7 metallic spheres could be used to achieve up to 10 adaptive 
states to the localized surface plasmons. However, such multi-selectivity could only be obtained through 
the combination of a quantum emitter. 

In this presentation, v-grooves etched in a gold thin film is carefully designed and arranged to form a 
metasurface. We numerically demonstrate the ability to achieve multiple near-field routing possibilities 
using plane wave excitations. By changing the polarizations of the optical excitation, adaptive routing 
paths in the near-field are realized and are observed in the far-field via scattering through a circular 
groove. We anticipate such adaptive routing of SPP a step closer to the widely envisioned optical circuit 
in the near future. 

Our numerical studies are performed using three-dimensional finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) 
method simulations. Figure 1(a) shows a column of identical v-grooves forming a metasurface. The v-
grooves are etched into a 200 nm thick gold film on top of a silica substrate. The length of the two arms is 
780 nm, the width is 200 nm, and the angle between the two arms is 90q. As shown in the Fig. 1(b), when 
the metasurface is excited by a 1560 nm left-hand circularly-polarized (LHCP) plane wave, SPP 
propagate to the left. On the other hand, in Fig. 1(c), SPP propagate to the right when the excitation 
polarization is changed right-hand circularly-polarized (RHCP). Up to this point the working principle is 
identical to that illustrated in Ref. [5]. 

In our design, four identical v-grooves with dimensions as described in Fig. 1(a) are sequentially 
rotated by 90q to form the metasurface, as depicted in Fig. 2(a). The grey dashed circle represents a half-
etched groove that serves to scatter the excited SPP into the far-field for observations. Along the circle, 
various possible routing locations are labeled from 1 to 8. Figures 2(b)-(g) show the far-field intensity 
patterns as a result of adaptive routing to the SPP under different input polarizations. In Figs. 2(b) and 
2(c), correspondingly under RHCP and LHCP plane wave excitations, SPPs generated from the 
metasurface propagate onto routing locations of {1,3,5,7} and {2,4,6,8}, respectively. On the other hand, 
Figs. 2(d-g) show adaptive routing under different linearly-polarized excitations where the excited SPPs 
can be routed to two locations. In Fig. 2(d), SPPs are routed onto locations between {1, 8} and {4, 5} 
when excited by 45° linear polarization. When the linear polarization is rotated to -45°, SPPs are routed 
to locations between {2,3} and {6,7}, as shown in Fig. 2(e). In Figs. 2(f) and 2(g), under 0° or 90° 
linearly-polarized illuminations, SPPs are routed onto locations {3,4,7,8} and {1,2,5,6}, respectively. We 
note here when adequate plasmonic waveguides are connected to the routing locations, our design will 
facilitate controllable optical nanocircuit [7].  



 
Figure 1. (a) Schematics of the v-groove metasurface. The SPP propagations are selectively excited (b) to the left by 
left-hand circular-polarization and (c) to the right by right-hand circular-polarization, respectively. 

 
Figure 2. (a) Schematics of the our design. The grey line depicted a half-etched groove to scatter the SPP into the far-
field. The far-field intensity pattern under (b) right-hand circularly-polarized, (c) left-hand circularly-polarized, (d) 45° 
linear, (e) -45° linear, (f) 0° linear , and (g) 90°-linear polarizations. 

In summary, a gold metasurface comprised of v-grooves is designed. We numerically demonstrate the 
ability in achieving multi-selectable polarization-dependent routing to the SPPs. This work was supported 
by the Ministry of Science and Technology of Taiwan under grant MoST 103-2112-M-007-017-MY3. 
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Abstract – In this contribution, we review our recent work on passive and active graded 

metasurfaces, highlighting the relevant new physics unveiled by introducing spatial and possibly 

temporal gradients of the impedance along a thin surface with subwavelength resolution. We 

present the principles behind our designs, and a number of applications of these concepts, with 

special emphasis on optics and nanophotonics.  

 

In the past few years, our group has put forward a variety of exciting opportunities offered by gradient 

metsurfaces [1-5], offering detailed modeling principles and design procedures to efficiently mold the impinging 

wavefront at will with subwavelength resolution. These approaches pave the ground to interesting applications in 

nanophotonics, which we will described and outline during our talk. In addition, we have recently explored the 

possibility of introducing temporal gradients [6] and large nonlinearities into this picture [7], offering additional 

knobs that allow overcoming some of the fundamental constraints of passive metasurfaces, including temporal 

and geometrical symmetries. These possibilities open a plethora of possibilities for applications in nanophotonics 

radio-frequencies and thermo-photovoltaics. We will discuss our vision of the future of this field during our 

presentation.   
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Abstract— Recently, frequency comb generation using modulated planar graphene sheets was
introduced [1]. Here we show that this process is more e�cient in a graphene ribbon lattice than
in a planar structure. To do so we exploit the plasmonic resonances of the lattice, which are very
sensitive to the graphene doping level. By dynamically changing this doping the transmission
becomes time-dependent and allows for e�ective frequency comb generation in the infrared range.

1. INTRODUCTION

Graphene is a 2D hexagonal lattice of carbon atoms with remarkable optical properties. At infrared
frequencies, graphene sheets support plasmonic modes that have already been observed [2]. A
recent paper [1] reported that if the conductivity of a graphene sheet is modulated in time, a
monochromatic incident plane wave can generate a frequency comb in transmission. The frequency
separation between the peaks of this frequency comb is given by the modulation frequency applied
to the graphene sheet. In this work we investigate 2D graphene ribbon lattices to enhance this
process. These lattices support plasmonic resonances that are widely tunable [3] and of high
quality for su�ciently large relaxation times (Figure 1).

2. RESULTS

The graphene lattice resonances are very sensitive to the doping level, thus by slightly changing
this doping one can significantly change the transmission of the lattice (Figure 2). Therefore, to
instigate frequency comb generation in lattices we can employ a time-dependant doping that is
small, compared to the conductivity change required for planar sheets in [1].
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Figure 1: Transmission T , absorption A and re-
flexion R of a typical graphene ribbon lattice
used for frequency comb generation.
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Figure 2: Transmission T , absorption A and re-
flexion R as a function of graphene doping for a
given frequency (10 THz).

With this alternative technique the comb generation process is more e�cient than for a planar
graphene sheet, even if the lattice covers a smaller area (Figures 3 and 4). These results are obtained
with rigorous finite-element simulations. A theoretical model is currently under development.
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Figure 3: Geometries used for the frequency
comb generation with a graphene plane and a
graphene lattice.
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Figure 4: Comparison between a frequency comb
generated by a plane and a lattice. All the pa-
rameters used in the simulations are the same,
except for the geometry.

3. CONCLUSION

We show that frequency comb generation using time-dependent graphene ribbon lattices is possible
and more e�cient than in a planar structure. Furthermore, this e�ect is widely tunable as the
resonance frequency of plasmonic modes in graphene lattices scales with the ribbon width. This
generation process can then be used for a very wide range of frequencies in the THz range.
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Abstract-The use of plasmonic metasurfaces to control the radiation properties of nearby emitters 

is investigated with two related approaches.  First, off-axis unidirectional beaming is demonstrated 

using an array of asymmetric metallic nanoparticles coupled to an ultrathin metal film.  Second, 

light emission near a gradient metasurface is studied numerically, showing that geometrically 

tunable directional radiation patterns can be obtained at highly enhanced emission rates.   

 

Research in nanophotonics is generally aimed at the continued miniaturization of optical components, to enable 

ever increasing levels of system integration and device functionality.  In this context, a goal of key importance 

is the ability to efficiently extract light from an active source, and either radiate it in a desired direction or couple 

it into a guided mode of a photonic integrated circuit, without the need to use bulky external optical elements.  

Here we investigate the use of planar arrays of metallic nanoantennas to achieve this goal based on two related 

approaches.  Our results show that these systems have significant technological potential for future applications 

in, e.g., solid-state smart lighting, integrated nanophotonics, and highly multiplexed fluorescence sensing.   

 
Figure 1. (a) Schematic illustration of the sample geometry used to demonstrate plasmonic beaming. (b), (c) 

Experimental far-field radiation patterns.  (d) SEM image of a fabricated device (the scale bar is 500 nm).   

In the first study [1], we have demonstrated plasmonic unidirectional beaming based on the device geometry 

of Fig. 1(a), where an ultrathin Ag film is deposited over a light-emitting active layer (InGaN/GaN quantum 

wells) and then coated with a periodic array of Ag nanoparticles (NPs).  In this geometry, light can be emitted 

across the Ag film through a two-step process, where surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) are first excited on the 

Ag film and then diffractively scattered by the overlaying NPs.  As a result, the far-field pattern of the emitted 

light can be tailored by controlling the NP shape and spatial distribution.  In particular, if the NP array consists 

of a simple 1D grating of rectangular ridges with period equal to the SPP wavelength, beam collimation along 

the sample surface normal is obtained via first-order diffraction of the excited SPPs [red trace in Fig. 1(b)].   

By comparison, a much broader Lambertian profile is measured from the same samples without any metallic 

coating [blue trace].  Unidirectional beaming along arbitrary off-axis angles can then be obtained by replacing 

the rectangular ridges with lines of triangular NPs, as shown in Fig. 1(a) and in the top-view SEM image of Fig. 

1(d).  In this geometry, diffractive scattering of backward traveling SPPs can be suppressed in favor of forward 



 2 

diffraction (or vice versa), leading to single-beam emission at geometrically tunable oblique angles [Fig. 1(c)].   

 
Figure 2. (a) Schematic cross-sectional view of the GMS model used in this work. (b) Distribution of the 

plane-wave components of the dipole field involved in the main radiation process.  (c)-(f) Calculated far-field 

radiation patterns for different values of [/k0.  (e) Purcell enhancement factor for all three possible dipole 

orientations, versus [/k0.  (f) Radiative efficiency ratio between a dipole near a GMS and in front of a perfect 

mirror, plotted as a function of [/k0 for two different values of the dipole internal quantum efficiency (IQE).   

In a recent theoretical study [2] we have investigated a related approach, where a gradient metasurface (GMS) 

is used to control the radiation properties of light emitters located in its near field [Fig. 2(a)].  The resulting 

behavior can be understood by first decomposing the optical field emitted by the source (modeled as a dipole) in 

a superposition of plane waves with all possible in-plane wavevectors p, including evanescent terms.   At the 

GMS, each such wave produces a reflected wave of in-plane wavevector p+u[, where u and [ are the direction 
and magnitude of the phase gradient.   As a result, some of the evanescent components of the dipole field 

[from the blue region of Fig. 2(b)] can be diffracted by the GMS into propagating waves (red region), and thus 

contribute to the radiation output.  Since this mechanism involves near-field interactions with highly confined 

evanescent fields, it can be expected to occur with high probability and thus dominate the dipole emission.   

These expectations are confirmed by the far-field radiation patterns shown in Figs. 2(c)-2(f), which were 

computed via FDTD simulations for different values of the normalized phase gradient [/k0.  Highly asymmetric 
directional emission is observed, with the angle of peak emission and the width of the radiation pattern 

depending on [/k0 consistent with the qualitative picture just presented.  At the same time, the spontaneous 
emission decay of the dipole is greatly accelerated by the GMS, again through the diffractive scattering of 

evanescent components of the dipole field.  The resulting Purcell enhancement factor can be as large as several 

100s, depending on [/k0 and on the dipole orientation as shown in Fig. 2(g).  Finally, our simulations also show 
that the total output radiation power can be increased by the GMS in the case of low-efficiency emitters [Fig. 

2(h)], or quenched in favor of directional excitation of surface waves for [/k0 > 2 [2].   
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Abstract-We investigate lossy and gain metasurfaces with pure imaginary permittivity or 

permeability in detail. In such particular metasurfaces, either electric or magnetic field is almost 

constant. Based on such a unique characteristic, we find out some applications in antireflection 

coatings and parity-time-symmetric systems. For instance, it is found that both lossy and gain 

metasurfaces can operate as ultrathin antireflection coatings. In addition, some unique properties 

are found in the parity-time-symmetric systems composed of the lossy and gain metasurfaces. 

 

 

We consider wave incident from dielectric medium with relative permittivity of 1H  into dielectric medium 

with relative permittivity of 2H . Generally, reflections exist at the interface of the two dielectric media due to the 

impedance mismatch. To eliminate the reflections, we place an ultrathin metasurface between the two dielectric 

media. And under normal incidence, we find that the relative permittivity of the metasurface ( 1P  ) is required 

to be, 

1 2

0

i
k d

H
H

H�
                           (1) 

Equation (1) indicates that the required permittivity is pure imaginary, and both lossy and gain media can 

operate as the antireflection coatings. 
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Abstract- We show that graphene can be integrated into the metasurface absorbers to realize high speed 

strong optical modulation in the mid-infrared (MIR) wavelength. Our device design is featured with a 

maximum modulation depth up to 100% and an insertion loss of <1.5 dB. A rigorous device model 

including full wave simulation and microscopic carrier dynamics in graphene is developed to investigate 

the ultimate limit of the modulator response time and it is estimated to be <1 ps.    

 

There has been lack of high speed optical modulators in the MIR wavelength region. Conventional electro-optic 

crystals cannot be used for wavelength longer than 4 or 5 µm due to material absorption. Graphene, a monolayer of 

hexagonally-arranged carbon atoms[1], exhibits gate-voltage dependent optical conductivity and ultrafast carrier 

dynamics, which make it a great candidate for optical modulators [2-4].  

The origin of gate-voltage dependent optical properties in graphene lies in the fact that its carrier density and Fermi 

level can be controlled by the gate voltage, or in other words, electrostatic doping. However, it has been a great 

challenge to achieve high performance graphene detector with large modulation depth due to the limited absorption in 

graphene. We have investigated strategies to enhance light graphene interaction in various plasmonic structures [5-7] 

and demonstrated a high speed broadband optical modulator with modulation depth up to 95% in the mid-infrared 

wavelength based on electrically tunable graphene-metasurface perfect absorber (Fig. 1a) [8].  

Despite of the ultra-fast carrier dynamics in graphene, the electrically controlled modulators are limited by the RC 

constant [8]. To achieve the ultimate limit of modulation speed, we demonstrate all-optical modulators based on 

graphene metasurface hybrid structures, which can be structurally designed for any wavelength in the MIR region. 

When the pump light is incident on the graphene metasurface, the absorbed photons in graphene result in 

photo-generated carriers (∆n and ∆p), which lead to a transient change in graphene optical conductivity and 

permittivity. Thus the optical response of the graphene-metasurface hybrid structures will be changed due to the 

photo-generated carries. Meanwhile, ultra-fast carrier dynamics are exploited to achieve the high speed all-optical 

modulators with sub-picosecond response times. We will integrate full wave simulation and microscopic carrier 

dynamics in graphene to gain insight into the transient behavior and reveal the fundamental limit of the modulation 

speed. 
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Novel dielectric nanophotonic structures with unusual nonlinear

and spectral properties
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We describe novel nanophotonic structures—new kinds of optical micropillars, slabs, and waveguides—
consisting of aperiodic or complicated arrangements of subwavelength dielectrics designed to exhibit
unusual nonlinear and spectral properties [Figs. 1,2]. In contrast to conventional, hand-designed
nanostructures relying on well-known and intuitive design principles such as Bragg scattering (band
gaps) or index guiding, our structures arise from the application of brute-force adjoint optimization
techniques. Such a framework allows automatic discovery of structures specifically tailored and
optimized for specific applications, leading for instance to orders of magnitude enhancements in
nonlinear interactions, e.g. high-effiency frequency conversion from visible to telecom wavelengths,
and unusual/exotic spectral features, e.g. doubly and even triply degenerate Dirac cones that yield
novel types of zero-index metamaterials and exceptional points (EP).
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Rotational
symmetry 

ω2

(b)

Fundamental mode

Third harmonic

Figure 1: (a) Schematic of a micropost cavity consisting of aperiodically alternating AlGaAs/AlOx layers of
dimension hx×hy×hz = 8.4×3.5×0.84 (λ3

1), designed to enhance the efficiency of SHG processes. Shown are
x-z cross-sections of the Ey components of two localized modes at λ1 = 1.5 µm and λ2 = 0.75 µm exhibiting
radiative lifetimes Qrad

1 = 1.4 × 105, Qrad
2 = 1.3 × 105, respectively, and an ultra-large nonlinear spatial

overlap β̄ = 0.018. (b) Schematic of GaAs (0.39λ1 thick) concentric-ring cavity exhibiting tightly localized
TMmodes at λ1 = 1.8 µm and λ2 = 0.9 µmwithQrad

1 = 105, Qrad
2 = 3×104, and β̄ = 0.041. (c) Cross section

and mode profiles of an As2Se3/PES nanostructured fiber designed to enhance THG processes, showing huge
modal confinements and nonlinear overlaps, and exhibiting perfect phase- and frequency-matching.

The efficiency of nonlinear frequency conversion processes is well known to be greatly en-
hanced in nanostructures supporting confined modes exhibiting (i) tightly localized fields, (ii)
long lifetimes, (iii) exactly matched resonant frequencies, and (iv) strong nonlinear modal over-
laps (selection rules that generalize the well-known concept of quasiphase matching of waveguides
modes to wavelength-scale cavities). Thus far, these requirements have not been met by common
micro- and nano-photonic structures, including PhC cavities and micro-ring resonators, but are
manifested in our optimized, aperiodic photonic designs. For example, Fig. 1 shows schematics
of structures optimized to enhance second harmonic generation (SHG) and third harmonic gen-
eration (THG) in the smallest modal volumes possible. Figure 1(a) reveals a doubly-resonant
rectangular micropost cavity with alternating AlGaAs/AlOx layers in an aperiodic sequence that
supports modes exactly an octave apart (λ1 = 1.5 µm and λ2 = λ1/2) with large radiative
Qrad ! 105 and small V ∼ (λ1/n)3, and whose spatial profiles exhibit ultra-large nonlinear over-

laps, β̄ =
!

drϵ̄(r)E∗

2E
2
1/

"!

drϵ1|E1|
2
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$
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drϵ2|E2|2)
%
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1
∼ 0.02 [1]. Figure 1(b) shows a thin-film GaAs

cavity comprising aperiodic arrangements of planar concentric rings, in which both fundamental (1.8 µm)



and second harmonic modes (0.9 µm) are tightly localized in the cavity, with Qrad ! 104 and β̄ ∼ 0.04. Such
giant β̄ greatly exceed those of existing, hand-designed structures, including for instance recently proposed
nanobeam cavities [2] and nanoring resonators [3], leading to orders of magnitude enhancement in SHG ef-

ficiencies ∼
!

Qrad
1

"2
Qrad

2 |β̄|2. Yet another powerful application of our optimization techniques can be found
in the area of fiber design, where novel cross-sectional nanostructures provide fertile ground for dispersion
engineering and nonlinear enhancements, as exemplified by the chalcogenide/polymer fiber of Fig. 1(c).
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Figure 2: (a) Band structure of a PhC metamaterial exhibiting dual-polarization (TE and TM) Dirac cone
(inset). Two overlapping Dirac cones form at the Γ point (circled), one for each polarization of light. Insets
also show the three different modes (one monopole, M, and two dipoles, D1 and D2) that form each Dirac
cone. (b) Demonstration of prism test (inset) for both polarizations, illustrating the angle of refraction
as a function of wavelength. Dashed white line indicates the designed wavelength, for which the angle of
refraction is nearly zero. (c) Band structure of PhC metamaterial exhibiting a tri-modal Dirac cone (inset)
induced by a degeneracy of monopolar (M), dipolar (D), and quadrupolar (Q) eigenmodes.

Recent works have shown that the presence of linear dispersion at the center of the Brillouin zone of a
PhC can lead to effectively vanishing permittivity and permeability [4, 5]. Such materials, known as Dirac-
cone zero-index metamaterials (ZIMs), are usually designed via a tedious tria-and-error approach that can
only handle a small number of simple design parameters. Here, going beyond such design methodologies,
we demonstrate new flavors of Dirac cones and ZIMs arising from complex geometries, whose spectrum
exhibit high-order degeneracies among modes of differing symmetries and polarizations. For instance, we
demonstrate a novel class of 2d PhCs exhibiting dual-polarization Dirac cones, i.e. a linear Dirac dispersion
with (approximately) degenerate TE and TM polarizations [Fig. 2(a)]. The resulting zero-index behavior
is tested via FDTD simulations of incident light refracting from a prism composed of multiple unit cells
[Fig. 2(b)], leading to output beams emerging perpendicular to the prism facet independently of the incident
polarization. Finally, we describe a structure exhibiting a Dirac cone induced by an “accidental” degeneracy
of monopolar, dipolar and quadrupolar modes [Fig. 2(c)] that can lead to so-called third-order EP whereby
three eigenmodes coalesce (becoming self orthogonal to one another). Such EPs are difficult to hand-
engineer but are useful for many applications, from loss-induced transparency, to unidirectional transmission
or reflection, to enhanced emission from quantum/active emitters.
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Abstract- Dielectric-based metamaterials are proposed to be the ideal candidates for low-loss, high 

efficiency devices. However, to employ dielectric nanostructures for high power applications, the 

dielectric material must have a high laser induced damaged threshold (LIDT) value. In this work, 

we investigated the LIDT values of dielectric materials for high power fiber laser applications. 

Consequently, we found that the fabricated SiO2 nano-structures can withstand laser fluence 

exceeding 100 J/cm2. 

 

Dielectric-based metamaterials are proposed to be the ideal candidate for low-loss, high efficiency devices 

[1]. Our preliminary laser induced damaged threshold (LIDT) measurement suggested that SiO2 was the most 

promising dielectric material that can withstand high laser fluence before breakdown [2]. In this work, we 

characterized the SiO2 nanostructures “lens” that we designed with traditional geometrical optical methods, 

using energy conservation and optical coordinate transformation algorithms [3].  

 

We measured high transmittance for the SiO2 nanostructures, and observed that the result is position 

independent in the wavelength range of 500 nm and above. These results agree well with our FDTD simulations. 

Detailed LIDT measurements were performed on both SiO2 film and nanostructures, and we found that the 

fabricated nano-structures can withstand laser fluence exceeding 100 J/cm2. This value is 45% higher than that of 

bulk SiO2 film. All these findings will be beneficial for researchers working on dielectric materials for high 

power applications. 

GDS Image SEM Image FDTD Image 

   

   
Figure 1. GDS, SEM and FDTD images at the centre (top row) and outer circle (bottom row) of the SiO2 

nanostructures. 
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Figure 2. FDTD simulation and transmission measurements of the SiO2 nanostructures at various positions from 

the centre. Note that the result is position independent for wavelength range of 500 nm and above. 

 

LIDT measurement was performed by irradiating one site on the sample with 100 pulses of a particular laser 

energy level, before increasing the fluence by 0.1 J/cm2 and irradiating with another 100 pulses, repeating this 

until damage occurs. The results show that the LIDT value of SiO2 nanostructures is significantly (45%) higher 

than that of the bulk SiO2 film. 

  

SiO2 film  
80.42 ± 11.50 (J/cm2) 

SiO2 nanostructures  
116.25 ± 16.62 (J/cm2) 

Figure 3. Measured peak fluence of SiO2 film (left) and SiO2 nanostructures (right). 
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Abstract— Based on appropriately designed phase-gradient birefringent metasurfaces, we in-
troduce a new type of compact polarimeter that, unlike conventional approaches, allows one to
easily analyze an arbitrary state of light polarization by conducting simultaneous (i.e., parallel)
measurements of the corresponding di�raction intensities. We experimentally demonstrate the
functionality of the proposed device at a wavelength of 800 nm, while also addressing extensions
of the design concept to in-plane polarimeters and spectrally-resolved measurements.

A monochromatic electromagnetic wave is typically characterized by its intensity, frequency,
and state of polarization (SOP). Here, the first two characteristics are quite easily measured by
the use of suitable photodetectors and spectrometers. The SOP, on the other hand, is inherently
di�cult to probe experimentally, which stems from the fact that conventional detection schemes
are only sensitive to the intensity of light, hence any phase information between orthogonal polar-
ization states are lost in the detection process. For this reason, the determination of SOP typically
necessitates a (time-consuming) series of measurements with properly arranged polarizers placed
consecutively in front of the detector, allowing one to eventually obtain the Stokes parameters
that, similarly to the ellipsometric parameters, fully describe the SOP [1]. We would like to note
that the series of measurements for the determination of SOP can be parallelized or automated,
though at the expense of a more complex optical system. Despite the inconvenience in determining
SOP, we emphasize that polarimetric measurements are of crucial importance in a wide range of
applications, ranging from thin-film characterization [2], optical network monitoring [3], biology
[4], camouflage technology [5], and astronomy [6].

In this talk, we discuss a certain type of phase-gradient plasmonic metasurfaces, consisting of a
subwavelength-thin dielectric spacer sandwiched between an optically thick metal film and an array
of carefully designed metal nanobricks (also known as nanopatches), which allow us to fully control
the phase of the reflected light for two orthogonal polarizations simultaneously [7]. Moreover, we
bring to the fore the equivalence between normalized Stokes parameters and di�raction contrasts
in properly designed birefringent metasurfaces, which allow us to design a polarimeter, consisting
of three interweaved metasurfaces, from which a simultaneous measurement (i.e., parallel) of the
corresponding six di�raction intensities (see sketch in Fig. 1) immediately reveal, without the need
of any calibration, the Stokes parameters of the SOP under examination [8, 9]. The polarimeter
is realized at an operation wavelength of 800 nm, and experimental characterization convincingly
demonstrates the expected functionalities. In the talk, we also demonstrate how the same design
principle can be extended to achieve spectrally-resolved polarimetric measurements, and novel in-
plane polarimeters where part of the free-space incident light couples to waveguide modes.

Metasurface

Figure 1: Sketch of the functionality of the metasurface-based polarimeter. An incident wave with polariza-
tion |u� is upon reflection split into three pairs of orthogonal polarizations [(|x�,|y�), (|a�,|b�), and (|r�,|l�)],
which allows one to immediately obtain the associated Stokes parameters.
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Abstract- Transition metal nitrides and transparent conducting oxides are utilized as metallic components 
in the design of plasmonic metasurfaces. A phase-gradient metasurface with zirconium nitride and a 
quarter waveplate metasurface with gallium doped zinc oxide have been developed for the realization of 
practical plasmonic devices with CMOS-compatible materials. 

 
Flat photonics is an emerging field in optics that utilizes the concept of metasurfaces capable of controlling the 
phase and/or the amplitude of the reflected/transmitted light by employing plasmonic nanoantennas 1. Noble metals 
such as gold (Au) or silver (Ag) have been employed to demonstrate numerous extraordinary metasurfaces 
including lenses, wave plates, holograms, and polarization selective elements. However, these metals have several 
drawbacks such as the difficulty to fabricate continuous ultrathin films (<10 nm), their incompatibility with the 
well-established processes for silicon-based products, high temperature instability and the lack of tunability in 
linear permittivity. Recent works have shown that transparent conducting oxides (TCOs) and refractory plasmonic 
materials such as transition metal nitrides can be alternatives to overcome several of the drawback of noble metals 
2. In this work, we will discuss these two candidates as metallic components in plasmonic metasurfaces, which 
have already been demonstrated using gold or silver, and compare the performance to the noble metal counterpart. 

Zirconium nitride (ZrN) is a refractory plasmonic material which can sustain its optical properties at high 
temperatures (up to 1100 °C in the atmosphere). Using the empirical optical properties of ZrN, we have designed 
a phase gradient metasurface that exhibits the photonic Spin Hall Effect (PSHE). The design is based on unit cell 
structures containing arrays of rectangular brick antennas (ZrN) on a metal/dielectric stack of ZrN/AlScN 
(Aluminium scandium nitride) (Fig.1a). The metasurface design concept is adapted from (and compared to) our 
previous work studying Au based metasurface which separates the two circular polarizations, right (RCP) and left 
(LCP), of the incident light by reflecting them in opposite directions3. In our design, we have replaced the Au with 
ZrN, and through optimization, have reached a working efficiency as large as the Au based design as shown in 
Fig.1b and 1c. Our ZrN device is able to achieve transfer ~60% of the input power to the anomalous mode within 
a broad wavelength range around 1.4um. 

In addition to refractory plasmonic nitrides, transparent conducting oxides (TCOs) are another leading 
alternative plasmonic material in the near infrared range. An Ag based metasurface converting linear polarization 
into circular polarization was well-demonstrated theoretically and experimentally in the visible range 4. The design 
of the metasurface is based on the two orthogonal patterned nanorods which provide a phase shift of S/2 between 
two orthogonal polarizations at the operating wavelength. In this work, we realize a TCO-based metasurface that 
functions as a quarter waveplate (QWP) based on the design parameters depicted in Fig. 1e. The scanning electron 
microscope (SEM) images in Fig. 1f and 1g show the 500nm tall GZO structures of the fabricated metasurface. 
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From the phase difference (Δ) measurement between the reflected s and p polarizations for light incident at an 
angle of 18⁰, we observe that the TCO based metasurface operates as a quarter-wave-plate in reflection mode with 
a 500nm bandwidth (1.7 μm to 2.2 μm) highlighted by the gray area on the plot. 

 
Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of a gap surface plasmon unit cell of the metasurface. (b) and (c) Reflected power distribution between circular co-

polarized (red) and cross-polarized (blue) components as obtained in simulations for Au (b) and ZrN (c). (d) Field emission scanning 

electron microscopy (FE SEM) image of the fabricated metasurface. (e) Unit cells of two different nanorod of QWP metasurfaces and the 

corresponding geometrical parameters. Top view (f) and 30⁰ tilted view (g) of SEM image of patterned nanorod plasmonic metasurface. (f) 

Phase difference (Δ) of the reflected light between two orthogonal polarizations (s and p) at 18⁰ tilted incident light.  

   

In conclusion, transition metal nitrides and TCOs are successfully employed to form metasurfaces that manipulate 
the phase and the amplitude of reflected light. These alternative materials can open the possibility of integration 
with nanophotonic devices which require tight light confinement, high-temperature operational conditions, silicon 
compatibility, and special incoming polarization states. 
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Abstract-We fabricated and demonstrated three-dimensional computer generated nonlinear 

metamaterial holograms based on third harmonic generation. Using plasmonic antennas, we built 

phase holograms that generate holographic images in the visible when pumped by an infrared beam. 

Other polarization-multiplexed optical elements, such as nonlinear lenses and blazed gratings, were 

also demonstrated. 
 

Recently, a novel class of nonlinear metasurfaces has emerged in which the phase of the nonlinear 

susceptibility can be controlled in the subwavelength regime, enabling the realization of functional optical 

elements that can both generate and shape coherent light beams [1]. So far, these elements are mostly confined to 

metasurfaces, which are essentially two-dimensional metamaterials. Here we demonstrate polarization 

multiplexed three-dimensional metamaterial holograms which are capable of generating holographic images at 

the third harmonic frequency of the input beam [2]. In our holograms, plasmonic V-shaped gold nanoatennas are 

used as the local source of the nonlinear radiation (Fig.1). By controlling the geometry of the nanoantennas, the 

plasmonic resonances are tuned around the frequency of the fundamental beam and a phase shift of up to 2π 

radians can be imparted on the third harmonic signal. In Figs. 1c-e we show examples of computer generated 

nonlinear hologram, where the phase profile of the virtual object on the hologram is recorded by each antenna. 

Due to frequency conversion, these holograms are capable of generating background-free images. 

 

 
Figure 1. Examples of holographic nonlinear metamaterials. A) Scattering spectra of individual V-shaped gold antennas. By controlling 

the length of the arms and the angle between them, the symmetric resonance (S) is tuned around the frequency of the pump beam (λF = 

1266 nm). b) phase map of the third harmonic signal at λTH = 422 nm. c) SEM image of a two-layer device. d) Holographic reconstruction 

of famous line drawings by Spanish artist Pablo Picasso. When illuminated by an horizontally polarized infrared beam at 1266 nm, the 

device reconstructs the Owl at 422 nm. For vertical input, the Dove of Peace is generated. e) Hologram with 3D displaying the Chinese 

characters for “peace and harmony”. f) An analytic type, dual foci nonlinear lens. 
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Other polarization dependent, analytic type diffractive optical elements such as nonlinear lenses were also 

demonstrated, in which the focal position of the beam can be controlled by the polarization state of the input 

beam (Fig. 1f). Holographic nonlinear metamaterials may find application as functional optical elements where 

the coherent radiation is generated in situ. Other possible applications include holographic displays based on 

nonlinear phenomena such as lasing and gain. 
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Abstract- We demonstrate how to engineer the nonlinear interaction in plasmonic metasurfaces and 

shape the nonlinear emission by tailoring the spatial distribution of the metasurface nonlinearity. This 

enables perfect nonlinear beam shaping, unmatched by conventional nonlinear materials. 

Recent years have taught us that metasurfaces provide a powerful tool to control and shape light. Various 

demonstrations of the functionality of metasurfaces were reported, including artificial refraction, light focusing, 

polarization conversion, and even multicolor holography [1]. Moreover, several works have demonstrated that 

metasurfaces exhibit also enhanced intrinsic quadratic optical nonlinearities [2]. These enhanced nonlinearities 

origin from multiple effects including symmetry breaking at the surface of the inclusions that form the building 

blocks of the metasurfaces, local field confinement, and coupling of the nonlinear currents to bright radiating 

modes of the subwavelength inclusions. In addition it was demonstrated that hybrid metasurfaces on top of 

quantum-well structures lead to giant nonlinear quadratic coefficients that are up to four orders of magnitude 

larger than conventional nonlinear quadratic materials [3]. Leveraging the ability of metasurfaces to manipulate 

light, in order to control also the nonlinear optical interactions, paves the way to create active light shaping 

metasurfaces, and to tailor the interaction between light and matter in exotic frequency regimes and in compact 

integrated platforms.   

In this work we demonstrate different methods to control the quadratic nonlinear interactions in 

metasurfaces and specifically to construct nonlinear metasurfaces for light control and wavefront shaping 

applications. We discuss the benefits of metasurfaces allowing engineering of the local nonlinearity at the level 

of the single subwavelength inclusion to provide local amplitude and phase control, and in addition we explore 

effects of designing the collective interaction of many subwavelength inclusions to shape the far field beam 

profile. We use metallic split ring resonators (SRRs) to construct the metasurfaces [4]. Controlling the 

orientation, size, and location of each single SRR provides several independent knobs to set the phase and 

amplitude of the locally generated second harmonic (SH). We first use orientation flipping of the SRRs, that lead 

to binary SH phase manipulations, in order to demonstrate the construction of nonlinear metamaterial based 

photonic crystals (NLMPC) [5]. These are metamaterials that have a uniform effective linear susceptibility and a 

periodically or quasi-periodically modulated quadratic nonlinear susceptibility. The simplest form of an NLMPC 

can be described by a 1D periodic binary modulation of the nonlinear coefficient of a metasurface 

F(2)(x,y)vsign[cos(2Sx//)], where Λ is the modulation period. The nonlinear interaction in such a metasurface 
experiences the presence of a nonlinear lattice which leads to nonlinear Raman-Nath diffraction. In the case of 

second harmonic generation (SHG) the resulting nonlinear diffraction can be described by 

k2sinT2,m=2k1sinT1+mK/, where k1, k2 and K/ are the wave vectors of the FH, SH, and the reciprocal lattice 

vector (RLV) respectively, m is an integer, T1 is the incident angle of the FH wave with respect to the surface 

normal in the plane defined by the x axis and surface normal, T2,m is the angle of mth order emission. This enables 
several new functionalities including ultra-wide angular scanning of the nonlinear output from the 

metamaterial  [5]. The extension to 2D allows also constructing 2D nonlinear photonic crystals, new types of 



flat nonlinear lenses and also to use different methods in holography to control the nonlinear output [5,6]. 

The concept of 2D nonlinear beam shaping by nonlinear computer generated holograms (NL-CGH) in poled 

ferroelectric crystals was recently introduced by Shapira et al. [7]. To encode a desired beam at the output of the 

nonlinear process in a metasurface, the modulation described above for a 1D NLMPC is extended in the 

following form χ(2)(x,y)vsign{cos[2Sx//-M(x,y)]-cos[Sq(x,y)]}, where M(x,y) encodes the phase of the Fourier 
transform of the desired wavefront, and q(x,y) encodes its amplitude, A, according to the relation 

A(x,y)=sign[Sq(x,y)]. The SH field emanating from the metasurface will have the form 

ESH(x,y)vχ(2)(x,y)EFH(x,y)2 and the desired waveform will appear in the optical Fourier plane. We used this 
method to demonstrate nonlinear beam shaping by metasurface based NL-CGH and specifically to generate Airy 

and vortex beams [6].  

While binary phase manipulations of the nonlinear coefficient can be achieved also with poled ferroelectric 

crystals, one of the greatest advantages of nonlinear metasurfaces is their ability to completely define the 

effective nonlinear tensors. This adds flexibility to freely design the nonlinear interaction and specifically it can 

facilitate perfect nonlinear beam shaping that cannot be achieved with natural nonlinear optical materials [8]. We 

demonstrate this concept for perfect generation of a first order Hermite-Gaussian (HG01) beam, that follows the 

form ESH(x,y)vxexp[-(x2+y2)/w0
2], in the near optical field of the metasurface, using a Gaussian pump beam. 

Whereas the Gaussian envelop of the HG01 SH beam can be transferred from the pump Gaussian beam, for 

perfect beam shaping in the near optical field, the linear spatial dependence of the amplitude has to be encoded 

in the metasurface, χ(2)(x,y)vx. With the ability to control also the spatial phase of the nonlinear output from the 
metasurface this method can be extended to create any desired wavefront in the near-optical field of the 

nonlinear metasurface.  
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Abstract- We propose an electrically tunable optical absorber in the infrared regime by using the 

indium-tin-oxide (ITO) as the electrically tunable material in the metal-insulator-metal cavities 

which support localized surface plasmons. The depletion and accumulation operations at the 

epsilon-near-zero (ENZ) wavelength regime of the ITO give rise to dramatic changes in the carrier 

concentration in the ITO, which in turn lead to unprecedentedly substantial changes in the optical 

absorption. Our proposed configuration presents the immense potential of a number of important 

applications such as photodetectors, optical sensors, tuning of thermal emission, and active 

metasurface devices. 

 

Novel concept of plasmonic absorbers has attracted significant interest due to their unprecedented strong 

absorption with insensitivity on incident angle and polarization state1. As a next logical step, there have been 

tremendous efforts to implement actively controllable plasmonic absorbers2. Although considerable research has 

been devoted to development of tunable absorbers, it still remains difficult to realize highly efficient ability of 

electrical tuning. In this study, we present an electrically tunable optical absorber in the infrared regime. 

Figures 1a–c show the configuration of the electrically tunable optical absorber. Electrically tunable layer 

(ITO) and the dielectric spacer (HfO2) are sandwiched between the top metallic gratings and the bottom metallic 

planar layer which support gap plasmon3. Electrical voltage is applied between the bottom Au and the ITO (Fig. 

1b). By using standard e-beam lithography and lift-off process, the top Au gratings are fabricated on a regime 

where the ITO layer and the bottom Au are overlapped (Fig. 1c). The cross-sectional view of the structure is 

schematically depicted in Fig. 1d. The incident light is coupled to the metal-insulator-metal (MIM) gap plasmons 

when it suffices the resonance condition. The gap plasmons run back and forth to form the localized surface 

plasmon resonance of which electromagnetic energy is strongly confined in deep subwavelength gap and thus 

the light in the active layer can be efficiently modulated due to high confinement factor (Fig. 1e). The coupled 

optical energy is absorbed and dissipated in top and bottom metals so that the reflection spectrum exhibits dips at 

the resonance wavelength (Fig. 1f). By tuning the optical property of the active layer under electric gating, the 

resonance condition can be significantly changed, which in turn results in substantial changes in reflection 

signals. 

The reflection spectra are measured by using the Fourier Transform infrared (FT-IR) microscopy (Fig. 1f). 

The red curve corresponds to a case without any bias. As we apply the positive bias to the ITO layer from 0 V to 

+5 V with 1 V step size, the carriers in the ITO are depleted and the reflection spectrum gradually changes to the 

green curve. For the negative bias at ITO from 0 V to -5 V, the electrons are accumulated at the interface 

between the ITO and HfO2 layers and we also observe changes in the reflection spectrum to the blue curve. It is 

noteworthy that the devised structure shows unprecedentedly significant modulation; at the wavelength at 3.7 µm 

the reflection signal switches between 45% and 59%. 
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Figure 1. Optical image of a. the fabricated sample, b. electric contact pad for ITO and the Au grating area on the 

ITO/HfO2/Au region. c. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of the Au gratings. The size of the grating 

region is 100 µm . d. Schematic diagram of the tunable optical absorber. The HfO2 layer plays roles of the 

dielectric spacer and the electrical insulating layer. The bottom Au is grounded with the ITO layer being 

connected with an external voltage source. The top Au grating and the bottom Au layer support the gap 

plasmons. e. Intensity distribution of the gap plasmons with the first-order Fabry-Pérot resonance. The 

significantly enhanced electric field has a strong overlap with the active layer, allowing for efficient modulation. 

f. Reflection spectra measured by FT-IR microscope. The red, blue, and green curves denote the reflection 

spectra under no bias, -5 V for accumulation, and +5 V for depletion, respectively, whereas the black curves 

represent those under the intermediate voltage with incremental step size of 1 V. 

 

These innovative strategies allow for hitherto inaccessible efficiency and establish momentous milestones 

for other active plasmonics applications such as modulators and switches in the plasmonic nano-circuits, optical 

sensors, and thermal emitters. In addition, the conductivity of the ITO empowers us to further envisage more 

complex nano-structures with higher degree of freedom, facilitating the realization of various tunable 

metasurfaces for synthesis of light field, beam phase manipulation, and on-demand local heat generation.  
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Metasurfaces, ultrathin metamaterials composed by array of planar “meta-atoms” with pre-designed 

electromagnetic (EM) properties, have attracted extensive attention recently [1-3]. However, so far the realized 

metasurfaces are mostly passive systems [1-3], which cannot be used to dynamically control EM waves.  

 

In this talk, we briefly summarize our recent efforts in making tunable metasurfaces to actively control EM 

waves. We first present a complete phase diagram that can describe the functionalities of diversified 

meta/insulator/metal (MIM) metasurfaces in a unified framework [4]. Inspired by such a complete phase 

diagram, we show that a wide-range dynamical phase modulation in the THz regime can be achieved by 

combining gate-controlled graphene with MIM metasurfaces, where graphene plays as a tunable loss to drive an 

underdamped to overdamped resonator transition [5]. Finally, we present our latest experimental efforts in 

making tunable metasurfaces to overcome several key restrictions that are inherent to their passive counterparts, 

and a practical way to realize surface plasmon coupler with very high efficiency. 

 

Figure 1. Reflection amplitude/phase modulation in a gate-controlled graphene metasurface, and a coupled-mode model to interpret the 

critical transition. 
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Abstract— We present experimental results that demonstrate direct tunneling rectification of
infrared light in a large area nanoantenna coupled tunnel diode. This represents a new thermo-
electric conversion mechanism for transformation of waste heat in the form of infrared radiation
into electrical current.

The interplay of strong infrared photon-phonon coupling and electromagnetic (EM) confinement
in nanoscale devices is demonstrated to have a large impact on ultrafast electronic tunneling in metal
oxide semiconductor (MOS) structures[1]. An integrated nanoantenna structure on a distributed
large area MOS tunnel diode rectifier designed to e�ciently couple infrared radiation into the tunnel
diode is shown to e�ectively channel infrared radiation into nanometer scale gaps in these MOS
devices. lnfrared active optical phonon modes in oxides lead to strong dispersion and enhanced EM
fields at material interfaces [2]. We find that the infrared dispersion of SiO2 near a longitudinal
optical (LO) phonon mode gives large transverse field confinement in a nanometer scale oxide tunnel
gap as the wavelength-dependent permittivity changes from 1 to 0. The strong epsilon-near zero
(ENZ) mode [3] concentrates the transverse field in the oxide tunnel diode gap. This enhanced
gap transverse field results in a rectified displacement current[4] and enhanced direct conversion of
infrared radiation. The spectral and electrical signatures of the nanoantenna coupled tunnel diodes
are examined.

Figure 1 shows schematically and cross-sectional SEM cuts of the large area nanoantenna coupled
diode that is designed to work with blackbody illumination that corresponds to the ENZ mode in
the thin oxide tunnel barrier. Fogure 1(e) show the impact of enhanced tunneling current under
incoherent blackbody illumination with and without a long-pass infrared filter. Figure 1 (f) shows
the polarization response of the photocurrent under quantum cascade laser illumination in band
where ENZ mode enhancement is strongest.

In this talk, we will present new 2D structures that further increase the field confinement in the
tunnel oxide. The increased ENZ mode enhancement shows large tunnel currents in the large area
structures. We will also present new results illustrating the tunneling nature of the rectification
and advanced microradiometric measurement of the infrared photocurrent in energy harvesting
configurations.
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Figure 1: Nanoantenna coupled n-type MOS tunnel diode. (a) The schematic in the left panel shows the large
area nanoantenna coupled diode illuminated by a thermal source. The inset shows an enlarged cross-section
of the tunnel diode that consists of a thick Al top contact, a 3-5 nm thick thermal oxide on a heavily doped
n-type Si substrate encased in HDP oxide. (b) Black-body exitance in power per unit area (m2) per micron of
bandwidth for various temperatures (25 C, 50 C,75 C, 100 C). The inset shows a schematic planar geometry
with thermal source T2 and cooler rectenna at T1. (c) A cross-sectional SEM of the actual nanoantenna
structure. The period (P=3.0µm) and the width (W=1.8µm) are illustrated. The metal antenna is covered
in oxide and polished flat with the oxide approximately 200 nm over the Al contact and the Si is over-etched
by approximately 200 nm. (d) Transmission electron micrograph showing the thin oxide tunnel barrier on
the n-type Si substrate. (e) Current voltage sweeps under blackbody, infrared only and dark illumination.
(f) Quantum cascade laser scans through infrared for TE (dashed) and TM (solid) polarization.
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Abstract- Plasmonic metamaterials composed of artificial structures in subwavelength scale exhibit many 

novel properties for light manipulation and photonic device. Split-ring resonator (SRR), one kind of building 

block of metamaterials, has attracted wide attentions due to the resonance excitation of electric and magnetic 

dipolar response. Fundamental plasmon properties and potential applications in novel three dimensional vertical 

split-ring resonators (VSRRs) are designed and investigated. The resonant properties arose from the electric and 

magnetic interactions between the VSRR and light are theoretically and experimentally studied. Tuning the 

configuration of VSRR unit cells is able to generate various novel coupling phenomena in VSRRs, such as 

plasmon hybridization and Fano resonance. The magnetic resonance plays a key role in plasmon coupling in 

VSRRs. The VSRR-based refractive-index sensor will be demonstrated, as shown in Figs. 1. Due to the unique 

structural configuration, the enhanced plasmon fields localized in VSRR gaps can be lifted off from the 

dielectric substrate, allowing for the increase of sensing volume and enhancing the sensitivity. We perform a 

VSRR based metasurface for light manipulation in optical communication frequency, as shown in Fig. 1 as well. 

By varying the prong heights, the 2π phase modulation can be achieved in VSRR for the design of metasurface. 

Because the phase shift is changed via the upright configuration rather than the one parallel to the substrate, it 

can be used for high areal density integration of metal nanostructures and opto-electronic devices. Fabrication of 

three dimensional VSRR by stress-driven assembly method for uniaxial-isotropic metamaterials are 

demonstrated as well. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagrams for (a) VSRR (b) VSRR based plasmon coupling, (c) Fano resonance, (d) toroidal 

metamaterial, (e) nanoplasmonic sensor, (f) metasurface, (g) tunable VSRR and (h) uniaxial-isotropic metamaterials. 
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Abstract—

The massive exploitation of metamaterials caused a leap in controlling light at the nanoscale,
bringing forward a manifold of entirely new functionalities. Traditionally the design of metama-
terials has been inspired by the assembly of periodically spaced building blocks, which control
their optical properties.

Here, I will discuss a new class of optical materials, dubbed network metamaterials. The key
design principle is a sub-wavelength network with functional connectivity in analogy to other
robust networks, such as the internet. Using experiments and theory, we demonstrate that
network metamaterials harbor unexpected optical properties, such as structural color. We discuss
the physical origin of these optical properties and point out several strategies to deterministically
control them.

Metamaterials are engineered subwavelength structures designed to control electromagnetic
fields. State-of-the-art metamaterials are highly influenced by microelectronic circuits design,
which manifests in the systematic assembly of well defined and understood elements in periodic
arrays [1, 2]. In this paper we endeavor to leave this path and focus on the use of metallic nanoscale
networks, sustaining plasmonic resonances. At variance with classical metasurface, which are mostly
lattice-based structures, the key element of network architecture is the local connectivity between
different elements. Figure 1 illustrates this idea. Complex networks arise in many different fields,
a prominent example of optical network metamaterials in nature are the blue fearther barbs of the
Cotayna Mayanana [3]. The non-iridescent blue color of these feathers is produced by an aperiodic
nanoporous keratin network with a typical feature size smaller 200 nm [3].

Inspired by these structures, we here use this network design principle to fabricate nano-photonic
structures based on metallic nanoscale networks by dealloying. Dealloying is a versatile wet-echting
technique [4], that allows to structure large areas in a fast and cost-effective fashion. In a series
of experiments and Finite-Difference Time-Domain (FDTD) and Finite Element (FE) simulations,
we investigate the light-matter interactions in Pt-based nanoscale networks. We demonstrate that
the optical response of our complex structures is driven by the average connectivity of the metallic
network. In combination with an ultra-thin ”lossless” dielectric coating, a wide range of vibrant
and highly saturated structural colors can be generated in these network metamaterials. These
colors cannot be explained by thin-film interference effects, but are result of the selective coupling
of light to a broad spectrum of resonant plasmonic modes in a non-uniform nano-cavity medium.

Furthermore, I will discuss our ongoing efforts to use network metamaterials as versatile plat-
form to engineer new passive and active metamaterials.

The network metamaterials introduced in this work open up new possibilities to extend the applica-
tion of metamaterials to areas where large active regions are mandatory. The possible applications
include efficient light trapping layers in photovoltaics and pigment free automotive paints.



(a)                                                                          (b)Classical Metasurface

unit cell

Network Metamaterial

local connectivity

a
node

Figure 1: Network metamaterials versus classical metasurfaces: design principles. Panel (a) shows the design
scheme of a classical metasurface, composed by the periodic patterning of identical units, here split ring
resonators (SRR). Here each unit and their separation a is significantly smaller than the design wavelength.
In this architectural scheme, the material homogenizes the array of unit cells into a response that depends
solely on the electromagnetic properties of the basic component. Panel (b) shows the working scheme of a
network metamaterial. This system does not encompass unit cells, but conversely a network defined by its
connectivity. The response of the system is a complex interaction among all the components of the network.
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Abstract- Here, a leaky wave antenna is designed capable of full control over beam-width and 
beam steering direction in both elevation and azimuth planes operating at low-terahertz frequencies. 
In addition, a tunable dual-band reflectarray antenna is proposed by integration of a thin layer of 
indium tin oxide into a plasmonic double metal/insulator/metal ribbons unit-cell. An array of unit-
cells with one-dimensional voltage biasing distribution creates a reconfigurable meta-lens with 
functionalities as bending, focusing, and beam shaping at two distinct near-infrared frequencies. 

 
In recent years, electrically tunable metasurfaces have evolved as an attractive candidate for applications 

such as beam steering and shaping, holography, reflectarrays, and absorbers. In general, the physical mechanism 
behind these techniques is control over the surface impedance. Consequently, the reflection/transmission phase 
characteristics, surface-wave propagation, and leaky wave radiation of the structure can be tailored based on the 
requirements in desired applications. The characteristics of conventional antennas cannot be tuned after 
fabrication. Recently, the advent of gate-tunable materials (particularly, graphene and indium tin oxide) provides 
interesting material platforms for reconfigurable metasurfaces from terahertz to infrared. Graphene has versatile 
tunability by the change of electrochemical potential via chemical doping, magnetic field, and electrostatic 
gating. In addition, the integration of transparent conducting oxide materials like indium tin oxide (ITO) into a 
metasurface could add the significant advantage of reconfigurable functionality even after fabrication. 

First, we propose a leaky wave antenna which offers dynamic beam scanning in both elevation and azimuth 
planes by simply applying two groups of one-dimensional (1D) gate biasing on the sides of a layer of graphene 
as a gate tunable material. The configuration of leaky wave antenna is depicted in Fig. 1(a). A large-scale 
pristine graphene is placed on top of the gate biasing vertical and horizontal strips with a thin layer of silicon 
dioxide (SiO2) in-between. The direction of the surface wave propagation (ߙ) in x-y plane can be controlled by 
biasing pad group A. Pad group B provides sinusoidal impedance modulation which is necessary for the 
generation of leaky wave radiation. In other words, the radiation in ߮ direction is mainly adjusted by pad group 
A and in ߠ by pad group B. The two groups of orthogonal and decoupled biasing allow for dynamic control of 
the beam radiation toward any desired two-dimensional (2D) direction, where the voltages can be simply applied 
on the two sides of the structure. The analysis is carried out using holographic design technique [1, 2] in which 
the relation between the radiation direction [ߠ, ߮], surface wave direction, and the impedance modulation is 
addressed. In this design, beam direction and beam-width can be reconfigurable by simple variation of the 
voltage combinations. In the presentation, several designs with variant beam-widths and radiation directions will 
be given along with the numerical results. 



            

Second, an electrically tunable reflectarray capable of operating at two distinct frequencies in near-infrared 
regime is designed. The integration of a thin layer of ITO into a double metal/insulator/metal ribbons (bi-MIM) 
as building block of plasmonic reflectarray antenna leads to the design of a reconfigurable meta-lens with variant 
functionalities at two distinct frequencies. The control over phase and amplitude of the reflected beam is 
achieved via the tunable gate biasing of ITO. The desired functionality (bending, focusing, and beam shaping) 
can be attained by the proper distribution of applied bias voltages to an array of unit-cells. The design has been 
carried out in such a way that the compactness of the unit-cell remains promising although includes two nano-
ribbons. The schematic of the electrically tunable plasmonic reflectarray is shown in Fig. 1(b). As depicted, the 
unit-cell is made of the combination of two MIM ribbons infinite along the ݖ-axis. The double-resonance nature 
of the unit-cell is exploited to achieve two distinct operating frequencies. The strength and position of each 
resonance can be tailored independently by changing the width of the corresponding nano-ribbon [3]. By 
increasing the bias between the gold nano-ribbon and the back mirror, the carrier concentration in ITO (at the 
Al2O3-ITO interface) increases and creates an accumulation layer [4]. The significant phase change of the 
reflected beam occurs due to the zero-crossing of permittivity of active layer of ITO [5]. Here, an array of bi-
MIMs is utilized in order to realize a dual-band bending lens. The angle of bending (ߠ) can be controlled by 
adjusting the 1D voltage biasing distribution as shown in Fig. 1(b). 

Figure 1. Reconfigurable metasurfaces, (a) a graphene leaky wave antenna for dynamic beam scanning towards 
any spatial 2-D direction [ߠ, ߮] and (b) the ITO plasmonic reflectarray metasurface for tunable dual-band beam 
manipulation. 
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Abstract-The ability to engineer the optical phase at subwavelength dimensions has led to 

metasurfaces that provide unprecedented control of electromagnetic waves. To reach their ultimate 

potential, metasurfaces must incorporate reconfigurable functions. The central challenge is 

achieving large tunability in subwavelength elements. Here, we describe three different approaches 

for achieving order-unity index: free-carrier refraction, thermo-optic tuning, and metal-insulator 

transitions. We demonstrate wide tuning of single-particle infrared Mie resonances, and describe 

ongoing efforts to achieve tuning via electrical or optical gating. 
 

The ability to engineer the scattering phase of subwavelength metamaterial constituents offers tremendous 

potential for constructing new classes of beam steering, shaping, and focusing technologies. Current methods for 

engineering phase rely on static geometry-based effects. In this talk we describe methods to dynamically tune the 

scattering phase of infrared semiconductor nanoantennas.  

Mie resonances in high refractive dielectrics and semiconductors provide an alternative to metals for 

making metamaterials and metasurfaces. We fabricate Mie resonators via two approaches. In a top-down 

approach we use photolithography to define resonant nano-disks. In a bottom-up approach we fabricate spherical 

semiconductor nanoparticles via femtosecond laser ablation. We measure size dependent Mie resonances of 

individual structures throughout the mid-infrared. We demonstrate large shifts in Mie resonance wavelengths 

corresponding to order-unity refractive index tuning in three different material classes. In semiconductors, we 

see large shifts due to free-carrier refraction that agree with simple Drude models [1]. In chalcogenides and 

complex oxides we demonstrate large shifts due to thermo-optic effects and metal-insulator transitions 

respectively. Using a combination of theoretical and analytical calculations we show how such effects can enable 

reconfigurable optical antennas and metasurfaces. In particular, we demonstrate metasurface design where 

electrical pumping can tune the transmission or reflection phase by 2π while maintaining near-unity amplitude 

[2]. Such dynamic tuning will enable reconfigurable photonic devices based on optical antenna and metamaterial 

concepts. 
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Abstract-Device applications of metafilms are discussed. Metafilms are thin films of 

semiconductor or metal material that are patterned at a subwavelength scale. The patterning is 

performed to modify the effective optical properties from those of bulk materials. This can be 

utilized to realize improved device performance or entirely new optical functions. 

 

Many conventional optoelectronic devices consist of thin, stacked films of metals and semiconductors. In 

this presentation, I will demonstrate how one can improve the performance of such devices by nano-structuring 

the constituent layers at length scales below the wavelength of light. The resulting metafilms and metasurfaces 

offer opportunities to dramatically modify the optical transmission, absorption, reflection, and refraction 

properties of device layers. This is accomplished by encoding the optical response of nanoscale resonant 

building blocks into the effective properties of the films and surfaces. To illustrate these points, I will show how 

nanopatterned metal and semiconductor layers may be used to enhance the performance of solar cells, 

photodetectors, and enable new imaging technologies. I will also demonstrate how the use of active nanoscale 

building blocks can facilitate the creation of active metafilm devices. 
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Abstract- I will discuss our theoretical and experimental efforts in developing thin multilayered 

photonic-plasmonic structures that exhibit topologically protected zero reflection if designed to 

support Tamm plasmon modes. I will demonstrate that light interference within Tamm structures 

that is accompanied by zero reflection and fast phase variations can be used to improve the 

sensitivity of bio(chemical) sensors with optical transduction [1,2]. I will show how sharp phase 

changes associated with the Tamm state excitation can be used to dramatically improve sensitivity 

of temperature and bio(chemical) sensors. Furthermore, I will discuss the use of the Tamm plasmon 

structures for spectral tailoring of thermal emission, including dynamic spectral tunability via the 

use of the phase-change materials [3]. 
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Abstract- We experimentally demonstrate tunable electronic control of blackbody emission from a 

graphene metasurface. It is shown that graphene plasmonic resonators produce antenna-coupled 

thermal emission that can be varied in terms of spectral shape and intensity, and that incandescent 

devices with Khz response times can be created in this way.  We analyze our results in terms of 

loss mechanisms of graphene electrons and substrate phonons, and we describe how device 

geometry can be optimized to create larger signals with faster response times.1 

 

Thermal radiation is commonly viewed to be broadband, unpolarized, incoherent and isotropic, with a 

spectral profile and intensity that are dependent on the emissivity of a material, and that vary only with changes 

in temperature.  Recent studies investigating thermal emission from metasurfaces, however, have shown that 

thermal emission can be highly directional and polarized,2 with narrow spectral features.3  By incorporating 

materials with electrostatically variable optical properties into metasurface structures, thermal emission can also 

be made dynamic, with spectra that can be dynamically tuned without changing the actual temperature of the 

surface.   

In the present work, we experimentally demonstrate the dynamic tuning of blackbody emission through 

electronic control of 20 – 60 nm graphene plasmonic nanoresonators on a silicon nitride substrate at 

temperatures up to 250 C. Our device is based on field effect tuning of the carrier density in nanoresonators, 

which act as antennas to effectively outcouple thermal energy within the resonator mode volume. We show that 

through this mechanism the thermal radiation generated by substrate phonons and inelastic electron scattering in 

graphene can be tuned on and off. By varying the charge carrier density of the graphene from 0 to 1.2*1013 cm-2, 

we show that a narrow bandwidth emission feature may be tuned in intensity and varied in frequency across the 

mid-IR, from 1,200–1,600 cm-1.  The large Purcell factors predicted for graphene plasmonic resonances suggest 

that devices operating in this way could potentially control thermal radiation at timescales much faster than the 

spontaneous emission rate for conventional light emitting diodes and classical blackbody emission sources. 
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Figure 1 – (left) Schematic of electrostatically tunable incandescent light source.  Graphene nanoresonators 

are patterned on a 1-um thick SiNx dielectric with a gold backreflector.  The sample is held at constant 

temperature as the graphene sheet carrier density is varied with an applied gate voltage.  (right) Carrier density 

dependent thermal emission from 40nm wide graphene nanoresonators at 250q C. 
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Abstract- Metasurfaces composed of planar arrays of sub-wavelength artificial structures show 

promise for light manipulation, and have yielded novel ultrathin optical components such as flat 

lenses, holographic surfaces and orbital angular momentum manipulation. Here we experimentally 

demonstrate a gate- tunable metasurface that enables dynamic electrical control of the phase and 

amplitude of the plane wave reflected from the metasurface. Tunability arises from field-effect 

modulation of the complex refractive index of conducting oxide layers incorporated into 

metasurface antenna elements which are configured in a reflectarray geometry.  

 

Metasurfaces composed of planar arrays of sub-wavelength artificial structures show promise for light 

manipulation, and have yielded novel ultrathin optical components such as flat lenses, wave plates, holographic 

surfaces and orbital angular momentum manipulation and detection over a broad range of electromagnetic 

spectrum [1]. However the optical properties of metasurfaces developed to date do not allow for versatile 

tunability of reflected or transmitted wave amplitude and phase after fabrication, thus limiting their use in a wide 

range of applications.  

In this talk, I will discuss the use of alternative plasmonic materials, i.e., transparent conducting oxides 

(TCOs)[2], to actively electrical control the optical properties of plasmonic and metasurface structures for 

studying new optical physics and advanced applications. This approach combines the advantages of i) the large 

optical tunability of conducting oxide materials, ii) the field-effect dynamics of metal-oxide-semiconductor 

(MOS) transistor, and iii) the high field confinement of the plasmonic/metasurface structures to achieve strong 

control on the electron carrier density of the active conducting oxide layers for the realization of tunable 

plasmonics and metasurfaces.  

I will present an experimental demonstration of an ultracompact PlasMOStor, a plasmon slot waveguide 

field-effect modulator based on a transparent conducting oxide active region that can modulate plasmonic signal 

with high dynamic range (2.71 dB/µm) and low waveguide loss (�0.45 dB/µm)  [3]. In addition, I will present our 

recent experimental results on gate-tunable metasurface that enables dynamic electrical control of the phase and 

amplitude of the plane wave reflected from the metasurface.4 A phase shift of π and ~ 30% change in the 

reflectance are achieved by applying 2.5 V gate bias, a basic requirement for electrically tunable beam-steering 

phased array metasurfaces [4]. 
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Abstract  
The mid-infrared (mid-IR) spectral range (wavelengths from ~ 2 μm to ~20 μm) has recently 
become more important for both applications and fundamental science. However, compared to their 

counterparts in the visible, optical components in the mid-IR are still significantly under-developed. 

We create tunable optical components for the mid-IR by incorporating phase transition materials 

that respond to temperature, current, or light into photonic structures such as interference coatings, 

optical metasurfaces, and thermal emitters.  

 

This talk will review our efforts to utilize phase transition materials in optical structures. Materials like 

vanadium dioxide (VO2) and rare earth nickelates undergo structural and electronic phase transitions that can be 

driven via thermal, electrical, and optical means. These phase transitions result in dramatic changes in electronic 

properties, and correspond to large changes in optical properties, especially in the mid-infrared spectral range 

where the Drude response dominates. Previously we have demonstrated that VO2 integrated into thin film 

structures enable temperature- and current-tunable absorbers and reflectors [1,2] and plasmonic antennas [3], as 

well as thermal emitters with anomalous temperature dependence [4]. 

 

More recently, we looked to expand the palette of tunable optical materials by defect engineering VO2 to 

alter its properties [5], as by using less-studied phase transition materials such as samarium nickelate (SNO). By 

combining these approaches, thermally driven phase transitions can be found over a range of critical 

temperatures from below room temperature to above 100 degrees. We are currently demonstrating anomalous 

thermal emitters using SNO, which can mask the temperatures of objects from thermal imagers, and VO2-based 

metasurfaces with new functionalities using nanoscale defect engineering with ion irradiation.  
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Abstract – I will talk about how Saharan silver ants utilize a uniquely shaped hair coating to 

substantially enhance reflectivity in the solar spectrum and emissivity in the mid-infrared. I will 

also talk about biomimetic metasurfaces with such radiative-cooling properties. 
 

Saharan silver ants (Cataglyphis bombycina) are known to forage in the Sahara Desert under the full 

midday sun when surface temperatures can reach up to 70°C (158°F) [1]. Through a series of optical and 

thermodynamic measurements, we show how the ants utilize a layer of hairs with triangular shaped 

cross-sections that cover the top and sides of their bodies to keep their body temperature below their critical 

thermal maximum of 53.6°C (128.48°F). This unique hair coating keeps them cool in two ways: (i) The hairs 

enhance reflection in the visible and near-infrared of the electromagnetic spectrum, i.e., in the region of maximal 

solar radiation; (ii) The hairs are also highly emissive in the mid-infrared spectral range, where they enhance the 

ants’ ability to offload excess heat via thermal radiation, which is emitted from the hot body of the ants to the 

cold sky. In these ants, the dorsal and the lateral sides of the ant body exhibit a silvery glare (Fig. 1(a)). These 

regions are covered by a dense array of hairs. As shown by SEM images, the hairs, which gradually taper off at 

the tip, are locally aligned in the same direction (Figs. 1(b)(c)). One significant structural feature is the triangular 

cross-section of the hairs, composed of two corrugated top facets and a flat bottom facet that faces the ant’s 
body. Focused ion beam milling shows that the cross-section dimensions of the hair vary due to the tapering of 

the hairs, and there’s a gap between the bottom hair facet and the cuticular surface (Figs. 1(c)(d)). 

 
Figure 1 Saharan silver ant and its radiative cooling hair structures. 

At normal incidence, measured hemispherical reflectivity shows that regions with intact hair coverage 

reflect 67% of incoming solar radiations, while regions with hair removed only reflect 41% (Fig. 2(a)). This 

enhancement in reflectivity is due to optical Mie resonances inside the hair structures, which lead to enhanced 

backscattering of light [3]. The enhancement in reflectivity becomes larger at higher incidence angles when 

comparing regions with intact hair coverage to regions where hairs have been removed. This enhancement in 

reflectivity at large incident angles is the result of total internal reflection at the bottom facets of the triangular 

shaped hairs. The enhanced emissivity (Fig. 2(b)) in the mid-infrared is due to the fact that the triangular shaped 
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hairs form an effective anti-reflective coating that reduce reflection of thermal radiation as it propagates from the 

hot ant body to outside. Full wave simulations were used to confirm the optical measurement results, where Fig. 
2(c) shows the simulated and measured results of hair reflectivity as a function of incidence angle.  

Thermodynamic experiments (Fig. 2(d)) show that the hairs have the ability to lower the steady-state 

temperature of the ant by a few degrees Celsius when an ant body with the hairs intact is compared to the ant 

body with hairs removed. The enhanced emissivity also reduces the time constant associated with heating and 

cooling, allowing the ant to cool down to its equilibrium temperature faster. This passive cooling effect works 

under the full sun whenever the ants are exposed to the clear sky. 

 

Figure 2 Optical and thermodynamic characterization of the hair coatings of Saharan silver ants and biomimetic radiative 

cooling nanophotonic structures created using 3D printing. 

Inspired by the hair coating of the Saharan silver ants, we are developing fabrication methods to create 

biomimetic metasurfaces for passive radiative cooling of objects. The structure shown in Fig. 2(e) is fabricated 

using a commercially available nano-3D lithography tool based on two-photon polymerization. Initial results 

(Fig. 2(f)) show that the fabricated structure was able to substantially enhance the hemispherical reflectivity of 

the surface in the visible and near-infrared. The talk will also cover radiative cooling coatings based on thin-film 

polymers embedded with nanoparticles. 
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Abstract: In this paper, we demonstrate that the polarization of terahertz (THz) frequency radiation can be 
continuously tuned electronically from linear to circular polarization by monolithically integrating in-plane 
metasurfaces with two phase-locked semiconductor-based THz quantum cascade lasers (QCLs).  
The ability to manipulate the polarization states of radiation has a breadth of applications across the electromagnetic 
spectrum， such as optical communication[1], optical holography[2], spectroscopy and sensing[3]. Manipulation of 
the polarization state of light usually relies on external optical components, e.g. wave plates and polarizers, which 
are bulky and sometimes lossy. Therefore, there is an essential need to develop low loss, monolithic devices with 
controllable polarization. In this work, we designed metallic subwavelength scattering antenna array integrated onto 
the SP waveguide to control the polarization of the beam emitted from phased coupled terahertz (THz) quantum 
cascade lasers (QCLs). 

As shown in Fig. 1(a), series of antenna structures are fabricated, fed by phase-locked THz QCLs. The tapered 
QCLs are designed to collimate the emitted beam in the lateral direction, whilst simultaneously amplifying the 
power. The two sets of antennas (left and right) are cross oriented, and vertically shifted by 21 µm (see Fig. 1(a)), 
around one quarter of the SP wavelength (85 µm). This introduces a ~π/2 phase difference in the excitation of the 
two antenna arrays, which are also cross polarized. If the emission direction of the device is normal to the surface 
(as it is), no additional phase difference will be accumulated during free-space propagation of THz waves, the phase 
difference in the excitation of the two antenna arrays will be mirrored in their emissions in the far field. 

 
Figure 1 (a) Optical microscope image of a 
fabricated device. The two sets of antennas are 
cross oriented and vertically offset by 21 μm, 
corresponding to a ~π/2 phase shift. The left and 
right tapered QCLs are phase-locked by a half 
racetrack structure to ensure coherent interference 
of the radiation from the two antenna arrays. (b) 
Schematic geometry of the THz QCL with an 
integrated dielectric-loaded surface plasmon 
(DLSP) waveguide.  (c) Cross-sectional electric 
field (amplitude) distribution of the device in (b), 
showing that the THz radiation is coupled from the 
QCL into the integrated DLSP waveguide, with a 
coupling efficiency of 55% for a 5 µm thick GaAs 
layer. The electric field profile along the white 
dashed line is illustrated by the red curve, and it can 
be seen that the THz wave is strongly confined to 
the GaAs surface. (d) Schematic illustration of the 
antenna structure. The antennas are placed on 5-
μm-high GaAs pedestals, formed from the QCL 
active region. (e) Calculated electric field 
distribution on a plane 2 μm above the antennas. 
The antennas are excited by the propagating SP 

wave coupled from a THz QCL, resulting in electric dipoles oscillating along the antenna lengths. (f) The scattering effect of the antennas when 
placed at a 5-μm -high GaAs pedestal. 

A dielectric-loaded surface plasmon (DLSP) waveguide is incorporated for the confinement and propagation of 
THz waves on a flat surface. This is much simpler, in both design and fabrication, than using a structured metal 
surface, as it comprises simply a GaAs coated metal layer (Fig. 1(b)). By correct choice of the thickness of the GaAs 
layer, the THz electric field can then be confined at the GaAs-air interface, with little field residing in the GaAs 
layer (Fig. 1(c)), leading to a low propagation loss in the waveguide being achieved.  In the design, we chose a GaAs 
thickness of 5 µm to maintain a high coupling efficiency (55%) while simultaneously allowing a reasonable 
propagation length (3.3 mm). Note that the THz wave is strongly confined to the GaAs surface with an evanescent 
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Figure 2 Measured and simulated far-field patterns 
of the device with (a) only the left hand QCL, (b) 
only the right QCL and the half racetrack, (c) all 
three parts of the structure are electrically pumped. 
Far-field emission patterns were measured by 
scanning a pyroelectric detector on a spherical 
surface 15 cm away from the emission area. The (0, 
0) point in the far-field pattern corresponds to the 
direction normal to the device surface.  The 
simulations are the calculated by a commercial 
simulation package Lumerical FDTD. (d), (e) and 
(f) measured polarization state with pump condition 
corresponding to (a), (b) and (c), respectively. The 
polarization states of the emission were measured 
by rotating a wire-grid polarizer in front of the 
detector, placed at the intensity maximum of the 
far-field distribution. 
 

tail of only ~30 µm penetrating into the air, with the electric field profile along the white dashed line depicted by the 
red curve. 

Subwavelength metallic antennas are incorporated into the DLSP waveguide, as illustrated in Figs. 1(d). Each 
antenna is excited by an SP plane wave generated from a THz QCL, and will have electrons oscillating along the 
antenna length. The resultant oscillating electric dipoles will emit THz radiation polarized in the same direction (Fig. 
1(f)). In contrast to the cases in Ref. [4]and [5], where slot antennas drilled on a metal film were used as a 
polarization-sensitive element, our strip-type antenna responds to, and re-emits, the electric field component parallel 
to its elongation. To produce a narrow directional THz beam from a set of antennas, they are arranged into an array 
and form a second-order grating with a period of 80 µm. The constructive interference of the THz radiation from 
each antenna leads to a collimated beam pointing normal to the surface. 

 
The device was operated at 10 K under pulse excitation with 10 kHz, 500 ns electric pulses. The far-field and 

polarization at different pump conditions have been measured. As shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b), when only the one 
QCL is biased (the red part in the inset), the far-field pattern exhibits a small (~13°×9° FWHM) elliptical spot. 
Therefore, the antenna structure is functioning as a highly efficient collimator. Another point is that the far-field 
patterns are slightly tilted in the orientation of the antennas. This is because an electric dipole radiates strongest 
along the perpendicular bisector of its length. The polarization state of the emission has been measured. When either 
laser is on, the radiation in the collected region is excellently linearly-polarized at a predetermined direction in Fig. 
2(d) and (e), which is consistent with that of the antenna and the far-field patterns. 

When the whole device is electrically pumped, the emission spectrum has a different main peak and the far-field 
pattern appears as not simply a superposition of the patterns of the left and right devices individually (Fig. 2(c)). 
This indicates that the left and right devices are phase-locked by the half racetrack structure, and their combined 
emission is coherent – the basis for demonstrating a polarization tunable device. Elliptical polarization is observed 
due to the coherent overlap of the two beams. Fig. 2(f) shows the evolution of the polarization state with the 
variation of the left pumping current while fixing the right pumping current at 3.67 A.  For the black curve in Fig. 
2(f), 

max min: 56 : 44I I = . According to the definition of DOCP in Ref. [5], which is DOCP = 1/2 1/2
max min max min2 ( )I I I I⋅ ⋅ +  , 

a DOCP value as high as 99% is obtained.  
In conclusion, we have developed an integrated metasurface antenna structure, which scatter and collimate the 

SP wave into the direction perpendicular to the waveguide surface. When two sets of cross-oriented metasurface 
antenna arrays with a quarter-wavelength shift are phase-locked, the polarization of the beam in the overlapping 
region can be dynamically tuned from linear to near-circular polarization, reaching a DOCP as high as 99%.  
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Abstract- Three-dimensional connected metallic wire meshes are impenetrable by light in the long 
wavelength limit and have an electromagnetic response similar to that of an electron gas below the 
plasma frequency. Surprisingly, here we show when two of such meshes are spatially-interlaced the 
structure enables an anomalous light tunneling in the long wavelength regime. 

 
Metallic grids block the propagation of light when the electric field is aligned with the grid. This property 

has been explored in many applications, such as light polarizers and frequency selective surfaces. In particular, 
when the wire grid spans the three directions of space − the so-called three-dimensional (3D) connected wire 
medium [1-5] − the corresponding photonic crystal does not support light states in the long wavelength regime. 
Indeed, a 3D connected wire metamaterial is completely opaque to light propagation and has an electromagnetic 
response analogous to that of free-electron gas [1-5].  

In this article, we are interested in a metamaterial formed by two spatially-interlaced wire meshes (figure 1a). 
Common sense suggests that the effects of the individual wire meshes should be “additive” in the sense that the 
interlaced wire meshes should scatter light more strongly and hence block the light propagation more effectively. 
However, we found out with full wave simulations that while each individual mesh exhibits an almost zero 
transmission in the low frequency limit, when the two 3D meshes are combined it is possible to have a large 
transmission (figure 1b). To explain this rather surprising effect, we rely on an effective medium model. It was 
shown in Ref. [6] that, under the assumption that the two wire meshes interact with one another as effective 
media and supposing that the metal is a perfect conductor and the host material is air, the dielectric function of 
the metamaterial is given by: 
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The metamaterial response is nonlocal as the effective permittivity depends strongly on the wave vector k=-i∇. 
In the above, kp,i (i=A,B) is the plasma wave number of the i-th individual wire mesh component, and l0,i are 
dimensionless constants of the order of ~2 [3]. The effective medium supports transverse plane waves described 
by the permittivity εt, and longitudinal waves described by the permittivity εl. The longitudinal waves have a 
vanishing magnetic field and electric field directed along the wave vector. The dispersion of the longitudinal 
modes is determined by εl=0 and the dispersion of the transverse modes is determined by k2=εt ω2/c2. Notably, 
the interlaced wire medium supports two distinct longitudinal modes, and crucially one of the modes can 
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propagate at arbitrarily low frequencies (figure 1c) [6-7]. We developed an analytical method to calculate the 
transmission coefficient when a finite thickness metamaterial slab is illuminated by a transverse magnetic 
polarized plane wave. Figure 1b depicts the transmission coefficient (solid blue line) as function of the 
normalized thickness L/a for a fixed frequency well below the effective plasma frequency, being a the lattice 
constant. The radii of the wires are rA=0.001a and rB=0.05a. As seen, the solid line follows closely the discrete 
symbols calculated using CST Microwave Studio, and predicts an anomalous light tunneling due to the 
excitation of the longitudinal-type light mode. At the conference we will discuss in detail the physics of this 
anomalous tunneling effect and highlight its possible applications.  
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Figure 1: (a) Geometry of the interlaced wire meshes. The distance between the two non-connected networks is a/2. (b) 
Transmission coefficient as function of the normalized thickness for ωa/c=1.32 and an incident angle of 80º (solid line: 

theory; discrete symbols: full wave simulations). (c) Dispersion characteristic of the electromagnetic modes along XΓ . 

The inset shows the cubic unit cell of the structure. (solid lines: theory; discrete symbols: full wave simulations). 
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Abstract- Following light motion in real-time is an enabling tool which allows to understand a 

number of details about the interaction between a light beam and the environment which drives its 

propagation. We report a new developed time-resolved wide-field imaging system which allows to 

follow the light propagation on a millimeter scale and sub-picosecond temporal resolution. The 

potentials of this method for the study of optically thin and anomalously structured soft matter 

samples, such as fruit skins or patterned films fabricated out of responsive polymers, will be 

highlighted.    

 

Whereas light transport in diffusive and disordered systems is a mature research topic, many new features 

still keep on emerging, mainly thanks to the increasing technological potential. For instance, the advent of 

nanotechnology opened up a new world of possibilities to structure on-demand patterns otherwise not obtainable 

in natural ways. However, also other kind of structures, and most of all those concerning the biological world, 

deserve an amazing richness in terms of structure and functionality. Here, a technological advance in the optical 

characterization technique would instead prove to be fruitful to get more insights into the light transport 

mechanisms.    

The advance we would like to discuss is that of wide-field ultrafast imaging. To date, established fast 

imaging techniques mostly rely on electronics, hence limiting the minimum accessible temporal scale. This 

limitation can be overcome employing an all-optical gating technique [1], whose principle is sketched in Fig. 1 

(a). It is based on the up-conversion of the optical field exiting from the diffusive sample by means of a 

non-linear crystal; the resulting time-resolved image is finally recorded through a CCD.  

By means of this setup we were able to collect a sequence of images, at a frame rate of 100 trillion frames 

per second, of the diffused light exiting from several disordered samples [2]. When moving away from ordinary 

turbid media, we observed diffusion dynamics different from those predicted by ordinary diffusion theory. A 

striking example is that presented in Fig. 1 (b). Here we report a sequence of frames (which correspond to an 

overall time of about 5 picoseconds after pulse injection) recorded from a grapefruit skin sample (Fig. 1 (c)). The 

departure from the ordinary spot-shaped intensity distribution is a clear evidence that the light transport regime is 

well different from that of diffusion in an isotropic medium.  

 



 
Fig. 1. Panel (a): Sketch of the optical set-up. The probe beam incident on the sample surface and diffused by the sample 

itself is imaged on a BBO crystal, where the up-conversion process takes place. Panel (b): Diffusion of light from a 

grapefruit skin sample (SEM picture in panel (c)). Due to the peculiar interplay between structural anisotropy and small 

optical thickness, light diffuses in the sample with a unique annular-shaped pattern. The technique can prove useful to 

analyze structures like that reported in panel (d): partially disordered photonic component fabricated from a responsive 

polymer [3].    

 

What reported above is a single example, while the method can prove to be effective for retrieving 

invaluable information from other kind of disordered media, such as patterned responsive polymers (Fig. 1 (d)). 

We hence believe that the present technique will find applications in the diverse fields where disordered 

materials are commonly found, like biomedical imaging, coating technology, and in general micro- and 

nanotechnology. 
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Abstract-In this work we present theoretical predictions for the reflectance of a disordered 

monolayer of plasmonic nanoparticles supported onto a glass substrate, in an internal reflection 

configuration, by using a recently derived multiple-scattering model for the coherent reflectance. 

To validate the theory, we compare the predictions with experimental reflectance data, both around 

the critical angle at a fixed wavelength of the incident radiation, as well as measuring spectroscopic 

reflectance at fixed angle of incidence, using monolayers of gold nanoparticles with mean radius of 

3.5nm and moderately high surface coverage fraction, fabricated by sputtering technique. 

 

The deposition or growing of metallic nanoparticles onto a substrate, forming a monolayer of particles, has 

great impact in several technological applications, ranging from biological to electronic devices, mainly used as 

ultrasensitive detectors. We propose the use of reflected visible light to monitor and characterize the fabrication 

of such systems, which can be performed in situ and in real time providing valuable information to 

experimentalists. We study the reflectance of a disordered monolayer of metallic nanoparticles by using a 

recently derived multiple-scattering model (MSM) [1], and explore its validity as an inspection tool during the 

deposition of monolayers [2]. We have tested experimentally the theory for the case of large and highly 

scattering particles forming the monolayer [3] and very recently we explored theoretically the sensitivity to all 

the relevant parameters [4], such as, particle radius and material of the nanoparticles, index of refraction of the 

embedded medium as well as the substrate, wavelength, polarization and angle of incidence of the incoming 

radiation, and the surface coverage fraction of the monolayer, finding a very high sensitivity to gold and silver 

monolayers, for several particle radii. 

In this work we present the theoretical predictions of the MSM for the reflectance of a disordered monolayer 

of plasmonic nanoparticles supported onto a glass substrate, using an internal reflection configuration. In this 

configuration, for angles of incidence above the critical angle the nanoparticles are illuminated with an 

evanescent wave. We compare the predictions with experimental measurements of the reflectance coming from 

monolayers of gold nanoparticles, with mean radius of 3.5nm and moderately high surface coverage fraction 

(over 10%), fabricated by sputtering technique. The experiments were performed fixing the wavelength of the 

incident radiation and measuring the reflectance around the critical angle (before and after), as well as fixing the 
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angle of incidence and performing spectroscopic measurements, for both polarizations. Just after the critical 

angle appears a peak of high sensitivity but interestingly there is another region of interest at low angles of 

incidence (below the critical angle), which could be suitable to implement in any moderately equipped 

laboratory. We analyze and discuss possible measurements at low angles of incidence and their use to 

characterize plasmonic monolayers. 

The coherent reflectance, Rcoh, of the monolayer system is calculated as 
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where θ1 is the angle of incidence and 
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with β=2ikma cos(θ2), where km is the wavenumber evaluated in the embedded medium, called the matrix, a is 

the particle radius, θ2 is the transmitted angle that reaches the monolayer of particles, r12 is the standard Fresnel 

reflection coefficient of the interface between the substrate and the matrix, and rcoh is the coherent reflection 

coefficient of the free-standing monolayer with particles embedded in the matrix, obtained with the MSM and 

given by 
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,                          (3) 

with α=(2Θ)/x2
m cos θi, where Θ is the surface coverage fraction by the particles, xm =kma is the size parameter 

and the function Sj(θ) is an element of the amplitude scattering matrix of an isolated spherical particle of radius a, 

where j=1,2 stands for TE or TM polarization of the incident light, respectively, and S(θ=0)=S(0) is the forward 

scattering amplitude of an isolated sphere. 
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Abstract Nanoparticles can be immersed in various materials and in particular in glasses, 

modifying their physical properties. In the present work we investigate the cases of Bi and CuCl 

nanocrystals embedded in two different glasses. The thermo-optical properties of these materials 

are described in detail. 

 

 

 

When nanoparticles of materials having a low melting point are embedded in high melting point glass 

matrices, interesting reversible thermo-optical effects occur upon heating and cooling cycles. These effects are 

mainly due to the melting and solidification of the nanoparticles that can happen at very different temperatures 

giving rise to hysteresis effects [1-3]. These effects have been evidenced in a variety of experimental situations 

by X-rays, Raman, optical transmission measurements among others. In the figure below we show what is 

obtained when optical transmission through the material is measured as a function of temperature in the case of 

BiNP’s(uppergraph)andCuClNP’s(lowergraph)embeddedindifferentglassmatrices. 
In the present work we give an overview of some previous investigations related to these effects. We also 

present our recent results concerning Bi (semimetal) and CuCl (semiconductor) nanoparticles embedded in 

different matrices [4,5].  The optical contrast and width (hysteresis) of these cyclesdependontheNP’ssize and 

concentration. From the modeling of the optical properties of the NPs-doped glasses, it is proposed that the 

observed material thermo-optical response arises from the change in the dielectric function of the NPs upon 

melting [3,4]. Finally we discuss some possible applications for these systems in the design of spectral-selective 

thermo-optical devices.  

.   
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Abstract - Controlling the optical energy flow inside random media is a research frontier of photonics. In 

spite of their success, random lasers still lack external tunability, reproducibility, and control over the beam 

spatial pattern, thus hindering their application in practical devices. Here we show that a graphene random 

metamaterial provides the means to overcome these limitations through its extraordinarily-low threshold for 

saturable absorption leading to efficient self-organization of the emitted light.  

 

 

Laser operation is usually achieved through three basic elements: an amplifying medium, an external pumping 

setup, and an optical cavity that confines and shapes the emitted light in well-determined modes and directions. 

However, several modern approaches are extending this traditional laser paradigm into new avenues. Cavity-free 

stimulated emission of radiation has been widely studied in random lasers (RLs) [1], where the optical cavity 

modes of traditional lasers are replaced with multiple scattering in disordered media, while the interplay between 

gain and scattering determines the lasing properties. The physics behind RLs is rich and involved, as multiple 

scattering of light in disordered media leads to very complex electromagnetic mode structures. Indeed, RL 

emission is typically highly multi-mode owing to the co-existence of narrowly confined modes ensuing from 

Anderson localization [2] and extended modes [3]. In spite of their striking potential applications, RLs lack 

external tunability, reproducibility, and control over the spatial pattern of the output beam. Overcoming these 

limitations is central for the development and application of cost-effective cavity-free lasers.  

Inspired by the aforementioned challenges, here we investigate the optical properties of randomly-oriented 

undoped graphene flakes embedded in externally pumped amplifying media. Conversely to traditional RLs, 

where sizes and separations of the random inclusions are larger than the optical wavelength in order to maximize 

scattering, here we focus in the opposite quasi-static regime where the medium behaves as an active random 

metamaterial (see Figs. 1a,b). We demonstrate a novel mechanism leading to stable and tunable single-mode 

cavity-free lasing characterized by a well-determined and highly coherent spatial pattern (see Figs. 2c). We find 

that the transverse size of the localized output beam, ranging from a few to several hundreds microns, can be 

accurately manipulated through the external pumping and through the volume density of graphene flakes (see 

Figs. 2d). This cavity-free lasing mechanism profoundly relies on the extraordinary optical properties of 

graphene, and particularly on its highly-saturated absorption at rather modest light intensities, a remarkable 

property which enables self-organization of light into a well determined spatial mode profile. 

 

 



 
 

Figure 1: Meta-lasers versus traditional random lasers. (a) Our proposed graphene cavity-free laser consists of a 

mixture of sub-wavelength graphene flakes and dispersed Rhodamine 6G molecules embedded in PMMA. We 

envision graphene flakes of 10's nm in size, much smaller than the wavelength of light, which thus propagates in 

an effective medium with an exotic optical response. (b) In contrast, a traditional random laser uses dielectric 

particles instead of graphene, with sizes and separations that are comparable with the light wavelength in order 

to efficiently produce multiple scattering. (c) Propagation of an input Gaussian seed with peak intensity I0 = 70 

MW/cm2 and width w = 70 µm naturally evolving into a stable mode with width w = 30 µm and peak intensity 

Imax = 0.3 GW/cm2 [operating wavelength λ = 593 µm, effective gain coefficient g0 = 55 cm-1  and graphene 

flake density N = 1000 µm-3]. (d) Stable single-mode minimum width wmin (red curve) and corresponding gain 

coefficient g0 (blue curve) plotted against the graphene flake density N. In all plots graphene flakes are assumed 

to be disks with diameter D = 30 nm. 

 

 

In conclusion, the extremely low-threshold saturable absorpion of graphene allows us to design an active random 

metamaterial capable of sustaining single-mode size/shape-controlled laser beams. The external pump intensity 

and the density of graphene flakes determine the regime of operation, which can be varied from chaotic to stable 

single-mode. Because the proposed random medium is a disordered mixture of currently available materials, it is 

promising as an inexpensive and versatile platform for the design of cavity-free light amplifiers and lasers. 
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Abstract- First we present a brief review of recently derived formulas for the reflection-amplitude 

of turbid colloidal suspensions, pointing out the problems found when the effective-medium 

approach tries to be extended, unsuccessfully, to the calculation of the reflectance in turbid media. 

Then we report measurements of the reflectance, in an internal-reflection configuration, of turbid 

suspensions and their comparison with the results obtained with the above-mentioned formulas. 

Finally, we addressed different options of future work. 
 

A colloidal suspension is a system composed by a collection of small particles dispersed within a 

homogeneous medium. One refers to the particles as colloidal particles or simply particles, and to the 

homogeneous medium as the matrix, usually a liquid. Since long, the optical properties of this kind of systems 

has attracted the attention of many researchers. The roots of this interest are twofold, first the challenge of being 

able to describe theoretically the propagation of electromagnetic waves through a multiple-scattering system, and 

second, how to use this knowledge as a practical tool for getting information about the optical and geometrical 

properties of the collection of colloidal particles, by analyzing the scattered light. The main advantage of an 

optical tool versus something like electronic microscopy is, that in order to put the samples in the vacuum 

chamber of an electronic microscope, samples are usually altered while, with an optical tool samples can be 

analyzed in situ. In addition, in many applications one requires to know the average properties of the whole 

collection of particles, rather than the detailed image of few of them. 

A colloidal suspension is turbid when besides light traveling along a definite direction (collimated beam) 

there is light traveling in all-different directions (diffuse field). The physical origin of turbidity is the scattering 

of light by the colloidal particles. When the size of the particles is small in relation to the wavelength of the 

incident radiation, scattering can be neglected, there is only the coherent beam, and the suspension looks 

transparent. In this case, the optical properties of the suspension are usually described by using an 

effective-medium approach. In this approach, it is possible to define “effective” optical parameters, like, for 

example, an effective index of refraction, and then use Snell’s law and Fresnel’s formulas to describe the 

refraction, reflection and transmission of light, like in an ordinary material. The problem relies then in finding 

the effective properties of the suspension in terms of the optical, geometrical and statistical properties of the 

collection of particles.  

Attempts to extend the effective-medium approach to the case of turbid colloids, have found that although it 
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is possible to define an effective index of refraction for the coherent beam, it is not possible to use it in Fresnel’s 

formulas [1]. The reason is that the suspension has an effective magnetic response even if the particles are 

non-magnetic, thus an effective index of refraction is not enough for the calculation of the reflection amplitudes 

using Fresnel’s formulas; both the electric permittivity H and the magnetic permeability P are now necessary. 

Furthermore, it has been also found that both H and P are spatially dispersive [1], this means that they depend not 
only on frequency but also on the wave-vector of the incident radiation. Consequently, it is not possible to obtain 

the fields by using boundary conditions at the interface and the coherent reflected and transmitted fields have to 

be calculated going back to Maxwell’s equations along with a multiple-scattering formalism. This has been 

already done for a model of identical spheres randomly located [2, 3], and the formulas derived are given in 

terms of the diagonal elements of the scattering matrix, among other parameters. 

We have also performed reflectance measurements of turbid colloidal suspension using an internal 

reflectance configuration [4]. We have used a cell containing a water suspension with particles of different 

materials and particle sizes, attached to the bottom of a cylindrical prism. Laser light enters the suspension 

through the prism and the angular distribution of the intensity of the reflected light, around the critical angle of 

the glass-water interface, is measured with a CCD camera. The experimental results are compared with the ones 

obtained with the above-mentioned formulas and this comparison is then used to discuss the validity of the 

model and the theoretical formalism.   

Finally, we comment on a future project consisting in performing measurements at low angles on a 

suspension of particles immersed in an index-matching liquid.  These measurements can provide a more 

detailed information about the constitution of the colloidal system, because according to the theoretical 

predictions, under these conditions the dependence of the reflectance with the angle of incidence has a richer 

structure. The problem is that at these angles of incidence, the reflectance is so small that improvements on the 

detection accuracy will be needed.     
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Abstract— The propagation of electromagnetic waves through a one-dimensional periodic het-
erostructure of bilayers with nonlocal metal inclusions is studied. It is shown that the nonlocality
of metal conductivity leads to the emergence of the fundamental collisionless Landau damping,
which considerably alters the photonic transmission of the metal-dielectric metamaterial within
the THz and near-infrared frequency range.

The optical properties of periodic metal-dielectric heterostructures are commonly described
within the Drude model, which is based on the assumption of a local relation between the electrical
current density and the electric field. However, because of the high mobility of conduction electrons
and inhomogeneity of the electromagnetic field in metals, the constitutive equation actually has
an integral form and, consequently, is nonlocal. It is well established that such a nonlocality
(spatial dispersion) is responsible for the anomalous skin effect. Evidently, the simple Drude model
absolutely ignores nonlocal effects. In addition, when the size of the metallic layers is comparable
with the skin depth of the electromagnetic field penetration, as it occurs in modern micro- and
nanostructures, it is necessary to consider the size effect. In the talk, the spatial-dispersion and
size effects upon the photonic band structure of one-dimensional periodic metallodielectric systems
are discussed. The nonlocal relation between the electric current density and the electric field
inside the metal layers is calculated within the formalism of the Boltzmann kinetic equation in the
case of arbitrary (either specular or diffuse) reflection of electrons from metal surface. Because
of the nonlocality, the collisionless Landau damping emerges. It is caused by a direct absorption
of electromagnetic energy by conduction electrons with large mean-free-path, whose velocity v
coincides with the phase velocity of the wave of frequency ω and wave vector km inside the electron
medium,

ω = km · v. (1)

In the past, the Landau damping has been studied in bulk spatially distributed systems (see, for
example, [1]). In the present work, this phenomenon is shown to be essential in the electromagnetic
response of metal-dielectric metamaterials. Specifically, a one-dimensional periodic heterostructure
composed of alternating nonlocal-metal and dielectric layers is considered. It is shown that if the
metallic layers are thin enough, the photonic band structure for a metal-dielectric multilayer stack
exhibits narrow pass bands due to the very strong contrast between the impedances of the metal
and the dielectric. The narrow pass bands are associated to Fabry-Perot resonances occurring in-
side the relatively-thick dielectric layer. Besides, the emergence of the collisionless Landau damping
considerably alters the photonic band structure of the metal-dielectric metamaterial and its trans-
mission within the THz and infrared frequency range. In particular, the frequency dependence of
the Landau damping, which strongly depends on the type of electron reflection from metal-dielectric
interfaces, alters the form of the Fabry-Perot resonance structure in the transmission spectra.
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Abstract- Experimental techniques such as microscopy and spectroscopy (mainly in the range of 

ultraviolet-visible) offer information of a colloidal sample of metallic nanoparticles about its 

concentration, size and shape distribution. On the other hand, some theoretical models such as the 

Discrete Dipole Approximation allows estimate the position, intensity and number of surface 

plasmon resonances of a metallic nanoparticle with specific size and shape[1]. We present some 

cases where theorerical and experimental results can be complemented one each other to give a 

precise description of the size and shape of the nanoparticles that constitutes a colloidal solution.    

 

A colloidal solution of metallic nanoparticles is usually sinthesized by chemical methods, in it the 

nanoparticles are randomly oriented and the sample presents size and shape distribution. People seek to control 

the syntesis process to reach one goal: a narrow size and shape distribution. But, then a question arises, how 

important is to obtain a sample with a very narrow distribution of size and shape? The response seems not to 

unique, specially if we think in the possible applications, for some of them it could be important but maybe not 

for others. 

Metallic nanoparticles are important because they offer a wide range of applications due to the collective 

motion of its conduction electrons (surface plasmons) when an electromagnetic field is applied[2]. Particularly, 

medicine is one of the sciences that seem to be beneffit with the plasmonic properties of the nanoparticles, 

because with their help it is possible to make earlier detection, a better diagnosis, and hopefully a less painful 

treatment of some illnesses, such as cancer or diabetes. 

  

 From the basic science point of view it is important to identify if the average size and shape that describes a 

sample is enough to represent its physical properties. In this context, we present some cases about silver and gold 

nanoparticles colloids where the average size and shape have been considered in theoretical models to 

complement information obtained from experimental techniques such as spectroscopy UV-Vis and Transmission 

electron microscopy[2,3]. 



       

Figure 1. To the left, a picture of gold nanoparticles colloids with different sizes and shapes. To the right, 

the size distribution of each sample. 
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Abstract: A statistical study of polarimetric parameters of the speckle scattered by a disordered 

media under coherent illumination is presented. A dedicated metrology was developed to measure 

accurate histograms of the polarization degree. Recorded data are compared to modelization and 

structural signatures are extracted to analyze complex media. 

 

Huge improvements were achieved in the field of imaging in complex media, with applications dedicated to  

living and space ... Most techniques involve near field or far field data, polarization and coherence, shaping or 

correction of wave fronts, tomography, structured illumination, forced depletion, multi-photonic and non-linear 

processes... However most often these techniques are deterministic, in the sense that we analyze an output signal 

resulting from a controlled input, even that input would sweep a large number of parameters (wavelength, 

polarization, incidence ...). 

 

Within this framework, a statistical scan would provide an alternative technique, and this is made possible  

through the temporal statistics of light which characterize partial polarization. In other words, an incident 

partially polarized beam carries a temporal disorder whose statistics are modified by the spatial disorder of the 

illuminated sample. Here we analyze the detail of these modifications versus the structural parameters of the 

media, with a special attention to the histograms of state and polarization degree that can be predicted and 

measured within each speckle area of the scattering pattern. Such investigation provides complementary 

signatures specific of surface roughness and bulk heterogeneities. The formalism brings together statistical optics 

and electromagnetic optics. Measurements are provided by a specific facility on the support of ellipsometric 

techniques developed for each speckle area. A series of samples are compared and show how the dop histograms 

are modified with absorption, roughness and inhomogeneity.  
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Abstract 

First, we present a brief review of the two most common 
approximations available today to calculate the complex 
effective refractive index of a disordered suspension of 
nanoparticles that take into account the effects of scattering 
by the particles. We study theoretically the dependence of the 
scattering losses in nanocolloids with the concentration of 
non-absorbing and weakly-absorbing nanoparticles. Then, 
we explore a way to reduce scattering losses in non-
absorbing nanoparticles, providing new physical insight into 
the dependence of scattering losses with the particle 
concentration and its possible control. 

1.! Introduction 

Metamaterials based on metallic resonating structures have 
losses that undermine their performance in many interesting 
applications [1]. All-dielectric metamaterials are being 
investigated as a possible way to avoid absorption losses 
while still offering the possibility of exotic optical-properties 
such as optical magnetism [1,2]. Disordered systems of 
photonic elements are of particular interest, since in many 
cases, they are much simpler to fabricate than ordered ones. 
Colloidal suspensions or solid composite materials 
consisting of small particles embedded in a transparent 
matrix are some possible candidates for disordered 
metamaterials. In particular, nanocolloids of particles with a 
refractive index significantly different from that of the matrix 
are being looked at [2]. However, a large refractive index 
(RI) mismatch between the particles and the matrix causes an 
increase in scattering losses. 

The attenuation of an electromagnetic wave propagating 
through a suspension of particles is exp −%&  where %  is 
called the extinction coefficient. In general, the extinction 
coefficient can be related to an effective refractive index of 
the suspension of particle. This effective refractive index 
describes the propagation of the configurational-average 
electromagnetic field. Thus we can write, 

% = 2)*Im- ./00 .-----------------------------------(1) 

 In general, %   has contributions from scattering and 
absorption by the particles. From measurements of only the 
extinction coefficient of a nanocolloid, scattering losses are 
indistinguishable from absorption losses. 

In non-absorbing suspensions of small particles, losses 
arise from scattering. Scattering losses are unavoidable and 
their magnitude depends non-trivially on the particles’ size, 
shape, refractive index. For very dilute suspensions of 
particles the extinction coefficient is proportional to the 
particles’ concentration. When this holds some researchers 
refer to being within the “independent-scattering” regime. 
However, it is well known that the extinction coefficient has 
a non-linear relationship with the particles’ volume-
concentration at moderate densities [3-7]. Such non-linearity 
is often referred to as “dependent-scattering”. At low particle 
concentrations a quadratic dependence on the particle’s 
concentration of the extinction coefficient is observed [4-6]. 
For particles very small compared to the wavelength of light, 
this quadratic dependence reduces the scattering losses 
compared to those predicted by the independent scattering 
approximation.  

To date the general dependence and physical origin of 
dependent-scattering effects has remained somewhat 
obscure. For particles with low RI contrast with the 
surroundings, interference between the scattered fields by 
nearby particles may be held responsible for dependent 
scattering effects [7]. However, for highly scattering 
particles dependent scattering effects may have a 
qualitatively different origin and the interference explanation 
is no longer suitable [3-6]. When particles are small enough 
compared to the wavelength of light they can be regarded as 
radiating dipoles, either electric or magnetic, and if one 
ignores scattering losses, one can use Maxwell Garnett’s type 
formulas to obtain an effective refractive index [3]. These 
formulas can be used at moderate particles’ density and for 
absorbing particles with a complex refractive index, one 
obtains an effective RI with a nonlinear dependence with 
particles’ concentration. Scattering effects can be introduced 
simply by including radiation corrections to the polarizability 
of particles [3,8]. However, these corrections are not enough 
to take into account properly scattering effects at moderately 
small particles’ concentration and denser systems. Outside 
the very dilute regime and when the imaginary part of the 
effective RI is dominated by scattering losses we can use 
instead the small particle limit of the so-called Quasi-
Crystalline Approximation (QCA) [3], which include 
“dependent scattering” effects.  
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Although the physical nature of the so-called “dependent 
scattering” is an interesting and relevant question, we will not 
address it now. Here, we will limit our attention to investigate 
a possible mechanism to reduce the light-scattering losses in 
a disordered system of nanoparticles. However, in order to 
obtain some insight into the dependence of scattering losses 
in moderately dense nanocolloids we need to consider both, 
the independent- and dependent-scattering regimes. For 
simplicity, we will consider a system of identical non-
magnetic spherical particles of radius a and refractive index 
np embedded in a non-magnetic transparent matrix of RI nm, 
and for the independent- and dependent-scattering 
approximations we will consider the formulas for the 
effective refractive index obtained from the so-called van de 
Hulst approximation and the small-particle limit of the 
Quasi-Crystalline Approximation (QCA), respectively. 

2.! Van de Hulst’s approximation 

A widely used approximation for calculating the effective 
propagation constant in a dilute and random system of 
particles is the so called Effective-Field Approximation 
(EFA). This approximation assumes that the field exciting 
any given particle is the average field. The effective 
propagation constant obtained within the EFA is also referred 
to as the Foldy-Lax effective propagation constant [9,10] and 
is given by,   

)/00 = )5 1 + 739
S 0
<5=

---------------------------(2) 

where S(0) is the forward scattering amplitude of an isolated 
particle embedded in the matrix, <5 = )5>  is the size 
parameter, )5  is the wave number in the medium 
surrounding the particle, called the matrix, and a is the radius 
of the particles. An effective refractive index can be obtained 
by dividing )/00 by the wavenumber in vacuum, )* = 2?/A. 
The EFA is valid only when the contribution of the particles 
to the effective propagation constant is small and thus we may 
expand the square root in Eq. (1) and keep only the first two 
terms. The resulting effective refractive index is that referred 
to as the van de Hulst effective refractive index given by [10],   

./00 = .5 1 + 7
3
2
9
S 0
<5=

.------------------------(3) 

Let us denote then the extinction coefficient under the 
“independent-scattering” approximation as %BCD . It is given 
by, 

%BCD = 2)*Im- ./00 = 3)59
Re[S 0 ]
<5=

--------------(4) 

Using 9 = I (4? 3)>=  , where I  is the number-density of 
particles and  (4? 3)>= is the volume of one particle. We can 
rewrite the latter equations as  

%BCD =
4?I
)5J

Re S 0 = IK/LM------------------------(5) 

where K/LM =
OP
QRS
Re S 0  is the extinction cross section of 

the particles.  
 In the van de Hulst approximation the extinction 
coefficient grows linearly with the density of particles, and 
the attenuation of intensity follows Beer-Lambert’s Law in 
the form, T(&) = T* exp −IK/LM& . However, as already 
mentioned in the introduction, when the density of particles 
is not small, and depending on the size and refractive index 
of the particles, the extinction coefficient has a non-linear 
dependence on the density of the particles. This non-linear 
dependence is also referred to as “dependent-scattering” 
effects, implying that the particles do not scatter light as 
isolated particles, but that their scattering efficiency is 
affected by the presence of the surrounding particles. In fact, 
the deviation of the scattering efficiency of particles from a 
linear relationship arises from the fact that the field exciting 
any of the particles is not really equal to the average field, but 
to the so called local-field. The average local-field for a given 
particle differs from the average field at a given position in 
space in that it does not include the field scattered by the 
particle itself. The first correction to the EFA is the so called 
Quasi-Crystalline Approximation (QCA) which we will 
briefly review in the next section.    

3.! The Quasi-Crystalline Approximation 

The so called Quasi-Crystalline Approximation (QCA) 
consists on formulating and solving a self-consistent integral 
equation for the average exciting-field to any of the particles, 
and then using this exciting field to calculate the average field 
scattered by all the particles [11,12]. A correlation function 
for the position of any two particles appears when the average 
dipolar interaction between two particles is calculated.  

The small particle limit of the QCA was calculated by 
Tsang and Kong some time ago [11,12]. They obtained,   

./00J = .5J + 

+39.5J Γ 1 + 7
2
3
<5= Γ 1 + 4?I VJ W V − 1 XV

Y

*

----(6) 

where .5 is the refractive index of the medium surrounding 
the particles (the matrix),  f is the volume fraction occupied 
by the particles, I is the number volume-density of particles, 
W(V) is the two-particle correlation function and 

Γ =
[

1 − 9[
, 

where [ is the normalized polarizability of a particle, and for 
spherical particles it is given by [ =
(.]J .5J − 1) (.]J .5J + 2) . For simplicity we will 
approximate the two-particle correlation function by the so-
called “hole correction”. That is, we assume that for any two 
given particles, the probability of finding their centers a 
distance r apart from each other is constant whenever they are 
separated by more than one diameter and zero otherwise. In 
other words, we suppose that the position of any given 
particle is completely random except that it cannot penetrate 
any other particle. This approximation is known to be good 
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for particles’ volume concentration up to about 10% [13]. We 
have,  

W V =
1---79---V ≥ 2>
0---79---V < 2> ,------------------------- 7 -- 

where a is the radius of the particles. In this case the integral 
in Eq. (1) can be easily performed. We get, 

VJ −1 XV = −
8>=

3

Jb

*

 

Then Eq. (6) yields, 

./00J = -.5J + 39.5J Γ 1 + 7
2
3
<5= Γ 1 − 89 ---------(8) 

where we used, 9 = I (4? 3)>= . Since % = 2)*Im- ./00  
one gets, 

%cde = 2)*Im .5J + 39.5J Γ 1 + 7
2
3
<5= Γ 1 − 89 (9) 

In Fig. 1 we plot the imaginary part of ./00  for a vacuum 
wavelength of 420 nm in the independent and quasi-
crystalline approximations as a function of the particles’ 
volume fraction f for a nanocolloid of non-absorbing particles 
of radius a = 5 nm and refractive index .] = 1.6 dispersed in 
a medium of RI .5 = 1.33.   

 

 
 
Figure 1: Plot of the Imaginary part of the effective refractive 
index of a nanocolloid of particles of 5 nm radius dispersed 
in a medium of RI nm = 1.33 at a wavelength of 420 nm in 
the van de Hulst approximation (full blue line) and in the 
Quasi-Crystalline approximation (dashed red line) for np = 
1.6.  
 
 We can see in Fig. 1 that the curve of the imaginary part 
of the effective refractive index in the QCA bends away from 
the independent scattering approximation to smaller values. 
In this example the imaginary part of neff has a maximum for 
f of about 6.5% and is somewhat less than half of the value 

for the independent scattering approximation. This means 
that as the the particles’ volume fraction increases beyond 
6.5% there is a decrease of the scattering losses. 

4.! The effective extinction factor 

It is useful to define an Effective Extinction Factor (EEF) as 
the ratio between the actual extinction coefficient and the 
independent scattering approximation [6]. We will denote it 
as g.  The EEF under the QCA is given by, 
 

 gcde =
hijk
hlmn

.----------------------------------(10) 

 
When particles are small compared to the wavelength the 
EEF in the QCA is always less than one. In Fig. 2 we plot the 
EEF in the independent scattering approximation (van de 
Hulst) and the QCA versus  f for a nanocolloid of particles of 
radius a = 5 nm and refractive index of .] = 1.6 dispersed 
in a medium of refractive index .5 = 1.33 and a vacuum 
wavelength of 420nm. We have found that the EEF is rather 
insensitive to particle radius. For a between 1 nm and 10 nm 
the EEF curves shown are practically indistinguishable for 
.] = 1.6 and .5 = 1.33. 
 

 
  
Figure 2: Plots of the EEF for a nanocolloid of particles of 5 
nm radius dispersed in a medium of RI nm = 1.33 at a 
wavelength of 420 nm in the van de Hulst approximation 
(full blue line), Quasi-Crystalline approximation (dashed red 
line) for np = 1.6 and Quasi-Crystalline approximation (black 
symbols) for np = 16.  
 
Also, the EEF is a rather insensitive function of the particle’s 
refractive index. To illustrate this, we also plot in Fig. 2 the 
EEF in the QCA for particles of refractive index 10 times 
larger, that is for .] = 16. A refractive index with such a 
large value and without an imaginary part may be unrealistic 
at optical frequencies. However, at smaller frequencies it 
may be possible. We can appreciate that the difference of the 
EFFs for particles of RI of 1.6 and 16 is very small. In fact, 
for particles of the same radius and of RI of unity (e.g. 
nanobubbles) the EEF is practically undistinguishable from 
that for particles with RI up to about 5. Of course, even 
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though the EEF is not very sensitive to neither .] nor a, the 
effective RI, ./00, do depend noticeably on the particles’ RI.    

5.! Effect of the nanoparticles’ absorption on the 
extinction coefficient and the EEF  

Up to this point we have assumed the nanoparticles are non-
absorbing and have a real RI. When the particle’s RI has an 
imaginary component the extinction will be due to scattering 
and absorption as well. In the next two figures, Figs. 3 and 4, 
we plot the Imaginary part of neff and the corresponding EEF 
versus the particles volume fraction f for particles of radii of 
a = 10 nm and complex RI given by  ./00 = 1.6 + 7o. We 
show plots for values of y of 1×10qr , 1×10qs , 5×10qs , 
1×10qO and 5×10qO 

 
Figure 3: Plots of Im (neff) for a nanocolloid of particles of 10 
nm radius and np = 1.6 + iy, dispersed in a medium of RI nm 
= 1.33 at a wavelength of 420 nm for a few values of the 
imaginary part of the particles’ RI, y (values indicated in the 
legends).  
 

 
Figure 4: Plots of the EEF verus the particles’ volume 
fraction for the corresponding curves shown in Fig. 5. In 
addition, here the independent scattering approximation 
curve is included (horizontal dashed curve). 
 

We can appreciate in Fig. 3 that as the imaginary part of the 
particles’ RI increases the curve for the imaginary part of neff 
versus f is steeper, meaning that the absorption rapidly 
dominates over the scattering losses. The curves also get 
straighter, meaning that the independent scattering 
approximation becomes more appropriate as the extinction of 
light is dominated by absorption instead of scattering. As a 
consequence, the EEF versus f curves move towards a 
horizontal line as it can be seen in Fig. 4. 
 

6.! Controlled reduction of scattering losses in 
disordered nanoparticle suspensions 

Here we will consider again only non-absorbing 
nanocolloids. As already mentioned in the introduction, it is 
of interest to modify the real part of the effective RI of a 
medium but without introducing appreciable turbidity. From 
Fig. 1 it is clear that for a random system of non-absorbing 
particles small compared to the wavelength of light, the so-
called “dependent scattering” lessens the scattering losses 
below what it would be if every particle scatters 
independently (of the presence of others). This effect can be 
improved noticeably if the particles are not allowed to 
approach each other to the point where their surfaces touch 
each other. Let us suppose the centers of any two particles 
can approach each other a distance 2t > 2>, where a is the 
radii of the nanoparticles. In practice, this could be achieved 
by covering the particles with a material of the same RI of 
the matrix. For instance, by encapsulating the particles within 
a larger spherical particle or radius b in such a way that their 
centers are concentric. To keep things simple, let us assume 
that the hole correction is still a valid approximation to the 
pair correlation function. Thus, we have, 
 

W V =
1---79---V ≥ 2t
0---79---V < 2t ,------------------------- 11  

 
In this case, Eq. (4) yields, 
 

./00J = -.5J + 39.5J Γ 1 + 7
2
3
<5= Γ 1 − 89

t=

>=
.---------(12) 

 
It is clear from Eq. (12) that the increase in “effective-
contact” radius will result in a reduction of the imaginary part 
of the square of the effective RI.   
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Figure 5: Graphs of Im (neff) for a nanocolloid of particles of 
5 nm radius and np = 1.6, dispersed in a medium of RI nm = 
1.33 at a wavelength of 420 nm in the independent scattering 
approximation (van de Hulst approximation, full blue line) 
and the Quasi-Crystalline approximation with different 
values of the contact radius b.  
 
In Fig. 5 we plot the imaginary part of the effective RI versus 
the particle’s volume concentration, f, for a nanocolloid of 
particles of 5 nm radius and RI .] = 1.6  dispersed in a 
medium of RI nm = 1.33 and a vacuum wavelength of 420 nm. 
We plot curves for the independent scattering approximation 
and for the QCA with a contact radius given by t = <> with 
x varying from 1.0 (nude particles) to 1.4 in steps of 0.05 
(covered particles). In Fig. 6 we plot the EEF for the curves 
shown in Fig. 5, but we only plot the EEF for values of x 
varying from 1.0 to 1.4 in steps of 0.1. 
    

 
 
Figure 6: Plots of the EEF for a nanocolloid of particles of 5 
nm radius and np = 1.6 dispersed in medium of RI nm = 1.33 
at a wavelength of 420 nm in the independent scattering 
approximation (van de Hulst approximation, full blue line) 
and Quasi-Crystalline approximation for different values of 
the contact radius b.  
 

We can appreciate from Figs. 5 and 6 that the imaginary part 
of the effective RI, and thus, the extinction coefficient 
decreases noticeably as the effective contact radius b 
increases. In Fig. 3 we also see that the maximum of turbidity 
shifts to smaller values of the particles’ volume fraction f as 
b increases.  For instance, for a value of b = 1.4a the turbidity 
predicted by the QCA at f = 2% is about 60% less than that 
predicted by the independent scattering approximation 
whereas at f = 4% it is 88% less. Of course the QCA must 
loose accuracy as the predicted value of the imaginary part of 
neff approaches zero and is, of course, mistaken when it 
predicts negative values. Clearly Im(./00)  cannot take 
negative values in the current scenario. A more complete 
theory for the extinction of nanocolloids able to deal with 
higher densities is still to be developed.    

7.! Summary and conclusions 

We studied theoretically the dependence of neff with f in a 
disordered system of very small particles compared to the 
wavelength of radiation. The examples chosen in this work 
correspond to non-absorbing and weakly absorbing 
nanocolloids at visible wavelengths with the concentration of 
particles up to 10%. Our conclusions can be relevant on other 
analogous systems at other wavelengths for particles of 
similar size parameters and RI. We used two well known 
approximations. The so-called van de Hulst approximation 
and the Quasi-Crystalline Approximation in the limit of small 
particles. For simplicity, we considered the QCA with a pair 
correlation function consisting of a “hole correction” of 
radius equal to particles’ radius. 
 We concentrated on the case of non-absorbing particles 
suspended in a transparent matrix. The van de Hulst 
approximation yields a contribution of the particles to the 
effective RI proportional to the particles’ volume 
concentration, f. Thus, in this approximation, the extinction 
coefficient, which is proportional to Im(neff) varies linearly 
with f. The QCA includes nonlinear terms on the dependence 
of neff on f. Some researchers refer to the range of values of f 
where there is a linear dependence of Im(neff) with f, as the 
“independent-scattering” regime. Outside the linear range 
one may refer to a “dependent-scattering” regime.  
 Both approximations considered, predict a linear 
dependence of the real part of the effective RI with f up to 
10%. However, for the imaginary part of neff, the QCA yields 
a quadratic dependence on f, and Im(neff) bends away from the 
independent scattering approximation towards smaller 
values. The effective extinction factor, EEF, defined as the 
ratio of the extinction coefficient divided by that one 
calculated with the independent scattering approximation, 
predicted by the QCA is basically a straight line up to f =10% 
and insensitive to the particles’ RI, np when this is a real 
quantity.  
 Next we explored a simple idea to reduce the scattering 
losses (that is, reduce the extinction coefficient). Basically we 
proposed to increase the minimum distance that any two 
particles can approach each other. This can be achieved by, 
for example, encapsulating the particles within a spherical 
particle of larger radius and a RI that matches that of the 
matrix. We showed that the imaginary part of neff bends faster 
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as the minimum distance between particles is increased. A 
noticeable reduction of the maximum turbidity of the system 
can achieved in this way. Then, we briefly considered a 
system of absorbing particles, showing that as the imaginary 
part of the particle’s RI increases, the curve of Im(neff) versus 
f straightens, meaning that as absorption by the particles 
dominates over scattering, the independent scattering regime 
widens noticeably.  
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Optical tweezers unveil new physics:  
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Abstract-Since their invention, optical tweezers have been employed to uncover new physics. Here, 

I will discuss two recent experiments: (1) the experimental demonstration of the failure of Jerzynski 

equality in active baths; and (2) the experimental demonstration of the existence of many-body 

effects in critical Casimir forces. 

 

Optical manipulation has been successfully applied to study a broad range of physical, chemical, and 

biological phenomena [1,2], often leading to the discovery of new physics. Here I will discuss (1) the 

experimental demonstration of the failure of Jerzynski equality in active baths; and (2) the experimental 

demonstration of the existence of many-body effects in critical Casimir forces. 

 

FAILURE OF JARZYNSKI EQUALITY IN ACTIVE BATHS 

 

Understanding phenomena far from equilibrium, such as living matter, is the new frontier of physics. 

Important advances have been made in the last decades, introducing some mathematical relations capable of 

linking nonequilibrium and equilibrium phenomena. The Jarzynski equality, for example, has been verified 

experimentally in several systems all but always coupled to a thermal bath. However, these works have not 

considered the case where the environment is itself far from equilibrium. Our experiments with an optically 

trapped particle in a bacterial bath demonstrate that in such conditions, i.e. in an active bath, the JE fails because 

of the presence of non-Boltzmann statistics [3]. Our results point the study of nonequilibrium statistical physics 

towards a new direction, where also the environment is far from equilibrium. 

 

NONADDITIVITY OF CRITICAL CASIMIR FORCES 

 

Recently, critical Casimir forces proved to be a paradigmatic tool for controlling the self-assembly and 

complex behavior of micro- and nanoparticles. They are central for these phenomena and entail many-particle 

interactions. Thus it is crucial to understand whether and to what extent many-body forces are in action. Despite 

available theoretical studies, their experimental demonstration has been lacking. Employing holographic optical 

tweezers, we provided the first experimental demonstration of the nonadditivity of critical Casimir forces [4]. 

The summary should describe the approach and the article's major contributions, emphasizing the importance 

and significance of the results with proper cited reference to be listed in the reference section at the end of the 

article. The paper length should not exceed 2 pages. Equations, figures, tables and references should follow a 
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sequential numerical scheme in order to ensure a logical development of subject matter. 
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laser light fields
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Abstract— I will discuss a several examples how we can manipulate and probe soft interactions
between small, submicron colloidal spheres using optical means such as lasers, fluorescence and
scattering.

The control and understanding of interactions between colloidal particles is of fundamental in-
terest in condensed matter physics but also of great importance for the design of new materials.
Here I will focus on three types of colloidal systems: charge stabilized polymer beads, emulsion
droplets and microgels. These three popular model systems are rather well defined and the proper-
ties can be analyzed and tuned by di�erent means. I will first speak about strongly screened charge
stabilized polymer beads with a solid polymer core. In the absence of other forces these systems
essentially behave as hard spheres. I will present an experiment on a pair of particles where we
demonstrate that the interaction potential can be tuned externally by inducing artifical van-der
Waals attractive forces when embedding the particles in a very intense di�use light cloud [1]. I will
then proceed to discuss two colloidal systems where the particles are deformable. First I will discuss
the popular microgel particles where the swelling can be tuned by changing the solvent properties.
These smart colloids with tunable size and elasticity have attracted much attention because of their
potential use as drug delivery agent or for tuning the flow properties of complex fluids. Here I will
present a novel experiment where we have used STORM superresolution microscopy (nanoscopy)
to study the swelling of individual and jammed microgel particles on the nanoscale [2]. I will con-
clude by briefly presenting closely related results on dense suspensions of nano- and micron sized
emulsion droplets where we study the glass and the jamming transition from the fluid to the highly
compressed regime using a combination of confocal microscopy, low-coherence light scattering and
di�using wave spectroscopy [3, 4].

Figure 1: 3D superresolution image of pNIPAM microgels with a 30nm lateral optical resolution. Particle
diameter ca. 500nm.
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Abstract-Many living active-matter systems, such as schools of fish, flocking birds and bacterial 

colonies, exhibit collective and dynamic behaviors that are sensitive to changes in their environmental 

conditions. Here, we show that an active matter system of colloids in a bacterial bath switches between 

two long-term behaviors, i.e. gathering and dispersal of individuals, in response to the statistical 

properties of the underlying optical potential. 

 

In recent years, active Brownian systems have attracted a lot of interest from the biology and physics communities. 

While the motion of passive Brownian particles is driven by equilibrium thermal fluctuations, active Brownian 

particles, often referred to as microswimmers, are able to propel themselves, exhibiting an interplay between random 

fluctuations and active swimming that drives them into a far-from-equilibrium state. Thanks to this property, they 

feature a series of novel behaviors that are not attainable by their counterpart, i.e. matter at thermal equilibrium, 

including, for example, self-assembly, swarming, and the emergence of other collective properties. In this talk, I will 

present some recent experimental results where we show that a colloidal active matter system switches between 

gathering and dispersal of individuals in response to a disordered potential. Interestingly, the statistical properties of 

the disorder potential allow us to dynamically control the long-term collective behaviour of the active matter system. 

Finally, I will discuss implications of this result on the design of artificial micro- and nano-swimmers, i.e. particles 

that can self-propel in response to an external stimulus, as autonomous agents to localize, pick up, and deliver 

nanoscopic objects, e.g., in catalysis, bioremediation, chemical sensing, and drug delivery.   
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Abstract- Self-assembling monodisperse colloidal particles has served to random lasers resonant 
but the scattering properties of the passive part of the systems were hard to account for. Further 
complication is brought about if, in addition, disorder is manipulated introducing correlations. 
When polydisperse granular systems are used instead it is possible to separate the gain and 
feedback functions by physically separating the responsible materials.  

 
Creating structured materials from the bottom up is a widely used method owing to the easy and inexpensive 
techniques it involves. Self-assembly entails allowing or inducing small particles to arrange themselves into 
photonic structures like photonic crystals and photonic glasses. Novel techniques dispensing with the liquid 
are nowadays being explored.[1] In this way we demonstrate monodisperse disordered structures in minutes 
and without the hassle associated with colloidal sedimentation. Alternative colloidal techniques [2] offer a 
tight control over the amount of disorder and may lead to correlated structures that present very intriguing 
properties preserving resonance even for very high levels of disorder.[3]  
 
Non-spherical particles are less prone to control but still offer great possibilities related to disorder. Using 
these kinds of materials we design new random laser schemes that separate gain and feedback functions by 
placing scattering materials physically separated from the dye where amplification occurs.[4] This 

architecture is implemented by enclosing a 
dye solution between two agglomerations 
of randomly positioned titanium dioxide 
nanoparticles. The same spectral signature, 
consisting of sharp spikes with random 
spectral positions, is detected emerging 
from both ensembles of titanium dioxide 
nanoparticles. We interpret this newly 
observed behavior as due to the optical 
feedback given by back-scattered light 
from the scattering agglomerations, which 
also act as output couplers. This strategy 
allows to produce large area film-based 
random lasing even without added 
scattering material.[5] Scattering elements 
are either titanium dioxide nanoparticles 
or random defects at the interface between 

 

Fig. 1. Image of the sample with (a) and without (b) TiO2 particles when illuminated at 

low pump flux with full SLM screen. Rectangular regions are highlighted in yellow, 

corresponding to the excited regions in lasing experiments. (c) Experimental set-up. 



active polymer and air. Different emission spectra are observed, depending on the geometry of the excited 
area. A single random resonator with dimensions of 2.6 mm×0.65 mm is fabricated and random emission 
with resonant feedback is obtained by uniformly pumping the full device. 
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Abstract- We explore the spatial structure of the energy density of eigenchannels of the transmission 

matrix within random media. Using a connection with the generalized diffusion equation, we provide 

an expression of its ensemble average for any transmission eigenvalue. We further show that the 

contribution of each eigenchannel to the density of states can be determined from measurements of 

spectra of the transmission matrix. This contribution is equal to the stored energy density in each 

eigenchannel.  

 

The statistics of transmission and the degree of control that may be exerted over the transmitted wave by 

manipulating the incident wavefront may be fully described by the properties of the transmission matrix (TM). 

However, the TM does not provide any information regarding the spatial distribution of energy in different 

transmission eigenchannels. Only the average of the energy distribution over all N eigenchannels is known. For 

diffusive samples this is a linear decay of the energy density governed by Fick’s law for particle diffusion. The 
variation of the distribution of the energy density for transmission eigenchannels with transmission eigenvalue  

has recently been explored in homogeneously disordered samples. Simulations (1-3) and measurements (4) in 

single realizations of random samples show that the intensity is enhanced in the middle of the sample as the 

transmission eigenvalue τ increases. The peak of the energy density profile moves towards the center of the sample 

for higher transmission eigenchannels.  

Numerical simulations based on the recursive Green’s function method in 2D make it possible to find not only the 
TM but also the profile with depth x of the eigenchannels. The ensemble average of the square of the field 

integrated across the cross section at this depth for transmission eigenchannels with transmission τ gives the 
profiles 𝑊𝜏(𝑥) . We find that the average of the energy density profile within the sample of an individual 

eigenchannel with transmission τ is closely related to the generalized diffusion equation. Specifically, we find that 

(5): 

- The energy density of the transmitting eigenchannel with τ = 1 is the sum of a spatially uniform background 

and the probability density that a multiply scattered wave will arrive at and return to the cross section at given 

depth within the sample. This probability density is found from the generalized diffusion equation.  

 

- The energy density profile of an eigenchannel with incomplete transmission 𝜏 can be factorized as, 𝑊𝜏(𝑥) =
𝑆𝜏(𝑥)𝑊𝜏=1(𝑥), where 𝑆𝜏(𝑥) is a function which is independent of 𝐿/𝜉 and L/ℓ in the diffusive limit. We find an 



expression of 𝑆𝜏(𝑥) that involves only the auxiliary localization lengths previously used to parameterize the 

corresponding transmission eigenvalues (6). The expression of 𝑊𝜏=1(𝑥) and 𝑆𝜏(𝑥) are in excellent agreement 
with the profiles found in simulations for diffusive waves. 

These results extend the knowledge of the average disposition of energy from the boundary into the bulk of the 

sample. It is in general difficult to probe the energy density within the medium. Integrating 𝑊𝜏(𝑥) over the depth 

gives the contribution of the eigenchannel to the density of states (DOS) of the sample, the eigenchannel density 

of states (EDOS) (7). The sum of the EDOS over the N eigenchannels gives the DOS. The EDOS can also be 

found from measurements of spectra of the TM. It is given by the composite phase derivative of transmission 

eigenchannels (7, 8). This composite phase derivative is equal to the delay time of pulsed excitation of an 

eigenchannel in the limit of vanishing bandwidth. The relation between the delay time for the nth transmission 

eigenchannel and the DOS is an extension to multichannel systems of the equality between the DOS and the 

transmission delay time in 1D systems (9).  
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Abstract— In this work we show that the statistics of emission rates in correlated disordered
media is extremely sensitive to the details of the radial distribution function around the emitter.
We analyze the emission statistics for single emitter embedded in a finite cluster of resonant
particles during a solid-liquid phase transition. At the melting temperature, the total scattering
cross section of the system does not present significant di�erences between the two phases while
the emission rate jumps following the system dynamics.

The sensitivity of the spontaneous emission rate of an excited dipolar emitter to the local envi-
ronment makes single-molecule spectroscopy a unique tool to sense optical and structural properties
in its surrounding on the nanoscale. Modification of the emission rate has been reported in litera-
ture using well-defined structures, such as metal surfaces [1] or photonic crystals [2]. The increasing
interest in the statistical properties of the spontaneous emission rates in complex media [3-6] is jus-
tified by their importance for many applications, such as molecular imaging or solar cells. From
a fundamental point of view, the emission rate is proportional to the number of available optical
modes at the position of the emitter, i.e. proportional to the electromagnetic local density of states
(LDOS)[7]. In random uncorrelated media, the LDOS fluctuations can be explained to some ex-
tent by a single scattering statistical model and are dominated by the near-field interaction with
the nearest scatterer at the scale of the excluded volume [4]. Temporal lifetime fluctuations can
then be correlated to fluctuations in the position of the nearest scatterer and provide a suitable
probe for the dynamics of the structure around the emitter. The observed variance of experimen-
tal spatial fluctuations of LDOS in random photonic media and lifetime measurements in dense
colloidal suspensions of weak scattering particles seem to be consistent with this single-scattering
regime. However, the experimental distributions of emission rates in disordered highly scattering
dielectrics can present disparate results ranging from non-Gaussian long-tailed statistics with very
large decay rates [5], to nearly Gaussian distributions [6]. It can be argued that the di�erences in
the experimentally retrieved decay rate distributions are attributed to e�ect of multiple scattering
between nearby scatterers or long-range spatial correlations between scatterers.
In this work we show that the statistics of emission rates in correlated disordered media is ex-
tremely sensitive to the details of the radial distribution function around the emitter. We analyze
the emission statistics for single emitter embedded in a finite cluster of resonant particles. How-
ever, instead of generate random configurations of scatterers, we compute the emission rates as the
system evolves with time under equilibrium conditions. Assuming a standard Lennard-Jones (L-J)
interaction between particles, this system is known to present a peculiar solid-liquid-like phase tran-
sition at finite temperature: Due to finite-size e�ects, the two phases cannot coexist at the melting
temperature and the whole cluster presents an interesting dynamical behavior, switching between
an amorphous solid-like phase and liquid-like phases [8] This makes it an ideal model system to
analyze the e�ects of local order on the emission rates. In the solid phase at low temperatures,
the equilibrium positions are close to those corresponding to a face-centred-cubic (FCC) lattice,
and the spectrum of emission rates present a strong chromatic dispersion reminiscent of the band
structure of an infinite crystal of resonant dipoles, including spectral windows where the emission
is enhanced and pseudo-gaps where it is dramatically inhibited. At the melting temperature, the
total scattering cross section of the system does not present significant di�erences between the two
phases while the emission rate jumps following the dynamics of the system. While light scattering



measurements would be blind to such dynamical changes, the lifetime statistics would then provide
a direct signature of a phase switching behavior.
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Abstract- In recent years, wavefront shaping has become a powerful tool for manipulating the 

transport of light in disordered media. We show that long-range correlations in the coherent 

diffusion allow more control on non-local properties than one could in uncorrelated systems. 

Spatially, moving from controlling a single speckle grain (local) to controlling a large area (global), 

the effects of long-range correlations become prominent. Spectrally, long-range correlations reduce 

the spectral degrees of freedom and enable the broadband control of light. 

 

1. Introduction 
Light scattering in disordered media poses a severe limitation for biomedical imaging and telecommunication. It 

has been shown that by shaping the incident wavefront with spatial light modulators (SLMs), one can focus light 

onto a single speckle behind or within a disordered medium [1]. More recently there has been progress in the 

control of non-local properties of the fields such as total transmission [2,3] and absorption [4]. Controlling the 

non-local properties is challenging as it requires the simultaneous control of a large number of speckles. But 

such non-local controls can benefit from long-range correlations that are negligible in local controls. 

 

2. Increased range of control in multi-speckle focusing [5] 
For some applications, it is desirable to concentrate energy within a target area that is larger than the size of a 

speckle. The possible range of control with wavefront shaping is the range of transmission eigenvalues of the 

partial transmission matrix corresponding to the target area. If the elements of the transmission matrix were to be 

uncorrelated, that range would be given by the Marcenko-Pastur (MP) distribution; meanwhile, experimentally 

measured transmission matrices reveal a wider range, with the brightest wavefront being brighter than MP, the 

darkest wavefront being darker than MP. This enhanced range comes from long-range correlations, and the 

enhancement increases with the target size, becoming dominant when the number of speckles in the target area 

approaches or exceeds the effective dimensionless conductance g of the disordered medium. The experimental 

distributions of transmission eigenvalue are well described by the filtered random matrix formalism [6], which 

correctly accounts for correlations. 

 

3. Broadband enhancement of total transmission and absorption [7] 
As the coherent control through wavefront shaping is based on interference, these effects would seem to be 

intrinsically narrowband, limiting their applications in contexts such as power delivery, communications, or 

energy conversion. The expected bandwidth is limited by the frequency correlation scale, GZ. For a broadband 

signal with bandwidth 'Z >> GZ, a natural hypothesis is that the effective number of independent frequencies 



would be Meff ~ 1 + 'Z/GZ, and that the maximal achievable enhancement decreases as 1/Meff. While this is 
indeed the behavior for broadband single-speckle focusing, it is not the case for total transmission or absorption 

due to the long-range correlations. We show analytically and numerically that these correlations dramatically 

reduce the effective number of independent degrees of freedom. Instead of a linear scaling, we find a square-root 

scaling with bandwidth, namely Meff ~ �'Z/GZ. This allows substantial coherent control of the total transmission 
and absorption across bandwidths that are orders of magnitude broader than the spectral correlation width of the 

medium. 
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Abstract-We explore the nature of forces induced by electromagnetic fields on colloidal systems. 

Particle-field coupling and particle-particle interactions are employed for manipulation of multiple 

interacting particles. Experiments for controlling diffusive and transport properties of disordered 

systems are discussed.  

 

Most particle trapping and steering schemes rely on deterministic, engineered beams to manipulate a 

countable number of particles. However, new approaches have demonstrated that spatially random 

electromagnetic fields (known as speckle) are capable of exerting many degrees of control over the systems 

containing large number of particles. It was shown previously that speckles can be used as a size-selective, 

multi-particle trap for airborne particles or ultracold atoms [1,2]. Here we consider several situations when, 

instead of being trapped, colloidal particles demonstrate unusual dynamics in external electromagnetic fields.  

At micron scales, the motion of small objects is heavily dominated by Brownian forces. When additional 

forces act on the objects, their diffusion could become anomalous with its mean squared displacement (MSD) 

growing nonlinearly in time 2| | tD' vr  with the case 1D !  corresponding to super-diffusion and 1D �  

being sub-diffusion. We demonstrate that diffusion properties of colloidal particles can be optically-controlled 

through time and space varying speckles or through a dynamic coupling between colloidal particles.  

Let us first consider stochastic motion of small spherical particle influenced by a force field ( , )opt tF r  

created by random electromagnetic field. For a dilute colloidal system, the particle motion can be described 

using the Langevin equation in an overdamped regime 

 ( , ) 2opt Bd t dt k T dP P �r F r W , (1) 

where P  is the particle friction coefficient, W  is a Wiener process, Bk  is the Boltzmann constant, and T   

is the absolute temperature. It has been previously shown that time-invariant potential energy landscape diminish 

diffusion, while time-varying potentials can enhance it [3,4]. To explore diffusive properties of the system to 

greater extent, we increased the parameter space of the potential landscape by changing the degree of invariance 

U  of speckle patterns. We conducted systematic numerical simulations for different external potentials and, 

from the recorded particle trajectories, we evaluated the value of exponents D  in a particle’s time dependent 
MSD (Figure 1). Under this condition U  is unity for a time-invariant potential and it is zero for a fully dynamic 

field. From Figure 1, the diffusion is generally slower than normal for 0.5U !  independently of speckles 

modulation time W . Conversely, diffusion may be enhanced at particular correlation times when 0.4U � .  

To test the possibility of controlling diffusion anomaly experimentally, we examined the behavior of 

micrometer-size colloidal particles placed in an optical speckle field. By imposing proper U  and W , we 

generated conditions corresponding to the points A, B, and C in theoretical Fig. 1. Under these conditions, the 

measured type of diffusion (super- or sub-) were corresponding to the one found theoretically.  
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Figure 1. Exponent of temporal evolution of diffusion plotted as a function of frequency of random potential 

change (1/τ) and the invariance parameter ρ of random potential. Stars indicate the set of parameters for which 
experiments were also performed. 

 

For a dense system of particles, hydrodynamic interaction (HI) should be also taken into account. HI is 

determined by mutual locations and velocities of particles [5,6] and is known to be long range. Thus, if the 

external force field maintains its directionality over significant volumes, the cumulative effect of HI can reach 

very large values. In this way HI can be harnessed to collectively enhance particles’ velocities. In situation 

discussed here, we experimentally created the force field by optical radiation and detected fast motion of 

nanosize colloidal particles. The observed Péclet number Pe = 2 for the system of small colloidal particles was 

105 times larger than for a single particle demonstrating high efficiency of induced mass transport. 

In conclusion, we demonstrate that diffusion can be controlled throughout the normal and anomalous 

regimes. For micron scale particles, the diffusion can be slowed down or speeded up by imposing optical 

potentials that vary both in time and space. Also, a new advection mechanism that can be controlled optically is 

proposed and demonstrated. The proposed optofluidic techniques permit to effectively regulate the mass 

transport in a remote, noninvasive, and power efficient manner, which should be of interest for microfluidic 

lab-on-chip platforms. 
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Abstract— Recently, microscopy in scattering media has been enabled by impressive devel-
opments of wavefront shaping techniques. However, current demonstrations only allow retriev-
ing information at a microscopic level. In this contribution, we demonstrate an unprecedented
phenomenon with which deep molecular-level imaging may be enabled: polarization revival via
wavefront shaping.

Polarization-resolved (PR) microscopies are able to provide molecular-level structural insights
beyond the diffraction-limited scale [1]. Unfortunately, structural imaging by PR approaches in
scattering media is notoriously superficial because of the inherent mixing of both polarization and
spatial degrees of freedom: after even a few scattering events the polarization state is scrambled
thus generating a random elliptically polarized state, and the wavefront concomitantly distorted
thus leading to a speckle. Under these circumstances, performing molecular-level structural imaging
is currently impossible at depth in biological media.

Despite many demonstrations using wavefront shaping to refocus scattered light [1, 2], there-
fore enabling sub-cellular resolution microscopy, wavefront shaping is not compatible yet with PR
microscopy: to obtain a controlled polarization state, one needs to generate and control the polar-
ization state deterministically [4, 5, 6], a situation not possible to be achieved when focusing inside
a scattering medium.

Here, we show that wavefront shaping is able to recover the injected polarization state without
using any polarization selection at the detection [7]. This counter-intuitive effect occurs up to several
transport mean free path thick samples, which exhibit a speckle with a scrambled polarization state.
Most remarkably, an arbitrary rotation of the input polarization is transferred at the focus, without
significant degradation of its refocusing intensity. This polarization revival — out of an scrambled
polarization state — paves the way for PR microscopy at unprecedented depths in scattering
media. We demonstrate how the observation of this phenomenon solves the issue of molecular-
level structural imaging of collageneous biological tissues in scattering environments using second
harmonic generation imaging.
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Figure 1: (a) An unshaped wavefront propagating through scattering media generates a speckle pattern.
When the thickness L is comparable to the transport mean free path lt, the output speckle polarization has
no correlation with the input one. (b) After wavefront shaping the beam, a polarized focus emerges with the
same state as the input one. We stress that no polarization selection was performed during the acquisition
procedure of the optimal wavefront to refocus.
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Abstract- We demonstrate experimentally that optical wavefront shaping increases light coupling 

into the fundamental diffusion mode of a scattering medium. The total energy density inside a 

scattering medium of zinc oxide (ZnO) nanoparticles was probed by exciting fluorescent spheres 

that were randomly positioned in the medium. We observe that the total fluorescent power is 

enhanced when the incident wavefront is optimized. Our model, which is based on the fundamental 

diffusion eigensolution agrees well with experimental data.  
 

It is well known that light transport through 

scattering media is described by the diffusion 

equation [1]. The fundamental question that we 

address here is whether it is feasible to send 

light into the fundamental diffusion 

eigensolution of the diffusion equation. Such a 

feasibility offers the opportunity to increase the 

total optical energy density stored inside the 

scattering sample. Enhanced total energy density 

is crucial to increase the efficiency of white 

LEDs, solar cells, and of random lasers, as well 

as to realize controlled illumination in 

biomedical optics. 

 

As a tool to couple light into the 

fundamental diffusion eigensolution, we use 

optical wavefront shaping, which involves 

shaping the incident wavefront on the sample to 

obtain a bright focus at the back surface of the 

sample [2]. The total energy density inside a 

scattering medium of zinc oxide (ZnO) 

nanoparticles was probed by exciting fluorescent spheres that were randomly positioned in the medium (see 

Figure 1). We measured the total fluorescent intensity exiting the back surface of the sample and prove that the 

 

Figure 1: (Color outline) A schematic drawing of the method of 

probing the total energy density inside a scattering medium. The 

scattering medium is an ensemble of disordered ZnO particles. 

The medium is illuminated with a shaped incident wavefront 

such that the incident light (green intensity) is optimized on a 

diffraction-limited spot at the back of the sample. The scattering 

medium is lightly doped with fluorescent spheres randomly 

positioned inside the medium. The fluorescent spheres probe the 

energy density inside the sample. The total fluorescent intensity 

emitted from the fluorescent spheres (red intensity) is measured 

by an electron multiplying charged-coupled device (EMCCD).  
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total fluorescent power is proportional to the total energy density inside the sample. We found that the 

concomitant fluorescent power is enhanced compared to a non-optimized incident wavefront. The observed 

enhancement increases with sample thickness as shown in Figure 2. Based on diffusion theory, we derive a 

model wherein the distribution of the energy density of wavefront-shaped light is dominated by the fundamental 

diffusion mode [3,4]. Our model agrees remarkably well with our experiments, notably since the model has no 

freely adjustable parameters.  

 

 

Figure 2: Experimentally derived data and model curve of the fluorescent intensity enhancement in ZnO 

scattering sample versus sample thickness. The red squares are the results of the fluorescent intensity 

enhancement extrapolated to unity intensity control. The blue solid line is the calculated fluorescent intensity 

enhancement and the blue dashed curves are the upper and lower limit of the model as determined by the 

sample uncertainty. 
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Abstract— We develop a model based on multiple scattering theory to describe the diffusion of
light polarization in a disordered medium exhibiting structural correlations. A radiative transfer
equation for the polarization-resolved specific intensity is derived and solved analytically in the
diffusion approximation. Our study reveals the intricate relation between light polarization and
short-range structural correlations.

Disordered media are the host for a large variety of optical phenomena, from light depolariza-
tion to speckle correlations to localization, the study of which is not only relevant to the optical
spectroscopy of complex media (biological tissues, inorganic materials, planetary atmospheres) but
also to the design of optical materials exhibiting new, exotic properties. The past few years have
witnessed a strengthening of efforts to understand how the vector nature of light and structural
correlations impact optical phenomena in disordered media. For instance, polarization was shown
to play a critical role in the spontaneous emission of light sources in disordered media [1] and
to hinder the Anderson localization of light [2]. Concurrently, short-range structural correlations
in disordered media were found to enable the opening of a photonic gap, wherein light emission
and propagation is inhibited, and to facilitate the formation of localized modes [3]. Theoretically
describing the transport of polarized light in correlated disorder is however a difficult task, which
has been tackled so far using a transfer matrix approach on scattering sequences [4, 5] or starting
from a vector radiative transfer equation [6]. Multiple scattering theory, which constitutes the
basis to describe mesoscopic optical phenomena, has been developed either by neglecting the light
polarization or for uncorrelated disorder.

Here, we present a model based on multiple scattering theory that describes how the diffusion of
polarized light is affected by short-range structural correlations [7], thereby generalizing previous
models limited to uncorrelated disorders [8, 9]. Starting from a Bethe-Salpeter equation, which
describes the spatial correlation of the electric field ⟨Ei(r)E⋆

j (r
′)⟩ in a disordered medium, where

i and j are the field components, we first derive a new version of the radiative transfer equation
for the polarization-resolved specific intensity. We then apply the so-called P1 approximation to
reach the diffusion limit, wherein structural correlation is described via the standard anisotropy
parameter g, i.e. the average cosine of the scattering phase function. The polarized version of the
energy density Uijkl is finally written as a sum of modes on “polarization eigenchannels”, which
relate pairs of input field components (i, j) to pairs of output field components (k, l) (e.g., the scalar
mode corresponds to δijδkl).

Our main result is the finding that the diffusion constants and effective attenuation lengths
describing the diffusion of the energy density in the individual eigenchannels do not exhibit a
single, trivial dependence on g (by contrast, the diffusion constant of the scalar mode simply scales
as (1−g)−1). We believe that the development of a rigorous model for the propagation of polarized
light in correlated disorder and the formal demonstration of the intricate relation between light
depolarization and structural correlations constitute an important advance in theoretical mesoscopic
optics.
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Abstract-We report on the unusual optical properties of a forest of very thin silicon nanowires 

arranged in two-dimensional random fractal geometry. We show that the extreme light scattering 

properties of these novel nanostructured materials lead to strongly enhanced Raman and 

photoluminescence emission, which are driven by multiple light scattering phenomena and are 

correlated on all length scales, according to the refractive index fluctuations.  

 

Novel concepts of disorder with short and long range correlations in array of nanostructures, can play a key 

role on the light transport inside the systems and, as a direct consequence, on their optical response, which may 

strongly differ from those of bulk materials 1,2. The occurrence of striking optical performances based on 

multiple scattering lays the foundations of new photonics applications improving the absorption and emission of 

light. In this context, the production of a fractal pattern of nanostructures represents the opportunity of achieving 

a complex disorder with strong structural heterogeneities correlated on all length scales. Recently, we realized a 

two-dimensional array of vertically aligned thin silicon nanowires (SiNWs) arranged in random fractal geometry 

(figure 1.a,b) and fabricated by using an inexpensive, fast and maskless process compatible with Si 

technology3-6.  

 
Figure 1. Cross section (a) and plan view (b) SEM images of Si NW fractal array; in the inset a high 

magnification of the plan view image. Diffuse (hemispherical) reflectance of Si NW sample (blue lines) and of a 

bulk c-Si flat (front) and diffusive rough (back) surface (green and red lines, respectively).  



The fractal SiNW array promotes a very high light-trapping efficiency across the entire visible and near 

infrared range, converted in a notable light absorption in UV-VIS (figure 1.c) driven by multiple scattering 

processes. The latter are very intense inside the fractal array, thus leading to 1) a bright photoluminescence, due 

to quantum confinement effects, visible by naked eyes, and 2) to a greatly enhanced Raman scattering (figure 2a), 

correlated on all length scales according to the refractive index fluctuations. We demonstrate as a morphological 

property such as lacunarity, defined as the measure of alternation of full and empty space, is the main actor in 

the light scattering phenomena for this material, since it is strongly related to the fluctuations of refractive index.  

 

Figure 2. (a) Raman backscattered radiation and PL emission from the Si NW sample. (b) Comparison 

between lacunarity and Raman enhancement. The Raman enhancement values (green dots) are plotted as a 

function of the effective incident laser wavelength propagating in the medium λeff and compared to the lacunarity 

curve plotted versus length (black line).  

 

In particular, the enhancement of the Raman signal, with respect of that one of bare crystalline silicon used 

to obtain the NWs material, is shown to depend on the effective excitation wavelength that resonantly matches 

the heterogeneity sizes of the Si NW 2D fractal arrangement 6 (figure 2b).  

Finally, a further issue concerns interference effects in Si NWs arrays and how these affect light transport 

and the material optical response. We show how the random organization and the strong scattering performances 

allow for the observation of novel unexpected and counterintuitive phenomena also in the inelastic scattering 

regime. 
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Abstract-A surprising invariance property in transport phenomena has recently been discovered, 
according to which the mean trajectory length inside a disordered medium is entirely independent 
of the medium's mean free path. In spite of the general applicability of this result - ranging from the 
scattering of particles to that of waves and from weakly to very strongly disordered systems - no 
observation of this invariance has been reported so far. Here we present measurements for light 
propagating in multiple scattering media by which we experimentally verify the invariance of the 
mean path length for wave propagation for the first time. 

 
Common experience with disordered systems shows that any variation in the concentration of scattering centers 
inevitably affects the transport properties of these systems such as, e.g.,  the transmission across the system, the 
corresponding traversal time and the return probability. Along these lines it would be natural to expect that a 
variation of a disordered medium's scattering strength also affects the mean length of trajectories that scatter 
through this medium. As was shown recently, however, this mean trajectory length between entering and exiting 
a certain spatial region does not depend on the typical scattering length (i.e., the mean free path), but is 
determined solely by the geometry of this bounded domain [1].  
 
A natural setting for studying this curious property is wave scattering, for which this invariance has recently 
been extended theoretically [2], by showing its validity even in the presence of interferences, resonances and 
localization. Quite remarkably, the key insight for this extension is the connection to the density of state (DOS), 
which is the central quantity that stays invariant when changing the mean free path [2]. In spite of these 
fundamental aspects and widespread applicability, no observation of this invariance property has been reported 
so far.  
 
Here we present measurements for light propagating in multiple scattering media by which we experimentally 
verify the invariance of the mean path length for light waves. We investigate light scattering in a simple colloidal 
solution and show how the mean trajectory length can be measured by monitoring in time the decorrelation of 
the speckle pattern generated by the Brownian motion of the scatterers. By controlling the concentration of the 
colloids we vary the transport mean free path and unambiguously observe an invariance of the mean path length 
[3]. Our measurements cover two orders of magnitude in the scattering strength, from weak scattering to deep 
multiple scattering, for which no significant change in the mean trajectory length is observed. We expect that our 
measurements can also be extended to more complex media such as biological tissues and foams. 
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Abstract— We present a study of particle structures that are formed by optical binding inter-
actions in counter-propagating beam optical traps, and their subsequent Brownian dynamics. By
means of digital video microscopy we are able to track particle motion and measure the correla-
tions in position fluctuations. The particle dynamics can be explained by considering the normal
modes of a system of masses connected by linear springs and subject to thermal noise, and an
analogy is made with the motion of extended polymer chains.

‘Optical binding’ [1, 2] describes the optically-induced association of potentially large numbers of
colloidal particles as a result of their mutual light scattering interaction [3]. Such optically-ordered
matter has been demonstrated in a variety of experimental configurations including an optical fiber
trap [4], in evanescent fields on the surface of a prism [5], and in random (speckle) light fields [6],
and for a variety of particle types, including microscopic dielectric spheres [7] and non-spherical
carbon nanotube bundles [8].

Here we report the analysis of the Brownian dynamics of optically bound microparticle struc-
tures that spontaneously form in a number of di�erent optical field configurations. Figure 1(a)
shows an example of a chain of fourteen 1 µm diameter silica microparticles that has formed in
perpendicularly polarized, counter-propagating evanescent optical fields above a dielectric inter-
face. Digital video microscopy is used to track the Brownian motion of the particles in the chain,
as shown in figure 1(b), and by treating the inter-particle optical binding interaction as analogous
to a linear spring, the extent of the Brownian fluctuations is used to characterize the strength of
optical binding between particles in the chain [9].

Figure 1: (a) Image of an optically bound chain showing directions of beam propagation and polarization;
(b) Scatter plot of particle positions following subtraction of the center-of-mass motion of the chain; (c)
Covariance of particle position fluctuations, Cij , following subtraction of the center-of-mass motion of the
chain.

We have previously observed the amplitude of the covariance, Cij , of position fluctuations be-
tween two particles i, j in the chain, as shown in figure 1(c) [10], demonstrating (anti-) correlations



in the particle position fluctuations. Here, with the benefit of increased temporal resolution, we are
able to observe and measure the time-evolution (decay) of such correlations, and the factors which
a�ect them, including optical power and the number of particles, both for one-dimensional chains
as shown, and for more complex structures that occur in alternative field geometries. Our observa-
tions of the amplitude and time evolution of the covariance of particle positions are explained by
considering the normal modes of a system of masses connected by linear springs, and subject to
thermal noise. For the chains of particles we draw analogy between the dynamics of the optically
bound microspheres and those of extended polymer molecules [11]. Our experimental results are
complemented by Brownian motion simulations [12].

In conclusion, we study the Brownian dynamics of self-assembled structures of colloidal particles
in an optical field that arise due to multiple scattering (“optical binding”). Our observations of
the amplitude and rate of decay of correlations in the motion of optically bound particles can be
explained by decomposing the motion into the normal modes of a system of particles connected
by linear spring and subject to thermal fluctuations. The optical binding interaction provides
a means for organizing a large number of micro- or nanoparticles over an extended area which
could potentially be applied in, for example, the fabrication of photonic structures. Our results
demonstrate the significance of fluctuations in particle positions and their short-time correlations
during the formation of such structures.
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Abstract—

The dynamics of an electric dipole in a light field consisting on electromagnetic plane waves
with polarizations randomly distributed and fluctuating phases is theoretically analyzed. The
expression for the optical random force fluctuations, the optical drag force, the equilibrium kinetic
energy and the di�usion constant are derived. Numerical simulations for the dynamics of a
resonant dipole, initially at rest, show the crossover between the superdi�usive and the di�usive
regimens theoretically predicted.

The dynamics of a particle under the influence of random forces with null average but with white
noise fluctuations di�erent from zero may be di�usive. In Brownian motion, force fluctuations �
and dissipation coming from the damping drag force F = ��v induce a di�usive behavior.

In this work we consider a monochromatic electromagnetic field (Ee�i�t and Be�i�t) and an
electric dipole, with size much smaller than the wavelength. The polarization of the particle is given
by P = �0�E, being � the polarizability and �0 the vacuum permittivity. The electromagnetic
field consists of linearly polarized plane waves with random polarization, random wave-vector and
a phase � that fluctuates randomly in time [1], remaining constant within an interval given by
�t >> 2�/�.

The random force fluctuations are given by [2]

� = �(
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�
)2�

S

(1)

being �
S

= k4|�|2/6� the scattering cross section, I the intensity of the field and k = �/c the
wave vector. On the other hand, the drag force is given by
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the extinction cross section k�(�)
From these quantities, we can obtain the values of the equilibrium kinetic energy and the

di�usion constant:
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If the particle is initially at rest, damping is negligible and the random force fluctuations dom-
inates resulting in a superdi�usive motion with a mean square displacement proportional to the
cubic power of time. However, as velocity increases, the drag force induces a di�usive behavior with
constant kinetic energy and a mean square displacement growing linearly with time. Both behav-
iors are given by equations 3 and 4 respectively. These predictions have been checked by molecular
dynamics simulation on the particular case of a resonant electric dipole. Numerical results are
shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Log-Log plot of the molecular dynamics simulation results for the mean kinetic energy and the
mean square displacement of a resonant electric dipole in a fluctuating random field (black dots). The dark
gray line is the expected di�usive behavior. The gray line is the is the expected superdi�usive behavior.
Time is normalized to the crossover time te. The mean kinetic energy is also normalized to the value at
t = te. Vertical continuous line sets t = �t.
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Abstract: We demonstrate control of transport of light inside disordered waveguides by modifying 

the transmission eigenchannels. We obtain a relationship between the shape of the waveguide and 

the eigenchannel profile that opens the possibility of inverse design. Our approach allows one to 

control not only the transmitted but also reflected and absorbed light. 

 

Diffusive transport of waves can be qualitatively different from that for particles due to the interference of 

scattered waves. One striking consequence of the interference effects is the creation of “open channels”, which 

enables an optimally prepared coherent input beam transmitting through a lossless diffusive medium with order 

unity efficiency. The density of all transmission eigenvalues is given by the universal bimodal distribution, 

independent of both microscopic and macroscopic details of the system. The open channels (with transmission 

eigenvalues τ close to 1) have dominant contributions to the propagation of waves through random media, while 

the closed channels (τ ∼ 0) determine the reflected waves. Thus by modifying these channels, one would be able 
to control wave transport. The key question is, then, how to modify these channels. 

In our work we demonstrate an effective approach to modify transmission eigenchannels of confined 

disordered media. Using shape of the waveguide, we can change the spatial profiles of the transmission channels 

significantly and deterministically from the universal one. It allows us to control the depth profile of the total 

energy as well as the energy density inside the random medium, thus controlling how much energy is 

concentrated inside the sample and where it is concentrated [1]. The ability to tailor the spatial distribution of 

energy density can be exploited to manipulate light-matter interactions in scattering media, which will be useful 

for numerous applications. By gradually increasing the cross-section, we can enhance the transmittance of all the 

transmission eigenchannels while keeping the number of input modes the same. Such geometries can be useful 

for applications related to enhancement of total transmission by shaping the input wavefront, as in such 

structures there will be more open channels due to larger conductance. Moreover, since the waveguide 

cross-section at the input end does not change, the number of input channels remains the same, and additional 

degree of control of the input field is not necessary for coupling into any one of the open channels. In addition, 

using geometry we can also convert evanescent channels to propagating channels and vice versa. In a waveguide 

with the output cross-section smaller than the input one, perfectly reflecting channels are created. The light 

injected to such a channel would penetrate inside the scattering media to a certain depth and then get fully 

reflected back to the input end. The penetration depth of such channels can be further tuned by geometry. Such 

channels have potential applications for probing deep inside turbid media. Since all the light exits from the input 

end, the collection efficiency of probe signal would be 100%. 

We further design geometries with opposite taperings to have the same transmission eigenvalues but very 

different eigenchannel profiles. By breaking the reflection symmetry of confined geometry, the transmission 



eigenchannels become asymmetric. In the presence of dissipation, the decay of energy flux inside the diffusive 

waveguide can be changed by modulating the cross-section of the waveguide along its axis. In a diffusive 

waveguide with nonmonotonic tapering boundary such as the lantern shape, energy can buildup inside the 

random medium, which will benefit the applications of energy harvesting and tailoring of optical excitations 

inside scattering media. 

Since light in the perfect reflection channels can penetrate deep into the scattering system, such channels can 

be used for probing inside turbid media. Despite of the deeper penetration, all the light exits from the input end, 

making the collection efficiency of probe signal 100%, which is extremely useful for sensing or imaging 

applications. The penetration depth can be precisely tuned via tapering the boundary of a confined random 

system. 

Optical absorption is ubiquitous and it often weakens the localization effects, but our approach of using 

geometry to control wave transport by manipulating the structure of eigenchannels proves to be effective and 

robust against strong absorption [1,2]. Therefore the confined geometries enable us to control not only the 

amount of light being transmitted or reflected, but also the amount of energy concentrated inside the random 

media. Although strong localization effects, absorption or asymmetric reflection from edges can modify the 

universal structure of transmission channels, but such effects also remove the open channels with perfect 

transmission. Unlike these effects, the approach of varying shape of confined geometries gives the significant 

advantage and freedom to alter the spatial structures of eigenchannels while retaining the open eigenchannels 

with perfect transmission. 

We show that our approach is amenable to inverse design, i.e., to obtaining the waveguide shape based on 

the desired eigenchannel profiles. Our method is based on the previous studies on particle diffusion in confined 

geometries. A powerful theoretical method based on projection technique has been developed to model diffusion 

in 2D or 3D confined geometries as in 1D systems with an effective diffusion coefficient that varies spatially. In 

this work we show that such a technique can be applied to describe wave diffusion and include the absorption, 

which does not have a counterpart for particles. 
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Abstract-We review the physics of waveguide QED, notably recent progress on photonic-crystal 

waveguides containing single quantum emitters. It is found that chiral light-matter interaction can 

be engineered leading to new opportunities in quantum optics with applications for photonic 

quantum-information processing. 
 

Quantum dots embedded in photonic-crystal waveguides [1] have proven to constitute an almost ideal platform for 

studying quantum electrodynamics (QED) in a 1D geometry, constituting a new paradigm often referred to as the “1D 
emitter”. We show that single photons and single quantum emitters can be deterministically coupled as a basis of 

single-photon sources [2] and single-photon nonlinearity [3]. We furthermore discuss how chiral photon emission can 

be achieved an engineered in waveguides leading to new opportunities in quantum optics [4]. This includes the design 

of non-reciprocal integrated photonic devices and deterministic quantum gates. Finally, we discuss the prospects of 

scaling the platform to larger quantum architectures for applications in quantum-information processing, such as 

efficient photon sorting [5].  
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Abstract— We analyse theoretically intensity fluctuations of light emitted by two independent
single-photon sources in an arbitrary environment. The theory shows that the interdistance
between the sources is encoded in intensity fluctuations, and provides design rules for the control
of the degree of quantum coherence of the emitted light. In particular, we derive generalized
conditions to generate superradiant and subradiant states of the emitters. These results should
find applications in quantum nanophotonics, and in sensing in complex media.

1. INTENSITY FLUCTUATIONS OF THE LIGHT EMITTED BY TWO INCOHERENT
CLASSICAL SOURCES

In the first part of the talk, we discuss a method to capture the interaction between two identical
dipole sources in a scattering environment, based only on the measurement of intensity fluctuations.
This approach permits, in principle, to monitor the relative distance between the sources, with a
precision that is not limited by di�raction, but by the microstructure of the medium. In a complex
multiple scattering medium, the emitted intensity generates a speckle pattern. The result even
suggests the intriguing possibility that intensity measurements at only one point in a speckle pattern
produced by two incoherent sources can provide information about the relative distance between
the sources. This information can in principle be extracted from the speckle contrast obtained after
a proper time and configurational averaging process [1].

2. QUANTUM COHERENCE OF LIGHT EMITTED BY TWO SINGLE-PHOTON
SOURCES

In the second part of the talk, we extend the approach to two quantum single-photon sources
(as fluorescent molecules). We study the second-order quantum coherence of the emittted light
in an arbitrary electromagnetic environment. We establish a general theoretical framework, in
which design rules for the control of the degree of quantum coherence naturally emerge. As an
important example, we derive the conditions for the observation of subradiant and superradiant
states. In the case of a detection integrated over all output channels, the photodetection correlation
functions are expressed in terms of the local and cross densities of states (LDOS and CDOS [2])
of the electromagnetic field, allowing a direct connection to classical quantities widely used in
nanophotonics [3]. These general design rules should have broad applications in the emerging field
of quantum nanophotonics, and could suggest new approaches for the sensing of fluorescent sources
in complex media.
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Abstract: We report broadband characterization of the propagation of light through a
multiply scattering medium by means of its Multi-Spectral Transmission Matrix. Using a
spatial light modulator, we demonstrate full control of both spatial and spectral properties of
an ultrashort pulse transmitted through the medium. We show spatiotemporal focusing of the
pulse at any arbitrary position and time with any desired temporal shape. Our approach opens
new perspectives for fundamental studies of light-matter interaction in disordered media, and
has potential applications in coherent control and imaging.
OCIS codes: 070.6120 , 110.7348 , 070.4340

1. Introduction

Propagation of coherent light through a multiply scattering medium produces a speckle pattern at the output [1],
due to multiple scattering events that scrambles the wavefront. Both phase and amplitude information of the light
are spatially mixed, thus limiting resolution, depth and contrast of most optical imaging techniques. Over the last
past years, wavefront shaping techniques have turned this paradigm around, and revolutionized the control of optical
waves in disordered media. With more than a million degrees of freedom, spatial light modulators (SLMs) allow to
manipulate the propagation of coherent light, using different techniques, from optimization, digital phase conjugation,
or matricial methods [2, 3].

Due to the multiple scattering process, photons exit the scattering medium at different times, giving rise to a tem-
porally broadened pulse at the output. Even in thin multiply scattering layers of paint can exhibit confinement times
that can be order of magnitude longer than the initial time-width of the pulse. Therefore, applications that require an
ultrashort pulse, such as multiphotonic imaging and non-linear physics are strongly impeded in a multiply scattering
sample. With a single SLM, it has been shown that one can manipulate spatial degrees of freedom to adjust the delay
between different optical paths. In this way, spatial and temporal distortions can be both compensated using wavefront
shaping techniques, for example to perform spatiotemporal focusing [4–6].

In this work we explore the use of the Multi Spectral Transmission Matrix (MSTM), an extension of the Trans-
mission Matrix approach in the spectral domain, to fully control, both spatially and spectrally, the propagation of
an ultrashort pulse in a disordered medium. The MSTM coefficients include the relative phase relation between the
different frequencies of the pulse, which is essential for the spectral control of the output pulse. We demonstrate
deterministic spatiotemporal focusing and enhanced excitation of a non-linear process, as well as the deterministic
realization of a variety of temporal profiles, that could not be directly reached with previous techniques [7].

2. Experimental results

The number of monochromatic transmission matrix to be measured to fully describe the propagation of the broadband
signal is the number of spectral degrees of freedom, in essence the ratio between the spectral bandwidth of the ultra-
short pulse and the spectral correlation bandwidth of the medium [8]. The latter is the inverse of the confinement time



(a) (b)

(c) (d)

2.1.

Fig. 1. Spatiotemporal control of an ultrashort pulse after propagation through the scattering sample.
(1) Spatial and spatiotemporal focusing at a given time and at a given position are deterministically
achievable. (2) Any spectral shape can be obtained. See main text.

of the medium. The MSTM is experimentally measured, using a Ti:Saph laser source producing either a wavelength-
tunable continuous wave light, or broadband 110 fs ultrashort pulses. A phase-only SLM modulates the wavefront.
The scattering sample is a thick layer of randomly distributed ZnO nanoparticles.

Two different methods are implemented to demonstrate spatiotemporal control of the output pulse. Firstly, we excite
a non-linear process, two-photon fluorescence, that allows to discriminate the spatial from the spatiotemporal focusing.
The second method is an interferometric cross correlation between an ultrashort pulse and the output pulse of the
scattering medium, allowing a precise characterization of the spatiotemporal speckle at the output.

Fig 1 shows experimental results. We can deterministically temporally compress the pulse nearly to its initial time-
width by imposing a flat phase relation between the different frequency component of the output pulse at any given
position. Spatial focusing is achievable by focusing only one frequency of the output pulse. The MSTM gives also
access to a more sophisticated spectral shape, as the spectral phase relation is known. For example, Fig 1 illustrates
spectral shaping of the output pulse, by shifting with a controllable delay the arrival time of the pulse, creating a dip
inside the pulse by adding a phase-jump in the spectral phase profile, or generating two pulses with a controlled delay.

As a conclusion, we demonstrate any temporal shape is achievable, with a resolution given by the temporal duration
of the pulse, over a temporal interval related to the confinement time of the medium, using only spatial degrees of
freedom of a single SLM. This full spatiotemporal control of the output pulse opens interesting perspectives for the
study of light-matter interaction and for non-linear imaging in multiply scattering media.
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Abstract-  The mathematical framework and tools of complex network theory can be used to explore a variety 

of phenomena of diffusion and propagation in random systems and the resilience of structures under different  

percolation and decimation scenarios.  Numerical and analytic results in a variety of models of single and 

interdependent networks will be reviewed. 

 

 

Complex Network theory has been for a long time an area of intersection between mathematicians 
interested in graph theory and social scientists interested in modeling complex social phenomena1. As 
such it focused mainly in the structure and properties of networks at all scales, and the dynamics of their 
evolution and growth2.  But in the last few years, with more physicists joining the field, increasing 
attention has been given to the function of networks:  phenomena like percolation3, resilience 
and collapse of networks on one hand, and transmission and propagation of processes and information 
on them on the other4, have been discussed extensively. 

  
This talk will illustrate some of the advances in these areas, particularly focusing on how networks 

and groups of interdependent networks behave after an initial attack or a random failure, or under 
targeted localized attacks, and how they disintegrate through a series of cascading failures.5,6,7  The 
nature of the transition of the behavior of the system as a function of the size of the initial attack or 
region affected will be explored in a variety of different models, and the lessons that can be extracted to 
apply to artificially made or naturally occurring systems will be discussed. 
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Abstract-After an introduction to optical forces with a focus on the role of shape and aggregation, we 

present some experiments on optical trapping of core-shell nanoparticles and plasmonic 

mesocapsules. Thus, we discuss how material hybridization can promote accurate control of 

mechanical effects of light. In particular, we investigate models for laser cooling of hybrid 

plasmon-exciton systems and frequency-dependent optical forces on oligomers (meta-molecules).  

 

Mechanical effects of light stem from momentum conservation in light scattering[1,2]. In the limiting cases 

of spherical particles either much smaller[3,4] (dipole approximation) or much larger[5,6] (ray optics) than the 

trapping wavelength, the force separates into different contributions: a conservative part proportional to the light 

intensity gradient responsible for trapping, and non-conservative scattering forces proportional to the light 

intensity that generally are detrimental for trapping, but fundamental for laser cooling. However, for 

non-spherical particles or at intermediate (meso)scale the situation is more complex and this traditional 

identification of intensity gradient and scattering forces is more elusive[7]. Moreover, shape and composition 

can have dramatic consequences for optically trapped particle dynamics. 

Here, we present some experiments on optical trapping of core-shell nanoparticles[8] and plasmonic 

mesocapsules investigating the scaling properties of optical forces in these dielectric-plasmonic systems and 

their potential for SERS tweezers applications. Then we focus on the hybridization of optical forces by studying 

the control and engineering of mechanical effects of light in the presence of plasmon-exciton coupling. Optical 

forces on exemplar systems composed of plasmonic particles and quantum emitters (dimers[9], oligomers, linear 

chains[10]) are investigated theoretically by exploiting light scattering theory in the transition matrix (T-matrix) 

framework[7]. Results on laser cooling[9] and quantum-optical nanosailing[10] will be presented. 

 

Figure 1: Fano-Doppler laser cooling[9] of hybrid nanostructures composed of plasmonic particles and a 

quantum emitter (left). The intrinsic Fano resonance typical of these systems enables laser cooling of the 

center-of-mass motion in the millikelvin range (right).  
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Abstract—We study the optical behaviour of large random, flu�y or densely packed, aggregates
of particles using a computational approach based on the Transition matrix technique. As a case
study we apply this approach to the investigation of the outstanding optical properties, in terms
of light trapping e�ciency and light localization e�ects, of a two-dimensional random array of
thin Si nanowires arranged in a fractal geometry.

The investigation of the optical properties of large aggregates of particles is a challenging topic
with implications in many research and applicative fields, ranging from the optics of cosmic dust
to nano-technology. Approximate solutions are often proposed in the literature, however in some
situations there is the need for accurate and exact solutions to the problem [1]. Here we present
an analytical and computational approach based on the Transition matrix (T-matrix) which has
proved to be one of the most powerful methods for describing light scattering and absorption
by aggregated particles, fully describing the multiple scattering processes among the constituent
monomers [2, 3, 4]. This approach is based on the expansion of the electric fields in terms of
spherical multipole fields with the T-matrix giving the relation between the multipole amplitudes
of the incident and of the scattered fields.

As a case study here we discuss how the T-matrix approach allows the investigation of the optical
properties of a two-dimensional array of thin Si nanowires arranged in a random fractal geometry [5].
In the visible region, incoming light remains mostly trapped in the nanowire forest due to strong
multiple scattering processes. The nanowire array arrangement indeed, characterized by regions
of tigthly spaced nanowires separated by air voids, introduces strong fluctuations in the material
refractive index and consequentely causes strong in-plane multiple scattering processes [6]. Now,
the fractal structure is characterized by a self-similarity so that the structural heterogeneities are
correlated on all length scales. Whatever the e�ective wavelength propagating inside the medium,
it will always be possible to match the length scale where the refractive index fluctuates thus
generating a strong scattering.

Figure 1: (left) Model random aggregated structure adopted in the computations. (right) Map of the
normalized scattered field intensity for an exciting field with wavelength 633 nm.

We also simulate the near-field intensity distribution map of the light scattered by a random
array of nanospheres, modelling the structure as an aggregate of 300 spheres, each with a radius



of 40 nm (left panel in figure 1) and with a refractive index given by a Bruggeman mixing rule,
assuming a composition of 70% Si and 30% SiO2. In figure 1 (right panel) we show the near field
normalized intensity map distribution |Esca/Einc|2, with Esca and Einc amplitudes of the scattered
and of the incident electric field, respectively, at an exciting wavelength of 633 nm. We observe the
formation of hot spot regions where the local fields is enhanced compared with the incident one [5].
Now, field localization e�ects occurring in random systems, appear even more strikingly in those
with dilational symmetry, i.e. fractals [7, 8]. Thus, we can extend the results of this anaysis to
fractal models.

Our investigation confirms how the optical properties of the system are strongly related to its
random and fractal nature.
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Abstract— We study the wave propagation through a disordered slab inside a waveguide of
finite width. In the dense weak-scattering limit, the statistics for the complex reflection and
transmission coefficients of the coherent field depend on two characteristic lengths, leading to
an effective refractive index, whose real part is quite sensitive to the evanescent modes. The
theoretical predictions, derived within the Born series method, are in excellent agreement with
numerical simulations.

The wave propagation through disordered systems has been studied extensively, in both elec-
tronic and electromagnetic systems, where scaling and universality are fundamental concepts. Dif-
ferent previous approaches have found some common features, showing notorious statistical reg-
ularities for the propagation of waves through complex media. Remarkable phenomena such a
coherent enhanced backscattering, universal conductance fluctuations and the underlying correla-
tions between transport coefficients or the shape of the conductance distributions in the diffusive
and localized regimes were found to be independent of the microscopic details: statistical properties
of some macroscopic observables are universal and only depend on the transport mean free path ℓ.

In recent years, there has been a revival of interest in the impact of inhomogeneities and defects
in the transmission properties in quasione-dimensional (Q1D) systems [1] and is the subject of
intense research including the electronic conductance of nanowires, nanotubes and nanoribbons
[2], the propagation of slow light through disordered photonic-crystal waveguides [3] or acoustic
propagation [4]. A correct description of wave transport through inhomogeneous media involves
not only propagating travelling modes (open channels) but it is also very sensitive to near-field
evanescent modes (closed channels) [5]. However, the statistical properties of transport through
disordered Q1D systems, obtained from numerical calculations, do not depend on the evanescent
modes [6, 7] and they are in good agreement with theoretical scaling approaches [1, 6], which do
not take into account explicitly evanescent modes [8, 9]. The effects of the evanescent modes on
the statistical properties of wave transport through disordered waveguides, are studied in Ref. [7],
where it is demonstrated that although accounting for evanescent channels manifests itself in the
renormalization of the transport mean free path ℓ, the distributions of angular transmission, total
transmission and conductance remain universal.

In the present talk, we summarized the results found in Ref. [10], where it is studied the influence
of the evanescent modes on the statistical properties of the complex reflection and transmission co-
efficients of the coherent field (scattering amplitudes) and the statistics of the transport coefficients.
Figure 1 shows the numerical results for the statistical averages for the coherent field amplitudes
⟨taa0⟩, ⟨raa0⟩ and the transport coefficients ⟨Taa0⟩, ⟨Raa0⟩, as function of the length of the slab L in
units of the transport mean free path ℓ. The statistical averages of (power) transmittances ⟨Taa0⟩

and reflectances ⟨Raa0⟩ are solely determined by the mean free paths (MFPs) (in agreement with
the scaling theory), which do not depend drastically on the evanescent modes. In striking con-
trast, the statistical average of the scattered field amplitudes ⟨taa0⟩, ⟨raa0⟩ (coherent field) present
a completely different behavior (which was not captured by previous scaling approaches). The
propagation of the coherent wave field [11] is characterized by an effective refractive index, whose
real part determines the speed of propagation, while its imaginary part represents the losses due
to scattering (often known as waveguide extrinsic losses). The numerical simulations are analyzed
theoretically with the perturbative Born series method: the agreement is excellent in the ballistic
regime, where the length of the system L is much smaller than the mean free path ℓ. A more
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Figure 1: Top: Numerical results for ⟨ta0a0⟩ and ⟨ra0a0⟩ vs L/ℓ. Bottom: Numerical results ⟨Taa0⟩ and ⟨Raa0⟩

vs L/ℓ. Each simulation considers N = 2 propagating modes, several evanescent modes (N ′ = 0, 1, 2, 3) and 107

realizations.

general method based on the transition matrix formalism [12], is in progress, which should give rise
to a theoretical expression for ⟨taa0⟩ and ⟨raa0⟩ beyond the ballistic regime [13].
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Abstract— We present a simple model for the spectrally-resolved (or multispectral) vector
transmission matrix for the scattering of light from highly scattering media. It is used to numer-
ically derive the spatial distribution of the coherence time in the speckle pattern for an incident
light of given temporal coherence and state of polarization.

Light propagating through highly disordered media undergoes multiple scattering. This is turned
into an advantage for several applications such as increasing the numerical aperture of imaging
systems [1], and more generally paves a new way to control light [2]. The so-called transmission
matrix of a thick disordered medium was recorded [3, 4, 5] for a single wavelength first. More
recently, this measurement was made spectrally dependent for broadband light illumination [6, 7],
leading to spatiospectral light shaping.

In [8], we numerically studied the coherence time variations in a speckle pattern. Incident light
was partially polarized, with a given coherence time. The highly disordered medium was depicted
by a vector transmission matrix with no spectral variation [9]. It was thus assumed that the incident
light bandwidth was much narrower that the spectral variations of the medium response. In order
to observe variations of the scattered light coherence time, the so-called spectral degree of coherence
[10] of the incident light was made frequency-dependent.

In this paper, we focus on the e�ect of the spectral variations of the vector transmission matrix
on the scattered light coherence time, with the incident light spectral degree of coherence a constant
with respect to frequency. Our spectral model is very simple : the four elements of the transmission
matrix have similar but independent frequency variations. They are four di�erent realizations of the
same Gaussian process with a given spectral width, to be compare to the incident light bandwidth
[11]. This simplicity allows us to numerically derive the spatial distribution of the coherence time
in the speckle pattern. Note that intensity and state of polarization distributions are also at hand.

We stress that this model gives insight about the impact of the incident light degree of polar-
ization on the speckle coherence. This might prove useful for designing experimental setups with
partially polarized illumination.
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Abstract- Nature’s strongest and vivid colours rely on the ability to produce complex and 

hierarchical photonic structures with lattice constants on the order of the wavelength of visible 

radiation [1].  A common strategy design that is found both in the animal and plant kingdoms for 

producing such effects is the helicoidal multilayers [2,3]. In such structures, a series of individual 

nano-fibers (made of natural polymers as cellulose and chitin) are arranged parallel to each other in 

stacked planes. When distance between such planes is comparable to the wavelength of light, a 

strong polarised, colour selective response can be obtained [4]. These helicoidal multilayers are 

generally structured on the micro-scale and macroscopic scale giving rise to complex hierarchical 

structures. 

 

Biomimetic with cellulose-based architectures enables us to fabricate novel photonic structures 

using low cost materials in ambient conditions [2-4]. Importantly, it also allows us to understand 

the biological processes at work during the growth of these structures in plants. 

In this talk the route for the fabrication of complex bio-mimetic cellulose-based photonic structures 

will be presented and the optical properties of artificial structures will be analyzed and compared 

with the natural ones. 
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Abstract-Nanoscale generation of individual photons in confined geometries is an exciting new 

research field aiming at exploiting localised electromagnetic fields for light manipulation. One of 

the outstanding challenges of photonic systems combining emitters with nanostructured media is 

the selective channelling of photons emitted by embedded sources into specific optical modes and 

their transport at distant locations in integrated systems. Here we discuss coupling experiments in 

plasmonic networks and electrospun nanofibres networks. While the former achieve large Purcell 

factors [1], the latter combine subwavelength field localisation and large broadband near-field 

coupling with low propagation losses [2]. By momentum spectroscopy, as in Figure, we quantify 

the modal coupling efficiency identifying the regime of single-mode coupling [2]. Moreover we 

identify an hybrid dielectric-plasmonic geometry as the most convenient for long-range energy 

transfer [3]. The hybrid dielectric networks do not rely on resonant interactions making them ideal 

for room-temperature operation, and offer a scalable platform for future quantum information 

technology. 

 
Figure: Sketch of the momentum spectroscopy measurement of the emitter-nanofibre coupling. 
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Abstract An aperture-type scanning near-field optical microscope was combined with ultrafast 

measurement system and achieved delivery of 15-fs optical pulses at the probe tip, which enables 

direct space-time domain observation of plasmon dynamics in gold nanostructures. With this 

apparatus, we studied plasmon wave packet dynamics in gold nanorods. On coherent multi-mode 

excitation with the ultrashort pulses, we found characteristic time-dependent features of near-field 

pump-probe images, which reflected wave packet propagation in the nanorod. 

 

The unique optical characteristics of metal nanostructures are governed principally by interactions between 

surface plasmon resonance and electromagnetic fields. Characteristic spatial scale of plasmon resonance is 

essentially smaller than the diffraction limit of light resonant with the plasmon, and hence direct optical imaging 

of the spatial structure is difficult with conventional optical microscopy. We adopted aperture-type near-field 

optical microscopy to visualize optical field structures in the peripheries of metal nanostructures and plasmon 

waves. Local impulsive photoirradiation of metal nanostructures may generate plasmonic wave packets that 

propagate through the nanostructures and space, as a result of intra- and inter-particle interactions, which may 

yield a wide variety of unique optical characteristics. To visualize that directly and get basic information on 

plasmon dynamics, 10-fs level time resolution of near-field imaging is necessary because plasmons decay within 

20 fs. In this study, we developed an ultrafast time-resolved near-field optical measurement system1 and 

observed plasmon mode dephasing2 and wave packet propagation3 on gold nanorods. 

Ultrashort pulses for optical excitation are seriously broadened in the near-field microscope due to 

dispersion effects of the optical components, particularly in the optical fiber of the probe. We compensated the 

dispersions effects by using a pulse-shaping device, in addition to passive devices (a grating pair and chirp 

mirrors), and achieved 15-fs FWHM pulse duration at the probe tip. The obtained pulses were used to observe 

plasmon dynamics at the probe tip position. The central wavelength of the pulses was around 840 nm. An equal 

pulse pump-probe correlation scheme was adopted to take the time-resolved data. The sample gold nanorods 

were fabricated either by chemical synthesis or by electron beam lithography lift-off method. When the incident 

photons are resonant with the plasmon resonance, the nanostructure is two-photon excited to emit 

photoluminescence, which was detected as the signal in this study. Pump-probe time-resolved signals were taken 

point by point on the rod, and the data were rearranged to obtain time-resolved pump-probe images. 

For a relatively short (low aspect ratio) rod, the laser pulse excited one longitudinal plasmon mode, and the 

time-resolved signals basically showed single exponential decays reflecting the dephasing of the mode. The 

dephasing time was independent of the position on the rod. For a longer (higher aspect ratio) nanorod where two 



longitudinal modes were simultaneously resonant with the pulse, the situation was different. The time-resolved 

signals at some specific positions showed beating features. In the time-resolved images, spatial features of the 

two modes excited appeared alternately in the time region around 20 fs (Figs. 1b,c). The line profile of the 

transient signal along the rod axis is mapped as a function of time as shown in Fig. 1d. This position-time profile 

of the signal was simulated based on a simple coherent two-mode model of plasmonic excitation. The simulated 

profile (Fig. 1e) well reproduced the qualitative features of the observed profile, indicating that the model 

successfully mimics the essential physical process of the dynamics of the plasmonic excitation in the nanorod. 

Then, using the same model of plasmonic excitation, we simulated dynamic behavior of plasmon waves after the 

pulsed photoexcitation of the nanorod at a specific position. Figure 1f shows a simulated plasmonic oscillation 

amplitude as a function of time after the excitation and position on the rod, when the rod is excited at the left end. 

Propagation of a plasmonic wave packet from the left end to right, up to ~20 fs after excitation, and reflection of 

the wave packet at the right end are clearly seen in the simulated profile. The result indicates that the 

characteristic feature observed in the time-resolved near-field image (Figs. 1a-d) mentioned above directly 

reflects the generation and propagation of a plasmonic wave packet in the gold nanorod. 

The method demonstrated here allows not only fundamental researches on space-time characteristics of 

plasmonic excitations in metal nanostructures, but also applications to nano-precision optical manipulation of 

materials, basic design and instrumentation of information processing devices, and so forth. In the present study, 

double pulse experimental scheme was adopted, where two pulses were used as excitation and detection of 

plasmons. It leads seamlessly to a coherent control scheme where the two pulses are regarded as excitation and 

control pulses. Introduction of pulse-shape manipulation may further extend the control scheme in the future. 

 
Figure 1. (a,b,c) Transient pump-probe near-field images of gold nanorod (1050 nml × 70 nmw × 20 

nmt) at delay times of 0 fs, 22.5 fs, and 23.9 fs. (d) Experimental and (e) simulated time dependent line 

profiles of the pump-probe images along the rod axis, respectively. (f) Simulated plasmonic wave 

packet dynamics after photoexcitation at the left end of the rod.  
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Abstract- By combining linear and nonlinear spectroscopic methods, we study the optical response 

of size-selected metal clusters supported on oxide materials. Such experiments could not be 

performed in the past due to extremely high sensitivities that are required to investigate truly 

monodispersed size-selected cluster samples with surface coverages as low as 0.1% of a monolayer. 

Our results on silver clusters (Agn, 9<n<55) indicate a general trend in agreement with theoretical 

predictions and a nonscalable behavior characteristic of small clusters.  
 

 

The main challenge in investigating size dependent properties of metal clusters is to fabricate a sample, 

dense enough to meet the sensitivity requirements of the method while keeping it dilute enough, to prevent 

agglomeration of clusters and thus loss of size specific information. Matrix isolation1, or ligand stabilization2 are 

common ways to resolve this issue. Although these approaches can lead to information on size dependent 

properties of clusters, they exclude further practical use of the clusters e.g. for catalytic purposes as the clusters 

are fully covered. Since the properties of metal clusters are generally influenced to a great extent by their 

surrounding medium, transferring the information obtained from such experiments to other conditions is not a 

reliable option. In turn, supported size-selected clusters provide the perfect case, where the size specific 

properties can be directly put to use. Unlike matrix-embedded and ligand stabilized clusters, where large number 

of clusters can be brought in close proximity without appreciable cluster-cluster interactions or agglomeration, 

supported samples require extremely low number densities in order to guarantee monodispersity3. This has been 

the reason for the scarcity/nonexistence of such experiments in the past. 

 

In our lab we combined the linear absorption method of surface cavity ring-down spectroscopy (s-CRDS) 

and the nonlinear method of surface second harmonic generation spectroscopy (s-SHGS) to explore the optical 

properties of size-selected metal clusters4, 5, which led to the first optical spectra of supported size-selected silver 

clusters to date6. Surface sensitivity of s-SHGS together with the high sensitivity of s-CRDS allows us to follow 

the size evolution of the optical properties of supported clusters and to investigate the third dimension of the 

periodic table.  

 

Furthermore, the interaction of supported clusters with adsorbed molecules can also be considered and thus a 

better insight in mechanisms underlying catalytic behavior of size-selected metal clusters will be attainable. 

 

 



 
Figure 1: Clusters form the third dimension of the periodic table of elements, where the properties not only 

vary along the periods and groups, but also with the number of atoms constituting the clusters. A mass 

spectrum of silver clusters generated by a laser vaporization cluster source is shown.  
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Shaping the nonlinear near-field: the plasmonic analogue of 

Young’s double slit experiment 
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Abstract- Although shaping of fields around nanostructures is widely studied in plasmonics, the 

influence of the field inside the nanostructures is often overlooked. The linear field distribution 

inside the structure taken to the third power causes third-harmonic generation, a nonlinear optical 

response of matter. We demonstrate how this simple fact can be used to shape complex fields 

around a single particle alone. We employ this scheme to switch the emission from a single point to 

two spatially separated but coherent sources. 
 

When metal nanostructures are excited by ultrafast laser pulses, nonlinear optical effects like higher harmonics 

generation or multiphoton induced luminescence can be observed. Most studies focus on the efficiency 

enhancement of non-linear processes and considerably less attention is paid to the spatial origin of the signals. It 

is the third power of the fundamental field inside the material that leads to the nonlinear response. Small 

variations in this field can have a large effect. 

 

We image the emission of single gold nanostructures in the Fourier plane to obtain the emission direction and 

coherence. Tuning the fundamental wavelength over a third-order resonance of a gold nanorod, we observe [1] 

switching of the emission from one single emitting source to two spatially separated, but coherent sources. These 

two sources interfere in the optical far-field as expected from Young’s double slit experiment. However, in our 
plasmonic analogue, we create the double slit not by shaping matter, but directly by shaping the nonlinear fields 

inside a continuous and homogeneous piece of matter. The nonlinearity of the signal generation amplifies 

smaller differences in amplitude and phase of the fundamental field, so that large differences in the resulting 

third-harmonic field can be obtained (Fig.1). We envision applications as diverse as coherently feeding antenna 

arrays and optical spectroscopy of spatially extended electronic states. 
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Figure 1. (a) Tuning the fundamental wavelength over a third-order resonance of a plasmonic nanorod (middle) 

changes the emission at the third harmonic from a single source (right) to two coherent sources, which interfere 

in the far-field (left). (b) This switching effect is caused by small variations in the fundamental field that only 

become observable when being taken to the third power. 
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Linear and nonlinear plasmonics with single gold nanorods. 
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Plasmonics nanostructures have proven to be a tremendously useful tool for nanoscience due to their unique 

capability of controlling light confinement in sub-wavelength scales [1,2]. This confinement is based on the 

interaction between electromagnetic waves and the conduction electrons in the metallic nanostructure, which 

leads to resonances often at optical wavelengths [3].  

Linear optical phenomena such as fluorescence enhancement using single nanostructures have been studied 

extensively [4,5] and many applications have risen, such as bio-sensing [6] or enhanced fluorescence correlation 

spectroscopy (EFCS)[7,8]. 

On the other hand, nonlinear phenomena such as optical harmonic generation or four-wave mixing (FWM) 

have a wide range of applications, from optical communications [9] to (bio)imaging [10, 11]. However, the 

observation of these effects requires high intensity optical fields [7], which is usually achieved with pulsed 

lasers. 

The combination of these two areas, plasmonics and nonlinear optics has led to a very active research field, 

nonlinear plasmonics, due to the wide range of potential applications and because of the fundamental 

understanding of light-matter interaction it provides [1,13]. The notable advantage of these combinations relies 

on the giant enhancement of multiphoton processes by highly confined electromagnetic fields. In particular, third 

harmonic generation (THG) has been reported using gold nanoparticles [14], gold nanorods [15] and, more 

recently, the UV-light generation using a split hole resonator nanostructure [16].  

I will review the recent work of our group using single gold nanorods for fluorescence enhancement as well 

as our current efforts to use higher harmonic generation in single nanorods for UV generation and its possible 

use as localized source for excitation of blue and near-UV fluorophores. 
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SP15. "Non-linear and ultra-fast spectroscopy of 
nano- and meta-materials"  

Organizers: Pierre-Michel Adam (University of Technology of Troyes, France), Pierre-François 

Brevet (University of Lyon, France),Giulio Cerullo (Politecnico di Milano, Italy) 

The session will focus on non-linear and ultra-fast spectroscopy of nano- and meta-materials.  Special attention will be 

given to original spectroscopy approaches and new physical phenomena at the nanoscale or/and of metasurfaces. The 

session will also cover applications in condensed matter physics, nano-optics, metamaterials and physico-chemistry. 

Topics:      

1. Nanospectroscopy and physical processes at the nanoscale; 

2. Surface Enhanced spectroscopies : SERS, SEIRA, MEF/SEF, SEHRS; 

3. Tip–Enhanced spectroscopies : TERS, TEF; 

4. Second-order non-linear processes : SHG, SFG, DFG; 

5. Third-order non-linear processes : THG, FWM, TPL, Kerr effect; 

6. Coherent Raman spectroscopies : CARS, SRS; 

7. Pump-probe spectroscopy; 

8. Multidimensional spectroscopy; 

9. Metasurfaces; 

10. New methods or instrumentation; 

11. 2D materials : graphene, transition metal dichalcogenides; 

12. Chiral nanomaterials and metamaterials; 

13. Magnetic nanomaterials and metamaterials; 

14. Exciton, Plasmons and Polaritons; 

15. Conjugated Organic Materials : dyes, oligomers, polymers; 

16. Liquid Crystals; 

17. Metal based nano materials : nanoparticles, nanowires and their assemblies; 

18. Inorganic Materials : dielectric and semiconducting nanostructures; 

19. Photonics crystals; 

20. Hybrid metal-organic systems : atomically defined clusters; 

21. Supramolecular assemblies; 

22. Bio-organic Materials : Light harvesting complexes, Proteins, DNA. 
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The efficiency of generation of energetic plasmonic carriers in metal nanostructures strongly 
depends on the optical design and material composition.  By combining the lithographic 
technologies and theoretical predictions, we demonstrate the ability to generate large numbers of 
hot plasmonic carriers in specially-designed hybrid nanostructures [1,2,3].  The hot-electron 
generation becomes especially efficient in plasmonic nanostructures with electromagnetic hot 
spots [1,4].  Theoretically, the problem of generation of energetic plasmonic electrons is treated 
using the quantum mechanical approaches based on the kinetic DFT and the equation of motion 
of the density matrix [3,4,5].  The energy distributions of optically-excited plasmonic carriers are 
very different in metal nanocrystals with large and small sizes.  In large nanocrystals, most excited 
carriers have very small excitation energies and the electron distribution resembles the case of the 
plasmon wave in bulk. For metal nanocrystals with smaller sizes (less than 10nm) or in 
nanostructures with hot spots, the excited state gets a large number of carriers with high energies 
[1,3-5].  Nanostructures with strong plasmonic enhancement generate unusually large numbers of 
energetic electrons that can be observed using the ultra-fast spectroscopy [1,4].  Overall, our 
investigations have shown that the resonant optical geometry of a metastructure is crucial for the 
hot-electron optics and photo-catalysis [6].  Finally, one can mention another related problem that 
is the generation of heat in a complex plasmonic nanostructure [7].  The latter process is relatively 
slow.  The results obtained in this study can be used to design plasmonic hot-electron nanodevices 
for photo-catalysis, photo-detectors and solar-energy applications.  
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Extreme light confinement in plasmonic taper 
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Abstract-We introduce a Time Domain Thermoreflectance (TDTR) approach to reveal, understand 
and control energy confinement when going from macro- to nano-scale, i.e. including all 
conversion processes from incident photon, to plasmons, electrons, and phonons within space and 
time scales from micrometer to nanometer, and from tens of femtoseconds up to tens of 
picoseconds. 

Recent advances in nano-photonics lead to extreme light confinement (ELC) and light manipulation. This 
progress has spawned a variety of new important technological possibilities for the efficient delivery, control and 
manipulation of optical radiation on the nanoscale. Although the physical principles of ELC with plasmons i.e. 
nano-focusing has been clearly demonstrated in several studies, further fundamental studies are needed to 
optimise these processes and control losses in plasmonic devices for viable technological applications.  

The unprecedented ability of plasmonic structures to concentrate light in deep-subwavelength volumes has 
driven their use in numerous nanophotonics technologies [1]. In particular, the ability to concentrate large 
amounts of energy at nanometer and femtosecond scales has led to a recent emerging field based on plasmon-
induced hot carriers (HC), as well as the emergence of new applications by stimulating complex electrical, 
thermal, mechanical, and chemical processes [1-3]. These recent advances have raised the demand for 
understanding and characterising the ELC on the nanometer and femtosecond scales. The generation of plasmon-
induced HC in metals, i.e. carriers far from the equilibrium with energies significantly larger than the average 
thermal energy, can be achieved by appropriately concentrating the photon energy at the apex of a metal tip 
[4-9]. It has been shown that by using such a technique, HC can be extracted with an efficiency of about 30% 
and then be used as extremely localised sources [7], but the physical processes induced in such confinements are 
not yet understood. Many practical applications [10] also need a complete understanding of physical phenomena 
involved in ELC from the quantum aspect at nanometric and femtosecond scales up to the macroscopic 
behaviour. 

  !  
Figure 1 : Schematic illustration of the experimental setup. The grating is shined by the red beam launches a 

plasmon focused at the tip apex producing hot carriers. The green laser probes the hot electrons during the 
focusing process. 



This work is devoted to the coupling of the ELC with the electron/hole and lattice dynamics in metals. In 
one of our recent works [11], we have demonstrated the capability to image and film plasmon propagation in a 
metallic film. We probed the hot electrons heated by the plasmon dissipation via a femtosecond pump-probe 
thermoreflectance approach.  

Figure 1 describes an appropriated designed plasmonic device where plasmons can be concentrated in 
specific locations with a precision of about 10nm. TDTR offer a unique opportunity to reveal and study energy 
transport processes induced by extreme light confinement in nanometric devices that have not been explored so 
far in low-dimensional systems. 

We have measured and characterised the hot carriers generated in the hot spot and exploited the mechanism 
of plasmon absorption in metals for the generation of hot carriers at femtosecond time scale, and this energy 
conversion was measured with femtosecond pump-probe technique. Femtosecond plasmon pulses will be 
launched and probed over hundreds of femtoseconds through the permittivity variations induced by the hot-
carriers.  
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Abstract- In this presentation we address a series of fundamental issues that are 
emerging with the fast growing field of nonlinear plasmonics. Specifically, we will 
discuss the field sensitivities of F(2) and F(3) nonlinearities and address the ultrafast 
dynamics of photo-generated hot carriers. We will show that the nonlinearities are not 
restricted to the excitation spot but may be distributed through the plasmonic landscape. 
We will discuss possible applications and electrical control of the nonlinear mechanisms.  

 

The large field enhancement generated at the surface of a resonant plasmonic nanoparticle, or 
optical antennas, is the key mechanism that eventually led to the development of nonlinear plasmonics 
[1-2]. While the resonance may boost the nonlinear yield of an adjacent structure or surrounding 
medium, it was soon realized that optical antennas possess nonlinear coefficients comparable or 
exceeding those of standard nonlinear optical materials [3]. Amplifying local electromagnetic fields 
by engineering optical interactions between individual constituents is considered fundamental for 
efficient wavelength conversion by nanometer-scale devices. In contrast to this general statement we 
show that high field enhancement does not necessarily lead to an optimized nonlinear activity [4]. We 
then investigate plasmon-assisted hot carrier nonlinear dynamics of the multiphoton luminescence 
emitted by optical antennas. We demonstrate that surface plasmons enable a nonlinear formation of 
hot carriers, providing thus a unique lever to optimize the energy distribution and generation 
efficiency of the photo-excited charges [5]. We will examine the ultrafast dynamics measured from 
single-crystal nanostructures fabricated by reactive ion etching and amorphous antennas produced by 
electron-beam lithography.  

We further find that the nonlinear responses generated by focusing a pulsed laser on an extended 
structure are not locally emitted but are delocalized throughout the system [6] as illustrated in Fig. 1.  
 

 
Figure 1: (a) optical micrograph of a focused laser exciting the left extremity of a nanowire. The weaker spot at 
the right is the out-of-plane scattering of surface plasmon launched at the distal end. Insert: SEM image of the 2 
Pm-long Ag nanowire.  (b) Spectrally filtered image to record the nonlinear photoluminescence. The signal is 

not restricted to the excitation area but is emitted from the entire nanowire. 
 
We show that these nonlinear radiations are emitted from the entire antenna and the measured far-
field angular patterns bear the information regarding the nature and origins of the respective nonlinear 



processes. We demonstrate that the nonlinear responses are locally induced by a surface plasmon 
propagating in the two-dimensional plasmonic LDOS at the excitation frequency, enabling thereby a 
polariton-mediated spatial tailoring and design of coherent and incoherent nonlinear responses. We 
will discuss the possibility to engineer the spatial distribution of the surface plasmon modes to 
implement advanced functionalities such as logical gates. We will conclude the presentation by 
showing how nonlinear responses can be controlled on-demand by a static electrical command.  
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Abstract: We report quantitative investigations of the optical response of individual noble metal 

nano-objects, performed by coupling linear and nonlinear optical techniques (spatial modulation 

and time-resolved spectroscopies) with electron microscopy observations and numerical 

simulations. These studies reveal in particular how the surface plasmon resonances of metal 

nano-objects are affected by deposition on a substrate, nano-object 3D orientation and, in the case 

of nanodimers, by electromagnetic interactions. 

 

 
Figure 1. a) Principle of SMS. b) Electron tomography (top), measured (dots) and calculated (plain line) extinction of a 

gold bipyramid on a carbon substrate. c) Measured (dots) and calculated (plain lines) extinction of the gold-silver 

heterodimer shown on top for light parallel (red) or orthogonal (black) to dimer axis. 

 

The localized surface plasmon resonances (SPRs) of metal nano-objects constitute the key feature of their 

optical response. Their detailed investigation in the last decade, in particular in view of biosensing applications, 

has greatly benefited from the development of experimental methods enabling optical spectroscopy of individual 

nanoparticles1. In particular, the polarization-resolved extinction spectrum of a single nano-object can be 

quantitatively measured by spatial modulation spectroscopy2 (SMS, Fig. 1a) and compared to numerical 

simulations based on its actual morphology, determined by electron microscopy.   

Such experiments typically involve nano-objects deposited on a solid substrate. While metal 

nano-objects encapsulated with a dielectric shell (e.g., silica-coated gold nanorods) are weakly sensitive to their 
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environment, deposition on transparent or absorbing substrates has a large impact for bare metal nano-objects, 

inducing a shift and, for absorbing substrates, broadening of SPR. In the first part of the talk, we will discuss 

these effects which have been investigated through SMS experiments, by comparing the optical responses of 

elongated gold nano-objects (nanorods or bipyramids) deposited on dielectric and absorbing substrates. Strong 

variations of absorbing substrate-induced SPR broadening with nano-object shape are observed. These 

observations are understood by performing numerical simulations highlighting the large importance of the 

particle-substrate distance and 3D nano-object orientation, and correlating the optical experiments with electron 

tomography, which provides direct access to these morphological parameters3 (Fig. 1b). 

Electromagnetic coupling between interacting metal nanoparticles also strongly affects their plasmonic 

response, offering many new possibilities for tailoring their properties. In the case of model systems formed by 

two interacting Au and Ag nanospheres, numerical simulations reveal two salient effects of electromagnetic 

interactions: (i) polarization-dependent red shifts and amplitude modification of gold and silver SPRs, and (ii) 

the appearance of a Fano resonance in gold absorption cross-section induced by interferences between the 

absorption channels associated to silver SPR and the continuum of interband transitions in gold4. These effects 

are investigated on electrostatically assembled dimers constituted by gold and silica-encapsulated silver 

nanoparticles (the silica shell acting as a spacer and protecting silver from spurious oxidation effects, Fig. 1c). 

Experiments demonstrate that the spectral signature of coupling (i.e., red shift of SPRs for light polarized along 

the dimer axis as compared to perpendicular polarization) numerically predicted for nanosphere dimers is 

modified or even reversed when the constituent particles significantly deviate from sphericity, highlighting the 

importance of correlation between optical and morphological single particle characterizations5. Experimental 

unveiling of an absorption Fano effect is achieved for the first time using two-color nonlinear time-resolved 

spectroscopy, which provides a unique way to distinguish the optical response of each dimer component. 

Time-resolved measurements are found to be in excellent quantitative agreement with theoretical modeling 

taking into account the dimer morphology, confirming the presence of a strong light polarization-dependent Fano 

interference in the absorption of a gold nanosphere when interacting with a nearby silver nanoparticle.  
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Abstract-We review our work on the use of focused vector beams in nonlinear optical 

characterization of nanoparticles. We show that such beams, including radially and azimuthally 

polarized beams as well as more advanced high-order polarization beams, provide unique 

opportunities in the characterization of several types of nanostructures and in controlling the 

coupling of light into such structures. 

Nonlinear optical processes provide new contrast mechanisms for microscopy. Focusing of polarized laser 

beams gives rise to three-dimensional vector fields in the focal volume. This idea can be taken even further 

through the use of high-order vector beams, where the prime examples are radially (RP) and azimuthally 

polarized (AP) beams. In particular, focusing of RP gives rise to a strong longitudinal field component at the 

geometrical focus, whereas focusing of AP maintains a strictly transverse field distribution in the focal volume. 

In this paper, we show that this provides completely new capabilities in the characterization of individual 

nano-objects at microscopic resolution. 

Chiral objects have different response to left- and right-hand circular polarizations. In second-harmonic 

generation (SHG), this leads to different responses for the two circularly-polarized components of fundamental 

light. Under focusing, this can provide an unambiguous probe of surface chirality. For metal nano-objects, 

surface defects give rise to fluctuating SHG signals, but the normalized circular-difference response stays 

relatively constant, allowing the handedness of individual nano-objects to be recognized [1]. 

SHG with RP and AP provides even more exciting opportunities. We have shown that they provide 

sensitivity to the morphology of metal nanobumps and nanocones [2] as well as to orientation of nanorods. 

Coupling of light to nanotips is usually based on polarization component along the tip axis, which is often 

awkward. We have shown that lowering the particle symmetry makes possible more convenient geometries, but 

that efficient excitation requires that the focal field vector be tailored for the modes of the particle [3]. Finally, 

RP and AP beams allow the coupling of light to vertically-oriented semiconductor nanowires to be controlled [4], 

opening new opportunities for controlling and localizing the nonlinear response on the nanoscale. 
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Abstract-Based on realistic quantum-mechanical simulations of the nonlinear optical response for 

doped graphene nanostructures, we show that atomistic and nonlocal effects can increase the 

nonlinear response associated with plasmon resonances in these systems to significantly higher 

levels than previously thought. Motivated by this result, we explore various aspects of the 

plasmon-enhanced nonlinearity in doped nanographenes, such as saturable absorption and 

high-harmonic generation, and find further support for the exceptional potential of the 

atomically-thin material for nonlinear nanophotonic devices.  

 

The intrinsically-high nonlinear optical response of graphene [1], combined with its ability to sustain 
long-lived, electrically tunable plasmons that couple strongly with light [2], has generated great expectations 
for application of the atomically-thin material to nanophotonic devices [3, 4]. However, many of these 
expectations are reinforced by classical analyses performed using the response derived from extended graphene, 
neglecting finite size and nonlocal effects that become important when the carbon layer is structured on 
the nanometer scale in actual device designs. Based on a realistic, quantum-mechanical (QM) description 
of nanostructured graphene, we show that finite-size and atomistic effects can produce large contributions 
that increase the nonlinear response associated with plasmon resonances in nanoislands and nanoribbons 
to significantly higher levels than previously thought, particularly in the case of Kerr-type optical nonlinearities. 
The discrepancy between classical and QM descriptions is at odds with the conclusions previously drawn 
by examining the linear response regime, where good agreement was found when either the plasmon energy 
is below the Fermi energy or when the size of the structure exceeds a few tens of nanometers. Motivated 
by this finding, we discuss and compare saturable absorption in extended and nanostructured graphene, 
with or without plasmonic enhancement, within the context of passive mode-locking for ultrafast lasers. 
We also explore the possibility of observing high-harmonic generation in doped nanographenes, where 
illumination by an infrared pulse of moderate intensity, tuned to a plasmon resonance, is predicted to 
generate light at frequencies extending to the visible or UV regimes. Our atomistic description of graphene’s 
nonlinear optical response reveals its complex nature in both extended and nanostructured systems, while 
further supporting the exceptional potential of this material for nonlinear nanophotonic devices. 



 
Figure 1. Linear and nonlinear spectral response of graphene nanoribbons. (a) We consider cw incident 

light linearly polarized across the ribbons (top) and present results derived from a quantum mechanical 
(QM) model (tight-binding and random-phase approximation) for structures with either armchair or zigzag 
edges, compared with classical electromagnetic simulations (local conductivity) for a homogeneous planar 
sheet. (b-d) Linear absorption cross-section (b), and third-order susceptibilities for third-harmonic generation 
(c) and the Kerr nonlinearity (d), as obtained from the QM model for armchair (solid curves) and zigzag 
(dashed curves) nanoribbons, compared with classical electrodynamic simulations (filled curves). Different 
Fermi energies (color-coded numerical values in (b), eV) are considered, taking the ribbon width as 
approx. 10 nm and the damping ħτ-1 =50 meV in all cases.  
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Abstract- We report on using two photon luminescence microscopy as an optical imaging 

technique for probing both the spatial distribution of Surface Plasmon Local Density of States 

(SP-LDOS) and the transmission efficiency inside chemically-grown crystalline gold platelets. 

 

The last decade witnessed an enormous progress in fabrication and manipulation of nano-sized objects and a 

vast improvement in the crystallinity of the metallic nanostructures. It allowed to perform engineering of surface 

plasmon (SP) modes, which in turn has opened the prospect of optical information processing in plasmonic 

systems [1]. At the same time, various near and far field imaging techniques such as Cathodoluminescence (CL) 

[2], electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) [3], photoelectron emission microscopy (PEEM) [4,5] have been 

developed to probe optical near field produced by these SP modes. However, these techniques only probe 

specific components of SP-LDOS. For example, in CL, the power radiated is proportional to a partial SP-LDOS 

in the direction of the associated transient dipole at the impact point. Similarly, EELS intensity map can be 

related to integral over the electron path of z-component of the SPLDOS.  

 

 
Figure1: (a,b) show confocal TPL images recorded with horizontally and vertically polarized excitation respectively at 

810nm. (c,d) TPL images recorded on excitation at point 1 (shown by red dashed circle) showing transportation of 

TPL signal along the edges of the hexagon. Scale bar is 1 micron. 
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Here, we show that TPL microscopy can be used to produce direct maps of the squared SP-LDOS in 

confocal mode. We will demonstrate that TPL maps recorded on triangular and hexagonal nanoprisms exhibit a 

highly localized intensity distribution which depends both on incident wavelength and polarization.[6] 

Interestingly, we can also record images showing transfer of TPL signal inside nanostructures upon excitation at 

one fixed point in leakage mode.[7] The possible mechanisms will be exposed and experimental data will be 

compared to our simulations based on the Green Dyadic Method. 
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Abstract-The nonlinear optical effects in nanoantennas, such as the second harmonic generation 

and the two-photon photoluminescence, are investigated. Using lithographically fabricated homo- 

and hetero-dimers as model systems, we discuss the different intensity dependences of these two 

nonlinear processes on the particle size, material and gap distance. Furthermore, combining an 

ultrafast laser system with a scanning near-field optical microscope, we demonstrate that nonlinear 

effects can be used to image a single plasmonic nanostructure with an optical resolution better than 

thirty nm.   

 

Metallic nanoantennas with sub-wavelength dimensions exhibit usually strong plasmon resonances, which 

influence their optical properties. The linear optical properties of dimer antennas consisting of two gold 

nanoparticles with a small gap in between have been extensively investigated. We have investigated the linear 

and non-linear optical effects from various plasmonic systems like nanoparticles [1,2], sharp tips and 

nanotriangles with either confocal optical microscopy [3,4] or scanning near-field optical microscopy (SNOM) 

[5,6].  

In this contribution, we have chosen arrays of Au-Au, Al-Al and Au-Al dimers to study the influence of 

electromagnetic hot spots on the second harmonic generation (SHG) and the two photon photoluminescence 

(TPL). We show that the generation of both signals is differently influenced by the dimer gap distances, particle 

sizes and materials. We demonstrate that the strength of these nonlinear optical signals evolves differently with 

the near-field intensity around plasmonic nanostructures. To investigate nonlinear optical signals from a less 

than 5 nm gap, we have combined an ultrafast laser system with a SNOM. Based on the sensitive shear-force or 

tunneling current feedback, we are able to control the gap size between a sharp tip and a nanostructure accurately 

and study the nonlinear optical signals from such kind of extremely narrow gap that is difficult to be fabricated 

via conventional lithographical methods. Furthermore, using this combination the nonlinear optical signal 

generation from different positions of a plasmonic nanostructure can be resolved with an optical resolution of 

less than 30 nm [6]. 
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Abstract- We exploit the electric field of near-infrared 1.4-cycle pulses with picojoule-level energy 

to drive tunneling of electrons across the 8 nm gap of a gold nanoantenna circuit at 80 MHz 

repetition rate. The control of the carrier-envelope phase of the pulses allows us to manipulate 

ultrafast single-electron currents in direction and amplitude at room temperature. 
 

The electric field of ultrashort light pulses can be harnessed to establish and control charge transport on a 

subcycle timescale. In fact, the optical cycles contained in the transients can bias a gap between two metals and 

nonlinearly trigger the tunneling of electrons. Figure 1(left panel) sketches the effect of a few-cycle optical pulse 

(left) applied to a nanostructure with nonlinear and antisymmetric current-voltage characteristics (right). When 

the exciting electric field is cosine-shaped (green transient and dot in the I-V scheme) the symmetry break leads 

to a finite total current which is maximized by working in the single-cycle regime. Instead, with a sine-shaped 

pulse the effect of the adjacent maxima with precisely opposite polarity cancels out any cumulative effect (red 

transient and dot in the I-V graph). Consequently, the total current amplitude and direction may be set by varying 

the carrier-envelope phase (CEP) of the driving pulse, i.e., the phase difference between carrier wave and pulse 

envelope. In a nanoscale constriction, quantum tunneling currents may be driven with tiny optical pulse energies 

on the pJ level that are available from compact fiber laser systems based entirely on telecom technology. Such a 

source (bottom row of Fig. 1) produces phase-locked transients in the near-infrared with pulse duration of 1.4 

optical cycles (the carrier wavelength is 1320 nm) at the repetition rate of 80 MHz [1,2]. CEP control is achieved 

by a pair of fused-silica wedges implemented before the last Er:fiber amplifier and the following synthesis of the 

ultrashort pulses. The material insertion Δd of the wedges sets the CEP without affecting the temporal duration 

of the transients at the sample position. 

An optical gold nanoantenna connected to a macroscopic circuit with lateral leads is used in the experiments. 

This bow-tie design ensures subcycle plasmon damping time due to strong radiation coupling [3] which is 

important to conserve the few-cycle character of the electric field applied to the gap region. Still, significant 

enhancement occurs due to the lightning-rod effect thus facilitating the tunneling process. The samples are 

fabricated by electron beam lithography and are fully characterized also in stationary condition to assess the 

nonlinear character of the I-V response. In our experiments we exposed the single nanoantenna with an 8 nm gap 

to the CEP-locked single-cycle pulses in a microscope equipped with an all-reflective objective. A mechanical 

chopper operating at 632 Hz modulates laser excitation and a femto-ampere amplifier performs electronic 

readout based on a lock-in detection scheme to minimize pickup noise. The current flowing in the nanogap is 

measured as a function of CEP and is reported in the right panel of Fig. 1. Biasing with 80 pJ of energy results in 

total currents up to 0.6 pA, equivalent to one electron tunneling every 25 pulses. Under those conditions, the 

peak electric field in free space amounts to 4 V/nm.  
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Figure 1 – (Left panel) Outline of the experimental setup and of the nonlinear characteristic of the gold 

nanocircuit based the optical antenna. The CEP-locked near-IR pulses are produced by a femtosecond Er:fiber 

laser. Spectral broadening in a highly nonlinear fiber (HNF) supports pulse compression to 6.3 fs. The current is 

controlled by the ΔφCEP that is tunable via the material insertion Δd of fused-silica wedges (FSW). (Right panel) 

Carrier-envelope optical control of sub-cycle tunneling: current measured in the nanocircuit as a function of the 

FSW insertion Δd. The corresponding CEP slip is plot on the upper axis. The blue line represents an average 

over 8 scans (gray lines) acquired at the average optical power of 6.5 mW. 

 

The Keldysh parameter is estimated to be well below 0.1 thus gauging the minimum contribution of 

multiphoton photoemission upon illumination. Under this extreme perturbation, the effective barrier of the 

energetic potential shrinks well below the size of the gap [4, 5] and the current dynamics contain phases of 

ballistic propagation. At pulse energy of 80 pJ, we estimate the tunneling of approximately 0.1 electrons over the 

central half-cycle. Peak current values up to tens of µA are detected, corresponding to subcycle current densities 

of several tens of MA/cm . These conditions establish a new regime of charge transport for operation at room 

temperature and with extreme temporal resolution. 

The experiments demonstrate a robust class of nanoelectronic switches that are gated in the petahertz range 

by optical pulses with minute energy content. Our work lays the foundation for new studies of charge transport 

where Coulomb blockade or resonant tunneling may be exploited on subcycle optical timescales. 
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Abstract—Periodically perforated gold films are subject to femtosecond pump-probe transmis-
sion measurements which show relaxation dynamics of optically excited electrons. The transient
data show two distinct exponential decays where the shorter decay switches sign depending if
plasmonic or non-plasmonic excitation is used. We attribute this to the qualitatively di�erent
spatial distributions of the absorbed energy in these cases.

Current state-of-the-art criteria in telecommunications require plasmonics to be active. Modu-
lation of the optical properties in plasmonic structures can be achieved via application of intense
femtosecond laser pulses [1]. In our previous work we have shown that SPP resonances can be
e�ciently used to monitor the electron dynamics and demonstrated that dynamic changes in the
real and imaginary part of the dielectric constant may alter significantly the optical response of the
system [2]. However the role of SPPs for excitation was not discussed in the previous work. Here
we demonstrate that dynamics of electron cooling may di�er significantly in plasmonic crystals
depending on which mechanism has been used to excite non-equilibrium high energy electrons.
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Figure 1: (a) Schematic of sample structure and incident geometry of pump (violet plane) and probe beam
(green plane). (b) Transmission spectrum of the plasmonic structure.

As depicted in Figure 1(a), we study a structure which consists of a 500µm thick dielectric
layer (gadolinium gallium garnet) and a 80 nm thick periodic gold grating. The grating slabs are
290 nm wide and thermally and electronically isolated from each other by 110 nm wide air gaps.
The periodic perforation enables coupling of far field radiation to propagating SPPs (and vice versa)
whose resonances appear in the transmission spectrum in Figure 1(b).

We measure time resolved change of light transmission of plasmonic gratings using pump-probe
technique with transform-limited 30 fs optical pulses at a center wavelength of 800 nm. The pump



and probe beams pass through the sample from di�erent directions: While the pump is incident in
a plane parallel to the grating slabs, the probe falls in a perpendicular plane on the grating (see
Figure 1(a)). Both beams are tilted from the optical axis by 17 �.
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Figure 2: Time resolved di�erential transmission data for plasmonic and non-plasmonic excitation measured
by pump-probe. �T/T axis is in logarithmic scale to facilitate distinction between di�erent decays. The
slow decay component with �1 = 940 fs is shown as a guide to the eye (dotted line) to emphasize the sign of
the faster decay.

Figure 2 shows two examples of measured transients which di�er in the chosen polarisation of
the pump laser beam: Whereas the plasmonic excitation features a corresponding polarisation to
plasmon propagation (TM-polarised), the non-plasmonic polarisation does not support SPP exci-
tation. It follows that in both cases the decay of the signal is biexponential with time constants of
�1 = 940 fs and �2 = 220 fs. Next, there is a change of the sign for the fast component when the
polarisation of pump is changed from plamonic to non-plasmonic.

Experimental results can be explained in the following way: In case if surface plasmon polaritons
are used to excite conduction band electrons in Au (TM-polarized pump), hot spots are formed and
in addition to electron-phonon energy relaxation (longer time scale of 940 fs), thermal conductivity
of electrons takes place. This leads to additional decay of energy from hot to cold spots which is
manifested in pump-probe transients (see the shorter decay with 220 fs time constant). In case if
non-plasmonic configuration is used to excite electrons in metal we notice the opposite sign which
indicates that thermal distribution of cold and hot spots is opposite to plasmonic excitation. Our
results demonstrate that thermal di�usion in plasmonic structures plays an important role in the
relaxation processes of hot electrons on sub-picosecond timescales.
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Abstract Methylammonium-lead-iodide (CH3NH3PbI3) perovskite are delivering impressive 

performances in photovoltaic field, creating much excitement in the research community. 

Monitoring the charge dynamics and revealing how they are influenced by the crystal order is of 

paramount importance to get a more fundamental insight into this fascinating material and a deeper 

understanding of the device operation. By combining state-of-the-art femtosecond microscopy with 

micro-Raman we image the photophysical scenario in CH3NH3PbI3 micro-crystals determining the 

decisive role of the molecular disorder in screening the electron-hole correlation. 
 

In recent years, perovskite materials have outperformed in the field of solar cells, with power conversion 

efficiencies beyond 20% in a short of five years.1 However, behind device optimization, how to manipulate the 

perovskite crystallinity to get the desired optoelectronic properties still represents a critical issue. Perovskite 

structural characterization has been carried out applying several tools, however, they usually interrogate bulky 

portions of the material, averaging out over the intrinsic inhomogeneity at the sub-micron scale the film suffers.2 

Recently, to gain more insight into such problem, photoluminescence mapping has been applied monitoring the 

local distribution of trap density across the crystal grains.3 Despite these preliminary results, a clear 

understanding of the entangled relationship between structural and physical properties of perovskites is still 

missing. With our work we demonstrate that the perovskite film morphology impacts on the electron-hole 

interaction, leading to a tunable electron-hole correlation resulting in free carrier or excitonic population. 

Ultrafast transient absorption (TA) experiments have been performed on macroscopic CH3NH3PbI3 films with 

different mesoscale morphology.4 We observed that in small crystals (<50 nm size), where the density of the 

grain boundaries is high, the dynamics are dominated by a population of free carriers, while larger crystals 

(~1um) sustained the formation of a stable exciton. These results have been interpreted in terms of the different 

lattice dielectric response which, through the organic cation dipoles, is responsible for tuning the electron-hole 

interaction. If the organic cations are frozen, a long-range order is established, leading to the formation of stable 

excitons. On the contrary, if the organic cations are free to rotate, the dipoles respond in a dielectric manner 

screening the exciton formation and leading to a predominance of free carriers. In order to verify that the two 

regimes are accessible even on a local scale within a single micrometer-large crystal, we performed ultrafast TA 

microscope, a state-of-the-art- tool to image on the sub-micrometer spatial scale the photoinduced dynamical 



properties with 200 fs time- and 1um spatial- resolution. 5 In particular, we map the TA signal across a 4x5um2 

single CH3NH3PbI3 crystals. Figure 1 shows the linear transmission (T) of the perovskite crystal and the TA 

spectra at 1 ps delay upon excitation at 630 nm probing at the central region (1.) and at the border (2.). 

Figure 1. a, T map of the CH3NH3PbI3 crystal recorded at 680 nm wavelength. b, 'T/T spectra at 1000 fs time delays 

upon excitation at 630 nm in the probed region corresponding to point 1. and 2. indicated in panel a. 

 

The spectra registered look dramatically different: a “derivative-like” shape is observed in region 1., while a 

positive signal at 760 nm in region 2. According to literature4 they are related to a modulation due to 

self-normalization of the exciton energy (blue-shift of the exciton absorption) upon strong exciton–exciton and 

exciton–carrier interactions and to free carrier bleaching, respectively. To understand the correlation to the local 

structure we performed micro-Raman monitoring the lattice vibrational spectra on the same points, i.e. 1. and 2. 

Results identify in point 2. only the presence of a defined peak at ∼160 cm−1, marker of the libration of the 

organic cation that is expected to be sharper when the organic cations have a reduced degree of freedom within 

the crystal unit cell. 6 This indicates that the motion of the organic cations, responsible for the dielectric response 

of the semiconductor, is playing a crucial role even on the sub-micron scale.  

Thus, a different degree of order/disorder at the sub-micron scale is demonstrating to happen within 

micrometer large single CH3NH3PbI3 crystals, affecting the ultrafast response of the material and the 

photoexcited electron-hole correlation. This can have dramatic impact on the perovskite active film where the 

tuning and the optimization of crystal size and crystal quality is essential for increasing the device performances. 
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Abstract – In this paper, we present results from studying the nonlinear circular dichroism response 

from colloidal metal nanoparticle assemblies. A pair of orthogonally polarized, phase-locked, 

temporally delayed laser pulses were used to create the excitation polarization state for circular 

dichroism (CD) microscopy. Analysis of the emission properties suggested that the CD responses 

were determined by properties of the one-photon-resonant mode excited by the laser. The methods 

used to generate phase-locked pulse sequences that modulate the excitation polarization are 

expected to simplify polarization-resolved microscopy. 

 

Nonlinear optical (NLO) microscopy is a powerful tool capable of providing spatially resolved chemical- 

and material-specific information through the image contrast source. One common structure-specific probe, 

nonlinear differential circular dichroism (CD), can report on the chiro-optical activity of nanoparticle assemblies 

by comparing the magnitudes of absorption or scattering of left (LCP) and right (RCP) circularly polarized light. 

The information content generated by nonlinear CD has played a major role in recent emergence of chiro-optical 

photonic materials [1-2]. The precise arrangement of nanoparticles within a network is critical to the observed 

NLO response [2], which necessitates a method capable of measuring CD signals from single nanostructures.  

Herein, we demonstrate a low-cost and straightforward method to create left- and right-handed circularly 

polarized ultrashort laser pulses for single-structure, nonlinear CD imaging using a pulse replica generator to 

create a pair of orthogonally polarized phase-locked laser pulses with a controllable inter-pulse time delay. We 

have used this method to perform CD imaging based on second harmonic generation (SHG), two-photon 

photoluminescence (TPPL), and one-photon photoluminescence (OPPL) from two different types of assemblies 

of solid gold nanospheres—homodimers (150-150 nm particles) and heterodimers (150-50 nm particles)—to 

investigate the source of the circular dichroism produced by these nanoparticle assemblies. 

Incorporation of the PRG into our nonlinear microscope has been described previously [3, 4], and a 

schematic of the device is presented in Figure 1(a). Briefly, a laser pulse is split into phase-locked pulse replicas 

upon propagation through a series of a-BBO birefringent crystals cut and arranged into three different blocks (A, 

B, and C). This sequence of birefringent crystals generates a temporal delay between light polarized along the 

ordinary and extraordinary axes, which can be controlled with extremely high precision (down to 5.7 attoseconds) 

by transverse movement of the wedges in block B. Introducing inter-pulse delays of -0.667 and +0.667 

femtoseconds generates left- and right-handed circularly polarized light, respectively, which can be used as the 

excitation source for NLO-CD imaging. 

Differential CD is reported as the circular difference ratio, given by |CDR| = |2(ILCP - IRCP) / (ILCP + IRCP)|, 

where I is the integrated image contrast generated from a single nanostructure upon LCP or RCP excitation. 

Figure 1(b) illustrates the differential CD observed from a gold nanoparticle heterodimer. A notable difference in 

the SHG signal was observed upon excitation with LCP versus RCP, and the corresponding CDR value was 0.76 

± 0.07. A summary of the average CDR values for each dimer class and detection method is presented in Figure 
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1(c). The average CDR value for OPPL-detected CD was nearly zero for both sample types, indicating a lack of 

polarization specificity for the one-photon process. In contrast, both structure types displayed nonzero CDR 

values for TPPL- and SHG-detected CD, with close agreement between the CDR values obtained by the two 

detection methods, indicating that both NLO signals were dependent upon the one-photon resonant mode excited 

by the laser fundamental. Additionally, average heterodimer CDR values were higher than those determined for 

homodimer nanostructures. These data indicated that polarization-dependent SHG and TPPL measurements were 

sensitive probes of interparticle plasmon mode resonances and suggested that the larger, nonzero CDR values 

observed for heterodimeric structures likely arose from higher-order plasmon modes in the large nanosphere 

interfering with dipole modes from the small nanoparticle. 

 
Figure 1. (a) Schematic depicting the PRG used for polarization manipulation. The “A,” “B,” and “C” 

labels designate the three blocks of birefringent materials. Block B is on a motorized translation stage which 

traverses the x-direction and induces time delays between two orthogonally polarized pulse replicas. The colors 

of the wedges designate the orientation of the optical axis of the birefringent crystal (green: x, cyan: y, magenta: 

z). (b) SHG imaging data upon LCP (top) and RCP (bottom) excitation. (c) Average |CDR| values across all 

homodimer (solid fill) and heterodimer (diagonal line fill) samples for OPPL, TPPL, and SHG detection.  
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Abstract-The SERS (surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy) performance of plasmonic colloidal 

depositions is to a great extent determined by the distribution of the analyte molecules that attach to 

the nanoparticles’ surface. We herein investigate this effect by considering a high-density 

monolayer of gold nanospheres (GNP’s) and compare the SERS enhancement yielded by two 

different models of analyte distribution through full-wave numerical simulations. These are done 

with the aid of an accelerated surface integral equation method, extremely powerful for large-scale 

electromagnetic problems. 

 

The way in which the analyte molecules deposit/penetrate onto/into a given plasmonic assembly gives rise to 

a specific distribution pattern of molecules adhered to the plasmonic surfaces, thereby playing a key role in the 

structure’s SERS properties. In order to shed some light upon this matter, we consider a densely-compacted 

monolayer deposition of several hundreds of GNP’s (minimum surface-to-surface separation of 1 nm) and, 

through intensive full-wave simulations, obtain its SERS performance (as a function of both wavelength and 

Raman shift) considering two different scenarios. In the first one, we assume that the molecules of the analyte 

solution, which fills up the plasmonic nanoparticle layer in its entirety, can move freely and hence completely 

penetrate into the colloid. Thus, prior to evaporation, the analyte molecules end up adhered to the nanoparticles' 

surface in an approximately uniform fashion. After evaporation, this results in a kind of skin of analyte 

molecules wrapping the nanoparticles. We will call it skin-type model. For the second scenario, we assume that 

the analyte molecules are uniformly dropped from above on the nanoparticle layer, resulting in a sort of sheet 

that covers the exposed surfaces of the nanoparticles and part of the substrate: sheet-type model. A distance of 1 

nm from the molecules to the substrate and nanoparticles’ surface is enforced in all cases, which is consistent 

with the usual sizes of the analyte molecules.  

 

Regarding the simulation tool, capable of accurately modeling the interaction of light with such large-scale 

structures, the authors have shown in previous publications [1-2] that a method-of-moments (MoM) approach 

accelerated with the multilevel fast multipole algorithm (MLFMA) can address this sort of problems without the 

need of supercomputing resources. 
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Abstract - We have developed a paradigm to optimize the second-order nonlinear emission in 

plasmonic nanoantennas. This approach is based on the design of broken-symmetry plasmonic 

nanostructures simultaneously displaying multiple resonances at both the excitation and emission 

wavelengths and spatial overlap between the local modes involved. We will describe the properties 

of the nonlinear emission from these structures and discuss possible implementations of the 

introduced paradigm to metasurfaces for applications to nonlinear sensing and quantum optics.  

Second Harmonic Generation (SHG) is well known to be a powerful imaging tool for background-free and 

non-damaging living tissues investigation. Field enhancements in plasmonic nanostructures are often exploited 

to effectively compensate for the lack of 

phase-matching in confined volumes with the aim of 

obtaining brighter nanoscale nonlinear probes. 

Recently, a nanoantenna design featuring a double 

resonance at both the excitation and the emission 

wavelengths has been realized to improve SHG [1]. 

However, the high degree of symmetry in plasmonic 

materials at the atomic scale and in nanoantenna 

designs has so far limited SHG efficiency [2]. 
Here we report on especially engineered gold 

single-crystalline nanoantennas (see Figure inset) 

working in the near-infrared that show unprecedented 

SHG efficiency thanks to (i) a multi-resonant response 

occurring at both the excitation and SH wavelengths, (ii) 

a significant spatial overlap of the localized fields at the 

wavelengths of interest and (iii) a broken-symmetry 

geometry to achieve dipole-allowed SHG. The effective 

combination of these key features in a single plasmonic 

antenna, characterized by the absence of local defects, 

Figure 1: Superposition of the antenna modes with the 

SHG emission spectrum (blue line) and the excitation 

laser band (red line) shows excellent overlap with the 

doubly-resonant antenna calculated spectrum (light-grey 

line). Inset: sketch of the devised nanostructure. 

Sub-inset: SEM image of the gap-region revealing a 

gap-size of about 17 nm. 



allows optimizing the SHG efficiency in a well-controlled fashion. Once the antenna geometry is properly tuned to 

display a double resonance matching simultaneously the laser excitation line (1560 nm, see red line in Fig. 1) and 

the SHG band (780 nm, see blue line in Fig. 1), it demonstrates a SHG nonlinear coefficient 

 W-1, where  and  are the SH and excitation peak powers, respectively. 

This figure of merit is well above the ones retrieved by other SHG studies on broken-symmetry plasmonic 
structures [3, 4], thus achieving an extremely high conversion efficiency  [5]. 

We evaluated the sensing performances of our devices by theoretically estimating the figure of merit FOM* = 

('I/I)/'n of our nonlinear plasmonic devices, where I is the SHG intensity and n the refractive index of the 
environment. The nanostructure showing the best conversion efficiency features a FOM* = 40, which is about 4 

times higher than the one of other individual plasmonic structures already applied to sensing [6]. The possibility 

to further optimize the second-order nonlinear response of nanoscale plasmonic structures paves the way to a 

new class of tunable molecular sensing devices and nanoscale coherent light sources based on nonlinear 

plasmonic platforms. 
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Abstract- We demonstrate and rationalize the ultrafast modulation of the coherent nonlinear 

emission from plasmonic metasurfaces using all-optical means. 

 

Optical metamaterials have stimulated an increasing interest from scientists over the past decade expanding 

our ability to manipulate electromagnetic fields in nanostructured systems in order to design selected 

functionalities with a degree of control never experienced before. The core of metamaterial design is in the crafting 

of their dispersion through careful geometrical nanostructuring. This has lead to the practical development of 

superlenses1, sub-diffraction imaging systems2, cloaking3, and other enhanced optical nonlinearity design4.  

  

In this work we focus our attention on 2D metamaterials, metamaterials of sub-wavelength thickness, often 

referred to as metasurfaces, and which development provides both passive5 and active optical functionalities.6 In 

particular we studied the ultrafast transient response of a multi-resonant plasmonic metasurface made of cut-disk 

resonators acting as nonlinear coherent emitters. We demonstrate the ability to modulate both SHG and THG 

signals emitted by this type of metasurfaces at the sub-ps timescales (see figure 1) and rationalize the results on 

the basis of the temporal response of the electron density in the metal through both time-resolved transient 

extinction measurements and numerical simulations. Additionally, the effect of modal overlap between both the 

fundamental and coherent modes and the pump-induced position-sensitive transient permittivity changes is also 

found to play an important role in our observations and will be discussed in the context of the transient behavior 

of nanostructured systems.  

 



 

 

Our observations may contribute to the design of novel and efficient optical functionalities required for beam 

steering and directionality control of coherent signals under either multi-beam or single beam excitation.   
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Abstract-Thiolate-protected gold clusters have become an intensely studied area of research in 

nanochemistry. Bridging the gap between true molecules and the metallic state, this class of 

compounds is characterized by highly size-dependent properties. Little is known about their 

nonlinear optical properties. We describe initial results on the first hyperpolarizabilities of a series 

of thiolate-protected gold clusters, supported by density functional theory calculations. Of note, the 

clusters are also efficient two photon absorbers. 
 

Monolayer-protected metal clusters (MPCs) are composed of a defined number of metal atoms 
protected by a specific number of protecting ligands. Within this compound class, thiolate-protected gold 
clusters [Aum(SR)n]- are very prominent due to their exceptional stabilities. The stability can be explained 
by a combination of electronic and geometric shell closing. A series of single crystal structures has been 
solved for clusters of up to 133 gold atoms.1,2,3,4 The properties of MPCs are strongly size-dependent and 
molecule-like, thus bridging the gap between molecular and metallic behavior.5 The optical properties 
(linear absorption and fluorescence) of Au:thiolate clusters also vary with the composition of the cluster. 
Thus, one would expect that the second- and third-order nonlinear optical (NLO) properties are also 
drastically size-dependent. 

However, the NLO properties of Au:thiolate clusters have not yet been unveiled in great detail. 
Goodson and co-workers demonstrated that [Au25(SR)18]- and Au38(SR)24 clusters are efficient two-photon 
absorbers.6 Russier-Antoine et al. determined the first hyperpolarizability of Au15(SR)13 and [Au25(SR)18]- 
clusters by Hyper-Rayleigh Scattering (HRS).7 We recently presented the first experiments on 
Second-Harmonic Generation (SHG) of Au25(SCH2CH2Ph)18 and Au38(SR)24 clusters.8 While the prior is 
centrosymmetric – and therefore inactive in SHG – the latter is inherently chiral and active in SHG. This 
result is explained by the molecular symmetry of the clusters. We were able to show that protection of the 
Au25 cluster with a chiral thiolate ligand (for this, we chose captopril) leads to emergence of SHG. This is a 
clear indication that the ligand plays a pivotal role in the NLO properties of MPCs. Both clusters are also 
active as two-photon excited fluorescence emitters. 

On the basis of these findings, a density functional theory screening was performed, for which eight 
clusters in the range of 18-38 Au atoms were considered.9 We chose clusters whose crystal structures are 
known. Using –SH model ligands, the polarizabilities α and first hyperpolarizabilities β were calculated. 
While the polarizabilities scale linearly with the system size (number of gold atoms), no such trend was 
identified in the first hyperpolarizabilities. This is ascribed to the symmetry properties of the individual 
clusters, which vary greatly (between centrosymmetric and inherently chiral) between the clusters. We 
also demonstrate how substitution of the (achiral) –SH ligands by chiral ligands is able to generate 
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significant first hyperpolarizabilities in centrosymmetric clusters. 
We also experimentally determined the first hyperpolarizabilities of a series of Au:thiolate clusters.10 

We identify the mechanisms that are responsible for second-harmonic scattering in the clusters. In 
metallic nanoparticles (> ca. 2 nm), SHG and HRS arise from local defects at the surface of the 
nanoparticles, which are enhanced by the localized surface plasmon resonance. In contrast, the behavior 
of Au:thiolate clusters is molecule-like, determined by the symmetry of the clusters and does not scale 
with the superatomic electron count.  
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Abstract-We have developed a spectroscopic approach to study the optical properties of single 

nanoparticles in suspension. This approach includes the possibility of obtaining the emission 

spectrum of a particle diffusing during a few milliseconds in the excited volume of a microscope. 

To illustrate this multiparameter spectroscopy, we will discuss the case of the intrinsic 

photoluminescence of a mixture of gold monomers and gold dimers, and evoke the case of the 

spectrum evolution of (gold)core-(FITC doped)shell particles with increasing excitation power.  
 

We will first report on the spectroscopic method that we have developed to record the spectrum of emission of a 

particle rapidly diffusing in solution. This method, named photon time-of-flight spectroscopy (PTOFS), exploits 

the time-frequency conversion principle [1]. This method is especially appropriate to monitor the intrinsic 

photoluminescence of individual metallic particles in solution. It can readily be associated with the simultaneous 

acquisition of other types of emission, such as light scattering, for example. PTOFS provides the spectral 

signature of the studied system whereas information on its diffusional and photo-physical dynamics are derived 

from fluctuation correlation spectroscopy (FCS). We will illustrate the advantage of PTOFS on the example of 

the intrinsic photoluminescence of a mixture of gold monomers and dimers [2]. 

 

We will then discuss some preliminary results obtained on the emission of core-shell particles in aqueous 

solution. The core is a gold sphere with a diameter of around 5 nm and the silica shell incorporates FITC 

molecules at high concentration. This system has similarities with the core-shell particles used to demonstrate 

the SPASER effect for the first time [3]. We will specifically focus our attention on the evolution of the spectrum 

of the emission when the power of the excitation tuned to the absorption band of the FITC molecules is 

increased.  
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Abstract- Strong chiroptical effects in plasmonic nanostructures could find applications in chiral 

molecular sensing, separation and synthesis. Here we investigate a range of chiral plasmonic 

nanomaterials with voids in the centers, where molecules could benefit from a superchiral light 

enhancements. We show strong chiroptical responses in the second harmonic generation circular 

dichroism (CD) from a metasurfaces made with the smallest metal nanospirals studied so far. We 

also optimize the design and dimensions of chirally coupled planar nanostructures, probed through 

two-photon luminescence CD and linear CD in the diffraction pattern.    

 

In recent years, plasmonic nanostructures with various chiral designs have been proposed and investigated.[1] 

Such nanostructures often draw attention due to their potential for achieving negative refractive index[2] and due 

to their ability to create superchiral light.[3] Because, for superchiral light, the pitch of the electric field of light is 

shorter than that of circularly polarized light, chiral plasmonic nanostructures can lead to enhanced chiroptical 

interactions with chiral molecules.[4] Additionally, recently, there has been an increasing interest in multiphoton 

chiroptical effects in chiral plasmonic nanostructures. Such multiphoton effects are strongly enhanced by the 

local field at the surface of plasmonic nanostructures as the intensity of multiphoton effects follows a power law 

of the electric field of light.[5,6]  

To allow for strong interaction with molecules, our work concentrates on nanostructured geometries where a 

void is present at the chiral centers. Examples of such geometries are 3D spirals and chirally coupled plasmonic 

nanostructures.  

The chirality of 3D nanospirals is often difficult to study because, on the one hand side, the structures can 

couple anisotropically to the substrate and because, on the other hand side, light can excite a dipole at the tip of 

the nanospirals. Further complications can arise from an anisotropic arrangement of the nanospirals themselves 

on the substrate. In our experiments, we measured the second harmonic generation (SHG) intensity as a function 

of the rotation of a quarter-wave-plate. This was done for 120 positions of rotation of the sample along the 

surface normal. The results were subsequently averaged in order to obtain the effective response of an isotropic 

chiral sample. We took great care to establish the robustness of our results by measuring quarter-wave-plate 

rotation dependences of the SHG intensity for the four main polariser-analyser configurations, by measuring a 

different batch of samples and by testing the repeatability of the results to eliminate any contribution from 

laser-induced damage on the nanospirals. The experimental data were subsequently fitted in order to extract 

values of the chiral nonlinear susceptibility tensor components. Furthermore, these were compared to a direct 

measurement of the SHG intensity attributable to chiral nonlinear susceptibility tensor components. 

In our previous work, we have investigated the chiral coupling of plasmonic nanostructures with different 

shapes, including G-shaped, L-shaped, S-shaped, O-shaped and U-shaped.[6,7] We have thus established an 



optimal separation distance between the nanostructures. Here we simplify considerably the design of the 

nanostructures to an I-shaped design and investigate the chiral coupling of four such nanostructures as a function 

of the width and length. Our study identifies optimum dimensions of the nanostructures and explores an efficient 

way of arranging them on a surface in order to maximize the chiroptical response per unit surface. 

It has previously been demonstrated that, in diffracting chiral gratings, the CD measured in the first 

diffraction order is significantly larger than that in the zeroth order. We demonstrate an experimental chiroptical 

configuration, where the sensitivity to the handedness of the structures is additionally increased by 100%.  

In the presented talk, we will conclude by highlighting a couple of cases where SHG-CD originates in 

achiral nanostructures and will discuss the origin of the effects for these cases.[8]  
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Abstract-Despite the large exciton binding energy, mono- and few-layer transistion metal 

dichalcogenides (TMDCs) show strong photocurrents and photovoltaic effect. We report on the 

exciton dissociation into charges on the sub-ps scale and subsequent charge trapping in different 

TMDCs. An in-plane electric field further enhances the yield of exciton dissociation. Additionally, 

TMDCs show a strong Stark effect of unusual origin and field dependence, suggesting their use in 

extremely compact electroabsorption modulators for integrated photonics. 
 

Recent progress in the exfoliation of layered materials and the nanofabrication of functional structures has 

revived the interest in two-dimensional materials with properties complementary to graphene, in particular 

transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs). Their potential for electronics has become evident by the realization 

of a field effect transistor and a logic circuit device based on a single flake of monolayer MoS2. Despite their 

high exciton binding energy, mono- and few-layer semiconducting TMDCs show a strong photovoltaic effect 

and potential for high sensitivity photodetectors. Both these functionalities require efficient charge carrier 

photogeneration, either via direct excitation of mobile carriers or via exciton dissociation. We use continuous 

wave photomodulation and femtosecond pump-probe spectroscopy to identify the spectral features of 

photogenerated charges in an ensemble of few-layer MoS2 and WS2 dispersed in a transparent polymer and trace 

the dynamics of photogeneration and relaxation of both charges and excitons [1, 2]. We find that the primary 

photoexcitations are excitons which dissociate efficiently with a characteristic time several hundred fs. In WS2, 

thanks to the larger separation of the two main excitonics resonances, we can also resolve the carrier trapping 

after exciton dissociation. While the yield of exciton dissociation into charges is close to unity in the few-layer 

case, in monolayers it is considerably lower, due to the higher exciton binding energy. We show that the exciton 

dissociation in monolayer MoS2 can be enhanced via applying an electric field. 

According to our findings, few-layer TMDCs display a behavior which is intermediate between conventional 

semiconductors on the one hand, and high exciton binding energy materials, such as organic semiconductors, 
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carbon nanotubes, and single-layer TMDCs on the other. High efficiency photodetectors and photovoltaic 

elements based on monolayers require additional measures to achieve efficient exciton dissociation, such as a 

strong built-in field using appropriate electrode materials, engineering a p-n junction, or a heterojunction device. 

In few-layers, which have the added benefit of absorbing a larger fraction of the incident light, such measures 

should not be necessary and simpler, more scalable device structures could be used. 

To translate electrical into optical signals one uses either the modulation of the refractive index or the 

absorption of a material by an electric field. Contemporary electroabsorption modulators rely on the quantum 

confined Stark effect (QCSE), the field-induced red-shift and broadening of the strong excitonic absorption 

resonances characteristic of low-dimensional semiconductor structures. They require device lengths beyond 100 

Pm to achieve practical modulation depths of 10 dB. We show an unprecedentedly strong electro-absorption (EA) 
signal in a monolayer of the two-dimensional semiconductor MoS2. The EA spectrum is dominated by linewidth 

broadening of almost 10% at a modulated transverse voltage Vpp = 0.5 V. Contrary to the conventional QCSE, 

this effect increases linearly with the applied field strength and is due to an increase of the inhomogeneous rather 

that the homogeneous broadening. The signal magnitude corresponds to a length-specific modulation of up to 75 

dBPm-1. The extremely compact device design is the only technology to date that can enable on-chip photonic 
circuit integration. 
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Optical gain and lasing properties in a new class of emerging quantum materials, the colloidal all-
inorganic cesium lead halide perovskite quantum dots (IPQDs) (CsPbX3, X = Cl, Br, I) will be 
presented. Our result has indicated that such material system show combined merits of both colloidal 
quantum dots and halide perovskites. Low-threshold and ultrastable stimulated emission was 
demonstrated under atmospheric condition. The gain mechanism is attributed to biexcitonic 
recombination. The flexibility and superior optical gain properties of these CsPbX3 IPQDs were 
manifested by demonstration of an optically pumped micro-laser. The nonlinear optical properties 
including the multi-photon absorption and resultant photoluminescence of the CsPbX3 nanocrystals 
were investigated. A large two-photon absorption cross-section of up to ~1.2×105 GM is determined 
from 9 nm-sized CsPbBr3 nanocrystals. Moreover, low-threshold frequency-upconverted stimulated 
emission by multi-photon absorption was observed from the thin films of close-packed CsPbBr3 
nanocrystals.  
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Abstract-Photonic crystals have been proven very efficient for light manipulation. Lately, this has 

become even more efficient by the use of hyperuniform structures, which exhibit much richer 

Fourier spectra. We discuss a new approach to the design of hyperuniform structures for explicitly 

targeting a given Fourier spectrum. We were able to design large hyperuniform structures of 

different geometrical types and vanishing contribution to the radiative Fourier components. 

Consequently, we observe efficient light absorption in all cases considered. 
 

Hyperuniform (HPU) structures can be very efficient in light trapping and absorption, due to their rich 

Fourier spectrum.1,2 For an HPU structure of N points the structure factor3,4 vanishes in a set Ω of the Fourier 

space, around |k|=0.3,4 A parameter descriptive of the Ω size is χ=M(K)/2N, where M(K) is the number of 

independent collective coordinates within Ω.3 Following a procedure similar to that described in Ref. 3, we 

calculate an HPU pattern by minimizing the sum of the structure factors in a certain set Ω of arbitrary shape. In 

most cases considered here this set involves all the Fourier components |k| < k0, for a given k0. 

 

 

Figure 1. An HPU structure of 1000 particles, arranged in a periodic lattice of lattice constant a, and χ=0.60 

(left-hand diagram), together with the corresponding structure factor (right-hand diagram). Maximum values 

correspond to white. 

 

As a first example, we consider a hyperuniform pattern of 1000 points and a very large parameter χ=0.60, 

but before the regime referred as wavy crystalline5. According to our knowledge this is the largest parameter 

reported in the literature. The point structure together with the corresponding structure factor (ignoring forward 

scattering) is shown in Fig. 1. The area with of vanishing structure factor has a radius k0=50π/a, where a is the 
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lattice constant of the supercell (periodic boundary conditions).  

 

 
Figure 2. Optimized structure factor for an HPU-like structure of 200 particles and χ=0.5 (left-hand diagram). 

The absorption spectrum for the unpatterned (thin black line), the optimized PC (red dotted line) and the HPU 

(blue solid line) are shown in the right-hand diagram. 

 

We next consider a structure optimized for absorption. It consists of grooves of thickness 100nm on top of a 

1μm thin Si film, covered with a 70nm thick anti-reflecting layer of refractive index 1.65.6 The structure factor 

for the HPU-like structure of 200 cylindrical holes, similar to the one in Fig. 2(c) of Ref. 6, is shown in the 

left-hand diagram of Fig. 2. The absorption is shown in the right-hand diagram of Fig. 2. The parameters for the 

unpatterned and the optimized photonic crystal (PC) structure are taken from Ref. 6. Remarkably, our results 

demonstrate that it is possible to substantially increase the absorption in the long wavelength range and suggest 

that HPU structuring could provide a new avenue for efficient light harvesting. 
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Abstract-Hyperuniform disordered photonic structures are a new class of photonic solids with 

controlled correlations on a wide range of length scales. We explore the natural connection between 

hyperuniformity and photonic band gaps in structures with a variety of topologies. Furthermore, we 

introduce the concept of strong isotropy and local self-uniformity as a topological measure for 

connected disordered networks and demonstrate that all champion photonic band structures can be 

classified using the local self-uniformity metric. 
 

Hyperuniform disordered (HUD) photonic structures are a new class of materials that harness structural 

disorder and control transport, emission and absorption of the electromagnetic radiation in unique ways, beyond 

the constraints imposed by conventional photonic architectures [1]. HUD materials are statistically isotropic and 

display constrained disorder such that density fluctuations on large scales are more similar to those of ordered 

structures, crystals or quasicrystals, rather than those of conventional disordered materials [2]. In HUD photonic 

structures, a wide range of novel phenomena are expected, due to the interplay between disorder, topological 

correlations and hyperuniformity. Hyperuniform or hyperuniform-like disordered structures have emerged as a 

contemporary research topic and have been recognized as an area that may lead to important technological 

advances: spatial bandgaps in correlated disordered structures with a low-dielectric contrast [3], increased 

absorption properties of nearly hyperuniform disordered photonic slabs [4], and fabrication of 3D hyperuniform 

structures for IR light [5]. Although photonic band gap (PBG) formation in disordered structures has recently 

attracted great interest, the physics behind the existence of a complete energy gap and the dramatic effects on 

photon transport and confinement are not yet fully understood and, to date, optical experimental work has been 

limited to passive structures in the microwave [6] and shortwave infrared [7] regimes.  

Analogous to their periodic counter parts, HUD structures enable efficient confinement of both TM and 

TE-polarized radiation and the realization of high-Q optical cavities, and low-loss waveguides [8-9]. For 2D 

structures, quality factors exceeding Q > 109 are achieved, whilst here we report here 3D finite-height photonic 

slabs with high quality factors exceeding Q > 30,000. Moreover, a rich variety of cavity modes can be obtained 

and classified according to their approximate symmetry. We further introduce a novel design approach for planar 

freeform optical waveguides based on off-set curves. In contrast to traditional methods, where waveguides are 

designed based on the natural high-symmetry direction provided by a periodic or quasi-periodic template, we 

first design the waveguide channel and construct an optimized photonic band structure around it. We show that 

significant transmission can be achieved in the low-loss spectral range for several designs. Low loss 

waveguiding of light (13% of the maximal straight waveguide transmission) were identified around 1.6μm in a 
220nm-thick suspended silicon membrane. The flexibility of the disordered sourroundings, makes further 
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optimization possible and puts to rest the conjecture that disorder would induce significant out of plane 

scattering in disordered structures. Our results directly demonstrate the ability of HUD PBG materials to provide 

a universal design platform for integrated optical micro-circuitry. 

The fundamental connection between the geometrical/topological characteristics of photonic materials and 

the advanced optical functionalities they provide as epitomized by the HUD structuring deserves further scrutiny. 

To this end we introduce a new metric, local self-uniformity (LSU) as a measure of the structural order of 

photonic network architectures of predefined valency. The LSU metric is able to quantify the correlation 

between uniformity of the local environments and the overall photonic band gap properties and provides a new 

paradigm in the design of aperiodic media. LSU can be employed to uniquely classify photonic networks with a 

precisely defined upper limit reached for the only known strongly isotropic structures, the trivalent (SRS-gyroid) 

and tetravalent (diamond) networks. The lower end of the LSU metric describe an interesting class of structures 

displaying maximal self-dissimilarity. The LSU concept enables us to explore photonic band gap formation in a 

completely new architecture, the amorphous gyroid network and to show that very distinct photonic architectures 

presenting large photonic band gaps, be they periodic or aperiodic, all are characterized by high values levels of 

local self-uniformity. The LSU metric renders the exact nature of their underlying seed patterns, whether 

crystalline, quasicrystalline, or hyperuniform, irelevant.  
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Abstract—

Connections between geometry and optical properties help us understand light’s interaction with
structured media. Here we introduce local self-uniformity to explore fundamental physics and
unlock advanced optical control. Local self-uniformity measures the internal spatial similarities
of a random network and unites the set of observed photonic band gap structures. We demon-
strate its significance by generating novel band gap amorphous gyroid networks and we present
a naturally-occurring network with amorphous gyroid character in the butterfly Pseudolycaena
marsyas.

Intuitive frameworks that develop connections between a material’s structure and its optical
properties are highly desirable. They can illuminate the basic interaction of light with structured
media and help solve outstanding problems in optics.

The question of the structural characteristics that render photonic band gap architectures ‘cham-
pion’ - i.e. possessing a particulary wide gap - is one such problem. The current champion structure
is the diamond network, an FCC lattice with a 2-point motif. Indeed, initial proposals for photonic
crystals focussed on FCC structures [1, 2], whose maximally spherical Brillouin zone is well suited
to gap formation by Bragg scattering.

However, evidence suggests that a Bragg picture of band gap formation is incomplete. It has been
shown that the diamond network remains champion under a reduction of its crystal symmetry [3].
Hyperuniform and photonic amorphous diamond networks [4, 5] exhibit weaker coherent scattering
than photonic crystals but still possess large gaps. Topological optimisation suggests that network
architectures of fixed coordination favour gap formation, regardless of crystal symmetry [6].

In this work we introduce a new geometrical measure, termed local self-uniformity (LSU), for
analysing network architectures of fixed valency. This measure has a direct connection to the
electromagnetic resonances the network supports and its band gap forming ability. LSU measures
the internal geometrical similarity of the local environments about the vertices of a random network.
We define an n-tree on a network as the set of vertices that can be accessed within n edges of a
given vertex point. Similarity is measured by the degree to which such trees, drawn from proximate
vertices in the network, can be maximally overlapped (Fig.1A).

For any given CRN, it is possible to assemble a set of overlap statistics. This set - termed
the local self-uniformity distribution - describes the spatial similarities of trees within the network.
Certain crystals, such as diamond and the cubic sca�old, possess perfect local self-uniformity. CRNs
with imperfect but strong local self-uniformity are epitomised by amorphous diamond - a globally
aperiodic network whose geometries and topologies are comparable at a local level.

We unite the set of known band gap network architectures as structures which possess high
levels of local self-uniformity. Such networks can be viewed as a connected collection of elementary
scattering units which, in isolation, support a discretised set of electromagnetic resonances. The
coupling of identical scatterers, as in photonic crystals, creates a gap between fundamental and
first-type harmonic resonances. The spatial similarity of scatterers can be relaxed, as measured
by local self-uniformity, breaking the degeneracy of the local resonances, but not perturbing them
su�ciently to close the gap.

We test the significance of local self-uniformity as a determinant of band gaps by designing novel
locally self-uniform amorphous gyroid networks. We find that large band gaps form in amorphous
gyroid and observe a strong correlation between the local self-uniformities of our networks and their
gap widths (Fig.1B). We fabricate high refractive index alumina prototypes of amorphous gyroid
to illustrate our calculations and to probe the isotropy of the band gap (Fig.1C & D).

Finally we consider the variety of colour-producing microstructures in nature that appear locally
self-uniform. In particular, we examine the butterfly Pseudolycaena marsyas (Theclinae, Fig.1E)
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Figure 1: Two 3-trees drawn from an amorphous gyroid network, maximally aligned for calculation of
overlap (A). Overlap statistics are assembled to form the local self-uniformity distribution, whose mean
value is strongly correlated with band gap width (B). Alumina models of single network gyroid (C) and
amorphous gyroid (D) with complete band gaps around 22GHz. A specimen of Pseudolycaena marsyas (E)
whose scales contain a chitin network with significant amorphous gyroid character (F).

through microscopy and modelling and show that the chitin network in its scales possesses a sub-
stantial amorphous gyroid character (Fig.1F). The existence of a naturally-occurring amorphous
gyroid requires that its self-assembly is possible, thus posing an interesting challenge to the field of
block co-polymer self-assembly.

Local self-uniformity directly links a network’s physical structure to its optical properties. In
particular, it describes a fundamental mechanism of photonic band gap formation. Local self-
uniformity, however, has significant relevance beyond this. It illuminates a subtlety in structural
colouring architectures that has so far escaped detection. Further, an appreciation of a material’s
local electromagnetic resonances, and the control that local self-uniformity allows over the manner
in which they couple, represents a new paradigm in complex optical material design.
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Abstract— We show that materials made of scatterers distributed on a hyperuniform point
pattern can be transparent at densities for which an uncorrelated disordered material would
be opaque due to multiple scattering. We give a simple criterion to predict the transparency
property of such a system. This opens new perspectives in the control of waves in strongly
disordered systems and for the design of photonic materials.

Correlated disordered materials can exhibit peculiar optical properties [1]. Recently, a new
class of these materials has appeared. First designated by “superhomogeneous”, and now called
“hyperuniform”, these systems ware first studied for their packing properties [2]. These last years,
they are also seen as good candidates for the control of light-matter interaction in disordered
systems. Indeed, they exhibit original optical properties such as photonic bandgaps [3, 4]. This
has lead to the design and fabrication of hyperuniform structures at optical frequencies [5].

In this work, we show that hyperuniform systems can be transparent even in the multiple
scattering regime. The standard theory to derive the average scattering respond of a disordered
system is usually based on a perturbative approach. For a dilute system, the first order for the
scattering mean-free path is given by the structure factor, a quantity vanishing for small wavevectors
in the case of hyperuniform systems leading to their transparency. Going beyond the first order,
we derive a criterion establishing a condition for which the transparency holds [6]:

bB ≪ k0ℓB (1)

where bB is the optical thickness of the fully uncorrelated system and ℓB = [ρσs]−1, the Boltzmann
scattering mean-free path. This expression is checked numerically using two-dimensional coupled
dipoles simulations.

This result should be helpful in the engineering of disordered materials for the control of waves,
with potential applications in many fields of wave physics.
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Abstract- We show that the multiple scattering of helical beams by a random dispersion of “dual” 

dipolar nanospheres leads to a speckle pattern exhibiting a perfect isotropic constant polarization, a 

situation that could be useful in coherent control of light as well as in lasing in random media. 

 

The scattering of light by random media produces complex, irregular intensity distributions known as 

speckle patterns. It is generally assumed that multiple scattering of light in optically dense media randomizes the 

state of polarization of light. A wave propagating in such a medium becomes rapidly depolarized in a 

characteristic length scale that depends on the properties of both the scattering medium and the illuminating light. 

Here we discuss a peculiar combination of random samples and laser beams that lead to unusual “anomalously” 

polarized speckle patterns exhibiting isotropic constant polarization [1]. 

 The polarization of the light scattered by an optically dense and random solution of dielectric nanoparticles 

shows peculiar properties when the scatterers exhibit strong electric and magnetic polarizabilities. While the 

distribution of the scattering intensity in these systems shows the typical irregular speckle patterns, the helicity 

of the incident light can be fully conserved when the electric and magnetic polarizabilities of the scatterers are 

equal. We show that the multiple scattering of helical beams by a random dispersion of “dual” dipolar 

nanospheres leads to a speckle pattern exhibiting a perfect isotropic constant polarization, a situation that could 

be useful in coherent control of light as well as in lasing in random media. 
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Abstract The striking colors of many animals are due to structural color that arises from light 

scattered from ordered, quasi-ordered and disordered material interfaces. Here, we will discuss 

various coloration mechanisms in nature, from ordered structures showing remarkable iridescence 

to disordered structures that feature brilliant whiteness due to optical scattering in randomly 

structured media. 

 

The striking appearance of many animals is not obtained by pigments but rather by structuring transparent 

materials on the order of a few hundreds of nanometers [1,2]. The biological world has optimized such photonic 

structures in fish scales, bird feathers and insect wings [3-7], since the Cambrian explosion over 500 million 

years ago, with which an enormous diversification of insect coloration as well as visual systems started. By 

changing the dimensions of such nanostructures 

or the amount of order, quasi-order or disorder in 

these systems, these diverse nanostructures allow 

manipulation of incident electromagnetic 

radiation so to achieve colors that extend over the 

entire visible wavelength range and that are 

employed in courtship, to find prey or to escape 

predation risk by camouflage. A wealth of 

photonic systems with the most complicated and 

thoughtful structures can be found in animals, 

ranging from boomerang-like shapes in 

bird-of-paradise feathers [5] and complex 

amorphous, quasi-ordered nanostructures in 

parrot and king fisher feathers [3,6] to completely 

disordered chitin networks in beetle scales [7,8].  

Here, the optical properties of different topologies of biological photonics structures, from ordered structures 

in butterflies to quasi-ordered structures in birds and disordered structures in beetles will be presented and it will 

be discussed how such structures and topologies can be optically understood and serve as an inspiration to 

produce novel optical materials, e.g. by using these structures as templates for reconstruction into inorganic 

materials. 
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Figure 1: Various photonic structures in nature: an ordered 

bird-of-paradise feather barbule (left, ref. 5), a quasi-ordered 

Kingfisher barb (middle, ref. 6), and the disordered chitin 

network in white beetle scales (right, ref. 7).   
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Abstract-Fabrication disorder is usually considered a nuisance in photonic nanostructures but it is 

essentially unavoidable. However, we can use it in our advantage to tailor the interaction between 

light and matter. Disorder can be exploited to enhance the spontaneous emission of light and to 

obtain efficient lasing at the nanoscale. 

By harnessing the interaction between light and matter we gained new technologies raging from 

incandescent light emission to LEDs. How light is emitted (and absorbed) is at the forefront of modern photonics 

for energy harvesting, protocols for quantum security or the generation of light-matter entanglement for quantum 

information technology. For all these applications, precisely fabricated nanometer-scale devices are required. 

However, in such nanostructures, unavoidable fabrication imperfections impose severe performance limits and 

hamper their functionality. In this talk, I will show how disorder can also be used as a resource instead of being 

just a nuisance. Photonic glasses [1] are an example where the scattering properties of a structure can be tailored 

to control the interaction between light and matter. In these systems, the refractive index is modulated randomly 

but the building blocks are also equal in shape and size. A possible realization of this structure in 

three-dimensions consists of a self-assembled disordered arrangement of polymer spheres (see Fig. 1a). The 

equal shape and size of the spheres leads to resonant multiple scattering of light [2] and, when sufficient optical 

gain is embedded in the structure, the lasing wavelength emission is determined just by the sphere diameter [3] 

(see Fig. 1b). Also, deliberately introducing disorder in low-dimensional nanostructures like photonic crystal 

waveguides (PCWs) [4] or photonic crystals (PCs) [5] (see Fig. 1c) leads to Anderson localization where light is 

efficiently trapped by random multiple scattering with the lattice imperfections. These disorder-induced optical 

modes (Fig. 1d) have been demonstrated to be very promising for cavity-quantum electrodynamics (QED) 

experiments where the radiative emission rate of single quantum emitters can be controlled when tuned through 

resonance with one of these random cavities. Finally, increasing the optical gain in PCWs allows on-chip 

random nanolasing where the cavity feedback is provided by the intrinsic disorder which enables highly efficient, 

stable, and broadband tunable lasers with very small mode volumes [4]. The figure of merit of these 

disorder-induced cavities is their localization length, [, which determines to a large degree the coupling 
efficiency of a quantum emitter to a disorder-induced cavity as well as the efficiency of random lasing and 

reveals a strongly dispersive behavior and a non-trivial dependence on disorder in PCWs [7]. 
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Figure 1. Enhancement of light-matter interaction in disordered structures. (a) SEM of a photonic glass 

made of polystyrene microspheres. The scale bar is 20 microns. (b) The diameter of the spheres determines 

the lasing wavelength emission of a photonic glass containing an organic dye.  (c) Top view SEM of a 

disordered photonic crystal made by etching holes in a GaAs membrane. The scale bar is 1 micron. (d) 

Photoluminescence from InAs quantum dots embedded in the photonic crystal shown in (c), collected at a 

wavelength of (905 ± 1) nm under high-excitation power while scanning the structure. (e) Decay curves for 

two quantum dots at different positions in the photonic crystal with emission wavelength of 905 nm. The 

decay rate of QD2 is enhanced with respect to the decay rate of QD1 due to its spatial and spectral coupling to 

an Anderson-localized mode. The decay of QD2 is 114 times faster than the decay of QD1. Figures taken 
from Ref. [3] and [5]. 
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Abstract-We disentangle the role of short-range order and hyperuniformity in producing photonic 
band gaps. For this purpose we study two-dimensional high refractive index disordered materials. 
The dielectric structure is derived from packing disks in real and reciprocal space. Our findings 

suggest that the band gap width can be maximized by optimization of short-range order. Tailoring 

of Bragg scattering at the isotropic Brillouin zone is discussed. 

 

Over the last decade disordered or amorphous photonic materials have gained growing attention [1,2]. Such 
materials should be less sensitive to fabrication errors and promise a robust design platform. Disordered 

dielectrics have an isotropic band gap while at the same time they offer better performance in wave guiding and 

design of non-iridescent stable pigments. 

In 2009 the concept of hyperuniformity for photonic structures was introduced, which enforces a certain type 

of short-range order [3]. In particular so-called stealthy hyperuniform disordered patterns were reported to be 
fully transparent to incident long-wavelength radiation [4] and lead to strong isotropic band gaps at shorter 

wavelengths. In addition, numerical work showed that the amorphous diamond structure [5] and 

three-dimensional networks derived from systems of densely packed spheres [6] exhibit a full band gap in the 

absence of stealthiness. Thus, although the importance of appropriate order in disordered photonic materials has 

been discussed for some time, a strategy to maximize the photonic band gap width is lacking. 
Here we compare the two strategies to achieve band gaps, stealthy hyperuniformity and hard disk packing. 

We generate hyperuniform patterns using simulated annealing and hard disk patterns using Monte Carlo 

equilibration as a function of the stealthiness parameter and packing density, respectively. Photonic densities of 

states are obtained using the open source MIT Photonic Bands code. 

Our findings demonstrate that disordered packings in real and reciprocal space are equally suitable for 
generating isotropic photonic band gaps in two dimensions (Fig. 1). We present evidence that the optimization of 

short-range order and in particular the tailoring of Bragg scattering at the isotropic Brillouin zone are key aspects 

for designing photonic band gap materials. Suppression of scattering at small wave numbers and therefore the 

appearance of hyperuniformity (strictly or in approximation) are then natural consequences of the development 

of short-range order and vice versa. 
 



 
Figure 1. Photonic properties of a dielectric structure composed of a network of silicon rods. The figure shows 
the normalized density of state in TM polarization for patterns derive from hard disk (HD) systems at packing 

density 0.60 and the stealthy hyperuniform (SHU) systems at stealthiness parameter 0.50. 
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Abstract Many structures in nature follow mathematical series to achieve distinct photonic effects. 
We tailor disorder in originally perfectly ordered samples by introducing deterministic aperiodic 

distortions following mathematical series, e.g., Fibonacci and Rudin-Shapiro. We investigate 

photonic transport properties and compare them to Monte-Carlo simulations finding almost 

isotropic scattering. 
 

Recently, we observed distinct optical properties in direct-laser-written three-dimensional deterministic 

aperiodic samples following different mathematical series, i.e., Fibonacci, Thue-Morse, Rudin-Shapiro and 

compared them with randomly disordered samples [1,2]. For low-index dielectric materials characteristic mode 

patterns and transverse mode localization could be observed. Surprisingly, samples following the Rudin-Shapiro 
series showed stronger localization behavior than randomly disordered samples.  

While characteristic spectral features of these samples are mainly dominated by the arrangement of sample 

planes along the propagation direction, we now realize for the first time aperiodic deterministic samples 

following an idealized Fibonacci tiling along all three spatial directions.  

 

 
Figure 1. Scanning electron micrograph of a deterministic aperiodic structure following a three-dimensional 

ideal Fibonacci tiling. This tiling ensures almost isotropic characteristics along all three dimensions. The internal 
structure is revealed by a focused-ion-beam cut. 



 2 

 
We characterize transport properties of corresponding samples by time-resolved upconversion spectroscopy 

for samples of varying lateral extensions and increasing refractive index contrast. Experimental results are in 

very good agreement with Monte-Carlo simulations. Characteristic differences between the different 

mathematical series cannot be identified any longer for larger sample dimensions even for low index contrast. 

This is due to the more isotropic structure and may point to a deterministic approach for strongly scattering 
materials. 
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Abstract- The study of structural colour in nature is a mature field, which invokes enduring 
interest.  Most of the published work concentrates on the animal kingdom, where butterflies, 

beetles, weevils, birds and marine organisms are among the most studied.  Plants are generally 

thought to employ mostly pigments, with only relatively few known examples of photonic 

structures.  This talk will summarise  recent activities on “photonics in plants” and present recent 
new results. It will also explore how some of these concepts can be employed in the biomimetic 
replication of structural colour. 
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Abstract- Biotechnological routes to luminescent nanostructured materials are presented, consisting in 

either in vivo or in vitro fluorochromation of diatoms microalgae biosilica shells (frustules) with tailored 

organic or organometallic light emitting molecules. This approach enables to combine the natural 

photonic behavior of diatom silica skeleton with the emissive properties of the molecular dyes, leading 

to new hybrid systems with attractive characteristics. The benefit of an easy and general protocol to 

produce photonic materials via living microorganisms are highlighted, together with the intriguing 

properties of the nanostructures obtained. 
 

Diatoms are a prolific class of single cell photosynthetic algae living in both fresh and marine water 

ecosystems, which are characterized by having their cells encased in a three-dimensional amorphous silica shell 

(frustule) whose size and morphology are strictly dependent on the algal species. This shell looks like a micro 

pill-box composed of two valves (the epitheca and the hypotheca), connected by lateral rings (girdles) that 
confer flexibility to the structure. Frustules have a highly ordered “layer by layer” hierarchical architecture with 

periodic pore patterns [1]. 

These microorganisms can be regarded as low cost bio-factories able to produce a large amount of highly 

regular, symmetrically patterned 3-D biosilica nanostructures, with reproducible shape and micro- to nanoscale 

features. The highly regular and periodic nanostructure of diatoms biosilica shells explains their suitability for 
photonic applications. In fact, frustules act as natural photonic crystals in which very regular disposition of pores 

in a thin waveguiding layer is responsible for a periodic pattern of high and low refractive index.  Due to their 

photonic crystal behavior, diatoms’ shells can be used as optical microlenses, filters, beam splitters and laser 

cavities [2, 3]. 

Chemical modification of diatoms’ biosilica paves the way to new generations of multifunctional materials 
for a variety of applications ranging from photonics to biosensing and drug delivery [4], which can be 

conveniently produced via biotechnological routes.  

In particular, incorporation of organic emitters into diatom frustules exploiting the in vivo diatoms’ 
biomineralization process discloses new photonic materials whose properties result from the combination of the 

frustule hierarchical nanostructure with the luminescence of incorporated emitting molecules.  
Here we report efficient protocols to chemically functionalize the frustules of two species of centric diatoms 



(Thalassiosira weissflogii and Coscinodiscus wailesii) with tailored fluorescent organic molecules and 
organometallic phosphorescent complexes. The process can be performed following two possible protocols. The 

in vitro approach consists in covalently binding the organic molecules via condensation reactions on the 

activated biosilica which have been previously subjected to a chemical treatment to remove all the organic 

biological matter [5]. The in vivo fluorochromation protocols exploit the biological process of generation of the 

biosilica structures in the living cells to intimately embed properly functionalized luminescent molecules into the 
biosilica. The resulting luminescent nanostructures are finally isolated and purified from the organic protoplasm 

by an acid oxidative protocol retaining the natural frustules’ morphology.  

The photonic properties of the hybrid nanostructures obtained by both the methods will be comparatively 

discussed, also showing the possibility to combine the two approaches to obtain multifunctional nanomaterials.  

Our approach discloses intriguing possibilities for the massive biotechnological production of photoactive 
nanostructured materials, whose features can be finely tailored by chemical design of the light emitting  

molecules and by selecting and modifying the characteristics of the microorganisms used. 
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Abstract— The departure from strict periodic order in two-phase dielectric materials can o�er
properties that are otherwise inaccessible to perfectly ordered photonic crystals (PhC). Here-
with, we investigate the circular dichroism of the single Gyroid PhC in the presence of spatial
distortions. FDTD simulations and microwave transmission measurements on 3D-printed repli-
cas show that harmonic long-wavelength spatial distortions (“sinusoidal chirp”) manipulate the
imbalance of the circular polarisation (CP) reflectances, as well as the polarisation-incoherent re-
flectance. The CP-resolved reflectance data are quantified by cumulative contrast. The observed
changes are partially rationalised by comparison with simpler distortion models (linear chirp and
tetragonal deformation) of the Gyroid.

When Yablonovitch, John and others proposed crystalline structured dielectrics as media tai-
lored for photonics, the concept of these now-called “photonic crystals” (PhC) was based on exploit-
ing their discrete translation symmetry, with lattice constants comparable to the electromagnetic
wavelengths of concern. In this way, Rayleigh had covered simple 1D PhC already a century earlier.

Recent years have seen a surge in interest in disordered photonic materials, partially moti-
vated by the strive for more isotropic (direction-independent) and partially by spectrally homo-
geneous/constant photonic signals. Amongst the former are isotropic band-gap materials in non-
crystalline structures with constraints on density fluctuations, including materials with hyperuni-
form geometry. Amongst the latter are the brilliant whiteness of some beetles.

Here we study circular-polarisation e�ects in the single Gyroid, a photonic crystal which has
attracted much attention due to its chirality [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. We reduce the strictness of crystalline
order by gradual changes of lattice constant along one direction. Reminiscent of deformations
observed in some biophotonic crystals (“chirp”), these deformations allow some intuition into the
mechanisms of the observed e�ects. As such they are stepping stones towards an understanding of
polarisation e�ects in disordered photonic materials.

Here we show that a spatial long-wavelength deformation (“chirp”) strengthens, to a surprising
extent, the circular dichroism response of the single Gyroid photonic crystal, at a low (organic

Figure 1: Setup of the FDTD simulations and microwave experiments: Irradiation of a [001]-inclined slab of
a right-handed single Gyroid PhC with RCP circular-polarised light.



Figure 2: The Gyroid structured objects used in the simulations and experiments. Left: FDTD simulation
boxes containing the chunks of the PhC slab. Photos, right: 3D-printed replicas, which have come to use in
microwave transmission and reflectance experiments. The middle panel on both sides depicts the undistorted
PhC, strictly periodic to translation by a in z direction; while the outer sides show PhCs with sinusoidal
chirp introduced: Left contracted, i.e. normal (vertical) lattice constant shortest in the middle of the slab
and longest at the surfaces (arrows indicate directions of decreasing lattice constant); the reverse (expanded)
situation is depicted on the right sides. Note that the distortion amplitudes are to scale, and while the subtle
di�erences are hardly visible to the naked eye, the impact on photonic properties proves substantial.

materials) dielectric contrast. Data, gathered from FDTD simulations and microwave transmission
experiments, are in good agreement. The presence of modulations with low spatial frequency,
namely longitudinal sinusoidal chirp, at an [0 0 1]-inclined Gyroid slab, manipulates coupling of
light of the rotational sense opposite to the Gyroid, hence alters circular dichroism.

These observations are facilitated by a new analysis tool, cumulative circular contrast (CCR),
the running balance of circular dichroism over a given frequency range, suitable for surveying
arbitrary photonic structures.

We have shown that photonic performance (wide-band integral CD) can improve through distor-
tion. While this “tailoring” relies on well-controlled displacement, stochastic disorder is tolerated
to a certain degree. Indeed, the latter addresses the structural chirality of stochastic processes and
the photonic response of systems with (or without) intrinsic handedness.

Sinusoidal chirp broadens the vocabulary of geometry-photonic materials. We suggest opening
up photonic research to disorder of low spatial frequency, i.e. departure from strict periodicity, also
under chiro-optical aspects. This study has restricted itself to a fixed parameter set; further studies
may extend this, as well as apply more sophisticated models of distortion.

Moreover, it may prove worthwhile to look closely for low-frequency distortions (of any kind)
in explaining the behaviour of complex natural PhC (beyond the most simple linear chirp layers
found, e.g., in insect cuticles), or in enhancing the chiro-optical properties of designed PhC for
technical applications.
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Abstract-Various nanostructured surfaces found in nature look random at first sight. A closer look, 

however, frequently reveals that randomness helps to improve useful properties ranging from 

self-cleaning to anti-reflection. Here, we present to two butterflies – a glasswing (Greta oto) and a 

black butterfly (Pachliopta aristolochia) serving as prototypes for nanostructured surfaces to 

improve the performance optical surfaces.  

As its name suggests the glasswing butterfly (Greta oto) features transparent wings with remarkable low 

reflectance even for large view angles [1]. This omnidirectional anti-reflection behavior is caused by small 

nanopillars covering the transparent region of its wings. In difference to other anti-reflection coatings found in 

nature (moth eye, hawk moth wing, cicada wing) these pillars are not periodically arranged and feature a random 

height and width distribution. We analyze the specular and diffuse reflection of the surface and explain the 

concept of transparency by randomness. Angle-resolved spectroscopy reveal that the transparent parts of the 

Glasswing have a low reflection of 2% (two surfaces) in the visible regime for high radiation angles of 65° and 

almost 5% even at 85° of incidence angle. We simulate these omnidirectional anti-reflection properties by 

considering a Gaussian height distribution of the nanopillars as in the original glasswing. By varying size and 

distribution of the structures we demonstrate that the random distribution is the origin of the famous broadband 

omnidirectional anti-reflective property of Greta oto. 

Such anti-reflective surfaces can be adapted to improve the light collection in solar cells or for efficient 

anti-reflection displays. The large-scale fabrication of the presented random height structures is feasible. In 

comparison to classical multi-layer broadband anti-reflection coatings which add up to at least 1 µm thickness to 

the surface, the glasswing structures are comparably thin as their mean height is only 500 nm and in addition 

they are hydrophobic. 

 

Figure 1. a) Photo of the glasswing butterfly Greta oto and the random nanopillars (inset) found on its wing 

membrane. b) The black butterfly Pachliopta aristolochia harvests light with its hierarchical structure (inset) of 

microridges and non-ordered nanoholes. 



The hierarchical structures found in the scales of the black butterfly (Pachliopta aristolochia), consisting of 

disordered nano-holes assemblies surrounded by micrometer-spaced triangular ridges, are crucial for controlling 

light absorption and therefore the butterflies colors and thermoregulation properties. We studied numerically the 

light harvesting performance of these hierarchical structures. Those simulations, performed over the visible and 

near-infrared range, highlight broadband and omnidirectional anti-reflection properties mostly governed by light 

propagation within the nanoholes at short wavelengths, below the micro-ridges at large wavelengths, and 

through the whole structure at intermediate wavelengths. In addition, micro-reflectivity measurements 

demonstrate that light absorption increases in the wings parts where the nano-holes coverage is the highest, and 

can even exceed 95% over the whole visible range. 

Based on these observations, efficient nano-patterned thin absorbers can be designed for photovoltaics 

applications. We show that using a lateral phase separation process enables to fabricate disordered nano-holes 

assemblies with tunable density and size distribution in a resist layer and onto large surfaces. This 

wet-processable and up-scalable technique was applied on a thin amorphous silicon layer, and the resulting 

pattern was transferred into the absorber by dry etching. The optical properties of the patterned absorbing layers 

will be discussed and compared to those derived from simulations in order to evaluate the potential of black 

butterfly inspired nanostructures for light collection and light trapping in thin film solar cells.    
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Abstract 

The robustness and fragility of the photonic bandgap (PBG) 
in disordered or modified photonic amorphous diamond 
(PAD) structures were investigated via numerical 
calculations. The original PAD has a rod-connected random 
network structure with a highly ordered local tetrahedral 
configuration, and it forms a sizable PBG. Our calculations 
indicated that the PBG of PAD is robust against the 
introduction of positional disorder that distorts the local 
tetrahedral configuration, but considerably fragile against 
the fragmentation of the network structure. PBG formation 
in a higher frequency region was found in a PAD structure 
of isolated dielectric spheres. Based on these findings, the 
physical origin of PBG formation in PADs has been 
discussed in light of the picture of dielectric and air bands.  

1. Introduction 

In 1987, Yablonovitch[1] and John [2] proposed the idea 
that a three-dimensional (3D) photonic band gap (PBG), in 
which electromagnetic wave propagation is forbidden in all 
directions, can be realized in artificial periodic dielectric 
structures, namely photonic crystals. A 3D PBG was 
predicted to enable 3D light confinement within a volume 
comparable to the wavelength without substantial loss, 
which is difficult to achieve with other media. Such strong 
light confinement is expected to lead to the development of 
novel types of efficient, minuscule optical devices [3].  

Recently, photonic amorphous materials, i.e., artificial or 
natural amorphous structures of dielectrics, have gained 
growing attention [4-19] owing to their peculiar light 
transport properties and unique features related to isotropic 
PBG formation, noniridescent structural coloration, etc. 
With regard to PBG formation, Jin et al. [4] first reported the 
formation of a 2D PBG for transverse-magnetic (TM) 
polarization in a photonic amorphous structure consisting of 
dielectric cylinders in 2001. Since then, the formation of 2D 
TM PBGs have been reported in similar amorphous 
structures [5,6]. In general, the Bragg scattering of light due 
to lattice periodicity is believed to be the main origin of 
PBG formation in conventional photonic crystals; this 
should not be the case for photonic amorphous materials, 
which have no lattice periodicity. Instead, the evanescent 

coupling of Mie resonances of individual dielectric cylinders 
has been discussed as a plausible origin of the PBG 
formation in such photonic amorphous materials [5-7].  
Recently, the formation of a sizable “complete” 2D PBG 
(PBG both for TM and TE polarizations) has been shown to 
be realizable in some 2D photonic amorphous structures [7].  

The formation of a full 3D PBG has recently been 
demonstrated in a photonic amorphous structure via 
numerical calculations [16] as well as microwave and 
terahertz-wave transmission experiments [17,18]. This 
amorphous structure consists of a random network of 
dielectric rods with a diamond-like local tetrahedral 
configuration and is therefore named photonic amorphous 
diamond (PAD). It has been shown that the 3D PBG in PAD 
is clean with no trace of localized photonic states within it 
[17,19]. This indicates that strong light confinement is 
realizable in PAD as well as conventional photonic crystals, 
and it has actually been demonstrated numerically [19].  

The physical origin of the PBG formation in PAD 
remains unclear. As described above, evanescent coupling 
of Mie resonances is a plausible explanation of the TM-gap 
formation in 2D photonic amorphous structures of isolated 
dielectric cylinders. However, such a mechanism appears 
not to work properly for the PBG formation in PAD that 
consists of a continuous network structure. In the present 
work, we modeled disordered or modified PAD structures 
and investigated the PBG formation in them to clarify the 
roles of the local order and connectivity of the network 
structure of PAD in the PBG formation. 

2. Computational methods 

The original PAD structure was constructed from a 
continuous random network (CRN) model that was 
originally developed to describe the atomic arrangement of 
amorphous Si or Ge [20-22]. The PAD structure was 
constructed by connecting tetrahedral bonds in the CRN 
structure with dielectric rods, as shown in Fig. 1. More 
specifically, the CRN structure constructed by Barkema and 
Mousseau [22] was used, which is characterized by a high 
degree of local regular-tetrahedron order and by the 
complete absence of lattice periodicity.  This CRN 
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Figure 1: Computer graphics image of the original PAD.  

 

Figure 2: Schematic illustration of the construction of f-
PADs. The central part with the length (b) has been 
removed from each rod having the length (d). 

 
structure, and therefore the PAD structure, consists of a 
periodic arrangement of cubic supercells with a size of 

3)5.11( d  (d: average bond length). The radius ( 0r ) of the 

rods was set as 26.0/0  dr , resulting in an air volume 

fraction of 78%. Detailed descriptions of the design of the 
original PAD structure have been given in our previous 
papers [16-18].  

We constructed three types of disordered or modified 
PAD structures: positionally disordered (pd-), fragmented (f-
), and dielectric-sphere (ds-) PADs. In pd-PADs, a random 
positional shift was given to each node of the network of the 
original PAD. The maximum distance (s) of the shift was set 
as s/d=0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4. That is, the distance of the shift 
was randomly chosen within the range [0, s], while the 
direction of the shift was randomly chosen from every S4  
direction. Here, the network topology remains unchanged 
because s/d<0.5; fourfold connectivity is preserved at every 
node in the network structure. The radial distribution 
functions (RDFs) were calculated for the node points in pd-
PADs. Here, the RDF is defined as the average point density 
in the spherical shell ),( drrr �  around an arbitrarily 

selected node point. In f-PADs, we removed the central part 
with the length (b) from every rod, because of which the 
network was fragmented (Fig.2). Here, we set b/d=0.1 and 
0.2.  

Finally, in ds-PADs, we arranged dielectric spheres with 
the radius (u) at the node points of the network of the 
original PAD. Here, we set u/d=0.45 0.50, and 0.55, for 
which the spheres are isolated, in contact, and overlapped,  

 

Figure 3: Local structures of ds-PADs with u/d=0.45 
(a), 0.50 (b), and 0.55 (c), where the spheres are 
isolated, in contact, and overlapped, respectively.  

 
Figure 4: Radial distribution functions calculated for the 
original PAD (s/d=0), and pd-PADs (s/d=0.1, 0.2, 0.3 
and 0.4).  

 
respectively, as shown in Fig. 3. For comparison, crystalline 
counterparts of ds-PADs, i.e., dielectric-sphere (ds-) 
photonic crystalline diamonds (PCDs) were also constructed, 
where we arranged dielectric spheres at the lattice points in 
the crystalline diamond structure.  

The spectral intensities, which represent the photonic 
density of states (PDOS), and the eigenmodes were 
calculated using a finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) 
spectral method originally developed by Chan et al. [23]. In 
this method, we start from a random electromagnetic field 
and calculate its time evolution. The time evolutions at each 
position is then Fourier transformed into the frequency 
domain to obtain the PDOS and eigemodes. For pd-, f-, and 
ds-PAD structures, the calculations were made for a periodic 

supercell structure of size 3)5.11( d . On the other hand, for 

ds-PCDs, we used a crystalline diamond structure with a 

fictitious supercell 33
0 )5.11()5( da  , where 3/40 da   

denotes the lattice constant of the crystalline diamond. The 
use of the fictitious supercell structure for ds-PCDs enables 
us to compare the results obtained under exactly the same 
conditions for ds-PADs and ds-PCDs. For the details of the 
calculation method, we followed Refs. 17 and 18. For ds-
PCDs, the photonic band structure was also calculated via a 
plane-wave expansion method using “BandSOLVE” (RSoft 
Design Group, Inc.).  

3. Results 

3.1. Positionally disordered PADs 

Figure 4 shows the RDFs calculated for the original PAD 
(s/d=0), and pd-PADs (s/d=0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4). In the RDF 
for s/d =0, the first peak at dr   is very sharp with a full- 
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Figure 5: Spectral intensities calculated for the original 
PAD (s/d=0), and pd-PADs (s/d=0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4). 

 
width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) value of approximately 

d1.0 . This peak represents the bond-length distribution, and 
its sharpness indicates the presence of a high local order 
with almost the same lengths for all the bonds. The second 
peak at dr 7.1|  is also relatively sharp but the subsequent 
peaks at dr 4.2|  and d3  are very broad and only 
marginally observed. Then, no peaks can be detected in the 
range dr 5.3! . This indicates that the original PAD has no 
order in the range beyond dr 5.3| . It should be noted that 
the range dr 5.3!  corresponds to 05.1 ar ! . This verifies 

the fact that the original PAD has no trace of the diamond-
lattice periodicity.  

In Fig. 4, as the value of s increases, i.e., as the degree of 
disorder increases, the first and second peaks become 
smaller and broader. For s/d=0.3 and 0.4, they disappear 
almost completely, indicating the loss of local order.  

Figure 5 presents the spectral intensities calculated for 
the original PAD (s/d=0), and pd-PADs (s/d=0.1, 0.2, 0.3 
and 0.4), where the frequency is in units of ( 0/ ac ) (c: speed 

of light). In all the calculations, the refractive index of 
dielectric rods was set as n=3.6. In all the spectra, large 
decreases in intensity are clearly seen, corresponding to 3D 
PBGs. The ratios of PBG width ( f' ) to the midgap 

frequency  ( cf ) were estimated to be |' cff / 18.9%, 

16.7%, 16.2%, 15.2% and 13.7% for s/d=0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 
0.4, respectively. It is noteworthy here that sizable 3D PBGs 
survive even in pd-PADs with s/d=0.3 and 0.4, in which the 
local order appears to be lost almost completely, as shown in 
the RDFs in Fig. 4. In addition, the PBG depths at cf  for 

s/d=0.3 and 0.4 are approximately 80 dB, which is not 
significantly different from those for the original PAD with 
s/d=0. From these facts, we can conclude that the PBG is 
considerably robust against positional disorder that distorts 
 

 
the local tetrahedral configuration in the network PAD 
structure. 

3.2. Fragmented PADs 

Figure 6 shows the spectral intensities calculated for f-
PADs with b/d=0.1 and 0.2, which are compared with that 
for the original PAD (b/d=0). Here, the refractive index of 
dielectric rods was set as n=3.6. In contrast to the results for 
pd-PADs in Fig. 5, the 3D PBG is drastically reduced in the 
spectra of f-PADs. In the spectrum for b/d=0.1, a small 3D 
PBG with %8.4/ |' cff  can be seen at 0/64.0 acfc | . 

Here, the upward shift of the PBG position from 

0/56.0 acfc |  for the original PAD can be attributed to 

the decrease in the volume fraction of dielectric parts, 
which resulted in a decrease in the average refractive index 
of the structure. In the spectrum of b/d=0.2, no trace of PBG 
can be detected. These results indicate the considerable 
fragility of PBG against the fragmentation of the network 
structure of PAD. 

3.3. Dielectric-sphere PADs and PCDs 

Figure 7 shows the spectral intensities calculated for ds-
PADs (black) and ds-PCDs (blue) with u/d=0.45, 0.50, and 
0.55. Here, the refractive index of dielectric rods was set as 
n=4.0. In the spectra, decreases of intensity by >70dB are 
observed, indicating the formations of 3D PBGs. Here, we 
notice that the PBG positions in ds-PADs are in good 
agreement with those in the corresponding ds-PCDs. For 
u/d=0.45, we can observe a large PBG at 0/72.0 acfc |  in 

each spectrum of ds-PAD and PCD. For u/d=0.50, we have 
a large PBG at 0/46.0 acfc | , a relatively small one at 

0/65.0 acfc |  for ds-PCD, and a small one at 

0/65.0 acfc |  for ds-PAD. Finally, for u/d=0.55, a large 

 
Figure 6: Spectral intensities calculated for the original 
PAD (b/d=0), and f- PADs (b/d=0.1 and  0.2). 
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Figure 7: Spectral intensities calculated for ds-PADs 
(black) and ds-PCDs (blue) with u/d=0.45 0.50, and 
0.55. 

 
PBG is observed at 0/41.0 acfc |  for each of the two 

spectra.  
In Figs 8(a)-(c), photonic band structures calculated for ds-
PCDs with u/d=0.45, 0.50, and 0.55, respectively, are 
presented, where the red strips indicate the positions of 
complete 3D PBGs. These frequency ranges are also shown 
by the red strips in Fig. 7. Here, we have two different types 
of PBGs: the PBG between the second and third bands (2-3 
gap) and that between the eighth and ninth bands (8-9 gap). 
For u/d=0.55 in Fig. 8(c), we have a large 2-3 gap at 

0/40.0 acfc | . For u/d=0.50 in Fig. 8(b), a large 2-3 gap 

is again seen, but its position has shifted slightly upward. 
Here, an 8-9 gap is on the verge of opening (red broken 
line); the two bands are barely in contact at the point L. This 
frequency is indicated by a red vertical line in the 
corresponding spectrum in Fig. 7, which agrees with the 
position of the decrease in the spectral intensity. Finally for 
u/d=0.45 in Fig. 8(a), the 2-3 gap is closed, and the 8-9 gap 
is opened, where the position of the 8-9 gap has shifted 
slightly upward from the frequency at which the two bands 
are  in contact in Fig.8 (b). Here, the slight upward shifts of 
the 2-3 (8-9) gap positions with decreasing u/d value are 
attributable to the decrease in the volume fraction of 
dielectric parts in the structure, which has resulted in a 
decrease in the average refractive index of the structure. 

4. Discussion 

In previous papers [17,24], we have discussed the formation 
mechanism of PBG in PAD. In this section, we first review 
it.  

The physical origin of PBG formation in conventional 
photonic crystals is often explained in terms of the picture of 
dielectric and air bands [25]. As an example, let us consider 
a simple one-dimensional photonic crystal consisting of 
alternately stacked dielectric and air layers. At the edge of 

  

 

Figure 8: Photonic band structures calculated for ds-
PCDs with u/d=0.45 (a), 0.50 (b), and 0.55 (c). The 
positions of complete 3D PBGs are indicated by red 
strips. 

 
the Brillouin zone at ak /S  (a: period), the eigenstates 
are stationary electromagnetic waves with a wavelength of 
2a. We have two ways to position such a wave to conform to 
the symmetry of the structure: in one way, the maximum 
points of the electric field intensity occur in dielectric layers, 
and in the other, they occur in air layers. The eigenfrequency 
of the former should be lower than that of the latter, leading 
to the formation of a PBG.  

To examine whether this picture can also be applied to 
PAD, we previously evaluated the concentration factor (CF) 

of the electric field intensity 2|)(| rE  in the air region for the 

eigenstates in the original PAD [17]. Here, CF is defined as  
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CF    ,                   (1)  

where airV  and totV  represent the air volume and total 

volume, respectively. For comparison, CF has also been 
evaluated for a rod-connected PCD, which was constructed 
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Figure 9: Frequency dependences of the concentration 
factor of the electric field for rod-connected PCD and 
PAD.  

 

by connecting tetrahedral bonds in the crystalline structure 
of diamond with dielectric rods. We set the rod radius as 

dr 26.00   and the refractive index of rods as 0.3 n . The 

results are reproduced here in Fig. 9. If the electric field is 
distributed evenly for the dielectric and air regions, CF 
should equal the volume fraction of the air part, that is, 78%. 
In Fig. 9, at the lower-band top, CF is approximately 65% 
for both PAD and PCD. As the frequency decreases, CF 
increases and approaches the air-volume fraction of 78%. 
On the other hand, at the higher-band bottom, CF is 
approximately 93%, which is much higher than the volume 
fraction value. These results clearly show that the picture of 
dielectric and air bands can be applied not only to PCD but 
also to PAD, despite the complete absence of lattice 
periodicity. 

In 3D photonic crystals, the structures in which both 
dielectric and air regions form connected and percolating 
networks are known to favor PBG formation [9,26-28]. The 
importance of the connected network structure for PBG 
fomation should be related to the vector nature of 
electromagnetic fields; in order for the field to be confined 
in the dielectric or air region to realize a dielectric or air 
band, a connected network should be favorable to 
accommodate the continuous field lines [24,25]. In fact, we 
have confirmed by examining the eigenstates at the lower-
band top in our PCD that the continuous field lines are 
neatly accommodated in the rods connecting nodes in the 
dielectric network.  

Our PAD has such a network structure, which should 
play a similar role in the realization of dielectric and air 
bands, leading to PBG formation. This is consistent with the 
considerable fragility of PBG against the fragmentation of 
the network structure of PAD shown in Sec. 3.2. When the 
dielectric network has been segmented, the field lines, which 
had been accommodated in the network before the 
segmentation, should be forced to penetrate the air regions. 

This should increase the eigenfrequency at the lower-band 
top, leading to the closing of the PBG.  

The results for pd-PADs in Sec. 3.1 indicate that local 
structural order is much less important than network 
connectivity in PBG formation. With the introduction of 
positional disorder, the local tetrahdral configurations should 
be distorted. In particular, they should be severly distorted in 
pd-PADs with s/d=0.3 and 0.4, as evidenced by their RDFs 
in Fig. 4. Nevertheless, sizable 3D PBGs survive in these 
structures, exhibiting a high tolerance for the local distortion. 
This is advantageous for applications because a high 
precision is not necessary for fabricating a PAD to form a 
PBG. Here, it should be noted that such pd-PADs keep the 
fourfold connectivity of the network structure. In previous 
papers [16,19], we have shown that a localized state is 
formed when a rod has been removed from the PAD 
network structure. Here, the removal of a rod creates two 
threefold nodes in the network, and a localized state is 
formed in the space between them. The eigenfrequency of 
the localized state is located within the PBG. Therefore, 
such threefold nodes, when introduced in the fourfold 
network, should close the PBG, if their density is large.  

It should be interesting to know what happens if the 
nodes in the network are entirely threefold or fivefold. 
Therefore, we constructed threefold and fivefold random 
network structures and investigated the PBG formation in 
them. Preliminary results have shown that they exhibit a 
signature of PBG formation, but the PBGs are much smaller 
and shallower than those in the PAD with a fourfold 
network structure. This result indicates the importance of the 
fourfold connectivity of the network structure in the 
formation of PBG.   

In Sec. 3.3, we presented the results for ds-PADs and ds-
PCDs. Here, let us first examine the results  for ds-PCDs. In 
the ds-PCD with u/d=0.55, dielectric spheres are 
overlapped; dielectric regions are connected to form a 
network structure. Therefore, this structure resembles a rod-
connected PCD, for which photonic band structure 
calculations have previously been made [17,26,28]. The 
calculations have indicated that the rod-connected PCD 
forms a large 3D PBG between the second and third bands, 
which agrees with our result for the ds-PCD with u/d=0.55. 
For ds-PCDs with u/d d 0.5, where dielectric spheres are in 
contact or isolated, calculations have previously been 
performed by other groups [29-31]. Moroz [31] reported the 
results for u/d=0.50 and 0.40 with various refractive indices, 
n, of rods. Here, for u/d=0.50 with n=4.0, a 2-3 gap and an 
8-9 gap are simultaneously formed, and for u/d=0.40 with 
n=4.0, where dielectric sphperes are isolated, the 2-3 gap 
gets closed while the 8-9 gap grows considerably. These 
results are in agreement with our calculations. 

It was shown in Fig. 7 that the PBG positions in ds-
PADs agree well with those in the corresponding ds-PCDs. 
This fact suggests that the origin of the formation of each 
PBG in ds-PADs should be the same as that of the 
corresponding PBG in ds-PCDs. That is, the PBG at 
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Figure 10: Frequency dependences of the concentration 
factor of the electric field for dielectric-sphere PCD and 
PAD. 

 

0/41.0 acfc |  for the ds-PAD with u/d=0.55 that 

corresponds to the 2-3 gap for the ds-PCD with u/d=0.55 
should originate from the realization of dielectric and air 
bands due to the fourfold connected network structure. On 
the other hand, the PBG at 0/72.0 acfc |  for the ds-PAD 

with u/d=0.45 corresponds to the 8-9 gap for the ds-PCD 
with u/d=0.45, and the origin of the PBG formation should 
be different from that for the ds-PAD with u/d=0.55.  

To investigate the formation mechanism of PBGs in a 
high-frequency region in the PAD and PCD structures of 
isolated dielectric spheres, we evaluated the CF for the ds-
PAD and ds-PCD with u/d=0.45, and the results are shown 
in Fig. 10. For both structures, the tendency of dielectric and 
air bands is observed: CF values are smaller and larger than 
the average value of 75% at the lower band top and at the 
higher band bottom, respectively. In particular, for the PCD 
of isolated dielectric spheres, the difference between the CF 
values of the higher band bottom and the lower band top is 
almost the same as that for  the rod-connected network PCD 
in Fig. 9.  

Figures 11(a) and (b) show 2D sections of typical 
electric-field profiles at around an isolated dielectric sphere 
for the eigenstates at the lower band top and the higher band 
bottom, respectively, for the ds-PCD with u/d=0.45. At the 
lower band top, the electric -field intensity is well 
concentrated on the dielectric sphere. However, it is not on 
the entire sphere but only on the outside of the central part. 
Correspondingly, at the higher band bottom, the electric 
field is expelled from the region where the field intensity is 
high at the lower band top.  In the high-field-intensity region 
at the lower band top in Fig. 11(a), the direction of E  has 
been confirmed to be mostly perpendicular to the radial 
direction of the dielectric sphere. As a result, the field lines 
should be mostly closed within the dielectric sphere. This is 
the reason why the field intensity is well concentrated on the 
dielectric parts at the lower band top, even in a structure 

  
Figure 11: 2D sections of typical electric-field profiles 
around an isolated dielectric sphere for the eigenstates at 
the lower band top (a) and at the higher band bottom (b) 
for the ds-PCD with u/d=0.45. 

 
Figure 12: (a): Schematic illustration of the hollow 
dielectric sphere that constitutes hds-PAD and PCDs; 
(b): Spectral intensities calculated for ds-PAD (black) 
and hds-PAD (red); (c): those for ds-PCD (black) and 
hds-PCD (red). n=4.0 is used for all the calculations. 
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consisting of isolated dielectric parts. This is in sharp 
contrast to the field pattern at the lower band top in the rod-
connected PCD or PAD network, in which the field lines 
pass along the rods and travel from node to node in the 
network. Such a difference in the field pattern between the 
rod-connected and isolated-dielectric-sphere structures 
should cause the difference in the PBG position. When the 
characteristic length of the spatial modulation in the field 
pattern is long (short), the corresponding frequency should 
be low (high). 

The electric-field patterns in Figs. 11 (a) and (b) suggest 
that the CF contrast between the lower band top and the 
higher band bottom would be enhanced and the PBG would 
get widened, if the central part of the dielectric sphere is 
converted to air. To confirm this, we constructed PCD and 
PAD structures consisting of hollow dielectric spheres (hds-
PCD and hds-PAD), and calculated their spectral intensities. 
Here, the hollow dielectric spheres have an outer radius of 
u=0.45d  and the inner radius of  u /3, as shown in Fig. 12(a). 
The spectral intensities calculated for ds- and hds-PADs and 
those for ds- and hds-PCDs are shown in Figs. 12 (b) and (c), 
respectively. Here, n=4.0 is used for all the calculations. As 
expected, the PBG sizes have considerably increased: 

|' cff / 5.5 and 4.7% for hds-PAD and ds-PAD, and 

|' cff / 16.2 and 11.5% for hds-PCD and ds-PCD, 

respectively. 

5. Conclusions 

The robustness and fragility of PBG in disordered or 
modified PAD structures were investigated via numerical 
calculations. The original PAD has a rod-connected random 
network structure with a highly ordered local tetrahedral 
configuration, and it forms a sizable PBG. We constructed 
three types of disordered or modified PAD structures: 
positionally disordered (pd-), fragmented (f-), and dielectric-
sphere (ds-) PADs. Photonic-density-of-states calculations 
for these structures indicated that the PBG of PAD is robust 
against the introduction of positional disorder that distorts 
the local tetrahedral configuration, but considerably fragile 
against the fragmentation of the network structure.  

The picture of dielectric and air bands in conventional 
photonic crystals has been shown to be applicable to the 
PBG formation in the rod-connected original PAD as well. 
Here, in the electric-field pattern at the lower band top, the 
field lines pass along the rods and travel from node to node 
in the network. This can explain the considerable fragility of 
PBG against the fragmentation of the network. That is, when 
the dielectric network has been segmented, the electric-field 
lines, which had been accommodated in the network before 
the segmentation, should be forced to penetrate the air 
regions, increasing the eigenfrequency at the lower-band top 
to close the PBG.  

PBG formation in a higher frequency region was 
observed in a PAD structure of isolated dielectric spheres. 
The picture of dielectric and air bands is applicable here as 
well. In this case, the electric field lines in the field pattern 
at the lower band top are mostly closed within the dielectric 

sphere. This is the reason why the field intensity is well 
concentrated on the dielectric parts at the lower band top, 
even in a structure consisting of isolated dielectric parts. The 
difference in the characteristic length of the spatial 
modulation in the field pattern between the rod-connected 
and isolated-dielectric-sphere structures should cause the 
difference in the PBG position. The PBG was shown to get 
widened by use of hollow dielectric spheres instead of solid 
ones.  
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Abstract-In this contribution, we will discuss potential applications of metamaterials resonators for 

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). More concrete, we reveal that the unique properties of ultrathin 

metasurface resonators can substantially improve MRI characteristics. We place a metasurface 

formed by an array of metallic wires inside a scanner under the studied object and achieve a 

substantial enhancement of the radiofrequency magnetic field by means of subwavelength 

near-field manipulation with metasurface, also allowing to improve signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and 

image resolution. 
 

Metamaterials are artificial composite materials that exhibit electromagnetic properties, which cannot be 

found in naturally available materials [1]. The extensive fundamental research in the area of metamaterials in the 

past 16 years has created a foundation for the next stage of developing metamaterial applications. During recent 

years, metamaterials were successfully applied in many areas, e.g. as building blocks for creating invisibility 

cloaks [2], as a coating material for cooling buildings [3] and as highly efficient tunable satellite antennas [4]. 

The use of metamaterials for improving the performance of MRI has also been suggested [5-7]. In particular, it 

was shown that electromagnetic endoscopes formed by arrays of metallic wires can be employed in order to 

guide the signal emitted by an object from inside the MRI machine to the external detector [7]. This approach 

allows using simpler and cheaper detectors. Furthermore, it was shown that Swiss-roll arrays [5], and split-ring 

resonator arrays with negative magnetic permeability [6] can be used as matching devices between the patient 

and the receiving coils.   

However, we believe that the full potential of the metamaterials for MRI applications is far from being 

uncovered. In contrast to previous works which considered the transmission of radio frequency fields [5-7], here 

we report a novel concept how to effectively use resonators based on metamaterials in order to manipulate, 

enhance and redistribute electromagnetic near fields [8]. In particular, we utilize metasurfaces, two-dimensional 

metamaterials which were studied in various contexts [9-11] and which have shown some spectacular effects in 

both linear [10] and nonlinear regimes [11]. We employ a metasurface created by an array of wires placed under 

an object inside a MRI scanner, and demonstrate a giant enhancement of the SNR by means of subwavelength 

manipulation with the metasurface resonances, thus strongly increasing the scanner sensitivity.  
The enhancement of the signal with addition of metamaterial is due to the resonant coupling to 

electromagnetic modes of the metasurface. The length of each wire is tuned in order to match the half a 

wavelength at the operating frequency of 1.5 T MRI machine, which corresponds to the first eigenstate of 

metasurface resonator (or Fabry-Pérot regime). For the first Fabry-Pérot mode the highest magnetic field is 

localized in the middle part of the surface and the electric field is localized near the edges of the wires [13]. 

Hence, the SNR increase can be explained by the radiofrequency magnetic field enhancement on the wire 

metasurface. In particular, the SNR ratio is determined as a ratio of the radiofrequency magnetic field in the 



 2 

scanned region (a signal) to the square root of the absorbed power (a noise) [12]. The resonance mode of the 

metasurface leads not only to the overall enhancement of both magnetic field and noise in the phantom, but it 

pins also the magnetic field to the scanned region suppressing the electric field and, hence, the absorbed power 

in this region. Such a relative redistribution of the spatial fields leads to a growth of SNR.  

To summarized, we have realized a unique metamaterial resonator in the form of a wire metasurface [8]. The 

resonance mode of the wire array is spectrally tuned to the nuclear magnetic resonance. This allows us to 

observe a substantial enhancement of the signal-to-noise ratio enabling a reduction of the MRI scanning time and 

also obtain higher image resolutions. Also it provides an opportunity to locally control the electric and magnetic 

fields near the object. There exists quite a number of possible implementations of metasurfaces for medical 

examinations inspired by the concepts of smart clothes and wearable electronics. Our proposal bridges a gap 

between the fundamental ideas of metamaterials and applications spanning the research fields from 

electromagnetic engineering to medical diagnostics. 
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Abstract— We experimentally characterize performance of so-called mushroom-type electro-
magnetic bandgap structures in parallel transceive body array coils for 7T MRI. A sample struc-
ture is manufactured and used for suppression of mutual coupling between two neighboring
closely-spaced dipole elements of a six-element array. By measurements on a research MRI
machine we study the decoupling effect under the MRI bore conditions as well as B+

1
field redis-

tribution due to the sample. We show that the structure, though reducing inter-element coupling,
does not negatively affect the B+

1
level and the penetration depth.

1. INTRODUCTION

Multi-transmit coils driven with a number of independent channels allow radio frequency field opti-
mization (RF shimming), which partially solves the problem of a destructive interference inherent
to ultrahigh field MRI. The increased number of channels improves efficiency of parallel transmit,
but reduces the inter-element separation, which raises mutual coupling of neighboring elements.
For conventional antenna elements (e.g. magnetic loops or TEM microstrip coils) several efficient
decoupling techniques have been developed [1, 2, 3]. However, it was recently demonstrated that
also dipole antennas may be very suitable low SAR array elements for 7T MRI [4]. For this new
type of coils decoupling techniques conventional for MRI become useless. Therefore, approaches
suitable for dipole decoupling need to be tested for MRI applications. Meanwhile, in [5] it was
proposed to improve 7T coils with so-called electromagnetic bandgap (EBG) metasurfaces, that
are periodic two-dimensional arrays of structured inclusions with sub-wavelength dimensions and
periodicity capable of near-field manipulation. EBG structures have been successfully employed
in the microwave range to decouple antenna array elements [6, 7]. In this work we experimentally
study decoupling of dipole elements of a parallel transceive body array coil for 7T MRI and B+

1

field redistribution due to a manufactured EBG sample.

2. EXPERIMENT: RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

In order to decouple two of six fractionated dipole elements [4] of a body array coil we have
manufactured a finite sample of the ”mushroom” high-impedance metasurface, originally proposed
in [6]. Metasurfaces of this type suppress propagation of all surface modes in a particular frequency
range. This mechanism is responsible for decoupling capabilities. The manufactured sample was
composed of 14 × 3 unit cells, arranged in a square lattice with a 19.5 mm period. The structure
comprised two overlapping grids of square metal patches printed on the opposite sides of a 0.5
mm-thick substrate (Isola I-Tera laminate). All patches were connected to the common ground
plate with metal wires of 37 mm length. The geometric parameters of the unit cells were optimized
by numerical simulations to have the EBG range around 298 MHz (which is the Larmor frequency
for MRI at 7T). A photograph of the top view of the sample is shown in inset of Figure 1(a). In
MRI studies we used a homogeneous phantom filled with Ethylene-glycol-NaCl, 34 g/l with εr = 45
and σ = 0.25 S/m. The experimental setup is depicted in Figure 1(a). Each antenna was separated
from the phantom by a foam spacer of thickness d = 25 mm. The EBG sample was installed in
the vicinity of the two top antennas (the dipoles 1 and 2) h = 45 mm away from the antenna’s
plane. The distance between the axes of the dipoles was only g = 30 mm. Both the antennas were
matched with lumped-element networks. The S-parameter magnitudes measured with and without
the EBG sample by the vector network analyzer (VNA) Planar TR 1300/1 are shown in Figure
1(b). It is seen that the coupling coefficient |S21| of two matched dipoles was improved by -3.6 dB



at 298 MHz due to the sample, while the reflection loss |S11| ≈ |S22| held below -15 dB in both
cases. Next, the setup was studied in a 7T MRI system (Achieva, Philips Healthcare, 8x2 kW RF
power). The improvement of |S21| due to the sample measured by the scanner was -4.1 dB. The
measured B+

1
patterns created by the dipole 1 with and without the EBG sample in the central

transverse plane are presented in Figure 1(c). It was observed that the sample had no negative
effect on the magnitude and the penetration depth of the B+

1
field inside the phantom.
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Figure 1: To the experiment with EBG: (a) MRI setup with body array coil having two of six decoupled
dipoles (inset: manufactured sample); (b) S-parameter magnitudes of dipoles 1 and 2 measured by VNA
outside of MRI bore; (c) measured B+

1
patterns (with and without EBG sample).

In conclusion, a ”mushroom” EBG structure has been tested as a passive decoupling element
placed between two dipoles of a six-element body array coil for 7T MRI. By VNA and MRI measure-
ments it was checked that the sample improves isolation between two dipoles having the separation
of only 30 mm at least by -3.6 dB without any negative effect on the B+

1
field. Therefore, it was

confirmed that EBG metasurfaces can become building blocks of prospective 7T arrays of frac-
tionated dipoles with reduced inter-element coupling, unprecedented element densities, increased
degrees of freedom and reduction in maximum local SAR levels.
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Abstract – There is a crucial need in the MRI research field, on one hand for realistic distributed 

biological tissue electromagnetic property phantoms for RF coil designers to validate prototypes 

and to assess Specific Absorption Ratio (SAR) studies. On the other hand, there is also a need for 

phantoms with truthfully distributed biological tissue NMR relaxation properties such as 

longitudinal and transversal relaxation time, respectively called T1 (spin-lattice relaxation time) 

and T2 (spin-spin relaxation time) for MR pulse design and evaluation. With this project, we 

intended to develop an accurate head phantom able to answer both claims. Based on the reference 

values found in the literature, research was made to find the best materials to simulate brain properties; 

the latter were electromagnetically characterized with the multi-material permittivity and permeability 

measurement kit EpsiMu, and with MRI measurements, for relaxivities. Two phantom prototypes have 

been molded into an anthropomorphic skull and scanned in a 7T experimental MRI. 

 

Due to its innumerous advantages, the static magnetic fields (B0) of MRI scanners have increased 

considerably in the past few years, soon reaching 11.7 T [1]. At larger B0, higher RF frequency is required for 

excitation. Unfortunately when the wavelength of the field is commensurable with the size of human body parts 

[2, 3] - as it is the case when B0 reaches 7T - it leads to inhomogeneous energy deposition inside the patient. 

Depending on the coil architecture, patient anatomy and RF pulse design, so called “hot spots” can be produced 
if not watchful. In these conditions, water and gel-based phantoms are no longer viable, since their shape and 

electrical properties are not comparable to those of the human body [3-5].Therefore it has become pertinent to 

accurately reproduce the human brain/head in terms of permittivity, conductivity and the inherent MRI 

relaxation times, in a more detailed manner than what has been performed and described so far in the literature. 

In most cases, MRI phantoms are simply composed by a plastic cylindrical or elliptical shell filled with a NaCl 

doped homogeneous water solution, in addition with other molecules to  manipulate the relaxation times, such 

as NiCl2 or CuSO4 [6-10]. To proceed to the electromagnetic characterization of several types of materials (solid, 

gels, liquids, granular) it was developed amidst Institut Fresnel, Marseille (France), a complex permittivity ε* 

and conductivity σ measurement tool, EpsiMu®, used in this study. A few tissue-equivalent materials proposed in 

the literature [11-13] served as basis for the development of complex solutions able to recreate the 

electromagnetic properties of the human head. These were assessed with the EpsiMu® tool, as far as determining 

the correct proportions to have the complex permittivity ε* and conductivity σ of three main parts of the brain 



(white matter WM, Grey matter GM and Cerebrospinal fluid CSF) When reaching reproducible solutions in 

terms of ε* and σ, two phantom prototypes have been molded into a polymeric anthropomorphic skull 

(3bscientifique, ref. A20/T)The first phantom was a single-compartment phantom, filled with a high-sucrose 

concentration solution, having a dielectric permittivity and conductivity close to the brain WM, according to [14]. 

The second phantom, was produced a high flour/oil content solution, as seen in [9]. Both phantoms underwent 

7T MRI scans (Siemens Healthcare, Elangen, Germany) using a Nova Medical 1Tx/32 Rx coil in Neurospin 

(CEA, Saclay, France) to confirm the RF distribution observed in CST simulations using Actual Flip Angle 

sequence (AFI) [15] and to measure the relaxation times T1, using Variable Flip Angle (VFA) method [16], and 

T2, using Multi Spin Echo technique [17, 18]. High resolution T1 weighted images were also acquired to 

carefully evaluate manufacturing flaws. After attentive evaluation of all parameters and comparison with the 

literature, the tissue-equivalent solutions of the second phantom fitted the best with both the electromagnetic 

properties and the NMR relaxation times targeted. As it can be seen in Table 1, contrary to the other parameters, 

T2 failed to reach biological tissue values. This might be due to one of the major problems, encountered when 

manufacturing the phantoms - the presence of microscopic air bubbles inside the solutions, which can be seen on 

HR T1w images. This can lead to a decrease in the transverse relaxation time and can lower the real part of 

permittivity. Further tests will be carried out to solve this problem, by taking advantage of a vacuum pump and a 

mixing machine. Additionally, the heat capacity of the mixtures serving as base for the phantoms is being taken 

into consideration. The knowledge of this characteristic is essential for hyperthermia assessment in the brain’s 
tissue due to the “hot spots” emergence in an undergoing MRI examination. Long term study is also underway to 

assess the time stability of the chosen mixture. Of course, it is possible to influence the electromagnetic and 

NMR properties while playing with the component concentration. Therefore, since the texture of the mixture is 

very similar to pastry dough, it has the potential to be shaped in thin independent layers to mimic brain 

compartments and properties. Nonetheless, when working with multi-compartment structures, special attention 

has to be taken concerning the interaction between adjacent layers, since diffusion or deterioration of the contact 

surface can occur. In the case of two structures with high dielectric contrast, if diffusion shall occur, severe 

modification in terms of permittivity of the solutions can happen, leading to a loss in functionality of the 

phantom. As it was proven in our earlier experiences when manufacturing the first phantom, high sucrose 

concentration solutions form a thin hard outer coat when exposed to air and suffer osmosis when in contact with 

other sucrose solutions of lower concertation. In such case, a stabilizing film may be useful to prevent 

deterioration between layers. Thus, shortly, a third phantom prototype having a multi-compartment structure 

(physically distinguishable WM, GM, cerebellum, etc.) will be manufactured, tested and the evolution and 

stability of its many components will be followed over time. 

 

 Literature  

values at 300 MHz  
Phantom 1 Phantom 2 

White matter Sucrose solution Flour & oil solution 

ε’  44 43 43 

σ (S/m) 0.41 0.93  0.46 

T1 (ms) 1400  550  1560 

T2 (ms) 50  [not measured] 20.5 

Table 1. The expected and obtained values for ε’, σ, T1 and T2 for the two phantom prototypes at 7T/ 298 MHz. 
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Abstract: In magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) at ultra-high field (B0≥ 7 T), transmit-array RF 

coils (antennas) are preferred to homogenize the transmitted B1
+ field. Strong coupling occurs 

between transmit array elements. A passive decoupling solution is proposed based on a 

metamaterial solution. This structure composed of stacked magnetic resonators was studied for the 

decoupling of two adjacent dipoles at a proton Larmor frequency of 297.2 MHz. The structure 

increased the decoupling of 13.3 dB, and increased the flip angle values in a 7 T MRI scanner. 

Introduction. For magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), improvement of images is provided by increasing the 

magnetic field strength B0 [1]. However, at ultra-high field (B0≥ 7 T), the transmitted field B1
+ features 

inhomogeneities in the human body at the proton Larmor frequency. Parallel transmission technology gives 

control of spatial and temporal RF pulses and has been successfully used to mitigate inhomogeneities of RF 

excitations [2]. To ensure maximum efficiency, several transmitters are located around the scanned sample. Thus, 

the higher the number of elements, the smaller the distance between them, and the higher the inter-element 

coupling. This coupling decreases significantly the efficiency of the transmit-array coil, and may increase the 

specific absorption rate and damage electronic materials (variable capacitors, RF amplifiers …). In this paper, a 
passive decoupling method based on Stacked Magnetic Resonators (SMR) is developed to decouple dipoles of a 

transmit-array coil. 

 
Figure 1. (a) Pattern of one layer of the SMR. Drawing is not to scale; dimensions are in mm. Copper path (0.4 mm 

width, in orange) on Rogers RO4004C substrate (white rectangle). (b) Experimental array coil with SMR. 

Materials and methods. In order to reduce the mutual coupling between adjacent dipoles, SMR inspired by 

Artificial Magnetic Conductors (AMC) [3] were designed for 297.2 MHz, the Larmor frequency of our 7T 

scanner. Our structure is a Capacitive Loaded Loop (CLL) that exhibits a magnetic resonance. Two CLL are 

positioned on a Rogers RO4003C substrate with 0.813mm width (Fig. 1a). The SMR structure is made up of 

three AMC layers with 1.65 mm between each layer. In order to validate the decoupling efficiency of the SMR, 



an experimental setup designed for 7 Tesla MRI was built. The setup was made up of two dipole antennas fixed 

to a copper plate in a shielded shell with a spherical phantom (Fig 1b). The SMR is oriented perpendicular to the 

y-axis (see Fig. 1b). 

The experimental procedure is as follows. At first, each dipole was tuned and matched independently at the 

Larmor frequency, only one at a time in the shielded shell with the phantom (case (a): isolated). Then, the two 

dipoles are positioned at 7.6 cm from each other (case (b): without SMR). Finally, the SMR was positioned 

between the dipoles, 1 mm above the copper plate (case (c): with SMR). First, the scattering-parameters of the 

dipoles were measured. Then, to check the influence of SMR on MRI data, the setup was tested in a Siemens 

Magnetom 7 T MRI scanner. For cases (b-c), when the first dipole was emitting, the other one was loaded to 50 Ω. 

 

 

Results. The scattering-parameters for the right dipole emitting are reported in Table 1. We note that the 

dipole is better matched with the SMR than without. With the SMR, the crosstalk between the dipoles is 

drastically reduced at the Larmor frequency. Moreover, the reflection coefficient S11 of the dipole is similar to 

the one of the isolated case. The flip angle (FA) maps are shown on Fig. 2 for the three cases (a, b, c) when the 

right dipole is the transmitter. The FA α1 and α2 (white and red squares on Fig. 2) at the positions in the phantom 

the closest of the left and right dipole respectively are reported in Table 1. The SMR configuration yields a 

FA-map closer to the isolated case, and FA values at the left α1 and right α2 positions approximately match. The 

coupling is reduced at the position of the left dipole since the spot on the left on Fig. 2(b) is removed with the 

presence of SMR. 

Conclusion. In this study, a new passive decoupling method for parallel imaging RF coils based on 

metamaterial solutions was investigated. The SMR structure was efficient in terms of transmission coefficient 

and transmitted field (FA). A considerable 13.3 dB decoupling improvement was obtained with this structure. 

The next step of our study is to implement a complete array coil with SMR structures between adjacent 

elements. 
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Table 1. Measurement results on the entire 

phantom for the right dipole emitting. Flip 

angles α1 and α2 on Fig. 2(a)-(c). 
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Abstract- MRI of the body at 7T or higher requires dedicated antenna arrays. This work is 

presenting two alternative antenna designs for this purpose. One design increases the space between 

the antenna and the patient resulting in enhanced, but still acceptable, coupling levels. The other 

design uses sinusoidally shaped antenna legs and is therefore called ‘snake antenna’. Both designs 

have demonstrated good imaging performance and equal or better transmit efficiency while 

realizing up to 45% lower SAR levels.  

 

Introduction In Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), clinical 1.5 or 3T systems (64 or 128 MHz) use what 

is called a ‘birdcage body coil’ for transmitting the RF signals that excite the atomic nuclei. Starting from 7T 

systems (300 MHz), this concept is not feasible anymore for body imaging because the RF wavelength within 

tissue has decreased to become smaller than the transverse body dimensions [1]. Therefore, so-called 

multi-transmit imaging systems have been developed where the RF field is generated by a transmit array with e.g. 

8 or 16 elements that are each driven with independent phase and/or amplitude. The challenge is to design 

transmit arrays that have good transmit efficiency at the depth of the imaging target with minimum local tissue 

heating to avoid hotspots with potentially dangerous temperature rise. One particular design that has been used 

extensively for various applications is the fractionated dipole antenna [2]. The use of intersegment inductances in 

a segmented dipole antenna design has demonstrated lower effective SAR levels. However, in spite of this, peak 

local SAR levels are still a severely limiting factor for most applications when compared to 3T imaging. This 

study presents alternative designs on the fractionated dipole antenna that will further reduce peak local SAR 

levels while maintaining the same transmit efficiency. 

Increase of antenna-subject spacing (antenna thickness) An obvious approach to reducing local SAR 

levels is to increase the spacing from the antenna to the imaging subject. However, this will also increase 

inter-element coupling because the load to the elements is reduced. The impact of an increased spacing on 

coupling and SAR levels has been studied by numerical simulations (Sim4Life, ZMT, Zurich). The simulation 

setup consists of two fractionated dipole antennas on an elliptical ASTM phantom with tissue-equivalent 

properties. The S12 parameter between the antennas was simulated for various inter-element distances and 

antenna-phantom spacing h (figure 1). These results indicate that lower SAR levels can be reached without too 

much losses from inter-element coupling if the spacing between antenna and subject is increased. A 8-element 

array of fractionated dipole antennas has been realized with 45 mm spacing. Simulated SAR distributions and 

imaging results are presented in figure 2. Clearly, the maximum SAR level is decreased by 45% while the image 

quality in the prostate remains the same. 

Alternative antenna shape An alternative approach to reduce SAR levels is to adapt the shape of the 

antenna. A new dipole antenna design is proposed, in which the dipole legs are formed as continuous sinusoids 
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Figure 5: Simulation results for the fractionated dipole antenna array (top) and the snake antenna array (bottom) in human model Duke*. The 

voxelized models (left),the B1-field distributions (middle) and the SAR10g distributions (right) are depicted. (*ITIS foundation, Zurich, CH) 

 

Figure 3: Local SAR distribution and MR imaging results for 20 mm (top) and 

45 mm spacing (bottom).  

 

Figure 1: Simulation study on antenna-phantom spacing h. (a) Setup (b) Definition of antenna-phantom spacing h and inter-element distance 

(c) Simulated S12 as a function of inter-element distance for various values of h in mm. (d) SAR levels for various values of h. 

 
Figure 4: Currently used antenna design, 

fractionated dipole antenna (top) and proposed 

antenna design, snake antenna (bottom). SAR 

distributions are shown underneath both elements. 

 

that are growing in amplitude towards the end of the antenna. This design has been called the ‘snake antenna’. 
The resulting antenna shape is indicated in figure 3, along with simulated SAR distributions. An antenna array of 

8 elements has been realized for prostate imaging, resulting in a substantial SAR improvement over the 

fractionated dipole antenna (figure 5).  

Conclusions These results show that both methods are capable of reducing local SAR levels while 

maintaining image quality. Future designs will combine both approaches for even further SAR reduction. 
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Abstract: 

An original concept of Ultra High Field MRI coil is presented. We take the benefit 
of the hybridization between four half-a-wavelength resonators to transform a simple 
surface coil antenna into a volume coil. The device acting as a magnetic field enhancer 
(MFE) considerably increases the performance of a loop coil for magnetic resonance 
imaging. MFE is analyzed in terms of coupling of 4 “electrical” modes. This model is 
confirmed with a full-wave simulation. The device is shown to be efficient to image a 
“phantom” cylindrical gel and the head of a rat. 

Usual surface coils offer high signal-to-noise ratio but they fall short in their ability 
to produce a uniform RF field and the depth of the image of surface coils is generally 
limited to about one coil radius. The magnetic field enhancer (MFE) described here is 
based on the hybridization of 4 half-wavelength electric resonators. The wires are placed 
in a square configuration in close vicinity of a loop coil.  The hybridization resulting from 
the near-field interaction between the wires induces 4 modes. Two of them mainly 
interact with the magnetic field because of their current distribution symmetry.  
FDTD simulations and experimentations were performed to quantify the improvement in 
terms of field homogeneity and signal to noise ratio brought by the enhancer. All 
experiments were performed in a 7T small animal MRI scanner (Pharmascan, Bruker 
Biospin, Germany) equipped with 300mT/m gradient coils. The length of the half-
wavelength rods can be adjusted manually to finely tune the hybridized modes. MRI 
protocols were performed on homogeneous gel phantoms and on rodents. 

Experimental results obtained on a rat head with and without the MFE are 
presented on Figure 1. 
 

 
Figure1: Gradient echo image of a rat brain at 7T, acquired with (a) and without the MFE 
(b). 
 

In silico, in vitro and in vivo results show a major improvement of global SNR (up 
to a 2 fold increase) as well as of magnetic field homogeneity in front of the loop coil. This 
technology is efficient and inexpensive. It does not require any electronic connections 
between the loop coil and the MFE. Therefore, it could bring new solutions to the MR 
imaging at high magnetic fields. 
 

�

FIGURE�1�:�GE�IMAGE�OF�A�BRAIN�OF�A�RAT,�ACQUIRED�WITH�THE�MFE�(A)�AND�WITHOUT�(B).�(C)�IS�THE�DIFFERENCE�BETWEEN�THE�
TWO�FIRST�IMAGES.�
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Abstract— A major challenge of Ultra High Field Magnetic Resonance Imaging is the homo-
geneity of the B+

1 . Homogenization of the field can be achieved in two ways, namely, parallel
transmission and dielectric shimming and only latter will be studied herein. Dielectric shimming
consists of adding dielectric pads. They act as a secondary source that interferes with the pri-
mary to yield a homogeneous resultant field. The geometry of the pad as well as its relative
permittivity are the governing factors for the secondary field and by consequence the resultant
B+

1 . The pad’s optimal relative permittivity for a homogeneous B+
1 field can be obtained by [3].

Another important factor on the field’s homogeneity is the shape of the pad in the macroscale or
the microscale. One can combine the method in [3] with a variation of the macroscopic shape of
the pads and obtain new results for B+

1 homogeneity.

Design of structured materials is hindered by lengthy computational time and a plethora of
possible microstructures. Modeling a structured material is expensive in terms of computing
memory, time and cost. One needs to have the right structure or topology combined with the
adequate materials responding to engineering requirements of permittivity, permeability. We
demonstrate the use of a proprietary software used to find the material and shape that yield
the required relative permittivity. We have developed algorithms in the fields of homogenization
reducing structured material analysis to analyzing solely the microscale.

To demonstrate the capabilities of our software we elucidate the homogenization procedure
that forms a crucial component of one of our post-processing algorithms. We illustrate the latter
by examining case studies applicable to single polarization electromagnetism [1, 2, 4] where the
medium is composed of a periodic array of shaped rods. Our algorithms can be applied in two
or three dimensional models and allow for an engineer or physicist to query for the optimal shape
and/or material given a specified permittivity, that would render B+

1 homogeneous.
The new design process would then be free of the iterative process required to obtain the best ge-

ometry structuration, material combinations and positioning of the pads for a wanted permittivity.
The required permittivity is directly sought using our software. One can set constraints on materi-
als and geometric shapes present and restrict the optimization problem. Further developments are
planned to account for lossy materials.

Multiwave’s proprietary algorithms and software allow for an acceleration of shimming pads
design by several orders of magnitude, taking MRI one step further in medical imaging.
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Abstract- In this work we design a metamaterial tuned with a high permittivity material to produce 

a flexible and compact method for concentrating the transmit field in an MRI experiment. The 

particular example used in this study was a single pad placed behind the head to increase the 

efficiency and sensitivity in the visual cortex region of the brain.   

 

Metamaterial structures can be used to focus or refract the magnetic field in MRI (1,2). Recent work 

demonstrated a simple structure built from copper strips, which was used to increase the efficiency of traveling 

wave MRI in the brain at very high field, 9.4 Tesla (3). Significant increases in signal-to-noise have also been 

demonstrated at clinical field strengths (4). In this work we propose the combination of high permittivity 

materials and metamaterials to provide a flexible, compact structure which can be used for in vivo imaging at 7 

Tesla. The particular example used in this study was a single pad placed behind the head to increase the 

efficiency and sensitivity in the visual cortex region of the brain.  

3D electromagnetic simulations were performed using finite integration technique (FIT) software (CST 

Microwave Studio, Darmstadt, Germany). All B1
+ maps were normalized to an accepted power of 1 watt. The 

metamaterial/high permittivity pad structure is shown in Figure 1. The pad was constructed from a flexible 

aqueous suspension of calcium titanate in water, with a relative permittivity of ~110 (5). In vivo B1+ maps were 

acquired using a DREAM sequence (6) with the following scan parameters: FOV 24x24 cm2,  spatial 

resolution 2.5 x 2.5 x 5.0 mm3,  TR/TE 3/1.7 ms, B1
+ encoding tip angle 50° and imaging tip angle 10°.    

 

Figure 1. a) Physical setup for the simulations and experiments with the subject placed in a 7 Tesla MRI 

scanner and a 16-leg birdcage coil used for RF excitation. The tuned metamaterial/high permittivity pad was 

placed behind the head. b) close-up of metamaterial/high permittivity material, c) metamaterial single cell 

dimensions in mm, 



 
Figure 2. B1

+ maps comparing simulation and experimental results without metamaterial (left) and with the 

metamaterial in place (right).  

A MM structure combined with HPM layer has been shown to be a new type of structure which enables 

control of the local RF. Such a combination enables a small, simple MM structure to be designed for 7 T MRI. In 

this study it was shown to be beneficial for visual cortex imaging, relevant for example for functional MRI 

experiments. 
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Abstract-A method is presented that allows the preparation of hierarchical supercrystal structures 

made of oriented gold nanorods, with a suitable control of patterning, lateral dimensions and 

number of nanorod monolayers. The plasmonic properties are fully analyzed for supercrystals made 

of few layers, via simulations and experiments. 

The integration of nanoparticle superstructures into daily life applications faces major challenges including 

the simplification of the self-assembly process, reduced cost and scalability. It is however often difficult to 

improve on one aspect without losing on another. Stamping and templated assembly have been used to create 

single- and multi-particle patterns, but these are typically limited to a small number of particles. We have 

recently developed a bench-top method that allows patterning a macroscopic substrate with gold nanoparticle 

supercrystals in a one-step process. The method allows parallelization and patterned substrates can be made with 

high throughput. The self-assembly of a variety of building blocks into crystalline superstructures takes place 

upon solvent evaporation and their precise placement over millimeter scale areas is induced by confinement of 

the colloidal suspension in micron sized cavities. We mainly focus on gold nanorods and demonstrate their 

hierarchical organization up to the device scale. The height of the formed nanorod supercrystals can be tuned by 

simply varying nanorod concentration, so that the topography of the substrate and the resulting optical properties 

can be readily modulated. The crystalline order of the nanorods results in homogeneous and high electric field 

enhancements over the assemblies, which is demonstrated by surface enhanced Raman scattering spectroscopy. 
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Abstract (limited to 80 words max) - Magnetism at optical frequencies is one of the biggest 

challenges of the metamaterials research field. Artificial magnetic response was obtained at visible 

frequencies in resonating nanostructures like fishnets or nanopillar arrays, which are essentially 

two-dimensional and highly anisotropic, therefore inducing the entanglement of artificial 

magnetism and spatial dispersion. Combining nanochemistry, colloidal physics, numerical 

simulations and experimental optics, we demonstrate the fabrication of a large three-dimensional 

isotropic magnetic metamaterial, exhibiting non-natural values of the magnetic permeability 

between 0.8 and 1.4. 
 

Plasmonic nano-clusters made of metallic satellites surrounding a dielectric core (so-called “plasmonic 
raspberries”) constitute a specific class of 'meta-materials', which are predicted1 to exhibit artificial optical 

magnetism and open a path towards bulk materials presenting magnetic permeability different from 1. The 

magnetic response of such plasmonic raspberries depends on governing parameters like the sizes (core, 

satellites), the choice of materials and the number of satellites. We synthesized complex colloids made of 

spherical silver satellites distributed around a silica core, with a global size of 150 nm, and first studied 

experimentally their suspensions using a polarization resolved spectroscopic light scattering experiment2. We 

measured separately the scattering of the electric dipole and of the magnetic dipole and electric multipoles, as 

they occur with orthogonal polarizations. 

 

Figure 1.  (a) Electric dipole (red) and magnetic dipole (blue) differential scattering cross sections 

measured at a scattering angle of S/2. Experimental data (symbols) obtained after normalization by a reference 
suspension of silica nanoparticles. Corresponding numerical simulations (lines) for a MNC with 22 Ag satellites 

of diameter 25 nm capped with 5 nm of silica. (b) Transmission electron microscopy image of a silver raspberry. 

a 
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Numerical simulations of the MNC scattering cross sections computed by a T-Matrix code helps identifying 

the contributions of the magnetic dipole and electric multipole modes separately, and extracting a full 

determination3 of the experimental dipole scattering cross-sections as plotted in Figure 1. These results 

demonstrate that the individual MNCs present a significant magnetic response related to coupled plasmon 

resonances of the satellites. These objects were then assembled with a microfluidic device4 into dense 3D 

isotropic samples, with overall dimensions (µm) much larger than visible wavelengths. In particular, t he 

assembled material is thick enough to behave like a semi-infinite sample, therefore enabling the analytic 

extraction of the permeability P(O) and the permittivity H(O) from variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometry 
(VASE). Simultaneous analysis of spectroscopic ellipsometry data taken at five different angles of incidence 

shows that spatial dispersion is weak, and provides physical solutions P(O) and H(O), both presenting a resonant 

behavior at O = 400 nm. The magnetic permeability deviates notably from 1 and reaches a value as high as P = 
1.46 - 0.55i (see Figure 2). This work paves the way to the large scale production of magnetic metamaterials of 

arbitrary shape and size, as required for the manipulation of the flow of light by transformation optics. 

 

Figure 2.  (a) Real part and (b) imaginary part of the magnetic permeability µ(O), extracted from the VASE 
data. Three different curves (red, blue, green) correspond to data collected at three different positions on the 

sample. 
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The absorption and emission of light can be modified and enhanced by its resonant interaction 
with nanostructures.  We demonstrate experimentally and describe theoretically the strong 
directional emission and absorption of light by III-V semiconductor nanowires mediated by 
the resonant coupling to guided and leaky modes in the cylindrical structure. The coupling to 
these eigenmodes of the nanowires depends strongly on their diameter and length, which 
opens a rich spectrum of possibilities for the control of the direction, efficiency and 
polarization of the emission and absorption of light [1]. The emission experiments have been 
performed with Fourier microscopy [2], i.e., by imaging the back focal plane of a microscope 
objective to map the emission of single nanowires and of arrays. We also introduce a 
technique termed time-reversed Fourier microscopy that enables the detection of the 
directional absorption of polarized light by individual nanowires [3].  
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Abstract—Rigid metamaterials were prepared by embedding TiO2 microspheres into polyethy-
lene. These structures exhibit a series of Mie resonances where the lowest one is associated with
a strong dispersion in the e�ective magnetic permeability. Using time-domain terahertz spec-
troscopy, we experimentally demonstrated the magnetic nature of the observed resonance. The
presented approach shows a way for low-cost mass fabrication of mechanically stable terahertz
metamaterials based on dielectric microresonators.

We focus on the investigation of THz metamaterials based on TiO2 microsphere resonators.
Titanium dioxide TiO2 is a suitable dielectric material due to its high permittivity and low dielectric
losses. In our previous work, the microspheres were dispersed in air, forming nearly a single-
layer sample enclosed between two sapphire wafers [1]. Here we embedded the TiO2 microspheres
into a polyethylene (PE) matrix which enabled us to prepare a rigid bulk metamaterial with a
controllable concentration of microresonators. We performed measurements using time-domain
THz spectroscopy to characterize fully the response of such structures and to confirm its magnetic
character. The retrieved spectra of e�ective dielectric permittivity and magnetic permeability are
discussed within Mie theory and Maxwell-Garnett e�ective medium model.
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Figure 1: (a) Transmittance spectra of one-mm-
thick PE pellets with various concentrations of TiO2

spheres. Symbols: experimental data, lines: fits us-
ing Maxwell-Garnett theory. (b) E�ective permeabil-
ity corresponding to the fitted transmission spectra.
Filling fractions were obtained from the component
weights (nominal values) and from the fits.

TiO2 microspheres with a diameter of a
few tens of micrometers were prepared by the
bottom up approach described in [1]. They
were mixed with PE powder and a pressure of
14 MPa was used to prepare rigid pellets with
random spatial distribution of the TiO2 micro-
spheres. Pellets with thicknesses of 1 and 3 mm
were prepared.

First of all, we employed a finite-di�erence
time-domain (FDTD) simulation software pack-
age MEEP [2] to calculate the transmission and
reflection spectra of TiO2 microspheres with di-
ameter d = 35 µm arranged in a square lat-
tice with period a = 50 µm and embedded
in a medium with dielectric permittivity �H .
In order to account for the losses and for the
porosity of the microspheres, the permittivity
of TiO2 was considered as 92 + 2if , where f is
the frequency in THz [1]. The Nicolson-Ross-
Weir method [3] was used to retrieve the e�ec-
tive dielectric permittivity � and e�ective mag-
netic permeability µ from the simulated spectra
of the metamaterial.

We investigated how the contrast between
the permittivity of the microspheres and the
host matrix a�ects the position and the
strength of the magnetic response associated
with the lowest Mie mode. This resonance is lo-
cated around 0.9 THz and its position changes



only weakly for �H < 3. However, the strength of the resonance and the minimum negative value of
the e�ective permeability decrease with increasing �H . For the filling factor of 18%, the range of the
negative e�ective permeability completely disappears for the host material permittivity exceeding
⇠ 5.

Time-domain THz experiments were performed using a custom-made setup described in [4] and
a commercial Teraview THz spectrometer. We verified that such pure PE pellets exhibit a constant
permittivity (�H = 1.98) and negligible losses (tan � ⇠ 0.002 around 1 THz). For a 3-mm thick pel-
let with a very low filling fraction of TiO2 microspheres (0.15%) we extracted the complex dielectric
permittivity � and magnetic permeability µ from the transmittances T0 and T1 corresponding to
the direct pass and to the first echo in the sample, respectively [5]. A magnetic resonance around
0.9 THz is clearly resolved. This confirms the e�ective magnetic behavior of the metamaterial
associated with this lowest Mie mode. Since T1 dramatically decreases for higher filling fractions,
we carried out further investigations based exclusively on the transmittance amplitude obtained
from long time-domain scans which involved the sum of all measurable Fabry-Pérot reflections.
In order to gain further insight into the properties of the metamaterial, we employed a dynamic
Maxwell-Garnett theory [6], in which we account for the distribution of sizes of the microspheres.
We found that a good match between the calculated and measured spectra is found when two
mean particle radii are considered r1 = 17 µm, r2 = 13.5 µm with a distribution width � = 1 µm
(see Fig. 1). These parameters are supported by the optical microscope analysis, which revealed a
comparable ellipticity of the microparticles. Furthermore, the filling fractions obtained from the fit
by the Maxwell-Garnett theory are in good agreement with those determined from the weights of
the components.

Using a bottom up approach, we fabricated rigid metamaterials made of TiO2 microresonators
embedded in polyethylene. We experimentally confirmed the magnetic e�ective response in the
vicinity of the lowest Mie resonance near 0.9 THz. Using FDTD calculations of the e�ective
response we found out that a range of negative e�ective magnetic permeability can be achieved
for su�ciently high filling fractions and contrasts between the permittivities of the resonators and
the embedding medium. The developed structures are prototypes of cheap mechanically stable
terahertz metamaterials.
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Abstract- The gold nanoparticle supramolecular self-assembly strategy under controlled 

temperature and concentration conditions proposed in this work, shows a battery of chemical 

approaches to prepare new defined plasmonic superstructures in both aqueous and organic media, 

and their interfaces, with potential applications in plasmonic nanoparticle sensing. 

 

The development of nanoplasmonics has been tremendous during the past two decades, driven in part by 

improvements in colloidal synthesis of nanocrystals and manipulation of nanoparticle surface functionalities. 

This has granted access not only to exquisite control over the morphology of nanoparticles but also to novel 

multiparticle nanostructures with a variety of organizational motifs.1 Driven by such new possibilities, 

completely unforeseen plasmonic effects have been found, which let us think about applications in a variety of 

fields. In this work, we discuss the evolution of plasmonic nanomaterials and their corresponding properties and 

correlations with supramolecular concepts that have been around for a long time. Additional thinking along these 

lines may lead to further expansion of nanoplasmonics and to multiple surprising discoveries in this field. 

The self-assembly of small molecules into large, functional nanostructures has led to the construction of 

supramolecular systems, both in solution and on solid substrates, with defined dimensions that display unique 

properties through collective interactions, much like natural systems. In this work, we show how one assembles 

gold plasmonic nanoparticles through supramolecular chemistry for the purpose of producing novel materials 

that can be used for optical devices and sensors.2 In a stepwise process, we discuss the design and synthesis of 

the molecular and nanoparticle components, their optical behaviour, and finally the properties arising form the 

assembly in superlattices. We then move from simple supramolecular interactions, based on polyrotaxanes and 

supramolecular polymers,3 with gold nanoparticles to more complex nanostructures such as gold colloidal 

membranes that can be used as nanocontainers and functionalized in different ways. We show how it is possible 

to organize such membranes of micron length in a space-controlled manner on surfaces.  

Additionally, we propose here a light controlled synthetic procedure that allows obtaining selected 

plasmonic oligomers through coordinative bonds in high yield and with reaction times in the scale of minutes by 

irradiation with low fluence near-infrared (NIR) femtosecond laser pulses.4 Selective inhibition of the formation 

of gold nanorod n-mers (trimers) with a longitudinal localized surface plasmon in resonance with a 800 nm 

Ti:sapphire laser, allowed efficient trapping of the (n−1)-mers (dimers) by hot spot mediated photothermal 

decomposition of the interparticle molecular linkers. Finally, laser irradiation at higher energies produced 

near-field enhancement at the interparticle gaps, which is large enough to melt gold nanorod tips, offering a new 

pathway toward tip-to-tip welding of gold nanorod oligomers with a plasmonic response at the NIR.  
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Abstract 
We present novel meta-structures via self-collapsed nanowires which can be readily fabricated by 

aggregation due to the capillary force between the nanowires. We apply aluminum oxide and 

titanium dioxide nanowires to characterize both dielectric and semi-conductor materials. The 

self-collapsed alumina nanowire arrays exhibit high optical transmission haze to enhance the 

efficiency of optoelectronic devices. Ultra-broadband absorption and high photocatalyst efficiency 

can be also achieved by plasmonic nanostructure with metal coated nanowires for solar energy 

harvesting. 
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The use of plasmonic metal nanoparticles as photosensitizers has undergone a strong development in the last 

few years given their ability to increase the activity of semiconductors into the visible and near infrared regions. 

The present work reports an experimental and theoretical study on the critical influence that shape anisotropy of 

gold nanoparticles exerts on the photocatalytic performance of Au-TiO2 nanoarchitectures. The obtained results 

show that for a given amount of metallic material, Au nanostars endow titania with a strongly-enhanced catalytic 

efficiency compared to that found in the presence of Au nanospheres or nanorods. This is ascribed to the ability 

of nanostars to locally create extremely large electromagnetic field enhancements around their spikes (plasmonic 

hot-spots), which ensures an increased population of hot electrons close to the interface between the metal and 

the semiconductor. Numerical simulations confirm that the hot electron injection is a feasible mechanism behind 

the photosensitization process and that the nanostars should have the strongest photochemical response. These 

results pave the way for a more rational design of the plasmonic component in the search for high-performance 

photocatalytic nanoreactors operating under visible and NIR light.1 

 



Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the composites synthesized (left) together with their photocatalytic behavior 

for the degradation of Rhodamine B (right).  
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Abstract Using numerical simulations, we compare the performance of plasmonic gallium and 
bismuth nanostructures for switchable optical filtering. They present a spectrally localized optical 

extinction that shifts upon solid-liquid transition, thus allowing a relevant extinction contrast at 

selected photon energies that depend on their nature and geometry.  

 

Plasmonic metamaterials have attracted the attention of a broad community of scientists thanks to their 

capability to support resonant optical meta-effects that are especially interesting for filtering applications 

(resonant perfect absorbers or reflectors). The next step in the evolution of plasmonic metamaterial-based filters 

requires making them switchable. Gallium and bismuth are interesting candidates for building such 

metamaterials, due to their plasmonic properties in the ultraviolet and visible [1,2] that can be switched upon 

solid-liquid transition [3-5]. Using numerical simulations (finite element method), we show that gallium and 

bismuth nanostructures present a spectrally localized optical extinction that shifts upon solid-liquid transition, 

thus allowing a relevant extinction contrast at selected photon energies. We report the dependence of the 

extinction contrast spectrum on the nature (gallium or bismuth) and geometry of the nanostructures in order to 

assess their suitability for integrated switchable filters in the ultraviolet and visible.  
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Abstract We explore the potential of p-block elements (especially Bi, Ga, Sb) for the fabrication of 

switchable plasmonic nanostructures and metamaterials, and demonstrate switchable plasmonic 

properties in nanostructured metamaterials based on such elements.    

 

Plasmonic metamaterials have attracted the attention of a broad community of scientists thanks to their 

capability to support resonant optical meta-effects, such as perfect absorption [1], plasmonic phase flips [2,3], 

non-specular reflection or refraction [4] that provide solutions for light trapping, lensing, filtering or 

optically-monitored sensing. The next step in the evolution of such metamaterials requires making their 

plasmonic properties switchable. This will allow designing switchable optical components and sensors with 

enhanced performance. In this context, technology can profit from the use of alternative plasmonic elements or 

compounds that are unconventional in the plasmonic field, beyond the traditional noble metals. In this talk we 

will explore the potential of p-block elements for the fabrication of switchable plasmonic metamaterials. 

Especially, Bi, Ga and Sb display a plasmonic response in the ultraviolet – visible [5, 6] together with a 

switching capability upon solid-liquid transition. We will assess the plasmonic switching performance in 

nanostructures with different geometries. Finally we will report the fabrication and switchable response of 

metamaterials based on such nanostructures.  
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Abstract- We present a comprehensive theoretical and experimental study on plasmon 

enhancement of energy transfer upconversion in rare earth activated upconversion nanoparticles 

(UCNPs). The UCNPs and plasmonic nanostructures were coupled by electrostatic self-assembly or 

nucleic acid directed self-assembly. A detailed spectroscopic study together with a theoretical study 

based on quantum electrodynamics revealed the mechanisms involved in the plasmon enhancement 

and quantitatively determine the contribution by each mechanism. This study provides a clear 

pathway for advanced engineering of plasmon enhanced upconversion materials.  
 

Frequency conversion is one of the most important phenomena in optics with a wide variety of applications. 

Frequency conversion by optically active ions is of special interest because it exhibits efficiencies far higher than 

the better known counterpart using nonlinear susceptibility.[1] Thanks to the high efficiency, these processes do 

not require phase matching and can be excited by incoherent light source at low intensities. This unique feature 

naturally opens doors to many new applications including solar energy conversion and bioimaging. However, 

despite the recent progress in the synthesis of high quality UCNPs, their efficiencies remain too low to impact 

the targeted applications in significant ways. Coupling with surface plasmon offers a promising way to 

dramatically enhance the conversion efficiency. While there has been a rapid increase in number of publications 

on this topic, the precise enhancement mechanism has remained elusive. This paper reports the recent progress 

that sheds light on the mechanism of plasmon enhancement of ETU process.   

We used the thermal decomposition technique to synthesis UCNP nanoparticles with highly monodispersed 

size distributions ranging from 10 to 70 nm.[2] For further processing, the as-synthesized UCNPs are coated with 

poly(maleic anhydride-alt-1-octadecene) (PMAO). The amphiphilic polymer serves two functions. First it makes 

the hydrophobic surface of as-synthesized UCNPs hydrophilic, turning the UCNPs water soluble. Additionally, 

PMAO provides negative charge, enabling electrostatically driven layer-by-layer deposition of UCNPs with 

precise control of thickness. Using the latter characteristic, we deposited 3 monolyaers of UCNPs on a sliver 

nanograting fabricated by the laser interference lithography (LIL).[3] To alleviate quenching, a thin Si3N4 spacer 
layer was deposited between the nanograting and UCNP layers. The nanograting and UCNP deposited on 

nanograting are shown in Fig. 1(a). The grating is designed in such a way that, after Si3N4 and UCNP deposition, 

it exhibits a strong plasmon resonance at 980 nm, the absorption wavelength of UCNP. Photoluminescence (PL) 

spectroscopy revealed that the green and red emission bands are enhanced by 14x and 39x, respectively, by the 

plasmon resonance supported by the nanograting structure, as shown in Fig. 1(b). 

In order to elucidate the enhancement mechanism, we set up a system of rate equations describing the ETU 

process in NaYF4:Yb3+,Er3+.[3,4] The theoretical analysis showed that the enhancement is entirely due to 



            

absorption enhancement in the strong excitation limit while it depends on both absorption enhancement and 

energy transfer enhancement. 

Fweak = FETFabs
2 , Fstrong = Fabs 

The quadratic dependence on the absorption enhancement in the weak excitation regime shows the possibility of 

dramatic enhancement due to the nonlinear nature of the ETU process. This is why we were able to observe 

sizable PL enhancement despite that the absorption enhancement in our structure is rather modest, ~3x. Also, 

one of the long standing dispute in the field is whether plasmon resonance can actually enhance energy transfer 

rate. To address this issue, we conducted a comprehensive time-resolved PL spectroscopy and experimentally 

showed that the plasmon resonance does enhance the energy transfer process.[5] From direct measurement of 

rise and decay of infrared emission, we were able to quantitatively determine the energy transfer rate and found 

that the plasmon resonance enhanced the energy transfer rate and efficiency by 2.7x and 1.6x, respectively, in 

the strong excitation regime. In the weak excitation regime where the density of ions in the intermediate level is 

low, the energy transfer rate was too low to be measured but for the same reason the enhancement could be 

much higher. In summary, this study presents two crucial conclusions: (1) plasmon enhancement of 

luminescence upconversion is dominated by the absorption enhancement and (2) plasmon resonance does 

enhance energy transfer processes but to a lesser degree than absorption.  

       
(a)        (b)         (c) 

Figure 1.  (a) SEM micrograph of silver nanograting fabricated by laser interference lithography (inset: cross sectional SEM of 

UCNPs deposited on nanograting), (b) photoluminescence spectra of UCNPs on nanograting and flat film, and (c) experimentally 

measured energy transfer rate and efficiency as a function of excitation power density. 
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Abstract- Metamaterials provide the ability to design materials properties to meet the unique needs of applications 

beyond what is possible with conventional materials. From spatially tailored dielectrics to tunable, dynamic material 

properties and unique nonlinear behavior, these systems offer tremendous flexibility to application engineers. 

Fabrication of these material systems has remained a key challenge, though significant progress has been made. The 

incorporation of multiple functional material types into patterned and structured materials is the principle route to 

leveraging the potential of metamaterials to provide active and widely tunable response. Self-assembly offers a suite 

of capabilities for forming and arranging multi-material systems in complex, three dimensional and precise structures. 

Decades of work in self-assembly has yielded a toolbox of materials and techniques to enable fabrication, even at 

nanometric dimensions. In this presentation, we will explore systems that leverage self-assembly primarily and as a 

component of hybrid assembly techniques to produce meta-systems with new properties in linear and nonlinear optics 

as well as opto-electronic applications. The materials and effects span wavelength ranges and demonstrate the 

potential for precise and localized fabrication and large area complex materials synthesis.  
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Photonic crystal band-edge mode has an intriguing property: its optical mode profile is 
periodically bunched over an extended area. The most common application have been band-
edge lasers, which can be obtained by tuning a band-edge mode to the emission wavelength 
of gain material. In this talk, we present a new approach in utilizing band-edge modes, where 
a band-edge mode is tuned to excitation wavelength. By properly designing the photonic 
crystal structure, we could obtain a large enhancement in optical absorption and therefore 
subsequent fluorescence, which is particularly suitable for phosphor applications. 
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The interaction of terahertz (THz) radiation with graphene has a vast application potential in 

many technologies, including imaging, communications, sensing, or photo-detection, among 

others. Recently, it has been shown that the excitation of localized THz plasmons in graphene 

can strongly enhance light-matter interactions, opening the door to more efficient optoelectronic 

devices. Here, we will present on the first visualization of propagating graphene plasmons 

(GPs) at THz frequencies, which can also be controlled by metallic (split) gates. Intriguingly, due 

to the coupling of GPs with the metal gate underneath we observe a linearization of the 

plasmon dispersion (thus revealing acoustic plasmons), which comes along with an extreme 

confinement of the plasmon fields [1]. These extraordinary GPs properties are very promising 

for sensing and communication technologies. To map the THz GPs, we introduce nanoscale-

resolved THz photocurrent nanoscopy as a novel tool for studying fundamental and applied 

aspects of local THz photocurrent generation with a resolution of 25 nm, nearly 4 orders of 

magnitude below the diffraction limit.  
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Abstract We investigate directed-assembly of plasmonic nanoplates in a tightly focused beam. We 

demonstrate the reconfigurability of the assembly by altering the phase gradient achieved via 

holographic beam shaping. The slower motion of the nanoplates as compared with plasmonic 

nanospheres allows for a precise study of their assembly/disassembly dynamics. We observe a 

strong correlation of their motion far from the center of the trap that we are using to create extended 

arrays of plasmonic nanoparticles without collapsing the so-called “optical matter” structures.  

 

Organization of matter into well-controlled and ordered structures is one of the main pursuits of nanoscience, 

especially for applications in nanophotonics. Top-down techniques such as e-beam or focused ion beam 

lithography and bottom-up ones such as self-assembly are widely used to create static ordered nanostructures. 

However, the research agenda is now shifting towards achieving tunable, switchable or nonlinear functionalities, 

which requires dynamic or reconfigurable nanostructures. To achieve this goal, the next generation of optical 

tweezers coupled with spatial light modulators (SLMs) for phase control, offers tremendous opportunities.1-3 

Here we investigate optical trapping of plasmonic nanoplates. We are able to trap and orient the nanoplates 

in minimally shaped optical beams and can assemble/disassemble and orient them along unique directions. The 

optical phase gradients driven assembly and disassembly of the nanoplates over tens of micron are achieved via 

holographic beam shaping using a spatial light modulator3-5 by inverting the phase gradient.  

Figure 1: a) TEM image of the gold nanoplates; b) Dark field image of the gold nanoplates linearly trapped in 

solution; c) Trajectories of the trapped nanoplates by inverting the phase gradient. 
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This result corroborates recent findings on the importance of the phase gradient contribution to the optical 

gradient forces6. While the nanoplates exhibit a slower motion as compare to the plasmonic nanospheres6, we 

conclude that sensitivity to the phase gradient versus the intensity gradient can be tuned. As opposed to the 

transition from 1D to 2D or amorphous organization of nanospheres6, the compressive force imposed by the 

phase gradient6 is decreased in the case of the nanoplates. 

The smaller velocity of the nanoplates allows us to observe a strong correlation of their linear motion during 

the assembly and disassembly process. Remarkably, this correlated motion occurs as far as tens of micron away 

from the center of the line trap. The light scattered by each plasmonic nanoplate is thus strong enough to 

generate significant forces on neighboring ones. This phenomenon is known as optical binding7,8. We recently 

utilized it to direct the assembly of spherical metal nanoparticles (with sizes satisfying the Rayleigh criterion) 

into optically-bonded supra-crystals8. We show here that it can be extended to highly anisometric nano-objects 

(aspect ratio≥10). 

Our findings demonstrate that control over the phase gradient force opens the route on the one hand for 

stabilizing large scale assembly, and on the other hand for sorting nanoparticles of various sizes (and shapes) in 

polydispersed colloidal solution. 
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ABSTRACT

We address the scattering of an electromagnetic field by a small particle, dipolar in the wide sense. We 

put forward a scattering component ST of the optical torque exerted on the body [1,2] which has been 

overlooked in all research so far. This  ST cancels the usually called extinction torque ET, which was 

often considered to be responsible for the particle spinning. Also we show  the contribution of the 

spatial structure and polarization of the wave to this torque, unknown to this date, demonstrating that it 

often leads to a negative torque on a single particle, so producing an orbital motion contrary to its 

spinning. Furthermore, we establish a decomposition of the electromagnetic torque into conservative 

and nonconservative components in which the helicity and the spin angular momentum play a role 

analogous to the energy and its flux for electromagnetic forces.

1. M. Nieto-Vesperinas, Opt. Lett. 40, 3021 (2015).
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Abstract- We demonstrate that gradientless light fields can exert pulling force on a dipolar particle 

located on a plasmonic interface. The forces acting against the propagation of light arise due to the 

amplification of the photon linear momentum when surface plasmon polaritons are excited at the 

plasmonic interface. This effect can be utilized for effective optomechanical control of nano-objects 

over metallic surfaces. 
 

Optical “tractor beams” have attracted much interest recently because of their intriguing capabilities for 

micromanipulation [1]. A tractor beam can exert a “negative” force (NF) that pulls the scatterer in a direction 
opposite to the propagation of light, in contrast to the usually “positive” push exerted by radiation pressure. The 

fundamental requirement for NF to occur is the increase of the momentum of light during the process of light 

scattering. Previously we demonstrated that stable NFs are possible for objects placed at the interface of liquid 

dielectric media [2]. In this case, momentum of light increases when light goes from medium with lower to 

higher refractive index. This approach does not work for solid interfaces when manipulated particle should be 

completely outside the substrate. In present work we show theoretically that optical pulling force is still possible 

if nanoparticle is placed in the vicinity of plasmonic interface.  
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Figure 1. (a) The geometry of the problem; (b) The spectral dependence of the longitudinal force xF  acting on 

a dielectric nano-particle placed in air above a silver surface. The solid line corresponds to the dipole model of 

Eq.(1), the dotted line corresponds to the numerical calculations. The dashed line corresponds to the dipole 

model without contribution of SPP. The dash-dotted line shows to the SP resonance wavelength. 
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We consider a spherical dielectric nanoparticle located in air at certain height 0z  above a substrate with 

permittivity sH  (Figure 1a). The particle is illuminated with unstructured wave having wavenumber k . 

Theoretical analysis of the optical force acting on a particle in a vicinity of a plasmonic interface can be provided 

in a framework of point dipole approximation using the Green function technique [3]. After some algebra, the 

expression for the force acting along the interface becomes 

 0 D
x x xF F F � , (1) 

 � �0 0 2 0 21
2 Im | | Im | |x x x x z zF k E ED D � , 

2
*

0
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k
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where D̂  is the polarizability of dipole particle, 0E  is the amplitude of incident field, Ĝ  is the Green’s 
function for a particle located near the substrate. The first term in the right hand side of Eq.(1) corresponds to the 

ordinary radiation pressure and is always positive. The second term corresponds to the interaction of the particle 

with the substrate; we show that this term can become negative in certain cases. As one can see from the 

expression for D
xF , two main factors contribute to the appearance of negative force. The interference between 

the incident and reflected waves produces a phase difference between the components of dipole moment p . 

This rotating dipole with asymmetric scattering pattern produces directional excitation of surface plasmon 

polaritons (SPPs) [4] and enhances the linear momentum of scattered light. The strongly asymmetric SPP 

excitation is determined by spin-orbit coupling of the rotating dipole and SPP. As a result of the total momentum 

conservation, the force acting on the particle points in a direction opposite to the incident wave propagation. 

Figure 1b shows longitudinal force xF  calculated for different wavelengths of incident wave. Both analytical 

and numerical calculations confirm the appearance of negative force in the conditions of SPP excitation. 
In summary, we have demonstrated that paraxial optical fields can act as a “tractor beam” along a plasmonic 

interface. The asymmetric excitation of surface plasmon polaritons induces the amplification of the forward 

scattering momentum leading to negative scattering forces pulling objects in the direction opposite to the beam 

propagation. This simple scheme may find applications for developing novel nano-manipulation approaches. 
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Abstract-Using a generic microscopic model, we show that the boundary stress induced by an 

electromagnetic plane wave in a negative-refractive-index metamaterial depends not only on the 

macroscopic effective permittivity and permeability but also on the microscopic lattice symmetry 

of the polarizable units that constitute the metamaterial. The lattice effect is attributed to 

electrostriction and magnetostriction which can be accounted for by the Helmholtz stress tensor 

within the context of effective medium theory. 

 

It is well known that light carrying momentum k  exerts a positive photon pressure on an object in 

vacuum. With the advent of metamaterials which can have negative refractive indices, does photon pressure 

become photon tension in such a kind of material?  

 

 
Figure 1. (a) The microscopic model system and (b) the effective medium system. 

 

To answer the question we use a generic microscopic model as shown in Fig.1 (a), where two kinds of 

materials carrying different microstructures form a boundary in the middle. Near the boundary the materials are 

discretized into a lattice consisting of polarizable units (electric/magnetic dipoles), say for example, a square 

lattice here. The incident electromagnetic plane wave propagates from the left hand side to the right hand side 

and we are interested in the optical stress exerted on the boundary region. In the long wavelength limit the lattice 

system can be approximated as an effective medium system [Fig. 1(b)] characterized by the macroscopic 

effective permittivity and permeability. In the microscopic model system, the boundary stress is determined as 

follows. We first solve for the total field by using an analytical Green’s function method. Then the optical force 

acting on each polarizable unit is calculated by using the Maxwell stress tensor approach. The boundary stress is 

obtained by summing the force acting all the units within the boundary region. We considered three kinds of 

lattice system: square lattice, triangle lattice and amorphous lattice and found that they have different boundary 

stress, although they are designed to have the same effective permittivity and permeability and hence correspond 

to the same effective medium system. This means that the boundary stress is, in fact, indeterminate if only the 



macroscopic effective parameters are specified. Light can either push or pull a metamaterial boundary, 

depending also on the microscopic lattice structure of the polarizable units that constitute the medium.  

Within the effective medium theory, the corresponding boundary stress can be determined using the 

Helmholtz stress tensor [1-3]: 
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where eff eff,/ /ij iju uH Pw w w w  are electrostriction and magnetostriction terms that take into account the 

microscopic lattice information and they can be analytically derived using multiple scattering theory or 

numerically retrieved based on the band structure of the lattice. Using this stress tensor one can predict the 

boundary stress that match the results of the microscopic model system very well. Other forms of stress tensors 

such as Abraham, Minkowski or Einstein-Laub cannot predict the correct results for boundary optical stresses 

due to the absence of lattice-structure dependent terms. 

 Our results may shed light on the study of optical force density inside dielectric medium and may find 

applications in the field of biophysics (e.g., how the electromagnetic stress will deform a biological cell).  
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Abstract- We discuss our studies on THz planar chiral metamaterials and the potential they show 
for THz polarization control. Besides planar structures we discuss also 3D bulk chiral metamaterial 
structures enabling additional functionalities, such as asymmetric transmission, asymmetric perfect 
absorption, and broadband polarization conversion for both linear and circularly polarized waves. 
 

Chiral metamaterials, showing chirality orders of magnitude larger than that of natural chiral materials, offer 
great potential for the manipulation of wave polarization. Such potential is extremely useful in THz and 
far-infrared (IR) ranges, where natural materials do not show strong response and therefore they are not offered 
for the realization of optical components, while there is great potential in applications. Combining chirality 
(magnetoelectric coupling) with structural anisotropy one can get an even richer response compared to that of 
bi-isotropic chiral structures, allowing phenomena such as asymmetric transmission, asymmetric perfect 
absorption, giant polarization conversion etc. 

 In this work we studied, both theoretically and experimentally, a variety of THz and far-IR chiral 
metamaterials, both planar isotropic [1,2] and anisotropic three-dimensional ones [3]. The isotropic planar 
structures, which were fabricated by UV lithography on flexible substrates and operate in few THz, showed giant 
optical activity, large circular dichroism and negative index of refraction, offering promising candidates for the 
realization of various THz polarization control components and systems, like wave-plates and polarizers. The 
three-dimensional anisotropic structures, which were fabricated by direct laser writing, demonstrated a variety of 
polarization dependent phenomena, including asymmetric transmission, asymmetric polarization conversion, 
asymmetric narrow-band perfect absorption and others, showing unique potential in functionalities such as 
polarization isolation, and polarization conversion and filtering.    

 

 
Fig. 1: The unit cell of the planar isotropic chiral metamaterials under study (yellow color indicates metal, grey 

indicates polyimide). The characteristic geometrical features marked on the figure are of the order of few microns. The 
wave propagation is along the z axis. 
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Abstract-Conventional dielectric waveguides support forwards light modes, where the phase 

velocity is parallel to the energy velocity. On the other hand, metamaterial waveguides having a 

negative refractive index support backwards light modes, with anti-parallel phase and energy 

velocities. We will discuss, how these two individual native modes can strongly couple into a new 

exotic “nearly-frozen” light mode. This unconventional light mode gives rise to an extra-ordinary 

mesoscale EM enhancement that is important to harnessing a strong light-matter interaction. 

 

We know that dielectric slab waveguides 

behave essentially like an optical fiber, where 

light is confined and guided through the slab area, 

with EM energy exponentially decaying outside. 

Conversely, negative-refractive-index slab 

waveguides, act very much similarly to dielectric 

waveguides, albeit the phase-fronts and EM 

energy of the light mode propagate in opposite 

directions (backward-wave propagation). Now, if 
we join together two waveguides of opposite 
refractive index into a hetero-structure 

waveguide we observe a remarkable phenomenon. A new exotic light mode emerges from strong coupling 
of the individual native modes in the NIM, PIM waveguides. This mode does not share the characteristics of 
either of the native modes in the constituent waveguides and appears “nearly-frozen,” with an ultra-low 
energy velocity, 300 times smaller the vacuum speed of light, as calculated with ab-initio EM simulations 
[1].  
 Ultra-slow light is not a new concept; other paradigms have been reported before, based on either 
engineering the back-scattering and diffraction in periodically patterned materials [2] or relying on polar 
resonant atomic systems [3]. However, neither of the latter systems is capable of an electric-field 
enhancement covering a mesoscale area, demonstrated by the system of Fig. 1. This is because of either 
high insertion and radiation losses (for the systems of Ref. [2]) or because of energy storage into the atomic 
polarization rather than the electric field itself (for the systems of Ref. [3)). Thus, the paradigm of Fig. 1 
exhibits a unique capability for intensity enhancement which can extend over large mesoscopic areas.  

It is therefore important to understand how this photonic slow “super-mode” is formed. We will discuss the 

formation of such slow super-mode in the context of the interaction between the native modes in the two 

waveguides of opposite wave-handiness, as this transitions from the weak- to the strong- coupling regime. Our 

Figure 1: The exotic heterostructure waveguide comprising two 

waveguides made of a positive refractive index material (PIM) and a 

negative refractive index material (NIM) respectively. 



analysis aims to bring about systematic ways of harnessing pulse delay, that is relevant to optical computing 

applications.  
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Abstract— We present the first measurements of sub-femtonewton forces in fluid. The mea-
surements, which we show to be limited only by room temperature thermal noise, are about two
orders of magnitude more sensitive than has been previously reported. We apply our technique
to measure the optical force on a microsphere in the presence of an evanescent wave. The results
are in quantitative agreement with Mie theory predictions and the first such confirmation of its
kind.

Pico-newton force spectroscopy is well-covered by existing methods such as atomic force mi-
croscopy (AFM). They have enabled position-dependent force measurements which have enhanced
our understanding of various physical, chemical, and biological systems. However, especially in
liquid media, the sensitivity of AFM’s is limited by the large damping coe�cient of a typical
cantilever. This fundamental thermal limit cannot be circumvented by simply introducing more
compliant cantilevers. We must reduce the footprint of our probe.

An existing technique called photonic force microscopy (PFM) aims to do just this with an
optically trapped microsphere as probe. In this scheme, the probe is trapped in two dimensions
and allowed to move freely (under the influence of gravity) in the third. In its free motion, the
probe samples the trapping volume. By inverting the Boltzmann formula, independent samples
of its position may be converted into a potential energy landscape. A derivative of this potential
energy profile then gives a position-dependent force. This technique, though slightly more sensitive
than the AFM, is unable to measure at the thermal limit, which remains about two orders of
magnitude beyond reach.

By combining an optical tweezer to precisely position the microsphere probe in 3D, a capacitive
sensor-piezo loop to control drift, and a lock-in detection scheme to minimize the e�ect of 1/f
noise in our system, we demonstrate, for the first time, thermal-limited force measurements in a
microsphere probe system. We demonstrate this with a measurement of Mie scattering optical
forces on the microsphere in the presence of an evanescent field. We are able to achieve sub-fN
force resolution in measurements of about 100 seconds in length.
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Abstract-Graded-index lenses that exhibit strict global behavior, such as absolute optical 

instruments (where all ray trajectories must be closed) can be difficult to mathematically construct 

because of the inherent one-way nature of lens design: it’s easy to carry out raytracing when given 

an index profile, but much more difficult to design a lens with a specified desired behavior. A few 

approaches to this problem will be discussed, along with an extension of some techniques to optical 

force. 
 

We are interested in the global behavior of lenses and designing lenses that have specific functions that are 

often difficult to express mathematically.  In the case of absolute optical instruments, for example, in which a 

region of space is required to be imaged stigmatically, the known number of extant example lenses has until 

recently been very limited.  The main reason for this is the inherent difficulty in converting the stated lens goal 

(all ray trajectories must be closed) into a useful mathematical form from which an expression for the refractive 

index can be derived.  In 2006, J. C. Minano [1] discovered that many lenses that were already known, such as 

Eaton or Luneburg lenses, were also absolute optical instruments, and in 2011 T. Tyc et al. [2] presented a 

general method of designing other absolute optical instruments.  In 2013 [3] and 2015 [4], new methods further 

extended design techniques to three dimensional lenses.  However, the question remains – how can one start 

with a goal expressed in terms of ray behavior and end up with a refractive index profile? 

In the specific case of absolute optical instruments, we will start with an analogy between classical 

mechanics and geometrical optics [5], 

                                𝑛(𝑟) = √2[𝐸 − 𝑈(𝑟)],                           (1) 

where 𝑈(𝑟) represents the potential (analogous to the refractive index) in which a particle of energy 𝐸 moves 

with the Lagrangian 𝐿 = 𝑣2 2⁄ − 𝑈(𝑟).  For systems with isotropic refractive index, we can first design the 

potential in a mechanical problem.  If the potential is separable in a given coordinate system, then the 

Lagrangian is also separable, yielding conservation laws useful for lens design.  Specifically, if the ratio of 

periodic oscillation periods along different coordinates is a rational number, then all ray trajectories will be 

closed [6].  The lens shown in Figure 1 was designed with such a method. 

 A more useful method is to assume that the Hamilton-Jacobi Equation is separable and following a similar 

line of reasoning – by calculating the frequency of oscillation along each (separated, orthogonal) coordinate 

direction and ensuring that they are rational-number ratios – we ensure closed trajectories for all orbits at a given 

energy, or at all energies.  (For the optical problem, having closed trajectories for just a single energy is 
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sufficient to create an absolute optical instrument, representing a major difference with the requirement for a 

mechanical system to yield closed orbits for particles at all energies.)  Lenses constructed with such design 

techniques will be described in the conference presentation associated with this abstract. 

 

 

Figure 1. Ray trajectories of an asymmetric 3-dimensional lens with potential 𝑈(𝑟) = 1
2 𝑥

2 + 1
8𝛽2 𝑦2 +

1
2 𝑧
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where 𝛽 = 1.7  if 𝑦 ≥ 0 , and 𝛽 = −0.3  otherwise.  The potential is clearly separable in Cartesian 

coordinates, and with care in the design, all ray trajectories in this example are closed. 
 

 We will also consider the case of tracing optical forces within a graded-index medium [7].  While it is not 

difficult to trace optical force distributions within a lens, it is much more difficult to reverse the problem – to 

require that a lens contain a certain distribution of optical force or radiation pressure throughout its bulk and find 

the corresponding refractive index distribution.  However, conservation laws can still be found that permit this, 

and some simple cases will be shown. 
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Abstract-We present our work on QD spin emitters in photonic crystal waveguides, 
demonstrating that by placing a QD spin emitter at a C-point polarization singularity, 
one may achieve perfect unidirectional emission of a photon from the emitter, whose 
direction is determined by the spin direction. 

Quantum dots are semiconductor artificial atoms.  They are nanoscale structures that trap single 
electrons and holes, and their quantized energy level structure results in atomic-like transitions and 
single photon emission.  These quantum dots act as a solid-state interface that is useful for quantum 
information applications, and for the past decade, semiconductor physicists have been attempting to 
replicate atomic cavity quantum electrodynamics in a practical semiconductor form.  One can embed 
quantum dot into micron-sized photonic structures to capture and control the light emission, in order 
to use the single photon emission in quantum communication and quantum circuits. 

One of the most exciting applications of quantum dots is to use their electron spins as a 
quantum memory.  This involves transferring spin information from an electron spin to the 
polarization of a photon.  However, as I shall explain, the definition of “polarization” for 
nanophotonic structures is far more complex than for a beam of light.  In fact, we find that point-like 
“spin” emitters couple to a photonic structure in surprising ways: unlike any phenomenon observed in 
bulk material, simply changing the position of an emitter or the spin direction controls completely in 
which direction photons propagate. Suddenly, a rich variety of behaviour has arisen in the 
semiconductor/photonic domain which has no equivalent in atomic cavity QED, including a 
fundamental difference between how a classical dipole and a quantum dipole emitter interfere with 
incoming light [1]. 
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Abstract-Metamaterials made of thin-film superconducting resonators are rich playground for not 

only studying fundamental electrodynamics of superconductors but also novel applications. Here, 

we present an overview of the research on tunable and non-linear superconducting metamaterials 

with various functionalities such as artificial magnetism and electromagnetically induced 

transparency. 
 

Metamaterials are engineered structures composed of sub-wavelength elements that form a homogeneous 

effective medium for the electromagnetic waves propagating through them. This effective response can be 

described by a coarse-grained electric permittivity and the magnetic permeability [1]. By manipulating these two 

electromagnetic parameters, unusual phenomena such as negative refractive index and artificial magnetism have 

been demonstrated [2].  

Superconducting metamaterials combine the advantages of low-loss, extreme tunability and non-linearity 

compared to their normal metal counterparts. Therefore, they allow realization of compact and exotic device 

designs operating at low frequencies [3].  

We have studied a hybrid metamaterial (Nb/Au) displaying a microwave response analogous to a quantum 

mechanical-electromagnetically induced transparency. In this design, the interference of two distinct resonators 

having extreme degrees of loss leads to narrow transparency windows with significantly enhanced group delays 

[4]. Due to the superconducting nature of the niobium thin film used in the hybrid metamaterial, the transparency 

windows in transmission was precisely tuned with temperature (see Fig. 1a). We also observed a non-linear 

response from the metamaterial with microwave power as demonstrated in Fig. 1b. The transparency windows 

are dramatically switched off at a critical power at which the local current density in Nb exceeds the critical 

current density and drives the superconducting Nb into ohmic regime.   

 

 
Figure 1: (a) Temperature 

and (b) microwave power 

evolution of transmission 

obtained from a hybrid 

superconducting metamaterial. 
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Moreover, we reported tunable artificial magnetism in a metamaterial made of three dimensional array of Nb 

thin film spirals [5]. The created medium showed a narrow frequency band where the real part of the complex 

effective permeability is negative up to 8.3 K, beyond which it starts to show near-zero and then positive values.   

We demonstrated a precise and in-situ tuning of this frequency band with temperature until the metamaterial 

is driven into the resistive regime. Due to electrically small spacing (O0/1875) between the individual spirals - O0 

is the free space wavelength- we treated the metamaterial with an effective medium approach [6]. Figure 2 

shows the temperature dependence of the fitting parameters obtained by fitting the complex permeability with 

the Lorentzian function characterizing magnetic response of sub-wavelength split ring resonators [7]. The 

dramatic drop in resonant frequency fr is a result of a decrease in the density of superconducting electrons 

(superfluid density) with temperature, which is inversely proportional to the square of magnetic penetration 

depth. 

As the fields of the electromagnetic waves penetrate deeper into the metamaterial with increasing 

temperature, the total inductance of the individual spirals increases due to the enhanced kinetic inductance, 

which leads to a reduction in the resonant frequency. Moreover, transmission decreases in magnitude and is 

smeared as transition temperature is approached due to the 

increasing ohmic losses arising from normal carriers, 

characterized by Γ. 
 
Figure 2: Temperature evolution of the extracted 

resonance frequency (blue squares) and damping factor Γ (red 
diamonds) by fitting the retrieved permeability of the 3D 

metamaterial. 

 
 

 

Our work contributes to ongoing research on tunable and nonlinear metamaterials and demonstrates a novel 

electromagnetic properties where the sensitive tunability can be accomplished without use of lumped elements. 
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Abstract-We propose a novel mechanism to enhance the optical gradient forces between closely 

spaced waveguides based on the effective gauge potential for photons. We show that the modal 

field distribution of two coupled waveguides can be manipulated using a specifically engineered 

effective gauge potential. As one of the most interesting results of this phenomenon, we 

demonstrate that the electric field can be concentrated at the inner boundaries of the coupled 

waveguide system. Indeed, the optical gradient forces between the waveguides, which are 

proportional to the field intensity inside the enclosed region, can be enhanced considerable using 

this technique. 
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Abstract A hot surface can lose heat by radiation but if in close proximity to another surface, 

phonons can also tunnel across the gap mediated by van der Waals forces. We have developed a 

new formulism for calculating this contribution to heat flow and will compare to other mechanisms 

such as near field heat transfer and conventional thermal radiative cooling. 
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Abstract— Recent research shows that the lack of spatial inversion symmetries is not the only
necessary condition for a system to be optically active. For general illumination / scattering
directions, electromagnetic duality symmetry is an additional necessary condition. We use these
two conditions to design structures exhibiting optical activity in general scattering directions.

In 1848, Pasteur identified a necessary condition for optical activity (polarization rotation):
Absence of any mirror plane of symmetry in the molecule or the unit cell of the crystal. Until very
recently, the lack of spatial inversion symmetries was the only known necessary condition. New
work in this field [1, 2] has proven that there is another one: For a system to be optically active
it shall not couple the two states of definite polarization handedness. This additional condition
ensures that the rotation angle is independent of the input polarization angle.

In the particular case of normal incidence and if only the forward propagation direction is
relevant, the zero coupling of the two polarization handedness can be enforced by geometrical
means: It is enough for the system to have a higher than 2-fold discrete rotational symmetry
around the optical axis [3]. For example, a solution of a chiral molecule is, in e�ect, cylindrically
symmetric (�-fold) [2]. However, in the general case, e.g focused beams and/or relevant scattering
into general directions [5], zero coupling of the polarization handedness cannot be achieved by
rotational symmetries. Crucially though, the new necessary condition is tightly connected to a
fundamental symmetry in electromagnetism: Electromagnetic duality symmetry. A system is dual
symmetric if and only if the two states of polarization handedness (helicity) remain uncoupled for
all input/scattered directions.

In [1], we demonstrate how to design nanostructures exhibiting optical activity in general scat-
tering directions by taking into account both necessary conditions. The lack of spatial inversion
symmetries is achieved by designing a chiral nanostructure. The requirement of electromagnetic
duality symmetry is met to an excellent approximation by fashioning the structure out of electro-
magnetically small individual nanoparticles which are dual symmetric in the dipolar limit. Even
though exact duality requires materials with balanced electric and magnetic responses (� = µ) [4],
electromagnetically small scatterers like dielectric spheres can be tailored so that their electric and
magnetic dipolar responses are balanced [6]. We have shown in [1] that a tetrahedral arrangement
of four di�erent dipolarly dual dielectric spheres exhibits optical rotation in general scattering di-
rections (see Fig. 1). As far as we know, this is the first time that an optically active structure in
this general sense has been proposed.

Our results show that the consideration of the electromagnetic duality symmetry is a valuable
addition to the research in optical activity, for both its fundamental and practical sides. For
example, by providing design principles for dielectric optically active metamaterials.
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Figure 1: (a) Four di�erent spheres in a tetrahedral arrangement form a chiral scattering system. (b) When
the spheres are chosen to have a balanced electric and magnetic dipolar response, the system is also dual
symmetric to good approximation. (c) Duality symmetry, equivalent to the zero coupling of polarization
handedness, ensures that the polarization rotation angles of the scattered plane waves do not depend on the
input polarization.
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Abstract-Chiral molecules illuminated by circularly polarised light reveal their orientated chiroptical 

responses and much more besides via their rotational spectrum. 

 

Chirality pervades the natural world and is of particular importance to life, as the molecules that comprise 

living things are chiral and their chirality is crucial to their biological function. Our ability to probe and harness 

molecular chirality remains incomplete in many respects, however, and new techniques for chiral molecules are, 

therefore, highly sought after.  

 
The basic property of a chiral molecule that is probed in typical optical rotation experiments using fluid 

samples is the isotropic sum  

 

(G’XX+ G’YY+ G’ZZ)/3             (1) 

 

with G’XX, G’YY and G’ZZ components of the electric-dipole / magnetic-dipole polarisability [1]. These 

experiments do not yield the components G’XX, G’YY and G’ZZ individually. Moreover, they yield no information 

about components such as AX,YZ, AY,ZX and AZ,XY of the electric-dipole / electric-quadrupole polarisability, which 

can make contributions to optical rotation that are individually comparable in magnitude to those from G’XX, G’YY 

and G’ZZ but which together vanish upon isotropic averaging. Other well-established chiroptical techniques such 

as circular dichroism and Raman optical activity yield other chirally sensitive molecular properties but the fact 

remains that it is the isotropically averaged forms of these that are probed in typical experiments. 

 

The ability to determine orientated rather than isotropically averaged chiroptical information, in particular the 

individual optical activity polarisability components G’XX, G’YY, G’ZZ, AX,YZ, AY,ZX and AZ,XY, is highly attractive, 

as these offer a wealth of information about molecular chirality which is only partially embodied by the isotropic 

sum (1). At present such information can only be obtained, however, using an orientated sample as in a crystalline 

phase. The preparation of such samples is often unfeasible and even when it can be achieved, signatures of 

chirality are usually swamped by other effects. Indeed, it was noted in 2012 that “we have a shockingly small 

amount of data on the chiroptical responses of orientated molecules, a vast chasm in the science of molecular 

chirality” [2]. 

 

Chiral rotational spectroscopy [3] is a new technique that enables the individual determination of G’XX, G’YY, 

G’ZZ, AX,YZ, AY,ZX and AZ,XY, in a manner that reveals the enantiomeric constitution of a sample whilst yielding 

an incisive signal even for a racemate. Chiral rotational spectroscopy could find particular use in the analysis of 

molecules that are chiral by virtue of their isotopic constitution and molecules with multiple chiral centres. The 



principles that underpin chiral rotational spectroscopy might be exploited moreover in the search for molecular 

chirality in space, which, if found, may add weight to hypotheses that biological homochirality and indeed life 

itself are of cosmic origin.  

 

 

 

Figure-A rotational line for samples of isotopically chiral housane of different enantiomeric constitution in 

the presence of left-handed circularly polarised light. The separation between the two components of the line 

yields orientated chiroptical information whilst the relative heights of the components reflect the relative 

populations of the opposite molecular enantiomers. Note the middle plot in particular: we have here a clear and 

revealing signature of chirality from a racemate of a molecule that is chiral solely by virtue of the placement of a 

single neutron, which constitutes but 1% of the total mass of the molecule. Techniques such as electronic optical 

rotation and electronic circular dichroism in contrast are nearly double blind under such circumstances and even 

vibrational circular dichroism and Raman optical activity would yield a vanishing signal. 
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“Chirality in evanescent near fields” 
 Euan Hendry, University of Exeter 

 

We demonstrate the generation of short-range, chiral electromagnetic fields by the excitation 

of chiral arrays of nanoslits and nanorods [1]. These electromagnetic near fields, which can 

exhibit a chirality density greater than that of circularly polarized light, have some unusual 

properties; for example, they are spatially inhomogeneous, and do not exhibit time harmonic 

rotation of the electric field vector, as in circularly polarized light. We discuss the features of 

nanostructure symmetry required to obtain such chiral fields, and explicitly show how one can 

decompose the field to gain some understanding of its chiral properties.  

 

However, recent demonstrations of chiroptical interactions of molecules in the chiral near 

fields of metallic nanoparticles are poorly understood [2], and there is much theoretical 

development required to understand the mechanisms essential to even the interaction of even 

the simplest chiral molecules. Here, we present proof of principal experiments using chiral 

microwave antennas and small “probe” helices to represent chiral molecules. By building up a 

physical understanding of both the generation of chiral near fields and their interaction with 

chiral matter, one can begin to harness the potential for sensing, measurement and 

characterization.  
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Abstract- In optics, the field chirality on the subwavelength scales can be obtained based on 

special-form plasmonic structures [1]. Recently, it was shown that with use of quasi-2D ferrite 

disks with magnetic-dipolar-mode (MDM) oscillations one can observe near-field chirality in 

microwaves. The MDMs are energy-eigenstate quantized oscillations [2]. The fields originated 

from a MDM ferrite disk, – called magnetoelectric (ME) fields – carry both spin and orbital angular 

momentums. They are characterized by power-flow vortices and non-zero helicity [3]. Because of 

chiral topology of ME fields in a near-field region, far-field orbital angular momenta can be 

observed. In this paper, we consider ME-field chirality in the near- and far-field regions of 

microwave radiation. We focus both on physics and application of this effect. 

 

Maxwell added an electric displacement current to put into a symmetrical shape the equations coupling 

together the electric and magnetic fields. In a small ferrimagnetic sample [with sizes much less than the 

free-space electromagnetic (EM) wavelength], one has negligibly small variation of electric energy and 

microwave dynamical processes are described by Maxwell equations with neglect of an electrical displacement 

current [4]. Maxwell’s symmetry becomes broken in this case. Nevertheless, specific unified-field (with coupled 

electric- and magnetic-field components) retardation effects exist in such a sample. There are MDM oscillations. 

The fields originated from MDM oscillations we term ME fields, to distinguish them from regular EM fields. 

Both the electric and magnetic fields in vacuum near a ferrite disk have spin and orbital angular momentums. 

These fields are not mutually perpendicular. The quadratic forms characterizing the ME fields are power-flow 

and helicity densities. The ME-field helicity density is defined as [3] 0

2
F E E

H
 ��u . Formally, this parameter 

can be considered as a particular case of the EM-field chirality [5] 0

0

1

2 2
E E B B

HF
P

 ��u � ��u , when an 

electrical displacement current is negligibly small. At the MDM resonances ( MDMZ Z ), one observes active 

and reactive power flows [6]. The active power flow has vortex topology. The helicity parameter is calculated as 
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2
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c

H HZ Z Z �  �  � . A sign of the helicity parameter 

depends on a direction of a bias magnetic field: 0 0H HF Fn p � . An integral of the ME-field helicity over the 

entire near-field vacuum region of volume V should be equal to zero: ^ `0 * 0Re
4

MDM

V V

FdV dVE B
HZ

   �³ ³H . 



The helicity parameter F  is a pseudoscalar and ME fields can be considered as axion-electrodynamics fields 
[7]. Fig. 1. illustrates the topological structures of the ME field for the main MDM.   

                                       
                       (a)                         (b)                     (c) 

Fig. 1. Topological structures of the ME field near a MDM ferrite disk. (a) Rotating electric and magnetic fields; 

(b) helicity factor F for opposite directions of a bias magnetic field; (c) power flow vortex.  

 The helicity properties of ME fields allow chirality discrimination of material structures. This is illustrated 

in Fig. 2.   

    

                    (a)                    (b)                       (c) 

Fig. 2. Helicity-parameter distributions for microwave ME-fields near a chiral metasurface. (a) Chiral 

metasurface; (b), (c) helicity factor F for opposite directions of a bias magnetic field. 

Topological ME effects are observed in microwave far-field radiation regions. This is shown in Fig. 3. 

 

                          (a)                     (b)           (c)           (d) 

Fig. 3. (a) A microwave radiating structure with a ferrite disk embedded in a rectangular waveguide. (b), (c) 

Normalized ME-field helicities in a far-field region for the MDM resonance frequency and opposite directions of 

a bias magnetic field. (d) Absence of the ME-field helicity in a far-field region at non-resonance frequency.  
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ABSTRACT

Due to the conservation of the electromagnetic helicity [1,2], I will show the consequence for energy 

transfer of a recent optical theorem [3] that I established for the helicity of wave-fields, (equivalent to 

the so-called optical chirality [4] for time-harmonic waves), on  scattering  with chiral structures. In 

analogy with a FRET process, the helicity is transferred between a donor and acceptor thus conveying 

information of their respective chirality properties.
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Abstract-In an effort to produce chiral plasmonic structures beyond helices and nanoparticle 

aggregates, we recently developed a simple route to produce pyramidal tips and nanoparticles with 

a chiral shape. These structures, which are made from either gold or aluminum, can exhibit 

plasmonic resonances with intense chiral near fields. In this talk, we will discuss the fabrication, 

characterization, and use of these structures. 
 

Because plasmonic structures have optical properties strongly influenced by their shape, various routes to 

complex geometries have been developed. Despite these advances, chiral shapes, those not superimposable on 

their mirror image, remain challenging. Metallic nanoparticle aggregates and solid helices are possible, but other 

chiral shapes that may be interesting for sensing, catalysis, and nonlinear optics, have not yet been fully explored. 

In this talk, we will discuss our recent efforts to investigate “non-standard” chiral structures. In particular, by 

exploiting the general fabrication technique known as template stripping [1], we can create high-quality solid 

chiral plasmonic nanopyramids of a specific handedness [2]. The resulting structures can either be tips on a 

surface (see e.g., Figure 1) or nanoparticles dispersed in a liquid. Such structures allow the exploration of 

superchiral electromagnetic fields. Made from gold, they exhibit record circular dichroism at red wavelengths. 

From aluminum, ultraviolet chirality resonant with biomolecules is obtained [3]. Thus, in addition to other 

 

 

 

Figure 1. An electron micrograph showing a design 

palette of possible chiral Au pyramids that are 

fabricated via our template stripping technique.  

Each pyramid is sitting on a Au surface. A related 

technique can be used to obtain chiral Au and Al 

nanoparticles of ~150 nm that can be dispersed in 

liquids. The structures can have sharp (~10 nm) tips 

or edges that produce intense chiral near fields. 



applications, they may provide new routes to detecting structural chirality in chemistry and biology. During the 

talk, we will also briefly touch upon two related issues: (i) what are the best deposition strategies to obtain the 

best plasmonic metals [4], and (ii) what are the best far-field probes for characterizing superchiral near fields. 
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Abstract- Optical vortices, e.g. helical lights, enable us to twist various materials, e.g., metal, 

silicon, and azo-polymer, by orbital angular momentum transfer effects. This allows us to form the 

chiral nanostructures in the atmosphere and at room temperature. The physical parameters (chirality, 

spiral structure, height, and diameter etc.) of such chiral nanostructures can also be controlled by 

the optical parameters (handedness, orbital angular momentum, optical vortex intensity etc..) of the 

optical vortices. The illumination of optical vortices will allow us to develop chiral metasurfaces, 

such as nanoscale chemical reactors and sensors with chiral selectivity, at high cost and time 

efficiencies. 
 

Chiral nanostructures, which are difficult to fabricate, even by utilizing advanced chemical techniques, provide a 

variety of novel applications, such as nanoscale chemical reactors and sensors with chiral selectivity, chiral 

metasurfaces with optical rotation, and ultrahigh-efficiency photovoltaic cells. 
Optical vortices carry an annular spatial form and an orbital angular momentum, lħ, (l is an integer known as the 

topological charge) arising from a helical wavefront. In recent years, we and our co-workers discovered that the 

optical vortices can twist various materials, e.g., metal, silicon, and azo-polymer, by orbital angular momentum 

transfer effects, so as to form the chiral nanostructures in the atmosphere and at room temperature (see Figure). 

Also, the physical parameters (chirality, spiral structure, height, and diameter etc.) of the chiral nanostructures 

can be then determined by the optical parameters (handedness, orbital angular momentum, optical vortex 

intensity etc..) of the optical vortices. 

Such chiral nanostructures fabricated merely by the illumination of optical vortices (without any chemical and/or 

advanced manufacturing processes) will play an important role in the above-related applications. 

In this presentation, we report on the state of the art of forming chiral nanostructures by utilizing optical vortex 

illumination. We here also address the demonstration of an achiral monocrystalline silicon needle with a height 

of ~40 μm and a tip curvature radius of ~200 nm formed by picosecond optical vortex pulse illumination. The 

monocrystalline silicon needle will also be applied to devices, such as core–shell structures for silicon photonics 

and photovoltaic devices and nanoelectromechanical systems. 

Further, the dynamics of such silicon needle formation was investigated by utilizing an ultrahigh-speed camera. 

We revealed that the melted silicon was confined in the dark core of the optical vortex to create the needle on a 

sub-microsecond time scale. 
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Figure     Chiral nanostructures of metal, silicon and azo-polymer. 
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Abstract— Light with spatially inhomogeneous states of polarization, such as vector and
Poincaré beams, can also have non-uniform helicity density. The resultant gradients in helic-
ity density will generate a force that will interact di�erently with opposite enantiomers of chiral
molecules. By propagating these structured beams through nonlinear self-focusing media we can
enhance this “chiral force” with the potential for manipulating chiral molecules.

The polarization state of light is of fundamental relevance in many applications in optics. In
1909, Poynting inferred that a beam of circularly polarised light carries spin angular momentum
[1] and in 1996 it was demonstrated that this spin angular momentum could be transferred from
a circularly polarised laser beam to macroscopic particles [2]. In addition to the spin angular
momentum of light, we can also identify the helicity of light, which is often referred to as being
equivalent to the value of the particle’s spin in the direction of propagation [3]. In optics, however,
it is more natural to work with a helicity written in terms of the potentials A and C [4, 5, 6]:

H =
1

2

Z
(A? ·B�C? ·E) dV. (1)

Identifying the helicity of light is not purely an academic point as it plays an important part in the
coupling between electromagnetic fields and chiral molecules, i.e. molecules that have forms that
distinguish them from their mirror images. Many molecules that comprise living things, including
amino acids and sugars, are chiral and this is crucial to their biological function.

It has recently been suggested that the force F exerted upon a chiral molecule by light is
proportional to the gradient of the helicity density of the beam [7]. Thus, manipulating the helicity
density may allow chiral particles to be trapped and manipulated in much the same way as the
gradient force can be used to trap and manipulate micron-sized particles [8]. Moreover, as this force
has opposite signs for the mirror-image forms, or enantiomers, of a molecule, the “chiral force” may
also be the key to separating objects with opposite chirality [9, 7].

For paraxial beams, the helicity density as defined in (1) is closely related to the S3 Stokes’s
parameter [10] which in the circular basis takes the form S3 = |ER|2 � |EL|2, where the subscripts
R,L denote the right and left circular components of the electric field. Thus, by spatially-varying
the circular polarization, one may be able to produce beams with helicity density gradients. Beams
with spatially inhomogeneous states of polarization can be generated by superposing two Laguerre-
Gaussian (LG) modes with orthogonal polarisations [11, 12, 13]:

Ep(�,�, z) = E1|R�+ E2|L�, (2)

where E1,2 = LG0,�1,2(�,�, z) are normalised Laguerre-Gaussian modes [14, 15]. If �1 = ��2 = 1
this is a cylindrical vector beam and if �1 = ±1, �2 = 0 it is a full Poincaré beam.

It is known that in comparison with linearly polarized beams these display beneficial behaviour
such as tighter focusing [16] and improved micromachining [17]. Here we investigate if the resultant
spatially-varying helicity density may also be beneficial in controlling and manipulating opposite
enantiomers of chiral molecules. In particular, we study the a�ect of propagation through a non-
linear medium with a self-focusing, �(3), nonlinearity, which we simulate using a two-dimensional
Nonlinear Schrödinger equation with saturating nonlinearity. As we are dealing with vector beams
our model consists of two coupled equations that interact through the cross phase modulation term
characterized by the parameter �, which takes the value of 2/3 for orthogonally polarized beams



and 2 for like polarized beams [18]:

�E1

��
=

i

2
�2

?E1 + i�
|E1|2 + �|E2|2

1 + �(|E1|2 + |E2|2)E1,

�E2

��
=

i

2
�2

?E2 + i�
|E2|2 + �|E1|2

1 + �(|E1|2 + |E2|2)E2. (3)

The fields E1,2 are dimensionless and have been normalised such that their power is equal to unity
and the nonlinear parameter, �, and the saturation parameter, � are given by

� =
k20n2P0

n0
; � =

2P0

Isatw2
0

, (4)

where n0 and n2 are the linear and nonlinear refractive indices (n2 > 0 for self-focusing), and Isat
is the saturation intensity.
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Abstract-We demonstrate that by breaking the parity and time-reversal symmetries 

electromagnetic waves can self-collimate and propagate unidirectionally in magnetic photonic 

crystals, which can be consider as a one-way wavguide. Experimentally, the one-way propagation 

in such magnetic photonic crystals is observed.  

Guiding wave beam propagation unidirectionally as diodes guide current in electronics is of great interest for 

all optical signal processing systems. Several schemes, such as the optical nonlinearity [1] have been proposed. 

Recently, studies have determined that gyromagnetic photonic crystals (GPCs) have EM one-way bulk states in 

which the EM body waves in the GPCs propagate unidirectional [2]. Here, we present a new scheme for 

one-way wave beam guiding by using self-collimation effects of GPCs.  

We consider a gyromagnetic array composed of semicylindrical ferrite rods in an air background, as 

displayed in Fig. 1(a). In applied bias magnetic field, such unit cell configuration breaks the mirror symmetry in 

x-direction and time reversal symmetry. The band structure calculations show in a certain frequency range the 

energy bands are asymmetric due to the symmetries breaking [3]. Figure 1(b) plots the equi-frequency contours 

(EFCs) of the energy band cover the frequencies 17.7 to 19.2 GHz. We can observe a shift of EFCs along ky 

direction, which indicates for certain incident angles wave beams in GPC will propagate in one direction. 

Because of the flat contour curve except at the corners, the wave beam will be self-collimated. Then the wave 

beam has not a noticeable change in its beam profile when it propagates, as displayed in Fig. 1(c). As a result, 

GPC can be used as a one-way waveguide.    

Experimentally, we fabricated a GPC sample with 16x5 unit cells. Each unit cell consists of alumina and the 

ferrite YIG square pillars. We measured the electric field distribution along the exit surface of the sample in a 

parallel plate waveguide. Figure 3 displays the results. It shows in the frequency range 13.5 to 14.5 GHz the 

incident wave beam obliquely impinges on the sample from left can transmit through the sample. However, 

when wave beam comes from the opposite direction, as showed in Fig. 3(b), the incident wave is almost 

prohibited going through the sample, showing a one-way wave beam transmission. 
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic of gyromagnetic photonic crystals (GPCs) consisting of semicylindrical ferrite rods. The 

lattice constant is a=10 mm, and the radius is r=3 mm. (b) Equi-frequency contours of the band covering 

frequency range 17.7 to 19.2 GHz. (c) Self-collimated wave beam in GPC. 

 

 

Figure 2. Electric field distribution measured along the exit surface of the sample as a function of frequency 

when wave beam obliquely incident from (a) left, and (b) opposite direction.  
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Abstract— We present a simple analytic formalism to model the interaction between a chiral
emitter and a nanoantenna. We compare the performances of metallic and dielectric spherical
antennas to tailor the chirality of light emission. It is observed that, due to their strong electric
dipolar response, metallic spherical nanoparticles spoil the chirality of light emission by yielding
achiral fields. In contrast, thanks to the combined excitation of magnetic and electric modes,
dielectric Si-based particles feature the ability to inhibit or boost the chirality of light emission. In
particular, we show that dual modes in dielectric antennas preserve the chirality of light emission.

1. INTRODUCTION

Tailoring light-matter interactions at the nanometer scale is at the core of nanophotonics. Lately,
much e�ort has been devoted to chiral light-matter interactions [1, 2, 3]. Here we investigate
the interaction between a chiral emitter and a spherical resonator. We aim at studying how the
antenna modifies the chirality of the emitted field. For this purpose, we present a simple formalism
to analyze the chirality of the scattered light. The formalism, which is analytic and valid for
antennas of any size, is developed using the Mie theory in the helicity basis [4]. Then, we apply it
to gold and silicon-based spherical nanoantennas [5, 6]. It will be shown that the interplay between
electric and magnetic modes of the resonators is required to tailor the chirality of light.

2. RESULTS

A chiral emitter illuminates a spherical nanoresonator. Let C(�) be a measure of the chirality of
the emitter, where |�|2 is the power emitted into modes of helicity +1 (W+) [2, 4]. Then, C(�) can
be computed as (W+ � W�)/W+ � W�) = 2|�|2 � 1. In a similar way, a measure of the scattered field
by the antenna can be computed as:

Ws+ � Ws�
Ws+ + Ws�

= Cs(�, r0,mz,�0,| {z }
emitter

R, �, µ| {z }
antenna

) � [�1, 1] (1)

where Ws± is the scattered power into modes with helicity ±1. Here, we assume that the two
antennas (gold and silicon) whose performance we want to compare have a radius R = 100. We
assume that the emitter has |�|2 = 0.9, it is located at r0 = 10nm of the surface of the antenna,
and it is oriented along the z axis, mz = 0. Changes in r0 and mz and � do not qualitatively change
the results of this study [7]. The results are plotted in Fig.1. It is observed that the gold antenna
yields an achiral response (Cs � 0) for the whole visible range, whereas the Si-based antenna has
a very rich and �-dependent response. In fact, for the Si-based antenna Cs oscillates from [�1, 1].
Indeed, at � = 808nm, the Si antenna yields a field with almost a pure helicity +1 state; and at
� = 532nm, the chirality of the emitter is almost reversed. Now, looking at the scattered power
given by Qs, it is not entirely clear why the antennas behave in such a way. In [7], we show that
the duality properties of the antenna play a key role.

3. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a general formulation to quantify the chirality of the field emitted by a chiral
dipolar emitter coupled with an optical nanoresonator. It is seen that gold spherical antennas do
not feature the ability to tailor the chirality of emitted fields since they yield the same achiral
response in the whole visible/near infrared range (see Fig.1). This is due to the fact that plasmonic
spherical nanoparticles behave mainly as electric dipoles. A very di�erent behavior is observed for
Si-made spherical nanoantennas. We have seen that Si-based nanoantennas are highly e�cient to
manipulate chiral fields emitted by quantum emitters. They can yield scattered fields which almost



Figure 1: Scattered chirality (Cs) in blue and power (Qs) in red, as a function of �. The two antennas
made of Au and Si have R = 100nm. The horizontal black line represents the initial chirality of the emitter
C = 0.8, and the magenta vertical line highlights the � at which Cs reaches the absolute maximum.

encompass all the possible values of chirality, from Cs = �1 to Cs = +1 (see Fig.1). Given a chiral
emitter with an intrinsic chirality, the antenna can boost, reduce or even inverse the chirality in
the far field region. In particular, the antenna can yield a field with the exact same chirality of the
emitter at the dual condition, and it can also yield completely achiral field at the electric/magnetic
resonant conditions. This result shows that transparent mono-disperse colloidal solutions could
potentially be used to produce strong chiral e�ects with chiral emitters.
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Abstract— Classically, a topological insulator may be modelled either as (i) an achiral nonre-
ciprocal biisotropic dielectric-magnetic material, or (ii) an isotropic dielectric-magnetic material
whose surface is endowed with charge and current densities characterized by a surface admit-
tance. In terms of electromagnetic scattering responses from a topological-insulator half-space
and from a topological-insulator sphere, the two models yield the same results. However, only
model (ii) is consistent with topological insulators having protected conducting states at their
surfaces.

The characteristic electromagnetic responses of a topological insulator are due to protected
conducting states existing on its surface [1]. Two alternative classical models have been proposed
to characterize this behaviour, labelled as (i) and (ii) in the following. Suppose that all space is
partitioned into the disjoint regions Vout and Vin which are separated by the surface S, and that a
homogeneous topological insulator occupies the region Vin.

(i) The topological insulator is an achiral nonreciprocal biisotropic material specified by frequency-
domain constitutive relations of the form [2]

D(r) = εE(r) +ΨB(r)

H(r) = µ−1B(r)−ΨE(r)

}

, r ∈ Vin , (1)

with the surface of the topological insulator, namely S, being charge-neutral and current-
neutral.

(ii) The topological insulator is an isotropic dielectric-magnetic material specified by frequency-
domain constitutive relations of the form of Eqs. (1) but with the Tellegen nonreciprocity
parameter Ψ = 0. On the surface of the topological insulator there exists a surface charge
density ρs and a surface current density Js. Accordingly, the boundary conditions

n̂(rS) • [Bout(rS)−Bin(rS)] = 0

n̂(rS)× [Eout(rS)−Ein(rS)] = 0

n̂(rS) • [Dout(rS)−Din(rS)] = ρs(rS)

n̂(rS)× [Hout(rS)−Hin(rS)] = Js(rS)

⎫

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎬

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎭

, rS ∈ S , (2)

apply at the surface of the topological insulator. Herein, the unit normal vector n̂(rS) at rS ∈ S
points into Vout and the subscripts in and out label the fields in Vin and Vout, respectively. The
non-null surface admittance γ, introduced per

ρs(rS) = γ n̂(rS) • Bin(rS)

Js(rS) = −γ n̂(rS)×Ein(rS)

}

, rS ∈ S , (3)

may depend upon the geometry of S, the constitution of the topological insulator, as well
as the free-space wavenumber. However for simple configurations (e.g., S being spherical or
planar with the topological insulator being homogeneous), it is reasonable to assume that
γ does not vary on S. Most likely, a minimum radius of curvature of S is required for the
existence of γ ̸= 0. In addition, since tiny volumes are unlikely to support significant surface
states, it is likely that γ = 0 in the long-wavelength approximation [3], as is supported by
recent experimental results [4] on very thin films of the topologically insulating chalcogenide
Bi2Se3.



Classical electromagnetic scattering was considered for the following two scenarios with Vout

taken to be vacuous.

(A) Scattering by a planar half-space; i.e., Vout = {(x, y, z) : z < 0}, Vin = {(x, y, z) : z > 0}, and
S = {(x, y, z) : z = 0}. With the incident planewave fields in Vout decomposed in terms of
their s- and p-polarized components, the reflected and refracted fields were calculated by
solving the corresponding boundary-value problem for models (i) and (ii) [5]. It was found
that the parameters Ψ and γ arise identically in the reflection and transmission coefficients.
Also, there is cross-polarized reflection and cross-polarized refraction, entirely due to Ψ + γ.
Thus, either Ψ = 0 or γ = 0 is admissible in order to predict reflection characteristics.

(B) Scattering by a sphere of radius a; i.e., Vout = {(x, y, z) : r > a}, Vin = {(x, y, z) : r < a},
and S = {(x, y, z) : r = a}. With the incident fields in Vout decomposed in terms of vector
spherical wavefunctions of the toroidal and poloidal types, the scattered fields were determined
by solving the corresponding boundary–value problem for model (ii) [6]. The results were then
compared with those for model (i) [7]. Again, the parameters Ψ and γ arise identically in
the expressions of the scattered fields. Also, there is toroidal–poloidal mixing on scattering
entirely ascribable to either Ψ or γ. We note that while the surface-admittance boundary
condition represented in Eqs. (2) and (3) gives rise to toroidal–poloidal mixing on scattering
from a topological-insulator sphere, such mixing would not arise if the boundary conditions
for a charged sphere or for an impedance sphere were used in lieu of Eqs. (2) and (3).

Thus, models (i) and (ii) cannot be distinguished on the basis of any scattering scenario. The
mixing of fields that occurs on scattering, which is a characteristic of nonreciprocal biisotropic
mediums, also arises for isotropic dielectric-magnetic materials endowed with a surface admittance.
Furthermore, model (i) does not encapsulate the essential physics of topological insulation which is
manifest not inside a volume but on its surface. In fact, the Tellegen parameter Ψ disappears from
the Maxwell equations applicable to Vin [8] (indeed, it would even do so if the topological insulator
were bianisotropic [9]), and its existence by itself leads to a contradiction [10]. In contrast, the
surface admittance of model (ii) is consistent with the existence of protected conducting states at
the surfaces of topological insulators. Therefore, we conclude that model (ii), and not model (i), is
the appropriate classical model for a topological insulator.
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The plasmonic response of a complex nanostructure can be understood using an electromagnetic 

analogue of molecular orbital theory.  Within this framework a complex nanostructure is broken 

down into simpler elementary units, each of which support plasmonic modes.  The plasmonic 

properties of the overall complex structure is then determined through hybridisation of the modes 

of elementary units.  As with molecules, the hybridisation of the plasmonic modes is dependent 

upon the spatial and symmetry properties of the elementary units.   

Here we show that the hybridisation of plasmonic modes (electric and magnetic) in a chiral 

metamaterial (inverse –solid hybrid) can be manipulated using chiral (bio)materials, and the effects 

are dependent both on the molecular and macromolecular stereochemical structure.  As a 

demonstration of the potential application of the phenomena we have utilised it to characterise the 

secondary structure of femtomole quantities of proteins.  Biomaterials with different secondary 

structure motifs (i.e. D-helical, E-sheet and random coil structures) have differing effects on the level 

of coupling and thus provide unique fingerprints of biomacromolecular structure.   
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Abstract We induce magnetic responses in nano- and meso-scale materials by exploiting the Maxwell-

Faraday law of induction through the design of the structure, by employing an electric field with instantaneous 

curl or do both to produce an instantaneous displacement current. We employ cylindrical vector beams with 

azimuthal polarization to create a cylindrical electric field, and selectively induce optical frequency magnetic 

responses in metal nanoparticle-based nanomaterials. We demonstrate this in 2- and 3-dimensional systems that 

do not have to possess cylindrical symmetry. 

 

 

It is well known that one can create a magnetic field by passing a DC or AC electric current through a coil of 

conductor (i.e., a wire); a phenomenon described by the Maxwell-Faraday’s law of electromagnetic induction1. 

NMR or ESR (nuclear magnetic resonance or electron spin resonance) spectroscopies involve the interaction of a 

spin (nuclear or electron, respectively) with a magnetic field2-4. Mathematically, these phenomena can be 

understood as the curl of the electric field (i.e., the current or spin) producing a (time varying) magnetic field or 

vise versa. Thus, one should also be able to induce a magnetic response in nano- and meso-scale materials by 

exploiting Maxwell-Faraday’s law of induction through the design of the structure,5-8 by employing an electric 

field with instantaneous curl or do both to produce an instantaneous circulating current. Here we employ 

cylindrical vector beams9 with azimuthal polarization to create an angular (cylindrical) electric field,10 and 

selectively drive magnetic resonance in metal nanoparticle-based nanomaterials at optical frequencies. This time-

varying magnetic field at optical frequencies is induced in systems that do not possess spin or orbital angular 

momentum. Moreover, with the vector beam spectroscopy we also selectively drive electric dipole modes by 

excitation with a radially polarized light, and show that the strength of the electric and magnetic modes can be 

equal in magnitude in individual metal nano-structures. This work opens new opportunities for the selective 

spectroscopic investigation of “dark modes” and Fano resonances in nanomaterials, metamaterials, and control of 

nanomaterial molecular excitations and dynamics. 

Figure 1a shows a schematic of the optical setup for vector beam spectroscopy. The light source is white light 

continuum from a fiber laser/nonlinear fiber. This has high spatial coherence but low temporal coherence. Figure 

1b show images of the intensity distributions of azimuthally and radially polarized (spectrally broadband) beams 

obtained using a linear polarizer for analysis. The arrows indicate the analyzer orientation. Figure 3c shows the 

spectral responses obtained from the mesoscale core-shell cluster (300nm dia. SiO2 core/ 43nm dia. Ag 

nanoparticles) shown in the inset. The focused azimuthally polarized beam selective excites magnetic modes 

(dipolar, quadrupolar) in such structures while the radially polarized beam selectively excites electric modes. 

Linearly polarized light creates complicated mixtures of both. This selectively is not limited to structures with 

cylindrical symmetry, as will be discussed in this presentation. 



 

Figure 1: a) schematic of the setup for vector beam spectroscopy; b) experimental characterization of spectrally 

broadband vector beams using a polarizer/analyzer - the double headed arrows indicate the analyzer direction. c) 

Backscattering spectra obtained for the particular mesoscale SiO2 core - Ag nanoparticle shell cluster shown in the 

inset. The focused azimuthal beam selective drives magnetic modes (red open circles). 
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Synthesis of Core(SiO2)-Satellite(Ag) nanoclusters (a) TEM image 

Figure 3:Synthesis of nanocluster; and measurement and simulation of single nanocluster spectra 
under excitation with different polarization.(a) Schematic representation of the assembly of 
core−satellite nanocluster and a representative TEM image.(b) Experimental and (b) simulated scattering 
spectra of single core (SiO2)-satellite (Ag) nanoclusters under excitation with linearly, azimuthally and 
radially polarized light. The inset of (b) shows the SEM image of the exact same nanoclusters that was 
experimentally measured. 
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Abstract- We present a T-matrix method to study the interaction between optical waves and the chiral 

molecule in a cluster of nanoparticles. We find the plasmon mediated interaction between two molecules 

is strong when two molecules are inserted into plasmonic hot spots of nanostructures. Furthermore, large 

circular dichroism may be aroused from structure chirality of nanocomposites. We also investigate the 

interaction exists between the optical orbital angular momentum and the chiral cluster.  

Chirality plays a pivotal role in biochemistry and the evolution of life itself. Many biomolecules are chiral in 

nature. Recently, probing the chirality of molecules with the aid of nanoparticles (NPs) has been a topic of intense 

interest for researchers. Here we present a T-matrix method to study the interaction between optical waves and the 

chiral molecule in a cluster of nanoparticles.  

We first consider a hybrid system consisting of two molecules and an Ag trimmer [1]. When the two-level 

molecule is located in the hot spot, radiation from its electric dipole is strongly enhanced, and the interaction between 

the molecule and NPs become strong. Our results show that the total circular dichroism (CD) of the system with two 

chiral molecules is not the sum for two cases when two chiral molecules inserted separately into the hot spots of NP 

clusters. From Fig.1 (a), it is seen clearly that not only are they different in amplitude for CD spectra but also the 

positions of resonance peaks also shift. This phenomenon is caused by the strong interaction between molecules 

mediated by surface plasmonic excitations of the NPs. 

CD not only can be induced by chiral molecules but also depends on the spatial arrangements of NPs. If the chiral 

molecules are put in the hot spots of the chiral structures shown in inset of Fig.1 (b), the CD spectra of the system 

include two contributions, the structure chirality (CD FF) and the molecule-induced plasmon chirality (CD mol + CD 

NP − DD+CD NP−DF). A comparison between them is given in Fig.1(b). The dashed line in Fig.1(b) represents the 

structure chirality; the dotted line corresponds to the molecule-induced plasmon chirality, and the total CD is 

described by the green solid line. It can be seen that the molecule-induced plasmon chirality is completely suppressed 

by the structure chirality. If we want to detect chirality of chiral molecules by using surface plasmon resonances, we 

have to overcome the structure chirality, for example, by controlling all nanoparticles in the same plane.  

The T-matrix theory is further extended [2] to study the interaction between optical orbital angular momentum 

(OAM) and the chiral molecule in a cluster of nanoparticles. Such an interaction could be observed if we define the 

OAM dichroism (OD) to be the difference of absorption rates between two focused linear polarized OAM beams with 

opposite topological indices.  

Fig. 1(c) shows the calculated orientation averaged OD as a function of wavelength for a chiral molecule being 

placed in the vicinity of a single gold sphere (see the inset) for the OAM incident beams with topological indices l = 

±1. Comparing the present OD spectra with that of pure chiral molecular (see the inset), we find that the molecular 

OD signal (ODmol) around λ = 300nm is improved about 2 times. Moreover, a new OD band (ODNP) appears in the 

plasmon resonance spectral region (520nm). These results reveal not only a plasmon-enhanced chiral molecule-OAM 

interaction at the molecule resonance frequency, but also an OD effect at the plasmonic resonant frequency of metallic 



NP. Considering that the EM field of the OAM beam is nonuniform in space, we investigate the OD signal at different 

position of the OAM beams for the system discussed above. The olive/red/black blue line in Fig. 1(d) represents the 

orientation averaged OD when the molecule is put at x= 50 nm/100 nm/150 nm in the focal plane (origin of the 

coordinate is set to be the focal center of the OAM beams, and the beam is propagating). The corresponding OD for 

the mirror reflected samples are also plotted as green, pink and sky blue lines, as expected these signals are of same 

values but opposite signs. With the position of the nanocomposite shifting away from the beam center, the OD signal 

decreases. This phenomenon can be explained as decreasing of helicity density with the increase of the relative 

distance between nanocomposites and the center of the beam.  

It’s worth noting that the previous theoretical investigations [3] have shown that only the spin angular momentum 

leads to a differential absorption, there is no interaction of the OAM of the beam with the chirality of the molecule. 

This is because the signals calculated in these works are the average of contributions from all the molecules in spaces. 

In fact, the OD signals do not exist in the case of the whole spatial average either. 

 
Figures 1: (a) Calculated CD signals as a function of wavelength for molecule − NP complexes with three spheres. The 
solid lines describe the case when two chiral molecules are inserted at the same time into two hotspots of the linearly 

arranged silver trimer; the dashed lines correspond to the CD signals two times for the case when only one chiral molecule 

is put in the hotspot of the trimer. (b) Calculated CD and extinction as a function of wavelength for the Au spheroid trimer 

chiral structure caused by dislocation of nanoparticles. The solid line, dashed line, and dotted line represent the total CD, the 

structure chirality (CD NP − FF ), and the molecule-induced plasmon chirality (CD mol + CD NP − DD +CD NP − DF ), 
respectively; the red line is extinction. (c) Orientation averaged OD as a function of wavelength for a metal nanoparticle and 

chiral molecule under the OAM incident beam with l = ±1. The insets represent the calculated results for the single chiral 

molecule without NPs. (d) Orientation averaged OD as a function of wavelength under the OAM incident beam when the 

nanocomposites locate at different positions. 
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Abstract-Beginning with Marston and Crichton’s analysis of optical radiation torque from the 

1980s, the generation and analysis of acoustical beams carrying axial angular momentum (from the 

1990s) is surveyed along with developments from the past decade involving negative radiation 

forces.  Acoustical radiation forces are also well suited for controlling the shape of liquid objects 

(as used for exploring light scattering caustics) and for the suppression of capillary instabilities. 
 

Marston and Crichton1 analyzed the radiation torque of circularly polarized light on an isotropic sphere 

through the evaluation of the flux of angular momentum directly from the time-averaged Maxwell stresses 

associated with the combined incident and scattered fields (of radian frequency ω) giving the torque as, 

 

T = Pabs /ω.                 (1) 

 

They also evaluated the angular momentum flux of the scattering using the Humblet decomposition of fluxes 

into orbital and spin projections and showed that the result is consistent with the aforementioned analysis.2,3  

Hefner and Marston4 introduced ways of generating acoustical beams that carry axial angular momentum in 

fluids.  An effective source consisted of an appropriately phased array of transducers.  While the angular 

momentum flux was only analyzed in the paraxial approximation, the analysis suggested that for an isotropic 

axisymmetric object placed on the beam’s axis, the torque is also proportional to the absorbed power, 

 

T = m Pabs /ω,               (2) 

 

where the complex velocity potential of the incident wave and the one scattered by the object both depend on the 

azimuthal angle φ in proportion to exp(imφ-iωt) and the integer m is known as the topological charge.  Zhang 

and Marston5 derived the result in (2) without using the paraxial approximation and generalized it to a much 

broader class of wave fields including acoustical vortex standing waves.  Subsequently the dependence on m in 

(2) was experimentally confirmed.6  Zhang and Marston7 also recovered and generalized an early analysis of 

the low frequency radiation torque of an acoustic standing wave having m = 1 for a sphere in a viscous fluid by 

explicit evaluation of Pabs.  Such wave fields were used in the 1980s and 1990s to spin liquid drops in reduced 

gravity. In the formal derivation5 of (2) the scattered wave is a form of spiral wave having a phase factor 

exp(imφ).  Spiral waves themselves carry angular momentum5 and have other useful properties.8 

In related research Marston9 and Zhang and Marston10 analyzed the scattering and associated acoustical 

radiation forces on spheres placed on the axis of acoustic Bessel beams and vortex Bessel beams.  Situations 



 2 

were found where the axial radiation force was opposite the beam’s propagation direction (a form of tractor 

beam) and these results were explained by analyzing the axial projections of momentum.10,11 The acoustical 

effect was demonstrated using a simplified beam and optimized target12 and the optical effect based on similar 

properties is now well known.  When analyzing the scattering and radiation forces and torques on isotropic 

spheres, we find10 it advantageous to retain the traditional notation (from quantum mechanics) of expressing the 

nth partial wave scattering amplitude as proportional to (sn-1) where for a non-absorbing object |sn| = 1. Recent 

experiments have demonstrated the utility of acoustic vortex beams for trapping and manipulation.13 

The low speed of sound in fluids facilitates using acoustical radiation forces for controlling the shape of 

levitated drops for light scattering experiments14 and for suppressing capillary instabilities of liquid columns.15 
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Abstract-We investigate the photon mediated interaction of atoms trapped in the evanescent field of a 

waveguide or nanofibre. The evanescent field features a locking between the spin and the direction of 

propagation which we employ to drive selectively coherent dipole-dipole interactions between the 

trapped atoms. 

 

For plane waves we are very familiar with the notion that the momentum is determined by the wavevector 

and that is independent of the polararization, while the spin is directly associated with circular polarization and 

aligned with the direction of propagation. However, for an inhomogeneous field, these familiar connections 

between the wavevector, linear and angular momentum no longer hold true [1]. On of the simplest and 

ubiquitous examples of an inhomogeneous field is an evanescent wave, which gives rise to a spin component, 

which is independent of the polarization and is orthogonal to the wave vector [2]. In addition, there exists a 

locking between the sense of rotation of the spin and the direction of propagation. 

This directionality is interesting to exploit in light-matter interaction between the extraordinary spin of the 

evanescent fields an atoms trapped close to a nanofibre [3]. In this context we examine the photon mediated 

coherent dipole-dipole interactions between two or more atoms trapped in an evanescent field of a nanofibre and 

laser written waveguides [4]. We show how the atoms can interact directly or via emission into the guided 

modes. Using different wavelengths for trapping and addressing the atoms we can greatly enhance the 

interaction and reach a strong coupling regime while retaining a flexible geometry offered by laser written 

waveguides 
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Abstract— We consider the interaction of a two-level atom with a Laguerre-Gaussian (LG)
light beam with high values of radial index, p, and/or winding number l. We focus on the e�ects
of the Gouy phase together with other phase contributions due to the curvature in a LG beam
when it interacts with atoms at near resonance.

It has been shown that when LG laser light interacts with a two-level atom it carries not
only a linear momentum but also a quantised orbital angular momentum vector along the beam
propagation axis [1]. In all these works researchers were limited to cases of small values of the
winding number l and they also ignore modes with non-zero values of the radial mode index p.
Recent advances in experimental techniques allowed the generation of twisted light with very large
radial index, p, and/or winding number l [2] [3]. The importance of the ‘ignored quantum number’
p in quantum communications and quantum Hall physics has been emphasized in [4] and [5]
respectively.

The large size of indices p, and l implies that the Gouy and the curvature phase terms, which have
so far been ignored in the analysis, become of significant magnitudes and cannot be ignored from the
analysis of the mechanical e�ects of LG beams on atoms. In the paraxial approximation the electric
field associated with a Laguerre-Gaussian mode propagating in the positive z�direction with its

wave polarisation in the x� direction and wavelength � = 2�/k, is given by E = u

|l|
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The quantity zR is the Rayleigh range of the beam and w(z) = w0

q
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/z

2
R with w0 the

beam waist. The third and fourth terms in Eq.(2) are the Gouy and curvature phases respectively.
Physical quantities like the scattering force, the atomic momentum di�usion coe�cients and the
e�ects of atomic di�raction through light masks depend on the gradient of the field phase in Eq.(2).
In our case this gradient is given by:
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The beam now has a ”modified” wavevector k = ��klp and hence a modified axial wave-number
keff given by:

keff = k


1� (2p+ |l|+ 1)

kzR
+

r

2

2z2R

�
. (4)



From the above equation we see that keff is di�erent than the wavenumber k which has been used
so far in the relevant literature. This di�erence is shown from the following numerical estimation.
We consider an LG mode of wavelength � = 2�/k = 852.35nm and beam waist w0 with indices
l = 300, p = 5. This beam has its maximum intensity at a radial distance r � 11w0 . We consider
four di�erent values of beam waists, w0 = 3� (2.56µm) , 5� (4.26µm), 10� (8.52µm) and 20�
(17.04µm) and seek to find out the values of the e�ective wave vector at the point of maximum
intensity. The values are presented in TABLE 1. It is interesting to check that when the beam is
tightly focused to a w0 = 3� then keff takes a negative value and this is to be interpreted by saying
that locally the atom ”sees” a beam travelling in the opposite direction. Also there is a radial
position where keff = 0. We must, however, be careful with such conclusions since, as has recently
been pointed out, when the focussing is very tight then the electric field of the LG beam should
be supplemented by a component along the z�direction which destroys the paraxial expression for
the field given in Eqs. (1) and (2) [5]. In our numerical examples the paraxial approximation is
ensured at an amount above 95 % for the cases of beam waist equal to 10� and 20� and around
85% for beam waists of 3� and 5� [6].

Table 1: Values of e�ective wave vector at maximum intensity points for a LG beam with indices p = 5 and
l = 300.

w0 keff/k

3� �0.07
5� 0.61
10� 0.90
20� 0.98

Based on the above analysis in our work we show modified expressions for scattering force and
atomic momentum coe�cients. We also show modifications to the momentum and orbital angular
momentum of atom vortex beams generated by atomic di�raction through properly tailored light
masks generated by LG beams with large indices l and p [7]. The reduction of the value of the
axial wavenumber keff when l increases shows an interesting ”competition” between momentum
and angular momentum of the atom. When the atom absorbs a high helicity photon it is ”heated
azimuthally” while is ”cooled” axially.
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Abstract. Atoms that are exposed to a magnetic field display behaviours similar to chiral media. I 

will discuss the interaction of cold rubidium atoms with optical vortex beams, and report on our 

measurements of magnetic field mediated EIT (electro-magnetically induced transparency). We 

observed that the local opacity of the cold atoms is dictated by the structure of the optical vortex 

and the applied magnetic field. 
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Abstract: 
We discuss plasmonic excitations in thin slabs of topological 
insulators. These structures can be ideally modeled as a double 
layer of Dirac electrons and we show that there is spin-charge 
separation of the collective excitation in the case of equal 
electronic density of the upper and lower layer. We will also point 
out that the plasmonic modes usually depend on the sample thickness 
and on the dielectric constant of the bulk - only for very small 
wave numbers, the universal Dirac dispersion is recovered. In order 
to explain recent experiments, we propose to also consider the 
influence of the Schrödinger-like depletion layer underneath the 
two Dirac systems.   
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Abstract-We demonstrate that the indirect interband generation of photons in hybrid graphene 
bilayer structures with population inversion can surpass their intraband (Drude) absorption, 
resulting in rather large absolute values of the negative dynamic conductivity in a wide range of 
terahertz frequencies at room temperatures. Thus, the hybrid graphene heterostructures under 
consideration can be perspective for THz lasers. 
 

Heterostructures based on graphene layers (GL) and graphene bilayers (GBL) with population inversion 
enabled by optical pumping or injection can serve as the active media in the terahertz (THz) lasers [1, 2]. One of 
the options to increase the THz gain is to use GL- or GBL-heterostructures with an extra remote impurity layer 
[3, 4]. Figures 1a and 1b show the schematic view of the GBL-heterostructure with the remote impurity layer on 
the top and its band diagram with arrows indicating radiative electron transitions. The scattering of electrons and 
holes on long-range potential created by the remote impurity layer reinforces the indirect interband radiative 
transitions. Such transitions can dominate over the indirect intraband transitions [3].  We show that the net 
dynamic conductivity Re σ can become negative in a rather wide frequency range where it overcompensates the 
Drude absorption. The absolute value of Re σ can be larger than the contribution of direct interband transitions 
(Fig. 1c). 

 

    
Figure 1. (a) Schematic view of the GBL-heterostructure with remote impurity layer, (b) its energy band 

diagram under optical pumping (b), and (c) calculated frequency dependences of normalized net THz 
conductivity for different structural parameters (effective dielectric constant k of the substrate and spacer, 

thickness of the spacer d, remote impurity layer doping parameter D). Dotted line corresponds to normalized 
THz conductivity due to direct interband transitions only. 
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Abstract- We present here the parity-time (PT) symmetric Terahertz (THz) system based on an 

optically-pumped, active graphene metasurface. We theoretically demonstrate that the combination 

of the spectral singularity in a PT-symmetric system and the chemical sensitivity of graphene may 

give rise to exotic scattering responses, strongly influenced by the presence of charged impurities in 

graphene at the spontaneous PT symmetry-breaking point. 
 

Significant attention has been recently devoted to PT-symmetry [1], which is originally conceived in 

quantum physics and extended to optics and electronics by means of the spatial modulation of gain and loss. 

In this work, we will theoretically explore the THz amplification using graphene nanostructures for realizing 

PT symmetric systems in the THz regime. Graphene is of great interest as a novel material for integrated 

photonics and optoelectronics, as it can exhibit strong optical absorption, up to 2.3% for a single monolayer 

[2] and ultrafast modulation of its conductivity by electrostatic gating [3]-[4]. Its optical properties are 

especially interesting in the THz regime, where the population inversion and thus negative dynamic 

conductivity (THz lasing) can take place in an optically pumped graphene monolayer, due to the cascaded 

optical phonon emission and interband transitions around the Dirac point, as shown in Fig. 1a. The dynamic 

conductivity of a graphene monolayer under infrared pumping can be calculated using the non-equilibrium 

Kubo formula [2]-[4], of which the Fermi level EF is split into quasi-Fermi levels EFn and EFp. Figure 1b 

shows the real-part conductivity Re[σ] as a function of THz frequency and temperature. Even at room 
temperature, a negative Re[σ] can be obtained, which effectively implies that THz gain may be realized over 
a single layer of atoms, necessary for achieving the PT symmetry condition. 
By using a pair of negative-resistance (optically pumped graphene) and positive-resistance (lossy silver 
thinfilm) surfaces separated by a proper distance, as schematically shown in Fig. 1c, the PT-symmetric THz 
system can be realized, with the scattering matrix S that possesses the special parity-time symmetry: 

* 1(PT) ( )(PT) ( )Z Z� S S . A condition of special interest resides in the exceptional points (EP), for which we 
obtain unidirectional transparency, with zero reflection at port 1 (|S11| = 0), unitary reflection at port 2 
(|S22|=1), and unitary transmittance at both ports (|S12|=|S21| = 0). Explicit criteria for the spontaneous PT 
symmetry-breaking transition can be derived using the transmission-line model, where the uni-modular and 
nondegenerate eigenvalues (λ±) transit to non-unimodular ones, by tuning the surface resistance R (levels of 
gain and loss). Here we employ the metasurface structure in Fig. 1c to provide enhanced light-matter 
interactions in graphene and to tune out the kinetic inductance of graphene with metasurface’s surface 
capacitance such that the overall surface impedance is purely real and negative (with a zero surface 
reactance). Here we assume a pristine graphene with EF = 0 eV, an optically transparent spacer (air here), 
and an ultrathin amorphous NiCr film at the bottom.  
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Figure 1 (a) Schematics of THz lasing in intrinsic graphene under optical pumping. (b) Theoretical THz 

conductivity of graphene with and without pumping. (c) Schematic integration of a chemical-sensitive 

PT-symmetric THz system using graphene metasurface. (d) Scattering parameters versus frequency for 

intrinsic and doped graphene.  

 

Figure 1d illustrates the concept of the proposed PT-sensor for molecules/gas/chemical/ionic liquid sensing, 

using this graphene-based PT-symmetric THz system. In this framework, the unidirectional transparency 

condition, typically existing only at a singular frequency point, could be very sensitive to variations in the 

impedance of the active metasurface, yielded by the impurity doping in non-equilibrium graphene. When 

graphene is exposed to chemical agents, the negative dynamic conductivity can be varied, which 

dramatically modulates the THz scattering at the exceptional point. The analytical results in Fig. 1d are 

based on practical metasurface geometry and realistic loss/gain properties in materials. The theoretical 

results confirm not only the unidirectional transparency in this THz PT-symmetric system, but also the 

potential of an ultrasensitive THz sensor. When n-/p-type dopants attached on the graphene surface (0.05 eV 

in ΔEFn or ΔEFp), the change in scattering coefficient S11 can be dramatic, more than 40 dB at the EP 

frequency. For a fair comparison, an optimized passive graphene-metasurface sensor (without optical 

pumping) is also studied, which, however, shows a reduced sensitivity.  

We have presented the THz PT-symmetric system using an optically-pumped graphene metasurface that has 

an interesting negative surface resistance and thus gain effect in the low-THz region. By engineering the 

geometry of graphene metasurface, the unidirectional reflectionless propagation can be observed at a 

singular frequency. Thanks to the sharp spectral singularities of the PT-symmetric system and the tunable 

THz gain in graphene, we have shown that even a low-level chemical doping may dramatically modulate 

scattering properties of a graphene-based PT-sensor at the exceptional point. Our findings may drive new 

directions and fundamentally novel effects by breaking the sensitivity limitations of conventional 

micro-/nano-sensors. 
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Abstract— The paper overviews experimental and theoretical studies of photocurrents ex-
cited by polarized terahertz radiation in (Bi1−xSbx)2Te3 and HgTe based 3D and 2D topological
insulators.

Much attention in condensed-matter physics is currently directed towards understanding elec-
tronic properties of Dirac fermions in three dimensional (3D) topological insulators (TIs), which
challenge fundamental concepts and hold a great potential for electronic, optic and optoelectronic
applications, see e.g. Ref. [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. Recently nonlinear high frequency electron transport phe-
nomena in TI systems, in particular photocurrents induced by infrared/terahertz radiation, have
attracted growing interest. Here we show that the photocurrents in TIs are caused by photogal-
vanic, photon drag or, in the presence of magnetic field, magneto-photogalvanic effects: nonlinear
transport effects yielding a dc electric current proportional to the square of the ac electric field [6, 7].
We discuss the phenomenological and microscopic theory of these phenomena, present the state-of-
the-art of the experiments and show that nonlinear transport excited by terahertz laser radiation
opens up new opportunities for probing of Dirac electrons in 3D TI even in the materials with
substantial conductance in the bulk.

The photogalvanic effects is caused by asymmetric scattering of Dirac fermions driven back and
forth by terahertz electric field which results in a dc electric current [8]. A selective excitation of dc
current in TI surface states becomes possible due to the specific feature of photogalvanics, whose
prerequisite is a lack of inversion center. As (Bi1−xSbx)2Te3 crystals, like most of the 3D TI, are
centrosymmetric, this requirement is fulfilled for the surface states only. Because of the symmetry
filtration the dc current is generated by the surface electrons only. The photocurrent, being sen-
sitive to the surface symmetry and scattering details, provides a simple method to determine the
orientation of the surface domains, to probe high frequency conductivity in TI, and to study details
of electron scattering the surface states even at room temperature. Further interesting access to
spin transport in TI yields circular photogalvanic effect solely driven by the light’s helicity and
yielding photocurrent whose sign reverses upon switching the radiation handedness from left- to
right-handed circularly polarized light [9]. A particular attention will also be paid to the helicity
sensitive edge photogalvanic currents in HgTe-based 2D TIs [10].

Magneto-photogalvanic, in particular cyclotron resonance induced photocurrents [11, 12], can
also be efficiently generated in the topologically protected surface states of 3D TI. We show that
the effect belongs to the class of magnetic quantum ratchet effects. It emerges due to the joint
orbital action of the ac electric and static magnetic fields on the 2D Dirac fermions in the system
with structure inversion asymmetry. The latter leads to an asymmetric scattering of carriers in
the momentum space resulting in a fully spin polarized dc electric current. Studying CR induced
photocurrent in the gated samples enables us to probe the effective masses and the momentum
relaxation times of 2D Dirac surface states, when the Fermi energy lies in the bulk energy gap or
even in the conduction band [12].
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Abstract- We have investigated meta-surfaces comprised of graphene and hexagonal boron nitride. 

These structures show tunable hyperbolic response and are well suited to control flow of surface 

plasmons with electrostatic gating and/or photo-excitation.   

 

We have implemented and investigated the tunable hyperbolic response in heterostructures comprised of 

a monolayer graphene deposited on hexagonal boron nitride (G-hBN) slabs. Electrostatic gating of the graphene 

layer enables electronic tunability of phonon polaritonic properties of hBN: a layered material with 

well-documented hyperbolic response in the mid-infrared (mid-IR) frequencies. The tunability originates from 

the hybridization of surface plasmon polaritons in graphene to hyperbolic phonon polaritons in hBN: an effect 

that we examined via nano-IR imaging and spectroscopy. The hybrid polaritons possess combined virtues from 

plasmons in graphene and phonon polaritons in hBN. Therefore, G-hBN structures fulfill the definition of the 

electromagnetic metamaterial since the attained property of these devices is not revealed by its constituent 

elements. Our results uncover a practical approach for realization of broadly tunable nano-photonic 

metamaterials by exploiting the interaction of distinct types of polaritonic modes hosted by different constituent 

layers of van der Waals heterostructures. [1] 

Moire superlattices formed by graphene on hBN also present interesting opportunities for IR 

meta-surfaces. In these structures moire superlattice domain coexist with regions of plain graphene. The 

boundaries of the two types of domains act as efficient plasmonic reflectors. Most notably, the plasmonic 

reflectivity can be tuned by a single gate electrode applied to the entire structure [2]. I will discuss two additional 

approaches for controlling plasmonic flow in graphene-based devices including gating with carbon nanotubes [3] 

and gate electrodes and ultra-fast photo-excitation [4].  
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Abstract— In metamaterial absorbers, absorption for transverse electric polarization falls o�
much more rapidly than transverse magnetic for increasing angle of incidence. In the present
work we demonstrate through computational study that the broad-angle TM behavior cannot
be associated with periodicity, instead it is the result of coupling with a surface electromag-
netic. Previous experimental results are consistent our computational study and we highlight the
potential augment absorber response by tailoring the surface wave.

Metamaterial absorbers (MMAs) are a well developed technology, having been demonstrated
overmuch of the electromagnetic spectrum from radio frequencies to visible wavelengths [1, 2].
The scalable nature and symmetries available in MMAs o�er for simple and polarization sensitive
designs, which has led to great progress recently.

The operating principle of the MMA is fairly simple: achieve an impedance match to free space
while providing a high loss. Fundamentally this response is achieved as a combination of a Drude like
term from the ground plane and a Lorentz resonant term from the geometry of the metamaterial for
the electric response, and time-varying anti-parallel currents on the ground plane and metamaterial
driven by the incident magnetic field. The MMA can often be profitably discussed in terms of a
frequency dependent e�ective permittivity (�eff (�)) and e�ective permeability (µeff (�)), and we
consider here a regime where this description is valid.
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Figure 1: (a) SEM image of a cross type MMA of
the same dimensions as the simulated case (b) plot
shows the E-field in the xz�plane for the TE and
TM cases; zoomed portion shows the coupled wave
in the TM case (c) Electric field intensity of the sur-
face wave falls o� exponentially in the propagation
direction.

It is known that MMAs maintain high absorp-
tion for transverse magnetic (TM) polarized waves,
even for angles of incidence above 80� from the sur-
face normal; a stark contrast to transverse electric
(TE) waves whose absorption diminishes around
45�. This was explained as a reduction of the mag-
netic response due to the magnetic field rotating
out of plane in the TE case [3]. However, recent
work has introduced surface electromagnetic waves
(SEWs) in to the description of these absorption
[4]. The addition of this phenomena provides an
important piece of the picture, and here we present
a study that elucidates some aspects of the SEW
and its role in absorption.

We perform 3D full wave electromagnetic field
simulations in order to explore the nature of the
polarization dependant absorption response. We
use a Drude model for all metallic components [5],
and a layer of benzocyclobutene (BCB) as the di-
electric. Unit cell boundary conditions are em-
ployed allowing for angular variation in the inci-
dent wave. Our simulations provide the complex
scattering parameters and we calculate the absorp-
tion as A = 1�R = 1� |S11|2.

We simulate a one dimensional array consisting
of unit cells with a total length of 102.4µm, see
Fig. 1. The orientation of the simulation domain
is as follows: the surface normal of the MMA lies

in the ẑ-direction, the one dimensional array is oriented in the x̂-direction, and the ŷ-direction
serves as the boundary by which the incident mode is enforced. Along the ẑ-direction, an open
boundary is assigned to the top of the bounding box and a perfect electric boundary to the bottom



in place of the metallic ground plane. We simulate the TE and TM polarizations by setting perfect
electric or magnetic boundaries along the sides of the simulation domain. In Figs. 1 we plot the
electric field over the simulation volume for TE and TM polarized waves at the absorption peak. It
can be seen that the TE polarized wave does not couple to the surface and retains its plane wave
like appearance. TM polarized waves however have a dramatically di�erent appearance, and are
strongly confined to the surface of the MMA. In Fig. 1 (c) we note how the electric field strength
falls o� as a function of distance along the metamaterial, and note that it does so exponentially.
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The results presented in Fig. 2 demonstrate
that TE and TM polarized waves exhibit drasti-
cally di�erent behavior. Our results allow us to ap-
proximate quantities such as loss, wavelength, and
propagation distance of the SEWs [6, 7]. From a
decaying exponential fit to max|Ez| (Fig. 1 (c) we
calculate the propagation length LSEW by deter-
mining where max|Ez| has fallen to 1/e of its initial
value. In this case the SEW realizes a propagation
length of 64.5 µm.

A seen in Fig. 1 (a), an infrared MMA was fab-
ricated using thin-film processing combined with
UV photolithographic patterning. We use a 190
nm thick layer of BCB as the dielectric spacer and
80nm of gold for the ELC elements and ground
plane. The cross shaped pattern has a linewidth
of w = 500 nm, side length of L = 1.95 µm, and
a unit cell size of a = 3.2 µm. A large area MMA
was fabricated with a total lateral size of 2.54�2.54
cm2. The experimental and computational results
are found to be in good agreement.

We have demonstrated the existence and con-
tribution of a SEW to the stability of the absorbing response in the TM polarization. We note that
it may be possible to tailor the angular response of an absorber by modifying the e�ective response
of the MMA, which could lead to novel absorber design. Furthermore the symmetry of Maxwells
equations suggests that absorbers dual to the presented configuration could leverage a SEW in the
TE polarization using a structure that supports magneto-plasmons [8].
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Abstract— The metamaterials mimicking the electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT)
are a new class of artificially structured materials which provide unprecedented opportunity to
study EIT-related phenomena at room temperature. The Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD)
method widely used in studies of wave propagation in metamaterials can be extended to simulate
complex EIT media such as a four level tripod, giving new insight into the dynamics of such
systems.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Electromagnetically Induced Transparency (EIT) is a quantum optical phenomenon which
significantly alters the conditions for pulse propagation in the medium. In particular, a four level
tripod configuration allows for the creation of double transparency windows characterized by low ab-
sorption and very significant reduction of the group velocity within the windows. Nowadays, much
interest has been put on a classical analogue of EIT phenomenon in metamaterials. Such structures
are scalable to various frequency ranges, allowing for high flexibility, and also have the advantage
of room temperature operation. Therefore, it is of interest to investigate the signal propagation in
such media, the examples of which are coupled split-ring resonators or metal strips. Recently, it
has been shown that the Doppler shift exhibits many unusual properties in classical analog of EIT
Λ type medium [1]. One can expect that a tripod medium might allow for even richer phenomena,
including controlled generation of multiple frequency modes from monochromatic source.

2. SIMULATION OF TRIPOD METAMATERIAL

We employ the Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) method to study the light propagation in
EIT metamaterial. The medium description is based on the coupled resonator model [2], accurately
describing both the absorption spectrum of tripod medium (Fig. 1a) as well as the group velocity
connected with the medium dispersion (Fig. 1b).
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Figure 1: a) Calculated transmission spectrum, with two easily visible transparency windows, incident pulse
is marked by a dashed line. b) The dependence of the group velocity on frequency inside the window.
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Abstract- We report on the realization of a novel spin-selective spatial filter mediated by 

propagating exciton-polariton condensate bullets in a quasi-one-dimensional (1D) semiconductor 

microcavity. We also show that, under circularly polarized, continuous-wave, non-resonant 

excitation, spin textures whose phase depends on the emission energy are formed. 

The use of polariton condensates in all optical logic devices has been the subject of intense research in recent 

years, promising ultrafast switching times, low losses, spin information transport and low power consumption. 

The control of polariton condensate propagation and their polarization [1] provide the necessary ingredients for 

future optical circuits. New schemes for the realization of spinoptronics devices and “polariton neurons” in 
circuits, the building blocks of all-optical integrated logic circuits, have been recently proposed. Quasi-1D 

patterned high- finesse microcavities provide an ideal platform for all-optical manipulation, ballistic propagation 

and amplification, and gating of polariton condensates [2,3]. The waveguide nature of these structures induces 

the channeling of polariton propagation, while the discretization of energy levels results in a rich relaxation 

dynamics [4]. 

Here we report on the realization of a spin-selective spatial filter mediated by propagating Bose-Einstein 

exciton-polariton condensates in a quasi-1D semiconductor microcavity [5]. The switch is achieved using a 

controllable spin-dependent gating barrier: a non-resonant laser beam provides the source of propagating 

polaritons, while a second circularly polarized weak beam imprints a spin dependent potential barrier, which 

gates the polariton flow and generates polariton spin currents. A complete spin-based control over the blocked 

and transmitted polaritons is obtained by varying the gate polarization. 

Furthermore, the discretization in energy of the lower polariton branch in our structure has notable 

consequences in the coherent transport of the spin vector. The confinement renders a TE-TM mode splitting, 

which remains for zero in-plane wave vector, and it acquires larger values than the TE-TM splitting in 

two-dimensional (2D) MCs. A spectral analysis of the spin transport reveals different polariton spin textures 

from those observed in 2D systems [1]. The richness of these textures is related to the energy-dependent speed of 

propagation of polaritons in our system with lowered dimensionality. The ballistic propagation of spin-polarized 

polaritons along the ridge is observed over distances of ∼100 μm [6]. 



The experiments are compared with simulations of the spinor-polariton condensate dynamics based on a 

generalized Gross-Pitaevskii equation, modified to account for incoherent pumping, decay, and energy relaxation 

within the condensate. 

 

Figure 1: (a) A schematic of the spin filter with the red and blue slopes depicting the energy landscape for σ+ and σ- 

polaritons for a σ- (4) gate (G). The source beam (S) has linear polarization. The degree of circular polarization, �, in real 

space (b) without and (c) with G present where the black dashed line shows the region of interest of the ridge. 
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Abstract— We present a theoretical analysis of the instability of polariton condensates. When
the repulsive interactions between polaritons and reservoir excitons are sufficiently strong, the
effective polariton-polariton interaction becomes attractive. For lossless bose gases this instability
leads to the formation of bright solitons. With gain and losses present, a chaotic steady state
arises. We discuss the different regimes, which include phase chaos, described by the Kuramoto-
Sivashinsky equation, and defect chaos.

Microcavity polaritons are quasi-particles that arise from the strong coupling of a quantum well
exciton with a microcavity photon. These hybrid light-matter quasi-particles inherit a light effective
mass from their photonic component and significant interactions from their excitonic component.
Thanks to their bosonic nature, Bose-Einstein condensation is possible at sufficiently large density
and low temperature. Due to the finite quality factor of the microcavity, the polaritons have
however a finite life time. This requires a continuous replenishing of polaritons in order to reach a
steady state. A regime closest to equilibrium Bose-Einstein condensation is reached when injecting
photons at an energy much higher than the band gap [1]. A fast relaxation then leads to the
formation of an exciton reservoir, from where a slower relaxation creates new polaritons.

Apart from providing gain to the polariton condensate, the exciton reservoir also shifts the
polariton energy due to exciton-polariton interactions. This shift of the polariton energy gives rise
to effective polariton-polariton attractions [2, 3]. As it is well known in equilibrium condensation,
attractive interactions cause a dynamical instability of the condensate due to collapse, which leads
to the formation of bright solitons. Out of equilibrium, the instability is saturated and gives rise
to a chaotic steady state. In the regime of weak instability, the condensate phase dynamics is well
described by the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation.

The study of the spatio-temporal instability of polariton condensates becomes even richer when
a periodic potential is applied. The resulting band structure can have states with negative effective
mass. When a positive mass state is unstable, the negative mass state will be stable. This results
in a rich interplay between the instability and external potentials.

In the presence of disorder, which is to some extent unavoidable in practice, the instability is
shown to lead to larger modulations in the density. We elucidate the interplay between disorder
and modulational instability of polariton condensates and point out the experimental implications.
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Abstract Under adequate conditions, cavity-polaritons can form a Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC). 

Here, we demonstrate room-temperature BEC of cavity-polaritons in simple laminated 

microcavities filled with biologically produced enhanced green fluorescent protein (eGFP). The 

unique molecular structure of eGFP prevents exciton annihilation even at high excitation densities, 

thus facilitating BEC. BEC is clearly evidenced by a distinct threshold, an interaction-induced blue 

shift of the condensate and the presence of a second threshold at higher excitation density, which is 

associated with the onset of photon lasing. 

 

Under adequate conditions, cavity-polaritons can form a Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC).1,2 Compared to 

Wannier-Mott polaritons in inorganic semi-conductors, the localised Frenkel polaritons in organic emitter 

materials show weaker interaction3 but stronger coupling4 which recently enabled the first realisation of BEC at 

room temperature.5,6 However, this required ultrafast optical pumping which limits the applications of organic 

BECs. 

In recent work, we have investigated a distinctly different and novel class of organic solid-state emitter with 

unique optical properties – the biologically produced fluorescent proteins. In contrast to many other organic 

materials, the special molecular structure of these proteins ensures that in solid-state the protein fluorophores 

have a fixed interspacing of 3-4 nm. This suppresses concentration quenching and enables strong optical 

amplification (g = 22 cm-1) in thin protein films.7 We have used protein films to fabricate efficient solid-state 

vertical cavity surface emitting micro-lasers.8 

We now demonstrate room-temperature BEC of cavity-polaritons in simple laminated microcavities filled 

with biologically produced enhanced green fluorescent protein (eGFP).9 The unique molecular structure of eGFP 

prevents exciton annihilation even at high excitation densities, thus facilitating BEC under conventional 

nanosecond pumping. BEC is clearly evidenced by a distinct threshold, an interaction-induced blue shift of the 

condensate, long-range coherence and the presence of a second threshold at higher excitation density which is 

associated with the onset of photon lasing and results from thermalization of the exciton reservoir. 
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Abstract-We create exciton-polaritons in a microcavity filled with a ladder-type conjugated 

polymer. At room temperature, we observe thermalization and, above a critical excitation density, 

Bose-Einstein condensation of the polaritons, as evidenced through nonlinear emission, 

interaction-induced blue-shift and long-range macroscopic coherence. Our approach demonstrates a 

radically simplified route to investigate Bose-Einstein condensation physics at ambient conditions 

with easy-to-process non-crystalline materials. Finally, we discuss recent experiments on tunable 

nanoscale defect cavities to produce strongly confined condensates and possible ways towards 

quantum simulation. 
 

In a microcavity with a spin-coated thin layer of ladder-type conjugated polymer (MeLPPP) embedded 

between dielectric distributed Bragg reflectors (DBR), we observe the avoided crossing of the cavity mode with 

the exciton energy characteristic of the strong coupling regime. We create exciton-polaritons by off-resonant 

excitation with incoherent picosecond laser pulses. At room temperature thermalization of these quasi-particles 

occurs while it is suppressed at low temperature because of a relaxation bottleneck. Above a certain excitation 

threshold, we observe the emergence of non-equilibrium Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC) in the lower 

polariton branch [1]. This is evidenced by several distinct features such as a blue-shifted emission peak at zero 

in-plane momentum, accompanied by a nonlinear increase in the emission intensity and a sudden drop of the 

linewidth. Furthermore, the emission becomes polarized and the emission dynamics is drastically shortened. In 

contrast to conventional lasing, we find a strong increase in threshold when decreasing the temperature, which 

can be explained by the peculiar thermalization properties. 

 

Spatially-resolved measurements with a Michelson interferometer show a macroscopic phase relation over 

almost the whole excitation area. The interference fringe pattern exhibits non-flat phase fronts and fork-like 

dislocations, indicating a large number of vortices and excitations. As we are able to obtain single-shot 

measurements of the spectrum and the interference patterns, we can study single realizations of the condensate. 

This gives access to non-averaged properties from each individual condensation process. 

 

In a first step towards realizing potential landscapes for the polaritons, we employ a novel cavity concept 

based on nanoscale Gaussian-shaped defects [2]. They are fabricated with focused ion beam milling [3], and 

allow strong lateral confinement of the photonic mode on the order of the wavelength. We mount the two cavity 

DBRs on separate XYZ positioners, one mirror including the Gaussian nanostructure on a mesa and the other 

one with the spin-coated polymer on top (Figure 1a). This results in a microcavity that is tunable down to 

half-wavelength mirror separation. We observe the avoided crossing of the cavity mode and the exciton energy, 
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demonstrating that this laterally confined cavity is in the strong light matter interaction regime at room 

temperature (Figure 1b). In further experiments, we study in more depth the emission properties in real space 

and momentum space for the weak and the strong excitation regime. 

 

 

In conclusion, we show a polariton condensate at ambient conditions with an amorphous polymer. As no 

crystal growth is involved, our approach radically reduces the complexity of experiments to investigate BEC 

physics. In combination with tunable Gaussian-defect cavities, this opens the door to study quantum fluids at 

room temperature in strongly confined geometries and arbitrary potential landscapes that can mimic crystal 

lattices. 
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Abstract— We discuss the potential of bulk nonlinear optical media in cavityless configura-
tions for quantum statistical mechanics studies of the unitary many-body dynamics in a gas
of interacting photons. A critical comparison with more usual driven-dissipative dynamics in
microcavity devices is made.

After several decades during which the study of systems of many interacting particles has focused
on matter fluids such as liquid helium, electron gases in solid-state materials, ultracold atom vapors,
nuclear-matter fluids, or quark-gluon plasmas in colliders, quantum fluids of light are presently
attracting a growing interest as a novel platform to investigate many-body physics. So far, most
experimental observations have been performed in microcavity devices, including the demonstration
of Bose-Einstein condensation of polaritons and photons and of superfluid light [1].

An alternative platform for studying this physics is o�ered ny light propagation in a transparent
bulk Kerr-nonlinear optical medium [2]. From elementary classical optics, it is well known that the
paraxial propagation of a spectrally narrow beam of light around �0 can be described at mean-field
level within the so-called paraxial and slowly-varying-envelope approximations by a nonlinear wave
equation formally analogous to the Gross-Pitaevskii equation for the order parameter of a dilute
Bose-Einstein condensate. Building atop the pioneering theoretical works [3], we report here a fully
general quantum field theory of the propagating photon fluid.

In this approach, the roles played by the optical-axis coordinate z and the time t are exchanged.
Assuming that the medium is perfectly transparent with no absorption losses, light propagation
in the z direction at a carrier group velocity v0 is naturally described in terms of an evolution
equations as a function of the new time coordinate � = z/v0 while the t direction corresponds to
a third spatial dimension � = v0t in addition to the transverse x and y directions. In a paraxial-
propagation configuration, light di�raction provides an e�ective mass to the photons in the (x, y)
plane and chromatic dispersion D0 leads to a, typically di�erent, e�ective mass in the � direction.
As usual, the Kerr nonlinearity of the medium gives rise to photon-photon interactions of intensity
g.

In contrast to microcavity configurations where driving and dissipation play a major role in
the photon-fluid dynamics and can hardly be avoided in a realistic experiment [1], in propagation
geometries the quantum fluid of light obeys a fully conservative Hamilton dynamics starting from
an initial condition determined by the spatial profile and the coherence properties of the incident
beam. In a second-quantization formalism the Hamilton operator describing the evolution in the
new time coordinate � = z/v0 has the usual many-body form with binary interactions,

Ĥ(�) = N
Z

dr
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where the fields obey same-� bosonic commutation rules,

[Ê(r, �), Ê†(r�, �)] =
~ v0
N �(r� r�) and [Ê(r, �), Ê(r�, �)] = 0, (1)

with a normalization
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�
1 + �0

c µ0 �0
. (2)

in terms of the medium linear dielectric susceptibility �0 and magnetic constant µ0. As a result,
the Heisenberg equation of motion for the field has the form of a quantum nonlinear Schödinger



equation,
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The quantum state of the optical field at the end of the evolution can then be read out from the
statistical properties of the light transmitted past the nonlinear medium.

As a most remarkable example of application of this formalism, we then study the transmission of
a coherent light across a finite slab of weakly nonlinear medium [2]. In this very simple configuration,
the photons experience a pair of sudden jumps of the interaction parameter upon crossing the front
and the back faces of the nonlinear medium. As a result of these two quantum quenches, the fluid
of light gets excited and its quantum state after the conservative evolution across the nonlinear
material can be reconstructed from the statistical properties of the transmitted light. Signatures of
this exciting physics are found in both angular intensity distribution and in the near- and the far-
field two-body correlation functions and can be understood in analogy with the Dynamical Casimir
e�ect of quantum field theory. In reduced dimension systems such as one-dimensional waveguides,
this physics sets an intrinsic limitation to the propagation of optical coherence along nonlinear
waveguides [4].

Future work will further develop these ideas in the direction of generating, detecting, and ma-
nipulating strongly correlated quantum phases of matter in photon gases, of studying quantum
dynamical features of many-body systems, and of exploiting the many-body dynamics to realize
new sources of coherent light.
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Abstract - Bosonic cascades formed by lattices of equidistant energy levels sustaining radiative 

transitions between nearest layers represent a unique system to study correlated optical phenomena. 

We show how the light emitted by condensates in the visible range introduces a new regime of 

emission for cascade systems. Namely, the quantum statistics of bosonic cascades exhibits 

superbunching plateaus. 
 

By merging the concepts of electronic quantum cascade lasers [1] and bosonic stimulation, a bosonic cascade 

laser was proposed a few years ago [2]. The device is based on a set of equidistant exciton states in a parabolic 

trapping potential, in which THz transitions between neighbouring levels are possible. Such transitions allow a 

cascade of multiple THz emission steps, theoretically allowing quantum efficiencies exceeding unity. 

 

Here we extend previous theoretical work and study the quantum dynamics of bosonic cascades. By using 

stochastic Langevin equations, we demonstrate that bosonic cascades are able to produce extremely high values 

of photon bunching. The peculiar nature of the system, where coherence is transferred between single states, 

accounts for superbunching, which develops in the phase where one condensate empties suddenly into the state 

below. 
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Abstract— The transverse spatial profile of an intense light beam propagating in a thermal
nonlinear medium evolves following the hydrodynamical equations of a superfluid. The interplay
between the geometry of the light beam and the nonlocal thermal response strongly a�ects
superfluid behaviour, as shown by experiments studying quantised vortex nucleation from an
obstacle. A properly tailored nonlocal response and beam geometry is also used to simulate the
Newton-Schrödinger equation and provide an experimental testbed for astrophysical studies e.g.
of boson stars.

Introduction:
Fluids of light or photon fluids have come to the forefront due to their versatility in simulating a
wide variety of physical phenomena observed or predicted in other systems and also, due to some
features that are specific to photon fluids themselves. A broadly studied class of such fluids relies
on the exciton-polaritons in semiconductor cavities. A slightly less studied system of photon fluids
is based on a propagating (i.e. cavity-less) geometry, where fluid-like behaviour is observed in the
transverse profile of an optical beam propagating in a nonlinear medium.

In our experimental system, heating induced by a laser beam leads to a change in the refractive
index of the medium and a consequent defocusing e�ect (for media with a negative thermo-optic
coe�cient), i.e., a nonlocal, repulsive photon-photon interaction. For a monochromatic beam, the
transverse beam profile acts as a two-dimensional (2D) fluid and is fully described by hydrody-
namical equations, where the propagation direction maps into an e�ective time coordinate. The
Bogoliubov dispersion relation for small oscillations of frequency � and wavevector K within the
photon fluid has the form,

(�� vK)2 =
c

2|n2|�
n

3
0

R̂(K,n0�/c)K
2 +

c

2

4k2n2
0

K

4
, (1)

with the first term corresponding to a superfluid component with linear dispersion, and the second
term corresponding to a single-particle component. Here c is the speed of light in vacuum, n0 is
the linear index of refraction, k = 2�n0/� is the optical wavenumber, with wavelength �, n2 is the
nonlinear index of refraction, and � = |E|2 is the density of the photon fluid, with E the amplitude
of the propagating electric field. R̂(K) is the 2D k-space response function: all of the physics
discussed here lie within the details response function.

The role of geometry in nonlocal superfluids:
We performed a series of experiments in various materials, following those of Ref. [1] that allowed
us to a very good approximation R̂(k

x

, k

y

) = [1 + �2
k

2
x

+ �2
k

2
y

]�1, i.e. R̂ is a Lorentzian response
function in k-space as a result of heat-di�usion in a bound 2D system. Here � is the nonlocal
length associated with the fluid and is determined by the transverse boundary of the medium, with
� = R = 1 cm for our experiment, where R is the radius of the cylinder confining the nonlinear
medium, i.e. methanol containing a weak solution of graphene nano-flakes (introduced to slightly
increase light absorption). Our measurements show that � = 1 cm and thus the single-particle
(non-superfluid) dispersion will dominate for all but the lowest wavevectors K < 1/�. Such low
wavevectors are not experimentally observable in our system, and hence, superfluid behaviour will
not be observable under these conditions.

However, we then show that with a highly elliptical beam with 1/e2 beam radii w
y

<< w

x

,



the smaller beam dimension (y-axis) e�ectively limits wavevectors along the y-axis to k

y

� 1/w
y

,
while allowing for the full spectrum of oscillations along the x-axis. We find the elliptical beam
geometry thus significantly reduces the e�ective nonlocal length to �̄ � w

y

. We have observed
this reduced nonlocality in pump-probe measurements of the dispersion relation [2], which clearly
show a linear, sonic region of the dispersion relation, consistent with superfluidity. Such tailoring of
beam geometry gives unexpected and intriguing control over the e�ective nonlocal length, a defining
parameter for the photon fluid. Choosing a beam with high ellipticity allows us to circumvent the
high degree of nonlocality imposed by the system boundary, and to access a more local regime
where superfluidity is experimentally observable. For example, we investigate the breakdown of
superfluid flow around an extended obstacle, manifested as a clearly visible nucleation of quantised
vortices in the wake of the obstacle.

Light as a medium for simulations of the Newton-Schrödinger equation:
A remarkable example of the connection between gravity and optics is the recent demonstration,
using an optical system based on a thermally excited medium, of a laboratory-based system that
allows to reproduce the physics of the Newton-Schrödinger equation (SNE) [3]. The SNE can be
written as

i~�
t

+
~2
2m

�2
?
� +m�� = 0, �2

?� = �4�Gm|�|2, (2)

which describes the evolution of a particle with mass m defined by a wavefunction �, coupled to
the gravitational potential �, determined by the Poisson equation. This equation bears an obvious
analogy with the evolution equation for an optical beam in a nonlinear focusing medium:

i

�E
�z

+
1

2k
�2

?E + k0�nE = 0, �2
?(�n) = ���

�
|E|2 (3)

where the second equation is the Poisson equation that governs heat di�usion and � = �n/�T is
the medium thermo-optic coe�cient, � is the thermal conductivity and � the material absorption.

In our experiments we now use a lead-glass that exhibits a focusing nonlinearity (as opposed to
the defocusing methanol medium described above), and show that in the limit of a beam that con-
tains only large transverse wave-vectors, i.e. �K? � 1, the medium response e�ectively reproduces
the same 1/K2 behaviour expected in a gravitational field. As an example, we study the evolution
of a beam with orbital angular momentum that e�ectively reproduces the dynamics of a rotating
boson star. We observe oscillations of the star density that evolve over time and that for high
powers, rather than collapsing towards the centre, are strongly repulsed by the central topological
phase singularity. These studies hint at the fact that boson or Bose-Einstein condensate stars that
are also forced to have quantised angular momentum, would not form black holes as a result of the
gravitational collapse being counterbalanced by this new mechanism.

Conclusions: In conclusion, the propagation of light nonlocal thermal media allows a series of
studies related to superfluidity in the presence of nonlocality and also astrophysical studies of a
peculiar class of objects that are predicted to exist yet to date lack experimental confirmation. In
all cases, the beam geometry plays a central role in determining the physics of the system.
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Abstract-In this work we demonstrate the complete dynamical control of polariton spin-vortex 

states, with orbital angular momentum equal to plus or minus one, on a Poincaré sphere and among 

different ones. More specifically, we use red-detuned ultrafast Stark pulses to modulate, in time, the 

energy of the excitonic resonances. This, due to the double light-matter nature of cavity polaritons, 

allows controlling the phase and the state of polarization of the polariton field. 

 

Light and light-beams are at the centre of our modern technological society since they allow fast and precise 

control of both classical and quantum systems. The first step change in the use of light for physical and 

technological applications has been the exploitation of its polarisation degree of freedom. More recently, 

particular attention has been devoted to the exploitation of the orbital angular momentum (OAM) of light beams 

with inhomogeneous spatial profiles, since are believed to have the potential to achieve higher dimensions of 

quantum information processing [1]. In particular, significant quantum effects such as high-dimensional, high 

quanta, multi-photon OAM entanglement [2] and OAM Hong-Ou-Mandel interference [3] have been 

experimentally demonstrated. The next natural step is the study, and exploitation, of states of light where the 

polarization and the OAM are coupled. 

A particular kind of polarisation-OAM coupled states, also called spin-orbit coupled states, has been recently 

reported in Bragg-cavity systems, where the strong coupling between cavity photons and quantum-well excitons 

leads to the formation of polaritons. In these systems the coherent coupling between OAM and spin, induced by 

the transverse-electric transverse-magnetic splitting, has lead to the observations of vector vortex beams, referred 

to as spin vortices [4-6]. 

In this work we demonstrate that, due to the polaritons half-light and half-matter nature, it is possible to 

control a vector spin-vortex state using ultrafast dynamic Stark pulses red-detuned with respect to the exciton 

frequency. First we study the particular case of the Poincaré sphere relative to the two orthogonal states 

constituted by a radial (RV) and by an azimuthal (AV) spin vortices, and shown that its complete span can be 

achieved simply using Stark pulses polarised either σ+ or σ- (see Figure). 

Secondly, we demonstrate that the polariton state can be moved to another two different Poincaré spheres 

defined using different pairs of the systems eigenstates (the Hilbert space is four dimensional and therefore a 

maximum of 6 different Poincaré spheres can be defined), and that also for these two new spheres the complete 

span can be achieved by means of Stark pulses either linearly or circularly polarised. 

Finally, we address the problem of the observation of topological Pancharatnam-Berry phases in these 

polarisation-OAM coupled states [7]. 
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Figures: (Left) Poincaré sphere with the two orthogonal radial (RV) and azimuthal (AV) spin vortices lying 

at the poles. In this scheme, the two l=-1 σ+ and l=1 σ- vortices lies at the equator. (Right) Plot of the σ+ and σ- 

polariton population as a function of time. The system is initialised in the RV state and two 1ps-long Stark pulses, 

with opposite polarisation, at t1=7.5ps and t2=23ps, are used to flip it to the equator and then back to the RV 

state. Pulses with different lengths and intensities allow reaching any point of the Poincaré sphere.  
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Polaritons are half-light half matter quasiparticles resulting from the strong coupling of photons confined in 

a microcavity with excitons confined in a quantum well. Polariton condensates may be created both 

spontaneously through a “standard” phase transition towards a Bose Einstein condensate [1], or be resonantly 

driven with a well-defined initial phase, speed and spatial distribution [2].  

Thanks to the photonic component of polaritons, the properties of the quantum fluid may be accessed very 

directly, with in particular the possibility of detailed interferometric studies. This allows for example to probe the 

long-range coherence properties of a quantum fluid with unprecedented ease. This also allows testing superfluid 

properties with great precision in space and time [3].  

I will describe the static and dynamics of superfluid flow in polariton condensates, obtained with a 

picosecond time resolution, in different configurations, with in particular their phase configuration. I will show 

in particular the dynamics of the creation of dark solitons [4] and quantized vortex pairs. Implications for 

possible device structures will also be discussed. 
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Abstract— We demonstrated theoretically that high-frequency electromagnetic field leads to
renormalization of the spectrum of graphene near Dirac point. The e�ect depends strongly on
the polarization of the dressing field. As a consequence, the stationary dc electronic transport
becomes polarization dependent, and conductance of a sample exhibits periodic oscillations as
function of the intensity for the case of linear polarized pump and monotonously decreases for the
case of circular polarized pump. We also show that such a non-resonant dressing field substantially
modifies the magnetoelectronic properties such as profile of Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations. The
e�ect is due to the renormalization of the structure of Landau levels in the presence of the dressing
field.

INTRODUCTION

Usually, the electron-field interaction is considered within the regime of weak light-matter coupling,
where the electron energy spectrum is assumed to be unperturbed by photons. However, the
opposite regime of strong light-matter coupling, where the energy spectrum of electromagnetically
dressed electrons is strongly modified by high-frequency field is also of great interest, as variety of
novel physical phenomena can emerge. In this work we consider transport properties of monolayer
graphene in the regime of electromagnetic dressing. Solving the non-stationary Schrdinger equation
with full inclusion of the EM field vector potential, we found the eigenfunctions and the eigenenergies
of the system electron+field. The frequency, �, of the field is assumed to be much higher than the
disorder induced broadening and lie far away from any resonance so that no energy is absorbed via
optical transitions, neither inter-band nor intra-band.
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Figure 1: The DC conductivity in graphene is

highly a�ected by dressing with a nonabsorp-

tive EM field. In the case of circular polar-

ization, a field induced gap causes the conduc-

tivity �c to decrease with increasing field in-

tensity while for a linear polarization, a huge

anisotropy is introduced and oscillations of the

conductivity are revealed.

1. DC TRANSPORT

We found that illuminating of monolayer graphene with
circularly polarized light opens a band-gap in the spec-
trum of dressed quasiparticles and corresponding disper-
sion is given by the expression �g =

p
(~�)2 + (~vk)2.

For linearly polarized field we find that the Dirac cone is
transformed into an elliptic cone with the major axis be-
ing perpendicular to the polarization direction which lies,

say, along the x-direction, �g = ~
q

k2
x

+ J2(2vE0/~�2)k2
y

.

The modifications of the dispersion strongly a�ect the
transport characteristics such as conductivity tensor. Ad-
ditional impact to the e�ect comes from the renormal-
ization of the disorder scattering matrix element by the
dressing field. Solving the Boltzmann transport equation,
we found that for circular polarized illumination the con-
ductivity �

c

remains isotropic. The band-gap opening
leads to the slow suppression of �

c

with intensity of the
dressing field. For the case of the linear polarization, we
demonstrated the onset of strong anisotropy in the con-
ductivity tensor related to the corresponding anisotropy
of the Dirac cones of dressed quasiparticles [1]. The pro-
files of the conductance for both cases are shown at Fig.
1.



2. MAGNETOELECTRONIC PROPERTIES

Figure 2: (Left). The absorption coe�cient for dressed graphene in magnetic field plotted for three di�erent
dressing field intensities I = 0, 3.51 and 6.24 W/cm2 represented by the curves 1, 2 and three, respectively.
In the insert � = 2vE0/~�2. (Right). The conductivity plotted for the intensities I = 0, 1.56 and 2.63
W/cm2 represented by the curves 1, 2 and three, respectively. For both figures, the dressing field photon
energy is ~� = 3 meV.

We considered the geometry where constant magnetic field normal to the graphene sheet is
applied to a monolayer graphene dressed by linear polarized field. The latter modifies the inter-
Landau level separation as the levels are renormalized to

�
n

= sgn(n)~�
B

p
|n|

p
|J0(2vE0/~�2)|, (1)

where �
B

is the cyclotron frequency. In Fig. 2 we have plotted the absorption coe�cient where
we see that the absorption peaks are shifted. Formally, this e�ect results from |J0(2vE0/~�2)|
being always less than one. As to the Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations of the conductivity plotted
in Fig. 2, their maxima correspond to the crossing of the Landau levels and the Fermi level. Since
the distance between Landau levels depends on a dressing field, the field-induced shifting of the
maxima of the conductivity curves takes place [2].

3. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that the transport properties of electrons in graphene are strongly a�ected by dress-
ing field. Circularly polarized dressing field leads to the monotonous decreas of the iconductivity,
whereas linearly polarized field results in the oscillatory behavior of the conductivity and onset of
giant anisotropy. Magneto-electronic properties of graphene are also strongly modified by dressing.
In particular, optical absorption and Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations are very sensitive to the field
intensity and polarization.
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Cavity polaritons are formed when a confined optical mode within a high Q cavity strongly couples with 

exciton within the same cavity. Strong coupling regime has been observed in microcavity structures 

incorporating both inorganic quantum wells (QWs) as well as organic materials such as J-aggregates, molecular 

crystals and polymers[1]. 

In this work we study hybrid exciton-polaritons that arise from mixing of two different organic-inorganic 

excitonic species with the resonant photon mode[2]. A planar microcavity structure consists of GaAs QWs and 

Jaggregate molecular dye assembled together in a multi-layered stack to form the active region. Angle-resolved 

photoluminescence at 80K, when the system is excited almost-resonantly by a low repetition laser pulse at 

780nm reveals clear anticrossing Figure 1(a). Furthermore, through power dependent measurements we 

demonstrate for the first time strong nonlinear emission and onset of hybrid polariton lasing regime with 

simultaneous line narrowing and interaction induced energy blueshift shown in Figure 1(b). 

              

Figure 1: PL images recorded with Fourier plane projection technic. In left figure, 1(a), clear polariton dispersion is 

revealed at 80K while in the right hand figure, 1(b), clear polariton lasing obtained in similar detuning at 20K. 

Such hybrid excitonic system presents an ideal playground for engineering nonlinear interactions and at the 

same time offers concrete possibilities for optoelectronics application. For example, laser diode designs 

combining high electrical conductivity of inorganic semiconductors with exciton robustness of organic 

compounds to maintain strong coupling regime at room temperature could provide efficient means to achieve 

electrically pumped organic polariton lasers. 
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Abstract: The experimental determination of the condensation phase diagram in 
a ZnO microcavity shows that in wide bandgap microcavities, contrary to a 
common assumption, the strong exciton-LO phonon interaction does not 
necessarily lead to a reduction of the polariton condensation threshold. In fact 
the importance of this relaxation mechanism is largely dependent on the 
polariton relaxation time to polariton lifetime ratio. Most important, the 
condensation threshold is found to be a strongly varying function of the 
excitation spot size and to display an absolute minimum, for this microcavity and 
at room-temperature, for an excitation spot diameter of about 12Pm. 

 
In order to obtain polariton condensation at room-temperature materials with large oscillator 
strengths and large exciton binding energies must be employed as active regions. This is the reason 
why so much attention has been paid lately to organic semiconductors, van der Waals materials (e.g. 
WSe2 or MoSe2), GaN and ZnO. Furthermore, since in the fabrication of strongly-coupled 
microcavities distributed Bragg reflectors are most often employed, GaN and ZnO offer the additional 
advantage of being compatible with growth techniques such as molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) or 
metal organic vapor phase epitaxy. Indeed, MBE has contributed to establish GaAs-based 
microcavities as the benchmark system. 

In this communication epitaxial ZnO cavities, grown by MBE on patterned silicon substrates [1], 
will be used to illustrate some of the particularities of polariton condensation in large Rabi splitting 
microcavities (typically larger than 100meV), which enable to access in one and the same microcavity 
polariton condensates very different in nature (i.e. from almost photon-like to almost exciton-like) 
[2]. In determining the condensation phase diagram of this microcavity it has been found that, 
contrary to a common assumption in wide-bandgap microcavities, the strong exciton-LO phonon 
interaction [2,3] does not necessarily lead to a reduction of the polariton condensation threshold. For 
this to hold two conditions, and not only one, are necessary: first, the bottom of the LPB and the 
exciton reservoir must be resonant (i.e. energetically separated by a number of LO phonons) and, 
second, the detuning must be such that the polariton lifetime and the polariton relaxation time are 
similar (“trade-off zone”) [4]. These different regimes and parameters are illustrated in Figure 1. 

 



 
Figure 1: Condensation threshold of a ZnO microcavity as a function of detuning at a temperature of 100 K. The 
different regimes of the condensation phase diagram are recalled: positive (negative) detunings correspond to 
the thermodynamic (kinetic) regime. Between these two regimes a trade-off zone can be defined where the 
polariton lifetime is close to the relaxation time. The vertical dashed lines indicate the resonant condition, 
assisted by 1 or 2 LO phonons, between the reservoir and the bottom of the LPB at k=0. 

 
Furthermore, thanks to a homogenous photonic potential, with variations of the bare cavity 

mode smaller than 4% of the Rabi at a micrometer scale, we have been able to study experimentally 
how does the condensation threshold varies with the excitation spot size. This has allowed us to go 
from the “tightly-focused” excitation regime, in which the threshold is determined by the ejection of 
polaritons from below the excitation spot [5], to a large spot diameter regime. The optimum spot 
size, which for a given detuning results in an absolute condensation threshold minimum, is found in 
between the two regimes [4]. At 300K, and for a photonic fraction of about 75%, the optimum 
excitation spot diameter is about 12Pm. The parameters determining the exact optimum size have 
not been yet clearly identified. In this sense, to study if photonic disorder and the associated 
inhomogeneous broadening play a role, a new class of monolithic epitaxial ZnO/ZnMgO microcavities 
has been developed. In the last part of the talk we will discuss the main characteristics of this new 
generation of cavities and their effect on the condensation threshold.  
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Abstract- 
In this paper we review the physics of nonlinear polariton phenomena in GaAs-based 

semiconductor waveguides in the strong exction-photon coupling regime. We report the 

experimental observation of temporal bright polariton solitons formed at ultra-low excitation 

powers confirming giant optical nonlinearity of polariton system. Spatio-temporal modulational 

instability and dark-bright solitons are also investigated. 

 

When light propagates through an optically active semiconductor material hybridisation of the optical and electronic 

excitations (photons and excitons) may occur. Such strong exciton-photon coupling leads to the formation of novel 

quasi-particles, so-called polaritons. Two photons colliding in free space do not interact: light beams just pass through 

each other with no effect on their propagation paths. By contrast the exciton component in the polariton wavefunction 

leads to giant repulsive interactions between the two colliding quasi-particles1, which enable control of light by light 

at ultrafast speeds. This is potentially useful for applications in all-optical signal processing. The strong polariton F��� 

nonlinearity also enables many-body phenomena ranging from superfluid-like behaviour, Bose-Einstein condensation 

to soliton physics2 and to the study of inter-particle interactions in photonic analogs of important physical systems 

such as photonic topological insulators3 or optical analogs of quantum Hall systems. 

 

In this work we address giant polariton optical nonlinearity by studying ultra-low-power optical solitons in a novel 

slab waveguide geometry (Fig.1 a), where photons of waveguide mode are strongly coupled to quantum-well 

excitons1. On-chip applications require that solitons form and interact over small distances, which requires that both 

the group velocity dispersion (GVD) and nonlinear effects develop on very short length scales. In polariton 

waveguides the wavelength-dependent transition of polaritons from photon-like to matter-like leads to GVD on the 

order of 1,000 ps2 m-1 (Fig.1 b), which is comparable to that achieved in photonic crystal waveguides and fibre Bragg 

gratings. Using excitation pulse with a duration of 350 fs we demonstrate formation of bright picosecond temporal 

polariton solitons with pulse energies of 0.5 pJ. From the soliton formation threshold, we deduce a nonlinear refractive 

index three to four orders of magnitude larger than in any other ultrafast optical systems, for example, based on Si or 

InGaAsP, which verifies the highly nonlinear nature of our platform. Furthermore, using an excitation pulse of a 



longer duration of ~2 ps polariton self-phase modulation is observed followed by the development of modulational 

instability with the resultant generation of a nonlinear polariton emission in a broad range of wavelengths ~10-15 nm 

(Fig.1 c, d). Such modulational instability probably indicates the formation of a soliton train in real space 

accompanied by coupling to dispersive spatio-temporal polariton modes. 

 

As we achieve giant polariton nonlinearity with the transverse photonic confinement we are able to study 

spatio-temporal effects as well as purely temporal ones. Using an excitation pulse with a notch across the excitation 

spot dark–bright spatio-temporal polariton solitons are experimentally demonstrated: due to polariton-polariton 

interactions the notch develops into a pair of dark solitons accompanied by a nonlinear phase jump across the soliton 

profiles, whereas the temporal profile of polariton background also exhibits compression in time. To our knowledge 

this has not previously been seen in any experimental setting with either photons or polaritons. We note that bright4 

and spatial dark exciton-polariton solitons have previously been reported in Bragg semiconductor microcavities. 

Compared with these, our system has the advantages of simplicity of design and fabrication, compatibility with 

existing designs of high-performance waveguide photonic circuit elements, an order of magnitude faster soliton 

velocity. Crucially, in contrast to Bragg microcavities the polariton waveguide system also does not require external 

continuous wave pumping to balance loss for soliton formation to be possible. The intrinsic nature of the large 

dispersion and giant nonlinearity is also advantageous for the study of two-dimensional effects in hybrid-light matter 

system, such as X-waves5. 

 

Fig.1 a) Scheme of GaAs slab waveguide showing soliton formation at high power using 350 fs pulse. Polariton mode is excited and 

detected through the grating coupler. b) Experimental dispersion of the lower polariton mode. c)-d) Intensity of quasi-continuum 

generation as a function of wavelength and transverse direction for polaritons propagated the distance of 200 Pm (c) and 600 Pm (d) 
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Exciton-polaritons are bosonic hybrid exciton-photon quasi particles with 2 spin projections. In 
microcavities the polariton spin dynamics is governed by an effective spin-orbit coupling associated 
with the polarisation splittings between TE and TM polarised eigen mode, Zeeman splitting, and, in 
the non-linear regime by spin-anisotropic interactions. These two combines specificities makes of this 
system a unique platform to demonstrate and study original spin dependent phenomena, such as the 
Optical Spin Hall effect [1,2,3], Half integer topological defects [4,5,6,7,8], Magnetricity [9], Artificial 
Gauge fields [10]. These potentialities have been recently reinforced by the realisation of polariton 
mollecule and polariton lattices [11], which combined with the above mentioned degrees of freedom 
allowed to observe spontaneous and persistent spin currents [12], and to predict the feasability of 
emergent gauge field acting on Dirac quasi-particles [13] and of photonic/polaritonic topological 
insulators [14]. In this presentation, I will review, in a comprehensive way the above mentioned 
phenomena with a special focus on the scheme of polariton Z topological insulator based on polariton 
graphene. I will show how the TE-TM splitting breaks the symmetry between the two Dirac points in 
reciprocal space. The Zeeman splitting reveals this symmetry breaking opening a gap between 
topologically non trivial bands with integer Chern number -/+2. The band structure of a polariton 
ribbon calculated with a tight binding approach is shown on the figure 1-a. Each surface supports two 
unidirectional modes (blue: left surface, red: right surface). The figure 1-b shows a snapshot image 
taken after pulsed resonant excitation at the gap energy and at the position shown by the white circles. 
One can clearly see the one way propagation with opposite propagation directions on each edge of the 
ribbon. This topological insulator scheme is not based on the appearance of Landau Levels and has 
many similarities with the Haldane proposals of 1988 [15] and 2008 [16]. 

 
   Figure 1-a     Figure 1-b 
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Abstract— We report recent advances concerning the control of topological excitations in out-
of-equilibrium microcavity polariton superfluids. These excitations, which include vortices and
solitons that may be created on the vicinity of a localised potential barrier, propagate along
the direction of the polariton flow but can also be optically trapped, as has been shown in
Refs. [1, 2, 3, 4]. Here we present the next step in controlling these fundamental excitations,
reporting an optical method to (i) enhance their propagation, and (ii) control their interaction
strengths.

Polariton superfluids created via coherent pumping have been shown to exhibit topological exci-
tations, similar to those found in equilibrium superfluids [1, 2, 3, 4]. However, the non-equilibrium
nature of polaritons requires the system to be continuously pumped in order to compensate for
losses. This driving plays a key role in the formation and dynamics of such topological excitations.
Excited through a resonant pumping, the coherent field driving the system imposes a phase on
the polariton fluid which inhibits the formation of vortices or solitons [1]. This unique feature of
coherently driven polariton superfluids has been used to trap vortices. To that purpose an engi-
neered pumping profile, alternating between spatial driven and non driven regions was proposed
and successfully implemented [1, 2, 5].

Based on this same idea of spatially engineered pumping profils, many works done lately focused
spontaneous formation of vortices in polariton superfluids. For practical experimental reasons, such
as high speeds, small propagation length and a short lifetimes, the hydrodynamics of these vortices
propagating were largely ignored.

I will present a recent investigation of an optical method allowing us to overcome these di�cul-
ties, together with giving the unique opportunity to directly control and manipulate the properties
of the vortices. The general idea is to sustain the superfluid polariton flow, something which gen-
erally does not last long outside the excitation region, with a secondary excitation of low intensity.
This way the flow may propagate over a much longer distance. The vortices formed in the super-
fluid are still permitted due to the weakness of the secondary pump. This allows their propagation
along large distances and the observation of their hydrodynamic behaviour. However, the second
coherent pump acting as a support, allows for some other rich and unique features. At the same
time as increasing the propagation length, the same secondary pump gives direct control over the
vortex-antivortex interaction, o�ering a unique opportunity to manipulate vortex properties locally.
This optical control of some essential properties of vortices allows us to envisage a new class of de-
vices based on these excitations, and gives a unique system where such fundamental excitations,
i.e. vortices, can be manipulated locally.

The new approach proposed allows for the observation of hydrodynamic behaviour of superfluid
vortices, and initiates a new step regarding the control of such fundamental entities, thus paving
the way toward their practical use.
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Quantized vortices are fundamental topological objects playing an important role in most of the branches of 

physics from superfluids and superconductors to high energy physics and optics. They exist in classical matter fields 

described by a classical smooth complex-valued field signifying the points (in 2D) or lines (in 3D) where the 

amplitude of the field becomes zero and the phase winds around in multiples of h/m. The formation, structure, 

dynamics, turbulence of the quantised vortices has been a subject of intense research in the last 40 years (see Pismen 

1999 or Fetter and Svidzinsky, 2001)  but many aspects of the vortex motion even in the simplest settings as an 

advection of a single  vortex of unit charge by a constant superflow are a subject of recent discussions and revisions.  

 

I will discuss quantized vortices as they occur in non-equilibrium solid–state condensates such as 

exciton-polariton condensates. Apart from quantized vortices that exist on the otherwise nonzero and usually uniform 

background a new class of vortices has been studied theoretically and obtained experimentally in optics and atomic 

physics and very recently detected in exciton-polariton condensates. Optical lattices in ultra cold Bose-Einstein 

condensates, periodic photonic structures for light waves and pumped lattice polariton condensates support a quite 

different vortex class, termed discrete vortex solitons (DVS) (Neshev et al. 2004; Fleischer et al. 2004). The core of 

such vortices lies on a negligible density background between the sites and the phase winds to provide spatially 

localized circular energy flows between the sites. In the experimental realization the phase that corresponds to singly- 

and multiply charged vortices can be directly imprinted by polarized laser beams resulting in the stationary DVSs or 

appear during condensation depending on the parameters and distances between the excitation spots in 

exciton–polariton condensates (Tosi et al. 2012, Ohadi et al. 2016); .  

 

     In my talk I will show that exciton-polariton condensates arranged in lattices are capable of supporting 

spontaneous discrete vortex solitons. The transition between a vortex free and vortex states  of different winding 

number can be controlled by changing the pumping strength or the distance between the lattice sites.  I illustrate this 

by considering several condensates arranged in a circle where the interactions between distant condensates can not be 

neglected.  
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Abstract-The spatial dynamics of the formation of a polariton condensate under a tightly focused 

excitation is imaged through 2D near-field and far-field 2D tomography in a ZnO microcavity, up 

to room temperature. The modelling exhibits the role of the outwards polariton flux caused by the 

reservoir repulsion, that leads to a 3 to 10 fold increase of the condensation threshold and is 

imprinted in the shape of the polariton condensate.   

 

ZnO is a wide bandgap semiconductor with strong excitonic properties, in particular a large oscillator 

strength and a large exciton binding energy. Together with GaN, CuBr and some organic semiconductors, it 

raises a strong interest for the generation and control of polariton condensates up to room temperature. Such 

condensates were achieved over a wide range of exciton-photon composition and from cryogenic to room 

temperature in a hybrid microcavity consisting of a bulk ZnO active layer and two dielectric Bragg mirrors [1]. 

 

Figure 1: Formation and propagation of a polariton condensate in a ZnO microcavity at T=80K and a 

positive detuning comparable to the Rabi splitting. False color real space images under pulsed excitation 

(4.66 eV/266 nm, 400 ps, 1nJ/pulse). 

 

The present work is devoted to the spatial dynamics of the condensate formation under the so-called “tightly 
focused excitation regime” [2] that is commonly used when optically pumping a polariton laser. The 

non-resonant laser excitation is focused over a few microns, and generates an exciton reservoir which feeds the 

polariton condensate, as shown by the experiment presented in figure 1. Using the terms of the laser physics, the 

threshold of the polariton laser is reached when the stimulated scattering from the reservoir to the condensate 

balances not only the polariton losses (related to the photon lifetime), but also the outwards polariton flux since 



polaritons are repelled by the reservoir through the Coulomb interaction. The interplay between the condensate 

ballistic propagation and the tighly focused excitation is investigated as a function of the detuning, and its 

dependence on the polariton lifetime and the polariton effective mass is modelled through a resolution of the 

Gross-Pitaevskii in the cylindrical geometry [3]. This analysis shows that the threshold exciton density for 

condensation is 3 to 10 times larger for a 4 µm spot than for a large spot in the 2D limit, as also reported recently 

[4]. We show that the polariton current has a major influence on the spatial profile of the polariton condensate. 

The prospects concerning the optical control of the shape of the polariton condensate will be discussed. 
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Abstract— We study the dispersion and topological properties of the two-dimensional arrays
of the coupled polaritonic rings in the presence of the external magnetic field. We show that these
structures can be characterized by the nontrivial Chern numbers Cn = ±1,±2 and demonstrate
the emergence of the topologically protected chiral edge states at the interfaces of these structures.

The novel and rapidly emerging field of spinoptronics aims to find the way of the efficient op-
tical control over the spin transport in nanostructures through the strong light-matter coupling.
Excitons-polaritons [1], the quasiparticles originating from the strong light-matter coupling in mi-
crocavities, seem to be the most suitable platform for the realization of the spinoptronic devices.
Exciton polaritons posses the spin degree of freedom, which can be flexibly controlled with the ex-
ternal light, exhibit strong nonlinearity and are characterized by much larger coherent propagation
lengths than the carriers in semiconductors.

Recently, a concept of polariton rings as a basic element for the polariton spinoptronic devices
has been put forward [2]. It has been shown that inherent polariton spin-orbit coupling originating
due to TE-TM splitting in the microcavity, allows to realize a novely type of the polaritonic Berry
phase interferometer. Later, the experimental realization of the polariton ring interferometer has
been presented [3].

In this work, we studied how the polariton spin-orbit coupling and Berry phase would affect
the topological properties of the lattices of polaritonic rings. We consider the structure shown
in Fig. 1(a): a two-dimensional square lattice of microcavity rings subject to the perpendicular
magnetic field. The geometry of the unit cell is shown in Fig. 1(b). We have calculated the band
structure and the Chern numbers of the structure using the approach developed in [4]. For that, we
have first derived the basis eigenfunctions both in the rings and in the leads. The polaritons both
in the ring and in the lead experience a total magnetic field which is the combination of the real
magnetic field aligned along the growth axis and the momentum dependent effective magnetic field
originating due to the polariton TE-TM splitting. After that the scattering matrix of the single
quantum point contact has been derived parametrized by a single parameter corresponding to the
contact transparancy. Finally, the scattering matrix of the single period of the structure has been
obtained, from which we derived the dispersion equation. The dispersion equation of the infinite
two-dimensional structure yields:

−2 cos (2dq±) + cos (2dq± − 2ΘB,±)− 2 cos (2ΘB,±) + cos (2 (dq± +ΘB,±))

+ 2

[

1− 8 cos (2q± (d+ πR)) + 8 cos (q± (2d+ πR))− 8 cos (ΘB,±) [cos (dq±)− cos (q± (d+ πR))]
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2
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√

∆2
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+∆2
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values respectively, the two signs refer to different spin-projections with respect to z-axis, and ΘB
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Figure 1: (a) Geometry of the structure: two-dimensional square lattice of the exciton-polariton ring res-
onators; (b) Unit cell of the structure: polariton rings are connected via leads at quantum point contacts
(QPCs) which are shown as red filled-dots. (c) the Chern numbers of each band. The Chern invariants at
bulk gaps are C = ±2 for topologically non-trivial (TNT) gaps and C = 0 for topologically trivial (TT) gaps.
(d) Band structure of the stripe consisting of the 8 periods in y directions. (e) Field profiles of the edge
states marked at the band diagram

Note that all the energies are normalized by Ẽ = !2

2mT 2
x
, where Tx is the period of the structure.

As can be seen in Fig. 1(c) the system is characterized by the non-trivial Chern numbers with the
Chern invariants possible values Cn = −2, 0,+2. In Fig. 1(d). It can be seen that the each edge
of the stripe is characterized by the two counter-propagating topologically protected edge modes
each characterized by different spin projections. The system thus exhibits a polariton realization of
the Quantum Spin Hall insulator phase. The profiles of the polariton amplitude for the four edge
modes marked in Fig. 1(d) are shown in Fig. 1(e).

To conclude, we have shown that a two-dimensional array of the polariton rings is characterized
by the non-trivial Chern invariants and supports topologically protected chiral edge states anal-
ogously to the case of Quantum Spin Hall insulator. The topologically protected states carrying
the specific spin projection would doubtlessly find its applications in the perspective spinoptronic
devices.
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Abstract- Owing to their mixed light-matter nature and their lifetime usually shorter than their 
thermalization time, exciton-polaritons in semiconductor microcavity constitute a very specific type 
of quantum fluids. In this work we present some experimental investigation focused on the 
nonequilibrium properties of such a fluid, and more specifically, on the way it is transports and 
stores heat. 

 

Under suitable experimental conditions, the many-body properties of exciton-polaritons in semiconductor 
microcavities is accurately captured by the term “quantum fluid of light” [1]. Indeed, as a result of their 
ultra-light mass and sizeable interaction strength, polaritons exhibit a strikingly rich physics as a degenerate 
Bose gas. Their quantum hydrodynamics properties in particular have been thoroughly investigated over the last 
decade. Thus for instance, a superfluid phase in Landau’s sense has been demonstrated [2], as well as the 
spontaneous/controlled generation of a large variety of spin-dependent topological excitations (cf. e.g. ref. [3]).  

 
In a recent set of experiments, we have examined polariton fluids from another point-of-view, that of 

nonequilibrium thermodynamics. Indeed polaritons provides a unique opportunity to investigate a Bose gas 
exhibiting quantum phase transitions, and a variable amount of thermal equilibration within itself or with its 
environment. We have thus focused our attention on how it interacts with a genuine heat source. 

 
In this experimental investigation, we have shown for instance that a polariton fluid can be used to pump 

efficiently heat out of its solid-state host microcavity [4]. At higher lattice temperature, we have shown that we 
could increase the coupling between a polariton quantum fluid and the thermal lattice vibrations, up to a point 
where thermal equilibration between the two is half way achieved. This equilibration mechanism results in a 
large increase of the evaporation rate of the polariton condensate which is directly visible in its spatial coherence 
properties [5]. 
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Abstract- Waves propagating in a spatially varying potential present modifications of their 

spectral properties, which depend on the symmetry of this potential. Of particular interest is the 

case of a quasi-periodic potential. For instance, a potential modulated according to a Fibonacci 

sequence is predicted to produce a fractal energy spectrum, having a profound impact on many 

physical properties [1]. Fibonacci quasi-crystals are also expected to manifest topological 

properties characterized by Chern numbers [2]. I will show that cavity polaritons provide an 

excellent platform to probe these fractal and topological features [3,4], illustrating the great 

interest of semiconductor microcavities for quantum simulation. 

 
 

Our samples are obtained by modulating the lateral profile of 1D cavities [Fig. 1(a)]. Low 

temperature (10 K) micro-photoluminescence experiments allows direct imaging of the Fibonacci 

eigenmodes both in real and momentum space.  

 

 

Figure 1: (a) SEM image of 1D cavities laterally modulated following a Fibonacci sequence.  
(b) Spectrally resolved far field emission and (c) integrated density of states (IDOS) of 

a single modulated wire 

 

Fig. 1(b) shows the spectrally resolved far field emission of a Fibonacci wire (left panel). 

A complex band structure appears, with the opening of gaps not regularly spaced unlike the 

case of a periodic modulation. The momentum (k) position of theses gaps (red arrows) 

are topologically stable quantities characterized by two integers [p, q] such that k= (p+q/σ)*π/a, 
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with a the quasi-period and σ the golden mean, in accordance with the gap labeling theorem 
[5]. Calculations based on a 1D effective model (right panel) reproduce very well the experiment. 

Further insight into the fractal character of the spectrum is gained by extracting the integrated 

density of states [IDOS, Fig. 1(c)]. Here gaps appear as plateaus whose values are, again, 

topological invariants, as we have verified by studying various sample realizations. We also 

evidenced for the first time log-periodic oscillations in the IDOS, which constitutes a direct 

signature of the fractal character of the Fibonacci spectrum. Finally I will discuss the recent 

observation of topological edge stages in these structures and their connection with Chern numbers 

and gap-labelling. These results establish cavity polaritons as a promising platform for further 

exploring topological effects in higher synthetic dimensions [6] and in interplay with non-linear 

interactions [7].  
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Abstract – Spatial shaping of an optical pump has been long recognized as a versatile tool for 

controlling and directing the flow of condensed microcavity polaritons. An off-resonant, incoherent 

optical pump creates both exciton-polaritons and an effective non-Hermitian trapping potential. We 

show that optically induced potentials enable exploration of non-Hermitian quantum physics with 

microcavity polaritons. In particular, we demonstrate, both experimentally and theoretically, 

non-trivial mode selection in tailored potentials, observation of exceptional points, and visualization 

of the topological Berry phase.  

 

 

Bose-Einstein condensate of exciton-polaritons in semiconductor microcavities is a highly controllable 

macroscopic quantum system, which enables spectacular demonstrations of fundamental many-body quantum 

effects, and offers a novel platform for ultrafast optoelectronics [1]. Although confining potentials are not 

necessary for condensation, various methods for trapping of polaritons via their light (photon) or matter (exciton) 

constituents have been developed [2]. Of these, optically-induced trapping [3] is of particular interest.  

Remarkably, a far off-resonant optical pump both continuously injects exciton-polaritons into the system, 

and traps them due to a strong, repulsive interaction with a spatially inhomogeneous excitonic reservoir created 

in the gain region. This pump-induced potential is non-Hermitian: exciton-polaritons exhibit a complex potential 

landscape due to the radiative loss and spatially inhomogeneous gain. The critical role of the non-Hermitian 

nature of polariton potentials in the formation and dynamics of the trapped polariton condensates is starting to 

emerge in various contexts [4].  

In this talk, we summarize our experimental and theoretical studies of non-Hermitian effects on the spatial 

and spectral structure of polariton condensate in two-dimensional optically-induced potentials. We demonstrate 

that reconfigurable polaritonic potentials allow for manipulation of both real (energy) and imaginary (linewidth) 

parts of the modal eigenvalues. We show that such manipulation allows for targeted mode selection, and, for 

example, enables controlled creation of a vortex state with non-zero orbital angular momentum [5]. Furthermore, 

optically induced quantum billiards for exciton-polaritons [6] enable observation of diabolical and exceptional 

points in the spectra of quantum light-matter systems. Exceptional points are a direct consequence of 

non-Hermiticity, and are associated with nontrivial topology of the eigenstates, characterized by the topological 

Berry phase (as observed in [6]). Peculiar transport and mode-switching properties, akin to those observed in 

optical PT-symmetric systems, are therefore anticipated for optically trapped exciton-polaritons.  

Our work shows that exciton-polariton condensates in semiconductor microcavities represent a robust 

solid-state platform for experimental and theoretical studies of open (non-Hermitian) quantum systems. 
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 Key  advantages  and  figures  of  merits  of  microcavity  polaritons  for  photonic  applications  will  be  

reviewed and as an illustration, two recent experiments will be detailed: a polaritonic lighthouse and a  

THz-detector.  

Microcavity exciton-polaritons are composite light-matter excitations, which result from the strong coupling of 

the optical modes of a cavity to the excitons of a quantum well. As composite bosons, they exhibit a BEC phase 

transition (up to room temperatures with recently developed materials), which has been subject to intense 

research  in  fundamental  physics.  They  can  also  experience  giant  optical  nonlinearities  which,  beyond 

fundamental physics, can lead to major breakthroughs for photonic devices.  In this talk I shall explain why 

microcavity polaritons (in particular in coupled microcavities1) are good candidates for photonic devices and 

illustrate this in two different contexts: 

(i) The possibility to orient light with a non-mechanical device has attracted much attention in the last decade2. 

In a previous work3, we have shown that light can self-organize in a microcavity due to the polariton-polariton 

interaction in a similar fashion to Turing patterns. 

I will present the basic principles and proof of concept of an optical device capable of reemitting light in a 

direction orthogonal to the input beam polarization, i.e., the equivalent of a lighthouse without mechanical parts. 

I will explain how the specific physics of polaritons is able to provide this intriguing function and how such 

concept can be extended to develop fast light manipulators (down to the picosecond switching time). 

(ii)  Detectors  and  emitters  in  the  THz  range  have  revealed  to  be  very  challenging,  partly  because  of  the 

competition between radiative and non-radiative transitions (i.e., induced by thermal phonons). To reduce the 

non-radiative transition rates,  it  is  necessary  to work at low temperature,  e.g.,  with detectors  based on Si  

impurities in Ge. I will explain how finely designed polaritons, thanks to their particularly short lifetime and  

1



reduced thermalization rate due to a specific energy-momentum dispersion,   can help to overcome this low 

temperature requirement for THz detection. 

Figure1: a) Exciton-polariton dispersion curves for  double-microcavity system. The parametric scattering process at 

stake is indicated by horizontal arrows, b) Schematic representation of the experimental configuration. c) Far field emission  

for two incident linear polarizations indicated by white arrows. A highly directive signal-idler beam pair is observed in the  

orthogonal direction to the incident pump polarization.
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Abstract— The excitation of polaritons is usually done by classical light (e.g., a laser). Here,
we study their excitation by quantum light instead. We focus on a particular application of great
interest in this field: the direct and accurate measurement of polariton-polariton interactions.
The relevance of such an approach beyond polaritons is also addressed.

One of the great assets of polaritons [1] is their self-interaction. This brings these particles
in the nonlinear regime, opening them wide open the physics of interacting quantum fluids [2].
Many of the important results of this field—including parametric scattering [3], superfuidity [4, 5],
superconductivity [6], solitons [7], devices [8, 9], etc.—rely on this property. Still, the polariton-
polariton interaction is a largely unknown quantity that has met with various degrees of conflicting
statements [10, 11] if not controversies [12, 13]. Pioneering calculations that set the reference
value of the interaction [14] have been challenged based on the composite nature of the underlying
exciton [15]. Experimentally, despite ingenious and powerful methods to measure this quantity [16,
17, 18], the situation still remains unsettled due to the complexity that a strongly-driven highly
dissipative solid-state system far from equilibrium can present [10]. The magnitude, sometimes even
the nature (attractive/repulsive) [19, 20] and even up to the existence of the polariton interaction
is thus an embarrassing unknown in a field that largely relies on it.

We propose a radically new approach to this question. Thanks to our theory of frequency-
resolved photon correlations [21], we are able to characterize fully the dynamics of quantum sources
(combining time and energy). Recent results on the generic problem of exciting optical targets
with quantum light [22] shows that this can result in new regimes for the target, not available with
classical excitation or even in the strong-coupling regime where light can become quantized as it
interacts with the target. Here, we focus on its application to the particular case of interest in
this Special Session, namely, the case where the target is the interacting and dissipative polariton
field. We introduce a spectroscopic technique with quantum light [23] where the tunable photon
statistics that is provided by, e.g., the Mollow triplet (other quantum sources are possible [24]),
leads to an optimum probing of polariton-polariton interactions, namely: non-fluctuating two-
photon packets excite the system and thus bring neither more nor less energy than is needed to
query the two-polariton response. We show how, in this condition, a precise measurement of the
polariton-polariton interaction strenght can be made, even if it is weak and dominated by large
damping of the particles. The technique is also free of several complications due to strong pumping,
such as heating, populating the exciton reservoirs, tearing apart the light-matter constitution of
the polaritons, etc. Other applications of the general thematic of quantum excitations of polaritons
will be overviewed.

In conclusion, we present a new concept of spectroscopy by exciting with quantum light, that
could settle the crucial open problem of measuring accurately the polariton interaction strength.
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Abstract-In this invited talk, I will present recent advances on the theory of strongly correlated 

photonic (polaritonic) systems. Applications and perspectives will be discussed. 

 

The manybody physics of photons (polaritons) is attracting a considerable deal of interest for the 

fundamental study of non-equilibrium collective phenomena and for the realization of exotic quantum fluids 

of light1. I will show that already with a single cavity rich collective driven-dissipative effects can be 

achieved such as dynamical hysteresis2 and generation of Schrödinger cats3. For the description of lattices 

with coupled nonlinear cavities, I will describe the corner-space renormalization method4, as well as recent 

developments and applications, including the description of enhanced correlations in systems with geometric 

frustration5.   
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Abstract We observe renormalization of excitation branches of an expanding polariton condensate, 

generated by a tightly focused nonresonant laser pump. Polaritons scattered on the intrinsic sample 

disorder occupy normal and ghost branches, revealing peculiar polarization properties in collective 

microscopic scattering processes of polaritons. We track the time evolution of highly excited 

polariton condensate and resolve the evolution of the excitation branches. 

 

In an exciton-polariton condensate the interactions between particles result in parametric scattering 

processes, which occur to scattering bands, normal branches (NB) and ghost branches (GBs), the latter ones 

being populated by the virtual off-branch exciton-polaritons with negative energy with respect to the condensate. 

This phenomenon is closely linked to interactions within the condensate of these quasi-particles [1] and 

Bogoliubov transformation of the excitation branches. The GB has been evidenced in a resonant excitation 

scheme in a complex geometry of four wave mixing experiment [2]. However, in case of the nonresonant 

excitation when the incoherent reservoir feeds and strongly interacts with the polariton condensate, the 

Bogoliubov-like dispersions were observed [3], surprisingly, with no signal from the GB being detected. This 

raised the question, if the GB can be observed under the influence of excitonic reservoir at all, and what are the 

reasons of absence of virtual GB states in such experimental conditions. 

In this work we explain these issues and present the observation of a PL signal of a spontaneously formed 

NB and GB in a polariton condensate [3]. We investigate photoluminescence form a polariton gas excited 

nonresonantly with a pulsed laser focused to a diffraction limited spot of approx. 2 µm. The studied sample is a 

GaAs-based microcavity containing high indium content In0.27GaAs quantum wells, emitting in the near infra-red 

spectral range. The investigated system is characterized by a significant disorder (comparable to II-VI material 

based microcavities), induced by the Bragg mirrors imperfections (moderate quality factor of the microcavity, 

below 1000) and localization centers of the InGaAs quantum well. Our excitation scheme provided a repulsive 

potential, forming a ballistic flow of polaritonic wave packets propagating outside the pump spot. Under 

sufficient pump power we observe a distinct renormalization of a polariton momentum dispersion and record 

strong signal of virtual off-branch states, comparable to the signal intensity originating from the thermally 



 

populated NB (Figure 1). This observation is verified in polarization-resolved measurements, were we explore 

the peculiar polarization nature of the two coupled branches, according to polarization selection rules in 

polariton-polariton scattering processes [5]. Further insight is provided by time-resolved measurements of full 

dispersion evolution after a pump pulse, where in particular time range we resolve signal from the NB and GB. 

Additionally we discuss the influence of modulational instabilities on the observed scattering features, which can 

enhance the GB signal and strongly modify the excitation spectrum.  

Our results pave the way for studies of highly disordered bosonic condensates and show potential of 

moderate quality cavities to give new insights into the physics of exciton-polaritons. 

 

Figure 1 Real (a and b) and wave vector space (c and d) luminescence maps of highly excited exciton-polariton 

condensate scattered against disorder. At moderate pump intensities (a and c) one can observe localization of 

polaritons within the disorder centers. At high density (b and d) polariton cloud spreads on macroscopic distances 

and scatter on disorder. Scattered polaritonic waves occupy normal and ghost branches in the wave vector space. 
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Abstract- We report on a phenomenon of non-perturbative spontaneous emission taking place in 

the absence of optical confinement, when a collective electronic excitation superradiantly decays 

into free space radiation.   
 

Light-matter interaction, usually considered only as a weak probe, becomes the dominant energy relaxation 

mechanism for collective excitations in a two-dimensional electron gas. Indeed, when the concentration is 

sufficiently high, electrons respond to the solicitation of photons as a whole, with an absorption spectrum 

presenting a unique resonance at a completely different energy with respect to that of the electronic transitions.[1] 

This optical resonance corresponds to a many-body excitation of the system that ties together all dipoles, thus 

presenting a phenomenal interaction with light.[2] The spontaneous emission rate becomes proportional to the 

number of particles of the collective excitation, a phenomenon known as superradiance.[3] In systems with very 

high electronic density the spontaneous emission becomes therefore the dominant relaxation mechanism and is a 

sizable part of the linewidth of the emission spectrum. This physical situation is correctly described only by 

taking into account the anti-resonant terms of the light-matter interaction Hamiltonian in analogy to the 

ultra-strong coupling regime in micro-cavities. 

 

Figure 1: Normalized incandescent emission spectra, for three GaInAs/AlInAs quantum wells with three different 

electronic densities Ns, measured at an angle of 55° with respect to the growth axis. Note the increased width due to 

enhanced radiative decay. 
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  By conducting thermal emission experiments, we have indeed observed a strong dependence of the 

linewidth as a function of the emission direction and electronic density (see figure 1). Due to superradiance 

phenomena, spontaneous emission lifetimes shorter than 100 fs have been deduced for collective excitations in a 

2-dimensional electron gas.[4] These excitations have radiative decays more than six orders of magnitude faster 

than the spontaneous emission lifetime of a single particle at the same wavelength. This extremely fast radiative 

decay has important consequences on the characteristics of the incandescent emission that we have modelled by 

solving quantum Langevin equations, including coupling of the collective excitations with electronic and 

photonic baths.[5]. 
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Abstract— We report the experimental investigation and theoretical modeling of a rotating
polariton superfluid relying on an innovative method for the injection of angular momentum. Four
coherent lasers arranged in a square resonantly create four polariton populations propagating
inwards. Controlling the direction of the superflows allows injecting optical angular momentum.
In the linear regime (low density), optical singularities coming from the interference between the
four fluids are visible in the phase. In the superfluid regime (nonlinear), the interference pattern
disappears and only same sign vortices remain. Remarkably, the number of vortices inside the
superfluid region can be controlled by controlling the angular momentum injected by the pumps.
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Figure 1: Schematic representation
of the four pumps arriving on the
sample and the propagation of the
corresponding superfluids.

Exciton-polaritons are quasiparticles arising from the strong
coupling between an exciton and a photon in a planar semicon-
ductor microcavity. These bosons have specific properties inherit
from both their matter and light components such as nonlinear
interactions and low e�ective mass. They are easily controllable
by optical techniques and o�er a handy system to study light-
matter interaction and nonlinear behaviors such as condensation,
superfluidity and vortices. They are also of a big interest to study
out-of-equilibrium phenomena.

We have been studying these polariton fluids in particular
propagation geometries. As shown in Fig. 1 we investigate the
propagation of four polariton flows towards the center of a square
geometry [1]. In this configuration, the polariton wave vector
can be easily changed both in direction and in modulus using the
laser beams incident angle � and the azimuthal angle �. This
way we can merge four polariton fluids with a continuous and
controllable orbital angular momentum. By tuning the density
of polaritons (changing the laser pump intensity), we can achieve
a complete control of the nonlinearities. This allows to study the
transition between the linear regime, where polaritons behave as optical waves, and the nonlinear
regime where polaritons can form a superfluid (see Fig. 2). In the latest, the polariton-polariton
interaction is dominant and we observe the vanishing of the interference pattern. This disappearance
is accompanied by the annihilation of all vortex-antivortex pairs [2].
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Figure 2: Density and phase of merging of four polaritons fluid. In the linear regime with the azimuthal
angle � = 0 (left hand side). In the nonlinear superfluid regime with � = 21o (right hand side).



As shown in Ref. [1], the integer part of the continuous orbital angular momentum injected by
the pump corresponds to the quantized number of vortices N in the superfluid phase. This allows
to store quantized vortices (topological charges) by injecting a classical orbital angular momentum
in a controllable way. Moreover, our study indicates that, in the steady-state regime, the angular
momentum continuously injected by the pumps compensates the loss of angular momentum by the
system.

We have also measured the distribution of polaritons wave vectors in the superfluid regime
(see Fig. 3). One can notice the presence of four bright spots corresponding to the four pumps, as
well as a spreading of polaritons to lower wave vector values. We are currently investigating the
physics of the merging of several polariton superfluids under the Bogoliubov perturbation approach.
This could help us to fully understand this slow down phenomenon.
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Figure 3: Reciprocal space in the four pumps configuration in the superfluid regime.
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Quantum Simulations with Polariton Graphs 
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Finding the ground state of physical systems is the natural quantum analogue of classical 

constraint satisfaction problems that are mapped into various optimization problems in 

technology and life sciences. Most of these problems belong to the non-deterministic 

polynomial time (NP)-complete or NP-hard complexity classes and cannot be solved 

efficiently using classical digital computers. By calculating the ground state energies of a 

physical system of a given complexity class one can solve any problem in the same 

complexity class according to the Cook-Levin theorem [1-3]. It has been established that 

quantum generalisation of constraint satisfaction problems is provided by the k-local 

Hamiltonian problem [4], which is quantum Merlin-Arthur (QMA)-complete for k≥2 [5], 

where QMA is the quantum analogue of NP. For QMA-complete (NP-complete) problems 

there are no classical or quantum polynomial-time algorithms to solve them. One way to 

tackle such computationally intractable problems is to construct a controllable quantum 

system - a quantum simulator -- for which the calculation of the ground state provides the 

solution for one and thus all of the NP-complete or NP-hard problems. Apart from potentially 

solving classical NP-complete or NP-hard problems a major motivation for constructing a 

quantum simulator for the k-local Hamiltonian problem is in simulating quantum mechanics 

in large condensed-matter, cosmological, high-energy, atomic, and other systems described in 

terms of k-local Hamiltonians with restricted types of interactions. Here, I will present recent 

advances on quantum simulations of 1-D Ising chains and 2-D frustrated classical magnetism 

utilising polariton graphs.  
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Abstract- Since the 60’s of the 20th C. the Fourier-transform (FT) spectroscopy has rapidly become 

a powerful and widespread research tool. This spectral analysis technique is based on the 

well-known Michelson interferometer set-up. By scanning the interferometer optical delay, a 

wavelength-dependent pattern is obtained. From it, the input spectrum is calculated by applying a 

Fourier transformation. FT spectroscopy provides highly resolved spectral measurements in the IR, 

visible and UV ranges. Current key challenges include implementing larger optical delays in a 

reduced footprint for higher resolutions. 

 

Based upon this fundamental interferometric technique, the so called Spatial Heterodyne FT 

Spectroscopy (SHFTS), or stationary FT spectroscopy, avoids the use of moving scanning mirrors, by generating 

a stationary spatial output pattern containing the information equivalent to an optical delay line sweep [1]. 

Furthermore, the so-called étendue is improved, providing a large radiant throughput. According to the 

fundamentals of FT spectroscopy, the power of the output interferometric pattern is: 
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Where, I0: proportional to transmittance and radiance of the source, y: coordinate along the detection plane, J1: Bessel 

function of first order, O: input signal wavelength, z: parameter related to the angular aperture of the interferometer, D: 

tilt angle. The input spectral density is computed as a cosine Fourier transform of the interferogram: 
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Where the symmetry of the spectra holds and V��is the�wavenumber. These fundamentals open a wide variety of 
designs for SHFTS. Configurations can provide a large amount of applications from spatial instrumentation to 

design of micro-spectrometers in photonic devices. For example, since the SHFT configuration only requires 
stationary and passive components, it can be implemented in integrated optics by using planar waveguide 

interferometers. Waveguide SHFTS can be designed with an array of N independent interferometers [2], as 

shown in Figure 1.. The output stationary interferogram can be measured in a single detection process. The 

device can be implemented with two different input configurations, namely, a single input waveguide feeding all 

the MZI and a multiple aperture scheme with an independent input for each MZI By using a separate input for 

each interferometer, a N-fold increase in étendue is achieved.  



According to Eq.(2), and by applying the superposition principle, the total spectral power can be obtained from 

the integration of B(V): 
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Figure 2 shows the ideal response of the output interferogram for an input signal at Littrow wavelength [1]. 

Applications of this technique for space-borne instrumentation have been reported [3]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.- Schematic of a SHFTS based on an array of N Mach-Zehnder interferometers. The arms of the 

interferometers are designed as to have a linear increase in the optical path across the array.  

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2.- Output interferogram associated to an array of N Mach-Zehnder interferometers (MZI) without phase or 

amplitude distortion. 
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Abstract— On-chip Bragg gratings (BG) and phase-shifted Bragg gratings (PSBG) for Bloch 

surface waves (BSW) propagating along the interface between a one-dimensional photonic crystal 

and a homogeneous medium are theoretically and numerically studied. Rigorous simulation results 

demonstrate the possibility of using the proposed on-chip PSBG for temporal and spatial 

differentiation of BSW pulses and beams. The obtained results can find application in the design of 

the prospective on-chip systems for all-optical analog computing. 
 

Bloch surface waves are surface electromagnetic waves propagating along the interfaces between a photonic 

crystal and a homogeneous medium or between two different photonic crystals [1]. Along with surface plasmon 

polaritons (SPP), they are considered as potential candidates for the utilization in novel optical information 

processing devices as information carriers, as well as in other applications such as chemical and biological 

sensors [2, 3]. As opposed to SPP, BSW are supported by all-dielectric structures, so the absorption losses upon 

the surface wave propagation can be negligibly small. 

In the present work, we propose and study numerically and theoretically Bragg gratings and phase-shifted 

Bragg gratings for BSW. The studied structures consist of a set of dielectric ridges located on the photonic 

crystal surface, the height of which is chosen so that they encode the required distribution of the effective 

refractive index. Rigorous simulation results of the surface wave diffraction on the proposed structures are 

compared with the plane wave (PW) diffraction on a conventional BG and PSBG. 

Geometry of the considered PSBG for BSW (bottom) and the conventional PSBG for PW (top) is shown in 

Fig. 1(a). The middle panel in Fig. 1(a) shows the effective refractive index profile of the BSW in the PSBG. 

The refractive index profile of the conventional PSBG is the same. We consider a PSBG for normal incidence 

with the following parameters: central wavelength B 800 nmO  , TE-polarization, 1dH  , 1 7H  , 2 2.25H  , 

1 120 nmh  , 2 200 nmh  , gr,1 54 nmh   and gr,2 37 nmh   (correspond to 1 def 1.6n n  , sup 2 1.44n n  ), 

1 125 nml  , 2 139 nml  , and def 250 nml  . Fig. 1(b) shows the calculated amplitude and phase of the 

complex reflection coefficient of the PSBG for BSW and PW consisting of Bragg gratings with the number of 

periods 4 and 5 on the each side of the defect layer. According to Fig. 1(b), the reflection spectra of a 

conventional PSBG and a PSBG for BSW are in good agreement: the Pearson correlation coefficient between 

the spectra exceeds 0.99 both for the structures with 4 and 5 periods. Thus, similarly to conventional PSBG [4], 

the BSW PSBG can be used for temporal differentiation of optical pulses. Fig. 1(c) shows the incident 0.2 ps 

Gaussian BSW pulse envelope and the absolute values of the envelope of the pulse reflected by the 4-period 

PSBG and the analytically calculated derivative of the Gaussian function. It is evident from that the studied 



PSBG enables high-quality differentiation of a BSW pulse. For the considered example, the Pearson correlation 

coefficient between the reflected pulse envelope and the exact derivative exceeds 0.999. 

 
Figure 1. (a) Geometry of a PSBG for plane waves (top) and BSW (bottom), refractive/effective refractive 

index profile (middle), (b) spectra of the complex reflection coefficient of PSBG for BSW and PW, 

(c) envelopes of the incident and reflected BSW pulses and the analytically computed derivative. 

Application of the studied PSBG for the optical computation of the spatial derivative of the envelope of 

BSW beams is also discussed. The obtained results are partially described in our recent paper [5]. The presented 

results can be applied for the design of new on-chip systems for all-optical analog information processing. 
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Abstract— On-chip diffraction gratings for surface plasmon polaritons (SPP) consisting of a 

periodic set of dielectric ridges located on the metal surface are studied. Simulation results 

demonstrate that the SPP diffraction on an on-chip grating with parasitic scattering suppression is 

very close to the diffraction of a TE-polarized plane wave on a conventional grating. Presented 

results can be used for the design of efficient 2D optical elements for steering SPP propagation. 
 

Since the fabrication of first diffraction gratings more than 200 years ago and the discovery of resonant 

effects in gratings a century ago, diffraction gratings have found numerous applications as spectral filters, beam 

splitters, radiation absorbers etc. [1]. While the optical properties of the gratings have been exhaustively studied 

in the diffraction (large-period) and in the effective-medium regimes, it is the so-called near-wavelength regime 

that has attracted considerable attention over the past couple of decades and demonstrates the most interesting 

optical properties such as high quality-factor resonances or broadband high reflection or transmission [2]. 

Another rapidly developing area of nanophotonics is plasmonics. While various 2D optical elements 

including dielectric prisms lenses and Bragg mirrors were proposed for this purpose, diffraction gratings for SPP, 

to the best of our knowledge, were studied only in the effective-medium regime for the creation of 

gradient-index lenses [3]. In the present work, we investigate the optical properties of the near-wavelength 

on-chip dielectric plasmonic gratings within the framework of rigorous electromagnetic diffraction theory and 

compare their performance with the conventional diffraction gratings for free-space radiation. To decrease the 

SPP parasitic scattering, we adopt the two-layer configuration proposed in our previous works [4, 5]. 

Geometry of the studied low-scattering plasmonic grating is shown in Fig. 1(a). The grating consists of a 

periodic set of two-layer dielectric ridges on the metal surface. Let us consider an example with the following 

parameters: 24.06 1.51m iH  � �  (Au), 1dH  , 2
1 1.45H  , 2

2 1.7H  , and 2 1 μmh  . The thickness 

1 70 nmh   was chosen to minimize average scattering losses for the considered gratings. SPP with 

800 nmO   is normally incident on the structure. The calculated reflectance spectra of the plasmonic grating 

and an equivalent conventional grating (in the case of TE-polarization) at 0.5w d   are shown in Fig. 1(b). 

Normalized propagation constants of the SPP were used as refractive indices of the conventional grating. It is 

evident that the SPP diffraction with parasitic scattering suppression is both qualitatively and quantitatively close 

to the plane wave (PW) diffraction. As a particular example, we consider a reflecting grating (asterisk in Fig. 
1(b)) with the following parameters: 711 nmd  , 355 nml w  . The calculated normalized electric field 



distributions for the SPP grating and the corresponding PW grating are shown in Fig. 1(c). The reflectance of the 

SPP grating is as high as 0.84 and the transmittance is less than 0.003. This example demonstrates high 
reflectance with subwavelength footprint in the propagation direction ( 0.45l O� ) which is by an 

order-of-magnitude smaller than the lateral size of plasmonic Bragg gratings with comparable efficiency. 

 
Figure 1. (a) Geometry of the studied plasmonic grating, (b) reflectance spectra of plasmonic and equivalent 

conventional gratings vs. normalized ridge length and wavelength (asterisk corresponds to the example in (c)), (c) 

electric field distributions in a plasmonic reflecting grating and the corresponding conventional grating (arrows 

show the propagation directions of the incident wave I and the reflected wave R). 

Application of the studied SPP gratings for on-chip analog transformations of optical signals and preliminary 

experimental results are also discussed. The presented results are partially described in our recent paper [6]. The 

obtained results suggest that various results of the conventional diffraction grating theory can be extended to 

plasmonic gratings and lead to the creation of compact and efficient optical elements for controlling SPP 

propagation such as reflectors, spectral filters, beam splitters and deflectors. 
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Abstract-Subwavelength grating waveguides are important building blocks of modern Si-based 
integrated-optical circuitry. However, accurate fabrication of structures composed of 
submicrometer-size Si blocks is challenging. Good understanding of the influence of fabrication 
imperfections on the device performance is thus required. To this end, a systematic numerical study 
of the effect of pseudo-random errors in size and position of Si nanoblocks on subwavelength 
grating waveguides and devices was performed. Results will be presented, analyzed, and physically 
justified, and some conclusions for the device design will be drawn. 

Within last years, subwavelength grating (SWG) waveguides and structures [1] have been successfully 
implemented in a number of integrated-optic devices based on silicon on insulator (SOI) platform. Smart 
implementation of the SWG principle has led to significant improvement of technical performance of some 
kinds of waveguide devices and has simultaneously enabled their fabrication in a single photolithographic step 
[2-4]. As it follows from their very principle, SWG structures consist of a number of high-index (typically 
silicon) nanoblocks of subwavelength size that are (quasi)periodically arranged and embedded into a low-index 
medium (mostly silica). Low-loss propagation of waves in such structures in the form of Bloch modes requires 
that both position and size of the nanoblocks are met with deeply subwavelength accuracy.  

To get some insight into the influence of random fabrication errors on SWG devices, transmittances and 
reflectances of fundamental Bloch modes of SWG waveguides with 200 periods and of different widths were 
numerically calculated using our proprietary 2D and 3D Fourier Modal Methods (FMM) [5, 6]. The length, 
width, and position of the nanoblocks were varied using the same sequence of pseudorandom numbers with 
normal distribution but with different values of standard deviation. The nominal Si nanoblock and gap lengths 
are 100 nm, the widths are 450 nm and 3000 nm. Standard thickness of the Si layer of 220 nm is considered.  
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Figure 1. Transmittance (red) and reflectance (black) of a fundamental Bloch mode in a SWG waveguide with 200 periods. 
Lengths of the Si nanoblocks are randomized. Left: waveguide width 450 nm, right: waveguide width 3000 nm. Full circles 
and solid line – σ = 2 nm, squares and dashed lines – σ = 5 nm, empty circles and dotted lines – σ = 10 nm. 



As an example, Figure 1 shows calculated spectral transmittances and reflectances of the fundamental Bloch 
modes for two SWG waveguides of different widths, in which the length of Si nanoblocks are pseudo-randomly 
changed according to the normal distribution. Results for standard deviations σ = 2 nm, 5 nm and 10 nm are 
shown. It is apparent that the effect of random variations is rather detrimental, especially for wider waveguides 
used e.g., in the MMI couplers based on SWG waveguides [2].  

More results will be shown, their characteristic features will be analyzed and physically justified, and some 
conclusions for the device design will be drawn at the presentation. 
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Abstract— LEDs and organic LEDs (OLEDs) are on the way to take over the lightning and
display market. As with other light emitting or collecting devices, micro- and nanostructures for
enhanced light control and thus increased e�ciencies have already found their way into OLEDs.
We chose plasmonic nanostructures due to their particularly high mode densities and enhanced
optical fields. In addition, their spectral properties can be tuned by tailoring the nanostructure
geometry while regular lattice arrangements can lead to higher e�ciency.

In plasmonics, the traditional materials as gold and silver o�er field enhancement only for wave-
lenghts larger than about 500nm. In the blue spectral region, however, they show damping due to
interband transitions which strongly supress near field enhancement. Here, we discuss aluminium
as a plasmonic material for enhancing the light emission from a blue OLED.

Aluminium nanoparticles are designed by numerical simulation, fabricated by electron beam lithog-
raphy and characterized by extinction spectroscopy. Disk-like nanoparticles show a spectrally nar-
row plasmonic peak that can be tuned throughout the visible range by changing the particle size
(1a). We furthermore demonstrate that the emission dynamics of the organic light emitter can be
controlled by the plasmonic modes, potentially enhancing the emission e�ciency.

In addition, aluminum nanodisks were arranged in a lattice with di�erent lattice constants to
find the best parameters, due to appearing grating e�ects in the range of the emission wavelength
of the particles (1b). The e�ect of the nanoparticle grating on the blue OLED is determined by
fluorescence spectroscopy and lifetime measurements.

(a) Di�erent diameters as indicated,

grating constant 200nm.

(b) Di�erent grating constants as indicated,

diameter 140nm.

Figure 1: Extinction spectroscopy on aluminium disks.

By adding particularly designed nanostructures arranged in a lattice, we will be able to enhance
the fluorescence e�ciency of the molecules and direct the radiated light, thus increase the emitted
light of a blue OLED.
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Abstract-We compare integrated photonic devices which have been designed using conventional 

physics-based models with devices designed by direct numerical optimization.  Examples include 

apodized gratings for improved mode matching in grating couplers, plasmonic slot waveguide 

couplers and integrated polarizers using the polarization-dependent photonic bandgap of 

hyperuniform disordered structures.  These will be compared with devices designed by direct 

numerical optimization. Results from devices fabricated using electron beam lithography will be 

presented. 

 

Integrated photonic devices have conventionally been successfully designed with the application of physical 

concepts such as the apodization of gratings for mode-matching to improve coupling efficiency of grating couplers 

[1-3], bottom reflectors and constructive interference to improve the directionality of grating couplers [4], the use 

of birefringence of subwavelength structures to compensate the waveguide birefringence for polarization 

independent grating couplers [5], use of subwavelength structure to reduce the effective index of the grating region 

to increase its optical bandwidth [6],  improving the matching of effective refractive index to improve coupling 

efficiency to plasmonic slot waveguides [7] or the use of the polarization dependence of photonic bandgaps in 

hyperuniform disordered structures to make high extinction ratio integrated polarizers [8].  However an 

interesting alternative approach for the design of these devices is the direct use of numerical optimization 

techniques such as the direct binary search algorithm that has been applied to the design of integrated waveguide 

polarizers [9].  In this paper we compare the performance of grating couplers, plasmonic slot waveguide coupler 

and integrated polarizers designed by the conventional approaches and some recent devices which have been 

designed from direct numerical optimization.  

The design of a subwavelength grating coupler, Fig.1 illustrates the difference in the two approaches 

considered in this paper.  The length of the grating region is determined by the size of the mode field from the 

optical fiber in general each grating period has four independent parameters: the fill factors fx, fy and the “periods”  

Λx and Λy, could vary for each period.  By using different fill factors for each period to ensure efficient matching 

of the diffracted mode with the optical fiber mode, we achieved an “optimized” design that experimentally 76% (-
1.2dB) coupling efficiency [3]. Careful selection of etch depths in that design also ensured that the upwards 

diffracted light constructive interfered with the reflected downwards diffracted light to achieve good directionality 

[3].  However some parameters were not varied in that earlier work, for example the effective optical period was 

determined simply by the desired wavelength of peak coupling efficiency and thus the achieved coupling 

efficiency may not be the best possible.  An alternative to this design approach is to consider the grating coupler 

design as a numerical optimization problem to optimize the four fill independent parameters for each of the 25 

grating (periods 11 variable grating strength periods and 14 constant grating strength periods) [3]. There are thus 



100 free parameters in the optimization problem.  If we were to search only 10 possible values for each of the 

parameters there will be 10100 possible combinations of free parameters, which makes the numerical optimization 

problem too large for a brute force search.  However inspired by the success of the direct binary search algorithm 

[9], we implemented a direct numerical optimization of the apodized grating coupler and obtained a further 0.26dB 

improvement in coupling efficiency.   
 

Fig. 1 (a) Subwavelength grating coupler [3] (b) plan view of grating (c) side view of grating 

 

We shall also consider examples from other devices including the optimization of the coupler to a plasmonic 

slot waveguide [7] and the design of an integrated polarizer based on the polarization dependent bandgap of a 

hyperuniform disordered wall network [8], and compare them with devices designed by direct numerical 

optimization. In summary our talk will present results that show when a direct numerical approach can sometimes 

attain better performance than conventional design methods. 
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Abstract- we have investigated two binary subwavelength grating-miсropolarizers that operate in 

reflection and transmission modes and transform linearly polarized light to the azimuthally 

polarized beam. 
 

Using subwavelength grating is one way to obtain cylindrical vector beams. Correctly matched height of 

relief allows using the grating as a half-wave plate (or quarter-wave plate), and the direction of relief specify the 

orientation of this plate in space. Papers [1,2] are the first investigations, in which subwavelength gratings were 

used to convert circularly polarized light with a wavelength of 10.6 um to azimuthally polarized beam. Radially 

polarized light beam with wavelength of 1064 nm was obtained in [3] using subwavelength grating. Previously 

we investigated four-zone grating-polarizer that was used to obtain radially polarized light focused to 

subwavelength focal spot with size of (0,35×0,38)λ [4] by Fresnel zone plate. 

In this paper we have investigated two subwalength four-zone grating-polarizers. The first polarizer (Fig. 1a) 

operates in reflection mode and was manufactured in a gold film; the second polarizer (Fig. 1b) operates in 

transition mode and was manufactured in silica on a glass substrate. It was shown experimentally that the first 

polarizer illuminated by laser light with wavelength of 532 nm forms azimuthally polarized beam. Figure 2 

shows the intensity distribution of the beam reflected from polarizer. To check a polarization state of the 

reflected beam a linear polarizer was located before a camera in Figure 2. An angle between the axis of polarizer 

and incident light polarization equals to 0° (fig. 2a), 90° (fig. 2b), -45° (fig. 2c) and 45° (fig. 2d). The second 

polarizer illuminated by linearly polarized light with wavelength of 633 nm forms azimuthally polarized beam in 

transmission mode (Figure 3).  

  
Figure 1. SEM Image of the central part of reflected (a) and transmitted (b) polarizers 
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Figure 2. Image of the laser beam reflected from polarizer (Fig. 1a) in far field. A linear polarizer is located 

before the camera; an angle between the axis of polarizer and incident light polarization equals to 0° (a), 90° (b), 

-45° (c) and 45° (d). Image size is 6.2 mm × 4.2 mm. 

 

 

Figure 3. Image of the transmitted micropolarizer (Fig. 1b) in laser light. A linear polarizer is located before 

the camera; an angle between the axis of polarizer and incident light polarization equals to 0° (a), 90° (b), -45° (c) 

and 45° (d). 
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Abstract- We report the application of refractive index engineering through subwavelength 

gratings to a spatial heterodyne Fourier-transform spectrometer in planar silicon waveguides. 

Subwavelength gratings are used to produce linearly increasing optical path differences in a 

Mach-Zehnder interferometer array without waveguide bends. Subwavelength grating couplers are 

used at the chip facets for optimized fiber coupling and reduced Fabry–Perot effect. A fabricated 

device comprising an array of 32 interferometers is demonstrated, yielding a spectral resolution of 

50 pm with minimized loss imbalance along the array.  

 

Spatial heterodyne Fourier-transform (SHFT) spectrometry is an interferometric technique which 

circumvents the need of moving elements and provides an increased étendue [1]. The SHFT scheme can be 

implemented with a waveguide array of Mach-Zehnder interferometers (MZI) with linearly increasing optical 

path differences [2]. Instead of modifying the MZI physical length, optical path differences can be controlled by 

refractive index engineering through subwavelength gratings (SWG) [3]. As shown in Figure 1, each 

Mach-Zehnder interferometer comprises one arm with a strip waveguide of a constant length, and a second arm 

in which a section of the strip waveguide is replaced by the subwavelength grating (metamaterial) waveguide. 

The length of the SWG waveguide is linearly increasing across the array to provide spectrometer dispersion 

property. 50-Pm-long SWG waveguide mode converters are used to connect strip waveguides with 
subwavelength grating waveguides (MZI second arm), allowing an adiabatic transition of the guided mode in 

these two types of waveguides. Efficient subwavelength grating couplers [4] were included at the input and 

output facets of the chip for optimized fiber coupling while at the same time reducing Fabry-Perot effect due to 

the reflectivity at the facets 

Strip waveguide propagation loss was measured as -3.1 dB/cm while the SWG waveguide propagation loss 

was -3.0 dB/cm. This negligible propagation loss difference ensures high interference contrast in the MZI’s 
spectral transmittance. Spectral retrieval was performed from a single measurement of the stationary spatial 

interferogram formed at the output waveguides of the array, with a wavelength resolution of 50 pm within a free 

spectral range of 0.75 nm near 1550 nm wavelength. The phase and amplitude errors arising from fabrication 

imperfections were compensated using a transformation matrix spectral retrieval algorithm [2]. Chip dimensions 

were approximately 6 mm x 2.5 mm, showcasing the potential of this approach for compact high-resolution 

integrated spectrometry.   



 
Figure 1. Optical and SEM images of the fabricated FT spectrometer including: a) chip, b) input cascaded 

Y-splitters, c) output fanout, d) strip waveguide detail, e) individual MZI, and f) SWG detail. 
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Abstract— We present a di�erential tool to find the cross-section geometry of integrated
waveguides that matches a target dispersion profile. Our approach is more e�cient than usual
trial-and-error procedures, particularly for geometries with several degrees of freedom. By ap-
plying our strategy, we find several ultraflattened dispersion curves over 350 nm bandwidth in a
silicon-on-insulator waveguide in less than 10 iterations.

On-chip integration of optical functionalities traditionally developed in fiber is a very active
research field nowadays. Integrated waveguides are key components to carry out such functions.
Typically, their material constituents possess very di�erent refractive indices. This high index
contrast makes their geometries significantly a�ect the physical properties of these waveguides.
It allows engineering waveguide’s features like e�ective refractive index, dispersion or nonlinear
coe�cient by means of suitable designs of the cross section. Nevertheless, it is not straighforward
to evaluate the impact of geometrical changes on these properties. Indeed, these tasks are often
based on the systematic numerical calculation of the property of interest, e.g., the dispersion, for a
huge number of configurations [1]. Consequently, this strategy becomes time-consuming when the
cross section have two or more degrees of freedom. Therefore, alternative approaches that improve
the e�ciency of the design are highly desirable.

Gradient-based algorithms is one of the preferred optimization methods if the derivatives of
the property to be optimized are available [2]. Firstly, a suitable merit function that quantify
the similarity between the target feature and that shown by a particular configuration is defined.
Secondly, a local approximation of the merit function in the parameter space must be calculated
somehow. Finally, the point in the parameter space (close to the initial point to keep the local
approximation valid) where the merit function becomes minimum is selected as a new starting point.
This procedure can be iterated until achieving the target (provided it can be reached). Our approach
belongs to this class of optimization methods. Particularly, the points in the parameter space, p,
represent di�erent configurations in our case. Furthermore, we present a proposal to evaluate the
above derivatives in high-index-contrast waveguides that removes numerical inaccuracies related to
their tight light confinement.

Here we are interested in the waveguide’s dispersion, �2 = �2
��, where � is the propagation

constant of a waveguide mode. We define the local approximation of our merit function as

�2(p; p(m)) =
1

N�

N!X

k=1

⇣⇥
�2(p(m);�) + �p�2(p(m);�) · (p� p(m))

⇤
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2 (�k)
⌘2

. (1)

Note that a linear approximation of �2 in the parameter space is explicitly included inside the
squared brackets. If �2 becomes minimum at p(m+1), then p(m+1) represents a new configuration
closer to the target and the procedure can be repeated. Of course, Eq. (1) assumes �p�2 is known.
We propose to evaluate �p�2 = �2
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where dn is the component of the electric displacement field normal to the interface, eT is the
component of the electric field tangent to the interface in the transverse plane, et and ht indicate



Figure 1: Three examples of optimization starting from the same geometry (dotted black curve) and
with three di�erent flattened dispersion profiles as a goal (solid blue line): (a) �2 = �0.2 ps2m�1,
(b) �2 = 0.8 ps2m�1, and (c) �2 = 0. The inset in (a) represents the cross-section of the waveguide.

the transverse components of the electric and magnetic fied, respectively, and � represents the
permittivity tensor. It must be evaluated at several frequencies � to compute numerically its
second derivative with respect to �. It is worth noting that �p� does not depend on �pe, where e
is the electric field. This result corresponds to a generalization of the Hellmann-Feynman theorem
for nonself-adjoint operators [3]. From a practical point of view, it allows us to calculate �p� by
means of the mode fields at p (no additional calculations at p + �p are required). Furthermore,
Eq. (2) takes explicitly into account the vectorial nature of the mode fields through the axial term
(�p�zz)e2z, that is imperative in high-index-contrast waveguides. Moreover, it deals with dn instead
of en to avoid numerical inaccuracies related to the abrupt transition of en around interfaces in
high-index-contrast waveguides [4].

To illustrate our inverse dispersion engineering approach, we consider in Fig. 1 several target
dispersion profiles in a cross section with four degrees of freedom [see inset in Fig. 1(a)]. It cor-
responds to a strip silicon waveguide with a silica slot [1]. Starting from a dispersion profile far
from the targets, our algorithm finds in less than 10 iterations dispersions in close agreement to the
targets. Note that these targets range from low negative dispersion, see Fig. 1(a), to high normal
dispersion, see Fig. 1(b), also including zero dispersion, see Fig. 1(c). We also emphasize that
despite we have targeted notably di�erent dispersion curves, the number of iterations does not vary
significantly with the target. Of course, the targets can be recovered to di�erent extent [compare
Fig. 1 (a) with Fig. 1 (b)] and it also depends on the geometry that is considered. From this point
of view, our algorithm becomes a tool to check, in an e�cient way, the capabilities of the available
geometry for o�ering the dispersion curve that is required by an application.

In conclusion, we have proposed an inverse dispersion engineering approach that improves the
e�ciency of design tasks, particularly when trial-and-error procedures become time-consuming. It
relies on the calculation of the gradient of the propagation constant with respect to all geometrical
parameters by means of the analysis of only one geometry. It allows us to modify simultaneously all
degrees of freedom of the structure to shape progressively the dispersion profile towards the target.
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Abstract— A silicon photonic circuit, composed of grating couplers and waveguides coupled
to a photonic crystal slot cavity, is designed and fabricated for optical trapping and sensing
applications. Experiments with Au nanospheres and nanorods demonstrate that these devices
can optically trap nanoparticles as small as thirty nanometers with sub-mW laser power. By
modelling the time-series transmission data while single nanoparticles are trapped in the cavity,
it is possible to quantify the size and anisotropy of the particles with nanometer precision.

Optical tweezers are invaluable sensing tools in biology and material sciences due to their ability
to manipulate and study individual nanoscale objects in-situ in a non-contact manner [1]. To trap
and sensitively study such objects below the diffraction limit without damaging them, one can
harness the strong light confinement available in photonic crystal slot-cavities [2]. The small mode
volume and high in-solvent Q of the modes supported by these slot-cavities make them excellent
devices for trapping nanoparticles that are well below 100nm in size [3].

Figure 1: a-b Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of a photonic crystal slot cavity used for optical
trapping. Slot widths of different devices are in the range of 90-100nm. c Normalized electric field intensity
profile of the cavity mode, showing the strong light confinement at the center of the slot.

Fig. 1a-b shows the SEM image of a fabricated photonic crystal slot-cavity along with its simu-
lated electric field intensity profile. Once we immerse a device in a solution of Au nanoparticles, the
transmission through the photonic circuit changes every time a particle is transiently trapped in the
cavity (Fig. 2a). The Brownian motion of the trapped particle causes a shift in the resonance of the
cavity and therefore changes the amount of light that gets transmitted through the cavity at the
laser wavelength. This process called “backaction”[4] results in high amplitude fluctuations in the
transmission signal. The histogram representing the transmission signal (Fig. 2b) during a trap-
ping event can be modelled to extract the particle size and shape. Fig. 3a-c demonstrate 3 different
experimental histograms associated with 3 distinct trapping events of Au nanorods at the same
laser power and wavelength. These histograms are fit with a statistical model that self-consistently
calculates the trapping potential energy (including backaction) when a particle of a certain shape
and size moves (via both translation and rotation) in the trap. The nanorod sizes extracted using
this method agree with measurements based on scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of the
particles.



Figure 2: a A normalized experimental transmission signal of a 90 nm slot width device exhibiting large
fluctuations when a nanosphere is transiently trapped in the cavity. For all trapping experiments, the
injected laser power in the input ridge waveguide is less than a 0.5mW . b Histogram corresponding to the
distribution of transmission signal amplitudes during the transient trapping event.

Figure 3: a-c 3 different experimental (red) histograms of Au nanorod trapping events are illustrated along
with their fits (blue). The estimated nanoparticle sizes (±1nm uncertainty) based on the fits are 12nm ×
47nm, 13nm× 48nm and 35.1nm× 35.3nm respectively.

In conclusion, a slot cavity-based nanotweezer is introduced that can trap Au nanoparticles, as
small as 30nm at sub-mW power. We demonstrate not only excellent nanoscale trapping capabil-
ities, but also a rigorous model of the devices’ transmission signal that allows for highly sensitive
measurements of both the size and anisotropy of trapped particles.
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Abstract-We report our recent developments of high-efficiency fiber-chip surface grating couplers 

engineered by subwavelength grating structuration. The intriguing technological concept of 

subwavelength grating index engineering provides extraordinary degree of freedom in designing 

and fabricating high-performance optical coupling interfaces for sub-micrometric 

silicon-on-insulator technology. We present an overview of various demonstrations of 

high-efficiency surface grating couplers, particularly develop for silicon photonics applications in 

the near-infrared spectral range (near 1.3 μm and 1.55 μm wavelengths) such as datacom and 

telecom optical interconnects.    
 

Efficient optical coupling interfaces are one of the key building blocks in photonics integrated circuitry. 

Coupling of light to and from microphotonic waveguides has been recognized as a major practical challenge 

since the early years of integrated optics. The coupling is particularly difficult for silicon-on-insulator 

technology, since the cross-sectional area of silicon waveguides is more than two orders of magnitude smaller 

than that of a standard single-mode fiber. The surface grating couplers are an effective approach to circumvent 

this issue [1-5].  

We have demonstrated by theory and experiments a series of subwavelength refractive index engineered 

surface grating couplers that require only a one fabrication step of lithography patterning and reactive ion etching, 

while providing the state-of-the-art coupling performance [2-5]. Specifically, we have reported various apodized 

grating couplers with an optimized directionality, with a coupling efficiency of up to -2.2 dB and -2.5 dB for 

wavelengths near 1.55 and 1.3 μm, respectively [2-4]. The grating couplers were implemented in a standard 

220-nm-thick silicon-on-insulator substrates, as typically offered by silicon photonics foundries. In addition, a 

sub-decibel fiber-chip coupling efficiency of -0.7 dB has been experimentally realized for the first time in 220-nm 

silicon-on-insulator waveguides by utilizing the complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor-compatible 

manufacturing via backside processing [5].  
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Figure: Single-etch apodized surface grating couplers in (a) linearly-tapered and (b) curved layout 

configurations, and subwavelength grating nanostructure inside the trenches. (c) Optical micrograph image 

of the surface grating couplers layout with metal reflector underneath. (d) Detail view of the surface grating 

coupler with metal reflector. 
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Abstract— Subwavelength gratings (SWGs) are periodic structures with a pitch small enough
to suppress di�raction e�ects. SWG waveguides are lossless in theory, but implementations in the
SOI platform have shown that they can exhibit additional losses, coming from the leakage to the
substrate. This work provides the first thorough analysis of leakage losses in SWG waveguides,
establishing a direct relation between the synthesized e�ective index of the guided mode and
its leakage losses. This relation is furthermore shown to be independent of the geometrical
parameters that define the SWG waveguide. We numerically and experimentally demonstrate
this relation and provide simple design guidelines to avoid excessive leakage losses. Thus, for
a BOX thickness of 2 (3) µm we found negligible leakage losses when the synthesized e�ective
index is higher than 1.65 (1.55).

SWG waveguides are z-periodic structures, consisting of interleaved segments of two di�erent
materials with di�erent refractive indexes as shown in Fig. 1.a. In SWG waveguides light propagates
through the excitation of the Bloch-Floquets modes, which are theoretically lossless [1], as are the
modes excited in a conventional waveguide. SWG approaches have enabled tolerant fiber-chip
edge couplers, high e�ciency gratings couplers, high-performance MMI design, among others [2, 3].
However, SWG designs hold a drawback: as the modal confinement diminishes in comparison to
the silicon wire, the leakage losses become an important factor to take into account. The rigorous
calculation of this leakage losses can be rather challenging in periodic structures as it is required
to include the substrate into the simulation. An alternative to ease the design process is based
on considering that the BOX layer is infinite, thus ignoring the substrate. For this purpose, an
estimation of the leakage losses as a function of the e�ective index, which can be easily obtained, is
however required. In this contribution we provide a solution to estimate the leakage losses in SWG
waveguides, for the SOI platform, providing a relation between leakage losses and e�ective index.
This relation is numerically and experimentally demonstrated, and fits an exponential curve, which
is completely independent of the geometrical parameters defining the SWG waveguide.

To investigate the relation between e�ective index and leakage losses, we have performed a
complete set of simulations, considering the geometrical parameters that define the SWG waveguide:
pitch (�), duty cycle (DC), width (W), height (H) and the thickness of the BOX layer (tBOX),
as shown in Fig.1.a. In this study we only consider TE polarization operating in the wavelength
range 1.5� 1.6 µm, for two di�erent BOX thicknesses, 2 and 3 µm. These simulations have been
performed using FEXEN, our in-house Fourier-type 2D vectorial simulation tool [4]. Note that,
as we continuously check that the SWG waveguide is working far from the Bragg regime, there
are no back-reflections and the only source of propagation losses is the leakage to the substrate.
Plotting the e�ective index versus leakage losses for all combination of geometrical parameters
(except tBOX) yields a virtually perfect fit to an exponential curve, and each tBOX value fixes a
di�erent exponential curve. Thus, given the value of tBOX , leakage losses will only depend on the
synthesized e�ective index, regardless the SWG geometrical parameters. For the most common
BOX thickness of 2 and 3 µm, negligible leakage losses are found when the e�ective index is higher
than 1.65 and 1.55, respectively. Since we obtain group index instead of the e�ective index from
the measurements, we have also studied the relation between leakage losses and group index, which
is also found to fit an exponential curve.

To experimentally demonstrate this relation, di�erent SWG waveguides, whose nominal height
and width are 220 nm⇥ 450 nm, were fabricated in the Silicon-On-Insulator platform, with a SiO2
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Figure 1: a) Schematic geometry of the SWG waveguide, the upper cladding is not shown. b) Top view
scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of a fabricated SWG waveguide. c) Measured leakage losses vs
group index for di�erent waveguides, sweeping the wavelength in the range [1.5-1.6] µm.

BOX of 2µm. Figure 1.b shows the top view of a fabricated waveguide. These waveguides have
been overexposed during the etching process, so that as the duty cycle becomes smaller, leakage
losses become significant. However, we have realized that this over-exposition also erodes the silicon
segment, increasing the propagation losses. For both group index and leakage losses to be measured,
SWG waveguides have been placed in one of the arms of a Mach-Zehnder Interferometer (MZI),
while in the other arm a silicon photonic wire is placed. Thus, through the interferogram of this
structure, information about the di�erence of losses and group index between the two waveguidess
have been obtained. Raw measurement gives di�erential values of leakage losses and group index.
Therefore we have estimated the group index of the silicon wire through simulation, which has been
found to be around 4.2 for the measured wavelength range. Referring to the leakage losses, it has
been assumed that they are negligible for nSWG

g > 2.2. For this waveguide the measured di�erential
losses were found to be around 5 dB/cm, which is attributed to the roughness due to the aggressive
etching and the radiation losses coming from the silicon wire to SWG waveguide tapers. Figure
1.c shows the result of the measurements, after their processing. This figure shows the relation
between group index and losses for every SWG waveguide, as a function of the wavelength, which
fits an exponential curve, as predicted numerically.

The results provided in this contribution constitute a simple and easy approach to estimate
SWG waveguide leakage losses for the SOI platform, allowing designers to estimate leakage losses
from the synthesized e�ective index, which enables the simulation of SWG structures considering
and infinite BOX.
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Abstract- We report on development of fiber-chip grating couplers that exploit the blazing effect by 

interleaving standard full and shallow etch trenches in the silicon layer. Utilizing this concept, grating 

directionality in excess of 90% can be achieved independent of bottom oxide thickness, obviating the 

need of high-index overlays or bottom mirrors. The coupler also includes a subwavelength-engineered 

index matching region, designed to reduce the reflectivity at the interface between the injection 

waveguide and the grating. Blazed grating coupler fabricated in 220-nm thick Si platform demonstrated 

a remarkably large fiber-chip coupling efficiency of -1.3 dB at 1550 nm wavelength. 

 

Silicon-on-insulator (SOI) offers an unprecedented miniaturization capability and unique potential 

compatibility with complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) technology. Unfortunately, the typically 

small waveguide cross-sectional area enabled by the high refractive index contrast poses a serious challenge for 

coupling light to and from external ports. Grating couplers are a promising solution that provide robust 

alignment tolerances and allow wafer-scale device testing [1]. The efficiency of such couplers is mainly limited 

by back reflections, mode mismatch between the radiated field and the optical fiber mode, and power loss due to 

radiation to the substrate. The back reflections and mode-mismatch limitations can be alleviated by apodization 

based on subwavelength grating (metamaterial) engineered structures [2]. However reducing power loss to the 

substrate requires the implementation of comparatively complex techniques like high-index overlays or bottom 

reflectors.  

We have recently shown that by interleaving the standard full (220 nm) and shallow etch (70 nm) trenches in 

a 220 nm thick silicon layer, power loss to the substrate can be reduced below 5%, independent of the bottom 

oxide thickness [3,4]. The high-directionality is obtained by controlling the separation between the deep and 

shallow trenches to achieve constructive interference in the upward direction and destructive interference 

towards the silicon substrate. The coupler also includes a short index matching region with a grating strength 

controlled by subwavelength grating index engineering (Fig. 1), designed to reduce the reflectivity at the 

interface between the injection waveguide and the grating region. Interestingly, the interleaved grating approach 



can be applied in other SOI platforms that employ different Si and BOX layers thicknesses or etch depths, with 

dimensions tolerances within the typical range of control in silicon photonic foundries.  

 

 
     

Figure 1: Scanning electron microscopy images of a) complete grating coupler and b) detail of the 

subwavelength grating index matching region. c) Measured coupling efficiency as a function of wavelength of 

dual-etch coupler with interleaved deep and shallow etched trenches. 
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Abstract- We report on development of a library of silicon membrane based photonic integrated circuits 

operating at the mid-infrared wavelength of 3.8 Pm. Waveguides are formed with a lateral cladding 

consisting of etched sub-wavelength grating holes, which allow wet etching of the underlying buried 

oxide layer and formation of a suspended waveguide core. Experimental realizations of low-loss 

waveguides, bends, s-bends, and multimode interferometers in the platform will be presented. Our 

recent work on mid-infrared devices in silicon-on-insulator and germanium-on-silicon will also be 

discussed. 

 

The mid-infrared (MIR) wavelength range (here defined as 2-14 Pm) is of great interest for many 
applications such as environmental monitoring, toxic chemical detection, and industrial process control, because 

many gases and chemicals have clearly distinct MIR absorption spectra. New material platforms that have wide 

transparency windows in this range are required for the creation of photonic integrated circuits for sensing. For 

example, silicon-on-insulator (SOI) uses a SiO2 lower cladding layer that absorbs light in much of the MIR. We 

have developed a library of components in a suspended silicon material platform where the SiO2 layer is 

removed, which is expected to allow full use of silicon’s transparency range (approximately 1.1-8 Pm) [1, 2]. 
These components are based on waveguides in which the lateral cladding is formed by a sub-wavelength 

grating made by etching through the top Si layer and exposing the underlying buried oxide (BOX) layer. This 

lateral cladding serves three simultaneous functions: 1) it creates an area with lower refractive index than the Si 

waveguide core for optical confinement; 2) the grating holes enable buffered hydrofluoric acid (HF) to reach the 

BOX and thus remove it from underneath the waveguide; 3) the un-etched Si in the grating provides mechanical 

support for the Si waveguide core, creating a suspended membrane. Low loss suspended waveguides, bends, 

s-bends, and 2x2 multimode interferometers will be presented. 

Progress on SOI and germanium-on-silicon photonic components that offer access to an even wider MIR 

range will also be discussed. 



 
     

Figure 1: Scanning electron microscope images of passive silicon membrane devices with subwavelength 

grating lateral cladding: a) S-bend, b) cleaved facet showing suspended bend, c) multimode interference (MMI) 

coupler where a hole has been made using a focused ion beam (FIB), and d) close-up view of the FIB-made 

cross-section in the same device, showing that the structure is suspended. 
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Abstract— Sub-wavelength structures introduce new flexibility to engineer the index and dis-
persion properties of silicon-on-insulator (SOI) photonic devices [1]. In this paper, we present four
types of sub-wavelength grating enabled devices for the SOI platform, including a broadband sub-
wavelength grating coupler, a broadband sub-wavelength directional coupler, a sub-wavelength
polarization splitter-rotator, and a sub-wavelength microring resonator.

Grating couplers find wide applications in silicon-on-insulator (SOI) photonic integrated circuits
(PICs). The insertion loss (IL) and bandwidth are the two most important figures of merit for a
grating coupler. Sub-wavelength gratings (SWGs) have been used in grating couplers to engineer
the index profile of the grating couplers to achieve high coupling e�ciencies. Sub-wavelength
grating couplers (SWGCs) with sub-dB ILs have been demonstrated [2, 3]. Bandwidth is the other
important figure of merit for a grating coupler. We found the expression for the 1-dB bandwidth,
��1dB, of a grating coupler, as a function of its wavelength dependent di�raction angle, �, and its
group index, ng, to be [4]:

��1dB = ��1dB · 2|� nc · cos(�) · �
ng � nc · sin(�)

| (1)

where ��1dB is a constant that depends on the fiber parameters and nc is the refractive index of
the cladding. From Eq. 1, we can see that the bandwidth of a grating coupler can be improved
by reducing ng. We used SWGs to obtain both the high and low index regions in our SWGC, so
that both the e�ective index and dispersion of the grating were reduced. Therefore, a smaller ng
was obtained. Following the methodology shown in [4], we demonstrated broadband SWGCs with
��1dB ranging from 50nm to 90nm.

(a)

(b)

(c) (d)

Figure 1: Schematic of (a) cross-section of an SWGC, (b) a SWG directional coupler, (c) a SWG polarization
splitter-rotator, and (d) a SWG microring resonator.

Directional couplers are essential components in PICs and are used to couple light between
waveguides. Directional couplers are typically compact, but when compact they are found to be
very sensitive to wavelength and polarization, with a low tolerance to fabrication errors. SWGs
have been used to engineer the dispersion properties of traditional directional couplers [5, 6], so
that a broad operating bandwidth can be achieved. We have designed and fabricated broadband
SWG directional couplers with various power splitting ratios for an SOI wafer with a 220nm silicon
layer. A finite-di�erence time-domain (FDTD) method was used to calculate the band structure



of the SWG directional coupler, where the material dispersion of the structure has been included.
Following our design methodology, we fabricated and measured SWG directional couplers with
power splitting ratios of 50/50, 40/60, 30/70, and 20/80, that have operation bandwidths of 100nm
and device lengths less than 15µm.

Polarization splitter-rotators (PSRs) are key components in polarization diversity systems. PSRs
using asymmetrical directional couplers are, again, typically compact in size, but the compactness
again, makes them sensitive to waveguide dimension variations. It has been proposed to use an SWG
waveguide in a directional coupler-based PSR to obtain better tolerance to waveguide dimension
variations [7]. However, the taper and S bend waveguide used in the proposed design were much
larger than the PSR itself, which significantly increases the overall size of the proposed device. We
designed and fabricated an SWG PSR with a TM-to-TE polarization conversion loss of 0.45dB and
an overall device length of 34µm. To achieve the compact design, we first designed a compact, high
e�ciency taper to connect the SWG waveguide and the strip waveguide, which has length of 9µm
with an IL less than 0.01dB. Then we used an FDTD based band structure calculation to obtain
the dimensions of the SWG waveguide and the length of the PSR, which includes the material
dispersion in the design process for a more accurate calculation.

Silicon microring resonators have been extensively investigated as biosensors, with the advan-
tages of design simplicity and ease of fabrication [8]. Due to the high index contrast in such
mirroring sensors, optical modes can be highly confined to the sub-micron waveguides, with por-
tions of the electric field extending outside the silicon. The electric field outside the waveguide is
sensitive to external refractive index changes. This sensitivity to external refractive index changes
allows microrings to be used in applications such as biosensing. The sensitivity of a biosensor is
determined by the overlap of the external electric field with the analyte. By replacing a conven-
tional strip waveguide based microring resonator with an SWG based ring resonator, the e�ective
refractive index of the waveguide can be reduced so that the optical modes are less confined within
the silicon. Therefore, the overlap of the electrical field and the analyte can be increased and the
sensitivity can be improved. We have designed and fabricated a 30µm diameter SWG waveguide-
based microring resonator, which has a Q factor of 7 · 103, a bulk sensitivity of 490nm/RIU, and
a system limit of detection of 2·10�6 RIU. These SWG based sensors demonstrated the highest
sensitivity performance of any waveguide-based sensor on the same SOI platform.

In conclusion, many conventional components in silicon photonic circuits can be replaced with
SWG-based components, resulting in tailored response improved performance.
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Abstract—A new grating coupler is presented to overcome the natural limitation in bandwidth
that conventional grating couplers exhibit. By using subwavelength structures, the e�ective index
of the grating waveguide can be engineered to enlarge the bandwidth. Our proposed grating
coupler achieves a 3-dB bandwidth of about 200 nm. A sub-decibel coupling e�ciency (below
-0.3 dB) is accomplished.

The silicon-on-insulator (SOI) platform has become one of the most promising platforms for
developing integrated optical devices. Its high index contrast, together with its compatibility
with the CMOS fabrication processes, make it very attractive for achieving large scale photonic
integration [1]. Nonetheless, the coupling of light between the photonic chip, with submicron
dimensions, and the optical fiber, whose dimensions are of tens of microns, is still an important
challenge. Two di�erent solutions are usually employed: facet (edge) coupling and surface grating
coupling. When testing at a wafer-scale, grating couplers are the preferred solution [2]. They are
based on a periodic perturbation applied to a conventional waveguide, so that there is a phase
matching between the e�ective index of its Bloch-Floquet mode and the plane wave of the upper
cladding [3]. There are novel designs in the bibliography with which is possible to attain subdecibel
coupling e�ciencies [4]. However, all of them exhibit a limited operating bandwidth of about 60
nm for a 3 dB penalty.

In this paper we present an ultra-broadband sub-decibel grating coupler based on subwavelength
structures. We have achieved a 3-dB broadband operation of around 200 nm, while the peak
coupling e�ciency is lower than �0.3 dB.
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Abstract-Recent years have seen a rapid growth in demand for ultra high speed data transmission 
with end users expecting fast, high bandwidth network access. However as data rates increase, 
present technology based on well-established CMOS electronics is becoming increasingly difficult 
to scale and consequently optical data networks are struggling to satisfy current user demands. 
Recently a number of advanced approaches have been reported developed to overcome this 
bottleneck based on all optical signal processing using silicon photonics devices. 

 
It is becoming evident that the fundamental limits on electronic switching speeds are becoming severely 

affecting data communications both quantitatively and qualitatively. At present time we do not have any 
technological solution for immediate implementation to overcome this problem. However, to mitigate this 
problem a number of approaches have been proposed.  One such approach has been the introduction of 
all-optical processing schemes. It has been also shown that optical signal processing can improve latency, 
connectivity and scalability of optical networks and interconnects, but undoubtedly its technological 
implementations are still required to further improve existing processing speed and to take full advantage of the 
potential serial data rates increases optical networks can offer and support. The requirement for a new disruptive 
technology is therefore inevitable. Namely, a development of a photonic transistor enabling superfast switching 
speeds and being compatible with CMOS fabrication techniques would allow much cheaper solutions than 
developing an all new fabrication technology. Silicon photonics devices can be fabricated using present CMOS 
fabrication techniques and therefore this technology has been under the microscope for possibilities to develop 
the future optical signal processing systems. 

However, a key missing elements for developing the all-optical CPU are a silicon photonic transistor and its 
supporting optical interconnect technology which is necessary to carry out logic operations and provide the 
necessary buffering and timing. Some progress in these tasks has been reported and several research groups have 
been successful in demonstrating what one day may become possible future solutions to this great challenge. For 
example, Chen et al have demonstrated an optical transistor where a single stored gate photon can control the 
transmission of applied source photons [1]. However, the transistor is clearly not compatible with CMOS 
fabrication and since it requires three lasers for the gate and source, and lasers to allow super-cooling of the 
cesium gas, it is unlikely to provide a practical solution in the foreseeable future. Note, he terms ‘gate’ and 
‘source’ are used as an analogue to the CMOS FET transistor terminology. Another approach reported by 
Varghese et al is the development of a silicon optical transistor which uses an asymmetric coupled add/drop 
filter consisting of a micro-ring resonator next to an optical waveguide representing the source [2]. The device is 
reported to operate at 10GHz. A notable advantage of this technology is compatibility with current state of the 
art CMOS fabrication techniques allowing scalability and avoiding the need to develop new fabrication 
techniques from the ground up. However it is clear that the development of the optical CPU and the all-optical 
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data signal processing is still in the very distant future. 
Given a future where networks will need to perform ultra-high speed serial data processing all optically there 

will be basic requirements for all optical Mux/DeMux devices capable of performing at speeds well beyond that 
are available today.  

To overcome the current electronic bottleneck Glesk et al developed a CMOS compatible ultrafast all optical 
photonic switch [3-4] which does not suffer from the currier recovery time limitations affecting all optical 
switches based on Semiconductor Optical Amplifiers, SOAs [5]  demonstrated previously. This all optical 
photonic switch has a Mach-Zehnder interferometric structure with one arm composed of a Si nanowire. The 
second arm is a subwavelength waveguide grating (SWG) structure. Tapered sections are added to properly 
balance device properties and the loss to help achieve complete interferometric switching. 

But there is also a need to develop a library of integrated devices for performing a variety of supporting all 
optical signal processing functions supporting its application in data centers and elsewhere. One key function 
required is an efficient wavelength filtering. By taking advantage of the ability to tailor the effective index of 
SWG waveguides, Wang et al [6] proposed a CMOS compatible type of integrated filtering device (which can 
also provide an Add/Drop functionality) based on combination of SWG waveguides and ring resonators. The 
biggest advantage for these SWG Bragg grating filtering devices is that the peak reflection wavelength can be 
tuned very easily by adjusting the duty cycle of the SWG. Optical fibre networks have a vast potential data 
handling capacity. However this capability is becoming severely limited by serial data processing speed abilities 
of currently available CMOS electronics. Speed-up using parallel signal processing is confounded by the 
fundamental limits of Amdahl’s Law. This scenario will soon hinder the ability of data networks to scale up to 
meet exponentially increasing demand for capacity. While all-optical wavelength routing can help improve data 
network throughput, ultimately at network endpoints any such improvement will be choked by fundamentally 
limited CMOS electronic signal processing capabilities. Therefore there is a need for the development of a 
disruptive technology to overcome this bottleneck. A promising candidate is all-optical signal processing. 
Progress has been made in the development of CMOC compatible photonic devices necessary to achieve this 
goal. However any further progress depends on speedy development of ultrafast “all-optical transistor” based 
photonic logic gates. 
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Abstract- We report our results in developing highly efficient and broadband fiber-chip couplers 

for silicon photonic wire waveguides using subwavelength engineered metamaterial structures. We 

experimentally demonstrate a subwavelength structure with a coupling efficiency of -0.4 dB and 

polarization independent operation for a broad spectral range exceeding 100 nm for optical fiber 

with a core diameter of 3.2 Pm. For coupling to standard SMF-28 fiber with 10.4 µm mode field 

diameter we numerically demonstrate a subwavelength engineered overlayer structure composed of SiO2 

and Si3N4 which exhibits an overall coupling efficiency exceeding 90%. 

 

Efficient input and output coupling interfaces between silicon photonic chip and optical fiber or lasers are a 

fundamental prerequisite for successful implementations of such photonic chips for processing, modulating and 

detecting light. We present an optimized design of a metamaterial subwavelength grating (SWG) nanocoupler and 

demonstrate that SWG couplers can outperform inverse taper couplers in efficiency and polarization dependent loss. 

Specifically, we report on the design and experimental demonstration of an SWG coupler with a loss of 0.4 dB and 

negligible polarization dependence fabricated on a silicon-on-insulator chip with a standard 220 nm silicon thickness 

and silicon dioxide cladding [1]. We first designed the cross section of the metamaterial taper tip such that a mode size 

with maximum overlap with an optical fiber mode of diameter 3.2 Pm is achieved. The subwavelength coupler tip is 

connected to the silicon wire waveguide with an adiabatic mode size transformation section to assure a smooth 

low-loss transition from the mode of a photonic wire to the Bloch mode of a periodic SWG waveguide. In this section, 

the effective index of the waveguide mode is modified by gradually changing the grating duty ratio from about 0.5 at 

the coupler tip to 1 at the junction with the silicon wire. The structure is shown in the SEM micrographs in Fig. 1. We 

also report coupling to a buried heterostructure laser operating at 1.3 Pm with a coupling loss of 1.5 dB.  

To avoid optical loss due to substrate leakage, for coupling to the larger mode size of standard SMF-28 fiber, we have 



developed a silicon taper coupler with a SiO2-Si3N4 overlayer structure incorporating a SWG in the Si3N4 to achieve 

low loss mode conversion. The cross section of the overlayer structure, which serves to pull the optical mode up away 

from the substrate as is expands is shown near the facet in Fig. 2. We present numerical calculations of the mode 

evolution with 3D-FDTD simulations, which demonstrate an overall coupling efficiency >90%.    

 

Figure 1: (a) SEM image of the nanocoupler, (b) detail view of the coupler tip and (c) intermediate section 

positioned at 15 Pm from the junction with silicon wire waveguide.  
 

 

Figure 2: Cross-section schematics of the SiO2-Si3N4 overlayer coupler design near the chip facet.  
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Abstract- We report our progress in the design of high performance devices using subwavelength 

grating (SWG) structures for the NIR and the MIR wavelength ranges. We mainly focus on the 

development of a library of basic components based on a novel type of suspended silicon 

waveguide with SWG lateral cladding for MIR applications. 

 

Silicon photonics is nowadays one of the leading technological platforms for the development of high 

performance Photonic Integrated Circuits (PICs) at telecommunication and datacom wavelengths (1.55μm and 
1.3μm respectively) [1]. A conventional waveguide fabricated on the silicon-on-insulator (SOI) platform is 

basically composed of a high refractive index silicon core (nSi ~3.5) placed over a thick, low refractive index 

silicon dioxide layer (nSiO2 ~1.45). The top cladding is usually air or any other compatible low index material, 

such as SiO2 or SU8 polymer (nSU8 = 1.58). Since SOI is a very high contrast platform ('n ~2), single mode 
operation requires submicron waveguide cores. These waveguides are usually called photonic-wires (PW) and 

they allow for the integration of very compact devices and systems (e.g. losses for a 5μm 90º bend are typically 

below 0.01dB/bend).  The extraordinary success of silicon photonics can be justified taking into account: 1) the 

potential of an extremely high integration density, 2) the compatibility with some of the very well-known CMOS 

fabrication processes and 3) the recent advances in the development of high speed photodetectors and optical 

modulators.  

On the other hand, the use of a properly designed pattern of holes in the Si layer at a subwavelength scale 

allows for the implementation of artificial materials with arbitrary refractive index and/or specific dispersion 

properties [2-6]. These subwavelength grating (SWG) structures can be used in combination with conventional 

waveguides, thus providing to the designer an additional degree of freedom. The applications of SWG structures 

in the near-infrared (NIR) band are huge: low loss waveguides and crossings, highly efficient fiber-to-chip 

couplers, evanescent field sensors, ultra-broadband couplers, optimized transceiver hybrids, planar lenses, etc. 

[4].  

Although much of the research in silicon photonics has been focused on the NIR wavelengths, the potential of 

this platform for the mid-infrared (MIR) band has lately attracted the attention of the scientific community. It 

must be highlighted that many gases have specific absorption peaks in the MIR band (2μm -20μm), thus 



allowing a myriad of sensing applications: environmental pollution monitoring, homeland security, chemical 

detection or medical diagnostics [7-9]. Since the wavelength in the MIR band is longer than in the NIR, the 

potential of SWG design techniques at MIR is much higher (because the subwavelength condition is more easily 

fulfilled) and additionally, fabrication tolerances are much more relaxed. 

The main limitation for using the SOI platform beyond 4μm comes from the SiO2 layer, since this material is 

very lossy for longer wavelengths. To overcome this limitation, a new type of suspended waveguide, where the 

SiO2 layer is removed, has been recently proposed, thus extending the operation range of the SOI platform up to 

the transparency limit of the Si (8μm) [10]. The suspended waveguide (see Fig. 1) is composed on a 

homogeneous Si core with a lateral SWG cladding which implements three different functions: 1) It enables the 

flow of the hydrofluoric acid (HF) through the Si layer to remove the SiO2, 2) it mechanically supports the Si 

core, 3) it provides the lateral refractive index contrast necessary for guiding.  

In this work we will describe our advances in the design of optimized SWG based devices at the NIR and the 

MIR wavelength ranges. We will focus on our most recent results: the development of a library of basic 

components for the aforementioned suspended waveguide platform for MIR applications. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: Suspended waveguide with SWG lateral cladding. a) Schematic geometry, b) Scanning electron 

microscope image of one of the fabricated devices (top view), c) Simulated field propagation through a 

suspended waveguide (top view). 
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Abstract- The design of sub-wavelength planar light structures is challenging because nanoscale 
simulation over the full device may be unreliable. Rather reliance must be placed on a simple 
homogenisation procedure that captures properties pertinent to the larger scale while smoothing 
over the smaller scale detail. A homogenisation approach is described that combines available tools 
with simple design rules to accurately model subwavelength grating waveguides even closed to 
Bragg resonance provided proper account is taken of temporal and spatial dispersion. 

 

Growing technical capabilities of photonic integration with novel algorithms, architectures and components 

is making coherent photonic integrated circuit implementation practical; introducing a new and very interesting 

category of highly functional optical systems having wide application including data centre interconnect; wired 

and wireless communications, and quantum optics. Great care is required to control the phase of light 

propagation as performance of coherent circuits can be severely degraded by small imperfections of optical 

components. Subwavelength waveguide gratings (SWG) offer the opportunity to perfect components by 

engineering the dispersion and anisotropy of integrated components. SWG have been applied with great success 

to a wide variety of applications of Si photonics to radically reduce coupling loss, excess insertion loss and 

crosstalk; and to dramatically increase the operational bandwidth of components [1]. 

The photonic integrated circuit designer is fortunate to have access to a wide variety of software tools. The 

tools assist the design process by verifying through simulation the behaviour of a preliminary design. Some tools 

support automatic refinement of a design using an optimisation algorithm. However, the design problem is 

typically so complex that any automated optimisation can at best be accomplished starting from a good 

preliminary design. There is therefore no substitution for the intuition of the designer in an iterative 

design-verification cycle and the application of design rules to the formulation of the initial design. 

Simplifications of the theory backed up by experimental results are critical to the acquisition of intuition and the 

formulation of design rules. 

Components exploiting SWGs have two disparate scales to their structure; one scale small and one scale 

large compared to the wavelength. This provides a challenge to the designer because no single software tool 

spans the two scales. The simulation of sub-wavelength nanostructure over scales of many wavelengths requires 

an abstraction of the properties of the nanostructure, which summarises its properties pertinent to the larger scale 

and smooths over the detail at the smaller scale. This abstraction is known as homogenisation. 

There is a vast literature on homogenisation. Its classical roots are the Clausius-Mossotti equation that links 

the electrodynamics of continuous media to their atomic structure and the mixture formulae of Maxwell-Garnet 

for the constitutive parameters of composite materials. A resurgence of interest in homogenisation can be traced 

to an influential paper by Smith & Pendry [2], which pointed out that the electromagnetic fields in a PhC unit 



cell may be calculated advantageously using commercial software tools. 

An approach to homogenization that combines available software tools with simple design rules is presented. 

The problem controlling phase in coherent circuits is used to illustrate the application of the method and the 

intuition it can provide. The method can accurately model subwavelength grating waveguide even closed to 

Bragg resonance provided proper account is taken of temporal and spatial dispersion. A justification for the 

design rule is found from the exact theory by a judicious choice of approximations. The method may be 

extended to SWG that are periodic on the scale of a sub-wavelength lattice with parameters that vary on a scale 

larger than a wavelength. This enables a multi-scale approximation to be applied to the modelling of graded 

metamaterial components, such as a Lüneburg lens for waveguide cross-overs [3] and Fourier Optics on-a-chip 

[4], and the refractive index and geometrical tapers that permit SWG to interface with each other and with 

standard waveguides [5].  
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Abstract-Subwavelength gratings provide additional design flexibility compared to conventional 

waveguide-based devices and are particularly useful for applications such as mode conversion, 

wavelength selective mirrors and dispersion engineering. However, subwavelength grating structures 

have some design and manufacturing challenges, in part due to the small features which are near the 

diffraction limit of most optical lithography systems used for integrated photonics. We discuss 

methods to design and optimize these devices and provide specific examples of edge couplers and 

frequency selective mirrors. 

 

Subwavelength gratings (SWGs) can provide important design flexibility for integrated photonic components 

and can be used for applications such as mode conversion, frequency selective mirrors and dispersion engineering 

[1-2], to name a few. However, SWGs have some design, simulation and manufacturing challenges due to the 

required small feature sizes when compared with conventional waveguide-based devices. With respect to 

simulation, the small features must be resolved by the simulation mesh which can make it challenging to simulate 

larger devices, let alone optimize them. With respect to manufacturing, the small features are close to the critical 

dimension of most optical lithography systems used for photonics, leading to geometric discrepancies between the 

manufactured and original design. Here we show how subwavelength devices can be efficiently optimized through 

two specific examples. 

 

Figure 1: Comparison of the FDTD and EME transmittance for a fiber-chip edge coupler for a high numerical aperture 

fiber (Design 1), and EME results for an edge coupler for SMF-28 fiber (Design 2). A schematic view of the edge coupler is 

shown in the inset. The devices comprise two and three thin silicon nitride layers, respectively, which are patterned with a 

SWG to continuously vary the effective material index from silicon nitride to silicon dioxide. In these designs, the silicon 

waveguide is inversely tapered. Both designs are described in more detail in another publication [3]. 

Edge couplers using SWGs can achieve highly efficient, broadband mode conversion between optical fibers 

and silicon photonic waveguides [3-5]. An example device is shown in the inset of Figure 1, and uses SWG-



patterned thin silicon nitride layers to efficiently couple an SMF-28 fiber and a silicon waveguide [3]. We verify 

agreement between 3D FDTD and the eigenmode expansion method (EME), then show how the device can be 

optimized with EME in a very short simulation time (typically a few seconds), even for devices with lengths up to 

several millimeters as shown in Figure 1. 

Waveguide Bragg gratings can be used for creating frequency selective mirrors with high reflectivity over a 

narrow bandwidth [6-8], which is useful for many applications including lasers [9]. The bandwidth of these devices 

is extremely sensitive to photolithography [10], and we show how to simulate these effects. We then show how 

finite sized mirrors and cavities can be simulated with EME and how the number of periods can be efficiently 

optimized for a target quality factor and peak transmission, as shown in Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2: (a) The transmission spectrum for the waveguide Bragg grating cavity device (shown schematically in the inset) 

for different numbers of periods. (b) The quality factor and peak transmission at resonance as a function of the mirror periods. 
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Abstract-We present our recent results related to high index metasurfaces with applications in 

mode matching, beam shaping and polarization selectivity 

 

While metallic metasurfaces are attracting growing attention, dielectric metasurfaces are a in fact a 

promising alternative primarily due to their lower losses, allowing to operate not only in reflection but also in 

transmission mode and even in an in plane propagation. Hereby, we present our recent results related to 

metasurfaces. Specifically, we describe an in plane propagation configuration allowing for light focusing and 

mode matching to take place. Furthermore, we present our results related to dielectric metasurfaces in 

transmission mode, with focus on the capability of achieving polarization selective beam shaping, whereby 

exchanging polarization states allows for displaying different images in the Fresnel domain.  
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Abstract-Due to its flexible optical properties silicon nitride is an attractive material for integrated 

photonic circuits. In this paper, we review the results we have obtained on near-infrared photonic 

devices including low loss waveguides based on SiN layers deposited with low temperature 

PECVD using an ammonia-free chemistry. In particular, we discuss the fabrication of 

subwavelength suspended structures to extend the use of SiN to mid-infrared photonic devices. 
 

 

Silicon nitride (SiN) is a CMOS compatible material that provides a wide range of possibilities for integrated 

photonics due to its flexible material composition that can be tuned to achieve the physical, chemical and optical 

properties required for different applications. In particular, the refractive index of SiN can be easily tailored to achieve 

tight optical confinement for densely integrated structures with low sensitivity to surface and sidewall roughness [1, 2].  

Also, SiN has a high non-linear Kerr coefficient, which makes it a viable material for non-linear applications 

especially because it does not suffer from two-photon absorption in the near-infrared wavelengths [3].  Furthermore, 

SiN has an improved transparency window at visible and mid-infrared wavelengths [4], which are important for 

biosensing applications.   

Under this context, we have studied the deposition of SiN using plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposition 

with an ammonia-free chemistry to fabricate films with low hydrogen content for multilayer platforms at maximum 

substrate temperatures of 350ºC. We have also designed and demonstrated a variety of photonic devices including low 

loss waveguides, splitters and MMIs working in the near-infrared spectral region. Specially, we have studied the 

fabrication of subwalength suspended structures that can potentially be used to extend the results obtained with the 

near-infrared devices to the mid-infrared spectral region. The demonstrated suspended structures can be used to 

fabricate photonic devices for communications and sensing applications, using a similar approach to non-suspended 

structures that have already been demonstrated using SiN in the visible wavelength region.  
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Abstract-We report here vertically integrated surface-emitting lasers with integrated beam routing 
structures based on photonic crystal cavities and dielectric gratings. Heterogeneous integration of 

III-V quantum well structures with silicon based photonic crystal cavities on silicon were 

demonstrated based on transfer printing techniques. Such multi-layer stacked nano-structures offer 

a powerful platform for integrated photonics for both in-plane and 3D photonic integrated on 
silicon. 

 

CMOS compatible lasers on silicon (Si) remain to be an active and challenging area of research for 

integrated Si photonics. Recently, we demonstrated two types of ultra-compact planar surface-emitting 

membrane lasers on silicon substrates [1, 2], based on photonic crystal Fano resonance membrane reflectors and 
band-edge effects. We report here vertically integrated surface-emitting lasers with integrated beam routing 

structures based on photonic crystal cavities and dielectric gratings. Heterogeneous integration of III-V quantum 

well structures with silicon based photonic crystal cavities on silicon were demonstrated based on transfer 

printing techniques. Such multi-layer stacked nano-structures offer a powerful platform for integrated photonics 

for both in-plane and 3D photonic integrated on silicon. 
Work is supported by US ARO (W911NF-15-1-0431), NSF (ECCS-1308520), and AFOSR 

(FA9550-16-1-0010). 
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Abstract: We present reduced-vertical-dimension VCSEL designs that employ subwavelength monolithic 
high index contrast surface gratings (MHCGs) and distributed Bragg reflectors (DBRs). We show results of 
computer simulations of the optical field intensity distribution in these structures and the measured power 
reflectance of GaAs MHCGs designed for 980 nm. 

INTRODUCTION 
Gallium-arsenide-based ~600-1100 nm vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs) typically have 

physical vertical thicknesses of ~7-11 µm, nanometer-length optical cavities, and micrometer-length lateral 
dimensions. These devices are used in many applications of which short-reach and very-short-reach (about 2 
m and less) system-in-a-package (SiP) optical interconnects is one of our primary interests. We believe 
VCSELs will also play a critical role in the emerging technology of integrated optical-electronic-photonic 
integrated circuits and systems, where massive numbers of very small volume, energy efficient, temperature 
stable, ultra-short-reach on-chip optical interconnects are desired. Surface normal emission, the potential for 
lateral emission via gratings, low threshold current, low cost per device, on-wafer testing, , and the potential 
for single-mode emission are key VCSEL attributes for the envisioned SiP. State-of-the-art data and computer 
communication VCSELs require the growth of hundreds of precisely defined epitaxial layers where 
multilayer distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) mirrors are typically >95% of the vertical thickness. By 
replacing the DBR mirrors with monolithic high-index contrast surface gratings (MHCGs) we may reduce the 
vertical dimensions of a VCSEL down to about 2λ. Our approach could enable InP-based (~1300-1600 nm) 
and GaN-based (~390-580 nm) MHCG VCSELs wherein semiconductor DBRs are highly problematic, and 
where dielectric DBRs or wafer-fusion techniques increase the VCSEL processing complexity and production 
cost, while jeopardizing reliability and temperature stability. 
 

RESULTS 
Ultrathin-VCSEL structures can be realized with the use of thin MHCG mirrors as has been shown 

theoretically in [1, 2]. In our META 2016 presentation we analyze our novel designs of GaAs MHCG and 
DBR VCSELs. In Fig.1a), b), and c) we show a schematic cross-section diagram, an SEM image after 
oxidation, and 1D and 2D (scalar) simulated optical field intensity distributions for a 980 nm MHCG DBR 
VCSEL with 2.5 DBR periods between the optical cavity and the surface grating. We note the increase in 
optical field intensity in the MHCG, which increases relative to the optical field intensity in the QWs as the 
number of top DBR periods decreases. We propose a new grating optical confinement factor, which takes into 
account the field distribution inside the grating which is highly non-uniform over each grating period. Our 
approach leads to the conclusion that a classical 1D confinement factor definition is not suitable for fair 
comparisons of DBR MHCG VCSELs. We use a TE-polarized MHCG surface grating created using electron-
beam lithography and standard dry etching, with a targeted design that includes a fill factor F ~ 0.35 (i.e. a 
stripe width of ~286 nm a trench width of~531 nm), a grating period L ~ 817 nm, and a stripe height of 



 
 

 

 

h ~ 164 nm. In Fig. 2. We show the measured and simulated power reflectance (R) of an (u)GaAs TE-
polarized MHCG, where R > 0.93 (93%) at ~1030 nm. We show via simulation how R > 0.99 (99%) at 
~980 nm may be achieved by accounting for the actual physical shape of the surface-etched MHCG. 
Additionally, we present simulation results of various novel VCSEL designs (such as the structure shown in 
Fig. 1 a) and several variations of this structure as compared to an all-semiconductor VCSEL design. We 
show the impact of the lateral size of the MHCG mirror on the simulated Q-factor of the VCSEL cavity 
modes in Fig. 2 b. In Fig. 1 c  we plot the impact of the number of top DBR pairs in a combined DBR MHCG 
mirror on the power reflectance as seen from the optical cavity looking up toward the combined DBR and 
MHCG. In the presentation we report our progress toward producing oxide-confined, all-semiconductor 
electrically-injected ~980 nm MHCG DBR VCSELs. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1 a) Schematic cross-section diagram of an MHCG DBR VCSEL; b) scanning electron 
micrograph of a 980 nm MHCG DBR VCSEL epitaxial structure with 2.5 top DBR periods under the 
topmost (not yet processed) (u)GaAs surface grating layer; and c) simulated 1D and 2D (scalar) 
optical-field intensity and real refractive index of the VCSEL in b). The 2D optical-field intensity plot 
is for a TE-polarized MHCG DBR VCSEL structure with a 20-period surface grating. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2 a) Power reflectance (R) spectrum of a bulk (u)GaAs MHCG mirror thinned to ~200 μm with a 
SiN AR coating opposite to the surface grating. We account for the actual shape of the experimental 
MHCG structure as may be seen in the SEM inset; b) calculated Q-factor as a function of the number 
of grating stripes of the top mirror for a 980 nm MHCG VCSEL; and c) calculated R as a function of 
wavelength for the different number of top DBR mirror pairs. 
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Abstract- In this work, we experimentally demonstrate the photonic spin Hall effect in waveguides 

composed of two kinds of single-negative metamaterials. We find that a source with a linear polarization 

couples equally with the two guided modes oppositely propagating along the interface. However, a 

circularly rotating source only couples with one guided mode with a specific propagating direction, 

which is determined by the rotation direction of the source. 

 

   The photonic spin Hall effect (i.e. photons of different circular polarizations (optical spin) may take different 

trajectories, in analogy to the spin Hall effect for electrons) via the excitation of localized optical modes have been 

realized based on the surface plasmon polaritons at air-metal interfaces [1], the guided modes in the nanofiber [2] and 

the subwavelength modes in hyperbolic metamatarials [3]. In 2015, Bliokh et al. theoretically reveal that the 

photonic spin Hall effect realized in the waveguides is essentially due to the transverse spin property of evanescent 

waves [4]. In this work, we experimentally demonstrate that the photonic spin Hall effect can occur in waveguides 
composed of H -negative (ENG) metamaterial ( 0, 0H P� ! ) and P -negative (MNG) metamaterial ( 0,0 �! PH ) (i.e. 

two kinds of single-negative metamaterials). Based on two-dimensional transmission lines loaded with lumped circuit 

elements, we fabricate the ENG/MNG waveguides. Then we verify the unidirectional excitation of guided modes in 

the ENG/MNG interface by using a circularly polarized source with a specific rotation direction. In Fig. 1(a), we see 

that a source with a linear polarization couples equally with the two guided modes oppositely propagating along the 

interface. However, by controlling the spin of the source, it is possible to break this symmetry and select one guided 

mode with a specific propagating direction. In Fig. 1(b) ((c)), a circularly rotating source with anti-clockwise 

(clockwise) rotation direction only couples with one guided mode propagating from the left (right) side to the right 

(left) side, which demonstrate the photonic spin Hall effect. Our work allows for the control of electromagnetic wave 

propagation by tuning the polarization degree of freedom.  
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Fig. 1. The measured normalized zE  patterns in the ENG/MNG waveguides  

at 2.88 GHz. White arrows denote the polarization of source.  
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Abstract- Utilizing plasmonic mode hybridization and cascaded field enhancement, we present the 

construction of novel plasmonic hierarchical nanostructures that can generate extremely enhanced 

and tightly confined optical field hot spots at target resonance wavelengths and accurate spatial 

positions. Two plasmonic hierarchical nanostructures, including an M-shaped nanograting and a 

nanoparticle-in-cavity nanoantenna array, are designed and fabricated. The greatly enhanced light- 

matter interaction and potential application of these devices are demonstrated by surface enhanced 

Raman spectroscopic experiments. 
 

Plasmonic nanostructures with tightly confined and greatly enhanced optical field (i.e., the optical field “hot 
spots”) are quite demanded in various applications based on enhanced light-matter interactions, such as surface 

enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS). In such applications, it is crucial to steer the spectral resonance of the 

field enhancement as well as the spatial distribution and/or localization volume of the field hot spots. As the 

tunability of the localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) of simple plasmonic nanoparticles (NPs) are quite 

limited, it is an effective way to tune or generate plasmonic resonance at an expected wavelength via plasmonic 

mode hybridization by properly designing some complex shaped nanostructures.1 On the other hand, some 

specially designed hierarchical nanostructures, such as the self-similar gold NP chain of decreasing size,2 can 

generate the cascaded field enhancement (CFE) effect so that strong field hot spots can be confined in very small 

spatial nano-volumes. 

In this talk, we present our recent advance on the construction of some plasmonic hierarchical nanostructures 

that can realize the tunability of spectral resonance and the spatial distribution of field hot spots simultaneously, 

by utilizing both the mode hybridization and the CFE effect. Two plasmonic hierarchical nanostructures are 

introduced, including an M-shaped grating and a nanoparticle-in-cavity (PIC) nanoantenna array, as shown in 

Fig. 1. In the M-grating, CFE is realized via the hybridization of LSPR modes of two adjacent V-shaped grooves; 

while in the PIC array, by utilizing the hybridization between a plasmonic dark mode of the gold NP and a 

high-order cavity bright mode of the nanovoid, strong Fano resonance can be generated at a target wavelength 

under normal incidence, which then significantly boost the CFE. In these structures, the enhancement factor of 

the localized field amplitude is as high as 103, which can significantly enhance the light-matter interaction. 

We have developed a reliable, efficient, and cost-effective fabrication method based on room-temperature 

nanoimprinting lithography and anisotropic reactive ion etching to fabricate these hierarchical nanostructures. It 

is shown that high-quality M-grating and PIC array can be readily fabricated with this method. By controlling 

the etching process, the key geometrical features of these nanostructures can be well controlled. Furthermore, the 



method has shown potential to fabricate such kind of hierarchical nanostructures in large area. 

The greatly enhanced light-matter interaction in the M-grating and the PIC array are verified by conducting 

SERS experiments using the fabricated M-grating and PIC array as active SERS substrates. The experimentally 

attained SERS enhancement factor can reach as high as 108, showing the great potential of these devices for 

SERS applications. 

 

Figure 1. Two plasmonic hierarchical nanostructures with mode hybridization and CFE effect. (A) The enhanced 

optical field hot spots in the M-grating and the fabricated device; (B) Schematic of a PIC nanoantenna unit cell 

and the Fano resonance in the transmittance and reflectance spectra of a PIC array. 
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Abstract- We report our recent experimental and theoretical works on the efficient generation of 

prominent and robust Fano resonances in a 3D metamaterial. The observed Fano resonances are highly 

scalable, universal, robust and immune against both fabrication and illumination imperfections. 

 

In this talk, we report our recent experimental and theoretical works on the efficient generation of prominent 

and robust Fano resonances in 3D metamaterials (MMs). The 3D MMs are formed by integrating vertical 

structures along a planar metallic hole array with extraordinary optical transmission (EOT). In such a 

configuration, intensified vertical E-field is induced along the metallic holes and naturally excites the electric 

resonances of the vertical structures, which form non-radiative “dark” modes due to the symmetry constraints. 

These 3D conductive “dark” modes strongly interfere with the “bright” resonance mode of the EOT structure, 
which generate significant Fano resonances with both prominent destructive and constructive interferences. 

Moreover, compared with the capacitive and inductive coupled Fano resonances that degrade drastically upon 

small structural deviations, the demonstrated 3D conductive coupling induced Fano resonances are highly 

scalable, universal, robust and immune against both fabrication and illumination imperfections.  
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Abstract-We report an intuitive model based on a multiple scattering of surface plasmon polaritons 

(SPPs) that can comprehensively predict the emission properties of a dipole antenna. The 

enhancement of the antenna radiation is shown to be due to surface waves that are resonantly 

excited on the two antenna arms and that are further coupled into the nano-gap. Both SPPs and 

other surface waves contribute to the antenna radiation for the lowest-order resonance while only 

SPP dominates at higher-order resonances. 
 

Resonant dipole antennas, which are made of two metallic nano-wires separated by a nano-gap [1], show 

superior properties in enhancing the radiation of emitters such as molecules or quantum dots in the vicinity of the 

antenna. Concepts of impedance and resistance are proposed for dipole antennas [2] for reproducing quantities 

such as the resonance frequency and the quantum efficiency. The dipole antennas are also modeled as 

one-dimensional micro-cavities [3], and the enhancement effect is attributed to the resonance of SPPs. It is 

commonly believed that the enhancement effect of the antenna radiation is due to a resonant excitation of SPPs 

on the antenna arms. This intuitive belief, which plays a central role in present antenna theories, will be checked 

at a quantitative level in the present work, and the relevant physical picture will be clarified. 

In this work [4], we theoretically investigate the emission of an electric dipole source in the nano-gap of a 

gold dipole antenna [as sketched in Fig. 1(a)]. A pure-SPP model is built up by considering a dynamical 

launching and multiple-scattering process of SPPs on the antenna arms. The SPP model can comprehensively 

reproduce the electromagnetic features of the antenna radiation, such as the total and radiative emission rates 

[Figs. 1(b) and 1(c)] and the far-field radiation pattern. The model is self-sufficient and does not rely on any 

fitting process with the use of rigorous numerical or experimental data. The model is highly accurate at high 

orders of resonance (m=1, 2, … in Fig. 1) which yields the dominant contribution from the SPP to the antenna 

radiation. While the model shows error at the lowest order of resonance (m=0), unveiling the contribution from 

surface waves other than SPPs. The present model is helpful for clarifying the underlying physics of the 

radiation enhancement with resonant optical antennas and may provide recipes for an intuitive design of relevant 

devices. With the model, the electromagnetic field in the nano-gap can be expressed as, 

coupling coupling
gap source 1 SPP, 2 SPP,b u b u� � � �E E E E ,        (1) 

where Esource denotes the field excited by the dipole source for infinite-length antenna, coupling
SPP,�E  or coupling

SPP,�E  
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represents the field coupled from a right-going or a left-going SPP into the nano-gap, u=exp(ik0neffL) is the phase 

shift of the SPP accumulated over one antenna arm (k0=2S/O, neff being the complex effective index of the SPP), 
and b1 and b2 are the coefficients of right-going and left-going SPPs [as sketched in Fig. 1(a)] expressed as 

1 2 21 ( )
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.          (2) 

Here β denotes the SPP excitation coefficient by the dipole source, ρ and τ are the SPP reflection and 

transmission coefficients at the nano-gap, and r is the SPP reflection coefficient at the antenna termination. 

Equation (2) shows that the antenna emission rate peaks under a phase-matching condition, 

0 eff2 Re( ) arg( ) arg( ) 2k n L r mU W S� � �  ,       (3) 

where m is an integer corresponding to different orders of resonance. Equation (2) is related to a constructive 

interference of the excited SPPs on antenna arms. 

 

Figure 1 (a) Sketch of the dipole antenna, where a z-polarized point source is placed in the nano-gap. (b)-(c) 

Total (Γtotal) and radiative (Γrad) emission rates for different antenna lengths L, normalized by the emission rate 

Γair of the dipole source in air. The horizontal dotted lines show the results for antennas with infinite-length arms, 

for which impact of surface waves on antenna arms are excluded. The results are obtained with the full-wave 

aperiodic Fourier modal method (a-FMM) and the model for wavelength λ=1μm, D=0.04λ and w=0.03λ. 
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Abstract-Femtosecond laser has been widely used for fabricating various types of 3D functional 
structures on the micrometer scale. Here, we demonstrate fabrication of 3D nanostructures in a 
controllable manner by exciting self-induced plasmonic waves with far-field interaction of an 
ultrafast laser beam with glass. We reveal the mechanism by observing the gradual formation of the 
nanostructure under the irradiation of multiple femtosecond laser pulses.  

 
As a direct and maskless fabrication technique, femtosecond laser micromachining provides a 

straightforward approach for space-selective modification inside transparent materials with micrometer 
resolutions through nonlinear optical absorption. Recently, we have developed a technique which further enables 
rapid fabrication of 3D nanostructures in glass for nanofluidic and nanophotonic applications [1].  

To reveal the physical mechanism, we take the high-fidelity snapshots during the nanostructures formation 
[2]. It is observed that far-field excitation of plasmonic waves with nanoscale defects induced by femtosecond 
laser irradiation in glass is responsible for the formation of nanostructures with feature sizes down to ~30 nm, as 
shown in Fig. 1. The unique characteristic allows breaking the diffraction limit in the far-field optical 
nanofabrication and opens up opportunities for innovative applications such as 3D metamaterials. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1: Formation of an individual nanocrack during the continuous irradiation of multiple laser shots in 

glass. The transverse width of the fabricated nanocrack is ~30 nm. To gradually raise the number of laser shots at 
the laser irradiation spot, the scan velocities in (a)–(c) are 25, 5, and 1 mm/s, respectively, Scale bar: 1 µm. The 
laser incident direction (!), polarization direction ("), and the writing direction (#) are indicated. 
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Abstract-The hybrid plasmonic mode between a nanoparticle and a metal film strongly enhances 

the electromagnetic field and the induced optical forces. Here, we employ the plasmonic mode to 

achieve a dynamic plasmonic tweezers for trapping and manipulation of nanoparticles and 

nanowires on a flat metal surface. The plasmonic tweezers can trap metallic, dielectric and 

semiconductor nano-objects, and control its position and orientation. Finally we show its potential 

applications in surface-enhanced Raman scattering and lab-on-a-chip nanowire devices. 

 

Instead of being repulsed by a conventional optical tweezers due to high scattering force, we found that 

metallic particles can be attracted and steadily trapped in a plasmonic tweezers excited by a highly focused 

radially polarized beam [1]. This approach can attract and trap both Rayleigh and Mie type metallic and 

dielectric particles in the diameter range of 0.06~2.2 µm. In particular, trapping of mesoscopic/Mie metalli c 

particles is particularly successful. Compared with other plasmonic tweezers based on fixed metallic 

nanostructures, this setup benefits from the structureless excitation of surface plasmon in a dynamic 

configuration. We can also use a radially polarized optical vortex as incident beam to excite the whirlpool-like 

plasmonic vortex to build a plasmonic spanner for metal particle manipulation in the microscopic system [2, 3]. 

Besides nanopartiles, we also used the plasmonic tweezers to trap and manipulate nanowires. We found that 

plasmonic hybridization achieved by exciting plasmonic tweezers with a linearly polarized laser beam could 

induce strong trapping forces and large rotational torques on a single metallic nanowire [4]. The position and 

orientation of the nanowire could dynamically be controlled by the enhanced nonisotropic electric field in the 

gap. Based on this technique, a plasmonic swallow tail structure is built to demonstrate its potential in the 

fabrication of lab-on-a-chip plasmonic devices. We also achieved the in-plane trapping and manipulation of a 

single ZnO nanowire by focused plasmonic tweezers on a flat metal surface. In contrast, when a ZnO nanowire 

is trapped by conventional laser beam tweezers, it tends to be aligned with the trapping beam axis rather than 

confined in the horizontal plane, and this limits the application of these nanowires in many in-plane nanoscale 

optoelectronic devices.   

Finally, we introduce the application of the plasmonic tweezers in SERS. By trapping and dragging a single 

gold nanoparticle with the plamonic tweezers, we demonstrate a dynamic single-particle-film SERS system [5], 

which produces a high SERS enhancement factor of ~109, and therefore provides a promising approach to 

controllable SERS detection and imaging. These works could provide a profound influence on manipulating 

various metallic, dielectric and semiconductor nano-objects and have an important contribution to lab-on-a-chip 

devices for quantum optics, optical characterization, spectroscopy, and sensing applications. 
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Abstract-We reported on our recent progresses on lithium-niobate-based micro-resonators, 

including the fabrication of high quality monocrystalline or hybrid lithium niobate micro-resonators, 

the electro-optical or all-optical light modulation, and the thermo-optically induced oscillations. 

The results show that high quality lithium-niobate-based micro-resonators are of excellent active 

light modulation capability and therefore have numerous potential applications in optical 

information process.       

 

Optical micro-cavity or micro-resonator has attracted great attention recently because of its high quality and 

strong spatial confinement of light within a microscale-mode volume, which enable enhanced light-matter 

interaction and long circulating time duration of photons within the micro-cavity [1]. It is important from the 

view point of not only fundamental physics [2] but also practical applications such as high sensitive sensors [3], 

novel light sources [4], and nonlinear optical effects at low light power or energy [5,6]. Various materials such 

as dielectrics and semiconductors were employed to fabricate high quality micro-cavities, in which silica-based 

micro-resonators are of the characteristics of ultrahigh Q values but inherently lack of electro-optical modulation 

capability and F(2) nonlinearity [1]. As compared to silica, lithium niobate is of large electro-optical coefficients 

and high F(2) nonlinearity, therefore, it is a good candidate for active photonic devices. Here, we reported on our 
recent progresses on the fabrication of high-Q lithium-niobate-based micro-resonators and their various tunable 

resonant characteristics.  

Two different types of lithium-niobate-based micro-resonators were fabricated [7,8] and their electro-optical, 

all-optical and thermo-optical tunability were presented. Monocrystalline lithium-niobate micro-resonators with 

a record Q-value over 106 were fabricated using a microfabrication method in compatible with the traditional 

semiconductor manufacturing technique, and therefore allowing for mass production. The resonator was 

fabricated on a lithium niobate/silica/lithium niobate wafer (LNOI) prepared by ion slicing and wafer bonding 

techniques. The SEM image of a typical monocrystalline lithium niobate micro-resonator is shown in Fig. 1(a), 

which shows a very smooth surface, leading to a high Q value. The resonators exhibited very good 

electro-optical tunability on the resonant properties such as the resonant wavelength (see Fig. 1(b)). In addition, 

thermo-optically induced oscillations were observed in the monocrystalline lithium niobate micro-resonators 

when the resonators were pumped with a relatively high pump power, as shown in Fig. 1(c). This oscillation was 

attributed to the interplay between a fast thermo-optical nonlinearity within the mode volume and a slow thermal 

relaxation of the micro-resonator as a whole. 

Another type of lithium-niobate-based micro-resonator was a hybrid one with a heterojunction structure, in 

which a layer of lithium niobate thin film was deposited on the top surface of a high-Q, inverted-wedge silica 

micro-resonator using an excimer laser ablation method. There were always modes with parts of its energy 



 
Figure. 1 (a) The SEM image of a typical monocrystalline lithium niobate micro-resonator. (b) Typical 

electro-optical tuning on the resonant wavelength of a monocrystalline lithium niobate micro-resonator 

sandwiched between two parallel transparency electrodes forming a parallel-plate capacitor. (c) 

Thermo-optically induced oscillations in the transmission spectrum of a monocrystalline lithium niobate 

micro-resonators with a 1.8-mW pump power at 1550 nm. 

 

distributed in the top lithium niobate thin film, therefore, any change of lithium niobate film will also have effects 

on the resonant behavior of the whole hybrid resonator. Note that the thin lithium niobate film was in the 

polycrystalline state, but it still retained partially the electro-optical effect although with a coefficient much 

smaller than that in the monocrystalline state, which enables the device capable of active electro-optical 

modulation. Such a heterojunction structure combines the advantages of high Q value of silica micro-resonator 

and the active control capability of lithium niobate together, therefore, may have great potential applications in 

active photonic devices.  
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Abstract— We propose to exploit the concept of quasi-normal modes (QNMs) to predict
rapidly and accurately the radiation properties of small resonant nanostructures (e.g. individual
nanoparticles, nanoparticle aggregates) deposited on or embedded in optical stacks. Once the
QNMs of a resonant system are (numerically) calculated, the radiation pattern in free space and
in the stack guided modes is known analytically for any excitation. This method opens the route
towards a smart design of hybrid “nanoparticle/stack” systems with new optical functionalities.

Light interaction with nanoparticles deposited on or embedded in planar geometries, such as
thin-film stacks, is paramount in photonics research and devices. Let us mention, for instance, the
control of the efficiency and directivity of light emission using plasmonic nano-antennas [1], the
engineering of nanoparticles to improve the light coupling to guided modes in solar cells [2], or
inversely, to optimize the light extraction from layered organic light-emitting diodes [3].

Since Maxwell’s equation solvers can in general compute only the near-field around a nanos-
tructure, radiation properties are typically obtained using near-field to far-field transformation
methods, which, in the case of nanostructures in layered media, can be quite tedious. While many
groups have contributed to the elaboration of well-suited numerical tools (see, e.g., Ref. [4], where
the near-to-far-field transformation are computed using a method based on reciprocity arguments
using a freely available software package), the radiation properties of a specific nanostructure are
always predicted by computing its optical response to a specific excitation (planewave, focused
beam or dipole source; specific wavelength and polarization). Hence, a full knowledge of radiation
properties can only be obtained by performing a series of numerical simulations, which can be very
time-consuming.

(E,H)

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Radiation properties of nanoparticles in optical stacks. (a) Two nanoparticles, deposited on a
thin-film stack, are excited by a far-field or a near-field source (incident blue arrow or blue star, resp.).
The scattered light can radiate to free space and be coupled to the stack guided modes. (b) The far-field
radiation pattern is obtained from the electric and magnetic fields, E and H, evaluated on a box surrounding
the nanostructure in its near-field, see the black dashed box in panel (a).

Our group has recently introduced a formalism that allows predicting analytically the optical
properties of arbitrary nanoparticles for all excitations from the sole knowledge of their optical res-
onances [5, 6]. These resonances, known as quasi-normal modes (QNMs), are solutions of Maxwell’s
equations without source and can be calculated numerically using any solver. Upon proper nor-
malization of the QNMs fields, the optical response of a nanoparticle to an excitation is typically
expressed as overlap integrals between the excitation field and the QNMs. The QNM formalism
has been applied to predict the Purcell factor in the vicinity of nanoparticles [5], the scattering and
absorption cross-sections of nanoparticles [6], and their interaction with quantum emitters [7].

In this communication, we will discuss the generalization of the QNM formalism to predict the
radiation properties of resonant nanoparticles in optical stacks. Owing to its rapidity, we believe
that this method constitutes a formidable tool for the design of hybrid “nanoparticle/stack” systems
and could deeply impact photonics research.
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Abstract We propose a simple theoretical model that analytically describes spatiotemporal 
transformations of a three-dimensional optical pulse diffracted on a phase-shifted Bragg grating 
(PSBG). The diffraction of the pulse is described in terms of a linear system with pulse's 
transformations determined by the system's transfer function and impulse response. It is 
theoretically demonstrated and numerically verified that a PSBG can perform complex pulse 
transformations, such as simultaneous spatial and temporal differentiation of the optical pulse 
envelope. 

 
Optical elements performing laser pulse shaping are of great interest for a wide range of applications, 

including ultrafast optical information processing, analog optical computing, laser material processing, and 
coherent control. Previously, various cases of pulse transformations with Bragg gratings were investigated 
including such fundamental operations as temporal [1-2] and spatial [3] differentiation of an incident pulse 
envelope. The recently obtained spatiotemporal approximation of transmission and reflection spectra of a 
resonant diffraction grating [4] makes it possible to analytically describe spatiotemporal 2D and 3D pulse 
transformations. 

Following the description of the grating spectrum as a function of frequency and in-plain wave vector 
component of the incident wave [4], we consider the diffraction of an incident pulse in terms of passing a signal 
through a linear system. Simple analytical approximations for the transfer function and the impulse response of 
said system are derived. These approximations contain three independent parameters, which can be estimated for 
a certain PSBG using the rigorous coupled-wave analysis. In this model we assume that the central frequency of 
the incident pulse lies in the vicinity of the grating's resonance frequency. 

The present work generalizes previous research [1-3] in a way that it provides analytical description of 
simultaneous spatial and temporal transformation of an incident pulse envelope. In particular, we show that a 
low-Q resonance Bragg grating performs simultaneous temporal and spatial differentiation of the incident pulse 
in reflection. 

The theoretical conclusions are supported with numerical simulation of a normally incident Gaussian pulse 
diffracting on a Bragg grating. The parameters of the grating under investigation are as follows (see figure 1): 

1 2.45defn n  , 2 1.45n  , 1 150nmh  , 2 260nmh  , def 300nmh  , the complex frequency of the structure 
mode 11255.77 17.57i pspZ � � , 35.7Q  . 
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a) b)  

Figure 1. (a) Diffraction of a 3D pulse by a PSBG: incident pulse � �inc , ,P x y t  and reflected pulse � �ref , ,P x y t . 
(b) Numerically calculated reflected pulse envelope corresponding to different pulse transformations: temporal 

derivative (left), spatial derivative (right) and a superposition of both (centre). 
 
Numerical simulation results in figure 1 prove that a single Bragg grating can perform first order temporal or 

second order spatial differentiation of an incident pulse envelope as well as superposition of both these 
transformations. The difference in outcome is determined by the incident pulse's width, duration and central 
frequency value. The root mean square deviation between the rigorously calculated pulse and analytical estimate 
in all three cases does not exceed 6%. 

In conclusion, a new theoretical model to describe the spatiotemporal transformation of a 3D pulse by a 
Bragg grating is proposed. The diffraction of the pulse is described in terms of passing a signal through a linear 
system with simple analytical approximations of the system's transfer function and impulse response. The 
presented results of the rigorous numerical simulation completely confirm the proposed theoretical model and 
demonstrate that resonant gratings can perform complex pulse transformations, including simultaneous temporal 
and spatial differentiations of the pulse envelope. We believe that the proposed approach will be useful for pulse 
shaping and all-optical signal processing. 
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Abstract-We investigate the exceptional points (EPs) in non-parity-time-symmetric plasmonic 

waveguide arrays composed of monolayer graphene sheets. The intrinsic loss of graphene deforms 

the diffraction relation in the vicinity of the Dirac point. The optical EPs emerge as the wave 

vectors of the propagating and radiation modes coalesce. 

Recently, the parity-time (PT) symmetry has attracted much attention in optical systems. Such 

non-Hermitian systems with balanced loss and gain may have real eigenvalues. The arranged potential is not 

enough to guarantee the realness of spectrum, leading to PT symmetry broking points, which are also known as 

EPs. Many intriguing phenomena are found associated with EPs, such as loss-induced transparency and 

unidirectional light reflectionless propagation. However, the EPs are much more general and could be found in 

the systems with loss, gain or open systems. They are singularities of the spectrum when both eigenvalue and 

eigenstate coalesce. Great attempt has been made to study EPs in optical cavity and photonic crystal, but not yet 

in waveguide arrays. Graphene sheet arrays (GSAs) attract intensive interest due to its two dimensional feature 

and flexible optical properties. In this work, we show that intrinsic loss of graphene can greatly affect the 

diffraction relation of Bloch modes and can transform the Dirac point into EPs.  

 
FIG. 1 Schematic of graphene sheet arrays and diffraction relations of propagation and radiation modes. 

Figure 1(a) shows the diagram of GSAs with period d. The incident wavelength O = 10 Pm is assumed. The 

chemical potential is Pc = 0.15 eV and relaxation time is W = 0.5 ps at room temperature. The dispersion relation 
of TM modes can be derived as  

cos( ) cosh( ) sinh( )
2

d d
N[M N N �     (1) 

where M = kxd represents the Bloch momentum, [ = K0Vg/(iHdk0) = 46.05- 0.72i nm characterizes the effective mode 

width of SPPs in a single graphene sheet with k0 denoting the wave vector of air, and N = (kz
2 - Hdk0

2)1/2 with kz being 

the propagating constant. When not considering graphene loss, Eq. (1) has one real set and many imaginary solutions, 

corresponding to propagation and radiation modes. At M = 0 and d = [, the propagation and lowest radiation modes 

coalesce as N = 0. This point can be regarded as Dirac point. As the loss considered, the diffraction relation line 



reshaped. Figure 1(b) illustrates kz as a function of kx at d = 46.06 nm. The blue line represents the propagation mode 

and the red one the radiation mode. The enginvalue kz of two modes are the same at d ≈ [ and M = ±0.0086S, which 
are EPs. On the hand, the field distributions at EPs are shown in the insert, indicating the same eigenstate.  

      

FIG. 2 The loop properties of EPs.  
We then investigate the topological property of EPs. A loop is created by adiabatically changing the 

system parameters. As show in Fig. 2(a), A, B, C, and D represent the points (d, M) in the parametric space 
and the loop A→B→C→D→A don’t encircle an EP. The blue and red dots in Fig. 2(b) indicate the 
eigenvalues at different parameters. It is found that without enclosing the EP, the blue dot and red dot 
come back to themselves at the end of loop, which also can be seen clearly in Fig. 2(c). On the other hand, 
when the other one encloses the EP (A’→B’→C’→D’→A’), the two eigenvalues switch their positions at the 
end of the loop as shown in Fig. 2(d)-2(f).  

The position of EP is denoted as (d0, M0). Because the Dirac point always locates at ([, 0) and the EPs are the 

perturbation results, we can get d0 ≈ Re([), relating to Vg and O. By using perturbation method, we get M0 ≈ 
aRe(Vg)/Im(Vg) and a should be further determined by numerical fitting. As a result, the location of EP relates 
to surface conductivity of grphene and can be tuned via chemical potential and incident wavelength.  

In conclusion, we have investigated the EPs in GSAs. The position of EPs can be tuned by chemical 
potential and incident wavelength. The loop property of EPs makes the arrays quite proper for sensor and 
may find applications in mode conversion. 
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Abstract-Surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) propagation in graphene sheet array (GSA) consisting 

of periodic arrays of spatially separated graphene sheets is investigated. The Talbot effect of SPPs 

is realized in the GSA when the incident field has a few selected periods. The Talbot distance 

increases exponentially with the array period. Bloch oscillations can also be observed in GSAs as 

the chemical potential of graphene undergoes a lateral gradient. By varying the lateral distribution 

of chemical potentials, we demonstrate the SPP beam routing effects in the GSAs. The same effects 

can also be realized by varying the interlayer spaces of graphene. The GSA should be a promising 

platform to manipulate SPPs on deep subwavelength scale. 

 

Surface plasmon polaritons (SPP) can be supported in graphene as the photon energy of incident light is less 

than twice the Fermi level. When the graphene sheets are periodically stacked to form a waveguide array, the 

SPP Bloch mode can be existed in the graphene sheet array (GSA). Different from traditional dielectric and 

metallic waveguide arrays, SPPs in GSAs manifest unique diffraction behaviors. For example, as the interlayer 

space between graphene in the GSA is less than a critical value, there might be a Dirac point in the Brillouin 

zone center, where the SPPs experience diffraction free propagation and beaming splitting effect [1].  

d= 60 nmN = 2

d= 70 nm

d= 90 nm

N = 3

{…1-1,1,-1…}

{…1,0,0,1,0,0,1…}

      

Figure 1. Left: Talbot effect of SPPs in GSAs. N denotes the incident field period in the unit of the array period d. Right: 

Bloch oscillations of SPPs in GSAs for different gradient of the inverse of chemical potential.  

 We firstly investigate the Talbot effect in the GSAs when SPPs between graphene experience weak coupling. 

The Talbot effect occurs only when the incident field has a pattern with a few selected periods, as shown in the 

left side of Fig 1. The Talbot distance is found to decrease exponentially with the decreasing period of the GSA 

and can be as small as 1/20 of the incident wavelength. By increasing the chemical potential of graphene, the 

Talbot distance can be further reduced [2]. On the other hand, the spatial plasmonic Bloch oscillations (BOs) can 
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also demonstrated in the GSAs by changing the chemical potentials of the graphene sheets [3]. The BOs occur 

when the SPPs reach the edge of the GSA and Brillouin zone edge at the same time. The period of BOs increases 

as the variation gradient of the chemical potential of the GSA decreases, as shown in the right side of Fig.1. The 

plasmonic BOs may find potential applications in graphene-based routing and switching devices on 

deep-subwavelength scale. 

 We also generally study the routing effect of SPPs in aperiodic GSAs, which are constructed by varying 

either the interlayer spaces between graphene or the individual graphene chemical potentials [4]. The SPP beams 

experience deep-subwavelength, low-loss, and diffraction-free propagation and can be accelerated or decelerated 

in the a-GSAs, resulting in beam routing in different paths, as shown in Fig. 2. The wave fronts of the beams are 

always parallel to the propagation direction, allowing the generation of transverse radiation pressure.  

  

Figure 2. Left: The field distribution of SPPs propagating the aperiodic GSAs as the beam is accelerated (a) and 

decelerated (b). The insets show the structure of the aperiodic GSAs. Right: Intensity of SPPs in the aperiodic GSAs.  

In conclusion, we investigate the Talbot self-imaging, Bloch oscillation, and beam routing effects of SPPs in 

GSAs. The Talbot effect can be observed in the weakly coupled GSAs. The Bloch oscillations and beam routing 

effects are realized in aperiodic GSAs constructed by varying either the interlayer spaces between graphene or 

the individual graphene chemical potentials. The GSA could be a promising platform to manipulate SPPs and 

find great applications in optical imaging, signal processing, and switches. 
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Abstract-We have developed a self-consistent electromagnetic theory of the link between 

light-matter interactions and optical resonances. The theory that relies on the concept of 

quasinormal modes is capable of accurately handling any photonic or plasmonic nanoresonator. We 

have used the modal formalism to analyze the mechanisms of spontaneous emission in plasmonic 

nanoantennas and to unravel the interplay between the decay into the antenna mode and the 

quenching. We provide guidelines to design plasmonic nanoantennas able to overcome quenching. 
 

 

The development of micro- and nanotechnologies has recently opened a wide range of possibilities for 

controlling light at the wavelength scale or below. A fine control of the light (emission, transport and detection) 

in small volumes is at the heart of various applications, such as high performance sensors, light focusing below 

the diffraction limit, nanolasers, solid-state single-photons sources, or photovoltaic devices. Most of these 

applications rely on the use of localized optical resonances supported by photonic or plasmonic micro and 

nanoresonators.  

In recent years, numerous works have been devoted to plasmonic nanoantennas because of their ability to 

provide extremely large field exaltations associated to nanoscale confinement volumes. In the context of 

spontaneous emission, these properties lead to huge enhancement factors. Unfortunately, very large 

enhancement factors usually correspond to emitters located only a few nanometers away from a metal surface. 

As a consequence, quenching through non-radiative energy transfer to the nearby metal constitutes the dominant 

relaxation process [1,2]. The resulting radiative efficiency is low and it is thus often thought that extremely large 

spontaneous decay rates in plasmonic nanoantennas are not of practical interest.  

However, recent experimental demonstrations have shown that it is possible to obtain large enhancement 

factors (typically above 1000) with non-negligible radiative efficiencies (a few tenths of percent) [3,4]. These 

works have used a particular type of antenna geometry based on a nanogap between two metals. Very recently, a 

theoretical work has provided an explanation of these unexpectedly large radiative efficiencies in nanogap 

emitting devices [5]. 

 

We have developed a self-consistent electromagnetic theory that is able to unravel the interplay between the 

decay into the antenna mode and the quenching. The theory that is valid for any plasmonic nanoantenna relies on 

a modal formalism recently developed for photonic and plasmonic nanoresonators [6]. In particular, we show 

that overcoming the quenching is possible in different types of metallo-dielectric nanoantennas, not only in 

nanogap devices. We provide guidelines to design plasmonic nanoantennas that are able to overcome quenching 

and provide large spontaneous decay rate and large radiative efficiencies.  
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Abstract- Nanoantennas, analogues of microwave and radiowave antennas at optical frequencies, 

have become a subject of great interest in recent years. Here we review our recent work on both 

plasmonic and dielectric nanoantennas. Different designs such as nanohorns, patch dimers and 

stair-like configurations are presented. In particular, we discuss how to control and functionalize the 

far-field radiation characteristics of these nanoantennas and nanoantenna-quantum-emitter coupled 

systems. These studies are expected to open new avenues for integrated photonic circuitry and 

optical wireless communications. 

The widespread use of microwave and radiowave antennas could be found in almost all areas of modern 

technology, playing indispensable roles in our daily life. In particular, they function as the most efficient and 

essential components in various types of wireless communications, ranging from satellite communications to 

cellphones. Their optical counterparts, however, are still in its infancy in spite of intensive studies over the last 

decade [1]. Here we summarize our recent work on nanoantennas [2-6] and explore their potential in broadband 

optical wireless communications and integrated photonic nanocircuits. 

1. On-chip nanoantennas for broadband nanophotonics wireless communication 
Here we propose an on-chip plasmonic horn nanoantennas, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a). Different from most of 

nanoantennas that based on plasmonic resonances with narrow bandwidths, the presented horn nanoantennas are 

non-resonant type and could provide a natural impedance matching between localized plasmon modes and the 

free-space radiation. With a high coupling efficiency of 95%, the horn nanoantenna could also exhibit a high 

directivity of more than 20 [2, 3], which makes it a very promising building block for efficient wireless 

nanolinks. As depicted in Fig.1 (b) and (c), the horn-based nanolink shows a remarkably more pronounced 

power transmission than that of an optimized dipole-based nanolink with a 100-fold enhancement. More 

importantly, the horn-based nanolink even possesses an ultra-broad bandwidth that can cover the entire 

telecommunication range of more than 600 nm with nearly constant transmission characteristics.  

 

Figure 1. (a) The schematic diagram of the plasmonic horn nanoantenna (b) The electric-field distributions of wireless nanolinks using 

optimized horn and dipole nanoantennas at O = 1550 nm (c) Spectral power transmission of horn-based (red) and dipole-based (blue) 

nanolinks at distance d = 50 μm. 



2. Directional Control of far-field radiation using plasmonic and Mie resonances of nanoantennas 
In addition to the obtained high directivity and broad bandwidth, directional control of far-field radiation is also 

of central importance for many applications such as integrated optical circuitry and quantum communications. 

By exploiting plasmonic resonances of anisotropic nanodimers, we can achieve a linear-to-circular polarization 

conversion with an oblique directional radiation, making the nanoantenna-based devices an efficient 

background-free quarter-wave plate [4]. 

 
Figure 2. (a) Background-free quarter-wave plate based on anisotropic plasmonic nanodimers (b) Frequency-dependent directional 

scattering of silicon stair-like nanoantennas (c) All-dielectric patch nanoantennas and rotated unidirectional scattering from a quantum 

emitter. 

Given the high intrinsic loss of metals involved in plasmonic regime, dielectric nanoantennas which are nearly 

lossless and could support both strong electric and magnetic responses are becoming a noteworthy and 

encouraging alternative. Here we realize frequency-dependent beam steering by introducing symmetry-breaking 

in silicon cubic nanoantennas and apply multipolar decomposition method to interpret the phenomenon, as 

illustrated in Fig. 2(b) [5]. Besides, we also investigate how to directionally control the radiation from a quantum 

emitter using electric and magnetic resonances of dielectric patch nanoantennas. The results clearly show that we 

can not only enhance but also rotate the far-field radiation of such an antenna-emitter coupled system. The 

underlying physics is also fully revealed by a semi-analytical equivalent model [6]. 
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Abstract- We designed, fabricated and experimentally characterized a Weyl photonic crystal with 

both single and double Weyl points. Nontrivial 2D bulk band gaps for fixed kz and Weyl points 

were confirmed by angle-resolved transmission spectra. The robustness of the associated surface 

states against kz-preserved scattering was experimentally observed. In addition, we propose a 

pseudospin-polarized waveguide without using bulk materials. Wave propagation in the waveguide 

is robust against deformations that do not induce spin flip, which were experimentally observed. 

The analogues of 2D quantum Hall effect and quantum spin Hall effect have been proposed and realized in 

various kinds of classical wave systems. In our previous work1, we create an effective gauge flux for acoustic 

waves in a reduced two-dimensional system by engineering interlayer couplings, achieving an acoustic analogue 

of the Haldane model. We showed that the synthetic gauge flux is closely related to the existence of Weyl points 

in the three-dimensional band structure and the system supports chiral edge states for fixed values of kz.  

In the first part of this talk, we extend this idea to electromagnetic wave systems2. We designed and 

fabricated a Weyl photonic crystal by introducing chiral interlayer coupling in microwave regime. Nontrivial 2D 

bulk band gap for fixed kz and Weyl point were confirmed by angle-resolved transmission spectra. Owing to the 

topological charge of Weyl points, the surface between Weyl photonic crystal and perfect metal (trivial gap 

material) supports kz-preserved robust surface state which is guaranteed by bulk-surface correspondence. To 

demonstrate the robustness against kz-preserving scattering, we fabricated two kinds of defects, as shown in  

Fig. 1a and 1b. The measured transmissions are illustrated in Fig. 1c and 1d, where black or colored curves 

correspond to the sample without or with defect. In the frequency region of nontrivial band gap (highlighted by 

light cyan box), no obvious reflection were introduced by both kinds of defects. 

 
Figures 1. Robust surface states between Weyl photonic crystal and PEC. For a fixed nonzero kz, the 

surface only supports surface states in one direction. Hence the surface states are robust against scattering that 



preserves kz. a. Photograph of the sample when 4 PEC rods (highlighted by black circles) near the surface are 

removed. b. Photograph of the sample with a PEC bar inserted into the crystal. c, d. The measured transmission 

spectra for two kinds of defect when the incident angle 𝜃=35° (𝑘𝑧=0.2581𝜋/𝑑 for 12.5GHz).   

In the second part, we propose a pseudospin-polarized waveguide without using bulk materials3. Wave 

propagation in the waveguide is robust against deformations that do not induce spin flip. On the basis of our 

spin-polarized waveguide, a broadband field concentrator was designed and realized experimentally. The 

realization of pseudospin transport simply by imposing boundary conditions has the obvious advantages of using 

less bulk material and being less lossy as the wave is guided in air. 

 
Figures 2. Concept of pseudospin-filtered waveguide. a. Cross-sectional view of a square waveguide with 

PEC and PMC boundaries. b. Waveguide dispersion. Only two TEM modes are allowed below the cutoff 

frequency of a spin-degenerate high order waveguide mode. The forward mode propagating along the +𝑥 

direction is pseudospin-up polarized while the backward mode is pseudospin-down polarized (see the eigenfield 

in left inset). The square waveguide is hence a spin-filtered channel. Its transport is robust against backscattering 

unless the scatterer or deformation flips the pseudospin. c. Geometry of a deformed waveguide. EM wave with 

45°-tilted polarization enters the bottom of the deformed waveguide, which consists of a square waveguide 

successively connected to an S-shaped bend, another square waveguide with very small (1/25) cross section and 

a star-shaped waveguide. As the ( , , ) ( , , )x y z x y zH P �  symmetry is preserved despite these deformations, 

the spin-up mode and the spin-down mode are decoupled, and no backscattering can occur. d. Ez field pattern in 

the deformed waveguide normalized by the incident field amplitude. 
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Abstract—
We propose a method to produce synthetic dimensions in arrays of multi-mode ring-resonators.
This method allows one to use d-dimensional arrays of resonators to simulate (d+1)-dimensional
lattice models with synthetic magnetic fields. Applying the method to one-dimensional array of
resonators, we show that such a structure can be used as an optical isolator. Applying the method
to three-dimensional lattices of resonators, we show that the system exhibits the four-dimensional
quantum Hall e�ect.

Recent advances in the study of multi-mode ring-resonator arrays have spurred the development
of topological lattice models with photons with potential applications in integrated photonics. In
this talk, we discuss how one can push the boundary even further by realizing synthetic dimensions
in coupled arrays of ring-resonators [1]. We treat di�erent modes of a ring-resonator as an extra
“synthetic” dimension for photons. Tunneling along the synthetic dimension is implemented via
an external time-dependent modulation of the dielectric constant. By appropriately choosing the
phase of the modulation, one can obtain the complex tunneling phase in the synthetic dimension,
which allows one to simulate the e�ect of a “magnetic” field for photons. We present how this
approach can be used to generate a variety of topologically nontrivial lattices.

In particular, we show how a 1D chain of resonators can be used to simulate physics of a
2D lattice with a perpendicular magnetic field. Such a 2D lattice model, known as the Harper-
Hofstdter model, is topologically nontrivial and exhibits topologically protected chiral edge states
in appropriate frequency ranges. We show that, making a particular mode of resonators very lossy,
one can e�ectively engineer an edge in the synthetic 2D lattice through the Zeno e�ect. We discuss
that, making use of the chiral edge states at the e�ective edge, such a 1D chain can be used as an
optical isolator.

Furthermore, we show that a 3D lattice of resonators can be used to simulate a 4D lattice with
magnetic fields, which exhibits the 4D quantum Hall e�ect. In the 4D quantum Hall system, the
Hall current in response to the external perturbative electric and magnetic fields is proportional
to the 4D topological invariant known as the second Chern number. We show that it is possible
to estimate the second Chern number in photonic systems with drive and dissipation, where the
information of the Hall current is embedded in the steady-state distribution of photons.
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Abstract- We show that the TE-TM splitting of planar cavities leads to a special type of spin-orbit 

coupling for patterned cavities. Under an applied magnetic field, polariton graphene behaves as a Z 

topological insulator with chiral surface states, which can be evidenced by direct resonant 

excitation. In zigzag chains of pillar cavities, this coupling brings about the topological edge states 

and stable dark-bright solitons, allowing to study the Kibble-Zurek mechanism in condensation. 
 

Exciton polaritons – the quasiparticles formed from the strong coupling of a quantum well exciton and a 

cavity photon in planar microcavities – are a subject of active research since the demonstration of their 

Bose-Einstein condensation in 2006 [1]. Their most important properties include light effective mass, two spin 

projections, and strong spin-anisotropic interactions. They can be created by non-resonant excitation, allowing to 

study condensation, or by quasi-resonant excitation, allowing to precisely control the wavefunction, which can 

then be fully analyzed by studying the photons decaying from the cavity. 

The main origin of the spin-orbit coupling for polaritons is the TE-TM splitting, arising from the difference 

in the reflection coefficients of the cavity for TE and TM polarizations, which is enhanced by a difference in the 

exciton-photon coupling. The TE-TM splitting is at the origin of the Optical Spin Hall effect [2,3,4], consisting 

in the spatial separation of opposite spin projections. 

Polaritons can be confined in an in-plane potential, engineered by patterning the microcavity or by other 

means [5-7]. The TE-TM splitting is usually enhanced by the in-plane confinement and the strain. Recent 

structures include a polariton benzene molecule (6 coupled pillars) [8] and, finally, polariton graphene [9]: a 

large hexagonal array of overlapping pillar cavities etched from a larger planar cavity. The presence of the 

spin-orbit coupling was experimentally and theoretically demonstrated by its dramatic effects in the benzene 

molecule, while the polariton graphene was proven to have a band structure similar to that of the electronic 

graphene, including the Dirac points. The major difference with the electronic graphene arises from the original 

type of the spin-orbit coupling in polariton graphene. Unlike the well-known Rashba or Dresselhaus fields, or the 

Kane-Mele term acting as an out-of-plane magnetic field in monolayer graphene [10], the TE-TM splitting 

presents a double rotation, with the direction of the field rotating twice faster than the polar angle. 

In our recent works, we have shown that the TE-TM effective field leads to a strong modification of the 

band structure of polariton graphene [11], including the trigonal warping. In presence of a magnetic field, the 

polariton graphene becomes a Z topological insulator [12], with integer band Chern numbers equal ±2. The 

bulk-to-boundary correspondence predicts the existence of chiral states on the surface of such insulator, which 

we have demonstrated, confirming their one-way nature and their topological protection from backscattering. 

Such states can be used for an optical non-return valve, isolating the inputs and the outputs of logical devices. 

In a 1D zigzag chain of overlapping pillar cavities, the spin-orbit coupling means basically a difference 

between the tunneling coefficients through neighboring junctions for a given polarization, equivalent to the 

dimerization of the chain, with corresponding consequences, such as the splitting of a single band into two 
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topologically distinct ones [13], the existence of a topological invariant (the Zak phase [14]) characterizing these 

bands, and the associated topologically protected edge states, whose polarization depends on the parity of the 

chain. They can be evidenced via polariton condensation under focused pumping, because of their localized 

nature. 

Dimer chains can support dimerization domains separated by domain walls – the Su-Schrieffer-Heeger 

solitons [15]. For polaritons, such domains are characterized by orthogonal polarization, and the domains walls 

are the dark-bright solitons, whose stability is provided by topological protection. This should allow to observe 

them in CW experiments, contrary to the usual dark solitons or half-solitons, which require single-shot 

experiments. Such feature is very useful for the study of universal scaling of the density of the solitons formed 

via the Kibble-Zurek mechanism during the condensation under homogeneous pumping [16]. Numerical 

simulations confirm our analytical predictions for the scaling exponent of 1/4. 
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Abstract - We present a study of topological properties of dielectric Fibonacci quasicrystals. Chern 

numbers which label the dense set of spectral gaps correspond to an underlying palindromic 

symmetry. These spectral topological features are related to the two independent phases of the 

scattering matrix. Conveniently designed gap modes allow to directly measure these Chern numbers 

via spectroscopy. Existing experimental realizations will be addressed, and results will be shown 

which extend beyond the dielectric Fibonacci sequence.   

 

Topology plays an important role in many topics in physics by providing a general classification of some 

physical phenomena in terms of a small number of topological invariants. These numbers appear to be 

ubiquitous in modern physics and particularly in condensed matter. Chern topological numbers, for instance, are 

instrumental to understand the Hall conductance in quantum Hall effects, anomalies in Dirac systems and 

topological insulators. This correspondence has also motivated the study of topological aspects of quasicrystals 

[1, 2]. For example, in substitution rules based quasicrystals, Chern integers label the dense set of gaps in the 

energy (frequency) spectrum through the gap labeling theorem [1], leading to a large number of topological 

invariants, uncommon phenomenon in most natural physical systems. For the Fibonacci test-case, these numbers 

show up as [1]  

 
where N is the normalized integrated density of states, W is the golden mean, and {p,q} are integers (see Figure 

1a). However, for quasicrystals such as the Fibonacci chain, the physical origin underlying the existence of 

Chern numbers has not yet been identified in the most basic terms as the winding of a phase with respect to some 

field variable. 

 The current work [3] has addressed this point and has proposed new expressions and possible 

measurements of Chern numbers using the scattering approach. The unitary scattering matrix has been shown to 

consist of two independent phases. The first phase is the well-known total phase shift describing bulk spectral 

properties. The second phase is a newly defined chiral phase sensitive to the asymmetry of a finite quasicrystal. 

The chiral phase has been shown to have an integer winding number with respect to a structural degree of 

freedom called the modulation phase shift. This modulation phase shift, also known as a phason, has been shown 

to drive a cycle of structural palindromic symmetry (see Figure 1b). The winding of the chiral phase with respect 

to the modulation phase shift has been shown to be identical to Chern integers of the gap labeling theorem 

calculable through the total phase shift. A structural scheme to induce edge states, sensitive to the chiral phase, 

has been proposed as a spectroscopic measurement of Chern numbers (see Figure 1b). We shall present results 

for the specific case of Fibonacci chains, but we will stress their generality. Experimental progress on the 

measurement of the topological invariants and prospects will be also addressed [4,5]. 



 
Figure 1: (a) Normalized integrated density of modes (IDOS) as a function of wavenumber for a 

dielectric Fibonacci chain. The location of 8 selected gaps using their topological numbers [p,q] are 

indicated in accordance to (1). (b) The corresponding gap modes relative spectral position within the 

gap as a function of the modulation phase shift I, and compared to the palindromic symmetry 

parameter η(I) (top). 
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Abstract- By using metamaterials to mimic a pseudo gauge field and pseudo magnetic field to bend 
light, we can achieve optical spin Hall effect, one-way topological edge states, which will be useful 
in spin-dependent and spoof-magneto optics. In this talk, we will discuss the underlying 
metamaterial structures to realize such a gauge field. Reduced parameter approximation is 
established as a useful tool to simplify experiments without employing magnetic responses.  

 

Conventional optical media bend light by changing the sizes and the shapes of the dispersion surfaces. We have 
recently introduced a gauge-field approach [1-4] by shifting the centers of the dispersion surfaces instead [5, 6]. 
The associated pseudo magnetic force, with opposite signs for the two pseudo-spins, can then be used to bend 
light into cyclotron-like motion. Optical spin Hall effect and one-way topological edge states can be achieved as 
a result of the pseudo magnetic field in the real space. 
 

In this talk, we will discuss the underlying metamaterial structures in order to materialize such a shifting 
of dispersion surface, termed as the gauge field. In its ideal case, it requires generally an anisotropic 
metamaterial with dedicated balance of electric and magnetic responses. For a metamaterial in realizing a gauge 

field 𝐴 = 𝐴𝑦�̂�, with associated pseudo magnetic field �⃗⃗� = ∇ × 𝐴, we need an effective medium, in 𝑥 − 𝑦 − 𝑧 

components, of the following form: 

 𝜖 = (
𝜖1 0 𝐴𝑦
0 𝜖2 0
𝐴𝑦 0 𝜖3

) , 𝜇 = 𝜂2 (
𝜖1 0 −𝐴𝑦
0 𝜖2 0

−𝐴𝑦 0 𝜖3
). (1) 

To realize such a gauge field medium for two dimensional in-plane wave propagation, one of the principal axes 
of the medium and the associated metamaterial structures has to be tilted away from the vertical z-axis by 45 
degrees. Figure 1(a) shows a design to fulfil the above form of effective medium with 𝜖1 = 𝜖3 = 1.33, 𝜖2 =
1/𝜂2 = 1.19 at a frequency around 6.7GHz. It consists of a split-ring to get the magnetic response with an 
electric bar-resonator as a tuning for the detail balance. The associated split dispersion surfaces are plotted in 
Fig. 1(b) with a splitting of magnitude given by the gauge field 𝐴𝑦 = 0.13. 

To facilitate experimental realizations, we will further develop the so-called reduced parameter 
approximation on the material parameters so that only the shapes and locations of the shifted dispersion surfaces 
rather than the impedances are realized, in a similar spirit to transformation optics where an invisibility cloak can 
be experimentally realized with electric-only or magnetic-only responses. In our case, metamaterials with only 
electric responses can be designed to realize the gauge field. The associated effective medium can now be 
written as 

 𝜖 = (
𝜖1 0 𝜖13
0 𝜖2 0
𝜖13 0 𝜖3

) , 𝜇 = 1. (2) 



            

As an example, Fig. 2(a) shows the metamaterial design composed of a two-level fractal structure in each unit 
cell. It only has electric response on the 𝑥 − 𝑧 plane while the magnetic response is neglible. In this case, the 
associated dispersion surface is plotted in Fig. 2(b). It is approximated very well by two elliptical dispersion 
surfaces with a splitting of 𝐴𝑦 ≅ 0.4. With such a gauge field, we also discuss different spin-dependent optical 
devices based on the concept of gauge field. We will also extend the framework of transformation optics. 
Invisibility cloaks and transformation optical devices with unidirectional propagation characteristics can be 
designed as examples. 

  
Figure 1 (a) A unit cell of tiled anisotropic metamaterial structure with detailed balance of electric and 
magnetic responses to achieve an ideal gauge field. The unit cell is repeated in all three directions. (b) The 
associated dispersion surface with gauge field 𝐴𝑦 = 0.14. 

 

  

Figure 2 (a) Tilted metamaterial with electric-only responses to achieve an approximated gauge field. (b) The 
associated elliptic dispersion surfaces with splitting 𝐴𝑦 ≅ 0.4 in the y-direction in the reciprocal space. 
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Abstract: We have designed a high quality factor cavity that is based on a bound state in the 
continuum at a metasurface and harnessed its properties to demonstrate a novel type of surface 
emitting laser. We have experimentally demonstrated lasing action in this compact nanophotonic 
laser at room temperature and for a very low threshold power. 

 
1. Introduction 

In 1929, von Neumann and Wigner showed that Schrödinger’s equation can have, somewhat surprisingly, bound 
states above the continuum threshold [1]. These bound states represent the limiting case of quasi-bound states with 
an infinite lifetime, i.e., resonances that do not decay. It was recently realized that bound states in the continuum 
(BICs) are intrinsically a wave phenomenon and are thus not restricted to quantum mechanics. Since then, they have 
been shown to occur in many different fields of wave physics such as acoustics and photonics [2,3]. 

In photonics’ terminology, BICs are eigenmodes of an open system with an infinite radiation quality factor, Qrad. 
To take advantage of this unique property to design high quality resonant cavities, most investigations have focused 
on dielectric structures that, unlike their plasmonic counterparts, are not limited by their material quality factor, Qmat 
[3-5]. To investigate the properties of BICs, various platforms have been used such as 1D gratings [3], waveguide 
arrays [4], and 2D photonic crystal slabs [5].  

In this contribution, we have designed a high quality cavity based on a BIC and harnessed its novel properties to 
achieve a compact low-threshold nanophotonic laser. 

2.  Laser Design 
Our design consists of a 2D suspended array of nanoresonators (membrane). The membrane itself is composed of a 
square lattice of cylinders interconnected by a network of bridges as shown in the inset of Figure 1. This membrane 
contains epitaxially grown layers of InGaAsP which include quantum wells specially designed to operate around 
telecommunication wavelengths (λ=1550 nm). Figure 1 shows the evolution of the total quality factor for the BIC 
eigenmode in an infinite array with varying cylinder radius and for different Qmat. 

 
Figure 1: (inset) scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of a finite 20x20 photonic crystal membrane; evolution of the total quality 

factor of the BIC eigenmode in an infinite array with varying radius for different material quality factors (Qmat=1/tanδ) 



Propagating and evanescent plane waves in the air surrounding the medium (top and bottom) can be interpreted 
as open and closed decay channels, respectively. Since we consider a subwavelength periodic structure, there is only 
one open decay channel. In a nutshell, the periodic nature of the slab couples all decay channels and as a result BICs 
arise due to destructive interferences, which can only occur for specific coupling values [6]. 

Our nanoresonators array surface emitting laser relies on a BIC, which is a very different mechanism than those 
previously demonstrated in band edge PCSELs [7]. Previously, eigenmodes that are symmetry-mismatched to free 
space were used for their high Qrad with the drawback that this only happens at a single point in k-space. In our 
design, we achieve a high Qrad in a much larger region of k-space thus enabling low-threshold, compact lasers [8]. 

3.  Experimental Demonstration 
To demonstrate lasing action, we optically pump our membrane at room temperature with a pulsed laser (λpump=1064 
nm, 12 ns pulse at 300 kHz repetition rate) and record the photoluminescence emission. At low powers, we observe 
a spectrally broad emission continuum. At higher powers, we observe a drastic narrowing of the emission spectrum, 
i.e., only a narrow peak with a linewidth below 1 nm remains at 1600 nm. Figure 2(a) shows the evolution of output 
power as a function of both input power and wavelength. We observe lasing action at room temperature with a 
threshold of only 100 μW. Figure 2(b) shows the evolution of output power as a function of input power at the 
lasing wavelength with a clear threshold behavior. 

 
Figure 2: (a) evolution of the output power as a function of both the input power (μW) and wavelength (nm); (b) corresponding light-

light curve at 1550 nm indicating clear threshold behavior. 

Moreover, we have fabricated a series of samples with varying radius to demonstrate the BIC nature of our laser. We 
have observed a conclusive trend of decreasing laser threshold as the radius approaches the BIC point (r=540 nm). 

4.  Conclusion 
We have demonstrated for the first time lasing action in a BIC-based cavity. We have achieved this result with an 
ensemble of dielectric resonators platform that is compatible with electrical pumping. Lasing action was observed at 
room temperature in a compact array with a footprint of only 24x24 μm2. Furthermore, this work pave the way for 
future investigation into the intriguing topological properties of BICs. 
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Abstract-We discuss nonlinear topological states of light in the quantum and classical regimes. As two 

main examples, we consider (i) zero-dimensional quantum edge states of photon pairs in the chains of 

quantum microcavities and (ii) topological phases in the arrays of  bianisotropic scatterers, 

induced by the optomechanical configurational nonlinearity. 

The concept of topological states has recently propagated from the domain of solid states physics into optics, 

mechanics and acoustics. Electromagnetic disorder-robust topological states have been experimentally 

demonstrated from optical to microwave spectral domains using both plasmonic and dielectric  structures. Yet, 

so far all the studies have been focused on the regime of linear classical optics. The concept of nonlinear 

topological states remains mainly unexplored, neither theoretically nor experimentally. Its understanding has 

fundamental importance and would open the pathway for nonlinear control and tuning of scattering-immune 

electromagnetic waves. 

Here, we examine two models of the effect of interaction on the topological edge states in the quantum and 

classical regimes. First, we consider the chains of tunneling-coupled resonant quantum microcavities described by 

the generalized Bose-Hubbard model with the photon-photon repulsion. The simple Bose-Hubbard chain 

A-A-A… possesses bound states of quanta pairs, that have been experimentally realized in optical lattices.  We 

focus on the states of photon pairs localized at the edges of the binary A-A=A-A=A-A=A… chain, where the 

tunneling constants assume of the two values. The single-photon excitations in this system are described by the 

Su-Schrieffer-Heeger model, being the simplest example showing the topological states. We develop a general 

Green function approach to calculate the eigenstates and the scattering coefficients of the photons pairs [1]. Our 

results indicate that the spectrum of the two-photon excitations is much richer than in the one-photon model. 

Depending on the tunneling constants and the nonlinearity strength the spectrum includes a complex mixture of 

various kinds of states where none, one, or both photons are localized at the edge. We  show that the bound 

two-photon edge states can emerge for arbitrary weak nonlinear interaction strength.  

Second, we examine the effect of interaction on the spectrum of the two-dimensional topological 

metamaterial with bianisotropic scatterers, introduced in Ref. [2]. We consider the model, where the bianisotropy 

is induced by the spontaneous symmetry breaking through the configurational optomechanical nonlinearity. 

Edge propagation and scattering of classical waves in this regime is studied numerically and analytically. 
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Abstract- We show that it is possible to have topological transport in a two-dimensional photonic 

quasicrystal. Hence, these lattices have unidirectional edgestates that are topologically protected 

against backscattering as they pass through defects or around corners. We find that the fractal-like 

spectrum of the quasicrystal is endowed with topological band gaps at all energy scales manifesting 

an entirely new physics phenomenon. These new fractal topological aspects lay the groundwork for 

new conceptual ideas involving topological phases in quasicrystals. 

 

Topological insulators are materials that insulate in their bulk, but allow extremely robust flow of 

current on their surfaces [1]. In two dimensions, they possess one-way edge currents that that are immune 

to scattering and imperfections. Recently, the ongoing theoretical effort to realize topological insulation 

and protection in optics [2-6] culminated in the first experimental observation of photonic topological 

insulators in optics [7], as demonstrated in a honeycomb array of evanescently coupled helical waveguides. 

This effect was also demonstrated in a silicon-chip platform using a lattice of coupled ring resonators [8]. 

Introducing topological protection into photonics not only brings technology closer to employing the 

unique properties of topological phases in real applications but also provides an entirely new platform for 

probing and understanding topological protection.  

Quasicrystals are unique structures with long-range order but no periodicity. They constitute an 

intermediate phase between crystals and disordered media, because the modes of a quasicrystal are 

neither extended throughout the whole lattice nor localized. Moreover, the energy spectrum of these 

modes is fractal-like. In principle, a topological phase with zero magnetic field is not expected in a 

two-dimensional or a three-dimensional QC. This because topological insulators must have at least one 

extended unidirectional edge state, whereas the eigenstates of QCs exhibit a power-law self-similar 

(fractal-like) decay and are generally stationary (“immobile” Anderson states in a random potential). 

Figure 1. (Left) Sketch of the photonic Floquet quasicrystal formed by introducing a helical waveguide in each vertex of a Penrose tiling. 

(Right) Topological edge states for increasing size of the quasicrystal. The energy flow is always unidirectional as indicated by the blue lines.  
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Here, we show that a two-dimensional photonic quasicrystal have a topological insulating phase that 

exhibit one-way extended edge states that are topologically protected against backscattering as they pass 

through defects or around corners. These topologically protected (scatter-free) edge states are extended 

along the system’s perimeter and have unidirectional energy flow (see Fig. 1); contrary to the states of a 

general QC system, which have power-law decay and are stationary. 

Our specific model is a photonic quasicrystal created by a Penrose lattice of helical optical waveguides 

(depicted in Fig. 1). We demonstrate the existence of this topological phase both by using a discrete 

topological index, i.e., the Bott index [10], and also by studying the topologically protected dynamics 

(robust unidirectional transport) of the gapless edge states. Importantly, we find an entirely new 

phenomenon: the fractal-like spectrum of the quasicrystal is endowed with topological band gaps at all 

energy scales, hence new topological gaps appear as the system size increases. Hence, the quasicrystal 

topological structure emerges as a function of the system size, in contrary to periodic systems where the 

topological phase can be completely characterized using its unit cell. 

We expect this new topological quasicrystal phase to be universally applicable to a variety of 

quasicrystalline structural variants, including those with higher-order noncrystallographic rotational 

symmetries. The fractal topological aspects discovered in this study lay the groundwork for new 

conceptual ideas involving topological phases in quasicrystals. 

 

The research leading to these results has received funding from the European Union’s – Seventh 

Framework Programme (FP7/2007-2013) under grant agreement n◦ 629114 MC–Structured Light.  
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Two-dimensional topological photonic crystals
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Abstract
We propose a design for photonic crystals with topolog-

ical properties. Both Finite-difference-time-domain simu-
lations and tight-binding model show topological protection
as controllable directional light propagation with circularly-
polarized dipole excitations and backscattering-free propa-
gation around sharp corners.

Topological phenomena such as chiral edge states have
been extensively studied in condensed matter systems [1],
and recently analogous phenomena have been studied in
photonic systems [2, 3]: with microwaves [4], near-infrared
light in silicon [5] and visible light in fused silica [6].
One reason topologically-protected edge states are inter-
esting is that they allow backscattering-free propagation of
light which can reduce loss due to disorder in photonic
integrated circuits. We propose a new design for dielec-
tric slab nanophotonic crystals which possess topological
edge states that can be integrated with nonlinear quantum
emitters such as color centers and quantum dots and could
be used for robust on-chip quantum information process-
ing [7] and quantum simulation of fractional quantum Hall
states [8, 9].

Prior theoretical works have shown that two-
dimensional electromagnetic systems with a honeycomb-
lattice-like structure could give rise to non-trivial helical
topological properties [10]. Here, we propose and ana-
lyze a two-dimensional photonic crystal with nanoscale
triangular holes which possess non-trivial topological
properties. Such an architecture is suitable for photonic
integrated systems where dielectric materials such as
gallium arsenide, silicon and diamond, can be integrated
with quantum emitters, such as diamond color centers [11]
and quantum dots [12].

Our structure is based on a honeycomb lattice of equi-
lateral triangular holes, shown in Fig. 1(a). This photonic
crystal can be considered a triangular lattice of hexago-
nal cells each consisting of six triangular holes. This lat-
tice could be also considered as honeycomb lattice with
R = a0/3, where a0 is the spacing between the cells and
R is the distance from the center of the hexagonal cell to
the centroid of the triangular holes. Finite-difference-time-
domain simulations show a Dirac cone at the � point in the
band structure for TE modes, shown in Fig. 1(c). By shrink-
ing (R < a0/3; Fig. 1(b)) and expanding (R > a0/3; Fig.
1(d)) the cells, a gap can be opened at the � point, indicating
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Figure 1: Design of triangular photonic crystal with equilat-
eral triangular holes and the corresponding TE mode band
structures. (a) The lattice of triangular holes can be con-
sidered as a triangular lattice of hexagonal cells each com-
posed of six triangles, outlined by white dotted lines. The
parameters a0 is the lattice constant of the triangular lattice
and R is the distance from the center of a cell to the centroid
of a triangular hole of the cell. When R = a0/3, the system
is exactly a honeycomb lattice with a Dirac cone. (b) Band
structure when R = 0.95⇥ a0/3. Inset shows the Brillouin
zone. (c) Band structure when R = a0/3. (d) Band struc-
ture when R = 1.05 ⇥ a0/3. There is a Dirac cone in (c),
but a band gap is opened for (b) and (d). The calculations
were performed with a0 = 400 nm and triangular hole edge
lengths of 140 nm in a GaAs structure.



that these modifications can tune the system between differ-
ent band topologies. To verify this, the band structure close
to the Dirac point was analyzed with the Bernevig-Hughes-
Zhang model for the Spin Quantum Hall effect [13], where
it can be seen that the mass term changes sign when the lat-
tice is shrunken/expanded around R = a0/3 and the band
orbitals are inverted. Consequently, the bands acquire non-
zero Chern numbers that are the direct indication of non-
trivial topological properties.
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Figure 2: Topological edge states. (a) TE mode band struc-
ture of a system with one region R < a0/3 and another
R > a0/3. There is a band crossing where formerly there
was a band gap (centered at white dotted line), due to the
different topologies of the two regions. (b) Intensity of an
edge state between the boundary (white dotted line) of two
regions. (c) and (d) correspond to the close up of the time-
averaged Poynting vector of (b), which point left or right
depending on excitation with positive or negative circularly
polarized dipoles, respectively. (e) Intensity of an edge state
around four 90� bends shows there is essentially no scatter-
ing. In (b) and (e) the white scale bar represents 2 µm.

A manifestation of non-trivial topological properties
can be observed by combining two topologically distinct
materials with a common band gap. At the interface re-
gion, a topological helical edge state emerges. Our numer-
ical simulations indicate that this structure gives rise to TE
mode helical edge states. In particular, the band structure
of a system with one region having R < a0/3 and another
region having R > a0/3 shows a band crossing where for-
merly there was a gap, shown in Fig. 2(a). The intensity of
the mode existing in the band crossing region is shown in
Fig. 2(b) and indicates the edge state. Furthermore, there
are two guided modes propagating in opposite directions
(Figs. 2(c) and (d)) which can be controllably excited by
dipoles with positive and negative circular polarization re-
spectively. Sharp bends can be introduced into the system

and still the light propagates without backscattering as in
Fig. 2(e). This would not be possible with photonic crys-
tals whose modes are not topologically protected [14]. In
Fig. 2, simulations with a0 = 400 nm and triangular hole
edge length 140 nm in GaAs, which can be fabricated with
established techniques, give rise to edge states at 949 nm,
which is ideal to interface with Indium Arsenide quantum
dots [12].
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Abstract: We report on pseudospin-mediated phenomena in photonic graphene, including 
topological charge flipping due to selective excitation associated with sublattice and valley 
degrees of freedom, as well as Aharonov-Bohm-like interferences due to deformation of 
honeycomb lattices. 

 
Graphene and associated 2D materials with Dirac cones have attracted tremendous attention in condensed 

matter physics and quantum physics due to their importance in fundamental sciences and applications [1-2]. The 
band gap structure of graphene exhibits six Dirac points in the first Brillouin zone (BZ). At these Dirac points 
(valleys), the energy extrema are degenerated, leading to a new discrete degree of freedom in momentum space 
better named “valley pseudospin”. In addition to the linear dispersion relation, the wavefunction around the Dirac 
cones has a geometrical Berry phase, which gives rise to many unique phenomena in graphene [3-4]. For instance, 
the Berry phase in the two inequivalent valleys is opposite, which has led to valley-dependent phenomena and 
development of new valleytronics-based applications. For such applications, a controllable way to selectively fill or 
deplete valleys to generate valley polarization is desirable, albeit nontrivial. 

 
Photonic graphene - the photonic analog of graphene constructed with waveguide arrays arranged in 

honeycomb geometry [5] - has provided a powerful platform to emulate graphene physics while discovering new 
phenomena that would otherwise be inaccessible in real graphene. In our recent work, we have experimentally 
demonstrated pseudospin-mediated vortex generation due to the sublattice degree of freedom in photonic graphene, 
and observed topological charge flipping when different sublattices are selectively excited in the same valley [6]. In 
this talk, we will discuss pseudospin-mediated phenomena in photonic graphene, including the Aharonov-Bohm-
like interferences arising from the deformation of a photonic graphene lattice. Moreover, we will present our recent 
demonstrations of vortex generation due to the valley degree of freedom when the same sublattice is excited, 
unveiling the topological charge flipping when the two inequivalent valleys are selectively excited. Our results may 
bring about a new way to manipulate the valley degree of freedom in graphene and related artificial graphene 
systems.  

 
In short, we have observed in photonic graphene the vortex generation and topological charge flipping due to 

the pseudospins associated with different degrees of freedom in photonic graphene. Our results may open up a new 
way to manipulate the pseudospin and valley-dependent effects in photonic graphene [7-10]. 
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Abstract-We demonstrate that a Z2 topological photonic state can be achieved in a system made of 

conventional dielectric material, such as silicon. We explore the C6 crystal symmetry to compose 

pseudospin and pseudo time-reversal (TR) symmetry similar to that for electrons. With band 

inversion between photonic bands characterized by opposite parities with respect to spatial inversion, 

nontrivial topology emerges similarly to the quantum spin Hall effect in electronic systems. The 

present topological photonic system has the advantage of easy integration with other electronic 

devices. 

 

We consider a two-dimensional (2D) honeycomb lattice of dielectric cylinders as shown in Fig. 1. The 

electromagnetic wave propagating through the photonic crystal takes the transverse magnetic (TM) mode with 

finite Ez and Hx,y fields. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1: Schematics for the 2D photonic crystal made of dielectric cylinders. 

 

Grouping the cylinders into hexagons formed by six neighboring ones, and squeezing and stretching the separation 

between hexagons with the C6 symmetry preserved, we obtain three photonic crystals as shown in Fig. 2. The 

corresponding photonic bands can be evaluated by solving the Maxwell equations, where the unit cell is taken as 

the one of hexagonal shape including six sites. Two degenerate Dirac cones appear at the Γ point in Fig. 2b for 
honeycomb lattice, due to folding from the well-known Dirac dispersions at K and K' points in the first Brillouin 

zone associated with the primitive rhombic unit cell of two sites. Photonic band gap opens when the honeycomb 

lattice is deformed as seen in Figs. 2a and 2c.  

 

It is interesting to observe that the photonic bands close to the band gap exhibit two-fold degeneracy at the Γ point, 
which originates from the two 2D representations E’ and E’’ of the C6 point group. As a matter of fact, one can 

assign the two states below and above the band gap in Fig. 2a respectively as  

𝑝𝑝± = 1
√2 �𝑝𝑝𝑥𝑥 ± 𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑦𝑦�  ,     𝑑𝑑± = 1

√2 �𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥2−𝑦𝑦2 ± 𝑖𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥𝑦𝑦�               (1)  

in terms of the in-plane distribution of the Ez field, which are nothing but the Mie modes accommodated at an 

isolated hexagon.  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2: Photonic crystals with different lattice constants and the corresponding photonic bands. 

 

We notice that the orbital angular momentum of the p and d orbits plays the role of pseudospin in the present 

photonic system. A pseudo TR operator defined by 𝒯𝒯 = iσ𝑧𝑧𝒦𝒦 with 𝜎𝜎𝑧𝑧 the Pauli matrix and 𝒦𝒦 the complex 

conjugating operator flips the pseudospin in the following way 

𝒯𝒯𝑝𝑝± = ∓𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝∓,     𝒯𝒯𝑑𝑑± = ∓𝑖𝑖𝑑𝑑∓    (2) 

One can then confirm 𝒯𝒯2 = −1, which is the property of TR symmetry of fermionic systems. It is interesting that 

in the present photonic crystal, a fermionic degree of freedom emerges due to the crystal symmetry. 

 

This pseudo TR symmetry leaves an important consequence to the system in Fig. 2c, where a band inversion 

between p and d bands takes place at the Γ point and the two bands mix with each other at finite momenta. It is 
easy to check that two skyrmion textures referring to the weights of p and d orbits appear in pseudospin up and 

down channels. With opposite Berry phases they yield the Z2 topological index.   

 

Calculating a ribbon-shaped photonic crystal given in Fig. 2c surrounded by two pieces of that given in Fig. 2a, 

one can obtain topological edge states with counter propagations of electromagnetic (EM) waves carrying up and 

down pseudospin, which characterizes the helical edge states associated with Z2 topology. We also confirmed that 

the topological edge EM propagation is strong against defects. Since the present topological photonic crystal is 

made of conventional dielectric material such as silicon, does not require application of external magnetic field, 

and can be fabricated easily, it has a great advantage in integration with well-established electronic devices. 

 

This work was supported by the WPI Initiative on Materials Nanoarchitectonics, MEXT of Japan. 
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Abstract - Topologically non-trivial photonic states will be surveyed. Our recent progress on 

Chiral Edge States, Weyl points, and Bound States in Continuum will be presented. Their properties 

and potential applications will be discussed. 
 

In last few years, electronic community has witnessed a large interest in topologically non-trivial states 

because of their novel and unique properties. Similarly, topological states in photonics display an equally diverse 

range of novel and surprising phenomena. For example, many of interesting properties of graphene emerge from 

its Dirac electronic dispersion relation. While Dirac dispersion in graphene is a 2D phenomenon, we present one 

of its 3D analogues in photonics: Weyl points [1]. Weyl points were predicted in 1929 (one year after Dirac 

points), but have not been experimentally observed until 2015 [2]. In addition, we also discuss embedded 

eigenvalues in photonic crystal systems [3], whose robustness can also be understood as emerging from certain 

topological properties [4]. Finally, we will present our work on QAHE system which has Chern number >1 [5]. 
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Abstract— This talk describes a class of photonic Floquet topological insulators based on
staggered helical lattices, which exhibits anomalous Floquet topological insulator phases and an
easily controllable topological transition between trivial and nontrivial phases. At the critical
point of the topological transition, the bandstructure features a single unpaired Dirac cone,
which yields a variety of unusual transport e�ects never previously observed, including weak
antilocalization not limited by short-range disorder. Possible applications for controlling and
switching topological photonic states are discussed.

Photonic topological insulators are an emerging class of photonic devices possessing topologically-
nontrivial bandstructures, analogous to the electronic bandstructures of topological insulators [1].
Recently, a photonic topological insulator was demonstrated based on a photonic lattice containing
helical optical waveguides [2], operating in the technologically important optical frequency regime.
Here, we describe a class of photonic lattices with novel and potentially useful topological prop-
erties not found in the design of Ref. [2]. Our design is based on “staggered” lattices of helical
waveguides, with each of the two sublattices having a di�erent helix phase, as shown in Fig. 1(a).

By tuning continuous lattice parameters, such as the lattice period, it is possible to continuously
tune the system between a topologically trivial and non-trivial phase [Fig. 1(b)]. To our knowledge,
a continuously tuned transition between trivial and nontrivial topological phases has never before
been observed in a 2D photonic lattice (in particular, the lattice in Ref. [2] was always strictly
topologically non-trivial). This feature can be used to realize topological optical waveguides and
switches that are actively controllable.

Furthermore, this photonic lattice can access the so-called “anomalous Floquet insulator” phase,
in which all bands have non-zero Chern number but are topologically non-trivial [4]. Such a phase
has previously been studied in microwave structures [5, 6], but such behavior has never before been
found in optical waveguide lattices.

At the critical point of a topological phase transition, the photonic lattice can exhibit an inter-
esting phenomenon that has hitherto been unobserved in topological photonics: an unpaired Dirac
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Figure 1: (a) Design of a staggered square lattice of helical waveguides, showing the lattice potential at each
helix quarter-cycle. The helix trajectories are shown as red and blue overlays. (b) Output intensity profile
(after 5 cycles), after exciting an edge waveguide, with the lattice in the topologically trivial phase (top)
and a non-trivial phase (bottom). (c) Tight-binding Floquet quasienergy spectrum at the phase transition,
showing a single (unpaired) Dirac cone. (d) Fourier spectrum intensity of a probe beam following propagation
through a weakly disordered lattice, displaying a weak antilocalization dip in the backscattering direction



cone [Fig. 1(c)]. All previously-observed photonic band-crossing points have involved either paired
Dirac points or quadratic dispersion. With an unpaired Dirac cone, wave propagation becomes
immune to the inter-valley scattering processes that occur in bandstructures with pairs of Dirac
cones. We can use this to demonstrate a novel “discrete” conical di�raction e�ect, generated by
exciting a single unit cell, as well as weak antilocalization in the presence of short-range disorder.
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Abstract-It is shown that a symmetry protected topological phases can be engineered in 
the presence of the electromagnetic duality, which can be achieved by careful meta-atoms 
design. Synthetic gauge field induced by magneto-electric coupling gives rise to spin-
polarized edge states in 2D and surface states in 3D systems with linear and conical Dirac 
dispersion. The ability to control and reconfigure gauge fields in these platform enables 
reflectionless routing of electromagnetic states along arbitrarily shaped pathways.  

Introduction. Following the footsteps of condensed matter topological systems, a significant progress 
has been recently made in understanding and realizing topological states of light [1]. Here I present the 
results demonstrating that that topological states protected by the electromagnetic duality can be 
engineered in 2D and 3D metacrystals. The duality, which is reflected in the symmetry of the Maxwell 
equations with respect to electric and magnetic field components, responsible for the SPT phase of the 
electromagnetic eigenmodes, otherwise broken by materials response [2,3], is restored by careful design 
of building blocks of the 3D photonic lattice – meta-atoms. We demonstrate 2D and 3D photonic 
topological insulators based on the meta-waveguide and all-dielectric metamaterial platform, which is 
thus free of very restrictive requirement earlier concepts of time-reversal violating systems, where 
magnets or temporal modulation are required [1]. 

 
Reconfigurable 2D photonic meta-crystals. Endowed with topological robustness, photonic edge modes 
can avoid back-reflection from structural imperfections and disordered regions. Although several 
successful experimental implementations of topological states of light with TR symmetry have been 
reported recently, one important property of true external fields available in condensed matter systems has 
evaded emulation in photonics – the control of topological states. The possibility of such control through 
reconfigurable synthetic gauge fields would usher in a broad range of practical applications from 
spin/helicity filtering to tunable photonic devices. Based on this idea, here we demonstrate experimentally 
that the electromagnetic radiation can be steered and delivered to any point within a reconfigurable 
topological metacrystal without back-reflection. This is achieved by exploiting adjustable gauge fields 
defining arbitrarily-shaped pathways for topological edge states. 
 

     
Fig. 1. (a) Geometric arrangement of metallic rods and collars inside the PPE. (b) The metacrystal without the top 

copper plate. (c-f) Domain walls with 60o, 90o, and 120o bends, and random shape, respectively. 
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    Here, we realize a reconfigurable topological photonic lattice implemented in the parallel plate 
waveguide shown in Figs. 1a-b [3]. The reconfigurable topological structure studied here is formed 
between two parallel copper plates through which holes are drilled to support a periodic triangular array 
of copper rods with ring collars. The rods can be moved up or down so that the collar of each rod can be 
positioned anywhere between the top and bottom plates. Lattices can be formed with the collar touching 
either the upper or lower plate and structures with arbitrarily-shaped domain walls can be created.  
    The main property of topological edge states that differentiates them from their topologically trivial 
counterparts is their robustness against defects and disorder. In order to test the robustness of photonic 
transport along reconfigurable pathways enabled by the design of the metacrystal, propagation was 
measured in samples with a variety of bends and shapes of the topological domain wall, as shown in Fig. 
1c-f. The experimental spectra for different domain wall configurations exhibit high transmission 
mediated by the edge modes over the frequency range of the band gap. The high transmission observed 
for all domain wall contours, including an irregularly shaped wall with multiple bends, shows that 
transport is topologically robust. 

 
Three-dimensional all-dielectric photonic topological insulators. In order to bring these ideas to three-
dimensions, we introduce an all-dielectric topological photonic metacrystal shown in Fig. 2a, which 
represents a 3D hexagonal lattice of dielectric disks [4]. The domain wall within such 3D photonic 
topological insulator represents an interface between two crystals inverted with respect to each other 
along the z-direction, which results in the reversal of bianisotropy. The schematic view of the 
corresponding structure is shown in Fig. 2a with the photonic band structure presented in Fig. 2b-c. The 
surface states appear within the band gap region and cross it such that they interconnect lower and upper 
bulk bands. The 3D band diagram shown in Fig. 2c exposes one of the Dirac cones corresponding to the 
surface states near K-point. The confinement of the surface states to the domain wall was confirmed by 
their field profiles for all directions within the domain wall plane. As in the case of 3D electronic 
topological insulators, the surface states in our system also have a property analogous to spin-locking 
which endows them with topological robustness.  

 
Fig 2. (a) The schematics of the domain wall formed by the reversal of the mass term induced by the bianisotropy 

in the middle of the metacrystal. (b) Band diagrams of topological surface states supported by the domain wall. (c) 
The conical Dirac-like dispersion of the surface states. 

Conclusion. In summary, we propose a photonic platform which can be used to implement 
reconfigurable and topologically robust 2D and 3D photonic circuitry in the entire electromagnetic 
spectrum, from microwave frequencies to optical domain. The proposed all-dielectric platform may allow 
avoiding undesirable effects of Ohmic loss unavoidable in metallic and plasmonic structures. In addition, 
the SPT order facilitates topological protection in photonics-compatible materials, thus allowing one to 
escape technical difficulties associated with the use of magnetic materials, external magnets, and temporal 
modulation, which are required to induce topological order in systems with broken TR symmetry.  
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Abstract- The control of energy transfer at the nano- and mesoscales is one of the main goals for 

the development of efficient light-harvesting architectures and photonic circuitry. Here, we describe 

our proposals for the design of topological edge states in excitonic and polaritonic systems 

composed of organic materials. We shall discuss models of porphyrin thin films, molecular crystals 

coupled to plasmonic metals, and organic dyes in an optical microcavity, which we believe, can be 

readily implemented experimentally.  

 

When molecular excitations in an aggregate strongly couple with electromagnetic fields, new hybrid quantum states 

arise, known as polaritons. These quasiparticles enjoy long coherence lengths from their electromagnetic component, 

but also exhibit interesting few and many-body phenomena stemming from the material counterpart. An interesting 

class of polaritons are plexcitons, which result from the coupling between surface plasmons and molecular aggregates. 

In this talk, I will describe how to simulate topological phases of matter (featuring one-way edge currents robust 

against disorder), such as the Quantum Hall Effect or topological insulators, using accessible hybrid molecular 

nanostructures in plexcitonic systems (see Figs. 1 and 2) or excitonic films alone [1,2], hence paving the way to the 

design and study of exotic solid state phenomena in easily realizable molecular environments at room temperature. 

Our study is the first to introduce solid state concepts of topological phases to Chemistry, and anticipates exciting 

developments along this frontier, in terms of quantum simulation, photonics, plasmonics, and control of energy flow at 

the nanoscale. I will finish my talk discussing some new ideas on how to carry out coherent control of nanoscale 

energy transport using polaritonic systems, where the phase coherence of the electromagnetic modes gets imprinted 

onto the molecular states that couple with them [3].  

 

Fig. 1. Topologically protected edge modes in plexcitons. (a) Simulation of edge modes where 
magneto-SPs are computed in the torus geometry. Two domains of organic layers are placed on top of it 
(just like “two icings” on a donut). In-plane (red) and out-of-plane (blue) transition dipoles yield 
topologically nontrivial and trivial plexcitons, respectively. Topologically protected one-way plexcitons 



appear at the interfaces (white domains). Each interface features a different plexciton direction of 
motion. (b) 1D dispersion relation for  the setup in (a). Bulk lower polaritons (blue) and upper polaritons 
(red) separated by edge modes (green) featuring positive and negative dispersions, respectively, and 
localized along each interface. 

 

Fig. 2. Snapshots of dynamics of topologically-protected plexciton modes. (a,b) and (c,d) depict the 
dynamics of an initially localized plexciton along the y=0 and y= ± Ly/2 = ± 3 μ m interfaces of our 
simulation for the plexciton setup in Fig. 1. (a,c) and (b,d) show the exciton and 
magneto-surface-plasmon components, respectively. These modes, which are robust to disorder, have 
substantial excitonic and magneto-surface-plasmon components, travel in opposite directions along 
different interfaces (see Fig. 1b), and are robust against disorder. 
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Scalable Nanoarchitecturing for Commercially-feasible 
Applications in Electronics, Photonics, and Metastructures 

 
 
SEMINAR ABSTRACT 

The exceptional properties and features particularly emerging from micro- and nano-scale materials and 
structures are called for in many applications in mechanics, electronics, photonics, and energy and biological 
engineering. However, the typically-low fabrication throughput along with limited applicability out of each 
nanomaterial has been a roadblock to step toward practical nanomanufacturing from lab-scale nanofabrication. 
This seminar will address these issues while focusing on two main topics: (1) how multiple micro/nano-scale 
structures and materials can be complementarily assembled into more functional hybrid nanoarchitectures 
having broader applicability; and (2) how these systems can be engineered in a continuous and scalable manner 
to increase the manufacturing throughput towards commercially-feasible level. 

In part one of this talk, carbon nanotubes, graphene, and metal oxide nanowires (NWs) will be considered 
as small-scale building blocks. Assembling these complementary functional components, three-dimensional 
(3D) hybrid nanoarchitectures comprising ZnO and VOx NWs hierarchically integrated with CNT constructs 
will be demonstrated for advanced energy and sensing applications based on photonic and electrochemical 
conversion. In the second part, a series of continuous and high-throughput micro/nano-manufacturing 
techniques will be presented based around roll-to-roll (R2R) lithography as well as seamless and template-free 
nanopatterning, along with direct photonic applications. R2R nanoimprint lithography (R2R NIL) and Photo 
Roll Lithography (PRL) will exhibit the scalable nanofabrication of various sub-wavelength-scale features by 
combining NIL and photolithography with continuous rolling principle. Further, the seamless nanopatterning 
enabled by continuous inscribing of a cleaved grating mold edge on a polymer substrate will be demonstrated, 
which will be followed by the template-free nanopattering via vibrational indentation of a simple flat edge over 
a softer substrate. 

Moving forward, we will discuss how nanomaterials/nanostructures and nanopatterning methodologies can 
be mingled with each other towards more scalable and multidimensional nanoarchitectures. For instance, the 
mechanically-rolled 2D CNT sheets will be introduced for direct fabrication of NW/CNT hybrid thin-film 
devices. Then we will demonstrate PRL-fabricated metal mesh patterns can be incorporated to the transparent 
graphene films for flexible nanoelectronics. It will also be presented various 2D micro/nanopatterns can be 
continuously fabricated by sequential 1D patterning strokes enabled by nanoinscribing and vibrational 
indentation. In particular, how the aforementioned nanoarchitecturing methodologies can be utilized in novel 
metastructures and metamaterials will be envisioned through several specific concepts. 
 
* This work is supported by the National Research Foundation of Korea (NRF) Grant funded by the 
Korean Government (MSIP) (No. 2015R1A5A1037668). 
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Abstract- We present a metasurface approach that can realize versatile and controllable excitation 

of surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs). The metasurface consists of triangular shaped nanoantennas 

that can directionally excite SPPs under normal incidence. By properly arranging the nanoantennas 

according to the required phase and amplitude distribution of a SPP wavefront, any SPP beam with 

even complex profile can be generated. The metasurface can also be designed to realize broadband, 

polarization-controlled tunable directional excitation of SPPs.  

 

The efficient and directional excitation of surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) is a key issue in various 

plasmonic applications such as plasmonic circuitry. It is favorable if the SPP wave or beam can be excited to any 

desired direction under normal incidence of an excitation light beam. On the other hand, the generation of SPP 

wave with required wavefront or the shaping of SPP wavefront are also quite demanded for plasmonic circuitry, 

which however is less explored so far.  

In this talk, we present a metasurface approach that can realize versatile and controllable excitation of SPPs. 

The metasurface is composed of Δ-shaped nanoantennas that have the special property of efficient unidirectional 

excitation of SPPs under normal incidence.1 By studying the radiation property of the Δ-antenna thoroughly, we 

can use it as a unit source to generate SPP wave with designed amplitude and initial phase. Then, by arranging 

the Δ-antenna unit cells into a lattice, the metasurface can generate SPP beam with any required wavefront 

profile, as shown in Fig. 1(A). Since the amplitude and phase of the SPP wavefront can be modulated separately, 

it is a general device that can produce any SPP beam with complex wavefront. We take the second-order 

Hermite-Gauss SPP beam as an example to demonstrate the effectiveness of the method.2 The high quality of the 

generated SPP beam is verified by near-field characterization using a scanning near-field optical microscope. 

Furthermore, based on the similar principle, the metasurface SPP launcher can be designed to achieve two 

symmetry SPP excitation states with two orthogonal linear polarization incidences, as shown in Fig. 1(B). By 

combining these two polarization states with different complex coefficients properly, one can achieve complete 

unidirectional SPP excitation. For different incident wavelengths, the unidirectional SPP excitation can still be 

maintained just by tuning the coefficients of the two orthogonal incident polarizations, whose combination is 

usually an elliptical polarization and can be easily achieved by using a linear polarizer and a quarter-wave plate. 

Therefore, in this way, one can realize broadband unidirectional SPP excitation easily with this metasurface. In 

addition, if the incident wavelength is fixed, one can achieve different excitation ratio of the SPPs propagating to 

two opposition directions by changing the incident polarization coefficient pair. 

In conclusion, we have proposed a straightforward and efficient metasurface approach to the design of 

versatile and efficient SPP launchers that can generate SPP beams with arbitrary wavefront profiles or 



polarization-controllable SPP waves. Since the principle is intuitive and straightforward and the fabrication of 

the metasurface is well adaptive to the mature nanofabrication technique nowadays, the approach may find wide 

applications in functional plasmonic devices and systems.  

 

Figure 1. Δ-antenna metasurfaces for (A) the unidirectional excitation of SPP beam with arbitrary wavefront 

profile, and (B) the polarization-controlled tunable directional excitation of SPP wave. 
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Abstract- We propose wavefront shaping by exploiting General Relativity effects and concepts of 

curved space in waveguide settings. We use this technique to construct a very narrow 

non-diffracting beam and also design shape-invariant accelerating beams propagating along 

arbitrary trajectories. Finally, we demonstrate the phenomenon of Einstein’s Rings, and find that 
the diameter of the rings in our setting follows exactly Einstein’s 1936 formula.    

 

Wavefront shaping for generating non-diffracting optical beams can be achieved by various methods, 

ranging from annular slits, axicon lenses, holograms, spatial light modulators, gratings, metasurfaces and 

diffraction from nanoparticles. Importantly, non-diffracting beams can also be generated in inhomogeneous 

media, such as photonic crystals and photonic lattices. All these require wavefront shaping, that is typically done 

externally, outside the medium within which the beam is propagating. However, wavefront shaping can also be 

done by shaping the EM environment in which the wave is propagating. The fact that the propagation of EM 

waves in static curved space is analogous to that in inhomogeneous media is the underlying principle of 

emulating General Relativity (GR) phenomena [1-2]. In artificial structures, the refractive indexs are structured 

to vary according to the curvature of space, giving rise to unique trajectories and controlling the diffraction of 

light [3-5].   

Here, we show that using ideas inspired by GR yields efficient beam shaping in waveguide settings (figure 

(a)) [6]. First, we fabricate the micro-structured optical waveguide with the specific refractive index emulating 

the curved space environment generated by a massive gravitational object. This dielectric structure yields a very 

narrow beam that remains non-diffracting for many Rayleigh lengths (figure (b)). Second, with the same 

experiment system, we demonstrate the Einstein’s rings phenomenon, matching Einstein’s 80 years old formula 
(figure (d)). Finally, we present a general formalism to transform broad Gaussian beams to shape-invariant 

beams accelerating (bending) along arbitrary trajectories (figure (b)). The concept is general, applicable to many 

cases where wavefront beam shaping in a waveguide platform is required.  
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Figure (a) Curved space in general relativity; (b) Accelerating Beam in curved space; Wavefront shaping 

in our experiment: (c) Collimated beam and (d) Einstein ring. 
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Abstract- Layers of closely spaced nanoparticles can behave as homogeneous surfaces 

characterized by well-defined specular reflection and transmission coefficients. By exploiting the 

properties of the individual constituents, in this case metallic nanoparticles supporting localized 

surface plasmon resonances (LSPRs), a variety of advanced functionalities can be obtained. Here, 

we provide several such examples based on advanced nanofabrication and optical characterization 

methodologies. Various types of plasmonic metasurfaces were produced and utilized for 

refractometric LSPR sensing based on novel phase and polarization-contrast methods with 

sensitivities comparable to state-of-the-art classical systems. We also demonstrate directionality and 

artificial magnetism, which can be induced and controlled by properly engineering the nanoscopic 

plasmonic elements composing the metasurface.  

 

 The prefix “meta” derives from greek μετά, which means“after”or “beyond”. A metasurface is a 

layer of closely spaced sub-wavelength objects on a substrate. The metasurface looks homogeneous to an 

incident light-wave but may possess advanced functionalities due specifically designed sub-wavelength 

structuring. The possibility to manipulate light at the nanoscale using metasurfaces constructed from 

plasmonic nanostructures is of high current interest. We will discuss several examples of plasmonic 

metasurfaces with different functionalities and possible applications.  

Figure 1a) shows the simplest type of metasurfaces constructed from supported nanoparticle layers. In 

this case, we demonstrate the possibility of achieving complete light absorption using a metasurface 

composed of short-range ordered gold nanodisks on a cover glass [1]. Complete absorption is achieved due 

to Fano interference between the plasmonic resonances and the glass reflectance, which act as a continuum. 

We use this effect for facile refractometric sensing based on monitoring phase changes of the reflected 

light [2]. Advantages in comparison to normal colorimetric sensing will be discussed. We also demonstrate 

similar sensitivities using anisotropic metasurfaces composed of dimers. In this case, the polarization 

rotation induced using normal incidence illumination is analyzed by a polarization sensitive detection 

scheme that renders the method self-referenced.  

Figure 2) shows a layer of tilted nanopillars. This kind of metasurface present a strong directionality 

caused by the complex charge oscillation induced in each individual nanopillar, which essentially acts as a 

tilted dipole above a dielectric interface. We demonstrate that fluorescence excitation and emission from 

dye molecules deposited on the metasurface is enhanced in specific directions determined by the tilt angle 

of the nanopillars. Cathodoluminescence spectroscopy was used to reveal the optical properties of the 

systems with a sub-wavelength resolution of ~10nm. 



The metasurfaces discussed above were fabricated using a cheap production method called hole-mask 

colloidal lithography. This technique only allows one to produce structures that are semi-randomly 

dispersed on a substrate, while many advanced functionalities may require metasurfaces with much more 

well-defined structural parameters. We give an example in Figure 1 c), which shows a plasmonic oligomer 

in which each unit is a metal-insulator-metal (MIM) composite particle. The system possesses multiple 

Fano resonances that are the signature of quasi-broadband optical magnetism at visible wavelengths [4].  

 

 

 
Figure 1: (a) A metasurface composed of simple nanodisks can cause complete light absorption and 

strong modulation of the polarization state of reflected light. This effect was used to constructe a simple 

interferometric plasmon sensor for biomolecular analysis. (b) Using the same production method, a 

metasurface composed of tilted nanopillars can be fabricated. When fluorophores are coupled to the 

nanoparticle layer, a directional emission similar to the diffuse scattering pattern is observed. (c) SEM 

image of a MIM plasmonic pentamer: the structure exhibits multiple Fano resonances and 

quasi-broadband optical magnetism.  
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Abstract-We present an integrated room temperature terahertz detector based on asymmetrically 

doping interdigitated bow-tie antennas that are in contact with graphene which shunt the two arms. 

The device was tested with a quantum cascade laser emitting around 2 THz yielding a responsivity 

of 0.5 PA/W, and implemented in an imaging system. 
 

THz research holds great promise for many applications in diverse fields such as spectroscopy, security 

screening, communications and biomedical imaging. The lack of suitable active and fast optoelectronic devices 

has so far hindered THz technology from reaching its full scientific and commercial potential. Detection of 

terahertz radiation, remains particularly elusive and has relied on intrinsically slow (< 100 Hz) detectors such as 

pyroelectric detectors or Golay cells. Graphene and other bidimensional nanomaterials have been recently 

investigated as viable terahertz detection materials in a range of detection schemes. In the photovoltaic effect, for 

instance, the unbalance between photogenerated carriers at differently doped graphene regions leads to a 

detectable photocurrent. We followed this approach and in order to overcome the intrinsically low efficiency of 

the graphene detection process, we designed a device architecture based on plasmonic bow-tie antennas, capable 

of enhancing the terahertz light to the graphene area shunting the two arms, as shown in Fig. 1 a) and Fig. 1 b). 

The detector was integrated in an imaging system, and tested with a bound to continuum quantum cascade laser 

(QCL) emitting in single frequency at 2 THz, matching the plasmonic resonance of the bow-tie antennas 

The fabrication starts with monolayer graphene grown by chemical vapor deposition and transferred onto a 

SiO2/Si substrate. The Si substrate was Boron-dope to allow electrostatic gating of the device. Two distinct steps 

of electronic beam lithography, metal evaporation and lift-off allowed the definition of interdigitated source and 

drain pads and bow-tie antennas, contacting the graphene region, as shown in Fig. 1 a) and b). The two elements 

of the bow-ties are fabricated with different metal evaporations, Pd/Au (60/15 nm) to obtain p-doping, and Ti/Au 

(60/15 nm) to achieve n-doping of the contacted graphene. The source and drain current has been monitored at 

different gate bias, showing a Dirac point around 100 V. The QCL was operated in pulsed mode with a repetition 

rate of 10 kHz and 30% duty cycle at 5 K. The detector’s source and drain were biased with a constant voltage of 
7 mV and at the Dirac point where the detector yielded the highest responsivity of 0.5 PA/W and allowed the 
fast acquisition of large objects. The terahertz image of a leaf acquired in these biasing conditions is shown in 
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Fig. 1 c) together with a picture of the same object acquired in the visible spectrum, reported for completeness in 

Fig. 1 d).  

 

Figure 1: a), b) Scanning electron microscope pictures of the interdigitated bow-tie arrays based on Pd and Ti metallic arms, 

shunted by graphene area. c) A terahertz image of a leaf acquired with a QCL is reported, d) together with a picture in the 

visible of the same object d).  

 

In summary we presented the realization of a terahertz imaging system utilizing a quantum cascade laser as 

source and hybrid graphene/bow tie antenna integrated arrays detectors.  
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Abstract We report a detailed theoretical study of a Kerr effect in a hybrid plasmonic waveguide (HPWG), 

constituted by a nonlinear dielectric material, sandwiched between a metallic layer and a Si nanowire.  

 

Optical nonlinearities have already enabled a range of capabilities, such as signal switching, de-multiplexing, 

wavelength conversion, light amplification and supercontinuum generation. Integrating these abilities in an on-chip 

photonic platform will lead to benefits in terms of cost, footprint, energy consumption and performance. These will in turn 

help meeting current demands of larger bandwidth, enabling all-optical signal processing vastly overcoming the electronic 

bottlenecks. 

    The current leading platform for integrated nonlinear optics is silicon-on-insulator (SOI). However, silicon 

suffers from a fundamental material limit imposed by strong two-photon absorption (TPA). As a consequence, alternative 

platforms which do not suffer from a large TPA are investigated. One alternative platform, the hybrid plasmonic platform, 

has gained attention as it generates strongly compressed fields [1]. The simplest structure of this kind is represented by a 

nonlinear dielectric material, sandwiched between a metallic layer and a Si nanowire, for which the first experimental 

evidence of third order nonlinearities we recently reported [2]. Here the plasmonic and photonic modes are combined to 

generate a hybridized fundamental mode which has been shown to possess a high field confinement, associated with the 

plasmonic mode, and reduced propagation losses, associated with the photonic mode [3]. The high confinement and 

modest loss is required for producing strong nonlinearities, which may be further increased through the incorporation of 

highly nonlinear polymers. Although the geometry with the largest theoretically reported nonlinear parameter is of this 

type [1], the origin for such a high nonlinearity remains somewhat unclear. In order to gain more insight we have analyzed 

the Kerr nonlinear parameter of HPWGs, which quantifies the strength of the nonlinear effect, and its dependence on the 

energy velocity, effective area and the average nonlinear refractive index, with and without the presence of the nonlinear 

polymer. In addition, in order to efficiently evaluate their Kerr nonlinear performance we propose a simple figure of merit 
(FOM) for Kerr nonlinear effects in plasmonic waveguides, including degenerate four wave mixing (DFWM). The 

effectiveness of the FOM is verified with an all-plasmonic waveguide and a hybrid-plasmonic waveguide configuration. 
Rigorous results show that the length for optimal DFMW efficiency is equal to the attenuation length, and that the FOM 

provides the obtainable upper limits of the DFWM efficiency and the nonlinear phase shift. These results provide 
fundamental theory and useful guidance in exploring plasmonic waveguides for nonlinear optical applications. 
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Abstract- The isolation function in coplanar technology can be carried out by a CPW line with an 

asymmetric geometry, in which one of the ground planes is engraved by an array of gaps with 

micrometric width. Such a structure shows a good isolation in the X and Ku band, about 50 dB, and 

relatively weak insertion losses. The influence of the parameters of the array - like the distance 

between the gaps, width and length of the gaps - over device performances is explored. 
 

1. Introduction 
 

Since C.P. Wen proposed the first structure of coplanar isolator for microwave applications in 1969 [1], 

which had the advantage of beeing simply interconnected to other circuits, propositions have been developed 

with interesting results regarding their ability to isolate [2]. Anyway, on the path to marketable devices, some 

challenges still need to be taken up in terms of performances on insertion losses or passband.  

Our paper presents the study of a new structure of coplanar isolator, based on gap plasmon resonators as 

absorbers. The study was first realized with HFSS, and demonstrators have then been realized and measured on a 

spectral band between 5 and 15 GHz. 

 

2. Properties of the structure 
 

For some years, studies have shown the possibility of controlling electromagnetic waves transmission by 

absorption on a material surface thanks to sub-wavelength gaps. Gap plasmon resonators have been designed and 

realized to efficiently absorb electromagnetic waves in visible and infrared domains, under specific conditions 

for light polarisation’s [3-5]. Despite a totally different configuration of modes in coplanar waveguides 

compared to these studies, and thus different conditions regarding gap plasmon resonator excitation, we 

dimensioned and simulated resonators which could work around 10 GHz. 

As indicated in figure 1, the base structure is a classical copper coplanar waveguide engraved on a magnetical 

substrate of YIG (Yttrium Ion Garnet). Conductors are 3µm thick and the substrate is 1mm. The dimensions of 

the gap and signal of the CPW are respectively 200 µm and 400 µm. The isolator is 8 mm long and ground 

planes have a width of 5.1 mm. In one of the ground plane, an array of micrometric gaps is engraved with a 

LASER, in which evanescent modes could propagate at the interface metal-dielectric. The length of these gap 

plasmon resonators is proportional to half-wavelength of the chosen work frequency and their width is about 15 

µm. The step of the array is about 400 µm. 
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This structure shows isolation properties only when the magnetic layer is polarized with a static magnetic 

field H0 normal to the plane of the CPW. The magnetization of the layer generates a field displacement of the 

propagating wave, which acts in opposite directions for both directions of the propagation. Regarding the way of 

the energy propagation, gap plasmon resonators will be excited by funneling or not [5], and a non-reciprocal 

behavior of the structure will be achieved on the (Ox) axis at the resonance frequency of the gaps, the resonators 

acting like a metamaterial absorber [3-5]. 

 

Figure 1: Structure of the gap plasmon resonators   Figure 2: Measurements of the transmission S-parame- 

based isolator       ters of the isolator under a 200 mT magnetization 

 

3. Results and conclusion 
After the validation of our structure by simulating it with HFSS, we fabricated a demonstrator with the 

dimensions indicated in the second paragraph. As shown in figure 2, under a 200 mT static field chose to obtain 

a saturated magnetic layer, we obtain an isolation of -50 dB around 13.7 GHz corresponding to the resonance of 

the gap length of 4.7 mm of our demonstrator. Insertion losses are about 3dB and could be lowered in a further 

study. Without magnetization, the structure is reciprocal and shows losses in both directions at 14 GHz. A 

second demonstrator shows the same results around 10 GHz with gap lengths about 6 mm. 

 So we have demonstrated that the principle of gap plasmon resonators, firstly proposed at optical 

wavelength to make absorbing surfaces, could be adapted at microwave frequencies in propagated mode to make 

non-reciprocal devices like isolators. The ratios of absorbed power in that structure are similar as those 

mentioned in literacy for optical frequencies. 
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Abstract-Backward spoof surface plasmonic wave with anti-parallel phase and group velocities is 

demonstrated experimentally in a single-conductor waveguide composed of plasmonic 

metamaterial of structured ultra-thin metallic film. As an application, a contra-directional coupler in 

the microwave band is designed and verified that can route the input signal to opposite directions 

with forward or backward coupling at different frequencies. These results could contribute to the 

development of more complicated surface circuitry for microwave and terahertz wave.  

 

Backward wave with anti-parallel phase and group velocities is one of the basic properties associated with 

negative refraction and sub-diffraction image that have attracted considerable interest in the context of photonic 

metamaterials [1, 2]. It has been predicted theoretically that some plasmonic structures can also support 

backward wave propagation of surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) [3-5], however direct experimental 

demonstration has not been reported, to the best of our knowledge. Here we report the successful realization and 

experimental demonstration of backward wave in a specially designed plasmonic metamaterial.  

In this presentation, first we will propose a new design of a plasmonic metamaterial composed of single 

ultra-thin corrugated metallic film, which can support backward wave propagation of spoof SPP wave. Thanks to 

the low loss of the proposed structure, we have successfully demonstrated the backward wave propagation by 

both simulation and the transmission measurement of the fabricated prototype. The dispersion analysis, the full 

electromagnetic field simulation and the transmission measurement of the plasmonic metamaterial waveguide 

have clearly validated the backward wave propagation with dispersion relation possessing negative slope and 

opposite directions of group and phase velocities.  

As a further validation and a direct application of the backward wave propagation, a microwave 

contra-directional coupler has been designed and tested that could route the signal to opposite terminals through 

forward or backward coupling at different operating frequencies. The proposed coupler is composed of a straight 

symmetric corrugated metallic film strip with the interdigital slots and a bending traditional symmetric strip with 

ordinary straight slots. The two strip waveguides are placed together with a small coupling gap at the middle 

forming a four port microwave device, as shown in Fig. 1. As the odd mode in the straight waveguide supports 

the backward wave, therefore the EM energy coupled from the traditional bending waveguide will propagate 

backwardly and result in an output to the port at the same end of the input port, as shown in Fig. 1. Detailed 

description of the design, analysis and measurement of the fabricated prototype will be given in the presentation.    

Backward wave is the fundamental of many peculiar electromagnetic phenomena such as the negative 

refraction or the sub-diffraction imaging, therefore our findings can lead to many exciting applications based on 

the backward surface wave propagation. We also believe that the proposed planar plasmonic structure can be 

easily extended to higher frequency range and may be very promising for further development of practical 



ultrathin surface circuitry for terahertz radiation.  

 

Fig. 1. The simulated transverse electric field distribution at 6.03 GHz along the microwave contra-directional coupler 

composed of corrugated metallic thin film strip waveguides for the backward coupling of the input power to the output port, 

indicating the backward wave propagation in the straight thin film waveguide.  

 

In the rest of the presentation, we will report in detail our recent works on waveguide devices based on the 

conformal spoof surface plasmon (CSP) thin film structures. We have designed both a CSP frequency splitter 

and a coupler based on the symmetric CSP structure in the microwave frequency range. The designed devices 

exhibit good performance that is validated through both electromagnetic simulation and the experimental test on 

fabricated prototypes. We believe that such single-conductor CSP structure and related waveguide devices may 

be scaled down to other frequencies such as the millimeter wave, or even the terahertz range.  
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Abstract- Here we introduce two works on quantum plasmonics: high-visibility on-chip quantum 

interference of single surface plasmons and transmission of quantum polarization entanglement in a 

nanoscale hybrid plasmonic waveguide. Our works can bridge nanophotonics and quantum optics. 

 

Quantum photonic integrated circuits (QPICs) based on dielectric waveguides have been widely used in linear 

optical quantum computation [1]. Recently, surface plasmons have been introduced to this application because 

they can confine and manipulate light beyond the diffraction limit [2-4]. 

Here, the on-chip quantum interference of two single surface plasmons was achieved using dielectric-loaded 

surface-plasmon-polariton waveguides [5]. The high visibility (greater than 90%) proves the bosonic nature of 

single plasmons and emphasizes the feasibility of achieving basic quantum logic gates for linear optical quantum 

computation. The effect of intrinsic losses in plasmonic waveguides with regard to quantum information 

processing is also discussed. Although the influence of this effect was negligible in the current experiment, our 

studies reveal that such losses can dramatically reduce quantum interference visibility in certain cases; thus, 

quantum coherence must be carefully considered when designing QPIC devices.  

Photonic quantum technologies have been extensively studied in quantum information science, owing to the 

high-speed transmission and outstanding low-noise properties of photons. However, applications based on 

photonic entanglement are restricted due to the diffraction limit.  

We demonstrate for the first time the maintaining of quantum polarization entanglement in a nanoscale hybrid 

plasmonic waveguide composed of a fiber taper and a silver nanowire [6]. The transmitted state throughout the 

waveguide has a fidelity of 0.932 with the maximally polarization entangled state ϕ+. Furthermore, the Clauser, 

Horne, Shimony, and Holt (CHSH) inequality test performed, resulting in value of 2.495±0.147>2, demonstrates 

the violation of the hidden variable model. Since the plasmonic waveguide confines the effective mode area to 

subwavelength scale, it can bridge nanophotonics and quantum optics, and may be used as near-field quantum 

probe in a quantum near-field micro/nano-scope, which can realize high spatial resolution, ultra-sensitive, 

fiber-integrated, and plasmon-enhanced detection. 
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Abstract- We report achieving optimal and reproducible surface-enhanced Raman scattering 

(SERS) with plasmonic systems of nanoparticle-on-mirror geometry. Such systems produce robust 

nanometer-scale interparticle gaps that can be precisely controlled with dielectric spacing layers. A 

systematic investigation is carried out with a variety of nanoparticles, excitation wavelengths and 

molecules, which demonstrates that optimal and reproducible SERS is achievable at separations 

around 1 nm. The results are significantly important for developing ultrasensitive molecular sensors 

and many other plasmonic applications, including nonlinear effects. 

 

Surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) is an immensely useful technique for the detection of small 

amounts of molecules, such as illegal drugs, pesticides and explosives. However, a long-standing problem is 

that it is vey challenging to reproduce and optimize SERS signals, as the local field enhancements that are 

responsible for the enormously enhanced Raman signals are crucially dependent on interparticle distance, 

which is hard to tune and reproduce at the nanometer-scale.  

 

Here we use the nanoparticle-on-mirror geometry (Figure 1a) to precisely control the interparticle distance 

and to find the distance at which the SERS intensity will be at its maximum. The plasmons in the gold 

nanoparticle couple to its image particle in Au film, in analogy to the particle-particle coupling dimer system, 

which has been demonstrated to be able to generate extremely strong field enhancement and resonant 

plasmonic coupling effects enabling a wide range of research and applications.1,2 The electrodynamics of 

optics within nanometer-scale cavities is critically dependent on the interparticle separation. Classical theory 

indicates that enhancement should increase dramatically with decreasing separations, however, recently new 

theories suggest that at very close distances, the field enhancement will be smaller than that predicted by 

classical electrodynamics due to the nonlocality and quantum tunneling effects. So finding the distance at 

which optimal SERS can be achieved will not only be significant for important applications like molecular 

sensing, but also critical for understanding the fundamentals of optics in the non-classical regime.  

 

Thin layers of gold films are sputtered on silicon substrates, followed by a Ta2O5 spacing layer of thickness 

varying from 0 to 10 nm. Gold nanoparticles are then drop cast on the surface to create the 

nanoparticle-on-mirror plasmonic structures (Figure 1 a). Optical dark-field scattering spectroscopy is used 

to mark the plasmonic resonance properties of the nanosystems and surface-enhanced Raman scattering 

spectroscopy of molecules adsorbed on Au nanoparticles is measured to characterize the local field 

enhancement. The results show that optimum SERS signals are achieved at separations around 1 nm (Figure 

1b). It further shows that SERS is a phenomenon mainly confined to very small gaps. When interparticle 



distance is larger than 2.5 nm, the SERS signals become negligible. A systematic investigation is carried out 

on a variety of nanoparticles, excitation wavelengths of lasers and different species of molecules, which 

consistently demonstrate that the plasmonic systems are robust and reproducible.3 The results could pave the 

way for developing ultrasensitive plasmonic sensors for reproducible single molecule detection.  

 
Figure 1 (a) Diagram illustrating the nanoparticle-on-mirror geometry, with a nanoparticle coupling to its image. (b) Raman spectra 

of citrate molecules adsorbed on Au nanoparticles measured with various Ta2O5 spacing layers ranging in thickness from 0-10 nm. 

Inset shows graphical how the Raman intensity changes with increasing separations.  
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. 

Artificially engineered plasmonic metamaterials can manipulate light in unique ways affording new 
opportunities in optics and for spectroscopic detection and characterisation of matter.[1–5]  These 
plasmonic phenomena can be exploited to create new sensing, data storage and photovoltaic 
technologies.[6–10]  With improved understanding of plasmonic phenomena, nanostructures with 
complex form factors can be designed for specific applications.[5,11–13]  To date the tuning of 
optical properties of metamaterials has been achieved through the design of the shape and 
symmetry of the constituent nanostructures. This form-factor driven manipulation of optical 
functionality is inherently limited in versatility since there is no scope for post-fabrication tuning of 
properties unless complex ferroelectric / magnetic / molecular materials are incorporated.[14,15] 
Thus tailoring optical properties using geometric design parameters and with low-throughput 
lithographic fabrication methods is both time consuming and expensive. 

Here we present a novel material, a continuous plasmonic metafilm consisting of periodic arrays of 
chiral nanostructures with optical properties that are significantly dependent on film thickness. 
These metafilms are grown on nano-indented polycarbonate substrates which are fabricated using 
high-throughput injection molding, a technique used for Blu-Ray manufacturing. The cost 
effectiveness and reproducibility of injection molding provide advantages over nano-imprinting and 
e-beam fabrication.[16–22] Thus these ‘Templated Plasmonic Substrates’ (TPS) offer low cost high-
throughput fabrication, effectively a disposable consumable, with properties which can be easily 
tuned in the production process.    
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Abstract- The resonance response of waveguide modes supported by a dielectric waveguide 

separated from a thin metal film by a low-index dielectric spacer layer in Kretschmann 

configuration is studied numerically. The impact of the loss degree in the waveguide to the 

resonance lineshape is demonstrated for s and p polarizations. Ultra narrow resonances, giant 

sensitivity and intensity enhancement are discovered in the attenuated total reflection angular 

spectra as a result of low-loss waveguide modes excitation allowing potential applications in 

surface-enhanced sensing. 

 

Various propagating leaky modes are widely employed in sensing structures for detecting changes in the 

optical properties of an environment. The sensitivity of the sensors based on surface plasmon polariton (SPP) 

modes, which propagates along metal/insulator interfaces, symmetric SPP and antisymmetric SPP modes 

supported by insulator-metal-insulator and metal-insulator-metal structures, waveguide modes (WMs) of 

dielectric waveguide (WG) layers surrounded by metallic and lower-index dielectric claddings has been studied 

extensively for over a few decades. 

Low-loss waveguide modes (LLWG) are supported by a 1D structure in Kretchmann configuration shown 

in Fig. 1 [1]. In the structure, the WG layer separated from the metal film by the dielectric spacer layer supports 

zeroth-order transverse electric (TE0) and transverse magnetic (TM0) WMs. We assumed a multilayer stack 

consisting of a BK7 substrate, a thin gold film, a Cytop spacer layer, a PMMA WG 

layer of d = 0.5 µm and water superstrate as sensing media. The thickness of the gold 

film was set to 42 nm for TE0 case and to 50 nm for TM0 case to achieve the 

maximum height of resonance lineshape. The attenuated total reflection angular 

spectra were calculated by 2×2 transfer-matrix method for both s- and p-polarized 

incident plane waves at 632.8 nm wavelength. The resonances, which appear from 

excitation of these WMs, exhibit U-type and Fano lineshapes, respectively. The 

appearance of Fano resonances in p polarization case is an apparent effect of the 

coupling between a SPP mode, which is appeared at the metal layer/spacer layer 

interface, and a TM WM [1,2]. We experimentally demonstrated the generation of 

sharp Fano resonances by the structure in [3]. The coupling strength between WM 

field and field in the metal layer, and therefore the loss degree of the WM, is 

determined by the spacer layer thickness t. Another possible sources of losses are the 

 
Figure. 1. Structure 

supporting low-loss WMs 



intrinsic absorption and unevenness of the interfaces of layers. In the simulations, these weak losses can be 

represented by the non-zero imaginary part κ of effective refractive index of the layers. 

In sensing applications, sensitivity by intensity of a sensor can be estimated by figure of merit 

FOM = |S|H/W, where S is the angular sensitivity, W is the width and H is the height of resonance lineshapes. The 

characterization of the resonance lineshape features was performed for a wide range of t and several values of κ 
from 0 up to 1×10-4. The results are compared to the structure without spacer layer (t = 0), which can be regarded 

as metal-clad waveguide. As t increases, effective refractive indeces of the WMs increase in the strong coupling 

region (small t). In contrast, the angular sensitivity of the resonance angle to the bulk refractive index changes of 

water decreases in the strong coupling region. In the weak coupling region (large t), the effective refractive indices 

and angular sensitivities approach these of WMs of the WG with dielectric claddings. The angular sensitivities and 

effective refractive indices of the WMs demonstrate insensitivity to κ. 
The height of the WM resonances remains constant for small t. For large t, the incoupling and the 

outcoupling strengths of the light energy to and from the modes by evanescent waves decrease exponentially with 

t, resulting in the exponential decay of H. W decreases exponentially as t increases for s polarization. For p 

polarization, W increases with t to a maximum at t = 160 nm. Further increase in t results in exponentially decaying 

W with successive approaching the horizontal asymptotes for large t. As κ increases, the transitions of W from the 

decay stage to the stabilization stage and H from the constant stage to the decay stage occur at lower values of t. 

The decrease in κ leads to the proportional decrease in the minimum value of W. 

The giant enhancement in the sensitivity by intensity in the absence of the losses (κ = 0) of ~105-fold higher 

than that of conventional SPR and metal-clad waveguide sensors has been estimated by FOM for both 

polarizations exhibiting H of ~0.6 and W of ~ 2×10-7 deg at t of 1340 nm and 1840 nm for TE0 and TM0 cases, 

respectively. The giant intensity enhancement of 107-fold on the WG surface has been revealed at resonance 

conditions and optimal parameters of the structure. The intensity of electromagnetic field localized in the WG 

region demonstrates almost perfect correlation with the sensitivity by intensity. 

We theoretically demonstrated the giant intensity enhancement and possibility of achievement and control 

the extremely narrow deep resonances resulting in the giant sensitivity by intensity enhancement in simple planar 

structures. In general, the materials, which can be implemented for the structure, are not limited to the ones 

considered in the study. The structure composed of a variety of dielectrics and metals with properly chosen 

thicknesses can exhibit extremely sharp resonances. Our results may provide a significant improvement of 

detection limits in biosensing, Raman and fluorescence spectroscopy. 
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Abstract-Nanofabrication of bimetallic 3D multi-branched nanostructures enables the detection of 

analyte molecules down to single molecule level with the aid of hot-spots generated on the structure. 

Here we present fabrication and characterization of multi-branched nanostructures (up to 10 branches) 

for ultra-sensitive detection of Rhodamine-6G and p-Aminothiophenol molecules. 

 

The fabrication of innovative plasmonic architectures supporting extremely large electric field enhancement has 

gained increasing attention over the last few years, especially for the detection of molecules in highly diluted liquids1-3, 

and/or the spectral signature collection of single/few molecules concentrated in nanogaps. The application of the “hot 
spot” concept, induced by localized surface plasmon resonances, has been successfully exploited for surface-enhanced 

infrared absorption (SEIRA) and surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS)1-5. Within this context, we introduced 

novel complex bimetallic 3D nanostructures, endowed with multiple tips and raised from the substrate by means of 

standing silicon pillars4. The elevated geometry, here adopted, allows for very efficient decoupling of the plasmonic 

field from the underlying substrate. Moreover, 3D configurations allow maskless recycling of SERS substrates by 

chemical etching and re-metallization.2 Multi-branched nanostructures with sharp protrusions (up to 10) have been 

fabricated by electron beam lithography and reactive ion etching techniques. A schematic diagram, representative 

SEM images of multi-branched nanostructures and SERS spectrum of p-Aminothiophenol taken on 3D nanostructure 

with 6 branches are shown in the Figure 1. So far, a low molecular detection limit with high specificity and 

consistency has been reported only in the present case (i.e. multi-branched nanostructures). In addition, it is worth to 

be noticed that nanostructures endowed with multiple hot-spots show enormous importance in hyperspectral Raman 

imaging, where the intrinsically dense amount of active sites can promote the identification of probe molecules with 

high contrast and spatial resolution at trace level. A typical SERS spectrum of p-Aminothiophenol in the range of 

900-1750 cm-1 shows several prominent Raman bands of p-Aminothiophenol including C-S stretching band at 1077 

cm-1. Precise control on generation of multiple hot-spots is achieved by tailoring the number of branches of the 

nanostructure. In particular, an average electric field enhancement of 108 has been demonstrated. Multi-branched 

nanostructures exhibit excellent uniformity and morphological homogeneity, thus allowing for unprecedented 

reproducibility in the SERS signals. The versatility of the proposed plasmonic architecture has been confirmed by 

testing with two different molecules with concentrations down to 1 fM.  

 In summary, we have demonstrated a systematic fabrication and characterization of 3D multi-branched 

nanostructures for hot-spot engineering. The far-field and near-field properties of these configurations have been 



investigated by reflection spectroscopy and numerical calculations, thus confirming the formation of multiple 

hot-spots with highly enhanced local EM fields. The detection of probe molecules at extremely low concentrations 

(p-Aminothiophenol and Rhodamine-6G, concentrations down to 1 fM) has been attained by means of 

surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy.  

 
Figure 1. a). Schematic representation of 6 branch nanostar with inter-particle separation (IPS) and height h. b). 

Normal-incidence SEM image of 6 branched nanostar with 200 nm IPS. The inset represents the 54º tilted view of 3D 

nanostar with 150 nm structure height. c) Overview of the fabricated multibranch nanostructures. d). SERS spectrum 

of p-Aminothiophenol chemisorbed at 1 PM concentration taken on 3D nanostructure with 6 branches. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

 

Surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) have low loss with great potential for surface-enhanced Raman 

scattering (SERS) applications. We take subwavelength metallic grating as an example, which is a 

simple and effective structure to increase the enhancement factor (EF) of the SERS. Enormous 

electric field enhancement can be realized by the optimization of material, structure and 

technology, which is investigated by both finite-difference time-domain simulation and SERS EF 

measurements. 
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Abstract- Exceptional point is a fundamental notion in quantum field theories and enables new 

functionalities in photonics. In this talk, I will discuss harnessing parity-time (PT) symmetry to 

realize optical exceptional points using the state-of-the-art integrated nanophotonics technology for 

novel optoelectronic functionalities. I will present unidirectional light transport and coherent light 

control at PT exceptional points on a passive silicon platform and effective control of cavity 

resonant modes for stable lasing performances on a III-V semiconductor platform. 
 

An intriguing characteristic of non-Hermitian quantum systems is their intrinsic asymmetry near a quantum 

exceptional point. In the realm of optics and photonics, recent investigations on parity-time (PT) symmetry [1] 

provides effective strategies of emulating quantum exceptional points on an integrated photonic platform. For PT 

symmetric systems, these exceptional points can either represent asymmetric transmission resonances [2-4] or a 

violation of energy conservation in the scattering eigenstates [5], depending on the formulation of the scattering 

matrix15. Here, we delicately design the interplay between index and absorption to explore the former type of 

exceptional points. 

The non-Hermitian optical modulation by PT symmetry is effectively introduced along the length of 

waveguide with the index-absorption engineering, and reads 

                                � �0 cos( ) sin( )qz i qzH H G'  ' �                          (1) 

where Δε0 denotes the modulation amplitude and δ is designed exactly at or close to 1 (δ = 1 corresponds to the 

exceptional point in Eq. 1 [2-4]) to have the device operating at or around the exceptional point. On both passive 

silicon and active III-V semiconductor platforms, the optical modulation in Eq. (1) at or around exceptional 

points have been successfully realized, leading to unique optical effects including unidirectional light transport 

and strongly asymmetric light-light interactions. The experimental validations further demonstrated effective 
control of drastic optical modulation and stable lasing oscillation, suggesting unique non-Hermitian 
photonics building blocks for next generation of all-optical information processing for optical communications 

and computing.  
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Abstract- We present here a flexible 1-bit coding metamaterial to shape the reflection and 

scattering of THz wave. By adjusting the sequences, this metamaterial can easily form different 

reflection and scattering pattern. A wideband and low-reflection-and-scattering THz metamaterial is 

exampled to demonstrate the use and ability of the coding metamaterial. Both the simulation and 

experiments show the reflectivity less than -10 dB is achieved in a wide frequency range of 0.8-1.4 

THz and is insensitive to the polarization of incident wave.  

 

Terahertz (THz) radar has great advantages over microwave radar system in remote sensing and homeland 

security because of its high spatial resolution and extremely wide band [1]. At microwave the coating on the 

object with some structure design can effectively reduce the reflective wave to make the object invisible. 

However, such coating materials have no strong response in THz, the design of low-reflection surface is the 

main consideration. Some new designs are proposed to realize broadband electromagnetic wave absorption in 

the THz. These methods include perfect metamaterial absorber, saw-tooth multilayer anisotropic metamaterial 

and two-dimensional grating structure based on a heavily doped Si substrate and so on. These designs are all EM 

wave-thermal transformation, and the induced thermal effect can be detected easily. In addition, most of the 

metamaterial absorbers were fabricated on a rigid substrate, they were difficult conformal to the covered object. 

Very few reports on flexible THz absorbers only show the narrow band behavior, which obviously may limit its 

practical application. Therefore, a flexible and wideband low-reflection surface with new design idea remains a 

challenge in the terahertz frequencies.  

Using the digital metamaterial concept recently developed [2-3], we design in this paper a flexible wideband 

low-reflection metamaterial by coding the “0”and “1”elements at terahertz frequencies. The coding metamaterial 

is shown in Fig. 1, which consists of three layers. The top layer is metallic structure with a number of rings, which is 

patterned on a flexible polyimide film, the bottom layer is metallic film. The “0”and “1”elements are realized by a 

unit cell without any metallic covering and with a metallic ring covering on the substrate, respectively. The 

reflection phase difference between “0” and “1”elements is about 180q in our interested frequency range. Unlike 
the metamaterial absorbers mentioned above, the reduction of the reflection is attributed to scattering of the 

incident wave in various directions, resulting in the small intensity and uniform distribution in space.  

The metamaterial is fabricated by a lift-off process. Firstly, the liquid polyimide (PI) is spin-coated on silicon 

substrate to form 40 μm-thick PI film layer. Then, a lift-off technique is employed to get a metallic pattern. 

Finally, the PI layer is peeled off from the silicon substrate, and a 200-nm thick gold layer is deposited on the 

other side of PI layer. The reflection feature of the metamaterial is measured by a home-made fiber-coupled THz 

time domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS) system. The reflection was normalized to that of a gold mirror with the 



same size of the sample. The reflection of the sample is measured at various incidence angles between 13 and 80 

degrees with an increment of 5 degree.   

The simulated and reflection spectrum at a reflection angle 13q are shown in Fig.1b.  The good agreement 
can be obtained. The reflectivity less than -10dB is achieved in a wide frequency range from 0.8 to 1.4 THz for 

TE polarization. The similar spectrum is also observed for TM polarization. This indicates our structure is 

insensitive to the polarization of the incident wave. Also, this wideband property can keep up to the incident 

angle less than 40 degree. We also measured the reflection from a metallic cylinder which is wrapped by the 

above coding metamaterial and found the similar reflection spectrum compared with the flat case. These results 

imply that our metamaterial can be conformal to the object which can satisfy requirement in practical 

applications. 

 

             
 
 

Fig.1(a) Schematic of a 1-bit coding metamaterial; (b) The simulated (black lines) and measured (red lines) reflection spectra under 
the incidence angle of 13q for TE polarization 
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An MOS platform for sub-wavelength focusing and shaping of visible 
light  
 
Guy Bartal, Technion 
 
 
The ability to shape and focus optical waves to dimensions smaller than their 
wavelength has intrigued the scientific community both for its physical challenges and 
its potential applications. Resonant elements, , have provided deep-subwavelength 
control at long wavelength in the form of Metamaterials, while at optical frequencies light 
could be focused to specific points by nano-antenna and Nanofocusing elements, 
breaking the so-called diffraction limit. Alternatively,  achieving similar focusing 
dimensions by scaling the diffraction limit rather than breaking it allows flexible and 
dynamic control over the type and shape of the focusing without specifically patterning 
the medium, hence can provide super-resolution capabilities for bio-imaging, 
nanolithography and spectroscopy. We have devised an MOS platform, utilizing the 
high refractive index of Silicon to scale the diffraction limit by  4-fold compression of the 
wavelength thereby achieving resolution at the order  of 10-s of nanometers at visible 
light - comparable to that of single-molecule microscopy techniques. Utilizing this scaled 
diffraction limit, we present phase-resolved near-field observations of propagating-
waves bright and dark focusing below 70 nm at 671nm illumination (λ/10), and direct 
observation of short-wavelength Super-Oscillations in planar 2D Hybrid Silicon-plasmon 
waveguides. 
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Lasers are the coherent sources of high frequency electromagnetic radiation with applications 

spanning all physical sciences and technology. In contrast to classical lasers, plasmon lasers 

amplify light coupled to oscillating electrons enabling their physical size and mode volume to 

shrink below the diffraction limit [1-10]. With unprecedented small physical size and mode 

volume, new features of plasmon laser are evident. The recent emergence of plasmon lasers also 

stimulates the exploration of nanometer-scale science and application towards the rich physics of 

deep sub-wavelength optics and the development of high performance devices. In this talk we 

will review our recent work on plasmon lasers for sensing [9, 10] 
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Abstract-Here we report fundamental scaling laws for optoelectronic devices including 

nanophotonics and plasmonics. We show how the underlying optical cavities directly influences the 

performance of four classes of photonic devices, namely laser sources, electro-optic-modulators, 

photodetectors, and all-optical switches. We observe non-monotonic performance behavior upon 

down-scaling, which is a result of balancing the optical losses and providing cavity feedback 

highlighting the physical tradeoff between optical loss management and field confinement. 

 

Scaling laws based on fundamental physics predict a high potential to improve optoelectronic devices relative to 

the state-of-the-art when applying the FOM = {Datarate/bit} / {Power/bit x Area x Cost}. Ignoring 

engineering-limited device design constrains, basic physics dictates a lower-bound power consumption for 

optoelectronic devices of about 0.1aJ/bit. The general switching speed depends on the chosen switching effect, 

and both the optical and electrical dynamics penalty. Here we discuss scaling laws and benchmarks [1] of three 

prominent opto-electronic devices, namely, laser [2-4], electro-optic modulator [5], and photodetector. The work 

is based on underlying light-matter-interaction enhancement via optical resonators to include the microring, 

Fabry-Perot, and plasmonic nanocavity. We raise questions towards establishing a roadmap for optical 

information processing (i.e. logic and communication) including noise considerations at the detector, quantum 

entanglement, and realistic integration aspects such as technology hybridization [6] at the link level for high 

bit-flow-density metrics.  

With previous investigations being ad-hoc in their approach to exploit nanoscale device functionality, an 

understanding leading to fundamental scaling behavior for this new class of devices is outstanding. Here we 

investigate the performance behaviors for nanophotonic devices as a function of nominal device length given by 

the underlying cavity geometry. Performance criteria of three critical interconnect devices are analyzed with 

respect to their scaling behavior. Underling to all devices are three types of optical cavities that support 

enhancing the fundamentally weak interaction between light and matter, namely, microring resonators, Fabry 

Perot cavities, and plasmonic metal particle-based cavities. An interesting, but actually expected find is, that all 

cavity types do not perform well for vanishing cavity lengths due to dominance of loss channels. However this 

critical length is strongly dependent on the cavity properties and varies by more than two orders of magnitude. 

With the high Purcell factors that can be realized despite high losses in nanoscale cavities, we investigate 

fundamental achievable optoelectronic device performance.  

In our results we find that the thought ‘smaller-is-better’ is not true for nanophotonics and non-monotonic 
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scaling is found. With a goal for down-scalability in mind, key results show the possibility the ability to design; 

1) laser sources with threshold currents at 1 uA and 100 GHz fast modulation, 2) electro-optic modulators with 

10’s aJ/bit energy efficiencies and THz fast modulation speeds, and 3) photodetectors with responsivities 

approaching 1 A/W and ~ps-fast response times. Understanding the potential and limits for Nanophotonics is a 

guiding insight not only for device designers, but increasingly also at the circuit level, since a true comparison 

between both the electronic and photonic technology options is enabled. 
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Abstract- Parity Time (PT) symmetric Bragg gratings operating with long-range surface plasmons are investigated in the 
near-infrared. It is shown that at the threshold for PT symmetry breaking there is unidirectional reflectance and dispersion-
less group delay in transmittance. Optical gain provided by optically-pumped IR-140 is balanced with plasmonic loss in this 
structure to access PT symmetric structures. The fabrication of PT symmetric gratings is discussed and preliminary 
measurements are presented.  
 

Parity-time (PT) symmetric optical materials have attracted great attention in recent years due to the 
extraordinary performance they exhibit at PT symmetry breaking threshold. Unlike other synthetic optical 
materials such as photonic crystals, which are engineered by tweaking the real part of refractive index, PT 
symmetric materials include modulation of both the real and imaginary refractive indices to the same order of 
magnitude. It is shown that the complex refractive index in a PT symmetric material must produce an even-
symmetrical distribution of real refractive index and odd-symmetrical distribution of imaginary refractive index, 
so that the refractive index as a function of position obeys the condition n(z) = n*(-z)1. The unusual optical 
properties, such as unidirectional energy transport1, asymmetric reflectance2 and Bloch power oscillations3 are 
found around the breaking threshold for PT symmetry, at the so-called as exceptional point, where gain is 
perfectly balanced with loss in the system. 

 In this paper, we discuss the realization and performance of a PT symmetric Bragg grating operating at the 
exceptional point (near 880 nm) in a long-range surface plasmon polariton (LRSPP) structure. The balanced 
perturbation of real and imaginary refractive indices having even and odd symmetry is provided in a LRSPP 
structure comprising a 20 nm thick Au stripe stepped-in-width, on a silica layer, and covered with a 600 nm 
thick film having alternate passive and active regions. The fabrication process includes electron-beam 
lithography for defining the Au pattern on silica, followed by development, thermal Au deposition, and lift-off. 
Then a 600 nm thick passive PMMA layer is deposited on top of the Au stripes, and patterned using a second e-
beam lithography step, followed by development, and finally, the active regions are created using a fluidic layer 
consisting of IR-140 dye molecules in a mixture of ethylene glycol and dimethyl sulfoxide. The gain fluid is 
index-matched to PMMA at 880 nm and dispensed on the sample using accurate pipetting such that the gain 
regions and passive regions have the same final thickness. 

The reflectance/transmittance spectra of the PT symmetry Bragg are computed using the Transmission Matrix 
Method showing symmetric transmittance and unidirectional reflectance at 880 nm. Computations of group and 
energy velocity for the PT symmetry Bragg shows a dispersionless response when Bragg is at the breaking 
threshold. As soon as the gain/loss balance is disturbed, the PT phase switches from unbroken to broken with an 
inversion in group delay response. The proposed PT symmetry broken Bragg can provide new functionality in 
optical data processing by providing distortionless pulse transmission in these systems.  
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Abstract-A compact high-Q surface-wave resonator is demonstrated at sub-THz in 65nm CMOS. 

By introducing sub-wavelength periodic corrugation structure, surface plasmon polaritons (SPP) is 

established to propagate signals with strongly localized surface-wave. Such a magnetic 

metamaterial achieves a significant reduction of radiation loss at sub-THz by further stacking 

additional resonator unit-cell which has opposite placement with respect to the existing resonator. A 

140GHz fundamental oscillator is then designed by incorporating the surface-wave resonator as low 

loss loading. Simulation results show that the surface-wave oscillator has the ability of strongly 

confining EM energy with high-Q factor which easily start-up the 140GHz oscillator in low power. 

The simulated phase noise is -116dBc/Hz at 10MHz offset under 0.7V power supply by consuming 

only 3.5mW power. This low power and low phase noise oscillator design facilitates future fully 

integrated surface-wave I/O realization in CMOS at THz without mode converter. 

Recently, surface-wave transmission has been demonstrated on-chip for THz communication [1, 2], which 

shows less crosstalk, low power consumption and high data rate that potentially replaces existing transmission 

line (T-line) based approaches. One example of on-chip surface-wave I/O design is illustrated in Fig. 1, in which 

all THz components are realized by surface-wave devices. The THz resonator can be hereby realized by 

surface-wave technique as the field confinement is essential as well for a low loss design. By employing 

surface-wave resonator, the Q-factor of load can be effectively improved while saving considerable silicon area. 

A sub-THz surface-wave oscillator was designed achieving lower than -116dBc/Hz phase noise by consuming 

only 3.5mW power that has not been realized so far. 

Here, the on-chip SPP T-line structure [1] is designed as shown in Fig. 1(b) with comparison to conventional 

on-chip T-line. The E-field of surface-wave T-line is now tightly confined by the periodical grooves while 

conventional T-line presents highly delocalized nature. Illustrated in Fig. 1(c), the loss of SPP T-line is 

considerably lower than conventional T-line at mm-wave to THz frequency, demonstrating the potential of 

surface-wave T-line as THz interconnects.  

By integrating both surface-wave transmission line and surface-wave resonator [2], we can develop a SPP 

oscillator by SPP T-line loaded SRR as shown in Fig. 2(a). The resonator structure is based on the stacked SRR 

resonator, while its lanes have been shaped by arrays of periodical grooves around the structure. Fig. 2(b) shows 

the current distribution, which has been considerably suppressed, an evidence of stacked SRR physics. Fig. 2(c) 

further provides the magnetic field distribution that is now dominating inside the grooves (due to surface-wave 

propagation) and the geometry center (due to the M-field enhancement by the SRR structure), proving that the 

structure has already combined both physical advantage of surface-wave T-line and stacked SRR resonator. Fig. 

2(d) depicts the E-field distribution around the structure. The E-field is now mainly localized by the periodical 

grooves. Fig. 2(e) illustrates a very sharp stopband realized by this design, showing a good reflection at 



resonance. The sub-THz oscillator can be hereby designed by incorporating surface-wave resonator achieving 

-116dBc/Hz at 10MHz offset under 0.7V power supply by consuming only 3.5mW power. 
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(a)

(b)

(c)  

Fig. 1. An on-chip surface-wave THz I/O architecture, (b) E-field distribution for both surface-wave and conventional T-line, (c) The 

simulated insertion loss of surface-wave/conventional T-line with different length at mm-wave to THz. 

 

Fig. 2. The proposed sub-THz surface-wave oscillator, (b) current density, (c) M-field (d) E-field distribution of the proposed 

surface-wave resonator, (e) insertion loss the surface-wave resonator demonstrating huge reflection at resonance. 
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Research on spin-based quantum information processing and the emergence of nanoelectromechanical 
systems rejuvenated interest to microscopic mechanisms of the Einstein – de Haas effect [1-9]. It has been 
shown that spin-rotation coupling dictated by the conservation of the total angular momentum limits the 
quality factor of a nanocantilever and is responsible for recently observed non-trivial quantum mechanics of 
a magnetic molecule grafted on a carbon nanotube. The concept of a phonon spin, similar to a photon spin, 
has been recently introduced and applied to achieve better understanding of the conservation of angular 
momentum in magnetic relaxation. Related problems of practical interest include switching of the magnetic 
moment in a nanoresonator by the combined effect of the spin-polarized current and mechanical kick, 
possibility of the electromechanical magnetization switching in multiferroics, and switching of the 
magnetization by surface acoustic waves. This research has been supported by grants from the U.S. National 
Science Foundation.  
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Abstract— We study the dynamics of 1D magneto-acoustic crystals composed of a chain of
steel spherical beads inside a properly designed magnetic field. The latter is induced by an array
of permanent magnets, located in a holder and at a distance from the chain. We display the
theoretical dispersion relations considering all six degrees of freedom of the individual beads,
three translational and three rotational, and compare with the obtained experimental results.
We present experimental evidence of transversal-rotational modes of propagation and tunability
of the response by changing the strength of the magnetic field. The combination of the non-
contact tunability with the potentially strong nonlinear behavior of the granular systems, makes
magneto-granular crystals suitable nonlinear tunable mechanical metamaterials for the control
of elastic wave propagation.

Envisioning the next generation of elastic devices, it is necessary to introduce a certain degree
of frequency tunability of the phononic properties. In recent years, numerous solutions have been
proposed by several authors including geometric changes of the structure by applying external stress
[1] or external stimuli, like magnetic field [2]. Among the di�erent proposed phononic crystals, a
great amount of work has been devoted the last years to the study of granular crystals [3], which are
closely packed, ordered arrangements of elastic particles (spheres in most of the cases) in contact.
Due to the Hertzian contact interaction between the particles, the dynamic vibrational response of
these structures can be nonlinear and tunable. In adition, due to the finite size of the particles and
the friction between them, coupled rotational-translational elastic waves exist and were observed
in three dimensional, hexagonal close-packed granular crystals [4].
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Figure 1: (a) Schematic of the granular chain on top of permanent magnets within a substrate. (b) Magnetic
flux density (mTesla) as a function of the distance from the upper surface of the magnet for B1 = 1.32 T
(red) and B2 = 1.37 T (black). (c) Schematic of the experimental setup.

In this work, we design and study tunable magneto-acoustic crystals. Tunability is demonstrated
by employing granular chains made of ferromagnetic material and applying an external magnetic
field. By changing the strength of the applied magnetic field, one can tune the interparticle forces
at will. The latter will result in programmable elastic deformations at the contact points which
determine the dynamic response of the granular crystal. Thus, by changing the magnetic field, one
can tune the dynamic response of the granular crystal. The proposed magneto-acoustic crystal is
shown in Fig. 1(a). It is composed of a chain of stainless steel spherical beads on top of a rubber
substrate in which permanent neodymium magnets (NdFeB) are located in a linear array.

In Fig. 1(b), we plot the simulated (FEM analysis) and experimentally measured magnetic field
as a function of the distance from the upper surface of the cylindrical magnet for B1 = 1.32 T
and B2 = 1.37 T. Strong variations of the magnetic field strength, and thus of the normal forces



between the spheres, are possible by either placing the permanents magnets at di�erent distances
or by changing their remanent magnetization.

We use two kinds of transducers which allow us to drive the chain in three di�erent directions
(x, y, z). The measurement of the last particle velocity is made by a laser vibrometer placed in
three di�erent positions to be able to detect all directions of translational motion of a particle.
The experimental setup is presented in Fig. 1(c). The granular chain is composed of 5 and 15
beads of diameter d = 15.875 mm, made of stainless steel (Young‘s modulus E = 200 GPa,
poisson ratio � = 0.3. The permanent magnets are NdFeB cylinders of remanent magnetization
B2 = 1.37 T , located 10 mm from the center of the spheres. For this case, the precompression force
measured to be F0 = 1 , resulting to a normal sti�ness of KN = 6.60 · 106 N/m, to a shear sti�ness
KS = 5.44 · 106 N/m, and to a torsional sti�ness of KT = 1.12 · 10�2 mN (KSR

2 = 3.42 · 102 mN �
3 � 104 KT ). In Fig. 2, we plot the theoretical dispersion curves for each plane (sagittal and
horizontal) together with the relevant experimental linear spectra.
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Figure 2: Dispersion curves (left) for the infinite free granular chain considering the experimentally measured
F0 = 1 N (solid line) with an error of ±0.15 N (shadow zone). Experimental linear spectrum for a chain
composed of 5 beads (center) and 15 beads (right) (a) in the sagittal plane (x,y) and (b) in the horizontal
plane (x,z).

To conclude, we have presented the realization and dynamics analysis of a magneto-acoustic
crystal composed of spherical ferromagnetic spheres in contact in the presence of a properly designed
magnetic field. The latter is imposed by strong permanent magnets arranged in line within a rubber
holder at a distance from the granular chain. By considering all the degrees of freedom, we derive
the full dispersion relations. Experiments reveal for the first time very clearly the existence of TR
branches in a granular chain which can in addition be tuned by the external magnetic field. The
combination of the non-contact tunability and the potential strong nonlinear behavior opens the
way for the construction of novel nonlinear tunable mechanical metamaterials for the control of
elastic wave propagation.
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Abstract-We have investigated an inverse Faraday effect caused magnetic field distributions in 

cylindrical graphene-covered nanowire. The possibility of using of mode composition for 

controllable change in such distribution has been shown. Results may be used for magnetic memory 

applications as well as for design of plasmonically reconfigurable magnonic nanostructures. 
 

In this work we present details of our recent results of investigation on plasmonically induced magnetic field 

Heff in graphene-covered nanowire due to inverse Faraday effect1. 

An effective magnetic field induced by electric field of light may be calculated2, 3: 

 *Im ,eff ª º D u¬ ¼H E E    (1) 

where α is the magneto-optical susceptibility, operation * means the complex conjugation. 

Dispersion characteristics have been investigated in details recently4. Investigation showed that 

graphene-coated nanowire has a much higher mode index and a better mode confinement than metal-coated one. 

We consider dielectric nanowire with radius R and dielectric permittivity εin covered by graphene layer and 

embedded in medium with dielectric permittivity εout. Graphene layer is represented as infinitely thin layer with 

surface conductivity σg. We consider monochromatic plasmons propagating along nanowire axis (z-axis) by 

putting electric and magnetic fields E, H ∝ exp[i(βz-ωt)] into Maxwell’s equations (β = β’ + iβ’’ is a complex 
propagation constant, ω is a circular frequency). 

For mode with m = 0 electromagnetic waves may be divided onto TE- and TM- modes. TE- mode cannot 

produce any magnetic field, while TM- mode induces azimuthal magnetic field. Such magnetic vortex-like field 

is localized near graphene layer and exponently decays in z-axis direction. Magnetic field components induced 

by any single mode do not depend on azimuthal angle φ. For modes with m ≠ 0 all components of magnetic field 
are non-zero. Change in propagation direction leads to change of Heff rotation direction. 

Fig. 1 shows magnetic field distributions for m = 0, ±1, ±2 at frequency f = 100 THz. One can see that 

distribution has a vortex-like type. Rotational direction is opposite for the field induced inside and outside of 

nanowire. Increasing in azimuthal mode number leads to increase of longitudinal component of induced field. 

Direction of this component is opposite for the field induced inside and outside of nanowire as well. 

The work was supported by RFBR grants ## 16-37-00023, 16-07-00751. Numerical calculations were 

supported by RScF grant # 14-22-00279. 
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Figure 1.  Magnetic field distribution for different azimuthal modes m. 
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Abstract— Nonlinear magneto-plasmonics [1] offers a considerable expansion of control over
the magneto-optical response of a system supporting surface polaritons. Here we demonstrate
enhanced magneto-optical modulation of the second harmonic generation output from hybrid
plasmonic structures and comparatively analyze the advantages of nonlinear surface polaritons
excitation. Further, we discuss possible application of this concept to metal-free polar dielectrics
where low-losses surface phonon polaritons can be excited in the Reststrahlen band in the THz
spectral range.

The recent achievements of magneto-plasmonics have opened the door for nonlinear magneto-
plasmonics which utilizes magnetic field as a convenient control knob for tailoring the nonlinear-
optical response of plasmonic systems. It can be shown that transversal magnetization M⃗ modulates
the surface plasmon-polariton (SPP) wavevector k⃗spp which acquires a magnetization-dependent

contribution ∆k⃗(M⃗):

k⃗spp(±M) = k⃗(0)spp ±∆k⃗(M⃗) (1)

where k⃗(0)spp is the SPP wavevector in the absence of the magneto-optical effects. This effectively
shifts the SPP resonant conditions thus giving rise to the SPP-induced magneto-optical effects [2].
However, these effects are rather small rarely exceeding 1% and thus representing a fundamental
challenge of magneto-plasmonics. In turn, nonlinear magneto-optics is known for its large mag-
nitude of the magnetic field-induced effects which e.g. in the case of magnetic second harmonic
generation (SHG) can readily surpass dozens of percents. Complimented by the high SHG sensi-
tivity to the inversion symmetry breaks at surfaces and interfaces where the SPPs are primarily
localized, this technique holds high potential for the future development of magneto-photonics and
plasmonics.

A number of experiments on nonlinear magneto-plasmonics [3, 4, 5, 6] demonstrated large
magnetization-induced modulations of the SHG intensity. Magnetic SHG (mSHG) modulation is
achieved with the help of the SPP-driven phase shifts between the crystallographic and magnetization-
induced contributions arising when the SPP at the fundamental frequency ω is excited. However,
an alternative approach utilizing SPP excitations at the double frequency 2ω appears to be much
more promising [7]. Here we consider Kretschmann configuration and fundamental light of 800
nm wavelength. A multilayer system shown in Fig. 1,a supports SPP excitation at both ω and 2ω
albeit at different angles, while the Co layer ensures the magneto-optical activity of the structure.
Linear magneto-plasmonic effect barely reaches 0.5%, whereas in nonlinear response the mSHG
output modulation exhibits two orders of magnitude enhancement.

Interestingly, the largest magnetization-induced variations of the mSHG intensity occur at the
angles of about 44◦–45◦, when the SPP is excited at the double frequency 2ω (Fig. 1,b). This
observation hold true in a broad range of excitation wavelengths as long as the SPP at the double
frequency is still supported. As soon as the interband transitions in Ag start to play a role and
the SPP losses increase, the mSHG modulation experiences a sizeable decrease (see the red curve
in, 760 nm excitation wavelength). This fact, along with the dispersive shift of mSHG maximum,
reinforces our conclusion that the 33% large mSHG contrast (which is equivalent to the increase
of the SHG intensity by a factor of 2 upon the magnetization reversal) is dominated by the SPP
resonance at the SHG frequency. The complex shapes of the angular dependence of mSHG contrast
as well as the SHG intensities for the two opposite directions of the Co magnetization (see inset
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Figure 1: Figure 1. (a) Excitation of SPPs in a trilayer Au/Co/Ag structure in the Kretschmann geometry.
Shaded areas represent the calculated distributions of the electric field when the SPPs are excited at the
fundamental (red) and SHG (blue) frequencies. Insets demonstrate the angular spectra of linear reflectivity
Rω and SHG intensities for the two opposite directions of the magnetization I2ω(±M). (b) Angular spectra
of the mSHG magnetic contrast ρ2ω for the four fundamental wavelengths.

in Fig. 1,a) can be explained as a result of the interference of the SPP-driven SHG and the SHG
contribution from the bottom Ag/substrate interface largely unaffected by the SPP excitation [8].

Despite the large mSHG modulation, considerable losses induced by the presence of the Fe layer
hamper the SPP excitation and decrease the total SHG output. Higher quality excitations can be
driven in the Reststrahlen band in polar dielectrics [9], where longitudinal and transversal optical
phonons ensure the spectral region of negative permittivity. There, surface phonon polaritons
(SPhP) can be effectively excited offering higher quality factors Q as compared to surface plasmon
polaritons in metals. The maximum attainable Q is limited by the intrinsic damping due to phonon-
phonon scattering. One of the prominent example is SiC demonstrating large SPhP lifetimes and
sharp resonances in the Reststrahlen band. Applying the concepts of nonlinear magneto-plasmonics
to polar dielectrics with magnetic order could potentially open a new chapter in nonlinear surface
photonics.
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Abstract-Magnetic nanodevices will allow for the creation of smart GHz-to-THz devices operated 

at low power consumption if spin waves (magnons) are generated and manipulated on the sub-100 

nm scale. We report how magnons with a wavelength of a few 10 nm are created by conventional 

microwave antenna in that we combine insulating yttrium iron garnet and specifically tailored 

metallic nanomagnets. We demonstrate magnonic devices at a wavelength of 88 ± 2 nm. At the 

same time we show that our microwave-to-magnon transducers are reconfigurable and thereby 

provide additional functionalities. 
 

Collective spin excitations have the potential to provide beyond-CMOS applications via e.g. parallel 

processing in cellular networks [1]. However, magnonic devices realized so far from metallic ferromagnets such 

as permalloy suffer from the relatively short damping length δ. Insulating magnetic oxides improve the situation. 
Here we report on spin excitations in the insulating thin-film ferrimagnet yttrium iron garnet (YIG) that offers δ 
of several 100 μm at room temperature [2]. Based on such YIG, we excite propagating GHz spin waves with 

wavelengths λ down to 88 nm, when applying the recently reported nanomagnonic grating coupler [3]. In our 

case the grating coupler consists of an array of metallic nanomagnets with large saturation magnetization 

(permalloy or CoFeB) that are prepared between YIG and an integrated microwave antenna. A large spin-wave 

signal strength is obtained when we drive the grating coupler at its own ferromagnetic resonance frequency. The 

wavelength of the propagating magnons is smaller by five orders of magnitude compared to the electromagnetic 

wave that is used for excitation (in free space). The findings are straightforwardly extended to even smaller 

wavelengths by further optimizing nanomagnets and array parameters. The results are important for the 

implementation of nanomagnonic devices combined with conventional microwave circuits. 
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Abstract- Surface magnetoelastic waves are generated using a hybrid magnetooptic / transient 

grating technique.  This approach allows us to measure the structural and magnetic degrees of 

freedom independently and demonstrate resonant coupling between these disparate degress of 

freedom.  We show the excitation of two distinct elastic waves in the transient grating 

geometry, and the selective resonant coupling to the magnetization of each individually.  At 

resonance, large amplitude magnetization precession is shown. 

 

We detail a unique approach to studying magnetoelasticity[1,2], the coupling of high frequency elastic waves 

to materials magnetization.  We generate and detect surface elastic waves using the all-optical transient grating 

geometry, and then monitor in real time the coupling between the elastic waves and material magnetization.  

We measure simultaneously the elastic distortion using conventional transient grating spectroscopy and the 

average magnetization of the material by Faraday rotation of a transmitted beam, as shown in figure 1a.  Our 

experiment provides for the application of a magnetic field in the plane of the sample and we thus show the 

field-tuned resonant excitation of a ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) by the passing elastic wave.  The 

all-optical approach provides for a flexible excitation geometry of a variety of elastic waves which can be easily 

tuned from 1GHz to roughly 10GHz. 

 
 



When excited in the TG configuration, the Faraday response (figure 1b) exhibits a series of oscillations that 

decrease in amplitude and frequency as the grating wavelength is increased. When the frequency of oscillation is 

plotted relative to the imposed wavevector, a dispersion relation, we can extract the velocity of propagation of 

the excitation.  In comparing the dispersion measured in diffraction and Faraday channels, a near perfect 

correspondence is observed, allowing us to identify the observed modes as the Rayleigh Surface Acoustic Wave 

(SAW) with a velocity of 3120m/s and a Surface Skimming Longitudinal Wave (SSLW) with a velocity of 

5590m/s.  In both instances, since the response is observed in the Faraday detection channel, we conclude that 

the elastic waves drive a magnetization precession.  

To emphasize the magneto-optical nature of our measurements, we apply an in-plane magnetic field to tune 

the magnitude of Faraday rotation signal, as shown in figure 2.  Here the grating periodicity is fixed at 1.1mm 

and the applied field H is swept from +700G to -700G while the amplitude of the precession oscillation is 

displayed (the FFT amplitude). Based on the dispersion relationship and extracted frequencies from figure 1c, 

we identify the two elastic waves, SAW and SSLW, by the two horizontal lines, while the increase in amplitude 

is observed when the elastic frequency matches that of the field-tuned ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) of the 

film with frequency given by Kittel’s formula:  (red). 

 

 

 

Fig. 2:  (a) Field-tuned resonance.  Applying a 

magnetic field in the plane of the sample tunes the 

ferromagnetic resonance condition to match the 

applied effective field generated by the passing elastic 

wave.  Here, two resonance conditions are shown, at 

~2.7GHz and 150G, the SAW wave resonantly drives 

the magnetic precession, while at ~5.1GHz and 500G, 

the SSLW resonantly drives precession.

In summary, we have demonstrated a novel experimental scheme for studying magnetoelastic dynamics using an 

all - optical method.  We demonstrated the elastically driven FMR precession induced by two surface acoustic 

transients, the Rayleigh SAW and the SSLW. The TG geometry allows for the facile excitation and 

characterization of surface magneto-elastic waves, while the time resolved nature uniquely probes the resonant 

coupling between the magnetic and elastic counterparts in these polaritonic eigenwaves.  More broadly, these 

experiments open the door to a number of research directions that study the interaction of dynamic structural 

transients at surfaces and interfaces with range of material properties, including magnetization or electronic 

properties.  
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Abstract - One should find different ways to control wavenumber, phase and polarization of 
surface plasmons. At this point, ‘active plasmonics’ comes to play. There are different 
methods and approaches of active plasmonics. In this talk, we shall discuss how to influence 
on the surface plasmons by means of direct and inverse magneto-optical effects, 
photoexcitation of electrons in a metal, gain media, optical phonons, and acoustic waves. 

  
Currently, there is great research interest in the area of plasmonics, since surface plasmon-

polaritons, coupled oscillations of electrons and light localized at a metal surface, are very promising 
as information carriers for next-generation nanophotonic devices. If such applications are anticipated, 
one should find different ways to control wavenumber, phase and polarization of surface plasmons. At 
this point, ‘active plasmonics’ comes to play.  

There are different methods and approaches of active plasmonics. In this talk, we shall discuss how 
to influence on the surface plasmons by means of direct and inverse magneto-optical effects, 
photoexcitation of electrons in a metal, gain media, optical phonons, and acoustic waves. In all cases 
we consider Fano resonances in light transmitted or reflected from periodic plasmonic structures – 
plasmonic crystals – consisting of a metal nanograting of slits or holes and a smooth dielectric. Such 
type of resonances originates from excitation of surface plasmons. 

Magnetic field control of light is among the most intriguing methods for modulation of light 
intensity and polarization on sub-nanosecond timescales. The implementation in nanostructured hybrid 
materials provides a remarkable increase of magneto-optical effects [1,2]. Highest figure of merit of 
resonances and enhancement of the magnetooptical effects are achieved for magnetic dielectrics like 
iron garnets. 

However, not only the enhancement of already known effects has been demonstrated in plasmonic 
crystals. Recently, we postulate a novel magneto-optical phenomenon that originates solely from 
suitably designed magneto-plasmonic crystal [3]. In this material, an incident light excites coupled 
plasmonic oscillations and a waveguide mode. An in-plane magnetic field allows excitation of an 
orthogonally polarized waveguide mode that modifies optical spectrum of the magnetoplasmonic 
crystal and increases its transparency. The experimentally achieved light intensity modulation reaches 
24%. As the effect can potentially exceed 100%, it may have great importance for applied 
nanophotonics. Further, the effect allows manipulating and exciting waveguide modes by a magnetic 
field and light of proper polarization. 

Magnetization of the magnetoplasmonic crystal can be modified by either an external magnetic 
field or by laser pulse of circular polarization [4]. In the later case, inverse Faraday effect is involved 
thus allowing to switch magnetization on picosecond time scales. 

Alternatively, optical properties of the plasmonic crystals can be tuned by femtosecond laser pulses. 
As a result, surface plasmons propagation through the plasmonic crystal are modified and 



corresponding differential transmittance and reflectance changes of the order of 5% are observed [5]. 
The response time of plasmonic crystals can be varied widely from 200 to 800 fs by tuning the relative 
spectral positions of the probe and the SPP resonance.  

Another approach of the active plasmonics uses coherent sub-THz phonons incident on a gold 
grating that is deposited on a dielectric substrate. They undergo diffraction and thereby induce an 
alteration of the surface plasmon-polariton resonance. This results in efficient high-frequency 
modulation (up to 110 GHz) of the structure’s reflectivity for visible light in the vicinity of the 
plasmon-polariton resonance [6]. High modulation efficiency is achieved by designing a periodic 
nanostructure which provides both plasmon-polariton and phonon resonances. Our theoretical analysis 
shows that the dynamical alteration of the plasmon-polariton resonance is governed by modulation of 
the slit widths within the grating at the frequencies of higher-order phonon resonances. 

Moreover, it is possible to achieve an efficient 3.6 THz modulation of light reflected from hybrid 
metal/semiconductor plasmonic crystals caused by lattice vibrations in a few-nm-thick layer of 
elemental tellurium [7]. We observe that surface plasmon polaritons contribute significantly to the 
photoinduced formation of this thin layer at the interface between a telluride-based II-VI 
semiconductor, such as (Cd,Mg)Te or (Cd,Mn)Te, and a one-dimensional gold grating. The change in 
interface composition is monitored via the excitation and detection of coherent optical tellurium 
phonons of A1 symmetry by femtosecond laser pulses in a pump-probe experiment. The patterning of 
a plasmonic grating onto the semiconductor enhances the transient signal which originates from the 
interface region. This allows one to monitor the layer formation and observe the shift of the phonon 
frequency caused by confinement of the lattice vibrations in the nm-thick segregated layer. Efficient 
excitation and detection of coherent optical phonons by means of surface plasmon polaritons are 
evidenced by the dependence of the signal strength on polarization of the pump and probe pulses and 
its spectral distribution. 
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Active plasmonic systems have exceptional potential in a wide range of 
applicabilities. Recently, endorsing this active character by incorporating 
magnetic functionality has received a great deal of attention. Combining 
plasmon resonances and magnetooptical activity allows enhancing the Magneto 
Optical (MO) response by electromagnetic field localization of the plasmon 
resonance in the MO active element,. In this talk we will review the different 
approaches  that have been followed to increase the MO activity by 
electromagnetic  field enhancement. 
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Abstract-Extending planar two-dimensional structures into the three-dimensional space has 

become a general trend in electronics, photonics, plasmonics and magnetics. In magnetism, a 

consequence of the curvilinear geometry is the appearance of novel curvature-driven effects 

including magnetochiral effects and topologically induced magnetization patterning, resulting in 

theoretically predicted unlimited domain wall velocities, chirality symmetry breaking and 

Cherenkov-like effects for magnons. These theoretical predictions and the application potential of 

3D-shaped magnetic objects will be presented in this talk.  

While conventionally magnetic films and structures are fabricated on flat surfaces, the topology of curved 

surfaces has only recently started to be explored and leads to new fundamental physics as well as applied device 

ideas. In particular, novel effects occur when the magnetization is modulated by curvature providing a new 

degree of freedom that leads to new magnetization configurations (see for instance [1,2]) and is predicted to have 

major implications on the spin dynamics due to topological constraints for instance in circular tubes and rolls [3]. 

Advances in this novel field solely rely on the understanding of the fundamental aspects behind the 

modifications of magnetic responses of 3D-curved magnetic thin films. The lack of an inversion symmetry and 

the emergence of a curvature induced anisotropy and Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya-like (DM-like) interaction are 

characteristic of bent and curved surfaces [4-6], leading to curvature-driven magnetochiral effects [7-9] and 

topologically induced magnetization patterning [6,10], including unlimited domain wall velocities in hollow 

tubes [3], chirality symmetry breaking [6-9] and Cherenkov-like effects for magnons [11]. In addition to these 

rich physics, the application potential of 3D-shaped objects is currently being explored as magnetic field 

sensorics for magnetofluidic applications [12], spin-wave filters [13], advanced magneto-encephalography 

devices [14] and for energy-efficient high-speed racetrack memory devices [3].  

Recent advances in nanofabrication allowed to realize magnetic cap structures [1,2], Swiss rolls [12-17] and 

artificial complex helimagnetic-like configurations, namely hollow-bar-, corkscrew-, and radial-magnetized 3D 

micro-helix coils [15,18]. The microscopic characterization of those 3D-shaped objects is challenging and the 

magnetization configuration is commonly derived by integral means. To access the true 3D magnetization 

patterns, we put forth the concept of magnetic soft x-ray tomography as a unique approach providing sufficient 

spatial resolution, magnetic sensitivity and the capability to penetrate the 3D architectures [16,17].  

These recent developments starting from the theoretical predictions to the fabrication of 3D-curved magnetic 

thin films, hollow cylinders or wires as well as their characterization using integral means but also advanced 

tomography approaches are in the focus of this talk. 
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Abstract - The fields of a surface acoustic wave (SAW) produce a moving potential modulation 

on semiconductor structures. This modulation can capture photo-excited, spin-polarized electrons 

and holes in an intrinsic semiconductor structure and transport them with the acoustic velocity. 

Here, we review recent results on the acoustic transport and manipulation of optically excited 

spins in (Al,Ga)As quantum wells at high (i.e. above liquid nitrogen, LN) temperature. 

  

Moving vibrations in form of surface acoustic waves can be generated on a GaAs QW structure by applying 

a radio-frequency voltage to interdigital transducers (IDTs) deposited on the sample surface [cf. Fig. 1(b)]. 

Their piezoelectric potential )SAW creates the type-II modulation of the conduction (CB) and valence band 
(VB) edges sketched in Fig. 1(a), which propagates with the acoustic velocity vSAW. When applied to quantum 

well (QW) structures, this modulation can store photo-excited electrons and holes in spatially separated 

positions and transport them along the SAW propagation direction [cf. Fig. 1(a)].[1] After transport, photons 

can be retrieved by forcing the electrons and holes to recombine. The acoustic transport has been exploited for 

the realization of single electron pumps[2] and single-photon sources.[3] If the incoming photons are circularly 

polarized, spin-polarized carriers can be excited and subsequently transported while maintaining their spin 

polarization.[4-7] Finally, since the moving spins can be manipulated during transport via the spin-orbit 

interaction or external fields, the scheme illustrated in Fig. 1(b) becomes a spin processors for optical 

information. 

The acoustic spin transport presupposes spin lifetimes considerably larger than the inverse SAW frequency 

fSAW (on the order of 1 GHz) in order to ensure transport over several acoustic wavelengths OSAW (~1 Pm). The 
spatial separation of electrons and holes essentially eliminates spin scattering due to the exchange interaction.[4] 

The major mechanisms limiting the spin lifetime then becomes the spin-orbit interaction: as a consequence of 

the coupling between electron spins and orbital motion, a moving spin experiences an effective magnetic field, 

which depends on its momentum. Spins thermally drifting along random trajectories will then undergo 

different precession angles under the effective spin-orbit field, thus leading to a reduction of the average spin 

of the ensemble (the Dyakonov-Perel (DP) spin dephasing). We discuss here two approaches to reduce DP 

spin dephasing during acoustic transport at high temperatures (i.e., LN). The first uses QWs grown along non-

conventional crystallographic orientations such as along the [110] or [111] crystallographic axes. In particular, 

the symmetry of [110] QWs reduces the impact of the spin-orbit interaction for spins oriented along the [110] 

axis, leading to a significant enhancement of the spin lifetime (to values approaching 100 ns).[6] The second 

approach explores the fact that DP relaxation can be significantly reduced by controlling the electron orbital 

motion on a micrometer scale. By reducing the width LW to a few Pm (i.e., to values smaller than the spin orbit 
precession length in the QW), it becomes possible to transport spins at high temperatures over several tens of 

Pm along the plane of a QW.  
The acoustic transport of spins at 105 K combining these two approaches is illustrated in Figs. 1(c)-(d). 



Transport was carried out along a 

narrow piezoelectrically defined 

channel in a (110) GaAs QW with 

the potential profile illustrated in 

Fig. 1(c).[8] The spin transport 

length ls and the spin lifetime Ws= 
ls/vSAW were then measured at 

difference temperatures by 

spatially resolved photo-

luminescence. The dependence of 

these quantities on the acoustic 

power PSAW applied to the acoustic 

transducer displayed in Fig. 1(d) 

demonstrate that spin transport 

lengths increases with decreasing 

channel widths. In particular, ls 

values exceeding 30 Pm can be 
achieved at 105 K. The application 

of similar concepts for the manipulation of single spins will be discussed.                               
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Figure 1(a) Band structure modulation by a (b) SAW propagating on a (Al,Ga)As QW. (c) 

Calculated potential in a piezoelectrically defined narrow transport channel and (d) 

dependence of the spin lifetime (Ws) and of the acoustic transport length (ls) on SAW power 

(PSAW) and on the width (LW) of a transport channel defined on a (110) GaAs QW.[8] 
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Abstract-Large enhancements of the magneto-optical (MO) activity by the localized surface 

plasmon resonance (LSPR) have been reported in structures like nanodisks, core-shell nanoparticles, 

dimers, etc. In this contribution, we extend this application to the magnetoplasmonic split ring-ring 

structure. With the hole-mask colloidal lithography method, a split Au ring is generated on top of a 

Au ring in which a Co-dot has been embedded. By properly optimizing the gap angle of the split 

ring, the electromagnetic field is redistributed and focused in the MO active Co area, therefore the 

MO activity obtains a boost and is maximized for the structure with a gap of 60deg angle, 

exhibiting an enhancement factor of 3 compared to the one without gap. The EM field 

redistribution and focus around the gap area is confirmed via EELS-TEM mapping   

     

Metallic nanostructures supporting the localized surface plasmonic resonance (LSPR) allow confining light 

in subwavelength regions and producing a subsequent enhancement of the electromagnetic (EM) field at 

resonance. Using LSPR, large enhancements of the magneto-optical (MO) activity have been reported in 

structures like nanodisks, core-shell nanoparticles, dimers, etc., which is currently an active branch in the 

so-called magnetoplasmonics field and has been reviewed in Ref. (1). In this contribution, we extend this 

concept to a novel ring-split ring structure. The bottom Au ring structure holds the MO active component (a Co 

nanodot), while the Au split ring on top serves as a fine tuned enhancer of the electromagnetic field in the Co 

nanodot region. A series of nanostructures, based on this concept, have been fabricated, for which both of the 

optical and MO responses are characterized and analyzed. By properly modifying and optimizing the 

nanostructure, a boost in the MO activity is obtained, with a further enhancement by a factor of 3 with respect to 

the structure without a split ring gap. 

The nanostructures are fabricated with the hole-mask colloidal lithography method (2). In our previous work 

the evolution of the plasmonic resonance and MO activity from single mode of disk to bimodal ring were studied 

and well explained with the plasmon hybridization model in Ref. (3,4). Based on the nanoring structure, the 

distribution of the Co and Au layers can be tuned independently and simultaneously. The resulting redistribution 

of the electromagnetic field will modify both of the optical and MO responses of the nanoparticles, even give a 

rise to the MO effect (5). The ring-split ring structure with the inserted Co dot below the gap is schematically 

shown in Fig. 1(a). The optical extinction spectra (Fig. 1(b)) depict optical anisotropy for s- and p-polarized 

incident light (5). The gap opening creates a focus of the EM field in the area around the Co dot at plasmonic 

resonances, which can be optimized by the gap opening angle, with a maximum of the EM field focus at 60deg 

as well as the optimized MO activity at this angle (Fig. 1(b) and (c)). A further and maximum enhancement in 
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MO activity of 3 times larger than the structure without gap (0deg) is obtained (Fig. 1(c)). The EM field 

redistribution and focus caused by the gap is confirmed with EELS-TEM mapping (inset Fig. 1(c)). 

 
Fig. 1 (a) Sketches of the fabricated ring-split ring nanostructures. (b) Optical extinction and MO activity for 

the ring-split ring structures with Co embedded and below the gap. (c) Evolution of the MO activity as the gap 

angle increases and EELS-TEM mapping for the structure with a gap of 60deg angle (inset).   
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Abstract-We experimentally and theoretically demonstrate that, upon femtosecond demagnetization of 
magnetostrictives materials, the ultrafast release of the built-in strains generates ultrashort longitudinal and 
shear acoustic pulses. These ultrashort acoustic pulses gather new crucial information on the spin-lattice 
coupling at ultrafast timescale. 
 
 Since the pioneering demonstration of subpicosecond demagnetization by a 60 fs laser pulse by 
Beaurepaire and coworkers [1], manipulating and controlling magnetization with ultrafast laser pulses has 
become a big challenge. These findings triggered the new and booming field of ultrafast laser manipulation of 
magnetization [2,3]. Although there is a clear evidence that using fs laser pulses, a ferromagnetic thin film 
can be demagnetized within timescale of the order of ~100 fs, the physical mechanisms operating are still 
controversial [4]. Recent results demonstrating all-optical switching in a broad variety of rare earth-transition 
metal compounds with pronounced magnetostriction [5,6] challenge present theories of ultrafast optical 
switching and arise fundamental questions about the role of the spin-lattice coupling in such type of 
magnetostrictive compounds. In particular the role of phonons during the demagnetization/remagnetization 
process is getting more and more attention [7,8,9,10].  
 

 
  
Fig. 1.  Time resolved pump-probe experiment with a Terfenol hybrid sample structure of 480 nm TbFe2/ 1 
micron SiO2. The ultrafast pump-probe Kerr signal shows a shear acoustic pulse at 536 ps which is 
consequent to the laser mediated ultrafast release of the magnetostrictive strains at the TbFe2/SiO2 interface. 



 
 In the present work, by probing the excited ultrafast longitudinal and shear acoustic pulses - rather 
than the magnetization dynamics, as it is already the case - during ultrafast demagnetization of Terfenol, we 
demonstrate the possibility to assess crucial information on the spin-lattice relaxation channel.We have 
conducted experiments with Terfenol (TbFe2 ) which is known as one of the most magnetostrictive materials 
[10]. The (110) single crystals TbFe2 thin films have been grown on sapphire substrates from molecular 
beam epitaxy and coated with a transparent dielectric layer of SiO2. The samples were laser excited with a 
800 nm 150 fs pump pulse focused on the TbFe2 layer where, upon both thermoelastic transient heating and 
ultrafast release of magnetostriction mechanisms, the acoustic waves were launched in the surrounding SiO2 
layer. These acoustic waves were detected by a time delayed probe pulse while propagating back and forth in 
the top SiO2 layer. 
 An example of a time resolved Kerr signal obtained with such sample is shown in Fig. 1. On top of 
the demagnetization background, we can distinguish several acoustic echoes (L, S, 2L …) which acoustic 
polarization (L longitudinal or S shear) and arrival time can be discriminated knowing the longitudinal and 
shear acoustic speeds in SiO2 as well as the film thickness. The most interesting echoes correspond to the 
shear acoustic pulses which are detected at 536 ps and at 870 ps. The first one of few ps duration evidences 
the ultrafast release of magnetostriction which is the only possible mechanism of shear generation in the 
present sample [11], while the second corresponds to an interesting mechanism of magneto-acoustic 
conversion of the longitudinal pulse at 335 ps into a shear pulse from the acoustic reflection at the interface. 
 Our results give the proof of concept of ultrafast laser demagnetostriction for the excitation of 
ultrashort shear acoustic pulses. For the moment, efficient and simple ultrafast shear transducers are lacking 
[11,12] and a new generation of THz shear transducers based on laser-mediated release of magnetostrictive 
stresses would be of great interest for the viscoelastic investigation of many materials (liquids [13-14], 
glasses, mixed multiferroics, correlated electron systems and magnetic materials). 
Acknowledgements. The authors thank Agence Nationale de la Recherche for financial support under grant 
ANR-14-CE26-0008. 
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Abstract- Surface magneto-elastic waves (SMEW) are polaritons consisting of the coupled surface 

acoustic waves (SAW) and ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) precession. Here we theoretically 

analyze the dispersion of SMEW propagating on nickel films. The magneto-elastic symmetry 

nonreciprocity manifests itself in the dependence of SMEW phase velocity on the direction of the 

in-plane magnetic external magnetic field. A simplified analytical approach, where FMR-resonance 

is driven by a standing SAW modes (geometry of the typical transient grating experiments) provide 

a complimentary view on the observed symmetry breaking. The developed theory is applied to 

describe the signatures of symmetry breaking observed in ultrafast transient grating experiments.   
 

Elastic properties of ferromagnetic materials depend on their magnetic state, a phenomenon known as 

magneto-striction.  Very recently the dynamic interactions between ultrashort acoustic transients and FMR 

precession both in the bulk1,2 and at ferromagnetic surfaces3,4 attracted a renewed attention. The complex 

spatio-temporal behavior of acoustic transients makes the physical interpretation of elastically-induced FMR 

precession rather difficult. A first step towards understanding the non-stationary behavior is to understand the 

property of SMEW eigenmodes, where the acoustic and magnetic excitations form the polaritonic eigenmode 

propagating along the surface. To do so we solve the coupled system of the acoustic wave equations (for three 

components of acoustic displacement) and magnetic Landau-Lifschitz-Gilbert equation (for three components of 

magnetization vector) for small-amplitude FMR excitations around the equilibrium magnetization direction. 

Solving the secular equation leads to the dispersion relation of SMEW eigenmodes. It can be best visualized in 
the diagram in Fig. 1 displaying the anisotropy of SMEW phase velocity v  as a function of the tilt angle φ with 
respect to the external in-plane magnetic field H . Two counterpropagating acoustic waves at frequency ω with 
wavevectors      

                                     1 , 2
1 , 2

k
v

Z
  

correspond to two different velocities 1,2v . The angular anisotropy in Figure 1 aims to demonstrate the intrinsic 

non-reciprocity of SMEW induced by magneto-striction and the maximum anisotropy is observed for φ~45 

degrees. The angular variation of phases velocity is very small and it does not make sense to try in case of 

non-stationary processes. In the view of transient grating experiments3,4 it appears to be reasonable to consider 

the excitation of FMR precession by elastic strains xx zz xz( ), ( ), ( )t t tH H H  formed by two counterpropagating 
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SMEW modes of equal amplitude (standing wave), assuming that SMEW strains are identical to those of 

non-magnetic SAWs. Within this approach the symmetry becomes broken by the non-zero shear strain xz ( )tH  

in a standing SAW resulting in non-zero excitation of FMR precession in φ=0. The preliminary TG 

measurements focused n the angular range of a few degrees around φ=0 indicate the signatures of such 

asymmetry. We expect that the results of magneto-elastic symmetry breaking can boost similar investigations in 

magneto-plasmonics.    

 

 

Figure 1.  The phase velocity of surface magneto-elastic waves depend on their propagation direction. 

Counterpropagating SMEWs may have different speeds, indication the magneto-elastic non-reciprocity. 
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Abstract- I will discuss how to couple magnetoplasmons with excitons in an organic molecular 

crystals to obtain topologically protected edge states.  

 

Plexcitons are hybrid polaritonic states composed of plasmons and excitons. We consider plexcitons arising from the 

coupling of plasmons in a metal film with organic excitons in a molecular crystal. The anisotropy of the 

exciton-plasmon interaction gives rise to Dirac points which can be lifted by interfacing the metal with a 

magneto-optical material such as a bismuth-garnet oxide (BIG), yielding magnetoplasmons in the metal layer. This 

gives rise to topologically protected edge modes akin to those found in Quantum Hall systems. We discuss our recent 

efforts to enhance the magneto-optical effects induce larger gaps to host the topological excitations. These topological 

excitations give novel capabilities for the control of energy transfer in the nanoscale [1,2]. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Plexciton setup. It consists of a plasmonic metal film, a dielectric spacer, and an organic layer. 
The latter is taken to be a monoclinic superlattice which makes an angle θ with respect to the x axis, and 
is further characterized by angles β , γ , δ as well as distances between nanopillars Δ h and Δ v . Each 
element in the superlattice is a nanopillar of organic emitters of dimensions W i along each axis. When 
the density of emitters is big enough, the coupling between the excitons in the organic layer and the 



surface plasmons in the metal becomes larger than their linewidths, giving rise to polaritonic eigenmodes 
that are superpositions of excitons and plasmons, or more succintly, plexcitons. We shall also consider 
the case where the dielectric spacer is a magneto-optical (MO) material. The superlattice design is not 
essential for our purposes, except for guaranteeing a global gap for topological modes spanning all 
wavevectors. Hence, one may substitute it with a standard molecular crystal with some trade-offs. 
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Abstract— We develop a heterogeneous III-V/Si3N4 integration platform for photonic inte-
grated circuits incorporating on-chip, InAs quantum dot-based single-photon sources.

There is currently a great interest in the development of chip-scale photonic devices for quantum
information. Chip-based integration can provide unprecedented scalability, stability, and function-
ality for photonic quantum information science, and in addition can enable exploration of quantum-
level optical nonlinearities with highly improved e�ciency through nanoscale photonic structures.
Here, we develop a heterogeneous III-V / Silicon photonic integration platform to produce pho-
tonic circuits, based on Si3N4 waveguides, which incorporate on-chip triggered single-photon sources
based on single InAs/GaAs quantum dots (QDs). InAs QDs are to date the most promising solid-
state light sources for quantum information, o�ering pure, bright and indistinguishable triggered
single-photon emission, and allowing electronic and photonic radiation control [1]. In counterpoint,
Si3N4 waveguides o�er low-loss propagation with tailorable dispersion and relatively high Kerr non-
linearities, which can be explored for linear and nonlinear optical signal processing, down to the
quantum level [2].

The core of our integration platform is the vertical directional coupler shown in Fig. 1 (a),
consisting of a GaAs waveguide, which hosts an InAs QD, stacked over a Si3N4 waveguide. The
GaAs waveguide is designed so that QD emission is e�ciently coupled to its fundamental mode,
shown in Fig. 1(b). As illustrated in Fig. 1(c), careful tapering of both waveguide widths can lead
to almost complete optical power transfer from the GaAs guided mode into the underlying Si3N4
waveguide. The GaAs waveguide thus acts as an on-chip source of single photons, which can be
e�ciently (> 90%) launched into low-loss Si3N4 waveguide-based photonic circuits. Figure 2(a)
shows a false-color scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of a preliminary test device fabricated
based on our integration platform, which uses thin adhesive bonding to combine the GaAs and
Si3N4 layers. Figure 2(b) shows an optical micrograph of the same device.
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Figure 1: (a) Cross-section schematic of vertical GaAs/Si3N4 waveguide directional coupler. (b) Fundamental
guided mode of the GaAs waveguide. (c) Top: top view of waveguide width taper for power transfer from
GaAs to Si3N4. Bottom: electric field amplitude across the x=0 plane, for a GaAs waveguide mode launched
at z=0.

We believe that, together with our recently developed photoluminescence imaging-based tech-
nique, which allows the creation of GaAs devices with deterministically positioned InAs QDs [3],



our integration platform will enable a new class of highly e�cient and versatile integrated quantum
photonic chip-scale devices.
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Figure 2: (a) False-color SEM of fabricated GaAs distributed-feedback cavity on top of a Si3N4 waveguide.
(b) Optical microscope image of the same device.
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Abstract-Resonance and near-resonance fluorescence of isolated quantum emitters in a 

two-dimensional semiconductor is investigated. Resonance fluorescence and bright (> 3 MHz 

detected count rates at saturation), stable high-purity single photon emission is achieved. High 

resolution photoluminescence excitation spectroscopy is used to characterize the bright exciton 

fine-structure. Moreover, localized dark exciton states blue-shifted by approximately 5 meV from 

the bright exciton states is directly observed. These results open a path towards future investigations 

of spin-valley and exciton coherence in 2D semiconductors. 
 

Near-resonance optical excitation of quantized matter underpins the field of quantum photonics. It enables 

the initialization, coherent manipulation, and read-out of the quantum states and, via resonance fluorescence, the 

generation of indistinguishable single photons that are an important resource for future quantum technologies. In 

the solid-state, such quantum optical demonstrations have been made using self-assembled quantum dots, single 

molecules, and defects in diamond and other semiconductors. An alternative, emerging quantum photonic 

platform is two-dimensional transition metal dichalcogenide (2D-TMD) semiconductors which have a direct 

band-gap near visible wavelengths and optically addressable exciton valley pseudo-spins. Recently, spatially 

localized excitons which emit quantum light have been discovered in monolayer WSe2 [1]. Here we perform 

resonance and near-resonance excitation of isolated, localized 2D excitons to reveal near ideal single photon 

fluorescence and uncover dark exciton states ~ 5meV blue-shifted from the bright exciton states. The high-purity 

single photon emission is stable and bright, yielding detected count rates up to 3 MHz. We take advantage of 

spectral fluctuations to perform high-resolution photoluminescence excitation spectroscopy of the localized 

exciton fine-structure. The high-resolution characterization of the bright exciton fine-structure and the 

experimental observation of the dark exciton provide important information to unravel the precise nature of these 

localized excitons while the demonstration of resonance fluorescence paves the way to probe the coherence of 

the localized excitons via the first and second order correlation functions. Moreover, these results yield a route 

for intriguing investigations of the spin and valley coherence of 2D-TMD localized excitons. 
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Figure 1: (a) PLE spectrum of an emitter identifying the “dark” exciton at an energy of ~5 meV higher than the 
bright-exciton. (b) The fluorescence spectrum of the same emitter under non-resonant excitation. The spectrum 

matches the energy range for which PLE is performed in (a). Inset: a high-resolution, high dynamic range PL 

spectrum. (c) The fluorescence spectrum of the emitter under resonant excitation of the dark-exciton (emitter 

-exciton and emission via the 

bright- -exciton fluorescence under resonant CW excitation of the dark-exciton 

showing the high purity single photon emission. 
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Abstract-I will describe our recent work on coupling spin in single quantum dots to photonics 

using integrated nanophotonic devices.  We implement a quantum phase switch, the fundamental 

building block for quantum information processing. I will also discuss our efforts to extend devices 

to telecom wavelengths. 

The implementation of quantum networks and distributive quantum information processing relies on interaction between 

stationary matter qubits and flying photons [1]. The spin of a single electron or hole confined in a charged quantum dot is 

considered as a promising matter qubit as it possesses microsecond coherence time [2, 3] and allows picosecond timescale 

control using optical pulses [4, 5]. The quantum dot spin can also interact with a photon by controlling the optical response 

of a strongly coupled cavity. So far most experimental demonstrations of the cavity spectrum control have used neutral 

quantum dots. Spin-dependent cavity spectrum has not been reported yet. Here, we report an experimental realization of a 

spin-photon transistor using a strongly coupled quantum dot and cavity system. We show large modulation of the cavity 

reflectivity by manipulating the spin states of the quantum dot. The spin-photon transistor is crucial for realizing a quantum 

logic gate or generating hybrid entanglement between a quantum dot spin and a photon. Our results represent an important 

step towards semiconductor based quantum logic devices and on-chip quantum networks. 

We perform measurements on a singly charged InAs quantum dot coupled to a GaAs photonic crystal cavity. In the 

presence of a magnetic field applied in the quantum dot growth direction (Faraday configuration), the quantum dot 

exhibit four energy levels with two optically allowed transitions, as shown in Fig. 1(a). 

Figure 1(b) shows the scanning electron microscope image of a typical fabricated photonic crystal cavity device. The 

initial wafer is composed of a 160 nm GaAs membrane with a single layer of InAs quantum dots at its center. A small 

portion of the quantum dots are naturally charged during the growth of the wafer. The membrane layer is grown on top of a 

900 nm Al0.78Ga0.22As sacrificial layer. The GaAs is patterned by electron beam lithography, followed by chlorine based dry 

etching. After dry etching, a selective wet etching removes the sacrificial layer, creating a suspended membrane. The cavity 

design is based on a three-hole defect in a triangular photonic crystal where the inner three holes adjacent to the defect are 

shifted to optimize the quality factor. 

Figure 1(c) shows the device photoluminescence at different magnetic fields. At 0 T we observe both the cavity mode 

(labeled as CM) and several quantum dot emission lines (labeled as QD1, QD2, QD3 and QD4). As we increase the 

magnetic field, all of the quantum dot emission lines split into two peaks. At this stage the charge properties of these dots 

are not clear yet. The experiment results shown in the next section (Fig. 1d) demonstrate that the second quantum dot (QD2) 

is a charged quantum dot. The two peaks that are split from QD2 correspond to the σ+ and σ- transitions of a charged 

quantum dot, as labeled in the figure. We also observe anti-crossing between the σ+ transition and the cavity mode as we 

further increase the magnetic field, demonstrating strong coupling between the σ+ transition and the cavity. 



3.  Spin-dependent cavity reflectivity 

We measure the cavity reflectivity at 6 T with a temperature of 16 K. At this condition the σ+ transition of the quantum dot 

is resonant with the cavity. We use a broad-band light-emitting diode as an excitation source, which has dominant emission 

in the range of 900 nm to 950 nm. We excite the sample with vertical polarization and collect only the horizontal 

polarization component of the reflected signal. We orient the cavity axis to be about 45 degree with respect the vertical 

direction to ensure maximum signal to noise ratio.  

In addition to the broad-band excitation, we also use a continuous-wave narrow-band tunable diode laser to manipulate 

the spin state of the quantum dot. We tune the wavelength of the diode laser close to the quantum dot σ- transition. The 

black solid lines in Fig. 1(d) show the cavity reflectivity when the pump laser is red detuned by 0.1 nm, resonant, and blue 

detuned by 0.1 nm with respect to the quantum dot σ- transition respectively. When the pump laser is resonant with the σ- 

transition, it initializes the quantum dot into the spin-up state via optical pumping. The cavity reflectivity shows two 

polariton peaks and a central dip due to its strong coupling with the σ+ transition. The strong coupling behavior is no longer 

apparent as the pump laser is blue or red detuned from the σ- transition, as the quantum dot is not well initialized into the 

spin-up state at these conditions. These results demonstrate our ability to control the cavity reflectivity via manipulation of a 

quantum dot spin. They also serve to verify that the quantum dot we measured is charged, since the neutral quantum dot 

would behave differently when we pump the decoupled transition [6]. The red solid lines in Fig. 1(d) show the cavity 

feeding effect induced by the pump laser. We observe that the feeding effect is enhanced when the pump laser is resonant 

with the σ- transition. 

 

FIG. 1. (a) Energy level structure of a charged quantum dot in the presence of a magnetic field applied in the Faraday geometry. (b) Scanning electron 

microscope of a typical fabricated photonic crystal cavity device. (c) Photoluminescence spectrum of the device as a function of applied magnetic field. 

The sample temperature is fixed at 14 K for this measurement. (d) Cavity reflectivity with different pump laser detunings. The sample temperature is fixed 

at 16 K for this measurement. 
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Abstract- We demonstrate the simultaneous generation of multiple time-bin entangled photon pairs 

on a CMOS-compatible photonic chip. We measure quantum interference and perform state 

tomography, confirming entangled qubits with fidelities above 86% and 99.9% purity. 

 

Entangled photon pair sources form one of the key building blocks for applications in quantum information 

processing and computing [1], quantum communication [2], as well as imaging and sensing with resolutions 

exceeding the classical limit [3]. The generation of entangled photon pairs in various forms (i.e. polarization 

entanglement, time-energy entanglement and time-bin entanglement) has been demonstrated through 

spontaneous parametric down-conversion (SPDC) in a diverse range of second-order nonlinear media and 

through spontaneous four wave-mixing (SFWM) within third-order nonlinear media. To deliver the compactness, 

scalability and efficiency required by future optical quantum circuit devices, solutions focusing on an integrated 

(on-chip) approach have been recently studied and developed, including integrated quantum circuits, sources, 

and detectors [4]. The use of micro-ring resonators [5,6] with narrow resonances and high Q-factors are of 

special interest since, in contrast to waveguides, they offer an enhancement in photon pair generation efficiency 

as well as a narrow photon pair bandwidth, rendering them compatible with quantum optical devices. More 

importantly, resonant nonlinear cavities such as ring resonators offer the possibility of generating correlated 

photon pairs on multiple signal/idler frequency channels [7] due to the periodic and equidistant resonance 

structure. Here we demonstrate the first simultaneous generation of multiple entangled photon pairs distributed 

over a quantum frequency comb. 

Experiment setup- We realized the quantum frequency comb using a 4-port integrated micro-ring resonator with a free 

spectral range of 200 GHz, and resonances exhibiting Q-factors of 235,000 (820 MHz resonance bandwidth). The integrated 

micro-ring resonator was fabricated in a CMOS-compatible high refractive index silica glass [8]. The experimental setup 

used a pulsed mode-locked fiber laser (10 MHz repetition rate) to optically pump the resonator. An imbalanced 

phase-stabilized Michelson interferometer was used to generate the double pulses required for the time-bin entanglement 

scheme, which relies on the coherent superposition of photon pairs generated in the first or second pulse (i.e. first or second 

time-bin) [9]. The double pulses were then coupled into the ring resonator, where their center frequency was matched with a 

bandpass filter to a single ring resonance. Due to the high field enhancement and high nonlinearity, photon pairs were 

generated through SFWM on several frequency channels (corresponding to the ring resonances) symmetrically with respect 
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to the pump frequency [7]. We measured the single photon output spectrum, confirming the ultra broadband nature of the 

quantum comb, with photon pairs emitted over the full S, C, and L telecommunication band. To verify entanglement 

through quantum interference, we additionally added interferometers with the path length difference matched to the first 

interferometer. Using coincidence detection, this setup allowed to measure quantum interference, as well as to perform full 

quantum state tomography, fully characterizing the entangled photon pairs. 

Results- The interference pattern shown in Fig. 1b was measured for the first signal-idler frequency pair closest to the pump 

frequency. The extracted quantum visibility of 86.9% (98% with background correction) violates the 

Clauser-Horne-Shimony-Holt (Bell-like) inequality (86.9% > 71%≈1/√2) [10], and therefore confirms the observation of 

time-bin entanglement from our integrated photon pair source (see Fig. 1a). We repeated the measurement for 5 different 

spectral mode couples symmetric to the pump frequency and always measured a visibility above 86% (94% background 

corrected). To fully characterize the generated quantum state, we performed quantum state tomography [11] (see Fig. 1b 

and c), revealing that the generated entangled photon pairs form time-bin entangled qubits with a measured fidelity of above 

86% and a purity of 99.9%.  

Conclusions- We report the first generation of a quantum frequency comb of time-bin entangled photon pairs. The fully 

integrated device emits high-quality entangled qubits over an extremely broadband quantum comb, covering the full S, C, 

and L telecommunication bands. The unique features make the comb particularly appealing for multiplexed and 

multi-channel quantum communications, as well as for quantum computation, where additional channels increase the 

information capacity [12].  
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Fig. 1: a) Quantum interference measurement. Real (large) and imaginary part (small) of an ideal (b) and the measured (c) 

density matrix of time-bin entangled qubits. 
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Abstract- Efficient sources of indistinguishable single photons are required for integrated quantum 

photonics. We present an integration scheme which enables the funneling of photons emitted by 

single semiconductor quantum dots from nanophotonic cavities into waveguide circuits and the 

combined tuning of the emitter energy and cavity frequency. This allows bringing distinct sources 

in resonance with each other and therefore the on-chip production of indistinguishable 

single-photons. 

 

Quantum dots (QDs) in photonic crystal cavities (PCCs) enable the efficient generation of single photons, 

which can be efficiently coupled to waveguides in quantum photonic integrated circuits [1]. However, their 

implementation in multiphoton experiments requires the photons generated by distinct sources to be 

indistinguishable, which is made very challenging by the natural dispersion of the QD size, resulting in varying 

exciton energies, and by the disorder in the PCC pattern, producing random variations in the cavity frequency. A 

method for the real-time control of both the exciton energy and the cavity frequency is therefore needed. We 

have recently shown that the combination of Stark tuning and electromechanical actuation enables the full 

control of the QD-PCC system and thereby tuneable, Purcell enhanced QD sources [2]. Here we show that these 

structures can be efficiently integrated in a quantum photonic integrated circuit, leading to tuneable 

waveguide-coupled sources. The cavity tuning is realized through the electromechanical actuation of a 

double-membrane PCC, while the exciton tuning is obtained through the quantum-confined Stark effect by 

applying an electric field on the QDs, within the same cavity structure (see Fig. 1(a)). The double-membrane 

PCC is then coupled to a ridge waveguide via suspended nanobeams. Fig. 1(b) shows two independently 

controllable waveguide-coupled QD sources integrated side-by-side. Multi-mode interference couplers have also 

been fabricated on this platform and their operation as beamsplitters demonstrated. The large-scale integration of 

tuneable single-photon sources, passive optics and waveguide detectors [3] may enable the implementation of 

boson sampling circuits [4] at the scales of tens of photons. 
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Fig. 1: (a) Schematics of tuneable double-membrane photonic crystal cavity. (b) Electron microscope image 

of two fabricated waveguide-coupled tuneable cavities. 
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Abstract – We benchmark four state-of-the-art computational methods by computing quality 
factors and resonance wavelengths in photonic crystal membrane L5 and L9 line defect cavities. 
The convergence of the methods with respect to resolution, degrees of freedom and number of 
modes is investigated. Special attention is paid to the influence of the size of the computational 
domain. Convergence is not obtained for some of the methods, indicating that some are more 
suitable than others for analyzing line defect cavities. 
 

The photonic crystal (PhC) membrane represents a platform for planar integration of components, where 
cavities and waveguides may play a key role in realizing compact optical components with classical 
functionality1 such as switches, lasers2, and amplifiers or quantum optical functionality such as integrated 
sources of quantum light3. By leaving out a row of holes in an otherwise perfect PhC membrane lattice, a line 
defect is created in which light may be guided. If the waveguide is terminated at both ends, the finite-length 
waveguide forms an Ln cavity, where n denotes the length of the cavity. Such Ln cavities support spectrally 
discrete optical modes, and the fundamental cavity mode profile of an L9 cavity is shown in Fig. 1. Light may be 
confined to such an Ln cavity for extended periods, as quantified by the quality (Q) factor. For laser applications, 
the Q factor governs the onset of lasing, and for cavity quantum electrodynamics applications, it governs the 
onset of strong coupling. The Q factor thus represents a key parameter in the design of a PhC membrane cavity.  

The combination of the large size of the PhC Ln cavity and the full 3D nature of the geometry makes the 

 

Fig. 1: Optical field |Ey|2 profile in the z = 0 plane for the fundamental L9 cavity mode. 



calculation of the cavity Q factor an extremely demanding numerical challenge. No matter which numerical 
method is used, careful convergence checks with respect to the degrees of freedom must be made. Additionally, 
most numerical simulations methods rely on a closed simulation domain, and here the influence of the boundary 
conditions requires carefully study. A study of PhC nanobeam cavities using four numerical techniques has 
previously been reported4, where cavity frequencies and Q factors were investigated as function of structural 
parameters. While qualitative agreement between the methods was found, quantitative discrepancies were in 
some cases as large as an order of magnitude, and estimates for the computational error and the influence of the 
size of the computational domain were not given. 

In this work, we focus on two structures, a low-Q L5 cavity and a high-Q L9 cavity. We employ four 
different computational methods5, the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) technique, the finite-element 
method (FEM), the surface integral equation (SIE) approach and the Fourier modal method (FMM), to compute 
the cavity Q factor and the resonance wavelength for both structures. For each method, the relevant 
computational parameters are systematically varied to quantify the computational errors. In particular, we 
investigate the influence of the size of the computational domain. 

 
Table 1: Calculated Q factors and resonance wavelengths O. 

 FDTD FEM SIE FMM 
OL5 (nm) 1567.7 1571 1572 1567 
OL9 (nm) 1583 1578 1579 1572 

QL5 1670 1700 1696 1700 
QL9 90,000 105,000 103,000 50,000 

 
The final results summarized in Table 1 show that both the resonance wavelength and the Q factor agree 

fairly well for the L5 cavity among the four methods. On the other hand, significant deviations are observed for 
the Q factor in the L9 cavity. Our study highlights the importance of careful convergence checks and systematic 
estimation of the computational error, both of which are generally missing in the literature. 
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Abstract – We discuss the effect of phonons on the coherence of single-photon sources. In 

particular, the role of non-Markovian effects, arising from the colored nature of the phonon 

reservoir, is elucidated. The photon-indistinguishability of cavity- and waveguide-based sources is 

compared.  

 

 

A semiconductor quantum dot embedded in an optical cavity or a waveguide is a promising system for realizing 

solid-state sources that emit on-demand indistinguishable single-photons. The development of such sources is 

important, e.g., for the realization of quantum simulators and quantum computers. However, since the emitter, 

the quantum dot, is realized in a solid-state matrix, phonons perturb the quantum dot energy levels, leading to 

decoherence and jeopardizing the indistinguishability of subsequently emitted photons. In the talk we will 

discuss how the characteristic features of different types of structures affect the degree of indistinguishability 

that can be obtained.  

 

Fig. 1 shows example calculations of the variation of the indistinguishability of a quantum dot (QD) embedded 

in a microcavity [Kaer et al., Phys. Rev. B, 87, 081308(R), 2013], which may be a photonic-crystal defect or a 

micropillar structure. Considering the indistinguishability of the cavity-emitted field, Fig. 1(d), a conventional 

 
Fig. 1: (a) Schematic of the coupled system of cavity and quantum dot, subject to interaction with a reservoir 

of phonons. Calculated indistinguishability of (c) quantum dot and (d) cavity emission versus coupling constant 

using different approaches and approximations. TCL: Time convolution less approach, ED: Exact 

diagonalization, IBM: Independent boson model. From [Kaer et al., Phys. Rev. B, 87, 081308(R), 2013].  
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Lindblad-type model of phonon scattering predicts that it is advantageous to increase the QD-cavity coupling 

strength, g. Physically, this appears reasonable, since a larger value of g implies a faster QD decay rate, and “less 

time” for phonon scattering to perturb the coherence of the field emitted by the QD. However, more accurate 

calculations, taking into account the structure of the phonon environment, using either an exact-diagonalization 

(ED) approach or a time-convolutionless (TCL ) approximation, give quite the opposite result! The explanation 

can be found considering the polaritons of the coupled system. A larger value of g increases the polariton 

splitting, which leads to an increase of phonon scattering between the branches. We will discuss the importance 

of such real scattering events as well as virtual phonon scattering, probing a larger energy range. 

 

Another important effect to consider is the different degrees of spectral filtering exercised by narrow-band 

cavity-based single photon sources as opposed to broad-band waveguide-based sources. At the conference we 

will discuss the implications of these differences on the indistinguishability and efficiency, in particular 

emphasizing the importance of the structure of the phonon reservoir.  
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Abstract— We theoretically investigate systems of optical cavities coupled to waveguides,
which necessitates the introduction of non-trivial radiation conditions and normalization pro-
cedures. In return, the approach provides simple and accurate modeling of Green functions,
Purcell factors and perturbation corrections, as well as an alternative approach to the so-called
coupled mode theory. In combination, these results may form part of the foundations for highly
efficient, yet physically transparent models of light emission and propagation in both classical
and quantum integrated photonic circuits.

Integrated systems of coupled optical waveguides and cavities hold a great potential for future
classical and quantum signal processing. Theoretically, the properties of resonant but leaky cavities
can be described in terms of quasinormal modes (QNMs), defined as solutions to the electromagnetic
wave equation subject to a suitable radiation condition, which depends on the physical system.
For cavities embedded in a homogeneous background, the radiation condition is the Silver-Müller
condition, which causes the solutions to behave as outgoing waves at large distances. For cavities
coupled to waveguides, one can formulate a radiation condition by demanding that the solutions
behave as waveguide modes traveling in the directions away from the cavity [1, 2]. The left panel
in Fig. 1 shows an example of a QNM in a photonic crystal cavity side coupled to a waveguide [2].
The radiation condition results in a discrete spectrum of complex resonance frequencies, ω̃µ =
ωµ − iγµ, from which the quality factors can be obtained as Qµ = ωµ/2γµ. The radiative behavior
in combination with the complex resonance frequency results in an exponential divergence of the
fields in the waveguides, which complicates the formulation of a suitable QNM normalization.
Nevertheless, one can regularize the normalization integral via the theory of divergent series [2]
and use the QNMs for perturbation calculations [2] as well as simple yet accurate models for the
Purcell factor [2, 3]. The right panel in Fig. 1 shows the enhancement in the local density-of-states
(LDOS) in the cavity center as a function of frequency [3]. At resonance, the LDOS enhancement
equals the Purcell factor as calculated from the Q-value and the effective mode volume [2].
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Figure 1: Left: Absolute value of the QNM in a cavity side-coupled to an infinite waveguide in a photonic
crystal with lattice constant a. Right: Spectrum of LDOS enhancement for a z-oriented dipole positioned
in the center of the cavity. Black solid curve and red circles (left axis) show the QNM approximation ρQNM

and independent reference calculation ρref, respectively. Gray shading (right axis) shows the relative error
in the single QNM approximation as calculated from the difference ∆ρ = ρQNM − ρref.

For applications in classical and quantum optical calculations, the Green function conveniently
describes the propagation of light between two different positions. For coupled cavity-waveguide
systems, this calls for a hybrid formulation, in which light in the cavities is described in terms of
QNMs, and light in the waveguides is treated in terms of waveguide modes. The two families of



modes can be coupled using the field equivalence principle, by which an incident field through the
waveguide is known to be identical to the field from certain electric and magnetic current sources in
a plane intersecting the waveguide. In this way, the complex coupling of light from the waveguide
to the cavity can be approximated to high accuracy from properties of the QNMs only [4]. In
a simple and illustrative one dimensional example, Fig. 2 shows a comparison between the field
in the cavity center as calculated based on QNMs and by traditional scattering methods. In the
time domain, this naturally provides an alternative approach to the so-called temporal coupled
mode theory, which is typically derived from energy conservation arguments [5], and to which the
formulation reduces in the limit of high Q-values [4].
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Figure 2: Left top: Real (solid red), imaginary (dashed blue) and absolute (dashed-dotted black) value of
the normalized cavity mode of interest in a finite sized one-dimensional photonic crystal (indicated in gray).
Left bottom: Transmission spectrum of the cavity. Red line indicates the single mode approximation to
the transmission, which is the underlying assumption of the QNM formulation. Right top: Real (solid red)
and imaginary (blue) parts of the field in the cavity center when illuminated by a plane wave from the
left. Dashed black curves show the result of the QNM formulation. Right bottom: Real (solid red) and
imaginary (blue) parts of the error E = EQNM

cav − Eref
cav between the two calculations in the top panel. Black

dashed-dotted curve shows the relative error Erel = |EQNM
cav − Eref

cav|/|Eref
cav|.

In conclusion, we have investigated light emission and propagation in integrated photonic cir-
cuits consisting of optical cavities coupled to waveguides. Light in the cavities may be conveniently
described by use of QNMs, providing relatively simple but very accurate modeling of Green func-
tions, Purcell factors and perturbation corrections, and an alternative approach to the so-called
temporal coupled mode theory. In combination, these results may form part of the foundation
for highly efficient, yet physically transparent models of light emission and propagation in both
classical and quantum integrated photonic circuits.
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Abstract— High e�ciency, low noise single infrared photon detectors and high-rate single
infrared photon sources that can be integrated in silicon-on-insulator photonic circuits are highly
desirable to enable scalable photonic-based quantum information processing. Here we report
recent progress on using photonic crystal microcavities to a) realize near unity quantum e�ciency
superconducting nanowire single photon detectors, and b) develop an ultra-compact source of
spontaneously generated photon pairs, all at wavelengths ⇠ 1.55µm.

1. INTRODUCTION

The goal of realizing scalable photonic-based quantum information processing in a silicon-on-
insulator (SOI), CMOS compatible platform desperately requires the development of high-e�ciency
low noise single infrared photon detectors and high-rate, high-quality single infrared photon sources.
Photonic crystal microcavities o�er one of the best approaches for enhancing the light-matter in-
teraction strength necessary to achieve both of these goals in a compact format. A single photon
detector has been realized by locating an 8 nm by 35 nm cross section NbTiN superconducting
nanowire on the surface of a 190 nm by 500 nm cross section silicon waveguide in SOI [1]. The
absorbing region of the nanowire is located within a microcavity defined by etching 1D arrays of
holes entirely through the silicon waveguide (see Fig. 1a); an ⇠ 100% reflectivity Bragg mirror is
placed on back side, and the reflectivity of the input-side mirror is set to match the absorption rate
of the superconducting nanowire when light is trapped in the cavity. Waveguided light incident on
this “coherent perfect absorber” [2] is then almost perfectly absorbed if it is at the resonant cavity
frequency, and almost perfectly reflected otherwise. The structure itself limits the bandwidth over
which the absorption and quantum e�ciencies peak (see Fig. 1b), thus minimizing the need for
separate filters to reject stray photons. The microcavity reduces the nanowire length required for
e�cient light absorption as compared to an unpatterned waveguide, thus enabling e�cient and
fast conversion of absorbed photons to electrical pulses. Biased at 0.9 of the experimental critical
current at T = 2.05 K, the detector quantum e�ciency for ⇠ 1545 nm photons peaks close to unity,
while its intrinsic dark count rate, recovery time and timing jitter stay at ⇠ 0.1 Hz (see Fig. 1c),
⇠ 7 ns (see Fig. 1d), and ⇠ 55 ps full-width-at-half-maximum, respectively.

A spontaneous four-wave-mixing source of single photon pairs is realized by embedding three
“local defects” in a 2D photonic crystal host with bandgap energies modulated in one direction to
form a heterostructure cavity [3, 4] (see Fig. 1a). The defects support three coupled microcavity
modes with the lowest and highest energy modes equally spaced from the central mode, thus
maximizing the e�cient generation of photon pairs produced by light coupled into the central
mode via an input-waveguide that selectively excites that mode (see Fig. 1b and c). The device is
designed to maximize the coupling of the photon pairs into a single output waveguide.
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Figure 1: (a) A superconducting nanowire single photon detector in a photonic crystal microcavity. (b)
Quantum e�ciency vs. wavelength measured at 0.9 of the experimental critical current. (c) Quantum
e�ciency at ⇠ 1545 nm and intrinsic dark count rate vs. bias current. (d) Histogram of detection restoration
after an initial detection at t = 0. All measurements were done at 2.05 K.
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This talk will describe recent work on III-V quantum dots incorporated in nano-photonic circuits. The first topic 
will describe chiral behaviour found in structures with wavelength scale lateral confinement, where spin up 
recombination leads to photon propagation in one direction only, and spin down in the opposite direction (see 
Fig 1). This forms the basis for spin-photon interfaces and long term for photon-mediated spin networks. Further 
on-chip functions to be described will include resonance fluorescence, 50:50 on-chip beam splitting (Fig 2), 
single photon routing and single photon interference, further steps towards larger scale circuits. An important 
step towards long scalability, namely deterministic registration of quantum dots to achieve desired properties 
including spin readout, will also be demonstrated. 

 
 

Fig 1 Spin to path conversion in 
nano-photonic waveguide 

Fig 2 On-chip beam splitter 



Quantum correlations of light and matter through environmental transitions 
 
One aspect of solid-state photonic devices that distinguishes them from their atomic 
counterparts is the unavoidable interaction between system excitations and lattice 
vibrations of the host material. I shall explain how this coupling may lead to 
surprising departures in emission properties between solid-state and atomic systems. 
Specifically, I shall show that in solid-state cavity quantum electrodynamics, 
interactions with the host vibrational environment can generate quantum cavity–
emitter correlations in regimes that are semiclassical for atomic systems. This 
behavior, which can be probed experimentally through the cavity emission properties, 
heralds a failure of the semiclassical approach in the solid state, and challenges the 
notion that coupling to a thermal bath supports a more classical description of the 
system. Furthermore, it does not rely on the spectral details of the host environment 
under consideration and is robust to changes in temperature. It should thus be of 
relevance to a wide variety of photonic devices. 
	



New approaches in the design of quantum sources.
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Abstract— We present a guiding principle to enhance quantum emitters or even bring them
to new regimes of operation, that consists in exploiting their correlations in energy instead of
indiscriminately averaging over the full lineshape of emission. We propose an N -photon emitter
based on the mere Purcell enhancement of such processes and show how—using quantum light
not only as the output but also as part of a device—one can greatly increase its figures of merit.

Recent theoretical and experimental works [1, 2, 3] have evidenced how families of physical pro-
cesses giving rise to strong photon correlations are revealed in the usual second-order correlation
function g(2) by retaining the energy degree of freedom. In the case of quantum emitters under
coherent driving, these strong correlations have been demonstrated to violate both Cauchy-Schwarz
and Bell inequalities [4] to a much greater extent than when averaging over all the light emitted
by the source. These strongly correlated photons can be Purcell-enhanced in a cavity QED de-
vice, in e�ect providing a new type of light that delivers all of its energy exclusively in groups,
or “bundles”, of N -photons [5]. Such a strongly quantum light presents obvious advantages for a
wealth of applications (it is a natural input for a boson sampling circuit, for instance). This ap-
proach of exploiting frequency-resolved photon correlations can be applied to all quantum emitters,
and therefore constitutes, in our view, an important framework for future quantum devices. For
instance, considering the popular bi-exciton configuration [6], we show how the same mechanism
can be extended to exploit other degrees of freedom such as polarization, allowing for di�erent
excitation schemes and for greatly enhanced emission of entangled photon pairs [7].

Furthermore, we propose to use the quantum light emitted by a source to drive another source.
For instance, we consider a scheme that consists in cascading a chain of two-level emitters (e.g.,
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Figure 1: An example of the improvement brought by our architecture to implement better single-photon
sources (SPS). In solid (red and white) lines, the conventional scheme where a two-level system is excited
incoherently and coherently, respectively. In dashed lines, the result of a chain of two-level systems each
exciting the next in a cascaded scheme. As a result, much stronger suppression of multiple-photon emission

(antibunching) are achieved, at a slight cost of the emission rate.



quantum dots) with each emitter exciting the next one in the sequence. The output of the last
emitter in the chain can beat the Fourier transform limit thanks to the driving by quantum light, and
thus achieve much stronger suppression of multiple-photon emission (antibunching, cf. Fig. 1). We
explain the underlying mechanism in terms of suppression of tail events and, in particular, identify
why coherent excitation of a two-level system provides better antibunching than its incoherent
counterpart, bringing another viewpoint to the physics of driven two-level systems even without
this cascading concept.

In conclusion, we provide new approaches for the engineering of quantum sources. Their success-
ful implementation in the laboratory could have important applications for technology by opening
additional routes based on new ideas (dressing with quantum light) rather than incremental progress
of making better samples.
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Abstract- We demonstrate selective optical coupling of multiple, site controlled semiconductor 

quantum dots (QDs) to photonic crystal waveguide structures. The impact of the exact position and 

emission spectrum of the QDs on the coupling efficiency is elucidated. The influence of optical 

disorder and end-reflections on photon transport in these systems are discussed. 

 

The challenging goal of realizing on-chip quantum circuits in which spins are interfaced with photons that 
are then routed, processed and detected has triggered significant research efforts over the past decades [1]. 
InGaAs/GaAs quantum dots (QDs) integrated in photonic crystal (PhC) circuits are one of the most advanced 
technologies in this direction [2]. Most of the work has focused on Stranski-Krastanow QDs that nucleate at 
random positions [3], while achieving truly scalable quantum circuits requires a precise deterministic 
integration of an entire QD system in a photonic circuit. However, the inhomogeneous broadening inherent to 
QD systems makes the simultaneous efficient coupling of several QDs to a given photonic mode difficult to 
accomplish. On the contrary, the finite spectral bandwidth of photonic waveguides should facilitate the 
simultaneous optical coupling of QD systems. Such structures could be used, e.g., to increase the emission rate 
of single photon sources by efficiently coupling multiple QD single photon sources to the same optical channel. 

In this work, we demonstrate the deterministic coupling of five site-controlled QDs placed at different 
positions within a W1 semi-waveguide with a reflective termination and an out-coupler on its ends (see Fig. 1a). 
We study the spectra emitted by the s-states of each single QD and how they evolve during the propagation 
through the waveguide. In Fig. 1b) spectrally resolved near-field pattern in which light is emitted by a 
selectively excited QD positioned 20.5µm away from the out-coupler, propagates in the waveguide and is 
collected at the out-coupler. This constitutes the first direct observation of light emission by a site-controlled 
QD in a PhC waveguide.  

Next, we analyze the fraction of light collected at the out-coupler relative to the intensity collected directly 
from the QD emission (by exciting each QD separately). We perform the same study on each QD of eleven 
structures with systematic variations in the PhC hole radii r such that the QDs s-states (with an energy around 
1.31eV) were tuned into (r<72nm) and out of (r>72nm) resonance with the fundamental waveguide mode. As 
shown in Fig. 1c), the emission of QDs in the bandgap (r>72nm) is not efficiently channeled to the out-coupler. 
For QDs resonant with the waveguide photonic band (r<72nm), the fraction of light collected at the out-coupler 
Ioutc/IQD reaches values up to 10, evidencing an efficient coupling of the QDs with the waveguide modes. The 
intensity of the emission collected from the out-coupler for QDs in resonance with the waveguide band varies 
with the PhC hole radius. This is explained by the formation of Fabry Pérot-like modes in the waveguide due to 
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the significant reflection at the out-coupler [4]. This effect is already observed in the QD spectra collected at 
the out-coupler in Fig. 1b: only QD lines near resonance with a Fabry Pérot line are efficiently channeled to the 
out-coupler. A minimal reflection at the out-coupler is thus required in this case to ensure a truly broadband 
coupling of the QD to the waveguide. This brings to light the need for alternative designs of out-couplers with 
very low reflection into the waveguide. Photon correlation measurements confirm the emission of single 
photons by the integrated QDs. The impact of PhC waveguide disorder on the propagation along the PhC 
channel will also be demonstrated and discussed. We show that mode localization can be avoided when 
propagation via modes of high enough frequency is used. 

 
Figure 1: (a) SEM picture of a 25µm long semi-waveguide with indications of QD positions, (b) Spectrally-resolved 

near field pattern of the structure in (a) (Excitation power: P=5µW, T=10K, r=61nm), only one QD (shown in green) 

is excited. (c) Effect of tuning the QD emission through the bandgap: fraction of the intensity extracted from the 

outcoupler divided by the intensity collected directly from the QD s-states as a function of the PhC hole radius 

(Excitation power: P=5µW, T=10K, for each PhC hole radius, each data point corresponds to the emission of only 

one of the five QDs). 
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Abstract-We present our work on QD spin emitters in photonic crystal waveguides, demonstrating 

that by placing a QD spin emitter at a C-point polarization singularity, one may achieve perfect 

unidirectional emission of a photon from the emitter, whose direction is determined by the spin 

direction. 
 

Quantum dots are semiconductor artificial atoms.  They are nanoscale structures that trap single electrons and holes, 

and their quantized energy level structure results in atomic-like transitions and single photon emission.  These 

quantum dots act as a solid-state interface that is useful for quantum information applications, and for the past decade, 

semiconductor physicists have been attempting to replicate atomic cavity quantum electrodynamics in a practical 

semiconductor form.  One can embed quantum dot into micron-sized photonic structures to capture and control the 

light emission, in order to use the single photon emission in quantum communication and quantum circuits. 

 

One of the most exciting applications of quantum dots is to use their electron spins as a quantum memory.  This 

involves transferring spin information from an electron spin to the polarization of a photon.  However, as I shall 

explain, the definition of “polarization” for nanophotonic structures is far more complex than for a beam of light.  In 
fact, we find that point-like “spin” emitters couple to a photonic structure in surprising ways: unlike any phenomenon 
observed in bulk material, simply changing the position of an emitter or the spin direction controls completely in 

which direction photons propagate. Suddenly, a rich variety of behaviour has arisen in the semiconductor/photonic 

domain which has no equivalent in atomic cavity QED, including a fundamental difference between how a classical 

dipole and a quantum dipole emitter interfere with incoming light. 
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Abstract: Solid state quantum emitters are excellent candidates for on-chip quantum light emission, as 

they promise ultra-compact integration into complex devices and a vast flexibility of engineering their 

properties via advanced crystal growth and lithography techniques. While In(Ga)As quantum dots 

probably can still be considered as the prime example of a quantum emitter in solid, the emergent class 

of two dimensional transition metal dichalcogenides has recently emerged as an interesting alternative. 

Surprisingly, monolayers of WSe2 exposed to an open surface have been identified to host optically 

active defects which promote single photon emission, and as such represent a class of solid state 

which do not suffer from a dramatic reduction of brightness via total internal reflection on the air 

interface.  

Here, we study the properties of optically active defects in WSe2, exfoliated on SiO2 as well as GaInP 

substrates. We unambiguously demonstrate single photon emission from such defects by measuring 

second order autocorrelation function yielding a value of g2(0) < 0.3. By investigation the decay 

dynamics of such emitters, we map out a significant contribution of the dark state contribution, which 

the ground state in WSe2, to the emission process. We furthermore verify, that the integration of 

monolayers of transition metal dichalcogenides with epitaxially grown semiconductor material leads 

a strong reduction of detrimental environmental effects, such as spectral jittering and uncontrolled 

charging, which paves the way towards a generation of high quality, bright quantum emitters and 

pair emitters in emerging two dimensional materials.   

 

(left) High resolution microphotoluminescence spectrum of quantum dot like emitter in WSe2. (right) second 
order autocorrelation function of the emitter.  
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Abstract- Controllably generating entanglement between distant qubits is an important milestone 

for distributed quantum computation. We will discuss recent results demonstrating heralded 

entanglement between hole spins of quantum dots, as well as new approaches for generating 

entanglement between qubits. 

 

Single optically active solid state spins are promising candidates for qubits due to their individual 

addressability and the prospect for integrating many qubits on a single chip. A number of such solid state 

systems possess optical transitions that allow for initialization, manipulation and readout of their spin states. 

The same optical transitions can be used to entangle the state of a single photon with the spin state of the 

emitter. Such entangled states are useful for implementation of quantum information protocols such as 

generation of heralded entanglement between two separate qubits. We will review recent progress in this 

field focusing on demonstration of entanglement between two distant hole spins heralded by detection of a 

single-photon that projects the distant spins onto an entangled state1. 

 

A complementary approach for entangling nearby spins is to use the interaction of each emitter with a 

common localized mechanical mode. We will discuss coupling between mechanical modes of nanostructures 

fabricated in GaAs and states of quantum dots embedded in the nanostructures. Recent results and prospects 

of using such a hybrid system for quantum information will be discussed. 
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Abstract – The rapid increase in the complexity of integrated photonic circuits demands the 

development of new tools and technologies for performance monitoring and device integration. We 

present recent advances in post-fabrication trimming of photonic circuits through local laser 

annealing and transfer printing for bonding III-V material platelets to silicon chips. 

 

Integrated photonics on silicon-on-insulator (SOI) is currently regarded as one of the most promising 

solutions for the development of quantum circuits, thanks to its unique potential for integration, volume 

production, energy efficiency and scalability [1]. In the last few years, the establishment of generic and 

accessible foundry models has propelled a phenomenal growth in silicon photonic research activities, with the 

demonstration of several circuits with unprecedented level of functionality. However, such increase in chip 

complexity can only be sustained with a shift from today’s “device” level to a full “system-on-a-chip” that will 

require the development of adequate tools to reliably control the manufacture and operation of the circuits, as 

well as approaches for efficient chip integration. In this talk, we will discuss recent progress in post-fabrication 

trimming and parallel transfer printing of III-V devices on SOI chips, which can offer very appealing solutions 

for future development of complex and multi-functional chips. 

 

 

a) 
 

b) 
 

c) 

Figure 1: a) Transfer functions of a single (blue curve) and of 64 cascaded micro-ring resonators (red curve); b) 

Infrared image of a chip showing the scattered light from three cascaded rings when tuned to resonance; c) SEM 

picture of a suspended III-V membrane attached to the substrate via two lateral mechanical anchors. 

 

The strongly confining nature of SOI waveguides provides extreme compactness, albeit at the expense of a 



very large dependence on fabrication tolerance, which translates into large variability and non-uniformity 

between devices [2]. A typical example of this is shown in Fig. 1a, which compares the transfer functions of a 

single all-pass filter (APF) micro-ring resonator, with that of 64 identical cascaded APFs. The increase in the 

FWHM of the transfer function from ~0.1 nm to ~0.6 nm is a direct measure of this fabrication non-uniformity. 

A popular approach to manage such variations is to include a thermo-optical element on each device so as to 

re-tune the whole circuit to the desired working point. However, the scalability of this technique is limited 

because of the power consumption of the heaters and the complexity in controlling cross-talk in large numbers of 

closely packed devices. To this end, a number of post-fabrication trimming techniques have been explored, 

including the use of photo-sensitive or liquid crystal claddings, material compaction by electron beam irradiation, 

back etching of SiN over claddings or local oxidation of Si using a heated AFM tip [3]. Here, we will present an 

effective solution to these difficulties that monitors the status of the elements by collecting the light scattered 

from the chip (see Fig. 1b) and trims the circuit through re-crystallization of a thin layer of amorphous silicon by 

local laser heating. 

The creation of on-chip light sources and detectors on silicon photonic circuits is a crucial technology for the 

future scalable systems. Although progress has been made towards the generation of light in Si and Ge, the real 

advances towards this goal have been in the field of heterogeneous III-V on SOI integration. We will discuss the 

development of a transfer printing method for bonding III-V material platelets to SOI chips, which allows the 

parallel transfer of large numbers of III-V platelets to non-native substrates using pre-patterned elastomer stamps 

(see Fig.1c). Transfer stamps can be manufactured to match complex PIC layouts giving flexibility for circuit 

design whilst maintaining a parallel process with sub-µm positional accuracy [4]. 
 

The authors acknowledge support from the technical staff of the James Watt Nanofabrication Center at 

Glasgow University. The research is supported by the European Union “BBOI” project (grant no. 323734) and 

by the EPSRC “Cornerstone” project (EP/L021129/1). 
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Abstract— Enhanced Kerr nonliner response in semiconductor photonic crystals is exploited
for wavelength conversion, ultra-fast gating, phase-sensitive amplification and correlated photon
pairs. In waveguides, Four Wave Mixing and related e�ects can be controlled through dispersion-
engineering to a very broad extent. In coupled resonators, we show e�cient parametric interac-
tions and intense spontaneous emission of photons with an optical pump below 100 µW .

1. INTRODUCTION

Nonlinear frequency conversion processes are attractive for the generation of light at arbitrary
colours. Integrated photonic devices based on four-wave mixing (FWM) are of particular interest
due to the promise of compact all-optical signal processing metrology and quantum information
sources. This talk will focus on a class of photonic nanostructures where structural slow light
enhances the e�ective nonlinearity, which has been reported to be close to 104m�1W�1, i.e. more
than six orders of magnitude larger than in optical fibres.
We have introduced a Photonic Crystal (PhC) technology based on a large band-gap semiconductor,
Gallium Indium Phosphide, which virtually removes nonlinear absorption when operating in the
practical Telecom spectral range, and this has opened the access to a strongly nonlinear regime,
as it can bear fairly large peak power densities. This is favourable to the observation of a strong
nonlinear dynamic, similarly to optical fibers, but just scaled down. A striking example is on-chip
pulse compression resulting from the the evolution of higher order solitons[1].
The specific property of PhC waveguides is the ability to control and tailor the dispersion to a very
broad extent: e.g. setting one or more zero dispersion wavelength (ZDW) to prescribed values, and
this just by design. Besides applications in linear signal processing, this property is fundamental
for controlling the dynamics of nonlinear waves[2] and parametric processes, namely FWM.

2. DISPERSION-CONTROLLED PHASE-SENSITIVE AMPLIFICATION

Phase-sensitive Amplification (PSA) occurs when (all) the inputs of the parametric interaction
are frequency and phase locked (fig. 1a). It is crucial for all-optical processing of phase-encoded
signals, since they can selectively process the two complex quadratures of the optical field. PSA has
been demonstrated in ultra-compact Silicon PhC waveguides[3], Here we show that phase-sensitive
amplification in GaInP waveguides strictly obeys the pure Kerr nonlinear dynamics, in contrast
with Silicon, where it is necessary to remove the generated carriers to prevent PSA to be perturbed.
Large (15 dB) extinction ratio is achieved with a peak pump power of 600 mW (Fig 1b). We discuss
the role of the waveguide dispersion on the PSA process, which is apparent in (Fig 1c).
PSA is related to the manipulation of the quantum states of light, specifically to squeezing. Output
coupling losses are about 3 dB, however, this will not be a concern for exploing quantum e�ects in
future fully integrated photonic circuits.

3. TRIPLY-RESONANT FWM AND SPONTANEOUS EMISSION OF PHOTONS.

Parametric fluorescence arising from parametric down-conversion in non-centrosymmetric crystals
and from FWM in optical fibres, semiconductor or other nonlinear waveguides and resonators leads
to the generation of correlated photons pairs. Spectrally bright sources of photon pairs has been
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Figure 1: Phase-Sensitive Amplification in GaInP PhCs. a) power flow in phase-sensitive interactions; b)
measured parametric gain as a function of the mutual phase of the inputs; c) dependence of the phase-
sensitive extinction ratio as a function of the phase.

demonstrated with silicon ring resonators[4]. Indeed, when FWM is triply resonant, the e�ciency
of frequency conversion due to four wave mixing (FWM) scales as Q4, provided the pump, the
probe and the idler are all spectrally matched with a resonance.
It is however notoriously di�cult to obtain equally spaced resonances in PhC resonators, however
it has been demonstrated in coupled resonators[5, 6].
Here, we consider a chain of 10 resonators and select three resonances spaced approximatively
equally (168 GHz and 169 GHz). Owing to an average Q factor of 7⇥ 104, a conversion e�ciency
Pidler/Psignal close to -17 dB has been achieved (fig. 2a) by injecting about 100 µW in the photonic
chip (coupling losses are about 5 dB). Then, the rate of photons emitted in the spontaneous process
(without signal input) is estimated from the count rate of a superconducting bolometer, leading to
a maximum of about 14 MHz (fig. 2b).
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Figure 2: Resonant FWM in coupled PhC resonators: a) output spectra; b) estimated rate of spontaneously
emitted photons
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Abstract- We present results from the spectroscopy of a single quantum dot in a photonic wire. The 

device presents a high photon extraction efficiency, and strong hybrid coupling to mechanical modes. 

We use resonance fluorescence to probe the emitter’s properties with the highest sensitivity. We 

perform a detailed analysis of the noise in the device and reveal in particular the thermal excitation 

of mechanical modes at 4 K. 
 

Our approach to engineering both photonic and phononic properties involves the top-down fabrication of 1D 

photonic waveguides. The proper engineering of the wire’s dimension and shape forces the QD to emit into a 

specific mode of the electromagnetic field, a mode propagating along the wire axis [1,2]. In addition, a tapered 

section results in adiabatic deconfinement of the mode and limits diffraction losses at the top facet [3]. Optimum 

coupling between the emitter and the fundamental mode of the waveguide requires lateral dimensions of the 

photonic structure on the order of O/n, the light wavelength in the semiconductor. Whether the relative proximity 
of surfaces affects the coherence properties of the embedded emitter or not has remained an open question so far. 

Furthermore, photonic wires display reasonably high-Q mechanical resonances which affect the QD state. More 

specifically, material strain intrinsically couples the mechanical resonator with an embedded QD, resulting in a 

hybrid QD-opto-mechanical system [4].  

Efficient adiabatic deconfinement demands a taper with a very small angle which is cumbersome to fabricate 

and work with. We present here an alternative, the photonic trumpet, where the deconfinement takes place in the 

semiconductor itself. The taper angle can be much larger in this case. We demonstrate single photon emission 

from a single QD with high extraction efficiency [5]. To characterize the QD-in-trumpet properties with the 

highest sensitivity we drive the QD optical transition with a highly coherent resonant laser. Rejection of 

scattered laser light is realized with a dark-field microscope based on cross-polarized excitation and detection. 

The key enabling feature for this experiment is the large top facet of the photonic trumpet, which allows for 

excellent suppression of the back-scattered laser light. At resonance, count rates on a silicon avalanche 

photodiode approach 1 MHz. We measure small QD linewidths similar to the ones in the bulk material showing 

that there is little if any additional dephasing due to the nanowire surfaces. Using noise spectroscopy of the 

resonance fluorescence signal, we reveal signatures of the Brownian motion of the nanowire even at a 

temperature of 4K. This new approach allows us to determine the characteristics of the hybrid 

QD-opto-mechanical system with ultra-high sensitivity and opens new perspectives in terms of precision sensing: 

mechanical sensing proceeds by detecting the QD photons and not by an interferometric approach. We show 

theoretically that this new approach achieves the Heisenberg limit once the device operates perfectly 

(transform-limited emission and 100% detection efficiency).  
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Finally, we show that it is possible to eliminate all the optics between the photonic trumpet and a 

single-mode optical fibre (typically two expensive objective lenses and a three-axis nano-positioning stage). We 

achieve excellent trumpet-to-fibre coupling by realizing a “quantum fiber-pigtail” [6]. The device consists of a 
QD in a photonic trumpet with the end facet bonded directly to the cleaved facet of a single-mode fibre. 

Proof-of-principle experiments yield an efficiency of 6% and this can be increased with simple modifications. 

Such a structure is particularly appealing not just for quantum optics experiments but also for surface scanning, 

the quantum dot acting as a highly sensitive electrometer. Furthermore, the approach can be translated to other 

materials, for instance diamond, opening the way to creating a simple but highly sensitive magnetometer.  
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Abstract-Leveraging the advantages of integrated optics for quantum photonics (1) has led to a 

new functionality and complexity. The inclusion of a source that delivers high efficiency single 

photons, such as a quantum dot, is particularly attractive. We show here how a resonantly driven 

quantum dot can create indistinguishable photons for use in on-chip quantum optics experiments. 

Further, we present a device where the source and circuit, bonded together, create and manipulate 

quantum light at cryogenic temperatures.   

 

We report the resonant excitation of a pillar microcavity containing a single weakly-coupled quantum dot. 

Using co-linear excitation and collection along the efficient axis of the cavity, crossed polarisers can suppress 

the collected laser intensity to a negligible level, relative to the fluorescence intensity of the dot.  We show that 

Resonant Rayleigh Scattering from the X+ transition creates anti-bunched light a factor of 16 beyond the 

time-bandwidth limit (2).  

 

Alternatively, a pulsed laser can be used to create on-demand indistinguishable single photons with 

wave-packet overlap as high as 0.9. Guiding these photons to a Silicon-Oxynitride (SiON) photonic circuit held 

under ambient conditions we create a two-photon N00N state, and confirm its phase super-resolving ability 

(Figure 1).    

 

In future, it will be advantageous to integrate the source directly onto the photonic circuit. We discuss a 

device (3), where the emitter is bonded to a SiON optical circuit creating a highly stable source of path encoded 

single photons. The inclusion of couplers and reconfigurable elements on our circuit allows us to perform a 

Hanbury-Brown and Twiss measurement, confirming the quantum nature of the emitted light, or to create qubits 

in a superposition of two paths on the chip. We will discuss the possibilities for scaling to a greater number of 

optical elements. 



 

Figure 1: Resonant excitation of a charged quantum dot in a micro-pillar. (a) SEM image of a micro-pillar of 

1.75 micron diameter, (b) signal intensity as a function of laser attenuation dependent on whether the dot is 

charged or not. (c) A reconfigurable SiOxNy photonic waveguide circuit is injected with indistinguishable 

photons from the dot. (d) Single photon rates at each detector as a function of phase in the circuit and (e) 

demonstration of super-resolution at the circuit output using the 2-photon N00N state. 
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Abstract- Quantum Information Processing makes use of quantum mechanics to achieve useful 

information processing functions. This invited talk will review work carried out at the University of 

Southampton on the fabrication of optical waveguide elements to realize essential functions for all 

optical quantum information handling. Utilizing silica-on-silicon as a platform and direct UV 

writing of waveguides, results will be presented on the key elements including single photon 

sources, waveguide circuits and waveguide sensors.  

 

Quantum information processing offers potential for harnessing quantum mechanics to achieve 

unprecedented scale-up in information technology. While some applications, such as quantum-secure 

communication are already starting to see deployment, others are much longer term, with the potential of a 

universal quantum computer being an ultimate goal. To realize these breakthroughs it is necessary to develop 

bespoke optical components featuring low-loss, and suited to operate with the unique requirements of Quantum 

Information Processing. Low-loss is particularly important for quantum applications, as loss of photons cannot 

be compensated by the use of amplifiers. This means that the accepted paradigms within optical 

telecommunications no longer apply, so for example, while in a telecomm system an insertion loss of 3dB for a 

lithium niobate modulator is acceptable in a transmitter because erbium fibre amplifiers are routinely used as 

pre-amplifiers before transmission and the loss from the modulator has negligible effect. However in quantum 

applications, operating at single photon level such approaches are unacceptable. Further complications come 

from the fact that for many quantum systems, based on trapped ions or trapped atoms, the photons carrying 

quantum information are at shorter wavelengths – in the 780nm region and even the blue or near UV for ions. 

Hence standard integrated optics cannot easy be used, and some approaches such as silicon photonics cannot be 

used at all due to band-gap absorption.  

Results will be presented on a range of topics, including optical circuits for demonstration of quantum 

teleportation, on boson sampling, and on non-classical interferometry. As well as circuits, results will be 

presented on sources and on single photon detectors. All of the results presented were conducted in collaborative 

work with the University of Oxford and with NIST, Boulder, Co. The emphasis of this work will be on the 

fabrication and design of devices, and in showing how optical telecommunication approaches such as Bragg 

gratings can be used to enhance and improve Quantum Information Processing. 
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The field of photonic quantum information processing has recently been progressing towards 
single chip integration of components necessary to demonstrate a quantum information 
processor. Central to this architecture are single photon sources, waveguides, and single 
photon detectors. A practical scalable device requires detectors that have high detection 
efficiency, low dark counts, low timing jitter and sensitivity into the infrared. 
Superconducting nanowire single photon detectors (SNSPDs) combine these favoured 
properties with the ability to be monolithically integrated with waveguide circuits. We present 
an SNSPD fabricated from NbTiN on top of a GaAs single mode waveguide and demonstrate 
the operation of these integrated components. The use of III-V semiconductors as a platform 
for photonic circuits is advantageous as it allows the inclusion of quantum dot single photon 
sources to be embedded within waveguides. Taking advantage of recent progress in 
development of GaAs waveguide technology we demonstrate a single photon detector 
operating at 3.7K on a suspended nanobeam single mode waveguide and present progress 
towards additional integration of filters and beam splitters on a single chip. Low temperature 
electrical and nano-optical characterisation reveals a high yield of detectors with uniform 
photo-response and viable waveguide components (Figure 1).  
 

 
 
Figure 1 a. Scanning electron microscope image (false coloured) showing a NbTiN nanowire 
(blue) fabricated on top of GaAs (yellow). The active area of the detector is covering a single 
mode nanobeam waveguide that has been under-etched to separate it entirely from the 
substrate below (green). b. A photo-response map records detector counts (yellow) as an 
attenuated focussed laser beam is scanned over the area of a waveguide-integrated detector at 
perpendicular incidence. An optical micrograph transparency is overlaid to indicate the 
location of the detector and of the waveguide with grating input coupler. 
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Abstract-We report the generation of an ultrabroadband visible white light beam corresponding to 

5th–8th HG with a record high conversion efficiency of 18%, by using a single chirped periodic 

poled lithium niobate (CPPLN) nonlinear crystal. 
 

Since the invention of the laser, nonlinear optics has become a popular and efficient routine for expanding 

the frequency window of lasers from ultraviolet to visible, infrared, and terahertz bands, and for generating 

broadband coherent light sources and ultrafast pulse lasers. However, it’s still difficult to realize high-harmonic 

generation (HHG) in a single crystal, because more and more nonlinear up-conversion processes must be 

simultaneously adopted with phase matching. Instead, a chain of two or more individual nonlinear crystals with 

cascaded SHG and SFG is used, but with a complicated experimental setup and low conversion efficiency. 

In recent years, our group makes effort to accomplish high-efficiency frequency conversion by 

quasi-phase-matching (QPM) technology. We have realized multi-direction high-efficiency second harmonic 

generation [1] and simultaneous broadband generation of second and third harmonics [2] by nonlinear photonic 

crystals. More recently, our group has accomplished simultaneous 5th–8th harmonic generation (HG) from a 

single chirped periodic poled lithium niobate (CPPLN) nonlinear crystal [3]. The CPPLN crystal offers a series of 

broad QPM bands with a considerably large effective nonlinear susceptibility χeff and freely designated spectral 

position to support SHG and SFG in the different wavelength bands that are necessary for various-order HHG. 

Upon illumination of a mid-IR femtosecond pulse laser, we have observed the generation of an ultrabroadband 

visible white light beam corresponding to 5th–8th HG with a record high conversion efficiency of 18%. 

The CPPLN nonlinear crystal with HHG hints a new avenue for greatly expanding the power to engineer 

high-order nonlinear interactions in solid state materials and can find application in supercontinuum generation, 

ultrafast lasers, frequency combs, large-scale laser displays, and short-wavelength laser sources. 
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Optical materials can be classified, analog to electronic materials, into two catalogues 

depending on the sign of the product of permittivity H  and permeability P , i.e. optical 

conductors for both double-positive materials ( 0, 0H P! ! ) and double-negative materials  

( 0, 0H P� � ); optical insulators or mirrors for both H -negative (ENG) materials 

( 0, 0H P� ! ) and P -negative (MNG) materials  ( 0, 0H P! � ). Metals, as typical ENG 

optical mirrors, have much larger third-order nonlinear susceptibility than those of 

typical dielectrics. However, such novel nonlinear properties are inaccessible due to 

high reflectance of the mirrors. In this talk we will discuss our recent studies on 

nonlinearity enhancement of an optical thick metal slab based on the mechanism of the 

topological edge states. Inspired by recent studies on novel properties of electronic 

topological insulators, we have developed a topological description for optical mirrors by 

mapping Maxwell’s equation to the Dirac equation in 1D systems [1,2]. It is shown that there 

exists topological difference between ENG and MNG mirrors as the result of mass inversion 

in the Dirac equation. Photonic analogs of topological excitations of the Dirac equation have 

been observed, such as edge states coming from the Berry phase in a 1D stack of ENG-MNG 

mirrors. Applications based on the edge states in pairing structures made of a metal 

slab and a MNG-like 1D photonic crystal, e.g., enhancing nonlinearity, realizing 

all-optical diode action, and nonlinear excitation of SPP’s are also discussed. 
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Abstract-Self-accelerating pulses are reviewed together with the development of areas associated 

with self-accelerating wave packets, and our study on the control of these pulses as well as on their 

nonlinear dynamics are presented in this talk. 

 

Self-accelerating wave packets have been receiving lots of attention in recent years. Fueled by themselves, 

they are able to propagate in a curved trajectory in free space, or evolve in an accelerating configuration in time 

in a dispersive system, without using any special structure or nonlinearity. Such a concept of self-acceleration 

offers a new perception on waves and hence shows not only fundamental interest but also fascinating prospect in 

applications. Since the first experimental realization of self-accelerating wave packets in optics, namely Airy 

beams [1,2], such a new wave packet has successively become real in plasmonics, matter waves, acoustics and 

hydrodynamics. Self-accelerating pulses, as one of the family members, exhibit the common features of these 

packets including accelerating, non-spreading and self-healing properties, which have been ingeniously applied 

in producing linear optical bullets [3,4], manipulating soliton interactions [5], and controlling supercontinuum 

generation [6] as well as intra-pulse Raman scattering [7]. In this talk, we will present our recent study on 

self-accelerating pulses, ranging from the control of these pulses to their intriguing nonlinear dynamics under the 

effect of high-order nonlinearities/dispersions. 
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Abstract-Polaritons in semiconductor microcavities are composite particles formed from photons 

and excitons. Through their photonic component they can be efficiently optically controlled. Their 

excitonic part gives rise to intriguing nonlinear behavior. Here we will discuss schemes to 

efficiently control self-organization and flow of polaritons with light. 

 

With long-lived coherences and strong nonlinearities, polaritons in semiconductor quantum-well 

microcavities have recently proven an ideal playground for nonlinear optical physics. Recent studies have 

focussed both on direct resonant excitation of polaritons and on off-resonant excitation of coherent polariton 

condensates through an exciton reservoir. The interest in polaritons is fueled both by an interest in fundamental 

physics as well as by their promise for future applications.  

In the presentation I will discuss our recent work in the area of self-organization and pattern formation of 

coherently driven polariton systems [1,2]. In particular the spinor character of the polariton quantum fluid 

distinguishes the patterns formed from patterns previously studied in other systems. Apart from being of 

fundamental interest, this also opens up new possibilities to optically control the patterns. In the second part I 

will discuss off-resonant excitation of polariton condensates with spatially structured excitation profiles [3]. In 

this scenario the spatial shape of the exciton reservoir density can be re-configured by changing the optical 

excitation profile which can be used to control the flow of the polaritons in the two-dimensional plane.  
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Abstract-We demonstrate that the relevance between the linear and the nonlinear optical absorption of a 

gold nanorod assembly can be modulated by plasmonic coupling. The strongly localized modes induced 

by random coupling play a crucial role in determining the optical absorption of the plasmonic systems. 

Gold nanorods (GNRs) are the most intensively and extensively studied nanoparticles [1,2]. The plasmonic 

coupling between GNRs will modify the optical properties of GNRs and the coupling of two GNRs has been 

extensively investigated [3-8]. However, less attention has been paid to the effects of plasmonic coupling on the 

nonlinear optical properties of GNRs assembly [9,10]. To data, several groups have shown independently that 

the nonlinear absorption peak coincides with the linear one for GNR assemblies with low optical densities [2,11]. 

However, an intuitive conclusion will be not true when strong plasmonic coupling is introduced.  

 

Figure 1 (a) Sketch of the plasmonic hot spots created in a coupled gold nanorod assembly. (b) Schematic of the physical model which is used to 

qualitatively model the coupling effect on the TPA of a gold assembly. The square GNR array composed of 10 x 1 x 10 randomly oriented GNRs. The 

diameter and length of GNRs are 6 and 25 nm. θ and ѱ indicate the random rotational angles of the GNRs referring to x and y axes, respectively.  

The structure under consideration is schematically shown in Fig. 1 (a). We use a simplified version shown in 

Fig. 1 (b) to study the effect of plasmonic coupling on the optical absorption. The normalized single photon 

absorption (SPA) spectra of the GNR arrays with different lattice constants are shown in Fig. 2 (a). With 

decreasing S, a slight redshift of the SPA peak as well as a significant broadening of the longitudinal SPRs is 

observed. We also present the normalized two photon absorption (TPA) spectra for the corresponding GNR 

arrays in Fig. 2 (a). For the GNR array with weak coupling (S = 2L), the SPA and TPA peaks coincide (λ = 910 

nm). For the GNR array with larger coupling (S = L), they are separated. In Fig. 2 (b), we present the 

corresponding experimental result measured in the GNR-PVA films. The TPA peaks for the GNR-PVA film 

with optical density (OD) = 3 appear at λ = 800 nm [locations C0 and C1], consistent with the SPA peak. In sharp 

contrast, the TPA peaks for the GNR-PVA film with OD = 24 exhibit a strong dependence on the local volume 

density of GNRs and appear at a longer wavelengths ranging from 880 to 920 nm [locations C2, C3 and C4]. A 

large redshift (~120 nm) of the TPA peak with respect to the SPA peak is experimentally observed for the 



location C4. Such experimental observation indicates that the coupling induced modulation of TPA is substantial. 

The maximum TPA is no longer achieved at the SPA peak for the GNR assembly with strong enough coupling. 

 
Figure 2 (a) Normalized SPA and TPA spectra calculated for GNR arrays with different lattice constants. (b) Excitation spectra of the TPL measured for 

GNR-PVA films with OD = 3 and 24 at different locations (C0 to C4). Qabs stands for the Normolized SPA. The photos of GNR-PVA films and the 

measured positions are shown by the insets of (b). 

Our results provide a guideline for engineering the optical absorption in disorder plasmonic systems. The 

authors acknowledge the financial support from the National Natural Science Foundation of China (Grant Nos. 

51171066, 11374109 and 11304047). 
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Abstract- The process of laser induced self-organization of silicon clusters is used to fabricate large 

scale meta-surfaces showing pronounced optical resonances in the infrared range of wavelengths. It is 

experimentally demonstrated that the efficiency of third harmonic generation in these systems can be 30 

times higher than in spatially uniform non-resonant films. We managed to generate 40 fs pulses of 

ultraviolet coherent light with total energy of 1.3nJ at the wavelength of 266nm. A simple theory 

describing the phenomenon is developed. 

 

In recent time nonlinear optics of high refractive index nanoparticles attracts much of attention because of 

both the fundamental and practical importance. Strong spatial localization of the field in the particles at the 

resonant frequencies opens a way to enhance nonlinear optical effects greatly. In this work a process of third 

harmonic generation in nanostructured films is studied. We show that 5nJ femtosecond ultraviolet pulses can be 

formed by third harmonic generation in Si-based resonant structures with the conversion efficiency    . The 

wavelength of the generated light is 266nm and thus the process of third harmonic generation in the considered 

nanostructures can be used for the development of compact sources of ultraviolet light.  

To fabricate the periodically arranged arrays of nano-particles we use self-organizing laser-induced nano 

structuring of thin Si:H films. The method is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1.  

 

 
Figure 1 Schematic views of third harmonic generation from smooth (A) and nanostructured (C) Si film. (B) 

Illustration of the principle of Si film laser-induced nanostructuring. 

 
To produce the metasurfaces we use silicon films with the thickness varying from 30nm to 200nm. After the 

processing the film transforms into an array of periodically arranged quasi-elliptical particles with the sizes 

130nm x 330nm, the period of the array is 260nm along one dimension and 700 along another dimension.   



To generate the third harmonic we use 40 fs laser pulses with the wavelength 780 nm and having energy up 

to 1.3mJ. The third harmonic signal was filtered from the fundamental frequency and then measured by a power 

meter. 

We measure the power of third harmonics generated from the metasufaces of different thicknesses, see panel 

(A) of Fig. 2. The non-monotonic behavior can be explained by Fabry-Perot resonances in the silicon film. The 

panel (B) shows the dependence of the power of the third harmonic on the power of the pump at the fundamental 

frequency. The dependencies are plotted in double-log scale and it is clearly seen that the experimental points fit 

well to the cubic dependency expected for the third harmonic generation. 

 

 

Figure 1 (A) Dependencies of third harmonic power on a film thickness for different pump intensities. (B) 

Experimental dependencies of third harmonic intensity on the pump power for the non-structured (black curve), 

resonant structured (red curve) and non-resonant structured (blue curve) films of 100-nm thickness deposed on 

thick fused silica substrate. Inset: the spectrum of the third harmonics.  

 

The measurements show that in our structures the efficiency of the third harmonic generation is as high as 

    . This value is about 2 times higher than that value for the films supporting only Fabry-Perot resonances 

and about 30 times higher than the generation efficiency in spatially uniform non-resonant films. The increase of 

the efficiency can be explained by local enhancement of the filed caused by the nanoparticles.  

To conclude we briefly summarize the main results of the work. Self-organizing laser-induced 

nanostructuring of thin Si:H films is used to fabricate arrays of subwavelength structures with pronounced 

resonances at optical frequencies. The efficiency of the third harmonic generation in the nanostructured  

metasurfaces is much higher comparing to their spatially uniform counterparts due to the enhancement of the 

field at the resonant frequencies.  
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Abstract— We study the main properties of TM modes in an improved symmetric metal slot
waveguide with a Kerr-type nonlinear dielectric core, adding linear dielectric bu�er layers between
the metal cladding and the core. The stability of the main modes has also been demonstrated
numerically. Our model is extended to consider complex waveguides with nonlinear hyperbolic
metamaterials embedded between two metal cladding.

Nonlinear plasmonic slot waveguides (NPSWs) have drawn attention in the last decade due
to the strong light confinement in the nonlinear dielectric core ensured by the surrounding metal
regions, and to their peculiar nonlinear e�ects [1, 2]. Nevertheless, the experimental observation
of plasmon-soliton waves in these NPSWs is still lacking, and the loss is still a fundamental issue.
In our work, we propose and study the improvement of the symmetric metal-nonlinear dielectric-
metal waveguides by the inclusion of two lateral linear dielectric bu�er layers between the nonlinear
dielectric core of focusing Kerr-type and the two semi-infinite metal cladding see Fig. 1. These
supplementary bu�er layers have two principle consequences. First, they reduce the overall losses,
and allow the losses to decrease with the power. Secondly, they modify the types of solutions
that propagate in the simple structures [3, 5]. We use the fixed power algorithm in the finite
element method (FEM) to compute the nonlinear stationary solutions and their nonlinear dispersion
curves [4]. In the linear case, our improved structure provides two di�erent families of modes.

Linear
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Figure 1: Improved NPSW with supplementary bu�er layers between the core and the metal region.

The plasmonic type modes, where the e�ective index of the guided wave is above the core linear
refractive index. These modes are similar to what already obtained in the simple structure [3]. For
well-chosen refractive indices or thicknesses of the bu�er layers, new type of linear modes can be
found in our improved structure in which the e�ective index of the guided wave is below the core
linear refractive index. They follow the cosine profile in the linear high-index core with plasmonic
tails in the metal regions. For the nonlinear study, we start with the case such that the e�ective
index of the linear modes is below the core linear refractive index. The real parts of e�ective indices
of the first three main modes: symmetric, asymmetric and antisymmetric denoted respectively by
S0-solI, AS1-solI, and AN0-solI, are shown in Fig. 2(a) while their imaginary parts and losses are
shown in Fig. 2(b). In the two previous figures, the three main nonlinear plasmonic modes for a
simple NPSW made from the improved NPSW by removing the bu�er dielectric layers are also
shown in grey for comparison (symmetric S0-plas, asymmetric AS1-plas, antisymmetric AN0-plas).
As it can be seen, in the improved NPSW, the global shape of the dispersion curves is similar to
what already obtained in the simple structures [3, 5]. Nevertheless, the field profiles now are of
solitonic type with plasmonic tails in the metal regions see Fig. 3(a), (b), and (c). We also note
that losses are at least three times smaller than the ones of the simple NPSW and they decrease
with the increase of the power (see Fig. 2(b)). We now study the nonlinear dispersion curves of the
improved NPSW such that the e�ective index of the linear modes is above the core linear refractive
index. The corresponding curves are given in Fig. 2(c) and (d). The global shape of these dispersion
curves is similar to the ones already studied for the three main modes of the simple NPSW but the
mode field profiles now exhibit a spatial transition from a plasmonic type profile to a solitonic type
one see Fig. 3(d), (e), and (f). Furthermore, at low powers, the losses are reduced, at least, by a
factor two compared to the associated simple NPSW, and they are now decreasing with the power
for the main symmetric and antisymmetric modes leading to low loss solutions at high powers (see
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Figure 2: Nonlinear dispersion curves for the simple NPSW (grey curves) and for the improved one (color
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Figure 3: Typical nonlinear magnetic field profiles at di�erent powers for the improved structure. First row
for �

buf

= 22 (see Fig 2(a) and (b)). Second row for �
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= 2.52 (see Fig 2(c) and (d)).

Fig. 2(d)). For the asymmetric mode, loss first increases with power and then decreases. This
loss increase is linked to the fact that, in this case, the field first tends to increase near one of the
metal interface, increasing the fraction of field in a highly lossy region. Then, the mode moves
gradually from a plasmonic type to a solitonic type asymmetric profile, and when the peak of the
soliton is far enough from the metal interface the losses start to decrease see Fig 3(e). Using our
numerical method, we obtained the phase diagrams for the improved NPSW for the main modes as
a function of the total power, bu�er, and core thicknesses. The stability of the main modes has been
also demonstrated numerically using the FDTD method. Our model is extended to treat complex
waveguides with nonlinear anisotropic core embedded between two semi-infinite metal cladding.
Depending on the sign of the diagonal elements of the linear permittivity tensor, we can achieve
novel nonlinear e�ects. Interestingly, starting from a focusing Kerr-nonlinearity, one can obtain a
defocusing e�ect which can be tuned by the power. This peculiar nonlinear e�ect can be obtained,
when one of the elements of the linear diagonal tensor is negative (Hyperbolic metamaterials). For
positive diagonal elements, this structure is shown to enhance the focusing nonlinearity in most of
the cases. Our new structures could be fabricated and characterized experimentally.
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Abstract - Optical beams are generally unbound in bulk media. Here we reveal the existence of still 

doughnut-shaped and azimuthally polarized solitons with vanishing Poynting vector and angular momentum in 

near-zero-index media with Kerr nonlinearity. Our results suggest applications in optical data processing and 

storage, quantum optical memories, and soliton-based lasers without cavities. Additionally, near-zero-index 

conditions can also be found in the interplanetary medium and in the atmosphere, where we provide a 

complementary explanation to the rare phenomenon of ball-lightning. 

 

Spatial and temporal self-trapping of light beams occur in several optical systems, including photorefractive 

media, liquid crystals, and metamaterials. Remarkably, nonlinearity can act simultaneously on temporal and 

spatial domains to compensate for both diffraction and dispersion, thus enabling the formation of light bullets, 

spatio-temporal doughnuts, and X-shaped waves. Physical systems enabling either slow or fast light naturally 

enhance radiation-matter interaction, thus boosting nonlinear processes that can be efficiently used for active 

light control, all-optical switching, and modulation. In particular, near-zero-index (NZI) media can slow down 

light propagation [1,2] and enable extreme nonlinear dynamics, enhanced second and third harmonic generation, 

active control of tunneling, optical switching, and bistable response. These materials naturally exist in nature, for 

example plasmas, transparent conductors, and metals near their bulk plasma frequency ωp. Besides, they can be 

artificially realized as waveguides close to modal cutoff, using surface phonon polaritons in GaAs quantum 

wells, or by engineering subwavelength metallic nanowires, nano-spheres, or nano-circuits embedded in 

dielectric matrices. The latter strategy has enabled the development of epsilon-near-zero (ENZ) metamaterials, 

which have been investigated for applications such as enhanced transmission, cloaking, energy squeezing in 

narrow channels, and subwavelength imaging. The ENZ regime is inevitably associated with high dispersion and 

is therefore accompanied by absorption, which can be suppressed by embedding externally pumped active 

inclusions in the NZI medium. 

Here we theoretically investigate self-organization of light in NZI media with Kerr-like instantaneous 

nonlinearity. In particular, we reveal the existence of fully confined doughnut-shaped solitons with vanishing 

Poynting vector and angular momentum. In practice nonlinearity enables digging a three-dimensional cavity for 

light, which in turn remains frozen and self-trapped. We study the effect of loss on stationary light doughnuts by 

developing a soliton perturbative theory, finding that they evaporate over time due to absorption: their amplitude 

decreases, their frequency blueshifts slightly, and their radius increases. These findings demonstrate the  

possibility to freeze light beams in NZI media, with potential applications in optical data processing and storage, 

quantum optical memories, and NZI lasers operating without cavities [2].  



 

 
Figure 1: (a) Iso-surface |Eφ(r)/ES|2 = 0.005 of a still doughnut with maximum squared amplitude |EM/ES|2 = 

0.01, where ES = χ3
-1/2 is the scaling field amplitude, excited at an angular frequency ω/ωp = 0.9992. (b) Soliton 

maximum amplitude EM/ES (red left y-axis) and its corresponding radius rmax (cyan right y-axis) as a function of 

angular frequency ω/ωp. (c) Contour-plot in the r-θ plane of the dimensionless intensity profile |Eφ(r,θ)/ES|2  

and (d) total dielectric permittivity profile including Kerr nonlinearity εT(r,θ) (red surface) associated with the 

still doughnut of (a). The blue plane in (d) represents the metal-dielectric transition plane εT(r,θ) = 0. All 

quantities are plotted in dimensionless units: the angular frequency ω is normalized to the plasma frequency ωp, 

while spatial coordinates are normalized to the inverse of the plasma wave-vector kp
-1. 

 

 

This phenomenology appears rather similar to ball-lighnings (BLs), rare lightning events with hitherto unknown 

theoretical explanation. Among the several theories trying to explain their nature, the so-called maser-caviton 

theory suggests that BLs are localized high-field solitons forming a cavity surrounded by plasma. Indeed, during 

thunderstorms, atmosphere can get ionized and become a NZI medium with a plasma frequency falling in the 

terahertz-microwave spectral region, where rotational levels of water can be excited. The ensuing emitted 

radiation is thought to remain self-trapped and heat up the air, thus emitting broadband blackbody radiation. 

Following our rigorous calculations, as suggested by the maser-caviton theory, we speculate that BLs may 

actually ensue from a self-organization process in the ENZ regime, where we theoretically demonstrate the 

existence of still doughnut solitons [2]. The ENZ condition would explain the infrequency of the phenomenon 

and provides an insightful signature for experimental investigations. 
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Abstract- We theoretically and experimentally investigate the possibility of necklace beam 

generation originating from spatial modulational instability of vortex beams in engineered colloidal 

nonlinear media with different types of exponential nonlinearity. 
 

Self-focusing of optical vortices in various nonlinear optical media was investigated and the azimuthal 

modulation instability (MI) for ring-shaped vortices was shown to result in the beam breakup into a ring of 

filaments [1-4]. A majority of the previous studies focused on light-matter interactions in self-focusing Kerr 

media. Recently, the optical nonlinearity of colloidal suspensions, despite the initial belief that it was of the Kerr 

type, was found to be exponential [5]. Moreover, this exponential nonlinearity can be saturable or super-critical 

with intensity, depending on the sign of the particle polarizability in the suspension. 

Here we theoretically and experimentally study spatial MI in soft-matter nonlinear media with these two 

distinct types of nonlinearity using beams with an orbital angular momentum (OAM). An optical beam 

propagating in the nano-colloidal system can be described by the nonlinear Schrödinger for the slowly varying 

electric field envelope φ [6] 

  (1) 

The particle polarizability is denoted by α, and kBT is the thermal energy. Vp is the volume of a particle, ρ0 is 

the unperturbed particle concentration, σ is the scattering cross-section, and k0=2π⁄λ0 is the wave number. 

Equation (1) for the case of positive polarizability particles (np > nb )  can be written as follows 

    (2) 

while for the negative polarizability particles (np < nb ) is takes the following form 

   (3) 

In order to understand the reason behind these different types of nonlinearity, we note that colloidal 

suspensions can be created by two kinds of particles: with positive polarizabilities corresponding to a particle 

refractive index greater than the background index (np > nb) or with negative polarizability, with the 

corresponding refractive index of a particle lower than that of the background material (np < nb) [6]. Positive 

polarizability dielectric particles are attracted towards the high-intensity regions of the beam, whereas negative 

polarizability particles are repelled (Fig. 1). At the same time, in the positive polarizability case, the nonlinear 



scattering losses increase in the high-intensity region of the beam. In contrast, in the negative polarizability case, 

the nonlinear losses decrease with the increase of intensity since the particle concentration decreases. 

In our initial studies [7], we predicted that different types of the exponential optical nonlinearity in the 

positive polarizability and negative polarizability cases lead to very different dynamics of beam propagation and 

to the formation of different spatial distributions of so-called necklace beams. Our results may be of interest for 

imaging and spectroscopic applications using light propagating in highly scattering biological and chemical 

colloidal media. 
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Figure 1 (a) Schematic illustration of light-particle interaction in colloidal suspensions. Arrows represent optical force 

acting on each of the particles. (b) Distribution of the electric field intensity presenting the dynamics of the necklace 

beams for different topological charges m=3,6 in the NP particle-based system. 
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Abstract

In the framework of the temporal coupled mode theory we
consider bound states mbedded in the continuum (BSC)
of photonic crystal waveguide as a capacity for light stor-
age. A symmetry protected BSC occurs in two off-channel
microresonators positioned symmetrically relative to the
waveguide. We demonstrate that this BSC captures a frac-
tion of a light pulse due to the Kerr effect as the pulse
passes by the microresonators. However the amount of cap-
tured light is found to be extremely sensitive to the shape of
the light pulse. In contrast to the above the BSCs in the
Fabry-Perot resonator formed by nonlinear Fano mirrors
accumulates a fixed amount of light but independent of the
light pulse. Addition of auxiliary nonlinear off-channel res-
onator between the mirrors makes the process of light stor-
age robust relative to the distance between mirrors. We also
show that the accumulated light can be released by a sec-
ondary pulse. These phenomena pave a way for all-optical
storage and release of light.

1. Introduction

One of the most technologically attractive approaches for
light storage is the use of slow wave designs of optical peri-
odic structures to slow down the light pulse [1, 1, 2]. Vari-
ous methods and designs such as direct-coupled resonators
[1, 3, 4] and photonic crystal (PhC) waveguides [5] have
been proposed to slow down the group velocity of light.
Slow light waveguides composed of left-handed materials
have been also proposed [6, 7]. In these waveguides, the
time average power in the left-handed material layer flows
in an opposite direction of that in the normal dielectric
layer. For the case when light flows are almost equal, slow
light and even trapping can be achieved [8]. The frequency
of the slow light regime varies with the thickness of the
layer resulting in so-called trapped rainbow [9, 10, 11].

In this paper we propose to employ bound states in the
continuum (BSC) as a novel capacity for light storage. Re-
cently the BSCs have attracted much interest in photonics
owing to a possibility to trap light in various photonic sys-
tems [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24,
25, 26, 27, 28, 29]. The BSC is a localized solution of the
Maxwell equations with a discrete eigenfrequency coexist-
ing with the extended modes of continuous spectrum of the
PhC waveguide or radiation continuum. Our main goal is to
demonstrate that the BSCs are able to capture light due the

Kerr effect in the microresonators. Moreover we demon-
strate that the application of a secondary light pulset re-
leases trapped light making the BSC potentially interesting
for all-optical light storage and release.

The physics of the light storage by the BSCs is the fol-
lowing. Assume for a moment that the amplitude of the in-
jected wave is so small that we can neglect the nonlinearity.
Because the BSC is completely decoupled from the con-
tinuum it can not be probed by the incoming wave. How-
ever with the increase of the injected power the Kerr ef-
fect of the microresonators becomes important killing two
birds with one stone. First, there is no necessity for tun-
ing material parameters because the Kerr effect in the mi-
croresonators results in occurrence of self-induced BSCs
[30, 31, 32]. Second, the nonlinearity couples the BSC
with the continuum so that the injected wave excites the
BSC transforming it into a quasi-BSC. Once the pulse has
passed by the microeresonator the quasi-BSC is again de-
coupled from the waveguide and becomes a true BSC. As
a result some amount of light is trapped in the true BSC
opening an opportunity for light storage. Finally, the appli-
cation of a secondary pulse again transforms the true BSC
into a quasi-BSC with finite life-time and releases the light
with substantial or even 100% efficiency. Below we inspect
these ideas on the basis of three simplest 2D PhC designs
which realize the self-induced BSCs. The present paper de-
velops the ideas and methods in Ref. [33] in application
to Fabry-Perot resonator with nonlinear resonant mirrors
and auxiliary nonlinear off-channel microresonator in lin-
ear PhC waveguide. The last adjusts optical length between
mirrors in self-induced way and makes the process of light
storage fully robust.

2. Symmetry protected BSC

We begin with the most obvious system in which light can
be trapped by the symmetry protected BSC [15, 19, 22, 34].
For clear visualization of such a BSC we present in Fig. 1
(a) 2D photonic crystal (PhC) layout. However interested
reader can easily design different layouts based for instance
on nano resonators with extremely high Q-factors in air-
hole 2D PhC system [35, 36, 37]. In order to present the
mechanism of light storage in the BSC in the most compre-
hensive form we assume that among all eigenmodes of the
micro resonator only the lowest monopole TM mode has
the eigenfrequency �0 embedded into the first TM propa-



Figure 1: (a) Square lattice of dielectric rods of GaAs with n0 = 4.3, n2 = 2 · 10�12
W/cm

2
, a = 0.5µm, radius 0.18µm

shown in pink where a is the lattice unit. The single row of the rods is removed from the PhC to form a directional photonic
waveguide which supports a band of guided even TM mode. Two defect rods shown in gray with the Kerr effect are inserted
symmetrically relative to the waveguide to form identical off-channel optical microresonators coupled with the waveguide.
(b) Equivalent CMT presentation for PhC layout. (c) Electric field profile in the symmetric protected BSC.

gation band of the directional PhC waveguide. Then the
eigenmodes of the total system of two resonators can be
classified as symmetric and antisymmetric modes

As,a = (A1 ±A2)/2, �s,a = �0 ± u (1)

where variable Aj , j = 1, 2 present the amplitudes of the
single modes in the j-th microresonator. For simplicity we
disregard the dispersion properties of the waveguide and
consider that light with the amplitude Ein is injected into
the waveguide as shown in Fig. 1. We assume the injected
light is symmetrical relative to the direction cross to the
waveguide. Then the temporal coupled mode theory (CMT)
equations has the following form [38, 39]

�i

˙

As = (�s + 2i�)As � i

�
�Ein,

�i

˙

Aa = �aAa, (2)

where the term �
� is responsible for the coupling of the

off-channel resonators with the waveguide. Thus, these
CMT equations constitute by the most obvious and simple
way that the antisymmetric mode of two microresonators
symmetrically coupled with the waveguide is the symmetry
protected BSC. This antisymmetric BSC mode calculated
for PhC structure shown in Fig. 1 (a) and experimentally
observed by Plotnik et al [19] is shown in Fig. 1 (c).

If the waveguide can support only the symmetrical
propagating mode then injected light can not probe the
BSC. However that is truth for the linear case. If the mi-
croresonators are nonlinear owing to the Kerr effect of the
rod’s material there is a nonlinear shift of the eigenfre-
quency �0 � �|Aj |2 where Ij = |Aj |2 are the intensities
of light in the j-th microresonators. We considering that
the scales of the defect rods much less the light wavelength
and disregard an inhomogeneity of electromagnetic field
inside the microresonators. Substituting Eq. (1) into the
CMT equations (2) we obtained the CMT equations modi-

fied with account of the Kerr effect as follows

�i

˙

A1 = (�0 + �|A1|2)A1 + i�(A1 +A2) + uA2

�i

�
�Ein(t)e

i�t
, (3)

�i

˙

A2 = (�0 + �|A2|2)A2 + i�(A1 +A2) + uA1

�i

�
�Ein(t)e

i�t
,

where � is the nonlinear coefficient equal [35, 40]

� =

�0n0c
2
n

2
2

8�a2N2
m

Z
E

4
m(x, y)dxdy, (4)

Nm =

Z
�(x, y)E2

m(x, y)dxdy =

a

2

cn2

with integration over the cross-section of the defect rod.
Em(x, y) is the monopole eigenmode with the normaliza-
tion constant Nm. The profiles of the monopole mode are
clearly seen in the BSC mode shown in Fig. 1 (c). Esti-
mations based on numerics for the PhC structure in Fig. 1
(a) give the following order in magnitude for the equivalent
CMT layout: � � 0.01, u � 0.001,� � 10

�4.
We rewrite Eqs. (3) in terms of symmetric and antisym-

metric modes as follows

�iȧs = (� + �[|as|2 + 2|aa|2])as + �a2aa
⇤
s + 2i�as

�i

�
�Ein, (5)

�iȧa = (� + �[|aa|2 + 2|as|2])aa + �a2sa
⇤
a,

where � = �0 � � is the detuning parameter. One can see
from the above equations that although the antisymmetric
mode aa is decoupled from the injected light it can be ex-
cited via the nonlinear terms.

In order to trap light we apply a gaussian pulse of light

Ein(t) = E0 exp(�t

2
/2�2

). (6)

Fig. 2 (a) shows that the injected gaussian pulse excites
the symmetric mode as which follows the amplitude of the
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Figure 2: (a) Amplitudes of eigenmodes of resonators under application of a gaussian pulse in the PhC waveguide shown in
Fig. 1. The amplitude of trapped light |aa(�)| in the symmetry protected BSC as dependent on (b) the amplitude E0 and (c)
the tuning parameter � = ���0 of the gaussian pulse Eq. (6) with � = 50. (d) The release of light from BSC after application
of a secondary gaussian pulse with � = 100,� = 1.25, E0 = 0.8. Green dash line shows the profile of the injected pulse with
amplitude E0 = 1.25 and basic frequency � = 1.25, dash-dot line shows the symmetric mode amplitude |as| and red solid
line shows the amplitude of the antisymmetric |aa| BSC mode. Parameters of the resonators are � = 0.2,�0 = 1,� = 0.1.

injected light pulse. Fig. 2 (b) shows that when the injected
amplitude E0 reaches a certain threshold it triggers the ex-
citation of the antisymmetric mode through the nonlinear
terms in Eq. (5). From the first equation (5) we have the
following estimation for |as| �

�
�E0/� and respectively

from the second equation (5) we obtain that the threshold
for the amplitude of injected wave

E0c �

s
�3

��
. (7)

Substitution of parameters listed in Figure caption of Fig.
2 into this estimation demonstrates reasonable agreement
with Fig. 2 (b). More accurate estimations for the thresh-
old are given in Ref. [41]. After the pulse has passed by
the resonator the symmetric mode leaks into the waveg-
uide and the antisymmetric mode becomes isolated from
the waveguide, i.e., becomes a true BSC with trapped am-

plitude |aa(�)| as shown in Fig. 2 (a). Fig. 2 (b) shows that
light is trapped above a certain threshold in the amplitude
of the pulse E0. As Eq. (7) shows the threshold is grow-
ing with the increase of the frequency. Respectively, Fig. 2
(c) demonstrates that there is a frequency window in which
light storage takes place with the window width strongly
dependent on the injected amplitude. Therefore the robust
symmetric BSC is capable for light trapping, however the
amount of storage energy proportional to Aa(�)|2 [35] is
highly irregular over the detuning parameter � and the in-
jected amplitude E0 as it is plotted in Figs. 2 (b) and (c).
Therefore we can conclude that the symmetry protected
BSCs make the process of the light storage in the nonlin-
ear microresonators non-robust. The application of the sec-
ondary pulse again opens the BSC according to Eq. (5) and
the symmetry protected BSC leaks into the waveguide as
shown in Fig. 2 (d).
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3. Light storage in BSCs in Fabry-Perot

resonator

The next design is close to that considered in section 2,
however two defect nonlinear rods are positioned at some
distance L between each other as shown in Fig. 3 (a). Each

Figure 3: (a) Layout of 2D PhC which forms the Fabry-
Perot resonator. Two defect rods shown by gray with the
Kerr effect are inserted near by PhC waveguide. (b) Equiv-
alent CMT presentation for PhC layout.

defect rods presents off-channel nonlinear microresonator
which gives rise to a full reflection at the frequency depen-
dent on the intensity of light [42]. Therefore these two off-
channel resonators form a Fabry-Perot resonator. Then if
the distance between the microresonators is tuned to fulfill
the integer half-wavelength condition [31] the system sup-
ports a BSC. For simplicity we consider that only defect
rods shown by gray in Fig. 3 (a) are subjected to the Kerr
effect and neglect by the nonlinear phase shift in the waveg-
uide. The CMT equations have the following form [12, 43]

�i

˙

A1 = (�0 + �|A1|2 + i�)A1 + i�A2e
i�

�i

�
�Ein(t)e

i�t
, (8)

�i

˙

A2 = (�0 + �|A2|2 + i�)A2 + i�A1e
i�

�i

�
�Ein(t)e

i�t+i�
,

where � is the phase shift incurred as the wave travels from
the first defect to the second one. For a monochromatic
wave � = k(�)L. However for a light pulse which is an
expansion over monochromatic waves these equations (8)
are not valid. Therefore we have to modify Eqs. (8) taking
into consideration the delay time � for travelling from one
microcavity to another:

�i

˙

A1 = (�0 + �|A1|2 + i�)A1 + i�A2(t� �)

�i

�
�Ein(t)e

i�t
, (9)

�i

˙

A2 = (�0 + �|A2|2 + i�)A2 + i�A1(t� �)

�i

�
�Ein(t� �)ei�(t��)

.

For stationary process with Aj(t) = Aje
i�t, � = ��.

Eqs. (9) can be obtained from Eqs. (8) after the substi-
tution � with the differential operator i �

�t . Then we have
Aj(t � �) = exp[i� �

�t ]Aj(t) = exp(i�)Aj(t). The BSC
occurs if the determinant of the matrix in the stationary
CMT equations
✓

�0 + �|A1|2 � � + i� i�ei��

i�ei�� �0 + �|A2|2 � � + i�

◆

equals zero [31]. That condition gives us

�� = �n, |A1c|2 = |A2c|2 =

1

�

⇣�n
�

� �0

⌘
, (10)

where n is an integer. For some arbitrary model case �0 =

1, � = 0.01,� = 10

�4
, � = � � �0 = 10

�5
, � = �/� we

obtain the amplitudes |Ajc| of the BSC take discrete value
defined by the ratio �

� for n = 1. They are are shown in
Fig. 4 by straight dash lines. The numerical solution of Eqs.
(9) shows as injected gaussian pulse is captured at this BSC
(the first inset in Fig. 4). Application of the secondary pulse
releases captured light. However the secondary pulse is to
be at least two times shorter in order the process of release
was efficient as second inset shows in Fig. 4. Moreover in
contrast to the previous case of single microresonator the
intensity of the secondary pulse should also be high enough
that shows high stability of the light storage in the Fabry-
Perot design. The second important difference is a possi-
bility to trap multiple discrete amounts of light defined by
equation (10) for n = 1, 2, 3, . . ..

4. Fabry-Perot resonator with two nonlinear

resonant mirrors and self-tuning optical

length between mirrors

For the previous case of the FPR with two off-channel res-
onators there were no necessity to tune the resonant mirrors
�0 + �I due to the Kerr effect. Then the condition for the
Fano mirror is satisfied � = �0 + �I without necessity to
tune the material parameters or the frequency �. However,
we still have to adjust the distance between the mirrors. In
this section we show a possibility of stable light trapping
in the nonlinear FPR without necessity to tune the reso-
nant frequency of the Fano mirrors and the optical length

4



�i

˙

A1 = (�0 + �|A1|2 + i�)A1 + i

p
��A2(t� �) + i�A3(t� 2�)� i

�
�Ein(t)e

i�t
,

�i

˙

A2 = i

p
��A1(t� �) + (�0 + �|A2|2 + i�)A2 + i

p
��A3(t� �)� i

�
�Ein(t� �)ei�(t��)

, (11)

�i

˙

A3 = i�A1(t� 2�) + i

p
��A2(t� �) + (�0 + �|A3|2 + i�)A3 � i

�
�Ein(t� 2�)ei�(t�2�)

.
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Figure 4: Time evolution of mode amplitudes |A1| (blue
solid line) and |A2| (red dash line) after the injection of
a first gaussian pulse shown by green dash-dot line with
� = 10000, E0 = 0.3522, � = 10

�5 (a) and a secondary
pulse with � = 4705, E0 = 0.545, � = �10

�5. Black dash
lines show the BSC amplitude given by Eqs. (10).
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Fig. 6 demonstrates that process of light storage for in-
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Figure 6: Time evolution of mode amplitudes after the in-
jection of a gaussian pulse for (a) �� = 0.3� and (b)
�� = 0.4�. Other parameters substituted into CMT equa-
tions (11) are the following: � = 0.1,� = 0.02,�0 =

1,� = 10

�4.

jection of gaussian pulse (6) is robust relative to choice of
the parameters of the Fabry-Perot resonator with nonlinear
resonant mirrors and auxiliary central nonlinear off-channel
resonator.

5. Discussion and conclusions

In regard to stability the approaches based on stopping light
in linear PhC designs briefly discussed in the introduction
are preferable compared to the light storage in the symme-

5



try protected BSC. Moreover the linear system can oper-
ate at any light intensity while the light storage in the self-
induced BSCs (sections 3 and 4) is possible only if the am-
plitude of injected pulse exceeds a certain threshold. Al-
though the symmetry protected BSC (section 2) does not
have this restriction. However the process of light slowing
demands tuning of operational frequency of light to the spe-
cific points of the frequency spectrum of waveguide where
the group velocity of light tends to zero.

Another strategy to trap light is exploring of two non-
linear off-channel microresonators in linear PhC waveguide
which serve as the resonant Fano mirrors. It is important to
lay stress that frequency of full reflection of such nonlinear
mirror can vary in wide range as dependent on the intensity
of trapped light between the mirrors forming self-induced
BSCs. However still the process of light storage in this
nonlinear Fabry-Perot resonator is not fully robust because
of necessity to adjust a distance between the mirrors in or-
der to fulfill the condition k� = �n, n = 1, 2, 3, . . .. Im-
plementation of an auxiliary nonlinear resonator between
the mirrors makes the process of light storage free from a
necessity to adjust the distance between the mirrors. Im-
portant advantage of exploiting of the self-induced BSC in
nonlinear systems is that the light can be easily released by
a secondary pulse rendering the process of storage and re-
lease by demand all-optical.

Let us estimate the values of the power of injected light
which is necessary to achieve the all-optical storage and
release by demand. The constant of nonlinearity for the
rods fabricated from GaAs we have � in order of magni-
tude 10

�4. Then the unit of injected amplitude in terms
of CMT equations E0 = 1 corresponds to 25W/a where
a = 0.5µm is the lattice unit. Therefore in order to storage
light in the symmetry protected BSC (section 2) by gaussian
impulse its power should exceed E

2
0 ·25W/a. The same ap-

proach is applicable for other PhC designs in Sections 3 and
4.

In the present paper we considered the phenomenon of
light storage and release by the bound states in the contin-
uum in the framework of temporal coupled mode equations
although with the parameters of models borrowed from nu-
merical calculations of real 2d PhC structures. Direct study
of these processes in PhC designs needs extremely time
consumed computing even for the case when nonlinearity
is accounted only in the defect rods. There are processes of
irreversible light emission due to finite h and sizes of 2D
PhC as well as due to imperfectness of the design which
take place for any approach. However nonlinearity of the
system has a risk of switching of TE channel for the light
emission by spontaneous switching of TE modes of the
nonlinear micro resonator. Also light can decay from the
micro resonator through modulation instability of enough
long nonlinear defect rod. These processes can be readily
involved into the CMT approach by expansion of number of
modes of the microresonator and number of channels cou-
pled with the modes. But it is clear that a criteria to exclude
these unwanted modes is the frequency distance between

useful modes and unwanted modes should substantially ex-
ceed the perturbation due to the Kerr effect.

It is very important to notice the Kerr effect is small
� � 10

�4. Therefore to compensate this smallness we have
to imply very accurate tuning � of order of � beforehand.
This requirement strongly restricts functional possibilities
of the presented way for light storage in the BSCs. We
can imply effectiveness as a ratio of energy accumulated in
the BSC proportional its intensity and passed energy pro-
portional �E2

0 . This gives us the effectiveness around one
percent for � � 100.
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Abstract-In heat-assisted magnetic recording (HAMR), a near-field transducer (NFT) is required to 

deliver sufficient power to heat a highly localized spot on high anisotropy magnetic media. We show 

that a C-shaped nano-aperture can provide much higher transmission efficiency compared to 

conventional designs to successfully demonstrate HAMR. Separately, the media overcoat has to 

withstand aggressive heating conditions at ultrathin levels. We demonstrate the thermal stability of an 

ultrathin carbon overcoat for HAMR and also explore graphene as a possible overcoat. 

 

To accommodate the areal density growth for future generation hard disk drives (HDDs), heat assisted magnetic 

recording (HAMR) is widely regarded as the next step forward to push the HDD areal density above 1 Tb/in2. HAMR 

employs a laser to locally heat the media up to the Curie temperature, such that the media coercivity becomes low 

enough for data to be written by the magnetic field produced by the write head. This requires high laser powers to be 

delivered from the head onto extremely small localized spots on the media. A nano-aperture type near-field transducer 

(NFT) is seen as a possible solution for laser light delivery to the media by functioning as a plasmonic nano-antenna. 

However, conventional nano-aperture shapes such as square or circular designs have not been able to achieve 

transmission efficiencies high enough for HAMR. Several non-conventional shaped apertures have been developed to 

enhance transmission efficiency while simultaneously maintaining a small spot size [1, 2].  

 

Based on finite-difference time-domain simulations, the best transmission and focusing characteristics were found 

for C-shaped nano-apertures as compared to the other shapes. Hence in this work, C-shaped nano-apertures were 

fabricated and characterized, and their performance for HAMR was compared with the conventional square-shaped 

nano-aperture design. Alternating square-shaped and C-shaped nano-aperture arrays were patterned on a 100-nm thick 

gold film via an electron beam lithography process. The laser source was a vertical cavity surface-emitting laser 

(VCSEL). The required power density of the laser for HAMR was first calibrated to be 1.4 mW/µm2 on iron platinum 

(FePt) media using a pump-probe magneto-optic Kerr effect (MOKE) setup. This power density of the laser was then 

applied through the C-shaped and square-shaped nano-aperture arrays onto FePt media, as shown in the schematic in 

Figure 1(a). The Kerr microscope image of the FePt media after the experiment is shown in Figure 1(b), where the 

black areas represent the domains which were magnetically switched during laser irradiation. It was observed that 

there was no switching in the areas exposed to the square nano-apertures due to the insufficient power density 

transmitted. In contrast, the C-shaped nano-apertures exploited plasmonic effects to transmit higher power densities to 

the media, which successfully caused switching. This demonstrated the effectiveness of the C-shaped nano-aperture 

design for HAMR.  
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic showing the arrangement of laser irradiation of FePt media through the nano-apertures using 

a VCSEL. (b) Kerr microscope image showing the magnetically switched regions of the media as indicated in black, 

corresponding to the areas exposed through the C-shaped nano-apertures. 

 

At the same time, due to the exposure of the media to such high power densities and repeated thermal cycling, it is 

critical for the thermal stability of the media overcoat to be maintained without degradation, especially with 

decreasing overcoat thicknesses. Conventional carbon overcoats (COCs) for media fabricated by plasma-based 

chemical vapor deposition have shown to degrade under such aggressive thermal conditions due to their relatively low 

sp3 carbon (sp3C) content [3, 4]. However, by utilizing the filtered cathodic vacuum arc (FCVA) technique, an 

ultrathin (~ 1.5 nm) COC was fabricated on FePt media containing higher sp3C content than a sputtered COC with 

similar thickness. FCVA-processed COC demonstrated high thermal stability under HAMR-like conditions as 

observed by Raman spectroscopy, making it a promising media overcoat for HAMR [4, 5]. To accommodate the 

further reduction in magnetic spacing, we are also currently exploring graphene, without and with a 

perfluoropolyether lubricant [6, 7], as a possible media overcoat. Despite being only an atomic layer of carbon, 

graphene has shown advantageous properties for corrosion and tribological protection, and has also demonstrated 

thermal stability in air to at least 500 °C [8, 9]. Work is ongoing in this area in applying graphene onto media and 

evaluating its performance for HAMR.  
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Abstract- Several new plasmonic materials have recently been introduced in order to achieve better 

temperature stability than conventional plasmonic metals and control field localization with a 

choice of plasma frequencies in a wide spectral range. Here, epitaxial SrRuO3 TiN and TiON thin 

films with low surface roughness are studied. It is demonstrated that SrRuO3 thin films exhibit 

plasmonic behavior in the near-infrared spectral range with the plasma frequency in 3.16 – 3.86 eV 

range and epsilon-near-zero wavelength in 1.11 – 1.47 µm range that could be controll ed by the 

deposition conditions. 

 

SrRuO3 (SRO), a material with perovskite-type crystal structure, has been the subject to intense research due 

to its high thermal and electrical conductivity, and high thermal and chemical stability (up to 1200 K in 

oxidizing or inert-gas atmospheres).1 For these reasons SrRuO3 is widely used as electrode material for 

ferroelectric devices and semiconductors.2 Also, it can be grown on Si substrates3, or used as a standard substrate 

for the epitaxial growth of SrTiO3 and other functional materials. 

The most recent experimental results promoted SrRuO3 as an attractive candidate for application plasmonic 

devices.4 It exhibits carrier dynamic similar to that of the cuprate superconductors. The experimental results for 

itinerant electron systems on the kinetic energy of the electrons, as derived from optical conductivity data are in 

good agreement with band-structure calculations with the deviations due to strong spin-orbit coupling, which are 

specific for many intermetallic compounds with d and f electrons. 

In the search for alternative plasmonic materials, titanium nitride (TiN) was proposed as a possible candidate 

to be used in the visible and near infrared domains.5 The colour of stoichiometric TiN films6 hints at their 

similarity to gold. In turn, its counterpart Titanium dioxide (TiO2) is a well-known semiconductor with many 

applications in important research areas such as solar energy harvesting or photocatalysis. Also, a number of 

intermediate phases of general composition TiOxNy called Titanium oxynitrides are found midway between TiN 

and TiO2. Their properties are similar to those of the respective parent materials when the composition is near 

that of pure systems. They change in properties when they evolve from one pure phase to the other.  However, 

there are several questions about these intermediate oxynitride phases that still need to be answered.  In 

particular, whether they are stable and their optical properties depend on the TiOxNy composition. 

This paper examines the potential of the above materials (in thin film form) for plasmonic applications in the 

near-infrared spectral range, including optical telecommunication frequencies. We show that the optical 

properties of the films can be controlled via growth conditions changing working gas partial pressure during film 

deposition, and the epsilon-near-zero condition can be controllably achieved in the wavelength range 1.11- 1.47 

µm, so that a negative permittivity and plasmonic behavior are observed at longer wavelengths .  



The balance of plasmonic properties and loss in the telecom wavelength range makes this material 

competitive for design of ENZ and perfect-absorber-type metamaterial applications. 
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Figure 1 Optical response of SrRuO3 thin films deposited at various oxygen partial pressures measured at 

wavelengths from 600 nm (VIS) to 1800 nm (IR). 
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Abstract High carrier concentrations and optical losses of transition metal nitrides make them 

suitable for light absorption and photo-excited hot carrier applications. We show experimentally 

that titanium nitride nanoparticles absorb sunlight efficiently and photocurrent is generated from 

titanium nitride thin films by optical illumination. Our calculations based on first-principles density 

functional theory are successful in calculating optical properties of transition metal nitrides.  

 

The use of noble metals in nanophotonics is not limited to plasomonic localization or propagation. Photons 

which go through non-radiative decay processes excite hot carriers and a number of novel applications with 

photo- or plasmon- induced hot carriers have been studied in the past decade [1].  

Recently it has been shown that highly conductive ceramics can be alternative materials of noble metals. 

Among them titanium nitride (TiN) is one such material which becomes plasmonic in visible and longer 

wavelength range [2]. Previous studies have shown that TiN seems to be best suited for non-radiative decay 

related applications such as perfect absorbers [3] and photothermal effects [4].  

To further explore the possibility of TiN for photo-absorption related applications, here we present our 

preliminary results on nano-structured TiN for photothermal [5] and photoelectric applications. We also show 

the dielectric functions of transition metal nitrides including TiN calculated from first-principles density 

functional theory (DFT) which are used to compare their expected performances for particular applications [6].  

When using nanoparticles (NPs) for photothermal applications, absorption efficiency (absorption cross 

section divided by the particle cross section) is a measure for comparison. In Fig. 1(a) the absorption efficiencies 

of TiN, carbon and gold NPs are plotted together with the normalized solar irradiance. Among the three NPs, the 

absorption efficiency of the TiN NP has a large broad peak due to lossy plasmonic resonances and it overlaps 

well to solar irradiance plot. This feature makes TiN NP as an appropriate material for solar phtothermal 

applications. Figure 1(b) shows steam generation from water containing TiN NPs at room temperature. TiN NPs 

dispersed into water allow us to efficiently use solar heat for water heating as well as water distillation. 

In photoelectric demonstration, a metal-insulator-metal structure was fabricated using TiN thin films instead 

of metals. Upon visible light illumination to the sample, photocurrent was observed as shown in Fig. 1(c). The 

photon energies were smaller than the bandgap of the insulator, hence the photo-excited electrons were 

generated not at the insulator film but at the top TiN film. This result opens a door for using TiN to harvest light 

and generate photo-excited carriers.  

First-principles DFT studies have been performed for various transition metal nitrides [6]. Figures 2(a) and 

2(b) show the DOS and complex permittivity of TiN calculated based on the first-principles DFT study. The 

permittivity obtained from DFT is in reasonable agreement with the experiment [2]. Theoretical calculations of 



complex permittivity is powerful in predicting the intrinsic properties of materials and studying element 

substitution [7]. 

 
Figure 1: (a) Absorption efficiencies of TiN, carbon and gold nanoparticles of 65 nm in radius. (b) Steam 
generation from water containing TiN NPs by the illumination of focused artificial sunlight. Inset shows the 
schematic of the experiment. (c) Photocurrent from TiN-oxide-TiN trilayers upon visible light irradiation.  

 

Figure 2: (a) DOS of TiN. (b) Complex permittivity of TiN calculated from first-principles DFT study. 
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Abstract We report a systematic investigation on the optical and thermal properties of core-shell 

nanoparticles composed of noble metal nanoparticles coated with transition metal nitrides. 

Plasmonic properties of such core-shell nanoparticles are strongly dependent on the thickness and 

the materials of the coating layer. We also investigate the thermal properties of such hybrid 

nanoparticles and compare them to bare noble nanoparticles. The results show significantly 

improved stability, which could be important for key applications such as heat-assisted magnetic 

recording.  

 

Traditionally noble metals, such as gold and silver, are the most popular materials that are widely used in 

plasmonics and metamaterials, due to their strong optical response. However, noble metals have some 

limitations, for instance, silver is easy to be oxidized in air and gold is too soft. Gold atoms are easy to diffuse 

and migrate at elevated temperatures and become unstable, which makes it not a reliable material in 

high-temperature applications, such as heat-assisted magnetic recording (HAMR) [1]. Recently there is 

increasing interest in the search of alternative plasmonic materials that can work at extreme conditions, such as 

high pressure, high temperature, and have long lifespans [2].  

 

Transition metal nitrides, such as TiN and ZrN, have appeared to be promising alternative plasmonic 

materials [2]. The plasmonic properties of those metallic nitrides are close to those of gold at visible and 

near-infrared (NIR) frequencies, but they have much higher melting temperatures and significantly stronger 

hardness, which are appealing for HAMR and other plasmonic and metamaterials applications at elevated 

temperatures. Here we report a systematic investigation of hybrid plasmonic nanoparticles composed of noble 

metal nanoparticles coated with transition metal nitrides.  

 

Core-shell nanoparticles were prepared by depositing transition nitrides onto noble metal nanoparticles by 

reactive magnetron sputtering from a Ti target in an atmosphere of nitrogen gas. The nitride coating layer 

significantly shifts the plasmonic resonance of noble metal nanoparticles. Figure 1 shows the measured 

scattering spectra of 80 nm Au nanoparticles coated with various thickness of TiN films. The plasmonic resonant 

peaks shift to longer wavelengths with increasing thickness of TiN layer. The inset in Figure 1 shows the TEM 

image of one of such core-shell nanoparticles. The outer TiN shell is clearly distinguished, which is quite 

uniform. We provide a systematic investigation of the plasmonic properties of the hybrid core-shell 

nanoparticles, studying a range of film thickness of a number of transition metal nitrides on gold and silver 

nanoparticles. We also investigate the thermal properties of such hybrid core-shell nanoparticles. The evolution 



of nanoparticle morphologies is investigated at a range of temperatures. The thermal stability of such core-shell 

nanoparticles is compared to that of bare noble metal nanoparticles, which show much improved reliability. 

These results provide important implication for the development of alternative plasmonic materials for 

applications under harsh conditions, such as high temperature, high pressure and long-durance.  
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Abstract-In this presentation, I will first introduce two new figures of merit intended to quantify 

the efficiency of a plasmonic material to respectively enhance the near-field and generate heat 

under illumination. In a second part, I will focus on the case of metal nitrides and explain in which 

conditions they can replace and eventually outperform gold in plasmonics. 
 

Following recent advances in nanoplasmonics related to heat-assisted magnetic recording, hot-electron 

processes, nanochemistry, sensing, and active plasmonics, new materials have been introduced, reducing the 

supremacy of gold and silver in plasmonics. The variety of possible materials in nanoplasmonics is now so wide 

that selecting the best material for a specific application at a specific wavelength may become a difficult task. 

In this context, we recently introduced two dimensionless parameters acting as figures of merit to simply 

compare the plasmonic capabilities of different materials [1]. These numbers, which we named Faraday and 

Joule numbers, aim at quantifying the ability of a nanoparticle to respectively enhance the optical near field and 

produce heat (see Table below). The benefit of these numbers compared to previously defined figures of merit, 

such as     /    , is that (i) they possess simple close-form expressions and can be simply calculated without 
numerical simulations, (ii) they give quantitative estimations in the non-retarded regime, and (iii) they take into 

account the nature of the surrounding medium. These numbers read 

 

                          

   

where  is the metal permittivity,  its imaginary part,  and   ns
 the surrounding permittivity and 

refractice index and   e= 1 eV. 

In the first part of this presentation, I will introduce and discuss the Faraday and Joule numbers and 

demonstrate how they can be conveniently used in plasmonics and what kind of information they can provide. In 

a second part, I will focus on metal nitrides (TiN and ZrN) and discuss their possible use as refractory materials 

in applications such as heat-assisted magnetic recording. 
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Table: Values of the Faraday and Joule numbers at the plasmonic resonance wavelength for a large set of 

plasmonic materials. The melting temperature is also indicated. Reproduced from Ref. [1].  
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Abstract: A fully-integrated light delivery system for heat assisted magnetic recording is presented. 

The proposed system consists of two key features: 1) a high-index nanowaveguide is integrated 

with a tapered plasmonic near field transducer (NFT), which has a much higher 

waveguide-NFT-media efficiency due to the improved waveguide-NFT coupling; 2) the III-V 

semiconductor laser is heterogonous integrated on slider through bonding the epitaxial layers and 

light is efficiently coupled to the nanowaveguide through an ultra-compact adiabatic coupling 

structure. Optical coupling, integration architecture and overall power budgeting is discussed and 

analyzed.  

Heat assisted magnetic recording (HAMR) technology increases the storage density by 

incorporating a so-called light delivery system to momentarily heat the media over Curie 

temperature [1]. The light delivery system includes a laser source, nanowaveguide and plasmonic 

near field transducer (NFT). The laser beam is coupled to waveguide and focused to a spot of tens 

of nanometer through the NFT to heat the media. An efficient light delivery system (K=Pabs/Plsr) and 
cost-effective/compact integration solution is very critical for success of HAMR technology. 

In this paper, we present a 

fully-integrated light delivery system 

solution for HAMR as shown in Fig.1. 

The system consists of a high-index 

nanowaveguide integrated with a 

tapered plasmonic NFT. The 

high-index waveguide enables a 

high-efficiency waveguide mode to 

NFT plasmonic mode coupling as 

compared to the case using 

low/medium index waveguide. 

Therefore, it enables a much higher 

waveguide-NFT-media efficiency as 

compared to the prior art [2].  

Laser source is currently attached to slider through assembling, in which the laser diode is 

bulky as compared to the slide and also costly/low-efficiency due to the strict light coupling 

requirement. In this paper, the III-V semiconductor laser is designed to be heterogonous integrated 

on slider through bonding the epitaxial layers and fabricated after the bonding [3]. The on-chip 

laser can be only a few micrometers thick. Based on the high index waveguide used, 

high-efficiency/compact adiabatic coupler between laser and the waveguide is designed.  
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Data storage is one of the key enabling technologies for future economic growth. Key to 

providing future data storage requirements are improvements in the information capacity 

and areal density of hard disk drives. Heat-assisted magnetic recording (HAMR) is the 

next-generation hard drive recording technology. We report significant areal density 

improvement over previous demos. It is an important milestone for the development of 

such a new technology. HAMR recording heads consist of advanced integrated photonic 

elements such as the plasmonic transducer allowing light to be focused to sub-50nm spot 

sizes and heating the disk in the HAMR hard drive to temperatures over 400C.  

Hard drives with HAMR technology will store significantly higher areal densities around 

1.5Tbit per square inch initially and will be able to store noticeably more data than today’s 
HDDs featuring perpendicular recording technology. Eventually we expect that HAMR will 

help to increase bit densities of hard disk drives to 5Tbit per square inch. In this 

presentation, we will give an introduction to the HAMR technology and its impact on the 

actual hard disk technology industry.    

 

 

 
 

Advanced storage consortium technology road map for the future storage densities in 

hard disk drives. 
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Abstract— We propose a novel all-dielectric near field transducer, which focuses the light,
pumped through the waveguide, into a hot spot, which is much smaller than the wavelength,
without dissipative loss inevitable in the plasmonic nanoantennae. Therefore, the detrimental
thermal e�ects almost vanish, which gives an opportunity to use the concentrator for the heat-
assisted magnetic recording (HARM).

In the proposed new device [1], the electric field is much enhanced at the vertex of the dielec-
tric tip attached to the specially tuned dielectric resonator as it is shown in Fig. 1. The electric
field enhancement and concentration is achieved by longitudinal polarization of the vertex, which
is exposed to the resonator field. Concentration of light into nanospots much smaller than the
wavelength is beneficial for HAMR [2] and for many other very important applications: biomedical
imaging and sensing, optical microscopy with single-molecule resolution, QED studies, nanolasing,
etc. Until now, plasmonic metal nanoantennae or metallic near field concentrators have been used
for this purpose. Optical field enhancement and concentration is achieved by the excitation of the
surface plasmons. The main advantage of the metal nano-antennae is their capabilities to local-
ize plasmonic modes, which can be excited by the incident transverse em wave. Yet, the metal
nanoparticles have large optic loss. The proposed novel all-dielectric transducer allows to focus
light into a hot spot much smaller than the wavelength without the dissipative loss.

Figure 1: a) Near field transducer consisting of cylindrical silicon waveguide (radius �), spherical resonator
(radius a), and prolate ellipsoidal nanotip (length b); b), c) numerical simulation of electric field which
is pumped in the resonator through the waveguide (� = 107nm, a = 111nm,� = 900nm); magnetic dipole
resonance is excited in the spherical resonator; electric field of the resonance excites vertical tip of b = 130nm
length; d) tip heats 2nm magnetic nanoparticles made of alloy FePt; heat production inside the core
magnetic particle is 1.4 times greater than in its neighbors.



The longitudinal electric field enhancement at the tip’s vertex can be achieved for any optically
dense material, including a transparent dielectric. The problem is how to convert the incident light
into a longitudinal electric field. A simple waveguide does not produce a considerably localized
longitudinal electric field, which is necessary to excite the tip. In the recently proposed metal
Fresnel lens, the specially designed plasmonic lens produce the longitudinal electric field [3]. In
contrast to the previous works we propose to excite the dielectric tip through the waveguide ended
by the optic resonator. The waveguide is matched with the resonator, which accumulates em energy.
The em field, pumped in the resonator, e�ectively excites the tip.
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Abstract-We demonstrate that plasmonic nanoantennas enable control of a local phase transition in 

vanadium dioxide through resonant local field enhancement and enhanced absorption at the 

nanoantenna tips. Optical pumping using picosecond laser shows a large modulation of up to 20% 

of the plasmon resonance, where the antenna is used both to enhance the excitation and readout of 

the nanoscale phase transition. 

 

Efficient and reversible control of plasmonic modes at visible and near-infrared wavelengths is one 
of the key desirable properties for tunable devices. We investigate how plasmonic local field 
enhancement can be used to efficiently drive an optical nonlinear material and to enhance the readout 
of the nonlinear response. To achieve order-unity effects in the optical modulation, materials with large 
changes in dielectric response are needed. Several materials under investigation include highly doped 
metal oxides with a tunable, metallic Drude response in the near-infrared. Indium-tin-oxide (ITO) was 
shown to provide a large nonlinear response caused by the optical pumping of free carriers [1,2]. 

Phase-change materials offer technologically relevant opportunities as they can provide very large 
changes in the dielectric response. Vanadium oxide (VO2) provides an ultrafast, reversible phase 
transition at only modestly elevated temperatures around 68°C. Most studies so far have reported the 
effects of a global phase transition of a VO2 layer on the plasmonic response of nanoparticles and 
metamaterials.  

Here, we exploit nanometer-scale plasmonic hot-spots to induce highly localized phase-changes in 
a plasmonic nanoantenna [3]. These studies are enabled by the fabrication of high quality thin films of 
VO2 with low surface roughness of around 5nm [4]. Figure 1 shows a helium-ion microscopy image of 
the gold nanoantenna array fabricated onto a VO2 film of 50 nm thickness. The arrays show an 
excellent thermochromic switching response (Figure 1). The crossed array of horizontal and vertical 
antennas of varying lengths allows independently studying the resonant excitation and readout, while 
the polarization of the incident light controls coupling to the two individual antenna sub-arrays.  

Optical experiments were performed using a picosecond pump-probe scheme, using 11ps laser 

pulses with pulse energies from 100 pJ to 13 nJ, focused to a diffraction limited spot of around 2 Pm2 
area onto the array. Readout was done using the synchronized output of a white light supercontinuum, 
allowing detection over a wide spectral range from 1100nm-2100nm. The repetition rate of the 
experiment was controlled between 0.1 MHz and 10 MHz using a pulse picker. Our experiments show 



that fully reversible switching of antenna resonances with >1 million cycles per second are possible 
using resonant pumping schemes. The recovery time of the antenna-VO2 system was 5 times faster 
than the pure VO2 film. Furthermore, resonant pumping of the half-wave dipole resonance of a 
plasmonic nanoantenna results in a threshold energy for the phase transition which is 20 times lower 
than for the pure VO2.  

Our results are in quantitative agreement with microscopic numerical simulations taking into 
account the resonant nature of light absorption in the hybrid antenna-VO2 system, combined with 
picosecond local heating using an equilibrium description.The nanoantenna-VO2 hybrids enable new 
directions in all-optical switching at picojoule energy levels, and open up the possibility for plasmonic 
memristor-type devices exploiting nanoscale thermal memory.  
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Figure 1 shows gold antennas fabricated on a VO2 film of high quality (left), with (right) excellent switching performance 

between 30°C and 80°C at telecommunication wavelengths using an external heater.  
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Abstract-Refractory plasmonic materials offer superior mechanical, thermal and structural stability 

advantages over noble metal plasmonic antennas for heat assisted magnetic recording (HAMR).  

Whereas these inherent advantages position these materials as leading candidates for potential 

replacement of Au in HAMR nano-antenna fabrication, their bulk optical properties result in 

significant self-heating. In this presentation we will describe our progress in manipulating the 

optical properties of refractory plasmonic nanostructures to circumvent this limitation. 

 

The thermal stability of nanoscale magnetic materials for Tb/in2 recording and beyond requires the use of 

high magnetic anisotropy materials to meet data retention requirements. As the available fields from the 

recording head are insufficient to switch the magnetization of said high anisotropy materials, recording is 

accomplished with the assistance of heat. To this end, Au nano-antennas have been shown to be effective 

transducers in generating the desired nanoscale thermal footprints in the recording medium. High light coupling 

efficiencies into the magnetic thin films are obtained with modest or little self-heating. This is an important 

requirement in order to avoid deleterious heating of the magnetic properties of the thin films comprising the 

write and read elements of the recording head. However, Au is a soft material, easily damaged upon unintended 

contact with the metallic layers of the recording medium. In addition, Au ultrathin films have a propensity to 

form coarse, discontinuous grains whose optical properties can be expected to largely differ from bulk Au. In 

contrast, refractory materials such as TiN and ZrN are mechanically robust (they are routinely employed to 

protect drill bits), thermally stable up to 2700 °C and are readily fabricated with conventional growth techniques 

such as sputter deposition. In this work we report on single crystal growth of refractory plasmonic materials by 

sputter deposition exhibiting plasmonic resonances in the visible and near infrared regions. We find that the 

optical properties of TiN and ZrN can be manipulated through judicious growth conditions and can potentially 

be optimized to closely match those of noble metals. This is corroborated experimentally and our simulations 

indicate that in terms of plasmonic properties, TiN and ZrN can perform very similarly. We demonstrate also the 

high temperature operation stability of nanoscale devices in air employing optically matched thin ceramic 

overcoats. 
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Abstract- We determine the optical properties of noble metal thin-film alloys composed by Ag, Au, 

Cu and Al, by combining ellipsometry and SPP measurements and calculations, and find an 

excellent agreement between the two experimental methods. Surprisingly, in some cases, the 

quality factor of the alloy is substantially higher than their pure counterparts. We also quantify the 

dispersion relation for the alloys, providing a library of the alloys’ optical response.    

To date, the understanding and control of light-matter interactions is essential for the implementation of 

game-changing plasmonics devices. For instance, hot carrier devices and perfect absorbers require a high ε2 

(light absorption) while for low-loss metamaterials based devices a low ε2 is needed to enable surface plasmons 

effective propagation. Despite the successful use of metals in plasmonics, their pre-defined dielectric function (ε 
= ε1 + ε2) currently restricts its application in devices for operation in the visible range of the spectrum. To 

overcome this limitation, distinct materials have been explored, including ceramics, intermetallics, and 

semiconductors.  

 Here, we demonstrate how the alloying of metal thin films formed by Ag, Au, Cu and Al, can modify their 

optical response [1]. For that, we fabricated a sequence of thin films with a controlled gradient in chemical 

composition by co-sputtering (see Figure 1). Although the deposition conditions were not optimized, the alloyed 

samples represent a valid model system to investigate how one can modulate ε by varying the content of each 

metal. We performed transmission and reflection measurements of the alloyed thin films and used a B-spline 

model (Kromers−Kronig relation enforced) to determine their dielectric function. For the experimental 

conditions used here, we found that some alloys can deliver a higher SPP quality factor (QSPP) than their 

corresponding pure counterparts. By measuring the SPP coupling angle through the Kretschmann configuration 

we independently determined ε1, as shown in Figure 1.  

We investigate the near-field response of alloyed nanostructures by NSOM to determine the spectral 

dependence of their optical response. Further, by using the measured dielectric function of the alloyed thin films, 

we simulate light-matter interactions of alloyed nanostructures for potential applications in perfect absorbers. 

Our results demonstrate that the chemical composition of metallic thin films and nanostructures is an effective 

extra knob to control their optical properties. 
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Figure 1: Real part of the dielectric function (ε1) of (a) AgxAu1-x, (b) AuxCu1-x, and (c) CuxAg1-x alloyed 

thin-films determined by ellipsometry (Ellip., solid squares) and by surface plasmon polariton excitation (SPP, 

open triangles) measurements overlaid with photographs of the thin film samples.  
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In this paper, we primarily review the fundamental recording physics of heat-assisted magnetic 
recording (HAMR), the leading candidate for next generation of hard disk drives. Multiple noise 
origins and its underlying mechanism are discussed and compared, along with recently focused 
noise, transition curvature. From grain behavior to system optimization, various aspects are visited 
to validate and apply the recording physics theorem via systematic micromagnetic modeling.  

 
To reach beyond the physical limit of conventional magnetic recording technology, heat assisted magnetic 

recording (HAMR) was proposed for future hard disk drives [1]. HAMR has been under intensive development 
effort for the past decade and systematic micromagnetic modeling has provided some of the critical fundamental 
understanding of the recording process [2][3]. 

One of the intended advantage of HAMR is the magnetic grains in the media can have extremely high 
anisotropy field, usually > 70kOe, such that the grain size can be scaled down to significantly increase area 
storage density capability while maintaining thermal stability. However, the actual dynamic magnetization 
process as medium cools down to below Curie temperature is critically important. Micromagnetic modeling 
analysis show that time duration, referred to as recording time window (RTW), between Curie temperature and 
the temperature magnetization freezes needs to be adequate [2]. If too short, magnetization actually will have a 
finite probability to be not in the direction of recording field. If too long, the sharpness of the magnetization 
transition will degrades due to thermally activated magnetization reversal [2]. RTW is a combined function of 
recording head field, thermal recording profile, disk speed, and medium anisotropy field temperature dependence. 
This phenomenon becomes more pronounced for smaller size grains. Ideally, higher field amplitude combining 
with higher thermal gradient is the direction of system optimization. As shown in Fig. 1, lower recording fields 
lead to insufficient RTW, resulting incomplete magnetization reversal and higher fields lead to erasure after 
write. Figure 2 illustrates the effect of grain magnetic property distribution on the energy barriers of the grains 
away from recording zone at the trailing side. 

Thermal profile produced by near field transducers (NFT) in HAMR often yields transitions with significant 
curvature. Associated with curved thermal profile, the maximum temperature becomes non-uniform across the 
track width, the thermal gradient degrades away from track center, and erasure after write becomes more severe 
at high linear densities. Figure 3 shows calculated signal amplitude cross-track profile at various linear densities 
for a circular (left) and straight (right) thermal recording profile. 

In HAMR, although the effective recording field gradient is substantially higher than that of the 
conventional magnetic recording, transition jitter noise remains to be the dominant medium noise due to Curie 
temperature variations from grain to grain [3][4]. Reducing medium Curie temperature distribution and raising 
recording thermal gradient are critical for increasing linear density performance.  

Figure 4 shows an analysis instance with a generic industrial design, which provides application and 
validation of the developed dynamic micromagnetic models [5]. 
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 Figure 1 Size effect of field dependence. 

 
Figure 2 Energy barrier dispersion of Hk / Tc variation noise. 

 
Figure 4 The recording time window optimization 

with generic industrial writer design  

 
Figure 3 Crosstrack profile with circular or square thermal profiles. 
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Abstract-Plasmonic offers people not only the strong field confinement and field enhancement 

within nanostructures, but also a versatile configuration of the vector near-field. Here, we would 

like to show several interesting optical phenomena arising from the vector field coupling effect. 

One is the composite interference of surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) within two crossed strip 

waveguides, and the other is optical simulations for massless Dirac Fermion and topological 

interface states.  

 

Plasmonic has provided versatile solutions to confine the light at sub-wavelength scale together with strong 

field enhancement, which enables great possibilities for compact photonic integration and other applications. 

Besides these useful properties, its vector near-field configurations supported by the nanostructure's geometries 

also gives rise to novel optical phenomena and functionalities. In this talk, I would firstly show an interesting 

composite plasmonic interference resulted from two crossed strip-metallic waveguides with a narrower gap, 

where the vectorial field configuration gives rise to two quite different interferences - synchronous and 

antisynchronous. Based on this interference effects, compact SPP switches are proposed and demonstrated with 

respect to external phase modulations [1]. Secondly, such kind of the vectorial SPP field is found to play a 

crucial role in determine the coupling coefficient in coupled strip waveguide system. Here, a positive/negative 

alternating coupling scheme is theoretically proposed in plasmonic waveguide array to simulate the massless 

Dirac Fermion behaviors with nondispersive propagations. Moreover, in experiments, a strong/weak coupling 

system in plasmonic waveguide array was experimentally realized to simulate the SSH mode with a robust 

topological interface mode [2]. All of results are closely related with the vectorial configuration of the plasmonic 

near field that would offer people new avenues in steering the optical field and photons in more degrees of 

freedom.      
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Mechanisms of plasmon-mediated light emission  

in biased nanoscale constrictions 
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Abstract-We investigate spontaneous light emission by electrons passing through a nanoscale 

metal constriction. We find that the emission is caused by two distinct mechanisms. The first 

mechanism is driven by electron colliding with the effective potential of the mesoscopic contact. 

The second emission process involves collisions of electrons with the walls of the constriction. We 

find that multiple collisions with the walls can lead to the orders-of-magnitude higher light 

emission probability in comparison to a single collision with the effective potential.  

 

Electrically-driven optical nanoantennas [1-3] attract growing interests due to their potential use as 

nanosources of plasmons integrated in optical nano-circuitries. Physics of plasmon excitation in 

metal-barrier-metal (MBM) structures was understood many years ago on the basis of inelastic electron 

tunneling [4]. On the other hand, recent experimental results are suggesting that a nanoscale mesoscopic contact 

between two electrodes also emits photons. The constriction is obtained from the electromigration of a nanowire 

[3]. In the present paper, we discuss the possible mechanisms leading to the emission of photons by electrons 

passing through mesoscopic constrictions.  

Emission of photons by free electrons requires momentum conservation; hence an electron must collide with 

a "third body".  In MBM structures, the tunneling barrier is the 

third body, and the emission can be thought as a "bremsstrahlung" 

process during electron tunneling. The strong localization of excited 

plasmonic modes may also promote emission of plasmons, which 

may decay radiatively into photons. Figure 1 shows an electron 

passing through a nanoscale constriction with a width W(x). The 

constriction is assumed to have the potential walls of infinite height, 

which is typical in the theory of quantization of conductivity in 

mesoscopic contacts [5]. This is a valid approximation as long as 

work function of the metal exceeds a few electron-volts. The 

constriction is positioned inside a localized surface plasmon polariton (SPP) mode of the metallic structure. The 

effective volume of the mode Vmode~L3 is outlined by the dashed line in Fig. 1. The passage of the electron 

through the constriction is assumed ballistic: the electron does not experience any collisions inside the 

constriction; the electron’s motion is governed only by the potential walls and the field of the mode.  

Figure 1: Simplified picture of an electron 
passing through a nanoscale contact and 
interacting with a plasmonic field with a modal 
volume outlined by the dashed line. 



Our analysis shows that the mechanisms of plasmon emission strongly depends on the polarization of the 

field in the mode shown by red arrows in Fig. 1. If the field is polarized along the constriction (parallel to the 

x-axis), an electron may emit a photon (or absorb) due to its collision with the effective confinement potential 

� � � �2 2 2 22nU x n mW xS ª º ¬ ¼ , where n is the number of a channel in which the electron moves [5]. The 

probability of emission (for electron energy uox higher then Unmax) can be estimated as 

� �2|| 2 4 2
e spon vac oxp e E u mZ�   where vacE  is the "vacuum" field of the mode: � �2

mode~ 2vac oE VZ H . 

Estimation with uox~HF(Fermi energy)~5eV, ~1eVZ , L~100nm gives || 5~ 10e sponp �
� . Such a low probability is 

caused by the fact that an electron only experiences a single collision in the mechanism.  

On other hand, if the field in the mode is perpendicular to the constriction, then plasmon excitation occurs 

each time the electron experiences one of the multiple collisions with the walls of constriction. Then the 

probability of spontaneous emission can be estimated as � �22 2
e spon o vacp e E mW ZA
�  , where vo oxLW   is the 

characteristic time of electron interaction electron with the mode, and vox is the electron velocity. We estimate 

~ 0.1e sponpA
�  for L~100nm.  One can show that e sponpA

�  exceeds ||
e sponp �  by the factor ~N2, where voxN LZ �  

is the number of collisions of electron with the walls of constriction.   

In conclusion, we have shown that electrons passing through a nanoscale metal constriction may excite 

plasmon mode by colliding with the effective potential or with the walls depending on the polarization of the 

plasmonic mode.  Because the electrons may collide multiple times with the walls in contrast to a single 

collision with the effective potential, the probability to emit plasmon by interaction with the walls can reach ~0.1. 

Thus nanoscale metallic constrictions are promising alternatives for developing efficient nanosource of plasmons 
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Abstract- Full optical switch is an important element in developing photonic on-chip integration. In this talk, 

compact switches were proposed and demonstrated based on the interference of surface plasmons polaritons 

(SPP) on free metal surface and in waveguides. Additionally, an interesting composite interference was observed 

and discussed in the waveguide device. By cascading two kinds of different interference components, a novel 

interference phenomenon of phase-insensitivity was finally achieved. 

 

Full optical switch is an important element in developing photonic on-chip integration [1, 2]. Traditional 

approaches are always suffering from the large spatial occupation that severely limits the massive integration. 

Thanks to the strong confinement of the optical field, surface plasmons provide a possible solution to achieve 

compact photonic elements. In this talk, I will demonstrate compact switches based on the interference of surface 

plasmons polaritons (SPP) on free metal surfaces and in waveguides. A 2×2 ports switch devices composed of 

strip waveguides, in which the BS is shortened within a small cross region (the green box in an area of 6×6μm2) 

were achieved with a maximum modulation depth of about 80%[3]. Additionally, an interesting composite 

interference was observed and analyzed in the waveguide device, which is proved from an anti-synchronous 

transmission/reflection interference and a synchronous field superposition interference (see Fig. 1). Samples of 

Bragg gratings and slits with different parameters were investigated in further experiments, which provided 

convincible evidences supporting the composite interference model. Furthermore, its logical functions 

implemented by the switch on synchronous and anti-synchronous interference have already been discussed and 

proved. However, optical switches based on interference are phase-sensitive, may becoming a key restriction 

factor for optical integrated circuits for computing and information process. By cascading two kinds of 

interference components, a novel interference phenomenon of phase-insensitivity was finally achieved (see Fig. 

2), exhibiting a good function of phase-insensitive NOR logical gate. It would probably inspire new 
modulating methods on the guided SPPs and hold the possibility for designing new types of photonic devices at 

the micro/nanoscale. 

 

Figures and Tables:  

 



Fig.1. (a) SEM image of plasmonic switch device, (b) Interference results with different input phases, (c) and (d) 

anti-sychronous and sychronous intereference between two output ports, respectively. 

 

Fig.2. (a) The schematic structure of the phase-insensitive device. (b) The field distribution of the phase-insensitive 

interference with the phase lag of π/2. (c) The interference curves with phase tuning. 
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Abstract- Hybrid plasmonic mode, a special optical mode at the semiconductor-insulator-metal interface, has 

demonstrated its unprecedented mode confinement (tens of nanometer) and relatively low propagation loss and is 

regarded as one of the most promising candidates for integrated plasmonics. Lasing at deep subwavelength scale have 

been realized through hybrid plasmonic modes. However, most of the lasing cavities reported so far are fabricated 

using bottom-up approaches, which limits the scalability and reproducibility of the plasmonic devices. In this talk, I 

will present the recent progresses made in our groups on utilizing bottom-up approach to fabricate various 

subwavelength laser cavities that are suitable for large scale production. These subwavelength cavities demonstrate 

low lasing threshold and can operate at room temperature, showing great promise for future high density integrated 

plasmonic applications.  
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Abstract-This talk will present our recent theoretical and experimental investigations on using 

localized surface plasmons to significantly enhance several nonlinear optical processes, including 

second harmonic generation, two-photon luminescence and upconversion emissions, and their 

applications in bioimaging and biosensing. 

In the first part of this talk, I will show our experimental investigation on the linear and nonlinear optical 

properties of metal film-coupled nanosphere monomers and dimers both with nanometric gaps. We have 

developed a new methodology - polarization resolved spectral decomposition and color decoding to 

“visualizing” unambiguously the spectral and radiation properties of the complex plasmonic gap modes in these 
hybrid nanostructures. Single-particle spectroscopic measurements indicate that these hybrid nanostructures can 

simultaneously enhance several nonlinear optical processes, such as second harmonic generation, two-photon 

absorption induced luminescence, and hyper-Raman scattering. In the second part, I will show how the 

polarization state of the emissions from sub-10 nm upconversion nanocrystals (UCNCs) can be modulated when 

they form a hybrid complex with a gold nanorod (GNR). Our single-particle scattering experiments expose how 

an interplay between excitation polarization and GNR orientation gives rise to an extraordinary polarized nature 

of the upconversion emissions from an individual hybrid nanostructure. We support our results by numerical 

simulations and, using Förster resonance energy transfer theory, we uncover how an overlap between the UCNC 

emission and GNR extinction bands as well as the mutual orientation between emission and plasmonic dipoles 

jointly determine the polarization state of the UC emissions. 
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Abstract- We report on controllable and highly efficient coherent and incoherent interactions of 

propagating photons and single quantum systems in solid state. Depending on the configuration 

and the regime of interactions, a single emitter show great impact on a mesoscopic objective (or 

vice versa ) by cloaking, or by enhancing extinction cross section of a few orders of magnitude, or 

by starting coherent oscillation. We present new experimental efforts on building highly bright 

single-photon sources.  

 

In the past decade, we have witnessed tremendous development of the concept and technologies of photonics, 

which allow unprecedented manipulation of the light fields at the mesoscopic scale. In the meanwhile, precision 

spectroscopy, quantum physics and material science have advanced at a spectacular pace, offering great 

flexibilities in the detection, microscopy and control of single quantum systems in the solid state. In this context, 

efficient and precise interfacing of novel photonic structures and complex quantum systems in the mesoscopic 

scale becomes important and highly prospective for novel functional quantum devices. In this talk, we will 

present our recent efforts in achieving controllable and efficient coherent and incoherent interactions between 

propagating photons and single emitters in open systems. We show that depending on the configuration and 

interaction regime single emitters could cloak a large nanostructure, or enhance by a few orders of magnitude of 

the extinction of a small particle, or start coherent oscillations. In the incoherent interaction regime, we present 

some experimental results towards making ultrabright single-photon sources based on colloidal quantum dots 

enhanced by simple nanoantennas. We may also talk about how two photons can strongly interact in an open 

structure via a single emitter.  
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Abstract-We combined PhotoEmission Electron Microscopy with a few-femtosecond laser system 

to image the few-cycle plasmonic near-fields within single nanoobjects.  
 

Ultrafast applications of nanoplasmonics such as near-field coherent control are attracting a 
growing attention, stimulated by the progressive availability and mastering of ultrashort laser 
pulses [1]. In particular, the combination of nanoplasmonics and broadband few-femtosecond 
laser pulses open up the regime of few-cycle plasmonics [2]. Possible applications require 
characterization tools to access the plasmonic near-fields induced by few-cycle pulses, ultimately 
at a nanometer spatial scale. We recently combined PhotoEmission Electron Microscopy (PEEM) 
with a few-femtosecond laser system to image the few-cycle plasmonic near-fields within single 
nanoparticles. 

 
Fig. 1 illustrates the results obtained on single silver nanocubes (Fig. 1(a)) and nanorice 

particles (Fig. 1(b)). The nanocube experiments were performed by rotating the polarization of 
the laser pulses. The near-field intensity is localized at different corners of the cube depending on 
the polarization (Fig. 1(a)). The nanorice experiments were performed by splitting and delaying 
the laser pulses with respect to each other through an interferometer. Two intensity spots are 
visible at both ends of the particle. The intensity oscillations as a function of the delay between 
the pulses are different, reflecting a different time evolution of the near field at both ends (Fig. 
1(b)). 

 
 We thus demonstrated control of the localization of the near-field intensity within single 

nanoobjects through the polarization of the laser pulses (Fig. 1 (a)) [3]. Using an interferometric 
time-resolved setup [4], we showed that the near-field dynamics of single nanoobjects strongly 
depend on their shape [5, 6]. Furthermore, we demonstrated that the near-field dynamics can 
show significant differences within single nanoobjects [6].  
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Fig. 1. (a) Imaging of the near-field localization control within single silver nanocubes. Left: sketch of the 

experiment. θ is the deviation of the laser polarization from p-polarization. Right: PEEM images of a silver nanocube 

for different polarizations. The polarizations are indicated with arrows depicting the electric field component parallel 

to the sample plane. (b) Imaging of the near-field dynamics within single silver nanorice particles. Left: sketch of the 

experiment. τ is the delay applied between the two excitation pulses. Right: PEEM image of a silver nanorice 

particle, and PEEM intensity integrated over the left end (red) and right end (blue) of the particle as a function of the 

delay between the two excitation pulses.  
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Abstract- Metasurfaces are artificially fabricated, ultrathin films that exhibit a tailored response to 

incident electromagnetic radiation. Here theoretical, computational and experimental progress 

toward the design and demonstration of phase and polarization-sensitive metasurfaces for 

applications in optical image processing will be presented. 
 

The properties of optical wavefields, such as polarization and phase, can be utilised in applications ranging 

from information processing, communications and imaging. Two aspects of metasurface physics will be 

presented here. Firstly, the utilization of subradiant modes of nanostructures to create metasurfaces to directly 

manipulate the angular spectrum of a transmitted or reflected optical field will be discussed. These devices 

provide an avenue for the development of ultracompact devices that will perform on-chip, real-time, single-shot 

conversion of wavefield information to readily measured intensity distributions. Secondly, the integration of 

plasmonic antennas with the capacity to discriminate between different states of polarization onto an MSM 

photodetector will be demonstrated. This device, compatible with standard CMOS fabrication processes, 

demonstrates the capacity for metasurfaces to play a significant role in future optoelectronic systems. 

Metasurfaces consist of arrays of subwavelength nanostructures that exhibit characteristic resonances. While 

attention has been focused on taking advantage of the lowest order electric dipole mode, resonators exhibit a 

range of higher order modes. While the dipole mode can be easily excited with a normally incident plane wave, 

many modes are ‘dark’ or ‘subradiant’ precluding their excitation with a uniform field. Such modes can, 

however, be excited with fields possessing non-uniform polarization [1] or phase [2] distributions, suggesting an 

avenue for converting optical information carried in the form of phase or polarisation into variations in the 

intensity of a wavefield that can be detected using conventional camera technology. In particular, the sensitivity 

of a metasurface to phase gradients in a wavefield can be characterized by its optical transfer function. As an 

example, Fig. 1 shows the computed transmission of horizontally polarised plane waves through an array of 

coaxial apertures in a perfectly electrically conducting (PEC) film when either the dipole TE11 mode (a) or the 

radial TEM coaxial waveguide mode (b) is excited. The high fidelity of the transmission of spatial frequency 

information by the dipole mode is apparent, as is the suppression of low-spatial frequency information when the 

TEM mode is on resonance. The sensitivity of dark mode excitation to phase gradients in the incident field 

suggests their potential as elements in ultra-compact optical systems for image processing operations such as 

edge detection or the visualization of transparent objects.  

There is also considerable interest in integrating metasurfaces with photodetectors to realize their potential in 

semiconductor applications. Here, recent progress in the development of a planar Metal-Semiconductor-Metal 

(MSM) device integrated with plasmonic elements that can sense different states of polarisation will be 

discussed [6]. Through the incorporation of arrays of metallic nanostructures onto the surface between two 
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back-to-back MSM photodetectors on n-type silicon, the difference between the photocurrents produced by each 

detector provides information about the state of polarization of the incident light. Three leads forming the two 

photodetectors (one lead being common) are wrapped into a spiral to match the circular profile of an incident 

beam and the surface of the Si between each pair of leads is decorated with aluminium nanoantennas that 

selectively reflect different polarization states leading to a polarization-dependent photocurrent. We have 

developed two photodetectors with one using nanorods, to sense different states of linear polarization, and a 

second, using chiral antennas [6], to preferentially reflect left or right circularly polarized light.  

   

Figure 1. Plane wave transmission through a square array (period d) of annular apertures in a PEC of thickness 2.7d as a 

function of normalised wavevector. The outer and inner radii of the apertures are 0.375d and 0.333d respectively. The figure 

on the left is at a wavelength of 2.22d (TE11 coaxial waveguide mode resonance), while on right the wavelength is 2.78d, a 

TEM mode resonance. 
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Interaction of quantum dots and plasmonic nanoparticle dimers
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Abstract—The coupling of single photon emitters like quantum dots (QDs) and metal nanopar-
ticles (MNPs) give us the possibility to investigate light matter interaction. Our study is focused
on developing a plasmon enhanced photo detector using a (single) QD and MNPs. Resonant
MNPs generate an enhanced near field that strongly influences the absorption rate of the QDs
placed in the MNPs’ vicinity.

Coupling single photon emitters to plasmonic nanostructures allows the detailed study of strong
light-matter interaction. In our work, we aim at the lithographically controlled combination of
(single) QDs and silver or gold MNPs. Therefore, we first tailor triangle dimers in a bow-tie
geometry by electron beam lithography. In the Figure we show measured and simulated extinction
spectra for bow-tie structures with a different gap size. Simulations are performed using the Matlab
MNPBEM toolbox [1]. When light is polarized along the gap, there is a particularly strong influence
on the resonance peak position due to the high field enhancement in the bow-tie gap.

In a second lithography step we fabricate a polymer mask for placing the QDs into the gap. On
the one hand, this places the QDs in the plasmonic hot spot influencing the QDs’ properties. On
the other hand, we aim at contacting the QDs electrically using a bow-tie structure with electrodes
turning the system into a photoconductive device.
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Figure 1: Measured (top left) and simulated (top right) extinction spectra of silver triangle dimers excited
with light polarized along the gap (indicated with a double arrow in the inset). The side length of equilateral
triangles was 120 nm and the height 40 nm. The bottom figure shows the electric field enhancement associated
with the resonant bow-tie structures.

By placing a semiconductor QD in the gap between electrically connected bow-tie structures,
we aim to enhance the absorption of QDs and extract the charge carriers by applying a bias
voltage. Ultimately, we envisage investigating the feasibility and performance of a single-quantum-
dot photodetector.
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Abstract-We demonstrate strong coupling between plasmonic nanocavities and molecular excitons 

at room temperature on a single plasmonic nanoparticle level. These results open up possibilities for 

room temperature quantum optics as opposed to previous experiments that have been performed at 

cryogenic temperatures and in vacuum using various cavity-emitter configurations in atomic and 

solid state systems.  

 

We have studied nanoparticle plasmons coupled to molecular excitons in J-aggregates on a single 

nanoantenna level. Several types of plasmonic nanoantennas have been studied. For the case of silver nanorods 

(Fig. 1a) strong suppression of scattering at the J-aggregate absorption line has been observed, implying strong 

plasmon-exciton interactions. Upon photodegradation of chromophores under laser illumination, a recovery to a 

single peak plasmon resonance of a nanorod occurred. We studied these hybrid systems as a function of 

geometrical parameters of the nanorods and found that for smaller rods the interaction was approaching the 

strong coupling limit due to efficient suppression of radiative damping. 

 
Figure 1. (a) Single silver nanorod strongly interacting with a J-aggregate before and after photodegradation of the 

molecules [1]. (b) Theoretically studied plasmon-exciton interaction in core-shell geometry. In the limit of high oscillator 

strength a 3-peaked spectrum emerges [2]. (c) Single silver nanoprism gives rise to Rabi splitting of 300 meV at room 

temperature [3]. 

 

These findings have been further confirmed by numerical simulations, which showed emergence of 

transparency dips not only in scattering but also in absorption and extinction of a single nanoparticle [1, 2]. 

Extensive simulations using Mie theory, FDTD and analytical covered spheroid model have revealed that (i) 

spectral dips in scattering spectra and mode anti-crossing cannot be used as undisputable argument of strong 

coupling, but rather it should be dips and anti-crossing in absorption and (ii) in the limit of high oscillator strength 

3-peaked spectra emerge as a result of the core-shell structure resonating as a whole (Fig. 1b). 



We have further reduced the nanoparticle volume and thus suppressed radiative losses by using silver 

nanoprisms (Fig. 1c). In this study we have unambiguously shown that individual nanoparticle plasmons can reach 

the strong coupling limit with about 70-80 excitons in molecular J-aggregates at room temperature [3]. Moreover, 

we have discussed the possibility to lower the number of excitons down to truly quantum regime. These findings 

open up prospects for room temperature quantum optics research and applications. 
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Abstract-Two-dimensional crystalline Au colloidal structures with mesoscale lateral dimensions 

act as cavities that sustain higher order plasmon modes with well-defined spatial and spectral 

characteristics. This multimodal optical behavior can be directly evidenced and explained but also 

tailored both spatially and spectrally. This intermediate regime that combines propagative and local 

modes is exploited for a new implementation of information processing devices, including complex 

Boolean logic gates. 
 

Plasmonics has opened ways to tailor optical properties both at the macroscopic scale, by allowing 
propagation, waveguiding and routing of plasmon polaritons, but also at the nanometer-scale by 
exploiting evanescent fields, strong confinement volumes and localized plasmonic resonances. While 
both regimes have been extensively studied and led to numerous applications, much less scrutiny has so 
far focused on the intermediate regime of micrometer-sized systems supporting a large number of 
confined higher order surface plasmon (SP) modes. Multimodal plasmonic systems open a new realm in 
which the modal behavior is better described by the SP local density of states (SP-LDOS), which is solely 
governed by the material properties and the boundary conditions set by the structure shape but is 
independent of the illumination parameters. The SP-LDOS can therefore be rationally designed to tailor 
the local spatial and spectral characteristics of the SP modes, while allowing information transfer over 
micrometer-sized distances. To reveal and exploit such spatio-modal engineering of plasmons, 
dissipation must be reduced by exploiting the enhanced performances of crystalline metal colloids.[1] 
Our approach is applied to localized hot electron generation,[2] modal logic gates [3] and information 
transfer and routing.[4, 5] 

We will first present strategies to chemically tailor the plasmonic properties of anisotropic 1D and 
2D plasmonic microstructures composed of either single crystalline Au colloids [2, 3] or self-assembled 
superstructures [4] sustaining higher order plasmonic modes. We will then demonstrate that the 
SP-LDOS distribution of mesoscale 2D structure can be conveniently imaged by all-optical technique 
such as two-photon luminescence (TPL) microscopy and closely matched with descriptive models 
implemented in numerical tools based on the Green Dyadic Method. [2, 3, 6] We will illustrate that 
further insight can be obtained by more invasive techniques such as plasmonic hot-printing [2] and 
electron energy loss spectroscopy,[4] with the extra benefit of much improved spatial resolution. 

Next, we propose to exploit the spectral and spatial behavior of individual or assembled 2D 



 2 

colloids to implement a new holistic approach of optical information processing. Two routes will be 
presented. Physical reshaping of the colloidal prisms by focused ion beam [7] and near-field coupling 
between colloidal building blocks [8] lead to modal plasmonic devices able to guide and route 
information in guides as narrow as 10 nm, [4, 5] or even implement complex Boolean logic gates [2, 5] 
for which principles and first experimental evidence will be exposed. 

 

Figures: (a,b) SEM images of triangular and truncated triangular Au nanoprisms. (c, d) Confocal TPL images 

recorded with horizontally polarized, 700 nm exciatation. (e, f) SEM of an Au nanoprism dimer and simulated 

TPL image for 5° polarized, 700 nm excitation. (g) Scheme and truth table of a proposed implementation of 

modal plasmonic Boolean logic gates. Scale bars are 200 nm. [3,6] 
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Abstract-Strong plasmon-emitter coupling has received growing attention over the past decade 

because of the potential of engineering a plasmonic analogue to cavity quantum electrodynamics 

(cQED) that exploits mode volumes well below the diffraction limit.  However, the demonstration 

of a true plasmonic cQED platform remains elusive.  Here, we will compare current descriptions 

of strongly coupled systems with experimentally recorded femtosecond plasmon dynamics in order 

to move towards an accessible platform for high efficiency nonlinear optics at the single photon 

scale. 

 

CQED utilizes coherent interactions between a single mode of an optical cavity and a single, trapped 

quantum emitter in the strong coupling regime in order to transduce high efficiency nonlinearities at the single 

photon scale.  Quantum limited nonlinear efficiencies are possible with cQED platforms ranging from quantum 

dots and trapped ions in photonic crystal cavities and microcavities to superconducting transmons coupled to 

microwave waveguides, but all current implementations require low operating temperatures in order to achieve 

dephasing times longer than the light-matter interaction time described by the Rabi period. Replacing photonic 

cavities with plasmonic nanoresonators exhibiting sub-diffraction limited mode volumes could enable 

cQED-like effects with low quality factor systems under ambient conditions, but a true plasmonic analog to 

cQED exhibiting vacuum Rabi oscillations between a single plasmonic mode and a single quantum emitter has 

not yet been demonstrated. The Jaynes Cummings model is routinely used to describe light matter interactions in 

photonic cQED systems with a master equation given by: 

𝑑
𝑑𝑡 𝜚

𝐸𝑃
= − 𝑖

ℏ [𝐻0𝐸 + 𝐻0𝑃 + 𝐻𝐸𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑡, 𝜌𝐸𝑃] + Γ0+Γpl
2 ℒ1𝜌𝐸𝑃 + 𝜅

2 ℒ2𝜌𝐸𝑃,        (1) 

where H0E = ℏ𝜔𝑎𝑏σ†𝜎 is the Hamiltonian describing a two level quantum emitter with the transition frequency 

𝜔𝑎𝑏  and H0P = ℏ ∑ ωk𝑘 ak
†ak  is the Hamiltonian for the free modes supported by the photonic cavity 

enumerated by the index k. The interaction Hamiltonian HEPint = ℏ ∑ gk𝑘 (𝑎𝑘
†𝜎 + 𝑎𝑘σ†) describes the dipole 

interaction between the emitter and photon in the rotating wave approximation and 𝑔𝑘 are correspondent 

coupling constants. The Lindblad operators ℒ1 and ℒ2 describe the decoherence channels due to spontaneous 

emission (Γ0), and non-radiative decay (Γpl) of the quantum emitter (ℒ1) and cavity (N) due to thermal effects 
(ℒ2).   

The Jaynes Cummings model has been increasingly used to model strong plasmon-emitter coupling, with 

appropriate substitutions for the nonlinear plasmonic dispersion, nanoscale mode volume, and poor quality factor 

relative to photonic systems, yielding reasonable agreement with the femtosecond dynamics of aggregates of 
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emitters coupled to delocalized plasmon modes [1]. Applying this model to individual CdSe quantum dots 

deterministically placed within the plasmonic hot spot of lithographically fabricated aluminum split ring 

resonators shown in the middle of Fig. 1 resulted in the prediction of a plasmon-emitter Schrodinger cat state in 

the strong optical pumping regime and of vacuum Rabi oscillations at the single plasmon/single emitter scale in 

the weak pumping regime. This model ultimately predicted that a cooperativity in excess of 1000 is possible for 

the experimental parameters described by this system, and femtosecond pump probe spectroscopies are ongoing 

in an attempt to verify this model.  However, the Jaynes Cummings model relies on a plane wave expansion of 

modes within the optical cavity that is invalid below the diffraction limit. In lieu of such an expansion, the local 

density of states can be determined from the imaginary part of the Green's function for a given plasmonic 

nanoresonator, calculated by finite difference time domain (FDTD) simulations, and current efforts to 

incorporate this plasmonic density of states in the Jaynes Cummings model are ongoing. Despite the apparent 

experimental agreement with the Jaynes Cummings model in the limit of many coupled emitters, it makes sense 

to pursue a model with none of the assumptions of the Jaynes Cummings model. We will compare semi-classical, 

pseudo-Jaynes Cummings, and novel plasmonic master equation models with the experimental dynamics and 

energetics of plasmonic modes supported in the split ring resonator that are strongly coupled to CdSe quantum 

dots.  Achieving a true plasmonic analog to cQED would enable high efficiency optical nonlinearities at the 

single photon scale without recourse to the cryogenic temperatures required to achieve high quality factors in 

photonic cQED. 
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Figure 1.  (left) SEM of Aluminum split ring resonators with a 200 nm scale bar. (middle) Calculated 

quantum dot excited state dynamics in the presence of a strong optical pump for a single quantum dot 

deposited within the plasmonic hot spot. (right) Calculated dynamics in the weak optical pump limit.  
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Abstract – Ultrafast near-infrared laser pulses can excite localized broadband luminescence on 

disordered noble-metal nanoparticle surfaces. The nonlinear emission from individual hot spots 

spans a continuum covering both the near-infrared (Stokes) and visible (anti-Stokes) spectral range, 

and its spectroscopic signatures can be explained by radiative relaxation of hot electrons within the 

conduction band of individual nanoparticles. Despite the presence of electron-lattice scattering, the 

electron gas in the emitting particles is heated to several thousand Kelvin, since the plasmonic 

environment enhances the excitation cross section and funnels additional energy into the hot spot.  

  

Disordered noble metal nanoparticle surfaces provide a plasmonic landscape that can induce strong 

localization and enhancement of the electromagnetic field. This effect is well known to enable Raman 

spectroscopy down to the single-molecule level [1] – more surprisingly, under femtosecond infrared excitation 

localized emission arises even in absence of analyte molecules [2]. Such hot spots exhibit ultrafast non-linear 

white-light emission from diffraction-limited volumes [3] and provide an alternative to SNOM in 

superresolution optical transmission microscopy [4]. The excitation of these continuum-emitting hot spots can be 

studied both in the frequency and in the time domain, by either observing the emission as a function of excitation 

wavelength or by Fourier autocorrelation of the exciting laser pulses [5]. Both techniques reveal the 

hybridization of bright, localized plasmon modes with propagating polariton modes. In contrast to experiments 

on isolated nanoparticles, the excitation cross-section for individual emissive sites is strongly enhanced by 

long-range transport of electromagnetic field energy over dozens of µm across the rough metal surface.  

 

 

Figure 1: The emission of single white-light emitting hot spots under double-pulse excitation can be studied as a 

function of interpulse delay to provide an autocorrelation probe of the excitation field modes (left). Fourier 

analysis of autocorrelation excitation spectroscopy of single hot spots reveals the interplay of surface plasmon 



propagation and interference in near-field subdiffraction continuum generation (right). 

 

While the absorption of ultrashort laser pulses on a metal surface is known to heat its electron gas through 

intraband transitions, the role of these conduction-band transitions in radiative relaxation has previously been 

largely ignored [6]. The enhanced excitation cross-section associated with single nanoscale emitter sites strongly 

enhances the excitation energy funneled into the electron gas of individual metal nanoparticles and thus the 

achievable electron temperatures. The spectroscopic signatures of intraband luminescence are very similar to 

blackbody radiation and are clearly identified by observing the excitation-power dependence as a function of 

emitted photon energy [7]. 

 

Figure 2: Continuum emission is an approximate power-law with respect to the excitation intensity. Analysis of 

the power-law as a function of emitted photon energy reveals a tell-tale linear relationship that is directly related 

to the temperature of the hot electron gas (left). Even under the same excitation conditions, the effective 

temperature of the electron gas in different hot spot sites scatters over a wide range due to the impact of the 

plasmonic environment on the excitation cross-section (right). 

 

Electron-lattice scattering limits the time available for radiative relaxation to a few ps. Continuum-emission hot 

spots on disordered noble-metal nanoparticle surfaces thus effectively constitute ultrafast, sub-diffraction, 

optically-addressable incandescent light sources. With obvious applicability to nanoscopic pump-probe 

techniques, the spectroscopy of hot electrons in metal nanoparticles is also relevant to energy harvesting and 

photocatalysis. 
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Abstract  - Plasmonics  is  widely considered  to  be  the  most  promising  candidate  for  the  next

generation of chip-scale technology. However, at telecommunication wavelengths, characteristics

acceptable for practical implementation have been demonstrated only with noble metals, which are

not compatible with industry-standard fabrication processes. In this work, we present ultralow-loss

deep-subwavelength  copper  plasmonic  waveguides  fabricated  in  a  CMOS  compatible  process,

which  can  outperform  gold  waveguides.  These  results  create  the  backbone  for  practical

implementation of plasmonic nanocircuits in both silicon photonics and silicon microelectronics.

Implementation  of  plasmonic  components,  such  as  waveguides  and  cavities,  in  nanophotonic

circuits fundamentally requires a low-loss material with a large negative dielectric function in the

telecommunication spectral range. To date, characteristics acceptable for practical applications have

been demonstrated only with noble metals  gold and silver,  which combine a high real part– – ε ' of

permittivity  and a  low imaginary  part ε ' '≪−ε ' responsible  for  SPP losses  [1].  However,  these

materials are not compatible with industry-standard fabrication processes, such as CMOS technology.

Here,  we  experimentally  demonstrate  for  the  first  time  deep-subwavelength  copper  plasmonic

waveguides,  which  can  outperform gold  plasmonic  waveguides  providing  the  same level  of  mode

confinement  and  lower  propagation  losses  [2]  (Figure 1).  The  waveguide  fabrication  process  is

remarkably simple and CMOS compatible,  which makes  the presented copper  plasmonic platform

highly attractive for optical nanocircuitry.

Figure 1. (a)  Silicon  chip  with  nanoscale  copper  plasmonic  waveguides.  (b)  Scanning  electron

microscopy (SEM) image of the waveguides.
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Abstract- We propose a novel physical mechanism for the excitation of optical nanoantenna which 

utilizes the dissipative instability of DC electric current in the quantum well. Realization of this 

approach in nanoplasmonics can lead to a new device – nanoresotron.  

 

The effective electrical excitation of surface plasmon waves becomes an extremely important challenge for 

developing integrated elements for on-chip nanophotonics technology [1]. However, the prospects for solution of 

this problem are related to a number of fundamental issues in the physics of optical nanoantennas.  

In the following we propose a novel approach to excite optical nanoantennas based on the dissipative 

instability of DC electric current in quantum well. Primarily, the idea to use this instability for light generation 

had been realized in the concept of resotron, free-electron laser in which electromagnetic wave is amplified by 

magnetically guided high-current relativistic electron beam, moving above the surface of a resonance absorbing 

material [2, 3]. Light amplification in this scheme emerges as a result of electron beam plasma self-consistent 

oscillations when the signal frequency lies within the material’ resonant absorption line. Instability is absent at 

frequencies at which the material is transparent (Imε→0). This effect takes place not only in relativistic 

electronics: the dissipative instability of the DC current in superconductor film was analyzed in [4].  

Realization of above principle of light generation in nanoplasmonics can lead to developments of a new 

device – nanoresotron. Below, in order to demonstrate how the idea can 

work in nanoplasmonics, we consider the simplest planar configuration, 

which includes carrying DC current quantum well (QW) and the metal 

film, separated with the spacer d between them as shown in Fig.1. 

Electromagnetic mode with the field components 

, , exp[ ( )]z x yE E H i hz tZv �  propagates along the z axis. Moreover, for 

sake of simplicity, we assume that metal film has infinite thickness, and 

neglect the thickness of the spacer, i.e., d=0, Δ→∞ in Fig.1. We solve 

self-consistently Maxwell’s equations for the electromagnetic mode and 

Euler hydrodynamics equations for the current-carrying 2D electron 

liquid [5]. To the first order in perturbation theory over the field 

amplitude, we are coming to the following dispersion equation  

Figure 1: Simplified scheme of the resotron 
in which plasma oscillations in carrying DC 
current QW result in surface wave 
amplification near metal film. 
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where n0 is the 2D electron density, v0 is the electron drift velocity, J  is the momentum relaxation rate, s≈vF/√2 
is the speed of sound, and vF is the Fermi velocity of 2D electron gas. The electromagnetic field of the mode is 

exponentially vanishing with the distance x from surface with the transverse wavenumbers q1=(h2-ε1ω2/c2)1/2 in 

the upper half-space x>0 and qm=(h2-εmω2/c2)1/2  in the metal, where ε1 and εm are the dielectric permittivities of 

the upper dielectric and metal, respectively.  

The dispersion equation (1) has two kinds of roots. The conventional rapidly decaying surface wave solution 

is determined by the left hand side of Eq. (1) when n0→0. The presence of DC current leads to appearance of 

another pair of much more slower solutions with h→ω/v0. Then, the transverse wavenumbers are close to each 

other,  q1≈qm≈h  and we find that the largest increment is 
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The amplification effect Im h<0 arises if the 2D electrons drift velocity v0 exceeds the sound velocity s, i.e., 

v0>s. Assuming for estimation GaAs QW with the 2D electron density n0=1012cm-2, and electron mass 

m=0.067m0, the Fermi velocity is vF≈4.2∙107cm/s and, as far as 2 2 3
1Im / | | 10 10m mH H H � �� y  in the optical 

domain, we find the increment is rather large, of the order Imh~105- 106 cm-1, which makes the proposed scheme 

extremely attractive. Note, however, the nonzero gap d and finite thickness Δ will result in corrections to Eq.(1) 

leading to lower amplification increments.  

In conclusion, the proposed nanoresotron scheme can be extended from planar metal films to nano-sized 

structures. The approach may be a very promising alternative to electrically excited optical nanoantennas by a 

DC electric current flowing in nanocircuits.  
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Abstract-This talk will introduce several photonic devices enabled by plasmonic structures 

including surface plasmon coupled high speed light emitting diodes, compact waveguide devices 

using graphene and semiconductor, and the multiplexing of optical angular momentum in optical 

vortices. 

 

The unique properties of surface plasmon (SP) such as the strong field localization and enhancement bring 

many opportunities to optoelectronics in terms of functionality, performance and compactness. In this talk, I will 

introduce several plasmonic enabled devices developed in the group, including a fast electrically modulated InGaN 

light emitting diode (LED) by plasmonic coupling [1], the waveguide, splitters and modulators made from 

graphene [2, 3], the loss compensation in an electrically pumped plasmonic waveguide [4], the generation, 

focusing and multiplexing of optical angular momentum (OAM) in optical vortex beams by plasmonic 

nano-structures [5, 6].  

 

There is growing interest in using LEDs for LiFi by taking the advantages of their ubiquitous existence as 

solid state lighting source, besides the inherent merits on speed and security of light communication. The key 

limiting factor is the slow spontaneous emission rate of LEDs. The coupling of surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) 

with the excitons in a semiconductor quantum wells has show the capability in affecting the carrier dynamics. 

However, the requirement of near field interaction places a fundamental restriction on its implementation in 

LEDs. We show that the carrier recombination rate can be significantly enhanced by 23 times in Ag coated 

InGaN LED. Due to the high density of sharp hexagonal V-pits, a large proportion of photons emitted can 

directly couple into SP modes with extremely high density of states. The photon-SPs coupling range can be as 

long as 400nm. The electrically modulated LEDs is 65% faster than those without the Ag coating. 

 

Graphene can support transverse magnetic polarized SPPs in mid-IR range. With its very large model index, 

relatively low loss and flexibility in dynamic tuning, graphene is another promising candidate in making 

compact plasmonic waveguide and devices. Here we show the analytical study on SPP coupling among spatially 

separated graphene sheets and the ultracompact optical splitter, 1x2 digital optical switch and M-Z 

interferometer based modulator with the coupling region far below the diffraction limit. We have also analyzed 

the unique properties of SPPs in multi-layer graphene sheet arrays. For Au based plasmonic waveguide at near 

infrared wavelength, electrically pumped InGaAsP multiple quantum wells are used as the gin media to 

compensate the SPP propagation loss. The SPP propagation greatly benefits from the modal gain for the 

long-range hybrid SPP mode that is optimized by adopting an amorphous Si cladding layer accompanied with 

minimal degradation of mode confinement.  



 

The OAM of light has potentially important applications in optical communication, quantum information 

processing and particle manipulation. The generation, focusing and multiplexing/demultiplexing of OAM modes 

in a compact way is a big challenge for traditional strategies. By employing the concept of controllable 

interfacial phase discontinuity and the Babinet-inverted nanovoids, we demonstrated an ultrathin OAM generator 

with multiple focal planes. The number of focal planes, corresponding topological charges, and focal lengths can 

be easily tailored for different requirements. By using semi-ring shaped plasmonic nanoslits and the constructive 

interference of a helical phase modulated surface wave, we also demonstrated the on-chip nano-scale separation 

and sorting of OAM modes with ~120 nm intervals on the metallic surface.  
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Abstract- We demonstrate a reconfigurable plasmonic resonator based on a metal nanowire 

(NW) suspended on a metal substrate. The suspended gold NW can be pull down by 

electrostatic force induced by applying voltage to the NW. Such electromechanical response 

dramatically changes the plasmonic resonance between the NW and the substrate. We observe 

the change of scattering spectra, which is attributed to Fabry-Perot interference of surface 

plasmon inside the gap. 

 

For realizing active plasmonic devices, it is desirable to have the capability to electrically tune optical 

resonant properties of plasmonic structures over a wide spectral range to achieve dynamic 

functionalities. More recently, electromechanically reconfigurable plasmonic metamaterials have been 

proposed as an alternative pathway for achieving tunable plasmonic characteristics [1,2]. Achieving 

electrical tuning of plasmon resonances in visible wavelengths remains a challenge, in contrast to the 

great success of tunable plasmonic nanostructures in the other spectral regimes. Recently, we have 

reported static gap plasmon resonance in various gap sizes of a plasmonic NW suspended on a metal 

substrate [3]. Such structure has a great potential for the dynamic control of gap plasmon resonance. 

In this study, we propose and demonstrate a novel reconfigurable plasmonic resonator based on a 

metal NW suspended on a metal substrate. Figure 1 shows the schematic of the device, where applying 

voltage induces the vertical deformation of NW, resulting in significant change of the scattering spectra. 

Figure 2 shows SEM image of a Au NW on Al2O3/Au/SiO2 substrate.  
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Fig. 1 Schematic of a suspended NW on a metal 

substrate. (a) off, (b) on. 

Fig. 2 SEM image of a gold suspended NW. 
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Fig. 1.  Doped CNT encapsulated in SiO2 matrix (lower) and g(2) trace 

showing complete photon antibunching  (single photon emission) (upper).   
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Abstract- I will present two novel systems capable of serving as new building blocks for Quantum 

Information Technologies.  First, I will present that solitary oxygen dopant covalently attached to the 

carbon nanotubes can serve as the room temperature single photon emitters in telecommunication 

wavelength.  I will then show that the plasmonic field of a gap-bar nano-antenna can induced coupling 

between two thick-shell quantum dots separated by more than 30 nm, forcing them to emit as a single 

quantum emitter.   

 

 A solid state system capable of mimicking a two-level atom can enable multiple quantum technologies ranging 

from eavesdropping proof quantum communication to sub-diffraction imaging, ultra-sensitive absorption 

measurements and linear quantum computing. Coupling of two or more such solid-state artificial atoms through 

charge tunneling or dipole-dipole interaction (i.e. artificial molecule) can further expand their functionalities as 

coupled qubits of a solid-state quantum computer and active elements of photon switches that are needed for 

realization of quantum communication networks. Solid-state artificial atoms and molecules can therefore be 

considered as the building blocks for quantum technologies.  In this talk I will present our recent discoveries of two 

new nanomaterial systems that can serve as such building blocks: namely, doped carbon nanotubes1,2 and 

plasmonically coupled quantum dot molecules.3   

 In doped carbon nanotubes, solitary oxygen functional group (ether or epoxide) are attached covalently to their 

side wall.  These dopants create a localized state capable of trapping and re-emitting 1 dimensional excitons at the 

energies 150-300 meV below the bandedge.  We 

preformed the first quantum optic experiment on these 

individual oxygen dopant states and demonstrate that 

they can emit stable stream of single photons exhibiting 

near perfect photon antibunching at room temperature in 

1100 to 1300 nm wavelength range.2 We can extend the 

single photon emission to cover 1500 nm 

telecommunication wavelengths by doping large 

diameter nanotubes with smaller bandgaps. This work is 

enabled by our key discovery that electron-beam 

(e-beam) deposition of SiO2 on surfactant wrapped, 

undoped (6,5) SWCNTs leads to creation of isolated 
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Fig. 2 While two gQD not coupled to the antenna behave as two independent 

emitters, two gQDs trapped in the gap bar exhibiting single photon emission 

indicating the formation of quantum dot molecules.  

oxygen dopant states with PL emission that is free of fluctuation and bleaching.1 Because this SiO2 matrix is fully 

compatible with well-developed Si/SiO2 based micro-/nano-device fabrication techniques, one can now envision 

straight-forward integration of our doped nanotubes into field effect transistor structures and photonic/dielectric 

meta-materials for the development of electrically driven single photon sources and integrated quantum photonic 

circuits.  

 Plasmonically coupled quantum dot molecules (Fig. 2) compose of a pair of gap bar antenna and a small cluster 

of 2-3 core/ thick-shell (CdSe/CdS) giant nanocrystal quantum dots (gQDs) over coated by a 10 nm thick Silica shell.3  

The nanocrystal clusters were placed deterministically at the center of the gap-bar using a 2 step e-beam lithography. 

Because our silica coated gQDs of the clusters are separated from one another by 30 nm of CdS and silica shell 

materials, dot-to-dot coupling via either charge tunneling or dipole-dipole interaction is completely impossible for a 

free standing cluster. However, our quantum optics experiment conducted in direct correlation with SEM imaging 

surprisingly revealed that the single exciton emission of a cluster of 2-3 gQDs trapped at the center of a gap-bar 

antenna can exhibit complete photon antibunching, a characteristic of a single quantum emitter. Through a detailed 

analysis of their photoluminescence (PL) emissions characteristics, we confirmed that all the gQDs of the clusters are 

optically active and the observed antibunching is the evidence of the formation of quantum dot molecules (QDM).3 

Since QDM formation cannot occur for the clusters of gQDs placed away from the antenna, we conclude that the 

observed formation of QDM is resulted from the 

plasmonic enhancement of the dipole-dipole 

interaction.  These QDMs present a very exciting 

opportunity to further investigate other quantum optical 

as well as coherent properties of QDMs such as 

entanglement generation.  These QDMs also open the 

path to realize QDM-based quantum plasmonic devices 

such as single photon switches. We are currently 

improving the design and fabrication processes to push 

plasmon-QDM interaction to a strong interaction 

regime where these phenomena are expected to 

manifest.    
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Abstract- Reduced-dimensionality materials for photonic and optoelectronic applications including 

energy conversion, solid-state lighting, sensing, and information technology are undergoing rapid 

development. The search for novel materials based on reduced-dimensionality is driven by new 

physics. Understanding and optimizing material properties requires characterization at the relevant 

length scale, which is often below the diffraction limit. I will describe recent near-field advances 

that lay groundwork for generally-applicable nano-optical studies of these low-D materials, and will 

show recent results on 2D semiconductors. 

I will describe the first nano-optical investigations of 2D transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs). By 

using plasmonics to establish a solution to the “nanospectroscopy imaging” problem for these materials, we 

cross the boundary from insufficient to sufficient resolution, mapping critical optoelectronic properties in these 

exciting materials at their native length scales [1]. In doing so, we and others have uncovered new optoelectronic 

regions and spatially-varying features in TMDCs that were hidden in prior optical studies [2]. These findings 

have broad implications for the development of atomically thin transistors, quantum optical components, 

photodetectors and light-emitting devices based on high-quality ML-TMDCs. 

                                                           

Figure 1: Nano-optical imaging of PL in ML-MoS2. Illustration of near-field excitation and collection of the 

PL from ML-MoS2 using the Campanile near-field probe where the optical laser excitation and collection of 

sample emission are confined to the apex of the tip to produce high-resolution optical maps. At each pixel a 

full PL spectrum is acquired.  
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Abstract - The interactions between surface plasmons in metal nanostructures and excitons in 

quantum emitters lead to many interesting phenomena that are strongly dependent on the quantum 

yield of surface plasmons. The experimental measurement of this quantum yield is hindered due to 

the difficulty in distinguishing all the possible exciton recombination channels. By utilizing the 

propagation of surface plasmons, we experimentally determined the quantum yield of single surface 

plasmons generated by a quantum dot coupled with a silver nanowire. 

 

The interactions between surface plasmons (SPs) and excitons in the coupled systems of metal 

nanostructures and quantum emitters (QEs) lead to many interesting phenomena and potential applications, 

which are strongly dependent on the efficiency of excitons converting to SPs, i.e., the quantum yield of SPs. As 

is known, there are three channels for the recombination of the excitons in coupled plasmonic systems, which are 

the direct free space radiation channel, SP generation channel and nonradiative damping channel. The difficulty 

in distinguishing all the possible exciton recombination channels hinders the experimental determination of SP 

quantum yield. 

The propagating SPs supported by the metal nanowire (NW) make it possible to separate the directly 

radiative photons and the generated SPs in the QE-NW coupling structure, which provides a suitable system to 

disentangle the exciton recombination channels and obtain the SP quantum yield [1]. Here, we carefully 

analyzed the exciton-plasmon coupling process in the coupled system of a single quantum dot (QD) and a silver 

NW. The quantum yield of single SP generation is experimentally determined for the first time by disentangling 

all the exciton recombination channels. Moreover, we used Al2O3 film of different thickness to control the 

QD-NW separation and studied the distance-dependent exciton recombination dynamics. Our results show that 

the optimum QD-NW coupling distance for the largest SP quantum yield is about 10 nm, resulting from the 

different distance-dependent decay rates of the three channels, as shown in Figure 1 [2]. 

 

Figure 1. (a) Fluorescence image of a single QD coupled with a silver NW coated with Al2O3 film of 15 nm 



 2 

thickness. The inset is the optical transmission image of the silver NW. The scale bar is 2 μm. The red dots are 
the accurate positions of QD A and the NW ends obtained using single molecule localization method. (b) 

Exciton decay rates as a function of Al2O3 thickness. The legends “Rad”, “SP”, and “Nrad” correspond to the 

free space radiation channel, SP generation channel, and nonradiative damping channel, respectively. (c) 

Experimentally extracted SP quantum yield as a function of Al2O3 thickness. 
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Abstract - In this study, we propose a switchable-beam directional antenna for micro/nano scale 

intrachip optical communications. Vanadium dioxide phase transition controls antenna’s beam by 

affecting director’s resonance frequency in a Yagi-Uda array and transforming them to reflector 

elements. A considerable gain manipulation is achievable by this method depending on array size.  

 

Intrachip micro/nano scale communication fascinated researchers to develop optical antennas for wireless 

purposes due to a huge metallic absorption losses of plasmonic waveguides [1]. Yagi-Uda array antenna which 

consists of a feed radiator and some parasitic elements can provide directive emission in this regime [2,3]. 

Controlling antennas directivity facilitate the communication system with a useful nano-scale switch that may be 

employed for different purposes[4,5] including signal modulation [6].  

 

Figure (1) VO2-driven switchable-beam Yagi-Uda antenna array 

 

This work proposes a switchable-beam directional antenna for micro/nano scale wireless communication. 

Phase transition of vanadium dioxide covering due to temperature variations shifts the resonance frequency [7] 

of parasitic elements in a Yagi-Uda array. Depending on the resonance frequency of the parasitic elements they 

may act as directors or reflectors; consequently, they can add to or reduce radiation in specific direction. As a 
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result, a control over radiation gain is achieved by manipulating phase transition of the phase change material.  
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Abstract- Sub-wavelength silica nanowires(SNs) are attractive for integration with graphene, which 

can be realized by covering a graphene sheet on the side and even the endface of a straight SN, or 

wrapping a SN on a graphene-coated micro-rod. Here we will show several kinds of 

graphene-SN-hybrid devices and their optoelectronics applications. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1 Graphene-integrated SNs based on (a) edface coupling,(b) side coupling,(c) wrap on a rod. 

Low-dimensional material, in particular, Graphene, which has received considerable attention recently due 

to many extraordinary electrical, mechanical, and optical properties, is being applied in numerous fields. 

Regarding the exceptional optical properties, for example, 2.3% linear absorption, saturable absorption, and a 

tunable Fermi level have been demonstrated for a number of optical devices such as mode-lock lasers, ultrafast 

photo-detectors, and modulators. Most practical applications require graphene to be integrated with optical 

waveguides for sufficient length and strength of interaction. Subwavelength-diameter silica nanowires (SNs) 

with a strong evanescent field are attractive for integration, which can be realized by transferring graphene flake 

onto a SN end face, covering or wrapping a graphene sheet on a straight SN and even wrapping a SN on a 

graphene-coated rod. The first method is the simplest but the light-graphene interaction length is very small 

because of normal-incidence. Utilizing the second method, moderate light-graphene interaction length because 

of the evanescent field coupling. This third method is much simpler because we only need to coat a small piece 

of graphene on a thick rod and can obtain unique stereo geometry with sufficient length and strength of 

interaction between the graphene and optical fields. Here we will show several kinds of 1D and 3D 

graphene-SN-integrated devices and the optoelectronic applications such as lasering, sensing, modulating, and 

detecting will also be discussed [1,2]. 
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Abstract-A new type of inverted vertical cone photonic crystal nanostructure based perovskite 
solar cell has been proposed. For optimized structure with a = 600 nm and R = 380 nm, the 
maximum MAPD of 24.0 mA/cm2 has been realized, the efficacy of our light-trapping 
architecture was shown by its ability to absorb sunlight slightly beyond the Lambertian limit in 
the wavelength range of 300 nm – 800 nm. 

Organometallic halide perovskites have been intensively studied in solar cell applications since 
the first perovskite solar cell was reported [1]. The excellent optical and electrical properties of 
perovskites make them among the most promising next generation solar cells. Both 
mesostructured and planar perovskite architectures have been proposed and their power 
conversion efficiency (PCE) has improved very rapidly in recent years. There are currently two 
distinct perovskite family materials, CH3NH3PbI3 and CH(NH2)2PbI3, used in solar cell research. 
The absorption spectrum of CH3NH3PbI3 is from 300 nm to 800 nm while CH(NH2)2PbI3 has a 
broader spectrum from 300 nm to 850 nm. Consequently, CH(NH2)2PbI3 enables higher power 
conversion efficiency than CH3NH3PbI3 based solar cells. Most recently, a 20.1% PCE solar cell 
has been certified in a CH(NH2)2PbI3 planar device architecture [2]. While previous attention has 
been focused on improving electronic quality of the perovskite layer, there remain opportunities 
to optimize optical absorption through light-trapping. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1 (a) Three-dimensional perspective of the inverted vertical cone perovskite 
unit cell, (b) Two-dimensional side view of the device unit cell. 

 
We numerically simulate solar absorption in nanostructured perovskite solar cells. By direct 
solution of Maxwell’s equations, we identify optimized light-trapping architectures consisting of 
inverted-vertical-cone arrays. The active layer thickness is limited to about 300 nm of perovskite 
material to ensure charge carrier collection. This corresponds to an “equivalent bulk thickness” of 
180 nm. Absorption and reflection are calculated using the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) 
method for the absorption wavelength ranges of both perovskites using a 5 nm step size. The 



simulated structure is shown in Fig.1. The refractive index of CH3NH3PbI3 is taken from Ref. 
[3]. 

In our numerical simulation of sunlight absorption, the thicknesses of PCBM and PEDOT are 
both fixed at 10 nm. The total height of the active perovskite region is fixed at H = 300 nm (see 
Fig. 1a) to ensure reasonable carrier collection efficiency. The optimization process is performed 
by varying the lattice constant a from 200 nm to 1000 nm and the base radius R of the inverted 
cone from a/4 to 3a/4. The MAPD map is shown in Fig. 2. When a = 600 nm and R = 380 nm, 
the maximum MAPD of 24.0 mA/cm2 is realized. The total equivalent bulk thickness of 
perovskite material in this case is 180 nm of a corresponding planar device.  
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.2 MAPD optimization map for CH3NH3PbI3 based perovskite photonic 
crystal with lattice constant a from 200 nm to 1000 nm and cone base radius R 

from a/4 to 3a/4. 

In summary, we have designed vertical, inverted cone, photonic-crystal light-trapping 
architectures for CH3NH3PbI3 based perovskite solar cells. In our calculations, we have limited 
ourselves to perovskite film thicknesses in which the carrier collection probability (internal 
quantum efficiency) is close to unity. When a = 600 nm and R = 380 nm, the maximum MAPD of 
24.0 mA/cm2 is realized, the efficacy of our light-trapping architecture was shown by its ability to 
absorb sunlight slightly beyond the Lambertian limit in the wavelength range of 300 nm – 800 nm. 
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Abstract-This article summarizes the intriguing optical properties of a periodic structure that has 

double spatial resonance. Such periodic structures exhibit a unique dispersion curve that is 

fundamentally different from the conventional periodic structures. 

 
 

Dielectric periodic structures [1] are usually characterized by a single period a, and they are well known for 

their ability to provide a stopband – spectral region for which light propagation is forbidden. The fundamental 

spatial resonance of the single period structure (SPS) occurs at the frequency 2S/a. For a doubly resonant 

periodic structure (DPS) [2], we have two closely spaced spatial resonances at frequencies 2S/a and 2S/ra, where 
r is a rational number close to 1. The conservation of the translational symmetry in the DPS requires r = R/(R-1), 

where R is a huge integer. Assuming a weak dielectric modulation, the dielectric function of the DPS can be 

casted as 

                         0 1 1

2 2
( ) cos cosx x x

a ra
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                           (1) 

Figure 1 shows the dispersion curve of a DPS with H0 = 2.56, and H1 = 0.16 for a huge value of R (i.e., in the limit 

r o1). The figure also compares the dispersions of the homogenous medium (dielectric constant = 2.56) and 
SPS (r = 1). As we can clearly see from this figure, the dispersion of the DPS is remarkably different from the 

dispersion of the SPS despite the limit r o1. This intriguing dispersion is the result of the destructive 
interference between the two cosine waves in Eqn. 1, which occurs regardless of the proximity of r = R/(R-1) to 

one. 

 

Fig. 1 Dispersions of the conventional single period structure (SPS), doubly resonant periodic structure (DPS), 

and the homogenous medium 
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Abstract: We propose the manipulation of the states of polarization and the spin angular 

momentum (SAM) flux of radially polarized beams (RPBs) by anisotropic nonlinear Kerr media. 

We investigate the vectorial self-diffraction behavior of the RPBs induced by an anisotropic Kerr 

nonlinearity. Numerical studies demonstrate that the self-diffraction patterns with a four-fold 

rotational symmetry have hybrid polarization and the interaction of RPBs with the anisotropic Kerr 

media results in a redistribution of the SAM flux in the far-field plane.  

 

Light fields with structured polarization distribution interacting with structured media will result in many 

novel optical effects in both the linear and nonlinear regimes. In this work, we consider a focused RPB incidents 

normally on the surface of an optically thin crystal and propagates parallel to the [001] crystallographic axis, as 

shown in Fig. 1. For this specific geometry, the effective third-order nonlinear refraction index is expressed as 

[1]  

  0 4 2
2 2( ) [1 2 (sin sin )],n nT V T T � �                            (1) 

where n2
0 is the third-order nonlinear refraction index, V is the anisotropy coefficient, and T is the incident 

polarization angle with respect to the [100] crystallographic axis.  

 
Fig. 1 The coordinate system associated to the crystal orientation with respect to the focused RPB in the analysis.  

 

Based on the vectorial Rayleigh-Sommerfeld formulas under the paraxial approximation [2], we can obtain 

the electric field distribution in the far-field observational plane. Figure 2 presents the intensity patterns of RPBs 

at the far-field observational plane when an anisotropic Kerr medium is located at the focal plane of the lens with 
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different values of V and '). It was shown that hybridly polarized self-diffraction patterns with a four-fold 
rotational symmetry can be induced by the anisotropic optical nonlinearity. Moreover, the interaction of RPBs 

with the anisotropic nonlinear Kerr media leads to the redistribution of the SAM flux at the far-field plane. The 

presented work opens up new avenues for manipulating polarization and SAM by the anisotropic optical 

nonlinearity.  

 
Fig. 2. Normalized far-field intensity patterns and schematics of SoPs (Deep red: LH polarization; Deep blue: 

RH polarization; White arrows: linear polarization) of radially polarized beams for an anisotropic Kerr medium 

with different values of V�and ').  
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Abstract-We report on the plasmonic nanostructures design for enhanced blue light emission from 

InGaN/GaN light-emitting diode structures, and also the plasmonic antenna design for enhanced 

responsivity of high-speed photodetectors in the spectral range from visible to mid-infrared. The 

mechanisms of different enhancement features have been theoretically analyzed based on 

three-dimensional finite-difference time-domain simulations, and the results are well supported by 

the experimental observation. 

 
Plasmonic structures have a wide range of application in optoelectronic devices by concentrating wave 

electromagnetic energy into a deep-subwavelength volume. Examples include light-emitting diode (LED), 
photodetectors, solar cells, sensors and many others. The principles that govern such structures, including 
antennas and arrays of metallic particles, can be extended from radio-frequency to the ultraviolet range. 
As will be shown in this work, the InGaN/GaN LED structures are proposed with integration of Al-coated 
GaN nanorods[1]. The intensity of light emission was found to be greatly enhanced due to the strong 
near-field confinement at the interface of Al/GaN and its extension to the multiple quantum wells (MQWs) 
active region. To address the unique properties of plasmonic antennas, we developed split bull’s eye (SBE) 
structures to enhance the responsivity of high-speed photodetectors [2-4]. The investigation was conducted 
over a wide spectral range from visible to mid-infrared range. 

 
Enhanced light emission. InGaN/GaN MQW LED structures with Al-coated GaN nanorods were fabricated 

by using soft ultraviolet nanoimprint lithography. The low-cost Al metal exhibits superior performance in 
the blue spectral region. The photoluminescence (PL) intensity was found to be enhanced by 2.6 times 
at 467 nm, which is exactly the wavelength of the surface plasmon mode excited on the interface of 
the Al layer and p-GaN. We believed that the higher PL intensity is due to the increase of the spontaneous 
emission rate and internal quantum efficiency via surface plasmon-coupling. The phenomena of faster radiative 
recombination rate and enhanced Raman scattering are also observed and discussed. Our findings provide 
the foundation for rapid development of high-efficiency and low-cost LED devices. 

 
Enhanced light detection. We studied the transmission enhancement mechanisms of SBE antennas based 

on three-dimensional finite-difference time-domain simulations from visible to mid-infrared. By taking a 
subwavelength slit as the central aperture, the cutoff function of SBE antennas is improved mainly due 
to the change in transmission mode from evanescent to propagating. By further combining the concentration 
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capability of circular grooves and F-P resonances in the slit, the transmission though SBE antennas can 
be enhanced by 6 orders of magnitude at the wavelength of 4 Pm, exhibiting excellent advantages in 
the mid-infrared region. In the visible region, a high transmission can be maintained by properly narrowing 
the slit. Therefore, SBE antennas have the ability to efficiently funnel incident light into an ultra-small 
area from visible to mid-infrared, which is especially applicable for high-speed photodetectors. 
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Abstract- Until now, many mature optical designs in geometric optics, such as Luneburg lens, 

Yagi-Uda antenna, have been found promising applications in photonics, in which the scale of 

devices are reduced to micro/nano range. In this report, we investigated kinds of applications in 

photonic field by employing subsistent macro optical devices, for example modified Luneburg lens 

and Maxwell fish-eyes lens, to achieve nanojet or tightly focusing. Numerical analysis results show 

that the multi-focus Luneburg lens enable tunable nanojet by engineering the focal lengths. 

Additional, Maxwell fish-eyes lens was also found some novel applications in photonics. The 

related research opens a way to design functional photonic devices by means of subsistent gradient 

index optical devices.  

 

The Luneburg lens (LLs), which is rotationally symmetric graded refractive index lens, is able to manipulate 

the ray paths so that, for example, an omnidirectional source can be transformed into a directive beam [1]. By 

engineering the refractive index distribution, the generalized Luneburg lens (GLLs), of which focal point can be 

tuned either inside or at a distance from the surface of the lens, can be formed. Multiple focal points of GLLs 

also can be generated by tailoring the refractive index distribution [2]. The index distribution of GLLs for single 

focal point can be expressed as follow: 

                       (1) 

The double-focus GLLs has a more complex form, which can be described as below: 

         (2) 

                        (3) 

                        (4) 

As we knew, the GLLs can generate focal points in geometric optics. In micro scale, however, the behavior 

of electromagnetic wave has to be checked according to fullwave theory. To verify this situation, numerical 

simulation is performed by means of finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method. The size of the 

computational cell in our numerical experiment is selected as 0.01 μm and perfectly matched layers (PMLs) are 
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chosen as the boundary conditions to minimize non-physical reflections. Figure 1 shows the electric field 

intensity envelopes of double-focus GLLs with different focal lengths. To explore the effect of double-focus 

GLLs on PNJ, one focal length has to be set as fixed and then the other focal length is varied to observe the 

properties of PNJ. First, we scan f2 with a fixed f1. Figures 1(a)-1(d) show the intensity distribution of GLLs with 

f2 = 1.7, 2.2, 2.7, and 3.2, respectively. The first focal length is set as fixed value (f1 = 1.2). Similar to the 

single-focus GLLs, the increasing f2 leads to elongated PNJ, accompany with decreased peak intensity and 

broadened FWHM. Figures 1(e) and 1(f) show the corresponding L and FWHM for Figs. 1(a)-1(d). According to 

Figs. 1(e) and 1(f), the L of PNJ extend from 6.10λ to 12.10λ while the FWHM increase from 0.6625λ to 0.97λ. 

Certainly, the longitudinal waist L of PNJ and the corresponding FWHM are mutual contradiction, a trade-off 

has to be decided according to specific application.   

 
Fig. 1 Intensity distributions of double-focus GLLs with various normalized focal length for (a) f2 = 1.7, (b) 

f2 = 2.2, (c) f2 = 2.7, and (d) f2 = 3.2 when the first focal length f1 is set as 1.2 for a 400 nm incident wavelength. 

Intensity distributions of double-focus GLLs (e) along the x axis passing through center of GLLs, and (f) along 

the y axis at maximum intensity spots. The insets of the right upper corner each figure correspond to the concrete 

value of L and FWHM with different normalized focal length f2.  

We also discussed the properties of Maxwell fish-eyes lens in microscale numerically. Numerical results 

show that Maxwell fish-eyes lens can be used as superresolution focusing or imaging.   
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Abstract Perfect broadband absorbers based on metal-insulator-metal resonators using 
refractory materials (tungsten and alumina) are reported for energy harvesting/conversion 
applications. The absorption efficiency is higher than 90% over a broad spectral region with a 

maximum of 98% around 500 nm. Omnidirectional and polarization-insensitive absorption of 

incident light is observed for broad angles of incidence. Thermal stability of the substrate is tested 

at high working temperature (800 ºC).    

Broadband absorbers composed of tungsten/alumina/tungsten/alumina layers stack are fabricated by 

a simple deposition method. A schematic representation of the continuous MIM cavity structure with a 

protective coating layer of alumina is shown in Figure 1a. The protective coating layer minimizes the 

melting point depression of the thin film relative a bulk material. Two lossy metallic (tungsten) layers 

separated by a dielectric spacer layer (alumina) placed over a polished silicon substrate, serves as the 

Fabry-Perot (FP) photonic resonator. The bottom layer should be thick enough (100 nm) to act as a 

reflector, whereas the thickness of the top layer should be ultrathin (10 nm) for transmitting the incident 

light and further generating the resonances. The dielectric layer serves as an optical cavity, and the 

thickness of the dielectric layer (optical cavity length) determines the resonance position. Since tungsten 

is a high lossy metal with a positive real part and large imaginary part of the dielectric constant, instead of 

the narrow band observed in noble metals based resonators, a broadband absorption around a center 

resonance defined by the optical cavity length is observed.1-4  

 
Figure 1. a). Schematic representation of MIM resonator with a protective coating layer of alumina. b) 

Cross-sectional SEM image of the resonator. 

Tungsten is deposited onto a silicon substrate by DC sputtering and alumina is deposited by e-beam 

evaporation. A 30 nm alumina adhesion layer (not shown in Figure 1a) is deposited between bottom 



tungsten film and the polished silicon substrate. All layers are deposited with a deposition rate of 0.3 Å/s. 

Reflection measurements are performed on a Perkin Elmer Lambda 950 spectrometer equipped with 150 

mm integrating sphere. Figure 2 shows the absorption spectrum of the resonator for 

tungsten/alumina/tungsten/alumina stack of 100/50/8/100 nm thickness under normal incidence. The red 

trace shows the absorption spectrum without protective coating layer, where a narrow band absorption 

around 625 nm is seen. When the resonator with alumina protective coating layer (black trace) a 

broadband absorption spectrum spanning from visible to near-infrared spectral regions is observed due to 

the impedance matching. Figure 1b shows the cross-sectional scanning electron microscope (SEM) image 

of the resonator. COMSOL simulations are performed to identify the power dissipation, the phase of the 

light and the electric field distribution, and the calculated absorption spectra show good agreement with 

experimental results. Angular and polarization insensitive broadband absorption is observed over a broad 

spectral region.   

 
Figure 2. The broadband absorption spectrum for 50 nm alumina, 8 nm top tungsten and 100 nm protective 

coating film of the resonator.  

In summary, this work demonstrates the feasibility of lithography-free, broadband, omnidirectional and 

polarization-insensitive broadband absorbers based on tungsten and alumina multilayered stacks with low-cost 

wafer-scale fabrication methods. Due to the planar configuration of the resonator and thermal stability, it can be 

easily implemented in high-temperature energy harvesting applications.  
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Abstract— Using illustrative examples, we discuss the properties of whispering Bloch modes,

which are spatially-confined eigenstates of open wave systems with high orders of rotational

symmetry. We explore the potential application of whispering Bloch resonators as integrated

photonic components and in other cases where cylindrical whispering gallery mode resonators are

currently employed. The e�ect of slightly perturbing the geometry of the system is investigated,

leading to asymmetric field patterns and other potentially desirable consequences.

Whispering gallery modes (WGMs), ubiquitous in wave systems with circular or spherical cav-

ities [1], have found application as sensors, spectral filters and integrated circuit components [2].

In most instances, these quasi-normal modes are partially confined due to a material boundary,

and are characterised by complex frequencies, implying a decay of the field in time. In contrast

to this, we consider systems in which no surrounding material boundary is necessary to achieve

confinement, which is induced instead by a geometric structure arranged periodically around a

circle. It is straightforward to prove that the quasi-normal modes of such systems exhibit discrete

Bloch-like angular periodicity and hence we refer to them as whispering Bloch modes (WBMs) [3].

In Fig. 1 we illustrate a WGM in a two-phase photonic system, and a WBM in a system of radial

conducting spokes embedded in a homogeneous background material. Note that in this case, the

radiative quality factor, defined as Q = Re(�)/|2 Im(�)|, is significantly higher for the WBM.

(a) (b)

Q = 3.73 ⇥ 104 Q = 4.93 ⇥ 107

Figure 1: WGM vs. WBM. Frame (a) shows a WGM for a high refractive index (n = 2) cylinder in a low

refractive index (n = 1) background, in TE polarisation. Frame (b) shows a WBM in the same polarisation,

induced by an array of perfectly conducting spokes in a homogeneous background. In each case, the real

part of the out-of-plane magnetic field Hz is plotted, normalised to the colour bar shown.

Using illustrative examples, we discuss the properties of WBMs, as well as their potential ap-

plications in photonics and in other physical systems. We focus on two geometries: the array of

spokes shown in Fig. 1(b), and also a periodic ring of cylindrical holes in a homogeneous back-

ground medium. In both cases, we note the existence of standing wave solutions with very high

Q-factors. At frequencies close to these, solutions are found with wide-angle Bloch modulation, of-

fering possibilities such as frequency-based switches for integrated photonics. We investigate these

phenomena from a practical point of view in terms of potential applications, and also theoretically

using asymptotic analysis. We go on to consider what happens if the geometry of a WBM system

is perturbed such that the rotational symmetry of the system is broken, and discuss cases in which

the resulting geometries could be used to build photonic components with desirable properties.
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Abstract-A high-performance optical antenna for Terahertz detectors is demonstrated using standard 

CMOS technology. By introducing the bowtie optical antenna patterned by Si material, surface plasmon 

polaritons (SPP) are excited and propagate THz signals to MOSFETs via a strongly localized surface 

wave. The maximum response of the CMOS detector having the optical antenna is about 60 times larger 

than the design without the antenna. The antenna design open a wide range of possibilities for highly 

dense on-chip THz detectors in CMOS technologies.  

For Si MOSFETs to detect sub-THz waves, FETs are usually integrated with the antennas for 

collecting THz signals [1-4]. In order to obtain high-performance detection, matching of the input 

impedance of the antenna and FETs should be carefully considered. However, there remain the challenges 

to realize antenna with ideal power matching for CMOS devices in THz region [1-2]. We propose the new 

antenna designs exploiting plasmonic effects to overcome this trade-off by converting the input waves 

into the localized surface plasmon polaritons (SPP) resonances.  

Optical antenna by Si material in standard CMOS technology is designed as the modified bowtie 

structure which combines the advantages of both rod and bowtie to achieve the high localized field 

enhancement for THz radiation. By monitoring the SPP modes observed at maximum in electrical field 

with HFSS simulator, we get the structural parameters of antenna for frequency of 0.65 GHz. To verify 

the above design, such antenna-coupled nMOSFET detector is fabricated using 0.18 Pm CMOS process. 

The maximum response of the detector is about 650 uV, which is about 60 times larger than that of the detector 

without the antenna. Such enhancement of response is a direct experimental evidence of plasmonic effect from 

Si optical antenna without the need of matching of the antenna and FET receivers. The demonstrated antenna 

design open a wide range of possibilities for the ease of realization of highly dense on-chip THz detectors 

in CMOS technologies.  
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Abstract- A plasmonic bowtie antenna design is investigated numerically to enhance a broad 

spectral absorption of zinc telluride (ZnTe)/zinc oxide (ZnO) core/shell single nanowire 

intermediate solar cells. Compared to a single-bowtie antenna, triple-bowtie antennas demonstrate 

much higher absorption enhancement in multiple spectra regimes, especially in 680nm, which is 

corresponding to the intermediate level of ZnTe:O materials. It provides a promising approach to 

improve the poor absorption of low-energy photons and improve the conversion efficiency of single 

nanowire solar cells. 

 

In recent years, one-dimensional (1D) semiconductor nanowires (NWs) received much attention due to their 

potential applications in a number of nanoscale optoelectronic devices, such as photodetectors [1], solar cells [2], 

optical switches and modulators [3]. In particular, the NWs with engineered materials, size, and morphology can 

support distinctive structural resonances, which offers the possibility to control the optical properties of 

semiconductor materials [4]. It has been demonstrated that plasmonic nanoantennas and arrays can strongly 

concentrate and increase light absorption over engineered nanoscale spatial domains and spectral bandwidth. 

Here, bowtie plasmonic antennas are designed to enhance a broadband absorption in red-green-blue multiple 

spectral regimes in a zinc telluride (ZnTe)/zinc oxide (ZnO) core/shell nanowire structure. With a single-bowtie 

antenna, the absorption could be enhanced by 1.2 and 1.8 times at the wavelengths of 550 nm (2.25eV) and 680 

nm (1.8eV) due to the excitation of plasmonic resonances, and it could be further improved to 1.5 and 2.7 times 

if using a triple-bowtie antenna. The plasmonic resonance at 1.8eV is exactly corresponding to the optical 

transition from valence band to intermediate band induced by O-doping in ZnTe mateials, and thus this provide 

an effective way to enable the absorption of the low-energy photons and thus improve the opto-electronic 

conversion efficiency of the final solar cells.  
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Abstract – Chitosan is a versatile polymer derived from the naturally-occurring polysaccharide 

chitin1. It is pH-sensitive due to its cationic polyelectrolyte structure- a characteristic of chitosan 

which is commonly utilized in applications. Due to instability in solution chitosan is generally 

cross-linked with separate chemical entities to form a stronger interpenetrating polymer network2. 

In the case of the work presented here tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS) has used for cross-linking. We 

present here the results of our studies of the structural, mechanical and optical properties of various 

chitosan/ TEOS networks combined with nanostructured colloidal particles.  

 

Chitosan-tetraethylorthosilicate interpenetrating polymer networks (Chi-TEOS IPNs) were formed by a 

solution polymerization technique. The structural and pH-sensitive properties of these IPNs were studied, 

varying chitosan molecular weight and TEOS cross-linker density. It was observed that swelling ability of the 

IPN increased with increasing chitosan molecular weight, as expected due to increasing chain length. Increasing 

TEOS cross-linker density resulted in an increase in mechanical strength of the membranes, causing the 

membranes to become brittle and break. Figure 1 shows the decreasing quality of the IPN with increasing 

cross-linker density. 

 

 
Figure 1. 1:1, 1:2 and 1:3 LMWChi-TEOS IPNs respectively. 

 

A composite structure consisting of a SiO2 photonic crystal surrounded by the IPN was prepared by a 

drop-casting technique. The original photonic crystal was produced by controlled evaporation of monodisperse 

colloidal SiO2 particles3. The resulting fcc structure was then infilled by the IPN hydrogel. Figure 2 displays a 

free-standing Chi-TEOS-SiO2 composite. The swelling ability of the composite was studied together with optical 

analysis. Figure 2 shows a shift in Bragg diffracted wavelength as a function of pH4. 
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Figure 2. MMWChi-TEOS-SiO2 composite constructed with particles of 312nm diameter and a graph of 

shift in Bragg diffracted wavelength as a function of pH. 

 

  Further tests were carried out on the mechanical properties of the IPNs to establish whether they could 

be enhanced by incorporating nanoparticles into the system. Colloids such as SiO2 and polystyrene were tested 

using a surface grafting tecnique and also by completely incorporating particles into the network. Results from 

the different variables show that the tensile stength can be further enhanced by the presence of nanoparticles in 

the network and also that there is an increase in tensile strength as the particle size decreases, due to enhanced 

bonding interactions over a larger surface area. The tensile strength of the IPN is enhanced by a factor of 3 in the 

presence of 100nm colloidal particles, a factor of 2 in the presence of 250nm particles and a factor of 1.3 in the 

presence of particles > 500nm. These results are for networks with particles embedded throughout the system. 

The networks with surface grafting alone did not show enhanced mechanical effects. 

 

Overall, the cross-linked Chi-TEOS IPN prepared provides a versatile polymer network which is both 

flexible and mechanically stable. A free-standing composite suitable for optical sensing of pH was developed by 

combining the IPN with a SiO2 photonic crystal structure. The tests carried out on the mechanical properties of 

the IPNs show that the tensile strength can be enhanced up to three times by embedding colloidal SiO2 or 

polystyrene nanoparticles in the IPN system. 
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Plasmonic antennas have recently been combined to nanophotonic silicon nitride (SiN) waveguides 

for demonstrating all-on-chip Surface Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (SERS). This achievement 

relied on bowtie antennas engineered to maximize the generated Raman signal. Here, we present 

numerical investigation of an arch dipole (AD) antenna identically patterned on a rib waveguide 

and compare it to the best engineered bowtie antenna. Our study shows a 23 fold improvement over 

the state of the art thus promising shorter integration time and high Signal-to-Noise Ratio which 

should ultimately enable the detection of on-chip SERS signals originating from a single antenna. 

 

Plasmonic nanostructures have attracted a lot of attention in recent years because of their remarkable ability 

to enhance dipole excitation and emission near their hotspots. To avoid large and expensive free same optics for 

excitation and collection of the Raman signal, a great deal of research is going on to integrate plasmonic 

nanostructures with other nano/micro technologies [1,2]. Recently [3], our group demonstrated indeed that 

bowtie plasmonic antennas could couple efficiently to a silicon nitride waveguide so that the Raman spectrum of 

a thin layer of 4-Nitrothiophenol (NTP) was recorded by excitation and collection within the nanophotonic chip. 

For an antenna gap of 48 nm, pump to Stokes signal conversion efficiency (η) was reported as 2.19 ×10−15. This 
means that for 1W pump power, 2.19 fW Stokes power from NTP molecules will couple back into the 

waveguide. Due to the relatively low efficiency, long integration time and several antennas were required to 

detect weak Raman signal. Arch dipole (AD) antennas on other hand were shown to exhibit higher SERS 

enhancements as compared to more simple antennas [4]. In this work, we numerically analyze the same arch 

dipole (AD) antennas integrated on a single mode SiN rib waveguide and shows that they provide 23 times 

higher conversion efficiency as compared to the recently published bowtie for the same gap dimension. An 

enhancement by this factor reduces the integration time and the required number of antennas to just one. 

The schematic of the AD is shown in Fig.1. In this work numerical simulations are performed with 

Lumerical FDTD Solutions. We consider a SiN rib waveguide with refractive index of 1.89 at 785 nm 

wavelength and a geometry of 700 × 220 nm2 supporting a single TE mode. The waveguide is surrounded by a 

bottom silica cladding, a top air cladding and the AD antenna. A 1 nm thin NTP layer with refractive index of 3 

is also defined at the surface of AD [3] and constitutes the Raman medium under investigation. The figure of 

merit (FOM) for on-chip SERS which incorporates pump to Stokes conversion efficiency as well as the 

extinction induced by the antenna at pump and Stokes wavelength is defined [3] as FOM = η×es 
1-N×(1-tN)/(1-t), 

where t = es/ep, N is number of antennas, es and ep are linear extinctions at λs and λp respectively. The FOM 

reaches a maximum at an optimum number of antennas Nopt=log(log(es)/log(ep))/log(es/ep).  
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Fig. 1. Schematic of AD antenna on a SiN waveguide. The inset shows the field distribution in the arch. 

               
Fig. 2. FOM for on-chip AD antennas as a function of length for an arch height h=30 nm, longitudinal 

width=30nm (along the propagation direction) and gap of 48 nm. (a) FOM evaluated at Nopt and (b) N=1 
 

The FOM evaluated at Nopt, for an AD antenna for different gaps and lengths is shown in Fig. 2(a). The 

FOM for smaller gaps changes abruptly with length owing to the large plasmon resonance sensitivity to length 

variations. Increasing the gap from 5 nm to 48 nm reduces the FOM just by a factor of 4. This is attributed to the 

fact that the FOM incorporates an average Raman enhancement which is less sensitive to the antenna gap.  

For an on-chip BT antenna with 48 nm gap coated with a 1nm NTP layer and with 2 nm Ti adhesive 

layer, a single antenna conversion efficiency (ηBT) of 2.19×10-15 is reported in [3]. By using same simulation 

parameters, it has been noticed that ηBT for a bowtie antenna (gap=48 nm) without Ti layer improves by a factor 

of 2.2 i.e. ηBT = 4.82 ×10-15. A single antenna conversion efficiency for AD antennas is shown in Fig. 2(b). 

Hence, for a gap of 48 nm without Ti layer, ηAD ≈ 23×ηBT. The increased enhancement is attributed to the dense 

population of charges along the side walls which is expected to lead to a better localization of the electric field 

inside the nano-arch. An enhancement by this factor should capacitate low integration time, high Signal-to-Noise 

Ratio and eventually enable detection of SERS signals using single antenna. 
The authors acknowledge FWO and ERC-InSpectra for financial support. 
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Abstract 
In this paper, the ZnO nanoparticles (NPs) has been 
synthesized by sol-gel method and used as electron 
transport layer (ETL) in quantum dot light emitting diode 
(QLED). The effect of solvent types and film thickness of 
ZnO NPs on QLED performance has been studied. It has 
been found that the optimal solvent and thickness of ZnO 
NPs is butanol and 35 nm, respectively.  

1. Introduction 

Quantum dot LEDs (QLEDs) have been attracting much 
attention in the past few years since they possess unique 
properties of the tunable emission wavelengths by 
controlling the size of QDs, highly saturated emission, 
narrow emission with small full width at half maxima 
(FWHM), solution process, and compatible with flexible 
substrates. After about two decades of research and 
development, QLEDs are reaching the performance of 
organic LEDs (OLEDs) and emerging as a candidate for 
single-material, full-color light sources. It is noted that in 
the past few years, much effort has been made to improve 
the efficiency of QLEDs by optimization of the active 
materials and the employment of novel structures.[1-4]  

In this paper, the ZnO nanoparticles (NPs) has been 
synthesized by sol-gel method and used as electron 
transport layer (ETL) in QLED. The effect of solvent types 
and film thickness of ZnO NPs on QLED performance has 
been studied. It has been found that the best solvent and 
thickness of ZnO NPs is butanol and 35 nm respectively. 

2. Method 

The ZnO NPs were synthesized through a solution-
p r e c i p i t a t i o n p r o c e s s u s i n g Z n a c e t a t e a n d 
tetramethylammonium hydroxide (TMAH) precursors. The 
reaction process proceeds as follows: a solution of 0.5 M 
TMAH in ethanol and a solution of 0.1 M zinc acetate in 
dimethyl sulphoxide (DMSO) were mixed and stirred for 1 
hour in an ambient atmosphere. The prepared product was 
collected by centrifugation and then washed. The obtained 
transparent precipitate was dispersed in butanol at a 
concentration of 30 mg/ml.  

The QLEDs were fabricated on glass substrates covered 
with indium tin oxide (ITO). The substrates were first 
cleaned with de-ionized water, acetone and iso-propanol, 
consecutively, for 15 min each, and then treated with 
ultraviolet light generated ozone for half an hour to increase 

the work function and modify the surface energy of the 
ITO. Poly(ethylenedioxythiophene):poly styrenesulphonate 
(PEDOT:PSS) solutions were spin-coated onto the ITO 
substrates at 5000 rpm for 30 s and baked at 120℃ for 20 
min under ambient conditions. The PEDOT:PSS-coated 
substrates were transferred into a nitrogen-filled glove box 
(O2< 0.1 ppm, H2O < 0.1 ppm) for spin-coating of the 
sequential layers. The TFB used as the hole transport layer 
(1 wt% in chlorobenzene) was spin-coated at 2500 rpm for 
30 s, followed by baking at 110℃ for 30 min. After that, 
QDs (10 mg/ml in toluene) were layered at 800 rpm for 30 s 
followed by baking at 120℃ for 15 min. Then the ZnO NPs 
(30 mg/ml in different solvent) were spin coated at 4000 
rpm for 30 s and baked at 120℃. The thicknesses of the 
PEDOT:PSS, TFB, ZnCdSeS QD and ZnO NPs are 30 nm, 
30 nm, 28 nm, and 35 nm, respectively. Finally, the top Al 
cathode was deposited in a custom high-vacuum deposition 
chamber (background pressure, 6*10-4 torr) with an active 
device area of 4 mm2. 

3. Discussion 

The structure and schematic energy band diagram of the 
QLED are shown in Fig. 1(a) and (b), respectively. Here, the 
multilayer device consists of layers of ITO/PEDOT:PSS /
TFB/ZnCdSeS QD /ZnO NPs /Al, in which PEDOT:PSS 
was used as the hole injection layer (HIL), TFB as the hole 
transport layer (HTL), ZnCdSeS QD as the emission layer 
(EML), and ZnO NPs as the electron transport layer (ETL). 

According to Fig. 1(b), the small conduction band offset 
and large valence band offset at the QD/ZnO nanoparticle 
interface stems from the ∼4.3 eV electron affinity and ∼7.6 
eV ionization potential of ZnO NPs. Thus, the ZnO NPs 
layer not only facilitates efficient electron injection from the 
Al cathode into QDs, but also prevents leakage of holes to 
the adjacent ZnO NPs layer. This confines the excitation-
recombination region, thereby improving charge 
recombination efficiency. 



!  

Fig. 1 (a) Structure and (b) energy level diagram for the 
various layers of the QLED 

3.1. Influence of solvent types 

To illustrate the effect of solvent type on the wetting 
ability of ZnO NPs on QD layer, we measured the contact 
angles of the ZnO NPs with different solvent (butanol, 
methanol, ethanol and isopropanol) on the QD surface. The 
results are displayed in Table 1, and the images of the drops 
of ZnO NPs on the QD surface are shown in Figure 2 for (a) 
butanol, (b) methanol, (c) ethanol and (d) isopropanol. These 
results indicate that the wetting of the ZnO NPs with the 
solvent of butanol on the surface of QD is the best. 

Table 1. Contact angle data for ZnO NPs with various 
solvent on QDs layer  

!  

!  
Fig. 2 Contact angle images of ZnO NPs on QDs layer with 
the solvent of (a) butanol, (b) methanol, (c) ethanol, and (d) 
isopropanol. 

3.2. Influence of thickness 

It is noted that the device performance show a strong 
dependence on the thickness of the ZnO nanoparticle layer. 
Because the thickness of ZnO NPs has a great impact on the 
electron injection of device, influencing the charge balance 
of device further.[5] To verify the effect of ZnO NPs 
thickness on the electronic properties of QLED device, the 
current density versus voltage, luminance versus driving 
voltage, current efficiency and power efficiency were 
displayed in Fig. 3. It can be found from Fig. 3(a) that the 
current density is the largest of ZnO layer with the thickness 

!  

Fig. 3 Electroluminescence performance of QLEDs with 
different thickness of ZnO NPs. (a) Current density versus 
driving voltage; (b) luminance versus driving voltage. Inset 
shows the real photo of working QLED ; (c) current 
efficiency and (d) power efficiency versus driving voltage 

of 35 nm, which indicates that the charge transport is 
optimal on this occasion. Fig. 3 (b) shows the luminance 
versus driving voltage characteristic of QLED with different 
thickness of ZnO NPs. It is displayed that the luminance of 
device with 35 nm-thick ZnO increases most fast with 
voltage and reaches the largest value at last. Fig. 3(c) and 
3(d) show the characteristic of current efficiency-current 
density and power efficiency-current density, respectively. It 
is obvious that the current efficiency and power efficiency of 
device with 35 nm-thick ZnO NPs increases remarkably 
compared to the device based on the other thickness of ZnO, 
reaching 5.99 cd/A and 4.16 lm/W, respectively.  

4. Conclusions 

According to the experiment above, it is found that both 
of the solvent of ZnO NPs and the thickness of ZnO NPs 
layer have the great impact on the performance of QLED, by 
influencing the wetting ability between ZnO NPs and the 
under layer, as well as the thickness of ZnO NPs leading to 
the different internal electric field. By comparison among 
the experiments, it can be concluded that the performance of 
QLED can be largely improved by using of butanol solvent 
and the optimized ZnO NPs thickness of 35 nm. 
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Abstract 
We report a color-saturated, red quantum dot light-emitting 
diode (QLED) using graphene oxide doped PEDOT: PSS as 
the hole injection layer (HTL) to optimize the band offset 
between the HTL and emitting layers. The QLEDs show a 
maximum luminance of up to 4200 cd/m2, corresponding to 
7.5 lm/W in power efficiency and turn on voltage of 1.9V. 
Overall, there is a six-fold enhancement in the performance 
of the QLED with graphene oxide due to the higher hole 
injection/transfer rate.  

1. Introduction 

Quantum dot LEDs (QD-LEDs) have been attracting much 
attention in the past few years since they possess unique 
properties of the tunable emission wavelengths by 
controlling the size of QDs, highly saturated emission, 
narrow emission with small full width at half maxima 
(FWHM), solution process, and compatible with flexible 
substrates[1-3]. Ever since the first demonstration of QD-
LEDs, great efforts have been made to achieve better device 
performance, including seeking suitable charge transporting 
or injection materials and optimizing device structures. Peng 
et al. reported a solution-processed, multilayer quantum-dot-
based LED with high external quantum efficiencies of up to 
20.5 per cent, using bilayer-structured hole-transport 
interlayers to realize efficient hole injection into the 
quantum dot layers and the relatively high hole mobility of 
poly-TPD to achieve low turn-on voltage and high power 
efficiency[4]. Dai et al. tried deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) 
complexed with cetyltrimetylammonium (CTMA) 
(DNACTMA) as a combined hole transporting and electron-
blocking layer (HTL/EBL) to realize highly efficient QD-
LEDs with a high color purity[5].  

Due to its excellent thermal stability and can be cast on 
rigid or flexible substrate through solution process, Poly(3,4-
e thy lened ioxy th iophene) :po ly (s ty renesu l fona te ) 
(PEDOT:PSS) is a promising material for optoelectronic 
device applications[6]. On the other hand, graphene 
materials have attracted much attention due to their 
fascinating physical properties, such as quantum electronic 
transport, a tunable band gap and extremely high 
mobility[7-10]. The possibility of using hybrid 
nanocomposites to fabricate QD-LEDs suggests the 
feasibility of narrowing the energy barrier between the 
highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of PEDOT:PSS 
and the conductive band (CB) of the QD. 

In this work, we report on a low-voltage driven, red 
QD-LED by addition of graphene oxide (GO) into the hole 
injection layer. Due to the more favorable alignment of 
energy levels and higher carrier mobility, our device exhibits 

color-saturated, deep-red emission, along with a sub-gap 
turn-on of 1.9 volts, a maximum luminance of 4200 cd/m2 
and power efficiency of 7.5 lm/W. 

2. Experimental 

2.1. Preparation of red ZnCdSeS QDs  

ZnCdSeS QDs were synthesized according to a modified 
method reported previously [11]. Here, 1.0 mmol of CdO, 4 
mmol of zinc acetate, 4 mmol of oleic acid (OA), and 20mL 
of 1-octadecne were mixed in a 100mL round flask. The 
mixture was heated to 150 ℃ in high-purity N2 flowing for 
30 min, and further heated to 300 ℃ to form a clear solution 
of Cd(OA)2 and Zn(OA)2. At this temperature, a stock 
solution containing 3mL of trioctylphosphine, 1.0 mmol of 
Se, and 2.5 mmol of S was quickly injected into the reaction 
flask. After the injection, the reaction temperature was 
maintained for 10 min to promote the growth of QDs. The 
reaction was subsequently cooled down to room temperature 
to stop further growth. The QDs were washed with acetone 
three times, and finally dispersed in toluene at a 
concentration of 10 mg/ml. 

2.2. Preparation of graphene oxide (GO) 

GO was prepared from exfoliated graphite powder 
according to a modified Hummer’s method [12]. Briefly, 
expandable graphite powder (2 g) and sodium nitrate (1 g) 
were added to sulfuric acid (46mL, 98 wt%) in sequence at a 
temperature of 0 ℃. Following this, KMnO4 (6 g) was 
gradually added to the mixture over a period of 1 h. Later, 
the mixture was transferred to an oil bath at a temperature of 
35 ℃  for 8 h. Then, deionized water (DW, 92 mL) was 
gradually added to the mixture. At the same time, the 

temperature was increased to 98 ℃  for 15 min in order to 
increase the degree of oxidation of the GO products. 
Subsequently, it was further treated by adding DW (280 mL) 
and 30 wt% H2O2 (15mL). After this, the product was 
filtrated by 5wt% of HCl solution and washed for several 
times in water. Finally, the GO product was deposited by 
concentrating the as-synthesized product. 

2.3.  Device fabrication 

ITO glass substrates with a sheet resistance of about 6–8V/
square was cleaned by successive ultrasonic treatments in 
detergent, de-ionized water, acetone, and iso-propanol for 15 
min, respectively, followed by UV-ozone treatment for half 
an hour. The graphene with concentration of 1wt% doped 



into PEDOT:PSS (Baytron P VP AI4083) as hole injection 
layer (HIL), was spin coated onto the ITO-coated glass 
substrate (5000 rpm, 30 s), followed by baking at 150 ℃ for 
15 min. Thereafter, TFB as the hole transport layer (HTL) 
was spin-coated at 2000 rpm, followed by annealing at 130 
℃  for 10 min. The emissive layer of colloidal ZnCdSeS 
QDs was spin-coated on the HTL (1000 rpm, 30 s) and 
annealed at 120 ℃  for 30min. Then TiO2 solution was 
deposited on the layer of QDs (at 4000 rpm and 30 s) and 
annealed at 150 ℃ in air. Finally, a 100 nm aluminum (Al) 
electrode was thermally evaporated under high vacuum 
(4×10^-6 Torr) on top of the TiO2 ETL, followed by post-

annealing at 100 ℃ for 20 min.  
Thin film transistor (TFT) structures were considered 

with fabrication process as follows:1-2 top-contact bottom-
gate geometry was prepared on heavily doped Si substrates 
used as the common gate electrode with thermally grown 
300 nm-thick SiO2 gate dielectric layer (unit area 
capacitance: 11.5 nF cm-2). Then PEDOT-GO film were 
deposited on the SiO2/Si substrates by spin-casting at a rate 
of 4000 rpm for 30 s. Patterned Al source-drain electrodes 
were thermally evaporated on top of the PEDOT-GO film 
through a shadow mask. 

2.4. Material and device characterization  

The current density–voltage (J–V) characteristics were 
measured with a Keithley-2400 source-meter. The 
absorption and photoluminescence (PL) spectra were 
measured by a U-4100 UV-visible and NIR-300 
spectrophotometer, respectively. 

3. Discussion 

The schematics of our device structure and corresponding 
energy level diagram are shown in Fig. 1a and b. The device 
consists of a patterned ITO as the anode, graphene doped 
poly(ethylenedioxythiophene):polystyrene sulfonate 
(PEDOT-GO) as the HIL, poly[(9,9-dioctylfluorenyl-2,7-
diyl)-co-(4,4- (N-(4-secbutylp-henyl))diphenylamine)] 
(TFB) layer as the HTL, ZnCdSeS QD as the emitting layer, 
TiO2 layer as the ETL, and aluminum (Al) layer as the 
cathode. The TiO2 layer not only provides efficient electron 
injection from the Al cathode into QDs, but also facilitates 
to confine holes within the QD layer due to the valence band 
offset. Overall, the QD-LED structure effectively blocks 
electrons and holes that pass through the QD layer, ensuring 
the charge recombination efficiency. 

!  
Figure 1. (a) Schematic  of   device   structure    and  (b) 
corresponding  energy band diagram of red QD-LED. 

Figure 2 shows the absorption and photoluminescence 
(PL) spectra of ZnCdSeS QDs used in this study. The 
absorption spectrum clearly shows the first excitonic 
transition   peak  at  595 nm. The PL  spectrum  shows  a  

!     
Figure 2. UV–Vis absorption and PL spectra of ZnCdSeS 
QDs dispersed in toluene. 

Gaussian-shaped peak located at 640 nm with a narrow 
FWHM of 35 nm. The quantum yield (QY) of ZnCdSeS 
QDs can be calculated as 84%, using Rhodamine 6G as 
reference. The HRTEM image indicates that ZnCdSeS QDs 
were with an average diameter of 8 nm. 

Figure 3 shows the current density–voltage (J–V) of the 
devices under forward bias. Compared to the QD-LED 
without graphene, the turn-on voltage is clearly reduced to 

!  
Figure 3. Current density as a function of driving voltage. 

(a) (b)
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1.9V, which is primarily attributed to the reduced injection 
barrier for holes, leading to a balanced hole and electron 
transfer rate.   

Figure 4 shows the brightness and power efficiency for 
driving voltages varying from 2 to 14V. A maximum 
brightness of 4200 cd/m2 and power efficiency of 7.5 lm/W 
are achieved. This power efficiency constitutes a six fold  

!  
Figure 4. Luminance as a function of driving voltage and 

power efficiency  as a function of driving voltage 
for samples with and without GO. 

enhancement compared to that without GO, because of the 
balanced electron and hole injection coupled with the 
enhanced conductivity of PEDOT-GO. 

To find out the mobility of the PEDOT-GO film , we 
fabricate a thin film transistor. As Figure 5 shows, the aspect 
ratio (ratio of channel width to length, W/L) of the TFT is 
20. 

!  
Figure 5. TFT characteristics of PEDOT-GO film. Inset 
shows TFT structure. 

 The equation for mobility calculation is as followed, 

!  
Where L and W are the device channel length and width, 
Vd=30 V, and Cox is the gate capacitance per unit area. The 
mobility of the PEDOT-GO film can be calculated as 0.04 
cm2/Vs, which is much higher than that of pure PEDOT 
(0.0095 cm2/Vs). 

4. Conclusions 

In this work, we demonstrated enhanced performance of 
QD-LED using PEDOT-GO as the hole injection/transfer 
layer. The turn-on voltage is as low as 1.9V,which is lower 
than the normal device. A maximum brightness of 4200 cd/
m2 and power efficiency of 7.5 lm/W are achieved. The 
technique can be extended to band gap engineer blue or 
white light QD-LED by doping graphene into the HTL. 
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Abstract- The evolution from a large demonstrator into a minimal invasive microwave device for 

theranostic applications in healthcare environments is presented. The sensor element is based on 

microstrip/coplanar excited SRR. The initial prototypes were bulky and could only detect the 

dielectric properties of organic tissue. Extensive work was done to reduce the size and its packaging 

to include them in a minimal invasive tool and create a second operation mode where the tissue 

could also be ablated with the same device. 

In any process, it is desired to streamline its execution, reduce costs and increase performance. Healthcare 

processes are no different and the trend is to give patients a custom made treatment. To achieve this goal 

electromagnetic devices in life sciences have gained a lot of interest in the past years. Therefore, metamaterial 

sensor elements at micro-, millimeter- and THz waves are very promising because of the combination of high 

sensitivity, good penetration and spatial resolution as well as marker- and reactionless operation. For example, a 

cancer diagnosis can be made due to the difference between healthy and malignant tissue in terms of its water 

content and consequently its dielectric properties. In addition, electromagnetic sensor-based methods can also be 

used for treatment using a different operation mode. For example, in the eradication of cancer by a thermal ablation 

procedure, sensor and applicator are based on identical electromagnetic interaction principles and can therefore be 

combined in a single theranostic instrument. The theranostic instrument can deliver the right therapy for a specific 

patient at a specific point in time. As a result, state of the art devices that can perform diagnosis, treatment or both 

with great advantages over classical methods are explored with great interest and will be possibly available in the 

next years. Some of these advantages are minimal invasive procedures, reduction of risk for the patient and 

secondary surgeries, faster recovery time and lower costs. In this paper, it is shown the evolution of such a device. 

The principle of operation is depicted in Fig. 1 where the two modes can be selected with the frequency and input 

power. In Fig. 2 the diagnostic mode is depicted with the change of the resonance frequencies of the SRRs when 

loaded with tissue. The actual prototypes from its initial demonstrator created in 2011 to the minimal invasive tool 

in 2016 are seen in Fig. 3. Finally the thermal ablation treatment mode is shown in Fig.4. 

 

  
Fig. 1 Theranostic principle of operation for the 

minimal invasive microwave applicator. 

  Fig.2 Diagnostic Mode: The dielectric loading of 

the tissue shifts the resonance frequencies of the SRRs [1]. 



 2 

 
Fig. 3 Evolution from a large demonstrator into a minimal invasive microwave device for theranostic 

applications in healthcare environments [1,2,3]. 

 
Fig. 4 Treatment Mode. With a low power is reached the appropriate temperature to perform thermal 

ablation treatment. The heat can also be focus on a single SRR pair [1]. 
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Abstract-While metamaterials are usually designed assuming plane wave excitation, in practice 

they are often placed closed to a finite source or an antenna. This paper presents simulation results 

of a large but finite metamaterial-based antireflection coating for biological tissues excited by a 

patch antenna working at 60 GHz. Additionally, the minimum number of metamaterial cells 

necessary to obtain similar performance as a unit cell (infinitely periodic) simulation is determined.  

 

Most non-invasive biomedical applications face a major impedance mismatch problem in the 

interaction between the electromagnetic (EM) radiation and the human tissue, which is due to the high 

value of relative permittivity and conductivity of the skin compared to air. Previous work by the authors 

has proposed using metamaterials-based antireflection coatings to address this problem [1, 2]. The work 

in [1] presents a metamaterial unit cell designed to work at 60 GHz and in contact with lossy skin. The 

metamaterial design of [1] consisted of a Jerusalem cross and a regular cross made out of perfect electric 

conductor material, both of them separated by an Ultralam 3850 substrate and covered on either side 

with a thin layer made of the same material. This design was similar to the structure presented in [3], and 

under plane wave incidence achieved a reduction in the reflected power by 39% (from 39% to 0.16% 

relative to the input power), and an increase in the transmitted power by 1.8% (from 4.5% to 6.3%).  

 The main motivation for this antireflection coating design has been to enhance the resolution of a 

non-invasive glucose sensor working at millimeter waves, where the 

metamaterial will be excited using patch antennas (1.5 x 1.5 mm in 

size) operating at 60 GHz. It is therefore essential to determine the 

performance of our previously proposed design [1] for a more realistic 

scenario where EM radiation is due to a patch antenna instead of plane 

waves. 

The antireflection coating metamaterial consists of a transversely 

repeating pattern of a multilayer metallodielectric unit cell, as designed 

in [1] for plane wave excitation. As a first step, we determine the 

minimum number of unit cells necessary for a finite metamaterial to 

resemble the performance of the infinitely periodic metamaterial under 

plane wave excitation. A set of full wave simulations consisting of 

metamaterial cells of varying extend and open boundary conditions 

were performed. The electric field results were collected using a 

 
Figure 1. Schematic of the setup. A 

patch antenna is used as an 

excitation source. This figure also 

shows the location of the electric 

probe. On the corner of the figure, 

under the probe, there is the front 

and back view of the metal crosses 

that are part of the metamaterial 

design. 
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dielectric probe located after the skin slab (see Figure 1). 

To quantify the performance of the metamaterials, two 

simulations were run for each case: I) metamaterial and skin, II) 

only skin. From these two simulations the relative power 

changes at the probe location were calculated to determine the 

effect produced by the metamaterial when it is added in front of 

the tissue. Three different metamaterial sizes were simulated: 

10x10, 20x20 and 30x30 unit cells. These were compared with a 

1x1 unit cell simulation (0.7 mm x 0.7 mm).  

Figure 2a shows that there is a relative increase in the power 

transmitted at 60 GHz when the metamaterial is added, as 

designed. This relative increase in transmission appears because 

of the antireflection effect produced at this frequency. The 

results shown that the 30x30 structure presents only 1.4% 

relative error in the metamaterial performance at 60 GHz 

compared to the 1x1 unit cell structure. The other two large 

structures, 10x10 and 20x20 unit cells, present larger errors, 

168.2% and 51.2% respectively. Therefore, a 30x30 unit cells 

metamaterial is going to be used for the simulations that use a 

patch antenna as excitation source. 

Subsequently, the 30x30 unit cell metamaterial was 

simulated using a patch antenna as an excitation source, placed 

5 mm away from the first metamaterial interface. Figure 2b 

presents the obtained results at the probe location. These results 

showed that a 39% relative power increase in transmission is 

also achieved around 60 GHz when using antennas.  

These results suggest that a 30x30 unit cell metamaterial 

produces reflections and transmissions enhancements that are 

comparable to the performance of an infinite cell structure in 

front of plane waves.   
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Figure 2. (a) Relative power changes at 

the probe location for four different 

metamaterial sizes: 1x1, 10x10, 20x20 and 

30x30 unit cells excited by plane wave. 

The 1x1 unit cell simulation was 

performed using infinitely periodic 

boundary conditions. The 10x10, 20x20 

and 30x30 simulations were performed 

using open boundary. (b)Relative power 

changes at the probe location for two 

different simulations, the infinite periodic 

unit cell structure of (a) and the 30x30unti 

cells structure excited by a patch antenna. 

(a) 

(b) 
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Abstract-Microwave imaging (MWI) is an attractive alternative technique for mamograph breast imaging. 
The procedures are comfortable, and the clinical system cost is a small fraction of the Magnetic resonance 
imaging (MRI), making it affordable for widespread screening. The procedures offer no hazards and the 
potential is significant for detecting very small tumors in early stages of cancer progress . The proposed 
configurations consist of 40  metamaterial array lenses, each array consist of 20 split ring resonator 
(SRR).Total of 800 SRR used to illuminate a proposed cylindrical breast model. To effectively test this 
configuration, a Finite-element Time-Domain (FETD) adaptive analysis is considered and is used to simulate 
the refocused backscattered microwave. The proposed system showed that tumors, as small as 2 mm in 
breast model, can be clearly detected. The modeling and simulation was performed in CST STUDIO SUITE 
electromagnetic simulation software. 
 
1.  INTRODUCTION 

 
Breast cancer become one of the most common cancers in women and recently in men. Fortunately, early 
detection and treatment can significantly improve the survival rate. Ultrasound, mammography and magnetic 
resonance imaging (MRI) are currently used clinically for breast cancer diagnosis [1]. However, these 
techniques have many limitations, such as high rate of missed detections, ionizing radiation (mamography), 
too expensive to be widely available, and so on. Compared with conventional mammography, microwave 
imaging of breast tumors is a nonionizing, potentially low-cost, comfortable and safe alternative [2]. The 
motivation for developing microwave (MW) imaging technique for detecting breast cancer is the significant 
change in contrast between normal vs. malignant breast tissue and the reduction of patient exposure rate to 
X-ray doses [3, 4]. The microwave breast tumor detection also has the potential to be both sensitive and 
specific, to detect small tumors, and to be less expensive than methods such as MRI. 

3. MICROWAVE IMAGING ADVANTAGES 

MW is electromagnetic waves with frequencies ranging from 300 MHz up to 30 GHz. The breast can easily 
be radiated from outside and is translucent to MW in this regime, up to a certain degree. 
MW radiation, as used in the screening process, contains insufficient energy to directly change biological 
tissue by ionization or similar effects, and consequently, is a very harmless radiation. Most of the studies 
conclude that it is perfectly safe for the human health [1,4].  
In response to the increasing interest in microwaves for breast cancer detection, new studies have been 
prepared and published recently containing and analyzing the breast data of a large group of patients [5-7]. 
The result of this work is that the contrast between the healthy and tumors tissue is lower than it was reported 
in earlier studies. In particular, the contrast in dielectric properties is less significant for breasts with higher 
content of dense fibroglandular tissue. Nevertheless, a majority of breasts can be classified as mostly 'fatty' 
(fatty tissue is from 3 up to 10 times less dense than fibbroglandular tissue), with approximately 70% of fatty 
and 30% of fibbroglandular tissue [9]. This important circumstance supports that in a majority of the cases, 
the possibility of the successful detection of very small tumors via microwave imaging exists.  

3. BREAST AND TUMOR CONFIGURATION AND DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES 

Knowing the dielectric properties of breast tissues and malignant tumors in the MW frequency range is 
necessary. Most of the reported studies found that there is a large change in contrast between normal and 
malignant breast tissues [9,10]. Water content level plays the major role in the value of dielectric properties 



                                                    

of tissue. Low water content tissues (such as fat) have lower conductivity and permittivity values. A large 
scale study of breast tissue dielectric properties revealed that the dielectric contrast is as large as 10:1 
between malignant and normal fat breast tissues. The normal breast has a complex tree-like architecture, 
composed of  fibroglandular and fatty tissues, surrounded by skin layer. Figure (1) illustrates a proposed 
cylindrical breast model (PCBM). Table (1) presents the main parameters of the PCBM [12-14], while table 
(2) shows the locations of introduced 11 tumors.   

 

 
 

       (a): 3D view of the PCBM.                                       (b): Location of 11 tumors in a breast model side view. 
                                    
                                           Figure 1: The proposed cylindrical breast model (PCBM). 
 
                                              Table 1: The parameters of the PCBM layers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 Table 2: Introduced tumor locations in the PCBM layers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      Parameter  
 

Layer                
Conductivity 

σ (S/m) 
Permittivity  

εr(F/m) 

Layer Dimension 
(mm) 

Skin 1.49 37.9 2 
Fat 0.7 10 100 

Tumor 1.20 43 table.2 

Fibroglandular 1.18 39 40 

      Parameters  
 

Tumors                
diameter location in the PCBM (mm) Breast 

(mm) X Y Z layer 

T1 2 0 -36 50 Fat 

T2 4 0 -29 -20 Fibroglandular 

T3 6 0 -22 -40 Fat 

T4 2 0 -15 30 Fat 

T5 3 0 -8 -10 Fibroglandular 
T6 8 30 -1 -30 Fat 
T7 4 -30 6 45 Fat 
T8 2 15 13 5 Fibroglandular 
T9 4 -30 20 -30 Fat 

T10 10 0 27 40 Fat 
T11 7 0 34 40 Fat 



                                                    

The proposed microwave imaging system is composed of two main structures, mainly an array antenna 
set and a left handed meta lenses set. From table.2 and figure 1.b, it is shown the presence of  three tumors in 
the Fibroglandular layer of dimensions 2 and 3 mm , and eight tumors in the fat layer of dimensions 2 to 10 
mm . The tumors T10 and T11 are inserted  in order to evaluate the potential of detection.  

4. PROTOTYPE MODEL STRUCTURE AND DESIGN  

It is necessary to construct a microwave imaging system able to transmit/receive (TR-RX) the scattered 
microwaves at one or more antennas. The purpose of this article is to develop a (TR-RX) medical microwave 
imaging system suitable for breast-cancer detection.  

4.1 ARRAY ANTENNA CONFIGURATION 

Figure (2) shows the front view layout of a rectangular microstrip patch antenna (RMSPA) with the 
patch and ground plane layers. The parameters of the rectangular patch antenna are shown in table (3).   

 

 
Figure 2: Front view of the proposed insert fed rectangular microstrip patch antenna (RMSPA). 

 
 
The following relations are used to determine the patch antenna dimensions [17]: 
 

            and                                𝐿 = 𝑐
2 𝑓𝑟 √𝜀𝑟

 (1) 

                 𝑊 =  𝑐
2𝑓𝑟

√ 2
𝜀𝑟+1

                    
 

(2) 
 

 
For  𝑓𝑟 = 1.18 GHz , 𝜀𝑟=4.3 and  𝑐 = 3 × 108, then L≈ 38 mm and W≈51mm. 
 
              Table 3: The parameters of the proposed insert fed rectangular microstrip patch antenna (RMSPA).  
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Parameter Description Dimension (mm) 
L length 38 
W width 51 
Lf Feed length 31.5 
Fi Insert feed length 12.5 
Wf Feed width 8.7 
Gpf Gap distance 1 
2L Substrate length 76 
2w Substrate width 102 
h Substrate thickness 4.5 



                                                    

 

To obtain full illumination of the PCBM model,  eight RMSPA are  used with 45o angles separation, as 
shown in figure 3.  

 

 

Figure 3: An eight RMSPA is used with 45o angles separation. 

4.2 PROPOSED METALENSES (MTL) 

4.2.1  LATTICE WIRE STRUCTURE 
In metamaterial (left handed material ) (LHM) , negative permittivity and negative permeability can be 

realized separately, negative permittivity materials exist in nature. Plasma media, e.g., all the metals, have 
negative permittivity up to the plasma frequency. However, the usage of solid metal in metamaterial is 
limited by the fact that the absolute value of the negative ε is too large at the target frequency. So, one must 
determine a method to scale the value of ε to a reasonable value on the order of -1. Usually the permittivity 
of a metal can be described by the Drude model [15]: 
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where ωc is the damping frequency and ωp is the plasma frequency given by :  
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where n is the electron concentration and meff  is the effective mass of free electrons. 

The plasma frequency is extremely high in metals, therefore, not suitable for metamaterial. However Pendry 
had proposed a wire array structure of periodically arranged "infinite" long wires with separation, a, and 
radius, r , as shown in figure (4) , which can significantly decrease the plasma frequency and realize negative 
permittivity ε ≈-1 at MW frequencies. 

 

Figure 4: The metallic wire array structure. 



                                                    

Thus, the plasmon frequency, ωpn, of the wire array is completely controllable via the geometrical parameters 
and is given by :  

                                                            
)/ln(

2
2

2
2

raa

c
pn

S
Z                                                       (5) 

where c is the speed of light in vacuum, r is the radius of wire, and a is the lattice constant. 

4.2.2 SPLIT RING RESONATOR UNIT CELL AND ARRAY CONFIGURATION 

Although negative permittivity can be realized by a plasmon medium such as metallic structures, one cannot 
achieve the negative medium, due to the fact that no material exists in nature with both negative permittivity 
and permeability. Subsequently, Pendry had proposed a split ring resonator (SRR) design [16], which can 
provide a narrow frequency band with negative permeability under certain polarization of incident EM wave. 
If an incident EM wave is applied with a magnetic field, (H), perpendicular to the plane of SRR, circular 
currents will be induced on both the inner and outer rings, and also charges will accumulate across the gaps 
in both the inner and outer rings, respectively. Thus, each individual SRR acts as a series LRC circuit with 
the inductance, (L), of the rings and the capacitance, (C), between the two rings, table(4) and figure (5) show 
the parameters and construction of SRR.  
 

Table 4 : The parameters of the proposed SRR. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Single unit cell of the used  SRR. 

 

The effective permeability, μeff , can be approximated as [16] : 
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Parameter Description Dimension (mm) 

𝑟𝑖 inner  ring radius 2.5 

𝑟𝑜 outer ring radius 3.6 

d space between inner and outer rings 0.2 

g gap of the rings 0.2 

w thickness of rings 0.9 

ax unit cell lattice constant in X axis 8.8 

ay unit cell lattice constant in Y axis 8.8 

t substrate thickness 2.5 
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Both ωm and Γm are functions of the geometric parameters, (a, d, and r) and the conductivity, (σ), of the 
metal. 

 

4.2.3 THE STRUCTURE OF THE PROPOSED METALENSES (MTL) 

A metamaterial ring design consists of periodically arranged 20 copper SRR unit cells which are supposed to 
surround the PCBM, with a separation equals to the substrate thickness = 1.6 mm, so the total depth of the 
SRR array is 50 mm which equal to the depth of the PCBM  to achieve full volume focusing of the PCBM. 
Figure (6) shows the structure of the proposed SRR array. 

 

 

(a)                                                                                    (b) 

                               Figure 6: (a) Single SRR array , (b) Metalens ring consisting of 40 SRR.              

Figure 7.a shows the focusing pattern of a MW ray emitted from an eight RMSPA with 45o angel separation 
inside the PCBM and the corresponding two focal spots, F1 in the left handed material (LHM)  and F2 in the 
PCBM. Figure 7.b illustrates side view of MW breast cancer detection system based on image slices 
technique and shows the slices distribution along a PCBM of 100 mm height. Accordingly, the PCBM is 
divided into 11 slices depending on the metalens length in the direction of scanning (ay=8.8 mm). The  
movable ring shaped metalens starts moving from y=0 towards the chest wall, precisely the scanning process 
ends when the metalens reaches the full height of the PCBM  8.8mm × 11 slices ≈ 100 mm. 

 

 

 

 

  
(a): Plan view (b): Slices side view 

Figure 7 : PCBM,SRR Lens Array and RMSPA. 



                                                    

4.2 DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED PROTOTYPE 

 

 
Figure 8: The proposed MIS prototype. 

  
 

Table 5 : The proposed MIS prototype parts 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5. TUMORS DETECTION 
 
5.1 SIMULATION RESULTS  
 
 Full illumination of breast under detection is achieved using the new MW imaging slices technique. The 
system offers easy in-depth scanning, high-resolution imaging and tumor early detection. Tumors as small as 
2 mm in fat layer or fibroglandular layer can be clearly detected due to changes in their dielectric properties, 
which show a distinguished contrast from the surrounding normal tissue. The modeling and simulation is 
performed using CST STUDIO SUITE electromagnetic simulation software. Figure 9  shows the electric 
field distributions in PBM containing 11 spherical tumors of different diameters. slice 1 distinguishes  tumor 
of diameter  2mm T1 located in fat layer at Z=50mm and depth Y=-36mm and  tumor T2 of diameter 4mm 
appears in slice 2 in fibroglandular layer at Z=-20 and depth Y=-29. Tumor of diameter 6mm T3 appears in 
slice 3 and located in the fat layer at Z=-40mm and depth Y=-22mm, also in slice 4, tumor T4 of diameter 
2mm appears in the fat layer at Z=-30 and Y=-15. slice 5  shows the existence of  tumor T5 with diameter 
3mm in the fibroglandular layer  at Z=-10mm and depth Y=-8mm ,also in slice 6  tumor T6 appears with 
diameter 8mm in the fat layer at X= 30mm ,Z=-30mm and depth Y=6mm. slice 7 distinguishes  tumor of 
diameter  4mm T7 located in fat layer  at X=-30, Z=45mm and depth Y=6mm, and  tumor T8 of diameter 
2mm appears in slice 8 in fibroglandular layer at X=15, Z=5 and depth Y=13. Three more tumors  T9,T10 
and T11 on fat layer can be clearly detected in slices 9,10,11. 

No Name No Name 
1 Patient 10 Coupling medium container 
2 Breast 11 Coupling medium 
3 Imaging chamber 12 MW transmitter 
4 Ring shaped metalens         13 Backscattered wave collector   

5 Microstrip patch antennas 14 Circulator 

6 Screening table 15 Transceiver unit 
7 Motor & movement counter 16 Amplifier 

8 Coupling medium sensor 17 Timing and Control unit / Data  
processing 

9 Pump 18 Display 



                                                    

 

 
 

Figure 8:  Filming of  the 11 tumors.  
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CONCLUSION  

Breast cancer is a globally major health problem for women, causing 13.9% of the yearly female death. 
There is growing need for engineers and physicists to concentrate and develop devices specifically suitable 
for early diagnosis of breast cancer and continuous monitoring of the uncontrolled growth of the malignant 
cells. Microwave imaging is an efficient diagnostic tool for non-invasively visualizing dielectric properties 
of non-metallic bodies. The basic principle behind the cancer detection is, a small change in the water 
content of biological tissues produces changes in the permittivity (ℇ) and conductivity (σ) values of the 
tissues. The malignant cells have significantly higher water content than normal tissues. Hence the 
permittivity and the conductivity of the tumor are higher than those ones of a normal tissue at microwave 
frequencies.   
 Metamaterials are key components of the active field of research in the past decade which has potential 
application in healthcare, their electromagnetic properties altered to something beyond what can be found in 
nature. Hence metamaterials have been attracted great interest among MW engineers and physicists, due to 
showing exotic EM properties at microwave frequencies. By developing microwave devices and combining 
it with structures inspired by metamaterials, it can lead to a very cost-effective device that can localize with 
high precision an abnormality within the human body. Considering the fact that malignant tumors generally 
have larger scattering cross-sections than the comparably sized normal breast tissue. A new design for breast 
cancer detection system is proposed based on image slices technique, by combining multi-point source MWI 
system to achieve full illumination of breast under detection with movable ring shaped metamaterial 
structure consisting of 40 arrays of 20 metallic metamaterial split-ring resonators (SRRs) surrounding a 
layered beast (according to the large majority of female breast tissue structures, fat 70% , fibroglandular 
30%) . The New MW imaging method for early detection of breast cancer using the proposed metamaterial 
offering easy in-depth scanning, high-resolution for detection and imaging, scanning a merged focal spot of 
area under detection and screening the backscattered MW refocused by the proposed method. The system 
shows that tumors as small as 2 mm on fat layer and fibroglandular layer can be clearly detected due changes 
in their dielectric properties, which shows a distinguished contrast from the surrounding normal tissue. 
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Demonstration of true electromagnetically induced transparency

in a metamaterial
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Abstract— We propose a way to realize electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) in
a metamaterial. The incidence of auxiliary electromagnetic waves renders the metamaterial
transparent exactly in the same way as the case of original EIT effect in an atomic medium. We
show the design of the metamaterial loaded with nonlinear capacitances and demonstrate the
EIT effect in the metamaterial in microwave region.

Electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) effect has been investigated in atomic physics
to realize extremely slow-light propagation and to store light in a medium by dynamical modulation
of the group velocity. The EIT effect is a nonlinear optical phenomenon, which renders opaque
medium transparent for a probe light by the incidence of an auxiliary light, called control light. The
transparent region is quite narrow and the group velocity of light is significantly reduced. It is also
possible to realize the narrow transparency and resulting slow-light propagation in metamaterials,
and various types of metamaterials with EIT-like property have been proposed and demonstrated
[1, 2]. Recently, we proposed a metamaterial with EIT-like property controlled by DC electric
field and demonstrated the storage of electromagnetic waves in the metamaterial [3]. However,
the EIT-like effects, or the sharp transparency and slow-light effect, are implemented in a different
way from the original EIT effect in atomic systems. In this paper, we propose a metamaterial,
which realizes true EIT effect in that an auxiliary electromagnetic wave, or control light, induces
transparency [4].

In order to realize the true EIT effect, nonlinear elements are required, because the EIT effect is
induced by nonlinear interaction between a probe light and a control light. For the demonstration in
microwave region, we utilize nonlinear capacitors called varactor diodes whose capacitance depends
on the applied voltage. Figure 1(a) shows a unit cell of the metamaterial. This structure has three
resonant modes as shown in Figs. 1(b)(c)(d), which are referred to as a radiative mode, a trapped
mode, and a control mode, respectively. These three modes oscillating different resonant frequencies
are coupled through three-wave mixing owing to the nonlinearity of the capacitors. As a result,
the probe light and the control light interfere in the metamaterial, and the absorption of the probe
light is suppressed. Figure 1(e) shows the transmission spectra for probe light without the control
light (left) and with 11dBm control light (right). It is confirmed that the opaque metamaterial
becomes transparent in a narrow spectral region by the incidence of the control light. The width
of the transparent region can be controlled by the power of the control light. In addition, we can
control the position of the transparent region by changing the frequency of the control light, and
the transmission spectrum shows asymmetric shape unique to Fano resonance.
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Figure 1: (a) Unit structure. (b) Radiative mode. (c) Trapped mode. (d) Control mode. (e) Transmission
spectra with or without the control wave.



We have demonstrated the proof-of-principle experiment concerned with true EIT effect in the
metamaterial for the first time, using the nonlinearity of the varactor diodes. The basic idea of
three-mode coupling via three-wave mixing could be applied for higher frequency regions. The con-
trollability of the EIT effect by propagating electromagnetic waves is quite important for practical
applications including the storage of light, and various properties unique to atomic EIT systems
can be also implemented in the metamaterial.
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Abstract-We developed a novel nanofabrication technology of 3D metamaterials based on 

focused-ion-beam irradiation-induced folding of thin film, which can similarly constructed 3D 

free-standing nanostructures in the research and development of photonics. The optical 

characteristics of 3D plasmonic ‘‘nanograters’’ composed of free-standing Au films was studied, 

and the unusual and well-scalable Fano resonances at wavelengths ranging from 1.6 to 6.4 mm 

were observed.  

 

The 3D metamaterials (MMs) can realize the effective constituent properties and be tuned in all propagation 

directions at various frequencies. Specially, nanoscaled 3D MMs responded at higher frequencies, such as in the 

infrared and visible regimes, remains an active focus of research. Many 3D nanofabrication technologies have 

been developed in decades, such as layer-by-layer stacking, multilayer electroplating, direct laser writing and 

ion-beam irradiation, etc. However, the fabrication technology of nanoscale 3D MMs with a hierarchical 

geometry remains challenging. Here, we developed a fabrication method of focused-ion-beam (FIB) folding of 

metallic cantilevers to construct self-supporting 3D MMs. The fabrication process employed FIB nanopatterning 

combined with in situ irradiation-induced folding of metallic thin-film structures. The result indicated that this 

method can be used to produce complex 3D metamaterials with ease and is also feasible for the production of 2D 

arrays of millimeter-sized 3D elements, which have practical uses in many optical applications. 

Our works focused on metamaterials of U-type nanograters consisting of an array of vertical U-shape 

splitring resonator patterns standing along an edge of horizontal subwavelength rectangular holes. The 3D 

metamaterials exhibited scalable unusual Fano resonances, a very strong dependence on the refractive index of 

the surrounding medium, with a high refractive index sensitivity, was observed. These suggested that the local 

modifications to the phase and amplitude of the light wave front on a subwavelength scale induced by the 

nanograter structures profoundly influence the propagation of the incoming light, thereby suggesting that such 

nanostructures may be applied in a wide range of optical applications, including high-performance plasmonic 

sensing.  
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Abstract— We demonstrate why nonlinear frequency generation, e.g. second harmonic gen-
eration and four-wave mixing, can be enhanced via interference of conversion paths. We derive
a single equation for the amplitude of the generated nonlinear oscillations. On this equation we
show that cancellation in the denominator gives rise to conversion enhancement. We utilize this
phenomenon to obtain further enhancement using interference of the multiple conversion paths.

Fano resonances on the linear response are shown to enhance the lifetime of plasmon oscillations
and can lead to enhanced florescence of the molecules [1, 2]. Enhancement in the plasmon lifetime
leads to the observation of spaser [3] —surface plasmon amplification by stimulated emission of
radiation. Fano resonances in plasmonic materials are also shown to enhance the degree of the
quantum entanglement [4].

Besides the linear response, Fano resonances are shown to enhance and suppress the nonlinear
frequency conversion processes [5, 6]. 2 to 3 orders of magnitude enhancement can be achieved
on top of the enhancement due to field localization [6, 7]. We explicitly demonstrate —on an
expression for the steady-state SHG amplitude— how the presence of a Fano resonance leads to
cancellation of nonresonant terms in a SHG process. Cancellation in the denominator gives rise
to enhancement in the nonlinearity. The explicit demonstration, we present here, guides one to a
method for achieving even larger enhancement factors by introducing additional coupling terms.
The method is also applicable to Fano resonances induced by all-plasmonic couplings [8], which are
easier to control in experiments.

choose ωeg such that
imag part 𝑖(𝜔2 − 2𝜔) 0

Figure 1: A quick demonstration of how cancellation in the denominator enhances the second harmonic
generated plasmons, that is |�̃2|2. �eg (�eg) is the level spacing (spectral width) of the quantum-emitter
(QE), f2 is the MNP-QE coupling strength, �2 (�2) is the resonance plasmon frequency (damping rate) of
the MNP converter into which SHG take place, y is the population inversion in the QE, �(2) is proportional
with the nonlinear susceptibility.
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Abstract- The fabrication of plasmonic nanostructures using up-scalable and cost-efficient 

processes is reported. Their optical response features the characteristic Fano lineshape, which 

allows them to generate strong structural colors. Wafer-scale fabrication and process compatibility 

with roll-to-roll embossing are demonstrated, which paves the road towards their industrial 

implementation. These plasmonic nanostructures are expected to be used in particular for 

anticounterfeiting, optical security and solar light management. 
 

The Fano lineshape takes it origin from the interference between a spectrally narrow resonance and a broad 

continuum. It became of high interest in the past few years in plasmonics thanks in particular to its high 

modulation depth [1]. Plasmonic resonators combining highly contrasted spectra with light confinement at the 

nanoscale are obtained using Fano resonances and numerous application opportunities are foreseen. However, 

the control of the Fano lineshape is technologically highly demanding and the up-scalability of the fabrication 

processes of such complex plasmonic nanostructures remains a challenge. 

Here, the fabrication of plasmonic nanostructures using up-scalable and cost-efficient processes is reported. 

Their optical response features the characteristic Fano lineshape, which allows them to generate strong structural 

colors. No etching or lift-off processes are needed. Wafer-scale fabrication and process compatibility with 

roll-to-roll embossing are demonstrated, which paves the road towards their industrial implementation. 

Ultra-violet nanoimprint lithography (UV-NIL) combined with two tilted evaporations of aluminum or gold 

are used to generate plasmonic nanostructures at visible wavelengths [2]. These structures have the shape of 

hollow nanowires and generate a strong response in most of the visible spectrum thanks to a highly modulated 

Fano lineshape. Similar plasmonic nanowires are fabricated using hot embossing of stretchable polyurethane 

substrates [3]. The observed Fano lineshape is very sensitive to the spacing between the wires and responds to 

strain with a spectral shift as well as an attenuation of the resonance amplitude. A clearly visible color change 

from purple to green is achieved through optimization of the structural parameters, which enables colorimetric or 

even visual sensing with possibility of a remote read-out using e.g. a camera. 

In another family of devices, a single tilted evaporation of aluminum generates an array of plasmonic 

nanolamellas [4]. The strong coupling between localized and propagating plasmon resonances leads to 

characteristic Fano lineshape with tunable spectral positions and widths. Distinct colors covering the entire 

visible spectrum are generated by tuning the structural parameters. The asymmetry of nanolamellas gives rise to 

a strong color rendering effect with broken symmetry, for which colors are observed only at a particular tilt 

angle. In particular, this unique visual effect is foreseen to be implemented in anticounterfeiting, optical security 

and solar light management. 
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Abstract— We show for a model Hamiltonian that the interference of the first and second
order pole of the Greens function at an exceptional point, as well as the interference of the first
order poles in the vicinity of the exceptional point, gives rise to asymmetric scattering cross
section profiles which are well described by the Beutler-Fano formula, and thus are genuine Fano
resonances. An outlook to possible applications in optics is given.

While Fano resonances were first discovered in atomic physics [1, 2], they also appear in cross
sections in nuclear physics and are called Feshbach resonances [3]. Their characteristic features
are asymmetric line shapes, caused by the interaction between a discrete state and a continuum of
states, as described by the formula derived by Fano in his landmark work in 1961 [4]. In this work
we take a fundamental perspective on Fano resonances and investigate how they can be understood
to be the result of coalescing resonances at a so-called exceptional point [5, 6, 7, 8], i.e. points
in a physical parameter space at which two resonances pass through a branch point singularity
as functions of these parameters. As a consequence the energies and the wave functions become
identical.

Similar to the well-established description of an isolated resonance by a pole in the complex plane
of the scattering function, an exceptional point is characterized by an additional second-order pole.
The interference of the first- and second-order poles gives locally, i.e. close to the resonance energy,
raise to Fano profiles [8], which we demonstrate in this work numerically by means of an elementary
matrix model [9]. However, the result is not restricted to an exact realization of an exceptional
point. Indeed, we can show that in the vicinity of an exceptional point the interference of the
two first-order poles generated by the two almost coalescing resonances leads to exactly the same
e�ect. Thus, we can state that exceptional points constitute genuine Fano resonances. Moreover,
the cross sections can globally be described by the Beutler-Fano formula, if energy-dependent Fano
parameters are introduced.

Fano line shapes created in the vicinity or at exceptional points have shown to be important
for the sensitivity of optical detectors. The signal produced by perturbations of an evanescent
light field of optical resonators can be enhanced by several orders of magnitude if the cavities are
operated close to an exceptional point [10, 11].
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Abstract- We demonstrate the capability of forming the single-nanometer-sized optical vortex 

fields using designed plasmonic nanostructures. The orbital and spin angular momenta provided by 

a Laguerre-Gaussian beam are transferred to localized plasmons of a metal multimer structure and 

then confined into a nano-gap. Nano-scale position dependent Fano resonance spectra are observed, 

which are caused by interference of multiple vortex modes having different angular momenta.  

 

The Laguerre-Gaussian (LG) beam, called as optical vortex, that possesses helical wave-front and doughnut 

beam profile has recently attracted significant attention because of the unique characteristics of carrying the 

orbital angular momentum in addition to the spin angular momentum corresponding to circular polarization. 

Recently, we demonstrated that multipolar plasmons of metal nano-disks can be selectively excited by 

circularly-polarized optical vortex beams [1]. The orbital and spin angular momenta are transferred from 

LG-mode photons to localized plasmons. This plasmonic field localized by the nano-disk just corresponds to the 

whispering gallery mode (WGM), where the angular mode number is determined by the total angular momentum 

of the LG beam. Unfortunately, the mode volume of this plasmonic resonator is sub-micrometer dimension that 

is restricted by the diffraction limit of the surface plasmon wave [2].  

In order to realize the WGM nano-cavity, we design the tailored plasmonic structure consisting of metal 

multimer surrounding a single-nanometer-sized gap (Fig. 1). This metal structure makes it possible to localize 

the optical vortex field into the nanogap space with conserving the high-order orbital and spin angular momenta. 

We discussed on the relation between the degrees of freedom in the multimer structure and the transferable 

angular momenta, i.e., the angular mode number of the 

WGM nanocavity. By mixing multiple LG-modes of the 

excitation beam, the nano-vortex fields having different 

WGM modes interfere with each other, which result in 

Fano resonances [3,4]. The characteristic spectra of the 

Fano resonances are observed within the nano-gap, and 

the line shape drastically varies depending on the 

nano-scale position. We also demonstrate efficient and 

selective excitation of the optical forbidden states in an 

artificial molecule placed in the nano-vortex fields.  
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Fig. 1 The electric field of the incident LG beam 

(left), the plasmonic multimer structure (middle), 

and the nano-sized optical vortex field (right). 
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Abstract— A critical aspect of quantum mechanics is the nonlocal nature of the wavefunction,
a characteristic that may yield unexpected coupling of nominally isolated systems. The capacity
to detect this coupling can be vital in many situations, especially those in which its strength is
weak. In this work we demonstrate an approach to such detection by making use of one of the
most ubiquitous of wave-interference phenomena, namely the Fano resonance. The focus of this
joint experimental and theoretical work is on demonstrating a novel form of nonequilibrium Fano
resonance, that is very di�erent in nature to the usual (quasi-equilibrium) implementations of
this phenomenon. The essential idea of our approach is to exploit the strong sensitivity of the
Fano resonance to the presence of additional transmission pathways, as a means to identify the
coupling of some host system to an intruder. Crucially, our nonequilibrium scheme allows us to
detect the presence of hidden components within some system, even while they remain invisible

in near-equilibrium transport. For a proof-of-concept demonstration of this phenomenon, we
implement an electron-wave interferometer from mesoscopic quantum point contacts. The wave-
based origins of the Fano resonance imply, however, that our scheme should be widely realizable
across a variety of physical platforms.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT

FRs are observed in wave systems in which the transmission from an initial to a final state is
governed by the interference between a continuum and a narrow level. Broadly realized in a variety
of systems [1, 2, 3], the essential features of the Fano geometry are indicated schematically in
Fig. 1(a). This shows a problem in which waves propagate between points A and B (in some
configuration space), with the transmission either occurring directly (matrix element w) or being
mediated (with matrix element v) by a discrete level (D) that serves as an intermediate state. In
this doubly-connected geometry, resultant wave interference causes the transmission (T ) to exhibit
a rapidly-varying resonant modulation (Fig. 1(a), right panel), as the energy (or frequency) of
the incoming wave is swept through that of the discrete level. The lineshape of the resonance
takes a universal form whose profile is determined by an asymmetry parameter (q), which in turn is
governed by the matrix elements w and v [1, 2]. Dependent upon the value of q a variety of di�erent
lineshapes may be obtained, ranging from Lorentzian (q = 1) and near-symmetric (q � 1) forms,
to fully antisymmetric (q ⇠ 1) and “window” resonances (or antiresonances, with q = 0). The
capacity to manipulate the form of the FR via its asymmetry parameter, combined with the ability
to very e�ectively modulate the transmission of an incident wave, are the features that make this
phenomenon of such interest for use in the various applications alluded to above.

In this work we describe a form of nonequilibrium Fano resonance (NEFR), which we observe
in a mesoscopic system in which the two-path Fano interferometer is already established under
equilibrium conditions. By monitoring the distortions of its FR that arise when the system is
subjected to strong nonequilibrium electrical driving (see Fig.1(b), right panel), we are able to
infer the presence of coupling between the Fano interferometer and an additional continuum. The
realization of this phenomenon in an all-electrically-controlled scenario and we provide combined
experimental and theoretical assessment of our observations.

The generalized concept of the NEFR is indicated schematically in Fig. 1(b). In this relatively-
straightforward extension of Fig. 1(a), the usual two-path Fano interferometer (see, also, the left
schematic of Fig. 1(c)) is modified by coupling it (with matrix element t) to an additional continuum
(I). As we indicate in the right schematic of Fig. 1(c), this intruder [4] continuum is taken to be
separated energetically from the discrete level by an energy detuning �. In a situation in which
mono-energetic waves are injected into the system to realize an equilibrium FR (at E = E

o

), the



Figure 1: (a) Shown left is a schematic representation of the standard two-path FR, while on the right we
represent the possible variation of transmission as a function of energy (E) for such a system. The lineshape
of the resonance reflects the relative values of the matrix elements w and v, which in this case are shown
to yield a weakly asymmetric peak. (b) The schematic on the left indicates the situation in which the Fano
system of (a) is coupled to an additional, intruder, continuum (I). On the right we sketch the expected
variation of T (E) for this system. The dotted line represents the FR in the absence of the intruder, while
the solid line indicates the lineshape distortion that can be induced by the coupling to I. (c) The left panel
is a schematic representation of the energy alignment in the standard FR. The host continuum connects
points A and B and is coupled to the discrete level (D) by the matrix element v. A FR results when
mono-energetic waves are injected into the system with an energy close to E

o

. The right panel shows the
corresponding alignment relevant to discussions of the NEFR. Here, the host is coupled to the discrete level
and the intruder (I), with respective matrix elements v and t. The NEFR occurs when waves with a spread
of energies, ranging from E

o

to E
o

+�, are simultaneously injected into the system to access both D and I.
The dotted line in the figure indicates the energy alignment of the intruder.

intruder will therefore be energetically inaccessible and will consequently not participate in the
resonant interference. However, if waves are injected into the same system with a spread of energy,
chosen such that it matches the value of the detuning (�), transmission via both the discrete level
and the intruder can be activated simultaneously (see Fig. 1(c)). Under such conditions, a three-
path interferometer is established and it is this modification to the Fano geometry that results in
the distortion of the resonance that we indicate schematically in Fig. 1(b). The NEFR therefore
provides a means to detect the coupling of the host to the intruder; put more simply, it allows us to
detect the presence of hidden components within a Fano system, even when they are undetectable
in near-equilibrium transmission.
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Abstract—We study generalizations of the Fano line shape that describe the scattering am-
plitude as a function of several variables. In particular, we obtain simple approximations for the
transmission coe�cient of guided-mode resonant (GMR) gratings as a function of both frequency
and in-plane wave vector components of the incident wave. The approximations take into ac-
count symmetries of the structure, causality and energy conservation conditions. The proposed
theory describes angular tolerances of GMR filters and spatio-temporal pulse transformations
implemented by GMR gratings.

Resonances in various optical structures are usually described in terms of the Fano line shape.
Conventional Fano line shape provides a simple relation for the scattering amplitude as a function
of a single argument (either angular or spatial frequency of the incident light) [1]:

T (�) = t+
b

� � �p
. (1)

Here T is the complex scattering amplitude, � is the incident light’s angular frequency, �p is the
complex frequency of the eigenmode. Of particular interest is studying Fano resonances, taking
several arguments into account. In paper [1] resonances in subwavelength di�raction gratings were
studied, considering the scattering amplitude as a function of both in-plane wave vector k

x

and
grating thickness h. In papers [2, 3] the authors obtained simple expressions for the grating’s
transmission coe�cient as a function of both k

x

and �.
In the present work, we study optical properties of guided-mode resonant gratings (or photonic

crystal slabs; see Fig. 1(a)). We consider di�erent generalizations of the Fano line shape that take
into account light’s angular frequency � and in-plane wave-vector components, k

x

and k
y

. We also
study the consequences of symmetry, causality, reciprocity and energy conservation law.
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Figure 1. (a) Guided-mode resonant grating. (b) Transmission coe�cient |T (k
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,�)|2: calculated using
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The spatio-temporal formulation of the coupled mode theory provides the most intuitive way to
obtain the following �–k

x

Fano line shape for guided-mode gratings [4]:

T (k
x

,�) = t
v2gk

2
x

+ (� � �z)(� � �p2)

v2gk
2
x

+ (� � �p1)(� � �p2)
. (2)

Here T is the grating’s complex transmission coe�cient; vg is the mode’s group velocity; �z is
the zero of the scattering amplitude at k

x

= 0; �p1 and �p2 are the complex frequencies of the
modes of the structure (at k

x

= 0). Note that at fixed k
x

Eq. (2) can be represented as T (�) =
t + b1/(� � �

p

) + b2/(� � �
q

), which is a form of Eq. (1) for two Fano resonances. Similarly, at
fixed � Eq. (2) can also be represented as conventional two-resonance Fano line shape (with the
argument k

x

). Hence Eq. (2) can be referred to as the generalization of the Fano line shape (1).
Let us note that Eq. (2) was obtained taking into account the symmetry of the structure [4] and

it satisfies the causality condition [5]. Besides, one can write the special form of Eq. (2) that takes
into account the energy conservation law [5].

We considered the guided-mode resonant grating (see Fig. 1(a)) with the following parameters:
period d = 1000 nm, height h = 700 nm, fill-factor f = 4/5, surrounding medium refractive index
ns = 1, grating permittivity �gr = 2. The left part of Fig. 1(b) shows the rigorously calculated
transmission coe�cient of the grating. The approximated transmission coe�cient (2) (right part of
Fig. 1(b)) is in good agreement with the rigorously calculated one. In particular, the approximation
error does not exceed 0.1 in the |k

x

| < 4� 10�4 nm�1, � � [1.5, 1.65]� 1015 s�1 area. According to
Fig. 1(b), approximation (2) describes such optical phenomena as “bright” and “dark” resonances,
and mode coupling.

The coupled mode theory used to obtain Eq. (2) considers two coupled unidirectional wave
equations for dispersive medium [4]. The use of paraxial unidirectional wave equations allows one
to obtain the transmission coe�cient as a function of �, k

x

and k
y

. This �–k
x

–k
y

Fano line shape
describes angular properties of guided-mode resonant gratings, taking into account the polarization
of the incident light and the polarization of the excited mode. Another generalization of the Fano
line shape can be formulated for magneto-optical structures: the analysis of the symmetries of the
structure allows one to include structure’s magnetization as an argument of Eq. (2). This approach
can be used to explain resonant magneto-optical e�ects in magnetized guided-mode gratings.

In conclusion, we obtained generalizations of the Fano line shape that describe the transmission
coe�cient of guided-mode resonant gratings, taking into account both frequency and direction of the
incident light. These line shapes are obtained taking symmetry, causality and energy conservation
law into account. The proposed theory can be used to describe angular tolerances of guided-
mode resonant filters. Other applications include spatio-temporal pulse shaping using guided-mode
resonant gratings [6], and describing magneto-optical properties of guided-mode resonant gratings.
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Abstract-We discuss various aspects of Fano effects in hyrid nanostructures made of metallic 

nanoparticles, semiconductor quantum dots and molecules. The interaction between excitons and 

plasmons leads to the formation of the hybrid exciton. Moreover, the interference between the 

exciton and plasmon channels leads to the nonlinear Fano effect, which appears in the strong field 

regime and can be tuned by the incident field. The Fano effect in nanoparticle arrays with near field 

interaction and collective behavior has also been addressed.  
 

Modern nanotechnology opens the possibility of combining nanocrystals of various materials with very 

different characteristics in one superstructure. Here we present semiclassical and complete quantum theories on 

the optical properties of nanocomplex composed of semiconductor quantum dots, molecules, and metallic 

nanoparticles. Excitons and plasmons in such hybrid structures become strongly coupled, which leads to the 

formation of new excitation-the hybrid exciton with interaction renormalized frequency and lifetime. Moreover, 

the interference between the exciton channel and plasmon channel leads to the nonlinear Fano effect, which 

appears in the strong field regime and can be tuned by the incident field1. The usual linear Fano effect is 

recovered in the weak field limit. We establish the relation between quantum and semiclassical theory2. The 

combination of the nonlinearity of exciton and plasmon leads to a transition from saturated absorption to 

anti-saturated absorption3.  

The collective dynamics in nanoparticle arrays, such as metallic nanoparticle dimer chains, may lead to new 

features. The strong near field in the dimer gap and the far field interactions among the metallic nanoparticles 

lead to anomalous collective hotspots with dual enhancement of the electromagnetic field. In particular, the 

interference between the incident field and the induced internal field leads to Fano-type effect with Wood 

anomaly related destructive interference and the strong resonance with an extremely narrow width. Our 

systematic study shows that the correlation between the local structure and the global structure leads to an 

optimal orientation of the dimer for the largest gap field enhancement4.  
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Abstract-Fano resonances arising from coupling between the surface plasmon polariton and planar 

waveguide modes supported by multilayer planar structures are studied theoretically and 

experimentally. Sharp Fano resonances with high Q values in angle-scan attenuated total reflection 

(ATR) spectra are theoretically predicted and confirmed experimentally. The multilayer structures 

can easily be fabricated without nanofabrication techniques and allow potential applications in 

sensing and enhanced spectroscopy. 
 

In spite of the intensive work done to generate Fano lineshapes in plasmonic nanostructures and 

metamaterials, the fabrication of the nanostructures is not always easy and time consuming, preventing their real 

applications. Here, we present theoretical and experimental results on Fano lineshapes generated in simple planar 

multilayer systems that do not require nanofabrication techniques. 

The structure studied and it’s analogy with coupled harmonic 

oscillators are shown in Fig.1. The structure is a combination of a 

metal-dielectric interface, which supports surface plasmon 

polariton (SPP) modes, and a waveguide structure, which 

supports planar waveguide (PWG) modes. Based on the 

electromagnetic (EM) theory, we have shown that the structure 

allows coupling between SPP and PWG modes when the optical 

constants and the thicknesses of the layers are appropriately 

chosen [1,2]. The layer of dielectric 1 acts as a spacer layer and 

the coupling strength can be controlled by its thickness. A 

remarkable consequence of the coupling is the appearance of the 

Fano resonance and plasmon-induced transparency (PIT) in the 

angle-scan attenuated total reflection (ATR) spectra [1,2]. Results of EM calculations can be well reproduced by 

the mechanical model of two coupled oscillators as schematically shown in Fig.1 (b). The Fano lineshape is 

much narrower than the conventional SPP resonance, implying that the proposed structure is very much 

promising for realizing optical sensors with high sensitivities.  

To demonstrate experimentally the generation of the Fano lineshape in the proposed structure, we fabricated 

the sample schematically shown in Fig. 2 and performed angle-scan ATR measurements using a 632.8 nm line 

of a He-Ne laser [3]. The sample consists of a 45 nm thick Ag film prepared by vacuum evaporation, a 

 
Fig.1 (a) Structure studied and (b) analogy with 

coupled harmonic oscillators. 
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fluoropolymer Cytop layer and a PMMA layer spin coated successively onto the 

Ag film. The sample attached to a SF11 prism was mounted on a rotating stage 

and the reflectance was measured as a function of the incident angle. The 

polarization of the incident light was set to the p-polarization. Figure 3 (a) shows 

an ATR spectrum obtained for a sample without the Cytop spacer layer. The 

thickness of the PMMA layer was estimated to be d = 1790 nm. The sample can 

be regarded as a metal-clad waveguide and exhibits sharp dips corresponding to 

the TM0 and TM1 PWG modes as well as a broad dip corresponding to the SPP 

resonance. For this metal-clad waveguide structure, the coupling between the SPP 

and PWG modes is not achieved because their propagation constants do not 

coincide and the resonances are separated from each other.  

The introduction of a Cytop spacer layer (estimated 

thickness of t= 400 nm) allows the coupling and leads to a 

pronounced Fano resonance located around 55° in Fig. 3(b). 

The Fano resonance is due to the coupling between the SPP 

mode at the Ag/Cytop interface and the TM0 PWG mode 

supported by the PMMA layer (d= 920 nm) surrounded by the 

Cytop layer and air. Figure 3(c) demonstrates that the 

experimental line shape (dots) can be fitted very well to the 

Fano lineshape function (black solid line). A Q factor calculated 

from the fitting parameters is as high as ~350. The experimental 

spectra in Figs. 3 (a) and (b) are fairly well reproduced by the 

EM calculations presented by blue solid lines.  

We demonstrated both theoretically and experimentally the 

generation of sharp Fano resonances in simple planar multilayer 

structures. Our results may open a new avenue for realizing 

optical sensors with extremely high sensitivities and enhanced 

spectroscopies with extremely high enhancement factors.  
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Fig.2 Sample prepared for 

ATR measurements.

Fig.3 (a) ATR spectrum obtained for a 
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the experimental points. 
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Abstract— We present recent results on the use of Fano resonances to provide (i) circularly-
dichroic behavior in planar chiral nanoparticle oligomers, and (ii) strong enhancement of mag-
netic response from silicon nanoparticles. This work thereby illustrates a more directed use of
Fano resonances to produce novel optical behavior in nanoantenna and metasurface scattering
geometries.

A growing proportion of metamaterials research is being devoted toward planar metasurfaces;
ultrathin functional surfaces that avoid the complication of structural design related to three-
dimensional fabrication. However, planar devices are also subject to limitations owing to the
stronger symmetry constraints involved with being essentially two-dimensional. Perhaps one of the
most recognized of these limitations is the absence of circular dichroism at normal incidence; the
extinction of left- and right-handed circularly polarized light remains identical. Here we present
a recent realization that planar chiral plasmonic nanostructures still o�er substantial capacity to
change their chiral optical response through Fano resonances [1]. As seen in Figure 1, a planar
chiral oligomer that exhibits a Fano resonance will produce dominantly material absorption losses
or scattering losses depending entirely the handedness of an incident circular polarization.

Figure 1: Simulation results showing the formation of Fano resonance induced circular dichroism in the
scattering and absorption spectra of a gold planar chiral oligomer at normal incidence. Simulations were
performed with CST Microwave Studio.

This demonstrates a promising avenue by which planar structures can o�er circular-polarization
dependent optical response to rival those of true chiral nanostructures. However, a large area of in-
terest behind chiral nanostructures regards their optical interaction with chiral proteins or chemical
agents, for which metals are generally hindered by their strong chemical activity. Simultaneously,
the material losses in plasmonic nanostructures inherently limits their e�ciency, particularly in
the transmission regime. One option to circumnavigate these issues is to use nanostructures made
from silicon or other dielectric materials. In doing so, we are inherently drawn to account for the
propensity of individual nanoparticles made from high-index dielectric materials to exhibit both
electric and magnetic responses [2]. A particular consequence of this in a symmetric quadrumer
geometry is that the magnetic dipoles of individual silicon nanospheres can be made to interact
with the magnetic dipole produced by the collective circulation of electric dipoles [3]. As is illus-
trated in Fig. 2(a,b), such a quadrumer geometry is able to provide two basis vectors that radiate



as per magnetic dipoles. In Fig. 2(c,d) we further show the formation of a Fano resonance from
these these two dimensions of magnetic dipolar response in a ceramic (✏ = 16) microwave analog
of silicon nanospheres. This e�ectively shows that we are able to produce a Fano resonance that
will radiate as per a pure magnetic dipole.

Figure 2: (a) Schematic showing the two basis vectors of electric and magnetic dipoles in a symmetric
dielectric quadrumer that contribute towards the structure’s collective magnetic dipole response. (b) CST
numerics of the electric near-field showing evidence of such a, two-dimensional, magnetic response. (c)
Simulation and (d) experimental results showing the formation of a Fano resonance in the magnetic dipole
response of an equivalent quadrumer at GHz frequencies using ✏ = 16 ceramics.

This interaction in dielectric oligomers demonstrates the truly intertwined nature of electric
and magnetic driving fields in dielectric oligomers and thereby presents a host of opportunities for
future work on bianisotropic behavior in chiral dielectric oligomer geometries. In this regard, it is
worth recognizing that both systems we presented here have utilized discrete rotational symmetry,
which, for normal-incidence operation, conserves the handedness of circularly polarized plane waves
in transmision and flips the handedness of the reflected wave [4]. Such symmetry-enforced helicity
opens possibilities for realizing uniform enhancement of near-field helicity, such as was originally
proposed for dual nanoparticles [5]. Indeed, the work we present here illustrates how a more directed
use of Fano resonances permits the development of both novel and useful optical behavior from
nanoparticle oligomer scattering geometries.
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Abstract- We discuss a model describing key features concerning the lineshapes and the coherent 

absorption conditions in Fano-resonant dissipative coupled oscillators. The model treats on the 

same footing the weak and strong coupling regimes, and includes the critical coupling concept, 

hence enabling to explore the borders between these regimes, usually considered as separate 

frameworks. Due to the wide generality of the model, which can be adapted to various fields like 

nanophotonics, plasmonics, and optomechanics, we envisage that the analytical formulas presented 

here will be crucial to effectively design devices and to interpret experimental results. 

 

Among the resonance lineshapes, Fano lineshapes deserve a special interest since they first enabled to 

interpret atomic and molecular physical processes, and subsequently the response of nanostructured systems like 

photonic crystals and plasmonic resonators [1,2]. In general, resonances may be absorptive, in the sense that part 

of the energy vehicled by the excitation field is converted into other forms. While absorption, in the sense of 

losses, is usually an undesired effect, in other frameworks it can be harnessed to enable functional operations 

like detection, wavelength conversion or quantum state transfer. Absorbing systems also exhibit a rich physics, 

as for instance that of coherent perfect absorption (CPA) which shares some key mathematical aspects with 

non-Hermitian quantum systems and parity-time symmetry breaking [3]. 

In its original formulation, the theory of CPA is very general, as it relies on fundamental properties of the 

scattering matrices [4]; when dealing with specific systems, appropriate modeling tools are needed. However, 

due to the possibly complex nature of the systems under analysis, microscopical approaches are often 

time-consuming, and an analytical model would be an advantage both for the interpretation of experimental 

results and as a guide to target ab-initio simulations. We analyzed the CPA in a two-lossy-oscillator 

coupled-mode model with a non-resonant background, which, thanks to its generality, can be applied to a 

number of emergent frameworks like photon- or plasmon-exciton coupled systems, multiplasmon resonators, 

coupled photonic cavities, and optomechanic devices.  

In the literature there is a plenty of works about the interpretation of resonances in those systems as Fano 

resonances. However, to our knowledge there is no systematic analysis of the simultaneous presence of a 

non-resonant background and two coupled resonances having similar lifetimes, arranged in a two-port 

configuration. The presence of two coupled resonances opens up the possibility to describe the well-known 

strong coupling regime, and the possibility to handle losses enables to deal with the critical coupling regime, of 

great relevance in several applications. The exploration of the border between weak, strong, critical and 



non-critical coupling regimes proved to be fruitful, in that two effects, which to our knowledge have not been 

reported before, were observed. The first is what we named lineshape inheritance. This consists in the fact that 

the Fano transmittance and reflectance resonances typical of a single, uncoupled resonator are inherited by the 

two-coupled-resonator system. Furthermore, it turns out that absorption lineshapes are described by another, 

universal lineshape, depending on few, physically meaningful parameters.  

These findings are summarized in Fig. 1 and commented in the figure caption.  

 

Fig. 1. Panel (a): sketch of the coupled oscillator model under analysis. Panels (b-c): spectral lineshapes of the weakly (b) 

and strongly coupled (c) system. The transmittance lineshape can be tuned through a parameter r, which quantifies the 

non-resonant scattering, and is inherited from the weakly to the strongly coupled case. The S-matrix determinant, instead, is 

given by a universal function, independent of the trasmittance (and reflectance) lineshapes. The S-matrix determinant is 

eventually connected to the absorption lineshape and to the CPA poles, which are, as well, independent of any Fano-like 

lineshape behavior. 

 

In conclusion, we developed a model of wide generality, which we believe to be of great significance in the 

development of many active research topics like nanophotonics, plasmonics or optomechanics, where the 

modeling of a complex system would draw advantage from analytical expressions depending on few parameters 

of direct interpretation. 
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Abstract 

Metamaterial resonators offer a unique advantage of shape and size dependent resonance properties that has been 

hugely favored in controlling and manipulating the light matter interaction with a great precision. Symmetry 

within these resonator structures play a significant role in dictating the nature of observed resonances and 

breaking the symmetry of the structure gives rise to the excitation of very sharp Fano resonances that remain 

inaccessible in the case of symmetric resonators. Fano resonances have an asymmetric line shape that results 

from the destructive interference between the discrete background and the broad resonant scattering processes.  

 

Fano resonances offer exciting features like high quality (Q) factors and strong field enhancement that are 

exploited in the resonant ultrasensitive sensors in bio-sensing applications and are used for enhancing the gain in 

the plasmonic laser and nonlinear systems. Here, we present an overview of our research on high Q-Fano 

resonances using the metamaterials at terahertz frequencies and our recent investigation on the strong influence 

of material conductivity on the ultra high Q Fano resonances. These results demonstrate that the choice of the 

material becomes extremely important in exciting the very sharp Fano resonances with higher figure of merit in 

the far infrared frequencies.        
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Abstract-We present a new, all-dielectric metasurface design that yields very high quality-factor 

Fano resonances, and is scalable from radio frequencies to near infrared wavelengths.  In contrast 

to other recently demonstrated designs, our approach features a single resonator in the unit cell.  

We will present the theoretical underpinnings of the new design and present several experimental 

demonstrations of near-infrared Fano metasurfaces, including a gallium-arsenide based design that 

achieves a quality-factor of 600 at a wavelength of 1 Pm.   
 

Using metasurfaces to achieve high quality-factor (Q-factor) reflection and transmission resonances 

is desirable for a host of applications including sensing, optical detection, and optical modulation.  However, 

it is difficult to achieve narrow spectral resonances with traditional metasurfaces due to: Ohmic losses in 

metal-based metasurfaces; and strong radiative coupling in all-dielectric metasurfaces.  Recently, metasurface 

designs have emerged that exploit Fano resonances between “bright” and “dark” resonances [1-5].  Such 
designs have led to only modest improvements in Q-factor for metal designs [1,2], but for all-dielectric 

designs have produced high Q-factor resonances [3-5].  However, most all-dielectric designs demonstrated 

to date rely on multiple resonators per unit cell, and near-field coupling between the resonator elements.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Experimental reflectivity spectra for: (a) Si-based Fano metasurface exhibiting a Q-factor 

of ~350 near 1 Pm; and (b) GaAs-based Fano metasurfaces with three different size scales. 
Scale 3 exhibits a Q-factor of ~600 near 1 Pm.  The insets show SEMs of the respective structures. 
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Our design utilizes small geometric perturbations to reduce the symmetry of otherwise high-symmetry 

resonators such as cubic resonators.  The symmetry breaking allows a coupling of a bright transverse 

electric dipole resonance (which couples strongly to the external field) to a dark longitudinal magnetic 

dipole resonance.  The longitudinal magnetic resonance does not couple to the external field and its radiative 

decay is inhibited due to the local field arising from the other resonators in the two-dimensional array 

[6].  As a result, the losses of the longitudinal magnetic resonance are primarily limited by residual absorption, 

and very high Q-factors can be achieved.  Importantly, since our approach relies on dielectric resonators, 

it is scalable to any spectral region in which transparent, high permittivity dielectric materials are available.   

We will present a series of numerical simulations that unravel the origin of the Fano effect in our 

metasurfaces, including simulations of finite resonator arrays that demonstrate the increasing inhibition of 

radiative decay with increasing array size.  We will also present the results of experimental studies of 

two Fano metasurfaces operating in the near infrared.  The first is based on silicon-on-insulator arrays 

and achieves a Q-factor of ~350 near 1 Pm (Fig. 1(a)).  The second experimental demonstration 
is based upon arrays of GaAs resonators and achieves an even larger Q-factor of ~600 near 1 Pm 
(Fig. 1(b)) due to the low absorptive losses of the direct bandgap GaAs.  To our knowledge, this 

is the largest Q-factor ever reported for metasurfaces operating in this spectral range. 

The achievement of such high-Q resonances along with their large field enhancements in GaAs is 

particularly exciting since it opens up new avenues to exploit the active and nonlinear properties of GaAs 

for devices such as lasers, photodetectors, modulators, nonlinear frequency converters, and sensors. 
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Abstract-We present experimental investigations on nonlinear photonic crystal Fano structures 

based on a waveguide coupled to a nanocavity. We show that the use of Fano resonance in 

combination with spatial symmetry breaking can enable significant improvement in high-speed 

low-energy all-optical switching.  

  Ultra-compact photonic structures performing optical switching at high-speed with low-energy consumption 

are essential for enabling integrated photonic chips that can meet the growing demand for information capacity 

[1]. In resonator based switches, the transmission of a data signal can be controlled by shifting the cavity 

resonance via an optical pump signal [2]. The extended tails of a Lorentzian spectrum imply large switching 

energies, since the resonance needs to be shifted significantly to properly switch the signal. In contrast, a Fano 

resonance [3] may show an asymmetric spectrum, featuring a large transmission change within a narrow 

wavelength range, determined by the transition from constructive to destructive interference between the discrete 

resonance and the continuum. Here we present our investigations on photonic crystal (PhC) Fano structures and 

show that the use of Fano resonances can significantly enhance the performance of all-optical switching.  

 
Fig. 1. (a) Upper: A symmetric Fano structure with an H1 nanocavity. Lower: an asymmetric Fano structure with an H0 
nanocavity. Measured (b) phase and (c) intensity spectra of (i) open ( 2

Bt =1), (ii) partially-blocked ( 2
Bt =0.1) and (iii) blocked 

( 2
Bt =0) structures with similar cavity Q-factor for two different input powers. Red/green dotted lines are experimental data at 

low/high input powers, respectively, and black solid lines are theoretical fits to the low-power, linear case.  

  Fig. 1(a) shows a fabricated PhC InP membrane where an H1 nanocavity is side-coupled to a waveguide. We 

add below the nanocavity a blockade hole (BH) as a partially transmitting element (PTE) that allows controlling 

the amplitude of the continuum-path [3], with a transmission coefficient tB that can be varied via the radius of the 

BH. By tuning tB between 0 to 1, cf. Figs. 1(b), (c), the transmission spectrum can be varied between a 

symmetric Lorentzian ((i) and (iii)) and an asymmetric Fano (ii) shape. For higher input power, a small nonlinear 

blueshift of the Fano resonance imposes a larger intensity change than for a Lorentzian, while the phase shifts 

are similar, which suggests that the Fano structures are promising for realizing intensity modulators with large 

modulation contrast and small chirp-parameter. In addition, by displacing the BH by one lattice constant towards 

port 2, we break the mirror symmetry of the Fano structure, cf. Fig. 1(b) where a smaller H0 nanocavity is 



employed here. We find that the device transmission becomes nonreciprocal above a threshold input power (Fig. 

2(a)), reflecting that the coupling rate between port 2 and cavity is larger than the coupling rate between port 1 

and cavity so that different energies are excited in the cavity, leading to different nonlinear resonance shifts for 

the two directions [4,5]. This gives an advantage in optical switching since larger energy can be coupled into the 

nanocavity without scarifying the cavity Q-factor. 

 
Fig. 2. (a) Output vs. input power in forward (red) and backward (blue) direction for a certain signal detuning in an 

asymmetric Fano structure. (b) BER measurements of modulated signal for different pump energies at 10 Gbit/s operation. 

The (red and blue)/green dotted lines correspond to the asymmetric/symmetric Fano structure and the yellow dotted line 

corresponds to the Lorentzian structure. (c) Corresponding eye diagrams of the asymmetric Fano structure. 

  To confirm this, we compare the switching performance between Lorentzian, symmetric and asymmetric Fano 

structures at 10 Gbit/s (Fig. 2(b)). Patterning effects are significantly suppressed and the energy consumption is 

reduced in the asymmetric Fano structure, enabling modulation rates higher than the carrier relaxation rate, 

which originates from the regeneration characteristics of the nonlinear transfer function of the Fano resonance 

[2]. Error-free operation can be achieved only in the asymmetric Fano structure whose BER increases somewhat 

at 20 Gbit/s, but still well below the threshold for employing forward error correction schemes [6].  

  In conclusion, we present experimental investigations on nonlinear photonic crystal Fano structures and show 

that the use of Fano resonances significantly enhances the switching performance and provides additional design 

freedom, which may also find other applications, e.g., within sensor and laser [7]. 
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Abstract We realize narrowband perfect absorption of light by applying Fano resonances to 
guided-wave structures. By transplanting the stub structure of microwave theory into the optical 

platform we derive the Fano resonance for coherent incident waves, which allows the low-loss and 

high-Q perfect absorption. Its application as a simplest but fundamental building block in 
opto-thermal devices such as absorptive switch and opto-thermal emitter will be discussed.   

 

Stub structures in microwave engineering1 have received much attention in nanophotonics and plasmonics2 due 

to their resonant-less design, alleviating the significant radiative loss of resonator structures from the abrupt 

potential change in their boundaries. However, most works have focused only on the optical reproduction of the 
signal filtering functionality of the microwave stub structure, ignoring the optics-specific property related to 

localized modes in visible and IR regimes. In this presentation, we introduce the Fano interference using the 

local mode of the optical stub structure, and demonstrate its application to opto-thermal devices: the high-Q 

perfect absorption at the scattering singularity.  

Figure 1a,b shows the schematic of the proposed device. While the stub structure being resonant-less, its 

conversion to a highly-sensitive signal filtering3,4 device can be achieved relatively easily; by applying the 
coherent incident condition realizing the interference-based mirror, to the Fano-resonant stub structure which 

derives the Fano ‘time-reversed lasing’5. Results show a drastic improvement in the spectral Q-factor (Fig. 1c vs 

1d vs 1e) in sharp contrast to general broadband applications of perfect absorption, and also an order of reduced 

material loss for the complete conversion from optical to thermal energy. 

  
Figure 1. (a) Schemat ic and (b) its coupled mode modelling of low-loss Fano anti-laser. Absorption spectra of (c) a 

single-port incident absorber, (d) a non-Fano antilaser, and (e) a Fano antilaser.  

 



The proposed dynamics of Fano anti-lasing can also be applied to the spatio-spectrally localized generation 
of thermal energy, for the realization of ultrahigh-Q absorptive switch, thermal emitter, and hyperspectral 

imaging; especially in the guided wave platform for example using photonic crystals. Figure 2 shows the 

example of dielectric photonic crystal anti-laser based on the platform of 2D square lattice of square rods. The 

spatio-spectral selectivity providing strong heat generation only inside the stub, selectively at the anti-lasing 

frequency with the scattering singularity. 

 

Figure 2. Photonic crystal anti-laser: (a-c) field distributions and (d-f) heat generation maps around the perfect 
absorption (b,e). 
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Abstract We introduce optical spin-dependent Fano resonance, using a chiral resonator enclosed 
within a pair of designed birefringent mirrors. It is shown that the interference between two 

nondegenerate resonances from the presence of birefringent mirrors develops differentiated Fano 

resonance for each spin. We also prove that these spin-dependent antisymmetric Fano line shapes 

originate from the counter-rotating spin eigenvectors. Utilizing the spectral separation between 

different spin, we propose a route to achieve optical spin angular momentum without the aid of 
circular dichroism or magneto-optical effect. 

Fano resonance leads to asymmetric line shapes from the constructive and destructive interference between 

resonant states of different bandwidth1,2. Optical Fano resonance has been intensively studied with its advantage 

in high-Q spectral sensitivity, for the applications including sensors, modulators, and switches3-5.  

In this presentation, extending past works on Fano resonances - mostly focusing on the spectral sensitivity at 
the fixed polarization state - we show that implementation of Fano resonance in the polarization space could 

open the pathway toward the manipulation of optical spin state. Using a chiral resonator enclosed within highly 

birefringent mirrors (Fig. 1a,b), we show that two suitably-designed resonant states with different resonant 

positions and bandwidth can provide Fano antisymmetric line shape for the reflectance of each spin6 (Fig. 1c). 

Figure 1d shows the spin density σ = (Re––Re+)/(Re-+Re+), where Re± is the reflectance for each spin.  

To clarify the origin of the observed spin-dependent Fano resonances, we develop an optical spin-form 

analytical equation based on the temporal coupled mode theory (CMT). For the material chirality with the 

natural rotation of θ, we then have the spin-form CMT formula as  
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where a± is the amplitude of resonant mode for each handedness, Sin is the incidence, ωs = (ωh+ωv)/2, ωd = 

(ωh–ωv)/2, κs=(κh+κv)/2, κd=(κh–κv)/2, and ωh(v) and κh(v) are resonant frequency and coupling coefficient of 
horizontal (vertical) resonance, respectively. Equation (1) clearly reveals the underlying physics of the 

spin-dependent Fano resonances: the phase evolutions through κde
±iθ for each spin, which is the origin of 

antisymmetric Fano response.   

In Figure 1e and f, we also propose and demonstrate ‘optical spin switching’, utilizing the sharp transition of 

the optical spin density σ, reversing its sign from +1 to -1 (Fig. 1d). Figure 1e shows the spin density as a 

function of material chirality and applied refractive index tuning. Our results pave the way to nonmagnetic spin 

excitation both in IR and THz regimes. 



 

 

Figure 1. (a) Schematics of chiral resonator enclosed within birefringent mirrors. (b) Design of metamaterial 
birefringent mirror. (c) Reflectance and (d) spin density spectra. (e) Optical switching with the spin density as a 

function of optical chirality χ and modulated refractive index Δn, and (f) corresponding reflectance. 
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The coupling between a physical system and its environment is known to activate new channels 

through which the system may dissipate energy. Along this, the coupling may induce a shift of 

energy levels of the system. In atomic context, the manifestation of these phenomena are 

described through well known examples of the Coherent Population Trapping for decay 

channels and the electronic Lamb shift of electronic states of the Hydrogen atom. 

 

Figure 1. (a) A sketch of the microphotonic device. (b) A sketch for the waveguide-assisted inter-
mode reactive coupling. (c) The radial intensity profiles of first and second order mode families and 
the mode profile in the waveguide. (d) Experimentally measured Fano-shaped spectra of coupled 
modes and the theoretical model fits. (e) Finite Elelment Method simulations confirm the 
predicted and measured lineshapes. 

Here we report on a joint theoretical and experimental study of such coupling for an integrated 

microresonator device which is vertically coupled to the waveguide (Fig.1(a)). The developed 

theory predicts that the presence of a neighboring waveguide induces a reactive indirect 

coupling between the resonator modes, which are intrinsically orthogonal and, therefore,  

should not couple directly in the absence of the waveguide (Fig.1(b,c)).  Such a coupling, 

analogous to an off-diagonal Lamb shift known from atomic physics, alters the bare optical 

frequencies of the modes and manifests as peculiar Fano lineshapes in the transmission spectra 



of the waveguide. These theoretical predictions are both validated by 3D numerical simulations 

and confirmed in the experiments (Fig.1(d,e)).  

Moreover, we demonstrate experimentally the possibility to induce thermo-optically clear 

features of Electromagnetically Induced Transparency by tuning the Fano lineshape of coupled 

resonator modes (Fig. 2). 

 

Figure 2. Thermo-optical tuning pump-probe experiments. (a) The pump laser wavelength is swept 
across a pair of coupled modes and (b) the Fano spectrum of another pair of coupled modes is 
probed dynamically. The different mode families undergo a different amount of thermo-optical red 
shift (the narrow mode red-shifts faster and further) which permit to dynamically alter the relative 
detuning. (c) The map of the dynamical tuning shows a complete inversion of the relative detuning, 
i.e. a clear EIT-like crossing  of the narrow and broad modes of the probe spectrum.  

Our study provides an important insight on the phenomenon of inter-mode dissipative and 

reactive couplings due to the neighboring waveguide. This phenomenon may find applications 

in designing resonator devices with nonlinear and quantum functionalities. From a broader 

perspective, our work provides a generic model which may be useful to study a fundamental 

feature of the theory of open systems, namely, the environment-mediated couplings – the off-

diagonal photonic Lamb shift – between different modes of a system. 
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Abstract— When the size of a nanohole occupies relatively large portion of the unit cell of
an array of nanoholes perforated in thin metallic film, the surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs)
are combined by the higher order waveguide modes of the holes to produce multipole surface
plasmons (MSPs): coupled SPPs with multipole texture on the electric field distributions. It
is shown that the degeneracy between MSPs with different symmetries produces sharp Fano
resonance and causes nearly perfect absorption with strong field enhancement.

At the interface between a metal and a dielectric, a kind of surface bound state, called surface
plasmon polariton (SPP), is created by the coupling between the plasma oscillation in the metal and
the electromagnetic wave in the dielectric. The SPP excitation confines electromagnetic fields near
the interface, and causes strong enhancement, which depends strongly on the environment near the
metallic surface. Utilizing this peculiarity of SPP, many researches have been conducted aiming to
realize high-sensitivity biosensors and nanoscale optical devices, controlling the SPP characteristics
by metallic nanostructures. A metallic nanohole array is one of the simplest nanostructures; a
metallic film perforated by a periodic array of subwavelength holes. As was found by Ebbessen
et al. [1], the light transmission through this system can be resonantly enhanced by orders of
magnitude larger than the expectation of the usual theory. There are some interpretations of this
extraordinary optical transmission (EOT) [2], but the Fano resonance seems to give a unified view
of the origin of EOT [3,4]. A metallic nanohole array fulfills the condition of the Fano resonance;
direct transmissions through the holes and leaky bound states, i.e., SPPs coupled with the external
radiation by the periodic array of holes as a diffraction grating.

Another peculiarity of this system is that external light can penetrate into the metal region
using evanescent waveguide modes of the holes, and produce a kind of surface bound state that
has similar property with SPP, even when the metal behaves as a perfect electric conductor (PEC)
where SPP does not exist [5]. Therefore, the surface bound states in nanohole arrays of real metals
are considered to be hybrid modes between SPPs of metal surface and the evanescent waveguide
modes of holes, whose detailed characterization is necessary to understand fully the Fano resonance
phenomena in this system.

In recent paper [6], we have shown that when the size of the nanohole occupies a large portion of
the unit cell, the SPPs at both sides of the film are combined by the higher order waveguide modes
of the holes to produce multipole surface plasmons (MSPs): coupled surface plasmon modes with
multipole texture on the electric field distributions. Due to the multipole nature of these modes,
multiple dark modes coexist to produce a variety of Fano resonance structures on the transmission
and reflection spectra. When the Fano resonance occurs, the MSP is excited strongly, and confines
electromagnetic field near the metallic surface. Thus, the Fano resonances also appear as absorption
peaks due to the loss of metal. Figure 1(a) shows the absorption spectra together with the band
structure of MSPs calculated using the coupled mode method [2, 6]. You can see the correspondence
between the absorption peaks and the dispersion relations of MSPs.

The most striking feature in Figure 1(a) is that nearly perfect absorption occurs when a pair of
MSPs are degenerate due to the difference of symmetry. This phenomenon can be considered as a
result of degenerate Fano resonance. It is known that the Fano resonance by a pair of degenerate
modes in lossless multimode cavities produce a quite sharp resonance peak [7]. Figure 1(b) shows
the transmission and reflection spectra calculated by omitting the imaginary part of the dielectric
function of the metal. We can see that a sharp reflection peak with the same property also appears
in lossless nanohole array systems when MSPs are degenerate. The sharpness of the resonance



means that the energy remains in the localized modes in a long period of time. If the metal
loss is included, almost all the incident energy is consumed around the metal region before it is
radiated back, as shown by the transmission and reflection spectra in Figure 1(c). The electric field
enhancement at the surface of metal film, |E|2/|E0|2, is also shown in Figure 1(c). We can see that
the field enhancement is increased strongly by the occurrence of degenerate Fano resonance. Thus,
the high degrees of freedom of multipole surface plasmons in metallic nanohole arrays will open
the possibility to improve the functionality of plasmonic sensors and devices via degenerate Fano
resonances.

Figure 1: (a) Absorption spectra and dispersion relations of multipole surface plasmons. (b) Transmission
(T ) and reflection (R) spectra for a lossless metal film. (c) Transmission (T ), reflection (R) and field
enhancement (|E|2/|E0|2) spectra for a real metal film.
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Abstract-I will review our work on electromagnetically induced transparency and absorption in 
metamaterials. By combining dark and radiative resonators in the unit cell, it is possible to create 
dispersion-engineered metamaterials with transmission spectra reminiscent of electromagnetically 
induced transparency. While these metamaterials are a completely classical analogue of 
electromagnetically induced transparency, they exhibit a transmission maximum and high group 
delay at the same frequency. We show how the response can be improved by designing both the 
radiative and the dissipative loss of the constituent resonators. When the radiative coupling of the 
bright resonator is small, it is possible to obtain a narrow peak in absorption, still combined with large 
group delay. We then speak of electromagnetically induced absorption. We will review a series of 
different metamaterial designs exhibiting these properties and present a model incorporating all 
necessary aspects to understand electromagnetically induced transparency and absorption in 
metamaterials. 
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Abstract A method to excite the non-radiating anapole mode of a high index isotropic dielectric 

nanosphere is presented. With tightly focused radially polarized beam illumination, the 

main-contributing electric dipole mode and magnetic modes can be zero with only a weak electric 

quadruple contributing to the total scattering. Further, with a standing wave illumination formed by 

two counter-propagating focused radially polarized beam under 4π configuration, the ideal 

radiationless anapole can be excited. 

 

    The study of non-radiative sources has been a part of fundamental physics for a long time. In Mie scattering 

theory, under certain conditions a specific multipole mode from the vector spherical harmonics decomposition of 

the scattering field of an illuminated particle can be completely suppressed. For example, the scattering 

coefficient of the spherical electric dipole moment can be zero at certain wavelength for a high index dielectric 

nanosphere under plane wave illumination. This is a case radiationless anapole is excited since the Cartesian 

electrical dipole and toroidal dipole moment of the induced current inside the particle form a nontrivial 

destructive interference. However, a strong and broadband magnetic dipole resonance can be excited at the same 

time. The nonradiating anapole mode of a nanosphere is therefore difficult to observe under plane wave 

illumination. That’s why the first experimental demonstration of anapole in the visible wavelength range[1] is 

done with a specially designed nanodisk, instead of a sphere. In spite of constructing the nanodisk for the 

specific anapole condition, the scattering from the particle cannot be completely reduced to zero due to the 

simultaneous excitation of a magnetic quadrupole mode. 

 Instead of specifically designed structures, in this work we propose an alternative way to excite the anapole 

mode of an isotropic nanosphere with tightly focused radially polarized beams. The focused radially polarized 

beam with a pure electric field component Ez and zero magnetic fields at the focal point can efficiently excite 

electric dipole and toroidal moment of the induced current at the anapole condition while keeping the magnetic 

modes suppressed. With a single focused beam excitation, the anapole dipole mode can be excited but there is 

still a weak contribution of electric quadruple radiation in the total scattering power. However, an ideal 

radiationless anapole can be excited by a 4π configuration, where the two conter-propagating radially polarized 

beams have the same amplitude but a π phase difference. This approach shows for the first time how a 
radiationless anapole mode can be realized inside the un-engineered isotropic spherical Mie particle.  
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Abstract— We calculate the transmission of the electromagnetic wave propagating through
a linear array of dielectric, metallic and metamaterial cylinders and show that frequencies of
observed Fano resonances coincide with the position of very narrow frequency bands found in the
spectra of corresponding two-dimensional photonic crystals. We discuss some other consequences
of excited Fano resonances to the frequency spectrum of two-dimensional photonic crystals.

Electromagnetic wave propagating through periodic photonic structure excites Fano resonances
when its frequency coincides with the frequency of eigenmodes of the structure [1, 2]. Excited Fano
resonances significantly influences the transmission and reflection spectra already for the linear
chain of cylinders [3, 4, 5, 6]. An example is shown in the top panel of Figure 1 for a linear chain
of dielectric cylinders.

We investigate numerically the propagation of plane electromagnetic wave through periodic
structures made from dielectric, metallic and metamaterial cylinders. For linear array of cylinders
we calculate the transmission spectra and identify the position of Fano resonance and observe the
one-to one correspondence between obtained resonant Fano frequencies and flat frequency bands
in the frequency spectra of two dimensional periodic structure (Figure 1). Owing to the resonant
character of these bands, the intensity of propagating electromagnetic field is strongly enhanced
inside cylinders. Consequently, the propagating field is strongly absorbed even if cylinders are made
from weakly absorbing dielectrics.
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Figure 1: Top: Transmission coe�cient (thick red line) of the plane wave (with �E parallel to the cylinder
axes) propagating across the linear array of dielectric cylinders with radius R = 0.4⇥a (a is the spatial period)
and permittivity � = 12. Five even Fano resonances excited by the incident field can be identified. Odd
resonances (thin blue line) can be excited only in the case of non-perpendicular wave incidence. Middle panel:
Transmission through 24 rows of cylinders. Fano resonances, found in the linear array of cylinders develop
to very narrow transmission bands. Bottom panel shows the frequency spectrum of the two dimensional
photonic crystal along the �X direction. Dashed red and dotted blue lines represent even and odd frequency
bands, respectively, which originate from Fano resonances described above.



Figure 2: Electric intensity E inside the left-handed cylinders for frequencies corresponding to nine even
Fano resonances excited in the linear array. Cylinders have negative permittivity � = �12 and permeability
µ = �1. Legends give the ratio a/�. Note that the order of resonance decreases when the frequency a/�
increases.

Narrow Fano bands observed in Figure 1 can be easily identified with frequency bands since res-
onant Fano frequencies lye in gaps between two periodic (Bragg) frequency bands. In more general
case, observed for instance in photonic structures composed from thinner dielectric cylinders, Fano
resonances can overlap with periodic Bragg bands; resulting frequency and transmission spectra of
two dimensional structures exhibit a series of non-standard features [4].

Of particular interest are photonic structures composed from metallic [5] and left-handed [6]
cylinders. Here, the spectrum of Fano resonances is much reacher thanks to a possibility to excite
a series of surface plasmon resonances along the cylinder circumference (Figure 2).

The analysis of Fano resonances enables us to understand a physical origin of flat frequency bands
in the spectra of two dimensional photonic structures and provides us with physical interpretation
of various irregularities observed in frequency spectra of two-dimensional photonic structures.
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Abstract-Similar to electromagnetism, described by the Maxwell equations, the physics of 
magnetoelectric phenomena deals with the fundamental problem of the relationship between 
electric and magnetic fields. Recently it was shown that microwave near fields in the proximity of a 
small ferrite particle with magnetic-dipolar-mode (MDM) oscillations have the space and time 
symmetry breakings and topological properties of these fields are different from topological 
properties of free-space electromagnetic fields. Such MDM-originated fields – called 
magnetoelectric (ME) fields – carry both spin and orbital angular momentums. The topology of ME 
fields is strongly correlated with properties of the Fano-resonance spectra observed at terminals of a 
microwave structure. 

 
Hybrid systems consisting of resonantly coupled spin ensembles and microwaves received much attention 

recently [1, 2]. In a ferromagnetic sample with finite dimensions, dipolar interaction dominates the 
long-wavelength limit, and the boundary condition at the surface defines rigid discrete modes called 
magnetostatic (MS) waves or magnetic-dipolar modes (MDM) [3]. Collective excitations of electron spins in a 
ferromagnetic sample dominated by the magnetic dipole-dipole interaction strongly influence the field structure 
of microwave radiation.  

 A small quasi-two-dimensional ferrite disk with MDM oscillation spectra can behave as a source of 
specific fields in vacuum, termed magnetoelectric (ME) fields. The ME fields are quantized fields. These fields 
are characterized by strong energy confinement, topologically distinctive power-flow vortices, and helicity 
parameters [4]. Interaction of electromagnetic radiation with such a topological singularities of subwavelength 
scales results in appearance of the MDM polariton states of open quantum systems which are described by a 
non-Hermitian Hamilton operator. Topological properties of ME fields arise from the presence of geometric 
phases on a border circle of an MDM ferrite disk. Due to geometrical phases, the power-flow vortices appear. It 
is evident that, in accordance with the thermodynamics laws, power cannot flow along a closed circle. So we 
have helices of the power-flow distributions. The incident wave power flow goes from peripheral regions to the 
vortex center. The scattered-wave power flow goes from the vortex center to peripheral regions. There are or 
right-handed, or left-handed helices. When, for example, the incident wave power flow is a right-handed helix, 
the scattered-wave power flow is a left-handed helix. 

 Long radiative lifetimes of MDMs combine strong subwavelength confinement of electromagnetic energy 
with a narrow spectral linewidth. Due to these effects, MDMs may carry the signature of Fano resonances. The 
multiresonance Fano interference effects in microwave scattering by a MDM ferrite particle were shown in Refs. 
[5, 6]. The MDM Fano resonances exhibit very strong sensitivity to changes of the local environment and so 
could be very informative in study of properties of ME fields. As the local environment with varying parameters, 



different dielectric samples abutting a ferrite disk can be used [7]. 
The topology of ME fields is strongly correlated with properties of the Fano-resonance spectra observed at 

terminals of a microwave structure. Due to a topological structure of ME fields one can observe unidirectional 
multi-resonant tunneling for electromagnetic waves propagating in microwave structures with embedded 
quasi-2D ferrite disks [8]. The resonances manifest themselves as peaks in the scattering matrix parameters at 
the stationary states of MDM oscillations in a ferrite disk. The effect of unidirectional tunneling is exhibited as 
multiresonance Fano-resonance interferences, which are different for oppositely directed bias magnetic fields. 
Fig. 1 illustrates these properties of the Fano-resonance interferences. 

       
Fig. 1. Frequency characteristics of modules of the transmission coefficients for two opposite orientations of 

a normal bias magnetic field 0H
&

. The resonances are classified as follows. The first number characterizes a 

number of radial variations for the MDM spectral solution. The second number is a number of azimuth 
variations. Microwave radiation in a two-port structure can be described by the formula for the scattering-matrix 

parameters: 0 0H H
ij jiS Sn p 
& &

.  

MDM oscillations with the spin and orbital rotational motions are the Lorentz-violation excitations. The 
Lorentz violation is associated with rotations of localized field configurations in a fixed observer inertial frame. 
There are (,  violated oscillations. Microwave radiation can potentially couple to MDM oscillations if the 
ferrite sample in which the magnetostatic magnons reside shows a confined structure to satisfy conservation of 
energy and angular momentum. So, microwave radiation in a cavity should be (,  violated as well. The 
ME-field excitations can be considered as Lorentz-violating extension of the Maxwell equations. 
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Abstract

We consider bound states in the radiation continuum (BSC)
above the light cone in a one-dimensional periodic array
of dielectric spheres in air. The BSCs are classified by az-
imuthal number m, Bloch wave vector � directed along the
array, and polarization. The most simple symmetry pro-
tected BSCs have m = 0,� = 0 and occur in a wide
range of the radius of spheres and dielectric constant. More
sophisticated BSCs with m �= 0,� = 0 exist only for
a selected radius of spheres at a fixed dielectric constant.
We also show an existence of robust Bloch BSCs with
� �= 0,m = 0. The BSCs with m = 0 can be easily
detected by the collapse of Fano resonance for scattering of
plane wave of linear polarization. The BSCs with orbital
angular momentum m �= 0 can be excited by plane wave
with circular polarization and accumulate giant vortical EM
power.

1. Introduction
Recently guiding of electromagnetic waves by a linear ar-
ray of dielectric spheres below the diffraction limit attracted
considerable attention. There were two types of consider-
ations: finite arrays [1, 2, 3, 4] and infinite arrays which
were studied by means of the coupled-dipole approxima-
tion [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. A consummate analysis of electro-
magnetic waves propagating along linear arrays of dielec-
tric spheres below the light cone was provided by Linton et
al [11]. It is widely believed that only those modes whose
eigenfrequencies lie below the light cone, are confined and
the rest of the eigenmodes have finite life times. Recently
confined electromagnetic modes above the light cone were
shown to exist in various periodical arrays (i) of long di-
electric cylindrical rods [12, 13, 14, 15, 16], (ii) photonic
crystal slabs [17, 18, 19, 20] and (iii) two-dimensional ar-
rays of spheres [21, 22]. Similar one may expect light trap-
ping in the one-dimensional array of spheres with the bound
frequencies above light cone. Such localized solutions of
the Maxwell equations are known as the bound states in
the continuum (BSC) and were first reported by von Neu-
mann and Wigner [23]. The BSCs are of immense interest
in optics thanks to experimental opportunity to confine light
despite that outgoing waves are allowed in the surrounding
medium [20, 22, 24, 25, 26, 27].

Figure 1: A periodic infinite array of dielectric spheres il-
luminated by a plane wave (blue arrow). The wave can
be transmitted and reflected to discrete diffraction continua
enumerated by integers m and n in accordance with Eqs.
(8) and (12) shown by red arrows.

2. Basic equations for EM wave scattering by
a linear array of spheres

We formulate the scattering theory by a periodic array of
dielectric spheres in the form of the Lippmann-Schwinger
equation similar to the approach developed for a periodic
array of dielectric cylinders [15]

bL� = �
inc

. (1)

where the matrix bL is defined by the scattering matrix of
the isolated sphere and mutual scattering events between
the spheres, �

inc

is given by the incident wave, and the
column � consists of amplitudes am

l

and bm
l

of the multi-
pole expansion of the scattering function.

The exact expression of the matrix bL was derived by
Linton et al [11] for EM guided waves on a periodic array of
dielectric spheres. For the reader’s convenience we present
a set of equations and notations from this reference. We
seek the solutions of the Maxwell equations, which obey
the Bloch theorem

E(r+R
j

) = ei�RjE(r),H(r+R
j

) = ei�RjH(r)

with the Bloch wave vector � directed along the array
aligned with the z-axis (see Fig. 1). Here R

j

= je
z

is the
position of the center of the j-th sphere and e

z

is the unit
vector along the array. Scattered electromagnetic fields are



expanded in a series over vector spherical harmonics Mm

n

and Nm

n

[11, 28]

E(r) =
X

j,lm

ei�Rj

[am
l

Mm

l

(r�R
j

) + bm
l

Nm

l

(r�R
j

)],

H(r) = �i
X

j

ei�Rj

X

lm

[am
l

Nm

l

(r�R
j

) + bm
l

Mm

l

(r�R
j

)].

Here the first/second terms presents TE/TM spherical vec-
tor EM fields.

In absence of an incident wave Linton et al [11] de-
rived the homogeneous matrix equation for the amplitudes
am
l

, bm
l

Z�1
TE,l

am
l

�
P

�(a
m

� Amm

�l + bm� Bmm

�l ) = 0,

Z�1
TM,l

bm
l

�
P

�(a
m

� Bmm

�l + bm� Amm

�l ) = 0, (2)

where summation over � begins with max(1,m), and
Z
TE,l

and Z
TM,l

are the so-called Lorenz-Mie coefficients
can be found in Stratton’s book [28]. Mathematical expres-
sions of matrix elements Amm

l� and Bmm

l� are rather cum-
bersome. The reader can find explicit expressions for them
in Refs. [11].

The next step is to account incident plane wave which
can be expanded over vector spherical harmonics [28, 29]

E�
(r) =

P�
l=1

P
l

�l

[q�
lm

Mm

l

(r) + p�
lm

Nm

l

(r)],

H�
(r) = �i

P
lm

[p�
lm

Mm

l

(r) + q�
lm

Nm

l

(r)]. (3)

Here index � stands for plane TE/TM wave.

pTE

lm

= �F
lm

�
lm

(�), qTE

lm

= F
lm

�
lm

(�),

pTM

lm

= �iF
lm

�
lm

(�), qTM

lm

= iF
lm

�
lm

(�), (4)

k
x

= �k0 sin�, ky = k0 cos�,

F
lm

= (�1)

mil
q

4�(2l+1)(l�m)!
(l+m)! ,

�
lm

(�) = m

sin�P
m

l

(cos�),

�
lm

(�) = � d

d�P
m

l

(cos�). (5)

For a particular case of normal incidence k
z

= 0,� =

��/2 we obtain from Eqs. (5)

�
lm

= �mPm

l

(0),�
lm

= � d

d�
Pm

l

(0). (6)

The general equation for the amplitudes am
l

, bm
l

which
describe the scattering by a linear array of spheres takes the
following form

Z�1
TE,l

am
l

�
P

�(a
m

� Amm

�l + bm� Bmm

�l ) = q�
lm

,

Z�1
TM,l

bm
l

�
P

�(a
m

� Bmm

�l + bm� Amm

�l ) = p�
lm

. (7)

Here the left hand term formulates explicitly the matrix bL
in Eq. (1) and the right hand term corresponds the vector of
incident wave �inc in the space of vector spherical func-
tions notified by two integers l,m and polarization.

3. The diffraction continua of vector
cylindrical modes

Thanks to the axial symmetry of the array we can exploit
the vector cylindrical modes for description of the diffrac-
tion continua which are doubly degenerate in TM and TE
polarizations �. The modes can be expressed through a
scalar function � [28]

�
m,n

(r,�, z) = H(1)
m

(�
n

r)eim�+ik

z,n

z. (8)

Then for the TE modes we have [28]

E
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z

= �
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,

E
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1
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��
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and for the TM modes

E
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= �
m,n

, H
z

= 0,

E
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=
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ik0
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where
�2
n

= k20 � k2
z,n

(11)

and
k
z,n

= � + 2�n, n = 0,±1,±2, . . . . (12)

In what follows we consider the BSCs in the diffraction
continua specified by two quantum numbers m and n where
the m is the result of the axial symmetry and n is the result
of translational symmetry of the infinite linear array of the
dielectric spheres. Note each diffraction continuum is dou-
bly degenerate relative to the polarization �. The interplay
between the frequency k0 and the wave number k

z,n

the
continua can be open (� is real) or closed (� is imaginary).
In the present paper we restrict ourselves by the case of one,
two and three open continua.

4. Symmetry classification of BSCs
In previous section we presented theory of scattering of
plane wave by periodic array of dielectric spheres based
on formalism by Linton et al [11]. Situation when there
is no incident plane wave: �

inc

= 0 gives the homoge-
neous equation bLa = 0 whose solution are responsible for
bound modes of the array. There might be two kinds of the
bound modes. The first type of modes have wave number
� > k0 and describe guided waves along the array. These
solutions found by Linton et al exist in some interval of ma-
terial parameters of spheres, dielectric constant � or radius
R and the Bloch wave number � [11]. The second type of
bound modes have wave numbers � < k0 embedded into
the diffraction continua above the light cone (BSCs). It is
much more difficult to establish the existence of the second
type of bound states because of tuning of material parame-
ters. However there might be a class of symmetry protected

2



BSC which are free of tuning of the material parameters but
exist only for selected values of Bloch vector �. These BSC
have been already considered in the linear array of infinitely
long dielectric rods [12, 14, 18, 20, 15, 22, 25].

First, axial symmetry of the array implies that the ma-
trixes A and B split over the irreducible representations
of magnetic quantum number m which therefore classifies
the BSCs. Second, discrete translational symmetry along
the z-axis implies that respective wave vector component �
specifies the BSC with discrete k0 too. At last, additional
optional symmetries arise due to the inversion symmetry
transformation bKf(x, y, z) = f(x, y,�z) for � = 0,�.
The selection rules for the amplitudes am

l

, bm
l

were estab-
lished in Ref. [30] and listed in 1. In turn, the symme-

Table 1: Classification of the BSCs.
m � I type of BSC II type of BSC
�= 0 0 (am2k, b

m

2k+1) (am2k+1, b
m

2k)

0 �= 0 (a0
l

, 0), E
z

= 0 (0, b0
l

), H
z

= 0

0 0 (a02k, 0), Ez

= 0 (0, b02k), Hz

= 0

0 0 (0, b02k+1), Hz

= 0 (a02k+1, 0), Ez

= 0

try properties of the cartesian components of vector spheri-
cal functions under the inversion of z allow to establish the
symmetric properties of EM fields collected in Table II.

Table 2: Symmetry properties of the eigenmodes for � = 0.

I type II type
E

x,y

(�z) = (�1)

m+1E
x,y

(z) E
x,y

(�z) = (�1)

mE
x,y

(z)
E

z

(�z) = (�1)

mE
z

(z) E
z

(�z) = (�1)

m+1E
z

(z)
H

x,y

(�z) = (�1)

mH
x,y

(z) H
x,y

(�z) = (�1)

m+1H
x,y

(z)
H

z

(�z) = (�1)

m+1H
z

(z) H
z

(�z) = (�1)

mH
z

(z)

Light can be trapped above the light cone due to the
most simple symmetry mechanism in symmetry protected
BSCs with m = 0,� = 0. They constitute the majority of
the BSCs. The symmetry-protected BSCs are either pure
TE spherical vector modes (Type I in Table I) which are
pure TE spherical vector modes (the I type in Table I) with
a02k �= 0, b0

k

= 0 and TM spherical vector modes (the II
type) with a0

k

= 0, b02k �= 0. Numerical results for the
coefficients a

l

, b
l

are given in Ref. [30]. Here we show only
two examples of the symmetry protected BSCs, one the TE
BSC in Fig. 2 (a) and second the TM BSC in Fig. 2 (b).
Note the profiles are periodic over the chain. Hereinafter
we plot real parts of electromagnetic fields.

5. Robust Bloch BSCs with � �= 0,m = 0

Could the Bloch BSC occur at � �= 0 in the continuum of
free-space modes? This question was first answered pos-
itively by Porter and Evans [31] who considered acoustic
trapping in the array of rods of rectangular cross-section.
Marinica et al [13] demonstrated the existence of the Bloch
BSC with � �= 0 in two parallel dielectric gratings and

Figure 2: Patterns of the symmetry protected TE BSC (a)
and TM BSC (b) with m = 0. Electric force lines are in red
and magnetic force lines are in blue.

Ndangali and Shabanov [14] in two parallel arrays of di-
electric rods. In a single array of rods positioned on the sur-
face of bulk 2d photonic crystal multiple BSCs with � � 0

were considered by Wei et al [18]. Also the Bloch BSCs in
a single array of cylindrical dielectric rods in air were pre-
sented in Ref. [15]. Such a running Bloch BSCs with the
eigenfrequencies above the light cone are interesting by that
the array serves as a waveguide for electromagnetic waves
however for the only fixed � (see summary of BSCs in Fig.
5) in contrast to the bound states below the light cone [11].

According to Table I the Bloch BSCs with � �= 0,m =

0 have only components a0
l

or b0
l

. Let us first consider the
type I of BSC with b0

l

= 0 which has E
z

= 0 and, therefore,
is decoupled with the TM continuum but is coupled with
the TE n = 0,m = 0 continuum. However numerically
we show that this coupling can be achieved to be zero for
variation of � with pattern of EM fields profiles shown in
Fig. 3.

This BSC occurs for tuning � but there is no neces-
sity to tune material parameters of spheres and therefore
the BSC can be defined still as the robust that is attractive
from experimental point of view. We managed to find only
the type I of the BSCs for � = 15 but not the type II. Such a
difference between types of the BSC is related to different
boundary conditions for electric and magnetic fields at the
dielectric sphere.

6. Orbital angular momentum BSCs
The BSCs with orbital angular momentum (OAM) m �= 0

are of primary interest in the present paper. The mechanism
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Figure 3: (Color online). EM field configurations of the
Bloch BSC with � = 1.2074.

for partially symmetry protected BSCs allows us to under-
stand how to realize the BSCs with m �= 0,� = 0 which
are embedded into the diffraction continuum with the same
m and n = 0. Obviously, the system has the time reversal
symmetry that implies that such BSCs are degenerated over
±m. Let us start with the BSC of the I type with m = 1

which has the odd E
z

and the even H
z

according to Tables I
and II. The diffraction TE and TM continua m = 1, n = 0

is independent of z and therefore as it follows from Eqs.
(9) and (10) the solutions of type I are mismatched with
the TM continuum but are coupled with the TE continuum.
However the coupling can be cancelled by tuning the ra-
dius. The results of computation of this partially symmetry
protected BSC of type I (a2k, b2k+1) are given in Ref. [30]
and shown in Fig. 4 (a) for m = 1.

The next type of BSC (a2k+1, b2k) with m = 2 be-
longs to type II with even E

z

and odd H
z

. It is sym-
metry protected against decay into the TE continuum with
m = 2, n = 0. A decay into the TM continuum is can be
eliminated by tuning the sphere radius and shown in Fig. 4
(b). All components of electric and magnetic fields of the
BSCs are nonzero and localized around the array as shown
in Fig. 4. We show EM fields around one sphere because
patterns are periodic along the z-axis. One can see that the
value of OAM m reflects the structure of force lines in the
xy-plane while number of sufficient amplitudes in orbital
momentum l reflects in the structure along the z-axis.

7. Emergence of the BSC in scattering
Scattering of plane waves by periodic two-dimensional ar-
rays of dielectric spheres has been in focus of researches
since pioneering papers by Ohtaka et al [32]. Scatter-

Figure 4: BSCs with OAM (a) m = 1 and (b) m = 2.

ing by aggregates of finite number of spheres was con-
sidered in the framework of multisphere Mie scattering
[29, 33, 34], however to our knowledge the scattering by the
one-dimensional infinite array of dielectric spheres has not
been considered yet. This section aims to present results of
numerical calculation of differential and total cross-sections
of the infinite array with focus to follow resonant traces of
the BSCs in the cross-sections similar to the scattering by
array of dielectric rods [15, 18, 20].

General theory of scattering in terms of the amplitudes
� = (am

l

, bm
l

) is formulated in the form of Eq. (7) which
allows to find the amplitudes via inverse of the matrix bL

� =

bL�1�
inc

. (13)

This equation is the Green equation in which a source pre-
sented by incident wave �

inc

unambiguously gives the so-
lution as the scattered wave �. However there can be an
exception when the inverse of the matrix bL becomes singu-
lar. That occurs if one of complex eigenvalues of bL turns to
zero giving rise to the BSC as the null eigenvector of bL

bL�
BSC

= 0. (14)

Then the general solution of Eq.(7) can be presented as
linear superposition of the BSC and particular solution
[35, 36]

� = ��
BSC

+� (15)

where � is an arbitrary constant that makes the BSC invis-
ible for probing incident plane wave at exact BSC point.
However as soon as one deviates from the BSC point the
BSC manifests in the form of collapsing Fano resonance
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Figure 5: (Color online). BSC frequencies and Bloch vector
� relative to the light line k0 = �. Dash and dash-dot lines
show thresholds where the next continua n = ±1 and n =

�2 are opened. Fully symmetry protected BSCs are marked
by open circles (Type I by, Type II by green), two OAM
BSCs are marked by closed circles, Bloch BSC with � �= 0

is marked by rhombus, BSCs embedded into two and three
continua are marked by cross.

for approaching to the BSC point in parametric space. That
phenomenon was observed for scattering of EM waves by
array of rods [14, 15, 18, 20, 21, 22]. The Fano resonance
for the present system can be interpreted as interference of
paths through the spheres and paths between the spheres.
In what follows we present briefly a mathematical tool to
highlight these features of the BSCs using the biorthogonal
basis of eigenvectors of the non Hermitian matrix bL [15, 37]

bLX
f

= L
f

X
f

, bL+Y
f

= L�
f

Y
f

, Y+
f

X
f

0
= �

ff

0 . (16)

It immediately follows that

bL�1
=

X

f

X
f

1

L
f

Y+
f

. (17)

Because of axial symmetry matrix bL has block structure in
the preserving OAM m

L
(m)
ll

0 =

✓
Z�1
TE,l

�
ll

0 �Amm

ll

0 �Bmm

ll

0

�Bmm

ll

0 Z�1
TM,l

�
ll

0 �Amm

ll

0

◆
.

(18)
In the nearest vicinity of the BSC point one of the com-

plex eigenvalues L
c

is very close to zero. That allows us
to substantially simplify Eq. (17) leaving in the sum only
the leading contribution related to the L

c

. Respectively the
scattering state in Eq. (13) is simplified as follows

�� � 1

L
c

X
c

(Y+
c

·��
inc

), � = TE/TM. (19)
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Figure 6: Total cross-section for scattering of TE (a)/TM
(b) plane wave incident under angle to the array of dielec-
tric spheres strongly effected by presence of the symmetry
protected type I/II BSC shown in Fig. 2 (a).

This equation manifests a remarkable property of the BSCs
to enormously enhance the incident wave �

inc

by the fac-
tor 1/L

c

. First we present this effect for the symmetry pro-
tected BSCs with m = 0 shown in Fig. 2 when plane
wave with the wave vector in plane x, z and TE polariza-
tions with electric field along the y-axis illuminates the ar-
ray. Small complex eigenvalue L

c

in the denominator of
scattering wave function (19) results in sharp resonant con-
tribution in the cross-section �

TE,TE

as shown in Fig. 6
(a). When the plane incidents normally to the arrow of
spheres k

z

= 0 (dash line) the BSC of type I is fully invis-
ible in respect to the cross-section. Alternatively, the sym-
metry protected type II of the symmetry protected BSCs
with the only amplitudes b

k

can be observed via the cross-
section �

TM�TM

which shows similar anomalies in the
cross-section �

TM,TM

as seen from Fig. 6 (b). Thus, al-
though the BSCs have no effect for the normal incidence
they are detected by collapse of Fano resonances in total
cross-sections for k

z

� 0.

8. Transfer of spin momentum of circularly
polarized wave into orbital momentum of the

BSC with m �= 0

Scattering of circularly polarized plane wave by the OAM
BSCs is the main issue of the next section. It is well known
that EM fields can carry not only energy but also angu-
lar momentum. The angular momentum is composed of
spin angular momentum (SAM) and OAM describing its
polarization state and the phase structure distribution, re-
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spectively. The research on OAM of EM fields was not
attractive until Allen et al. investigated the mechanism of
OAM in laser modes [38, 39]. In contrast to SAM, which
has only two possible states of left-handed and right-handed
circular polarizations, the theoretical states of OAM are un-
limited owing to its unique characteristics of spiral flow of
propagating EM waves [40]. There were many proposals
to generate OAM beams by use of ferrite particles [41], by
chiral plasmonic nanostructures [42] and by designer meta-
surfaces [43]. Here we show that the BSCs with OAM are
capable to generate spinning currents in response to illumi-
nation of the array by circularly polarized plane wave.

Because of time-reversal symmetry BSCs with OAM
are degenerate in a sign of m. That modifies Eq. (19) as
follows

�m

� � 1

L
c

X

±
[X

c

(±m)(Y
c

(±m)

+ ·�±m,�
inc

)] (20)

where the incident wave according to Eq. (7) is given

�m,�
inc

=

✓
p�
m

sgn(m)q�
m

◆
, (21)

and subvectors pm and qm are given by Eqs. (4). From Eq.
(18) and property B(m)

ll

0 = �B(�m)
ll

0 the eigenvectors can be
decomposed over the polarizations as follows

X
c

(±m) =

✓
xm

TE

±xm

TM

◆
,Y

c

(±m) =

✓
ym

TE

±ym

TM

◆
.

(22)
As a result substitution of Eqs. (21) and (22) into Eq. (20)
gives

�� � 1

L
c

D�(X
+m

c

±X�m

c

) (23)

where the sign ± refers to the TE/TM polarizations and

D� = y+
TE

p�
|m| + y+

TM

q�
|m|. (24)

Asymptotically D
TM

� 0 for k
z

� 0. Assume that the
elliptically polarized plane wave �TE

inc

+��TM

inc

is incident
almost normally to the array with small k

z

. Instantly from
Eq. (23) we obtain that

�� � FX+m

c

, F =

2D
TE

L
c

(25)

for
D

TE

= �D
TM

(26)

the scattering wave function has only a contribution with
the positive OAM m > 0. Here we introduced the en-
hancement factor F which defines to what extent the in-
cident wave amplitude enhances near by the array. Respec-
tively for D

TE

= ��D
TM

the scattering wave function
has only a contribution with the negative OAM m < 0.
Fig. 7 illustrates the behavior enhancement factor in the
plane of the frequency k0 and k

z

for elliptically polarized
plane waves with the polarization parameter �. In particu-
lar � = �0.3133 + i0.9496 corresponds to the circularly
polarized wave.

Figure 7: The enhancement factor |F | vs frequency and
k
z

. The parameter � controls polarization of incident
wave �TE

inc

+ ��TM

inc

. Open circle marks point k
z

=

0.0306, k0 = 3.1067.

Let us examine the scattering wave function as we pass
by the BSC point �

BSC

= 3.086, R = 0.471, � = 15 [30]
where the radius of spheres is measured in terms of the pe-
riod of array. The solution for the BSC with m = 2 is the
following [30]

(a2
l

, b2
l

) =

0

BBBB@

0 0.6545 + 0.2013i
�0.2142 + 0.6964i 0

0 �0.0057� 0.0018i
0 0

0 0

1

CCCCA

(27)
where , l � 2 and shown in Fig. 4 (b). In what fol-
lows we take R = 0.468 and sweep the frequency of in-
cident wave k0 in the nearest vicinity of the BSC frequency
3.086. Then because of smallness of the eigenvalue L

c

in Eq. (23) EM fields given by the scattering wave func-
tion can reach extremal high values near by spheres. It
is clearly a property of the extremely high quality of the
BSCs, that presents a possibility to enhance the incident
light [21, 22] that is illustrated in Fig. 8 (a). Besides car-
rying OAM the BSC with m �= 0 provide an opportunity
to create giant spinning Pointing currents [44] as demon-
strated in Fig. 8 (b). Fig. 9 shows as the giant Pointing
current circulates around the array when the light with po-
larization � = �0.3133 + i0.9496 and angle of incidence
� = 0.0306 illuminates the array illustrating transforma-
tion of SAM into OAM.

9. Discussions and summary
Recently the BSCs above the light cone were shown to ex-
ist in various systems of one-dimensional arrays of dielec-
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Figure 8: (a) Values of the enhancement factor |F | vs k
z

and k0 as dependent on radius of spheres. (b) Value of the
angular component of Pointing current for the r = 0.571
close to parameters of the BSC with OAM m = 2 (27).
k
z

= 0.0303.

tric rods and holes in the dielectric slab [12, 14, 13, 18,
20, 19, 15, 16] and of dielectric spheres [30]. One can ask
themselves why BSCs can occur in periodic (grating) di-
electric structures but not in homogeneous structures like
slab or rod which can support only guiding EM modes be-
low the light cone. Let us begin with the simplest textbook
system of dielectric slab infinitely long in the x, y plane
with the dielectric constant � > 1. The Maxwell equa-
tions can be solved by separation of variables for scalar
function �(x, y, z) = eikx

x+ik

y

y�(z) to result in bound
states below the light cone k20 = k2

x

+ k2
y

[46]. Situ-
ation can be cardinally changed if to substitute the con-
tinual translational symmetry by discrete one �(x, y, z) =

�(x + ph, y, z) where p = 0,±1,±2, . . ., h is the period
of the structure. Then the radiation continua are quantized
k
x,n

= � + 2�n/h, n = 0,±1,±2, . . . which are out-
going plane waves eikx,n

x+ik

y

y+ik

z

z with the frequency
k20 = k2

x,n

+ k2
y

+ k2
z

. � is the Bloch wave vector along
the x-axis and the integer n refers to diffraction continua
[14]. Physical interpretation of this statement is related to

Figure 9: Pointing current circulates around the sphere
when circularly polarized light illuminates the array. Cur-
rents around other spheres are repeating periodically.

that the slab with discrete translational symmetry can be
considered as one-dimensional diffraction lattice. Let us
take for simplicity � = 0, k

y

= 0. Assume there is the
bound solution with the eigenfrequency k0BSC

> 0 which
is coupled with all diffraction continua enumerated by n.
Let k0BSC

< 2�/h, i.e., the BSC resides in the first diffrac-
tion continua but below the others (see Fig. 5). Because
of the symmetry or by variation of the material parame-
ters of the modulated slab we can achieve that the coupling
of the solution with first diffraction continuum equals zero
[18, 20, 19, 15, 16]. However the solution is coupled with
continua n = 1, 2, . . . which are evanescent that give rise
to exponential decay of the solution over z-axis. The length
of localization L � 1�

2�2
/h

2�k

2
0BSC

. Therefore the evanes-

cent diffraction continua play principal role in space config-
uration of the BSCs.

In the present paper we chose another strategy to quan-
tize the radiation continuum. We break a continual transla-
tional symmetry of infinitely long single rod along its axis
z. In particular we have substituted the infinite long circu-
lar rod by periodic array of dielectric spheres that allowed
us to use the the Mie scattering theory for single sphere
contributed by multiple events of mutual scattering pro-
cesses between spheres. Such a theory is well developed
recently by Linton et al [11] for consideration of guiding
electromagnetic modes below the light cone which shown
by gray color in Fig. 5. As soon as the continual transla-
tional symmetry along the z-axis is substituted by discrete
one the continua is quantized specified by two quantum
numbers, magnetic quantum number m and n. The last
quantum number leads to discrete directions of outgoing
cylindrical waves from the array given by the wave vector
k
z,n

= � + 2�n/h in each sector m where � is the Bloch
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vector along the array.
We have performed symmetry analysis of the BSCs

which are listed in tables I and II. The BSCs are labelled by
two quantum numbers m , azimuthal number of continuum
and � which defines Bloch wave vector of the BSC solution
along the array. (1) The symmetry protected BSCs consti-
tute the vast majority of BSCs which are symmetry mis-
matched with the first diffraction continuum m = 0, n = 0

of both polarizations. The EM field configurations of BSCs
presented in Fig. 6 show hybridizations of a few orbital
quantum numbers l = 2, 4, 6, . . . that specifies the BSCs
as multipoles of high order. The most remarkable property
in view of experimental visualization of the BSCs is their
robustness relative to choice of material parameters of the
dielectric spheres, the radius and dielectric constant.

(2) We demonstrated that the BSC can be established
not only by variation of the material parameters but also
by variation of Bloch wave vector � along the array axis.
Patterns of the Bloch BSCs are presented in Fig. 4.

(3) An advantage of dielectric structures is high quality
factor and wide range of BSC wavelengths from microns
(photonics) to centimeter (microwave range) as dependent
on choice of the radius of spheres. Although the BSCs
exist in a selected points in the parametric space, radius
and dielectric constant there is a domain in the vicinity of
the BSC point where the BSC mostly contributes into the
cross-section and the EM field in near field zone as Figs.
7. That leads to extremely efficient light harvesting capa-
bilities [45]. The BSCs with OAM m �= 0 demonstrate
the most striking effect of transformation of incident SAM
beam with elliptic polarization into the OAM solution with
giant spinning Pointing current in the near field zone of the
array. It is worthy to note that the direction of current cir-
culation can be easily inverted by changing the angle of in-
cidence.
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Abstract 

This paper presents the first demonstration of a wideband 
resonant cavity antenna (RCA) antenna enabled by the Fano 
resonance effect in a two-layer patch array based 
metamaterial as the superstrate. In this device gain 
enhancement over a wideband was achieved by utilizing 
two effects associated with the superstrate, the effect of the 
cavity formed between the ground plane of the feed antenna 
and the superstrate due to the finite reflectivity associated 
with the Fano resonance effect of the superstrate and the 
effect of the finite superstrate size around the resonance 
frequency at which the reflectivity of the superstrate is zero. 
By combining the two gain enhancement mechanisms, a 
compact RCA device for wideband operation with enhanced 
gain has been designed and constructed. A wideband patch 
antenna was designed and used as the feed source for the 
RCA device. For an RCA device using a superstrate 
consisting of two patch arrays each on a thin film liquid 
crystal polymer (LCP) substrate and separated by an air 
gap, a gain of ~13 dBi was obtained with the 3dB 
bandwidth of 46%. The device shows a good flat band 
response with 1-dB-ripple bandwidth as wide as 40%.  

1. Introduction 

The resonant cavity antenna (RCA) has been studied for 
many years due to its ability to provide a narrow beam 
response with enhanced directivity over the conventional 
single element antenna devices [1-16]. In a typical RCA 
device the feed (source) antenna is placed inside a resonator 
which is usually a Fabry-Perot (FP) based cavity structure. 
The bottom reflector is commonly made of a blank metal 
surface or a patterned (defected) surface or an impedance 
surface which also acts as the ground plane of the feeding 
antenna device. The top reflector (superstrate) can be a 
single dielectric substrate or more dielectric layers called an 
electromagnetic band gap (EBG) structure. The required 
high reflectivity is obtained using a high permittivity 
dielectric material with a quarter wavelength thickness [1-4]. 
In the EBG based superstrates, Weily et al. used a three 
layer EBG structure as the superstrate in a RCA device fed 
by a slot array [7]. The gain and bandwidth of the RCA 

device were 22.7 dBi and 13.2% respectively.  Al-Tarifi et 
al. proposed a double cavity RCA device consisting of two 
dielectric superstrates [8] which has a bandwidth of 17.9% 
based on the results of simulation work as compared to 9% 
of a single cavity device. The recent work by Hashmi et al. 
[9] demonstrated a wideband RCA device using an all 
dielectric superstrate consisting of 3 layers of dielectric 
substrates. A large 3-dB bandwidth of 22% was achieved 
with a peak gain of 18.2 dBi. Although the dielectric 
material based superstrate is easy to design, the resultant 
antenna device is bulky. The lack of choice in dielectric slab 
materials with the required thicknesses also restricts design 
flexibility.         

In recent years it has been shown that a partially reflecting 
surface (PRS) consisting of one or more layers of periodic 
metallic or aperture elements on a dielectric substrate known 
as a frequency selective surface (FSS), can be used 
effectively as the superstrate leading to low-profile RCA 
devices [10-13]. Wideband capability of RCA devices based 
on one FSS layer as the PRS was studied by Feresidis et al. 
[11] but the available bandwidth was limited by the intrinsic 
characteristics of the magnitude and phase of the reflection 
characteristics of the single layer FSS based PRS designs. 
Therefore bandwidth enhancement has been a subject of 
significant interest using double FSS layer based PRS 
structures for RCA devices. Feresidis and Vardaxoglou [14] 
proposed a double layer superstrate design consisting of two 
FSS layers with different dimensions of patch elements on 
each dielectric board. An enhanced bandwidth of 9% was 
obtained using a waveguide based feed source. Ge et al. [15] 
investigated a double layer superstrate for bandwidth 
enhancement of a RCA device utilizing two dissimilar 
dipole arrays printed on each side of a dielectric board. A 
monopole antenna was used as the feed source and a 
bandwidth of 13.6% was achieved. In [16], Wang et al. has 
reported a wideband RCA device using a two layer 
metamaterial superstrate consisting of a patch array and a 
perforated metal layer with periodic square holes, the two 
FSS layers were printed on each side of a dielectric board. In 
their work a wideband microstrip fed patch antenna with a 
suspended patch element [17] was used as the feed source. 
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The measured impedance bandwidth was about 25% and the 
gain bandwidth was 28%. In addition a dual-band RCA 
device using a two layer metallo-dielectric superstrate has 
also been investigated [18], the metamaterial superstrate 
design was based on two dissimilar rectangular patch arrays 
one on each side of a dielectric board.   
   In this paper, we present the results of design and 
implementation of a wideband RCA device using a double layer 
metamaterial based superstrate (PRS) consisting of identical 
periodic metallic patch elements on thin film liquid crystal 
polymer (LCP) substrates [19]. Impedance and gain bandwidth as 
large as 44% and 46% have been obtained from a practical device. 
The results were achieved using an optimized wideband patch 
antenna as the feed source with the two layer metamaterial 
superstrate.  

2. Design and modelling 

In this section, the configuration and design principle of 
the resonant cavity antenna for gain enhancement and 
wideband operation are discussed. The design and modelling 
work was carried out using the Ansys-HFSS software tool. 
An aperture coupled CPW fed patch antenna with a 
suspended patch was designed for wideband operation. The 
design and characteristics of a two layer metamaterial are 
studied for application as a superstrate for a wideband RCA 
device. The metamaterial substrate structure is then 
incorporated into the RCA configuration for modelling and 
optimization of the resultant antenna device.   
 

 
Figure 1:  Geometry of the broadband resonance cavity 
antenna, (a) cross sectional view, (b) plane view of the CPW 
feed structure, the coupling aperture and the patch element, 
and (c) the square patch array in each layer of the PRS.    

2.1. Configuration of the RCA antenna design 

Fig. 1(a) shows a schematic cross-sectional view of the 
resonant cavity antenna for high directivity and wideband 
operation. The primary source is a wideband CPW fed patch 
antenna using a suspended patch design on an FR4 substrate. 
The patch element is on a thin film liquid crystal polymer 

(LCP) substrate. The latter is supported using a laser 
micromachined PMMA (polymethyl methacrylate) based 
polymer rim. The thickness of the PMMA rim and hence the 
air gap between the LCP and the FR4 substrates, is denoted 
by Hg. The layout of the aperture for coupling and the 
coplanar waveguide for feeding is shown in Fig. 1(b). The 
PRS is a two-layer metamaterial and is separated from the 
ground plane of source antenna by the cavity height, Hc. 
Unlike the PRS designs in the previous work, our PRS 
consists of two identical layers of square patch based arrays 
each printed on the same thin film LCP material as that used 
in the source antenna. Fig. 1(c) shows a schematic layout of 
the patch array on the LCP film. Two such LCP film 
substrates are combined together using a PMMA based rim 
structure by aligning and bonding the LCP films to each side 
of the PMMA rim. 

2.2. Design of a CPW-fed aperture-coupled patch antenna as a 
wideband primary source 

For wideband operation of a RCA device, it is necessary to 
use a wideband antenna as the source element. In our 
previous work [17], [20] we showed that wideband patch 
antenna devices can be obtained by using an aperture 
coupled design and a suspended patch [17] or patches in the 
case of stacked patch antennas [20]. Using a microstrip feed 
design, a bandwidth of ~20% was obtained for a single patch 
based design [17]. In this work we developed a CPW based 
feed design to obtain increased bandwidth using a short end 
CPW line. In the CPW fed configuration shown in Fig. 1, a 
wide impedance bandwidth can be obtained based on the 
coupling of the resonances associated with a double tuned 
aperture [21] and the suspended patch. The design and 
simulation work was carried out in a similar approach as 
described in our previous work [17]. Briefly the aperture 
was designed in the first step, the total length of the aperture 
was one guided wavelength at 10 GHz and the width was 
one tenth of the length [17]. Then a short-end CPW was 
added to the aperture on the ground plane as the feeding 
structure. The CPW line acts as an impedance transformer 
and was designed to obtain a double-tuned aperture with 
wide impedance bandwidth. By studying the reflection 
characteristic of the CPW fed aperture, it was found that the 
desired length for the CPW line was one wavelength for 
wideband impedance operation of the double tuned aperture. 
In the last design step, a rectangular patch was added to the 
CPW fed aperture with an air gap between the thin film LCP 
substrate of the patch and the aperture. The length of the 
patch was half wavelength at 10 GHz, the patch resonance 
was coupled to those of the double tuned aperture resulting 
in triple resonances thus broadening the impedance 
bandwidth of the antenna design. The air gap determines the 
coupling between the patch and the aperture. A range of air 
gap values was investigated and it was found that the air gap 
of 3 mm provides the best impedance bandwidth. The 
material properties and design parameters are given in Table 
1 and 2 respectively.    

The simulation results of the reflection coefficient and 
directivity of the wideband patch antenna are shown in Fig. 
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2. An impedance bandwidth of about 46% has been 
achieved. It is believed that this is the widest bandwidth 
obtained for a single patch based antenna device. The 
directivity is higher than that of the conventional printed 
patch antenna on a PCB board by using the air gap based 
design and a low loss LCP thin film substrate [17]. 
 

Table 1: Properties of dielectric substrates. 
 LCP [22] FR4 [23] PMMA [24] 

Hr 2.9 4.1 2.6 

tanG 0.0025 0.02 0.008 

 
Table 2: Design dimensions of patch antenna. 

Lp Wp Ls Ws Wf Lf G Hg Wg 

10 20 17 1.0 1.4 20 0.2 3 45 

 
 

 
Figure 2:  Simulation results of reflection coefficient (S11) 
and the directivity of the patch antenna source.   

2.3. Design of the metamaterial based PRS 

In this work we have studied design of an effective PRS 
using a two-layer metallo-dielectric based metamaterial as 
shown in Fig. 1. The metamaterial based PRS consists of 
two identical patch arrays each printed on an LCP film 
substrate and separated by an air gap. In our previous work 
[25], we investigated Fano resonance in such metamaterials 
with a narrow bandwidth for high-Q applications. In this 
paper we demonstrate that the same metamaterial design but 
with broad resonance characteristics can be used to design 
an effective PRS for a wideband RCA device. Unlike in 
[25], in this work patch arrays with approximately quarter 
wavelength pitch have been found to provide suitable 
reflection characteristics for incorporating into a RCA 
device for broadband operation. The resonant frequency of 
the metamaterial PRS was chosen to be 10 GHz matching 
that of the source antenna as discussed previously. The 
resonant frequency of the two-layer material PRS depends 
on the pitch of the patch array, the dimensions of the square 
patch element and the gap between the two LCP film 
substrates. The design work was carried out using a unit cell 
based approach thus assuming an infinite array size [12]. 
The implementation of the unit cell for design and 

simulation work is shown in Fig. 3. Full wave EM 
simulation was performed based on the Floquet’s theorem 
using the Ansys HFSS software tool. It has been shown that 
this method is accurate and efficient in study of infinite size 
two dimensional periodic arrays [26].  

 
 

Figure 3:  Unit cell structure for simulation of PRS design 
consisting of two identical patch arrays each on a thin film 
LCP substrate.   
 

 
(a) 

 

  
(b) 

Figure 4:  Simulation results for the PRS design based on 
the unit cell shown in Fig. 3, (a) transmission magnitude and 
(b) reflection magnitude.  

 
Five such metamaterial designs have been considered for 

PRS applications. The pitch of the patch array was 7 mm in 
all cases. The values of the air gap between the two arrays 
are 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 mm respectively. To maintain the 
resonant frequency of the material structures, the dimensions 
of the square patch elements were adjusted in the design 
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process. The corresponding values were found to be 6.95 
mm, 6.77 mm, 6.45 mm, 6 mm and 5.3 mm respectively. 
Fig. 4 shows the transmission and reflection characteristics 
of the two-layer metamaterial designs. The resonant 
behavior has a strong dependence on the air gap thickness 
between the two array layers. As the air gap increases, the 
effect of Fano resonance decreases since the electromagnetic 
coupling between the scattered waves becomes weaker [25].  

2.4. Design of RCA 

The design of a wideband RCA device was carried out by 
implementing the corresponding 3D structure of the cross-
sectional view as shown in Fig. 1(a) in Ansys HFSS 
environment. The source antenna as described in section 2 
was incorporated in the RCA design without modification. 
Since the actual PRS structure in a RCA device has a finite 
array of patch elements. Therefore the RCA synthesis work 
was carried out using a finite element based full wave 
simulation approach to take into account of the effect of the 
finite size of the PRS. For compactness both of the PRS and 
the substrate of the primary source should be small while 
maintaining a wideband performance.  

 
Figure 5:  Comparison of broadside directivity of the RCA 
design for different arrays in the finite-size PRS. The cavity 
height (Hc) is 20 mm.  
 

Fig. 5 shows the results of broadside directivity as a 
function of frequency for array sizes of 5x5, 7x7 and 9x9 in 
the superstrate respectively. It can be seen that the 
bandwidth of directivity is strongly affected by the size of 
the superstrate. This effect has already been observed in 
other RCA devices [6], [13] and has been discussed in detail 
in [9]. A larger superstrate results in lateral propagation 
within the cavity and phase non-uniformity across the 
radiation aperture thus causing degradation in antenna 
performance. Hence a smaller superstrate is better for a 
RCA device, the leaked wave from the edges of the 
superstrate also increases the radiation bandwidth [9]. In our 
work this effect is used to obtain gain enhancement at 10 
GHz at which the superstrate is at resonance exhibiting zero 
reflectivity and thus gain enhancement cannot be achieved 
using the cavity effect. It was found that the optimum array 
size for a wideband RCA device is 5x5. Further reduction of 
superstrate size weakens the effect of the Fabry-Perot 
resonator and thus reducing the performance of the RCA 
device at frequencies below and above the resonant 

frequency (10 GHz) of the superstrate. As shown in Fig. 5 as 
the superstrate becomes very large (e.g. 9x9 array) no 
enhancement in directivity can be obtained at 10 GHz since 
the effect of gain/directivity enhancement of the superstrate 
is small.  

Fig. 6 shows the results of both radiation and reflection 
characteristics of the RCA device with the 5x5 array based 
PRS design for different cavity heights. It can be seen that 
the cavity height has a significant effect on the radiation 
response of the cavity. The best RCA performance is 
obtained at the cavity height of 20 mm with the lowest ripple 
response in antenna directivity. The corresponding 
impedance bandwidth is 45% as shown in Fig. 6(b).   

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

Figure 6:  Radiation (a) and reflection (b) characteristics of 
the RCA device with 5x5 patch arrays in the superstrate. 

3. Fabrication and measurements  

3.1. Fabrication of patch antenna 

The wideband patch antenna was produced on an FR4 
substrate. The thickness of the substrate was 1.6 mm. A 
similar fabrication approach as in our previous work was 
used [20]. However a laser micromachined PMMA rim was 
used in this work to obtain a suspended patch instead of the 
SU8 based polymer rim that was produced by a surface 
micromachining based method. The new approach is 
efficient and better for producing millimeter thick polymer 
structures than the previous method. The CPW feed line and 
the coupling aperture was produced on a copper clad FR4 
board using a microfabrication approach. The patch was 
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fabricated on a thin film (100 Pm) copper clad LCP 
substrate. The PMMA rim for supporting the patch on the 
LCP substrate was produced using a CO2 laser based 
micromachining system. The inner dimensions of the rim 
were 36 x 36 mm2 and the width of the PMMA track was 2 
mm. A PMMA plate of 3 mm of thickness was used in this 
work to match the design requirement for wideband 
operation of the resultant patch based source antenna. In the 
assembly process, the PMMA rim was aligned to the 
aperture on the FR4 substrate and attached to it using the 
SU8 based bonding method [20]. The patch on the LCP film 
substrate was then aligned to the coupling aperture and the 
LCP substrate was bonded to the PMMA rim using the same 
method as for bonding of the PMMA rim to the FR4 
substrate.  Finally a SMA connector was mounted to the 
FR4 board by soldering to complete the construction of a 
wideband patch antenna as the primary source for a 
wideband RCA device.  

3.2. Fabrication of PRS  

Based on the results of design and simulation work as 
described in section 2, the PRS design with a 5x5 array of 
square patch elements in each FSS layer was chosen for 
construction of a RCA device.  As shown in Figs. 5 and 6, 
the best performance for a RCA device is expected from 
incorporation of this PRS design. The 5x5 array of square 
patch elements was fabricated on a copper clad LCP film 
substrate.  The patch array was the fabricated on the LCP 
substrate using the same microfabrication method as for 
fabrication of the primary source antenna. Two arrays were 
fabricated each on an LCP film as necessary for construction 
of the double layer metamaterial based PRS. Two 2 mm 
thick laser machined PMMA rims were prepared and 
stacked together to a total rim thickness of 4 mm as the 
spacer between the two patch arrays. The two LCP layers 
were then aligned and attached to each side of the stacked 
PMMA rim to complete the construction of the PRS 
structure.   

 
Figure 7: A photograph of the assembled RCA device 
showing a CPW-fed aperture coupled patch antenna and the 
PRS superstrate. The cavity height is 20 mm. 

3.3. Assembly of RCA device 

The primary source antenna and the PRS as described in 
the above sections were assembled to complete the 
construction of the wideband RCA device. A screw based 

method was used to mount the PRS on the FR4 substrate of 
the source antenna. Alignment was made using 4 pre-drilled 
matching holes on the FR4 substrate and the PRS structure. 
The holes were located on each corner of the square FR4 
board and the PRS assembly.  Fig. 7 shows an optical image 
of the assembled wideband RCA device. The cavity height 
can be controlled by adjusting the position of the screws 
securing the PRS structure.  

 
(a) 
 

 
(b) 

Figure 8:  The measured and simulation results of reflection 
(a) and radiation (b) characteristics of the broad band feed 
antenna 

3.4. Antenna characterization 

Microwave measurements for antenna characterization 
were made in an anechoic chamber using a vector network 
analyzer (HP 8510). Fig. 8 shows the results of reflection 
and gain measurements for the source (feed) antenna. Good 
impedance matching through coupling of multiple 
resonances was obtained with an impedance bandwidth of 
43%. The 3dB gain bandwidth is 40% covering the X-band 
with a peak gain of 8 dBi. To our knowledge the results are 
the largest bandwidth values obtained for a patch antenna 
device. It provides the necessary feed source for a wideband 
RCA device. Fig. 9 presents the results of measurement and 
simulation of the far-field radiation pattern for the RCA 
antenna device shown in Fig. 7. A good agreement between 
the measurement and simulation results has been obtained. 
The cavity height was 20 mm. The measured impedance 
bandwidth is 44% between 8 GHz and 12.4 GHz. The 
measured 3dB gain bandwidth is 46%. The device has 
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excellent flat-ripple response with a 1-dB-ripple gain 
bandwidth as wide as 40% over the frequency band between 
7.6 and 11.6 GHz  

 
(a) 

 
          (b) 

Figure 9:  (a) Results of reflection from measurement and 
simulation, and (b) results of gain from measurement and 
simulation.  
 

 
Figure 10:  E- and H-plane far-field radiation patterns of the 
RCA device at three different frequencies of 8 GHz, 10 GHz 
and 12 GHz respectively.  

To investigate the spatial characteristics of the radiation, 
angle dependent measurements were carried out at selected 
frequencies and the results are shown in Fig. 10. In general 
the measured results are in good agreement with the 
predicted performance, except the E-plane results at 10 and 
12 GHz which may be due to the fact that the SMA 
connector of the source antenna was on the E-plane and was 
not included in the model of the simulation work. The 
results of E-plane and H-plane measurements show the same 
value of 40q for the 3dB bandwidth at the frequencies of 
both 8 GHz and 10 GHz. It is slightly barrower at 12 GHz 
with a value of 30q. Therefore the results illustrate the 
desirable radiation behavior of the RCA design for 
broadband applications maintaining similar radiation 
patterns over the band of operation. 

4. Conclusion  

A resonance cavity antenna with the characteristics of the 
broad radiation bandwidth has been proposed and 
demonstrated successfully. The effects of Fano resonance in 
the PRS consisting of two identical arrays of square patch 
elements and the finite PRS size was combined to achieve 
gain enhancement over a wideband. A wideband patch 
antenna was designed and used as the feed source for the 
RCA device. Thin film LCP substrates were used in 
construction of the RCA device enabling high performance 
and light weight devices. The impedance and 3 dB radiation 
bandwidth of the device were measured to be 44% and 46% 
respectively representing considerable improvement over the 
bandwidth of similar devices reported in the previous work.  
The peak gain of the device was about 13 dBi. The RCA 
device is also very compact with dimensions of only 
45x45x26 mm3. 
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Abstract
Using the Lorenz-Mie theory, we derive an analytical con-
dition for the occurrence of mutiple Fano resonances in
single scattering by coated spheres composed of magnetic
materials [Phys. Rev. A 92: 023835, 2015]. This con-
dition establishes that Fano-comb scattering response de-
pends uniquely on material parameters and thickness of the
shell, provided that it is magnetic and thin compared to the
scatterer radius. We argue that both position and profile of
these Fano resonances could be externally tuned by engi-
neering magnetic materials.

1. Multiple Fano resonances
Recently, a great deal of attention has been devoted to the
Fano resonance in plasmonic nanostrutures due to its sensi-
tivity to both geometry and local environment changes [1,
2]. The interference between broad and narrow resonance
modes, supported by plasmonic nanostrutures, gives rise to
the Fano resonance, which has a characteristic, asymmetric
lineshape with a narrow bandwidth [2]. By properly choos-
ing the materials and/or the system design, it is possible to
generate e.g. multiple Fano, comblike scattering resonances
in plasmonic nanoparticles [3, 4]. The design of these Fano-
comb nanoparticles may enable several applications at dif-
ferent spectral ranges, such as improving the resolution in
comb-spectroscopy techniques and optical tagging [3].

Here, we propose an alternative approach [1], based
on magnetic materials, for generating comblike scattering
response in concentric, single-layered core-shell nanopar-
ticles, which can exhibit Fano resonances [5]. Instead
of inducing Fano-comb resonances by the geometrical
symmetry breaking in single-layered core-shell nanostruc-
tures [4], we suggest the use of high permeability cov-
ers [6, 7] in center-symmetric scatterers. Indeed, in the
long-wavelength limit, the presence of a ferromagnetic
layer breaks the isotropy of the Rayleigh scattering [8],
and allow us to obtain multiple Fano, comblike scatter-
ing resonances composed of both electric and magnetic
dipole resonances in the extinction cross-sections. These
Fano-like resonances, known as “unconventional” Fano
resonances [5], are different from the conventional Fano
ones [2], since they are polarization-independent and arise
from the interference between EM modes with the same
multipole moment.

With this aim, let us consider a center-symmetric, core-

shell sphere, with inner radius R1 and outer radius R2, in-
teracting with a plane EM wave in free space. The refrac-
tive and impedance indices are nq ≡ √

εqµq and !nq ≡
"

εq/µq , with q = 1 for core and q = 2 for shell, so that
!nq = nq for nonmagnetic materials (µq = 1) [6, 7, 8]. The
scattering efficiency is Qsca = 2

#∞
ℓ=1

(2ℓ + 1)(|aℓ|2 +
|bℓ|2)/(kR2)2, where aℓ and bℓ are the electric and mag-
netic Lorenz-Mie coefficients, respectively, and k = 2π/λ
is the wave number of the incident wave [9].

With a little bit of algebra (for details, see Ref. [1]), it
is possible to demonstrate that the combination of small-
particle and ferromagnetic limits for the shell (kR2 ≪ 1
and |n2|kR2 ≫ 1) with the Rayleigh limit for the core
(kR1 ≪ 1 and |n1|kR1 ≪ 1) leads to multiple Fano,
comblike resonances in the scattering cross-section. With
a proper choice of parameters and assuming ζ ≡ R1/R2 ≈
1, one can obtain electric and magnetic Fano-like reso-
nances with a scattering minimum (cloaking [10]) at the
same frequency. The cloaking condition (Qsca ≈ 0) leads
to a mutual dependence between ε2 and µ2, for kR2 ≪ 1,
|n1|kR1 ≪ 1, |n2|kR2 ≫ 1, and ζ ≈ 1:

ε2µ2 ≈
$

πN

kR2(1− ζ)

%2

, N = 1, 2, . . . (1)

These integer numbers N can roughly be interpreted as in-
dicating the “cavity modes” of the magnetic shell. In fact,
being λ2 the wavelength inside a nanoshell with thickness
d ≡ b − a, the EM cloaking occurs for λ2 ≈ 2d/N .
Note that this is the same condition for resonant modes in
a Fabry-Pérot cavity with d being the separation distance
between its mirrors. Since this analytical result is typical of
resonant optical cavities, it suggests that the cloaking con-
dition does not depend on the geometry of the particle (op-
tical cavity), but rather the magnetic material parameters,
shell thickness, and irradiation schemes.

Also, due to the electric and magnetic Fano-like reso-
nances, the cloaking frequencies given by Eq. (1) are spec-
trally near to a pair of scattering resonance peaks. Each
of these scattering, Fano-comb resonances are associated
with a mode number N and are referred to as morphology-
dependent resonances of first order (ℓ = 1). These Fano-
comb resonances are plotted in Fig. 1 as a function of the
input frequency ω and µ2.

It is important to mention that the profile and the posi-
tion of the comblike resonances can be externally tuned in
engineered magnetic materials, such as metamaterials made



Figure 1: Scattering efficiency Qsca for a dielectric sphere
with refractive index n1 = 3.1 coated with a plasmonic,
lossy magnetic shell with µ2 ≫ 1 and ε2(ω) = ε∞ −
ω2
p/[ω(ω + ıΓ)], where ε∞ = 3.3, ωp = 2213.2 THz, and

Γ = 0.002ωp [3], embedded in vacuum. The inner sphere
has radius R1 = 100 nm and aspect ratio ζ = R1/R2 =
0.9 [1]. The dotted line represents the sphere without coat-
ing (ζ = 1). The cloaking occurs at ε2 values given by
Eq. (1). The |a1|2 and |b1|2 curves refer to the electric and
magnetic dipole contributions in the exact Lorenz-Mie the-
ory. (a) µ2 = 1.5× 103. (b) µ2 = 3× 103. (c) µ2 = 104.

of ferroelectric compounds [6, 7]. Indeed, by applying an
external magnetic field and/or varying the temperature, one
can change the value of µ2. This possibility of tuning the
value of µ2 has influence not only on the resonance posi-
tion but also on the number of resonances that compose the
comblike scattering response at a given spectral range, as
illustrated in Fig. 1.

We emphasize that, to the best of our knowledge, this
tunability is not found in previous proposals involving
comblike resonances in core-shell nanoparticles, which are
based mainly on nonmagnetic materials [3, 4]. In these pre-

vious systems, the position and profile of comblike reso-
nances are determined a priori by the nanostructure design,
either by varying the plasma frequencies with a gradient of
doping level in multilayered spheres [3] or by constructing
nonconcentric core-shell nanowires [4]. This fact, which
distinguishes our proposal from the previous ones, allows
for tunable, versatile comblike scattering response in con-
centric, single-layered core-shell nanoparticles.
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Abstract-Protein levels in human serum are an attractive target for early diagnostics and sensors 

due to the direct correlation of these protein concentrations to diseases/infections. Due to human 

serum containing more than 20,000 different proteins, detecting a change in these levels can be 

challenging. Here, we present a method to selectively detect a physiologically relevant increase in 

the Immunoglobulin G concentration in human blood serum. 
 

Human blood serum contains >20,000 different proteins, with an overall protein concentration of ~1 mM. 

These proteins vary largely in their relative concentrations, with some being in the 50 g/l range all the way down 

to under 1 ng/l, with the most abundant protein being serum albumin. This can make it increasingly difficult to 

selectively detect an elevated level of a specific protein within biological sera [1]. In serum, roughly 20 proteins 

make up 99% of the mass of serum, the chosen protein to study here, Immunoglobulin G (IgG), makes up ~15% 

of that. 

                                                            

Table 1: Table of most common proteins present in human serum, along with their concentrations in g/L. 

 

To study the effects of spiking human serum with an increased level of IgG, reflectivity spectra from both 

left and right handed chiral gold nanostructures were recorded. Similar looking spectra are seen for both the left 

and the right handed chiral nanostructures, where there is a dip with a peak of enhanced reflectivity within that 

dip. These peaks of enhanced reflectivity within reflectance dips have previously been attributed to an 

electromagnetically induced transmission (EIT)-like phenomena in hybrid solid-inverse systems [2]. The origin 

of this effect is due to the coupling between bright and dark modes of the hybrid structures. 

 

 



The separation between the reflectance dips in the spectra are sensitive to chiral molecules absorbed on the 

surface of the chiral gold nanostructures. Various dilutions of a serum standard (15.3% IgG) were run over 

injection moulded chiral shuriken structures covered in a 100nm gold film, and reflectance spectra measured for 

each solution. After that, 3 different spiked solutions were used (16.7% IgG, 18.1% IgG and 21.8% IgG total) 

and reflectance spectra measure for each concentration. The separation between the reflectance dips were 

measured for both left and right handed nanostructures and then a separation asymmetry was calculated (right 

separation – left separation) for each solution. 

Figure 1: Graph showing separation asymmetry for each concentration of standard (red) and spiked serum (green, 

purple and blue) solutions. 

 

 Figure 1 shows that even a small increase in IgG from a standard serum solution can be detected, and as the 

percentage of spiked IgG increases, so does the separation asymmetry relative to the standard. This sensitive detection 

of physiologically relevant concentrations of altered IgG from serum samples using injection moulded chiral 

metamaterials is a step forward in making low cost disease diagnostics a reality.  
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Abstract- There is an urgent need for the development of new optical, ultrasensitive, robust 

biosensor for the detection of specific disease biomarkers in order to enable early diagnostics and 

improve diseases treatment [1]. 

Here we describe a novel method to fabricate 3D flexible and tunable plasmonic biosensors and their 

implementation as Localized Surface Plasmon Resonance/Surface Enhanced Raman Scattering (LPSR/SERS) 

platforms for the real time detection of anti-human Immunoglobulin G (anti-IgG) in buffer solution. In particular, 

the substrates were prepared by combining the nanosphere lithography that uses polystyrene spheres to obtain a 

template for lithography and soft lithography that uses polydimethylsilane (PDMS). The as-fabricated flexible 

substrates were subsequently coated with a 50 nm Au thin film to obtain large area plasmonic platforms (see Fig. 

1). Moreover, the plasmonic properties of the flexible plasmonic platforms can easily be tuned by changing the 

size of polystyrene spheres used here as mold. The plasmonic tunability is further evaluated both experimentally 

and theoretically. 

 

 

Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of fabrication steps of the 3D plasmonic platform. 

 

 

Finally, in order to demonstrate the biosensing performance of our flexible plasmonic substrates in view of 

future detection assays on real biological samples, the as-designed biosensor was successfully implemented as 

LSPR platform for the detection of anti-IgG molecules. Specifically, the capture IgG molecules were 

immobilized on flexible plasmonic substrate and then incubated with anti-IgG molecules. In addition, we 



demonstrate the feasibility of this biosensor to detect and identify anti-IgG molecules through SERS, a molecular 

identification technique that offers qualitative information about the IgG-anti-IgG interaction. 

We are confident that these efficient LSPR/SERS platforms will pave the way to optical biosensors that are 

simple, transparent and flexible. 
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Abstract-In this presentation, our efforts towards the development of novel nanomaterials applied 

for sensing molecules in crude biofluids will be discussed. Specifically, plasmonic nanoparticles 

and nanostructured surface were applied to the detection of molecules for therapeutic drug 

monitoring, for therapeutic response monitoring and for sensing other important biomarkers.  

 

In this presentation, the properties of different plasmonic nanomaterials will be discussed in the context of 

clinical and biological sensing. In our research, we have studied and integrated novel plasmonic materials based 

on nanoparticle and hole arrays, surface chemistry relying on peptide monolayers and unique instrumental 

designs for sensing biomolecules of importance in disease detection, monitoring the course of treatment of 

patients during ongoing therapies or of general interest in biological systems. The plasmonic properties of 

nanohole and microhole arrays were studied in different excitation modes (transmission and attenuated total 

reflection) for plasmonic sensing and in surface-enhanced excitation. The nanohole and microhole were arrayed 

using photolithography on a 4” wafer and the nanohole arrays were integrated in a 96-well plate reader. This 

platform was used to screen antibodies for PSA sensing and to monitor methotrexate, an anticancer agent used in 

chemotherapy. We have also developed a SPR and LSPR sensing platform based on a small and portable 

instrument. Competition assays were validated for therapeutic drug quantitation, such as methotrexate and 

antibiotics and for monitoring therapeutic responses of patients undergoing leukemia treatments. 
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Abstract- The composition of blood serum is sensitive to the medical physiology of patients. 

Monitoring this composition leads to diagnosis of diseases such as cancer, organ failure, and 

malnutrition. We present a new methodology to detect changes in the globular proteins composition of 

blood serum utilizing chiral plasmonic metafilms. This new technique provides a unique platform for 

rapid detection of disease and medical diagnosis through optical detection of serum variations.   

 

The composition of globular proteins in the blood is an important marker of a patient’s condition. Detecting 
the changes is often used to diagnose conditions that include cancer, kidney or liver problems, irregularities in 

the immune system and poor nutrition.1 The composition of blood serum is hence measured as variations 

indicate deviation from regular physiological conditions. The prominent components of blood serum are globular 

proteins dominated by a large quantity of Albumin. The commonly used clinical methods to distinguish 

variations in the composition include gel electrophoresis, mass spectrometry, precipitation and paper 

chromatography. However, these techniques can be slow and cumbersome. We have used plastic templates to 

create chiral plasmonic metafilms that are sensitive to protein structure, to detect changes in the composition of 

serum through optical reflectivity measurements.2,3 We measure the reflectivity of these metafilms that show 

reflectivity profiles of electromagnetic induced transmission in coupled systems. The variation in the coupling 

causes changes in the optical behavior that can then be detected through the reflection measurement.  

A common results of any infection is the increment in the levels of immunoglobulins (antibodies) in the 

blood. We show the detection of IgG spiked serum samples that relate to possible markers for diseases. This 

unique new methodology enables detection of changes in the blood serum using microliter quantities of sample 

with an all optical measurement.  
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Abstract- Infrared spectroscopy provides chemical information of biomolecules by detecting their 

vibrational fingerprints. Here, we use graphene plasmons to enhance infrared absorption and to 

demonstrate a tunable biosensor with high sensitivity for label-free and chemically-specific 

detection of protein monolayers. We show that the tunability and extreme light confinement of 

graphene offer great possibilities for biosensing. 

 

The vibrational fingerprints of common biomolecules lie in the mid-infrared region of the spectrum, making 

infrared spectroscopy a key tool in chemical-specific biosensing. One of the most effective approaches to 

 

Fig. 1: (a) Conceptual view of the tunable graphene biosensor. (b) SEM micrograph of a GNRA. (c) Infrared 

extinction spectra of GNRAs for different ribbon widths and biasing voltages. (d, e) Extinction spectra of the 

graphene biosensor (W=30nm) before and after protein immobilization obtained from experiments and an analytic 

model. 



enhance vibrational absorption signals is to exploit the strong electric near-fields in metallic nano-antennas [1]. 

However, this technique is able to enhance only those vibrations matching the antenna resonance frequency and 

the levels of enhancement are limited by the relatively poor field confinement of metals in the infrared. In 

contrast to metals, graphene is able to sustain tunable and highly-confined long-lived plasmons in the infrared 

[2]. We present the first infrared biosensor using graphene and show the potential of its unique opto-electronic 

properties for plasmon-enhanced biosensing [3]. In particular, we demonstrate a graphene biosensor with 

dynamic spectral tunability and with an unprecedent sensitivity in detecting simultaneously the refractive-index 

and vibrational fingerprints of nanometric biological layers. 

 

The conceptual view of the graphene infrared biosensor is shown in Fig.1a. A graphene nanoribbon array 

(GNRA) is illuminated with infrared light to excite a localized surface plasmon resonance, which is dynamically 

tuned by applying a biasing variable voltage Vg (Fig.1c). The biological target of our biosensor are protein 

molecules. The performance of the sensor is tested by forming a well-defined protein bilayer (protein A/G and 

IgG antibody). The extinction spectra of the biosensor before and after protein immobilization is shown in Fig.1d. 

evidencing dramatic changes upon protein physisorption. The first effect is a strong redshift of the plasmonic 

resonance corresponding to the detection of the protein refractive index. The second effect corresponds to the 

two spectral dips appearing at the characteristic vibrational bands of proteins (amide I-II, 1660-1550cm-1). These 

fingerprints are only detectable when the graphene plasmonic resonance is spectrally tuned to overlap with the 

amide bands. The results are in good agreement with an analytical model for dielectric-coated graphene 

nanoribbons [3].  
 

Our results, based upon a simple sensor design, show the big potential of graphene for biosensing and clearly 

leave plenty of room for improvement. Careful design of the nanoresonator geometry combined with higher 

graphene mobility will lead to even sharper plasmonic resonances, improved field enhancement, larger 

sensitivity, and higher spectral resolution. The graphene tunability expands the spectral range of plasmon-based 

IR biosensing and offers hyper-dimensional spectral information that demands the development of new 

fingerprint identification algorithms. In conclusion, we have shown that graphene brings new spectrally-dynamic 

and highly-confined plasmonics to mid-IR, opening exciting and unforeseen possibilities for biosensing. 
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Detection of low concentrations of chemical and biological agents plays a fundamental role in biomedical, 
environmental and material sciences. The development of real-time, ultra-sensitive, and label-free sensors 
requires advanced technologies coupled with fundamental knowledge in chemistry, physics and biology. 
Plasmonic nanosensors for molecular optical detection have been widely investigated in the past - their 
sensitivity has been greatly improved over the years, opening unique possibilities for single molecule 
spectroscopy under ambient conditions.  
 
We present here the development of a practical implementation capable of low-cost robust real-time single-
molecule sensitivity. Experimental SERS-based studies are shown where the strong localized field 
enhancement associated with plasmonic nanoparticles is exploited for biomolecule detection and real-time 
chemical reaction tracking.  
 
We use nano-assembling aggregates of gold nanoparticle with cucurbit[n]urils (CB[n]s) molecules [1,2] to 
measure small quantities of organic molecules (e.g. neurotransmitters) in aqueous environments such as 
human urine.[1] Gold nanorod-CB[n] aggregates and DNA-origami-based assemblies are also synthesized and 
exploited to detect low concentration of dye molecules.[3,4] 
In a different set of studies we investigate individual gold nanoparticles deposited on a gold film (nanoparticle-
on-mirror geometry, NPoM).[5,6] By placing a lipid bilayer spacer between the nanoparticle and the film, we 
are able to show in-situ high-speed single molecule dynamics, crucial to better understand the changes in 
conformation and orientation of lipids composing bio-membranes.[7] We use host-guest chemistry to align 
dye molecules in the particle-substrate nano-cavity: this allows us to reach the strong coupling regime  with 
only single molecules at room temperature and under ambient conditions.[8] Finally, we exploit NPoM 
plasmonic nanogaps for in-situ SERS monitoring of chemical reactions, such as selective photodimerization, 
photoisomerism,[9] and single molecule oxidation processes. 
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Abstract - Live cell imaging, essential in monitoring dynamic cell functions, is difficult due to the 

optical transparency of cells. Stain-based imaging, however, often impacts the cell functions being 

observed, creating a need for live cell imaging techniques with minimal physical and chemical effects on 

the cell. We herein describe a simple reflection imaging system consisting of a plasmonic crystal, a 

common laboratory microscope, and band-pass filters, and demonstrate its capabilities for quantitative 

imaging and in-situ monitoring of live cells.  

 

Real-time imaging of biological processes and morphological changes within living cells provides essential 

information about cellular events that may escape the static observation typically performed on fixed cells.1,2 

Most current live cell imaging strategies heavily rely on staining or tagging different components of the cell, 

because cells are optically transparent.3 The high intensity light illumination associated with these techniques 

may induce temperature fluctuations and/or damage DNA via UV light absorption, ultimately affecting the cell 

functions being observed.4 There is, therefore, a need for live cell imaging techniques designed to minimize 

damage to the cell by sustaining physical and chemical conditions suitable for the local biological environment.  

To meet this need, a number of optics-based analytical tools have been developed for the study of dynamic 

phenomena of living cells that bypass the need for fluorescent labels. Phase contrast microscopy5, 6 and 

differential interference contrast microscopy,7, 8 while effective in visualizing unstained biological specimens 

with enhanced contrast and resolution, are limited by their two-dimensional projections of data, which cannot 

fully quantitatively capture live cell morphology. Digital holographic microscopy9 and spatial light interference 

microscopy,10 both extremely powerful analytical methods able to provide label-free quantitative dynamical live 

cell imaging, can obtain three-dimensional images. The main drawback of these optical techniques is that they 

require complex instrumental setups and non-trivial data processing capacities. 

The work presented describes the operation of a simple reflection imaging system which consists of a 

plasmonic crystal, a common laboratory microscope, and band-pass filters for quantitative imaging and in-situ 

real-time analysis of live cells and their interactions with the substrate. Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) is 

highly sensitive to local optical profile changes at the interface between the metal and dielectric coating. Thus, 

variations in the thin film thickness or dielectric properties near the surface of the plasmonic crystal can be 

detected by analyzing the plasmonic optical responses. We construct a reference system to calibrate the film 

thickness-dependent variations in reflection contrast by depositing polyelectrolyte thin films using the 
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layer-by-layer (LBL) self-assembly method. Finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations were performed 

to confirm the viability of the optical responses measured experimentally from the polyelectrolyte reference 

system as a calibration for quantitative studies investigating live cell structure and function in culture. The utility 

of this plasmonic imaging technique was exemplified on a model biological system using live Aplysia 

californica pedal ganglion neurons immersed in artificial sea water (ASW). Our findings show that the 

morphology of peripheral structures (smaller than ~80 nm in thickness) of live Aplysia pedal neurons can be 

analyzed quantitatively and their structural changes during processes such as cell detachment induced by 

trypsinization can be optically monitored. These results show the quantitative capabilities of plasmonic reflection 

imaging as a valuable real-time analytical tool for monitoring the morphology and dynamics of ultrathin cellular 

systems in their environment. 
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Abstract- Hybrid materials composed of photo-crosslinkable thermo-responsive hydrogel and 

metallic nanostructures are presented. These materials are prepared by using UV laser interference 

lithography. The responsive hydrogel serves as a binding matrix that is functionalized with ligand 

molecules for selective capture of target analyte at a plasmonic hotspot. Such structures are 

promising for biosensors relying on surface plasmon-enhanced fluorescence detection. 
 

Plasmonics concerns manipulating of light at nanoscale and it offers attractive means for sensitive detection 

and interaction analysis of chemical and biological species. In particular, metallic nanostructures supporting 

localized surface plasmons (LSPs) allow enhancing intensity of electromagnetic field by its confining at so 

called “plasmonic hotspot”. This intense field can efficiently probe specific analyte binding and it enables 

detection of the binding events by using of plasmonically-enhanced optical spectroscopy techniques such as 

surface plasmon-enhanced fluorescence or surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy. This paper reports on the 

implementation of photo-crosslinkable responsive hydrogel materials for selective functionalization of metallic 

nanostructures. N-isopropylacrylamide-co-methacrylic acid-co-4-methacryloyloxy benzophenone polymer 

[pNIPAAm, see Fig 1 a) below] is employed to serve as a responsive binding matrix. UV laser interference 

lithography [1] is used to align pNIPAAm-coated areas with arrays of metallic nanoparticles and nanoholes [see 

Fig b)]. In its swollen state, the polymer structure is modified with biomolecules by using the amine coupling 

and can accommodate large amounts of biomolecules [2]. By raising the temperature above the pNIPAAm lower 

critical solution temperature, the matrix is collapsed and biomolecules are compacted in vicinity to metallic 

nanostructure where the maximum field intensity enhancement occurs. Combined localized surface plasmon 

resonance (LSPR) and plasmonically-enhanced fluorescence spectroscopy is employed for the studies of 

biomolecular binding into the pNIPAAm-based hydrogel binding matrix capping the plasmonic hotspot. 
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Figure 1: a) Chemical structure of poly (N-isopropylacrylamide-co-methacrylic acid-co-4-methacryloyloxy 

benzophenone - pNIPAAm, b) schematic of a metallic nanoparticle selectively capped by a responsive hydrogel 

matrix, c) examples of Au arrays of nanoholes and nanoparticles with period around 450 nm prepared by LIL 

and d) pNIPAAm grating structure prepared by LIL.  
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Abstract – The detection of chemical and biological analytes is important in numerous fields 

including medical diagnostics, environmental science and food safety. Fluorescence spectroscopy 

provides an established means for such sensitive analysis by the utilization of fluorescent labels. 

Here, a method for the enhancement of detected fluorescence signal by collective localized 

plasmons supported by regular arrays of gold capped nanopillars is studied and a reader with 

epifluorescent readout geometry is suggested. 

  

 

Immunoassays make use of the highly specific interaction of antibodies and their respective antigens. By 

decorating a recognition element in the assay with a fluorophore, the molecular binding event becomes 

detectable as localized fluorescent light emission. By combining the assay with plasmonic nanostructures, the 

amount of detected fluorescence can be amplified significantly [1]. This phenomenon is based on the strong 

enhancement of electromagnetic field intensity and local density of optical states which originates from the 

excitation of surface plasmons. Here, a periodic plasmonic structure of gold capped nanopillars supporting 

multiple resonant modes enhancing both, the fluorescence excitation at the fluorophore absorption wavelength, 

as well as providing directional emission at the emission wavelength, is studied. By this diffraction coupled 

emission, the fluorescence photons are emitted in a narrow solid angle, thus simplifying the optical system 

required for rapid readout of fluorescence kinetics in an array sensor format [2]. Structures are studied and 

optimized for dyes in the red and near infra-red part of the spectrum using numerical simulations and are 

subsequently prepared using nanoimprint lithography. Experimental results supporting the simulation results are 

shown and a reader geometry supporting the analysis of array format assays is presented. 
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Abstract – The detection of biomarkers present in bodily fluids by using surface plasmon-enhanced 

fluorescence will be discussed. Novel hybrid materials composed of metallic nanoparticles and 

responsive hydrogels enabling efficient capturing and probing of target analytes will be presented. 

Ultrasensitive detection of markers for colon and ovarian cancer will be reported and routes for 

pushing the assay sensitivity to below femtomolar concentrations will be addressed.  

  

Confined electromagnetic field of surface plasmons offers attractive means for improving performance characteristics 

of various fluorescence–based analytical technologies. The near-field coupling of fluorophores that are used as labels 

with surface plasmons can increase the signal-to-noise ratio of detected fluorescence signal by the combination of 

increased excitation rate, improved quantum yield of emitter, and directional fluorescence emission. This 

amplification strategy translates to the ability to detect lower amounts of specifically captured analyte from 

investigated samples at the sensor surface, which leads to an improved limit of detection [1]. 

 

The paper will discuss implementation of surface plasmon-enhanced fluorescence for the analysis of minute amounts 

of biomarkers in bodily fluids. The interfacing of metallic nanostructures with hydrogel materials in order to serve as 

a responsible 3D binding matrix as well as a filter that enables only target analyte reaching the surface and preventing 

unspecific interaction is presented. Tuning of probing depth of surface plasmon field in order to maximize sensitivity 

of assays for the analysis of species that vary in size from several nanometers (e.g. biomolecules) to around hundred 

nanometers (exosome vesicles) and even several micrometers (bacterial pathogens) will be addressed. Novel 

applications of surface plasmon-enhanced fluorescence for the analysis of trace amounts of biomarkers will be 

discussed. These include analysis exosomes and autoantibodies against tumor associated antigens present in blood 

serum for the ovarian and colon cancer diagnostics. In addition, plasmonically amplified fluorescence sensor with 

aptamer for continuous monitoring of small molecules will be presented in the context of a tool for drug 

administration.    
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Abstract- Plasmonic nanostructures promise to provide sensing capabilities with the potential for 

ultrasensitive and robust assays in a high parallelization, and without the need for marker. Upon 

binding of molecules, the localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) of these structure is changed, 

and can be used as sensoric readout. By using single plasmonic nanostructures as sensor, an 

ultimate miniaturisation as well as paralellization (multiplexing) is possible. 

 

 

Novel requirements for bioanalytical methods emerge due to trends such as personalized medicine or 

pathogen detection in environment and food. Here, innovative tools for diagnostics are needed, to be used 

outside of dedicated laboratories and with less qualified personnel, and with minimal costs. Here the use of 

individual nanostructures (such as gold nanoparticles) for the detection and manipulation of biomolecules (e.g. 

DNA) based on optical approaches is presented [1].  

Holes in a Cr layer present an interesting approach for bioanalytics. They are used to detect even single 

plasmonic nanoparticles as labels or to sense the binding of DNA on these particles. This hybrid system of hole 

and particle allows for simple (just using RGB-signals of a CCD [2]) but a highly sensitive (one nanoparticle 

sensitivity) detection [3]. 

The change in LSPR of individual metal nanoparticles is utilized to monitor the binding of DNA directly or 

via DNA-DNA interaction. The influence of different size (length) as well as position (distance to the particle 

surface) is thereby studied [4] using a dark-field approach developed a century ago [5]. The established serial 

approach is now further developed into a parallel readout using imaging spectrometric sensing based on 

interferometry and Fourier transformation [6]. So a parallelization of the assay is realized, which enables a much 

higher throughput for bioanalytical applications. 

Besides sensing, individual plasmonic nanostructures can be also used to optically manipulate biomolecular 

structures such as DNA. Attached particles can be used for local destruction [7] or cutting as well as coupling of 

energy into (and guiding along) the molecular structure upon laser irradiation [8]. The resonance wavelength of 

these particles can not only manipulated by their inherent properties (material, geometry) or their surrounding, 

but also by coupling with adjacent metal films due to interferometric effects [9] or gap modes. 
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Localized Surface Plasmon Resonance shows excellent promise as next generation biosensing 
materials, since they provide sensitive, label-free, rapid, colorimetric detection that is amenable 
to on-chip devices.1-3  However, challenges such as biofouling in complex media, detection of 
membrane-associated species, and incorporation of plasmonic materials into multiplexed and 
microfluidic devices have proven difficult in recent years.  This presentation will highlight three 
projects in the Sagle group in which approaches were taken to overcome these issues.  The first 
project involves the incorporation of shape complementarity at the nanoparticle surface for 
improved selectivity in complex media based on size.  The second project develops an 
inexpensive and ultrasensitive platform for the detection of membrane-associated species, using 
colloidal lithography and sol-gel chemistry.  Lastly, the incorporation of lithography-fabricated, 
uniform nanoparticle arrays into microfluidic and multiplexed devices will be discussed.4  These 
uniform nanoparticle arrays can be fabricated on a number of substrates including flexible 
polymers, and show excellent promise towards applications such as drug screening and pathogen 
detection. 
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Abstract Plasmonic biosensors represent the most advanced and mature optical label-free biosensor 
technology. This paper reviews selected recent advances in plasmonic biosensors, including 

advances in the method, optical instrumentation, microfluidics, functionalization and detection 

methodology. Examples of bioanalytical applications illustrating performance and potential of 
plasmonic biosensors in medical diagnostics and food safety are also presented. 

 

Since their conception in the 1980’s, optical biosensors based on surface plasmons propagating along the 

surface of a metal (sometimes referred to as surface plasmon resonance (SPR) biosensors) have made significant 

advances both in terms of technology and applications. SPR biosensors have become a central tool for 
characterizing and quantifying biomolecular interactions and have shown vast potential for (bio)analytics [1]. In 

recent years, the sensing potential of surface plasmons supported by various kinds of nanostructures have been 

also studied and numerous sensor platforms based on plasmonic modes supported by metallic nanoparticles or 

their arrays have been developed. In this paper we discuss selected recent advances in the development of 

plasmonic biosensors and their bioanalytical applications. 
Advances in optical platforms for plasmonic biosensors discussed in this contribution will include 

developments towards compact optical plasmonic platforms for portable biosensors and plasmonic imaging 

sensors; fabrication of plasmonic nanostructures by means of multiple-beam interference lithography will be also 

discussed [2, 3]. In addition, we shall investigate effects of mass transport and molecular interaction on 

performance of plasmonic biosensors. We analyzed molecular interactions occurring between analyte molecules 
in a flow-through microfluidic cell and biorecognition elements immobilized on a continuous as well as 

nanostructured metallic films. We demonstrated that the flow-cell geometry and parameters of nanostructured 

surfaces have potentially significant effect on analytical performance of plasmonic biosensors [4, 5]. 

Furthermore, advances in the development of functional coatings for plasmonic biosensors will be discussed; in 

particular, functionalized polymer brushes with ultra-high resistance to fouling from complex biological samples 
(e.g. bodily fluids, foods) will be covered [6, 7]. Finally, bioanalytical applications of plasmonic biosensors will 

be discussed with focus on detection of chemical and biological species in real-world complex samples. Recent 

advances in detection methodologies (referencing [8], amplification strategies [9]) will be presented and 

examples of bioanalytical applications will be given. These examples will include the detection of analytes 

implicated in food safety (antibiotics residues, toxins and bacterial pathogens) [7] and the detection of disease 
biomarkers (microRNA and proteins) in bodily fluids [8-10]. 
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Abstract- The talk will discuss different cost-effective approaches enabling the design of 

controllable metallic micro- and nano-structured glass substrates using either natural micrometric 

labels such as Escherichia coli bacteria, metallic staples, scotch tape “barcode-like” or microscopic 

TEM grids for further high throughtput and multiplexing plasmonic sensitive detection of 

(bio)molecules. 
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Abstract This presentation will focus the application of nanoplasmonic devices for rapid capture 

and detection of biomolecules and nanoparticles. We employ unconventional nanofabrication 

techniques - template stripping and atomic layer lithography - to mass produce high-density 

plasmonic sensor arrays and combine them with rapid sample concentration schemes. 

 

Nanoplasmonic devices have shown great promise for sensitive on-chip detection of biomolecules.1 For 

surface-based biosensors, diffusion of analytes into the sensing zone is typically a slow process, and the problem 

is compounded for miniaturized plasmonic sensors with nanoscale sensing ‘hot spots’. In parallel, many groups 

have tackled the challenges of speeding up the capture and detection of biomolecules. Various schemes have 

been attempted to accelerate mass transport, such as electrokinetic pre-concentration of charged molecules, 

dielectrophoresis, evaporation-driven concentration of sample droplets, or ‘flow-through’ nanohole sensors to 

shrink the diffusion distance. Here we employ dielectrophoresis to accelerate the mass transport of biomolecules 

and nanoparticles toward nanoplasmonic sensors, in particular nanoholes2 and ultra-sharp pyramids,3 which 

reduces detection time and lowers detection limits. We also present magnetic nanofocusing4 via ultra-sharp 

ferromagnetic tips to trap iron oxide nanoparticles for biosensing applications.  

Our devices are fabricated via two unconventional fabrication techniques: template stripping5 for making 

ultra-smooth patterned metals and atomic layer lithography6 for mass-producing ultra-small (< 10 nm) gaps with 

angstrom-scale control.  

In template stripping, instead of directly patterning noble metal films, which are difficult to plasma-etch, we 

create inverse patterns such as holes and V-grooves in a silicon template. After metal deposition and peeling, 

precisely patterned geometries in the silicon template, such as nanoholes, pyramids, and wedges are faithfully 

replicated onto a deposited metal film. These nanoscale features serve a twofold purpose: to function as 

electrodes for generating the non-uniform electrical fields required for dielectrophoretic mass transport, and to 

concentrate optical energy for plasmonic sensing. Template stripping is also used to create bilayer metallic films 

with the ability to concentrate external magnetic fields.   

Another emerging fabrication technique, called atomic layer lithography, has demonstrated wafer-scale 

production of ultra-long (> mm) and ultra-small (< 1 nm) slits in metal films. The resulting slits and resonant 

loops show extremely high field enhancements via gap plasmons and tunable resonances at visible, infrared, and 

terahertz frequencies. We will describe broader sensing applications of this powerful lithography technique. 
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Abstract-Bio-conjugated gold nanorings are fabricated on substrate and then transferred into 

solution for showing the localized surface plasmon resonance in the spectral range of 1000-1300 

nm, in which light can penetrate into tissue deepest. The combined effects of photothermal and 

photodynamic therapies are demonstrated through cancer cell necrosis and apoptosis based on the 

enhanced absorption and strong local field of the gold nanorings. 
 

Au nanorings (NRIs), which have the localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) wavelength around 1058 

nm, either with or without linked antibodies, are applied to SAS oral cancer cells for cell inactivation through the 

LSPR-induced photothermal effect when they are illuminated by a laser of 1065 nm in wavelength. Different 

incubation times of cells with Au NRIs are considered for observing the variations of cell uptake efficiency of 

Au NRI and the threshold laser intensity for cell inactivation. In each case of incubation time, cell sample is 

washed for evaluating the total Au NRI number per cell adsorbed and internalized by the cells based on 

inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry measurement. Also, the Au NRIs remaining on cell membrane 

are etched with KI/I2 solution to evaluate the internalized Au NRI number per cell. The threshold laser intensities 

for cell inactivation before washout, after washout, and after KI/I2 etching are calibrated from the circular area 

sizes of inactivated cells around the illuminated laser spot center with various laser power levels. By using Au 

NRIs with antibodies, the internalized Au NRI number per cell increases monotonically with incubation time up 

to 24 hrs. However, the number of Au NRI remaining on cell membrane reaches a maximum at 12 hrs in 

incubation time. The cell uptake behavior of an Au NRI without antibodies is similar to that with antibodies 

except that the uptake NRI number is significantly smaller and the incubation time for the maximum NRI 

number remaining on cell membrane is delayed to 20 hrs. By comparing the threshold laser intensities before 

and after KI/I2 etching, it is found that the Au NRIs remaining on cell membrane cause more effective cancer 

cell inactivation, when compared with the internalized Au NRIs. Also, the more effective inactivation of oral 

cancer cell SAS through the combination the photothermal therapy (PTT) and photodynamic therapy (PDT) 

effects based on the LSPR around 1064 nm in wavelength of Au NRI under femtosecond (fs) laser illumination 

is demonstrated. The PTT effect is caused by the LSPR-enhanced absorption of Au NRI. The PDT effect is 

generated by linking Au NRI with the photosensitizer of AlPcS for producing singlet oxygen through the 

LSPR-enhanced two-photon absorption (TPA) excitation of AlPcS. The laser threshold intensity for cancer cell 

inactivation with the applied Au NRI linked with AlPcS is significantly lower, when compared to that with the 

Au NRI not linked with AlPcS. The comparison of inactivation threshold intensity between the cases of fs and 

continuous laser illuminations at the same wavelength and with the same average power confirms the crucial 

factor of TPA under fs laser illumination for producing the PDT effect. 
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Abstract 
In this abstract, we will discuss recent progress of biomolecular sensing such as peptides and proteins 

using chiral nanostructures. Also, recent advancement of super-resolution live imaging based on 

hyperlens for biological applications will be discussed. 

 

Biomolecular sensors have been active research area with high importance. There are many important 

factors such as sensitivity, effectiveness, functionality and compactness. Especially, the sensitivity which is 

defined as the minimum mass of biomolecules is one of the most important as the sensor applications. In this 

abstract, we will discuss the current effort for the chirality based nanosensors which detects biomolecules such 

as peptides and proteins with very high sensitivity and reliability. Chiral nanostructures in 2D and 3D are both 

used for the different purposes. Also, we will discuss the recent progress of real-time super-resolution imaging 

with hyperlens which has shown promising application because it directly converts evanescent waves to 

propagating waves and thus allow far-field imaging beyond diffraction limit. Using such an imaging device, 

real-time imaging of live biological machineries such as neurons, cells and DNA could be possible. We will 

discuss recent development of large-scale hyperlens array fabrication and its direct neuron live imaging without 

any existing bioimaging techniques. 
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Abstract-By constructing a metallic microstructure array-dielectric-metal structure, a metamaterial 

integrated microfluidic sensor is demonstrated in terahertz range, where the dielectric layer is hollow 

with the strongest electric field distribution and acts as the microfluidic channel. A record high 

sensitivity of 3.5THz/RIU is predicted by numerical simulation due to the confined field sensing rather 

than the regular exponential field sensing. Normalized the sensitivity to the working frequency, the 

calculated and measured normalized sensitivity is 0.55/RIU and 0.31/RIU, respectively.  

Recently, terahertz (THz) sensing has arisen as a promising technique for biomedical research because some 

inter-strand vibrational modes of DNA molecules provide a specific fingerprint of double strands in the THz 

frequency range. However, the widespread use of THz sensing is hampered by the lack of high-performance 

THz sources and limited sensitivity due to the mismatch between the large wavelengths of THz waves (>30μm) 

and the analyte sizes. Plasmonic and metamaterial sensors with strong interaction between light and analytes 

have been widely investigated [1,2]. Nearly all these sensors use exponential electromagnetic fields to detect the 

analytes, irrespective of surface plasmon resonances or cavity resonances. Because the exponential field 

intensity quickly decreases with the distance away from the surface, the sensitivity is greatly reduced in the case 

that molecules are not attached on the surface.  

 
Figure 1. a) Schematic diagram and b) optical image of the MIM sensor. 

A novel metamaterial integrated microfluidic THz sensor as shown in Figure 1 was proposed and 

demonstrated. The microfluidic channel is sandwiched between metal microstructure array and metal reflector. 

The metal microstructure array is attached on the cap and the metal reflector is on the substrate. The analyte in 

the channel flows in from the inlet and out from the outlet. THz beam is incident from the cap side and the 

reflected THz beam is measured for sensing. By tuning the electromagnetic impedance of the 

Metal-Dielectric-Metal metamaterial, a resonant perfect absorption can be obtained with the incident wave fully 

trapped between the two metallic layers, which is called metamaterial perfect absorber (MPA). Compared to the 



previous work on MPA sensors [3-5], in the proposed device the microfluidic channel is spatially overlapped 

with the confined field in MPA and therefore leads to improved sensitivity as shown in Figure 2. The excellent 

overlap induces a record high sensitivity of 3.5THz/RIU. The sample was fabricated with a working frequency 

around 1THz and measured by THz-TDS system. A normalized (to frequency) sensitivity of 0.31/RIU was 

obtained. 

 
Figure 2. Simulation results of metamaterial based microfluidic sensors. a) and d) are the calculation models for 

the proposed device and the reference device as Ref. [3,5], respectively. The former has the microfluidic channel 

inside the MDM stack and the latter has the channel on top of the stack. The channel is modeled as a uniform 

material with a height of h = 1μm. b) and e) are the calculated absorption spectra for both devices with refractive 

index of channel n = 1, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75, 2. c) and f) are the magnetic field cross-section distributions in a unit cell 

with n = 1.5. White dashed lines indicate the positions of the channels. For both devices, reflector is alumimium 

film with a thickness of 200 nm, and the microstructure is cross array with a period P=22μm, where the long and 

short sidelengths of both arms are 15 and 6μm, respectively. For the reference device, the dielectric layer is 

chosen to be polyimide (1.8+i0.06). The thickness of this layer is set to be 2μm. 
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Abstract— An analysis system based on plasmon-enhanced Raman spectroelectrochemistry is
presented that consists of a microfluidic sample chamber integrated into a three-electrode cell for
in situ Raman spectroelectrochemistry. The key elements of the spectroelectrochemical analysis
system are a nanostructured gold surface that serves as the electrochemical working electrode
and surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) substrate, microfabricated counter electrode,
and reference electrode. The system has the merits of wide range of target molecules, small
sample volume, and low detection limit.

There is great demand for analytical tools that can quantify the concentration of an analyte, in
combination with specific molecular identification, and both with high spatial and temporal resolu-
tion. In situ surface-enhanced Raman spectroelectrochemistry (SEC), a hybrid of electrochemistry
and surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy, is well-suited for this type of analysis and applications
such as biochemical analytics, surface science, and neuroscience. In situ surface-enhanced Ra-
man SEC enables molecular identification in combination with electrochemical quantitation, thus
enabling quantitative time-resolved monitoring of molecular dynamics.

A surface-enhanced Raman spectroelectrochemical analysis system is presented that consists of a
microfluidic sample chamber integrated with a compact three-electrode configuration. We recently
reported a SERS surface well-suited for surface-enhanced Raman SEC [1]. Figure 1(a) shows an
example of a SERS spectrum of a mercapto-benzene (MB) SAM chemisorbed on a nanostructured
gold surface irradiated with a HeNe laser with an energy density of 1.3⇥104 J cm�2, which produces
a similar integrated band intensity as a conventional Raman measurement from a neat MB solution
irradiated with a 2000⇥ greater energy density (Figure 1(b)). The nanostructured gold surfaces are
realized with a simple nanofabrication technology that is based on template-guided film growth to
form large aspect ratio metal nanowire arrays with dimensions down to 50 nm and nanogaps down
to 5 nm. Figures 1(c) and 1(d) show representative scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of
the nanostructured gold surfaces. The SERS surface can be precisely tuned to achieve extremely
large (108) and uniform (less than 10% spatial variation) SERS enhancements.

Figure 1: (a) Top: SERS spectrum of MB SAM from nanostructured gold surface, Bottom: Raman spectrum
from planar gold surface (b) Conventional Raman spectrum of neat MB, (c),(d) SEM images of nanostruc-
tured gold surface. (c) Top view, (d) Cross section view showing pitch �g and nanogap g.

The nanostructured gold surfaces enable highly sensitive in situ SERS vibrational spectroscopy
through large and uniform SERS enhancements, thus eliminating the need for surface-enhanced
resonance Raman scattering (SERRS), which has been used extensively for in situ Raman spectro-
electrochemistry in order to resolve small quantities of adsorbed species. SERRS requires that the
laser wavelength be resonant with the surface plasmon resonance wavelength of the nanostructured
metal surface as well as the electronic absorption band of the molecule of interest, thus limiting its
application to molecules with absorption wavelengths in the visible spectrum. Such large Raman



scattering enhancements by the nanostructured Au surfaces enable the measurement of SERS spec-
tra from sub-monolayers within milliseconds on chemically stable gold surfaces. The in situ SERS
SEC system consists of a SEC-cell interfaced to the Raman microscope and electrically interfaced
to a potentiostat (Figure 2(a)). The SEC-cell consists of the nanostructured Au working electrode
(WE) and microfabricated Pt counter electrode (CE), directly bonded to the microfluidic sample
chamber that is optically interfaced to the Raman spectrometer (Figure 2(b)), and an external
reference electrode (RE) (Figure 2(c)). A SEM image of a nanostructured Au WE surface is shown
in Figure 2(d). Figure 3 shows in situ SERS SEC measurements of the metalloporphyrin hemin

Figure 2: SERS SEC analysis system. (a) Schematic of SEC system, (b) SEC-cell comprised of a SEC-chip
directly bonded to a small-volume microfluidic sample chamber with an optical interface to a microscope
objective, (c) SEC-cell consisting of a Pt CE and a nanostructured Au WE patterned on the silicon SEC-chip,
and external Ag/AgCl RE, (d) SEM image of the nanostructured Au WE.

that indicates shifts of the iron oxidation marker band with the nanostructured gold WE under
potential control [2].
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Figure 3: In situ SERS SEC of hemin coordinated to a mercapto-pyridine (MPy) self-assembled monolayer on
a nanostructured gold WE, (a) Measurement configuration, (b) Cyclic voltammogram, (c) SERS spectrum
with E=-0.5 V

In conclusion, an in situ SERS spectroelectrochemical analysis platform is presented that is
composed of a small volume sample chamber and a nanostructured Au WE for simultaneous SERS
and electrochemical investigation of any modified electrode surface with low laser power.
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Abstract-While plasmonic metasurfaces with a monolayer metallic pattern are promising many 

novel applications, extending the geometry to three dimensions allow even more diverse optical 

properties and applications. At the same time, the fabrication becomes more challenging due to 

sub-ten nanometer scale alignment accuracy typically required for such three-dimensional 

structures. Here we introduce examples of extreme optical properties enabled by three-dimensional 

structures designed in our lab and demonstrate that some of these structures can be facilely 

fabricated by current nanofabrication technology. 

 

Optical devices utilizing surface plasmon-polariton (SPP) waves have seen much research interest in the last 

decades because SPP allows manipulation of light in a deep-subwavelength scale, impossible with conventional 

optics based on dielectric materials only. The main difference between SPP waveguides and conventional 

dielectric waveguides is that the former is composed of materials with both positive and negative signs in their 

real parts of the electric permittivities. This allows the existence of electrostatic resonances that is only 

dependent on the permittivities and the geometrical shape and is invariant under spatial scaling (size change). 

Hence, optical resonance phenomena can occur in very small metallic elements such as five nanometer gold 

particles. This is in stark contrast to purely dielectric resonators that rely on phase retardation effect for the 

occurrence of resonances, which require physical sizes at least on the order of a half wavelength. 

The ability to control the electromagnetic fields and resonances in a truly nanometer scale has important 

consequences in many macroscopic optical functions such as imaging resolution, solar energy conversion, 

optical nonlinearity, and sensing. First, the imaging resolution is directly determined by the maximum 

wavenumber that can be recorded locally or transmitted to farfield optics. An artificial material composed of 

three-dimensionally patterned metallic inclusions may possess a very high index of refraction and it may allow 

super-resolution imaging because the maximum wavenumber is directly proportional to the refractive index. In 

this talk, it is shown that three-dimensionality is important in achieving a high refractive index over broad 

wavelength range. Also, it is numerically confirmed that a resolution of one-tenth of a wavelength or better is 

possible in the optical range. 

Second, the large wavenumber achievable in SPP waveguides allows a design of very small optical 

Fabry-Perot resonators. In this talk, an extremely small three-dimensional SPP resonator that can be facilely 

fabricated over a large area is introduced. The three-dimensional design makes it possible to expose the high 

field intensity sites of the resonators on a flat surface which is beneficial in sensing applications. Large area 

arrays of these resonators are fabricated with good uniformity across the sample. The sensing performance of the 

design is demonstrated by SERS measurements. 
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Abstract-RGO sensor is successfully identifying tumor in human brain using confocal microwave 
imaging technique. The sensor consists of RGO as patch and conventional copper for the rest 
radiating element parts as well as Taconic as the substrate. The sensor operated within ultra-wide 
band radiation frequency (2.5 GHz-12.2 GHz) with high energy produced (5.5dB-14.5dB) in order 
for the signal to reach tumor located inside human head phantom. The image produces indicated 
tumor present with the highest intensity spot (reddish in colour). 

 

Graphene is the promising radiating material for the sensor for cancer detection purpose [1]. Since 

graphene is very expensive to buy, having reduced graphene oxide originated from cheap graphite which 

has almost the same performance with pure graphene is the ultimate solution for that particular matter. 

Graphene oxide, a derivative of pure graphene loses most of its electrical conductivity properties during 

oxidation process. In order to restore back its electrical conductivity, special reduction procedures need to 

be done [2]. Two unique methods using a two stepped chemical and microwave method to reduce 

graphene oxide done for that purpose. Figure 1 shows RGO in liquid form. RGO has conductivity of 3.38 

× 107 s/m, resistivity of 2.01 × 10-3 Ω.m, voltage of 0.2 V and current of 9.48 × 10-1 I. Test have been done 

using Four Point Probe device. Meanwhile figure 1 (c) and (d) show sensor views from front and back 

respectively. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(a)            (b)                             (c)                      (d) 

Figure 1: (a) RGO in liquid form, (b) Four Point Probe, (c) sensor front view, (d) sensor back view 

 

The most intensive peak at 26.60 is recorded by pure graphite [3] as shown in figure 2(a) for XRD 

pattern. Due to oxidation reaction, the characteristic peak for graphite becomes broader and shifts 

toward 12.70. However, XRD pattern for RGO display an increasing broader peak which reveals the 
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disappearance of multilayer structures and the formation of graphene single sheets [4] where the broad 

hump at 2θ = 20-300 indicated the smaller sheet size and an amorphous structure as shown in figure 2(b). 

The two-stepped processed product for RGO exhibit adequate reduction as seen in other reduction 

methods [5]. RGO sensor successfully detected the tumor indicated by the highest intensity spot, reddish 

in colour as shown in figure 3 (b). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(a)                                       (b) 

Figure 2: XRD pattern for (a) graphite, (b) graphene oxide and reduced graphene oxide  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                        (a)                                       (b) 

Figure 3: (a) Sensor’s measured and simulated S11 and gain, (b) image result with tumor in brain 
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Abstract— The mono-layer deposition of molecules onto a substrate leads to perturbations in
the local refractive index. These can be tracked via surface plasmon resonance (SPR) sensing. We
show that the commonly-employed incoherent detection scheme (locating the intensity centroid
after Gaussian illumination) is only 86% e�cient when compared to an optimal coherent scheme
operating at the quantum-noise-limit. We derive expressions for the detectability, and advise
how the spatial modes for illumination and detection are best tailored to the SPR resonance.

The most common realization of surface plasmon resonance (SPR) sensing employs a gold-
coated glass prism in the Kretschmann-Raether geometry; see Fig. 1(a). Novel schemes that aim to
improve the sensitivity of detecting the shift in the SPR have been proposed in the literature and
demonstrated in practice [1, 2, 3]. Some theoretical bounds for the limit in sensitivity have been
investigated using a semi-classical treatment of detector shot-noise [4]. However, a quantum optical
analysis of the signal strength and measurement noise-floor that incorporates the non-commuting
quadratures of the illumination field, and the identification of the optimal detection scheme in the
context of quantum information, has hitherto been lacking.

In this contribution, we develop a quantum noise model of SPR sensing that involves the field
fluctuations that originate from a monochromatic illumination field of arbitrary mode shape, and
the vacuum fluctuations that arise from the SP mode and its propagation losses. We derive the
quantum-noise-limited detectability of a shift in the resonance, given the available quantum re-
sources; and identify the illumination function and mode-specific detection scheme that yields the
optimal sensitivity. We compare the performance of the two competing SPR technologies: inco-
herent split detection in Fig. 1(b), and coherent homodyne detection in Fig. 1(c); and discuss the
possible role of nonclassical light in further improving the sensitivity.

The mean-field response of the Kretschmann-Raether geometry, described by a Fresnel coe�cient
model, is approximated near the SPR by a Lorentzian function [5]; see Fig. 2(a). Quantum harmonic
oscillator operators â and b̂ are assigned to the illumination and local-oscillator modes, respectively,
which are in specific spatial mode functions (defined over �); see Fig. 2(b-d). The SP vacuum state
and losses in the metal are incorporated into one fluctuation operator ĉ. The system’s response
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Figure 1: (a) Typical setup for SPR sensing using the Kretschmann-Raether geometry, where the k-vector

k|| is matched to that of the SP given by the material dielectrics: k
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= (�/c)[�
gold

�
water

/(�
gold

+ �
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)]1/2.
(b) An equivalent far-field beamsplitter model for the mean field and quantum fluctuations. A vacuum mode
accounts for the SP vacuum state and absorption/losses from the metal. These sources are merged into one
operator ĉ which is set to the vacuum state |0�. The incident light is in a coherent state: â|�� = �|��. The
reflection and transmission of the beamsplitter must satisfy |r|2 + |t|2 = 1 and r�t � rt� = 1. Incoherent
detection of the SPR shift relies on the centroid being located using split-detection. (c) Homodyne detection,
being phase-sensitive and mode-specific, is achieved via interference with a local oscillator in a bright coherent
state: b̂|�� = �|�� and |�| � |�|.
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Figure 2: (a) The SPR resonance is treated as a Lorentzian function r(�) = 1� (p/(i�+1)) defined over the
normalized k-vector � = (k||��{k

sp

})/�{k
sp

}; with coupling-strength p. A shift in resonance �� is indicated.
(b) Illumination using a Gaussian beam of width �. (c) The resulting reflected field’s complex amplitude.
(d) The optimal choice of mode for the local oscillator field. (e) Comparison of the signal strength (mean)
and noise-floor (standard deviation) for the two detection schemes. (f) The resulting smallest detectable
shift in SPR in parts-per-million (ppm), relative to the SPR width, for an illumination of 1012 photons
(�1mW visible laser power, integrated for 1ms). In the limit of narrow-beam illumination, the coherent
scheme reaches the quantum noise limit (��

min

= 0.5 ppm). Incoherent detection of the centroid location
attains only 86% of this sensitivity (��

min

= 0.58 ppm). (g) A more realistic case having a weaker SPR, for
which the best sensitivity for split-detection uses a Gaussian beam-width approximate to the SPR width.

function yields a complex field in reflection; see Fig. 2(c). Standard techniques in continuous-
variable quantum optics are used to arrive at the main results in Fig. 1(e). We compare the
performance of the two detection schemes for an ideal SPR in Fig. 2(f), and a weaker SPR in
Fig. 2(g); where the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) has been translated into a sensitivity bound, i.e. a
minimum detectable shift ��min for which the SNR=1. The quantum-noise-limit has been defined
using classical states (coherent states and vacuum states), leading to ��min = 1/(2�), where the
sensitivity can only improve by increasing the photon number |�|2 of the illumination..
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Abstract. Incorporating plasmonic nanoparticles to patch clamp nanopipettes is a promising 
technology for miniature SERS biosensors for cell biology, due to its potential sensitivity 
and spatio-temporal resolution. Here, we demonstrate a bottom-up approach to create 
ordered arrays of nanoparticles deposited on the curved surface of nanopipettes of pulled 
optical fibers or capillaries that is essential for stable plasmonic responses in SERS studies.  
 

The recent advances in plasmonic materials have transformed Raman, a conventionally weak light scattering 

event, into a highly sensitive spectroscopic technique using the surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) 

effect. Raman is particularly interesting for cell biology experiments, as it provides a unique vibrational 

fingerprint of molecules that can be distinguished from the complex biology background. To investigate cells in 

their native environment, novel nanosensors must be designed for capturing cellular communication events. A 

platform for miniature SERS sensing probes uses pulled glass nanopipettes (NPPs), because their unique 

geometry extends from mm at the stem (facilitating manipulation) down to nm at the tip (giving a small probe 

volume that minimizes disturbance to cells). Therefore, we predict that SERS-enabled NPPs will become an 

important tool to spectroscopically detect biochemical molecules in cell biology with high sensitivity and 

spatio-temporal resolution.1  

 

 
 

The most critical aspect of SERS measurements is to engineer surface nanostructure arrays to maximize 

signal strength and ensure reproducibility. Block copolymer self-assembly (BCSA) in thin films forms suitable 

Figure 1. SERS-enabled nanopipette 

for cell biology. 



templates for this purpose.2 It is an inexpensive bottom-up approach that can produce nanostructured arrays with 

long-range order and tunable nanoparticle size and inter-particle spacing. A representative BCSA template, 

shown in Figure 2a-c where it is deposited on a flat silicon substrate, is composed of a polystyrene (PS) matrix in 

which are embedded AuNP-host block surface micelles [poly(4-vinyl pyridine)] in a quasi-hexagonal array. On 

the small and highly curved surface of NPP tips, weak surface energetics prevent direct deposition of 

BCSA-AuNP arrays. Therefore, we implemented unique surface functionalization through carbon vapour 

deposition and laser illumination to enhance the adhesion between PS and the NPP tip. As shown in Figure 2d, 

high surface coverage and uniform distribution of AuNPs were thus achieved at the tip. This approach can be 

extended to PS-grafted AuNPs, which is easily synthesized via colloidal chemistry in various AuNP shapes and 

which is also capable of producing ordered AuNP arrays. We are currently investigating the detailed mechanism 

of the surface functionalization, in order to optimize the immobilization of AuNPs on the surface, to thereby 

enhance the stability and reproducibility of SERS signals from the SERS-enabled nanopipette biosensor. 

 

 

Figure 2. AFM height images (a, a’), their corresponding line profiles (b), and SEM image (c) of a 

BCSA-templated AuNP array on a flat silicon wafer; SEM image (d) of a BCSA-templated AuNP array on a 

nanopipette.  
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Abstract- We are developing a wide-area imaging strategy to enable the imaging of multiple 

cell-surface protein biomarkers in freshly excised tissues during surgery. This technique utilizes 

surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) nanoparticles (NPs) that are targeted to various disease 

biomarkers and which are topically applied on surgical specimens to provide molecular-imaging 

contrast. We demonstrate that the technology is able to visualize the expression of a panel of 

protein biomarkers at the surfaces of fresh tissues following a rapid topical staining (10-min) and 

rinse removal (15-s) protocol that is appropriate for intraoperative use. 

 

In order to guide the complete resection of tumors, intraoperative imaging techniques are needed to identify 

residual tumor at the surgical margins. A highly specific means of identifying tumor is to image disease-related 

biomarkers. However, due to the heterogeneity of biomarker expression in tumors, assessing a panel of relevant 

biomarkers is advantageous for accurate tumor detection. Surface-enhanced Raman-scattering (SERS) 

nanoparticles (NPs), a contrast agent with great multiplexing capabilities, have attracted interest in recent years 

[1]. Although basic experiments to assess the sensitivity [2, 3], targeting ability [4, 5] and multiplexing potential 

[6] of SERS NPs have been performed, there is a need to demonstrate that multiplexed biomarker imaging is 

possible with SERS NPs topically applied on fresh tissues under time-limited clinical settings. 

Here, we demonstrate that the topical application and quantification of a multiplexed cocktail of 

biomarker-targeted SERS NPs offers the potential for rapid (15 min) molecular phenotyping of the freshly 

excised tissues to determine the presence of tumor. A topical-staining procedure as well as a raster-scanned 

fiber-optic imaging system were developed to comprehensively image fresh tissue specimens. In addition, a 

ratiometric strategy was employed to distinguish biomarker-specific binding from nonspecific binding caused by 

off-target accumulation and uneven delivery of the NPs [3, 5].  

Ex vivo studies with tumor xenografts and human breast tissues (Fig. 1) were performed to demonstrate the 

SERS-NP-based molecular imaging technique. For breast tissue imaging, each tissue specimen was stained with 

an equimolar mixture of HER2-NPs and isotype-NPs (10 min), followed by a quick rinse in PBS (20 s). After 

that, the stained tissue surface was raster-scanned within 2 min. The entire procedure was performed in less than 

15 min, a time frame that is consistent with current intraoperative guidance techniques such as X-ray CT 

examination of surgical excisions and frozen-section pathology. Figure 1b shows that the HER2 vs. isotype ratio 

measured from 4 tumor specimens is significantly elevated compared to the ratio from 4 normal specimens, 

clearly revealing the expression level of the HER2 cell-surface receptor. Figs. 1d‒1g show images of one tissue 
specimen that contained both tumor and normal regions. Measurements of absolute NP concentrations are 

misleading due to nonspecific accumulation of the topically applied NPs (Fig. 1e), where the HER2-NPs 

accumulate more on normal tissue regions than on tumor regions. However, the ratiometric image (Fig. 1f) 



accurately quantifies HER2 expression levels in agreement with IHC validation data (Fig. 1g).  

In summary, we have demonstrated that the topical application and quantification of receptor-targeted SERS 

NPs allows for rapid (< 15 min) molecular phenotyping at the surface of freshly resected tissues, and that the 

unambiguous detection of biomarkers is achievable through the ratiometric quantification of targeted NPs vs. 

untargeted NPs, as recently published [7,8]. These tools have the potential to enable the accurate intraoperative 

detection of residual tumors at the resection margins. 

 
Figure 1. Multiplexed molecular imaging of fresh breast tissues ex vivo with targeted SERS nanoparticles. (a) Schematic 

illustration of a customized raster-scanned imaging system to detect bioconjugated NPs topically applied on a tissue surface 

(zoom-in panel: distal end of fiber bundle for Raman spectral measurements). (b) Raman spectra of the three NP contrast 

agents used in this study. (c) Concentration ratio of targeted vs. untargeted NPs topically applied on normal breast tissues 

and HER2+ tumors (4 tissue samples from two patients). *p<0.001. (d) Photograph of a breast tissue sample containing 

both tumor and normal tissue regions (tissue size: 1×1.8 cm2). Images showing (e) concentration of HER2-NPs (ambiguous 

due to nonspecific accumulation), (f) concentration ratio of HER2-NPs vs. isotype-NPs and (g) IHC staining with an 

anti-HER2 mAb. The scale bars are 2 mm. 
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Abstract- In plasmonic nano-sensors, the sensitive dependence of the plasmon resonance wavelength 

on the refractive index near the surface of an optical nano-antenna can be used as a detection principle. 

In the presented work, lithographically fabricated arrays of vertical dimer antennas are integrated in 

microfluidic channels. The dimer surfaces are functionalized by antibodies for the specific binding of 

target molecules from the liquid. Shifts of the symmetric, antisymmetric and lattice modes of the 

nano-antennas are observed upon binding.  

   

One main potential area of application of optical antennas is their implementation for optical sensors.1-4 

Nanostructured surfaces support localized surface plasmon polaritons (LSPP) upon illumination. The energy of 

an incoming electromagnetic field is concentrated at the positions of the nanostructures, leading to high electrical 

near-fields, which can be harnessed for high sensitivity detection.  

As one approach LSPP sensors are integrated in microfluidic channels. The nanostructure surfaces are 

functionalized with recognition structures. When analyte from the solution binds to the surface, the resonance 

frequency of the LSPP is slightly shifted with a concentration-dependent wavelength shift. The shift is used as a 

signal for detecting the specific binding.  

In this work, arrays of vertical gold-SiO2-gold dimers are fabricated in microfluidic channels. These coupled 

nanostructures show three distinct resonances in the visible wavelength range, a symmetric and an asymmetric 

plasmon mode as well as a lattice resonance from their symmetric arrangement.5 Shifts of the three resonances 

are observed and evaluated upon functionalization and binding. As an example, a microfluidic testosterone 

sensor was demonstrated.6 The preparation, numerical analysis and experimental results will be shown.  

 

 

Figure 1: Arrays of vertical dimer antennas in a microfluidic channel (left) are functionalized for specific 

analyte binding (right), which is detected via shifts in the plasmon resonance wavelengths of the different 

antenna modes. 
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Abstract – Here we investigate the longitudinal magneto-photonic intensity effect (LMPIE) in a 

magnetoplasmonic structure of one dimensional gold grating and smooth iron-garnet film in regards to 

its application for a novel type of magneto-optical sensor. The concept was developed theoretically and 

the samples were designed and fabricated. The performed measurements of the LMPIE proved the 

ability of magnetic sensing. 

 
Fig. 1. The magnetoplasmonic crystal used for magnetic sensing. Yellow, brown and purple colors correspond to gold, 

ferromagnetic dielectric film and dielectric substrate, respectively. 

 
Nowadays creation of high-sensitive magnetic sensors is of great interest for many applications. The 

magneto-optical methods of sensing provide such advantages as contactless, wide dynamic range and the 

absence of electrical connections. In addition, magneto-optical sensors have benefit of immediately obtaining 

measurement data directly above the surface of the magnetic material. It can be used for the effective visualizing 

of the magnetic field distribution in materials. 

Here we propose a novel type of magnetic field sensor based on a magnetoplasmonic crystal that consists of 

ferromagnetic dielectric film which is covered by gold periodic grating (Fig. 1). It is based on the recently 

discovered longitudinal magnetophotonic intensity effect (LMPIE) that is a resonant change in transmittance or 

reflectance induced by magnetic field directed in-plane perpendicularly to the slits [1]. The achieved change of 

transmittance was 24 percent and can be potentially increased. Moreover, at normal incidence the Faraday effect 

is absent, the polarization remains unchanged. The distinctive feature of the LMPIE is that it is sensitive to the 



in-plane magnetization component even if the structure is illuminated by light at normal incidence. It is of prime 

importance for magneto-optical magnetic field sensors and visualizers. 

In the present work the LMPIE is used for design of the magnetic field sensor. The in-plane rotating 

magnetic field is applied as strong as to keep the sample saturated and the intensity of the transmitted light is 

measured. Due to the LMPIE the second harmonic in signal occurs. The presence of a small additional in-plane 

constant external magnetic field leads to distortion of the signal. The other harmonics appear, in particular the 

1-st and the 3-rd, with their amplitudes being proportional to the constant field. Thus by observing the 

quantitative changing of the harmonics amplitudes and phases we determine the values of two planar 

components of the constant magnetic field. 

In order to prove this concept we designed and fabricated the samples with rather low saturation 

magnetization of the dielectric. The samples had different parameters of the gold grating: the period differs from 

320 nm to 340 nm and the air slit width differs from 70 nm to 140 nm. The rotating magnetic field of 10 Oe was 

formed by Helmholtz coils. The light is normally incident on the sample. The spectrum of the LMPIE for one of 

the samples is shown in Fig. 2. The obtained light modulation is 5%. 
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Fig. 2. The measured LMPIE spectrum. 

 
Our next step was adding the constant in-plane magnetic field. The performed experiments proved the 

concept that observing the odd harmonics of the transmittance one can detect the value and the direction of the 

magnetic field. 
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In this talk, I will discuss our recent progress on innovative design, assembling and operation of new types of 

miniaturized rotary motor-sensor unibody devices made from micro/nanoscale building blocks, such as nanowires, 

nanodisks, nanodots, and microrods. Arrays of micor/nanomotors can be efficiently assembled and rotated with 

controlled angle, chirality and speed to 18,000 rpm, the same level of that of jet engine. The nanomotors have all 

dimensions less than 1 µm. They are one of the smallest rotary Nanoelectromechanical System (NEMS) Devices. They 

can operate for 80 hours over 1.1 million cycles, the longest device lifetime reported to the best of our knowledge. The 

micro/nanomotors are further equipped with sensing components, such as plasmonic Ag nanoparticles and applied in 

tunable biochemical release, DNA purification, as well as microfluidic manipulation. These results are relevant to single 

cell stimulation, cell-cell communication, and system biology.  
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Abstract-Nanoparticle mediated laser treatment of diseases is a novel modality in the field of 

nanomedicine. We will discuss protection of humans from UV light and microorganisms, cancer 

and inflammatory diseases treatment, and cell optoporation/transfection using plasmonic gold 

nanoparticles, photocatalytic TiO2 nanoparticles, and plasmonic nanocomposites. 

 

Nanoparticle mediated laser diagnostics and therapy of diseases is a novel modality realizing principles of 

theranostics formulated and overviewed recently [1-3]. The TiO2-nanoparticles are on use to protect skin from 

UV light for years due to their unique scattering and absorption properties. Plasmonic gold nanoparticles are 

efficient for cancer treatment. Both plasmonic gold and photocatalytic TiO2 nanoparticles are prospective for 

protection of humans from pathogens. Tissue engineering and disease treatment technologies could be improved 

significantly by the development of optoporation/transfection techniques of tissue and cell membranes with the 

help of the appropriate nanoparticles and laser irradiation protocols. The goal of this study is to summarize 

recent results in the field of interaction of laser radiation with nanoparticles embedded into a tissue or cell in 

order to design technologies for protection of humans from UV light and microorganisms, treatment of cancer 

and inflammatory diseases, and tissue and cell optoporation for drug and biomaterial delivery. 

    The distributions of differential and integral absorbing power of gold spherical nanoparticles, temperature 

increment, and Arrhenius damage integral were used to quantify biological action of laser-heated nanoparticles 

[4]. The effectiveness of biological response was presented in the two-dimensional space “laser wavelength (λ) × 
radius of nanoparticles (R).” Such consideration allows one to select an optimal irradiating protocol at laser 

treatment. 

      The efficiency of NIR laser radiation (808 nm) and gold nanorods on methicillin-sensitive 

Staphylococcus aureus (MSSA) and methicillin-resistant (MRSA) microorganisms was studied. Nanorods 

having the dimensions 10×44 nm with the absorption maximum in the NIR, functionalized with human 

immunoglobulins IgA and IgG were used [5]. The killing efficiency up to 97 % of the population of 

microorganisms was demonstrated for both strains at the laser fluence of 180 J/cm2. 

Nanocomposites (NCs) (gold nanorod core with mesoporous silica shell doped with hematoporphyrin) were 

used to improve the efficiency of inactivation of Staphylococcus aureus and cancer treatment by combining 

photothermal and photodynamic therapies (PTT/PDT) [6,7]. A suspension of NCs was directly injected into 

xenografted solid tumor of rat model in vivo [7]. Under 633-nm laser exposure, singlet oxygen was generated, as 

under 808-nm NIR laser irradiation, heat was produced. The efficiency of the combined therapy was evaluated 

by optical coherence tomography (OCT), histological analysis, and by measurements of the tumor volume. This 

treatment resulted in the large-area tumor necrosis and dramatic decrease in the tumor volume. Application of 

multifunctional Au nanoclusters for targeted imaging and enhanced photodynamic inactivation of 
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Staphylococcus aureus was also demonstrated [8].  

The development of antibacterial coatings based on photocatalytic nanomaterials is a promising route towards 

potential environmentally friendly applications in public buildings and health care facilities. Various types of 

TiO2 nanofiber-based photocatalytic materials (nitrogen-doped and/or palladium nanoparticle decorated) and 

their composites with gypsum were demonstrated their excellent antimicrobial properties by killing both MSSA 

and MRSA strains under the blue LED light (405 nm) [9,10]. In the case of MSSA cells, the palladium 

nanoparticle-decorated and nitrogen-doped TiO2 composites demonstrated the highest antimicrobial activity. 
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Abstract- We have demonstrated that disk-shaped nanoporous gold (NPG) nanoparticles are a unique class of plasmonic 

nanomaterials with tunable LSPR, 3-dimensional near-field hot-spot distribution, large surface area, excellent SERS and 

SEF enhancement factors, and high sensitivity to local index changes. By taking advantage of the abundance of hot-spots in 

NPG disks, we have developed several applications in molecular sensing and imaging. 

To fabricate NPG disks, we take advantage of both top-down lithographic patterning and bottom-up atomic 

dealloying, which together demonstrate great synergy in precisely tuning the plasmonic properties of nanoporous 

materials. As shown in Fig. 1, a film of gold and silver alloy approximately 120 nm thick was first sputter 

deposited onto a substrate (e.g., silicon wafer or glass slide) using an Ag82.5Au17.5 (atomic percentage) alloy target. 

A monolayer of 460-1100 nm size polystyrene beads (PS) was then formed on top of the alloy film. In our 

experience, over 90% of the alloy surface covered with close-packed PS beads can be achieved reproducibly 

(Fig. 1a). Next, a timed oxygen plasma treatment was employed to shrink the PS beads, thus separating them 

from neighboring beads. The sample was then sputter-etched in Argon plasma to transfer the bead pattern into 

the alloy film (Fig. 1b). Once the pattern transfer was completed, the PS beads were removed (Fig. 1c). The alloy 

disks were dealloyed in concentrated nitric acid, followed by rinsing in deionized (DI) water (Fig. 1d) to produce 

the random array format NPG disks. There was substantial size shrinkage during the PS bead etching step as 

well as the dealloying process. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images (Fig. 1e to h) show the 

corresponding nanostructures through the fabrication steps. To produce suspended colloidal NPG disks, 

high-density NPG disk arrays on a 3-inch Si wafer were further sonicated in DI water [1]. 

  
Figure 1. Fabrication process used to prepare 

NPG disks on a silicon (or glass) substrate. 
Figure 2. SEM images of NPG disks, stored in DI water, and single 

disk buoyant mass measurements. 

 

Figure 2 displays three different views of NPG disks to further show the capability of preparing the both arrayed 

and colloidal NPG disks. Figure 2a and b show of high-density NPG disk random arrays on a 3-inch Si wafer 

and SEM image of a single NPG disk, respectively. With the aid of sonication, NPG disks were released from the 

substrates into DI water to form colloidal NPG disk suspensions (Figure 2c). The inset shows colloidal NPG 

disks dried on a Si wafer. To our surprise, surfactant-free NPG disks were easily transferred to DI water without 

aggregation. Therefore, by flowing individual colloidal NPG disks in microfluidic channels, single disk (400 nm 

diameter) buoyant mass was determined to be 6.04×10-14 ± 7.6×10-15 g as shown in Figure 2d. 

The plasmonic properties of NPG disks can be characterized by extinction spectra in Figure 3a, where three 

peaks have been assigned as NPG LSPR (“▲”), out-of-plane resonance (“■”), and in-plane resonance (“●”). The 
NPG LSPR mode originated from the nanoporous structures, whereas the in-plane and out-of-plane modes were 
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associated with the external disk shape. Size-dependent plasmonic shifts in these peaks have been observed when 

the disk diameter was increased from 300 to 700 nm. Among these peaks, the in-plane resonance clearly dominates 

and only exists in NPG disks but not in semi-infinite NPG thin films. 

To further elucidate the observed extraordinary size- and environment-dependent plasmonic behavior of 

NPG disks, we performed finite difference time domain (FDTD) simulations and compared with Au disks having 

identical external shape parameters: 500 nm in diameter and 75 nm in thicknesses. The NPG disk model shown 

in Figure 3b was constructed directly from the SEM image shown earlier. Figure 3c displays the calculated 

electric-field (E-field) distribution for 1300 nm incident wavelength, matching the in-plane resonance previously 

discussed. “Hot-spots” in the pores around the edges are observed with a maximum E-field enhancement factor 

~100. In contrast, uniformly distributed hot-spots within the entire disk are observed with a maximum E-field 

enhancement factor about 32 for 785 nm incident wavelength, matching the NPG LSPR peak previously 

discussed. These features are distinct from non-porous nanoparticles. 

 
  

 

Figure 3. Extinction spectra and electrical field distribution. 

In the presentation, we will further show our recent results on using NPG disks for molecular imaging and 

sensing based on three different reporting mechanisms: surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) [2-4], 

surface-enhanced fluorescence (SEF) [5], and localized surface-plasmon resonance (LSPR) [6]. 
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Abstract- Surface-enhanced resonance Raman scattering (SERRS)-encoded tags have gained much 

interest toward clinical diagnostics and drug discovery, but the portfolio of available systems is still 

limited. We report the fabrication of novel SERRS-encoded particles based on gold octahedra 

coated with poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) microgels for the identification and imaging of proteins 

expressed in cells. Thus, three tumor-associated surface biomarkers were simultaneous detected and 

imaged. The plasmonic microgels are able to discriminate tumor A431 and nontumor 3T3 2.2 cells 

while cocultured in vitro. 

 

 

The development of high sensitive platforms with plasmonic responses will allow the simultaneous detection 

of multiple protein receptors which has a great potential for imaging and diagnostics.1 In this context, we have 

designed a new type of SERRS tags fabricated followed the strategy displayed in Figure 1A. It is based on 

poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (pNIPAM) encapsulated gold nanoparticles. The SERRS tags were fabricated by 

direct pNIPAM polymerization, via a grafting-through route, on butenoic acid-functionalized Au octahedra and 

the subsequent encoding with Raman reporters (by addition of Raman active dyes (astra blue (AB), Nile blue 

(NB), or malachite green isothiocyanate (MGI)).2 Finally, the microgel surface was coated with a polyelectrolyte 

by layer-by-layer to seal the porous-encoded particles while facilitating covalent conjugation with three different 

antibodies. The selected antibodies were specific against three different tumor biomarkers: epithelial cell 

adhesion molecule (EpCAM), epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR), and homing cell adhesion molecule 

(CD44) (Figure 1B). Then we demonstrated the multiplexing capability of our SERRS-encoded microgels for 

the simultaneous detection of these three tumor-associated biomarkers (EGFR, EpCAM, and CD44) in 

cocultures of tumor A431 and nonturmor 3T3 2.2 cells with a single excitation laser line (633 nm) Figure 1B and 

1C-F. The SERRS labels presented in this work may be applied to high throughput, multiplex assays involving 

encoded particles for in vitro screening and diagnostics such as flow cytometry, enzyme-linked immunosorbent 

assay (ELISA), or automated microscopy. 

 



 

Figures 1: A) Schematic representation of the preparation of Au@pNIPAM SERRS-encoded tags B) 

Schematic representation of the SERRS tags indicating their Raman codification and targeting entities and of the 

immunophenotype detection of A431 and 3T3 2.2 cells by SERRS C) Bright field and confocal fluorescence 

microscopy image showing A431 (EGFR positive) and 3t3 2.2 (EGFR negative) cells. D–F) SERRS mappings 

recorded in the same area using the B) 748 cm−1 peak of AB, C) 592 cm−1 peak of NB.  
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We have demonstrated a surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) substrate capable of detecting 
1 pM of benzenethiol (BT) and developed better understanding of its enhancing mechanism by 
varying the fabrication process and also performing detailed simulation studies. The extreme 
enhancement originates from the three dimensionally fabricated and optimized substrate, which is 
made of Au-nanoparticle (NP) clusters stacked using vertically standing ZnO nanowires (ZnO-NW) 
as skeletal frames that completely dissolve away during the synthesis procedure and leave vertical 
light passages among clusters, allowing light to reach deeper into the stacks for higher sensitivity.  

Our straightforward two-step-fabrication process involves (1) the hydrothermal synthesis to create 
ZnO-NWs perpendicularly standing on the substrate and (2) the liquid phase deposition (LPD) to 
create Au NPs on ZnO-NWs: (1) to grow ZnO-NWs, we coat a Si substrate in a ZnO-seed solution 
consisting of zinc acetate dihydrate in ethanol and anneal at 350 °C, followed by immersion in a 
ZnO-NW precursor solution made of zinc nitrate hydrate, hexamethylenetetramine, and 
polyethylenimine in DI water at 95 °C; and (2) to grow Au-NP clusters using the LPD process, we 
submerged the ZnO-NW substrate in a Au-NP precursor solution consisting of sodium 
tetrachloroaurate(III) dihydrate, sodium citrate dihydrate and sodium hydroxide in DI water at 
90 °C. The LPD process was repeated 1 -8 times to systematically vary the thickness of the Au-NP 
layers.  

After the ZnO-NW synthesis, we used the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) to examine the 
substrate and observed 1 µm-tall perpendicularly synthesized ZnO NWs. We also observed after 
the Au-NP deposition process that 20nm-diameter Au NPs were uniformly coated on the surface 
of ZnO NWs, and increasing the iterations of the LPD process resulted in thicker Au-NP-cluster 
stacks. 

To characterize SERS performance, we incubated the substrates with 1-8 iterations of the Au-NP 
synthesis in 1mM BT solution. The SERS intensity of BT consistently increased with the increasing 
number of LPD iterations up to 5 and then saturated due to the increase in the effective sensing area 
and plasmonic interactions among NPs. After 5 iterations, the most laser power was absorbed in 
the upper layers of the Au-NPs, and the additional layers had almost no effect. If Au-NPs were 
cumulated on Si substrates without ZnO-NWs, the SERS intensity never saturated even after 8 
iterations and was about ½ the intensity from the 3D stacked substrates. Numerical simulation also 
showed good agreement with our experimental results and provided helpful insight into the SERS 
mechanism, including the roll of the ZnO-NWs. The substrate also generated clear BT Raman 
peaks down at 1 pM, and its enhancement factor was ~108. Because of the excellent SERS 
performance and simple two-step wafer-scale fabrication using wet chemistry, our approach will 
prove to be very useful in various sensing applications. 
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Surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) is a powerful technique capable of probing single 
molecules with unprecedented detail for processes ranging from biological sensing and chemical 
transformation to optical waveguides and electronics.1-2  Unfortunately, most currently used 
SERS substrates contain <10 nm gaps between gold or silver particles, in which probe molecules 
are inserted.3-4  Although this strategy often leads to single molecule detection of the probe 
molecule, it also results in denaturation and inactivation of these molecules, which severely 
limits the use of SERS for biophysical measurements.5-6  In the Sagle group, we are working 
with novel liposome-based SERS substrates, in which probe molecules are encapsulated in the 
liposome component, rather than tethered to or sandwiched between metallic surfaces.  Initial 
characterization of these substrates shows extremely high field enhancement of 108-109, and 
good measurement reproducibility.  Measurements of substrate fidelity and temperature changes 
associated with laser illumination are also carried out and show the substrates are robust. Lastly, 
the biocompatibility of these substrates is evaluated through incorporation of horse heart 
cytochrome c, and comparison of the structure to that of the same protein in solution and 
absorbed onto aggregated silver colloids.  These novel SERS substrates should find tremendous 
use in in vitro interrogations of various biological phenomena including protein-nanoparticle 
interactions, protein structure and catalysis, and protein-small molecule interactions. 
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Abstract—The quantum optical phenomenon of electromagnetically induced transparency can
be modeled in suitably structured metamaterials, allowing for signal storage and manipulation.
Classical description of the light stopping phenomenon facilitates the application of numerical
methods typically used in simulation of wave propagation in metamaterials, giving new insight
into the process.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Electromagnetically Induced Transparency (EIT) is an effective tool in quantum optics, pro-
viding means of realization of various experiments such as light stopping. The possibility of signal
storage, manipulation and release in one or many parts might lead to many applications in quantum
information processing. Recently, the classical analogue of EIT in metamaterials received much at-
tention, and the storage of a signal in metamaterial has been demonstrated [1]. Such media provide
benefits of room temperature operation and scalability to various frequency regimes. Therefore, it
is of interest to study the light stopping process and the means of signal control and manipulation
in classical EIT metamaterial.

2. SIMULATION OF LIGHT STOPPING

We use the Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) algorithm which is a common tool in studies of
electromagnetic field propagation. The medium description, based on the coupled resonator model
[2], allows for the time domain simulation of signal stopping and manipulation, giving insight into
the dynamics of these phenomena. We model a tripod medium (Fig. 1a) with an electrical, RLC
circuit model (Fig. 1b). The manipulation of the coupling capacitances allows for signal storage
and release, as shown on the Fig. 1c.
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Figure 1: a) Schematics of a three-level tripod configuration; b) Electric circuit model of EIT metamaterial;
c) Simulation results of signal stopping, showing time and space dependence of field strength.
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Abstract- Here we present our works on silicon-graphene hybrid devices for signal modulations. 
By tuning the fermi level of the graphene, we have demonstrated a silicon-graphene micro-ring 

electro-optic (EO) modulator with modulation depth about 40%. We also have proposed a 

nanobeam EO modulator and a spatial light modulator (SLM) based on silicon-graphene hybrid 
structure. Their modulation speeds are calculated to be higher than 45 GHz with the modulation 

depths larger than 10 dB. 

 

Graphene is considered to be a promising material to build active optoelectronic device. Recently, various 

graphene based optoelectronic devices have been proposed and demonstrated such as electro-optic (EO) 
modulator1  and photodetector2. They have the merits including broadband, high speed and low power 

consumption. 

We have proposed and built a micro-ring modulator based on silicon-graphene hybrid structure. The 

schematic of the device is shown in Figure 1(a). By changing the the Fermi level of the graphene, the 

permittivity of the graphene can be largely changed. This introduces strong effect on the effective index (neff) of 
the silicon-graphene hybrid waveguide. Thus both the real part and imaginary part of neff can be tuned. Since the 

real part determines the resonant wavelength and the imaginary part determines the loss of the resonant cavity, 

lightwave can be effectively modulated. The transmission spectra under different gate voltage are shown in 

Figure 2(b). A large modulation depth about 40% is observed at λ0 = 1555.97 nm. Thanks to the high electron 

mobility of the graphene, the device is expected to work at tens of GHz based on RC circuit model.  

 
Figures 1: (a) Schematic diagram of microring modulator based on silicon-graphene hybrid structure. (b) Gate-voltage-induced 

differential transmission spectra at different voltages. (c) Schematic diagram of nanobeam modulator based on silicon-graphene hybrid 

structure. (d) Schematic diagram of spatial light modulator based on silicon-graphene hybrid structure. 
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We also have proposed a nanobeam EO modulator and a spatial light modulator (SLM) based on 
silicon-graphene hybrid structure. Their device schematic diagrams are shown in Figure 1(c) and 1(d) 

respectively. The nanobeam modulator has ultra-wide FSR about 125.6 nm and has only one resonant 

wavelength in the communication band which could eliminate the channel crosstalk in the Dense Wavelength 

Division Multiplexing (DWDM) system. The spatial light modulator could couple the normal incident light and 

change its amplitude by tuning the Fermi level of the graphene. Their modulation speeds are calculated to be 
higher than 45 GHz with the modulation depths larger than 10 dB. 

In conclusion, we have demonstrated micro-ring EO modulator and have proposed a nanobeam EO 

modulator as well as a SLM based on silicon-graphene hybrid structure. Their speeds are expected to be tens of 

GHZ and would have application in future telecommunications.  
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Abstract-This abstract reviews our progress in characterizing nonlinear properties of low loss 

germanium-on-silicon waveguides in the mid-infrared wavelength. All-optical modulation is 

demonstrated in these waveguides and indicates the suitability of this platform for nonlinear 

applications in this long wavelength regime. 

 

Group IV mid-infrared photonics is currently attracting considerable attention for applications in gas sensing 

and spectroscopy. Recently, low loss germanium-on-silicon (Ge-on-Si) waveguides have emerged and have been 

demonstrated to have advantages in the mid-infrared wavelength regime, e.g. broad transmission window and 

CMOS compatible [1]. Here we review our progress in characterizing the nonlinear transmission properties of 

the Ge-on-Si rib waveguides and demonstrate the first ultrafast all-optical modulation in these waveguides. 

Our Ge-on-Si waveguides were fabricated using lithographic patterning and reactive-ion etching methods 

and have an etch depth of 1.2 μm and a core width of 2.25 μm [2]. The rib structure is shown in the inset of Fig. 

1(a). A summary of the loss measurements taken by an effective cut-back method over the wavelength range 

1.9-3.8 μm is provided in Fig. 1(a). Fig. 1(b) plots the results of the measured two-photon absorption (TPA) 

parameter for selected pump wavelengths and the results of bulk germanium by Zubov et al. [4] and Gibson et al. 

[5]. Fig. 1(c) plots the modulation of the weak probe as a function of delay using a simple pump-probe 

experiment based on cross-absorption modulation (XAM) process [3]. In conclusion, we have characterized the 

nonlinear transmission properties of low loss Ge-on-Si waveguides in the 2−3.8mm regime and demonstrated 
their use for all-optical modulation using XAM schemes. 
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Abstract-We review recent progresses in spectrally selective absorption enhancement in ultra-thin 

semiconductor nanomembranes and monolayer 2D materials integrated with defect-free dielectric 

photonic crystal cavities. Based on local field enhancement and critical coupling concept, total 

absorption from ultra- and monolayer dispersion materials can be obtained. Experimental results 

will also be discussed based on transfer printed single crystalline silicon and silicon nitride photonic 

crystal Fano resonance filters on glass and quartz substrates.    

 

Over the past decade, the unique electronic and optical properties of graphene have generated 
strong interests in developing optoelectronic and electronic devices based on graphene and other 
layered two–dimensional material. [1] However the nature of ultra-thin monolayer structure 
limits their optical properties on light absorption and emission. Increasing the light-matter 
interactions in graphene is highly desirable for high-performance graphene-based optical devices. 
Total absorption is indeed feasible by coupling unpatterned monolayer graphene or other 2D 
materials with patterned defect-free photonic crystal slab (PCS) via critical coupling with guided 
resonance.[2] . Measured peak absorptions of 35% and 85% were obtained from cavity coupled 
monolayer graphene for the structures without and with back reflectors, respectively. [3] These 
measured values agree very well with the theoretical values predicted with the coupled mode 
theory based critical coupling design. We will also discuss recent progresses in graphene and 
other 2D materials integrated with different types of photonic crystal cavities. Such strong 
light-matter interactions can lead to extremely compact and high performance photonic devices 
based on large area monolayer graphene and other 2D materials.   

Work is supported by US AFOSR (FA9550-16-1-0010). 
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All-optical implementations of signal processing have attracted a great deal of attention due to the 

unique potential of this approach to overcome the bandwidth and speed bottleneck of electronic 

devices. Many all-optical signal processing techniques, offering processing bandwidths up to 

several THz, have been proposed and successfully employed in a wide range of areas, such as 

ultrafast telecommunications, optical computing, microwave photonics and bio-photonics etc.  

To build up an all-optical signal-processing and computing platform with complex 

functionality, a promising solution is to emulate the developments in the electronic domain using 

photonic technologies. For this purpose, photonics counterparts of fundamental components that 

form basic building blocks in electronic circuits need to be designed and realized. This is a key 

step toward the practical realization of all-optical information processing and computing circuits. 

Recently, some fundamental signal operators, such as all-optical temporal differentiators and 

integrators, and real-time Fourier and Hilbert transformers, have been experimentally 

demonstrated by employing fiber- and integrated-optic platforms. Based on the state of art 

electronics technology, the achievable bandwidth of electronics operators is limited to about 1 

GHz. On the other hand, the photonics-based signal operators can easily realize an operation 

bandwidth larger than 1 THz [1]. In particular, an optical differentiator with a record bandwidth 

up to 25 THz has been recently reported based on a wavelength-selective directional coupler [2]. 

Therefore, the key advantage of a photonics-assisted signal operator is that the achievable 

operation bandwidth can be largely increased.  

In this talk, very recent progresses on reconfigurable integrated optical signal processing will 

be introduced and reviewed [3-4]. These works represent an important step towards the realization 

of efficient optical signal-processing circuits. 
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Abstract –Emerging applications exploiting the orbital angular momentum of light will require 

compact and functional devices for the emission, detection and manipulation of these beams. We 

will discuss recent progress on the development of silicon-on-insulator micro-ring resonators for 

the emission of multiple OAM states with fast reconfigurability.  

. 

The orbital angular momentum (OAM) is an additional degree of freedom of a light beam with interesting 

applications in micromanipulation, microscopy1 and free-space communications2. So far, OAM states have been 

generated, detected and manipulated by complex and bulky components that prevented the full exploitation of 

the OAM dimension. Recently, a number of research groups have used photonic integrated technologies to 

demonstrate very compact and low-cost components that meet the requirements for large volume 

manufacturing3,4.  

We will discuss recent research progress on the development of ultra-compact and tunable integrated OAM 

devices fabricated on a silicon photonic technology. The emitters consist of microring resonators that incorporate 

periodic scattering elements to couple the waveguide propagating beams to vertically emitted beams carrying 

OAM4. The devices to be presented will include tunable emitters that offer fast switching between the OAM 

modes, resonators integrated with superposed gratings for the simultaneous emission of multi-OAM states (fig. 

1a), spiral-shaped waveguides to improve the detection efficiency (fig. 1b) and resonators integrated with 

Mach-Zehnder interferometer for the emission of +/- l OAM states (fig. 1c). 
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Figure 1: a) Emission pattern of an OAM beam composed by a superposed l=-4 and l=-1 order. The beam is 

generated by a microring that incorporates two different gratings; b) A spiral-shaped waveguide to increase the active 

surface of an OAM detector; c) A resonator for the emission of OAM beams integrated with a Mach-Zehnder 

interferometer to tune the relative phase between +l and -l beams. 
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Abstract- Label-free and real time far-field super-resolution imaging (hyperlensing) at the 

nanoscale is of significant interest where sub-λ imaging remains a constraint because of Abbe’s 

diffraction limit. Though by utilizing anisotropic permittivities, metal-dielectric multilayers have 

been successful in reconstructing the high-frequency components from sub-λ objects, yet they 

remain cumbersome and expensive to make. Most of the multilayer structures require multiple 

vacuum deposition cycles and are plagued by stringent requirements on surface roughness of 

metallic layers. In contrast to the multilayer structure here we propose a 3D hyperbolic 

metamaterial model composed of metallic nanorods arranged in sea-urchin geometry as a 

hyper-lensing device, which is capable of projecting and magnifying diffraction limited information 

into the far-field at Near-infrared (NIR) frequencies. The hyperlens generates a band of flat 

hyperbolic dispersions in spherical coordinates, which in turn supports the propagation of high 

wave-vector spatial harmonics leading to far-field super-resolution imaging. Using full-wave 

Finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations with diffraction limited trimer, quadrumer and 

ringed objects etched on thin perfect electric conductor (PEC) films, we show that the hyperlens 

model can achieve magnification factors of up to 10X in the far-field (~4.5λ from object’s surface) 

under a light source with a wavelength of 1 µm, with successful resolution down to 220 nm (~λ/5). 

The magnified image field distribution projected into the far-field is shown to follow the object 

under reduction in symmetry. These results are important for making progress in the realization of 

real-time bio-molecular imaging systems, eliminating the need for near-field scanning, destructive 

electron microscopy and various image post-processing techniques. 

 

For next generation MMs, indefinite mediums composed of metallic nanowires embedded in dielectric 

matrices are considered as one of the promising candidates since they are easily tuneable and have lesser energy 

losses. More importantly, they are not constrained by the ubiquitous metamaterial requirement of magnetic 

resonance.1,2 They have been previously shown to produce all angle negative refraction1,2 and sub-wavelength 

imaging.3-5 Endoscopes made from tapering nanowire arrays have been shown in the past but they can only 

reproduce the fields near the surfaces.6,7 Kawata et al8 numerically showed colour imaging using stacked 

nanorod arrays and the idea of magnification using tapered nanorod arrays. Nevertheless, the imaging 

capabilities of these nanorod array based hyperlenses still remain largely unexplored. Tapered arrays of metallic 

wires were shown theoretically6 to magnify electromagnetic information on one of its edge to the other, but the 

resultant magnified image was shown to be limited to the near-field of the nanowires. Here we propose a 

sea-urchin hyperlens (SHL) composed of hexagonally arranged metallic nanorods embedded in a dielectric 



medium and arranged in sea-urchin geometry as a hyperlens design working in the NIR. We show numerically 

that when conformed to a hemispherical surface the hyperlens is capable of projecting images from sub-λ 

objects into the far-field, which in turn can be easily brought to focus by conventional microscope objectives. 

Magnification factors up to 10X were achieved at a distance of 2.5λ from the hyperlens. 

 

 

Figure 1: Nanoring object imaged through SHL. (a) 3D Poynting vector plots at different image planes, magnified 

using SHL at various distances from the hyperlens. (b) 3D schematic of the nanoring sub-wavelength object used to obtain 

images in (a), the centre-to-centre separation is 450 nm (<λ/2) while the thickness of the ring is 50 nm (~λ/20). (c) E-field 

intensity at different distances from the hyperlens, corresponding to power flow vector plots in (a), shown with dashed lines. 

The vertical dashed lines in (c) represent the nanoring object with centre-to-centre separation of ~450 nm. 
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Abstract-A major challenge in nanoparticle self-assembly is programming the large-area 

organization of a single type of anisotropic nanoparticle into distinct superlattices with tunable 

packing efficiencies. Here we utilize nanoscale surface chemistry to direct the self-assembly of 

silver octahedra into three distinct two-dimensional plasmonic superlattices at a liquid/liquid 

interface. Systematically tuning the surface wettability of silver octahedra leads to a continuous 

superlattice structural evolution, from close-packed to progressively open structures. Notably, silver 

octahedra standing on vertices arranged in a square lattice is observed using hydrophobic particles. 

Simulations reveal that this structural evolution arises from competing interfacial forces between 

the particles and both liquid phases. Structure-to-function characterizations reveal that the standing 

octahedra array generates plasmonic ‘hotstrips’, leading to nearly 10-fold more efficient 

surface-enhanced Raman scattering compared with the other more densely packed configurations. 

The ability to assemble these superlattices on the wafer scale over various platforms further widens 

their potential applications. 
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Abstract- Deterministic placement and dynamic manipulation of individual plasmonic nanoparticles 

with nanoscale precision feature an important step towards active nanoplasmonic devices with 

prescribed levels of performance and functionalities at optical frequencies. We demonstrate the precise 

organization and the controlled motion of nanoparticles by using the toolbox of DNA 

nanotechnology. 

Realization of three-dimensional (3D) plasmonic nanoarchitectures exemplifies one of the key challenges in 

nanotechnology. Bottom-up self-assembly approaches, which often involve molecular recognition characters, offer 

large-scale fabrication, biochemical compatibility, and many other benefits. Among a variety of materials for 

self-assembly, DNA represents one of the most attractive building blocks largely due to its unprecedented 

programmability. In particular, the DNA origami technique allows for rational 3D organization of metal nanoparticles 

with nanometer precision, allowing for engineering complex plasmonic architectures with tailored optical response.  

First, we demonstrate hierarchical assembly of plasmonic toroidal metamolecules, which exhibit tailored optical 

activity in the visible spectral range.1 Each metamolecule consists of four identical origami-templated helical building 

blocks. Such toroidal metamolecules show stronger chiroptical response than monomers and dimers of the helical 

building blocks. We also demonstrate that given the circular symmetry of the toroidal metamolecules, distinct 

chiroptical response along their axial orientation can be uncovered via simple spin-coating of the metamolecules on 

substrates. 

Next we show the creation of active plasmonic systems, in which plasmonic nanorods can execute directional, 

progressive and reverse nanoscale walking on two or three-dimensional DNA origami.2,3 Such a walker comprises an 

anisotropic gold nanorod as its ‘body’ and discrete DNA strands as its ‘feet’. Specifically, our walker carries optical 
information and can in situ optically report its own walking directions and consecutive steps at nanometer accuracy, 

through dynamic coupling to a plasmonic stator immobilized along its walking track. We demonstrate that two gold 

nanorod walkers can independently or simultaneously perform stepwise walking along a shared DNA origami track.3  

Our studies exemplify the power of plasmonics, when integrated with DNA nanotechnology for realization of 

advanced artificial nanomachinery with tailored optical functionalities.  
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Abstract: The main goal of our research is to develop new types of technologically important 

optically active nanomaterials, study their properties and explore their applications. The utilisation 

of chiral stabilisers allowed the preparation of new water soluble white emitting quantum dots, rods, 

nano-tetrapods and nano-sheets, which demonstrated circular dichroism in the band-edge region of 

the spectrum. Biological testing of chiral nanotetrapods displayed a chiral bias for an uptake of the 

D- enantiomer stabilised nano-tetrapods by cancer cells. We have also developed a range of ZnS, 

ZnSe, CdSe and 2D MoS2 based optically active nanostructures. These nanostructures can find a 

range of potential application in nanobiotechnology, photonics, medicine and optical chemo- and 

bio-sensing. 

 

The area of optically active metal nanoparticles has received a great deal of attention due to the range of 

potential applications offered by these materials in chiral sensing, catalysis and as metamaterials in advanced 

optical devices [1, 2]. The use of stereospecific chiral stabilising molecules has also opened another avenue of 

interest in the area of optically active quantum dot (QD) research. Initially, optically active CdS QDs have been 

prepared by us using microwave induced heating with the racemic (Rac), D- and L-enantiomeric forms of 

penicillamine as stabilisers [3]. Circular dichroism (CD) studies of these QDs have shown that D- and 

L-penicillamine stabilised particles produced mirror image CD spectra, while the particles prepared with a Rac 

mixture showed only a very weak signal It was also found that all three types of CdS particles (D-, L-, and Rac 

penicillamine) show very broad emission bands between 400 and 700 nm due to defects or trap states on the 

surfaces of the nanocrystals. The density functional calculations of the electronic states have demonstrated that 

the longer-wavelength circular dichroism is associated with near-surface metal atoms that are enantiomerically 

distorted by the chiral ligands, which translate an enantiomeric structure to the surface layers and associated 

electronic states [4], while the quantum dot core is found to remain undistorted and achiral. We have also 

reported chiral CdSe QDs [5] and chiral CdS nanotetrapods [6, 7]. All of these chiral nanostructures also showed 

a very broad distribution of photoluminescence which originates from emissive defect states and characteristic 

CD responses within the band-edge region of the spectrum. More recently we have reported intrinsic chirality of 

CdSe/ZnS QDs, which is caused by the presence of naturally occurring chiral defects (e.g. dislocations) and not 

by the presence of chiral ligands [8]. Using theoretical modeling we have also demonstrated that optical activity 

can be inherent to many semiconductor nanostructures (e.g. nanowires and nanorods), as it is induced by chiral 

screw dislocations naturally developing during their growth [9]. Finally, using a combination of exfoliation and 

phase transfer techniques, we have developed a range of optically active two dimensional (2D) nanostructures 



such as MoS2 and WS2. These nanostructures have demonstrated strong unique CD responses and very 

interesting structural morphology. It is expected that optically active nanomaterials will find a range of potential 

uses in the chemistry, nanobiotechnology, photonics and optical chiral chemo- and bio-sensing. In addition, 

optically active quantum nanostructures can find applications as circular polarized light emitters and new 

metamaterials. 
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Abstract- Single-particle absorption spectroscopy on strongly scattering plasmonic nanoparticles is 

investigated by photothermal microscopy with a supercontinuum laser. The absorption spectra are 

compared to scattering spectra of the same individual gold nanoparticles and correlated with 

electron microscopy images that characterize the size and shape of the nanostructures. For many 

applications of plasmonic nanostructures, absorption and scattering cross sections and lineshapes 

are important to distinguish, possible with single-particle spectroscopy that also removes 

nanoparticle heterogeneity. 

 

 Applications of plasmonic nanostructures take advantage of their large absorption and scattering cross 

sections that depend sensitively on the nanoparticle size, shape, and local environment.  Effects due to 

distributions in these parameters can be understood using single particle spectroscopy techniques, especially 

when combined with structural imaging and electromagnetic simulations.  Single particle spectroscopy methods 

have, however, been mostly developed to investigate the scattering or extinction of plasmonic nanostructures.  

The latter equals the absorption, but only if the nanoparticles of interest are small and do not scatter significantly.  

Photothermal imaging is capable of measuring the absorption only of nanostructures, and is based on the heating 

of the local environment following absorption and nonradiative decay [1].  Photothermal imaging is typically 

limited to a single wavelength though as it requires a coherent light source for excitation.  Here we show how 

with the use of a white light supercontinuum source we are able to record absorption spectra of plasmonic 

nanoparticles of different sizes/shapes and compare the results to the scattering response [2]. Furthermore, 

time-resolved transient absorption spectroscopy is employed to follow in real time the nonradiative decay of the 

initially absorbed photon energy in single plasmonic nanostructures [3]. 
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Plasmonic metasurfaces consist of two-dimensional arrays of plasmonic “meta-
atoms”, which exhibit collective and tunable resonance properties controlled by in-
plane coupling. Here, we focus on the applications of metasurfaces with precisely 
engineered plasmonic properties for nonlinear optics. In practice, these applications 
are susceptible to material losses and structural imperfections, such as variations in 
size, shape, periodicity of meta-atoms, and their material states. We show that silver 
crystals synthesized by a “green” chemical process are excellent materials for 
fabrication of plasmonic metasurfaces. Utilizing focused ion-beam milling, we are 
able to generate uniform and precisely engineered metasurfaces for broadband tunable 
second-harmonic generation. 
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Abstract. To investigate how chirality propagates from a chiral nanoscale surface, we studied gold 

nanoparticles functionalized with axially chiral binaphthyl molecules. In particular, we synthesized 

three enantiomeric pairs of chiral ligand-capped gold nanoparticles differing in size, curvature, and 

ligand density that allowed us to tune the chirality transfer from nanoscale solid surfaces to a bulk 

anisotropic liquid crystal (nematic) medium.1 Ultimately we are examining how far the chirality 

from a nanoparticle surface reaches into a soft, self-assembled bulk material.2  

Circular dichroism spectra of the gold nanoparticles decorated with binaphthyl thiols confirmed that 

the binaphthyl moieties form a cisoid conformation in isotropic organic solvents. In the chiral 

nematic liquid crystal phase, induced by dispersing these gold nanoparticles into an achiral nematic 

liquid crystal host as an anisotropic solvent, the binaphthyl moieties on the nanoparticle surface 

form a transoid conformation as determined by imaging the helical twist direction of the induced 

cholesteric phase. This suggests that the ligand density on the nanoscale metal surfaces provides a 

dynamic space to alter and adjust the helicity of binaphthyl derivatives in response to the ordering 

of the surrounding medium. The helical pitch values of the induced chiral nematic phase were 

determined, and the helical twisting power (HTP) of the chiral gold nanoparticles calculated to 

elucidate the chirality transfer efficiency of the axially chiral binaphthyl ligand-capped gold 

nanoparticles. Remarkably, the HTP increases with increasing diameter of the particles, i.e. the 

efficiency of the chirality transfer of the binaphthyl units bound to the nanoparticle surface is 

diminished as the size of the particle is reduced. However, in comparison to the free ligands, per 

chiral molecule, all tested gold nanoparticles induce helical distortions in a 10- to 50-times larger 

number of liquid crystal host molecules surrounding each particle, indicating a significantly 

enhanced chiral correlation length.  

We propose that both the helicity and the chirality transfer efficiency of axially chiral binaphthyl 

derivatives can be controlled at metal nanoparticle surfaces by adjusting the nanoparticle size and 

curvature as well as the number and density of the chiral ligands to ultimately measure and tune the 

chiral correlation length (Figure 1).  

 

 

 



 

Figure 1. Schematic representations highlighting the number of nematic liquid crystal (5CB, Cr 25 N 35 Iso) 

molecules surrounding the gold nanoparticle surface (top left) and in the 3D space (voxel, top right) defined by 

the inter-particle distance (bottom), defining the chiral correlation length, assuming well-dispersed gold 

nanoparticles in the 5CB matrix. For simplicity, the helical arrangement of the 5CB molecules in the induced 

chiral nematic liquid crystal (N*-LC) phase is shown underneath.  
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Abstract- The rapidly developing field of magnetoplasmonics merges concepts from plasmonics 

and magnetism to realize novel and unexpected phenomena and functionalities for the manipulation 

of light at the nanoscale. This talk will cover recent advances in the field arising from the interplay 

between which contributed to broaden the understanding and control of optics at the nanoscale in 

ferromagnetic nanostrucutres owing to the intertwined optical and magneto-optical properties. 

Applications of such multifunctional optical metamaterials to variety of emerging technologies are 

presented as an example of their broad scientific and technological perspectives. 
 

Magnetoplasmonics combines strong local enhancements of electromagnetic fields in surface plasmon 

excitations with magneto-optically active ferromagnetic materials enabling plasmonic nanostructures, called 

magnetoplasmonic nanoantennas, that can be controlled by external magnetic fields. Such magnetoplasmonic 

nanoantennas offer a smart toolbox for the realization of actively tuneable optical metasurfaces. Here we review 

recent advances in the field showing that magnetoplasmonic metamaterials open a clear path towards 

applications to variety of emerging technologies as, e.g., ultrasensitive molecular sensing and ultrathin optical 

metadevices. 

The fundamentals aspects of the physics underlying the optical behavior of magnetoplasmonic metamaterials 

are first introduced [1-3]. Then, some relevant realizations of magnetoplasmonic metamaterials are presented as 

examples of the broad scientific and technological perspectives enabled by such multifunctional optical 

metamaterials. 

- Systems allowing label-free molecular detection are expected to have enormous impact on biochemistry 

and biomedicine, and are therefore subject to intense investigation. We propose an innovative and alternative 

route based on magneto-plasmonic nanoantennas, which enables radically improved sensitivity, clearly 

outperforming recently reported plasmon based sensors [4-6]. Most remarkably, we achieved a local raw surface 

sensitivity of two orders of magnitude higher than the best values reported for nanoplasmonic sensors.  

- Light polarization rotators and non-reciprocal optical isolators are essential building blocks in photonics 

technology. The control of the non-reciprocal light propagation displayed by magnetoplasmonic nanoantennas 

offer a promising route to bring these devices to the nanoscale, thanks to their ability to tailor the amplitude and 

sign of magneto-optical light polarization manipulation over a broad spectral range[7]. We present a novel 

concept of magnetically tunable plasmonic crystal based on the excitation of Fano-like lattice surface modes in 

periodic arrays of hybrid ferromagnetic and noble metal[8] as well as ferromagnetic and optically anisotropic 

nanoantennas [9]. In these metamaterials, the excitation of the magnetic field-induced lattice surface modes leads 

to highly tunable and amplified magneto-optical effects as compared to disordered systems. The concepts 
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presented here can be exploited to design novel magnetoplasmonic sensors based on coupled localized 

plasmonic resonances and non-reciprocal optical devices that allow for an enhanced tuneability and control of 

light polarization states. 

- Two-dimensional magnetoplasmonic crystals, namely plasmonic crystals with a periodic array of 

cylindrical holes in a ferromagnetic layer, support surface plasmon polariton modes and display a 

two-dimensional photonic band structure. We demonstrate that under proper conditions incident light can couple 

to selected surface plasmon polariton modes through the synergistic action between diffracted coupling and 

magneto-optical induced polarization conversion. Our results suggest a novel path to the design of metamaterials 

with tailored and enhanced magneto-optical response by engineering the plasmonic band structure via lattice 

design [10]. 
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Abstract- Plasmon-based optical antennas have become ubiquitous in photonics with numerous 

biomedical applications in sensing, imaging and spectroscopy. Their sub-wavelength size means that 

their structural properties must be controlled at the nanometer scale to successfully engineer their 

optical responses. DNA has recently emerged as the building material of choice to mass-produce 

plasmonic resonators with controlled geometries and chemical environments, allowing their 

reproducible coupling to single quantum emitters and the dynamic modulation of their photonic 

properties. 
 

To enhance the fluorescence properties of single molecules, we assemble them in the center of gold 

nanoparticle (AuNP) dimers, using a short DNA double-strand, which are obtained in large scale as a purified 

colloidal suspension (figure 1-a) [1-3]. Confocal luminescence lifetime measurements in microfluidic conditions 

demonstrate that these nanostructures are single photon-emitters with picosecond lifetimes (figure 1-b) [1]. 

Furthermore, molecules with a dipolar transition moment parallel to the dimer axis can be selected with radially-

polarized Laguerre-Gauss beams for antennas oriented perpendicularly to our sample plane [2]. A conjunction of 

time-resolved luminescence and fluorescence correlation spectroscopy allows us to fully characterize the 

photophysical properties of these hybrid emitters that feature excitation cross-sections and decay rates enhanced 

by more than one order of magnitude with respect to isolated organic dyes [3]. 

 

 
Figure 1: (a) Cryo-EM image of 40 nm AuNP dimers linked by a 30 base-pair DNA strand. (b) Photon 

antibunching from a single molecule in the center of a 40 nm AuNP dimer, that features a fluorescence lifetime 

of a few tens of ps. (c) Evolution of the scattering signal from a single 40 nm AuNP dimer, when increasing the 

salt concentration, measured with a confocal spectrometer (left) or a color camera (right). 

 

Furthermore, the nanometer-scale sensitivity of plasmon coupling allows the translation of minute 

morphological changes in nanostructures into macroscopic optical signals. In particular, single nanostructure 

scattering spectroscopy provides a direct estimation of interparticle distances in gold nanoparticle dimers linked 

by a short DNA double-strand [4]. This spectroscopic information can be inferred from simple widefield 
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measurements on a calibrated color camera (figure 1-c) [5]. This allows us to analyze the influence of electrostatic 

and steric interparticle interactions, as well as amphiphilic surface chemistries, on the morphology of DNA-

templated AuNP groupings [6]. We apply this spectroscopic characterization to identify dimers featuring two 

different conformations of the same DNA template. In practice, the biomolecular scaffold contains a hairpin-loop 

that opens after hybridization to a specific DNA sequence and increases the interparticle distance [7]. These results 

open numerous perspectives for the parallel colorimetric sensing of single biomolecules using dynamic plasmon 

rulers. 
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Abstract- Remarkable properties are devised in systems exploiting plasmonic functionalities. After 

years of research in this direction, great results have been achieved in Photonics, Sensoristics, 

Bio-systems, Theragnostics and Metamaterials. Very often, despite the awesome functionality 

reported, these systems comprise an intrinsic limit in their “single use” applicability. The active 

plasmonics paradigm predicts, in a given plasmonic system, the presence of a tunable medium thus 

enabling the tunability of aforementioned functionalities. Following this design rule, a much wider 

scenario of possibilities is unveiled that breaks the gap between research, fundamental and/or 

applied, and realization of tangible “everyday use” devices. 

 

The unique properties of plasmonic materials derive from the collective oscillation of free conduction 

electrons induced by the interaction of metal nanoparticles (NPs) with an external electromagnetic field, the 

so-called Localized Surface Plasmon Resonance (LSPR). The plasmonic response of a system containing NPs is 

usually evidenced by a very intense color, absent in the bulk material, as well as in individual atoms. Control of 

the spectral position of the plasmonic resonance is a hot-topic and can be enabled by modifying size and shape 

of NPs or their distribution. The intrinsic limit of such an approach is the realization of materials with possibly 

awesome but not adjustable functionalities: one sample, one function. 

A very intriguing possibility is the use of an “active” host, through which it is possible to tune, in a dynamic and 

reproducible way, the spectral position of the NPs plasmonic resonance. Much effort has been recently spent to 

design host materials that can exercise such an influence on NPs. Here we report the scenario of possibilities 

considered up to now and suggest new ones. Attempts to realize tunable plasmonic systems often exploit the 



combination of “hard” and “soft” matter. In this sense, the outstanding properties of Liquid Crystals (LCs) make 

them an ideal candidate for this role. Indeed, a convenient way to dynamically modify the plasmonic resonance 

frequency of a homogeneous (surface or bulk) distribution of mono-dispersed metal NPs is to vary the dielectric 

permittivity of the medium surrounding the NPs. LCs represent an excellent example of reconfigurable medium 

where the refractive index can be finely controlled by means of external stimuli (Electric or Magnetic field, 

Temperature). A demonstration of the use of LCs as a tunable host for gold NPs can be found in [1,2]. 

Another way to exploit the plasmonic tunability of a metal nanoparticles array is to act on NPs inter-distance. 

This idea has been implemented by coating a Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) substrate with mono- or 

multi-layers of gold NPs. The fabricated system is sensitive to mechanical stresses and, depending on NPs size 

and density, and on the number of gold layers, it is possible to induce a plasmonic shift as well as modifications 

of the shape of the resonance curves [3,4]. Finally, by precisely positioning emitters of different colors in the 

close vicinity of metal nanoparticles, it is possible to achieve another active control of plasmonic functionalities. 

In this case, the dominant emission wavelength of the metal/polymer anisotropic hybrid nanoemitter can be 

selected by altering the polarization state of the exciting light [5]. 
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Abstract- Liquid crystal elastomers (LCEs), and liquid crystals (LCs) in general, combine order and 

mobility on a molecular (nanoscale level), and can respond rapidly to external stimuli such as 

temperature, elastic deformation, applied electric and magnetic fields, light, and thermal expansion1. 

LCEs responsiveness to external stimuli makes them excellent 

candidates for the replacement of human tissue 2 , 3  cellular 

delivery or as drug delivery systems.4 We have already prepared 

series of smectic and nematic SC-LCEs, which have proven to be 

non-cytotoxic to soft tissue cell lines such as myoblasts, 

fibroblasts, and neuroblastomas.5,6,7 These particularly designed 

LCEs show tunable internal morphology with either a porous 3D 

network spanning through the entire elastomer scaffold 

(inter-channels) or elastomers with a globular morphology. The 

tunable morphologies address a common issue in the area of 

tissue regeneration, necrosis (cell death) that is generally found in 

the center of most scaffolds due to a lack of tunable porosity. 

Tunable porosity allows for better mass transport of nutrients for 

healthier, viable cells throughout the scaffold. 

LCEs comes to fulfill a need for creating new, more-adaptable 

scaffolds that would be able to report anisotropic growth of 

expanding cell lines back to the observer with an easily 

discernable optical response. The use of LCEs as porous scaffold 

for cell scaffolds would open up an entirely new area of 

application for LCEs where the LC properties can be exploited for 

the monitoring of cell attachment, expansion and tissue 

regeneration.   

In addition, changes in the birefringence of such elastomers due to an internal stress created by 

proliferating cells provides a unique means to non-invasively monitor cell expansion within these 

scaffolds without the need for cell fixing and staining. 

We will present new and interesting optical and mechanical properties obtained by slight modifications 

on the choice of monomers and crosslinking moieties. 

 
Fig. 1 C2C12 on: (A) SC-LCELBC foam and (B) 
globular SC-LCEPhBz morphology. (C) HDFs on 
Swiss cheese SC-LCE4α-SBC morphology. SH-SY5Y 
on: (D) SC-LCE3γ-SBC and (E) SC-LCE3α-SBC Swiss 
cheese morphology. C2C12s on SC-LCE3αSBC: 
(F) before and (G) after O2 plasma. 
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Abstract- The optical activity in organic-metal hybrid nanoparticles (NP) is studied using a 

time-perturbed density functional theory that determines the electronic circular dichroism (CD) of 

chiral systems. The effects of the number of organic molecules, their chiral nature, and different 

chiral arrangements of they are analyzed in detail. CD spectra, along with results of the atomic 

distortions and electronic states allow identify the origin and consequences of the induced chirality 

of the arrangements in comparison with the intrinsic chirality of ligands, and when both act 

simultaneously. These results would be significant in the identification and discussion of the 

experimental chiroptical response of these organic-metal hybrid NPs. Additionally, this latter might 

allow develop new strategies to increase the sensitivity of chiroptical spectroscopies. 

   

Chiral systems are optically active and exhibit circular dichroism (CD) in the same spectral region where 

optical absorption occurs. CD spectroscopy is capable to measure small differences in extinction between right 

and left circularly polarized-light, which makes it a very sensitive tool to account for small chiral asymmetries. 

However, CD signals are very small in intensity as compared to optical extinction itself, limiting the analysis to 

samples containing large concentrations of chiral molecules, and/or large excess of one enantiomer (pure 

left-handed or right-handed), being this latter very difficult and expensive to achieve. Therefore, increasing the 

limits of detection in chiral spectroscopies would have significant impact in pure and applied sciences, with 

direct consequences on pharmaceutics, bio- and/or nanotechnology, asymmetric catalysis, and other emerging 

fields.  

 

The optical activity of chiral L-Cysteine, and achiral SCH3 ligands adsorbed on icosahedral Ag55 is 

investigated within a time-perturbed density functional theory. After atomic optimizations, the chiroptical 

response of these organic-metal hybrid nanoparticles is studied by analyzing: (i) the electronic circular dichroism 

(CD), (ii) the asymmetry of the atomic geometries, and (iii) the electronic density of states. Besides the intrinsic 

chiral nature of the ligands, CD spectra are examined as a function of the number of ligands adsorbed. Also, 

different low-energy achiral and chiral ligand arrangements are investigated, including both left- and 

right-handed arrays, as well as the racemic mixtures.  

 

While separately SCH3 and icosahedral Ag55, the achiral organic and metal building parts are not optically 

active and consequently have null CD. The hybrid obtained by adsorbing the ligands in a chiral arrangement 

shows a large CD response at the visible and less intense at the UV region. The mirror image of the chiral 

arrangement can be also built, confirming that such hybrids behave as enantiomers, i.e., both CD spectra have 

alike line-shapes but with opposite sign, thus racemates have null CD. This result permits identify the visible 

spectral region as where the induced chirality by the ligand array is more evident. 

 

When using chiral L-Cysteine ligands, the optimized low-energy hybrid nanoparticles are always chiral. 



Their CD spectra remarkably differ from the single peak observed at the UV region when the L-Cysteine is alone. 

Now, new spectral features appear at the visible region (between 1–3 eV), together with an intense peak at the 

same energy where the CD signal of L-Cysteine was found. Analyzing the achiral arrangements it is concluded 

that the intensity of this particular peak, and the spectral features around the UV region (between 3–6 eV) are 

quite proportional to the number of adsorbed ligands. While at lower energies this proportionality is not 

observed. 

 

Additionally, supramolecular chiral nanoparticles can be formed when the arrangement of the chiral ligands 

is also chiral. Now, CD spectra have contributions from both, the intrinsic chirality of the ligand and the induced 

chirality of the ligand array. The racemates in array using chiral ligands confirm that at the energy where the CD 

signal of L-Cysteine is present, the intensity is still proportional to the number of adsorbed ligands 
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Abstract-Hybrid nanostructures composed of dielectric and metallic components can exhibit 

intriguing plasmonic properties, which can be utilized for tailoring and enhancing various 

light−matter interactions. Two recent progresses of our study will be presented. We will first show 

that Au−silicon nanosphere dimers can exhibit strong unidirectional light scattering behaviors in the 

visible range. Secondly, we will demonstrate the nonlinear optical properties of hybrid dielectric 

and plasmonic nanostructure arrays, which can further be utilized for enhancing the photocurrent 

generation of semiconductors. 
 

Plasmonic structures can shape their surrounding electromagnetic environment and therefore tailor and 

enhance various optical processes, such as light absorption, emission, scattering, and nonlinear optical properties, 

at the nanoscale. In recent years, one type of plasmonic structure, i.e. hybrid nanostructures composed of 

dielectrics and plasmonic metals, has gain much attention due to its extraordinary plasmonic properties derived 

from the synergistic interactions between the different optical resonance modes in these two components.1 In this 

presentation I will mainly talk about two of our recent progresses, which include the unidirectional scattering of 

dimers composed of Au and Si nanospheres, and plasmonic properties of metallic−dielectric nanostructure 
arrays. 

Si nanosphere with high refractive index can exhibit magnetic resonance in the visible. By bringing the 

silicon nanosphere close to the Au nanosphere, strong hybridization will happen between the magnetic mode and 

dipolar plasmon mode. Such a hybridization gives rise to unidirectional light scattering with enhanced forward 

scattering and suppressed backward scattering in a specific narrow wavelength range.2 The unidirectional 

scattering is strongly dependent on the sizes of the nanospheres as well as the separations between them. These 

results can be beneficial for nanoscale light routing and manipulating. 

Hybrid nanostructure array is another topic that have gained much interest due to its potentials in large-area 

photonic device applications. We propose a centimeter-scale hybrid plasmonic arrays composed of 

dielectric@Au core−shell nanorods. Such hybrid nanorod arrays exhibit exotic collective plasmon modes 
dependent on the angles of the incidence light. Due to their ability of focusing free-space light, the hybrid 

nanorod arrays can exhibit strong nonlinear multiphoton avalanche emission. The luminescence band can cover 

~300 nm from the visible into the near infrared region. Furthermore, the strong electric field enhancement of the 

nanorod array can be utilized for enhancing the photocurrent generation efficiency of a wide band-gap 

semiconductor. The enhancement factor can reach up to 220 times. 
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Abstract The magneto-chiral effect occurs in magnetic chiral media, and can be detected by use of 

polarised light. Although this effect is of interest in the study of the light matter interaction, it has 

not been studied in depth because of the important magnetic field needed to observe it, and the 

weakness of the effect. Hybrid plasmonic nanostructures were used to detect a magneto chiral effect. 

The aim here was also to detect this effect at a low magnetic field with a high intensity.  

 

The magneto-chiral effect has been observed, in molecules and crystals, using strong magnetisation (about 

3T), and drastic conditions such as extremely low temperature3. We propose to study this phenomenon at low 

magnetic field (0.003T) and at ambient temperature. We therefore used a home design hybrid chiral plasmonic 

material, consisting of left and right handed nanostructures4, coated by a layer of 100nm gold and 100nm nickel. 

The non-linear optical technique, second harmonic generation (SHG) was used to generate S-polarised and 

P-polarised light. Our material was set up with a magnetic field directed parallel or anti-parallel to the plane of 

the sample.The absorption of the polarised light, in the magnetised chiral material, relative to the direction of the 

magnetisation was recorded. We compared the results from the left and right handed structures with those of 

non-chiral media. The response changes between P-polarised and S-polarised light, because the light is 

respectively parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

             Gold                   Left-handed                 Right-handed 

Figure1: Optical rotation of the S-polarised light with an increasing magnetic field in two opposite 
directions. 

 

We can see in figure 1 that there is no change in the polarised light for the gold. The left handed structure 

shows that as we increased the magnetic field, the peak became broader, meaning that the contribution of the 

magnetic quadrupole increased. In the right handed structure the opposite effect was observed: as we increased 

the field the magnetic quadrupole contribution decreased. These results are summarised in figure 2 showing the 

chirality of the effect. 
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Figure 2: Peak width relative to the magnetic field in the left-handed and right-handed structures, 
compared to the gold for the S-polarised light. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

             Gold                      Left-handed                  Right-handed 

Figure 3: Optical rotation of the P-polarised light with an increasing magnetic field in two opposite 
direction. 

 

In figure 3 we can see that we observed a similar effect to the one for S-polarised. Here however the 

magnetic quadrupole contribution is changing due to the change in the direction of the light. Figure 4 shows a 

chiral response as well, except that the effect is less pronounced than for S-polarised light.  

 

 

Figure 4: Peak width relative to the magnetic field for the left-handed and right-handed structures 
compared to the gold for the P-polarised light. 
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Abstract 

Novel chemical and physical processes occur at nanoparticle surfaces, both aided and reported by the 
broad tunability of their plasmonic properties. Electrochemical tuning is one way to control both 
plasmon resonance shifts and underlying morphology, composition, and surface chemistry. We 
approach this challenge with electrochemical redox tuning of metallic nanoparticles and assembled 
structures. Our method allows us, for example, to electrodeposit silver and/or its salts on the surface of 
gold nanostructures and selectively grow silver metal on the surface of these structures. We 
demonstrate repeatable spectro‐electrochemical tuning of single nanoparticles and dimers. Potential 
applications include novel heterogeneous catalysis routes, experimental tests of charge transfer 
plasmonics, and nanoscopic plasmonic switches. 
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Abstract- With unique surface plasmon resonance properties and high potential for many important 

applications, plasmonic nanostructures are attracting more and more attention in the past decade. In 

this presentation, the development of several types of plasmonic nanostructures by wet chemical 

method or pulsed laser ablation will be introduced first. Their interesting optical properties and their 

applications in solar cells and photocatalysis will then be presented and discussed. 
 

Harvesting a wide range of solar photons from UV to visible and further to near infrared represents an 

attractive approach to improve the power conversion efficiency of photovoltaics, since most of the solar cells are 

only able to efficiently capture photons in the UV and visible ranges. The same dilemma exists in photocatalysis. 

With unique, size- and shape-tunable surface plasmon resonance, plasmonic nanostructures have recently been 

explored for enhancing the efficiency of solar cells and photocatalysis via improved light scattering, strong near 

field effect and/or hot electron injection. Herein, I will present some of our recent development in Au and Ag 

plasmonic nanostructures and their applications in solar cells (mainly quantum dot based solar cells and dye 

sensitized solar cells) and photocatalysis [1-5]. One example is about our recent synthesis of a new class of 

materials: plasmonic Au nanoparticle decorated upconverting- NaYF4:Yb3+, Er3+, Tm3+ -core@porous-TiO2-shell 

microspheres with uniform size distribution, high surface area and excellent stability and reusability. The 

structure was rationally designed in such a way to simultaneously maximize the beneficial effects of plasmonics 

and upconversion towards largely enhanced broadband photocatalysis. As a consequence, the nanohybrid 

catalysts developed herein exhibit broadband absorption from UV up to near infrared and excellent 

photocatalytic activity, significantly better than the benchmark TiO2 (Degussa P25). Different mechanisms were 

found to dominate under separate UV, visible and near infrared excitations and critical factors were identified. 

Optical and energy-transfer properties were further modeled theoretically to support our interpretations of the 

catalytic mechanisms. In addition to yielding novel and interesting materials and properties, the current work 

also provides physical insights that can contribute to the future development of plasmon-enhanced broadband 

catalysts.   
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Abstract-We will present optical cavity structures for efficient light absorption within plasmonic 

and low-dimensional thin films, resulting in efficient hot electron generation for solar water 

splitting. Furthermore, we will discuss fabrication of ultrathin AAO membranes to serve as generic 

templates for centimeter scale nanostructure fabrication with sub-100 nm feature sizes. Time 

permitting, I will discuss charge carrier dynamics and imaging of plasmon-enhanced 

heteronanostructures for photocatalysis. 
 

We will present optical cavity structures for broadband or select light absorption within plasmonic [1], 

metallic/dielectric [2] and low-dimensional thin films [3]. Furthermore, we will discuss fabrication of ultrathin 

(200 nm) anodic aluminum oxide (AAO) membranes to serve as generic templates for centimeter scale 

nanostructure fabrication with sub-100 nm feature sizes [2]. Light absorption within plasmonic nanoparticles can 

be significantly enhanced by optical cavity structures, resulting in efficient hot electron generation. In the case of 

hot electron generation, we present a Schottky barrier-free photoelectrode architecture that allows for direct hot 

electron injection into the adjacent electrolyte [1] for solar water splitting. On the substrate side, the plasmonic 

particles are in contact with a wide band gap oxide film that serves as an electron blocking layer but accepts 

holes and transfers them to the counter electrode. The observed photocurrent spectra follow the plasmon 

spectrum, and demonstrate that the extracted electrons are energetic enough to drive the hydrogen evolution 

reaction. A similar structure can be designed to achieve broadband absorption enhancement in monolayer MoS2 

[3]. Time permitting, I will discuss charge carrier dynamics in hybrid nanoparticles composed of plasmonic / 

two-dimensional materials, and photo-induced force microscopy to image these nanostructures.  
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Optimal performance of nanophotonic devices, including sensors and solar cells, requires maximising 
the interaction between light and matter. This efficiency is optimised when active moieties are 
localised in areas where electromagnetic (EM) fields are confined.  Confinement of matter in these 
“hot spots” has previously been accomplished through inefficient “top-down” methods. Here we 
report a rapid “bottom-up” approach to functionalise selective regions of plasmonic nanostructures 
that utilises nano-localised heating of the surrounding water induced by pulsed laser irradiation.  
This localised heating is exploited in a chemical protection / de-protection strategy to allow selective 
regions of a nanostructure to be chemically modified.  As an exemplar, we use the strategy to 
enhance the biosensing capabilities of a chiral plasmonic substrate.  This novel spatially selective 
functionalisation strategy provides new opportunities for efficient high-throughput control of 
chemistry on the nanoscale over macroscopic areas for device fabrication. 
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Abstract: We will present engineered plasmonic nanohybrids featuring an enhanced photocatalytic 

activity in the solar spectral range. Details about their electromagnetic design and experimental 

evidences of their efficacy in water splitting experiments will be provided. Our findings show a 

possible route towards the design of full solar spectrum photocatalysts.   

 

Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) effects have been recently exploited to build photocatalysts that are active 

in the visible spectral range [1,2]. In a typical arrangement, these plasmonic photocatalysts combine a 

semiconductor material, transparent in the visible region (such as nanospheres of titanium dioxide - TiO2) and a 

nanoplasmonic counterpart (e.g. gold nanoparticles - Au NPs). However, specific SPRs cover the visible 

spectrum only partially and are generally endowed with weak light absorption. In our investigation, we aimed at 

optimizing the electromagnetic properties of plasmonic photocatalysts to increase their activity under solar 

illumination.  

Using numerical simulations, and by properly tuning the relative position and size of the photocatalysts’ 

constituents, we have designed nanohybrids with a reinforced plasmonic absorption, extending over the entire 

visible range, and with an enhanced local electric field at the Au-TiO2 interface. Indeed, these properties can 

promote the generation of “hot electrons” (within the Au NP) and their transfer into the TiO2 sphere, resulting in 

an increased photocatalytic activity [3,4]. The key ingredient of our design is the exploitation of resonant cavity 

modes (namely, “whispering gallery modes” [5]), which develop in the TiO2 sphere when its size is properly 

adjusted.  

Such structures have then been chemically synthesized and experimentally characterized by means of 

absorption spectroscopy and Raman measurements, which have confirmed the distinctive electromagnetic 

properties of the fabricated nanohybrids. In accordance with these evidences, such optimized plasmonic 

photocatalysts, when employed in water splitting experiments, have shown an enhanced activity under solar 

illumination.  

Figure 1 shows the TEM image of one particular geometry that has been fabricated and tested: nanohybrids 

composed of Au multimers (Au NP diameter: 60 nm) half-embedded in TiO2 spheres (440 nm in diameter). 
These WGM-assisted plasmonic photocatalysts have shown the ability to efficiently harvest photons with 

energies below the TiO2 bandgap for hydrogen production. 

Detailed results highlighting the role of the nanohybrids’ geometry and size in the enhancement of the 

photocatalytic activity will be presented on site.  
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Figure 1: TEM micrograph of nanohybrids composed of Au multimers half-embedded in TiO2 spheres. The 

scale bar is 500 nm. 
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We have demonstrated plasmonic photocurrent generation from visible to near-infrared wavelengths without 
deteriorating photoelectric conversion using electrodes in which gold nanorods are elaborately arrayed on the 
surface of a TiO2 single crystal.1-3 We have also reported the stoichiometric evolution of oxygen via water 
oxidation by irradiating the plasmon-enhanced photocurrent generation system with near-infrared light.4-6 In the 
present study, we developed a plasmon-assisted water splitting system that operates under irradiation by visible 
light; the system is based on the use of two sides of the same strontium titanate (SrTiO3) single crystal substrate.7 
The water splitting system contains two solution chambers to separate hydrogen (H2) and oxygen (O2), 
respectively. To promote water splitting, a chemical bias was applied by pH values regulations of those 
chambers. The quantity of H2 evolved from the surface of platinum, which was used as a reduction co-catalyst, 
was twice of O2 evolved from an Au nanostructured surface. Thus, the stoichiometric evolution of H2 and O2 was 
clearly demonstrated. The hydrogen evolution action spectrum closely corresponds to the localized surface 
plasmon resonance spectrum, indicating that the plasmon-assisted charge separation at the Au/SrTiO3 interface 
promotes water oxidation and the subsequent reduction of a proton on the backside of the SrTiO3 substrate.  

 According to the analogous method of the water splitting system, we have successfully constructed the 
artificial-photosynthesis system which produces the ammonia by a photofixation of a nitrogen molecule based on 
visible light irradiation.8 Unlike the water splitting system, ruthenium is used as a co-catalyst instead of a 
platinum for the ammonia synthesis, and not a solution system but a gas system is used to reduce nitrogen gas. 
The action spectrum of the apparent quantum efficiency of ammonia evolution showed good agreement with the 
plasmon resonance spectrum. In addition, we revealed that ammonia can be obtained with ~100% selectivity by 
using zirconium/zirconium oxide cocatalyst.9 These findings blaze new methods for energy-efficient 
photocatalytic production of ammonia using solar light, water, and nitrogen gas, which are entirely different 
from conventional methods of ammonia synthesis.  
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Detection of circulating tumor cells (CTCs) and their proteinic or nucleic acid markers 
in bloodstream has recently gained a clinical relevance since they suppose potential 
criteria for prognosis and diagnosis of cancer progression. Despite the efforts focused 
on developing methods for the direct identification of them, their extremely low 
concentration in blood have led to a generation of new technologies dedicated to their 
enrichment and capturing, taking advance of the presence of specific cell surface 
markers or other physical properties. These additional steps increase the operation time 
and require of advanced instrumentation.  

Herein, we report a fast and direct optical methods for the identification of oncogenic 
proteins, DNA mutations and cell discrimination and quantifications using light in 
microfluidic devices. 
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Abstract- We report on the engineering of the spatial and spectral distributions of plasmon modes 

in mesoscale 2D crystalline colloids by physical reshaping and dimer assembly. This approach 

allows us to match the plasmonic characteristics of the complex metallic structure to the 

specifications of emitters, for example, in order to optimize the resulting in hybrid plasmonics 

device. 

 

Plasmonics research has traditionally focused on the macroscopic metallic structures that facilitate 

propagation, waveguiding and routing of surface plasmon polaritons (SPP) or on nanometer-scale particles 

producing evanescent field, strong confinement volumes by means of localized surface plasmon (LSP) 

resonances. Both regimes have been exploited in a broad range of technological areas and led to numerous 

applications, yet much less scrutiny has so far been focused on the intermediate regime of mesoscopic scale 

systems. These systems sustain higher order plasmonic modes in the visible/near-IR spectral window and 

combine together the advantages of both LSP and SPP. Multimodal plasmonic systems open a new realm in 

which the modal behavior is better described by the Surface Plasmon local density of states (SP-LDOS). 

SP-LDOS is solely governed by the material properties and the boundary conditions set by the structure shape, 

but is independent of the illumination parameters. The SP-LDOS can therefore be rationally designed to tailor 

the local spatial and spectral characteristics of the SP modes, while allowing information transfer over 

micrometer-sized distances. To reveal and exploit such spatio-modal engineering of plasmons, dissipation can be 

reduced by exploiting the enhanced performances of crystalline metal colloids [1]. 

 

We will start with the demonstration that the SP-LDOS distribution of mesoscale 2D nanoprisms (Fig. 1a,b) 

can be conveniently mapped by two-photon luminescence (TPL) microscopy (Fig. 1c,d) [2, 3, 4]. We will 

present results revealing the dependence of the spatial and spectral characteristics of the SP-LDOS on excitation 

wavelength, polarization, particle shape and interparticle coupling. Interestingly, when the excitation power is 

increased, non-linear thermal effects lead to extremely localized particle melting, which is shown to provide a 

well-resolved mapping of the SP-LDOS (Fig. 1i-j). [5] All results will be supported by theoretical analysis with 

our simulation tools based on the Green Dyadic Method (GDM) as shown in Figs. 1e-h. From the multimodal 

behavior of individual 2D colloids, we will derive two new ways to tailor the spatial/spectral behavior of the 

higher order SP modes. First, physical reshaping of the colloidal nanoprisms is performed by creating a hole 

defect by focused ion beam. [6] Depending on the diameter and location of the aperture, the SP-LDOS spectrum 

and in-plane distribution is moderately perturbated or significantly modified. This allows to selectively modify 

plasmonic features to be enhanced or suppressed for tailoring hybrid plasmonic systems. Alternatively, when 

individual colloidal nanoprisms are brought in the near-field coupling regime superstructures are formed that 
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exhibit new plasmonic modes. In particular, we show that the enhanced field in the gap region can be tuned 

independently from the higher order modes borne by the metallic prisms, therefore opening a new way to design 

multimodal antennas [7]. Time allowing, we will consider applying this approach to the tailoring of multimodal 

information transfer devices [8] as a first step to implement our proposed concept of modal plasmonic circuits. 

[2] 

 
Figure 1: (a,b) SEM images of triangular and truncated triangular Au nanoprisms. Scale bars are 200 nm. (c, d) Confocal 

TPL images recorded with horizontally polarized, 700 nm excitation. (e, f) Corresponding simulated TPL images using 

the GDM [2,3] (g, h) Total SP-LDOS maps and (i, j) corresponding AFM images of prisms with modified surface 

induced by plasmonic hot printing. [5] 
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Abstract- Au-Ag nanoparticles having tunable wavelength of LSPR peak, prepared by ionic 

liquid/metal sputter deposition, were loaded on porous TiO2 electrodes. An anodic photocurrent was 

observed by the photoexcitation of LSPR peak of the resulting electrodes. 
 

    Noble metal alloy nanoparticles (NPs) have attracted much attention recently due to their unique optical, 
electronic and catalytic properties different from those of monometallic nanoparticles. Among them, Au-Ag 
alloy NPs have tunable optical properties depending on the composition of NPs in the visible light wavelength 
region due to localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) and then have been intensively investigated for the 
fabrication of the solar light energy conversion systems, such as the photosensitization of wide-gap 
semiconductors by photoexcitation of LSPR peak.1 Although in most cases Au-Ag NPs were prepared in a 
solution phase by simultaneous chemical reduction of the corresponding metal ions or metal complexes, the 
chemical composition and nanostructure of the resulting alloy particles were difficult to be precisely controlled 
because of large difference in the reactivity of metal precursors used. On the other hand, we have recently 
reported a novel clean method for syntheses of ultrafine metal NPs, such as Ag, Au, Pd, and Pt, via sputter 
deposition of metals onto ILs under a reduced gas pressure (IL/metal sputtering).2-5 This could be also applied 
for preparation of alloy NPs including Au-Pd, Au-Pt, Au-Cu, and Au-Ag, because the IL/metal sputtering 
technique did not require the chemical reduction of precursors.3, 5-7  In this study, we report the immobilization 
of Au-Ag alloy NPs sputter-deposited in ILs on porous TiO2 photoelectrodes and investigate their 
photosensitization abilities. 
     Nanoparticles of Au, Ag, and Au-Ag were prepared by the sputter 
deposition of Au and Ag in an IL of 1-buthyl-3-methylimidazolium 
hexafluorophosphate (BMI-PF6) with use of metal target plates having 
different fractions of Au surface area, fAu, as shown in Fig. 1. The sputtering 
was carried out with a discharge current of 40 mA under Ar pressure of 10 
Pa. A portion of IL containing metal NPs was spread on porous TiO2 
electrodes, followed by the heat treatment at 100 ˚C under vacuum. The 
resulting photoelectrodes were washed with acetonitrile and then calcined at 
450 ˚C in N2 for 30 min to remove strongly adsorbed IL. Thus-obtained 
photoelectrodes, denoted as Au-Ag(x)/TiO2 where x is the value of fAu used 
for NP preparation, were irradiated in an aqueous solution containing 
triethanolamine as a hole scavenger with a 300 W Xe lamp (λ > 350 nm). 
The potential was determined against an Ag/AgCl (sat. KCl) reference 
electrode and a Pt wire was used as a counter electrode. 

Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of 
the preparation of Au-Ag NPs 
via sputter deposition. 
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     Figure 2 shows a typical TEM image of Au NPs, 
Ag NPs and Au-Ag NPs. The simultaneous sputter 
deposition of Au and Ag produced spherical particles 
highly-dispersed in BMI-PF6, regardless of fAu values. 
The average diameter of thus-obtained NPs increased 
from 1.8 to 6.2 nm with a decrease in the fAu value 
from 1 to 0. XRD measurements revealed that the 
thus-obtained NPs were AuAg alloy with fcc crystal 
structure. 
     The Au-Ag NPs were successfully immobilized 
on porous TiO2 electrodes by spreading the IL 
containing metal NPs on the surface of TiO2 followed by heat treatment. Figure 3a shows extinction spectra of 
thus-obtained Au-Ag(x)/TiO2 electrodes. An intense LSPR peak was observed in each photoelectrode except for 
x = 0 in which only small amount of Au-Ag(0) NPs were immobilized on TiO2. The wavelength of LSPR peak 
was slightly red-shifted from 498 nm to 550 nm with an increase in the value of fAu. It was well-known that 
spherical Au-Ag alloy NPs exhibited a single LSPR peak, the wavelength of which was red-shifted with an 
increase in the fraction of Au in Au-Ag alloy NPs.1 Therefore the present results indicated that the optical 
properties of the electrodes was  successfully controlled by changing the composition of Au-Ag alloy NPs 
immobilized. 

Anodic photocurrents were observed by the irradiation of Au-Ag(x)/TiO2 photoelectrodes with Xe lamp in an 
aqueous solution containing 0.1 mol dm-3 triethanolamine and sodium sulfate under the potential application at 
+0.5 V vs. Ag/AgCl. Action spectra of photocurrents are shown in Fig. 3b. The peak wavelengths in the action 
spectra roughly agreed with those 
of LSPR peak in the extinction 
spectra of corresponding 
electrodes. The IPCE value at 
LSPR peak was enhanced by 
decreasing value of fAu. These 
results indicated that Au-Ag NPs 
prepared by the IL/metal sputter 
deposition technique efficiently 
worked as a visible light 
photosensitizer. 
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Fig. 3 (a) Extinction spectra and (b) action spectra of Au-Ag(x)/TiO2 
electrodes. . 
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Abstract-We investigated the interactions between localized plasmons in gold nanorods and 

excitons in J-aggregates and were able to track an anticrossing behavior of the hybridized modes 

both in the extinction and in the photoluminescence (PL) spectra of this hybrid system. We followed 

the evolution of the two PL peaks as the plasmon energy was detuned from the excitonic resonance. 

Both extinction and PL results are in good agreement with the theoretical predictions obtained for a 

model of two interacting modes. 

 

One of the main objectives of nanophotonics research is to control the light-matter interaction on the 

nanoscale. Phenomenon of plasmon-exciton resonance coupling is of the great importance for this research field 

in both the fundamental aspects and many practical applications. Especially attractive for these applications is so 

called strong coupling regime when the rate of periodic and coherent energy exchange between the excitonic and 

plasmonic systems exceeds the rate of the losses in the system.  This periodic energy exchange has an analogy 

with two coupled oscillators where new eigenmodes of the system arise, manifesting itself in the appearance of a 

double-peaked feature in the extinction spectra. The spectral distance between these two peaks defines the value 

of the energy of Rabi splitting (ΩR) which is one of fundamental quantum-optics phenomena.  

While observation of Rabi splitting in extinction or transmission spectra of plexitonic hybrid systems has 

been reported in a number of publications1, photoluminescence properties of these systems in the strong coupling 

regime are more elusive to experimental investigation2. 

In this study, using extinction and PL spectroscopies, we investigated an exciton-plasmon interaction in the 

system consisting of J-aggregates of cyanine dye and gold nanorods in resonant and non-resonant regimes. In the 

last case overlap between exciton and plasmon bands was gradually reduced to a minimum in a step-by-step 

manner.  

The main results of our study are presented in Figure 1. In resonant regime in the extinction spectrum of the 

hybrid structure the pronounced dip at 590 nm appears as a result of strong coupling of the excited states of 

J-aggregates and plasmon modes of the nanorods. Also left panel in Figure 1 demonstrates that the separation 

between upper resonance (UR) and lower resonance (LR) grows with the detuning of extinction bands of pure 



gold nanorods with different aspect ratios from the excitonic resonance of J-aggregates. This separation reaches 

710 meV for the biggest detuning achieved in our experiments (681 meV).   

We estimated value of the Rabi splitting (ΩR>200 meV) at zero detuning from the anticrossing behavior of 

the bands in extinction spectra. This value is similar to the largest splittings observed in planar organic 

microcavities3 or in plexitonic systems based on gold particles1,2. Next, we focused on the signature of the strong 

coupling in the evolution of the PL modes, which we can identify due to the pronounced emission from both the 

UR and LR branches. The evolution of the modes is consistent with the results from the extinction, which 

corroborates the interpretation of the modes in terms of an anti-crossing. Both the extinction and PL results are in 

good agreement with the results of theoretical calculations performed using a model of two interacting modes 

with a ratio between the coupling strength and the plasmonic losses close to 0.4, indicative of the strong coupling 

regime. We also used a theoretical model of emission to analyze lineshapes of the PL spectra and discuss their 

dependence on the excitation wavelength. 

  
Figure 1 Left panel: Extinction spectra of gold nanorods of different aspect ratio (a), hybrid 

J-aggregates/gold nanorods complexes (b) and pure J-aggregates (c). Right panel: Normalized PL spectra of the 

hybrid system formed by nanorods of different aspect ratio and J-aggregates in comparison with the PL spectrum 

of pure J-aggregates. Dashed curves are results of the theoretical calculations. 
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Abstract-Luminescent solar concentrators hold many advantages for future photovoltaic designs, 

but are limited by optical losses deriving from both the luminescent material and the optical 

geometry. In this paper we discuss ways that Bragg mirrors and metamaterials can be used in 

cooperation with tailored luminescent nanocrystals to achieve high concentration factors. In 

particular, we quantify the forms of the losses, and show how nanophotonics can be used to change 

the necessary tolerances on the luminescent materials to achieve high performance.  

 

Light management strategies for photovoltaics can lead to both increased conversion efficiencies and 

reduced manufacturing costs. One such optical challenge in photovoltaic design stems from the solar spectrum 

itself, which is a spectrally broad and diffuse light source. Luminescent solar concentrators (LSCs) offer 

advantages over traditional light concentrators in this regard, as incident sunlight from a broad spectral 

distribution is downshifted through the absorption and luminescence process, and sunlight from a broad angular 

distribution is redirected and concentrated onto a single solar cell. These systems are also attractive as building 

integrated and architectural materials. However, their performance is limited by factors such as escape cone 

losses, non-unity quantum yields, and reabsorption. 

In this paper we discuss several ways that nanophotonics can be used to improve the efficiency of LSCs, in 

combination with tailored luminescent nanocrystals. The luminophores used in this study are core-shell 

nanocrystals with tunable optical properties based on the size and geometry of the crystal. The concentrator 

consists of a large polymer sheet with embedded nanocrystals, and a solar cell mounted to the edge. A Bragg 

mirror designed to accept light within the absorption band of the shell and reflect light within the luminescence 

band is also included in the design.  

With the aid of both experimental measurements and simulations, we show how nanophotonic elements can 

be combined with these nanocrystal materials to enhance the overall performance. We find that while achieving 

good dispersion of nanocrystals inside the polymer matrix is important, the use of additional light trapping and 

guiding elements can reduce the detrimental effects of light scattering due to aggregation. We also find that by 

considering the absorption and scattering of individual nanocrystals, specific target sizes and geometries can be 

determined that account for the tradeoff between Stokes shift and scattering. Nanophotonic designs that address 

different tradeoffs in the materials are also developed, showing how control over light propagation can be used 

to reduce losses due to reabsorption. Finally, by considering the propagation of light within the concentrator we 

show how metamaterials can be used to guide light effectively over large distances. By combining these 

principles with careful design of the luminescent materials into hybrid systems, concentration factors in excess 

of 30 are possible.  

.  
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Abstract- In this presentation we present some of the unique opportunities hybrid plasmonic systems 

offer in the design of active plasmonic metamaterials and devices. In particular, we show that an 

active control over the modal coherence within hybrid system leads to enhanced nonlinear optical 

properties being triggered at ultrafast timescales. 

 

Hybrid systems are commonly defined by the electromagnetic coupling between two or more entities to create 

a unique system with an optical signature determined by the dispersive attributes of the respective constituents. 

Carefully controlling the resonant properties of those constituents and their mutual interactions within a complex 

nanostructured system, enables one to design chosen optical properties not otherwise achievable by any of the 

constituents alone.1 

Here we will review some of the unique optical properties of hybridized resonances in plasmonic 

nanostructured systems, including metamaterials and device architectures. The hybridization considered include 

plasmon-plasmon coupling,2 plasmon-polariton coupling,3 plasmon-photon coupling,4 as well as plasmon-exciton 

coupling (e.g. in fig. 1).5 The hybridization process for each of those geometries is unique and will be discussed 

on the basis of both analytical and numerical simulations. A particular focus of the presentation will be on assessing 

the potential gain hybridized modes provide when considering the nonlinear and ultrafast optical properties of 

nanostructured systems.  

 

Figure 1: Dispersion plot for a 

metamaterial showing strong coupling 

between a delocalized plasmonic mode 

and a dispersion-less excitonic 

resonance. 
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Abstract- In-situ surface-enhanced Raman scattering spectroscopy was used for the quantitative 

characterization of the number of molecules in highly localized electromagnetic fields on the 

surface of metal nanostructure under electrochemical potential control at room temperature. 

Increment in the Raman scattering intensity was correlated with the change in the surface diffusion 

behaviour of the molecules adsorbed on the metal nanostructure. 

 

Manipulation of molecules at room temperature in an atmosphere or a solution is generally difficult, because 

the thermal fluctuation acts as a noise to destroy controlled motion of molecule. Optical force is one of the 

choices to control the motion of molecules selectivity. Specific polarizability of molecule may result in the 

control of the molecule motion by optical force under light illumination. We may expect that relatively intense 

electromagnetic field can generate enough force which can overcome random fluctuation induced by Brownian 

motion of molecules and/or nanomaterials. Recently developed manipulation techniques using the plasmonic 

field now have been regarded as a promising approach to control objects less than micrometer in size [1]. 

However, optical trapping of molecule at room temperature unfortunately has not been achieved yet. We have 

shown that highly localized electromagnetic field generated by plasmon resonance of metal nanostructure 

emerges very characteristic resonant excitation of molecules. Ultra small sizes of the localized field also 

contribute to induce anomalous resonance of the optical excitation [2]. Such unusual interactions between the 

electromagnetic fields and the electronic states of molecules can be monitored by the intensity of 

surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS). Vibrational spectrum observed by Raman scattering provides the 

quantitative information on the electronic excitation of molecules, not only on molecule structure and its 

orientation. In this presentation, possibility of the molecule trapping in the plasmonic field will be discussed 

based on the evolution of SERS bands from molecules adsorbed on metal surface under electrochemical 

potential control at room temperature. 

In-situ SERS spectra were measured using the substrate immersed in an aqueous solution containing 1 mM 

4,4’-bipyridine under electrochemical potential control to define the orientation of molecules. Observed SERS 

bands are attributable to the vibrational modes of the ring breathing around 1016 cm-1, the in-plane ring 

deformation coupled with the C-H bending at 1060 cm-1, the inter-ring stretching at 1300 cm-1, and the ring 

bending at 1600 cm-1. The Raman intensities of respective bands increased gradually during the observation for 

10 s. This band evolution became slow and saturated at the maximum value during 20 – 30 s illumination. The 

change in the band intensity was reversible. After turn off the illumination for a few tens seconds, repeated 

illumination resulted in the same behavior of the SERS band evolution from the same initial intensity to the 

maximum intensity as those at the first illumination At the gap of metal nanodimer, the enhancement ratio of the 

electromagnetic filed reaches to the order of 104 -105. Expected gradient force applied to the molecule in the 
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field was estimated to be in the order of tens pN under the illumination of the light intensity with ca. 1 mW mm-2. 

In our previous experiments to segregate molecules using the steep gradient of the chemical potential at metal 

nanogate less than 100 nm in width [3, 4], the force of <fN applied to a single molecule is enough to control the 

translational motion of molecules at room temperature [5]. Although we need further precise estimation about 

the net polarizability of molecules on the surface, the force of <pN could contribute to retard Brownian motion 

of molecules at room temperature. Applied force to molecules is quite sensitive to the polarizability of molecules. 

Thus, the additional resonance induces the SERS depolarization could be also considered as the origin to apply 

the forces to molecules with distinct adsorbed orientations in the anisotropic electromagnetic field. 
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Abstract- Plasmonic nanostructures act as optical nanoantennas with shape- and size-dependent 

plasmon resonances. By positioning individual nano-emitters in the high near-field regions of such 

antennas, the emitter properties can be strongly modified. Techniques for the self-aligned 

fabrication of individual hybrid antenna-emitter-structures are demonstrated, and the optical 

characteristics of single or few semiconductor quantum dots coupled to specifically designed 

metallic nanoantennas are evaluated. 

 

Plasmonic nanostructures that act as optical nanoantennas for visible light offer interesting opportunities for 

locally concentrating and enhancing the electric near-field of an incident light wave, or of spectrally tuning the 

antenna characteristics via their size, shape and material. By combining the antennas with a second component in 

hybrid configurations, such as quantum dots, fluorescent molecules, or organic thin-films, the antennas can be 

employed to modify the absorption and emission characteristics of these objects in the coupled system.1-3 Key 

challenges in this context are the optimization of the antenna properties in view of the envisaged application, as 

well as achieving selective coupling of the nano-emitters to the high near-field regions of individual antennas.  

In this presentation procedures for selectively coupling few or single nano-emitters to the tips of 

lithographically fabricated conical nanoantennas will be shown (see Figure 1).4,5 The plasmon resonance of the 

antennas is adapted to the emission of the quantum dots. The resulting individual hybrid antenna-emitter 

structures are investigated in terms of their optical characteristics.6 The modified intensity trajectories, emission 

enhancement and lifetime reduction of single quantum dots coupled to nano-antennas will be illustrated. 

 

 

Figure 1: CdSe/ZnS quantum dot at the tip of a conical gold nanoantenna (left) and intensity trajectory of a 

quantum dot coupled to the tip of an antenna (right), modified from Ref. 6. 
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Abstract- We present a novel methodology to create micro-scaled patterns of gold nanoparticles 

(GNP) adjacent to micro-scaled patterns of proteins on a planar substrate. This methodology is the 

combination of microfluidic vacuum soft lithography and micro-contact printing. Such 

multicomponent patterns enabled controlled cell adhesion on discrete locations surrounded by GNP. 

Given the inherent properties of GNP, which may act as optical sensors and topographic cues, these 

high-resolution multicomponent patterns could enable new cellular studies with high 

spatio-temporal resolution.  

 

Lithographic techniques have enabled the fabrication of chemical and physical nano and 

microstructures. Through lithography, protein patterns on a planar substrate can be formed. Those 

can be used to control the physical position of cells on a surface, enabling the creation of cell arrays, 

what may find applications in single cell or cell populations studies. Integration of cell arrays on 

microfluidic structures allows further control on the cellular microenviroment through controlled 

delivery of nutrients and drugs. Cellular studies on microsystems are a highly promising field 

appearing as a new toolbox for biology providing spatiotemporal control on cellular 

microenvironments (1). Despite the promise of microsystems to become a platform technology for 

high throughput cellular studies, a challenge remains, continuous monitoring of cell activity with 

good spatiotemporal resolution. Gold nanoparticles are excellent candidates as optical nanosensors 

thanks to the unique tunable optical properties (2). With the aim of enabling controlled adhesion of 

cells, and control of cell – cell contact, while providing each cell or group of cells, with an adjacent 

sensing area, we have developed a methodology for positioning cells and nanoparticles in close 

proximity. It is the combination of microfluidic vacuum soft lithography and micro-contact printing. 

It was used to create adjacent patterns of biomolecules and metal nanoparticles, this constituting a 

high-resolution methodology to create combined physical and chemical patterns on solid substrates.  
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Abstract-We demonstrate that the singular colored effects of laser induced self-organized metallic 

nanoparticle gratings embedded in a high index film result from the excitation of Fano-like 

resonances. The latter originate from the coupling of the localized surface plasmon mode of 

metallic nanoparticles and a waveguide mode. They create strongly asymmetric spectral absorber 

whose color in reflection can be tuned differently on both sides of samples. This self-structuring 

technique is a fast a low-cost process that can provide color marking on large areas and offers 

promising transparent platforms for a new range of optical variable devices.  
 

The plasmon resonances of metallic nanoparticles widely demonstrated over last decades their ability to find 

many domains of applications, driven by the development of sophisticated fabrication techniques and supported 

by a theoretical deepening of their nanoscale optical properties. While complex coupling effects are observed 

and studied on the nanometer or micrometer scale, one of the current challenges is to extend to macroscopic 

scale these unique properties using low-cost and reliable fabrication techniques. In this context, we recently 

demonstrated the possibility to induce the self-organized growth of silver nanoparticles by scanning a laser beam 

on silver loaded titania thin films1 and to draw centimeter wide colored patterns.2 In this work, we demonstrate 

that the original color rendering of such self-organized structures results from Fano resonances whose position 

can be tuned in the visible range. We show the strong sensitivity of such resonances in our asymmetric system to 

the illumination and observation conditions. This leads us to design transparent optical variable devices which 

can exhibit different drawing depending on the side from which they are illuminated and observed. 

The self-organized structures consist of silver nanoparticle gratings embedded in a TiO2 thin film whose 

parameters can be tuned by varying the laser exposure conditions. The nanoparticles size and their depth in the 

TiO2 film mainly depend on the scanning speed and writing laser intensity, the grating period on the laser 

wavelength and the grating orientation on polarization. Two kinds of modes can be excited in such structures, 

the localized surface plasmon mode of silver nanoparticles and a waveguide mode. The latter can be seen as a 

lattice plasmon mode that extends partly in the waveguiding adjacent TiO2 film. A lattice plasmon mode 

corresponds to a collective resonance mode mediated by diffractive coupling of localized plasmons, which 

propagates parallel to the grating plane. In our case, it has the specificity to be preferentially excited with a TE 

polarized incident light and propagates perpendicular to the grating lines. The localized plasmon mode is an 

optical bright mode that directly couples to the external electric field. In contrast, the waveguide mode is an 

nearly optical dark mode, which is excited via the localized plasmon mode. Their coupling results in a Fano-like 

resonance with a characteristic asymmetric spectral lineshape.  

Simulations are carried out for both perfectly regular lattices of homogeneous nanoparticles and true 



self-organized nanoparticle gratings. We first investigate the coupling strength of the Fano-like resonance by 

varying its position by means of a variable grating period. Extinction spectra obtained for both TE and TM 

polarizations are compared. Only TE polarization allows the excitation of the waveguide mode and gives rise to 

a Fano-like resonance. The asymmetric lineshape of the latter is characterized by a spectral range with a strongly 

decreased absorption and an adjacent spectral range with an enhanced absorption. We interpret such spectral 

features thanks to near field intensity maps.  

Another interesting feature of such self-organized systems is 

their ability to exhibit an asymmetric spectral absorption. If the 

transmission spectrum (T(O)) of structures is always independent 
on the side from which they are illuminated, their color in 

reflection (R(O)) strongly varies if they are observed and 
illuminated from the front side (film side) or from the back side 

(substrate side) (Figure 1). This means that their absorption 

A=1-R-T varies in the same way. Simulation results provide an 

explanation for such an effect resulting from a more pronounced 

damping of Fano-like resonances on one side of the asymmetric 

multilayer sample. 

Controlling the laser writing parameters not only gives access to a 

wide range of dichroic colors but also allows to design couples of 

colors that have close hue and luminance when observed from one 

side and different ones from the other side. This can therefore 

provide optical variable devices for security applications on transparent substrate where the same drawing could 

appear with different shapes on both sides of the sample. 
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the reflected color to the observed side of 

the sample. 
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Abstract-Plasmonic field enhancements intensifies with decreasing gaps between metallic 

nanostructures. However, the scalable fabrication of nanogaps in the 10-nm scale remains 

challenging. We present a process to scale-up the fabrication of nanotrench arrays in Au. 

Combining top-down and bottom-up techniques, double-gap structures were patterned, with gaps 

measuring ~2 nm. These structures exhibit ultrasmooth surfaces, as achieved with template 

stripping with reusable templates. The double-gap structure increases the surface area where light is 

localized thus enabling enhanced second-harmonic generation (SHG).  

 

As a research tool, the electron-beam lithography (EBL) system allows computer-designed patterns to be 

rapidly prototyped with dimensions approaching the atomic scale1–3. Several processes have been developed 

using EBL to reliably pattern sub-10-nm gaps in Au, e.g. liftoff4,5, nano-stenciling6, and template-assisted 

dewetting7. Direct patterning techniques using helium ion beam lithography 8, and indirect approaches using 

atomic-layer deposition9 are complementary to EBL with comparable resolution. On the other hand, bottom-up 

techniques, such as self-assembled nanoparticle dimers10, provides a means to control the gap size via selection 

of the molecular ligands used. The combination of top-down, bottom-up, and pattern replication methods such as 

template stripping11 can thus result in a scalable process that produces computer-designed structures with 

molecularly controlled gap sizes.  

A schematic and SEM image of a double-gap structure is as shown in Fig. 1. It consists of a 50-nm deep 

trench in Au patterned by template stripping, and gold nanoparticles self-assembled within the trenches. The 

self-assembly process was recently developed12. These structures produce an intensity enhancement in the gaps 

in the order of ~1,000x for 878 nm laser polarized across the double gaps in the trench. Compared to gold 

nanoparticles self-assembled on a flat gold surface, the double-gap structures produced a 4,200x enhancement in 

SHG. The effective second-order susceptibility of the structures was determined to be ~6.1 pm/V, comparable to 

typical nonlinear crystals, but acting on the nanoscale and potentially removing the need for phase matching.  



Figure 1. [Reproduced and adapted 

from Ref.13] (a) Schematic of the 

double-gap structure in Au achieved 

by self-assembly of gold 

nanoparticles (AuNP) within 

trenches made by template stripping. 

Structures provide strong field 

enhancement and second-harmonic 

generation. (b) Top-down SEM 

image of a segment of a trench with particles trapped inside with gaps measuring ~2-nm.   
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Abstract- Ultrashort light pulses absorbed by plasmonic nanostructures are not only able to 

transiently modulate their optical properties, but can also lead to the production of a nanoscale 

plasma, which in the enhanced local electromagnetic field may generate reactive oxygen species in 

water over a large area, opening interesting outlooks for photodynamic therapy. We demonstrate 

this process on single gold nanorods by fluorescence imaging and explain the mechanisms involved 

by an appropriate theoretical model.  

 

Nanostructures exhibiting localized plasmon resonance under light excitation are widely developed for their 

ability to strongly enhance the local electromagnetic field or to convert light into heat at the nanoscale. Beyond, 

new properties can be generated when such plasmonic nanostructures absorb ultrashort light pulses. Indeed, the 

electron distribution is modified by such a strong energy input, leading to a hot electron gas which then relaxes 

back to equilibrium by radiation, electron emission and electron-phonon scattering. The electromagnetic 

properties of the nanostructures evolve along these transient processes, resulting in the modulation of both their 

optical response and the local field enhancement.1 Besides, their very close environment can also be affected by 

electron transfer, electron ejection, and overheating. 

In this communication, we demonstrate the production of a nanoscale plasma around single gold nanorods 

(AuNRs) in water irradiated by subpicosecond laser pulses tuned to their longitudinal plasmon mode. Electrons 

ejected from the metal as their energy exceeds the work function gain further kinetic energy by inverse 

Bremsstrahlung in the strong electric field localized around the nanorods.2 They are then able to ionize oxygen 

and water molecules over an area several micrometer wide, succeeding in the effective production of reactive 

oxygen species (ROS) which are known to induce cell death in a living environment. If the AuNR aspect ratio is 

chosen so that the longitudinal plasmon resonance matches the transparency window of biological tissues, 

ultrashort laser pulse irradiation of AuNRs can constitute a relevant tool for photodynamic therapy.  

By using a fluorescent probe sensitive to the presence of •OH and 1O2, we show by fluorescence imaging 

that the production of ROS by a single AuNR varies with the polarization of light relative to the nanorod 

orientation (Fig. 1).3 This result is correlated to the far-field emission of a white light continuum which follows a 

3-photon absorption process and extends over the whole visible spectrum. In order to interpret the pulse-induced 

production of ROS, a theoretical approach is carried out which accounts for the electron ejection, acceleration 

and ionization of water. The emission of electrons mainly stems from thermionic emission, and to a lesser extent 

to multiphoton ionization. We show that the transient modification of the electron distribution results in the 
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real-time evolution of the NR absorption cross section, preventing the NR from melting. In addition, we show 

that the athermal nature of the electron distribution has a strong influence on the plasma generation. 

Further, we will briefly demonstrate the effect of the hot electron distribution on the ultrafast optical 

response of AuNRs4 and show how this transient optical response can be efficiently enhanced by coupling 

plasmon modes with localized photonic modes in a microcavity.5  

Figure 1. (a)-(c) Fluorescence microscopy images demonstrating the production of reactive oxygen species 

by a single gold nanorod in water irradiated by 400-fs laser pulses at 3 different polarization angles. The ROS 

amount clearly depends on light polarization relative to the NR orientation. The bright central spot in (b) 

corresponds to the NR photoluminescence. The black central spot in (c) corresponds to the fluorescence 

darkening due to ROS excess. (d) Dark-field microscopy image of a single nanorod under pulse irradiation, 

without fluorescent molecule, showing the diffraction-limited luminescence emission. (e) AFM image of the 

same AuNR as in (d). 
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Abstract- Terahertz (THz) wave has received considerable attention for use in many applications 

such as transmission imaging and fingerprint spectra with an important contribution in the 

bioengineering and security field. We are interested in THz spectroscopy for a molecular science 

study because the energy of THz wave is almost corresponding to that of intermolecular interaction 

such as hydrogen bonding or van der Waals force. THz spectroscopy is promising because the 

lower frequency mode and even light molecules can be measured. However, the sensitivity of THz 

spectroscopy is low since absorption cross-section of molecule/substances in THz frequency region 

is very small. In this study, we proposed plasmon-induced near field enhances the signal of THz 

spectroscopy and demonstrated surface-enhanced THz spectroscopy using gold nanostructured THz 

antennae. 

Gold rod (80 µm × 200 nm × 40 nm) structures whose plasmon resonance band is peaking at 

24.7cm-1 (0.74 THz) were fabricated on a silicon substrate by electron beam lithography and lift-off 

processes. L-glutamic acid was deposited on the substrate with a thickness of 150 nm by vacuum 

evaporation technique. The L-glutamic acid was converted to a crystal of L-Pyroglutamic acid as a 

result of vacuum vapor deposition. A conventional THz time-domain spectroscopy was employed 

for extinction spectrum measurement. 

Figure 1 indicates extinction spectrum of L- Pyroglutamic acid crystal deposited on gold rod 

structured silicon substrate.  
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Figure 1. Extinction spectrum of L- Pyroglutamic acid crystal deposited on gold rod structured 

silicon substrate. 



Two distinct peaks were clearly observed overlapping with a broad plasmon resonance spectrum as 

background. The spectrum measured under the incident polarization perpendicular to the rod was 

used for reference of the extinction spectrum measurement, so that we have successfully 

demonstrated surface-enhanced THz spectroscopy. It is considered that apparent absorption 

cross-section was enhanced due to the longer dephasing time of surface plasmon in THz frequency 

region and plasmon resonant spectrum was modulated by the change of dielectric function by 

coupling between plasmon dipole and dipole moment of molecular and intermolecular vibrational 

modes. 
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Abstract- This talk will report on the design and application of nano-assemblies recently devised in our 

group. Anisotropic metal NPs and DNA oligonucleotides are the corresponding NP and biomolecule 

building-blocks. It will be shown how optothermal effects can be used to selectively trigger the 

disassembly of metal NP-DNA assemblies, and thereby, enable the ultrafast detection of DNA. In 

another example, discrete nano-assemblies with strong directional interactions will be presented and 

proved as sensitive label-free SERS tags. 

 

Several reasons make biomolecules beneficial in nanoscience. For instance, they can serve as morphological 

templates to induce the formation and growth of inorganic nanoparticles (NPs) with unconventional shapes and 

tailored properties.[1] Combining inorganic NPs and biomolecules is also advantageous from the perspective of 

nano-assembly design. Examples of nano-assemblies resulting from the combination of DNA and plasmonic 

NPs are particularly interesting, especially given the unprecedented properties and wide scope of applications 

recently demonstrated.[2, 3] 

 

This talk will report on the design and application of nano-assemblies recently devised in our group.[4, 5]  

Anisotropic metal NPs and DNA oligonucleotides are the corresponding NP and biomolecule building-blocks. 

For instance, it will be shown how optothermal effects can be used to selectively trigger the disassembly of 

metal NP-DNA assemblies, and thereby, enable the ultrafast detection of DNA. In another example, discrete 

nano-assemblies with strong directional interactions will be presented and proved as sensitive label-free SERS 

tags. 
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Abstract- In the near future, hierarchically organized plasmonic nanostructured materials holding 

multiple functionalities, are expected to play a key role in many different fields, such as drug 

delivery, optics, catalysis, or sensing, among others. However, there is still an important lack of 

knowledge with regard to their fabrication which in the end, limits their applicability in the areas of 

interest. We report herein the implementation of novel strategies for the fabrication of such 

materials based on the confinement of plasmon-resonant nanoparticles. In a first example, the 

ability of plasmonic nanoparticles to concentrate light at the nanometer scale has been exploited for 

the simultaneous thermal activation and optical monitoring of high energy-demanding chemical 

reactions. As a proof of concept, a Diels-Alder cycloaddition reaction has been carried out into the 

inner cavities of plasmonic nanocapsules in order to evidence their efficacy as nanoreactors. Thus, 

it is demonstrated that this process can be performed in a confined volume with no alteration of the 

temperature of the bulk solvent, allowing at the same time a real time monitoring of the reaction 

progress. These plasmonic nanostructures have been also shown to be efficient nanoprobes for 

relevant signaling molecules. In this regard, an advanced hybrid SERS sensor has been 

implemented so as to perform the intracellular detection of NO. With this aim, a NO- 

chemoreceptor functionalization of plasmonic nanoparticles has been performed in order to 

engineer a quantitative fully biocompatible sensor capable of executing an in situ real time 

monitoring of the dynamics of NO in living cells. This sophisticated design prevents the interaction 

of cytosolic macromolecules with the active optical material and the enzymatic degradation of the 

sensing elements. Finally, anisotropic plasmonic nanoparticles with hot spots in Au-metal oxide 

hierarchical nanoarchitectures is discussed for enhancing hot electron-driven photocatalysis, as well 

as infrared shielding. 
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Abstract-Plasmonic hot spots can trigger molecular displacements. In this approach azobenzene-like 

molecules, covalently grafted onto a polymeric backbone, are used as optical nanomotors that act as local 

molecular probes of electromagnetic phenomena. The resulting local optically-induced motion is 

characterized by Atomic Force Microscopy. We used this unique method for visualizing tunable 

plasmonic hot spots at the gaps of plasmonic trimers in the near infrared. 

 

 

A photochemical imaging method have been developed to realize near-field control of electromagnetic 

fields and hot spots in plasmonic nanostructures1-3. In this method azobenzene-like molecules, covalently grafted 

onto a polymeric backbone, are used as optical nanomotors driven by local electromagnetic fields: azo molecules 

moves at hot spots in a way that depends on the local polarization state. The resulting optically induced motion is 

characterized by Atomic Force Microscopy.  

On the occasion of the META2016 conference, we summarize important achievements and report 

the recent use of this unique method for visualizing tunable plasmonic hot spots at the gaps of plasmonic 

trimers in the near infrared. 

We have designed a nanotrimer that consists of three Au nanoparticles (Fig. 1, left). Different hot spots 

with different local positions have been observed and studied as a function of incident polarization and angles (cf. 

example on Figure 1, right). Interestingly, when the polarization of incident light is parallel to nanotrimer axis, a 

certain incident angle relative to nanotrimer axis induces a strong near-field enhancement in one nanogap while 

nullifying the near-field intensity in the other nanogap. In general, the localization of this hotspot turns out to 

depend on the direction of the incident beam. 

The observations are interpreted in terms of plasmonic symmetric and antisymmetric mode balancing 4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Left: SEM image of the plasmonic trimer. Right: AFM image of the optically-induced (at (λ=900 nm, p 



 2 

polarization) topography in the vicinity of the plasmonic trimer. The white arrow is the in-plane projection of the incident 

wavevector. The left gap is a near-field enhanced area 
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Abstract- Raman-active 1,4-aminothiophenol (ATP) and benzenedithiol (BDT) molecules were 
embedded inside Au@ATP@Ag nanocuboids and Au@BDT@Au nanomatryoshkas with ~1-nm 
hollow or bridged gaps. The SERS enhancement factor for embedded molecules was about an order 
of magnitude higher than that for molecules on the particle surface. Multilayered Mie and FDTD 
simulations were used to explain the electromagnetic enhancement inside plasmonic nanogaps. 

 
Recently, several research groups reported on highly efficient multilayer SERS tags, in which Raman 

molecules were trapped at the Au-Ag interface1or in a nanometer-sized interior gap between the metallic core 
and shell.2-4 Such multilayered structures, also called nanomatryoshkas5 (NMs) have great potential for 
biomedical applications due to several advantages: (1) Raman molecules are protected from desorption and 
environment conditions; (2) they are subjected to uniform and strongly enhanced electromagnetic field in the gap; 
(3) NMs produce stable SERS response irrespective of their aggregation; (4) highly uniform spectral pattern 
ensures a linear correlation between probe concentration and SERS intensity; (5) nanogap SERS probes can be 
multiplexed by incorporated different Raman molecules into multilayered NMs. The core-shell separation can be 
obtained by using dielectric or molecular spacers, consequently controlling the gap-field enhancement. However, 
the synthesis of such nanostructures with controllable parameters remains still challenging. 

Here, we report on the preparation of uniform Au@Ag core/shell nanocuboids with a controllable Ag shell 
thickness from 1 to 25 nm. Successful embedding of ATP reporter molecules inside the core/shell nanoparticles 
was confirmed by the absence of selective oxidation of the amino groups, as measured by Raman spectroscopy. 
The dependence of Raman intensity on the inside/surface location of the reporter molecules was studied. The 
interior molecules showed a strong and uniform Raman intensity, at least an order of magnitude higher than that 
of the molecules on the nanoparticle surface. In contrast to usual surface-functionalized Raman tags, aggregation 
and clustering of nanoparticles with embedded molecules decreased the SERS signal. The findings from this 
study provide the basis for a novel technique of low analyte concentration detection based on high SERS 
response inside the core/shell metal nanostructures. As an example, we show robust SERS detection of the 
thiram fungicide in solution at a concentration as low as 10-9 M. 

In the second part of this talk, we report on fabrication, characterization and electromagnetic simulations of 
Au NMs with a nanometer-sized interior gap between Au core and shell. We have found that the structure of 
nanogaps inside Au NMs strongly depends on the core surface morphology. Specifically, when the initially 
citrate-stabilized smooth Au 15- and 35-nm cores were functionalized further with 1,4 benzenedithiol (BDT) in 
the presence of cetyltrimethylammonium chloride (CTAC), the Au shell growth leads to formation of a 
sub-nanometer hollow interior gap containing BDT molecules. In contrast, the use of faceted polygonal 



CTAC-stabilized 23-nm and 35-nm Au cores for Au shell growth resulted in NMs with small bridged gaps. The 
experimental SERS response from BDT molecules in bridged-gap NMs was one order higher than that for 
hollow-gap NMs, in agreement with finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations predicting stronger 
electromagnetic fields inside nano-bridged gaps compared to hollow-gap NMs. The major SERS peaks from 
BDT inside NMs of both types (two sizes, four samples) was one order higher than the near-field SERS peaks 
recorded for corresponding 15CIT, 23CTAC, 35CIT, and 35CTAC cores alone after surface functionalization 
with BDT molecules. This observation is explained by a simple dipole approximation (DA) theory, which was 
developed to estimate the structural- and spectral-dependent electromagnetic SERS enhancement in the hollow 
gap NMs with a good accuracy as confirmed by comparison with exact multilayered Mie (ML Mie) calculations 
(Fig. 1). The physical insights acquired from this study open the way for rational design and efficient 
optimization of new SERS platforms based on electromagnetic field enhancement in sub-nanometer gaps within 
plasmonic nanostructures. 

 
Figure 1. Spectra of the surface averaged field intensity in the gap (a) and the distribution of the internal field 
intensity (b) in equatorial plane (x, y). The incident field is propagated along the z-axis and polarized along the 
x-axis. Calculations by DA and ML Mie for an Au-dielectric (n =1.40)-Au NM with radii 7.5, 8.5, 25 nm and the 
wavelength 785 nm by DA(a) and ML Mie solutions (a, b). 
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Abstract-We report a fast and affordable high-throughput screening direct SERS method for gaining 

detailed genomic information on nucleic acids (DNA and RNA) and for the characterization and 

quantitative recognition of DNA interactions with exogenous agents. 
 
The exploring of the genetic information carried by nucleic acids has become a major scientific challenge, 

finding a vast set of applications in different fields, such as medical diagnostics, genomic screening, drug 

analysis, forensic and bioterrorism. Emerging technologies such as the optical sensing through plasmons have 

the potential of reshaping the detection and characterization scenario of the nucleic acids by offering simple, fast 

and highly sensitive platforms that overcome the limitations of PCR and Northern blot based microarrays. 
Among them, surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) spectroscopy has developed into a mature, reliable 

technique combining the rich molecular information contained in the vibrational spectra with outstanding 

ultrasensitive, multiplexing and quantification capabilities. However, until today, most of the SERS application 

to nucleic acid analysis largely relied on indirect strategies. Although this approach has been demonstrated very 

effective for pure identification purposes, it completely dismisses the exquisite chemical and structural 
information provided by the direct acquisition of the vibrational fingerprint of the biomolecule. Contrarily, direct 

label-free SERS of nucleic acid shows an outstanding potential in terms of chemical-specific information. 

However, the final SERS of a complex biomolecule such as DNA is highly sensitive to a large set of 

interdependent multiple factors and experimental variables that are difficult to control and often case specific. As 

a result, the acquisition of reproducible SERS spectra at low DNA concentrations has usually represented a 
major challenge, especially in the case of double-stranded structures (dsDNA) where the negatively charged 

phosphate backbone (at the physiological pH) shields the direct interaction of the nucleobase with the metal 

surface. 

To address these limitations, we developed a fast and affordable high-throughput screening direct SERS 

method for gaining detailed genomic information on nucleic acids (DNA and RNA) and for the characterization 
and quantitative recognition of DNA interactions with exogenous agents.1-4 The simple strategy relies on the 

electrostatic adhesion of nucleic acids onto positively-charged silver colloids that promotes the nanoparticle 

aggregation into stable clusters yielding intense and reproducible SERS spectra (DNA sequences are selectively 

sandwiched between interparticle junctions, thus maximizing the intensification of the Raman signal, see Fig. 

1A). The SERS spectra are acquired with high batch-to-batch reproducibility, providing truly spectral 
fingerprints of the nucleoside composition and organization within the helix as well as DNA complexes with 



exogenous agents (chemotherapeutic drugs, intercalating agents, metal ions etc.), as depicted in Fig. 1B. The 
spectral changes associated with structural perturbations of nucleic acids are quantitatively correlated with the 

extent of the molecular modifications. Implementation of the sensing strategy into a microfluidic device further 

reduced the required amount of DNA per measurement to the picogram level while enabling fundamentally new 

applications, such as an increase in automation and parallelization. Thus, the analysis can be performed without 

the necessity of amplification steps providing realistic direct information of the nucleic acid in its native state. 
We anticipate this method to gain a vast impact and set of applications in different fields, including medical 

diagnostics, genomic screening, drug discovery, forensic science and even molecular electronics.  
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Figure 1. (A) dsDNA sandwiched between two positively charged silver nanoparticles. (B) SERS spectra of dsDNA 

complexes with cisplatin, Hg2+ and methylene blue. 
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During the past few years, we have been involved in the study of optical sensors, in particular the plasmonic 
sensors, to achieve ultra-high sensitivities. As is well known, the sensitivity of the conventional surface plasmon 
resonance (SPR) sensor based on a single layer of Au is not very high because of the broad lineshape of the 
resonance. Several attempts have been made so far to improve the sensitivity by using long-range surface 
plasmons and waveguide (WG) modes. We propose here alternative ways to improve the sensitivity and to 
achieve extremely high sensitivities. 
     Based on our appropriate formulation of the figure of merit of sensor sensitivity, we performed extensive 
numerical calculations for Kretschmann’s configurations constructed by Au, Ag, Cu and Al films [1].  The 
figures of merit obtained for a wide range of the wavelength from the ultraviolet to the infrared regions allow us 
to optimize the structure to achieve the best performance for bulk and thin film sensing.. 
     We also studied both theoretically and experimentally multilayer structures that give sharper resonances and 
higher sensitivities. One of the promising structure is metal-insulator-metal structures that support symmetric 
and antisymmetric surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) arising from the coupling between two SPPs at the metal-
insulator interfaces. Experiments performed on Ag-PMMA-Ag structures demonstrated a reflectance dip much 
sharper than that exhibited by a single layer of Ag, in good agreement with results of theoretical calculations [2]. 
The appearance of the sharp dip can be explained by the anticrossing behavior of the SPP dispersion curves.  

Recently, we have found that an alternative multilayer structure shown in Fig. 1 gives extremely narrow 
resonances and high sensitivities [3,4]. The structure can be regarded as a combination of a SPP structure 
presented in Fig. 1(a) and a WG structure shown in Fig. 1(b). In the structure shown in Fig. 1 (c), SPP and WG 
modes can interact with each other through the overlap of their evanescent fields inside the spacer layer 
(Dielectric 1). The coupling of the modes generates very sharp resonances as shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). The 
lineshape seen in Fig. 2(a) is so-called plasmon-induced transparency and that seen in Fig. 2(b) is Fano 
lineshape. It should be stressed that these lineshape, in particular the Fano lineshape, are very much sharper than 
the conventional SPR and exhibit shifts when the refractive index of the surrounding medium (water) is changed. 
According to our estimations, the figure of merit of sensitivity by intensity of this type of sensor can be 107 
times as large as that of the conventional SPR and WG sensors, provided that the loss in the dielectric layers is 
sufficiently small. The proposed structure is very much suited for applications, because it does not require any 
nanofabrication procedure. Experimental confirmation of the ultra-high sensitivities is now underway in our 
laboratory. 
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Fig.1 WG-coupled surface plasmon sensor 

 
 
Fig. 2 PIT and Fano lineshapes 
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Abstract— Engineering of surface texture and pattern is important for efficient light trap-
ping and constructing anti-reflection surfaces. Here we demonstrate the nano-micro composite
structures formed using combination of dry and wet etching processes on the surface of Si. Anti-
reflection property has been dramatically improved towards perfect anti-reflectors as demon-
strated by spectral measurements.

1. INTRODUCTION

Control of anti-reflection properties of semiconductor surfaces is sought after for solar cell appli-
cations. Recently, we have developed the nano needle structures made by an inductively coupled
plasma etching - the black Si - and demonstrated its application for photo-thermal energy con-
version system with plasmonic nanoparticles [1], for the surface enhanced Raman scattering spec-
troscopy [2], and bacteriacial effect [3]. Further functionalization of surfaces requires combination
of two or three different nano-micro structuring techniques. Here we show that by combining micro
texturing by wet etching with nano-needle structure is promising for formation of unrivaled low
refectivity over broad spectral range.

2. EXPERIMENTS

Figure 1: (a) Si textured surface which was formed using alkaline wet etching, (b) Si nano needle fabricated
using ICP-RIE etching, (c) nanowire formed with Ag-metal assist etching, (d) nano-micro composite mate-
rials with texture formation and nano needle formation for 15min ICP etching, (e) 30min ICP etching and
(f) 45 min etching. Scale bars, 1 µm.

Micro-pyramidal structures were fabricated using NaOH alkaline wet etching. The etching
solution that is commercially available (Pure Etch T501S, Hayashi pure chemical, Ind. Ltd.).
It was diluted 6 times by ion exchanged water. Si substrate, which has (100) top surface was
dipped into the etching solution at 60◦C for 10 min. Nano-pillar structures were fabricated using
inductively coupled plasma reactive ion etching (ICP-RIE) with the mixture of SF6 and O2 plasma.
Nano-wire structures were made by a metal assisted etching: Si was dipped into the AgNO3 and
HF mixed solution at room temperature for 20 min.



3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows scanning electron microscopic (SEM) image of each fabricated nano-micro structured
surfaces. The size (height and separation) of micro pyramidal structures is in the range from 10
to 20 µm. Nano-needles have ∼100 nm width and ∼(200 - 300) nm height; the nano-wires have
∼(30- 40) nm width and more than 5 µm height. By combination of fabrication techniques nano-
micro composite surfaces are formed by controlling the etching time. Pattern of pyramids made by
ICP-RIE became similar to nano-needles that formed on flat surfaces by chemical metal-mediated
etching. Micro-pyramids can be covered by nano-needles when 15 to 45 min dry etching was used
over macro-textured Si.

Figure 2: Reflection spectra of mirror Si (dashed black), micro-pyramidal (dashed red), nano-needle (solid
black), nano-wire (solid brown), pyramid combined with: 15 min etched nano needle 1 (solid blue), 30 min
2 (solid red), and 45 min 3 (solid purple).

Figure 2 shows optical reflection spectra of each different surface. In the visible wavelength
region, nano-micro composite material reflects less than 0.1% light, which is less than the other
nano-needle and nano-wire pattern. Nano-micro composite structures can scatter and re-absorb
light with higher efficiency in this wavelength region. Using FT-IR spectral measurements, less
than 2% reflectivity was observed up to 8000 nm wavelengths into IR spectral range. There is
no absorption by Si since it is transparent at those wavelengths. Low reflectivity is due to the
scattering losses of the particular micro-nano textured surface. For the further qualitative and
quantitative analysis, we will perform the fractal dimension analysis for the light absorption and
scattering effects.

4. CONCLUSION

Combination of different Si structuring techniques has been successfully adopted for fabrication of
nano-micro textured Si. The combination of micro pyramidal and nano-needle structure achieved
lowest < 1% reflectivity from visible to infrared wavelengths.
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Abstract— Harvesting entire solar light energy is desired for developing a sustainable energy
supply for society. Solar cells still have unavoidable energy loss due to the heat generation. Also,
transparency window for longer wavelength (i. e. 1100 nm for Si) is not utilised for the photo-
current conversion. Here we demonstrate the photo-thermo-electric conversion system for the
harvesting broad-band solar energy that can not be used in Si solar cell by direct absorption.
Black silicon (b-Si) reducing the reflectivity of surface, and Ge-Sn layer is absorbing the full
spectral wavelength of solar light.

1. INTRODUCTION

Efficient use of light absorption for solar energy harvesting is important for development of sustain-
able energy supply for society. Recently black silicon, which has the surface covered by nano needles
is used for efficient light absorbers for photons over the band gap energy, Surface enhanced Raman
scattering sensors[1], and bacteriacidal surfaces[2]. Solar cell technology has limitation of energy
conversion efficiency; in case of Si, around 25% with other wavelengths falling into the transparency
window and thermal generation loss. Those losses amounts up to 80% of total solar light energy.
Therefore utilising the thermal energy, provides further advantages for solar energy harvesting.

In the previous our work, we have demonstrated the solar absorbers for thermal energy conver-
sion system[3]. To improve the absorbing light efficiency we have added a Ge-Sn layer for infrared
light absorbtion. Ge and Sn are IV group elements, same as Si and has smaller band gaps: Ge has
0.67 eV and Sn is 0̃ eV at room temperature. Si has a 1.11 eV band gap could absorb the light at
the shorter wavelength wing up to the 1100 nm. However, solar light reaching the surface of the
earth is extended up to the 2500 nm (i. e. Air mass 1.5 condition). Those wavelengths are not
harvested. Considering such limitation, narrower band gap materials are required for absorption
of long wavelength light.

Figure 1: Black Si formation on the Ge-Sn, SEM and EDS

2. EXPERIMENTS

Ge and Sn are deposited by thermal evaporator from the same melting pot. The ratio of Sn is
20 atom% to the Ge. After evaporation of Ge and Sn, Si was sputtered on the surface of Ge-Sn.



Surface Si layer was dry etched by inductive coupling plasma reactive ion (ICP-RIE) etching. Photo
thermal measurements were performed with Seebeck elements, that was reported in our previous
study.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Figure 2: (a)Photo-thermal response of b-Si, Ge-Sn and textured b-Si and

Figure 1 shows the scanning electron microscopic (SEM) image and energy dispersive X-ray
spectroscopic (EDS) imaging monitoring Si, Ge and Sn, respectively. From the EDS image, it is
revealed that the composition is not homogeneously evaporated. The Ge/Sn composition changed
form Ge65Sn35 to Ge93Sn7 gradually. This is due to the faster evaporation of Sn which has lower
melting point than Ge. The top surface of b-Si has micron scale roughness. A leaf-like fractal
surface with different scale roughness is effective in reduction reflectivity over spectrally broad
spectral range. The fabricated surface shows less than 5% reflectivity till 3000 nm.

Figure 2 shows photo-thermal response from the b-Si and Ge-Sn/b-Si materials. As the reference
of Ge-Sn/b-Si, textured b-SI, which is the composition of micro pyramidal texture structures of
Si alkaline etching and b-Si formation (details will be discussed at the other our presentation[4]).
This also have similar fractal like surface and have a lower reflectivity till near infrared wavelengths.
Illumination by metal halide lamp, which has ∼ 1000 nm wide spectrum shows similar response
using the all sample. This is mainly due to the b-Si absorption. Additional halogen lamp was
co-illuminated with metal halide light source. The Ge-Sn shows larger output voltage response
as compared to the other samples. Textured b-Si has the lowest reflection, but photo-thermal
generation does not work at the sub-band gap wavelengths. From this result, it is clear that Ge-Sn
layer works as the light absorber at longer than 1100 nm wavelengths.

4. CONCLUSION

In this study, we have demonstrated the photo-thermal response of b-Si with Ge-Sn light absorber.
The Ge-Sn layer clearly works as absorbing layer for the near infrared longer than 1100 nm wave-
lengths and and contributes to thermal generation when placed over b-Si. Through this study,
we demonstrate material composite that can harvest full spectrum of sunlight by absorption and
conversion to the thermal energy.
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Abstract-We introduce a new method for performing ultrafast imaging and tracking of surface 

plasmon wave packets that propagate on metal films. We demonstrate the efficiency of leakage 

radiation microscopy implemented in the time domain for measuring both group and phase 

velocities of near-field pulses with a high level of precision. The versatility of our far-field imaging 

method is particularly appealing in the context of ultrafast near-field optics. 
 

Among the different 

surface plasmon imaging 

techniques, leakage radiation 

(LR) microscopy is a powerful 

method for imaging surface 

plasmon (SP) modes 

propagating on 

metal-dielectric interfaces 

[1-3]. This imaging method 

has been implemented in a 

great variety of plasmonic 

systems, ranging from surface 

plasmon circuitry [4,5] to 

near-field weak measurements 

[6], both at the classical and 

quantum levels [7]. Recently, 

this technique has been 

combined with interference 

microscopy, providing not 

only the amplitude but also the 

phase of the leakage signal [8]. 

Here we develop a 

system for time-resolved 

imaging of surface plasmon 

ultra-fast signals with 10 

Figure 1. Time resolved images of SP propagation. (a) Setup scheme (O1 and O2 are 

objectives, L – lenses, BS – beam-splitter, WP – waveplate, P – polarizer). Inset – enlarged 

electron micrograph of the launching hole array. (b) Raw data from the system with 

different time-delays (the arrows denote the center of the pulse) (c) Extracted pulse 

envelope. Scale bar length is 10 microns. 

(b) (c) 

(a) 



femto seconds (fs) resolution by using a heterodyne interference system combined with leakage radiation 

microscopy. The simplicity of our all-optical method, that does not involve any raster-scanned local probe nor 

non-linear detection processes, presents a clear advantage with respect to the sophistication of recently proposed 

near-field pulse tracking techniques (such as phase-sensitive time-resolved photon scanning tunneling 

microscopy [9], time-resolved two-photon photoemission electron microscopy [10,11] or pulse-tracking via 

far-field SP scattering interference imaging [12].  

 

Our experimental scheme, described in details in Fig. 1a, consists of an LR microscope within a 

Mach-Zehnder interferometer. At the input a transform-limited laser pulse is evenly split into two beams. In one 

arm, the beam resonantly launches an SP wave packet on a thin metal film using an (x,y) square hole array (inset 

Fig. 1a) properly designed and milled through the film. This beam is linearly polarized in the x direction of the 

array, corresponding to the propagation direction of the SP wave packet. A high numerical aperture (NA) 

oil-immersion objective collects the plasmonic LR signal. This pulse is then combined with the reference pulse 

coming from the other arm of the interferometer that can be time-delayed using a motorized optical delay line. 

The both pulses interfere at the output of the interferometer. The visibility of the interference fringes then 

corresponds to the overlap of the pulses in time and space. Our system tracks the propagation of the pulse by 

monitoring the imaged interferograms visibility as a function of the delay time between the two pulses. 

An imaged interferogram is displayed in Fig. 1b for a given time-delay between the leakage and the 

reference signals. The interference fringes are clearly visible on top of the leakage signal exactly where the two 

pulses overlap. We filter out the DC (non-oscillating) component by image processing and reveal the clean 

plasmonic pulse image as shown in Fig. 1c. Using these images, the propagation and spatial distribution of the 

pulse could be easily derived. Moreover we were able to precisely measure the group and phase velocity of the 

pulse which was shown to nicely match the theory.  

In conclusion we have demonstrated a unique combination of LR microscopy with spatial heterodyne 

interference technique providing an access to the time-resolved plasmonic imaging. 
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Abstract-Non-invasive and ultra-accurate optical manipulation of nanometer objects has recently 

gained a growing interest as a powerful enabling tool in nanotechnology and biophysics. In this context, 

Self-Induced Back-Action (SIBA) trapping in nano-optical cavities has shown a unique potential for 

trapping and manipulating nanometer-sized objects under low optical intensities. Yet, the existence of 

the SIBA effect has so far only been evidenced indirectly by its enhanced trapping performances. In this 

article we present for the first time a direct experimental evidence of the self-reconfiguration of the 

optical potential experienced by a nanoparticle trapped in a plasmonic nanocavity. Our observations 

enable us to gain further understanding of the SIBA mechanism and to determine the optimum 

conditions to boost the performances of SIBA-based nano-optical tweezers. 

 

Optical trapping and manipulation have emerged as powerful tools to investigate single 
microscopic objects in a controlled environment. Using the momentum carried by light, forces can be 
exerted to confine and manipulate objects in a wide range of conditions ranging from ultra-high 
pressures to high vacuum (1). As the object decreases in size it becomes more challenging to obtain a 
stable potential that overcomes environmental fluctuations. Consequently, trapping nanoscale sized and 
light sensitive objects size requires new and more efficient trapping schemes. 
 
A suggested strategy, inspired from the field of optomechanics, consists on building the optical trap 
inside an optical cavity. With this strategy, the specimen plays an active role in the trapping mechanism 
by modulating the optical potential with its position changes, the so called Self-Induced Back-Action 
(SIBA) effect (2). Although this approach has shown longer-term stabilities as compared to a static 
potential, the modulation of the optical potential has never been observed. 
 
By boosting the optomechanical interaction between an optical nano-cavity and an optically trapped 
gold nanoparticle we show for the first time a direct measurement of the optical potential 
reconfiguration in a nano-scale optical trap(3) (Figure 1 a, b).  
 
Finally, studying the potential reconfiguration at different cavity resonance detuning regimes(Figure 2 
a, b) we identify the optimum conditions that maximise the SIBA mechanism in optical traps. 
 
Using finite-element simulations of our experimental system we retrieve an exceedingly high average 
optomechanical coupling constant of 2π·150 GHz/nm, corresponding to half linewidth of the optical 
resonator. 



 

 

Figure 1. Schematic view of the experimental configuration (a) and continuous measurements of the 
stiffness of the optical trap (b).  

 

 
 

Figure 2. Stiffness probability distribution in the optical trap in a blue-shifted (a) and resonant (b) 
regimes. 
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Abstract- Disordered photonic materials are structures characterized by a non-deterministic variation 

of the refractive index. Numerical calculations in two and three dimensions predict that under certain 

conditions such materials can exhibit a full photonic bandgap with zero density of states in the gap [1, 2]. 

Here we present experimental results for a candidate for such a disordered bandgap material, derived 

from hyperuniform point patterns. Complex three-dimensional freestanding network structures were 

fabricated in silicon by combining direct laser writing with the silicon double inversion method. The 

high quality of the structures is confirmed by focused ion beam milling as well as an isotropic 

transmittance dip in the spectral response, measured by Fourier Transform Infrared spectroscopy.  

 

   Structured dielectric materials in three dimensions can exhibit photonic properties that allow control of the 

propagation of light. For crystalline structures, a complete or incomplete photonic band gap emerges and the 

propagation of light is hindered or even completely suppressed over a certain range of wavelengths. Full 

photonic band gaps open up for dielectric materials with a sufficiently high refractive index contrast. The change 

in transport properties is accompanied by a reduction in the local density of states, which results in increased 

lifetimes for embedded light emitters such as fluorescent molecules. Interestingly, it appears that many of these 

unique properties are not tied exclusively to crystalline structures. In a recent numerical study Florescu et al. 

demonstrated that particular designer disordered materials could display large, complete photonic band gaps in 

two dimensions [3]. Mapping hyperuniform point patterns with short-range geometric order into tessellations 

allows the design of interconnected networks that give rise to enhanced photonic properties [3-5].   

Here we present experimental results for the fabrication of disordered network structures with a pronounced 

gap in the shortwave infrared are presented. These structures can be derived from hyperuniform point patterns, 

patterns whose structure factor vanishes for |q|Æ0. Numerical simulations have shown that a significant 

depletion in the density of states can be obtained in such systems, a hallmark for the formation of an isotropic 

photonic bandgap. First, the structures were fabricated via direct laser writing in polymer by adapting the 

standard writing protocol presented in [4]. A substantial increase in the material refractive index is necessary to 

observe a photonic gap. To this end we employed the well-established silicon double inversion method [6]. This 

multi-step replication technique consists of successive infiltration and etching processes. Both atomic layer 

deposition (ALD) of ZnO and chemical vapor deposition (CVD) of amorphous silicon were used subsequently. 

The high quality of the resulting structures is illustrated by focused ion beam etching coupled to a scanning 



electron microscopy images as well as a pronounced and angular independent transmittance dip in the spectral 

response, measured by Fourier Transform Infrared spectroscopy [7]. 
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Abstract— Localized surface plasmon resonances appear on spherical subwavelength nano-
spheres around a frequency for which the real part of the dielectric function is �2. For silver,
this takes place at around 356 nm. As the size of the sphere increases, this resonance will be
red-shifted. However, regarding this shift, the size matters much less than changes in shape and
structure of the nanoscatterer. This presentation focuses on the resonance structure of negative-
permittivity scatterers, including multipoles and plasmon hybridization.

For small solid plasmonic nanospheres, the localized multipolar resonances take place for wave-
lengths at which the real part of the relative permittivity has values �1 � 1/n, n = 1, 2, 3, · · · .
The electric dipole dominates for � = �2, quadrupole for � = �1.5, etc. Full-wave electromagnetic
analysis (Lorenz–Mie approach [1]) allows the view into the behavior of these resonances as function
of the size of the sphere, showing that once the diameter d increases into values no longer negligible
compared with the wavelength �, the resonances become softer and their positions migrate towards
more negative values of permittivity. The shift is proportional to the square of the size parameter
x of the sphere (x = �d/�).

Many plasmonic materials follow a Drude-type permittivity dispersion. This means that the
(negative permittivity) increases with frequency, reaching zero at plasma frequency. Hence the e�ect
of increasing size means a red-shift of the plasmonic peaks. Geometrical shape of the scatterer is
another—and much more powerful—factor of shifting the resonances. From a static (Laplacian)
analysis of a homogeneous solid dielectric ellipsoid [2], it can be seen that for example the dipolar
resonance appears when the relative permittivity takes the value � = 1 � 1/D where D is the
depolarization factor of the ellipsoid in the direction of the exciting electric field vector. For sphere,
D = 1/3 recovers the dipolar value �2. When the shape deviates from sphere or ellipsoid, no
exact solution for the static solution can be found (excluding some exceptional cases), and the
characteristics have to be studied numerically. For example, changing the spherical shape into a
more cornered one, towards a cube, makes the peaks shift strongly and the resonance landscape
becomes very diverse [3].

Apart from morphological e�ects on plasmonic resonances, also topology plays an important
role. A hollow spherical plasmonic shell is a very interesting object, not least because its presence
in an electromagnetic field can be exactly analyzed both in statics and full-wave dynamic setting.
Consider the core-shell structure in Figure 1.

�

2b 2a

Figure 1: A hollow spherical shell with radius ratio of the core r = a/b.



In this structure, the static (di)-polarizability response has the form (normalized to be unity for
infinity-permittivity solid sphere)

�1 =
(�� 1)(2�+ 1)(1� r

3)

(�+ 2)(2�+ 1)� 2r3(�� 1)2
(1)

where r = a/b is the radius ratio between the core and the sphere. The denominator can now
vanish for two (negative) permittivity values, giving rise to two resonances. This is due to the
fact that there are now two separate surfaces of the metallic phase (sometimes this phenomenon of
excitation of two resonances in the core-shell structure is called mode hybridization [4]). Likewise
the quadrupole term can be seen to hybridize:

�2 = 2
(�� 1)(3�+ 2)(1� r

5)

(2�+ 3)(3�+ 2)� 6r5(�� 1)2
(2)

In the presentation, the behavior of the various size-, morphology-, and topology-dependent
resonances will be discussed. As an example, Equation (1) shows that the dipolar e�ect vanishes
for � = �1/2, independently of the size of the core r. This fact leads us to find the spectral position
where the nanoshell displays the strong and domimant quadrupolar response, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Vanishing of the dipolarizability of the nanoshell (� = �1/2). Left: imaginary part of the scattered
electric field; Right: real part of the scattered magnetic field; Center: amplitudes of the a1 and a2 terms.
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Abstract— We investigate the dynamics of a quantum dot induced by the coupling to surface
plasmons on a metal surface. Surface plasmons are described using a continuous media model
with a non-local Lindhard-type dielectric response. Plasmon modes for this model are determined
analytically. The time evolution of the quantum dot is found by solving quantum dynamical
equations in the rotating wave approximation. The solution demonstrates that the non-locality
in the dielectric response and the Landau damping notably change the system dynamics. The
time evolution reveals Rabi oscillations and follows a two-time relaxation pattern.

Unique properties of surface plasmon excitations [1] can be used in many applications, many of
which rely on the possibility to manipulate the electromagnetic field of the plasmon modes with
high precision. Unlike conventional light waves, plasmons resolve scales below the di�raction limit
[2] and this fact can be used to achieve a considerable enhancement of the field intensity and a better
control of its spatial distribution. The Achilles heel in some of the applications is the weak coupling
between plasmons and external light which can be remedied by introducing mediating quantum
emitters such as strongly confined quantum dots [3], that are coupled to both incoming light-waves
and surface plasmons. The strong coupling leads to a non-trivial dynamics of the quantum dot
states which reveal quantum coherences.

In this work we study the dynamics of a quantum dot placed near a metal surface induced by
the electromagnetic interactions with plasmons localized on the metal surface. The calculations
are done using a continuous media model for a metal with linear electromagnetic response. Unlike
many previous works we take into account the non-locality of the electromagnetic response. The
non-locality is important for ultra-fast time-scales especially when the dimensions of the system
are in the nano-scale. The electromagnetic response of the metal is modeled by a Lindhard-type
permittivity function which is calculated for the chosen geometry of the system. It is demonstrated
that the approach is valid in a wide range of system parameters. In particular the interval of
acceptable dot-surface distances is estimated as 5 . a . 500nm for the parameters of typical
metals.

The analytical solution for the plasmon modes is obtained using the method of auxiliary bound-
ary conditions [4, 5, 6]. In this work this method is extended beyond the quasi-static limit (� � cq,
c is the light velocity, q denotes the plasmon wave-number). A detailed analysis reveals significant
modifications of the frequency dispersion due to the non-locality of the response. Its q-dependence
is linear in the intervals of small and large q (see left panel of Figure 1). Surface plasmons reveal
thus two group velocities, the larger velocity vp � c/

�
� (� is the insulator dielectric constant) at

small q and a much smaller velocity vp � vF (vF is the Fermi velocity in the metal) at larger q. It
is also demonstrated that the largest contribution to the damping of plasmon modes in the interval
of larger q-s is provided by the Landau damping mechanism in agreement with the earlier works
[6, 7].

The coherent quantum time evolution is calculated for the case when the dot is initially excited
by an ultra-fast external laser pulse. The analysis assumes that the plasmon modes are quantum
bosonic excitations [8]. The linear dispersion together with the Landau damping at larger q give rise
to notable features in the time evolution. The time dependence of the dot occupation comprises two
distinctive contributions: rapidly decaying oscillations at short times are followed by a much slower
monotonic decay (see right panels of Figure 1). The existence of two very di�erent relaxation
rates is a consequence of the non-locality of the electromagnetic response. It is found that the
time evolution pattern is controlled by two main parameters: i) the detuning between the surface
plasmon frequency �sp (derived within the Drude model) and the dot transition frequency and ii)



Figure 1: Left panel: The continuous blue line, labeled “exact”, is the real part of the plasmon frequency
dispersion, calculated with the Lindhard model for the metal dielectric response. The dispersion in intervals
q . q0 and q & q0 is approximately linear and is described by two significantly di�erent group velocities.
The dashed red line (“linear”) is obtained obtained from the solution of a simplified dispersion equation.
Plasmons with q & q0 provide the largest contribution to the quantum dot dynamics. The dotted magenta
line (“no-dispersion”) is a standard textbook result obtained for the Drude model without non-locality.
Right panels: Typical time evolution patterns of the system (absolute value of the dot exciton occupation
|a(t)|) calculated for two values of the frequency detuning ��, here shown in units of the bulk plasma
frequency �p. Initial ultra-fast Rabi oscillations decay rapidly, a much longer monotonic decay is observed
at longer times. The lower-right panel illustrates the reduced decay of the Rabi oscillations which indicates
the presence of a dynamical contribution with a power law decay.

the dot-metal coupling strength (the latter can be adjusted by the distance between the dot and
the surface). It is shown that in a certain parameter range one of the dynamical contributions
has a power-law long-time asymptote, which leads to a considerably reduced damping of the Rabi
oscillations (see the lower-right panel in Figure 1). We also demonstrate that the two-velocity
dispersion law leads to a peculiar spatial propagation of plasmons which forms two types of wave-
packages, which have di�erent shape and move with di�erent speeds.

Finally, we have analyzed plasmon modes occurring at the surfaces of metal slabs with nano-
meter width. Our studies revealed qualitative modifications of the plasmon frequency dispersion,
which in this case has several branches. One of the branches has an extended interval where the
group velocity is negative leading to qualitative changes in both plasmon propagation and the
dynamics of the dot.
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Surface plasmons on metallic surfaces are excited by collective oscillations of free electrons. Such collective 

oscillations in nanometric scale have the ability to enhance local electromagnetic field in their vicinity. They 

satisfy certain resonance conditions with respect to the excitation frequency and the incident wave-vector of light 

and their dispersion can be considered as modes of the system in which such resonances are excited. 

The plasmons at uniform metal-dielectric interfaces manifest as evanescent electromagnetic fields confined 

to a few hundreds of nanometers from the metallic surface and propagate along the interface. This mode is called 

the propagating surface plasmon (PSP) and is a fundamental plasmonic mode. Owing to the large dispersion of 

the PSP, they are conventionally used for SPR detections to probe local refractive index changes. 

The other fundamental group of plasmonic modes, which are non-propagative, results from collective 

oscillations of free electrons on surfaces of metallic nano-particles. They are called localized surface plasmon 

(LSP) modes. They have been effectively used for numerous applications such as SERS, drug delivery, chemical 

sensing, cancer therapy, and new photonic devices. However unique nanoparticles have proved to be less 

efficient for SPR detection due to their low spectral dispersion and weak scattering cross-sections.  

Our aim is to combine these two types of surface plasmons, namely the PSP and the LSP to exploit the 

advantages of both the modes: the high dispersion of the PSP and the strong field confinement of the LSP. To 

achieve this, a hybrid structure comprising of an array of metallic nano-structures (cylinders for example) along 

with an underlying thin metallic film was studied. A complete understanding of the different plasmonic modes 

that can be excited in such hybrid geometry is needed to optimize them for different applications. 

The plasmonic modes of a hybrid structure: For the LSP supported by metallic nano-particles, we have 

shown that the polarizability of complex geometries with an underlying substrate can be calculated analytically 

and the results obtained closely approximate the resonance conditions for such geometries. Furthermore, in such 

structures, we demonstrated that the LSP can harmonically couple to the PSP mode to give rise to a new mode 

called the Hybrid Lattice Plasmon (HLP). In our recent publication, we have shown that the HLP has a high field 

confinement, characteristic of the LSP but at the same time a high dispersion similar to the PSP [1]. Apart from 

the HLP, another set of modes called the Bragg modes (BM), caused by the diffraction of the PSP by the 

periodic array is also excited at certain resonance conditions. We introduce a simple analytical model to predict 

the existence of all the different plasmonic modes and their dispersion in a hybrid nano-structured geometry.  



Properties of the HLP and BM: The HLP has a large dispersion similar to the PSP as shown in Figure 1. 

Thus, the mode can be tuned over a wide range of excitation frequencies by changing the structural parameters. 

Also due to its high dispersion, the HLP mode can be used effectively for SPR detection in the Kretschmann 

configuration. Both the HLP and the BMs, like the LSP shows strong field confinement close to the 

nanocylinders. It is well-known that the SERS enhancement is roughly proportional to the fourth power of the 

local electric field and thus these modes can have an enhancement of SERS intensity by another order of 

magnitude compared to the sole NPs. This was experimetally verified and the experimental results closely 

support such theoretical hypothesis [2].  

 
Figure 1 : Schematic showing the coupling of the LSP (left) and the PSP (right) to give rise to the HLP mode 

(green) in an array of metallic nanocylinders on a thin metallic film. 

 We have also demonstrated the experimental excitation of the different modes for the hyrid structure in the 

Kretschmann configuration. Such results yeild very close correspondence of the experimental and theoretical 

results as shown in our recent publication [3]. Such detailed description of plasmonic modes can offer a 

complete understanding of the surface plasmon resonance phenomena in such metallic structures and allows 

their optimization as per required for various applications such as SPR detection and SERS. The theories and 

models presented in this work can be used to effectively describe the EM properties of different geometries and 

experimental configurations. 
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Abstract- Photoluminescence enhancement observed in Alq3 with Ag was 3~3.8 at a peak 

wavelength, which could not be explained by the calculated scattering rate of surface plasmons. 

Experimental results suggested that surface plasmons were generated in phase at the same time, and 

scattered simultaneously. Aggregate behavior of the energy transfer of excitons to surface plasmons 

can happen, because excitons in the organic film exist mere nanometers apart. 

 

The light emission efficiency of organic light emitters formed on metal has been reported to be enhanced by 

the surface plasmon (SP) absorption of excitons and the subsequent scattering which occurs due to 

submicrometer-scale roughness on the surface of a metal film. SP-mediated overall light enhancement was 

measured using an integration sphere1), and the SP scattering rate was calculated using a one dimensional 

model2). However, it is not necessarily evident that the calculated scattering rate could account for the 

experimentally obtained light output increase, and a comprehensive understanding of how the SP generation and 

scattering rate is associated with enhanced light output is still lacking3). In this research, we calculated the SP 

scattering rate using AFM-measured height and pitch of roughness on Ag, and investigated whether this could 

explain light enhancement measured for Alq3 with Ag. The results suggest the possibility of constructive SP 

creation and scattering occurring on the surface of Ag. Simultaneous energy transfer of excitons to SPs can occur, 

because excitons in the organic film are only nanometers apart from each other. 

In measuring overall light output of organic material on a metal film/glass substrate system with an integration 

sphere, one must note the following: a guided mode confined inside the organic layer and propagating in the lateral 

direction completely attenuates in the course of multiple reflections on the surface of the metal film. This is different 

from the case for organic material on a glass substrate without the metal film, and comparing total light emission 

between two devices with an integration sphere is not necessarily as easy as it seems. Thus, we measured luminous 

intensity dependence on output angle instead of using an integration sphere. We prepared Alq3/glass/100-nm-Ag and 

Alq3/100-nm-Ag/glass devices. The thickness of Alq3 and glass was 60 nm and 1 mm, respectively. When 

comparing light output of organic material on a glass substrate and a metal film/glass substrate system in the 

forward direction, the latter emits four times as much light as the former structure due to a geometrical effect, 

leading to difficulty in direct comparison between them. Figure 1 shows that this was avoided by evaporating Ag 

on the rear surface of a glass substrate. Photoluminescence (PL) enhancement obtained by the light output of 

Alq3/Ag/glass divided by that of Alq3/glass/Ag is shown in Fig. 2 as a parameter of output angle in the air from 0 

to 80 degrees. PL enhancement at 520 nm was 3 at 0 degree (i.e. in the normal direction) and 80 degree, although it 

increased to 3.8 at 40 degree.  

The dependence of the SP scattering rate on scattering angle on a bump on the surface of Ag is shown in Fig. 



 2 

3, where a p-polarized SP was assumed to propagate along a flat metal interface with a bump. The average 

height and pitch measured by AFM, which were 7 nm and 100 nm, respectively, were used in the calculation. 

The dashed line indicates the scattering rate for unidirectional SP propagation, and it reached its maximum at 35 

degree. Actual scattering rate consists of the average of SPs propagating in all directions, and eventually the 

average of those from two SPs propagating in opposite directions, which is shown as a solid curve in Fig. 3 with 

a peak at θ = 0 degree. Because an output angle of 80 degree was equivalent to θ = 33 degree, the calculated 

result reasonably explained the dependence of PL enhancement on output angle shown in Fig. 2. Actually, one 

must furthermore take into an account the fact that SP experiences multiple bumps within the propagation length 

of the SP attenuating to 1/e due to ohmic loss, and the average scattering rate became 4%. 

However, calculated scattering rate could not account for the PL enhancement which was expressed as 

(p-(1-K)ps+ (1-p)]K�/p in a simple model. Here, p is the radiative probability without metal, ps is SP generation 

rate, K�is SP scattering rate, and ] is energy transfer probability of the nonradiative component to SP. p for 

60~100 nm thick GaAs layer was found to be 10% by measurements of an integration sphere. Since ]<1, one 
cannot explain PL enhancement as large as 3~3.8. This can be interpreted if constructive SP generation and 

scattering is assumed. The total energy that the original N excitons possess is, of course, proportional to N, 

regardless of individual phase of generated SPs, whose electric field is expressed as ji

j

jeE
T¦ . When the 

respective phase is the same, ps is proportional to the square of this term, and thereby becomes N2E2, and jE is 

equal to E . Therefore, the actual K of one SPP should increase in proportion to N, and become NK.   
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Fig. 3 Angular dependence of 

scattering rate. Dashed and 

solid curves show scattering 

rate for unidirectional SP and 

average rate, respectively.  

 

 

Fig. 2 PL enhancement obtained 

by light output of Alq3/Ag/glass 

divided by that of Alq3/glass/Ag.  

Output angles in the air were 

from 0 to 80 degrees.  

 

 

Fig. 1 PL intensity of Alq3/glass 

and Alq3/glass/Ag.  
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Abstract- Plasmonic color printing has a promising future as a new generation of color printing 

technology. As for practical application, the problems of color gamut and production area need to 

be addressed. Here, we realize scalable and full-color plasmonic color printing by combining 

conjugate twin phase modulation with plasmonic broadband absorption. Furthermore, we develop 

plasmonic color printing with reversibly color-changing capability, giving rise to enormous 

potentials in special label, anti-counterfeiting, and even high-density data encryption storage. 

 

Our wonderful life is built on the basis of a colorful world, which is ascribed to the ubiquitous existence of 

natural and artificial colors. Among the artificial color technologies, plasmonic color printing has drawn wide 

attentions as a promising candidate for the next generation color printing technology, because of its admirable 

virtues such as high compactness, robust stability, high tunability, and compatibility of functionalization.1-5 

Despite the achieved excellent performances, several crucial problems still impede the practical application of 

this technology, including absence of efficient method to produce large-scalar sample, lack of easy-implemented 

strategy for full color generation, as well as scarcity in functionalizing device. To address these problems, we for 

the first time present a facile, scalable, full-color and controllable chromotropic plasmonic color printing strategy 

by combining conjugate twin phase modulation with a plasmonic broadband absorber (CTPM-PBA).6 

 

We firstly theoretically investigated the mechanism of color generation on the CTPM-PBA panel, which is 

constructed by a conjugate twin phase modulation theory and a plasmonic broad-band absorber (Figure 1). 

Secondly, we experimentally realized the CTPM-PBA using a facile method by sputtering a plasmonic layer on 

an electrochemically grown anodized aluminum oxide (AAO) template. In addition, we succeeded in achieving 

full color output via the CTPM-PBA plasmonic color strategy, with the plasmonic layer consisting of aluminum, 

the third most abundant element on earth. Finally, we functionalized the CTPM-PBA panel with controllable 

chromotropic capability, i.e., the ability of reversible color transformations with on-demand color generation. 

Due to these functionalities, we further demonstrated our CTPM-PBA color strategy can serve as a practical 

strategy for wide application field, such as commercial coloration, anti-counterfeiting trademark fabrication, and 

high density data encryption storage. Our findings not only built new theory and concept of the plasmonic color 

printing, but also presented a practical method for turning the great potential of plasmonic color printing into 

realistic color applications, which will enrich our colorful world in an innovative way. 

 



 

Figure 1 The CTPM-PBA mechanism. (a) The pristine phase modulation in a thin dielectric film on an opaque 

substrate. Destructive interference (DI) and constructive interference (CI) between Er1 and Er2 render vague 

reflective valleys and peaks, respectively. (b) Enlarging peak-to-valley (p-v) ratio by the asymmetric phase 

modulation with a thin metal coating. Wavelengths of CI and DI in the metal layer conversely correspond to that 

of DI and CI of the reflected waves at the outer surface, respectively, resulting in distinct reflective valleys as 

well as wide and flat peaks. (c) Narrowing reflective peaks by CTPM-PBA with a metallic island film. The 

metallic island film works as a plasmonic broad-band absorber, making the reflective peaks much narrower. 
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Abstract— We investigate the optical properties of Ag-Au nanoparticle chains embedded in
a dielectric matrix by the FDTD method. We show that it would be preferable to use pure
metal (Ag or Au), instead of Ag-Au, to obtain a maximum field enhancement. We also study the
optimal gap between nanoparticles to have a maximum field enhancement at the capping layer/air
interface. It appears that a compromise has to be found to reach the best field-enhancement effect.

The excitation of a metal nanoparticle by an electromagnetic wave allows to generate a localized
surface plasmon resonance (LSPR). The wavelength of LSPR depends on the morphology (shape
and size) and composition of the nanoparticle as well as the permittivity of the host medium. An
interesting property of the LSPR is the confinement and significant increase of the electromagnetic
field in the vicinity of the nanoparticle. By minimizing the distance between particles (also called
gap), coupling effects give rise to an increase of the amplitude of the electromagnetic field between
two particles by several orders of magnitude compared to the incident field [1, 2]. This property can
be used to detect molecules by surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS). In this case nanopar-
ticles can be coated with a dielectric capping layer, which provides stability against ageing effects
and temperature, but also enables surface cleaning without modification of the optical properties.
However, the capping layer must be as thin as possible because the electric field is evanescent.
Silver nanoparticles are known to product an important field enhancement but also to have a hight
mobility and a poor chemical stability, which may force to use a capping layer too thick to obtain
an acceptable field enhancement at the capping layer/air interface. In contrast, gold nanoparticles
present a lower field enhancement but also a lower atomic mobility and a better chemical stability
against corrosive environments. Gold would therefore allow using a thinner capping layer, which
could preserve sufficient electric field intensity at the surface of the capping layer. In order to
combine the advantages of these two metals, it was recently proposed to produce gold-silver alloy
nanoparticles that could present both chemical inertness and high field enhancement [3]. In this
presentation, we will compare the near-field and far-field optical properties of isolated and coupled
AgxAu1−x nanoparticles (0 ≤ x ≤ 1) sandwiched between dielectric layers. Particular attention
will be paid to the influence of the nanoparticle composition, interparticle gap and capping-layer
thickness on the amplitude and spatial extent of the hot spots.

We will first present the production process of AgxAu1−x alloy thin films (with a thickness of
around 100 nm) and the determination of their complex permittivity by spectroscopic ellipsometry.
Then, we will focus on simulations based on the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method, to
study the near-field and far-field optical properties of individual AgxAu1−x nanoparticles embedded
in various amorphous dielectric matrices. As shown in figure 1, our results highlight that pure metal
nanoparticles have a larger field enhancement than alloy nanoparticles.

We will then discuss the optical response of Au or Ag nanoparticle chains embedded in Al2O3

matrix. For example, figures 2 and 3 show the field enhancement above a capping layer for two
gaps (2 nm and 14 nm) and two capping layer thicknesses (3 nm and 5 nm). We can notice that
the amplification is greater for Au nanoparticles with a 3 nm-thick layer than for Ag nanoparticles
with a 5 nm-thick layer.

In conclusion, this study allows a better understanding of the near-field optical properties of
plasmonic nanoalloys in order to increase the field enhancement for SERS-type applications with
protected nanoparticles.
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Figure 1: Maximum of the field enhancement |E|max/|E0| obtained at the LSPR energy as a function of
the Ag fraction x for isolated nanoparticles embedded in SiO2, Al2O3 and Si3N4 matrices. Insets: field
enhancement |E(x, z)|/|E0| maps calculated at the LSPR energy for Ag and Au nanoparticles in Al2O3

matrix. Dotted lines indicate dimensions and position of the nanoparticle.
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Figure 2: Field enhancement |E|/|E0| maps for a gap
gx = 2 nm above the capping layer/air interface at
(a),(c) z = 3 nm and (b),(d) z = 5 nm for (a),(b) Au
nanoparticles and (c),(d) Ag nanoparticles. Dotted
lines indicate dimensions and position of the nanopar-
ticle at z = 0 nm.
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Figure 3: Field enhancement |E|/|E0| maps for a gap
gx = 14 nm above the capping layer/air interface at
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Abstract: Manipulating ultraviolet light presents unique challenges in technology. Here we 

demonstrate circular polarization selection at ultraviolet wavelengths over subwavelength distances 

using a flat-optical device consisting of Al chiral nanospirals periodically patterned on a glass 

substrate.   

 

As plasmonics continues to play an integral role in the development of technologies from the infrared to the 

visible frequency range, there is an increasing interest in plasmonic applications at ultraviolet (UV) wavelengths. 

The high energy and short wavelengths associated with UV light are of interest in many technologies such as 

optical communications, chemical/biological sensing, and advanced nanofabrication techniques enabled by UV 

lasers [1]. Key to the development of UV technology is the ability to manipulate the polarization and phase 

properties of light at such short wavelengths. Recently plasmonic metasurfaces have demonstrated the ability to 

introduce abrupt phase changes to incident light over subwavelength distances [2]. Experimental work has 

focused on infrared and visible wavelength due to the fabrication challenges in scaling Au and Ag to shorter 

wavelengths [2]. Al is preferred for UV applications due to its high plasma frequency enabling a Drude like 

electron response at UV wavelengths. Some computational work has been done to understand the potential 

applications of nanoscale Al devices at UV wavelengths, though to the best of our knowledge these devices have 

yet to see experimental realization [3, 4]. Here we experimentally demonstrate circular diattenuation (CD) of 

circularly polarized (CP) UV light in the wavelength range 200 nm – 400 nm. CD-UV is accomplished with a 

periodic array of nanospirals fabricated using e-beam lithography and lift-off on a SiO2 substrate coated with a 

20 nm thick ITO layer. The nanospiral surface transmission and reflection responses to incident UV light are 

determined by incident light handedness (Figures 1a). Individual spiral dimensions (≈250 nm) are on the order of 

the UV wavelength, though elements of the spiral geometry near the origin are deep-subwavelength and play a 

crucial role in the device response. The spiral thickness of ≈80 nm is characteristic of flat-optical devices 

wherein the phase manipulation of light occurs on a subwavelength scale. Figures 1b-c whos scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM) images of the fabricated Al nanospirals on ITO coated SiO2 surface with 25% spiral 

fill-factor. Current fabrication efforts are focused on increasing the fill-factor fto 100% for increasing CD 

response. Figures 2a-b show the FDTD calculated LSP modes for the right-circularly-polarized (RCP) and 

left-circularly-polarized (LCP) incident light at 300 nm. The normalized difference in reflected powers are 



measured using a spectroscopic ellipsometer operating in reflection mode. Figure 2c shows the reflected power 

difference measurement made with light incident on the device at an angles 45°, 50°, and 55°. The peak value of 

≈0.043 shows that ≈4.3% more RCP power is reflected in comparison to LCP at a wavelength of 300 nm, hence 

demonstrating CP selectivity. FDTD simulations using 100% nanospiral fill-factor suggest that CD as high as 

20% is possible, and so current fabrication efforts are focused on increasing this fill-factor.  

In this talk, we will discuss the computational design, nanofabrication process, and optical properties of the 

Al nanospirals. We will also discuss experimental characterization of the device at UV wavelengths; 

demonstrating the first experimental realization of a polarization selective flat-optical metasurface capable of 

manipulating UV light in both reflection and transmission. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. (a) Al nanospirals patterned on a fused silica substrate selectively pass circularly polarized light at UV wavelengths. Selectivity 

is determined by handedness of UV light. (b) SEM image of Al nanospirals patterned on a fused silica substrate coated with 20 nm thick 

ITO layer. Scale bar in (b) is 1 μm. Spirals were fabricated using e-beam lithography and a lift-off procedure. Spirals dimensions: 80 nm 

height, 250 nm lateral size, and 380 nm pitch. (c) Spirals are fabricated in 10 x 10 periodic squares with 25% fill factor. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. FDTD calculated normalized field intensity of the LSP modes at 300 nm for the Al nanospiral for (a) RCP and (b) LCP excitation. 

(c) The difference in reflected power, measured with a spectroscopic ellipsometer for LCP and RCP. 
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Abstract-Toroidal metamaterial on suspended SiN film was fabricated by focused ion beam 

induced bending technique. The SiN film plays the role of framework, while the metal patterns on 

the vertical SiN flakes comprise the toroidal molecule. Toroidal and magnetic dipole moments can 

be excited by vertical incident light, which can be distinguished by the current and magnetic field 

distribution. Compared to horizontally incidence, the resonance here has the same frequency but 

much larger transmission modulation depth.  

 

Toroidal moments play an important role in nuclear and particle physics, but the relevant studies in the 

classical electromagnetic field has just started in recent years, due to the lack of toroidal responses in nature 

materials. Split ring resonator (SRR) is a basic element for magnetic response by optical excitation, which has 

been considered as a structural unit of toroidal metamaterial1-5. In order to construct toroidal molecule, the SRRs 

should be arranged appropriately in free space with specific orientation, and this has been achieved in 

microwave region1. However, it is hard to be achieved by traditional planar microfabrication techniques, 

especially in higher frequency region. The 3D configurational SRR-based toroidal metamaterial has been 

predicted to be a promising candidate for lasing spaser, dichroism and non-reciprocal refraction of light, which is 

worth studying in high frequency region.  

In this paper, SRR pattern made of Au was first fabricated on suspended SiN film. Then focused ion beam 

(FIB) technique was used to cut square-shaped cantilevers and bend then up by scanning the bottom of the 

cantilevers6, as shown in Figure 1. Each toroidal molecule contains four SRR-on-flake structures, two of which 

were open-side-up and the others open-side-down. The transmission and reflection spectra were simulated by 

FDTD method, and a toroidal response was found to be at 51 THz (Figure 2). The magnetic field distribution is 

shown in the inset, which proves to be a torus passing through the middle of the SRRs. It can be noted that the 

incident wave vector k in Fig. 1 is perpendicular to the plane where the structures lie, different from the former 

work of parallel incidence. Compare to parallel incidence, the toroidal response in this work shows the same 

resonance frequency, but much larger modulation depth, which mainly comes from the farfield radiation 

property of toroidal dipoles. The toroidal dipole also shows very large potentials on environment index sensing.  

 

 

 



 
Figure 1 Schematic of toroidal metamaterial on 

suspended SiN film 

 
Figure 2 Spectra of the 3D toroidal metamaterial, 

with the magnetic field distribution in the inset 
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Abstract- In this study Ag and Au nanoparticles were obtained with pulsed laser ablation method in 

liquid substance. As liquid monomer solutions of two different photocurable polymers were picked 

– carboxyethyl acrylate and isodecyl acrylate. UV-visible spectroscopy and SEM investigation 

showed that obtained nanoparticles have size distribution from 50 to 200 nm. Also, polymerization 

process was carried out for nanocomposite synthesis and its biomedical application study. 
 

 

Ag and Au nanoparticles (AgNPs and AuNPs) are well known nanomaterials with plasmon resonance and 

attracted interest due to their potential applications. One of a most perspective direction is to synthesize 

nanocomposites based on photocurable polymers and metal nanoparticles. But nanoparticles incorporation in 

polymer matrixes is a quite difficult procedure. Most of metal nanoparticles have a colloid solution form and 

utilized solvents are very destructive for monomers. So, it is necessary to evaporate solvents for following 

nanoparticles utility, but such treatment leads to agglomeration of nanoparticles.  

In this work AgNPs and AuNPs were obtained in monomer solutions with pulsed laser ablation method [6].  

Pulsed laser ablation (PLA) in liquid is widely-used method of metal nanoparticles synthesis. This method 

includes quick substance evaporation or removing and its condensation to form nanoparticles. In this case, there 

is no need for chemical synthesis reactions, the method is more universal and consists no contamination of 

reaction products [1-5]. 

PLA of gold and silver patterns was carried out with Nd:YAG laser with 1064 nm wavelength and 10 ns 

pulse duration. Repetition rate was 10 Hz and power density was 11 MW/cm2. Duration of irradiation 

(exposition time) was about 5 minutes for silver and 10 for gold.  

 Two different monomers – carboxyethyl acrylate and isodecyl acrylate - were used as liquids for PLA. 

Optical absorbance spectrums of obtained colloids were measured with UV and visible spectroscopy. Then 

colloids were poured on silicon substrate and heated up 180°C temperature during 2 hours, till monomer solution 

complete evaporation. PLA products were investigated with optical and scanning electron microscopy. 

 Obtained optical absorbance spectrums have a plasmon resonance picks at 400 nm for AgNPs and 530-560 

nm - for AuNPs. 

Fig. 1 demonstrates SEM images of obtained nanoparicles. All nanoparticles have size distribution from 50 

to 200 nm.  
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a) 
 

b) 

Fig. 1. SEM images of nanoparticles synthesized in monomer solution with pulsed laser ablation: a) AgNPs, 

b) AuNPs 

 

Also, in this study photocurable polymerization of monomer-nanoparticles solutions was carried out and 

polymer nanocomposites based on Ag and Au nanoparticles were synthesize and prepared for following 

photonics and biomedical research. 
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Abstract— By using a biomimetic approach, we engineered an ultra-dark metamaterial that
behaves as a black-body at visible and near infrared wavelengths. This material is based on ran-
dom aggregates of nanoparticles with unconventional shape. Through experiments and theory, we
show that such black material allows to develop a new type of “laser”, which spontaneously gen-
erates single color pulses through a process of light condensation. Energy harvesting applications
of this nanomaterial are also discussed.

The concept of a traditional laser exploits a cavity with single or multiple resonant modes, and
their coherent amplification in a feedback structure. With this contribution we endeavor to leave
this path and investigate a new concept, where lasing does not result from a cavity or a resonance.
In particular, we considered the possibility to achieve lasing from a black-body material. We fab-
ricate the latter by taking inspiration from an Asian species of beetle, the Cyphochilus. This little
insect possesses a sophisticated camouflage technique, which is based on ultrabrilliant scales that
control a complex process of light scattering. By reversing this e�ect, we designed a new series of
ultra-dark random nanoplasmonic structures. Measurements between 200 nm to 1400 nm under
isotropic illumination angles, show that this material has a flat absorption between 99%-99.8%,
behaving like an almost ideal back-body.
Such extremely dark metamaterial does not encompass any particular resonance, and opens the
possibility to investigate a new type of laser. In performing our experiments, we diluted a standard
dye inside the black-body metamaterial, and then illuminate the system by a pulsed laser operating
at 532 nm, characterized by a repetition rate 10 Hz and pulse duration 10 ns. We selected Rho-
damine B (RhB) as a gain material, with fluorescence peak at 625 nm. Stimulated emission spectra
were then measured by employing a fiber spectrograph. We observed a strong emission peak that
shifted from the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) peak of the dye as the power increased.
Further theory showed that such regime is the characteristic lasing of the system, which occurs
by a new mechanism of light condensation that coherently gathers all energy from the amplifier,
confining it to a single frequency. In our experiments, we observed this transition from an initial
broadband emission characterized by 50 nm, to final lasing whose bandwidth is only 5 nm, despite
the absence of any resonance and the complete randomness of the material.
Due to the high absorption of these nanoparticles, we recently applied this metamaterial platform to
solar energy harvesting applications. A blackbody is in fact an ideal material to e�ciently transfer
radiation power into heat. As a first application of this concept, we ideate and characterized a water
desalination device, which achieves record e�ciency (75%) under the solar power of 1 kW/m2.
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Abstract - In this work, we present an on-chip polarimeter working at telecom wavelengths that 

obtains the full state of polarization (SoP) of an incoming plane wave. The polarimeter has six outputs 

that allow for a direct synthesis of the Stokes parameters. This outputs come from three silicon 

nanoantennas coupled to three waveguides, so that each nanoantenna responds to a certain 

polarization state by changing the amount of optical power coupled to each direction of propagation 

along the coupled waveguide. 

 
Polarization is a fundamental property of electromagnetic waves. The state of polarization (SoP) is an essential 

characteristic used in several disciplines (chemistry, astronomy, optical communications). It has been recently 

shown that the polarization of the source exciting a guided wave via near-field coupling plays a key role in 

determining the propagation direction of the guided wave [1]. We seize this concept to characterize the state of 

polarization of an incoming light beam using two types of dielectric scatterers, first type for linear polarization [2], 

and the second type for resolving the handedness (or spin) of a circular polarization [3]. This scatterers act as a 

nanoantennas, coupling the input light to silicon waveguides. 

 

 
Figure 1. Scheme of the photonic circuit. The first Stokes parameter (S1) can be obtained from any of the 

nanoantennas, while the others (S2 to S4) are obtained specifically from each one. Notice that the nanoantennas are 

put in close proximity in order to be all simultaneously illuminated. 

 

Properly combining this three nanoantennas, it is possible to full measure the SoP of a light beam, on the basis 

of the Stokes parameters, in a single measurement. Exploiting the polarization-dependent characteristics of the 

nanoantennas described above, only three nanoantennas (two for lineal polarization and one for circular 

polarization) are required for full description of the four Stokes parameters defining the SoP of the incident light 
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beam. This three nanoantennas couple the impinging light in three waveguides, with two outputs each, so we have 

a six outputs device where direct combination of the power at each output result in the four Stokes parameters.  

 

In conclusion, the methodology outlined allows a quick analysis of the incoming SoP in real time and over an 

ultrabroad bandwidth. Moreover, it could be used in an in-line configuration due to the small scattering losses, 

and the proposed technology allows high level of integration. Because of all this, our device could find application 

in polarimetry, spectrometry or high speed optical communications. 
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Abstract- We present a plasmon hybridization picture for a system with coupled plasmonic bars and 

investigate its resonance dynamics by computing the complex poles of the scattering matrix for the purpose of 

designing better plasmonic devices.   

Plasmonics and its applications have garnered ample attention over the years. These applications range from chemical 

and biological sensors to enhanced photovoltaics [1-2]. In order to advance these plasmonic devices, it is essential that we 

have the ability to control their respective resonances. These resonances are central to the devices’ unique function. The 
conventional approach to analyzing plasmonic resonances has been to locate peaks and troughs of transmission and 

reflection spectra. This approach is qualitative in nature and fails for non-symmetric or Fano resonances. We use a 

quantitative approach based on effective Hamiltonian formalism to study and tailor resonances of plasmonic systems at 

optical frequencies described in greater detail in Ref. [3]. Using this approach, we compute the complex poles of the 

scattering matrix which directly correspond to both the resonance frequencies and linewidths. Therefore, we are able to 

quantitatively track the evolution of resonances and study the coupling behavior between multiple plasmonic bars. 

A plasmonic system based on multiple coupled plasmonic bars, depicted in Figure 1(a), is considered. The dimensions 

of an individual gold bar are chosen such that the dipolar resonance falls in the optical domain at a wavelength of 1.55 µm. 

Placing these gold bars in close proximity hybridizes their individual plasmon modes into multiple system modes with 

different symmetries as shown in Figure 1(b) [4]. Here, the instantaneous current profiles of each mode are depicted for a 

plane wave excitation with the electric field along the length of the bars. The spectral locations of these hybridized plasmon 

modes can be tuned by spatially shifting one bar in relation to the other two. Essentially, we break the symmetry of the 

overall system by shifting one of the bars. Here, we chose to shift the middle bar by an amount ‘dx’. 

 
Figure 1. (a) Unit cell setup of plasmonic gold bars with a dielectric (SiO2) spacer given in blue with dimensions: L=450 

nm, W=50 nm, t=40 nm, Py=400 nm, Px=800 nm, hsub, dx (variable). The gold bars are described using the Drude model 

with a plasma frequency (ωp=1.367x1016 rad/sec) and collision frequency (ωc=6.478x1013 rad/sec) based on values from Ref. 

[5]. (b) Energy-level diagram describing the plasmon hybridization in the shift-bar system with three modes: ωA, ωB, ωC 

where ωA > ωB > ωC for dx=0. ω0 is the decoupled resonance of an individual bar. 

Initially at no shift, mode A, ωA, has current in all the bars oscillating in-phase and mode C, ωC, has current in all bars 

oscillating out-of-phase while mode B, ωB, has no field in the middle bar as seen in Figure 1(b). As such, mode A resides at 



a higher energy (higher frequency) due to all repelling forces and mode C resides at a lower energy (lower frequency) as a 

result of repelling forces. Lastly, mode B resides in between mode A and mode C on the energy scale. 

We now examine the effect of shifting the middle bar in the x-direction on all three modes of the plasmonic system. As 

the middle bar is progressively displaced, the repelling forces associated with mode A weaken to become attractive. 

Similarly, the attractive forces of mode C weaken to become repulsive. Lastly, the coulomb forces associated with mode B 

remain constant with shift. This behavior is noticeable in the figure below. 

 
Figure 2. (a) Reflection spectra, |S11|2, acquired from full-wave simulations plotted as a function of shift ‘dx’ for px=800nm 

and (b) corresponding resonance frequencies, complex poles, extracted from scattering parameters: ωA, ωB, ωC. 

The location of the resonance frequencies are not easily apparent from the reflection spectra. Using the method 

mentioned in Ref. 3, we plot the extracted resonances in Figure 2(b). As explained earlier, ωA decreases with increasing 

shift whereas ωC increases and ωB remains constant. Due to the immutable nature of mode B, this mode can serve as a 

frequency-reference for plasmonic devices. Unlike mode B, modes A and C share a symmetry with respect to the middle bar 

and as a result interact with each other when they are neighboring in frequency. As seen above, these two modes are 

degenerate in frequency for a shift dx=355nm and crisscross past that. The region where they crisscross, or where the modes 

are inverted, is of special interest for plasmonic devices such as biosensors, modulators, etc. Operating the system in this 

inversion region can allow for higher sensitivity and more robust modulators. 

We have demonstrated that we can quantitatively observe resonances of hybridized plasmonic systems by computing 

the complex poles of the scattering matrix. Furthermore, we have shown that we can tailor the resonances of the system 

under study which allows for a large degree of tunability and exhibits interacting resonances at optical wavelengths 

(near-IR). 
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Abstract: Development of tunable materials for use in photonic, plasmonic, and metamaterial 

devices is extremely important vis-à-vis their application to adaptive devices. Metal thin-films on 

flexible substrates represent a potential material wherein the optical properties can be actively tuned 

using mechanical strain. The present study reports on strain-induced variation of optical properties 

of metallic films on flexible substrates.  

Introduction: Metallo-dielectric structures comprise an extremely versatile class of photonic devices that are used for 

a variety of applications including high-efficiency window coatings1, passive cooling films2, meta-material devices 

such as superlenses3 and hyperbolic metamaterials4. These structures are composed of thin metallic and transparent 

dielectric layers5. The inability of tuning the properties of metallic layers has limited the potential of these devices. 

Considering recent work on flexible electronics which has shown that thin metal films can be deposited on 

elastomeric substrates and strained elastically up to 30%, thereby creating reversible structural changes at the micro 

and nano length scales6, we have proposed that it is possible to develop tunable metallo-dielectric devices7. In order to 

develop understanding and insight that would enable effective design of tunable metallo-polymer optical devices, a 

theoretical study of optical resonances induced in these strained metal films is required. 

Studies on mechanical and electrical properties of strained metal films have observed many different film 

structures the formation of which is principally attributed to deposition conditions of the metal films.6,8. This 

variability in film morphology is expected to exhibit a corresponding variation in optical properties. Herein, we report 

on the optical properties of strained metal films with nanoscale cracking patterns. We also compare these results to our 

recent work on the properties of metal films with microscale cracking patterns7.  

Methods: An initial undeformed metallic film structure was defined based on a two dimensional hexagonal close 

packed unit cell comprising of nanoscale tri-branched cracks in COMSOL. Lacour, et al.6 have shown that this 

tri-branched structure is the resulting morphology of strained metal films deposited using e-beam lithography on 

polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) with a chromium seeding layer. The metal film was then strained using the structural 

mechanics module in COMSOL. Finally, this new deformed geometry was imported into an electromagnetics wave 

frequency domain simulation, where treating it as a periodic unit cell a periodic port analysis was performed to 

determine the reflected and transmitted power. 

Results: Using the structural mechanics module, we were able to create strained film structures similar to those 

observed in previous experimental studies6. The reflection and transmittance spectra of the unstrained and strained 

metal films, shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, exhibit three unique phenomena. As strain is applied, at visible frequencies 

broad local surface plasmonic resonances are observed; around 1000nm an enhancement in the transmittance is 

observed; and in the long wavelength limit reflectance of the film decreases. These distinct changes in the optical 

properties of the film with small strains can be used to create tunable metallo-dielectric devices. The results shown in 

this abstract will be compared with experimental measurements on strained metal films on PDMS substrates 

exhibiting similar nanoscale cracking, as well as contrasted against our recent work on films with microscale cracking 

patterns. 



 

Fig. 1: Transmittance of a 10nm silver film under 0% 

strain (black), 5% strain (blue), and 15% strain (red). 

Fig. 2: Reflectance of a 10nm silver film under 0% strain 

(black), 5% strain (blue), and 15% strain (red). 

Conclusion: This study clearly illustrates that cracking patterns created when metal thin-films are strained do yield 

unique optical resonances and changes in their infrared reflectivity. These variations in optical properties open the 

prospect of using strained metal films for tunable metallo-dielectric devices. Such tunable structures can potentially 

enable a variety of directly tunable photonic, plasmonic and metamaterial devices. The above results represent a first 

theoretical study into the optical properties of a new material, strained metal thin-films. 
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Abstract-We investigated high-transmittance dielectric-metal-ITO multilayer films for developing 

high-efficiency GaN-based light-emitting diodes using the scattering matrix method. An 

optically-thick (10-12 nm) metal layer sandwiched by a dielectric layer and an ITO layer yielded a 

transmittance of 0.94, which surpasses the maximum transmittance (0.91) of a single ITO film. 

Further, we investigated the transmission of metal-dielectric films depending on the refractive index 

and thickness of the dielectric layer.   

 

The dielectric-metal-dielectric multilayer films are incorporated into a variety of photonic applications, 

including solar cells devices [1,2] and light-emitting diodes [3,4] due to their high transmittance and electrical 

conductivity. Even though the dielectric-metal-dielectric multilayer films have exhibited outstanding optical and 

electrical performances, design strategies on them are not completely understood as ever. In this paper, we 

investigated the optical properties of dielectric-Ag-ITO multilayer films as a function of the optical constant and 

thickness of each layer. A complex phasor diagram can account for the high transmittance in dielectric-metal 

films [5] 

In the simulation model, dielectric, metal, ITO, and GaN (n= 2.5) were stacked sequentially and a normal 

plane wave (λ= 450 nm) was generated in the GaN medium [Fig. 1 (A)]. Fig. 1 (B) shows the transmittance of a 

dielectric-Ag-ITO multilayer films depending on the thickness of the used Ag (t) and dielectric (d) layers. The 

transmittance oscillates with d, which is due to the interference between reflected waves. Also, the overall 

transmittance is degraded with increasing t. Interestingly, the maximum peaks in transmittance of the multilayer 

film appear at the same thicknesses (d ~ 30 and 140 nm), which are marginally influenced by the thickness (t) of 

metal. An optimized multilayer film with a substantially thick (t = 10 nm) Ag layer exhibits a transmittance of 

0.94, which surpasses the maximum transmittance (0.91) of a single ITO film. The design rules related to the 

dielectric-metal-dielectric multilayer films will provide a feasible strategy for improving transparent electrodes 

form solar cell and GaN-based LED devices. 
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Fig. 1 (A) Schematic illustration of a GaN structure with the dielectric-Ag-ITO multilayer films. (B) 

Transmittance (λ=450 nm) properties of the dielectric-Ag-ITO multilayer films placed on a GaN medium as 

function of dielectric thickness (d) for different Ag thickness (t). 
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Abstract-Two-dimensional high-index-contrast dielectric gratings exhibit unconventional 

diffraction features. Here, we demonstrate monolithic growth templates capable of supporting 

enhanced outcoupling ability for light-emitting devices. Rationally-designed high-index-contrast air 

bubble patterns lead to intensified strength for the low order diffraction modes. Furthermore, we 

demonstrate a new type of economically viable InGaN/GaN LED devices outperforming 

state-of-the-art patterned sapphire substrate LED devices. 

 

Two-dimensional (2D) dielectric gratings that are mainly characterized by their refractive index contrast and 

pitch have been utilized in photonic applications including semiconductor lasers and solar cells1-2. For 

light-emitting diodes (LEDs), rationally-designed 2D dielectric gratings diffract optical modes confined in high 

refractive index active layer, thereby enhancing the outcoupling efficiency4.  Most lateral- and 

flip-chip-geometry GaN-based LED devices, which comprise the great majority of the current LED market5, 

have adopted patterned sapphire substrates (PSSs). However, light extraction efficiency has remained a limited 

value for a few decades because the refractive index contrast between GaN and sapphire materials is fixed. Here, 

we report a new class of high-index-contrast bubble patterned substrates (BPSs) that act as monolithic growth 

templates to overcome the refractive index barrier encountered with PSSs. Our BPSs includes a 2D hexagonal 

array of hemispherical air cavities with conformal alumina shells, as shown in Fig. 1. A cross-section scanning 

electron microscopy (SEM) image of a single BPS object clearly shows a well-defined air cavity that is sustained 

by an 80-nm-thick alumina shell (inset, Fig. 1B). 

To elucidate the optical features of GaN-grown BPS and PSS structures, we measured transmittance profiles 

by using a home-built spectrally resolved far-field scanner. The results highlight the different diffraction features 

between the BPS and PSS patterns (Fig. 2). Both GaN/BPS and GaN/PSS exhibit six-fold symmetry diffraction 

spots that are further spread at longer wavelengths. Interestingly, the centered spot (i.e., zeroth-order diffraction) 

and the nearest six spots (i.e., the first-order diffraction) are more visible for the BPS over the considered 

wavelengths. Finally, to investigate the practical importance of BPS patterns, we fabricated large-area (1075 x 

750 Pm2) blue-emitting lateral-geometry InGaN/GaN LED devices. By exploiting InGaN/GaN epitaxial growth 
on these BPS templates, we establish the foundation of a new breakthrough for creating high-efficiency LEDs 

that surpass state-of-the-art PSS LEDs. 



 
Figure 1. (A) Schematic of hemispherical BPS patterns. (B) Cross-section SEM image showing 

hemispherical BPS patterns: scale bar, 1 Pm. Inset: SEM image magnifying an inner air cavity covered with a 

thin alumina shell: scale bar, 1 Pm. 
 

 

Figure 2. Integrated (O = 380 – 800 nm) and wavelength-resolved diffraction profiles for GaN/BPS and 
GaN/PSS structures. 
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Abstract- An optically-controlled local plasmonic nanosoldering technique is proposed and 

demonstrated. By exploiting the strong photothermal effect in metal nanostructures, this soldering 

technique ensures the nanostructures to be bonded while their original structural integrity is retained. 

Typical elemental devices (V-shaped and T-shaped nanostructures) are formed with this 

nanosoldering technique. The conductivity of one V-shaped junction is enhanced by 500 times after 

plasmonic nanosoldering. This facile nanosoldering technique is expected to benefit the 

development of nanophotonics and nanoelectronics. 

Nanojoining (including nanowelding, nanosoldering, etc.) of metal nanomaterials offers the opportunity of 

constructing complex structures and advanced functional devices at the nanoscale. In comparison with 

nanowelding, nanosoldering does not involve the melting of base metal and shows considerable mechanical 

strength, good thermal and electrical conductivity. So far, nanosoldering of metal nanowires (NWs) has been 

accomplished with several distinct strategies, including chemical soldering [1], electric joule heating soldering 

[2], thermal annealing soldering [3]. All these nanosoldering methods are constrained for locally nanosoldering 

individually arranged NW-based electronic and photonic devices, which are essential building blocks in 

nanophotonics and nanoelectronics. Therefore, it is of vital importance to develop new soldering processing with 

nanoscopic controllability for individually arranged NW-based electronic and photonic devices. 

Here two fundamental NW devices (T-shaped or V-shaped NW junctions) are soldered out of two individual 

NWs. With the help of a nanofiber probe, two silver NWs could be manipulated to form T-shaped or V-shaped 

nanostructures. Here one segment of one NW is extended beyond the nanojunction and serves as solder in 

plasmonic nanosoldering; this nanosoldering is accordingly termed as “self-nanosoldering” in this study. When 
the laser is illuminated on the extended NW segment, it becomes liquid droplet and moves to the unilluminated 

nanojunction gradually. By displacing the exposing location, the liquid droplet meets the neighboring 

nanojunction finally and solders the two NWs together. Fig. 1(a) provides the SEM image of a soldered 

T-shaped nanostructure exploiting plasmonic self-nanosoldering. The visible roughness of the NW results from 

the sputtered thin gold film for enhancing the electrical conductivity of the substrate in order to clearly observe 

the sample in SEM imaging. Fig. 1(b) presents a zoom-in of the soldered junction. It can be explicitly seen that 

the extended segment of the horizontal NW effectively serves as the solder to bond the two NWs together. 

Importantly, apart from the solder bonding the NWs, no further morphological changes can be observed on the 

original NW junction, indicating that the junction is not directly affected by the illumination. Similarly, a 

V-shaped junction is also constructed using plasmonic self-nanosoldering, as displayed in Fig. 1(c and d). 



 

Fig. 1 Self-solder mediated plasmonic soldering of T-shaped and V-shaped nanostructures. (a, c) Plane-view SEM images of 

T-shaped and V-shaped nanojunctions after plasmonic nanosoldering. Scale bar is 1 μm. (b, d) Zoom-in images of T-shaped and 

V-shaped nanojunctions after plasmonic nanosoldering. Scale bar is 200 nm. 

In summary, a new technique of optically-controlled local plasmonic nanosoldering of metal nanostructures 

is proposed and demonstrated. The local extreme plasmonic heating induces fusing of the NW solder, stimulates 

the process of phase change and solders the nanostructures together. Since these nanostructures are building 

blocks for composing complicated NW interconnected network and plasmonic integrated circuits, the 

optically-controlled plasmonic nanosoldering technique proposed here provides a new avenue to locally 

manipulate light, charge, heat and mass transport at the nanoscale and would benefit the development of 

nanophotonics and nanoelectronics. 
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Abstract- Novel aluminum-doped zinc oxide thin films have been synthesized to maximize the 

intrinsic carrier density, setting the epsilon-near-zero point at telecom wavelengths (λ=1300nm) and 

shortening the recombination time of optically generated electron-hole pairs due to defects. When 

pumped, our material shows deep sub-picosecond recovery time (<300fs), large absolute changes of 

its refractive index (>10%), remarkable wavelength detuning of the probe signal, and large dynamic 

tunability of the crossover point (>130nm). All these results, combined with tunability in the static 

optical properties, are expected to impact many applications in active nano-photonics and tunable 

metamaterials.    

 

Plasmonics relies on the possibility of coupling the electromagnetic radiation to the oscillations of the 

electron plasma at the metal-dielectric interface. The resultant modes are tightly localized and extremely 

susceptible to changes in the environmental conditions. Both these features are intrinsically useful for 

nano-photonic applications, but they normally come at the cost of fundamental limitations such as large optical 

losses, low damage threshold, lack of CMOS compatibility, and very limited tunability of the optical properties. 

Because the previously listed weaknesses are generally linked to the use of noble metals in plasmonic 

technology, a large scientific community is working to develop alternative materials besides gold and silver. In 

this direction, transparent conducting oxides (TCOs), which during the last decade have been extensively used 

for industrial applications (e.g. touch screens, photovoltaics, etc.), have recently gained great interest, since they 

have the potential to overcome all the previously listed drawbacks. Among TCOs, aluminum doped zinc oxide 

(AZO) is very attractive because it is cheap (all its constituents are largely available in nature), it allows for a 

wide tunable range of its optical properties (i.e. its complex dielectric permittivity can be drastically changed by 

altering the doping concentration), and it exhibits low optical losses at telecom wavelengths [1]. 

In this work, we report a deep optical characterization of newly engineered AZO thin films, designed to 

possess epsilon-near-zero behavior at telecom wavelengths and ultra-fast electron-hole recombination dynamics 

[2]. By using pump and probe measurements (see Fig.1-a), tuned in both pump and probe wavelengths, we 

demonstrate numerous interesting effects, which are intrinsically useful for the development of dynamically 

tunable nanophotonic components. When excited by an optical pump, our material is capable of changing its 

refractive index by over 10% of its linear value, causing remarkable relative variations in both reflectance and 

transmittance. This change can be induced by either interband or intraband pumping due to the “hybrid” nature 

of AZO. The unprecedented magnitude in the variation of the optical properties is directly related to the 

epsilon-near-zero characteristics of our material, which is shown to be dynamically tunable over a wavelength 



range larger than 130nm (see Fig. 1-b). In addition to this, by performing transient spectral detection, a 

remarkable overall induced frequency shift in the probe carrier frequency as large as the entire pulse bandwidth 

(≈20nm) was detected (see Fig.1-c). Such alterations of the signal’s frequency content is in good quantitative 

agreement with a generalized law of reflection and refraction that accounts for the temporal phase-gradient 

induced by the pump [3-4].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Experimental overview. a) Simplified scheme of the pump and probe setup for the characterization 

of the AZO thin films. b) Real part of the dielectric permittivity as a function of the probe wavelength for 

different values of the pump intensity. c) Wavelength shift of the probe carrier as a function of the 

pump-to-probe time delay for different values of the pump intensity.     

 

Our experiments show that AZO is an efficient time-varying medium which brilliantly overcomes the typical 

nonlinear trade-off between amplitude and speed. By optical excitation we can induce large and ultra-fast 

changes in both the real and imaginary parts of AZO’s dielectric permittivity. Such a change is very effective in 

tuning the ENZ operational wavelength, and shifting the carrier frequency of the propagating pulse on a 

sub-picosecond time scale. All these results are extremely promising for future integrated and tunable 

plasmonics devices.       
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Abstract— A high resolution k-space-spectroscopy setup is applied to analyze linear and non-
linear surface plasmon resonances that are excited by evanescent fields in the Otto geometry.
This non-invasive approach allows a detailed analysis of supported resonances in thin films as
well as in bulk materials. The results are confirmed by theoretical calculations based on the
hydrodynamic model.

The excitation of surface plasmons (SP) by attenuated total internal reflection (ATR) geometries
has been of great interest since its first implementation by Otto[1] and Kretschmann et al.[2]. It
has provided a basis for applications such as plasmonic sensor devices, waveguide couplers and
modulators [3, 4, 5, 6]. Of all the methods of e�ciently coupling a propagating SP mode directly
to the optical far-field, the Otto geometry is the most non-invasive. It is well-known that the
intrinsic SP mode properties are particularly sensitive to surface roughness and contamination of
the metal surface — both of which significantly a�ect the SP’s propagation speed, lifetime and
resonant field enhancement. The latter property is valuable in boosting the yields of nonlinear
frequency conversion, such as in harmonic generation and the sensing of molecular vibrations via
surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) [7]. Although these ideas have been widely tested using
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Figure 1: (a) Experimental data from the Otto geometry for varying air gaps. A Quartz prism was used for
coupling and 200 nm of vapor deposited Au on BK7 glass as sample. Red is the reflected fundamental signal
and blue the emitted second harmonic radiation, the dashed line represents the fundamental TIR angle. The
excitation wavelength was 850 nm. (b) The correspondent calculation for the emitted second harmonic.

the competing technologies of grating coupling [8] and the Kretschmann-Raether geometry [9], it
is the original Otto geometry that can give us access to the intrinsic material properties that lead



to long SP lifetimes and strong field enhancement. The Otto geometry is at an advantage because
the surface of the material need not be structured as the coupling is achieved via evanescent fields,
nor must it be prepared onto a transparent substrate in the form of a thin film; and furthermore,
the coupling strength of the SP to the far-field is easily tuned.

In this contribution, we exploit the non-invasive nature of the Otto geometry to experimentally
investigate the intrinsic nonlinear properties of the SP modes that propagate at the interface of bulk
gold and the surrounding air. Applying a k-space analysis of second-harmonic generation (SHG),
we observe a merger of the SP mode with a neighbouring dielectric-waveguide mode that can be
tuned via the strength of coupling to the far-field. This hybridization behaviour — not readily
visible in the data for ATR alone — thus highlights the value in examining the nonlinear frequency
conversion of SP in the Otto geometry. These results are supported by a theoretical model based
on the hydrodynamic description of the microscopic nonlinearity in the metal [10, 11].

The experimental results in Figure 1(a) show the reflected fundamental intensity and emitted
SHG. A k-space spectrum over the relevant angular range was measured for di�erent air gap
spacings, while keeping all other parameters constant. Starting at an air gap of 2.5µm and moving
in, the linear coupling strength to the fundamental SP found a maximum (i) at 1.6µm, while the
lowest order Fabry-Pérot mode could be identified by its characteristic SHG peak (ii). Moving
closer, the SP-related SHG (iii) improves at 0.9µm, due to the better out-coupling e�ciency for
this wavelength. As the air gap is minimized still further, the absorption and SHG features in
k-space broaden. Below 0.5µm we observe the SP mode (as evidenced by its SHG peak) merge
with the waveguide mode that lies exactly on the angle for total internal reflection. This evidence
of strong coupling suggests that the photonic and plasmonic mode have hybridized (iv).

The results for SHG are supported by the theoretical model in Figure 1(b), which includes
the peak characteristics and the mode hybridization. The combination of applying high-resolution
nonlinear k-space spectroscopy to the non-invasive Otto geometry allows a highly sensitive analysis
of supported modes and related resonances, especially for thin films and plasmonic structures. On
this basis, other materials and waveguide structures can be investigated and characterized in terms
of waveguide performance, coupling properties and mode lifetime.
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Abstract-In this work we have studied lasing characteristics of the array of nanoholes in silver film 

covered with gain medium. We have analyzed mode structure of the system with and without pump 

and determined lasing frequencies and non-interacting lasing thresholds for all modes. Varying 

angle and wavelength of pump field, we have found optimal pump conditions for lasing. 

Subsequent numerical time domain modeling of laser generation have showed that predicted values 

for the first lasing mode threshold are accurate. 

The prospects that are opened by the emerging field of plasmonics allow one to create nanolocalized sources 

of coherent emission – so-called spasers (for surface plasmon amplification of stimulated emission of 

radiation) [1]. One approach to this is in utilizing strong coupling between gain molecules and localized surface 

plasmon resonances of single structures due to the high field enhancement in them. Another way is to use 

gratings formed of either plasmonic particles arranged in periodic arrays [2,3] or arrays of holes (or slits) 

perforated in the metallic film [4,5]. While there are several papers that demonstrated lasing in the systems such 

as the latter, optimal parameters for low-threshold lasing are yet to be determined. In this work we develop a 

method for fast determination of lasing threshold and lasing frequency values and apply it for the analysis of the 

system described in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1 Desing of the system under consideration: a) side view of the unit cell of the structure (xz-plane), 

b) top view (xy-plane). d is slit width, L is array period, hAg, hG is silver film and gain medium thicknesses, 

respectively. 



First step of the algorithm is to obtain mode structure of the system and determine the modes that allow 

lasing. In our system, this mode is surface plasmon localized near the metal surface adjacent to the gain medium, 

while surface plasmon localized near the opposite metal interface has too weak coupling to the molecules that 

constitute gain medium. On the next step, we consider pump field impinging on the system from the air 

half-space, while gain medium is modelled as a saturating absorber. Then from the steady state solution for the 

pump field and the steady state form of Maxwell-Bloch equations, we calculate complex dielectric permittivity 

of gain medium and then we find eigenmodes and complex eigenfrequencies of such system. Iterating through 

the last steps one can find threshold value of the pump field intensity for which eigenfrequency will have zero 

imaginary part. As confirmed by the numerical modelling of the Maxwell-Bloch equations in time domain, this 

algorithm gives very accurate values of lasing frequencies and thresholds for the first mode that reaches 

threshold. 

This algorithm is then used to find the optimal parameters for the laser geometry, pumping angle and 

wavelength. Particularly, we found that pumping at the angle corresponding to the excitation of the surface 

plasmon mode of the system is one order of magnitude more effective than at arbitrary angle that does not 

correspond to any mode. 
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Abstract-Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy (EELS) and CathodoLuminescence spectroscopy 

(CL) have become popular to study the surface plasmon modes of metallic nanoparticles. By 

combining EELS and CL on single nanoobjects, we showed that EELS and CL signals differ. 

Whereas EELS measures a quantity close to the full ElectroMagnetic Local Density Of States 

(EMLDOS) projected along the electron trajectory, CL measures a quantity close to the radiative 

EMLDOS projected along the electron trajectory.  

 

Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy (EELS) and CathodoLuminescence spectroscopy (CL) map 
the surface plasmon modes of metallic nanoparticles at the nanometer scale [1]. Although they yield 
similar results, EELS and CL differ by nature. EELS measures the energy lost by fast electrons 
interacting with a sample whereas CL measures the energy of the light emitted from this interaction [2]. 
However, the consequence of this different nature has remained unexplored because combining EELS 
and CL on single nanoobjects could not be achieved. 

 
We combined EELS and CL on single nanoobjects using a Scanning Transmission Electron 

Microscope [3]. We studied small gold triangular nanoprisms as a model system (Fig. 1a). We showed 
that CL only probes the dipolar mode, contrary to EELS that probes both the dipolar and quadrupolar 
modes. Furthermore, the dipolar mode resonates at slightly shifted resonances in EELS and CL (Fig. 
1b). The magnitude of the shift relates to the mode damping. 

 
Having demonstrated that EELS and CL signals differ, we showed that the full and radiative 

ElectroMagnetic Local Densities Of States (EMLDOS) differ similarly (Fig. 1c) [4]. Whereas EELS 
measures a quantity close to the full EMLDOS projected along the electron direction [5], CL measures 
a quantity close to the radiative EMLDOS projected along the electron direction [4]. Contrary to EELS, 
CL probes only the radiative modes, which are not necessarily dipolar for object sizes beyond the 
quasistatic limit. The ratio of the CL resonance to the EELS resonance quantifies the radiative weight 
of the mode damping. If the modes are damped and induce interfering radiation, CL resonant line 
shapes are shifted and asymmetric compared to EELS.  
 

This work demonstrates the great interest of combining EELS and CL for plasmonics [3, 4]. 
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Fig. 1. a. Sketch of a combined EELS and CL experiment using a Scanning Transmission Electron 

Microscope. An electron probe is focused onto a gold nanoprism on a carbon substrate. The transmitted 

electrons are collected for EELS, while the emitted light is collected for CL. b. EELS (blue) and CL (red) 

spectra measured at the tip of a gold nanoprism. c. Full (blue) and radiative (red) EMLDOS spectra 

calculated at the tip of a similar gold nanoprism. As measured by EELS and CL, the radiative EMLDOS is 

redshifted compared to the full EMLDOS. 
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Abstract- We use the Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) method to study the scattering of 

light at the edge of a metallic terminated slab. The first result is the generation of a surface plasmon 

polariton. Additionally, interference effects between the surface wave and the diffracted fields are 

observed. We report the formation of a series of low field intensity spots in the air region above the 

surface that result from this interference mechanism. In our numerical study the incident light is 

generated by a point source placed far away from the edge; the metal is simulated with the Drude 

model.  

 

The surface plasmon polariton (SPP) is an excitation that propagates along a metallic-dielectric interface 

with exponentially decay electromagnetic fields on either interface side. For plasmonics and nanotechnology 

applications the SPPs have great potentialities for the miniaturization of optoelectronic devices for carrying 

information.1 For fundamental physics, for instance, the SPPs have an important role in the light enhancement 

transmission.2 

In plasmonics circuitry the way of excitation of a SPP results of crucial interest. Traditional optical methods 

involving prisms or grids could be inconvenient due to the spatial dimensions of the new nano-devices. For these 

reason it is important to revisit the alternative mechanisms to excite SPPs. In this paper we show that a SPP can 

be excited directly by light which is incident on the corner of a terminated metallic slab. We shall report some 

relevant characteristics of the excited SPP. The main new result is the interference phenomenon between the 

diffracted waves (oscillatory waves) and the surface wave (of evanescent fields). Notice that along the metallic 

surface, beyond the corner, both waves oscillate in the direction parallel to the surface, thus wave interference is 

possible.  

In our numerical simulation we send an electromagnetic wave in direction of the slab direction using the 

next point source of TM waves 
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where 0y and 0x are conveniently chosen to ensure that the incident waveform at the metallic edge approaches to 

a plane wave. The additional parameters tV , 0t and 0Z are selected to guarantee sufficient temporal evolution of 



 

the excitation. Then by Fourier transform we obtain the wave vector spectrum along the surface; this spectrum 

shows that a surface plasmon polariton is excited. In Fig.1 we present some of our main results. Fig. 1(a) shows 

dark spots (regions of low field amplitude) produced by interference between the surface plasmon polariton and 

the grazing diffracted waves. 

                        

            Figure 1 

 

 

Note that the field intensity is high at the surface; it corresponds to the excited SPP. Then in Figures 1 (b)-(d) we 

show lobules of field amplitude in the first quadrant (above the metallic slab); the amplitude of the surface 

plasmon (the peak at 0°) decays with the distance, but it remains still excited at distances of the order of 10 O. 
 In this presentation we give additional qualitative and quantitative characteristics of the excited SPP. In 

advance we can say that it is not an ordinary SPP because it appears modulated by the grazing diffracted fields.  
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Abstract— We present experimental as well as theoretical results, which clearly demonstrate
that particle-based spasers feature a much poorer performance than expected so far. On the
other hand, we suggest that only a ”renaissance” of low loss dielectrics as resonator material
(with high index of refraction) will enable e�cient nano-lasers.

Surface plasmons lasers (spasers) [1] have been considered as viable ultra-small sources of co-
herent near-fields with a vast number of potential new applications. Especially the fully nanoscopic
version of a spaser, utilizing metal nano-particles as resonators is of interest due to its potential for
ultra-compact packing on chip or in 3D arrangements. In 2009 laser-like features from 14 nm gold
spheres with a dye-doped coating were observed [2]. In 2013 similar results were shown for gold
nano-rods embedded in dye-doped polymers [3]. Here, we critically evaluate so far reported results
on both an experimental and on a theoretical basis.

Experiments: Core-shell spasers were chemically synthesized or metal nano-particles were
coated with dye-doped polymer films. Various excitation schemes were tested, yielding laser or
laser-like signatures. All of them, however, were later identified to stem from sources other than
spasing. From these findings we can conclude, that no unambiguous proof of particle-based spasing
is possible in ensemble measurements unless ”parasitic” laser e�ects can be ruled out with certainty.

Theory: A semi-classical model for spherical core-shell spasers was developed [4]: Within this
model, we drop the widely used quasi-static approximation of the electromagnetic field in favor of
fully electromagnetic Mie theory. This allows for precise incorporation of realistic gain relaxation
rates (quenching and cavity-to-gain coupling) that so far have only been estimated (and massively
underestimated) in spaser theory.
The model unravels multiple severe limitations that exist all over the VIS concerning the large
pump threshold, the requirement of a medium with unrealistically large gain and unavoidable heat
production. These limits basically result from the poor quality-factors and the surprisingly poor
�-factors (ratio of gain-to-cavity coupling to the overall decay rate) in spasers.

The insights gained for spasers yield clear advice on how to construct a feasible alternative:
ultra-small fully dielectric lasers. Especially nano-cavities made from high index dielectrics with
low losses hosting electric and magnetic resonances promise energy-e�cient solutions. We propose
that Si or GaP nano-resonators will be the basis for nano- or micro-laser devices in the future.
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Abstract— We fabricate single and coupled gold triangular nanoprisms using electron beam
lithography. Plasmon modes of these nanostructures are investigated using an angle- and polar-
ization - resolved cathodoluminescence (CL) measurements performed in a scanning transmission
electron microscope. We demonstrate that powerful combination of angle- and polarization - re-
solved CL provides insight into the nature of the plasmon modes in the nanostructures. Our
results show that dark modes in bow-tie antennas can be e�ciently excited by electron beam and
detected by photon detection system. Our experiments are supported by numerical simulations.

Localized surface plasmon resonances of single and coupled plasmonic nanoparticles have been
deeply investigated due to their major role in a wide range of application such as enhanced fluo-
rescence and surface-enhanced Raman scattering [1]. Experimental access to the electromagnetic
field distribution associated with plasmon excitations in metal nanoparticles, with a high energy
and spatial resolution, is of critical importance. In this work, we use cathodoluminescence, based
on electron-induced radiation emission produced by interaction with an electron beam, to study
plasmon excitations in sub-wavelength single and coupled gold triangular nanoparticles [2, 3, 4, 5, 6].

The nanoparticles are patterned onto SiO2 using high-resolution electron-beam lithography. The
CL spectra, beam-scan images, and plasmon maps are obtained on various configuration using an
angle- and polarization-resolved cathodoluminescence (CL) measurements performed in a scanning
transmission electron microscope (STEM) equipped with a parabolic mirror placed above the spec-
imen (see Fig. 1 (b)). A polarizer selects emitted s- or p-polarized light. For an angle-resolved
measurement, the light emitted from the sample is collected by a charge-coupled device (CCD)
detector, with the direction specified by angles � and � selected through a movable mask.
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Figure 1: (a) TEM image of the lithographically fabricated bow-tie nanoantenna. (b) Geometry of the
angle- and polarization-resolved measurement of radiation using a parabolic mirror. (c) Position and energy
dependence of the CL intensity originating from a gold bowtie nanoantenna. (d) Plasmon maps obtained at
resonance energies.

For example, Figure 1 (c) shows the position and energy dependence of the CL intensity orig-
inating from a gold bow-tie nanoantenna and corresponding plasmon maps at di�erent energies



(Fig. 1(d)). We provide a theoretical description of this technique and numerical modeling of the
spectral features and spatially resolved maps of nanoparticle plasmon modes by using boundary
element method simulations.

In conclusion, surface plasmon modes of individual and coupled nanoprisms were investigated
using electron-beam excitations in a STEM with CL. We demonstrate that combination of angle-
and polarization-resolved CL provides the powerful technique allowing us to detect and identify a
rich variety of plasmonic modes. In particular, we observed that the dark plasmon mode of gold bow-
tie antennas can be e�ciently excited by electron beam and detected by photon detection system.
Our experimental results are in a good agreement with boundary element method simulations.
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Abstract 
We propose a metal-insulator-metal (MIM) structure consisting of a thick insulator layer sandwiched 

with metal layers. This structure allows to couple surface-plasmon polaritons (SPP). Results of 

reflectivity calculations clearly show very sharp resonances attributed to the SPP mode compared to a 

conventional SPR, which may find potential applications in sensing problems. 

 

 Optical biosensors based on surface plasmon resonance (SPR) have attracted increasing attention over the past 

three decades. In SPR sensors, a single metal layer is commonly used, but the resolution is limited because of broad 

resonances.1) in metal-insulator-metal (MIM) structures, coupling between surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) can be 

achieved and a sharp resonance can be expected.  

In the present work, we propose a MIM structure consisting of a thick insulator layer sandwiched with metal 

layers2). Theoretical results of the angle-scan ATR spectrum show two resonances: the first one is a sharp resonance 

corresponding to a SPP propagating along the Au/sensing medium interface modified by the MIM structures. The 

second one is a broad resonance which corresponds to a symmetric SPP arising from coupling between two SPP 

modes in the MIM structure. 

   

 Estimation of the sensitivity with intensity modulation indicates that the Figure of Merit of the MIM structure is 

six times larger than that of conventional SPR. 
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Abstract-Plasmonic resonance in an array of silver nanoparticles is used to create a transparent 

reflective filter in the visible range. Transmittance and reflectance are measured from 400 to 900 

nm. 

 

Many applications in building or automotive domains require window glasses with specific optical properties 

which are usually obtained by surface treatments like thin layer stack deposition. But additional "on demand" 

properties can be obtained thanks to plasmonic resonances in nanostructures. Plasmonic metasurfaces allow for 

control and spatial modulation of the optical properties by playing on nanostructure surface density, size and 

shape [1,2].  

In this article, the challenge was to obtain with few manufacturing steps increased reflectivity at two distinct 

wavelength and transparency in the whole visible spectrum for two 45° incident polarization. The presented 

samples are 1.2x0.6 mm arrays of silver cylindrical and elliptic nanoparticles on a glass (SiO2) substrate and 

encapsulated in PMMA, with different cross section ellipticity. 

 

The dimensions were obtained by Finite Element Method (FEM) simulations [3] resulting in a square cell 

positioning of silver ellipses with typical dimension for major axis of 80 nm, minor axis of 60 nm, thickness of 

30 nm and a spacing of 200 nm between cylinders. The 200 nm spacing is a compromise between the reflectivity 

and transmission over the whole visible range. This low spacing also avoids diffraction in the visible spectral 

range. 

 

Silver nanoparticles are made by using e-beam lithography and lift-off technique using 30 nm of silver 

deposited by e-beam evaporation. On glass, compared to gold, silver has the advantage of not needing additional 

adherence layer (in Ti or Cr) that would otherwise increase absorption [4]. The last step of the process is to 

encapsulate the cylinders with 200 nm of PMMA. 

 

The pictures in Fig.1(a,b,c,d) show the main resulting optical effects: the reflectivity wavelength is clearly 

tunable, with the nanocylinder sizes and incident light polarization. The transparency of the sample is correctly 

preserved. Transmission and reflection have been measured with a reflectometer at a 45 degrees incidence in p 

and s polarization for each case. Fig. 1e) shows a measured spectra for 93x70nm ellipse array, in this case a full 



width at half maximum (FWHM) of 66-94 nm is obtained. 

 

 
Figure 1. a) SEM image of 93x70 nm silver nanoparticles on glass. b), c), d) Multiple silver nanoparticles 

arrays with different ellipse dimensions for each axis (57 to 93 nm): b) with ambient illumination, c) with p 

polarized light, d) with s polarized light. e) Measured spectra normalized in air at two polarization (p and s) for 

ellipses of 93±3 nm and 70±3 nm (incident light parallel to the main axis), a thickness of 30 nm and a spacing 

of 201 ±1 nm. 

 

To conclude we have shown the use plasmonic resonance in an array of silver nanocylinders as a mean to 

obtain transparent reflective mirrors in the visible range. Impact of dimension fluctuations on resonance 

wavelength is high, and the fabrication control must be accurate to reach precise values. In counterpart, the 

wavelength can be tuned on the whole visible spectrum. Further simulations will be made to evaluate the most 

tolerant design. 
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Abstract-  We demonstrate  a  new concept  based  on  optical  spin-orbit  coupling  for  selectively

addressing resonant nano-antennas by nanoscale plasmonic waveguiding. Two nanoantennas are

placed at both ends of a bent subwavelength gap-plasmon waveguide avoiding spoiling background

effects  in  nano-antenna  addressing.  Our  aim  is  to  reach  new  nano-optical  functionalities  in

ultracompact  optical  devices such as remote (background free) excitation of nano-antennas and

directional addressing in nano-antenna networks, etc.

Nanoantennas are nanoscopic structures that enhanced the local light-matter interaction [1,2]. A nanoantenna can

act as a secondary source if it is directly excited by a (resonant) radiative light but can also be excited by near

field interaction and emits radiative light (FIG.1). In a (radio-wave) classical view, this system can be seen as a

generator + transmission line + antenna architecture (FIG.2).

Figure 2 : Scheme of the whole chain of communication from
the generator to the antenna.  Here, the generator also plays the
role of a selector to send the signal only in one transmission
line
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Figure 1 : MEB image (a) and illustrations (b) and (c) of
the  elaborated  structure  to  show the  concept  of  spin-
controlled switching of  remotely excitation of optical
nanoantennas
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Subwavelength plasmonic waveguides show the unique ability of strongly localizing (down to the nanoscale)

and guiding light [3]. We use here this waveguides to adress the energy from the generator to the nanoantennas.

But this waveguides are intrinsically symmetric and  here, we show that symmetry can be broken over a broad

spectral bandwidth by using incident circularly polarized light, on the basis of a spin–orbital angular momentum

transfer directly within waveguide bends (FIG.3). Such a phenomenon is a nanoscale manifestation of the optical

the induced Pancharatnam-Berry phase [4,5] in polarized sensitive structures. We predict that up to 94% of the

incoupled light is directed into a single propagation channel of a gap plasmon waveguide [5]. Unidirectional

propagation of strongly localized optical energy, far the diffraction limit, becomes switchable by polarization,

with no need of intermediate nanoantennas/scatterers as light directors (FIG.1). The experimental evidence of

such  a  polarization-controlled  adressing  of  resonant  nanoantennas  has  been  demonstrated  by  a  far  field

experiment.  As  you  can  see  on  FIG.4,  only  one  nanoantenna  can  be  remotely  excited  thanks  to  the

unidirectionnality process occurring in the waveguide. 

This study may open new perspectives in a large panel of scientific domains, such as nanophotonic circuitry,

routing and sorting, optical nanosensing, and nano-optical trapping and manipulation.
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Figure  3  :  Simulation  of  the
electric  intensity  in  the  bend
of  a  plasmon  waveguide
excited  by  left  (a)  and  right
(b)  circularly polarized  beam
at the waveguide bend

Figure 4 : Experimental far-field images of the
light emitted by the structure illuminated in the
bend  by  a  left  (a)  and  right  (b)  circularly
polarized beam.
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Abstract-  We study the  optical  generation  and  tuning  of  highly confined  DC magnetic  fields

directly in  metals.  We  first  predict  the  transfer  of  orbital  angular  moment  of  light  to  the  free

electrons of thin metal  layers excited with tightly focused beams (leading to tiny loops of DC

current). We also show that plasmonic nano-antennas can be magnetized by light and we study how

the plasmonic resonances in play can enhance and control the optically induced magnetization. 

The  angular  momentum  of  light  [1]  is  a  “quantity”  that  can  be  transferred  to  matter,  leading  to

magnetization  of  the  matter  interacting  with  optical  fields.  The  problem  of  optically-induced

magnetization is often reduced to the inverse Faraday effect which involves the transfer of spin angular

momentum of light to matter [2].

We focus here on the transfer of orbital angular momentum of light to free electrons in metals, leading to

magnetization through the generation of tiny loops of DC currents. To this end, we use a hydrodynamic

model of the free electron gas in metal [3] to predict and describe the non linear effects in light-matter

interaction at the origin of DC electromotive forces. 

We first show an optically-induced magnetization in diamagnetic thin metal layers under illumination

with highly focused beams. By considering focused optical vortices carrying orbital angular momentum

[4] or by exploiting the spin-orbit coupling in strongly focused circularly-polarized beams [5], we show

the possibility to generate tunable nanoscale loops of DC current and quantify the resulting DC magnetic

fields.

Figure  1  :  Principle  of
optomagnets  :  when  light  is  on,
magnetization is induced. If  light
is off, magnetization disappear.

Figure  2  :  The  optical  forces  drives
azimuthal  steady  currents  leading  to  a
magnetization orthogonal to the structure.



          

Optically induced magnetization has been also evidenced in arrays of subwavelength metallic holes [6].

The  unprecedented  control  of  light-matter  interaction  offered  by plasmonic  nano-antennas  [7]  offers

promising perspectives in  the generation of enhanced,  highly localized and tunable optically-induced

magnetization. We study here how spin-orbit coupling (on the basis of Pancharatnam Berry phase) [8]

within plasmonic nano-antennas can induce nano-antenna magnetization. 

This work open the way to the generation and control  of  nanoscale magnetization up to frequencies

higher frequency than with magnetization controlled by the classical electrical way.

This work is supported by the Labex ACTION.
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Abstract  
Smith-Purcell radiation (SPR) [1] arises when an electron moves parallel to a diffraction grating; the interaction 
between the electron’s evanescent electric field and the grating’s periodic corrugation makes the latter emit 
radiation along directions of constructive coherent superposition [2]. Its sensitivity to the electron beam’s properties 
confers SPR a wide tenability range, from the X-rays to the THz regime. Additionally to this high tunability, SPR has 
also been used as a free-electron laser source [3], thanks to its superradiance capabilities [4]. However, all these 
appealing properties rely subtly on the grating’s periodicity, which guarantees the constructive coherent 
superposition in the far-field regime.  
 
In this work we study the possibility of SPR emission from non-periodic array structures: we analyze the necessary 
conditions for Smith-Purcell emission by arbitrary arrays which present long-range order, with focus on 
quasiperiodic and hyperuniform configurations, and compare them with the periodic array case. We conclude that 
SPR can appear not only in periodic structures but also in non-periodic structures as well, in the case the non-
periodic structure presents long-range order properties. 
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Figures 

 

 
Fig. 1. Cathodoluminescence probability and angular emission profiles. Plots for the logarithm of the 
cathodoluminescence probability for 50-particles periodic, Fibonacci and tessellated arrays. The 
cathodoluminescence is normalized to the maximum cathodoluminescence probability for the periodic array. The 
polar plots correspond to the vertical sections of the contour plots (i.e., fixed frequency), for 20- and 50-particles 
arrays. The electron beam has an impact parameter b=75 nm, and an energy E=200 keV (v=0.7 c). 
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Abstract- A nondispersive inhomogeneous dielectric environment of a donor-acceptor pair of 

quantum emitters affects their Foerster resonance energy transfer (FRET) rate. We find that this rate 

does not depend on the emission frequency and hence not on the local optical density of states 

(LDOS) at that frequency, but that it can be expressed as a broad frequency integral over the optical 

LDOS. Our numerical results illustrate that even with the broadband LDOS it is hard to control the 

FRET rate. 
 

There is currently an ongoing debate in Nanophotonics whether the famous Förster resonant energy transfer 

(FRET) rate between a donor and an acceptor depends on the local radiative density of states (LDOS): no [1] or yes 

[2]. Motivated by the debate we have initiated a study of an exactly solvable analytic model with essential features of 

nanophotonic energy transfer. Our model has a pair of ideal dipole emitters –donor and acceptor – that exhibit energy 

transfer (and spontaneous emission) near an ideal mirror, similar to the archetypal nanophotonic “Drexhage” geometry. 

The mirror is described by a dielectric planar scatterer, whose T matrix and dyadic Green functions are exactly known 

from scattering theory, even for vectorial Maxwell waves [3, 4].  
 

 
Fig. 1 (Color) Left: Energy transfer and spontaneous emission rates (both scaled to free space) vs reduced distance to the mirror. 

Top abscissa shows distance in real units for a dipole resonance at wavelength λ=628 nm. Right: Scaled energy transfer rate vs. 

emission rate (bottom) and LDOS (top) for dipoles oriented perpendicular (red) or parallel (blue) to the mirror. The magenta line is 

constant at 1, the green dashed-dotted line shows a proportionality to the LDOS. Both panels are for donor-acceptor distance 

d=λ/100 (6.28 nm).  
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Fig. 1 (left) shows that the spontaneous emission rate reveals “Drexhage” oscillations versus distance to the mirror, 

with characteristic length scales of the order of the wavelength. The energy transfer rate also depends on distance to 

the mirror, yet at length scales up to about the donor-acceptor distance (d=λ/100), in other words 10-100 times smaller 

than the wavelength. Fig. 1 (right) is a parametric plot of energy transfer rate versus spontaneous emission rate and 

LDOS. Clearly, there is no correlation between FRET rate and LDOS: the FRET rate is constant and independent of 

LDOS over nearly the whole range. Deviations from 1 occur only when the dipoles are very close to the mirror (cf. 

left panel.) where the LDOS is nearly constant.  

Our analytic model allows us to dissect arguments for these observations. To this end, we have derived a relation 

between the FRET rate and the LDOS. It appears that the LDOS is integrated over a huge frequency bandwidth, that 

extends from zero frequency ("DC") to about 10 times the emitter's resonance frequency, typically corresponding to 

the vacuum-ultraviolet (“VUV”). Remarkably, the contribution of the LDOS-integral to the FRET rate is small (< 7%). 

Thus FRET rates are in general hardly controlled by the LDOS in a realistic nanophotonic medium that is transparent 

up to the UV. The main controlling factor of FRET is the (quasi)static dipole-dipole interaction between donor and 

acceptor. Our analytical expressions yield transfer rates for an illustrative emission wavelength λ = 628 nm, that 

reveals typical nm-distances relevant to experiments (Fig. 1 (left), top abscissa).  
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Abstract- We investigate the resonant transmissions surface plasmons that propagate in a 

metal-insulator-metal (MIM) waveguide side-coupled to two MIM racetrack resonators in which 

optical third-order nonlinear material is filled, by the coupling mode analyses and finite-difference 

time-domain simulations. We find the multiple bistabilities and the hysteresis phenomena in the 

transmission coefficient as the input intensity varies. Furthermore, the mode conversion between 

the bistable states can be controlled by varying the input-gate intensity with a short switching time 

of about 333 fs. 

Nonlinear and switchable metamaterials, two kinds of the emergent materials of great interest [1], have 

widely been applied in nano-devices such as optical switches, rewritable memories, and logic operators. 

Metal-insulator-metal (MIM) plasmonic waveguides are a fundamental structure for surface plasmon polariton 

propagation, and provide low-loss propagation in a wide range of frequency. Therefore, several investigations 

based on MIM plasmonic waveguides to realize bistable effect in switchable systems with a nonlinear optical 

material have been reported recently [1-4]. In this paper, we build up a structure composed of a MIM plasmonic 

waveguide and two racetracks filled with optical Kerr nonlinear material to realize the multi-bistable effect. Such 

property may have valuable applications in multi-switches, optical logic operations.  

We consider two racetrack resonators side-coupled to a silver MIM plasmonic waveguide as shown as Fig. 1. The 

resonators are filled with a Kerr nonlinear material, whose relative permittivity (ɛd) depends on the local intensity of 

electric field |E|2: ɛd= ɛ0 + χ(3)|E|2, where ɛ0 and χ(3) are linear relative permittivity and third-order nonlinear 

susceptibility. In our simulations, the Drude model with the plasma frequency (ωp) and electron collision frequency 

(ɤd) set to 1.255×1016 and 0.68×1014, is used to describe the dielectric response of Ag, i.e., the relative permittivity of 

Ag is given by ɛag(ω) = 1 - ωp
2 / (ω2-2iωɤd). A TM-polarized plane wave (input-signal), of which the magnetic field is 

perpendicular to the x-y plane, is incident onto the waveguide from one end (Fig. 1), and the wavelength is 1540 nm. 

 

 
Fig. 1: Illustration of our proposed plasmonic waveguide. 

 

First of all, we find that the eigen-wavelength of the first and second resonators are 1506 nm and 1495 nm 

respectively, as shown in Fig. 2(a). In addition, such structure has a strong resonance, Q1 = Q2 = 72, in the nonlinear 
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resonators at the signal wavelength, which can enhance the nonlinear Kerr effect. As a result, we choose 1540 nm as 

the signal wavelength. Based on our FDTD simulations, the multi-bistable effect is presented in Fig. 2(b), and the blue 

(green and red) line and points indicate that the power of the input-signal increases from 0 (decreases from 24 

MV2/cm2 and decreases from 10 MV2/cm2). In Fig. 3(b), (i), (ii), (iii), and (iv) are the contours of |Hz|
2 normalized by 

the input power when the signal power increases to 7.8, 8.6, 12, and 16.4 MV2/cm2, respectively. 

 

 

Fig. 2: (a) Transmission spectra of the first (red line) and second (blue line) racetrack resonators. (b) 

Transmission efficiency as a function of the power of input. The blue (green and red) line and points indicate that the 

power of input-signal increases from 0 (decreases from 24 MV2/cm2 and decreases from 10 MV2/cm2). (i), (ii), (iii), 

and (iv) are the contours of |Hz|
2 as |Ein|

2=7.8, 8.6, 12, and 16.4 MV2/cm2 on the blue line, respectively. 

 

In this study, we have investigated the optical multi-bistable effect in two racetracks filled with an optical Kerr 

material on one side of a MIM plasmonic waveguides by two-dimensional FDTD simulations. Because of its 

multi-bistable effect, such system may find technological applications in multi-switches, optical logic operations, or 

even optical devices. 
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Abstract- We consider a new method of light modulation via the magneto-optical effects in 

magneto-plasmonic crystals. The modulation of the structure’s magnetization in this case is induced 
by the electric field of the charged tip. So, the variations of the voltage on the needle produce the 

shift of a domain wall in the magnetic film due to the magnetoelectric effect and local 

magnetization switching. We demonstrated experimentally different regimes of modulation – linear 

and binary – with modulation depth up to 300% and more. 
 

We consider a scheme of Faraday magneto-optical light modulator with magnetization control via 

magneto-electric effect. Our earlier researches of bismuth-substituted iron garnets films showed the giant domain 

wall (DW) movement in electric field of charged tip due to magneto-electric effect [1, 2]. The displacement of 

DW may be increased with in-plain magnetic field applied normally to the DWs. Observed displacements in this 

case are up to half of the domain’s width (figure 1). The effect gives the opportunity to switch the film’s 
magnetization on spatial scales 5-10 microns without inductive electromagnets. 

 

Figure 1. Domain wall displacement due to magneto-electric effect. Tip’s voltage is (a) 0 V, (b) 1000 V. 

 

Considering such giant DW displacement we proposed and realized the Faraday magneto-optical light modulator 

with local magnetization control. The ferromagnetic dielectric film with composition (BiLu)3(FeGa)5O12 was deposed 

inside two electromagnets with fields orientation in-plane and normally to the film. The normal field is needed to tune 

the domains widths and to make they equal in non-zero in-plane field [1]. Laser beam passes through the polarizer – 

film – analyzer and its intensity is detected. Laser spot on the sample has the size about the domain width, 10-15 

microns. So, two parts of the light spot pass through two domains with opposite magnetization orientations and obtain 

opposite polarization rotation due to Faraday effect. DW’s displacement changes the ration between the parts of the 
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spot and the total light intensity passing through the analyzer, as a result. 

Amplitude and sign of intensity modulation depends on spot size, angle between polarizer and analyzer, relative 

positions of the light spot, DW and tip. Varying the parameters we experimentally obtained the linear regime with the 

modulation depth δ = [I(V)-I(0)]/I(0) up to 300%, where V = 1000 V is tip’s voltage (figure 2) [3]. 

(a) (b)  

Figure 2. Intensity modulation δ = [I(V)-I(0)]/I(0) for transmitted light vs tip’s voltage in different regimes 
of modulation: (a) linear regime with saturation, (b) binary regime. 

 

We used the local magnetization changes for modulation the surface plasmon-polaritons (SPP) exited on the 

bottom side of the gold grating deposited on the magnetic film. As a result the sharp magneto-optical resonance 

near spectral feature of SPP is observed. 
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Abstract— Dielectric and metallic nanoparticles feature the ability to resonantly interact with
light thanks to the excitation of electromagnetic resonances. Metallic particles host localized sur-
face plasmons while dielectric particles host morphologic resonances, also called Mie resonances.
Dielectric subwavelength sized particles feature very reach scattering spectra since they host both
electric and magnetic modes when the dielectric permittivity is typically larger than 7. The in-
terplay between electric and magnetic resonances opens a novel route to tailor light scattering,
and to engineer light matter interaction at the nanoscale with the design of all dielectric optical
antennas. Here, we present our recent advances in the calculation of the Purcell factor of sili-
con spherical cavities doped with emitters, and in the understanding of the link and di�erences
between surface plasmons and morphologic resonances. In particular, we show analytically how
positive dielectric particles can reproduce the electromagnetic response of plasmonic particles
characterized by a negative dielectric permittivity.

1. PURCELL FACTOR OF SI-BASED MIE RESONATORS

Subwavelength sized dielectric nanostructures made of semi-conductors have attracted a keen in-
terest over the last 6 years due to their ability to feature electric and magnetic resonances in the
visible and near infrared frequencies [1-2]. Silicon particles are very promising to design novel
light cavities. We derived in [3] the analytic expression of the decay rates of emitters located in
the vicinity (but outside) silicon particles. The expressions were derived for electric or magnetic
dipoles coupled with a silicon resonator featuring electric and magnetic dipolar and quadrupolar
modes [3].

Lastly, we considered the case of silicon particles homogeneously doped with quantum emitters.
By taking advantage of the latest progress in modal analysis of optical nano-cavities [4,5], we
derived the analytical expression of the e�ective volume of silicon Mie particles featuring electric
and magnetic resonances. These e�ective volumes permit to calculate the decay rates of quantum
emitters coupled to the cavity through the Purcell factor that is proportional to the ratio between
the quality factor and the e�ective volume. Importantly, this method allows for the calculation of
the final Purcell factor of a silicon particle homogeneously doped with quantum emitters modeled
as electric or magnetic dipoles featuring random orientations [6].

2. “PLASMONICS” WITH POSITIVE DIELECTRICS

Now that dielectric particles are widely used to enhance light matter interaction at the nanometer
scale, it still remains to know whether they can replace nanoparticles made of noble metals. The
dielectric permittivity of noble metals is dominated by the free electrons in the conduction band
leading to a negative real part and positive imaginary part, while insulators (without free electrons)
are characterized by a dielectric permittivity with positive real and imaginary parts.

In order to show that the fields scattered by a silver particle can be reproduced with a pos-
itive dielectric particle, we need to equalize the electric dipolar scattering coe�cients of the two
di�erent particles: a1(z0, �

metal

) = a1(z0, �
insulator

). The other scattering coe�cients are neg-
ligeable. After some algebraic manipulations, this expression can be simplified to the following

complex transcendental equation : �(1)
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Figure 1: Enhancement of the near electric fields in the vicinity of a silver particle (left, � = �2.5 + 0.5i, �
= 50 nm, � = 373.6 nm), and a positive dielectrics (left), � = 111.815 + i0.464, taken from Eq.1, with same
ratio �/�.

are the (tabulated) zeros of the Bessel function j

n

(x). By taking only the lowest zero, a1,1, Eq. 1
can be cast:

�eq =

✓
a

z0

◆2 1� (z0/a)2�in
1� (z0/b)2�in

. (1)

This analytic expression shows that two particles made of di�erent materials can scatter the same
electromagnetic field. Also, a study of the sign of the dielectric permittivity of the insulator,
�
z

insulator

, shows that when �
z

metal

depicts the dielectric permittivity of silver, Re[�
z

insulator

] is posi-
tive (see Fig.1). In other words, the electromagnetic response of silver nanoparticles when excited
at the surface plasmon resonance frequency can be reproduced with particles made of insulators [9].
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Abstract - The effect of the modulation instability of surface plasmon polariton waves in an 

ultra-thin metal film is demonstrated. It is shown that the modulation instability effect could be 

used for the generation of signals with a repetition rate in the terahertz range and ultrafast trains of 

picosecond optical pulses. 
 

In this work we propose a physical model of compact generator based on plasmon waveguides to produce short 

optical pulses with a controllable terahertz repetition rate. The pulse generation is produced by modulation 

instability of surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) in a structure with a silver film of subwavelength thickness.  

It is shown that during a time interval of a few picoseconds the slightly modulated SPP wave is transformed 

into a train of pulses due to nonlinear effects. In the case of the film thickness of 5 nm, the pulsation frequency 

equals 4.6 THz, the duration of each pulse is less than 0.1 ps (Fig. 1). For the film thickness of 10 nm the 

temporal dynamics at any given point looks like separated pulses of longer duration 0.5 ps attributed to a 

smaller group velocity of SPP. In this case the repetition rate of the pulse train is about 1.4 THz. In both cases 

the peak intensity is about 6 times higher than the intensity of the original SPP wave. Note, that the evolution of 

the modulated SPP wave is cyclical: the initial wave is transformed into a train of pulses that then transforms 

into a modulated wave to be decomposed into a sequence of pulses again, and so on. The period of the cycle 

depends on the relation between the dispersion and nonlinearity coefficient of system under consideration. For 

the used system parameters, the period of SPP wave 

evolution is few picoseconds. The SPPs of the required 

intensity and spatial period of modulation could be 

generated by using commercially available laser sources of 

moderate power.  
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Fig. 1. Evolution of the SPP intensity in the film of thickness 

5 nm; the initial wave (at t = 0), modulated along x-coordinate (in 

bottom), time dynamics of the wave intensity at x=0 (left), spatial 

distribution of the SPP intensity (top) at t = 16 ps. 
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Abstract. Surface plasmon-polariton is an electromagnetic wave that propagates along 

an interface between two materials with dielectric permittivity of opposite signs. Such 

waves can be focused by metal waveguides of special geometry. The spatial 

distribution for a near field strongly depends on a linear chirp of the laser pulse which 

can partially compensate the wave dispersion. Field distribution is calculated for 

different chirp values, opening angles and distances. The spatial selectivity of excitation 

of quantum dots (QDs) using focused field is shown using Bloch equations. 
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Abstract - Plasmonic hybridization is an elegant way of describing the electromagnetic interaction 

of strongly coupled plasmonic systems. The smaller is the distance between two particles the 

greater is the degree of hybridization of the system. Ultra-strong coupling then, can be achieved in 

sub-nanometer gap systems. In this context, the nonlocal character of the free-electron response 

becomes critical. We investigate an elemental system, highlighting the effects that non-locality 

introduces in a complex hybridization scheme. 

 

In recent years, significant efforts have been put in studying the electromagnetic (EM) response of complex 

plasmonic nano-assemblies and describing their behavior in strong coupling regime [1,2]. Intriguing applications 

have been envisaged from the possibility to hybridize localized surface plasmons (LSPs), especially for 

bio-sensing perspectives [3]. However, the necessity to increase the sensitivity of plasmonic systems 

unavoidably pushes the inter-particle gaps towards ultra-narrow regimes [4], requiring a more complex 

description of the electron optical response. The hydrodynamic approach is an ideal tool that allows investigating 

strongly coupled systems and in particular it allows to describe the EM response of deeply sub-wavelength 

plasmonic cavities [5]. 

The system we are presenting is a 2D rod-like antenna dimer that supports plasmonic resonances in the 

visible/near-infrared spectral range [6]. For conventional gap values (g larger than 3 nm), this system shows a 

bi-modal EM response, due to the hybridization of the unperturbed long axis LSPs individually supported by 

each antenna (see left part of Figure 1(a)). Nevertheless, when the gap is pushed below 3 nm, a more complex 

hybridization diagram has to be considered (Fig. 1(a)). On the surface of the antennas, high order modes can be 

observed, with particular evidence in the gap region [7]. These modes are very sensitive to the gap and for this 

reason we indicate them as gap modes. Under particular geometrical conditions, these modes can spectrally 

overlap to the long axis hybrid modes, generating new hybridization schemes (Fig. 1(a)). We studied this system 

using a Finite Element Method software (Comsol Multiphysics) in a configuration that strongly promotes the 

long axis antibonding mode (see inset in Figure 1(a)). In Figure 1(b) we reported the evolution of the power 

scattered by the dimer as a function of the inter-particle distance. As we can appreciate, for gaps around g = 3 

nm, the far-field spectrum shows a quite broad peak around 800 nm wavelength. If we reduce the gap we can 

observe how the peak at 800 nm remains practically fixed, while a relatively sharp feature arises in the high 

energy side of the spectrum and red-shifts significantly. Finally, around g = 0.5 nm, the two modes appear 

strongly overlapped. 

We focused on the near-field distributions in correspondence of the two separate peaks. In particular, the 

narrow feature is characterized by a field distribution strongly localized in the gap region (Fig. 1(c)). 

Considering the high spectral evolution of this resonance as a function of the gap and the high field confinement 

observed, we ascribe it to a gap mode. 

 



 
Figure 1. (a). Hybridization diagram of the 2D dimer respectively for g > 3nm (left part) and g < 3 nm. Inset in the lower right part: sketch 

of the system optical configuration. (b). 2D plot of the scattered power spectrum as a function of g. (c,d). Local response of respectively 

the gap mode and the long axis antibonding mode (the vectorial field corresponds to the surface current density distribution). 

 

Instead, in correspondence of the 800 nm resonance (Fig. 1(d)) the surface current densities of the two antennas 

are present in mutual out-of-phase oscillation condition (we put arrows in the plot in order to help the view). 

The fine control of two different plasmonic modes in ultra-small gap regimes opens the possibility to 

investigate complex hybridization phenomena taking into account non-local optical response. This provides a 

deep insight of the hybridization processes in an ideal framework, probing the sensitivity limits of plasmonic 

systems endowed with sub-nm gaps. 
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Abstract - When placed near a thin metallic film, excitons in a quantum dot (QD) decay into surface 

plasmon polaritons (SPPs), guided modes of light confined at the interface of the metal/dielectric. It was 

reported that the interaction of SPPs with excitons in a QD may give rise to a modification in the 

photoluminescence (PL) spectra of the exciton energy levels, however the mechanism that explains this 

modification remains unclear. We propose a new methodology to excite many energy levels in an exciton by 

placing the QDs near a metallic array of slits fabricated onto a thin metallic gold (Au) film. By changing the 

position under the array where the QDs are excited we can resolve between the many energy levels. The 

unique features of the PL spectra obtained are the result of the strong electromagnetic field (EMF), the 

increase in the local density of states (LDOS) and the mesoscopic effects attributed to the gradient of the 

SPP field near the QDs.  

The area of plasmonics has grown in the last decade as a promising successor for electronics and 
photonics, because we can in principle design devices as fast as in photonics and also as small as in 
electronics. To do so, the interaction of SPPs with matter has become of fundamental importance, even 
more because of the ability to control quantum emitters at low dimensional systems is a natural feature of 
plasmonics. For example, it has been reported that when SPPs interact with semiconductor quantum 
emitters such as excitons in QDs or quantum wells, they may give rise to an enhancement or quench in 
the PL spectrum of these emitters [1-4], although details about the conditions for each case are still 
lacking. 

To probe the interaction of InAs quantum dots with surface plasmon polaritons InAs quantum dots 
were grown by Molecular Beam Epitaxy on (100)-oriented GaAs substrate. After the 300nm GaAs buffer 
layer we deposited 2.0 monolayers (ML) of InAs at 530ºC followed by a 30s annealing. Then a 12nm 
GaAs layer was grown. This process was repeated 5 times in order to produce a sample of stacked QDs to 
increase the density of QD emitters. The 12nm spacer layer is enough to prohibit electronic coupling 
between the QDs at different layers. After the QD growth a thin Au film of 120nm was deposited over the 
final GaAs surface by thermal evaporation. Then, we used a Focused Ion Beam (FIB) FEI Quanta 3D 
200i system to mill a pattern over the Au film using a Ga+ ion beam. The pattern consists of a slit array 
with 100nm width and period (distance between the center of two adjacent slits) of 400nm, as shown in 
figure 1. 

In order to investigate the response of the system to the intensity of the SPPs we have focused the 
laser beam at the four different points shown in figure 1. We used a 785nm laser beam at full power and 
TM polarizations. The backscattered light from the grating is shown in figure 2. The differences observed 
in the PL spectra revels the mechanisms of exciton-SPP interaction. 

 



 

 

Figure 1: Secondary electron microscope image of the slit array patterned using FIB on a Au film of 120nm thickness 

deposited over a GaAs cap layer. The positions numbered P1-4 represent the positions where the PL spectrum of the sample 

was taken with laser focused on the surface of the sample. The inset shows a cross-section image of the pattern. The slits are 

100nm width, 10µm length and the period of the array is 400nm. 

 

 
Figure 2: Normalized PL signal for each of the 4 points P1-4 given by figure 1. The 785nm laser beam is focused at each 

point at maximum intensity of 530x103 W/cm2 and TM polarization mode. The inset shows the normalized PL spectra for the 

sample of UQDs at minimum (0.5x103 W/cm2) and maximum (530x103 W/cm2) laser power. 
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Abstract- Using first principles calculations, we investigate the origin of near-infrared plasmonic 

activity in M-doped ZnO (MZO), one of the most promising TCO materials for optoelectronics and 

photovoltaics applications. Our results predict realistic values for the plasma frequency and the free 

electron density as a function of the M-doping, in agreement with recent experimental results. Then 

we characterize the plasmon properties of In-doped nanowires that have been envisaged as 

plasmonic nanoparticles for energy conversion applications. 

 

Noble metals such as gold and silver are conventionally used as the primary plasmonic building blocks in the 

fields of the telecommunications and energy conversion. [1]. However, metals are plagued by large losses, 

especially in the UV–vis and IR spectral ranges, arising in part from interband electronic transitions and in part 

from dissipative scattering events. These losses are detrimental to the performance of plasmonic devices, 

seriously limiting the feasibility of many plasmonic applications. As an alternative, heavily doped 

semiconductors, such as transparent conductive oxides (TCOs), can exhibit a small negative real permittivity and 

very small losses at the infrared and longer wavelengths [2]. 

 

Transparent conducting oxides (TCOs) are electrical conductive materials with a low absorption of light in 

the visible range. The unique combination of metallicity and transparency makes TCOs appealing for a variety 

of applications, including photovoltaic cells, flat displays, invisible electronics and plasmonics. TCOs are 

obtained by doping wide band-gap semiconductors with metal ions. Yet, the remarkable combination of 

conductivity in an albeit wide-gap (i.e., transparent) material is not fully understood, along with the effect of 

dopants on charge transport.  

 

Here, we present a first principles investigation of the optical and plasmonic properties of metal-doped ZnO 

systems (MZO), based on density functional theory, within the Random-Phase-Approximation. First, we 

investigate how doping [3-5] and defects [6] affects the optical and electronic properties of MZOs, up to the 

experimental solubility limit (3%–4%). Then, we study the origin of plasmonic activity in MZO transparent 

conducting oxides [7] and we provide a microscopic insight on the formation of surface-plasmon polaritons at 

the Al:ZnO/ZnO interfaces in terms of characteristic lengths that can be measured by experiments. These 

systems present tunable plasmonic activity in the near-IR range and in particular at wavelength relevant for 

telecommunications (1,5 μm), in agreement with the experimental results [8]. Finally, we investigated the 

optoelectronic properties of In-doped ZnO nanowires [9]. We show that the wires behave as 1D TCOs and 

low-loss plasmonic elements in the near IR and visible range. We discuss the possibility to develop 



nanostructured energy converters in the form plasmon-heater/thermoelectric generator fully based on MZO 

nanowires. 
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Abstract - This manuscript addresses the upconversion excitation and emission obtained from 

an Er3+-doped tellurite glass through nanostructured metallic surfaces consisting of a square 

lattice of subwavelengh slits fabricated on a gold thin film. The periodic nanostructures were 

fabricated with a Focused Gallium Ion Beam on a gold thin film deposited onto an Er3+-doped 

tellurite glass. The Er3+ ion was excited using 980nm and the luminescence spectra measured at 

the far-field (in the 400−700 nm wavelength range). The emission observed through the metallic 

nanostructure is caused by: (i) Upconversion excitation of the Er3+ ions via extraordinary optical 

transmission through the grating. (ii) The coupling between the excited Er3+ ions and the surface 

plasmon polariton on the gold/glass interface. 

Surface plasmons enable the localization of light at nanoscale and provide an effective way of 
controlling the excitation and emission properties of quantum systems. Such characteristic is important 
for diverse applications, e.g., nanophotonics, biosensing, biotechnology, medical imaging and others. 
The most fascinating aspects of metallic nanostructures for plasmonics are their linear and nonlinear 
optical properties [1, 2]. In addition, the optical properties of metallic nanostructures are strongly 
dependent on the shape, depth and thickness of the films [3]. Electromagnetic surface waves 
propagating in the parallel direction of metal/dielectric interfaces have been extensively investigated 
for a wide range of applications [4]. Including engineering and light transport on a subwavelength scale, 
owing to their ability to significantly enhance optical and electromagnetic field intensities around 
metallic nanostructures, which can change the excitation and emission properties of locally excited 
quantum systems, such as Er3+ ions. In this frame, we can build experimental setups for a variety of 
fascinating physical processes in a plasmonic and quantum system, known today as quantum 
plasmonics [5,6]. Nevertheless, the properties of metallic nanostructures (LSPR, SPP, plasmon intensity, 
tuning of the plasmon wavelength and others) depend on both geometry of the nanostructure and the 
substrate. In this work we investigated the luminescence of Erbium ions in a glass matrix. The Er3+ ion 
was excited using 980nm and the luminescence spectra measured at the far-field (in the 400−700 nm 
wavelength range). The emission observed through the metallic nanostructure is caused by: (i) 
Upconversion excitation of the Er3+ ions via extraordinary optical transmission through the grating. (ii) 
The coupling between the excited Er3+ ions and the surface plasmon polariton on the gold/glass 
interface. The glass substrate content 1 mol% Er2O3 concentration, i.e., 10000 ppm in weight of erbium. 
A gold thin film with thickness of 120 nm was thermally evaporated onto the substrate. The metallic 
nanostructure array is composed by a 10μm length slit with 100nm width fabricated by means of a 
focused gallium ion beam milling. The array area is 10μm2 and the slit periods are 500, 700 and 
900nm. 



  
Figure 1: Confocal scanning microscopy images of the 10x10 μm metallic gratings showing the luminescence (total 

intensity in the range of 400-700nm) using a 980nm excitation wavelength. The slit width is 100nm and the period is denoted 

by p. The laser was polarized in the TM mode (transverse to the slit length). 
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Figure 2: Visible luminescence spectra collected from the entire grating for three grating periods.  
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Abstract-The theoretical method to study strong interactions between an ensemble of quantum 

emitters mediated by plasmonic nanoparticle cluster has been presented by using a rigorous 

first-principles electromagnetic Green’s tensor technique. We find that strong coherent and 

non-coherent interactions could be observed in the same plasmonic hot spots system under different 

frequencies. These two interactions could lead to multifrequency multi-qubit entanglement and 

coherent energy transfer between emitters respectively in the hot spot systems. 
 

Figure 1 presents multifrequency multi-qubit genuine entanglement1 with long duration quantum beats 

derived from non-coherent interaction under coupling resonance frequencies (Figure 2). Strong coherent 
interaction (large 12 11/GZ *  in Figure 3(a)) could shift the energy levels of emitters and lead to coherent 

resonance energy transfer2 (Figure 3(b)). 

      
Figure 1                           Figure 2                          Figure 3 

Figure 1: Genuine entanglement of two quantum emitters inserted in the gaps of a silver trimer (see inset) 

with different separation distances. (a) d=4nm, (b) d=2nm, (c) d=1nm. Figure 2: (a) Spontaneous decay rate 
* and (b) interference term /AB* * of quantum emitters described in Fig. 1. Figure 3: (a) Non-coherence 

interaction term 12 /* * and coherent term 12 11/GZ * . (b) Populations of donor and acceptor and their difference. 
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Abstract-The one-dimensional (1D) structures were fabricated by means of the two-beam 

interference technique. The surfaces were covered with an aluminum thick film. Transverse 

magnetic reflection spectra were measured for metallic gratings. The experimental spectra exhibited 

a minimum due to the excitation of surface plasmons, which was coupled by light via the gratings. 

The experimental results are compared with Rayleigh theory. 

 

The surface plasmons (SPs) are electromagnetic waves localized at the interface between a metal and 

dielectric medium and they have a transverse magnetic (TM) character. The field intensity is maximum at the 

interface and decays exponentially for distances perpendicular to the interface. This field confinement together 

with adequate manipulation the light permit the possibility to go at subwavelength scale achievable with SPs. 

For achieved this, the structure requires an efficiently coupling SPs from space light and to control the 

propagation in predetermined direction >1-6@. Plasmonic promises potential applications>7@.  
In this paper, the problem of diffraction of light, based on Rayleigh criterion for SPs to excite by metallic 

gratings, is presented. The Rayleigh hypothesis restrict the values of the peak-to-peak h respect to the period a of 

any function profile z = f(y) and h/a < 0.143 >8-11@ . Gratings reflect the incident wave and the orders rn satisfy 
the following equation,    

 

��6 Cm,n I ^- >E1(Dn)-E2(Dm)@`rn = Dm,0 I ^+ >E1(D0)+E2(Dm)@`u0                     (1) 
 

Numerical Results: The eq. (1) is solved by assuming that the 1D structured metallic surface has a 

sinusoidal profile with period a = 555 nm, which is determined for the experimental technique. Besides, 

electromagnetic incident waves as Gaussian beams and plane waves were considered. The values of the complex 

refractive index for the aluminum were interpolated from the data presented in >12@. 
 

Experimental results: The spectra of the experimental specular reflection Rexp was measured from 250 to 

800 nm for 'O=1 nm resolution and for different angles of incidence from 16 to 35o, in steps of 'T�= 1o. The 

Figure 1 shows the specular reflection as a function of wavelength for a fixed angle of incidence Ti = 20o. The 
purple, red and blue curves correspond to the experimental, the theoretical, calculated for a Gaussian beam, and 

the theoretical, calculated for a plane wave, respectively. To obtain both theoretical curves the peak-to-peak 

height was h = 120 nm for plane wave and was h = 80 nm for Gaussian beam, respectively. It is possible to see 

minima in the experimental and theoretical curve; these minima are associated with the excitation of SPs by 



 2 

gratings. The experimental reflection spectrum shows two minima, and it is compared with the theoretical 

reflection spectrum calculated for a Gaussian beam and a plane wave. 

          
Figure 1. (a) The TM Specular reflection versus wavelength for an angle of incidence of 20o, a period a = 555 

nm. The theoretical curve was calculated with h = 80 nm for Gaussian beam and h = 120 for a plane wave, 

respectively. The purple, red and blue correspond to the experimental, theoretical for a Gaussian beam and 

theoretical for a plane wave. (b) A transverse electric (TE) Specular reflection versus wavelength for an angle of 

incidence of a 20o, a period a = 555 nm. The purple and blue correspond to the experimental, and theoretical for 

a plane wave. 

 

Results of the reflection spectrum and light diffraction for a 2D structured metallic surface or bigrating will 

be presented during the meeting.  
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Abstract— The excited states of molecular-sized systems have an intrinsic quantum nature.
How to recognize plasmonic excitations microscopically in these systems is still an open issue.
Here we introduce approaches that allow the quantification of the plasmonic character for each
excitation based on first-principles simulations. Our results on isolated and hybrid prototypical
nanostructures shed some light on the nature of plasmons at the nanoscale.

Localized surface plasmon resonances are collective electronic excitations of nanostructures that
couple strongly with electromagnetic radiation allowing its confinement down to deep subwavelength
regions, below the di�raction limit[1]. Thus they represent a powerful tool to manipulate light at
the nanoscale and are the basis of a wide variety of applications ranging from light harvesting[2] to
medicine[3].

On the theoretical side, plasmons can be classically defined as the collective charge density
oscillations of the electrons in metals driven by their strong induced electromagnetic field. Metal
nanoparticles are the most traditional plasmonic materials and their optical properties are generally
described by semiclassical models of the frequency-dependent dielectric function[4]. This description
has been very useful for designing applications, but fails to convey a microscopic understanding
of what plasmons are. In particular, when the system size reaches a few nanometers, quantum
finite-size e�ects become important and classical descriptions break down, unraveling the intrinsic
quantum nature of plasmons. Indeed, nanoparticles are composed of electrons and nuclei like
ordinary molecules. Therefore, their excited states, which include plasmons, must be understood
in terms of the same elementary electron-hole excitations routinely used to interpret molecular
excited states. In solid-state physics the electronic excitations are classified as single-particle and
plasmonic ones. However, at the nanoscale, they are indissolubly mixed[5], and the identification of
plasmonic excitations in small nanosystems is currently an unsolved problem and a highly debated
research topic[6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12].

absorp'on)spectrum)

plasmonicity)index)

Figure 1: TDDFT absorption spectrum averaged over the three spatial polarizations (in arbitrary units) of
Ag20 cluster (black line) and plasmonicity index (black diamonds and vertical lines) computed for selected
peaks in the spectrum. The inset shows a selected isosurface plot of the imaginary part of the TDDFT
response charge density.

Recently, we have introduced a number, the plasmonicity index[13], which quantifies the plas-
monic character of the excitations of a nanosystem. The rigorous theoretical definition of this
index leads to the physically sound result that the measure of the plasmonicity of an excitation
is proportional to its capability of enhancing locally an external electromagnetic radiation[10].



The mathematical expression of the plasmonicity index is based on the interaction of matter with
electromagnetic field at the microscopic level and therefore it is general and applicable to any fi-
nite system. Moreover, it can be computed directly from the results of standard first-principles
simulations, thus making it easily accessible, versatile and promising for the extension to other
frameworks. We validated our approach on the few paradigmatic systems where the classification
of plasmonic and single-particle excitations was established before[6]. Then, we applied it to metal
nanostructures, such as the Ag20 cluster shown in Figure 1, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons as
molecular models of graphene nanoflakes which host “molecular plasmons”[7], and prototypical hy-
brid systems composed of plasmonic and molecular portions. The electronic, optical absorption and
plasmonic properties of all these systems are investigated through (TD)DFT-based state-of-the-art
first-principles approaches[14]. In all cases the results are, a posteriori, conforming with intuition
and provide insights into the microscopic origin of the plasmonic resonances in small plasmonic
and hybrid nanosystems, thus paving the way for the analysis of complex nanostructured materials
whose plasmonic properties are unknown a priori.

In conclusion, the definition of the plasmonicity index points out the role of the induced Coulomb
potential and represents a step forward in the fundamental understanding of the concept of plasmon
in a molecular-sized system.
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Abstract-Au nanostructures can be fabricated to intentionally guide the propagation of surface 

plasmon polaritons (SPPs), which leads to the varying of propagating directions for the SPP beams, 

and thus generates the orbital angular momentum (AM) of SPPs. Here, we investigated the coupling 

of such plasmonic orbital AM with optical spin AM, and found that the chiral characteristics of Au 

nanostructures impose great effects on the electromagnetic modes of SPPs under this spin-orbit 

interactions.  

    The optical spin-orbit interaction is that a coupling of the intrinsic angular momentum (photon spin) and the 

extrinsic momentum (orbital angular momentum) [1-2]. The effect is usually observed when the light passes 

through an anisotropic and inhomogeneous medium. For instances, the optical spin Hall effect, beam 

displacement and momentum shift due to the optical spin, was observed at the medium interface. In plasmonic 

structures, the surface plasmon polaritons travel along the path that can be defined to within a subwavelength 

scale by the geometric patterns of the structures, which generate a significant optical orbital angular momentum. 

In our work, on the Au thin film deposited on glass substrates, we fabricate the subwavelength holes by focused 

ion beam, which form the ring shape. Using the scanning near-field optical microscope, the different propagation 

modes of surface plasmon polaritons has been observed for the excitation light with the left and right handed 

circular polarization, respectively. Based on the conservation of total optical angular momentum in this circular 

system, the coupling effect of the spin and orbital angular momentum can be deduced from the measured and 

simulated distribution of electric fields. 
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Abstract- The transmittance of two planar multilayer stacks is computed. When 537nm red light 

impinges on the stacks with an incident angle of 46q, the transmittance of Si3N4/Ag(46nm)/water 

stack vanishes, while the transmittance of Si3N4/Ag(46nm)/water(2nm)/Si3N4 is about 0.13%. If we 

combine these two stacks in parallel with each other, the composite structure can turn photons “on” 
and “off” in far field distances. This suggests that the beam size and intensity of SPCE rely on the 

choice of dielectric material. 
 

Recent progress in plasmonics has brought about a number of applications at the molecule level, such as 

dipole optical antennae, sensitive SERS technique etc. Bringing a fluorophore to a continuous metallic film 

within 200nm distance results in a directional beam called Surface Plasmon coupled emission (SPCE) [1-3]. As 

a high sensitive technique, SPCE has been used to study bio-molecule interactions in laboratories with 

fluorophores and metallic films dependent on appropriate spectral range [4]. However, the role played by the 

dielectric materials near the metal-dielectric interface remains to be explored. 

To understand how dielectric interacts with metal film in SPCE, we choose to study optical properties of 

planar Si3N4/Ag/water/Si3N4 multilayer stacks using plane-wave propagation model described elsewhere [5-6]. 

First we calculated the reflectance of Si3N4/Ag (46nm)/water for visible light. The reflectance of light at 

wavelength of 537nm for the multilayer stack is at minimum at an incidence angle of 46q, and the transmittance 
vanishes, as shown in Fig. 1. Light cannot travel through this structure because it is trapped at the Ag/water 

interface as SPPs [7]. 

 

Figure 1   Reflectance vs the angle of incidence in Si3N4/Ag/water stack. 

Then we calculate the transmittance of Si3N4/Ag(46nm)/water(2nm)/Si3N4 stack from monochromatic light 

with O=537nm, keeping the Ag thickness and the incidence angle unchanged. We set the water layer as thin as 
2nm, and got a transmittance of about 0.13%. Even though this value is so small, it is significant as compared to 

the transmittance of the tri-layer stack we mentioned above. Detection of this transmitted light is possible at 

far-field. 
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Figure 2   Si3N4/Ag/water/(water,Si3N4,water) structure 

If these two structures are hybridized to form Si3N4/46nm Ag/2nm water/(water,Si3N4,water) stack, as shown 

as Fig.2, SPPs are generated at the silver-water interface. A certain amount of SPP energy is transformed into 

SPCE in the outside Si3N4. Because of wavevector compensation in high refractive index dielectric(Si3N4), one 

would also expect some SPP photons from left side of water-Si3N4 are converted into the same SPCE while 

entering Si3N4 region, thus makes SPCE stronger. Since photon-scattering effect takes place at Si3N4-water 

boundary, this does not affect the SPCE direction at all. Therefore SPCE beam size depends on the dielectric 

material which turns SPCE “on”. 

In a summary, by calculating the transmittance of optical waves in planar metal-dielectric stacks, we show 

that different dielectric materials coupled with metal can turn “on” and “off” SPCE, thus the wave-fronts of light 

is modified through these metal-dielectric structures. It is the dielectric material which turns SPCE “on” that 

determines the SPCE beam size. 

The author acknowledges the start-up funding from Yancheng Teachers University for this study.  
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Abstract We investigated theoretically and experimentally the resonance coupling between the 

magnetic dipole resonances of silicon nanospheres and molecular excitons. By coating the silicon 

nanosphere with a dye molecule layer, we demonstrated that hybrid states were induced around the 

magnetic dipole resonance mode due to magnetic field mediated Fano-type energy transfer. We further 

observed a Rabi splitting of 100 meV by spin coating the silicon nanospheres with J-aggregates 

(TDBC).  

The plasmon−exciton coupling, known as plexciton,1 in hybrid nanostructures composed of noble metal 

nanostructures and aggregate molecules has been a subject of intense study for tailoring the light−matter 
interactions. In these hybrid systems, the localized surface plasmon resonances (LSPRs) of the metallic 

nanostructures can concentrate light into deep-subwavelength volumes and induce large electromagnetic field 

enhancement around the nanostructures. Strong interaction phenomena from Fano-type energy transfer to strong 

coupling can be induced due to the coupling between the molecular excitons and plasmon resonances. Such 

interaction forms the basis of many practical applications, such as high-performance sensing, subwavelength 

signal processing and transmitting, and single-photon sources. However, the noble metal nanostructures usually 

suffer from the intrinsic losses at the visible wavelength region. Recently, high-refractive-index dielectric 

nanoparticles have been demonstrated to support both electric and magnetic resonant modes in the entire visible 

and near-IR spectral regions.2, 3 The interference of the electric and magnetic resonances in these dielectric 

nanoparticles opens up a novel approach to manipulation of light at the nanoscale,4 which is important for many 

applications like solar cells, ultrasensitive sensing, and light emitting devices. Besides, various resonance 

interactions at the nanoscale mediated by the magnetic resonances have been achieved. In comparison with the 

plasmonic metals, the dielectric nanoparticles exhibit lower loss and are more CMOS compatible, making them 

promising for the future applications of on-chip nanophotonics.  

In our study, we demonstrated that localized magnetic dipole resonance (LMDR)−exciton coupling can be 

realized in hybrid nanostructures composed of dielectric nanoparticle and molecular J-aggregates. We applied 

Mie theory to calculate the resonance coupling effect, where the hybrid structure was modeled by coating the 

silicon nanosphere with a molecule layer. The exciton resonance of the molecule shell was modeled with 

Lorentzian line shape. The theoretical results indicated that new hybrid energy states can be induced around the 

magnetic dipole resonance of the silicon nanosphere. Furthermore, for relatively large oscillator strength, a 



blue-shifted cavity resonance mode emerges in the dye shell, which can strongly couple with the electric dipole 

resonance in the silicon nanosphere. These interactions were manifested by Fano-resonance-like dip structure in 

the scattering and extinction spectra. The optical near-field properties of the hybrid nanostructure was then 

calculated via finite element method, which indicated that for coupling between the electric dipole mode of the 

silicon nanosphere and cavity mode of the dye shell, the Fano dip was resulted from electric field-induced 

energy transfer from the silicon core to the dye shell, while magnetic field-induced energy transfer dominated at 

the Fano dip in the exciton−LMDR coupling region. This is significant different from that of the plexcitonic. To 

verify the theoretical calculations, we have experimentally measured the coupling between individual silicon 

nanospheres and J-aggregates using dark-field scattering spectroscopy.  

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that exciton−LMDR resonance coupling in dielectric hybrid 
nanostructures can generate Fano-type energy transfer associated with the novel magnetic response, 
which is distinctly different from plasmon-induced energy transfer in plexcitonic nanostructures. Such 
coupling effect in low-loss dielectric nanoparticles opens up a novel approach to the strong 
light−matter interaction at the nanoscale and make it promising for the various applications in future 
nanophotonic devices and circuits. 
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Abstract-Fast and accurate modelling of three-wave mixing processes in arbitrary stratified 

medium has significant practical and scientific importance. Several attempts to generalize 

transfer-matrix method (TMM) for nonlinear interactions have been made, however none suits for 

easy-to-use modelling of plasmonic structures which requires oblique angle of incidence, 

p-polarization and minimal approximations. In this work, an easy-to-use extension to standard 

TMM is proposed. The proposed method is used to study the strength of unconventional plasmonic 

enhancement of second harmonic generation (SHG).  
 

Without any derivation here, we state the differences in comparison to the standard TMM [1]. For compact 

notation, only results regarding the p-polarized SHG will be presented, however generalization to any three-wave 

mixing process is straightforward. The appropriate field component ( )iU , ( )y iE in case of s-polarization and ( )y iH  

for p-polarization, inside a layer number i  is defined as a sum of forward and backward propagating fields 

( ) ( ) ( )i i iU U U+ −= +  in usual way, which are given by a sum of a homogeneous wave and inhomogeneous wave 

( ) ( )
( )

( )
( )z i sz iik z ik z

i i iU A e B e
± ±± ± ±= + . The amplitudes of inhomogeneous waves are found to be expressed as 

 
( )

( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )2 2
,

sz i i

sz i sx i sx i sz ii

ik d
i s ii sz i sx i sx i sz i

k p k pB

k kB k p k p e

ω
+ ++

− − −

 − 
   = −
 −  −   

  (1) 

where ω  denotes the frequency of the SHG wave, c  is the speed of light, 0ε  is the permittivity of a vacuum and 

( )id  is the thickness of layer i . The magnitudes of the wavevectors of homogeneous and inhomogeneous waves are 

defined by ( ) ( ) ( ) /z i ik n cω ω=  and ( ) ( ) ( )/ 2 /s i ik n cω ω= , where ( ) ( )in ω  denotes the refractive index of layer 

i . ( )s i
±p  is defined through equation for nonlinear polarization ( ) ( )

( )
( ) ( ) ( )
(2)

0
sz iik z

NL i s i i p i p ie ε χ±± ± ± ±= =P p E E , where ( )
( )2
iχ  

is the second order nonlinear susceptibility tensor and ( )p i
±E  denotes the electrical field of fundamental wave. All the 

waves are taken to depend only on z-coordinate. As usual, all the wavevectors are taken to be in xz-plane and the 

x-dependence is harmonic. 

The propagation matrix, which relates the field amplitudes in the beginning of a layer i  to the amplitudes at the 

end of the layer, has just additional nonlinear term ( )NL iP    

 
( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )( ) ( )
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 ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ,sz i i z i iik d ik d

NL i iP B e e
± ±± ±= −   (3) 

where ( )L iP  denotes the ordinary propagation matrix. Another important component is transfer matrix, which relates 

the field components at the interface between the layers. Again, it was possible to express the nonlinear term as an 

extension of standard TMM: 
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  (5) 

The system matrix, which describes the whole system, 

could be easily found by multiplying the propagation 

and transfer matrices of all the layers and interfaces. 

Finding the power of reflected and transmitted SHG 

signal is straightforward, if assuming that there is no 

incident SHG signal. This newly developed nonlinear 

TMM (NL-TMM) was formed as an easy-to-use python 

library. 

 NL-TMM was used to study alternative, generally 

not studied, process for plasmonic enhancement of SHG. 

The common process for the plasmonic enhancement of 

SHG is described by 22 2 ,f p fω ω ω→ → where two 

pump-photons excites two plasmons at the fundamental 

frequency (with enhanced electrical field) which will 

decay to the SHG signal due to a nonlinear interaction. 

This kind of process is well studied and understood. 

However, an alternative process for plasmonic 

enhancement also exists, where two pump photons will 

excite plasmons at the double frequency directly 

( 2 22 f p fω ω ω→ → ). The results in Fig. 1 show, that such effect (corresponding angle denoted by 2p ω ) exists, 

however, as expected it is a few orders of magnitude smaller than alternative process (denoted by pω ), that is why it 

is generally experimentally not observed. Additional analysis will be presented. 

  NL-TMM derived in this study has vast potential in many studies. It could be used to model the 

plasmon-enhanced spontaneous parametric down-conversion described in Ref. [2] more precisely, if assuming that 

SPDC is a difference frequency generation process initiated by a vacuum fluctuations. If NL-TMM will be 

generalized to take into account anisotropy as well, then it would be beneficial to precisely estimate the SGH 

generated in the setup described in Ref. [3] which employs leaky Dyakonov SPPs for surface-wave excitation without 

a prism. 
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Figure 1. Reflected SHG intensity ( SHGR ), fundamental 
(λ=1550 nm) and second harmonic field enhancement ( ωη  
and 2ωη ) in SiO2 crystal for the ZnSe-Ag-SiO2 structure 
shown in inset. Crystallograpic x-axis is aligned to be 
perpenticular to metal-crystal interface. 
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Abstract— Thin metallic films can be unstable upon deposition. A phenomenon called dewet-
ting leads to hole appearance and propagation until only isolated particles remain. We studied
the optical response of the system during the dewetting process and the possibilities to tune the
optical response of the particles through substrate nanopatterning.

A major issue in glass industry concerning the use of thin metallic layers is their instability at
reasonable temperatures (i.e. below metal melting point). A phenomenon, called dewetting, takes
place, transforming thin layers into isolated particles [1]. However, dewetting is also an a�ordable
and scalable way to produce nano-particles (NP) suitable for applications in various domains such
as photovoltaics [2], optoelectronics [3] and plasmonics [4].

Dewetting can be controlled, for example via the substrate patterning prior to the deposition
of metallic film [5]. As a result, regular arrays of NP are obtained. The first demonstration of this
method [5] was made with a silicon, and thus opaque substrate, preventing complete optical char-
acterization. It was later shown [6], that using the Nano-Imprint technique for surface patterning
allows to combine the advantages of controlled dewetting and substrate transparency, here silica
(see Fig.1).
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Figure 1: Comparison of the absoprtion in silver NP arrays obtained from solid state dewetting on flat (blue)
at surface vs. patterned (green) surface. Image width is 10 µm.

A recent study on silver dewetting [7] has been applied to produce ordered arrays of silver
nano-particles. The optical response of such systems was measured in transmission, reflection and



absorption. We observed the modification of the absorption signal with changes in the array of
metallic NP, determined by tunable operating conditions: substrate pattern or silver deposition
parameters. The results are also compared to dewetting on flat surfaces.

On flat surfaces, an absorption peak is observed at 420 nm. It remains unchanged on patterned
surfaces, and a second peak appears. Its position is influenced by the pattern of the substrate.
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Abstract-I report a new fabrication technique for chiral metal nanoparticles based on hole-mask 

colloidal lithography and angled evaporation. These plasmonic particles show a significant circular 

dichroism (CD) response and are promising candidates for plasmon-enhanced molecular CD 

measurements. 
 

The electronic resonances of a plasmonic metal nanoparticle (NP) do not only depend on its structure and 

composition but, due to near field interactions, also on the attributes of the surrounding materials, especially the 

refractive index. Therefore, metal NPs are widely used for high sensitivity refractive index sensing [1]. The near 

field interactions are also exploited in more specific ways, one of which is through the creation of super chiral 

electromagnetic fields for enhancing the sensitivity of chiroptical measurements, allowing not only the detection 

but also the characterization of very dilute amounts of chiral material such as many biomolecules. It was shown 

that such fields are generated by optically exciting planar plasmonic chiral NPs [2]. 

The state-of-the-art fabrication technique of NPs with chiral responses involves time consuming methods 

such as layer-by-layer electron-beam lithography [3]. More simplicity and higher throughput is achieved when 

using instead a method based on self-assembled colloidal particles allowing to efficiently and reliably produce 

NPs of various geometries and sizes over large area surfaces [4]. 

In this contribution I am presenting a novel fabrication method of planar plasmonic chiral Au nanocrescents 

based on hole-mask colloidal lithography [4]. This method standardly involves the self-assembly of charged 

polystyrene nanospheres onto a spin coated PMMA layer covered with a triple layer of polyelectrolytes. The 

orthogonal physical vapor deposition (PVD) of a metal layer and subsequent tape stripping and oxygen-plasma 

etching leaves behind a hole-mask of randomly distributed holes with diameters given by the polystyrene 

nanospheres. The final structures are then created by angled PVD through these holes, whereby the novelty of 

the system presented here lies in utilizing the fact that the cross section of the hole is shrinking when evaporating 

material through it. For a deposition under a constant tilt angle with constant rotation speed around the axis of 

evaporation and a constant deposition rate this leads to semi rings with steady decrease in width and height from 

one end to the other. 

Measuring the absorbance of Au crescents fabricated as described above (see fig. 1) shows a broad 

plasmonic response at a wavelength of about 780 nm which fits to previous results for Au structures [1]. 

Furthermore, when measuring the absorbance with circular polarized light, the resonance wavelength shifts and 

this shift also shows significant differences when comparing the two cases of clockwise and anti-clockwise 

circular polarization. 

These newly designed nanostructures are therefore promising tools for the detection and structural analysis 

of chiral materials, yielding high sensitivity combined with a time- and cost-efficient fabrication method. 
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   Figure 1 Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the Au nanocrescents. 
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Abstract- A plasmonics nanofilter based on the Metal-insulator-metal waveguide with an Archimedes’ 
Spiral nanostructure is proposed and demonstrated by FDTD method. The simulation results indicate 

that the transmission valley and peak can be tuned by the rotation angle of the right-handed Archimedes 

(RAS) spiral structure and the number of channel can be adjusted by the number of the RAS ring. The 

unique feature may have potential applications in filter, sensor and photonic integrated circuits. 

 

Surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) propagating at the metal/dielectric interface has deep mode confinement, 

which has been considered as the promising solution to reduce the transverse dimension of the optical devices. 

Metal-insulator-metal (MIM) waveguide is demonstrated to be the best way to guide light with nanoscale mode 

confinement and low loss. The nanoscale filters were achieved in MIM waveguide structure consisting of different 

structures such as the plasmonic stubs, rectangle ring resonators, nano-capillary resonators, slot cavities, nanodisk and 

so on [1-3].  

In this contribution, the nanofilter based on plasmonics 

waveguide with Archimedes spiral nanostructure is proposed, 

and the filter characteristics is investigated by using the 

finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method. Fig.1 shows 

the 2D schematic drawing of the proposed structure, where 

the spiral air groove is surrounded by the silver substrate. To 

ensure the SPPs mode with strong confinement is excited, the 

width of MIM waveguide is set to w = 50 nm. In the 
cylindrical coordinates, right-handed Archimedes spiral (RAS) slot structure can be described as STU 2/ba � , 

where a is the start radius of the spiral structure and b is the screw pitch. The wavelength λm of the notch of the 

transmission is given as 

eff

2
(2 ( ) ) (2 1)eff

m

n L w m
S T I S
O

� � '  �                            (1) 

where L (θ)eff is the equivalent arc length of the slot,△φ is the phase shift caused by the reflection on the interface of 

the silver and air, neff is the real part of the effective index, it can be obtained by the dispersion of the SPPs.  

To further study the transmission characteristics, the FDTD method is used. Figure 2 show the transmission 

spectra of the with the RAS structure with different angle when the start radius of the spiral structure is set a = 100nm 

and the screw pitch is set b = 100 nm. The FDTD simulation results also reveal that the central wavelength of the 

bandgap as a function of the rotation angle of the RAS. Figure 3 shows the central wavelength of the bandgap shifts 

toward long wavelength with the increasing of the rotation angle, which is in accordance with the Eq. 1. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the proposed nanofilter 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Moreover, we design another waveguide structure to avoid overlapping between the RAS and the bus waveguide 

as shown in Fig. 4(a). Figure 4(b) shows the transmission spectra for a regular spiral ring and number of the filter 

channels of this structure becomes more than the previous one. The position of minimum transmittance shifts to 

longer wavelength with the increase of screw pitch b. Of course, we employ two regular spiral rings coupled to the 

MIM waveguide to obtain more channels, as shown in Figure 4(c).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In conclusion, an optical nanofilter based on MIM waveguide with RAS structure is proposed and studied 

numerically. The results reveal that the transmission valley and peak can be tuned by the rotation angle θ of the RAS 

structure. 
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Fig. 4. (a) The schematic diagram of the bus waveguide with a regular spiral ring, (b) the transmission spectrum of 
nanofilter with a regular spiral ring for different screw pitch, (c) the transmission spectrum of nanofilter with two 

regular spiral rings. 

 
Fig. 2. Transmission spectra of the plasmonic 

waveguide with different angular. 

 

Fig. 3. The central wavelength of the bandgap and the 

arc length of the RAS as a function of the angle 
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Abstract- In this paper, we demonstrate that for silicon nanopillars an optimum aspect ratio can be 

found, at which the overlapped electric and magnetic dipole resonances provide an optimized 

minimum forward scattering. This optimum shape depends on the aspect ratio, wavelength and 

refractive index of the surrounding medium. We work in the frame of numerical simulations based 

on Maxwell equations solved by finite element method. These results are promising for design and 

create novel flat optical devices. 

 

Kerker’s conditions were theoretically proposed for spherical particles in 1983 [1]. Two possible conditions 

were predicted, in this work the second condition (minimum forward) is sought. This condition appears when a 

constructive interference in the backscattering direction is produced while almost cancel each other in the 

forward direction. This theoretical work was experimentally demonstrated at micrometric wavelengths in 2012 

[2] and at nanometric wavelengths in 2013 [3]. In addition, a significant greater overlap of the electric and 

magnetic-dipole resonances, and in consequence a higher forward scattering, can be realized if spheroidal [4] 

and disks [5] are considered. In this paper, we demonstrate that for silicon nanopillars also an optimum aspect 

ratio can be found for an enhanced forward scattering condition. 

 

 

Figure 1. Extinction, scattering and absorption cross sections for a nanopillar with height of 480nm. The 

inset shows the far field scattering for two radius satisfying Kerker’s conditions.  

 

From this study, the forward condition can be easily extracted because it is produced when both dipolar 

contributions, electric and magnetic, intersect. Although there are several intersections, the minimum forward 

condition can be found at the minimum value between peaks (Fig. 1, R=135nm). For example, for a determined 
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wavelength of 1250 nm the results are shown in Fig.1 (a). As can be observed, by studying the far field [Fig. 1 

(b)] the intersection of both contributions produce a minimum forward scattering. By studying all of the 

scattering profiles for each height, radius and wavelengths, the minimum forward condition is extracted. The 

result is a graph at which all the relations can be observed (Fig. 2). A linear behavior is observed when the aspect 

ratio is of a nanopillar (height higher than diameter). Also, for this aspect ratio the minimum forward has a 

higher value. 

 

 
Figure 2. Parameters at which minimum zero forward condition is satisfied. 

 

We have demonstrated that the use of Si nanopillars are easy to design due to a linear relation between the 

aspect ratio and the minimum forward condition. Moreover, a higher forward scattering than usual spherical 

nanoparticles can be obtained. These results are of great value in order to design very efficient, low-loss flat- 

optical devices.  
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Abstract-The fluorescence enhancement of a single quantum dot by a plasmonic gold nanocone 

antenna was studied experimentally. We first show that the photophysics of the quantum dot is 

modified by the large enhancement of the radiative decay rate. By taking the modified photophysics 

into account, we extract the radiative and nonradiative decay rates from the experimental data. We 

demonstrate that a large radiative decay rate enhancement of the order of one hundred and a high 

quantum efficiency are achieved simultaneously.  

 

Control of the spontaneous emission of a quantum emitter is important in many domains of science. 

Plasmonic antennas are often utilized to modify the spontaneous emission rate. In a previous work, we used a 

gold nanosphere as a plasmonic antenna, and we experimentally demonstrated that the fluorescence lifetime of a 

molecule could be reduced by a factor of 22 [1]. In order to obtain a large enhancement of the radiative decay 

rate, the emitter needs to be positioned very close to the antenna. However, that makes the ohmic loss in the 

metal significant, resulting in a lower quantum efficiency. In order to overcome this problem, we theoretically 

explored various alternatives, including a nanocone structure [2,3]. It turns out that a gold nanocone antenna 

allows one to enhance the radiative decay rate by a factor of 1000 while keeping a high quantum efficiency. Here 

we present the experimental realization of this concept.  

The gold nanocones were fabricated by focused ion beam milling of a thin gold film deposited on a glass 

substrate (Fig. 1a) [4]. As shown in Fig. 1b and c, the wavelength for the plasmon resonance can be tuned by 

varying the dimension of the nanocone, in good agreement with the theoretical calculations. Therefore, we can 

choose a nanocone with an appropriate plasmon resonance wavelength to match the emission wavelength of the 

emitter.  

As emitter, we used single colloidal quantum dots attached to the end of a glass fiber tip. Using shear-force 

control, the quantum dot can be approached and kept close to the glass surface, on which the nanocones are 

fabricated (Fig. 2). This configuration allows us to move the quantum dot and the nanocone with nanometer 

precision with respect to each other.  

We first studied the fluorescence emission of a quantum dot as a function of its position relative to a 

nanocone. By analyzing the change in the fluorescence lifetime and the degree of second-order coherence (g(2)), 

we elucidated how the acceleration of the radiative decay caused by the nanocone antenna affects the 

photophysics of the quantum dot. Furthermore, by measuring the fluorescence emission as a function of the 
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excitation power, we could extract the radiative and 

nonradiative decay rates of the quantum dot in the presence 

and absence of the nanocone antenna. The extracted decay 

rates demonstrate that our nanocone antenna is indeed 

capable of achieving a large radiative decay rate 

enhancement while keeping the quantum efficiency high. 

The details of our analysis will be discussed in the 

presentation.  
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Figure 1. (a) Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of gold nanocones with different sizes and aspect 

ratios. (b) Experimental and (c) theoretical plasmon spectra of five gold nanocones with different dimensions.  

 

 
 

Figure 2. Schematics of the experiment. 
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Abstract- Optical interactions of symmetric nanohole trimers milled in stacked gold films are 

investigated. A dispersive finite-difference time-domain (D-FDTD) model is used to study the presented 

system through numerical simulations. The normalized scattering spectrum of the presented structure 

demonstrates two distinct resonant peaks. The scattering spectrum of the stacked structure is compared 

with the scattering spectrum of a symmetric nanohole trimer. It can be seen that for the stacked trimers 

the resonant peaks are blue shifted in comparison to a nanohole trimer milled in a single metallic film. 

 

It has been shown theoretically and numerically [1], through the normalized electric and magnetic power 

amplitudes, and also experimentally [2], using SNOM measurements, that the output radiated power from a 

nanohole milled in a metallic film is dominated by magnetic power. Thus, each nanohole can be considered as a 

radiating magnetic dipole [3]. In other words, the nanoholes may radiate through surface plasmon polaritons 

(SPPs) at the dielectric-metal interface [4]. However, nanoholes may have in-plane or out-of-plane near-field 

interactions [5], which affect the scattering spectrum of the structure. Figure 1(a), and 1(b) demonstrate the 

schematic representation of the structure and scattering spectrum for symmetric nanoholes milled in a single 

(solid-line) and two stacked (dashed-line) gold films, achieved from D-FDTD numerical simulations, 

respectively. It is clear that two distinct resonant peaks are obvious according to Fig. 1(b). In addition, Figures 

1(c), and 1(d) show the phase variations of the magnetic field component (i.e. yH� ) for the layered nanoholes at 

the first (short-wavelength), and second (long-wavelength) resonant peaks which correspond to 600O  nm, 

and 817O  nm, respectively. According to Figs. 1(c), and 1(d), it can be seen that at 600O  nm the 

out-of-plane nanoholes may interact out-of-phase (antibonding mode) and at 817O  nm the nanoholes can 

interact in-phase (bonding mode).     
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Figure 1 (a). The schematic representation of the stacked symmetric nanohole trimers. (b) The normalized scattering 

spectrum for the nanohole trimers milled in a single (solid-line), and double stacked (dashed-line) layers of gold film  

obtained by simulations. (c), and (d) phase variations of yH� component at 600O  nm, and 817O  nm, respectively. 
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Abstract- Efficient control of carefully designed nanostructure has been achieved recently, but 

fabrication and accessibility of the modes addressed from the far-field still represent open 

challenges. It has been shown on disordered media that disorder can be turned into an advantage to 

control light propagation.  We propose a new experimental scheme where plasmonics modes on 

random metal-dielectric networks are tuned by wavefront shaping which allows to extract 

information about the extension of the modes and also far field control of hot-spots. 
 

Addressing the nanoscale through far field control is tailored by dynamic control onto smaller and smaller 

objects[1]. Efficient control of carefully designed nanoscale devices has been achieved in the past years[2], but 

fabrication and accessibility of the modes addressed from the far-field still represent open challenges. It has been 

shown recently on random dielectric media that disorder can be turned into an advantage to control light 

propagationcite[3]. Combining metal and dielectric in a random system would allow to couple plasmon modes 

and to control their propagation from the far-field. Random metal-dielectric films which are particularly easy to 

fabricate and show interesting intrinsic behavior, such as intense subwavelength near-field features[4] and 

broadband optical response[5] could therefore be used to achieve such far-field dynamical control of the optical 

near-field of a nanosystem. 

 

 

Figure 1: Comparison of the interaction length measured on gold and silver films for different filling 

fractions ff. Percolation is around ff=0.65. The shaded stripe shows the detection limit of our detection system. 
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We propose a new experimental scheme where plasmonics modes are controlled by wavefront shaping of the 

incident beam with a spatial light modulator directly imaged on a random metal-dielectric film. This allows us to 

extract information about the extension of the modes, a key parameter for the far-field control of such films. 

Experimental results on the control of the propagation of surface plasmons polaritons on the surface will be 

presented. In particular, we will show that the filling fraction influences the efficiency of the coupling between 

far-field excitation and the plasmonic modes. Therefore, by choosing the right filling fraction for the metal film 

far-field control of hot-spots has been successively implemented[6]. 
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Abstract- In this work, we introduce a novel design for a gold nanoantenna array. The nanoantenna 

consists of an elliptical aperture etched out from a rectangle. A less-than-half elliptical patch is 

placed inside the aperture. The geometrical dimensions are properly selected such that two 

symmetrical small gaps are created. The electric field intensity has significant enhancement in these 

two gaps (hot-spots) at the same resonance frequency within the near-infrared (NIR) regime for 

both orthogonal polarizations. The new design offers an improved performance for IR detection and 

applications. 

 

Nanoantennas have the ability to confine the light into sub-wavelength volumes [1]. Their unique 

performance due to light-matter interaction has recently lead to numerous applications in energy harvesting [2], 

photothermal heat generation [3], heat assisted magnetic recording [4], and infra-red (IR) detection [5]. The light, 

in general, is propagating in a random polarized manner. Therefore, the efficiency of light detection applications 

relies on ability to receive different polarizations through the same antenna. Here, we propose a new design for 

an elliptical crescent nanoantenna which supports dual polarization. Moreover, the electric field intensity 

undergoes a large enhancement at two hot spots simultaneously.  

 

Our design geometrical parameters are presented in Fig. 1. The nanoantenna array has been simulated using 

COMSOL Multiphysics. The simulations are carried out on one cell of the array by defining two floquet ports 

with an incident power of 1 W, in addition to periodic boundary conditions at the sides. Perfect matched layer 

(PML) has been utilized on top and bottom of the simulation volume. The 30-nm thick gold nanoantenna has 

been designed using Drude model with physical constants from [6]. The electric field enhancement at the hot 

spot center is shown in Fig. 2 corresponding to both X-polarized and Y-polarized incident electric fields. The 

spatial electric field intensity distribution at the resonance frequency is presented in Fig. 3(a) for the Y-polarized 

incident field. Fig. 3(b) shows the field intensity distribution for the X-polarized incident field.  A third weaker 

hot spot is also observed in the horizontal gap between both ellipses. Also, HFSS is utilized to validate all the 

simulation results. 
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Fig. 1. A schematic top view for the proposed 

nanoantenna. 

Fig. 3. Electric field intensity distribution  

in the xy-plane normal to incident wave  

(a) with y-polarized electric field, and  

(b) with x-polarized electric field. 

(a) 

(b) 

Dual resonance 

frequency 

Fig. 2. Electric field intensity versus frequency.  
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Abstract- The design of a hybrid plasmonic modulator based on directional couplers enhanced with 

a layer of electro-optic polymer is presented. The modulator shows very broad operating window 

with low crosstalk values and very small footprint with respect to similar couplers and switches of 

the silicon photonics platform. 
 

Owing to their capacity for sub-wavelength light confinement, plasmonics enable the miniaturization of 

integrated optical signal processing units in a platform compatible with traditional CMOS technology. In such 

architectures, modulators and switches are essential elements for fast and low-power optical signal processing. 

Here, we present the design of a hybrid plasmonic modulator in a directional coupler configuration [1], based on 

the extended version of conductor-gap-silicon plasmonic waveguides [2]. The device features high modulation 

depths, very low modulation crosstalk, and moderate insertion losses and power consumption.   
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Abstract- We map the spatiotemporal evolution of plasmonic vortices with < 40 nm and 100 as 
resolution using time-resolved photoemission electron microscopy. The resulting sub-optical cycle 

snapshot images reveal the ultrafast dynamics of orbital angular momentum leading to the 

formation of these vortices. 

 

Optical vortices are a topic of great interest in many fields of research and have led to several novel 

applications such as optical tweezers in biology1 and orbital angular momentum (OAM) multiplexing in 

communication2. In plasmonics, OAM has also been controlled by illuminating Archimedean spirals3 and 

plasmonic vortex lenses (PVLs) 4 with light of different circular he licity. Here we observe the ultrafast dynamics 

of the formation of plasmonic vortices in these structures.  
PVLs are prepared by focused ion beam milling into thin atomically flat mono-crystalline gold platelets. 

Near-field imaging is performed using time-resolved photoemission electron microscopy (TR-PEEM) under 

normal incidence illumination with an ultrashort pulse Ti:Sa laser5. Snapshot images are recorded every 100 as 

of the different plasmonic vortices formed by illumination with left and right handed circularly polarized light. 

Sequences of such sub-optical cycle snapshots show the ultrafast dynamics of these plasmonic vortices. 
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Abstract - Recent studies of novel composite materials with a negative refractive index of refraction 
opens up a unique possibility to design novel types of devices, where electromagnetic waves propagate 
in a nonconventional way. We present an investigation of nonlinear electromagnetic surface waves 
propagating in a new ferrite slab made of a metamaterial, where the permittivity is selected in the form 
of the commonly used function for plasmon investigations, the metamaterial film is surrounded by a 
nonlinear cover cladding and a ferrite substrate, we calculate the associated propagation index and the 
film-cover interface nonlinearity. Results show that the propagating characteristics in the above three 
layers can be tuned and controlled by selecting the film thickness and the film-cover interface 
nonlinearity. It is also shown that the use of the singular solutions to the electric-field equation allows 
to identify several new properties of surface waves which do not exist in conventional waveguide.  
 

Keywords: Metamaterial; Nonlinear electromagnetic surface waves; Ferrite substrate; Waveguide. 
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Abstract-In this work we report the synthesis of silver nanoparticles by Femtosecond Pulsed Laser 

Ablation. Those nanoparticles can be either deposited on a substrate (and subsequently embedded) 

or obtained as a colloidal solution. In both cases the nanoparticles have spherical shapes with an 

average diameter around 6 nm and a narrow size distribution. 

 

In this work Femtosecond Pulsed Laser Ablation (fs-PLA) has been applied in vacuum or liquid 

environment to fabricate embedded silver nanoparticle multilayers and highly concentrated colloidal solution of 

silver nanoparticles, respectively. In vacuum, deposits of exposed and embedded silver nanoparticles were 

grown on Si(100) and silica substrates by laser ablating high-purity silver and SiO2 targets using a femtosecond 

Ti:Sapphire laser delivering 45 fs pulses at 804 nm and 1 kHz repetition rate. The effect of the laser fluence and 

irradiation time on the obtained nanostructures was investigated using several fluences between 650 mJ/cm2 and 

3.2 J/cm2 and deposition times in the range of 1-20 minutes. Optical response of the deposits was characterized 

using optical absorption spectroscopy and the surface morphology was studied by scanning electron microscopy 

(SEM). Samples with the optimal optical response were obtained by depositing three successive Ag/SiO2 

bilayers (Figure 1, left) using the main laser wavelength (804 nm) under vacuum and with the substrate at room 

temperature. They were composed of silver nanoparticles with an average diameter of 6 nm and a narrow size 

distribution; each layer of these nanoparticles was then separated by silica layers of approximately 100 nm [1]. 

The laser fluence and deposition time for Ag (SiO2) were 650 mJ/cm2 (3.2 J/cm2) and 1 min (10 min), 

respectively. When applied in a liquid environment, fs-PLA is able to synthesize colloidal solutions of 

nanoparticles from the ablated material in a complex process [2]. Low-concentration colloidal solutions of silver 

nanoparticles fabricated by femtosecond laser ablation were first reported by Tsuji et al. [3]. In this work we 

have used femtosecond laser ablation to generate highly concentrated silver colloidal nanoparticle solutions 

(Figure 1, right). When performed in pure water, such concentrations usually lead to a high level of 



agglomeration making the solutions nearly useless. To avoid this problem, we have employed two different 

organic stabilizers, namely hexadecyl-trimethyl-ammonium bromide (CTAB) and polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP), 

and studied its effect on the size distribution, structural characteristics and concentration of the solutions by 

means of transmission electron microscopy and optical absorption spectroscopy. Our results show that the 

agglomeration can be considerably reduced or even completely eliminated with those stabilizers. 

 
Figure 1: (Left) SEM micrograph of the transversal section of a multilayer structure deposited on a silica 

substrate. (Right) TEM micrograph of silver nanoparticles fabricated by pulsed laser ablation in H2O+PVP. 
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Abstract''
Inspired#by#recent#advances#in#graphene#plasmonics,#and#following#previous#developments#in#their#use#
for# nanophotonics# [1],# highly# doped# carbon# nanotubes# (CNTs)# have# been# recently# argued# to# show#
excellent# tunable# plasmonic# properties# in# the# visible# and# near:infrared# [2],# including# propagation#
distances# exceeding# those# of# graphene# [3].# Interestingly,# the# coupling# of# optical# quantum# emitters# to#
infinitely#long#CNTs#has#been#shown#to#be#also#more#efficient#than#in#graphene#[3].#
#
Finite#CNTs#appear#as#an#intermediate#situation#between#large:scale#graphitic#structures#and#small#
polycyclic#aromatic#hydrocarbons,#so#they#are#good#candidates#to#push#the#robustness#and#tunability#of#
graphene#plasmons#towards#the#visible#and#near:infrared#parts#of#the#spectrum#[2],#while#sustaining#
modes#that#are#localized#in#all#three#space#dimensions,#in#contrast#to#infinite#tubes.#
#
In#this#work#we#study#finite#size#effects#of#highly#doped#CNTs#on#their#optical#spectrum#and#compare#
classical#and#quantum#approaches#to#describe#these#structures#[Fig.#1].#We#focus#on#the#investigation#of#
the#strength#of#the#interaction#of#a#CNT#plasmon#with#quantum#emitters,#as#well#as#the#interaction#
between#two#emitters#mediated#by#that#plasmon.#For#this#purpose,#we#calculate#the#enhancement#of#the#
radiative#decay#rate#and#hence#predict#a#Purcell#factor#of#the#order#of#107#for#a#plasmon#lifetime#of#65#fs.#
We#also#predict#record:high#coupling#between#two#emitters#placed#at#the#opposite#ends#of#the#tube.#
#
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Figures'

#
#

Fig.' 1.#Plasmons' in' CNTs.# (a)# Plasmon# dispersion# relation# for# an# infinite# CNT,# compared# with# the#
values#of# the# frequency#and#momentum#obtained# from#a#Fabry:Perot#model# for# finite# tubes#of#various#
lengths.#The#figure#shows#classical#electromagnetic#calculations#for#two#different#models#of#the#surface#
conductivity,# taken# from# the# Drude# and# local:RPA# approximations# for# extended# graphene.# We# also#
compared#tubes#with#open#and#closed#ends.#See#legend#and#text#insets#for#further#details.#(b)#Extinction#
cross:section# for# capped# (solid)# and# uncapped# (dashes)# (10,10)# CNTs# of# various# lengths# within# the#
local:RPA#approximation.#(c)#Overview#of#the#extinction#spectrum#for#one#of#the#tubes,#along#with#near:
field#plots#for#the#different#plasmon#modes.#The#damping#is#taken#as#10#meV#in#all#cases.#
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Abstract- Distributed feedback lasers are realized at near-infrared wavelengths using Bragg gratings in a long 
range surface plasmon polariton structure. DFB lasers comprise a 20 nm thick, stepped-in-width Au stripe on a silica 
substrate, covered with 600 nm thick dye-doped (IR-140) PMMA layer. The lasers are pumped optically using 10 ns 
laser pulses at 810 nm and emit at about 880 nm with a full width half maximum (FWHM) linewidth of about 3 nm.  
 
    Distributed feedback (DFB) lasers are compact optical sources commonly used in optical integrated circuits. 
These lasers are normally realized in semiconductor quantum well structures using dielectric waveguides. Surface 
plasmon waveguides are interesting alternatives to dielectric waveguides, enabling different device architectures and 
functions. Amplification and lasing with surface plasmon waves have been demonstrated in guiding structures; 
indeed significant progress has recently been achieved in this area1,2.  
    Long range surface plasmon polariton (LRSPP) laser concepts were previously proposed and the requirements for 
single mode lasing were investigated2. In this paper we describe DFB lasers realized according to this concept and 
present experimental results of lasing. The DFB lasers consist of a 20 nm thick Au stripe on a thick silica layer and 
covered with 600 nm IR-140-doped PMMA layer which acts as the laser’s active medium. The Au stripe is stepped 
in width in a pitch of Λ ~ 300 nm forming a Bragg grating with a center wavelength of λB ~ 880 nm, corresponding 
to the peak emission wavelength of IR-140 dye molecules. A scanning electron microscopy image of a Bragg 
grating is given in Fig.1, showing the steps in width of the Au stripe (1 Pm, 0.5 Pm) and the grating pitch.  

 

 
 
Fig.1 Scanning electron microscope image of a step-in-width grating in a 20 nm Au stripe on Silica. 
 

    The lasers are pumped optically from the top using 10 ns laser pulses at 810 nm with a peak energy density of ~40 
mJ/cm2. Multimode and singlemode lasing around 880 nm is observed for various grating pitches, laser length and 
pump intensities.  
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Abstract 

In this paper, we report on detailed fabrication process and 
analytical studies of plasmonic nanoparticles on flexible 
substrates of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) that are 
fabricated with non-flat, wavy features of surface relief. The 
fabrication process, like making patterns of nano circle 
particles by using PDMS stamp, etching patterns in a silicon 
wafer, and transferring metal nanoparticles from the silicon 
substrate to a sinusoidal wavy elastomer PDMS substrate, is 
described, and this flexible material can be used to 
mechanically control the inter-particle spacing by applying 
strain, then this device’s optical properties at different strain 
values are characterized also.  The tunability of optical 
resonance peaks is observed at near-infrared wavelengths 
with different stain values.  
 

1. Introduction 

Plasmonic nanoparticles have attracted great attention in the 
field of optical and plasmonic sensing devices applications, 
due to their ability to produce enhance surface 
electromagnetic fields through the excitation of localized 
surface plasmon resonances1-2.The optical response of 
metamaterial can be controlled by manipulation of the size, 
pattern, and composition of its nano unit particles. But    
this response is usually fixed when fabricated on a hard 
substrate. Flexible plasmonic devices generally refer to 
plasmonic nano structures fabricated on flexible polymer 
substrates which can be mechanically deformed (bending, 
folding, tilting, and stretching). Mechanical flexibility is the 
key attribute of these devices enabling emerging 
applications such as flexible display arrays 3-5, wearable 
photonic textiles 6, broadband tunable photonic devices7 and 
optical systems conformably integrated on curved surfaces 8 
or biological tissues 9-10. But recently the progress in 
exploiting such functionalities with photonics, particularly 
at dimensions relevant to nano plasmonics operating in 
visible and infrared frequencies is still limited. The mean 
reason is the difficulty of fabricating nanophotonic 
structures with dimensions below several hundred 
nanometers on flexible, nonplanar, and mechanically 

compliant surfaces with traditional nanofabrication 
techniques. Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) is one of the 
popular polymers for a variety of applications because it is 
optically transparent, flexible, stretchable, and inexpensive. 
In 2015, Li Gao et al. reported a large-scale arrays of 
plasmonic nanodisks on PDMS by using advanced transfer 
printing techniques, and this device has the ability to tune 
plasmonic resonances at near-infrared wavelengths11, where 
the fabrication of devices employed a flat substrate, as in 
most studies in literature. In this paper, we use a sine curve 
surface as devices’ substrate and transform the traditional 
flat nanoparticle arrays into three-dimensional, non-
coplanar layout, resulting in the 3D mechanical tuning of 
optical response. Experimental measurements and 
theoretical simulations demonstrate the influence of these 
3D curve substrates on the optical resonance peaks. 
 

2. Experimental  

2.1. A masking layer for ICP etching 

In order to make the metal nanoparticle, firstly, we need to 
prepare the mask layer for etching Si substrate. A 4% SU8 
photo resist is spin coated on a silicon wafer at a speed of 
500 rpm for 5 seconds followed by 2000 rpm for 30 
seconds. The pattern of a square array dots (nano particle 
arrays, with period 300nm, and each circle particle’s 
diameter 200nm) is imprinted on the layer of SU8 using a 2 
cm by 2 cm hard PDMS stamp, as shown in Fig. 1. After 
that, the reactive ion etching (RIE) system is used to etch 
the pattern with oxygen gas and control the diameter size, 
and in order to do it, the SU8 layer should be etched as 
more as possible. After RIE, the top view SEM image is 
shown in Figure 2.  

2.2. Preparation of nano patterns on the Silicon 
substrate 

The ICP-RIE system deep etches the substrate with the SU8 
acting as a masking layer to create 300nm posts with a 
diameter of a little less than 200nm in the silicon wafer. 
After this, the SU8 is etched off the substrate with oxygen 
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gas using the RIE system again, as shown in Fig. 3, (a) top 
view SEM image, (b) side view SEM image.  

 
For easy release of the metal (Au/Ti) patterns from the 
donor (silicon) substrate, it is essential to form an anti-
adhesion layer on the substrate before metal deposition. 
Here UVO and perfluorodecyltrichlorosilane (FDTS) were 
used to form an ultrathin anti-adhesion layer, about 10 nm, 
on a silicon wafer.  
After that, using e-beam thermal evaporation, 25nm of Au 
film is deposited on the silicon substrate as the functional 
plasmonic material; 5nm of Ti is deposited on top of the Au 
particles as an adhesion promoter. The Ti allows for an easy 
transfer of the gold nanoparticles from the silicon substrates 
to a PDMS substrate. And the whole deposition process is 
monitored by a quartz crystal microbalance.  

2.3. Wave PDMS formation and peel-off process 

The very critical step is fabrication of stable Au/Ti particles 
embed in wave PDMS. In order to fabricate a three 
dimensional sinusoidal PDMS substrate, we use a plane 
holographic reflection gratings (sine surface with a period 
about 900nm, and the height about 300nm) as the mold, and 
then the silicone PDMS material is spin coated on this 
grating mold at a speed of 250rpm for 60 seconds. Then it is 
cured in an oven at 800C for 4 hours, and maintained at 
room temperature for 8 hours. Finally, the grating sine 
surface will be transferred to the PDMS substrate (shown in 
Fig. 4(a)). In this study, the PDMS substrate is made from a 
DOW Corning Sylgard 184 kit with a base to curing agent 
ratio of 30:1.  For the transfer printing method, the PDMS is 
treated with UV light for 3.5 minutes to make –OH group 
on the silicone and to create strong bonds. It is then placed 
on the silicon substrate with the nanoparticle array and 

 
(a)  

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 1: Patterns on the layer of SU8, (a) optical 
images of patterns on SU8 layer, (b) top view SEM 
image of nano patterns, (c) side view SEM image of 
nano patterns.  

 
Figure 2: Top view SEM image of nano patterns after 
RIE.  

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 3: SEM image of nano patterns on the silicon 
substrate, (a) top view, (b) side view.   
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heated for 25 seconds at 110° C. Once cooled down, the 
PDMS substrate is peeled off and the nanoparticle array is 
transferred from the silicon wafer to the 3-D sinusoidal 
PDMS substrate (as shown in Fig.4 (b)).  
In order to control the inter-particles, before transfer 
printing, we use the PDMS substrate without pre-stretching, 
that means nano particles can be transferred to the 3-D 
substrate directly, and to get the sample device (as shown in 
Fig. 4(b)).  
The sample can be done by removing the silicon stamp 
leaves the entire array of Au/Ti nanoparticles well adhered 
to the 3-D surface of the polymer substrate, with 
exceptionally high yields (Figure 5, (a) is SEM image for 
top view, and (b) is SEM image for 45 degree tilted view, 
which is clear to see a 3-D sinusoidal surface adhered by 
nanoparticles). 

 

3. Results and discussion 

The final samples consist of a 2 cm by 2 cm nanoparticle 
array with a particle diameter of about 200nm, as shown in 
Fig. 6(a), and in Fig. 6(b) we can see the diffractive stripes 
made by wave substrate and nanoparticles clearly. The 
mechanical system for straining is shown in Figure 7, and 
using it, the sample can be stretched along one direction.  
The samples are optically characterized using 
spectrophotometry to observe the shift in the resonance 
peaks with stretching, normalized to a bare silicone 
substrate. Spectrophotometry is a method that allows 
measuring the fraction of light of different wavelengths 
transmitted through a medium in comparison with a control 
sample. Strain is applied on the samples by clamping both 
ends of the sample between two metal plates and varying 

the distance between the clamps (shown in figure 7) 11. A 
varian Cary5G spectrophotometer is used for data collection.  

The light source is polarized perpendicular to the stretching 
direction and different strains from 0% to 30% are applied 
to the sample at intervals of 15%. As the strain increases, 
the inter-particle spacing perpendicular to stretching 
decreases and the result is an enhancement of local electric 
field and lowering of the resonant frequency, so red-shifting 
appears. The resulting transmission spectra are shown in 
Figure 8. There is a clear redshift in the plasmon resonance 
peaks from 0% to30% of Δλ = 72 nm (Figure 8(a)). The 
direction of the resonance shift can be determined by 
considering the Coulomb forces associated with the 
polarization of the particles. The nanoparticle arrays can be 
modeled as an array of interacting point dipoles. So for 
comparison, simulation results by using Coupled Dipole 
Approximation (CDA) are shown in Figure 8 (b) for the 
light source is polarized perpendicular to the stretching 
direction, which is quite similar to experimental results 
(Figure 8(a)) 
 
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 4: Schematics of 3-D wave PDMS polymer and 
nanoparticles, (a) the sinusoidal curve PDMS polymer; 
(b) transfer printing nanoparticles to curve polymer 
substrate.   

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 5: SEM images of nano particle array on 3-D 
PDMS substrate. (a) Top view SEM image of gold nano 
particle array. (b) Tilted view (45 degree) SEM image 
of gold nano particle array.   
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 6: Optical image of the final plasmonic 
nanoparticles sample that consists of Au/Ti nano 
particles, (a) top view, (b) tilted view. 
 
 

 
Figure 7: The mechanical system for straining. 
 

4. Conclusions 

Thin Au/Ti plasmonic nano particle arrays have been 
fabricated on a three-dimensional, high-stretchable and 
large-area polymer substrate by using advanced transfer 
printing method.  The sample’s plasmonic resonance 
tunability has been tested and analyzed also. With light 
polarized perpendicular to the stretching direction, the 
sample without pre-stretching shows a large tunability range. 
This tuning capability will make this kind of samples or 
devices have potential applications for strain sensors, and 
low-cost wearable plasmonic sensors, etc. 
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Abstract-Utilization of surface plasmons has drastically increased the performance of 

Photodevices due to increased light matter interactions. Recently, we have reported circular micro-
hole patterned on gold thin layer. It exhibited extraordinary transmission in the visible range. 
Radiative surface plasmons couple incident waves at the transmitting edges of the microhole 
aperture, results in extraordinary transmission. In this report, using FDTD method, we 
comparatively studied the focusing abilities of square shaped micro hole and circular microhole. 
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Abstract— We show that both the wavevector and the frequency of surface plasmon polaritons
(SPPs) can simultaneously assume complex values, providing better resolution and confinement
than previously thought. As an example, we analyze SPPs in layered media and ascertain the
true nature of their dispersion. We prove that a dispersion curve constitutes only a subset of the
solutions to the dispersion equation, and the entire solution set can be represented as a surface

in the complex frequency–wavevector domain.

All the salient features of surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs), such as energy confinement and
enhancement, very high resolution and sensitivity, negative group velocity and refraction, can be
deduced from a simple equation describing the relationship between an SPP’s evolution in time and
its spatial distribution: The dispersion relation. The dispersion relation, most commonly expressed
in terms of the frequency � and the wave vector k of the wave, is of fundamental importance
in understanding the nature of all types of electromagnetic modes, including SPPs, supported by
a given geometry or structure. Therefore, it is vital to capture the whole picture, literally and
figuratively, of the dispersion relation for the SPP in order to understand and exploit it to its
fullest in a given structure, which is exactly what this paper aims to achieve.

We investigate the Kretschmann-Raether configuration (KRC) which consists of glass, metal and
air layers as shown in Figure 1. Since metals must be dispersive and lossy, due fundamentally to
the causality principle, SPPs propagating along the interface between such a metal and a dielectric
material (lossy or lossless) always su�er from attenuation, resulting in a rather limited range of
propagation. Considering the functional form of the modes, i.e. ej�t�jkx, it is only natural to
introduce an imaginary part either to the frequency w or to the wavevector k or to both in order to
account for the loss mechanisms in metals. However, the usual practice has been to introduce the
imaginary part to w or to k, but not to both. For brevity of the later referrals, the former will be
called the real k choice and the latter the real � choice. Although there have been some justifications
for these choices based on how the modes are excited [1], they are far from being conclusive and
irrefutable, as they give rise to di�erent dispersion curves [2]. For example, while the real � choice
predicts infinite resolution and confinement of SPPs, the real k choice predicts an upper limit on
resolution/confinement and, as a result, negative group velocity over a frequency band. The current
consensus on this issue is that these two cases correspond to di�erent experiments with di�erent
modes of excitation. However, the confusion about which case should be applied to which problem
remains unresolved in many studies such as SPPs in linear chains of metallic nanospheres [3], SPPs
in cylindrical metallic nanowires [4], SPPs in layered media [5], and SPPs on grating structures [6].

In this study, upon constructing the whole surface of the dispersion relation for the SPPs,
we have demonstrated that the real � and real k choices are only the two elements of the entire
solution set in which both k and � assume complex values. In order to find the SPP modes, the
generalized reflection coe�cient (1) from the glass side is calculated and the locations where it
diverges are seeked in the complex �–complex k domain. In equation (1), r12 and r23 are the
reflection coe�cients at the first (z = 0) and the second (z = d) interfaces, respectively, k

z2 is the
normal component of the wave vector in the metal film and d is the thickness of the metal film.

r̃ =
r12 + r23e�jkz22d

1 + r12r23e�jkz22d
(1)

For the dielectric function of the metal, the Drude model (2), fitted to the experimental data for
aluminum, is used [7].

�
m

= 1�
�2
p

�2 � j��
(2)



The SPP dispersion surface proves that the SPP modes occupy a much larger portion of �-k
domain than what is conventionally thought. By properly designing the exciting electromagnetic
field to have a complex � or k or both, any mode on the dispersion surface might be excited,
enabling the designer to finetune the resolution and confinement of SPP fields. Furthermore, by
fixing the imaginary part of � or k, a whole new dispersion curve may be extracted from the
dispersion surface, giving a new resolution limit, group velocity, confinement and back-bending
characteristics. This way, the e�ective dispersion curve may be tuned to the desired shape.

Figure 1: The Kretschmann-Raether configuration. 1, r̃ and t̃ represent the incident wave, the generalized
reflection coe�cient and the generalized transmission coe�cient, respectively.
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Abstract 

We proposed double bowtie shaped plasmonic nanoantenna 
arrays based on dual-band plasmonic perfect absorber 
(PPA) operating in mid-infrared regime. We investigated 
the spectral responses and surface-enhanced infrared 
absorption (SEIRA) enhancements of nanostructures by 
using finite difference time domain (FDTD) method. We 
studied refractive index sensing characteristics by 
embedding nanostructures into different cladding media. 
Owing to strong absorption peaks, high SEIRA 
enhancements, and refractive index sensitivity, designed 
PPA can be utilized in mid-infrared sensing applications. 

1. Introduction 

Perfect absorber based on plasmonic nanostructures 
simultaneously minimizing the reflectance with perfect 
impedance matching and eliminating the transmittance by 
maximizing material losses. PAs typically consist of three 
functional layers that comprise a dielectric layer sandwiched 
between two metal layers. The top layer is mainly a 
periodically patterned metallic nanostructure that serves as 
an electric resonator. The bottom layer is mostly the thick 
metal plane which is used as an optical mirror that 
significantly reduces transmittance. The coupling between 
two metallic layers results in magnetic resonance depending 
on the thickness and dielectric constant of the dielectric 
layer [1].  
In this work, we present double bowtie shaped plasmonic 
nanoantenna arrays based on perfect absorber. Designed 
structure consists of magnesium fluoride (MgF2) interlayer 
which separates four gold (Au) nanoantennas from thick 
gold film. Theoretical analyses are performed by using finite 
difference time domain (FDTD) method. The spectral 
response of the system has dual-resonant under x-
polarization illumination source. Periodic boundary 
conditions are used for x- and y-axes and perfectly matched 
layers are used along z-axis. In order to understand the 
amount of the confined energy on the nanoantennas, we 
analyze theoretical surface-enhanced infrared absorption 
(SEIRA) enhancement at the corresponding resonance 
frequency values [2,10]. Intense SEIRA enhancements are 
observed at the metal-dielectric interface. We study 
refractive index sensing characteristics of the nanostructures 
by embedding into different cladding media with the 

thickness of 150 nm. In the last decade, plasmonic 
nanoantennas and PPAs have been studied in GHz and THz 
regimes [3-10]. 

2. Numerical Analysis 

Fig. 1.a shows the schematic view of the proposed PPA 
structure. It consists of an interlayer (MgF2) between 
nanoparticle based on top layer and gold (Au) film on a 
dielectric substrate (Si). The isosceles triangles at the y-axis 
have 2100 nm base length and 1050 nm height. The smaller 
isosceles triangles at the x-axis have 1720 nm base length 
and 860 nm height. Periodicities of the structures are 2600 
nm. The distance between the corners of isosceles triangles 
at the center of structure is 200 nm. In the numerical 
calculations dielectric constants of the metals are taken from 
ref. [11]. Fig. 1.b shows the reflection, transmission and 
absorption spectra of the perfect absorber. Nearly 100% 
absorption observed in the 52 THz and 91 THz frequencies.  

 

 
Figure 1. (a) Schematic view of double bowtie based perfect 
absorber. (b) Spectral response of the proposed PPA 
structure. 
 
Fig. 2 illustrates the distributions of the SEIRA enhancement 
for obtained strong absorption resonance frequencies. The 
electric fields are concentrated at the corners of the metal 
particles. As seen from the Fig. 2, the near-field 
enhancements are larger than 5000 times for the two 
resonance frequencies. This is highly desirable for light-
matter interaction applications [2, 10].  

To analyze the sensing capability of proposed PPA, the 
sensitivity and spectral tunability characteristics are 
analyzed by loading different refractive indexed dielectric 
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cladding media with thickness of 150 nm as shown in Fig. 
3.a. 

 

Figure 2. SEIRA enhancements of PPA under x-polarized 
illumination at resonances (a) 52 THz (b) 91 THz. 

In Fig. 3.b, we tune the spectral response by loading easily 
depositable dielectric materials with different refractive 
indices, such as de-ionized water (DIW) (n=1.3325), acetone 
(n=1.3591) and glycerol (n=1.4722). Dielectric constants of 
the cladding medium are taken from ref. [7]. It is observed 
that the spectral responses of designed PPA are so sensitive 
to refractive index variations. Due to the high SEIRA 
enhancements and strong absorption peaks, proposed PPA 
can be utilized in refractive index sensing applications. 

 

Figure 3. (a) Perspective view of the PPA in cladding 
medium. (b) Absorption spectra of the PPA in different 
cladding medium. 
 

3. Discussion 

We obtain strong absorption peaks, SEIRA enhancements 
in the mid-IR regime. We determine highly sensitive 
refractive index sensing characteristics of the 
nanostructures. These fundamental properties of light-
matter interactions show us that designed plasmonic 
nanostructures can be used in molecular finger-print region 
applications. 

4. Conclusions 

In conclusion, we present a dual-resonant PA for mid-
infrared light-matter interaction applications. We 
theoretically investigate the physical origin of the dual-
resonant behavior by using finite difference time domain 
method. We determine intense near-field enhancements at 
the corresponding resonance frequency values. We also 
carry out refractive index sensitivity of PA by embedding 
the nanostructure into different dielectric refractive indexed 
cladding media. We observe dual-resonant reflectance in 
mid-IR spectra of the electromagnetic spectrum.  
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Abstract 

Silver nanocube monolayers deposited on polymer films 
were heated past the glass transition temperature of the 
polymer. Surface interactions between the cubes and 
substrate dictate the depth and rate of incorporation into 
the polymer. Silver nanocubes support hybrid plasmonic 
modes that are spatially separated when there is 
anisotropy in the local refractive index. Using this 
measure, it becomes possible to monitor the position of 
the cubes relative to the surface and tune spectral features 
in the visible spectrum.  

1. Introduction 

Nanoparticles on top of polymer supports are of great 
interest due to their unique: catalytic [1], electrical [2] and 
optical properties [3]. Metal nanoparticles can support 
localized surface plasmons which yield high optical 
extinction and extreme sensitivity to particle size, 
geometry, chemical composition and local environment 
[4]. This high sensitivity to changes in the local 
environment of the nanoparticle allows monitoring of 
polymer surface properties such as: the glass transition 
temperature (Tg) and polymer interface properties such as 
viscoelasticity [5]. This sensitivity also allows 
nanoparticle-polymer nanocomposites to be used as 
nanorulers for sub-diffraction measurements using far-
field optics [6–8]. Nanoparticles can be used to enhance 
properties of polymers when embedded, such as thin film 
stability [9] and embedding can also  enhance particle 
properties such as controlling the orientation of nanocubes 
forming controllable silver nanocube dimers [10]. 

Silver nanocubes have increased charge accumulation 
at their vertices and edges allowing high intensity electric 
fields [11] and subsequently high refractive index 
sensitivity [12], making silver nanocubes an excellent 
candidate for monitoring the embedding process. When 
silver nanocubes  are placed on a dielectric substrate such 
as a polymer film, hybridization of the dipolar mode into 
hybrid dipolar (D) and quadrupolar (Q) modes occur [13], 
where the quadrupolar mode is confined to the top of the 
cube and the dipolar mode is confined to the bottom. 
Subsequently, this spatial separation makes the D mode 
more sensitive to the refractive index of the substrate, 

while the Q mode is more sensitive to changes above the 
substrate. 

Noble Metal nanoparticles such as silver and gold have 
been found to embed into polymer thin films when heated 
above the polymers glass transition temperature [6,5,9,14]. 
The physical process can be modeled by the Helmholtz 
free energy [15] as seen in equation (1), where the driving 
force of embedding is described by the free energy 
decrease as determined by Kovacs et al [15]. For equation 
(1) Δ"#$%&'() is the Helmholtz surface free energy, * is the 
area of the particle, +,  is the surface free energy of the 
particle, +#  is the surface free energy of the polymer 
substrate and +,,# is the interfacial surface energy between 
the particle and the substrate. 
 
Δ"#$%&'() = 	*(+,# − +,)				                   (1) 
 
For embedding to occur, two constraints must be fulfilled. 
One constraint is the spontaneity condition that the 
Helmholtz free energy is negative, Δ"#$%&'() < 0; 
satisfying the inequality in equation (2). The second 
constraint is a kinetic factor; the polymer chains local to 
the particle must be above their Tg, which represents the 
activation energy of polymer chain motion and 
reorganization. 
 
+, > +,#                                                  (2) 
 
Equation (2) only describes the requirements for the 
process of embedding to begin, but fails to describe the 
conditions required for full incorporation of the particle 
into the polymer film. If the system reaches a local 
minimum before the particle fully embeds, the sinking 
will become unfavorable causing the particle to stop while 
only partially embedded. In order for full incorporation of 
the particle, the polymer must reform around the particle 
expressed as the polymers surface free energy (+#); thus, a 
new inequality arises for full embedding of the polymer 
(3). 
 
+, > +# + +,#                                    (3) 
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The glass transition temperature of a polymer is 
affected by anything that restricts the free rotation of the 
polymer chains [16,17]. In general: a higher molecular 
weight polymer reduces free rotation and increases the Tg 
of the polymer [18], A thinner film tends to increase free 
rotation and decrease the Tg of a polymer [19]. The 
tacticity of the polymer can also effect free rotation and 
change the Tg [20,21] 

In the case of silver nanocubes the embedding process 
causes a red shift in the dipolar resonance due to an 
increase in the refractive index surrounding the cubes. 
When the cubes are approximately half way embedded the 
D mode no longer shifts as it no longer senses the increase 
in refractive index.  However, the Q mode starts to sense 
an increase in refractive index causing it to red shift. Full 
embedding by UV-Vis measurements is represented by the 
Q mode overlapping onto the D mode as they are both 
experiencing the same local environment. Therefore, a 
series of peak position from a UV-Vis spectra vs 
temperature or time gives information on the local surface 
Tg of the polymer as well as relative position of the silver 
nanocubes in respect to the polymer film.  

2. Experimental 

Polymer films were spin coated using a homemade spin 
coater at ≈ 4000 RPM. Silver Nanocubes were synthesized 
using the polyol process [22] and were deposited using 
Langmuir-Schaefer deposition. Heating experiments were 
conducted at 1 minute time intervals on a hot plate varying 
the temperature after each interval. The embedding process 
was monitored using: atomic force microscopy (AFM, 
Ntegra NTMDT, Russia) before and after heating, and 
using UV-Vis (Shimadzu, UV-2450) after each 
temperature interval. 

Results and Discussion 

Silver nanocube embedding was monitored by use of 
atomic force microscopy (AFM) and UV-Vis 
spectroscopy. AFM analysis was done before heating and 
after heating to gain an understanding of how far the silver 
nanocubes embedded and to determine if the silver 
nanocubes undergo rounding or aggregation under the high 
temperatures. UV-Vis spectroscopy was performed to 
analyze the plasmonic shifts as the silver nanocubes embed 
into the polymer thin films.  
 
1.1 Polystyrene-silver nanocube nanocomposite 
AFM analysis of a silver nanocube-PS nanocomposite can 
be seen in Figure 1. The AFM images show the 
morphology of the nanocomposite over a 20x20 micron 
scale. Before heating (A) and after heating (B) there is a 
relatively uniform monolayer of silver nanocubes. The 
corresponding histograms (D, E) were used to analyze the 
embedding depth. In (D) two peaks are seen, since the 
silver nanocubes are currently on top of the polymer 
substrate the peak on the right is seen as the height 
distribution of cubes + polymer thickness, whereas the 
peak on the left is the height distribution of the polymer 
on a glass slide. The average cube height therefore, is the 
difference between these two peaks, which on average for 
all polymers was 85 nm. The peaks were fit using a bi-
Gaussian curve as seen in (D) and (E), where the green 
and red curves represent the individual Gaussian 
distributions and the blue curve represents the net bi-
Gaussian fit. The peaks maxima were subtracted to render 
the cube height before and after heating and the amount 
embedded is the difference of the cube height before and 
after heating. The average of 6 AFM images gave the 
distance embedded of 83 +/- 4 nm. This suggests the 

Figure 1 : The AFM and UV-Vis analysis and of a silver nanocube-PS nanocomposite heating experiment. (A) the AFM image 
of silver nanocubes on PS at room temperature. (B) The AFM image of silver nanocubes on PS after heating was completed. 
(D) and (E) are the histograms for the before heated and after heated AFM images respectively with corresponding Bi-
Gaussian fitting. (C) the temperature dependent UV-Vis extinction spectra. (F) Illustrating the change in the dipolar mode in 
respect to temperature, with experimental Tg is signified in the red line and the bulk Tg as the dotted red line. 
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cubes became fully or near fully embedded.  
The embedding process was also monitored using UV-

Vis spectroscopy after each temperature interval. The UV-
Vis extinction spectra can be seen in Figure 1 (C) with a 
contour map on top to help accentuate the peak shifts. 
Image (F) illustrates the dipolar and quadrupolar modes 
plotted with respect to temperature. The red line signifies 
where the dipolar mode starts red-shifting, which 
represents the silver nanocubes started to embed into the 
polymer. The point at which the D mode starts red shifting 
was found by fitting (F) with two linear equations, one 
before the redshift and one at the section with the highest 
slope, with the intersection representing a standard Tg 

calculation. Since the cube has started to embed, it can 
also be said that at this point the temperature of the 
polymer is at least at its glass transition temperature. The 
surface glass transition temperature (Tg) was considered to 
be 103 +/- 2 oC for PS as represented by the solid red line, 
while the dotted red line represents the bulk Tg of PS [23]. 
The red shift of the quadrupolar mode at ~111 oC 
indicates the cubes are approximately half way embedded. 
As can be seen, the D and the Q modes overlap onto each 
other forming an asymmetrical peak signifying near 
complete incorporation of the silver nanocube into the PS 
thin films. Therefore, the UV-Vis analysis shows near full 
incorporation of the silver nanocubes, while the AFM 
analysis shows on average near complete incorporation of 
the silver nanocubes into the PS thin film. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

1.2 PMMA-silver nanocube nanocomposite 
The AFM data for PMMA can be seen in Figure 2. Before 
heating (A) the silver nanocubes are on top of the PMMA 
thin film. As represented by the histogram (D), due to the 
presence of two well defined peaks. After heating the 
histogram (E) appears to be a single asymmetric peak 
which signifies a homogeneous height distribution 
characteristic of particle incorporation. The amount 
embedded was calculated as 76 +/- 4 nm, which suggests 
incomplete incorporation of the silver nanocubes into the 
PMMA substrate.  

UV-Vis analysis was done on the PMMA-silver 
nanocube composite as seen in figure 2 (C). An initial 
blue shift for both the D and the Q mode can be seen and 
is represented clearer in (F). Typically, blue shifting of the 
D and Q modes infers cube rounding or a decrease in the 
refractive index. The AFM image supports a cubic shape 
after heating, and the UV-Vis shows a relatively 
consistent multipolar mode (350 nm) characteristic of the 
cubic shape thus, cube rounding didn’t happen. It is 
possible that cube tilting upon embedding caused a 
relative decrease in refractive index causing a blue shift in 
the dipolar mode, however the Q mode would be expected 
to red shift [6]; since the Q mode didn’t red shift cube 
tilting is not the cause for the blue shift. Further analysis 
on the origin of the blue shift for the D and Q modes is 
required to understand this discrepancy. The main issue 
with the blue shift is that it adds to the error of the 
measurements, making determining the temperature 
where the D mode started to red shift challenging, since 
the blue shift could be obscuring the true magnitude of the 
red shift. The experimentally determined surface Tg of 
122 +/- 12 oC is potentially higher than the expected 
surface Tg 

Figure 2 : The AFM and UV-Vis analysis and of a silver nanocube-PMMA nanocomposite heating experiment. (A) the AFM image 
of silver nanocubes on PMMA at room temperature. (B) The AFM image of silver nanocubes on PMMA after heating was 
completed. (D) and (E) are the histograms for the before heated and after heated AFM images respectively. (C) the temperature 
dependent UV-Vis extinction spectra. (F) Illustrating the change in the dipolar mode in respect to temperature, with 
experimental Tg is signified in the red line and the bulk Tg as the dotted red line. 
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1.3 PVC-silver nanocube nanocomposite 
The AFM data for PVC is shown in Figure 3. Before 
heating (A) two well defined peaks in the histogram (D) 
are observed. This is characteristic of a discreet layer of 
silver nanocubes deposited on top of a polymer thin film. 
After heating, the histogram appears to be a sharp 
symmetric peak with a small tail. The amount embedded 
was calculated to be 80 +/- 7 nm, which represents near 
full incorporation of the silver nanocubes into the polymer 
thin film. 

UV-Vis analysis was done on the PVC-silver nanocube 
composite as seen in Figure 3 (C). A relatively slow 
dipolar red shift cab be seen in (F) where the transition 
occurs over a large 66 oC temperature range. The 
quadrupolar mode however shifted over a smaller period 
of time and at such higher temperature. Since the red shift 
in the Q mode signifies approximately halfway embedding 
of the silver nanocubes. The greater separation in 
temperature between the onset for both trends, and the 
relatively extended features for the D mode suggest that 
while the process remains spontaneous, it is kinetically 
slower than the other composites. This observed trend is 
an artifact of ramping temperature program. This is 
consistent with the polymer chains gaining more energy 
and kinetic movement on an order of the ramp rate, 
allowing for quicker reorganization of the polymer chains. 
The Q mode was found to overlap onto the D mode 
forming an asymmetric peak representing near full 
incorporation of the cube into the PVC film. The Tg was 
found to be 81 +/- 2 oC, which matches the reference bulk 
Tg of 81.0 oC. 

 
Table 1: Experimental Tg, and bulk Tg  

*Bulk references from [23] 
 

Polymer Experimental 
Tg (

oC) 
*Reference 

Tg (
oC) 

PS 103 +/- 2  99.8 
PMMA 122 +/- 12 105 

PVC 81 +/- 2 81.0 
   

 

 
1.4 Refractive index and Dipolar mode 
As the refractive index increases the hybridized dipolar 
mode redshifts, this relationship can be considered linear 
over small ranges. Figure 4 shows the relationship between 
the dipolar mode and the bulk refractive index of each 
polymer. The left image represents the silver nanocubes 
deposited onto the corresponding polymer thin films, 
whereas the right image shows the dipolar mode in respect 
to the bulk refractive index of the polymer, a linear 
relationship can be seen with a R2 value of 0.995 
signifying a very linear relationship between the dipolar 
mode and the refractive index as expected [24,25]. The Q 
mode was found to stay approximately constant (left) 
which is supported by literature that the quadrupolar mode 
is insensitive to the refractive index when the silver 
nanocube in on top of the substrate [24,25].  

Figure 3: The AFM and UV-Vis analysis and of a silver nanocube-PVC nanocomposite heating experiment. (A) the AFM image of 
silver nanocubes on PVC at room temperature. (B) The AFM image of silver nanocubes on PVC after heating was completed. (D) 
and (E) are the histograms for the before heated and after heated AFM images respectively. (C) the temperature dependent UV-
Vis extinction spectra. (F) Illustrating the change in the dipolar mode in respect to temperature, with experimental Tg is signified 
in the red line and the bulk Tg as the dotted red line 
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3. Conclusions 

Thermosensitive silver nanocube polymer nanocomposites 
were produced and used to locally probe the glass 
transition temperature of various polymers. The glass 
transitions of the polymers were found by monitoring the 
red shift in the Dipolar mode and were found to be: 103 
+/- 2 oC for PS, 122 +/- 12 oC for PMMA, and 81 +/- 2 oC 
for PVC. In comparison to the bulk Tg values of: 99.8 oC, 
105 oC and 81.0 oC for PS, PMMA and PVC respectively. 
For silver nanocubes on top of polymer films, the 
dependence of the dipolar mode on the bulk refractive 
index of each polymer was found to be linear, while the 
quadrupolar mode was insensitive to the bulk refractive 
index. Further analysis by monitoring the embedding 
process by UV-Vis continuously at a constant temperature 
will give more insight on the polymer dependence on the 
kinetics. The use of polymer blends may give insight on 
polymer-polymer surface properties and glass transition 
temperatures. It is also interesting to use polymers of 
different properties such as very high refractive index like 
polycarbodimide. The use of particle embedding can be 
done to produce anisotropic particles and possibly control 
particle aggregation upon solvent annealing forming 
controllable particle dimers.  
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Abstract 

Extraordinary transmission of light through subwalength 
holes in a metallic thin film offers potential applications in 
optoelectronic and sensing devices. Here, we present the 
optical properties of disordered nanoholes in optically thick 
silver thin films – fabricated by a novel technique. The 
disordered nanoholes exhibit strongly enhanced broadband 
optical transmission and highly localized electric fields 
which find potential applications in photovoltaic and 
sensing devices respectively.  

1. Introduction 

Subwavelength holes in a metallic thin film exhibit 
enhanced transmission of light due to the phenomenon of 
coupling of light with surface plasmons of the patterned 
metal film. Periodic arrays of nanoholes in an optical thick 
metal film have been widely studied owing to the spectral 
tunability of light transmission – by changing the size, shape 
and period of the holes. The optically active subwavelength 
holes – in which incident light gets converted into surface 
waves – in metal films find applications in optical filters, 
light-emitting diodes, photovoltaic devices and sensors. The 
widely studied system of periodic arrays (or ordered) of 
nanoholes in a metal film are mainly fabricated using 
focused ion beam, electron beam lithography and 
photolithography [1]. Recently, disordered nanoholes have 
gained importance owing to their non-linear optical 
response, high bandwidth field concentration (hotspots) in 
nanoscopic volume and possible optical Anderson-
localization effects [2]. 

Disordered nanoholes are fabricated through a low-
cost colloidal lithography technique which possesses its 
own limitations to be realized at wafer-scale. We have 
developed a novel technique to fabricate disordered 
nanoholes in optically thick silver thin films [3]. The 
technique is facile, inexpensive and wafer-scale compatible. 
Here, in this paper, we present the optical properties of the 
disordered nanoholes and discuss the advantages of utilizing 
them in photovoltaic and sensing applications. 

 

 

2. Experimental 
 
Disordered nanoholes in Ag thin films are prepared by a 
novel technique. Ag thin films of 180nm thickness are 
prepared using DC Magnetron sputtering with rate of 
deposition (1.5 nm/s) calibrated using thickness 
profilometer (Dektek XT). The disordered nanoholes are 
characterized using Scanning Electron Microscopy (Zeiss 
EVO-18 SEM), Optical microscopy (Nikon Eclipse LV-
100), UV-Vis-NIR spectroscopy (Shimadzu UV-3600 with 
ISR200) and Scanning Near-field Optical Microscopy 
(WITec Alpha RS 300). 

3. Results 

Figure 1 (a-b) show the SEM micrograph of the disordered 
nanoholes in Ag thin films. 
 

 
 

 
 
Fig. 1. Imaging of disordered nanoholes in optically thick 
silver thin films. a-b)SEM micrographs showing the 
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structural morphology and disordered arrangement of low 
and high densities of nanoholes respectively. 
 
The SEM data reveal that the nanoholes in 180nm Ag thin 
films have different sizes and shapes and possess disordered 
arrangement. Also, fig. 1b show that the density of the 
nanoholes can be increased. 
 

 
 

 
 
Fig. 2. Imaging of disordered nanoholes in optically thick 
silver thin films. a-b) Optical micrographs  showing the 
spectrally filtered optical transmission through disordered 
nanoholes – observed as coloured dots. 
 
The optical micrographs were obtained in the bright field 
transmission mode. The black background in the 
micrograph results from the opaqueness of the optically 
thick Ag thin film.  In fig. 2a, individually colored dots in 
the green to red range are observed and are few in number – 
pertaining to the low density of the nanoholes. In fig. 2b, 
the colored dots are very high in number – due to high 
density of nanoholes- and various colors are observed.  
 
Fig. 3. Shows the transmittance spectra of low density of 
nanoholes (blue) and high density of nanoholes (black) 
acquired using integrating sphere. The low density of 
nanoholes transmit only 0.035% of light in the green to red 
regime of the spectrum. The high density of nanoholes 
show a 25 fold increase in transmission of light  to that  of 
low density of nanoholes. The transmission of light through 

high density of nanoholes exhibit broadband nature in the 
500 – 750 nm region.  

 
Fig. 3. Optical studies of disordered nanoholes. 
Transmittance spectra exhibiting broadband enhanced 
transmission for high density nanoholes. Transmittance of 
low density nanoholes is also given for comparison. 
 

 
 

 
 
 
Fig. 4. Optical studies of disordered nanoholes. a-b) Two – 
and Three – dimensional Scanning Near-field Optical 
Microscope images showing the localized electric field 
profile on disordered nanholes respectively. 
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The fig. 4 show the SNOM micrographs of disordered 
nanoholes acquired in collection mode with 532nm laser 
illumination source. The SNOM data indicates the 
confinement of electric fields in and around the nanoholes. 
 

4. Discussion 

The structural morphology of the disordered nanoholes for 
two different densities – number of nanoholes per unit area - 
in optically thick silver thin films vary in shape, size (from 
80 – 200 nm) and possess disordered arrangement. The high 
density of nanoholes exhibit broadband enhanced 
transmission of light over a wide wavelength range from 
500 – 750nm. Partly, this enhanced transmission can be 
attributed to the variation in size and shape although 
disorder in the arrangement influences the optical response 
the most.  The disordered nanoholes showcase spectrally 
filtered optical transmission – observed as coloured dots – 
in the entire visible region correlating to the broadband 
transmission. 
 The enhanced light transmission is more 
pronounced in the near-field regime, as shown in figure 2 b-
c, where hotspots of high intensity electric fields are 
observed.  
 

5. Conclusions 

In conclusion, the disordered nanoholes in optically thick 
silver thin films fabricated using the novel technique show 
strongly enhanced broadband transmission of light and 
hotspots with localized electric fields which can be utilized 
for photovoltaic and sensing applications. 
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Abstract We investigate numerically the classical 
analogue of electromagnetically induced transparency in a 
nano-plasmonic structure constituted by two side-coupled 
cavities. Two configurations are considered: i) two cavities 
connected symmetrically on each side of the waveguide; ii) 
two cavities situated on the same side. In the first case the 
EIT resonance occurs as a consequence of the destructive 
interference between the two cavities (playing the role of 
two coupled radiative oscillators), whereas in the second 
situation the phenomenon arises due to a coupling between 
dark and radiative resonators. By detuning the sizes of the 
two cavities (i.e., the length difference ΔL, keeping their 
width w similar), we show that the position, width and 
quality factor of the EIT resonance depend strongly on ΔL. 
The effect of the metal gap separating the two cavities from 
the waveguide is also discussed. These results may have 
important applications for designing integrated devices such 
as narrow-frequency optical filters, novel sensors and high-
speed switches. 

 
1. Introduction 

 
Electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) is a 
quantum interference phenomenon that renders an opaque 
medium transparent in a narrow spectral region with low 
absorption and steep dispersion [1, 2]. These properties 
have been exploited to show different applications in these 
systems such as: slow light, sensing and data storage [2-5]. 
However, it was realized that EIT-like behaviors are not 
uniquely associated to quantum systems and can be 
extended to classical systems [2-4]. In this context, several 
classical systems have been designed to demonstrate the 
classical analogue of EIT. Among these systems one can 
cite: plasmonic nanostructures [6-11], planar metamaterials 
[12-14], photonic crystal waveguides coupled to cavities 
[15-19], coupled microresonators [20-25], micro and 
radiowave circuits [26-28] and acoustic slender tube 
waveguides [29-31]. The EIT resonance can be obtained 
using two coupled resonators (or oscillators) with closely 
spaced frequencies.  
 

The resonators with high (dark resonator) and low 
(radiative resonator) Q factors give rise to the so-called Λ-

type configuration [1] in three atomic levels, whereas the 
resonators with low Q factors (radiative resonators) give 
rise to the so-called V-type configuration [6, 8, 27-31]. In 
few recent works, the V-type resonances in double stub 
resonators connected at the same site along a waveguide 
have been shown in photonic [27-28] acoustic [29-30] and 
plasmonic [32-33] structures. 
 

 
 

Figure 1: (a) Geometry of a Metal-Insulator-Metal waveguide 
side-coupled (through a metallic gap g) to two cavities situated 
symmetrically on each side of the bus waveguide. (b) Same as in 
(a) but such as both cavities are placed on the same side of the 
main waveguide, and coupled to each other through a metallic gap 
g2. 
 

In this work, we studied the plasmonic analogue of EIT 
in a two side-coupled cavities to a waveguide. The 
geometry of the system is considered in either Λ or V-like 
configuration. This is to provide a plasmonic system design 
giving rise to EIT-like resonance in both configurations. 
The cavities are embedded in a metal and filled with air, 
and are considered to have the same width (w=100 nm), 
whereas their lengths L1 and L2 can be detuned. We show 
the possibility of existence of EIT resonance by detuning 
the size of the two cavities in Λ and V-type configurations 
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(Figs. 1a and 1b). Their separation from the waveguide is 
referred to as g (metallic gap that enables evanescent 
coupling).  
 

2. Method of numerical simulation 

The cladding of the waveguide and the cavities is a silver 
metal whose dielectric function is described by the lossy 
Drude model 

 ( )     
   

      
                         (1) 

 
where    is the relative permittivity at infinite frequency, 
   is the plasma frequency and   is the collision frequency. 
The corresponding values are given by [34]:        , 
             rad/s and        rad/s. The 
waveguide width (d) is set out to be equal to 50 nm and the 
incident plane wave is a TM polarized one, i.e. the magnetic 
field is perpendicular to the plane of Fig. 1 ( ⃗⃗     ). The 
frequency domain we are interested in here corresponds to 
the vacuum wavelength ranging from 600 nm to 820 nm. In 
this frequency interval the waveguide is strictly monomode 
and antisymmetric [35]. It corresponds to a surface 
plasmon-polariton (SPP)-like mode in which the electric 
field is strongly confined along the dielectric-metal 
interface and decays exponentially away from it [36]. 

The optical properties of the structure such as 
transmission (T), reflection (R) and absorption (A) are 
obtained using finite-element method (Comsol-
Multiphysics package) [37]. R and T are calculated, 
respectively, by means of the scattering matrix elements of 
the system, namely: 

 
  |   |   and    |   | ,                             (2) 

 
whereas the absorption is deduced by A = 1 – R – T. 
 

3. Plasmonic design system in V-type state 

  
In order to show the possibility of existence of EIT-
resonance, i.e. a resonance squeezed between two 
transmission zeros, we have to take    and    slightly 
different. This is true whether the system design is set into a 
V or Λ-like configurations. We will focus first on the V-
type system, and then treat the Λ-like case. Figures 2 (a), 
(b) and (c) give respectively the transmission, reflection and 
absorption spectra (pink curves) for L1=240 nm and L2=258 
nm (                ). One clearly notes, in Fig. 
1(a), the emergence of a resonance peak at        nm 
between the two dips situated at           and    
      . As a matter of comparison, we have also plotted 
the transmission, reflection and absorption for each 
resonator alone (black and red curves). While the zeros of 
transmission are originated from the resonances of the 
cavities [36], the peak of resonance is the consequence of an 
interaction between the cavities. 

 

Figures 3(a) and 3(b) represent the magnetic field 
distribution at the incident wavelengths (of the dips) 
          and          . At these wavelengths, the 
field is trapped in each cavity and do not propagate in the 
system. This result has already been explained and reported 
deeply in [36]. 

 

 
 
Figure 2: (a) Transmission spectra when a single cavity is coupled 
to the waveguide with L1=240 nm (black curve) and L2=258 nm 
(red curve). The pink curve corresponds to the case when both 
cavities are present in the system (L1=240 nm and L2=258 nm). (b) 
The same as in (a) but for the reflection. (c) The same as in (a) but 
for the absorption.  

 
Besides, the magnetic field map at the wavelength of the 

resonant peak, i.e.        nm is depicted in Fig. 3(c). It 
can be clearly seen that the wave is now transmitted through 
the waveguide. This phenomenon can be explained as an 
out of phase oscillation of one cavity with respect to the 
other. Indeed, the cavities, acting like radiative oscillators, 
interfere destructively (via the bus waveguide) at the 
wavelength of the EIT-resonance. As a result, the guided 
mode at the resonance is transmitted to the end of the 
waveguide giving rise to the EIT-phenomenon. 

In addition to the study of the amplitudes of the 
transmission, it is interesting to analyze other information of 
the scattering parameters such as the dispersion behavior. 
The latter is related to the phase   of the transmission. An 
example of the variation of the phase as a function of the 
wavelength is given in Fig. 4(a) for           As 
predicted, the phase shows two phase drops around the 
transmission zeros (Fig. 2(a)). The phase drops do not reach 
  because of the large absorption in the metal. Similar 
behavior has been observed experimentally in coaxial 
cables [28]. A clear signature of the phase drops is observed 

in the delay time defined as     
  
 giving rise to negative 

delay time in Fig 4(b). The delay time gives the time spent 
by electromagnetic waves in the cavities (time of capture) 
before their transmission. 
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In order to study the effect of the detuning          

on the EIT resonance, we have fixed the length of the lower 
cavity at L1=240 nm and changed the length L2 of the upper 
cavity. The results are depicted in Fig.5 for    = 0 nm 
(Fig.5 (a)), 6 nm (Fig.5 (b)) and 18 nm (Fig.5(c)). As 
predicted, the dip associated with the fixed cavity falls at 
the same wavelength indicated by an arrow. However, the 
wavelengths induced by the second cavity and the EIT 
resonance increase when    increases. 
 

 
 

Figure 3: (a), (b) Magnetic field maps at the transmission dips 
wavelengths             and            respectively. (c) 
Same as (a) and (b) but for the resonance peak at           . 
Notice the different color scales at the left hand side of the figures. 

 
 
Figure 4: (a) Variation of the phase of the transmission as a 
function of the wavelength for the structure depicted in Fig.3 (a) 

with L1 = 240 nm and L2 = 258 nm. (b) Same as (a) for the delay 
time. 
 

 
 
Figure 5: (a)-(c) Transmission spectra versus wavelength for 
different values of    (     (a), 6 nm (b) and 18 nm (c)) with 
g=16 nm and L1=240 nm. The arrows indicate the position of the 
fixed size cavity mode. 
 
We can also notice that around the EIT resonance, the 
transmission increases, whereas the reflection coefficient 
decreases and the absorption increases over a small amount 
of    before decreasing (reflection and absorption data are 
not given here). These results are summarized in Fig.6 
where we have plotted the magnitudes of transmission, 
reflection and absorption as a function of    for the EIT 
resonance depicted in the insert. One can notice that the 
transmission and reflection coefficients cross each other 
when the absorption reaches its maximum value 
around           . This is similar to the behaviour 
observed recently in photonic circuits [28]. In order to 
achieve a good transparency (i.e., a suppression of 
absorption),    should be chosen larger. For instance, if one 
takes                the resonance line width is 
rather reasonably small (which means good quality factor). 

The characteristics of the EIT resonance depend strongly 
on the gap parameter g separating the cavities and the 
waveguide, as it is described in Fig. 7(a). When g decreases, 
i) the wavelengths associated with the transmission dips and 
the EIT resonance increase. ii) The width and the intensity 
of the resonance decrease which renders the system less 
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transparent because of the absorption. iii) The dips reach 
zero intensity which means that the system becomes more 
opaque at the cavities wavelengths. 

 
Figure 6: Transmission, reflection and absorption versus    
     for the EIT resonance depicted in the insert. The 
wavelengths of the transmission zeros    and    are also sketched 
in the insert. The length of the lower cavity is fixed to L1 = 240 nm 
 

 

Figure 7: Transmission spectra versus wavelength for g=16 nm 
(black curve), 12 nm (red curve), 9 nm (green curve) and 6 nm 
(pink curve). The lengths of the two cavities are fixed to L1=240 
nm and L2=258 nm. (b) Transmission zeros and EIT-resonance 
wavelengths versus g. 

4. Plasmonic design system in a  -type state 

After having grafted the cavities resonators aside of the bus 
waveguide in a V-like configuration, we now put both 
cavities on the same side of the waveguide as depicted in Fig. 
1(b). In this shape, the system clearly resembles a  -like 
atomic state [1]. To make the comparison more evident we 

add upon the geometry of the system the corresponding 
three atomic-levels.  

 

Figure 8: Geometry of the plasmonic design system following a  -
type state. To make the analogy more apparent with atomic 
systems, the corresponding three atomic-levels are sketched within 
the structure.  
 
 
It should be pointed out that the upper cavity (         | ⟩) 
corresponds to the dark-mode (high quality factor Q) as it 
couples only evanescently with the guide through the lower 
cavity (         | ⟩ ). The lower cavity exhibits a strong 
coupling with the waveguide giving rise to the bright mode 
(low Q) (g is usually taken small). In figure 9, we give the 
transmission spectra of such system for           and 
          (i.e. ΔL = L2 - L1 = 12 nm), and g=g2=10 nm. 
One notes the appearance of a relatively large transparency 
window (EIT-resonance) between the transmission zeros 
corresponding to each cavity mode. 

 
Figure 9: Transmission spectra versus wavelength of the system of 
fig. 7 for                       and g=g2=10 nm. 
 

The high frequency mode (lower wavelength,     
      ) is an eigenmode of the lower cavity, while the low 
frequency mode (higher wavelength,           ) is an 
eigenmode of the upper cavity (of higher length). This is 
quite explicit in Figs. 10(a) and 10(b) where the magnetic 
field map is shown within the system at these specific 
wavelengths. As a matter of fact, at these frequencies the 
incident waves are trapped inside the cavities and reflected 
back to the entrance of the waveguide. The magnetic field 
map at the middle wavelength of the transmitted window 
(           ), corresponding to the EIT-resonance 
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wavelength is also presented in Fig. 10(c). Clearly, the 
lower cavity mode gets extinct whereas the upper cavity 
mode remains trapped within. As a result, the incident wave 
is transmitted at the right end of the waveguide. To get a 
deeper insight of the physical mechanism behind the EIT-
resonance in a Λ-like state, we turn back to the analogy with 
atomic systems. The EIT-resonance in such Λ-type 
configuration is inferred to quantum destructive interference 
(of transition amplitude). If we base our analysis on the 
three levels-system of Fig. 7, the transition | ⟩  | ⟩ has 
two possible pathways to occur: (i) through a direct 
transition | ⟩  | ⟩  or (ii) indirectly such as | ⟩  | ⟩  
| ⟩  | ⟩  The destructive interference between the two 
paths leads to EIT-resonance (suppression of absorption 
associated with | ⟩  | ⟩). 

 
 
Figure 10: (a), (b) Modulus of the magnetic field maps at 
transmission dips at            and            respectively. 
(c) Same as (a) and (b) but for the EIT-resonance peak wavelength 
at           . Notice the different color scales at the right hand 
side of the figures. 
 
 
This means that, in our classical system, the EIT resonance 
can be understood as a destructive interference between the 
mode escaping from the upper cavity and the mode 
resonating within the lower cavity. Hence, the guided mode 
uncouples with both resonators and passes through the 
waveguide.  
 

One could have noticed the relatively large width of the 
transparency window that opened up, which indicates a quite 
low quality factor of the EIT-resonance. In order to improve 
Q we studied the influence of the metallic gap g2 on the full 
width at half maximum (FWHM) of the resonance. This 
parameter permits the control of the evanescent coupling 
intensity between upper and lower cavities. In Fig 11, we 
give the transmission spectra of the system versus 
wavelength for different values of g2, and such that L1=240 
nm, L2=252 nm and g=10 nm. We remark a significant 
decrease of the width of the EIT resonance with increasing 
g2. Specifically, Q≈13 for g2=10 nm and Q≈27 for g2=20 nm. 
The drawback of increasing Q is the energy loss associated 
with EIT-peak. Indeed, one can see that at g2=10 nm (Q≈13) 
approximately 75% of the incident power is transmitted 
while for g2=20 nm only 60% of the power is transferred. 
Nonetheless, 60% of transmitted power is still quite 
reasonable value, and a trade-off should always be reached 
at that point. 
 

 
Figure 11: Transmission spectra versus wavelength of the system 
for different values of g2 such that           and      
       and g=10 nm. 
 
 
Another important feature of a classical analogue system of 
EIT is whether it is easy to tune the resonance peak or not. 
In order to show the possibility of EIT-resonance frequency 
tuning, we studied the effect of the upper cavity length on 
the transmission properties of the system. Specifically, we 
calculated the transmission spectra versus wavelength for 
L2=246 nm, 252 nm, 258 nm and 264 nm, whereas    
      , g=10 nm and g2=20 nm are kept constant. As 
pointed out just above, the value of g2=20 nm offers a good 
rate of transmitted power at EIT-resonance and a relatively 
small FWHM of the associated peak. The corresponding 
results are presented in Fig 12, where one can notice an 
almost linear increase of the EIT-resonance wavelength with 
increasing L2.  
 

Actually, it can be seen in Fig 11 that the intensity of the 
evanescent coupling between the two cavities resonators 
represented by g2 enables the tuning of the EIT-resonance as 
well. Nevertheless, it also modifies the FWHM of the 
resonance peak, which might be undesirable. Consequently, 
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it is best to adjust L2 such that only the wavelength 
resonance can be tuned. 

 

 
 

Figure 12: Transmission spectra versus wavelength of the system 
for different values of L2 such that                     and 
g=10 nm. 

 

5. Conclusion 

 
In this paper, we have demonstrated numerically the 
possibility of existence of plasmonic analogue of EIT in 
metal-air-metal waveguide coupled to two nano-cavities 
resonators placed in either V or Λ-type configurations. Both 
cavities are filled with air but with different sizes. The 
waveguide and the cavities are embedded in a metal and the 
interaction between the confined mode within the waveguide 
and the cavities depends on the type of configuration the 
system is set into. In a V-like state, the incident light-wave 
couples with both cavities (put aside) evanescently through a 
small metal gap. In this case, the EIT-resonance is shown 
and explained by destructive interference between the 
cavities acting like radiative oscillators. We have shown that 
the behavior of the EIT resonance in the transmission can be 
detuned via the difference in size of the two cavities 
depending on the value of the gap separating the cavities 
from the waveguide. On the other hand, when the same 
system is placed in a Λ-type state, the incident wave couples 
directly (evanescently) with the lower cavity, and only 
indirectly (via the former) with the upper one. In this 
situation, The EIT-resonance existence is proven as well and 
is explained analogously with atomic systems as destructive 
interference between the upper and lower cavities. The 
possibility of tuning the frequency and improving the quality 
factor of the EIT-resonance peak is demonstrated. As a 
matter of completeness of this work, we predict to use the 
properties of the EIT resonance in designing an optical 
demultiplexer made of one input waveguide and two output 
waveguides [38]. This work is in progress. Besides, the 
available results may have important applications for 
designing integrated devices such as narrow-frequency 
optical filters, novel sensors and high-speed switches. 
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Abstract 

We propose a Ag-Au hybrid plasmonic lens (PL) with outer 
slit design to obtain enhanced subwavelength focusing. The 
added outer slit can increase the power intensity and narrow 
down the focal spot. The measured focal spots of Ag-Au 
hybrid PL and Au PL with outer slit are 285 nm and 299 nm 
at working wavelength of 633 nm, which show the better 
subwavelength focusing property for the bimetallic 
nanostructure design. 

1. Introduction 

Recently, several approaches to achieve subwavelength 
focusing have been proposed to overcome the limit of 
resolution [1]. The plasmonic lens (PL) has become very 
appealing because of the super resolution image with 
extraordinary enhanced transmittance [2]. However, the 
subwavelength focusing of traditional plasmonic zone plate 
is usually underperformed in experiment owing to the weak 
evanescent wave approaching the focal point. 

In this work, we propose a Ag-Au hybrid PL with outer 
slit design. The transmitted power and localized field 
enhancement of this bimetallic nanostructure can be tuned 
by varying the ratio of different metallic compositions which 
can increase the magnitude of evanescent wave, similar to 
other nanophotonic devices [3]. In addition, the outer slit can 
further increase the transmittance and enhance focusing 
effect. We fabricate Au PL and hybrid PL with outer slit and 
measured their plasmonic properties. For comparison, 
focusing properties of Au PL and hybrid PL without outer 
slit are simulated. 

2. Design of the focusing effect 

The focusing effect of plasmonic device are based on the 
principles of constructively interference and focusing 
wavefront [2,4]. Figure 1 shows the schematic illustration 
of Ag-Au hybrid PL with outer slit. Different circular slit 
width are arranged to generate the focusing beam with 
correspond phase delay distribution along the x direction 
which can be described by the equation in Fig. 1. The gold 
film deposited on the silver film is to prevent the oxidation 
and sulfuration of silver film. 

The plasmonic focusing properties were investigated by 
using the Comsol Multiphysics Software. The gold and  
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Figure 1: Schematic illustration of Ag-Au hybrid PL with 
outer slit. The insert plot shows a SEM image. 
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Figure 2: The phase delay for (a) x- directional 
distribution and  (b) different slit widths of hybrid PL. 
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silver film thickness are both 50nm respectively. The 
TM polarized incident plane wave are focused at 
designed position after though the PL. The working 
wavelength is at 633nm. The insert Scanning Electron 
Microscope (SEM) image is shown with same structure 
parameters as simulating design. 

Figure 2 shows the phase delay for the PL with focal 
length F = 500nm. However, few number of the circular 
slit are easy for fabrication but the targeted focal length 
will be changed [2]. New idea for choosing the proper 
slit width with phase delay shifted 2*п is used for our 
outer circular nanoslits design [5]. Two or three circular 
nanoslits are selected for hybrid PL to achieve the 
subwavelength focusing. 

3. Plasmonic focusing properties analysis 

    The focusing performances are simulated for 
observing the enhanced focusing effect from the added 
outer slits. The power flows of focusing beam for each 
case are shown in Fig. 3. Stronger focusing beam is 
observed in hybrid PL with outer slit. The focusing 
wave fronts from outer slits not only enhance the power 
flow intensity but also narrow down the focal spot, 
which are shown near by the central focusing beam. 
Although the actual focal length is reduced almost 
hundreds of nanometer (compared with the idea design), 
the focal point is still around 100nm away with 
subwavelength focusing. 

Four kinds of the PLs are simulated to analysis the 
influence of focus by different metal composition as 
shown in Fig. 4.  The Au PL and that with outer slit are 
compared with the hybrid PLs. Figure 4(a) shows the 
power intensity distribution along the x-axis at the 
focusing spot. Figure 4(b) indicates the focusing 
properties of different nanostructures. The FWHM of 
focal spot of hybrid PL is slightly decreased compared 
with the Au PL (less evanescent wave attenuated in the 
silver). On the other side, the power intensity is 
increased for hybrid PL and the PL with outer slit 
design. By considering the two aspects of plasmonic 
focusing performance, the hybrid PL with outer slit 
design are seen to be the best choice for application. In  

 
Figure 3: Power intensity distribution along x-z plane for 
hybrid PL and hybrid PL with outer slit. 
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Figure 4: (a) Power intensity profiles of focal spot along x-
axis and (b) focusing properties of FWHM and power 
intensity at focal point for four different PLs. 
 
addition, the four PL are demonstrated with subwavelength 
focusing and the hybrid PL with outer slit can achieve 
around 240nm FWHM with working wavelength at 633nm.  

4. Fabrication and measurement  

To fabricate these PLs, we deposit silver and gold film on 
glass substrate, and then the pattern is made using focus ion 
beam (FIB). For measurement, the near-field scanning 
optical microscopy (NSOM) measurements were performed 
by using self-made fiber mount on scanning head. The 
tunable white light laser with optical filter is used as light 
source. The optical near-fields are collected into 
photomultiplier (PMT) and recorded during the 2D plane 
scanning. 

 
Figure 5: Simulated and experimental focusing spots for the 
(a) Au PL with outer slit and (b) hybrid PL with outer slit. 
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Figure 6: (a) normalized intensity profile and (b) FWHM of 
focusing beam for the two kinds of PL along z-axis. 

In fig. 5, the focusing spots of the Au PL and Hybrid PL  
with outer slit are observed. Form the results of simulation 
and experiment, the central focal spot and the side lobes are 
shown and confirm the direction of polarization. In addition, 
the near-field cross sections of focusing beam are record 
along the z-axis at different heights. 

Figure 6 shows the power intensity and FWHM of focal 
spot alone the z-axis. In fig. 6(a), the simulated and 
measured results indicate that the focal length is around 
140nm for Au PL and 110nm for hybrid PL with outer slit 
design, which are shown with the strongest power flow. Fig. 
6(b) plots the FWHM of focal spot along the z-position 
which also confirm the same results of focal length as fig. 
6(a). In addition, the suddenly narrow FWHM around 
300nm are observed both in simulation and experiment. This 
is understood as the outer slit providing the longer distance 
focus wavefront which is not observed in the case of the PL 
without the outer slit design. Finally, the small FWHM of 
focal spots for Au PL and hybrid PL are 295nm and 285nm 
respectively. This small subwavelength focusing spot is 
achieved and the focal length can be extended to around 
100nm which are much longer than other subwavelength 
focusing devices as planar superlens. Furthermore, the 
plasmonic plasmonic zone plates with long focal length are 
seldom achieving the subwavelength focusing in experiment 
but the designed hybrid PL with outer slit can overcome this 
problem. 

5. Conclusions 

We have developed the Ag-Au hybrid PL with outer slit 
design. The stronger power intensity for both Au PL and 

hybrid PL with added outer slit are obtained in simulation. 
Furthermore, smaller subwavelength focusing spot of hybrid 
PL with outer slit are simulated and measured by 
comparison to that of Au PL with outer slit. The enhanced 
focusing properties can be applied into optical trapping, 
optical data storage and nanolithography. 
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Abstract— A theoretical study of non-Bragg gap solitons in one-dimensional non linear Kerr-
metamaterial heterostructures is performed. A switching from states of no transparency in the
linear regime to soliton-induced high-transparency states in the nonlinear regime is observed for
various non-Bragg gaps. Soliton solutions are shown to be robust with respect to absorption
effects.

The experimental realization of metamaterials, or left-handed materials (LHMs), has opened up
interesting possibilities in the study of 1D plasmonic heterostructures. Recently, multi stability,
transmission switching and soliton formation have been reported on Kerr-metamaterial superlat-
tices at the band edge of the non-Bragg < n > = 0 gap [1], plasmon-polariton (PP) gap [2, 3] and
Kerr polaritonic/metamaterial [4] heterostructures at the edge of the zero-φeff non-Bragg gap.

Here we are concerned with a heterostructured system composed by alternate building blocks
A (of width a) and B (of width b) periodically arranged or in a quasi-periodic Fibonacci sequence
[2, 3]. Layers A are characterized by a constant magnetic permeability µA and an electric permit-
tivity given by ϵA = ϵ0A + α|E(z)|2, where E = E(z) is the electric-field amplitude of the electro-
magnetic field within the heterostructure. Slabs B represent the metamaterial whose frequency-
dependent electric permittivity and magnetic permeability are given by ϵB = fϵ +

Fϵ

βϵ−ν2−iνγ and

µB = fµ + Fµ

βµ−ν2−iνγ , respectively, where ν is the linear frequency and γ is a phenomenological

damping parameter which accounts for absorption/loss effects in slabs B. We have chosen the elec-
tric and magnetic response parameters as in Hedge at al [1]. Without loss of generality we have
focused on the study of transversal-electric (TE) electromagnetic modes in the heterostructure (cf.
Figs. 1 and 2).

Moreover, a theoretical study of 1D heterostructures composed of alternate layers of a Kerr
polaritonic material and a linear dispersive metamaterial is performed [4]. For frequency values at
the edges of the non-Bragg zero-φeff gap of the heterostructure in the linear regime, a switching
from very low to high transmission states is obtained and localized gap solitons of various orders
are found (see Fig. 3), depending on the particular value of the incident power.
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Figure 1: Transmission coefficient in a heterostructure of 32 AB bilayers (a = b = 10 mm) in the absence of
absorption and nonlinearity, for (a) normal and TE-configuration oblique incidence with (c) θ = π/24 and
(d) θ = π/6. Panel (b) shows the dispersion relation corresponding to the infinite heterostructure for normal
and oblique incidence with θ = π/24 and θ = π/6 (solid, dashed, and dotted lines, respectively).
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Figure 2: PP gap solitons for oblique incidence with θ = π/24 obtained for the system considered in Fig. 1.
Solid, dashed and dotted lines correspond to γ = 0, γ = 10−5 GHz and γ = 10−4 GHz, respectively. Results
for each value of γ were obtained for the values of −α|Ei|2 corresponding to the three first local maxima of
the transmission coefficient as a function of the defocusing nonlinearity power at ν = 5.0662 GHz.
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Figure 3: (a) Transmission coefficient as a function of the defocusing nonlinearity power. Results were
obtained for a finite heterostructure [4] with N = 40 double AB layers, in the TE configuration (absorption
effects were not considered) for ν at the bottom of the zero−φeff gap, with full, dashed, and dotted lines
corresponding to θ = 0, θ = π/12, and θ = π/6, respectively. The corresponding zero−φeff -gap solitons, in
the case of the defocusing nonlinearity power associated with the first maximum-transmission peak, for (b)
θ = 0 and oblique incidence with (c) θ = π/12, and (d) θ = π/6, are also displayed.
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Abstract— The optical transmission properties of light in one-dimensional disordered nonlin-
ear layered systems with metamaterial inclusions are theoretically studied. Layer widths of both
nonlinear and metamaterial slabs are considered as random variables without any correlation
between them. A thorough investigation is performed of soliton-induced transparency and influ-
ence of disorder in the vicinities of a Bragg gap and non-Bragg zero−n and bulk-like longitudinal
plasmon-polariton gaps. It is shown that the Bragg-gap soliton reveals itself as the most robust
against disorder.

The experimental realization of metamaterials, or left-handed materials (LHMs), has opened up
interesting possibilities in the study of one-dimensional (1D) plasmonic heterostructures. In this
respect, periodic, quasiperiodic and disordered structures, made up of bilayers AB composed of
materials with positive (RHM) and negative (LHM) indices of refraction, have been the subject
of both experimental and theoretical investigations. Such a heterostructure with metamaterial in-
clusions exhibit a non-Bragg band gap associated to the < n > = 0 null average of the refractive
index [1, 2]. Also, investigations on 1D RHM-LHM heterostructures have shown that, for oblique
electromagnetic incidence, longitudinal bulk-like plasmon polaritons (PPs) may be excited along
the growth direction of the heterostructure with the non-Bragg PP gap showing up in the corre-
sponding transmission spectra [3].

Theoretical studies on nonlinear layered systems have also revealed novel results: non-Bragg
< n > = 0 gap-soliton solutions have been reported [4] for frequencies at the edge of the linear gap,
in 1D superlattices which alternates linear/nonlinear media: one finds a soliton-mediated trans-
parency switching, from a state of no transparency at the linear regime to total transparency in the
nonlinear regime. Similar results were obtained for PP gap solitons and multi stability, transmission
switching and n-soliton formation have been reported both on Kerr-metamaterial superlattices at
the band edge of the PP gap and on Kerr polaritonic/metamaterial heterostructures at the edge of
the zero-φeff non-Bragg gap [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. In the present work, a theoretical study of non-Bragg
gap solitons in 1D Kerr-metamaterial Fibonacci-quasiperiodic and disordered heterostructures is
presented. The transmission coefficient is numerically obtained by combining the transfer-matrix
formalism in the metamaterial layers with the numerical solution of the nonlinear differential equa-
tion in the Kerr slabs, and by considering the loss effects in the metamaterial slabs. A switching
from states of no transparency in the linear regime to high-transparency states in the nonlinear
regime is observed for the non-Bragg < n > = 0, PP, and zero-φeff gaps.

With respect to quasiperiodic Fibonacci structures, we have performed a detailed study of non-
Bragg-gap solitons in one-dimensional Kerr-metamaterial heterostructures. More specifically, by
considering both nonlinearity and absorption effects in the metamaterial slabs, we have studied
the transmission properties of various Sn generation sequences of Fibonacci heterostructures as a
function of the defocusing nonlinearity power in the vicinity of the zero-order gap, for frequency
values corresponding to a negligible transmissivity in the linear regime and for normal incidence. In
all cases we demonstrated that the system transmissivity switches from a state of no transparency,
in the linear regime, to high-transparency states in the nonlinear regime. The results reported here
suggest that the effects of the quasiperiodicity do not considerably affect the spatial-localization
properties of the zero-order gap solitons in the heterostructure. The spatial localization of the non-
Bragg-gap solitons is also examined, and the symmetry properties of the soliton waves are briefly



discussed.

In the case of disordered Kerr-metamaterial heterostructures, disorder was introduced via a ran-
dom variation of layer widths without any correlation between them. The transmission-switching
phenomenon in heterostructures is observed for frequency values in the vicinity of zero−n, PP or
Bragg gaps and for sufficiently low values of the disorder amplitude. As the disorder amplitude
is increased we have observed the gradual extinction of soliton waves for frequency values in the
vicinity of the zero−n, PP or Bragg gaps. The transmission properties in the vicinity of the Bragg
gap are shown to be more robust against fluctuations than near non-Bragg gaps. This fact may be
attributed to the interference origin of the Bragg gap in contrast with the non-Bragg ones. The
most sensible PP gap depends on resonance effects and therefore one may expect it to be indeed
quite sensible to fluctuations. Also, inclusion of absorption effects via a phenomenological damping
constant leads to the decrease of the average of the transmission coefficient and to the extinction
of soliton waves in the heterostructure. We have demonstrated that the average of the transmis-
sion coefficient of the heterostructure with N double layers (TN ) as well as the occurrence of the
transmission-switching phenomenon are very sensitive to the value of the disorder amplitude ∆,
a fact which is more remarkable for heterostructures with large number of layers. The extinction
of soliton waves for relatively small values of ∆ suggests possible difficulties for their experimental
observation in a real system if a rigorous control of the system geometry is not taken into account.
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Abstract-Reversed Cherenkov radiation (RCR) in the left-handed metamaterial (LHM) has been 
detected at microwave frequencies for the first time by using a charged particle bunch as an excited 
source. This experiment has confirmed that the RCR will bring technology innovations in 
conventional particle physics, vacuum electronics, accelerator physics, material science, and optics.  

 
The left-handed metamaterial (LHM) was first proposed in a seminal work in 1967 by Veselago. There are 

three novel electromagnetic phenomena: negative refraction index, reversed Cherenkov radiation (RCR), and 
reversed Doppler Effect in this hypothetical medium [1]. The negative refraction index was experimentally 
demonstrated in 2001 [2] and then the reversed Doppler effect was experimentally verified in 2003 [3]. However, 
there are many challenges in RCR experiment. For examples, due to the intrinsic anisotropy and strong 
dispersion of LHM, it is very difficult to realize and characterize it; there is no suitable couplers to connect the 
LHM for detection due to the special property of the LHM, hence the novel couplers have to be designed. 
Rigorous RCR experimental verification using real charged particles has not been reported, although some 
famous institutions in the world such as Argonne National Laboratory, Los Alamos National Laboratory and 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology were involved in this activity with most attempts [4]-[6]. 

Based on the theoretical works about the RCR in an either isotropic or anisotropic LHM in both lossy and 
dispersive cases [7]-[10], we have creatively constructed a suitable all-metal LHM [11]. It consists of a square 
waveguide loaded by complementary electric split ring resonators, which exhibits “left-hand” property in a 
narrow frequency band. We have also designed two identical output couplers being added to the two ends of the 
LHM presented here to output backward and forward microwave signals, respectively. And then, we have built 
the experimental needed components and used the Oscilloscope to detect the RCR and reflected signals at Ports 
1 and 2, respectively. The experimental results clearly state that the power of signal at Port 2 is much lower than 
that at Port 1 and the frequency of the signal at Port 2 is almost the same as that at Port 1. According to these 
facts, we can conclude that the output signal at Port 1 is the RCR directly excited by the charged particles. 

The present work paves the way for many applications such as particle detections in high-energy particle 
physics, high-power, high-efficiency radiation sources with smaller size in vacuum electronics and metamaterial 



characterization in material science. 
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Abstract - It is shown that a racemic array of helical-shaped metallic wires (magnetic wire 
medium) supports a nearly dispersionless transverse electric (TE) mode with phase velocity 
almost independent of the wave vector. The metamaterial may be characterized by an extreme 
magnetic anisotropy, and hence may be regarded as the magnetic analogue of the standard 
wire medium formed by straight wires. It is demonstrated with full-wave simulations that the 
magnetic wire medium enables channeling the near field of TE waves. 

 

One of the most exciting possibilities provided by metamaterials is the manipulation of the near-field, which 
most notably enables to surpass the half-wavelength spatial resolution limit inherent to conventional imaging 
devices. Several metamaterial-based imaging systems with a subwavelength resolution have been proposed over 
the last decade [1-6]. In particular, it was demonstrated that uniaxial arrays of metallic wires may operate as 
nearly ideal endoscopes, performing a pixel-by-pixel channeling of the entire source spatial spectrum (i.e., both 
propagating and evanescent waves) with a subwavelength resolution [3-5]. However, despite all the 
remarkable imaging properties of these wire medium lenses, such structures have an important limitation: 
they are inherently polarization sensitive and only enable the transport of transverse magnetic (TM or p) 
polarized waves. 

Achieving a similar channeling effect for TE (or s) polarized waves (with the electric field parallel to 
the interface) would require replacing the metallic wires by “perfectly magnetic conducting” (PMC) 
wires. However, materials with a PMC-type response are unavailable in nature, even as an imperfect 
approximation. Yet, it is possible to partially mimic the response of a PMC using metamaterials. This can 
be done using a “Swiss rolls” array – a periodic set of cylinders comprising a thin conducting sheet 
wrapped around a central mandrel [6]. It was demonstrated in [6] that at the resonant frequency, the 
Swiss rolls may behave as magnetic wires and enable the transport of a magnetic near-field distribution 
with a resolution identical to the roll diameter. However, the Swiss rolls lenses are only effective at MHz 
frequencies, since due to fabrication constraints this solution is unsuitable for higher oscillation 
frequencies. 

Here, we suggest an alternative way to mimic the behavior of PMC wires that can be easily 
implemented in the microwave regime and possibly extended to the THz and IR domains. Specifically, 
we consider a metamaterial formed by a racemic array of PEC helical-shaped metallic wires (Fig. 1(a)) 
[7-8]. Notably, it is demonstrated that to some extent this metamaterial may be regarded as the magnetic 
analogue of the standard wire medium formed by straight wires. In particular, it supports an 
electromagnetic mode with a phase velocity nearly independent of the transverse wave vector (Fig. 1(b)), 
similar to what happens in the conventional wire medium for TM polarized waves [3-5]. One can see 
from Fig. 1(b) that the isofrequency contours are nearly flat so that zk  is almost independent of xk , which 
is the fingerprint of an extreme magnetic anisotropy. This suggests the existence of some kind of 
“canalization regime” [3-4] for TE-z polarized waves. 



 
Fig. 1 (a) Geometry of the magnetic wire medium: a periodic array of metallic helical-shaped wires arranged in an orthorhombic lattice 
(period 2a  along the x-direction, period a  along the y-direction, and period p  along the z-direction). Each unit cell includes one right-
handed helix and one left-handed helix. R  is the radius of the helices and wr  is the radius of the wires. The helices stand in free-space. 
The plane of incidence is the xoz plane and the incident wave is TE-z polarized [ inc( ,0, )x zk k k , inc ˆ yE E u ]. (b) Isofrequency contours 
of the nearly dispersionless TE mode supported by the magnetic wire medium with 0.4R a , 0.05wr a , 0.9p a . The number insets 
correspond to the value of /a cZ . (c) Density plot of H  for a magnetic wire medium with the same geometrical parameters as in (b), 

5 mma   and 1.012 GHzf  , obtained using CST Microwave Studio. The sources are placed at a distance 1d a  from the front 
interface of the lens, and are separated by a distance s 00.3O'  . 

To evaluate the potentials of the near-field transport by the magnetic wire medium lens, we simulated 
the electromagnetic response of the structure using CST Microwave Studio. We considered the scenario 
wherein the metamaterial lens is illuminated by two small magnetic loops parallel to the interface plane 
and separated by a distance s 00.3O'  . Figure 1(c) clearly shows that the magnetic wire medium lens 
channels the electromagnetic field radiated by the sources along the axial direction, with a resolution 
approximately equal to 00.075 4.45aO � . At the conference, we will explain in detail the physics of the 
wave propagation in the magnetic wire medium based on an effective medium approach [9], and we will 
present further numerical results of the subwavelength imaging illustrated in Fig. 1(c) [9]. 
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Abstract-Non-Hermitian optical systems require precisely controlled complex-valued optical 

potentials. Here, we generate such complex potentials on azo-dye-doped PMMA polymer thin 

film by using the reconfigurable holographic method. The purest exceptional point to our 

knowledge is generated and the skewness of eigenvectors of the complex potentials is 

characterized by observing the asymmetric diffraction. Also we present non-Hermitian 

trajectories in skewed vector space which implying this approach should enable the 

observation of non-Hermitian nature. 
 

Several parity-time (PT) symmetric systems which are special cases of non-Hermitian systems have 

been proposed and investigated including experimental observation of unidirectional beam propagation in 

coupled fiber-optic network that satisfying PT-symmetry in time-domain [1]. They discussed about the 

extraordinary behaviors of light around PT-symmetric exceptional point (EP) which are the characteristic 

features of skewed eigenvector. Moreover, the eigenstates flipping features during encircling of EPs in 

exciton-polariton billiard system [2] also reported recently. To observe and applicate these features, the 

robust and reconfigurable generation methods of non-Hermitian systems are required. 

Here we present a reconfigurable generation method of arbitrary complex potentials in optical domain 

by using the vector-field holography in azo-dye-doped polymer film. By illuminating the interfered pump 

light, the complex permittivity is generated as shown in Fig. 1(a). The physical migration due to the 

gradient force gives the real part modulation [3] and the reorientation due to the local polarization 

distribution gives the imaginary part modulation [4]. Therefore, the modulations can be written as 
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Here, CR and CI are empirical constants, F is the electric susceptibility of the host polymer, ¢���²t denotes 

time-average, and D = tan–1(|EPy/EPx|
2) and Mxy = arg(EPx)–arg(EPy) are local polarization parameters. EPx and 

EPy are x and y components of interfered pump light EP = E1 + E2. The modulation of complex permittivity 

of generated non-Hermitian photonic lattices can be conveniently expressed by the first-harmonic 

sinusoidal form which including Eqs. (1) and (2) as 

 > @R I 0( ) ( ) ( ) (1 )cos( ) cos( ) ,x x i x Kx i KxH H H H [ [ G'  ' � '  ' � � �             (3) 

Therefore, the non-Hermitian lattices can be characterized by the balance factor [ and phase difference 



between real and imaginary modulation G. Note that the system is PT-symmetric (or exceptional point) 

when ([, G) = (0.5, S/2). 
We experimentally confirm the generation of non-Hermitian lattices by observing the asymmetric 

diffraction due to skewing of eigenvectors. By scanning G around S/2 with fixed [ = 0.5, we can clearly 

obseve the diverging of contrast ratio of r1th-order diffractions implying extremely skewed eigenvectors as 

shown in Fig. 1(b). Moreover, by continuously evolving the parameters ([, G), the non-Hermitian lattices 
are reconfigured along certain path. Thus several interesting path such as presented in Fig. 1(c) are 

realizable by this method. 

We will present theoretical and experimental details and interesting results, and it will clearly show that 

our suggested method could enable extending the experimental works on the non-Hermitian features, 

application to the switchable devices from its reconfigurable ability, and observation of non-Hermitian 

natures by optically reconfigurable generation and evolution of Hamiltonians which lies on the 

non-Hermitian quantum mechanics. 

 
Figure 1. (a) Schematic illustration of complex photonic lattice formation. (b) Contrast ratio of asymmetric diffractions as 

function of polarization angle of pump beam. (c) Reconfigurable paths in skewed vector space. 
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Abstract— We report on realization of hyperbolic metamaterials operating at near- and mid-
infrared frequencies using Ga-doped ZnO and Sn-doped In2O3 as metallic component. The
hyperbolic dispersion is manifested by occurrence of negative refraction. Control of the doping
level allows for systematic adjustment of the frequency range with hyperbolic dispersion from the
mid-infrared up to almost one micrometer. As a prerequisite, we discuss the plasmonic properties
of Ga-doped ZnO and Sn-doped In2O3.

Hyperbolic metamaterials (HMMs) have attracted much attention because they allow for broad-
band enhancement of spontaneous emission and imaging below the diffraction limit [1]. When fabri-
cated out of traditional metals like Al or Ag, the frequency range of operation is typically restricted
to the UV/VIS spectral range and for operation at longer wavelengths alternative materials are
required [2]. Transparent conductive oxides with a metallic-like dielectric function in the infrared
spectral range are promising candidates in this regard. Tunable free-electron concentration, small
optical losses and the possibility of epitaxial growth are significant advantages compared to tradi-
tional metals.
Using molecular beam epitaxy, we have established growth regimes for fabrication of heavily

doped ZnO:Ga [3] and In2O3:Sn [4]. The resultant infrared Drude-type dielectric function can be
systematically tuned via the free-electron concentration allowing to extend the metallic range to
wavelengths as short as 1.36 µm and 1.06 µm for ZnO:Ga and In2O3:Sn, respectively. The mean
electronic damping rate (2γ) does not exceed 110 meV in the case of ZnO:Ga and is almost a
factor of two smaller for In2O3:Sn. The fabricated ZnO/ZnO:Ga and In2O3/In2O3:Sn HMMs are
of high quality and the frequency range with hyperbolic dispersion covered by both material classes
extends from mid-infrared wavelengths to almost 1 µm. Figure 1 shows exemplarily characteris-
tics of a ZnO/ZnO:Ga HMM designed for operation at telecommunication wavelengths [5]. The
free-electron concentration of ZnO:Ga centers the spectral range with Type-I hyperbolic behav-
ior to about 1.55 µm and its spectral width allows to cover the entire telecommunication band
[Figure 1 (a)]. We identify the material’s hyperbolic character by various optical measurements in
combination with theoretical calculations. In particular, we demonstrate negative refraction of the
extraordinary wave [Figure 1 (b)].

These HMMs can now be combined with a selected emitter material, e.g. rare-earth doped metal
oxides, which is grown on top or even embedded between two HMMs. In this way, the effect of the
hyperbolic high-k states on the spontaneous emission can be studied and engineered. Moreover, by
replacing the dielectric layer with this material, gain assisted reduction of the optical losses might
be possible [6]. Another attractive application feasible is imaging below the diffraction limit with
telecommunication light.
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Figure 1: ZnO/ZnO:Ga HMM for telecommunication wavelengths. (a) Calculated real part of the dielectric
function parallel (red) and perpendicular (blue) to the crystal axis using the effective medium approximation.
The real part of the dielectric function of the sole ZnGaO is plotted for reference (black, dotted). The
spectral range where Re[ϵ∥] < 0 and Re[ϵ⊥] > 0 is attained is 0.72 eV - 0.96 eV. Inset: Schematics of the
sample and orientation of the dielectric functions. (b) Verification of negative refraction of the extraordinary
wave transmitted through the sample. Inset: Schematics of the experimental configuration in which the
transmitted beam is partly blocked by a razor blade. Depending on the exact configuration (Set 1 or
2), negatively or positively refracted frequency components shift away from the blade or behind the blade
resulting in an increased or decreased signal in the spectrum. Main panel: Intensity ratio of the partly
blocked transmitted beam and the unblocked transmitted beam for the two different configurations and for
the ordinary wave in configuration 2 (light gray line). The unblocked transmission is shown for reference,
too (black, dashed line). The angle of incidence is 25◦
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Abstract –The glass samples of 25К2О�25Al2O3�50B2O3 composition (mol. %) 
with addition of 3.0 mass.% Fe2O3 were gamma-irradiated to the dose of  1.7 MR 
at 423 K showed optical response characteristic for metamaterial.  The effect was 
explained by the developed phenomenological theory of the radiation-induced 
processes at the thermoradiation treatment. 

 
Obtaining metamaterials is actual now, although microwave treatment isn't the only way 

[1,2]. Here we considered another possible way, which is the dynamic nonlinear effect of self-
organization at thermoradiation treatment.  

The purpose of this work was to search for structural transformations in multicomponent 
oxide glasses at strong external impacts (for example, thermoradiation effects) which would 
result in obtaining "meta"-like material with non-linear optical properties. 

We could find the negative differential absorption phenomenon [3] at gamma irradiation or 
thermoradiation treatment (TRT) which relates to metamaterials.  

For determination of parameters of the negative induced absorption (self-transparency) we 
use the following phenomenological equation of TRT: 

� �
t

naNNt
dt

dN //

0
/ DJDD � ���                           (1) 

where t - parameter of a radiation dose; N- concentration of the radiation-induced centers of 
coloring; n- concentration of initial defects on which the centers of coloring (CC) are created; γ0-
probability of CC formation at capture of charge carriers (electrons or holes). This equation gives 
a probability of destruction of CC; and also probabilities of CC disintegration under the 
influence of irradiation dose (radiation annealing) and heating (thermal annealing) at a fixed T. 
At some simplifying assumptions the general solution of (1) can be received in the form: 
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In the solution (2) J0- probability of emergence of CC at 
capture of  hole at oxygen vacancy, and also structural units like 
[BO4], [AlO4]. In (2) probabilities of recombination and 
disintegration of CC hole [BO4]

e+ ; [AlO4]
e+ due to temperature 

mobility of the free electrons created by radiation are also 
considered. D// - valent transition Fe3+�Fe2+, which is caused by 
radiochemical process (reaction of  zero order). 

In figure 1 the dependence of the radiation induced optical 
density (ΔD)λ (λ=340-770 nm) from logarithm of post-radiation 
dose ( ~lg D , D~, Gy) calculated by generation-recombination         
model (1-2) is shown: 1 experiments, potash aluminoboron glass  Fig.1. 



(22,5P2O3, 22,5Al2O3, 55B2O3) in mol. % with Fe2O3 additive - 0.1 mass. % Fe2O3; 2-theoretical 
calculation at D2=0; 3-theoretical calculation at D2z0, i.e. at TRT  and dependence of the second 
part of the solution (2) on  dose is also shown (curve 4). 

It is seen from fig.1 that the thermoradiation contribution in the second term gives the 
curve corresponding to the critical dose of the subsequent irradiation then the induced absorption 
(ΔD)λ becomes negative. In other words the glass sample after TRT and additional irradiation 
becomes non-linear (self-transparent). We believe that at usual radiation annealing or thermal 
annealing the positive absorption is compensated by the negative absorption, which was caused 
by self-organizing electron-hole processes at thermal radiation processing. 

Experimental data on optical absorption spectra of the studied PAB glass - (25P2O3, 
25Al2O3, 50B2O3) in mol.% with Fe2O3 oxide additives in mass. %, over 100% in section of 
changes of temperature of radiation in the range of 423-573 K are obtained. The dose rates of 
gamma irradiation were 286, 237 and 40 R/s. The obtained data confirmed the above 
considerations of negative differential absorption. The preliminary obtained data also showed 
that at thermoradiation processing with 423 K and power of gamma-radiation 237 R/s at 2-hour 
radiation in the gamma channel gives in 600 angle of incidence the left rotating at the angle 
reflection on (5±0,5) of degrees. 

Thus, it has been shown here that the thermoradiation phenomena in glasses, considering 
that the negative radiation-induced absorption at thermoradiation processing testifies to 
homogenization of structure of glass, which allow to obtain metamaterials in the natural way 
from multi oxide glasses with iron oxide. The thermoradiation effect can be useful for modifying 
magnetooptical glasses with new unique non-linear properties. 
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Abstract— Hyperbolic metamaterials (HMMs) are artificial structures whose extreme optical anisotropy
opens the way for a broad range of applications in the visible range, from perfect lensing to attomolar
biosensing. Recently, the possibility to engineer a structure showing a zero in the in-plane optical con-
stant and, simultaneously, a pole in the out-of-plane one has been demonstrated for the so called “εNZP”
HMMs. Unfortunately, once properly designed for only a few metal-dielectric pairs in the visible range,
there is no way to shift the transition wavelength between these coexisting anisotropies and keep the
same constituents. We present a simple way of overcoming this problem and set up a method to tune
this transition point within almost the entire visible range without changing the constituent fundamental
materials.

Hyperbolic Metamaterials (HMMs) constitute a new class of artificial, extremely anisotropic materials
based on deeply subwavelength metal/dielectric building blocks, whose properties have been widely ex-
ploited in spontaneous emission enhancement,[1] subwavelength imaging [2] and biosensing [3]. Recently,
a new configuration has been proposed allowing the coexistence of the type I and type II anisotropies and
their complete inversion at a single wavelength called “canalization wavelength”. This condition verifies
if Lm = Ld and εm = −εd . Unfortunately, once the materials are selected, there is no way to shift the
canalization wavelength keeping the same components. In this paper we show how to overcome this limit
and open a whole visible wide design tunability window by introducing a HMM based on a three materials
building block [4]. In particular, five trilayers, each one consisting in a metal-semiconductor-oxide triplet,
are considered. Si has been chosen as the high index material, SiO2 as the low index dielectric and, as a
metal, we have chosen silver. By fixing the thickness of the metal, it is possible to act on the other two to
design the type I/type II transition wavelength at the desired position into the allowed range. In the case of
a three materials HMM (TM-HMM), the expressions for ε̃∥ and ε̃⊥ are given in 1 and 2

ε̃∥ =
ε̃d1

td1
+ ε̃d2

td2
+ ε̃mtm

td1
+ td2

+ tm
(1)

ε̃⊥ =
ε̃d1

ε̃d2
ε̃m(td1

+ td2
+ tm)

td1
(ε̃d2

ε̃m)+ td2
(ε̃d1

ε̃m)+ tm(ε̃d1
ε̃d2

)
(2)

Where d1,d2 and m indicate respectively the first and the second dielectric and metal, td1
, td2

and tm are their
thicknesses. In order to obtain simultaneously ε̃∥ = 0 and ε̃⊥ = ∞ the system in equation 3 has to be solved.

{

ε̃d1
td1

+ ε̃d2
td2

+ ε̃mtm = 0

td1
(ε̃d2

ε̃m)+ td2
(ε̃d1

ε̃m)+ tm(ε̃d1
ε̃d2

) = 0;
(3)

Once the three materials are selected, then ε̃d1
, ε̃d2

and ε̃m are fixed. By fixing the thickness of the metal
at 20nm, positive solutions for the thicknesses of the two dielectrics can be found by solving the system in
equation 4.

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

td1
=−

ε̃d2
td2

+ε̃mtm

ε̃d1

td2
=−tm

ε̃2
d1
−ε̃2

m

ε̃2
d1
−ε̃2

d2

ε̃d2
ε̃m

(4)

By contemporary imposing the conditions td1
> 0 and td2

> 0 in system 4, we find ε̃d1
< |ε̃m| and ε̃d2

> |ε̃m|.
By merging these two conditions it is possible to reach the design relation for a three materials based εNZP

HMM:
ε̃d2

> |ε̃m|> ε̃d1
(5)



(a)
(c) (d)

100nm

(e)

(f)

(b)

Figure 1: (a) Si and SiO2 thicknesses as extracted by equation 4. At 365nm the system becomes an Ag/SiO2 HMM,
while at 620nm system falls down in the Ag/Si bilayer HMM. Below 365nm and above 620nm solutions are not
physical. (b) Resonance cones angle calculation for both the HMM systems showing a minimum very close to zero
in correspondence of the two transition wavelengths. In the insets a FEM simulation of the electric field propagation
inside the structures showing a canalization effect at the respective canalization wavelengths, manifested as a straight
subwavelength confined light beam.

By using Ag as a metal, Si as high-index dielectric and SiO2 as a low index dielectric, a tunability of 255nm
is obtained (see figure 1.a).

Here we designed two systems, showing two different transition wavelengths. The first one, with λtr =
450nm, is made of 20nm Ag, 6.5nm SiO2 and 5nm Si layers. The second, showing λtr at 550nm, is
made of 20nm Ag, 2nm SiO2 and 13nm Si layers. The evaluation of the presence/absence of the Brewster
angle, together with a complete Scattering Matrix Method (SMM) and Transfer Matrix Method (TMM)
characterization of the response of the two systems, confirmed their good design. In the end, we evaluated
the propagation of the light through the two structures by means of FEM based simulations. The presence
of the well known resonance cones in the type II region for both the systems has been reported and the
supercollimation effect appears for both the systems exactly at each transition wavelength. In conclusion,
we demonstrated the possibility to overcome the lack of the design tunability of classic stack HMMs by
introducing a third material in the one-dimensional (1D) periodicmultilayer lattice. By using a metal, a
high-index and a low-index dielectric we engineered two different systems, showing two different transition
wavelengths. For each of them we carried out a complete SMM and TMM characterization that confirmed
the accuracy of our design. FEM models of our systems revealed the presence of the supercollimation effect
inside our structures happening at the transition wavelengths, confirming the possibility to use our systems
as perfect lenses within the visible range.
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Abstract- We investigated the optical properties of a one-dimensional photonic 

periodic/quasiperiodic (PC/QC) structure. This structure is composed of alternating layers of a 

right-handed material and a left-handed material. Using attenuated total reflectivity (ATR) 

geometry, we investigate the coupling of light with the plasmons on the surface of the metamaterial 

layers. Bands of surface modes with a significant selective spatial localization confined almost 

totally within the periodic or quasiperiodic section were observed. 
 

Optical properties of materials have been investigated for many years provided that the knowledge 
of these properties defines the material applications in the optoelectronic industry. Plasmons, which are 
quanta of plasma oscillations, have been studied in metals since the pioneer work of Ritchie Erreur ! 
Source du renvoi introuvable.], and Stern and Ferrell Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable.]. Plasmons 
may propagate either in bulk or at the surface consequently they are termed as bulk or surface plasmons. 
Special attention has been paid to the interaction between S-polarized light and surface plasmons in left 
handed materials [3]. A one dimensional photonic crystal made up of alternating layers of a dielectric 
and a left handed material may support modes at the   interfaces. Furthermore, these structure display 
novel properties such as zero energy gaps and the possibility to obtain omnidirectional non-Bragg gaps, 
and have exhibited bulk plasmon polariton modes, whether the stacking arrangement is periodic, 
quasiperiodic, or even disordered. It is because the disorder causes multiple light scattering that the 
extinction of coherent waves propagating through the photonic structure originate and this leads to a 
dramatic change in the localization properties of the electromagnetic modes. The surface modes can be 
amplified in photonic crystal with defect due to an increase in the density of states at the level of the 
defect [4]. Based on these results we use a hybrid structure, that is, we build a device composed of both 
periodic (PC) and quasiperiodic (QC) subunits each one exhibiting a different kind of topological 
ordering. The goal of this paper is to study the selective spatial localization of surface plasmons within 
a hybrid PC|QC|PC structure applying the attenuated total reflectivity technique. The presence of 
defects in the interior of the structure induces a coupling of the surface plasmons with modes associated 
to them on their interfaces. 

Let us consider a metamaterial characterized by the dielectric permittivity 2H and magnetic 

permeability 2P given by [5] 
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Here  is the damping factor, the boundary conditions yield the surface polariton dispersion relations. 

In order to obtain the projected band structure and the reflectivity spectrum of the hybrid structure the 
transfer matrix method is used for both periodic and quasiperiodic structures.  
We show the projected band structure as well as the dispersion curves of the surface modes for both 
polarizations, with composed cell of PC|QC|PC for PC build with four thin films and QC build for 
Fibonacci and Cantor sequence of order five. We calculated the distribution of the electric field in the 
hybrid structure and found the amplified of the electric field in the quasiperiodic superlattice. The 
introduction of a periodic photonic crystal permits the inclusion of an additional degree of order in the 
system, allowing more bands to exist compared to the case of the quasiperiodic structure alone. 
Reflection spectra obtained by the ATR technique show the existence of plasmons for these hybrid 
structures. 
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Abstract: Metallic nano-resonators with three-fold rotational symmetry are used to design meta-atoms with different 
geometries distributed in hexagonal arrays separated by dielectric films. The nature of the hybridized plasmon modes 
allowed by the designed meta-atoms leads to extraordinary optical properties for the resulted metamaterial slabs like 
negative refractive index and high chirality. 
 
 
In our study we analyzed the optical properties of different nanostructures made of gold nano- resonators with three-
fold rotational symmetry arranged in two perfectly overlapping hexagonal lattices separated by a dielectric film. The 
optical behavior of the studied nanostructures derives from the nature (i.e. symmetry) and resonances of the hybridized 
plasmon modes excited by the incident light on the metallic surfaces of the constituent meta-atoms. Using meta-atoms 
with different geometries we designed optical metamaterials with negative index of refraction for linearly polarized 
light (see fig. 1(a)) [1], high chirality, and negative index of refraction for circularly polarized light (see fig. 1(d)) [2]. 
Optical properties of the considered nanostructures were studied by performing computer simulations using a three-
dimensional finite-difference time domain (FDTD) algorithm [3]. 
 The paired nano-resonators of the metamaterial slab depicted in fig. 1(a) are identical and perfectly 
overlapping. Due to the different size of the adjacent pairs of nano-resonators a symmetric respectively an anti-
symmetric hybridized plasmon mode are induced into the large (see fig. 1(b)) respectively small (see fig. 1(c)) pair of 
nano-resonators at the same frequency of linearly polarized light. The presence of both symmetric and anti-symmetric 
plasmon modes at the same frequency leads to a negative refractive index for the studied metamaterial slab. The paired 
nano-resonators of the metamaterial slab depicted in fig. 1(d) are identical and placed in a conjugated arrangement. Due 
to this specific arrangement of the paired nano-resonators different hybridized plasmon modes are induced at the same 
frequency by the left (see fig. 1(e)) and right (see fig. 1(f)) circularly polarized light. The presence of different plasmon 
modes induced by the left and right circularly polarized light at the same frequency leads to a high chirality for the 
studied metamaterial slab. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 1. (a) 3D view of the studied negative index 
metamaterial. (b) Symmetric hybridized plasmon 
mode lodge by the large sized nano-resonators pair. 
(c) Anti-symmetric hybridized plasmon mode lodge 
by the small sized nano-resonators pair. (d) 3D view 
of the studied chiral metamaterial. (e) Hybridized 
plasmon mode induced by the LCP light. (f) 
Hybridized plasmon mode induced by the RCP light. 
Electric charge distributions (+, -) and electric dipole 
moments (p1, p2) are depicted for each nano-
resonator. 
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Abstract-Graphene and negative index materials are newly artificial materials which could become the most key 

issues in design solar cells for energy applications. The aim of this work is to construct a novel waveguide 

structure which is acting as solar cell, containing graphene and negative index materials to minimize the 

reflection of the light incident on such structure and to increase the transmission and the absorption of light. 

Optical modeling and simulation based on the transfer matrix method are used to investigate the effects of the 

physical parameters of the proposed waveguide structure on the transmittance, reflectance and the absorptance. 

The numerical results are presented, analyzed and discussed. 

 

We consider the graphene-sandwiched three-layer structure as shown in the inset of Figure 1.

  

 

Figure 1.  Numerical calculation of the reflectance as functions of incident 1T angle, and the thickness d. 



The top layer (MTM superstrate), graphene, and bottom layer (MTM substrate) have refractive indices 1n , 2n , 

and 3n , respectively. The refractive index of graphene is a complex number and can be calculated by  
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 , where 0H is the permittivity of the free space, and ω is the angular frequency of the 

incident light wave. 1 1.12n  �  and 3 1.51n  � . 

Assume that a plane wave is incident into the three-layer structure and the corresponding propagation angles to 

the normal are 1T , 2T , and 3T , respectively. Snell’s law is held between layers, 1 1sin sinq qn nT T  (q=1, 2, 3). 

Based on the transfer matrix method, the amplitude reflectance can be calculated by  
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Where 2 2 0 2cosn k dM T  (k0 is the wavenumber of the light wave in free space; d≈0.335nm is the thickness of 

graphene).  Also, cosq q qn n T �  (q=1, 2, 3) for s-polarized light. 

Based on this three-layer model, the reflectance grows when the thickness of the graphene layer decreases as 

shown on figure (1). The reflectance increases when increasing the incidence angle 1T  and reaches it maximum 

value at 1 0.9T  rad. Moreover, we can also control the reflectance and the absorptance by changing the 

thickness of the graphene layer. Furthermore, the closer n3 and n1 are, the larger the critical angle, and the larger 

the absorptance are. The reason is because a larger critical angle decreases the incident power density on 

graphene. 
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Abstract-We formulate a completed set of rigorous coupled-mode equations by using method of 
multiple-scale. These coupled-mode equations are used to describe a third-harmonic generation in a 
one-dimensional periodic structure containing stack of positive-index material (PIM) and third-
order nonlinear negative-index material (NIM) layers. We found that the generated third-harmonic 
pulse amplitudes in forward- and backward-directions from PIM/NIM periodic structure can be 
enhanced due to backward phase matching technique and band-edge field enhancement. 

Metamaterials are artificial electromagnetic structures providing unnatural properties, which can not be 
found in nature such as negative refraction or reversal of Snell’s law, reversal of Doppler shift, and backward 
Cherenkov radiation [1-2].  The key feature of metamaterials is having negative refractive index, so this structure 
are often called negative-index materials (NIMs) due to their simultaneous negative electric permittivity and 
magnetic permeability.  NIMs have become an interesting research topics because of the previous experimental 
demonstration of real-world photonics crystal structure with negative refractive index at optical and infrared 
frequencies [3-4].  After that, various type of NIM structure have been engineered and developed to create 
potential applications based on negative refraction and linear optical effects [5].  Not only linear optical effects  
can use the benefits of NIMs, but nonlinear optical effects can also take the benefits of negative-index of this 
material for improving the efficiency of nonlinear optical frequency mixing and conversions [6-8].  The 
nonlinear NIMs can possibly create the exact phase-matched conditions, which can be called “backward phase-
matching”, for counter-propagating energy flow waves when fundamental frequency  and converted frequency 
waves lie in the negative-index and the positive-index frequency domain, respectively [8].   

In this presentation, we formulate a completed set of coupled-mode equations corresponding to third-
harmonic generation (THG) in rigorous form by using method of multiple-scale and then discuss a numerical 
modelling of the enhanced THG in one-dimensional (1D) PIM/NIM structure.  Our PIM/NIM structure is a 
multilayered stack which composed of periodically alternating PIM and NIM embedded in third-order 
nonlinearity material layers.  To enhance the THG process, the band-edge field enhancement, which is a benefit 
of periodic multilayered structure, is used for increasing the forward third-harmonic pulse amplitude [9] and the 
backward phase-matching technique, which is a benefit of containing nonlinear NIMs in the structure, is used for 
increasing the backward third-harmonic pulse amplitude.  Therefore, this 1D PIM/NIM structure can give the 
strong THG in both forward- and backward-directions.  The numerical result examples are shown in figure 1 
where the 1D PIM/NIM structure is placed at origin point on z axis.  Fig. 1(a) and 1(b) represent the output 
third-harmonic pulses in both forward- and backward-directions, which are induced with the fundamental 
frequency pumping pulse having the same intensity of previous work [9].  Especially, the intensity of backward 
third-harmonic pulse is more than backward pulse from normal 1D PIM/PIM structure in previous work [9].   

The optimal design of choice of materials, material parameters, and structural geometry of the 1D PIM/NIM 
structure can apply as a component in intense third-harmonic frequency generator, high-sensitive nonlinear 
optical spectroscopy, efficient nonlinear mirrors. 



! !  
(a)            (b) 

Figure 1. (a) Forward and (b) backward third-harmonic pulses from 1D PIM/NIM structure. 
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Abstract-We used terahertz metamaterials for the high-speed detection of microorganisms. 

Extremely small amounts of the microorganisms can be detected, because their sizes are on the 

same scale as the micro-gaps of the metamaterials. The resonant frequency shift of the 

metamaterials was investigated in terms of the number density and the dielectric constants of the 

microorganisms. To optimize the metamaterial sensors, we controlled the geometrical parameters 

such as gap width, substrate dielectric constant and target shapes. 

 

Detections of biological substances such as fungi, bacteria, and virus have been of particular interests in the 

terahertz (THz) frequency range for the purpose of food and security inspection. There has been hardly any 

progress since they are mostly transparent against THz waves. On the other hand, metamaterials have been 

studied extensively to develop useful biosensors. In particular, THz metamaterials have gap structures typically 

with the size of 3 μm which is compatible with the sizes of the microorganisms. Here, we show that THz 

metamaterials can work as an efficient sensor for sensing microorganisms such as fungi, yeasts, bacteria, and 

viruses [1]. A clear shift in the resonant frequency is observed following the deposition of microorganisms on 

the THz metamaterials (Fig. 1a), and it rises up due to the change in the effective dielectric constant in a gap area 

of the metamaterials. Strong field localization and enhancement in the gap area enables us to detect the 

microorganisms with high sensitivity. 

 

 
Figures 1: (a) SEM image of metamaterials coated by penicillia. (inset) Magnified image of the fungi located in the 

micro-gap. (b) A plot of resonant frequency shifts as a function of Navg, for depositions of penicillia (blue boxes) and yeasts 

(red circles). Solid lines are linear fits to the data. (c) THz transmission before (blue line) and after (red line) the deposition 

of E. coli. on the functionalized metamaterials in aqueous environments. (Inset) A corresponding dark-field microscopic 

image obtained after the deposition of E. coli. 

 



In particular, the resonant frequency shift is higher for the larger dielectric constants, which was supported by 

the dielectric constant measurements of individual fungi and bacteria. As shown in Fig. 1b, we found that yeast 

cells are more sensitive than the penicillium in terms of the frequency shift, which was successfully interpreted 

by the dielectric constant measurements of the individual fungi. In addition, as shown in Fig. 1c, our THz 

metamaterials sensors can be applied in aqueous conditions as easily as in ambient conditions, because THz 

metamaterial is extremely sensitive to the substances located near the surface. THz metamaterial sensing is a 

universal method because it is based on the dielectric sensing, while a selective detection is also possible by 

functionalizing the substrates with antibodies specific to the target substances. 

 

 
Figures 2: Resonant frequency shift as a function of surface number density for various polystyrene types: (a) sphere, 

(b) oval, and (c) star. 

 

To design optimized microbial sensor, the sensitivity of THz metamaterial sensor has been studied as a 

function of the substrate dielectric constant, gap size and the metal film thickness [2]. The frequency shift 

decreases with increasing gap width for a fixed coverage of yeast film, showing a field enhancement effect. 

Furthermore, the vertical range of the effective sensing volume has been studied by varying the thickness of the 

yeast film. Importantly, the frequency shift was higher for non-spherical microbeads, such as the star-shaped 

microbeads as shown in Fig. 2. Therefore, the shape of the individual target material was a crucial factor in 

determining metamaterial sensor sensitivity [3]. Finally, the experimental findings are in a good agreement with 

the results of finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations. Our work shows promising potential for use in 

the fabrication of highly sensitive microbial detectors that are capable of high-speed on-site detection of 

hazardous microorganisms in various environments. 
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Fig. 2 The transmission spectra revealed the 
transmission amplitude and the resonance 
frequencies were increased with deceasing the 
inter distance of the SRRs. 
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Abstract-In this study, the coupling effects between three dimensional split ring resonators (SRRs) 
were presented by changing the inter distance of SRRs. The transmission spectra revealed that the 
transmission amplitude and the resonance frequencies were increased with deceasing the inter 
distance of the SRRs. The simulations were evidentially retrieved as well. We conclude that the 
electric field strength inside the SRR dominated the couplings between the SRRs. 

 
The exotic electromagnetic properties of artificial metamaterials are extensively demonstrated by tailoring 

the periodicity and geometry of the meta-atoms. Three-dimensional (3D) split ring resonator (SRR) is a 
commendatory meta-atom to obtain the magnetic resonance when the magnetic field oscillating in the SRR plane. 
However, the studies on the coupling effects between 3D SRRs are only present in GHz regime or simulation 
[1-2] since the difficulties to fabricate 3D structures. We recently demonstrated three dimensional SRRs by a 
simple fabrication method and showed its’ unique optical properties [3-4].  

Our simple strategy to construct 3D SRRs utilized metal stress driven method [4]. In current work, we 
design rectangle-arrayed SRRs by varying the distance in the normal direction of the SRR plane as shown in 
Fig.1. The transmission spectra were carried out by FTIR as shown in Fig. 2. The spectra clearly showed that the 
transmission amplitude and resonance frequencies were increased with decreasing distance. The transmission 
amplitudes could be easily explained by the filling factors of the arrays. The simulated results (not shown here) 
showed that the magnetic field strength in the SRR plane increased with decreasing distance while the current 
density decreased with decreasing distance. We conclude that the electric response was the key factor for the 
resonance frequency shift of varying distance SRRs. More details will be in the conference. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 1 The rectangle-arrayed SRRs with 
inter-distances of 0.5, 1, 2, and 3 μm, 
respectively. 
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Abstract—Refraction at a boundary between isotropic dielectric and an anisotropic hyperbolic
metamaterial is theoretically studied for di�erent angles between the optical axis and the meta-
material surface. Di�erent regimes of negative and positive refraction are explored and various
cases of the dependence of refraction and absorption on the incident angle of light are shown.
These examples are further illustrated with finite-di�erence time-domain simulations.

New possibilities for the fabrication of macroscopically large samples of an optical metamaterial
are explored continuously [1]. One of the potential ways for the creation of novel metamaterials is
taking advantage of the optically anisotropic nature of their building blocks [2]. For instance, in
liquid crystal metamaterials, the orientational order inherently breaks the material symmetry and
introduces optical anisotropy. The inclusion of metal nanoparticles into a liquid crystal matrix can
result in negative permittivity of such a material, which can lead to innovative optical e�ects [3].
Another advantage of liquid-crystal-metamaterials is also that they are easily tunable with electric
field [1].

In birefringent materials, the extraordinary angle of refraction � depends among other on the
angle of its optical axis � with respect to the surface of the crystal:

� = (sin�/ne(�, �)) , (1)

where � is the impinging angle and extraordinary refractive index is connected to the permeability
µ, ordinary �? and extraordinary value of permittivity �k:

ne = ±
q

1/
�
sin2(� � �)/µ�k + cos2(� � �)/µ�?

�
(2)

All the used quantities are shown also in figure 1. The sign of refraction and whether the light will
be absorbed depends on the sign of µ, �? and �k. If the sign of one of them is di�erent than that
of the other two, the extraordinary ray will be totally absorbed for at least some angles of optical
axis and the extraordinary angle of refraction will be smaller with respect to the case of equally
signed µ, �? and �k.

To model materials with di�erent signs of permeability and ordinary and extraordinary value
of permittivity we have utilised a numerical simulation of Maxwell’s equations, following the finite-
di�erence time-domain (FDTD) algorithm [4]. In order to simulate negative-index materials with
frequency-dispersive permittivity function, we have used an auxiliary di�erential equation method
(ADE) [5].

In our work we show that it is possible to simulate optically anisotropic double-negative materi-
als with FDTD accurately using the ADE method – i.e. to simulate hyperbolic metamaterials not
just as metal-dielectric bilayers or nanorod arrays, but as homogeneous anisotropic materials. In
this manner, it is possible to devise a more realistic model for existent metamaterials, that are inher-
ently optically anisotropic (i.e. have negative refractive index only around normal to metamaterial
surface) and for metamaterials with liquid-crystal inclusions.
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Figure 1: Leftmost figure: a sketch of the incoming and refracted wavevectors for positive signs of perme-
ability and permittivity. Drawn are also the principal axes of permittivity tensor and the angle � between
the normal on the surface and the optical axis. Middle: FDTD simulation of intensity of a Gaussian beam
falling on a boundary between vacuum and a medium with material parameters �k = 1.1, �? = 1.8, and
µ = 1. The beam is comes from belos, on the surface boundary it is partly reflected and part of it is doubly
refracted. The refraction angles are in agreement with the theoretical prediction. Rightmost figure: com-
parison of negatively refracted angle � of extraordinarily refracted beam on impinging angle � for � = �/2
and di�erent signs of �? and �k. If the material dispersion is hyperbolic, refracted angle will be smaller.
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Abstract Here we investigate the all-optical tuning of the EIT-like resonances in dielectric 

metamaterials based on Si bright and dark resonators. The tuning is enabled by a thin layer of phase 

change material which changes its optical properties in optical telecommunications range. 

 

     Electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) is an effect in atomic physics that leads to observation of 

a narrowband transparency window within an otherwise wide absorption line of the spectra. It is followed by 

dramatic dispersion and high Q resonances, which paves the way for the slow-light devices, the improvement of 

nonlinear effects’ enhancement, optical sensors etc. A metamaterial classical analogue of this effect consists of a 
broadband, “bright” mode resonator, excited directly by the light, and a narrowband “dark” mode resonator, 
which is poorly accessible from the free space. When designed properly, the interference between these two and 

the low radiative loss of the dark mode could lead to very sharp, EIT-like resonances leading to the complete 

transmission or reflection. In the region of the optical telecommunications there have been many attempts to 

mimic this behavior by means of metal-based metamaterials. However, their main limitation are huge 

non-radiative losses from ohmic damping. The potential solution is to use high refractive index dielectric 

materials instead of metals – they can still provide magnetic and electric dipole response, while having low 

non-radiative losses. It has been experimentally shown that all-dielectric EIT-like metamaterials based on Si can 

lead to Q~130 in the near-infrared domain [1]. Additionally, the active all-optical non-volatile tuning of these 

resonances could lead to many practical applications in optical telecommunications, and the phase change 

materials are a possible solution [2].  

 

     In this work we investigate a possibility of active tuning of the EIT-like response of an all-dielectric 

metamaterial based on bright and dark resonators made of Si upon the SiO2 substrate. As an functional layer that 

changes the coupling or losses of our resonators, we exploit a vastly investigated and exploited Ge2Sb2Te5 (GST). 

This material could be fastly and reversibly switched between the amorphous and the crystalline state by the 

control beam in the visible region. These states have different refractive indices and low losses in the near IR 

region, where we design the resonances of our dielectric metamaterial. Such a hybrid structure can be 

conventionally fabricated, very stable and with high cyclability, and the all-optical control of its resonances is 

very promising for the applications in photonics. 
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Bidirectional, Phase-Change Meta-Switch, Adv. Mater. 25, 3050–3054 (2013). 
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Abstract— In this paper we propose a finite element time-domain (FETD) method for modeling
the optical black holes (OBHs) in metamaterials. Stability analysis is carried out for the proposed
scheme. Simulations of cylindrical, elliptical and square black holes demonstrate that our method
is quite e�ective in modeling OBHs in time domain. To our best knowledge, this is the first OBHs
simulation realized by the FETD method.

The modeling of the optical black hole is based on Faraday’s Law and Ampere’s Law: �B
�t =

�� � E, �D
�t = � � H, and the constitutive relations D = �0�rE,B = µ0µr

H. Consider a 2D
cylindrical optical black hole device, which is divided into two regions: the shell region is used to
change the direction of wave propagation, and the core region is usually used to absorb the wave.
The radially dependent permittivity distribution of the cylindrical black holes are:

�
r

(r) =

8
<

:

�1, r > R
s

�1
�
Rs

r

�2
, R

c

� r � R
s

�2 + i� r < R
c

, (1)

where �1 is the relative permittivity of the surrounding medium, �2 > �1 is the relative permittivity
of the core, � > 0 is the loss, r is the radial distance from the center of the black hole, and R

s

and
R

c

are the radii of the shell and core of the black hole, respectively. To reduce the reflection of the

electromagnetic waves, R
c

is chosen to satisfy R
c

= R
s

q
�1
�2
.

To simulate OBHs, we use an unsplit PML model developed in our previous work [1]:

�0�
⇤
r

�E
�t

+ �⇤E = r⇥H
z

, (2)
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�H
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+
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�
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Q
z

+ �⇤
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�P
y

�x
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mx

�P
x

�y
= 0, (3)

µ0
�P
�t

= E, µ0
�Q

z

�t
= H

z

. (4)

Here P = (P
x

, P
y

)0 and Q
z

are auxiliary variables, and

�⇤ =

8
>><

>>:
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�
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0 �
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,
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⇢
Re(�

r

), in �
c

�1, in �
pml

, , �⇤
m,i

=

⇢
0, in �

c

,
�
m,i

, in �
pml

, (i = x, y),

where �
c

denotes the black hole and surrounding medium region, and �
pml

denotes the PML region.
Divide the time interval I = [0, T ] into N uniform subintervals I

i

= [t
i�1, ti] by points t

k

=
k�, k = 0, 1, ..., N, where � = T

N

. Introduce some di�erence operators:

��E
k+1 =

Ek+1 �Ek

�
, �2�E

k =
Ek+1 � 2Ek +Ek�1

�2
, �2�E

k =
Ek+1 �Ek�1

2�
, E

k+ 1
2 =

Ek+1 +Ek

2
.



We construct a leap-frog scheme for (2)-(4): Find Ek+1
h

� V 0
h

, H
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hold true for any �
h

� V 0
h

and any �
h

� U
h

, where P ⇤ = (k1Px

, k2Py

)0. Here V 0
h

denotes
the lowest-order edge element on either triangles and rectangles satisfying the PEC boundary
conditions, and U

h

denotes the piecewise constant finite element space.
Our scheme can be proved to be conditionally stable under the constraint � = O(h), and be

convergent second order in both time and space. We simulated the cylindrical, elliptical and square
optical black holes. Due to the page limit, we only present the cylindrical black hole example. We
assume that the black hole is embedded in S

i

O2 with permittivity �1 = 2.1, and the core of the
device is composed of n-doped silicon with permittivity �2+ i� = 12+0.7i. The physical domain is

chosen to be [0, 45] µm� [0, 45] µm, and the physical parameters R
sh

= 8.4µm, R
c

= R
sh

q
�1
�2
. The

computational mesh is obtained by uniformly refining the coarse mesh given in Fig. 1 five times,
and the time step is chosen as � = 2.5 · 10�17s, and the center frequency is f = 100THz.

To see how wave propagates in the black hole, we demonstrate one case with the incident source
wave located at x = 0, y � [37.6, 41.5] µm. In Figs. 1, we plot the calculated magnetic fields H

z

at di�erent time steps. It is clear that the electromagnetic waves bend rapidly toward the core
of the black hole, and the waves are totally absorbed inside the core of the device (cf. Figs. 1.
Furthermore, we can easily see that there is almost no reflection, since the device is designed to
match the surrounding material.

Figure 1: The sample coarse mesh, and snap shots of magnetic fields Hz obtained at 2800, 8000, 12000,
16000, and 20000 steps.
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Abstract-We theoretically propose optical diode design based on unidirectional state 
exchange. The proposed device consists of an index-modulated waveguide coupler in which 
the index profile is designed to encircle an exceptional point. Nonreciprocal transmission 
occurs as a result of inevitable non-adiabatic transition and unidirectional gain saturation. We 
explain the essential mechanism with non-Hermitian Hamiltonian formalism and numerically 
demonstrate 20 dB extinction ratio with experimentally presumable settings. 

 
Exceptional point (EP) is a singular point of system’s parameter space where system’s eigenstates and 
eigenvalues are simultaneously degenerated. This singularity exists only in non-Hermitian systems. 
Recently, EP has attracted great attention because of its eigenvalue geometry which enable adiabatic state 
flip for evolution path encircling an EP [1, 2]. Dynamic states during encircling an EP do not necessarily 
follow adiabatic passages [3] as opposed to canonical Hermitian systems. Theoretical study on this subject 
has shown that the non-adiabatic evolution in the vicinity of an EP is due to inevitable instability of 
dissipating eigenstates in non-Hermitian systems and can be used for generating nonreciprocal quantum 
systems. This interesting property has been suggested for efficient unidirectional transfer of gas molecules 
between different vibrational states previously [4].  

In this work, we utilize this non-Hermitian effect as a new principle for optical diodes. The proposed 
structure consists of two waveguide arms in which index profiles along the propagation axis mimic a 
quantum system adiabatically encircling an EP. Figure 1(a) summarizes the basic design generating such 
effect. In the proposed system, a symmetrically coupled mode incident from the left y-branch experiences 
anti-adiabatic evolution that maintains the mode’s symmetry while the input from the right y-branch 
undergoes a normal-adiabatic state exchange that transfers the symmetry of the mode into the orthogonal, 
anti-symmetric output mode. Therefore, the left-to-right transmission yields efficient transmission of the 
optical signal and the right-to-left transmission is rejected due to symmetry mismatch at the output 
y-branch. The anti-symmetric output mode for the right-to-left transmission case is rejected due to 
symmetry mismatch occurring at the output y-branch. Through the y-branch, single waveguide mode and 
symmetrically coupled mode are converted to each other and anti-symmetrically coupled mode scattered 
out when encounter y-branch instead of coupled to single waveguide mode. 

Two waveguide arms that mimic an encircling-an-EP evolution have core refractive indices n1 = nc + 
'n and n2 = nc – 'n, where nc is average index and index modulation 'n is given by 

> @( ) sin(2 / ) 1 cos(2 / )r in z n z L i n z LS S'  ' � ' � ,                        (1) 

where 'nr and 'ni are real and imaginary modulation amplitudes, respectively, and L is length of the arms. 
Real and imaginary core indices form two dimensional parameter space and EP is given by (Re{'n}, 
Im{'n}) = (0, ncN/E) where N is average coupling constant and E is average propagation constant of an 
isolated waveguide arm. Therefore, the circular parametric path encircles an EP for 2'ni > ncN/E and the 
unidirectional state exchange obtained during a state evolution through the waveguide arms. 

Performance of an optimized device is numerically calculated using the finite element method  
included in Comsol Multiphysics package. In this calculation, we use parameters: nc = 1.55, cladding index 
of 1.5, 'nr = 'ni = 6u10–4, waveguide core size of 1 Pm, arm separation of 2 Pm, arm length of 5 mm, and 
input power I0 is 0.01 times of saturation intensity Is. Note that we applied a saturated gain for the 
amplifying arm with a normal saturated gain of the form 'ni(I) = –'ni(0)(1–I/Is)

–1 to strictly break the time 
reversal symmetry between the left-to-right (forward) and right-to-left (backward) propagation through the 



device. The result is shown in Figs. 1(b)~1(d). We obtain an extinction ratio of 20 dB as shown in Fig. 1(b). 
The extinction ratio and the device footprint are in-principle freely adjustable by optimizing desired 
coupling constant and index modulation amplitude. For example, the device footprint can be significantly 
reduced on Si-photonic or plasmonic waveguide platforms. It is worth mentioning that the proposed 
strategy for the nonreciprocal transmission is highly advantageous over the previous concepts based on 
parity-time symmetric Bragg gratings [5] and micro-resonator structure [6] since it is a 
wavelength-insensitive, broadband effect, not involving multiple interferences and phase-accumulative 
resonance excitations. 

In this presentation, we will provide the basic principle of the proposed effect, device optimization, and 
fundamental performance limit in greater details. Specifically, the adiabatic condition for the state 
exchange and gain saturation for regulating over-amplified field will be intensively discussed as the main 
conceptual advance of our proposal. Experimental realization and associated practical device applications 
will be envisaged on this basis as well. 

 
Figure 1. Schematic illustration of optical diode (a) and FEM simulation results: output intensities (b), field distribution 
for forward incidence (c) and backward incidence (d). 
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Abstract- Using a previously reported near-zero index (NZI) metamaterial, we theoretically 
investigate light transmission through a subwavelength metallic aperture. The NZI metamaterial is 
composed of two double-layer arrays of dissimilar metasurfaces of subwavelength dimensions which 
operates at 13-15 GHz. Our theoretical results show that the presence of the NZI system at the inner 
side of the aperture enhances the transmission of light through it. Moreover, when we use the 
metamaterial at the outer side, the light extraction from the aperture can be beamed.  

 
Recently, metamaterials with near-zero refractive index have attracted much attention [1-2]. Light inside 

these materials experiences no spatial phase change and extremely large phase velocity, makes these peculiar 
systems applicable for realizing directional emission [3], tunneling waveguides [4], large-area single-mode 
devices [5] and electromagnetic cloaks [6]. In addition, epsilon-near-zero (ENZ) metamaterials can also enhance 
light transmission through a subwavelength aperture [7]. The previously demonstrated zero-index metamaterials 
have required the use of metallic inclusions which leads to large Ohmic losses, a serious impedance to device 
applications at high frequencies. Therefore, impedance-matched all-dielectric zero-index metamaterials which 
exhibit Dirac cone dispersions at center of the Brillouin zone, have been experimentally demonstrated at 
microwave regime [6] and optical frequencies [8] for transverse-magnetic (TM) polarization of light. More 
recently, it has been also proved that these systems can be realized in a miniaturized in-plane geometry useful for 
integrated photonic applications [9], i.e. these metamaterials can be integrated with other optical elements, 
including waveguides, resonators and interferometers. 

 
In this abstract, using a previously a zero-index metamaterial at the inner and outer sides of a subwavelength 

aperture (2 mm width), we numerically study light transmission through and its extraction from the aperture. The 
metamaterial consists of a combination of two double-layer arrays of scatterers with dissimilar subwavelength 
dimensions (5.5 mm each unit cell) printed on either side of a dielectric sheet and separated by an air cavity. The 
unite cell of this system is schematically depicted in Fig. 1 of Ref. 1, and as it is shown in Fig. 2 of this paper, 
the metamaterial exhibits zero-index optical response in 13 to 15 GHz region. Our numerical investigation shows 
that the presence of the NZI metamaterial at the inner side of the aperture leads to a considerable increase in the 
transmission of light through the subwavelength aperture at λ=20 mm. This enhancement is related to the 
amplification of the amplitude of the electromagnetic field inside the metamaterial which drastically increases 
the coupling between free space and the slit. In case of having NZI structure at the both sides of the aperture, due 
to the inevitable Ohmic losses of the metallic inclusions of the metamaterial, there would be a decrease in the 
light transmission as compared with that of when we have metamaterial at only the inner side of the slit. 
However, a noticeable enhancement in the light transmission at 14.5 GHz can still be observed, in comparison 



 2

with that of a bare aperture. By obtaining the electric field profile of the light passing through the considered 
NZI/aperture/NZI system at this frequency we found out that in addition to the enhanced transmission there is an 
excellent beaming of the extracted light from the structure.  

 
To conclude, we have theoretically shown that using a zero-index metamaterial at the inner and outer sides 

of a metallic subwavelength slit can considerably enhance the transmission of light through the aperture and 
beam its extraction, respectively.  
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Abstract-This paper presents the analysis of dual band metamaterial perfect absorber (MPA) with nearly 
polarization-independent in X-band frequency. The resonating elements are designed using a rectangular ring 
and slotted-cross structure. The resonating elements are printed on the top surface of FR4 substrate while a full 
copper layer is printed at the opposite surface. The performance of the dual band MPA is observed using CST 
software. From simulation, the proposed structure achieves almost perfect absorbance, which is 99.31% and 
97.37% at 8 GHz and 12 GHz respectively for normal incident electromagnetic (EM) wave. For oblique incident 
angles, it is observed that the operating angle (50% absorption limit) is 77o for both TE and TM polarizations. 
 
INTRODUCTION 

The use of metamaterials as EM absorber has attracted a lot of attention since recent years. This unusual 
behavior is first experimented by Landy [1] using a combination of electric resonator and cut wire. Thus, it 
performs the opposite of efficient EM reflectors [2] that are also designed based on metamaterial structure. 
Metamaterials can be represented using effective medium theory, involves effective permittivity and 
permeability [3]. One example of perfect dual band metamaterial absorber was proposed by H. Y. Zheng in [4] 
using Fabry-Perot cavity resonant. This metamaterial absorber achieved almost perfect absorbance for normal 
incident EM wave. However, the absorbing frequencies change into single resonant frequency when the incident 
angle is altered. The polarization-independent and wide operating angle metamaterial absorber has been 
presented in [5] based on circular ring structure. The resonant frequencies do not vary obviously with the 
different oblique incident EM wave but the operating angle is only up to 64o. The proposed dual band PMA in 
this paper can improves the operating angle up to 77o with excellent absorbing performance. 

 
PROPOSED DESIGN, SIMULATION, AND DISCUSSION 

The proposed dual band MPA is illustrated in Figure 1(a). The dimensions of the structure are h=0.8mm, 
t=0.035mm, W=L=9mm, L1=W1=5.6mm, L2=1.4mm, L3=1.375mm, W2=1.5mm, and we=0.25mm. The 
performances of the dual band MPA are presented in Figure 1(b) (normal incident EM wave), Figure 2 (different 
polarization), Figure 3 (oblique: TE polarization), and Figure 4 (oblique: TM polarization). From Figure 1(b), 
since full copper plane is printed at the bottom surface of FR4 substrate, the transmittance, T(ω) is reduce to zero 
for all frequencies. Therefore the absorbance, A(ω) is determined only by reflectance, R(ω) where A(ω)=1-R(ω). 
Two peaks absorbance are observed at 8 GHz and 12 GHz with absorbencies of 99.31% and 97.37% 
respectively. The absorbing characteristic of dual band MPA for different polarization angle is shown in Figure 2. 
It shows that the absorbing characteristic of the dual band MPA is not much different for all observed 
polarization angles indicates that the structure is working nearly polarization-independent. The absorbing 
characteristic for different oblique angle of incident EM waves is shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4. It shows that 
the operating angle for TE polarization (Figure 3) and TM polarization (Figure 4) is 77o. The operating angle for 
TE and TM polarization is the same due to the symmetrical structure. 
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Figure 1: A unit cell of proposed dual band MPA (left) and the corresponding absorbing performance of dual 

band MPA for normal incident of EM wave (right). 
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   Figure 2: Simulated absorbance     Figure 3: Simulated absorbance    Figure 4: Simulated absorbance 
   for different polarization angle.           for TE polarization.             for TM polarization. 

 
CONCLUSION 

A dual band metamaterial perfect absorber with nearly polarization-independent and wide operating angle in 
X-band has been presented. The symmetrical structure made this dual band MPA almost independent to any 
polarization state of incident EM wave. 
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Abstract-The polarizabilities of subwave spherical silica glass particles are investigated with taking 

material dispersion into account. It is shown that the ranges of negative values for electric and 

magnetic polarizabilities are practically coinciding. This permits to use such particles for 

constructing DNG medium. A method for simultaneously calculating the effective thickness and the 

effective refractive index of the metafilm is proposed. 
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Abstract-This paper presents the analysis of wideband metamaterial absorber (WBMMA). The behavior of the 
proposed WBMMA is polarization-dependent. The resonating elements are designed using a square patch with a 
circle shape removed at the center. A diamond slit is placed at the removed area and connected to the square 
patch with thin copper bridges. The resonating elements are printed on the top surface of FR4 substrate while a 
full copper layer is printed at the opposite surface. The performance of the WBMMA is observed using CST 
software. From simulation, the proposed structure achieves widest absorbing band which is 13.11% between 
8.34 and 9.51 GHz for normal incident electromagnetic (EM) wave for polarization angle of 0o and 90o. For 
oblique incident angles, it is observed that the operating angle (50% absorption limit) for wideband operation is 
limited to 20o for both TE and TM polarizations. 
 
INTRODUCTION 

For the recent years, a new branch of metamaterial (MM) research has been appeared which is metamaterial 
absorber (MMA). MMs have been proven to behave as perfect EM reflector [1]. However, by focusing to the 
imaginary part of refractive index of the structure, highly efficient EM absorber can be designed [2]. MMAs are 
normally working in very narrow bandwidth and need adjustment to increase its bandwidth [3]. A WBMMA 
with polarization-independent behavior has been presented in [4] based on modified circular ring structure. 
However, the wideband operation is only achieved for normal incident angle. Thus, this paper proposes a 
WBMMA that can improves the operating angle up to 20o for wideband operation. 

 

PROPOSED DESIGN, SIMULATION, AND DISCUSSION 
The proposed WBMMA is illustrated in Figure 1(a). The dimensions of the structure are h=0.8mm, 

t=0.035mm, W=L=10mm, Lsq=Wsq=5.8mm, r=2.65, Wd=2.95mm, Lc=2.3mm, Wrc=0.24mm, Ls=1.2mm, 
Ws=0.2mm, Lb=0.68mm, and Wb=0.24mm. The performances of the WBMMA are presented in Figure 1(b) 
(normal incident EM wave), Figure 2 (different polarization), Figure 3 (oblique: TE polarization), and Figure 4 
(oblique: TM polarization). From Figure 1(b), T(ω) is zero for all frequencies due to the full copper plane. 
Therefore the absorbance, A(ω)=1−R(ω) where R(ω) is refer to the reflectance value. Wideband absorption is 
observed between 8.34 and 9.51 GHz with full width half maximum bandwidth (FWHM) of 13.11%. The 
absorbing characteristic of WBMMA for different polarization angle is shown in Figure 2. It shows that the 
absorbing characteristic of the WBMMA is varied for different observed polarization angles indicate that the 
behavior of the structure is polarization-dependent. This is because the structure is not fully symmetrical for 
different rotating angle. The absorbing characteristic for different oblique angle of incident EM waves is shown 
in Figure 3 and Figure 4. It shows that the operating angle for TE polarization (Figure 3) and TM polarization 
(Figure 4) is 20o. The operating angle for TE and TM polarization is the same because the arrangement of the 
structure for 0o (TM polarization) is the same with 90o (TM polarization). 
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Figure 1: A unit cell of proposed dual band MPA (left) and the corresponding absorbing performance of dual 

band MPA for normal incident of EM wave (right). 
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   Figure 2: Simulated absorbance     Figure 3: Simulated absorbance    Figure 4: Simulated absorbance 
   for different polarization angle.           for TE polarization.             for TM polarization. 

 
CONCLUSION 

The performance of new WBMMA is observed in term of polarization behavior and operating angle. From 
the investigation, the WBMMA is almost polarization-independent and maintain the wideband behavior up to 
20o incident angle. 
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Abstract-We report the transmission properties of electromagnetic waves incident to moiré 

superlattices with arbitrary rotation angles, which exhibit quasiperiodic as well as periodic 

interference patterns. We also discuss the potential applications of the moiré superlattice, such as 

tunable metamaterials of which refractive index can be controlled macroscopically. 

 

Metamaterials are artificial materials with the designed structures shorter than the wavelength of interests. 

These sub-wavelength structures produce the unique properties due to strong coupling through the electric and 

magnetic components of the incident electromagnetic waves. However, many applications of metamaterials are 

inhibited by the lack of tuning capabilities due to the predetermined nature of the sub-wavelength structures.  

Recently, a new type of reconfigurable metamaterials in which the size and shape of the sub-wavelength 

cluster can be changed simultaneously using moiré interference was proposed [1]. The moiré pattern is formed 

by overlapping two transparent layers, each of which has a periodic metallic pattern. The periodicity, size, and 

shape of the resulting moiré pattern can be varied by changing the relative superposition angle of the two layers. 

The transmission of electromagnetic waves can be controlled via the structural change of the resulting moiré 

patterns because the geometrical periodicity, shape, and size of the meta-atom are the crucial factors that 

determine the resonance feature of the metamaterials. 

In this work, we report the transmission properties of electromagnetic waves incident to moiré superlattices 

with arbitrary rotation angles, which exhibit quasiperiodic as well as periodic interference patterns. We also 

discuss the potential applications of the moiré superlattice, such as tunable materials of which refractive index 

can be controlled macroscopically. 
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Abstract- We have created and examined the properties of superconducting metamaterial consisting of direct 
current (dc-) superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) and superconducting rod meta-atoms.  
 

A new generation of artificial superconducting materials has opened up new opportunities for 

engineering the media with the specified properties  1, 2] . The recent studies indicate that metamaterial 

structures with superconducting elements provide both loss reduction and wideband tunability by 

varying the temperature or an external magnetic field. In the present work we consider one-dimensional 

superconducting metamaterials that is tunable over a broad frequency range.  The building block of 

this metamaterial medium is a direct current (dc-) superconducting quantum interference device 

(SQUID) made of a superconducting loop interrupted by two Josephson junctions (JJ). A sketch of such 

a device is presented in Fig.1 (a). The time-dependent magnetic field H(t) is applied perpendicular to 

the area of the SQUID loop.  As long as dc-SQUID can be considered like a single junction with an 

effective critical current, the equivalent lumped circuit for the dc-SQUID in a magnetic field comprises a 

flux source Φext in series with the geometric inductance of the SQUID loop and JJ shunted by effective 

capacitor C* and effective resistor R* (Fig.1(b)). In order to find the medium with simultaneously 

negative permittivity and permeability, we combine the dc-SQUIDs with superconducting rods (Fig.1(c)). 

The propagation of waves in a one-dimensional  array of meta-atoms is considered.  We have 



obtained the frequencies corresponding to the electrical and magnetic resonances. The dependence of 

the propagation characteristics on the parameters of meta-atoms was studied. Such metamaterials are 

tunable with dc magnetic field and frequency. Fig. 2 shows numerical results for transmission 

coefficient carried out by software package COMSOL Multiphysics.   

    
Fig.1. (a) – Schematic drawing of a dc-SQUID, (b) – Equivalent electrical circuit for a single SQUID, (c) – 1D 
SQUID metamaterials. 

 
 
Fig.2. |S21| of the 12 dc-SQUID array as a function of frequency at wr=250 µm (wr is the thickness of the rod), 
R1=400 µm, R2=150 µm, d=2400 µm; 1– lr=4000 µm; 2 – lr=6000 µm (lr is the length of the rod) 
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Abstract—
We present an all-dielectric metamaterial with a pronounced nonlinear electromagnetic field due
to a strong toroidal dipole. A unit cell consisting of 4 GaAs cuboids is excited with a plane wave,
causing the displacement currents of each component to couple, forming a toroidal moment.
The power radiated by the dipoles is calculated at both the fundamental frequency and second
harmonic. The engendered toroidal dipole is shown to be the primary origin of the second
harmonic signal, which is magnetic in nature.

Since Zel’dovich’s discovery in 1957[1], toroidal moments have been shown to be the third family
class of electromagnetic excitations which must be separately considered alongside the electric and
magnetic groups. The most primitive member of this group, the toroidal dipole, is formed from a
closed loop of magnetic moments. While these electromagnetic moments have been shown to exist
within natural media[2], they are usually justifiably neglected[3].

Toroidal metamaterials are often based on the plasmonic resonances of metallic meta-atoms[4],
such as split ring resonators. Recently, toroidal moments have been shown to exist in all-dielectric
structures[5][6]. In this paper, we theoretically and computationally demonstrate a metamate-
rial consisting of four GaAs cuboids, which exhibits a second harmonic (SH) resonance stemming
primarily from the toroidal dipole. Dipoles are the most basic elements of the electromagnetic

Figure 1: Left: The computed absorption cross section of the GaAs metamaterial. A distinct resonance at
1.28µm is present. Centre: The structure in question, with structural parameters in microns: d = 0.4 g =
0.05, h = 0.3, w = 0.4. Right: The computed normalised magnetic field, |H|, at an incident wavelength of
1.25µm. Arrows show the instantaneous directions of the magnetic field.

multipole expansion. The electric, magnetic and toroidal dipoles are given, respectively, by the
following expressions:

p =
1

i�

Z
Jd3r (1)

m =
1

2c

Z
r� Jd3r (2)

T =
1

10c

Z
((r · J)r� 2r2J)d3r (3)

where J is the current density. In metamaterials made from noble metals such as gold and
silver, the current density arises from the plasma electrons stemming from the Drude model. In



Figure 2: Left - The power radiated at the fundamental field by the structure. The toroidal dipole is clearly
dominant for a range of frequencies. Right - The SH field produced by the toroidal field. The resonance at
1.28µm is still visible. In this regime, the emitted field is mostly magnetic in nature.

the context of dielectric structures, however, it is the displacement current resonances on which the
metamaterial resonances rely.

An incident plane wave, with the electric field polarized along the z -direction causes displacement
currents to arise within the structure, which form a loop. The four generated magnetic moments
couple to produce this toroidal dipole.

Figure 1 contains the computed absorption cross section along with the structure and dimensions.
The normalised magnetic field is also calculated for where the toroidal field is dominant, with the
arrows depicting the instantaneous direction of the field. Figure 2 delineates the power radiated by
the structure at both the fundamental frequency (FF) and SH. It is clear that the radiated power
at the FF predominantly belongs to the toroidal dipole. While toroidal moments in nature are
most often negligible, we present here an all-dielectric metamaterial which hosts a strong toroidal
moment producing its own electromagnetic field at the SH, which, as can be seen in Figure 2, is
primarily magnetic in nature.

This structure therefore allows the lesser-studied toroidal family to be more rigorously analysed.
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Abstract— Zero-index metamaterials exhibit unique nonlinear properties. Using nonlinear
scattering theory, we simulate nonlinear signal generation in 2-dimensional zero-index metama-
terials based on a photonic Dirac cone at the � point. We observe phase-matching in multiple
simultaneous directions, consistent with a refractive index of zero.

1. INTRODUCTION

Dirac cones at the center of the Brillouin zone have been used to achieve a metamaterial with a
refractive index of zero[1, 2, 3]. Previously, simultaneous bi-directional phase-matching behaviour
has been demonstrated using an anisotropic zero-index metamaterial (ZIM)[4]. Here, we use non-
linear scattering theory [5, 6] to simulate an isotropic on-chip ZIM based on photonic Dirac cones
and demonstrate simultaneous phase-matching in all directions.

2. PHOTONIC DIRAC-CONE-BASED ZIM

We investigate two platforms: a 2D square array of silicon pillars in air (pitch = 845 nm, radius =
171 nm) and a 2D square array of air holes in a silicon bulk (pitch = 583 nm, radius = 182 nm).
These metamaterials are designed to exhibit a Dirac cone at the center of their respective Brillouin
zones (Fig. 1), indicating an e�ective refractive index of zero.
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Figure 1: The band structures for 2D square arrays of rods (left) and air holes (right) are designed to exhibit
Dirac cones at the center of the Brillouin zone, corresponding to an e�ective refractive index of zero.

3. NONLINEAR SCATTERING THEORY

Using nonlinear scattering theory, we calculate the relative intensity of the nonlinear signal gen-

erated within a medium using I
NL

�
����(3)

R
�E · �P

NL

dV
���
2

[5]. We verify this method by simulating

degenerate four-wave mixing (FWM) within bulk materials with dispersionless refractive indices
of n = 2, 1, 0.5, and 0.01 (Fig. 2). As expected, the coherence lengths for these interactions are
infinite for light that is generated in the forward-propagating direction, regardless of the material
index. On the other hand, the coherence length increases in the backward-propagating direction
as the index decreases, in good agreement with the predicted value of L

coh

= �c/2�n � 400 nm/n.
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Figure 2: Generated nonlinear signal computed using the nonlinear scattering method for dispersionless bulk
media, exhibiting di�erent backward-phase-matching behavior as a function of index.

4. PHASE-MATCHING IN DIRAC-CONE-BASED ZIMS

Using the method outlined in Section 3, we calculate the nonlinear signal generated in both the
rod-based and air hole-based ZIMs as a function of propagation length (Fig. 3a-b). We normalize
the intensities to the peak intensity measured. The generated intensities all grow quadratically in
all propagation directions, indicating perfect phase-matching. This result qualitatively resembles
the n = 0.01 case in Fig. 2. We also observe phase-matching behavior when increasing the size of
the ZIM laterally, orthogonally to the direction of the input pump (Fig. 3c).
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Figure 3: Nonlinear signals computed for (a) rod-based and (b) air hole-based ZIMs as a function of propa-
gation length. The nonlinear signal also grows quadratically as the device increases in the lateral direction
(c).

5. CONCLUSION

We have used nonlinear scattering theory in 2-dimensional Dirac-cone-based ZIMs to demonstrate
the simultaneously phase-matched generation of nonlinear signal in multiple directions, consistent
with a refractive index of zero. This phase-matched signal generation is independent of shape, ZIM
size, and excitation direction.
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Abstract- A metamaterial Split Ring Resonators (SRR) structure for electromagnetic energy 

harvesting is presented. The resonance phenomenon inside the SRR structure indicates the 

capability to capture the electromagnetic energy from the electromagnetic wave. This paper shows 

the pattern of the energy radiation in the structure. Three structures are presented which is circle, 

square and hexagon with single ring structure. The SRR structures are operated at 1.3 GHz and the 

square structure shows highest density of electric field, which contribute in energy harvesting study. 
 

The increasing of research in wireless communication systems nowadays continuously challenge antenna 

engineers to develop a novel antenna structure or improves the performance of existing antenna designs[1]. 

Energy harvesting put wireless communication world into another level in research field. Previous researches 

has proven that electricity can be harvested from the radio frequency wavelength in the atmosphere. For many 

years, the rectenna is the most popular method for energy harvesting from the microwave signal. A simple 

rectenna consists of a dipole antenna with an RF diode connected across the dipole element. A low power dual 

circularly polarized rectenna is presented by [2]. Operating at 2.45 GHz, the rectifier was optimized for -15dBm 

per access, with an output DC voltage of 215 mV.  

 

In this research, the energy harvesting is approached with metamaterial structure, by using a single ring 

structure. Previous research [3] used the square design of single SRR structure. In this study, another two designs 

of single SRR structure are proposed, which is circle and hexagon. It is expected that different shape may affect 

the performance significantly. The proposed structures operate at 1.3 GHz with same material of patch, substrate 

and ground plane. The patch and ground plane uses a copper sheet with electrical conductivity of 5.8 × 107 and 

thickness of 0.035mm. The thickness, loss tangent, relative permittivity and permeability of the FR-4 substrate 

are 3.2 mm, 0.025, 4.3 and 1, respectively. The unit cell of the proposed SRR structure is shown in Table 1.0. 

 

All structures considered in this study are simulated by using CST software. The waveguide port are using in 

this simulation, which the setting of electric field (E-field) propagate in the direction of xz-axis and magnetic 

field (H-field) propagate at yz-axis. Notice that magnetic permeability in only achievable via parallel 

polarization, where the vector is parallel to the SRR plane and the H-field is along the z-axis[4]. At the 

resonance, SRR plane perpendicular with the magnetic field and induces current loop. Since the wave vector is 

parallel to the SRR plane, the type of polarization is called parallel polarization for the convention. 

 

Simulated result shows that the square shape give the highest value of E-field compared with the others two 

design. The result are influent by the bare surface per area that perpendicular with the H-field. Since the H-field  
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Figure 1 : Simulated S-parameter for the unit cell (a) Magnitude and (b) Phase 

 

oscillates at yz-plane, square shape has the highest surface per area that parallel with the H-field propagation. 

For hexagon, the bent shape at the left and right cause the H-field are not orthogonal with the structure. Hence, 

induces current are not fully generate for hexagon type. Same with circle, although it resonate at 1.3 GHz, the 

structure can’t produce the highest induce current because bare surface area that parallel with the H-field are low 

compared others two design. Based on simulation, square SRR structure are chosen as the structure to harvest 

energy in electromagnetic wave. 

 

Table 1 : The ilustration of single Split Ring Resonator for square, hexagon and circle design structure 

Structure Square Hexagon Circle 

Ilustration 

   

Electric Field (V/m) 128,500 99,990  93,909 

Electric Field 

Animation 
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Abstract 
A new waveguide is proposed which consists of thin 
graphene layer on top of MTMs and covered by dielectric. 
The graphene conductivity (σ) is taken to be constant with 
positive imaginary part. Therefore, we studied the possible 
propagation of Transverse Magnetic (TM) surface plasmon 
(SP) in terahertz range of frequency. The effective 
refractive index as a function of frequency at different 
MTM’s parameters is plotted using Maple 17. Results show 
that effective refractive index is hardly changing with 
frequency; however, it changes as MTM parameters change. 
The designed structure can be used as low dispersion and 
low attenuation waveguide which very useful for 
communication systems. 

1. Introduction 
THz radiation have several range of applications 

including astronomy to sense the interstellar, 
communications, and spectroscopic applications to classify 
the materials [1, 2]. THz science requires the development 
of novel materials to manufacture new device components. 
In our work, we proposed waveguide consists of graphene 
thin layer at the boundary between Metamaterials (MTMs) 
and dielectric. Graphene is a material composed of 2D 
hexagonal lattice of carbon atoms. It has special properties 
such as high mobility, optical transparency, and tunability 
by applied gate voltage. Numerous arrangements of antenna 
were designed built on graphene [3,4]. Further, surface 
plasmon modes in the terahertz and infrared ranges 
supported by graphene ribbon waveguides were 
investigated [5] which can be constructing material for 
MTMs. MTMs are synthetic material with negative 
permittivity and/ or permeability. A substantial amount of 
research were conducted to study these materials [6-8]. 
Several studies has studied their applications in sensors [9], 
isolators [10], and transmission lines [11].  
The focus of this study is on understanding the effect of 
MTM parameters keeping the on the proposed structure 
keeping the product of the permittivity and permeability of 
MTM = 4 [12]. The proposed waveguide structure is 
introduced in section 2. Section 3 presents the results of the 
proposed structure. The conclusion is given in section 4.  

2. Theoretical model  
Fig. 1 shows the schematic of the proposed waveguide 
structure. The proposed structure is a graphene layer 
sandwiched between dielectric form above and MTM from 
below. The dielectric has positive permeability ε1 and 
positive permeability µ1.  MTM has both negative 
permeability ε2 and positive permeability µ2. The graphene 
monolayer is characterized by a surface conductivity σ. In 
this model, σ is considered to have positive imaginary part. 
Thus, graphene can only support surface plasmons (SP) in 
Transvers Magnetic field (TM) [13]. 
When the imaginary part of graphene conductivity is 
positive, the graphene layer functions as a thin metal layer. 
The field components of TM modes are [14] 
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Figure 1. The schematic of the dielectric-graphene-MTM 
waveguide. 
 
Using Maxwell’s equation to obtain Ex and Ez, the 
dispersion relation for TM modes can be written as [15] 
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where 2
0i i ik NJ H P � , N is the effective refractive 

index and k0 is the wave number in free space. 
 

3. Results and Discussion 
The dispersion equation presented in Equation (2) is solved 
numerically using Maple. The dispersion equation is solved 
at different values of ε2 and µ2. The numerical values are 
chosen such that the multiplication ε2 µ2=4. Table 1 presents 
the selected values of ε2 and µ2. For the dielectric material, 
ε1 is chosen to be equal 2.25. The graphene conductivity is 
taken from [13] as σ=0.772+j0.386 PS.m.  
 
 

Table 1: Selected values of ε2 and µ2. 
case ε2 µ2 

1 -1 -4 
2 -4 -1 
3 -2 -2 
4 
5 

-8 
-1/2 

-1/2 
-8 

 
 
Case 1: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2: Effective refractive index (N) as function of 

frequency where case (1) is implanted. (a) real par and (b) 
Imaginary part. 

 

In Fig.2 the values of ε2 = -1 and µ2=-4. We realized that the 
variation of N is very small as frequency changes. We 
notice also that the values of the imaginary part is bigger 
than the real part indicating that the absorption is relatively 
big. 
 
 
Case 2: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3: Effective refractive index (N) as function of 
frequency where case (2) is implanted. (a) real par and (b) 

Imaginary part. 
 
In Fig.3 the values of ε2 = -4 and µ2 = -1. We realized that 
the variation of N is very small as frequency changes. We 
also notice that the real part in this case is bigger than the 
imaginary part. Indicating that absorption is suppressed in 
this case. In Fig.4 the values of ε2 = -2 and µ2 = -2. We 
realized that the variation of N is very small as frequency 
changes. We notice also that the values of the imaginary 
part is bigger than the real part indicating that the 
absorption is relatively big. 
 
In Fig.5 the values of ε2 = -8 and µ2 = -1/2. we can easily 
see that the changes in the refractive index is not noticeable. 
It is almost zero except at 47.9 THz where Re(N) is changes 
slightly. We can also see that the imaginary part is 
suppressed and the variation with frequency is also very 
small. This can be used for low dispersion and low 
attenuation waveguide. In Fig.6 the values of ε2 = -1/2 and 
µ2 = -8. We realized that the variation of N is very small as 
frequency changes. We notice also that the values of the 

(a) 

(b) 

(a) 

(b) 
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imaginary part is bigger than the real part indicating that the 
absorption is relatively big. 
 
Case 3: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4: Effective refractive index (N) as function of 
frequency where case (3) is implanted. (a) Real par and (b) 
Imaginary part. 
 
 
Case 4: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5: Effective refractive index (N) as function of 
frequency where case (4) is implanted. (a) real par and (b) 

Imaginary part. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 5: continue 
 
 
 
 
Case 5: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6: Effective refractive index (N) as function of 
frequency where case (5) is implanted. (a) Real par and (b) 
Imaginary part. 
 
 
The relation between MTM parameter (ε2) and the effective 
refractive index values is shown in Fig. 7. In the calculation, 
the multiplication ε2 µ2=4, frequency is taken to be 20THz. 
The effective refractive index is dependent of the MTM 
parameter. As the absolute value of ε2 increases the 
imaginary part of effective refractive index decrease 
creating low dissipation material as well as low dispersion 
materials. 
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Figure 7: Effective refractive index (N) as function of MTM 

parameter (ε2). (a) real par and (b) Imaginary part. 
 
 

4. Conclusions 
In this work, TE wave propagation is studied in the 
proposed waveguide which consists of a monolayer of 
graphene sandwiched between dielectric and MTM. The 
graphene conductivity is chosen such that its imaginary par 
is positive. The dispersion equation is solved numerically 
using Maple. The real and imaginary part of the effective 
refractive index are plotted as function of frequency at 
different MTM parameteres. Results show that the effective 
refractive index is hardly changing with frequency and vary 
as MTM parameters change. We also realized at specific 
values where ε2 = -8 and µ2 = -1/2 the real part of effective 
refractive index in hardly changes and the imaginary part is 
very small. This structure can be used as low dispersion and 
low attenuation waveguide. 
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Abstract 

A new wideband negative refractive index (NRI) 
metamaterial for dual-band operation is introduced in this 
study. Initially, a bare-H-shaped resonator was designed 
over the FR-4 substrate material. The refractive index curve 
for the unit cell, displays more than 3 GHz negative real 
peak from C-band to some portion of X-band. The proposed 
design also displays NRI property in the same frequency 
bands with wider bandwidth, when the Rogers RT 3010 
substrate material was employed instead of FR-4 substrate 
material. 

1. Introduction 

Materials having negative refractive index (NRI) has been a 
great concern in the scientific research community earlier in 
twenties. After the first idea was proposed by Victor 
Veselago [1] in 1967, exploration of such material of 
negative permittivity (ε) and negative permeability (μ) for 
negative refractive index was started. For the time being, the 
research on such topic was postponed due to lack of such 
natural materials until the material named ‘metamaterial’ 
was perfectly revealed by D. R. Smith and his colleagues in 
2000 [2]. Metamaterial is an artificially produced 
extraordinary material where negative permittivity and 
negative permeability are tailored to have negative refractive 
index property in some certain frequencies. The negative 
refractive index property usually occurs where the 
permittivity and permeability is found negative. D. R. Smith 
and his colleagues constructed such composite material by 
utilizing repeated metallic wires and split ring resonators to 
have negative permittivity and permeability. They claimed 
that negative permittivity can be achieved by repeated 
metallic wire inclusion and negative permeability can be 
obtained by numerous magnetic structures like π-shape, S-
shape, Z-shape and other interesting shapes [3-6]. It is well 
known that, metamaterials are formed by small unit cells 
those are arrange in a periodic form and the characteristics 
of each individual unit cell is very important for the overall 
material’s performance. However, recently in some specific 
applications like, antenna design or filter design, utilization 
of single metamaterial unit cell is one of the promising 
approaches instead of bulk metamaterial or array of unit 
cells [7-9]. Beside this, it is being applied in specific 
absorption rate (SAR) reduction in human head, cloaking an 

object electromagnetically, designing polarizer or absorber 
and many other interesting applications [10-12]. According 
to the applications, different types of alphabetic 
metamaterial unit cells with NRI property were proposed in 
the literature but not all of these designs show negative 
refractive index property in the C-and X-band ranges with 
wide bandwidth. For example, Chang-Chun et al. in [3] 
demonstrated a π-shaped negative refractive index 
metamaterial but it works in the X-band only. Hayet 
Benosman et al. in [4], presented an ‘S’ shaped NRI 
metamaterial that operates in the Ku-band only. Abdullah 
Dhouibi et al. proposed a ‘Z’ shaped metamaterial for C-
band only in [5] but it was not showing NRI property.  

In this paper, a new bare-H-shaped metamaterial unit 
cell is proposed that has been designed on FR-4 substrate 
material. The material shows double negative property in the 
C- and X-band in conjunction with the negative refractive 
index property in those frequency bands. The material also 
exhibits negative refractive index property for the Rogers 
RT 3010 substrate material in the same frequency bands (C- 
and X-band).  

2. Methodology  

 
In Fig. 1a, the proposed metamaterial unit cell is displayed. 
The proposed ‘Bare-H-shaped’ metamaterial unit cell was 
designed on a 20×20mm2 FR-4 substrate material of 
thickness 1.60 mm that had dielectric constant of 4.3 and 
loss tangent of 0.025. The finite difference time domain 
method based ‘CST Microwave studio’ simulation software 
was utilized for the design and respective analysis of the unit 
cell.  
The structure was designed with two complementary split 
square resonators of copper layer with thickness of 
0.035mm. From the Fig.1a, the parameters of the proposed 
metamaterials are as follows: a=6, b=4.77, c=2.77, d=2.50, 
s=0.2, g=0.66, l=10 all in mm scale. The gap between the 
inner and outer resonators is 0.2 mm and they were added 
two form a complementary bare-H-shape (i.e., empty H-
shape) by a 1mm wide copper line in between them. The 
split between the two outer resonators were kept 1mm. The 
length of each arm is responsible for generating inductive 
effect whereas each split in resonator is the means 
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of generating capacitive effect. The mutual coupling 
capacitance originates between the gap of inner and outer 
resonator. By varying the coupling capacitance, the 
absorbing capacity of the material can be improved.  
To calculate the S-parameter, the simulation was performed 
for the frequency range of 1-12 GHz. The transverse 
electromagnetic (TEM) wave was propagated through z-axis 
of the unit cell using two wave-guide ports. The simulation 
geometry is being displayed in the Fig. 1b.  For the 
simulation purpose, the frequency domain solver was 
utilized after setting the normalized impedance at 50 ohm. 
The effective medium parameters permeability (μ) and 
permittivity (ε) were extracted from the simulated complex 
S21 (transmission co-efficient) and S11 (reflection co-
efficient) parameters using Nicolson-Ross-Weir method 
[12].  
The open space method was adopted for the measurement of 
the metamaterial. This method was chosen to see the 
practical effect of the material. A prototype of 180×200 
mm2 was built for the measurement purpose that contains 
9×10 unit cells. The fabricated prototype is seen in the Fig. 
1c. The fabricated prototype was placed between two horn 
antennas, which were working as transmitting and receiving 
antenna. These antennas were connected to an Agilent 
E8363D vector network analyzer to determine the S- 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
parameters. To avoid the near field effect, 35cm distance 
was maintained from each antenna to the prototype. For the 
perfection of the test, with metamaterial and without 
metamaterial measurement were performed as well.  
For further investigations, the FR-4 substrate was replaced 
by a Rogers RT 3010 substrate material of same size with 
thickness of 1.27 mm, dielectric constant of 11.2 and loss 
tangent of 0.0023 and the same numerical methodology was 
followed to see the impact of the change.  
 

3. Results and Discussion 

 
The Fig. 2a shows the magnitude of S-parameters for the 
proposed unit cell on FR-4 substrate material. The 
transmittance (S21) resonances are seen at the frequency of 
4.29 GHz and 9.93 GHz.  The Fig. 2b displays the current 
distribution at the frequency of 7 GHz on FR-4 material. 
Unlike the split ring resonator, the current flows two 
opposite directions at the two sides of the unit cell. The 
major current is seen at the border of inner resonator near 
the gap between inner and outer resonators that has occurred 
due to the effect of strong coupling capacitance. The Fig. 2c 
shows the measured magnitude of transmission parameter 
(S21) that clearly demonstrates good conformity with the  

    
                 (a) 
 

    
                  (b)                                                                     (c) 
 
Figure. 1 a The schematic view of the proposed unit cell b simulation geometry of the unit cell c fabricated 
prototype for measurement 
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simulated results. However, bit distorted and extended 
magnitude is seen in the measured resonance that most 
likely occurs due to open space measurement process or due  
to increased impendence for the array arrangement of 
measurement prototype.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The real magnitudes of permittivity (ε) and permeability (μ) 
are expressed in the Fig. 3a and Fig. 3b respectively. In the 
Fig. 3a it is seen that the permittivity curve shows negative 
magnitude from the frequency of 3.85 GHz to 4.41GHz, 
5.42 GHz to 9.26 GHz and 10.61 GHz to 12 GHz. It 
contains two resonances at the frequency of 3.85 GHz and 

      
         (a)                (b)                (c) 

 
Figure. 2 a Transmission coefficient (S21) for the proposed unit cell b current distribution at 7 GHz for the unit cell 
c measured transmittance (S21) for the proposed unit cell 
 

   
(a)           (b) 

Figure. 3 a Real magnitude of permittivity (ε) vs. frequency b Real magnitude of permeability (μ) vs. frequency   
 

      
Figure. 4 Magnitude of refractive index (η) vs. frequency for the unit cell on FR-4 material 
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5.46 GHz. Similarly, the real curve of permeability in Fig. 
3b displays negative peak from the frequency of 7 GHz to 
12 GHz and only one sharp negative resonance at the 
frequency of 7.13 GHz. However, it is remarkable that, there 
is a wide negative bandwidth of 5 GHz in the permeability 
curve is rarely found and the curve trends to continue so on. 
Usually, in the varying magnetic field a charge is produced 
between the gap of inner and outer resonator and at the split 
in the middle line. At low frequency, the current remain in 
phase with the applied field but at the higher frequencies, the 
current cannot cope with the applied field and starts lagging 
which cause negative peak in the permeability curve.  
The Fig. 4 reveals the magnitudes of refractive index curve 
against the frequency for the unit cell designed on FR-4 
substrate material. It is evident that, the curve shows 
negative real peak from the frequency of 6.51 GHz to 9.72 
GHz and from 10.61 GHz to exact 12 GHz. The imaginary 
peak for the curve is found reverse of the real in most of the  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
positions. Nevertheless, it is noticeable that, the negative 
peak of the refractive index curve contains wide bandwidth 
of more than 3 GHz from C-band to some portion of X-band 
(6.51 GHz to 9.72 GHz). Another, wide bandwidth of more 
than 1 GHz (10.61GHz to 12 GHz) portion is found in the 
X-band. Therefore, the material can be characterized as a 
NRI material in these respective frequencies of negative 
peak region of refractive index. However, according to the 
Fig. 3a and Fig. 3b, the permittivity and the permeability 
curve also displays negative peak simultaneously with the 
negative peak portion of the refractive index curve. So, the 
material can be categorized as double negative (DNG) 
metamaterial in these respective frequencies as well.   
The further study was done after replacing the Rogers RT 
3010 substrate material instead of FR-4 substrate material. 
The same methodology was followed. For Rogers RT 3010 
substrate material it is seen in Fig. 5a, the material exhibits 

    
(a)          (b) 
(b)  

Figure. 5 a Transmission coefficient (S21) for the proposed unit cell on Rogers RT 3010 substrate material b Real 
magnitude of permittivity (ε) vs. frequency for Rogers RT 3010 substrate material 
 

    
(a)         (b) 

 
Figure. 6 a Real magnitude of permeability (μ) vs. frequency for the proposed unit cell on Rogers RT 3010 
substrate material b magnitude of refractive index(η) vs. frequency for Rogers RT 3010 substrate material 
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transmittance (S21) at the frequency of 3.19GHz, 7.66 GHz, 
10.33 GHz, 11.22 GHz and 11.92 GHz.  
The Fig. 5b reveals the real magnitude of permittivity 
against frequency for the unit cell on Rogers RT 3010 
substrate material. The permittivity curve shows two sharp 
negative resonances at the frequency of 3 GHz and 4.31 
GHz and displays negative peaks from 2.97 GHz to 
3.31GHz, 4.31 GHz to 7.66 GHz and 8.47 GHz to 10.12 
GHz.  
Equally, the Fig. 6a displays the real magnitude of 
permeability that has one sharp negative resonance at the 
frequency of 7.50 GHz. It has negative magnitude from the 
frequency of 7.37 GHz to over 12 GHz that covers more 
than 5 GHz wide bandwidth. The magnitude of refractive 
index against frequency is seen in the Fig. 6b. The refractive 
index curve exhibits two negative resonances at the 
frequency of 7.37 GHz in the C-band and 8.47 GHz in the 
X-band of microwave spectra. It also contains real negative 
magnitude from the frequency of 7.37GHz to 7.66 GHz, 
8.47 GHz to 10.12 GHz, 10.39 GHz to 10.57 GHz and 11.26 
GHz to 11.33 GHz. The imaginary peak shows nearly the 
opposite behavior.  Moreover, the permittivity and 
permeability curve also displays negative magnitude in these 
negative real value regions of refractive index curve. 
Another mentionable point is, more than 1 GHz wide 
bandwidth (8.47 GHz to 10.12 GHz) of negative peak region 
is present in the X-band in conjunction with one or two 
smaller negative peak portions. Therefore, the material can 
be characterized as NRI or DNG material in these respective 
frequency ranges. 
 

4. Conclusion 

 
In this paper, a new bare-H-shape NRI metamaterial unit 
cell has been introduced that was designed initially on FR-4 
substrate material. The material shows NRI property in the 
C-and X-band with more than 3 GHz wide bandwidth. The 
material exhibits NRI property in the same bands for Rogers 
RT 3010 substrate material as well. Moreover, one 
mentionable point is, for both of the substrate materials the 
permeability curve shows more than 5 GHz bandwidth of 
negative peak that is rarely found. C-band is widely used for 
long distance radio communications and X-band is popular 
for satellite applications. Therefore, the proposed unit cell 
can be utilized in the C-and X-band antenna for superior 
performance besides other applications in the proposed 
frequency regions.  
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Abstract 

This paper presents a design of a metamaterial absorber 
insensitive to polarization and incidence angle. The full-
wave electromagnetic simulation from CST Microwave 
Studio demonstrates a perfect microwave absorption around 
10 GHz, with a maximum of 98% and a FWHM close to 
4.97% for two types of polarization, for TE and TM modes. 
We have also studied the influence of the incidence angle on 
the absorption coefficient and FWHM. In addition, we have 
shown the improvement of the absorption coefficient and the 
FWHM by designing a three-layer model. 
 

1. Introduction 

The metamaterial absorber (MA) is an artificial structure   
which has the capability of absorbing the electromagnetic 
(EM) waves at a specific frequency range [1]. In general, 
these structures can be fabricated in the desired EM 
spectrum from radio to optical frequencies. The concept is to 
adjust ε and µ independently by varying the geometrical 
dimensions of the electric and magnetic resonant 
components in the unit cell. The purpose is to get the 
absorber impedance matching the free space impedance Z0, 
and simultaneously to have a refraction index n(ω) with a 
large imaginary part. In this case, both reflection and 
transmission waves will be minimized within a certain 
frequency range. This property has been used to design EM 
absorbers with a nearly perfect absorption in microwave [2]-
[6] and terahertz bands [7].  
In this paper, the authors present a perfect metamaterial 
absorber (PMA) by integrating electric and magnetic 
resonators into the unit cell. We are presenting of design and 
simulation results at 10 GHz insensitive to two polarizations 
of the electric component for normal incident EM waves 
namely, along x-axis and at 45° in the x-y plane and 
simulations for a wide range of incident angles for both 
transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic (TM) 
modes. Furthermore, we are showing the improvement of 

the absorption magnitude and full width half maximum 
(FWHM) through the use of a 3-layers structure.  

2. Design and Results 

2.1. Design and simulations of single layer structure 

The unit cell of 8mm x 8mm x 0.8mm was designed on the 
Rogers RO3010 (εr = 10.2, tan = 0.0022). It consists of 
electric and magnetic resonators at the front side of the 
substrate Fig. 1(a), and a metallic cross at the back side of 
the substrate Fig. 1(b). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      
 
 
Based on S-parameters, the microwave power absorption A 
could be expressed as: 
 

                          A= 1 - |S11|
2 -|S21|

2                           (1) 
 

Where, S11 and S21 are the reflection and transmission 
parameters, respectively. 
By simultaneously minimizing both transmission and 
reflection parameters at a given frequency, a nearly perfect 
absorption can be achieved at a given frequency.  

 

              
 
 

Fig. 1: Metamaterial absorber: (a) electric and 
magnetic resonators ;(b) Metallic cross. 
Dimensions: x=3.5 mm, e=0.55 mm, g=0.32  mm, 
L=7 mm, w=3.5 mm. 

(a) (b) 

e 

w 

L 
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2.1.1. Absorption for two polarizations 

The simulation is carried out with CST Microwave Studio 
using frequency solver, the S-parameters obtained by 
simulations are used to calculate the absorption magnitude A 
from the equation (1).  
We have considered two different polarizations of a planar 
normal incident EM waves for the electric field component 
namely, along the x-axis and rotated by 45° in the x-y plane. 
The curves of the absorption magnitude at 10 GHz for 
RO3010 substrate are plotted in Fig. 2.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The curves are almost identical with an absorption peak of 
98% and a corresponding FWHM is around 4.97%, this 
demonstrates a nearly perfect absorption and polarization 
insensitivity of the proposed design. 

2.1.2. Absorption related incident angle 

The operating angle is also concerned, the simulated results 
for electric field polarized along x-axis and different 
incidence angles ranging from 0° to 40°. The absorption 
curves for the TE and TM modes are shown in Fig. 3 (a) and 
(b), respectively. The simulated results are presented in 
Table 1, we see a small decrease in the absorption 
magnitude for TE mode when the incidence angle increases 
from 0° to 40° (i.e., a variation of 7.4%). While for TM 
mode, the values of the absorption are identical. The 
corresponding FWHM is practically the same around 4.9% 
for both modes. 
 

              
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
                                            
   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 1: Values of absorption peak for TE and TM 
modes. 

θ [°] ATE [%] ATM [%] F [GHz] 
0 98 98 10.098 
10 97.67 97.84 10.1 
20 96.98 97.31 10.09 
30 
40 

94.68 
90.6 

94.04 
95.92 

10.07 
10.09 

 

2.2. Design and simulations of the 3-layers structure 

Considering a structure composed of three layers. The layers 
1 and 3 designed on  RO3006 (εr = 6.15, tan δ= 0.002) with 
the same thickness d1=0.64mm containing the structure 
described in paragraph 2.1 , and between these two layers 
there are a layer design on air with a thickness d2=0.64mm. 
The unit cell of 13mm x 13mm x 1.92.mm is optimized at 
resonance frequency of 10 GHz (Fig. 4) 

 

Figure 2: One-layer. Simulated absorption for electric 
field polarized along the x-axis and rotated by 45° in 
x-y plane, RO3010 substrate, for normal incidence and 
TE mode.  

(b) 

 (a) 

Figure 3: One- layer. Simulated absorption for electric 
field polarized along x-axis and incidence angle varied 
from 0° to 40°, (a) TE and (b) TM modes   
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In order to prove the polarization insensitivity of our 
designed cell, two different polarizations of the planar 
normal incident EM waves were considered for the 
electric field component. The curves of the absorption in 
the case of TE mode (Fig. 5) are almost identical with an 
absorption peak of 99.8%.  This, demonstrate the nearly 
perfect absorption and polarization insensitivity of the 
proposed design.   
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
In figure 6, we show the absorption magnitude for normal 
incidence and electric field polarized along x-axis. The 
absorption peak at 10 GHz was identical (of 99.83%) and 
99.85% for TE and TM modes, respectively. The FWHM 
for two modes is 16.4%. From the results, we can see that 
absorption and FWHM have largely increased compared 
to the results for a single layer. 

 
 
 

 
 

 
Furthermore, the structure is simulated for different 
thickness d2 ranging from 0.2mm to 1mm. The simulated 
absorption magnitude for normal incidence and electric 
field polarized along the x-axis are presented in fig. 7, (a) 
TE and (b) TM modes, respectively. 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Figure 4: Unit cell of 3-layers metamaterial absorber 

Figure 5: Unit cell of 3-layers. Simulated absorption 
for normal incidence and TE mode. Electric field 
polarized along the x-axis and rotated by 45° in the x-y 
plane.  

Figure 6: Unit cell of 3-layers. Simulated absorption 
for normal incidence and electric field polarized along 
the x-axis. For TE and TM modes 

Figure 7: 3-layers. Simulated absorption with electric 
field polarized along x-axis and angle incidence varied 
from 0° to 40°, (a) TE and (b) TM modes. 

(a) 

(b) 
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The simulated results are presented in Table 2 and Table 
3. In the case of the two modes, for d2=0.2mm we have 2-
bands with the peaks of magnitude of 91% and 99.56%, 
and the FWHM of 0.238 GHz and 1.08 GHZ for f1=7.15 
GHz and f2=10 GHz, respectively. The corresponding 
FWHM around of 10 GHz varies from 10.8% to 30% 
when d2 varied from 0.2mm to 1mm, respectively. 

Table 2: Simulated absorption of a 3-layers design at F1 

d2 
[mm] 

ATE 
[%] 

ATM 
[%] 

FWHMTE 
[GHz] 

FWHMTM 

[GHz] 
 

0.2 91 91 0.238 0.247  
0.4 89.91 89.6 0.372 0.374  

0.64 89.45 89.1 0.625 0.637  
0.8 
1 

89.76 
90.38 

89.76 
89.96 

- 
- 

- 
- 

 

 

 
Table 3: Simulated absorption of a 3-layers design at F2 

d2 
[mm] 

ATE 
[%] 

ATM 
[%] 

FWHMTE 
[%] 

FWHMTM 
[%] 

0.2 99.56 99.52 10.8 10.8 
0.4 99.77 99.77 12.9 12.9 

0.64 99.83 99.85 16 16.24 
0.8 
1 

99.82 
99.60 

99.81 
99.56 

30 
30 

30 
30 

 

 
But when the thickness d2 increases, the frequency f1 
shifts to f2 (Table 4), so we get a broader absorption 
curve. 
 

Table 4: Simulated frequencies F1 and F2 for TE mode 

d2 [mm] F1 [GHz] F2 [GHz]  
0.2 7.15 10  
0.4 7.66 10.05  

0.64 7.9 10.04  
0.8 
1 

7.97 
7.98 

9.995 
9.785 

 

 

 
 

3. Conclusions 

 
With its scalable geometry, this absorber can be 

designed to operate on various EM frequency ranges with 
almost perfect absorption. Compared to existing 
metamaterial absorbers [4-8], the designed structure 
exhibits a high absorption and a large FWHM at 
predefined frequencies. Its insensitivity to polarization 
and incident angle was demonstrated with almost 
identical responses for both TE and TM modes. We have 
also shown that the optimization of the unit cell allowed 
the design of a perfect absorber around a frequency of 10 
GHz. The design of the 3-layers absorber has increased 
the absorbance magnitude of 1.6% and the FWHM of 
25%, indicates that this structure can operate for several 
applications. 

These characteristics suggest many applications, 

such as the electromagnetic cloaking, absorber, EM 
filters, electromagnetic shield, frequency selective heat 
transmitter, thermophotovoltaics… 
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Abstract 

In this paper, a new double C-shaped compact structure of 
metamaterial was designed; fabricated and measured that 
can operate in a multi-band microwave frequency span. The 
proposed metamaterial structure offers miniaturization 
factor compared to traditional metamaterial unit-cells and 
obeys better effective medium ratio. Commercially 
available Computer Simulation Technology (CST) 
electromagnetic simulator is adopted to investigate the 
design of the metamaterial. The metamaterial displays 
multi-band response in conjunction with left handed 
property over the certain frequency band in the microwave 
regime. In addition, few parametric studies were done with 
the metamaterial and the effective medium parameters were 
analysed. The dimensions and scattering parameters of the 
proposed double C-shaped compact metamaterial are 
suitable for triple-band applications.  

1. Introduction 

Materials with relative negative permittivity (ε less than 0) 
and permeability (µ  less than 0) was some various 
properties compared to conventional materials has been 
depicted by Victor Veselago in 1968. Due to the non-
appearance of the properties of the regular materials, this 
matter was less important until 1999. Negative permittivity 
properties of the materials could be found, but make 
engineered material with negative permeability was 
challenging work. Smith et al. achieved success to develop 
a new engineered material with unusual properties such as 
negative permeability and permittivity practically in 2000 
[1]. Different type of unit-cell structure has been utilized to 
achieve metamaterial characteristics such as spiral 
resonators, double split-ring resonators and broad side–
coupled SRRs [2-5]. On the other hand, most of the 
traditional unit-cell depicts single band response. It is 
important matter to utilize metamaterial in multiband 
antenna applications to achieve gain enhancement in all 
operating bandwidths of multiband antenna [6]. However, 
metamaterials were broadly utilized to develop many 
antennas. Using metamaterials, antenna performance was 
enhanced [7-9]. Due to specific applications, different types 

of alphabetic structures of metamaterials were proposed. 
“Z” shaped metamaterial was proposed by Abdallah 
Dhouibi et al in [10] that was found working at a single 
band only with single negative property. The compactness 
of the metamaterial is governed by improved effective 
medium ratio (EMR), which is the important factor of the 
metamaterial research. A diamond-shaped single-sided left 
handed metamaterial was proposed to show increased 
receive power and high transmission peak [11]. In addition, 
the dimension of the diamond-shaped unit-cell was large 
and EMR of the unit-cell was too small. In [12], a novel 
two-rectangular U-shaped double negative metamaterial 
analyzed was suggested for single band operation. 
Moreover, the design of unit-cell of metamaterial was very 
large in size and the effective medium ratio was less than 
standard value. Theodosius et al. in [13] depicted a double 
negative (DNG) metamaterial of compact size with 6.9 
EMR but they utilized two different resonators at the two 
opposite sides of the substrate. Various analyses were 
performed for multi-band operation with a split-H-shaped 
metamaterial by Islam et al. [14], whereas the metamaterial 
design was very large the size and the EMR was too small. 
In microwave imaging applications, negative index 
metamaterial embedded miniaturized antenna with based on 
modified SRR and CLS unit cell was utilized for ultra-
wideband operation [15], whereas the metamaterial size was 
big and the effective medium ratio was 6.38. A new dual 
band metamaterial unit-cell construction was proposed in 
[16] with EMR 7.14 but they argument single negative 
property for their dual band operation.  
 

In this study, a new double-C-shaped metamaterial unit 
cell is being introduced for microwave triple-band 
applications with better EMR property. The proposed 
metamaterial demonstrates negative permittivity at S-band 
and double negative properties of C- and X-band 
applications. The structure of the metamaterial size is being 
miniaturized and follows the good EMR. 
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2. Methodology  

2.1. Geometry of the metamaterial unit-cell  

The proposed metamaterial unit-cell and structural 
parameters are illustrated in Fig. 1(a). The proposed design 
was developed using two C-shaped split-circular resonators 
connected to each other. The thickness of all elements of the 
metamaterials unit-cell is 0.035 mm and the substrate 
material is low cost FR4 lossy material. The unit-cell is 
fabricated on the substrate with a dielectric constant ε, 4.3 
and dielectric loss tangent δ, 0.025. The width and height of 
the substrate of unit-cell is 1.2 cm and thickness is 0.16 cm. 
In Table 1, the design parameters of the unit-cell are 
reported.  
 

Table 1: Dimensions of double C-shaped unit-cell [cm]. 
 

Parameters Value 
Ls 1.2 
a 1.0 
c 0.13 
d 0.1 
e 0.12 
f 0.03 

Sg 0.1 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In this paper, the CST Microwave studio (Thomas Weiland, 
Germany) based on finite-difference time-domain method is  
investigate this design where an incident electromagnetic 
wave travelling along the positive z-axis with an Electric 
field polarized along the y-axis. The boundary conditions of 
perfect magnetic conductor and the perfect electric 
conductor have been utilized along the x-axis and y-axis, 
respectively, and along the z-axis, two waveguide ports are 
placed. The simulation, schematic diagram of the proposed 
design is illustrated in Fig. 1(b). To determine the 
transmission coefficient and the reflection coefficient at 
simulation a frequency domain solver is utilized. The 
impedance matching was set to fifty ohms. The frequency 
range 1-15 GHz was used to simulate the design of 
metamaterials. 

 

A fabricated prototype was displayed in Fig. 2(a). The 
prototype contains 14 ×12 arrays of the unit-cell of copper 
materials and the size of the prototype are 16.8 × 14.4 cm2. 
The measurement was performed [11] with two horn 
antennas in an anechoic chamber using free-space 
environment. To allow the incident electromagnetic wave 
travelling over the prototype that was positioned between 
the horn antennas in the identical plane, similar to the 
simulation geometry. In addition, the transmission co-
efficient are determined from the Agilent E8363D vector 
network analyzer. The experimental setup of the proposed 
metamaterial characteristics measurement is shown in Fig. 2 
(b). 

2.2 Effective S-parameters Calculation 

To determine the characteristics of the metamaterials such 
as relative permeability and relative permittivity that 
depends on the transmission coefficient (S21) and reflection 
coefficient (S11). The high superiority geometrical 
estimation can be achieved in this design using FDTD 
method based meshing scheme. The meshing scheme has to 
manage a simulation period to achieve convergent results.   
By using CST Microwave Studio, S-parameters of the 
reported unit-cell and array were calculated. To excerpt the 
effective permeability (µ), permittivity (ε) from the 
simulated complex S-parameters the Nicolson Rose Weir 
(NRW) method [17] was used. The direct refractive index 
method [18] was utilized to extract effective refractive 
index (ɳ) from the simulated complex S-parameters. The 

(a) 
(b) 

Figure 2. (a) The fabricated array of double  
C-shape structure; (b) Experimental set up. 
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Figure 1. (a) The proposed double C-shape unit-cell structure;  
(b) Simulation set up of the proposed design. 
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simplified equation for the effective permeability, 
permittivity and refractive index are as follows:  
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Where, S11 and S21 are the reflection coefficient and 
transmission coefficient of the unit-cell metamaterial. c is 
the velocity of light, d is the thickness of the slab and  is 
the angular frequency. 

3. Results and Discussion 

In this section, simulation and experimental result of double 
C-shaped compact metamaterial is presented.  The scattering 
parameters and characteristics of various geometrical 
parameters of the design are also analyzed.  The reflection 
coefficient (S11), and transmission coefficient (S21) of the 
unit-cell are illustrated in Fig. 3. Fig. 3 demonstrates the 
three frequency span of resonance frequencies namely 3.27-
3.45 GHz, 7.76-9.03 GHz, and 11.263-11.816 GHz that 
indicates the S -band, C-band and X-band applications. The 
values of the transmission coefficient (S21) at the three 
resonance frequencies such as 3.366 GHz, 8.574 GHz, and 
11.57 GHz are -17.07 dB, -27.16 dB, -17.91 dB, 
respectively. 

 
From Fig. 3, it observed that the simulation and 
experimental results are good agreement with each other. 
Fig. 4 shows the surface current distributions and electric 
field of the unit-cell at 3.36 GHz, 8.58 GHz, and 11.57 
GHz, where it reveals effective negative characteristics. 
Moreover, Fig. 4 (a), it is shown that the distribution of 
surface current at the lower frequencies is higher than the 
higher resonance frequencies of the unit-cell. According to 
the current distribution results, the current of the upper 
section are opposite to the lower section of the resonance 

frequency at 3.36 GHz. For that reason, the related 
magnetic fields nullify each other. It is also seen that weak 
local electric field at the same time at Fig. 4 (b). At 
resonance frequency 8.57 GHz, the current flow of the 
upper section is same as direction to the lower section. That 
is why; the related magnetic fields amplify each other and at 
the same time the strong electric field are observed at Fig. 4 
(c) and (d). Hence, it is concluded that electric and magnetic 
resonances are exist at these frequencies, and negative 
refractive index is seen at that frequencies which is shown 
in Fig. 6. From Fig. 4 (e), it is seen that the behavior of the 
current distribution is asymmetrical. For that reason, the 
related magnetic fields nullify each other and make weak 
local electric field at the same time that is revealed in Fig. 4 
(f). 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Frequency span of relative permittivity (ε), relative 

permeability (µ) and relative refractive index (η) of the unit-
cell are 3.1-3.506, 4.5-8.224, 9.554-10.632, 12.046-12.732; 
7.3-13.838 and 4.472-10.8, 11.304-13.796, respectively. 
Frequency span of double Negative region of the unit-cell is 
7.3-8.224, 9.554-10.632, 12.046-12.732. It can be observed 
that the metamaterials unit-cell has a negative refractive 
index at different resonance frequencies 

Figure 3. Simulated and measured S-parameters 
 response of double C-shape structure. 

  

a 

c 

e 

b 

d 

f 
Figure 4. Current distribution and electric field at 3.36GHz, 
8.58 GHz and 11.57 GHz of double C-shape structure.  
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Fig. 5(a), (b) illustrates the real and imaginary curves of the 
relative permittivity, relative permeability of the 
metamaterials unit-cell. 

 

Fig. 6 illustrates the relative negative refractive index curve 
verses frequency. The relative negative refractive indices 
have been found to be negative for frequency span 4.472-
10.8 GHz and 11.304-13.796 GHz. The double negative (ε 
& µ) region has been found at the frequency span 7.3 - 
8.224 GHz, 9.554 - 10.632 GHz, and 12.046 - 12.732 GHz. 
The double negative region proves the unit-cell and array of 
the metamaterials act as a left handed metamaterials (LHM) 
that is applicable in many sophisticated areas such as 
electromagnetic cloaking operation, design of filters, 
sensors and detectors, antenna performance enhancers, 
electromagnetic absorber, imaging, noise reduction, and 
seismic protection etc. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The ratio between the wavelengths to unit-cell size is called 
effective medium ratio which is important to design 
compact metamaterial. The unit-cell can reveal negative 
permeability and/ or permittivity in the region of effective 
medium whether it is greater than 4. Due to the 
compactness of the metamaterial unit-cell, the effective 
medium ratio is an important matter in the field of 
metamaterial research. It can be seen that our proposed unit-
cell size and effective medium ratio are 1.2 × 1.2 × 0.16 
cm3 and 7.44 respectively.  

3.1. Role of the middle line width(c) 

Fig. 7, Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 depicts the reduced width of 
the middle line(c) of the unit-cell from 0.13 mm to 
0.07mm and corresponding scattering and effective 
medium parameters. 
It is seen from Fig. 7 that the reduction of middle line of 
unit-cell leads to increase the electric resonance and reduce 
the magnetic resonance at 3.36 GHz and 8.57 GHz, 
respectively.  
 

 

 
(a) 

Figure 7. S-parameters response of double C-shape  
structure with middle slab width c = 0.7 mm. 

Figure 5. Unit-cell (a) relative permittivity (b) relative  
permeability values of real and imaginary curves. 
                                  

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 6. Relative refractive index values of       
real and imaginary curves of unit-cell. 
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The decrease of width caused the reduction in capacitance 
between the mid-line and  the resonator and it eventually 
shifted the permittivity curve bit left.  
 

Table 2: Frequency span of negative index of the unit-cell 
(middle slab width c = 0.7 mm) of the relative effective 
parameters. 

 
Parameters Value 

Relative 
permittivity (ε) : 

 
3.142-3.688, 4.822-8.378, 9.428-

10.45, 11.626-12.368; 
Relative 

permeability (µ) : 
 

7.202-13.866; 
Relative refractive 

index (η) : 
 

4.906-10.632, 10.884-13.348; 
Double Negative 
(ε & µ) region: 

 
7.202-8.378, 9.428-10.45, 

11.626-12.368; 
 

 
Table 2 depicts the details of effective negative 
permeability, negative permittivity, negative refractive 
index, and double negative region of the unit-cell. It can be 

observed from Table 2 that the metamaterials unit-cell with 
middle slab width c = 0.7 mm has a negative refractive 
index at different resonance frequencies. 

3.1 Role of the resonator width(d): 

The width of the square resonator (d) of the unit-cell has 
been reduced from 1.0 mm to 0.5mm and investigating the 
scattering parameters and effective medium parameters that 
is shown in Fig. 10, Fig. 11 and Fig. 12.  

 
It can be observed from Fig. 10 that the reduction of square 
resonator at the inner side of unit-cell leads to decrease the 
electric resonance at 3.36 GHz and 11.57 GHz, respectively. 
It is also seen from Fig.10 that the resonance points were 
shifted a little bit at the left side compare to the basis unit-
cell. 
This has been happen due to increase the capacitance 
between the resonator and the mid-line. Similarly, the 
increment of width of the resonator at the outer side would 
shift the transmittance at the right side. Fig. 11 (a) and (b) 
demonstrates the Real and imaginary curves of the relative 
permittivity and relative permeability of unit-cell with 
resonator width d = 0.5 mm, simultaneously.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 9. Relative refractive index values of real and imaginary  
curves of unit-cell with middle slab width c = 0.7 mm. 

. 

Figure 10. S-parameters response of double C-shape  
structure with resonator width d = 0.5 mm. 

  

(b) 
Figure 8. Unit-cell with middle slab width c = 0.7 mm  

    (a) Relative permittivity (b) relative permeability values   
     of real and imaginary curves. 
  

(a) 
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It is seen from the Fig. 11 (a) and (b) that the magnitude of 
the real and imaginary curves of the relative permittivity has 
shifted to left a little bit and amplitude of the real part has 
reached negative near 3 GHz frequency. The relative 
permeability of this unit-cell was found constant. On the 
other hand, the magnitude of the permittivity curves is 
stronger than basis unit-cell. Fig. 12 also illustrates the 
relative negative refractive index curve verses frequency of 
unit-cell. The relative negative refractive index originated to 
be negative for frequency span 4.234-10.352 GHz and 
11.052-13.628 GHz. The double negative (ε & µ) region has 
been found at the frequency span 7.3-8.168 GHz, 9.26-
10.268 GHz, 11.948-12.718 GHz. The magnitude of the 
relative refractive index curves is weaker than basis unit-
cell because of reduction of inductive path. The effective 
negative values of the relative permittivity, relative 
permeability, and relative refractive index of unit-cell with 
resonator width d = 0.5 mm metamaterial can be observed 
from Table 3. The double negative properties are also seen 
from this Table 3 that makes the metamaterials to LHM.  
 
 
 
 

Table 3: Frequency span of negative index of the unit-cell 
(resonator width d = 0.5 mm) of the relative effective 
parameters. 

 
Parameters Value 

Relative 
permittivity (ε) : 

 
2.778-3.044, 4.402-8.168, 9.26-

10.268, 11.948-12.718; 
Relative 

permeability (µ) : 
 

7.3-13.88; 
Relative refractive 

index (η) : 
 

4.234-10.352, 11.052-13.628; 
Double Negative 
(ε & µ) region: 

 
7.3-8.168, 9.26-10.268, 11.948-

12.718; 
 

 
Table 3 depicts the details of effective negative 
permeability, negative permittivity, negative refractive 
index, and double negative region of the unit-cell. It can be 
observed from Table 3 that the metamaterials unit-cell with 
middle slab width d = 0.5 mm has a negative refractive 
index at different resonance frequencies. 
 

Table 4: Comparison of EMR with other unit-cell. 
Ref. No. Unit-cell size 

(mm3) 
Effective 

medium ratio 
Fabio Urbani  et 

al. 2010 [11] 
20 × 25 × 0.25 1.2 

Theodosios  et al. 
2012 [13] 

5.3 ×4.3 × 1.5 6.9 

Anik Mallik  et al. 
2013 [12] 

25 × 25 × 1         1.99 

Sikder et al. 2015 
[14] 

20 × 20 × 1.6 4.32 

Moinul  et al. 
2015 [15] 

5 × 3.2 × 1.6 6.38 

Abhishek et al. 
2015 [16] 

7.5 × 7.5 × 0.8 7.14 

Proposed 
Metamaterial 

12.0×12.0×1.6 7.44 

 

 
Due to the compactness of the metamaterial unit-cell, the 
effective medium ratio is an important matter in the field of 
metamaterial research. According to the Table 4, comparing 
the effective medium ratio of our proposed unit-cell with the 
other unit-cells, the proposed structure is found more 
suitable as a compact metamaterial.  

4. Conclusions 

A new compact metamaterial structure of the unit-cell for 
triple band is presented in this paper. The scattering 
parameters and effective parameters of the proposed 
metamaterial were analysed over the frequency range 1-15 
GHz. The results exhibit negative refractive index 
properties for the unit-cell structure in multiband frequency 
range as well. The proposed unit-cell structure is compact in 
size and follows better effective medium ratio with value of 
7.44 which are more applicable in microwave spectra. The 

Figure 12. refractive index values of real and imaginary  
curves of unit-cell with resonator width d = 0.5 mm. 

. 

(b) 
Figure 11. Unit-cell resonator width d = 0.5 mm. (a) permittivity  
(b) permeability values of real and imaginary curves  
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free-space measurement method was used to verify the 
results of the 14 ×12 arrays prototype of the unit-cell that 
was fabricated and measured. This unit-cell of metamaterial 
can be applied for many sophisticated areas such as 
electromagnetic cloaking operation, design of filters, 
sensors and detectors, antenna performance enhances, high 
data rate communications, and electromagnetic absorber.  
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Abstract 

A planar complementary metamaterial, as well as its 
corresponding inverse structure, has been designed and 
characterized. Numerical results (using commercial 
software) are presented here. The structure shows a giant 
gyrotropy (chirality) as well as very low losses.  

1. Introduction 

The use of “complementary” structures in PCB to perform 
metamaterial response has been established during the last 
years [1, 2]. In [1] it is shown that their transmission 
characteristics should be complementary too, i.e., if the 
“original” shape shows a resonant decrease in transmission 
characteristics at the frequencies of interest, in the 
“complementary” shape the transmission is resonantly 
enhanced at the same frequencies instead. 

In a previous conference [3], we designed and 
characterized numerically a partially complementary chiral 
metamaterial, which presented negative refraction index in 
a resonant band. In this paper we present an enhanced 
version of the structure, in order to reduce material losses, 
and we compare it with its “full complementary” shape.  

Fig. 1 and 2 show the designed structures: the “original” 
(i.e., the one composed by a distribution of metallic 
segments on a dielectric substrate) and the 
“complementary” (the one composed by a distribution of 
slots on a metal plate): the dielectric substrate has been 
made transparent in order to highlight the two metal layers. 
Another structure, very similar to the first one, has been 
studied in [4]. We have studied different dielectric 
substrates, from the traditional FR4 as in [3] to low-losses 
materials, like TACONIC TLC-30 and Rogers RO4003C, 
in order to enhance the transmission. 

Looking at the figures, it is straightforward that both 
structures are geometrically chiral: i.e., they lack any mirror 
symmetry. From an electromagnetic point of view, chirality 
can lead to a cross-coupling between the electric and 
magnetic fields [5], so the refractive index has different 
values for right circularly polarized (RCP) and left 
circularly polarized (LCP) waves, following the equation 

n± = n±κ ,      (1) 

where n+ is the refractive index for a RCP wave, while n- is 
the index for a LCP wave. n is the usual refraction index 

( εeffµeff )  and κ is the cross-coupling parameter, also 

known as Pasteur or chirality index [5,6].  
Looking at that equation, we can see that one of both 

indexes, n+ or n- would be negative if κ is high enough 

( n>κ , assuming n is positive) [6]. 

 

 
Figure 1: Geometry of the “original” planar 
metamaterial unit cell. It is composed by a dielectric 
substrate (removed) in the image, and metal (copper) 
traces on both its faces. The metal layer on the back face 
is the specular image of the front layer; so the geometry 
shows specular (chiral) asymmetry. 
 

2. Design and characterization 

In order to design a sample with a chiral electromagnetic 
response at microwave frequencies, we have used a basis 
cell of 16x16 mm, each segment/slot in Figs. 1 and 2 is 
9.9x2 mm, and the minimum separation between them is 
0.3 mm. That means the four segments/slots are enclosed 
inside a square of 12.2x12.2 mm. As mentioned, we have 
probed different dielectric plates between the two metal 
layers: TACONIC TLC-30 and Rogers RO4003C; both 
have similar properties (dielectric constant 3 and 3.38 
respectively, and loss tangent 0.003 and 0.0027, 
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respectively, so the results are similar. We also have probed 
different widths of the dielectric slab (0.03 and 0.06 inches). 
The lateral boundaries are modeled by means of periodic 
conditions, in order to simulate a periodic arrangement of 
cells. 

 

Figure 2: Geometry of the “complementary” planar 
metamaterial unit cell. 
 

3. Results 

 
We have modelled the response of our structure if a linear 
polarized plane wave incides normally on the slab. Due to 
the chirality of the structure, a rotation of the polarization 
plane is expected, and, therefore, we have measured the 
transmission coefficient in copolarization TCO (i.e. the 
transmitted signal in the same polarization plane of the 
incident wave) and crosspolarization TCR (polarization 
plane normal to the one of the incident wave), as well as the 
reflection coefficient  R (the structure being reciprocal, no 
rotation was expected in the reflected wave and, indeed, it 
has not been found) [4]. Afterwards, we have used those 
results to calculate the effective Pasteur parameter of the 
structure. 

3.1. Scattering Coefficients 

 
In this paper, the results using two different dielectric slabs 
are presented. Figs 3 (“original” shape) and 4 
(“complementary”) show the scattering parameters when 
the dielectric slab is 0.03 inches width and it is made of 
Taconic TLC 30. The simulation has been performed using 
time-domain CST Studio software. In Fig. 3 there is a first 
resonance (minimum of R and TCO and maximum of TCR), 
at 10.6 GHz, plus a second one (minimum of TCO) at 12.4 
GHz.. Fig. 4, instead, shows a first resonance (minimum of 
R and maximum of TCR and TCO) at 10.7 GHz, and a second 
one (again, minimum of R and maximum of TCR and TCO) 
around 12.1-12.2 GHz.  

This results are in agreement with what is proposed in 
[1]: both shapes resonate in the same frequencies 
approximately but, while in the original shape, there is a  

 

minimum of the transmission for the (copolarization) 
transmission coefficient; in the complementary one there is 
a maximum of this coefficient. 
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Figure 3: Reflection (R), Copolarization (TCO), and 
Crosspolarization (TCR) transmission coefficients, as well 
as relative losses for a plane wave normally incident over a 
periodic structure composed by cells as shown in Fig. 1. 
The dielectric slab is 0.03 inches width and it is made of 
Taconic TLC 30. 
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Figure 4: Reflection (R), Copolarization (TCO), and 
Crosspolarization (TCR) transmission coefficients, as well 
as relative losses for a plane wave normally incident over a 
periodic structure composed by cells as shown in Fig. 2. 
The dielectric slab is 0.03 inches width and it is made of 
Taconic TLC 30. 
 

Figs. 5 and 6 show the scattering parameters when the 
dielectric slab is 0.06 inches width and it is made of Rogers 
RO4003C. In this case, the simulation has been performed 
using EMPRO software. 
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Figure 5: Reflection (R), Copolarization (TCO), and 
Crosspolarization (TCR) transmission coefficients, as well 
as relative losses for a plane wave normally incident over a 
periodic structure composed by cells as shown in Fig. 1. 
The dielectric slab is 0.06 inches width and it is made of 
Rogers RO4003C. 

 

Figure 6: Reflection (R), Copolarization (TCO), and 
Crosspolarization (TCR) transmission coefficients, as well 
as relative losses for a plane wave normally incident over a 
periodic structure composed by cells as shown in Fig. 2. 
The dielectric slab is 0.06 inches width and it is made of 
Rogers RO4003C. 
 

Looking at Figs. 5 and 6, the results are very similar to 
what was found in the first case: the resonances are placed 
now at slightly lower frequencies (9.1 GHz and 11.8 GHz in 
Fig. 5; 9.9 GHz and 10.4 GHz). The difference may be 
explained because of the higher dielectric constant of the 
slab. 

In all the four figures, every resonance is associated 
with a strong rotation of the polarization plane (maximum 
value of TCR). There are frequencies, coinciding with the 
resonances (Figs. 3 and 5) or close to them (Figs. 4 and 6) 
where the copolarization transmission coefficient is close to 
0. That means the structures behave as a 90º polarization 
rotator, almost without dichroism (losses) at those 
frequencies.  

At the same time, it is worth of noticing the high value 
of the total transmission coefficients in the resonant 

frequencies. To make them more evident, we have added in 
both figures the value of the energy losses (1-R2-TCO

2-TCR
2). 

It is worth of being mentioned that those losses are almost 
negligible in most of frequencies, and stay in a low value 
even in the resonance frequencies. 
 

3.2. Pasteur Parameter 

 
The presence of a giant gyrotropy is, indeed, due to the 

chirality of both structures. We have calculated, too, the 
Pasteur parameter (κ) in every case; since the results are 
very similar, only the parameters for the first example 
(Taconic dielectric) are shown in Figs. 7 and 8. 
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Figure 7: Effective Pasteur parameter (κ) of a periodic 
structure composed by cells like shown in Fig. 1. The 
dielectric slab is 0.03 inches width and it is made of 
Taconic TLC 30. 
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Figure 8: Effective Pasteur parameter (κ) of a periodic 
structure composed by cells like shown in Fig. 2. The 
dielectric slab is 0.03 inches width and it is made of 
Taconic TLC 30. 
 

The chirality parameters show both resonant behaviors 
as predicted by the Condon model [5]. The resonances are 
placed too in similar frequencies: 10.5 GHz and 12.4 GHz 
for the “original” structure; 10.5 GHz and 12.8 GHz for the 
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“complementary” one. They are also placed, approximately, 
at the same frequencies of the resonances in the scattering 
parameters (minimums of TCO in Figs. 3 and 4). It is worth 
of noticing the change in the sign of the second resonance 
between the original and the complementary shapes. 

In both cases the imaginary part (i.e., losses) is almost 
insignificant, even in resonance, while there is a huge real 
part (gyrotropy). Especially the “original” shape shows a 
significant real part (-5) during a wide band (11-12 GHz) 
virtually without losses.  

 
 

Conclusions 

A planar complementary metamaterial has been 
designed and characterized. Its scattering parameters have 
been numerically calculated, and compared with the 
corresponding values for its complementary structure. The 
comparison between both cases is in good agreement with 
the theoretical predictions. Both structures show a giant 
gyrotropy as well as an almost negligible dichroism, so their 
Pasteur parameter has also been calculated. They indeed 
present a strong chirality, with a low imaginary part. 
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Abstract 
In the manuscript, a new metasurface is presented for 
terahertz applications based on meta-atom cluster. The 
metasurface having magnetic and electric resonances shows 
left-handed metamaterial characteristics in the terahertz 
frequency. The meta-atom cluster consists of split-ring 
resonators based on conducting wire strip (a single loop) 
printed on RT5880LZ substrate material. The permeability 
and the permittivity are picked out from the complex 
scattering parameters. The calculation of the unloaded Q-
factor is executed for the meta-atom cluster based 
metasurface in the terahertz frequency. The test of the 
metasurface has been performed using different dielectric 
samples loaded. Effective change has been realized in the 
transmission. This metasurface is novel in case of terahertz 
band due to left-handed characteristics. This metasurface is 
appropriate for high-performance filters and sensors due to 
high Q-factors.  

1. Introduction 
Metasurfaces are presented for terahertz applications as 
potential applicant in the field of high performance sensors 
and filters [1-3]. For these potentials, their low Q-factors are 
gradually improved. Metamaterials or meta-atoms can 
control the light waves in a wonderful way. The 
metamaterial is made of subwavelength resonating metal 
which is fabricated on dielectric materials. The metallic 
resonators provide the consequent electromagnetic 
behaviors than molecules or atoms [4]. 

Meta-atom is an electromagnetic metamaterial which is a 
subwavelength structure engineered artificially in a periodic 
array. Metamaterial characteristics are not found in ordinary 
materials which exhibit the positive permeability and 
permittivity, where, in the effective medium region, the 
meta-atoms can display negative permeability and/or 
permittivity. In the case, the ratio between unit cell size and 
wavelengths is > 4, which is called the effective medium 
ratio [5]. There are various types of meta-atoms such as 
metallic thin wires [6], cut-wire pairs [7], split-ring 
resonators[8], Ω type metallic inclusion [9], and electric-LC 
resonator[10] in the microwave frequency region. A 
negative permeability and permittivity is found  at lower 

frequencies through metallic thin wires [6] shortening and 
changing the fundamental frequency to the spectrum’s lower 
part. Meta-atoms create new route to observe left-handed 
properties where both permeability and permittivity are 
negative, simultaneous, which lead negative index features 
are not available in nature[11]. In order to point out the 
effective parameters (negative permeability and 
permittivity), transmission wires have been applied for 
testing the meta-atoms in the beginning stages [12]. In meta-
atom field, negative index materials having extraordinary 
attitude play an important role for making metamaterial field 
attractive and for enhancing the operation in visible 
frequency spectrum[13]. 

Various types of opportunities have been stated with 
meta-atoms for raising the abilities of the running 
microwave and optical devices and components in terms of 
functional abilities. Invisibility cloaks [14], biosensors [15] 
and super lenses [16] have been explored with the running 
researches. Split-ring resonators (SRRs) having impressive 
features are extensively applied in various meta-atom as 
basic circuits. Negative resonances are pointed out at 
negative refractive index regions, with these artificial 
structures which are not possible for any natural material. 
Meta-atom resonators are also used in in imaging [17]. In 
sensor clusters, SRRs have been applied in different 
orientation as unit cell with a view to having extraordinary 
features (negative refractive index, permeability, and 
permittivity). At the high frequency, it is not possible to 
ignore the substrate material’s effect owing to high loss 
which is reduced with the utilization of substrate material 
[18] of very low and thin permittivity. Different shapes of 
SRRs such as S-shape resonator[19], omega resonators[20], 
hexagon shape[21] have been mentioned in the literature for 
meta-atoms. In the terahertz frequency, researches on double 
negative meta-atoms are raised rapidly[22]. 

Condensed electromagnetic field is displayed with meta-
atoms and plays an important role for achieving sensors of 
enhanced selectivity in terms of detecting analytes [23].In 
many applications, meta-atoms are used extensively instead 
of metallic conductors whereas surface plasmons are 
engaged [24]. At high frequency, meta-atoms of sized 
subwavelength have been applied as sensing devices[25].  
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In sensing applications, subwavelength resonators of two 
dimension are appropriate [26]. Narrow waveguide channels 
of electric permittivity near-zero have been applied to 
narrate meta-atoms for sensing [27]. For detecting materials 
with small fault, nondestructive evaluation sensor based on 
meta-atoms in comparison with a wavelength have been 
mentioned in [28]. 

In the research, a new metasurface has been mentioned 
for terahertz applications based on meta-atom cluster. The 
meta-atom cluster consists of split-ring resonators based on 
conducting wire strip printed on RT5880LZ substrate 
material. By using different dielectric samples loaded the 
measurement of the metasurface has been executed. 
Effective change has been realized in the transmission. This 
metasurface is novel in case of terahertz band due to left-
handed characteristics.  

 

2. Material and Methods  
The proposed metasurface has been arranged periodically in 
the form of meta-atom cluster demonstrated in Fig 1. 
Spectral resolution is an important issue in the terahertz 
application. Most of the existing materials cannot be applied 
for sensing of minute samples in the terahertz frequency 
because of having poor magnetic and electric responses. The 
proposed metasurface operates in the terahertz frequency 
due to belonging high spectral resolution. 
 

 
Figure 1: Metasurface based on 4 by 4 meta-atom cluster. 
 
The meta-atom cluster is made of rectangular SRRs and is 
ordered periodically on a thin dielectric material. In order to 
attain strong magnetic and electric response from meta-
atom cluster, perpendicular incidence external field has 
been used. The strong LC resonance has been realized. The 
surface current is dominantly distributed in the SRR rings 
and split gap provides increased capacitance. 

Electromagnetic resonance is pointed out with SRR 
whereas capacitor contains the electric energy. In the way, 
the inductor contains the magnetic energy which is balanced 
with split gap. [29, 30]. Owing to loaded dielectric, the shift 
in inductance (L) and capacitance (C) conducts a reasonable 
change in the resonant frequency indicated in the equation 
(1). 

LC
fc S2

1
                                            (1) 

 
A new shape of rectangular SRR has been used to design the 
unit cell of the proposed meta-surface based on meta-atom 
cluster. Two rectangular SRRs have been aligned face to 
face with modified gaps at the top and bottom spaced with 
1.5 µm to each other on a thin dielectric substrate. The 
proposed modified SRR is indicated in Fig 2 with geometric 
dimensions. Computer Simulation Technology (CST) has 
been applied for the simulation of the mentioned met-atom 
cluster, which helps to compute the parameters with the 
complex scattering constitutive parameters. For retrieving 
the effective parameters, the simulated scattering parameters 
have been achieved. 
 
The extraction of the effective parameters with SRRs have 
been executed applying Nicolson-Ross and Weir 
method[31, 32]. In addition, in order to achieve better 
results, the Kramers-Kronig relationship[33] have been 
utilized. 1.0 µm is the space between the width of the outer 
and inner gap. Gold strips have been used to design the 
SRRs including 11.9 permittivity. The gold strips have been 
printed on the substrate. The material strip is based on gold 
and annealed copper (5.8×10 Siemens per meter). 0.017 µm 
is the strip thickness. Deeper resonances have been created 
with the use of low permittivity materials at terahertz 
frequency [34]. For this reason, RT5880LZ of relative 

permeability 1 and permittivity 1.96 has been applied as a 

substrate for attaining smaller unit to wavelength ratio. The 
meta-atom unit cell configuration is listed in Table 1. 
 

Table 1: configuration of meta-atom unit cell.  

parameters dimensions[µm] 

W1 20 
W2 14 
W3 6.25 
W4 9.25 
L1 20 
g1 1.5 
g2 1.5 
g3 1 
g4 1 
g5 1 
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Figure 2: Design layout of Meta-atom unit cell. 
 
By using the equation (2) & (3), the permittivity and 
permeability have been calculated as following 

1

2

0 1

12

Q
Q

P
�
�

u 
djkr                                             (2) 

2

1

0 1

12

Q
Q

H
�
�

u 
djkr                                             (3) 

In the equation (2) & (3), k0 and d have been denoted as the 
wave number and the substrate thickness, respectively. The 
scattering parameters have been presented as following 
equations (4) and (5): 
 

11211 SS � Q                                                       (4) 

11212 SS � Q                                                      (5) 

 
The sensitivity of the proposed meta-surface has been 
explained in terms of Q factor (Quality factor). The 
calculation of the Q factor with a dip or a resonance peak  
have been performed using the frequency bandwidth (∆f) 
and the resonant frequency (f0) of the resonant peak at -3 dB 
power point [35] indicated in equation (6). Quality factors of 
the meta-atoms are realized approximately 10, which are 
operated in the terahertz frequency at the microwave portion 
[36]. Unloaded Q factor of the mentioned metasurface based 
on meta-atom cluster have been calculated using -3dB 
bandwidth formula, which is listed in the Table 2. 
 

f

f
Q

'
 0

                                     (6) 

 
Table 2: Q factor at the resonant frequency. 

Resonant frequency [THz] Quality factor 

3.05 97 

 
It can be observed that the Q factor is very high, this means 
that the reported meta-surface belongs to high sensibility. 
The value of Q factor depends on the sharpness of the 
transmission and the location of resonant frequency. The 
deeper the resonance the higher the value of Q can be 
achieved.  

3. Results and Discussion 
The proposed meta-surface has been made of rectangular 
SRRs, arranged periodically in the form of meta-atom 
cluster. For attaining stable magnetic and electric field 
response from the mentioned meta-surface based on meta-
atom cluster, perpendicular incidence external field has been 
utilized. In order to realize the transmission spectra of the 
meta-atom unit cell, incidence direction is perpendicular to 
the meta-atom unit cell surface plane. The magnetic and 
electric fields have been polarized, which is parallel to the 
long edges of the meta-surface along z-axis and y-axis, 
respectively. When the long edges of the structure are 
parallel to the electric field polarization, electric response 
has been induced with the perpendicular incident waves. 
When a loop is existed in the SRR structure, for inducing the 
magnetic response, the parallel incident waves are 
comfortable. From the surface current distribution, it is 
realized that the LC resonance is very stable and the electric 
field is a dominant figure on the inner ring and the outer ring 
with capacitive gap area indicated in Fig. 3. 
 

 
Figure 3: Surface current distribution at the resonant 
frequency 3.05 THz. 
 
The concentration of the surface current is around the split 
gap due to having raised capacitance. The current flows 
entirely the meta-atom cluster including the split gap area. 

Fig.4 demonstrates the effective permeability of the 
mentioned meta-surface. Fig. 5 indicates the effective 
permittivity of the mentioned meta-surface. Table 3 
conducts the negative frequency area with details. It can be 
realized from the two figures that at the resonant frequency 
3.05 THz, a sharp negative region exists in case of both 
permittivity and permeability. This proves the properties of 
double negative metamaterial or left-handed metamaterial.  

 
Table 3: Parameters at the negative frequency area. 

parameter Negative frequency region [THz] 

permeability 3.01-5 
permittivity 2-2.25, 3-3.71 
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Figure 4: Effective permeability. 
 

 
Figure 5: Effective permittivity. 
 
SRRs are metamaterial structures which are extensively 
applied in terahertz applications due to having loop layout in 
the configuration. The current flows at the electric resonant 
frequency, which is parallel to the polarization direction. 
This means that the meta-atom split ring resonator acts like 
an electric dipole.  

 
 
Fig. 6: Transmission spectra of the metasurface under 
loading and unloading conditions. 
 
At the resonant frequency, a stop band has been noticed, 
when the sample layer has not been loaded on the 
mentioned meta-surface or under the unloading condition. 
During this period, both the real part of permeability and 

permittivity go to the frequency area with negative value, 
which indicates the properties of double negative 
metamaterial. The thickness and dielectric constant of the 
substrate have been remained constant in all the 
experimental simulations along with the sample thickness, 
which is maintained to 100 nanometer. The meta-surface 
has been scaled down to attain the optimum values, which 
conduct the presence of the thin sample layers for sensing 
applications. In case of unloaded transmission, resonance is 
observed at 3.05 THz frequency and but transmission is 
shifted when the meta-atom cluster have been loaded with 
FR4, Polyimide, Rogers RO 3003 and Rogers Ultralam 
2000, indicated in Fig. 6. Simulations are executed under 
different loading conditions and listed in Table 4. 
 

Table 4: Dielectric materials for sample loadings. 

material permeability permittivity shift Δf/f 
FR4 1 4.6 0.49 THz 

polymide 1 3.5 0.38 THz 
RO 3003 1 3 0.29 THz 

Ultralam 2000 1 2.5 0.15 THz 

 

4. Conclusions 
The proposed new meta-surface based on meta-atom cluster 
points out double negative or left-handed metamaterial 
characteristics for THz applications.The mentioned meta-
surface is made of meta-atom cluster of split-ring resonators 
based on conducting wire strip (RT5880LZ material). It is 
found that the transmission has been shifted to the lower 
frequency due to the thin dry dielectric layers of the 
mentioned meta-surface. Significant changes were observed 
under loading samples with higher dielectric constants. This 
metasurface is novel in case of terahertz band due to left-
handed characteristics to the 3.05 THz. This metasurface is 
appropriate for high-performance filters and sensors due to 
high Q-factors.  
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Abstract- A compact coplanar waveguide(CPW)-fed Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) antenna array 

based on the left-handed wire loaded spiral resonators (SR) is presented. The proposed antenna consists of a 

2×2 wire SR with two symmetrical microstrip feed lines, each line exciting a 1x2 wire SR. Left-handed (LH) 

metamaterial unit cells are placed on its reverse side and arranged in a 2×3 array. A reflection coefficient of 

less than -10 dB, mutual coupling of less than -20 dB, a 0.004 correlation coefficient, and high diversity gain 

of 9.99 dB are achieved at 5.0 GHz-5.20 GHz WLAN band.     

Fig. 1 (a) and (b) shows the structure of the left-handed wire spiral resonator unit cells. The substrate is 

Taconic TLY-5 with ɛr = 2.2 and 1.57 mm thickness. The geometrical parameters of the proposed unit cell are 

tabulated in Table.1, while its characteristics are evaluated by the mathematical formulation in [1 - 2]. The negative 

index metamaterial parameters are produced by the excitation of electric and magnetic dipoles in the LH wire SR 

unit cells. Fig. 1 (c), (d), (e) and (f) illustrates the obtained real and imaginary values of refractive index, 

impedance, permittivity, and permeability, and is operable within the desired frequency range of 5.0 GHz to 5.20 

GHz. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.1 Geometry of the spiral resonator unit cell and its electromagnetic characteristics, (a) unit cell structure, (b) simulation 

setup, (c) reflective index, (d) impedance, (e) permittivity, (f) permeability. 

Fig.2 illustrates the simulated setup of the proposed CPW-fed MIMO antenna array. It consists of a 2×2 wire 

SR fed by two symmetrical microstrip lines and connected using two 50Ω SMA connectors. The ground plane is 

located on the same face as its radiators, besides its feed line. The square slots on the ground planes are introduced 

(e) 

   (c) 

(f) 

(d) 
  (a) 

 (b) 



to improve the reflection coefficient and impedance bandwidth. Twelve left-handed SR unit cells are arranged in 

2×3 array configuration for each port, and it is placed on the reverse side of the proposed, see Fig. 2 (c). Their 

dimensions are summarized in Table.1. 

Fig.3 (a) shows a good reflection coefficient (S11) and low mutual coupling (S21) at the operating frequency. Fig.3 

(b) and (c) demonstrates a low correlation coefficient (0.004), high diversity gain (9.99 dB) and satisfactory 

radiation patterns at 5.1 GHz. The proposed left-handed SR structure has enabled the concentration of the 

electromagnetic filed and currents nearby radiating elements instead of distributed them along the ground plane. 

This allows compact MIMO antenna arrays to be utilized with minim mutual coupling, and high diversity gain [3].     

  

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.2 Geometry of the proposed antenna, (a) radiating elements, (b) front view, (c) back view, (d) layer structure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.3 Simulated result of the proposed antenna, (a) S-parameters, (b) correlation coefficient and diversity gain, (c) H-plane 

radiation patterns. 

Table.1 Dimensions of the proposed antenna and wire SR unit cells.  

Para. 
Value 

(mm) 
Para. 

Value 

(mm) 
Para. 

Value 

(mm) 
Para. 

Value 

(mm) 
Para. 

Value 

(mm) 
Para. 

Value 

(mm) 
Para. 

Value 

(mm) 

W 36 lp 8.2 l3 4.2 w1 2.2 d 4.7 gs 0.55 lr 12.24 

L 43.4 l1 9.6 l4 6 w2 1 d2 4.6 gr 0.55 ws 0.55 

wp 8.2 l2 13 l5 7.9 w3 0.7 g 0.57 wr 17 - - 
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Abstract- A miniaturized dual band antenna array using a negative index metamaterial is presented 
for WiMax and WLAN applications. A left-handed metamaterial unit cell is located on the rear side 
of the antenna array. The unit cell combined form spilt ring resonator (SRR), square electric ring 
resonator (SERR) and rectangular electrical coupled (ELC) resonator to obtain a metamaterial 
structure that exhibit both negative permittivity and permeability. The simulated reflection 
coefficient (S11) shows a 40.25% bandwidth for the first band (2.119–3.058 GHz) and 3.36% for the 
second band and greater than 95% radiation efficiencies are obtained for both bands.  

In recent years, negative index metamaterials have become a popular option in miniaturizing antennas 

due to their artificial electromagnetic properties that cannot be found in nature [1-2]. In this paper, 

left-handed metamaterial unit cells are utilized to obtain a negative refractive index by producing 

negative permittivity and permeability. The unit cells that have been used in this antenna are illustrated 

in Fig.1. 

 

 

                                         (a)              (b)                 (c)      
Fig. 1 Metamaterial unit cells, (a) SRR, (b) SERR, (c) ELC resonator 

Fig. 2 (a) shows the front view of the combined unit cells structure. It consists of spilt ring resonator 

(SRR), square electric ring resonator (SERR) which both magnetic resonant structure. The perpendicular 

magnetic field produced by those cells generates negative permeability. Meanwhile, the rectangular 

electrical coupled (ELC) resonator is located between the abovementioned cells and is used to generate 

negative permittivity. The dimensions of the proposed unit cells are illustrated in Table.1. Fig. 2 (b), (c), 

(d) and (e) illustrate the real and imaginary values of impedance, refractive index, permeability, and 

permittivity. The result indicated that the proposed structure features a negative refractive index within 

1.5 to 3.6 GHz. 

Fig.3 (a) and (b) illustrates the simulated geometry of the proposed antenna. It is an array containing 

10-elements; each rectangular element is is dimensioned at 4×4 mm2. The antenna is fed using a 

combination of both series and corporate feed techniques. It designed on a 0.51 mm thick 

RT/duroid®5880 substrate. . The metamaterial unit cells and ground plane are located on the rear side 

of the antenna. The dimensions of the proposed antenna array are demonstrated in Table.1 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Metamaterial unit cells and simulated results, (a) unit cell structure, r1 = 7 mm and r2 = 6.4 mm, (b) 

impedance, (c) reflective index, (d) permeability, (e) permittivity. 

Table.1 Dimensions of the proposed metamaterial unit cells and antenna array elements and its feed.   

Para. 
Value 

(mm) 
Para. 

Value 

(mm) 
Para. 

Value 

(mm) 
Para. 

Value 

(mm) 
Para. 

Value 

(mm) 
Para. 

Value 

(mm) 
Para. 

Value 

(mm) 

a 7 d 2.2 wp 4 w2 0.5 w5 0.6 l2 1.5 l5 2 

b 4.2 e 5.2 lp 4.4 w3 0.7 w6 0.6 l3 2 l6 5 

c, f 0.6 m 3.7 w1 1 w4 1 l1 10.4 l4 4.8 l7 1 

 

Fig. 3(c) illustrates the simulated reflection coefficient (S11). It shows a 40.25 % bandwidth for the first 

band (2.119–3.058 GHz). A gain greater than 2.5 dB and radiation efficiencies of more than 95% are 

obtained in both bands. The promising performance indicated that it is suitable for WiMax, WLAN as 

well as LTE applications. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      

    

 

                            

Fig. 3. Geometry of the proposed antenna and reflection coefficient (S11), (a) front view, (b) back view, (c) S11.  
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Abstract 

In our work we investigate magnetic properties of 
metamaterial-metal interface with help of the local field 
theory combined with the method of images. Proceeding 
from microscopic description of the substance and 
calculating its macroscopic properties, for the first time the 
modified Clausius-Mossotti relation has been obtained for 
permeability of the metamaterial bordering a metal. 

1. Introduction 

Metamaterials are artificially structured materials which do 
not exist in nature and are prospective to control and 
manipulate light [1,2]. For this reason, metamaterials based 
on different kind of particles has the advantage of being 
incorporated into composite structures. For example, 
metamaterial based on colloidal quantum dots can be 
successfully used in organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs) 
[3-5].  
In only a few years, the studying of metamaterials has 
become one of the most exciting topics in the materials 
engineering with extremely interesting results thanks to 
combined advances in nanofabrication, numerical modeling 
and characterization tools [6]. Boundary problems play a 
vital part because they appear repeatedly in the analysis of 
metamaterial properties.  
The boundary effects at the interfaces between metal and 
metamaterial, because these effects have a strong influence 
on the properties of metamaterials [7] and give the 
possibility of synthesizing such useful structures defined by 
boundary surfaces [8].  
On the other hand, it is well-known that the polarization of 
a near-surface layer differs from its value in the bulk of the 
non-magnetic material. Optical anisotropy in near-surface 
layer is one of the reasons of this phenomenon, as 
demonstrated theoretically and experimentally in [9,10]. 
In case of metamaterial investigation of polarization of 
near-surface layer is also important, because of necessity to 
interpret correctly the calculations of the parameters of 
artificial materials.  
In our previous work [11] we have considered semi-infinite 
metamaterial, and analogues of Clausius-Mossotti relations 
were obtained. These results allow us to analyze dielectric 
and magnetic properties of semi-infinite metamaterials and 
understanding influence of polarization of the near-surface 

layer of metamaterial on the optical phenomena in artificial 
medium. 
To characterize magnetic properties of the boundary under 
the action of electromagnetic fields at an interface between 
metamaterial and metal, we introduce the modernized 
method of images, which is of great interest in the research 
of electric and magnetic fields in cases where there are 
reflecting boundaries [12,13]. This method allows us to 
analyze physical characteristics associated with a 
configuration of charges by replacing the conductors with 
image charges.  
Thus, method of images is a powerful tool to solve a set of 
physical problems, constrained by specific symmetries: 
infinite plane, infinite cylinder, sphere etc [14]. 
Finally, we use the local field theory to link macroscopic 
properties of the medium and properties of its constituent 
particles. According to this theory, the local field acting on 
one of the particles of the medium is the sum of fields 
generated by all other particles of the medium except the 
field of considering particle [15]. The local field theory 
gives good results for 3d metamaterials [16], periodic 
metamaterials [17] and also for nonmagnetic medium [18].  
To sum up, the aim of this research is to find out how the 
adjacent metal changes the magnetic properties of the 
metamaterial in the near-interface region. 
 

2. Magnetic properties of the metamaterial adjacent to 
a metal 

We consider metamaterial consisting of N  anisotropic 
particles with dielectric and magnetic properties: 

 ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ,e e e
ij ij i j l i je e e eα ω α ω δ α ω⊥= − +   (1) 

 ( ) ( )( ) ( ) .m m m
ij ij i j l i je e e eα ω α ω δ α ω⊥= − +   (2) 

The metamaterial is adjacent to a metal. The metamaterial 
occupies the half-space 0z >  and metal occupies the half-
space 0z < (Fig.1). 
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Figure 1: Schematic illustration of a boundary between 
metamaterial and metal. Particles of metamaterials with 

dielectric and magnetic polarizabilities ( ) ( ),e m
ij ijα ω α ω  are 

blue circles. 
 
The electromagnetic field ( )0 0,E B  acts on materials. The 

microscopic field of the n -th particle of the medium is the 
superposition of the primary field, generated by external 
source, and secondary fields, produced by all particles of 
the medium [19]. From Maxwell’s equations one can obtain 
the equation for microscopic magnetic field, acting on the 
n -th particle: 
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  (3) 

where 
2

2
2

k
c

ω
= , b  is the number of the particle of 

metamaterial, c  is the number of the particle of metal.  
We do our calculations with the method of images, which is 
founded on the uniqueness of the solution of the Laplace 
Equation in a region limited by equipotential surfaces. The 
basic requirement of this method is that the effect of the 
boundary should be correctly represented by the images 
[20]. Therefore, in our case one can replace the metal with 
fictitious charges-images (notice, that charges-images have 
the opposite sign). The field of the charges-images at 0z <  
will be identical with that defined both by the induced 
charges and the all particles the metamaterial consists of. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2: Schematic illustration of a boundary between 
metamaterial and metal with charges-images in a metal. 
Particles of metamaterials with dielectric and magnetic 

polarizabilities ( ) ( ),e m
ij ijα ω α ω  are blue circles. The images 

in a metal with dielectric and magnetic polarizabilities 

( ) ( )' , 'e m
ij ijα ω α ω  are dark red circles. 

 
We next consider the so-called local field approach. The 
local field effects arise due to the fact that incident 
electromagnetic field polarizes particles of the medium 
surrounding the one of the interest. So, the local field acting 
on the a -th particle of the medium can be calculated by 
averaging over the positions of the remaining particles [21]. 
Then, the equation for the local magnetic field can be 
written as 

 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )

1 1 1

-1 1 -1

3 3... ...

; ,..., ,

N

N N

loc
i a an an an

mic
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H d R d R w
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−
=

×

∫R R

R R R R
  (4) 

where ( )anw R  is the function of distribution, which 

describes the probability density for the n th particle to be 
found at a position anR  relative to the a th one. This 

function contains dependence of the local field on the 
structure of the medium [15]. Notice, that equation for local 
electric field has the same form. 
So, taking into account the local field effects and two-
particle function of distribution 

 ( ) ( ){ }1
1an anw f

V
≡ −R R   (5) 

one can obtain average Eq.(3) 
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  (6) 

where  
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Function ( )Zθ  permits us to consider positional 

relationship of metal and metamaterial.  
Notice, that in Eq.(5) V  is the volume of the medium, 

( )anf R  is the radial distributional function, which can be 

found from independent experiment, e.g., using x-ray 
diffraction [19] or by simulating [22].  
From Eq.(3) one can obtain equation for macroscopic 
magnetic field, by averaging over the positions of all the 
particles. Considering that particles of the metamaterial are 
in the half-space 0bZ >  and particles of the metal are in the 

half-space 0cZ <  we can write 
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Let us consider a long-wave limit. In accordance with this 
limit if the wavelength of the field is large in comparison 

with intermolecular distance 
- 1 3n  the effective field acting 

on a particle is formed by adding the fields of many 
molecules lying in some volume of the medium with linear 
dimensions L   

 
w

- < < < <1 3 .cn L   (9) 

This allows one to carry out the integration and neglect 
spatial dispersion in equations for local and macroscopic 
fields. 
Substitution ( )0 ,iB ωR  from Eq.(8) in Eq.(6) gives the 

relation between local and macroscopic field: 
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Taking into account that magnetization of material can be 
expressed through the local field 
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and using the following notation 
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2 2
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we can write Eq. (10) in the form: 
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Then, we can apply the inverse Fourier transform  
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The local field is varying more smoothly than the radial 
distributional function ( )'f R , therefore one can obtain the 

relation between macroscopic and local magnetic field in 
form 
 ( ) ( ) ( ), , , , , , ,loc

ij j iG z B z B zω ω ω=q q q   (15) 

where  
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As is well known, the sum of the vector of magnetic field 
and the magnetization of the medium is called magnetic 
induction  
 ( ) ( ) ( ),z, ,z, 4 ,z,i i iH B Mω ω π ω= −q q q   (17) 

while  
 ( ) ( ) ( )1,z, ,z, ,z, .i ij jH Bω µ ω ω−=q q q   (18) 

From Eqs. (15)-(18) we can obtain equation for permeability 
taking into consideration that magnetization can be 
expressed in terms of both macroscopic and local fields  
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where tensor ( )1 , ,kjG z ω− q  describes magnetic properties of 

the medium and in the long-wave limit. Recognizing that 
medium consists of anisotropic particles, finally, 
permeability tensor in our case can be written in the 
following form: 

 ( ) ( )( ), z, , z, ,ij ij i j l i je e e eµ ω µ ω δ µ⊥= − +q q   (20) 

where  
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The permeability tensor Eq.(20) is an analogue of the 
Clausius-Mossotti relation in case of metamaterial adjacent 
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to a metal. This relation connects permeability to the 
magnetic polarizability of the particles constituting the 
metamaterials and can be used to work out the magnetic 
polarizability if the permeability and number density are 
known (in our case we also have to know the radial 
distributional function).  
It should be pointed out that Clausius-Mossotti relation one 
of the earliest formulas, which has been successfully used 
for relations macroscopic properties (permittivity) to 
microscopic properties (polarizability of particles of the 
medium) [23, 24]. 
In case of the boundary of metamaterial (without metal) 
from Eq.(19) we get  
 ( ) ( )( ) ( ),z, z, z, ,ik ik i k l i ke e e eµ ω µ ω δ µ ω⊥= − +q   (25) 
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Eqs. (25)-(28) describe properties of semi-infinite 
metamaterial and they are of interest for analyzing of many 
optical phenomena. 
In case of non-magnetic medium our resulting equations for 
permeability take the value of 1. 

3. Discussion 

In this paper we have performed theoretical investigations 
of magnetic properties of metamaterial-metal boundary with 
local field theory and method of images.  
We have obtained the permeability tensor (20) for 
metamaterial-metal boundary.  
In Eqs. (26),(27) denominators are not vanishing, because 
magnetic polarizability is a complex value. Still, they can be 
very small, which leads to the maximum of permeability 
(the analysis similar to that was performed for dielectric 
properties in [25]) under conditions: 
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  (29) 

At frequencies 1 2,ω ω  defined by conditions (29) one can 

observe sharp enhancement of the response of a 
metamaterial to the incident electromagnetic field. 
Our results give the new expression for the Clausius-
Mossotti relation for a metamaterial adjacent to a metal. 
This fact allows us to establish a direct relation between the 
macroscopic permeability µ  and the microscopic magnetic 

polarizability ( )mα ω , which opens the new opportunities 

for constructing metamaterials with desired properties.  
In case of infinite metamaterial our results passing on to our 
previous work [11] and coincide with those from the paper 
[26], obtained with help of another method. 
 

4. Conclusions 

Metamaterials are the key elements of interesting and 
potentially innovative applications in electromagnetism. A 
number of investigations on the determination of 
metamaterial characteristics (permittivity, permeability, 
refractive index) have appeared in recent years. [27].  
Combination of local field theory and method of images 
provides new opportunities for manipulating the optical 
properties of magnetic medium and, consequently, serves as 
a source of interesting new phenomena in metamaterials, 
e.g. for subdiffraction limit imaging and focusing [28]. 
We comment finally, the results presented in this paper were 
motivated by the great interest in the boundary effects at the 
interface between metamaterial and convention material 
(particularly, metal) and they are a part of the general 
problem of study electromagnetic properties of 
metamaterials. 
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Abstract— We propose and investigate a new multifunctional component. It consists of a T-
junction of three waveguides in 2D photonic crystal with square lattice. One of the waveguides is
the input port and the other two serve as output ones. This component can fulfil three functions.
Firstly, it can switch OFF the two output ports. Secondly, it can switch ON any one of the
two output ports. Thirdly, our component can be used as a 3 dB divider of the input power.
The changing of the regime is achieved by DC magnetic field which magnetizes a cylindrical
ferrite resonator placed in the T-junction. We present analysis of the scattering matrices of the
component and calculated frequency characteristics for the central frequency 98.46 GHz.

One of the ways to create highly integrated optical systems are PhC (photonic crystal) chips.
Various active and passive components based on PhCs were suggested during last years. Among
the passive components are switches [1], different types of circulators [2,3], two-way dividers [4,5].
In this work, we investigate a possibility of further integration of PhC chips. We suggest a new
PhC component which fulfils simultaneously three functions, namely, switching OFF of the two
output ports, division of the signals between two output channels, and also switching ON one or
another of the two input ports. This component substituting three common elements, allows one
to reduce losses, to increase density of components in the chips and, as a consequence, to reduce
the dimensions of optical subsystems.

In the theoretical part of our paper, we consider ideal scattering matrices for different regimes
of functioning. In the nonmagnetic state, the T-junction possesses the plane of symmetry σ (Fig.
1a) but in the magnetized case it has the antiplane of symmetry Tσ [6] (Fig. 1b,c,d). Using these
elements and also the unitary condition, one can calculate the structure of the scattering matrix
[S]. In our theoretical part we have shown that considering separately these three regimes, there
are no fundamental restrictions on the realizability of these regimes.

Regime 1 can be conceived with a nonmagnetized ferrite resonator. It is shown in Fig. 1a. If the
dipole mode of the resonator has its nodes oriented along the axes of the output waveguides, the
latters will not be excited. Thus, the incident wave will be reflected from port 1. This corresponds
to switching OFF the two output waveguides.

It is well known that in a magnetized ferrite resonator placed in a photonic crystal, the rotating
and standing dipole modes can be excited. Using rotating modes we can switch ON ports 2 and 3
with equal division between them (regime 2, see Fig. 1b). Notice that the mechanism of division in
this case is different from that in reciprocal devices. Finally one can separately switch ON port 3
or port 2 (regime 3, see Fig. 1c,d). Regimes 2 and 3 are realized with different DC magnetic fields
±H1 and ±H2, respectively. With ±H1, the rotating dipole mode provides the 3 dB division, and
with ±H2, the circulator regime. In regime 3, the transmission of the input wave to port 2 or port
3 can be achieved by changing the sign of the field H2, such as in any three-port circulator.

We demonstrate results of numerical modelling of the double switch-divider which is based on a
ferrite resonator in a two dimensional PhC. In our example, the PhC is a square lattice of dielectric
cylinders of radius 0.2a (a=1.065 mm is the lattice constant). The permittivity of the dielectric
is 11.56. The guided electromagnetic wave in PhC waveguide is TM mode with the components
Ez,Hx and Hy. The ferrite material of the resonator is characterized by the electric permittivity
ϵr =12.5 and in the regime with magnetization, by the magnetic permeability tensor [µ].

The frequency responses of the divider were calculated by the software COMSOL. The central
frequency f0 = 98.46 GHz of the component is defined by the dipole resonance of the nonmagnetized
ferrite resonator in regime 1. Therefore, if the parameters of the nonmagnetized ferrite resonator and
geometry of its environment are chosen, the external magnetic field is the only available parameter
for adjustment of the device in regime 2 and regime 3. The given below results are obtained for
H1 = 990 kA/m and H2 = 2178 kA/m.
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Figure 1: (Color online) Possible regimes of double switch-divider, a) switching OFF two output ports, b) 3
dB divider, c) switching ON port 3, d) switching ON port 2.

Summarizing, the scattering matrices of the component in the three possible regimes have been
analysed from the point of view of realizability of them. The physical effects responsible for the
functioning of the double switch-divider have been also discussed. The numerical simulations have
confirmed our theoretical predictions. In the frequency band of about 1 GHz and the central
frequency f0 = 98.46 GHz, the double switch-divider has the following parameters: in regime 1 the
isolation of ports 2 and 3 from port 1 is better than -30 dB. In regime 2 the division of the input
signal is about -3.8 dB. The isolation in regime 3 is higher than -15 dB and the insertion loss is
-0.7 dB. We believe that the suggested component can be scaled to higher frequencies.
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Abstract-Quasi-periodic Fibonacci structures have given a rise to some interesting phenomena 

which are not observed in periodic structures and it is based on the Fibonacci generation scheme.  

The sequence is expressed as Sj+1={SjSj−1} for level j≥1, with S0={B} and S1={A}, the first few 

sequences are S2={AB},S3={ABA}, S4={ABAAB} and soon. In a Fibonacci quasi-periodic one- 

and two-dimensional photonic crystal, two types of layer, A and B are arranged in a Fibonacci 

sequence, where A and B are considered as the dielectric materials (BaTiO3, SrTiO3 and LiTaO3) 

and conducting (Sb2Te3-as topological insulator) material respectively.  

In this report we present an investigation of the optical properties and band structures for the 

photonic structures based on BaTiO3, (SrTiO3 and LiTaO3) with a Fibonacci sequence that can act 

as a multi-wavelength birefringent (Solc) filter. The filtering wavelengths are analyzed by the 

indices concerning the quasi-periodicity of a Fibonacci sequence and the average lattice parameter. 

The transmittances of filtering wavelengths can be tuned by varying structure parameters such as 

the lengths of poled domains, filling factor, and dispersion relation. The optical spectra of Fibonacci 

multilayer dielectric structures have shown to possess spectral scalability, which has been found to 

be directly related to the structure’s spatial self-similarity. In our simulation, we employed the 

finite-difference time domain technique which implies the solution of Maxwell equation with the 

centered finite-difference expressions for the space and time derivatives. 
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Abstract—We present a detailed experimental analysis of temporally resolved fourwave mixing
in a photonic crystal cavity based optical switch. The origin of the parametric gain is analysed
a model based on temporally coupled mode theory. The upper limit of the parametric gain is
experimentally investigated and discussed.

Photonic crystal (PhC) cavities coupled to a PhC waveguide have recently been been demon-
strated as an e�cient structure for achieving all optical switching in a compact chip-compatible
platform [1, 2, 3]. The principle is based on a strong pump pulse that induces a spectral shift of the
cavity resonance, thus giving rise to drastic transmission changes of a subsequent signal pulse. A
mechanism for changing the material refractive index is achieved by the carrier dispersion generated
by two photon absorption (TPA). Here we report on such structures, with a detailed investigation
of the generation of parametric gain, by fourwave mixing in a photonic crystal cavity. Since it
potentially could lead to an alternative method for realization an ultra-fast PhC switch, we analyse
the origin of the dynamics as well as the limitations of the parametric gain.

We use short ⇠ 120 fs laser pulses centred around 1.5 µm. Two acousto optical modulators are
used for separating the laser pulses into a reference, pump, and probe pulse. A fibre-coupled pulse
shaper is used for spectral filtering as well as dispersion compensation of both pump and probe.
The structure is an InP-based photonic crystal (PhC) membrane similar to the one investigated
in ref. [4] with a cavity linewidth of 1.5 nm. Spectral width (FWHM) of the signal and pump
were set accordingly to 1.5 nm and 5.0 nm, respectively. The estimated in-coupled pulse energy
were 2 fJ and 0.4 pJ for the probe and pump, respectively. The detection scheme is based on a
heterodyne cross-correlation detection scheme [5], using a relatively short duration of the reference
pulse (⇠ 120 fs) thus giving a high temporal resolution of the transmitted response of the waveguide,
see fig. 1a).

By sweeping the ref. stage for each pump-probe delay we may map out the full dynamics of the
switch. An example of the probe envelope for a range of pump-probe delay values is presented in
figure 1b) for the switch-o� configuration. We notice the typically measured reduced transmission
near 0 ps for positive values of the pump delay (pump arrives before probe). However, for slightly
negative pump-probe delay (pump arrives after the probe) we notice an additional bump on the
tail of the probe envelope. This is clearly illustrated in fig. 1c) showing the relative transmission,
i.e. the ratio of the probe power with and without the pump pulse present, where red coloured
areas indicate and increased transmission. We attribute the observed increase of transmission to a
fourwave mixing e�ect. The overlap of the weak probe with a strong pump creates a beating that
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Figure 1: a) Sketch of the optical setup setup. b) Measured signal envelope as a function of pump-probe
delay. c) Associated relative transmission. d) and e) Corresponding theoretical calculations based on TCMT.



Figure 2: Measured idler envelope as a function of pump-probe delay. Dashed white line is a guide to the
eye, with a slope of -1. c) Measured idler pulse energy relative to the estimated incoupled probe energy for
a fixed pump-probe delay of -2 ps. Red solid line represent calculated values and dashed grey serve is as a
guide to the eye for a scaling of the pump energy to the power of 3.

results in a modulation of the generation of free carriers and thus also the refractive index. The
latter di�racts the pump into the signal and idler frequency. We validate this interpretation using
a temporal coupled mode theory (TCMT) based on rate equations of the field and carrier density
in the cavity. As opposed to previous models [4], we include terms associated with the beating
between the pump and probe, giving rise to rate equations describing the response of the cavity
field at the signal as well as the idler frequency. The calculated results are presented in fig. 1d)-e),
showing good qualitative agreement with the measurements.

Direct evidence of the generation of an idler pulse is measured by applying the heterodyne
detection at the corresponding idler frequency, 2�p � �pr, where �p and �pr denotes the frequency
of the pump and probe, respectively. The resulting idler envelope, as a function pump-probe delay,
is presented in fig. 2a). Clearly, we notice that the signal peaks along a straight line with slope of
-1, corresponding to overlapping pump and reference pulse. In order to examine the upper limit of
the parametric gain, we measured the idler envelope as a function of pump pulse energy for a fixed
pump delay of -2, see fig. 2b). The total idler energy, is found by integrating along the time axis,
and is presented in fig. 2 scaled by the input probe pulse energy. The idler energy is seen to scale
with the pump energy to the power of 3 for the lowest pump energies. For larger pump energies the
idler generation is seen to saturate for increasing pump energies. This we ascribe a balance between
a strong beating between the pump and probe and a shift of the resonance frequency. E.g. in the
case of a very strong pulse, the cavity resonance shifts with only a fraction of the pulse envelope
having entered the cavity. This prevents the remaining tail of the probe to enter the cavity, and
thus hinders any further di�raction of the pump. Theoretical results show good agreement for the
lowest energies. While the calculations do exhibit saturation they tend to overestimate the gain for
the largest input energies. We attribute this discrepancy to the crude simplifications of the model,
not taking into account the finite spectral width of the pulses or thermal e�ects.

In conclusion, we have presented experimental results on a photonic crystal switch showing
parametric gain. The gain originates from an oscillating free carrier population giving rise to
fourwave mixing between the pump and probe. The results were in good agreement with a model
based on TCMC. We found an upper limit to the generated idler signal that we ascribe to a balance
between e�cient pump-probe beating and pump-induced shift of the resonance.
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Abstract- Magnetic volumetric hologram is recorded as magnetization directions through 

thermomagnetic recording. To achieve bright reconstruction image, the use of magnetophotonic 

microcavity (MPM) for recording media is effective to achieve high diffraction efficiency through 

the enhancement of Faraday rotation angle and fringe depth. In this study, we demonstrated the 

effectiveness of MPM media to achieve bright reconstruction image. In addition we also propose 

the MPM with heat-sink layers for retaining well-defined magnetic fringes that results much high 

diffraction efficiency. 

 

Holographic memory is a promising data-storage technology with fast transfer rates and high recording 

densities. Compared to conventional holographic memory using photopolymers as recording media, magnetic 

holograms provide rewritability and long-term stability. The magnetic holograms are recorded as a direction of 

magnetization in magnetic films using thermomagnetic writing process, while reconstruction involves using the 

magneto-optical effect. Previously, we demonstrated that a hologram can be magnetically written by using this 

thermomagnetic writing and reconstructed from transparent magnetic films of Bi1.3Dy0.85Y0.85Fe3.8Al1.2O12 

(BiDyAlYIG); however, the diffraction efficiency was insufficient for applying this to actual data storage 

devices [1]. Recently we reported that the use of magnetophotonic microcavities (MPMs) or magnetophotonic 

crystals as recording media provides high diffraction efficiency through the increase in the Faraday rotation 

angle and the depth of the magnetic fringes [2–3]. The formation of deep hologram in the medium is needed for 

volumetric hologram and for further improvement of diffraction efficiency. However, thermomagnetic writing 

with high writing energy density for forming deep magnetic fringes produces excessively high temperature that 

results the merge of fringes through the lateral thermal diffusion. To suppress this heat diffusion effect and to 

control the fringes’ shapes, a stacking structure composed of a magnetic garnet and transparent heat-sink layers 

(HSLs) is thought to be effective for controlling the thermal diffusion. In this work, we demonstrated the 

effectiveness of the MPM holographic medium to achieve a bright reconstructed image in magnetic collinear 

holography. In addition, the MPM with HSLs media for controlling the heat diffusion was also proposed to 

achieve much higher diffraction efficiency. 

BiDyAlYIG single layer film (SLF) and MPM media with the BiDyAlYIG defect layer sandwiched between 

two pairs of (Ta2O5/SiO2)2 Bragg mirrors were prepared. The magnetic holograms were recorded and 

reconstructed in those media by collinear holography system. Figure 1 shows the reconstructed images from SLF 

and MPM medium. As clearly shown in this figure, the image from the MPM medium was brighter than that 

from SLF. This means that the use of MPM is effective to achieve bright reconstruction images through high 

diffraction efficiency [4]. As previously mentioned, the increase in depth of fringe is important for volumetric 



hologram to achieve high diffraction efficiency for realizing bright image, 

but the depth was limited due to fringe merging near the surface as shown in 

Figure 2(a). For further improvement of diffraction efficiency, we 

investigated the insertion of HSLs in MPM media for retaining well-defined 

magnetic fringes by numerical simulation. The MPM+HSLs media had 

optical microcavities with BiDyAlYIG/alumina multilayers as defects, where 

alumina was used as a heat-sink material. When HSLs are inserted into the 

optical cavity, it is important to maintain the resonance condition and control 

the electric field distribution. That is, the thickness of each HSL should be 

designed thinking of both thermal and optical conditions to suppress the 

undesired localization of light between the HSLs in the cavity. In this work, 

the optical thickness of each HSL was set to be equal to an integral multiple 

of a half wavelength of light, which maintains the original intensity of 

electric field distribution in garnet layer after inserting HSLs. Figure 2 shows 

the calculated shapes of magnetic fringes written by the two-beam 

interferometer at 80 and 152 mJ/cm2. The merge of fringes near the surface 

in MPM+HSLs media were prevented even written at larger energy density; 

thermal diffusion induced merging of magnetic fringes is effectively reduced 

in optical microcavities by HSLs. Figure 3 shows the diffraction efficiencies 

of the SLF, MPM, and MPM+HSLs media. The diffraction efficiency 

exhibited by the MPM+HSLs medium was approximately one order of 

magnitude higher than that of the conventional SLF. The insertion of HSLs 

enabled the formation of deep magnetic holograms and avoided the 

limitation on the hologram writing depth owing to the merging of magnetic 

fringes. This approach provides a method for accurately manipulating the 

magnetization by volumetric thermomagnetic recording even in MPM 

media.  
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Figure 1 Reconstructed images 

from (a) SLF and (b) MPM 

medium. 

Figure 2 The shapes of magnetic 

fringes at (a) 80 mJ/cm2 in SLF, 

(b) 80 mJ/cm2 and (c) 152 
mJ/cm2 in MPM+HSLs media. 

Figure 3 Dependence of the 

diffraction efficiency on the 

writing power density for SLF, 

MPM, and MPM + HSLs media. 
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Abstract-Based on a band engineering method, we propose a theoretical prescription to create a 

full-k-space flat band in dielectric photonic crystals covering the whole Brillouin Zone. With wave 

functions distributed in air instead of in the dielectrics, such a flat band represents a unique 

mechanism for achieving flat dispersions beyond the tight-binding picture, which can enormously 

reduce the requirement of permittivity contrast in the system. Finally, we demonstrate a unique 

application based on the full-k-space coverage of the flat band. 
   

In the past decades, a lot of attention has been focused on slow light and its applications such as optical 

information processing. One possible route to realize slow light is the creation of flat bands in photonic crystals 

[1-6], which exhibit dramatically small group velocities and high density of states (DOS), and thus provide an 

efficient method to slow down and control photons. In the typical band structures of photonic crystals, flat bands 

usually only appear in a small region in k-space, such as the Brillouin zone edge or center [7-10]. In order to 

expand the range of the flat bands so as to cover the whole Brillouin Zone, the conventional wisdom is to make 

the wave functions in the photonic crystal more localized in space. This can be easily understood within the 

framework of the tight-binding picture. When the wave functions on the sites are more localized, the coupling 

between neighboring sites becomes weaker, which in turn flattens the whole band.  

Based on a band engineering method [11], we represents a general principle of full-k-space flat band 

engineering in classical wave systems beyond the tight binding picture. Comparing with normal flat bands with 

flatness only in one direction, such a full-k-space flat band can exhibit omnidirectional flatness, which leads to 

higher DOS and a unique application: ultra-sensitive detection of nearby small scatterers by enhancing the 

scattered waves in specific angles. Surprisingly, the wave function distributions of some eigenstates in such a flat 

band are concentrated in air (free space) instead of dielectrics. This corresponds to wave functions localized 

between the sites instead of on the sites in a quantum system. Further analysis reveals that the wave functions 

exhibit quite small inverse participation ratios (IPRs), which indicate an unusual feature of delocalization in 

space. By using full-wave simulations with a tiny gain, we have demonstrated ultra-sensitive detection of nearby 

small scatterers by such full-k-space flat bands, which can provide a convenient approach for detection and 

measuring of micro size particles. Finally, we discuss the topological properties of the photonic crystal with the 

full-k-space flat band. 

 



 

Fig. 1 (a) The designed band structure with a full-k-space flat band (green circles). (b) The fourth and fifth bands 

in the whole Brillouin zone.  
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Abstract-The recent developments of nitride nanophotonics, based on photonic crystal membrane 

nanocavities and microdisk resonators, pave the way to a novel nanophotonic platform. Here we 

present two recent achievements: first we demonstrate the room-temperature operation of a nitride 

microlaser emitting in the deep UV spectral range (O=275 nm) with GaN/AlN multiple quantum 
wells. Secondly we tailor the second-harmonic generation of a cw near infra-red radiation coupled 

to a high quality factor photonic crystal cavity. 

 

Nitride semiconductors (GaN and nitride alloys) provide a spectrally-broad transparency -expanding from 

the near-infrared to the ultraviolet- as well as robust excitons that are efficiently interacting with light and stable 

up to room temperature. They offer a promising playground for non-linear optics and micro- or nano-lasers at 

300K. Over the last decade, the progresses of the nitrides' processing has allowed fabricating nanophotonic 

resonators and devices such that the interaction between excitons and photons can be tailored on demand. We 

will review our recent achievements, ranging from near-UV high Q photonic crystal cavities [1], to UV-C 

GaN/AlN microdisk lasers [2] and second- and third-harmonic generation in photonic crystal cavities [3]. 

 
Figure 1: a) Scheme of the microlaser, with the optical pump from the top of the nitride microdisk and the 

emission collected from the edge ; b) Input-output characteristics of the microlaser, and its modelling through a 

microlaser rate equation model. 



Figure 1 presents the demonstration of the first UV-C microlaser operating at room temperature [2]. It is 

based on an AlN microdisk photonic resonator with a quality factor of about 4000, embedding very thin 

GaN/AlN multiple quantum wells (MQWs). It operates at 4.5 eV/275 nm under pulsed quasi-resonant optical 

pumping (266nm, 400ps pulses), with a threshold excitation density of 17 nJ/pulse. The input-output 

characteristics of the microlaser and the line narrowing at threshold allow extracting the spontaneous emission 

coupling factor of the microlaser: E=4±2 10-4. This demonstration underlines the interest of simple binary 
GaN/AlN MQWs, grown on a thin AlN buffer on a silicon substrate, compared to much more complex 

approaches based on thick engineered buffer layers, that are presently employed in UV-C ridge lasers. We 

exploit the possibility to selectively under-etch the silicon substrate in order to form membrane photonic 

resonators, that was previously only used in the visible and near-UV spectral range with bulk GaN and InGaN 

MQW active layers. 

The same nanophotonic platform has been exploited without internal emitters, and operated within the GaN 

transparency window. Larger quality factors, up to 34000, have been obtained for photonic crystal membrane 

cavities in the near-infrared spectral range due to the larger dimension of the photonic pattern [4]. We have 

demonstrated the second and third harmonic generation of a 1.57 µm continuous -wave pump brought into 

resonance with such a suspended nanocavity [3]. The emission pattern is correlated to the simulated harmonic 

polarization and allows identifying the nonlinear process involved in the frequency conversion. 

Those two results demonstrate the versatility of the nitride-on-silicon nanophotonic platform for future 

developments of integrated nanophotonics in the near-IR, visible and UV spectral range. 
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Abstract-The out-of-plane photonic band structures (PBSs) of two-dimensional photonic crystals 

(PCs) are calculated. We focus the calculation of this study on the behavior of the complete 

forbidden band gaps. The PC is a rectangular (triangular) array of infinitely long vacuum rods of 

elliptical (circular) cross section surrounded by a high dielectric medium. The out-of-plane 

frequency modes are presented at the high symmetry points Γ, X, M and X’ (Γ, M and K) for the 

rectangular (triangular) lattice.            

 

Using the plane wave method [1], the eigenvalues matrix equation (1) is found and solved numerically to 

obtain the eigenfrequencies for both, in-plane (stationary) and out-of-plane (propagating) electromagnetic modes, 

for each propagation wave vector. (PBSs) are obtained for a rectangular (triangular) array of cylinders of 

elliptical (circular) cross section. In-plane (out-of-plane) band structure considers perpendicular (oblique) 

propagation according to the homogeneous axis of the system. Out-of-plane studies have been made [2,4,5], 

however, a rigorous study of the complete band gap has not been done. In-plane (PBSs) were compared with 

those presented in references [2] and [3]. Out-of-plane modes, for the triangular array, were compared with those 

presented in reference [2]. Equation (1) is presented next.  

 
(1) 

Where [ɛ2
-1]m-m’,n-n’ are the coefficients of the multiplicative inverse of the dielectric constant, and vm,n and 

wm,n are two orthogonal polarizations. km,n=kxi+kyj+γk is the wave vector which contains the Bloch vector, the 

reciprocal lattice vectors and the oblique propagation component; γ.  

 

Figures 1 and 2, present the lowest frequency modes at the high symmetry points of the two PCs as a 

function of γ. Both figures show how some frequency modes, for a specific Bloch vector in the first Brillouin 

zone, became degenerated when γ is increased. The grey rectangles perimeters illustrate the complete band gaps 

for in-plane PBSs. The lower limit of the complete band gap, for the rectangular (triangular) lattice, is given by 

the upper limit of the second (first) frequency band in the Γ point (Γ point), meanwhile, the upper limit of the 

complete band gap, is given by the upper limit of the third (third) frequency band in the Γ point (M point). The 

extinction of the band, for the rectangular (triangular) lattice, occurs for γay/2π=0.37 (γax/2π=0.86), 
approximately, and is denoted by a dashed grey line.       

 

We plan to calculate sufficient out-of-plane (PBSs) increasing γ, to clearly see the behavior of the complete 



band gap that these PCs present. As γ is increased, it is expected that some limits of the complete band gap also 

became degenerated extinguishing the gap. This study could be useful to rise up, if necessary, the complete band 

gap of any photonic crystal for manufacturing and practical purposes.   

  

  

Figure 1. The frequency modes of the lowest bands 

as a function of γay/2π for the rectangular lattice: (a) 

Γ bands, (b) X bands, (c) M bands and (d) X’ bands. 
The grey rectangle perimeter illustrates the 

complete band gap for in-plane PBSs. The left inset 

shows the first Brillouin zone with the high 

symmetry points. The centered inset shows a 

transversal cut of the PC. The right inset shows the 

unit cell of dimensions ax and ay= ax/0.77, minor 

radius rx=0.38ay, and mayor radius ry=0.45ay, where 

white represents vacuum (εc = 1) and black the high 

dielectric (εe = 11.4). Filling ratio is 0.696.   

Figure 2. The frequency modes of the lowest bands 

as a function of γax/2π for the triangular lattice: (a) 

Γ bands, (b) M bands and (c) K bands. The grey 

rectangle perimeter illustrates the complete band 

gap for in-plane PBSs. The left inset shows the first 

Brillouin zone with the high symmetry points. The 

centered inset shows a transversal cut of the PC. 

The right inset shows the unit cell of hexagonal 

shape, with 2r=0.96a, where white represents 

vacuum (εc = 1) and black the high dielectric (εe = 

13). Filling ratio is 0.8358.  
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Abstract- We investigate experimentally the effect of disorder in real photonic crystals. 
We studied three-dimensional (3D) silica opals, and two-dimensional (2D) silicon photonic 
crystals. The statistics of reflected light intensities strongly differs from the Rayleigh 
distribution typical of a completely disordered medium, indicative of intensity correlations. 
To investigate such correlations, we probe the spatial-dependent correlation function of the 
reflected intensity. We find that the reflected light from regions with low disorder 
correlates more than regions with higher disorder. Our method offers a new probe of the 
correlation length of the light in the crystal. 

 
It is well-known that propagating light waves in a perfect and infinitely extended photonic crystal 

fulfill the Bloch condition [1]. In real photonic crystals, however, the spatial dependence of the waves 
is modified by the presence of unavoidable variations in size and position of the building blocks, as 
well as the finite crystal extent. Both effects result in scattering, which hampers the propagation of light 
through a crystal and eventually leads to Anderson localization [2,3]. Here, we propose a new 
experimental method to investigate the effects of disorder on the transport of light in periodic photonic 
crystals.  

(a)  

 

(b)  

 

 

Figure 1. Spatial correlation function of the reflected intensity (a) of a 3D opal made from silica 
nanoparticles, and (b) of a 2D photonic crystal consisting of deep pores etched in silicon. The 
correlation function is computed relative to the reflected intensity at the position of the black circle. 
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In the 2D Si crystal, the correlation function exceeds 0.95 over a long range.  
 
We investigate three-dimensional (3D) opals made by self-assembly, and two-dimensional (2D) 

silicon photonic crystals made by lithography and deep etching [4]. We collect intensity reflected by 
the crystals with an objective with a high numerical aperture. With increasing long-range order, the 
statistics of the reflected intensity increasingly deviates from the Rayleigh distribution of uncorrelated 
scattered intensities typical of statistically homogeneous media. Thus, the reflected intensities are 
correlated, as a result of the statistically periodic nature of the crystals.  

To further investigate the optical correlations, we measure the correlation function as a function of 
translation across each crystal surface. We find that the correlation function depends on the disorder in 
different crystal grains within opal photonic crystals (see Fig. 1a). In contrast, the CMOS-fabricated 2D 
crystals show a very strong correlation in excess of 90% over a large range, shown in Figure 1b, typical 
for a system with long-range periodic order. Hence, our method provides a new way to characterize the 
correlation length of the waves - a central role in mesoscopic physics [5] - in photonic crystals with 
periodic structural order.  
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Abstract- We theoretically and experimentally investigate a nano-opto-electro-mechanical system 

which allows controlling the spatial distribution of the vacuum electromagnetic field. The system is 

based on a double-membrane photonic crystal waveguide. The bending of the top membrane, 

induced by an applied voltage, creates a spatial profile of the effective refractive index, which 

affects the localization of the electromagnetic modes. Large modulations of the optical quality 

factor are predicted by both theory and numerical calculations, and confirmed by experimental data.       

 

The active control of light-matter interaction lies at the heart of cavity quantum electrodynamics. The 

strength of the interaction between a quantum emitter and the electromagnetic field depends both on the spatial 

alignment between emitter and field and on their spectral detuning. Nano-opto-electro-mechanical systems 

(NOEMS) have been used to implement spectral control on devices such as photonic crystal cavities (PCCs)1,2. 

So far, the work in PCC NOEMS has mostly been devoted to the wavelength tuning of optical modes, while the 

spatial distribution of the vacuum electromagnetic field is only weakly perturbed. In this work, we propose and 

investigate a NOEMS in which the spatial distribution of the optical field is greatly affected by the mechanical 

displacement of a membrane. In particular, we demonstrate that large variation of the quality factor Q can be 

obtained by increasing or decreasing the localization of the optical modes along a PCC structure. In perspective, 

the control of the vacuum field opens the way to the mechanical control of the emitter-photon interaction. 

The device is schematically depicted in fig. 1a. It is composed by two GaAs membranes in which two 

identical photonic crystal waveguides have been etched. The membranes support two coupled guided modes, 

with a symmetric (S) and antisymmetric (AS) vertical field distribution, respectively. The corresponding 

effective refractive indices (neff) depend on the membrane distance and are different for the S and AS modes. 

When the membranes are parallel, neff is uniform along the waveguide and the structure can be described as a 

Fabry-Perot cavity with weakly reflecting mirrors at the waveguide ends, which give rise to a discrete set of 

localized modes in the slow-light region of the dispersion curve. When the electrostatic force is applied, the top 

membrane bends and forms a region in the middle of the bridge where neff is higher for the S modes and lower 

for the AS modes. This results in a large spatial modulation of neff which induces a strong localization of the S 

modes at the center of the waveguide, while the AS modes are pushed towards the waveguide termination. 

We developed an analytical theory based on an envelope function approach to investigate the behavior of the 

field profiles and the losses (that is, the Q factor) as a function of the mechanical bending. Our calculations 

(fig.1c and 1d) predict an increase (decrease) of the Q factor of the S (AS) modes of more than two orders of 

magnitudes as the membrane is bended from the equilibrium position to the maximum allowed deformation. 3D 

finite element method (FEM) calculations show, for the lowest-energy modes, good agreement with our theory. 

Fig. 1b shows an electron microscope picture of the fabricated structure. The membranes are separated by a 

small air gap (200 nm). A layer of InAs quantum dots (QDs) is grown in the middle of the top membrane and 
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used as internal source to excite the modes. The membranes are doped to form an n-i-p diode, which is reverse 

biased in order to apply an electrostatic attractive force. The dimensions and the mechanical constraints are 

chosen so that, under the electrostatic force, the top membrane bends with a quasi-parabolic profile along the 

waveguide direction (inset of fig. 1b). In fig. 1(e-f) we show the evolution of the S and AS modes (in two 

different structures) as the applied voltage is increased. As expected, the spectral separation among the  AS 

modes decreases, due to the modification of the index profile. Correspondingly, large modifications of the Q 

factors are observed (decrease by factor of ≈3 for the AS modes and increase by a factor of ≈ 2 for the S modes). 

The achieved Q modulation is much larger than the previous demonstrations based on, e.g., evanescently 

coupling a waveguide to a cavity.3 The discrepancy between the experimental and theoretical values is mainly 

due to disorder effects, and to non-optimal bending of the real structures, as confirmed by FEM simulations. 

These results demonstrate the mechanical control of the field distribution of nanophotonic cavities for the 

first time, and open the way to new regimes of opto-(electro)-mechanical coupling where the field, instead of the 

frequency, is coupled to the mechanical motion. 

 
Fig1. (a) Sketch of the proposed structure. (b) SEM image of a fabricated device. The inset shows a numerical calculation of  

the top membrane’s bending due to an applied uniform force. (c) Q-factor variation of the first 3 S modes with respect to the 

mechanical displacement of the center of the membrane. Lines indicate the results of our theory while symbols shows the 

results of FEM calculations.. (d) As in (c) but for the AS modes (without FEM calculations) and for the first 3 even modes. 

(e-f) Experimental data showing the increase of the symmetric mode’s Q factor (panel e) and the decrease of the 

antisymmetric mode’s Q factor (panel f). The initial and final Q factors, and corresponding applied voltages, are indicated in 

the figures. 
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Abstract- We studied an optimal design of highly efficient thermal emitters fabricated on patterned 

dielectric substrates by conducting full-vectorial electromagnetic simulation. The simulation results 

revealed that two-dimensional (2D) photonic crystals that are composed of dielectric patterns 

covered with a metal (Ta and W) layer enhance the emissivity over a broad spectral range. This 

feature illustrates that each object in the 2D photonic crystals acts as an optical cavity, thus 

improving the light-matter interactions at every resonant frequency.  
 

Recently, promising thermal-to-electrical solid-state energy conversion schemes have emerged, including 

thermophotovoltaics, supplied by heat sources such as combustion microreactors, radioisotope fuel, and solar 

energy [Fig. 1(A)] [1]. This concept permits efficient direct thermal to electrical energy conversion and enables 

low-mass, small-size devices with relatively high power densities, fundamentally limited only by Plank’s 

blackbody law and the quantum efficiency (QE) of incorporated photovoltaic cells [Fig. 1(B)]. However, the 

mismatch between the radiation spectrum of a thermal emitter and the QE spectrum of photovoltaic cells causes 

low energy conversion efficiency of thermophtovoltaics. Thus, tailoring radiation spectrum of a thermal emitter 

is crucial for developing high-efficiency thermophotovoltaic devices.  

 

Fig. 1. (A) Schematic of a thermophotovoltaic system. (B) Blackbody radiation spectra at particular temperatures and 

the quantum efficiency of InGaAsSb photovoltaic cell3.  

 

 To modify the radiation spectrum, various geometries of thermal emitters have been studied, including 2D 

metallic photonic crystals1-3, 3D inverse opal structures4, and metal-dielectric-metal metasurfaces5. In particular, 
2D photonic crystals that possess periodic rod objects acting as an uncoupled optical cavity reliably enhance the 
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radiation efficiency and tune the cut-off wavelength. To attain high radiation efficiency, however, deep rod 

patterns must be prepared on a metal surface, which needs sophisticated fabrication and also causes the oxidation 

along a metal surface. To overcome existing problems, we propose dielectric patterned thermal emitters placed 

on a transparent substrate [Fig. 2(A)]. In our thermal emitters, a rationally designed dielectric pattern is defined 

on a substrate in prior to depositing a bulk metal. We highlight that this fabrication method can be used for 

realizing metasurfaces in which dielectric and metal materials are stacked alternatively along the predefined 

patterns [Fig. 2(B)]. 

 

Fig. 2. (A) Schematic of dielectric patterned thermal emitters placed on a transparent substrate. (B) Schematic of meta- 

surfaces stacked on a 2D periodic patterned substrate. (C) Calculated radiation spectra of the proposed thermal emitters for 

W and Ta as shown in [Fig. 2. (A)].  

 For the first examination, we investigated W and Ta as a thermal emitter material to study their radiation 

spectra [Fig. 2(C)]. The radiation spectra show a dramatic enhancement of emissivity over the whole range of 

spectrum, compared to non-patterned structures. We expect that further improvement will be attainable if we 

seek for optimal structural parameters in a patterned substrate and also apply designed metasurfaces. These new 

findings on thermal emitters will pave the way toward highly efficient thermophotovoltaic systems.  
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Abstract— We demonstrate experimentally that a tunable photonic colloidal crystal can be
built fully optically. Polystyrene spheres, when illuminated by two counter-propagating laser
beams, self-arranged due to the optical binding forces into chain-like structure. Our experiments,
based on confocal microscopy, show tunability of optical response to unfocused supercontinuum
laser. The spectrum of the scattered field varied along the photonic crystal showing localization
of the field on the front part of the chain.
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Figure 1: a) Two horizontally counter-propagating (C-P) laser beams (IPG, 1064 nm) were employed to
optically confine polystyrene particles (520 nm; diluted in water). A supercontinuum white laser sources
(NKT, 500-900 nm) were used to study optical response of self-arranged photonic chain-like structure. b) A
colour CCD camera was employed to observe white light scattered on the structure. c) A spectrometer in
confocal microscope arrangement was used characterize scattered light along the structure. The scattered
spectrum varied along photonic structure. Most of the light was scattered from the front part of the structure.
On the rear part of the chain some of the wavelengths are suppressed (650-750 nm).

Over the past few decades, the unusual optical properties of the periodic dielectric structures
– photonic crystals – have been studied intensively [1]. Various remarkable optical responses can
be designed and tailored, e.g., photonic bandgap, slow photons, negative refraction and others.
Photonic structures can be nowadays prepared by several methods, e.g. colloidal self-assembly [1],
conventional lithography process, and holographic photo-lithography.

A tightly focused laser beam can be used to create spatial optical field gradients which in turn
can be used to trap colloids, hence this tool is called optical tweezers [2]. The rapid assembly of
arbitrary materials into two-dimensional and three-dimensional quasicrystalline heterostructures
with features suitable for obtaining interesting and potentially useful di�ractive e�ects in infrared
and visible light was demonstrated using the so-called holographic optical tweezers system [3].
Such devices tailor dynamically the laser beam wavefront using computer generated holograms and
reached all degrees of freedom to vary the number of beam foci and their positions in 3D. However
the performance of such holographic optical tweezers is limited when independent manipulation
with higher number of objects is demanding.

Except tightly focused beams used in optical tweezers other geometries were developed. Here the
mutual scattering of the trapping beam by the objects mediates new type of long-range interaction
between these objects – optical binding. It leads to the spontaneous self-arrangement of micro-
particles into stable formations with well defined inter particle distances – optically bound matter.



Here we present a formation and an optical response of a chain-like colloidal photonic structure.
We employed recently developed flexible dual-beam optical trap [4] which enabled us to optically
trap and self-arranged large number of colloids (polystyrene particles), see Fig. 1a). Two horizon-
tally counter-propagating (C-P) laser beams (IPG, 1064 nm) were employed to optically confine
polystyrene particles (520 nm; diluted in water). A supercontinuum white laser sources with rel-
atively large beam waist and low power (NKT, 500-900 nm) were used as probe beam to study
optical response of a self-arranged photonic chain-like structure. A colour CCD camera was em-
ployed to observe white light scattered on the structure, see Fig. 1 c). A spectrometer in confocal
microscope arrangement was used to characterize scattered light along the chain. The scattered
spectrum varied along photonic structure. Most of the light was scattered from the front part of
the structure. On the rear part of the chain some of the wavelengths are suppressed (650-750 nm)
The optical response on the supercontinuum white laser is highly sensitive to the separation of
colloids. Since the separation between self-arranged colloids can be easily set [5] we can tune the
optical response, see Fig. 2.
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Figure 2: Tunability of the optical response of the photonic structure.
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Abstract- We report our recent results on the development of optimized silicon vertical slot 

micro-resonators, demonstrating remarkably low propagation loss of 1.32±0.87dB/cm at 𝝀=1,550nm. 

We discuss on optical loss mechanisms in such resonators, with a special focus on the coupler loss 

contribution that turns out to be the key obstacle to achieve high Q-factors. We show ten-fold loaded 

Q-factor improvement, achieved by engineering the coupler region. These results open exciting new 

opportunities for the application of slot ring resonators for on-chip nonlinear optical processing or 

sensing in hybrid silicon photonics. 

 

Silicon photonics, due to its very high index contrast, enables ultra-high mode confinement that poses a 

unique potential for the implementation of nonlinear optical processing with substantially reduced power 

consumptions, compared with optical fiber counterparts [1]. However, efficiency of nonlinear processes in 

silicon at telecommunication wavelengths is limited by the two-photon-absorption process. One possible 

solution to overcome this effect, while still benefiting from high index contrast in silicon, is to use slot 

waveguides that funnel the field within the void gap between two narrow silicon rails [2,3]. Interestingly, light 

recirculation in slot waveguide micro-resonators can be used to further enhance light matter interaction. 

Unfortunately, slot waveguides are known to suffer from larger roughness-induced scattering extrinsic losses 

than Si wires. This is due to a strong electric field interaction with the inner rails’ walls defined by lithographic 
and etching technological processes. This results in ring resonators with a moderate Q-factor of typically a few 

thousands in standard situations.  

To alleviate this intrinsic limitation in slot waveguide resonators we have worked in two directions: optimize 

the slot waveguide fabrication process, and engineer the coupler contribution to the overall ring losses. We have 

experimentally characterized different ratios of slot width to total slotted waveguide width and waveguide aspect 

ratio to analyze their linear loss. We have also designed various testing structures to properly extract the different 

waveguide-ring coupling coefficients directly from experiments. We used subwavelength grating couplers [4] at 

the input and output to minimize Fabry-Perot ripples in our measurements, easing the quality factor 

characterization. We have found that the micro-ring loaded quality factor greatly increases when the coupler gap 

approaches 500 nm. These results indicate that the coupler losses are significantly reduced for increasing gap 

values, probably due to the reduction of the waveguide side-wall scattering loss effects. Following the deduced 

guidelines, we then fabricated a 50µm radius add-drop slot waveguide ring resonator (see Fig. 1) with Q=30,600 

in a silicon wafer with silicon thickness of 220nm and a 2µm thick box.     

 



 

     

Figure 1: Scanning electron microscopy images of a) cross-section of ring coupler and b) symmetric 

bus-ring coupler region. c) Optical view of add-drop slot micro-ring resonator. c) Normalized transmission of 

slotted add-drop micro-ring resonator with 50 μm radius and symmetric coupler with 500 nm gap.  

 

As a conclusion, in this work, we have experimentally observed a strong influence of the coupler losses on 

the overall slot ring performances. We have found that symmetric couplers with larger gaps minimize coupler 

losses yielding an up to ten-fold improvement in the Q-factor compared with normal non optimized straight 

bus-ring coupler. 
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Abstract- We extend the theory of the waveguide modes’ dispersion for the case of photonic crystals 

containing transverse magnetized layers. Obtained solutions of the dispersion equation are in good 

agreement with the experimentally measured spectral displacements of transverse magneto-optical Kerr 

effect’s extrema. 
 

Photonics is modern rapidly developing area of optics. Usage of multilayer planar waveguides opens new 

perspectives in this field. Systems of planar waveguides used, for example, in fiber-optic communication system. 

The optical properties of planar waveguides could be precisely varied with a Bragg structure or one-dimensional 

photonic crystals (PC). In particular, it allows obtaining the desired view of the transmission spectrum; Bragg 

structures as optical fiber shells allow to specify the necessary dispersion characteristics of eigenmodes. 

Waveguide structures based on one-dimensional PC are considered in [1, 2], for example, where the main 

attention was paid to the calculation of waveguide mode dispersion law, as well as assessing their optical losses. 

In other works, such as [3], a PC with microresonator layer was considered with the localization of 

electromagnetic waves within this layer as a microcavity. The optical properties of the defect layer can be 

changed by external influences: an external electric field, heating, etc. Magnetophotonic crystals (MPC) - PC 

with magnetic media - provide additional opportunities for the modulation of the optical signal by the 

magneto-optical effects [4]. 

In this work, we study the waveguide modes in the 1D PC with magnetic dielectric film on top (sample 1), 

and MPC, were a magnetic dielectric is used as one of the layers within the period of the PC (sample 2). The 

deposition of gold grating on top of the samples leads to the possibility to excite the waveguide modes within the 

structures with propagation along the layers. Since the samples contain the magnetically active materials at 

different positions, the spectral features of the transverse Kerr effect (TMOKE) have different spectral 

dependences (fig. 1). 

The dispersion curves of waveguide modes are calculated by the method, which is similar to the one used in 

[5] through the recording of the scattering matrix and find non-trivial solutions of the homogeneous system of 

ordinary linear equations. We extended the method in accordance to take into account the transverse 

magnetization of the layers. The calculated curves are in good agreement with the experimental positions of 

TMOKE resonances. Therefore, it is convenient to determine the correlation between the fixed resonance and 

corresponding eigenmode. For example, for sample 1 TMOKE reaches the value δ=1.3•10-3 at a wavelength 



 2 

λ0=916 nm and an angle of incidence θ = 10⁰, which corresponds to the excitation of the waveguide mode with 

diffraction order +1. 

The new extended theory gives the opportunity to design and compare MPCs of different configuration and 

choose one more suitable for practical porpoises. 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 1. Spectra of transverse Kerr effect in the reflection of the sample 1 (a) and sample 2 (b) at different angles of 

incidence and TM-polarized light. δ = [R(+M) - R(-M)]/R(0). The angles of incidence θ are 4° (blue curves), 6° 

(purple curves ), 8° (green curves), 10° (red curves), 12° (black curves); spectra at different θ are plotted with 

different offsets for convenience. Dashed lines represent the dispersion curves of eigenmodes calculated 

numerically: waveguide modes (black lines), Rayleigh anomalies (gray lines), and photonic bang gap borders (red 

lines). Induction of the external magnetic field of 150 mT. 
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Abstract— We present an on-chip Dirac-cone metamaterial with an impedance-matched zero
refractive index at a wavelength of 1550nm. The design consists of a square array of air holes in
220-nm silicon-on-insulator (SOI) that can be fabricated using a single electron beam lithography
procedure. This all-dielectric structure o�ers improved compatibility with current integrated
silicon photonics platforms. In addition, this design enables mass production of zero-index-
based photonic devices at low cost and high quality using standard complementary metal-oxide-
semiconductor (CMOS) fabrication technology.

1. INTRODUCTION

Metamaterials with simultaneously zero e�ective permittivity and permeability o�er uniform spatial
phase and infinite wavelength [1, 2]. Such properties allow for a broad range of photonic applications
including super-coupling and simultaneous phase matching in nonlinear optics [3, 4]. Zero-index
metamaterials have been recently demonstrated in both out-of-plane and on-chip configurations
[5, 6] by taking advantage of a photonic Dirac-cone dispersion at the center of the Brillouin zone.
Such designs o�er matched impedance and low losses. However, mass production of photonic
devices necessitates integration with CMOS technology. Previously demonstrated configurations
are inherently incompatible due to an out-of-plane configuration or metallic and high aspect-ratio
structures, respectively.
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Figure 1: Material properties of the Dirac-cone metamaterial. a) Schematic of the air-holes-in-silicon-matrix
metamaterial showing the unit cell and associated radius (r) and pitch (a) parameters. b) (top) Three-
dimensional bandstructure of the metamaterial for transverse electric (TE) polarization; the flat band is
filtered to show the Dirac-cone dispersion clearly. Isowavelength contours for wavelengths above (bottom
left) and below (bottom right) the design wavelength of 1550nm. c) E�ective permittivity and permeability
of the metamaterial retrieved from reflection and transmission coe�cients.



We present an on-chip zero-index metamaterial consisting of a square array of air-holes in a
220-nm-thick SOI wafer (Fig. 1a) designed through iteration of air-hole radius (r) and unit cell
pitch (a) for transverse electric (TE) polarization.

2. DESIGN AND FABRICATION

The increased proportion of silicon in an air-hole configuration as compared to silicon pillars [6]
allows for improved confinement in thinner silicon layers. The resulting structure produces a Dirac-
cone dispersion with an improved quality factor. The three-dimensional TE bandstructure of
the metamaterial is shown to have a Dirac-cone dispersion at the center of the Brillouin zone
corresponding to the design frequency (Fig. 1b top). The degeneracy in the dispersion corresponds
to a quadrupole mode and two dipole modes at the Gamma point. In this region, the zero-index
metamaterial is also found to be isotropic (Fig. 1b bottom). We verify that the e�ective permittivity
and permeability cross zero simultaneously and linearly at the design wavelength (Fig. 1c). These
results indicate that this metamaterial possesses an impedance-matched, isotropic zero index at
1550 nm.
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Figure 2: a) SEM of the fabricated prism device showing output SU-8 slab waveguide (1), calibration SU-8
waveguide (2), air hole prism (3) with closer view shown on right, and input silicon waveguide (4). b) SEM
of the fabricated Mach Zehnder device.

To experimentally verify that the metamaterial has a refractive index of zero, we plan to measure
refraction through a prism consisting of the metamaterial (Fig. 2a). In addition, we can extract
the e�ective constitutive parameters of the metamaterial through measurement of the complex
transmission and reflection coe�cients using an on-chip Mach-Zehnder-interferometer-based setups
(Fig. 2b).

The significant reduction in fabrication procedures will allow for mass implementation of zero-
index-based photonic devices.
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Abstract- The propagation of light in periodic layered media constituted of equidistant and equally 

doped graphene sheets is described by band theory. We report that additional structure on the 

photonic bands is produced when the graphene doping is sequentially modulated along the 

superlattice axis. Transmission and reflection spectra of multilayer arrays with different doping 

modulation are presented.  

 

  

It has been proved recently that a periodic array of graphene monolayers behaves as a 1D photonic 
crystal.1-4 Therefore, a periodic stack of graphene sheets can forbid electromagnetic wave transmission 
in certain frequency ranges. It is an interesting result because graphene is a flat layer of practically zero 
thickness which means zero optical path length in the perpendicular direction. Consequently, the 
photonic bands will not include modes with oscillatory or evanescent fields inside the graphene layer. It 
is an important difference with respect to ordinary dielectric 1D photonic crystals where fields can 
penetrate into the constituent dielectric slabs. Thus, with homogeneous dielectric background it is 
graphene the solely responsible of band structure formation. In this paper we consider frequencies of 
oscillatory fields inside the background media; surface plasmons in graphene with exponentially decay 
field in the background media are not considered  
Maxwell equations establish that tangential electric (magnetic) fields are continuous (discontinuous) 
when they traverse a graphene monolayer of conductivityV . Such discontinuity of the magnetic field is 
the principal mechanism leading to the bang gap formation in graphene superlattices. We have found 
quantitative changes in the band structure when the graphene doping changes uniformly through all the 
superlattice. However, as we shall prove in this presentation, a sequential modification of the graphene 
doping could lead to important qualitative differences. Notice that we are considering a periodic 
structured system (the graphene layers are equidistant); the doping modulation is over imposed to this 
system.  
For instance, we present results for the wave transmission in graphene superlattices where three levels 
of graphene doping are used. Distinct graphene layers considered are labeled as A, B and C and their 

chemical potentials are eV 0.2  AP , eV 1.2  BP and eV 1.0  CP , respectively. Figure 1 features 

transmission spectra for two cases: (a) for a stack of 55 homogeneously doped graphene layers of C 
type, and (b) for a stack of 55 graphene monolayers following the ninth order Fibonacci sequence with 
layers satisfying the basic order S0 = A and S1 = B. For numerical calculations we consider the typical 



values for graphene losses1 and the interlayer distance is d = 10 µm.  
                    

                
    

Figure 1 

 
We notice in Figure 1 that both arrays generate the same structural band gaps (that depend mainly on 
the constant separation between the layers); they lay in the low frequency region and just above the 

frequency 15 f THz. However additional band gaps appear for the structure with Fibonacci 

modulation. 
More details on the formation of new photonic band gaps as function of the Fibonacci sequences and 
other type of sequences, will be given in this presentation.   
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Abstract-The impact of micro- and nanopores on the optoelectronic performance of aluminium and 

silver layers with hexagonal pore arrangement is demonstrated. Results show that the difference of 

optoelectronic properties between the aluminium and silver MP layers is negligible (less than 5%), while 

the NP silver layers demonstrate significantly higher transmittance (up to 20%) at the given sheet 

resistance. The results obtained allow to analyze which microscale or nanoscale pore size of patterned 

transparent conductive metallic layers is the most appropriate for each specific optoelectronic 

applications. 

Transparent conductive layers (TCLs) with both good transmittance and electrical conductivity are the key 

components in optoelectronic applications such as liquid crystal cells, organic and quantum dot displays, solar 

panels, light emitting diodes, electrochromic windows, touch screens and other devices [1]. Commonly used 

TCLs based on indium-tin-oxide (ITO) do not meet the current criteria of flexibility, accessibility, ease of 

fabrication and low cost, which creates demand for alternative films [2]. Micro- and nanoporous (MP and NP) 

metallic layers have received particular interest due to the convenient methods of their preparation coupled with 

high optoelectronic performance and flexibility. Here, we analyze the change in optoelectronic properties of 

aluminium (Al) and silver (Ag) hexagonally arranged MP and NP layers in visible wavelength range, which 

takes place with gradual decrease of cells from the microscale to the nanoscale.  

Figure 1 shows the geometrical model for TCLs based on MN and NP metallic layers. Both metallic layers 

were spread across the glass substrate within the same plane parallel to X and Y axes. MP and NP layers were 

arranged hexagonally with interpore distance a and diameter of pore d. The simulation area was narrowed to the 

unit cell and set to a and a√3 along X and Y axes, respectively. The optical properties were simulated using the 

finite-difference time-domain method (FDTD) which is commercially available within Lumerical software [3]. 

The sheet resistance was calculated by percolation model in accordance to [4]. Above mentioned methods were 

successfully applied by our group in [5-7]. 



 

Figure 1: The geometrical model for TCLs based on MP and NP metallic layers on the glass substrate. Red 

rectangle is the unit simulation area for the hexagonal pore arrangement. 

 

Figure 2 demonstrates the dependence of the transmittance of Al and Ag MP (a) and NP (b) layers on the 

sheet resistance. As can be seen, the difference of optoelectronic properties between Al and Ag MP layers is 

negligible (less than 5%). In case of NP, the transmittance of Ag layers is significantly higher (up to 20%) at the 

given sheet resistance. Such effect is explained by stronger influence of surface plasmons on the transmittance of 

Ag NP layer over the whole visible range.  

 

Figure 2: Dependence of the transmittance of Al and Ag MP (a) and NP (b) layers on the sheet resistance. 

 

The given results grant the opportunities for more detailed analysis of the influence of size effects for micro- 

and nanoscale pores of patterned transparent conductive metallic layers chosen for different optoelectronic 

applications. 
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Abstract- We demonstrate the drastic improvement of power utilization efficiency and modulation 

speed of thermal emitters, by utilizing intersubband transitions in multiple quantum wells and 

optical resonances in photonic crystal slabs. We realize a high-Q (>100) thermal emission peak 

whose intensity at a given input power is an order of magnitude higher than that of a reference 

blackbody emitter. We also demonstrate high-speed (~MHz) switching of thermal emission 

intensity, linewidth, and wavelength via electrical control of emissivity. 
 

Thermal emission devices that operate over a wide range of frequencies are important for various sensing 

applications as well as thermo-photovoltaic power generation systems. However, conventional thermal emitters 

suffer from low power utilization efficiency due to their broadband emission spectra, and extremely slow 

modulation speed (1~100 Hz) due to their slow thermal response. In this talk, we describe the method of thermal 

emission control combining intersubband transitions in multiple quantum wells (MQWs) with optical resonant 

modes in photonic crystal (PC) slabs, and present our recent demonstrations of highly efficient high-speed 

thermal emitters. 

In the first part of our talk, we focus on the realization of single-mode high-Q thermal emitters operating 

with high power-utilization efficiency. Although various thermal emitters based on optical nanostructures have 

been so far investigated, they exhibit low-Q emission peaks (Q<10) and broadband background emission due to 

the large optical losses inherent in the materials used (typically metals). In order to obtain much narrower 

thermal emission, we recently proposed the thermal emission control via simultaneous manipulation of the 

photonic states in the emitter and the absorption spectra of the materials. More specifically, we proposed using 

an intersubband transition in GaAs/AlGaAs MQWs to obtain a narrowband absorption spectrum around the 

target wavelength, and enhancing the light-matter coupling by using a band-edge resonant mode in a PC slab [1]. 

The emissivity and linewidth of the thermal emission peaks achieved with this method are determined by the 

decay rates of the modal energy due to the intersubband absorption and the far-field radiation from the PC slab. 

By carefully matching these two rates, we achieve a single-mode narrowband thermal emission peak with a Q 

factor of above 100 [2]. In addition, we demonstrate that the peak emission intensity of our device is an order of 

magnitude greater than that of a reference blackbody emitter under the same input power owing to the efficient 

increase in the emitter’s temperature. 
In the second part of our talk, we discuss the dynamic control of thermal emission spectra. Our concept is 

based on the electrical control of emissivity (absorptivity), which can be realized by extracting electrons from 

the quantum wells in the emitter described above. By changing the electron density in the MQWs using a pn 

junction with a reverse bias, we realize for the first time the ultrafast control of the thermal emission intensity at 

a modulation frequency of ~1MHz [3], which is four orders of magnitude faster than is possible using the 
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conventional temperature-modulation method. By using this electrical controllability, we also demonstrate the 

post-fabrication tuning of thermal emission linewidth [4] as well as high-speed switching of thermal emission 

wavelengths in the mid-infrared region on a single chip [5]. We believe that our demonstrations will pave the 

way towards arbitrary control of thermal emission both in the field of fundamental science and for practical 

applications. 
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Abstract— We demonstrate a possibility to control the polarization state of radiation from
quantum dots embedded in chiral photonic crystal structures made of achiral planar GaAs waveg-
uides. A chiral partial etching of the waveguide layer modifies the electromagnetic mode structure
and results in a high circular polarization degree of the quantum dot emission in the absence of
external magnetic field.

The possibility to control the polarization state of radiation from quantum emitters has drawn at-
tention of researchers in recent years as it opens various important applications in spin-optoelectro-
nics, quantum information technology, chiral synthesis and sensing. A very e�ective method to
produce the circularly polarized light emission is the fabrication of chiral nanostructures from
achiral semiconductor materials [1-3].

Figure 1: (a) Schematics of the structure with GaAs/air chiral photonic crystal slab, GaAs waveguide layer
with a QD plane, and Al0.7Ga0.3As cladding layer on GaAs substrate. (b) Scanning electron microscopy side
view of the right-twisted chiral photonic crystal fabricated from the GaAs-based waveguide.

We have fabricated and studied [4] a structure with light emitting InAs quantum dots (QD)
inside a GaAs waveguide with a chiral photonic crystal layer on top (see Fig. 1). The optimized
structure demonstrates a strongly circularly polarized photoemission of QDs at zero magnetic field
with the degree of circular polarization up to 81% and up to 96% if the unpolarized background due
to the chiral photonic crystal imperfection is removed (see Fig. 2). This is in agreement with the
theoretical expectations (98% for the optimized structure). The physical nature of the e�ect can
be understood in terms of the reciprocity principle taking into account the structural symmetry.



(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2: (a) Calculated circularly polarized spectra and circular polarization degree of QDs’ emission from
the chiral waveguide structure with right-twisted pillars. The sign of circular polarization is opposite for the
left-twisted pillars. The emission intensity is normalized to the emission intensity of the same oscillating
dipole in vacuum (without the structure). (b) Experimental circularly polarized spectrum of QDs’ emission
from the fabricated chiral waveguide structures with right-twisted pillars. (c) Same as in panel b, with
subtracted unpolarized background.
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Abstract— We investigate coupling behaviours between guided spoof surface plasmon po-
laritons in a form of line defect modes. We theoretically derive and numerically evaluate the
coupling length, which indicates coupling strength, from dispersion relations of eigenmodes in
coupled waveguides. The dispersion relations of the eigenmodes are calculated by the finite
element method.

The spoof surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs)[1, 2], which can be exited on a structured metal
surface, imitate the exotic features of optical SPPs as confining electromagnetic fields at a sub-
wavelength scale. They have attracted great interest of controlling waves of far-IR, terahertz, and
microwave radiations, such as waveguiding[3, 4, 5, 6], localization[4, 7, 8], and focusing[3]. Recently,
we demonstrate guiding of spoof SPP modes with beam width in sub-wavelength scale, which is
based on line defect modes inside spoof SPP bandgap of a two dimensional groove metal array (2D
GMA)[6], shown in Fig.1 (a). This waveguide would be a great promise for highly dense integration
in terahertz or microwave photonics because they support modes at sub-wavelength scale. For high
density integration, crosstalk or coupling effect between waveguides should be minimised. Thus,
it is important to understand coupling effects between guided spoof SPPs for integrated photonics
applications. In this study, we investigate coupling effects between spoof SPP waveguides. Using in-
teractions between two supermodes in coupled spoof SPP waveguides, we obtain transferred power
and coupling length for coupled waveguides with various geometrical parameters. The dispersion
relations of coupled spoof SPP waveguides are calculated by the finite element method (FEM).

To investigate coupling behaviours between coupled waveguides, we need to evaluate perfor-
mance metrics such as crosstalk or coupling length. For this purpose, we consider two identical
line defect waveguides which possess mirror symmetry to the center between them, shown in Fig. 1
(a). Note that, according to coupled mode theory[9], when phase velocities of two waveguides are
matched, the coupling is the strongest. Therefore, this is the worst case for crosstalk. The coupled
waveguides support two eigenmodes, which are orthogonal, with symmetric and antisymmetric
magnetic field distributions (|HS(y, z)⟩ , |HA(y, z)⟩) with respect to y = 0 plane, shown in Fig. 1
(b). The coupling effects depend on properties of these eigenmodes. In detail, the coupling length
is determined by the beat length of the the two eigenmodes, which is defined as lc = π/|βS − βA|,
where βS and βA are wavevectors of symmetric and antisymmetric modes, respectively. After
modes propagate over the coupling length lc, power is transferred completely from one waveguide
to the other waveguide. A larger coupling length means coupling effects of the two waveguides are
weaker. For high density integration, the limitation of crosstalk should be l << lc. The coupling
length can be evaluated, as long as the wavevectors of two eigenmodes βS and βA are given. In this
work, we calculate the dispersion relations of eigenmodes by using FEM method. Figure 1 (c) and
(d) shows the frequency dependance of coupling lengths for various geometric parameters when the
distance between waveguides is fixed at 2a, which is the minimum distance in the 2D GMA. From
Fig. 1 (c) and (d), one can see that waveguides with the deeper grooves (i.e. larger h) and smaller
hd are more appropriate for dense integration. Even though the coupling length for the structure
with hd = 0.9a is small, this coupled waveguide could be used for directional coupler.

In summary, we have studied coupling behaviours between identical spoof SPP waveguides
with various geometric parameters. The coupling length for the coupled waveguides with various
parameters was evaluated from numerical calculations. Since, overall, coupling between the coupled
spoof SPP waveguides is not strong to provoke crosstalk, they have potential applications for dense
integration in integrated photonics. Moreover, even the coupling is strong, the coupled spoof SPP
waveguides could be utilised for a directional coupler.
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Figure 1: (a) Schematic diagram of the coupled spoof SPP waveguide.(b) Field distributions of symmetric
(upper) and antisymmetric modes (lower). (c) The dependence of the coupling lengths on the frequency for
the coupled waveguides with groove depths of h = a and 2a. (d) The dependence of the coupling lengths on
the frequency and the defect height when h = a.
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Abstract— Dielectric metamaterial composed of periodic silicon pyramid grating is investi-
gated. We use the results of the numerical simulations as well as real experiment to demonstrate
giant field fluctuations in the dielectric substrate due to the excitation of the dielectric reso-
nances. We demonstrate the enhancement of the Raman signal from the complex of 5,5-dithio-
bis-[2-nitrobenzoic acid] molecules and gold nanoparticles (TNB-Au-NP), which are immobilized
on the surface of the silicon pyramid grating.

Electric field enhancement in the dielectric micro particles is well known phenomenon. The
electric and magnetic resonances can be excited in the almost all particles made, for example, from
silica, ceria and the other dielectrics [1].

The value of SERS signal, described enhancement factor (EF) G is given by [2]

G =
�|E!(r)|2 |E!��!(r)|2�

|E0|4
� �|E!(r)|4�

|E0|4
, (1)

for �� << �, where E0 - amplitude of the incident field, � is the frequency of exciting radiation,
�� is the frequency of the Stocks shift. EF factor is hardly depends on the shape and arrangement
of the resonators and can be additionally increased by combination of plasmonic and dielectric
resonators.

In this work we investigate dielectric metamaterial fabricated by NT-MDT made of silicon
pyramid grating[3]. The geometric parameters are: period (3.00 ± 0.05)µm, diagonal period 2.12
µm, height 0.3-0.7 µm, tip angle 30 degrees, tip curvature radius � 10 nm, e�ective area 2x2
mm. The surface of grating was modified by SERS-active tags - Au-nanoparticles (Au-NP) with
average size (56± 1)nm covered by semicontinuous monolayer of 5.5-dithio-bis(2-nitrobenzoicacid)
(Fig 1). Au-NP were prepared by well-known citrate method [4]. The conjugate Au-NP-TNB
was adsorbed onto pyramid grating after deposition of polycation (polydiallyldimethylammonium
chloride) according to the procedure described in [5] with some modifications. The conjugate of
Au-NP with TNB (Au-NP-TNB) has series of well defined Raman peaks and can be used as an
e�ective SERS indicator [6].

a) b)

Figure 1: SEM images of Au-NP-TNB deposited on silicon pyramid grating layer.



a) b) c)

Figure 2: (a) The optical mapping of the intensity distribution for TNB Raman band 1338 cm�1 for -
flat region.(b) - for structured region.(c) The intensity field distribution for band 1338 cm�1. Blue line
corresponds to flat region, red line - structured region. The excitation was performed in an epi configuration
through a 100X objective (NA=0.9) on a microscope WITec.

A Raman spectrometer WITec (ABC Inc.)was used for the collection of spectra using an exci-
tation wavelength of 785 nm with 100x objective (NA=0.9). Raman scattering NO2 band of TNB
was used to investigate the SERS signal. The optical mapping of the intensity distrubution for
band 1338 cm�1 is shown in Fig.2. We demonstrate huge enhancement of the intensity distribution
in the grating (red line) with respect to flat region (blue line). It can be explain by excitation of
surface plasmon and dielectric resonances while the pyramids behave as a resonators that convert
the laser light into longitudinal electric field.

The fraction of surface occupied by the gold nanoparticles estimated as a 6.77% - the flat region,
and 7.22% - in the structured region. The detailed research of spectra after normalization to the
amount of Au-NP shows that EF depends on Au-NPs position at the surface. The intensity of
Raman signal from Au-NP-TNB for the Stokes shift 1338 cm�1 is larger up to 200 times in case
of pyramid grating area with respect to flat layer of the same silicon material. It was reached by
placing Au-NP at the top of pyramid.

We suggest using the proposed metamaterial as a core of the high sensitive optical sensing
device.
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Abstract— We present numerical predictions for the photonic TE-like band gap ratio and
the quality factors of symmetric localized donor defect as a function of the thickness-slab and
temperature by the use of plane wave expansion and the finite-difference time-domain methods.
The photonic-crystal hole slab is composed of a 2D-hexagonal array of identical air holes of
circular cross-section, embedded in a non-dispersive III-V semiconductor quaternary alloy slab,
which has a high value of dielectric function in the near-infrared region.

Optoelectronics devices operating in the infrared range arouse a growing interest due to their
potential applications in optical telecommunications, atmospheric pollution monitoring, industrial
process control, medical diagnoses, optomechanical systems, characterization of materials, analysis
of biological samples, biomedical applications, and chip light manipulation [1, 2, 3]. A lot theoret-
ical studies have been undertaken on binary semiconductor photonic crystal slabs. However, few
theoretical results on quaternary semiconductor photonic crystal slabs have been reported [4, 5],
and to our knowledge works in photonic crystals using Ga1−xInxAsySb1−y semiconductor quater-
nary alloy, has not been addressed. In this theoretical work using supercell plane wave expansion
(SCPW) and the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) methods [6] we have calculated the pho-
tonic band gap ratio and Q-factor as a function of temperature.
As suggested by Samara [7] it is not likely that the dielectric function ε(r⃗, x, t) is really linearly
dependent on temperature t, over a broad temperature range. Therefore, we fit the dependence of
such quantity by Varshni-type equation given by

ε(r⃗, xi, t) = ε(r⃗, xi, 0) +
δt2

η + t
, 0 ≤ xi ≤ 1, (1)

with δ = 4.8 × 10−3K−1, η = 550K, and we propose the dielectric constant as a function of the
absolute temperature t, at x = 0.16 for the quaternary alloy, as

ε(r⃗, 0.16, t) = 13.6 +
4.8× 10−3t2

550 + t
. (2)

Fig.1 shows a graph of the band gap ratio, △ω/ωc for even modes as a function of slab thickness
T at room temperature for the Ga0.84In0.16As0.14Sb0.86, ωc is the frequency at the center of the
gap. As observed, there is an optimal thickness at T = 0.6a, which justifies the use of slab
thickness T = 0.6a in our calculations for r = 0.45a. The existence of an optimum thickness can be
understood by considering two limiting cases of a very thin or very thick slab. If the slab is too thin,
practically there are no guided modes and the lattice periodicity not affect the cladding. On the
other hand, if the slab is very thick the photonic band gap approaches to the 2D-photonic crystal
case. However, higher modes are pulled into the photonic band gap. Fig.2 shows a graph of the
band gap ratio, △ω/ωc for even modes as a function of the temperature for slab thickness, T = 0.2a,
T = 0.4a, T = 0.6a, T = 0.8a, and T = 1.0a, radius r = 0.45a, Indium and Arsenic concentrations,
x = 0.16 and y = 0.14 respectively. We see that in graphs the bad gap ratio depends linearly on the
temperature. This result is due basically to the dielectric constant, which is strongly linked with
the electronic energy band structure of the semiconductor quaternary alloy, and to the variation
of the critical point energy levels, originated by the lattice thermal expansion and DebyeWaller
effect. Furthermore, an analysis of Eq.(2) shows that the dielectric constant increase linearly with
the temperature in 150− 400K range.
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Figure 1: (Color online) Band gap ratio, △ω/ωc for TE-like modes as a function of the slab thickness T , for
Ga0.84In0.16As0.14Sb0.86 slab, ωc is the frequency at the center of the gap. The slab dielectric constant is
given by Eq.(2), ε(r⃗, 0.16, 300) = 14.1, the air rods radius is r = 0.45a, and the cladding background is air.
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Figure 2: (Color online) Band gap ratio, △ω/ωc for TE-like (even) modes as a function of the temperature
for slab thickness T = 0.2a, T = 0.4a, T = 0.6a, T = 0.8a, and T = 1.0a, and the same parameters as in
Fig. 1.
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Abstract- Photonic crystal nanocavities have demonstrated extraordinary effectiveness in 

controlling and storing photons. Furthermore, coupling of cavities to embedded emitters has 

allowed augmented emission and extraction efficiencies. New opportunities and challenges for 

cavity-emitter coupling have arisen with “point-defect” emitters in materials such as diamond and 

silicon carbide (SiC). This talk will focus on the particular challenges in matching cavities to these 

emitters, as well as demonstrations of high quality cavities and cavity-emitter coupling.  

Photonic crystal cavities (PCCs) enable a high degree of light confinement both spatially and temporally. As 

a result, they have found wide use in modern optical device research. For example, these cavities are 

instrumental in controlling the emission properties of emitters embedded within the cavity volume. Indeed, by 

modifying the local density of optical states, PCCs allow for increased or decreased spontaneous emission rates 

and improved light extraction from the emitters1. PCCs can therefore be used to improve single photon source 

properties and have been used to modify emission from quantum dots, atoms, and other systems. Recently, these 

cavities have also been of interest in controlling the emission of semiconductor point defects.      

Spin-active point defects, particularly the diamond nitrogen-vacancy (NV) center, are of interest for quantum 

information and sensing applications, due to the optical read out and initialization of their spin state and their 

long spin coherence times2. The study of the NV has also led to the investigation of potential spin-active defects 

in other semiconductors. Silicon carbide (SiC) has been found to host a number of such defects. In particular, the 

4H polytype contains both silicon vacancy3 and divacancy centers4, both of which emit photoluminescence (PL) 

in the near infrared and could be used for various forms of quantum sensing and for quantum computation. 

These defect centers have great potential but suffer from low PL emission (<5%) into their zero phonon lines 

(ZPL). Due to the utility of the ZPL, it is crucial to embed the defects in high quality cavities to increase ZPL 

emission. Our group has previously demonstrated high quality photonic crystal cavities (PCCs) in diamond, with 

the cavity mode tuned into spectral resonance with the NV ZPL5. Given the well-developed fabrication protocols 

for SiC, we now seek to achieve similar results with cavities in 4H-SiC coupled to both species of point defects. 

One major challenge in coupling point defects to optical cavities is that the defects are very sensitive to their 

environment, and care is needed to preserve the defect properties. Thus, to create PCCs in 4H-SiC, we make use 

of homoepitaxially grown material and a dopant-selective photoelectrochemical (PEC) etch to provide optical 

isolation. By ensuring high quality material (due to the homoepitaxy) and gentle removal of the underlying 

substrate, this PEC etch—as compared to wafer-bonded SiC-on-insulator techniques, for example—should 

preserve the properties of the embedded defect centers and yield high quality devices. Indeed, we have 

demonstrated nanobeam PCCs in 4H-SiC (fig. 1a) with high quality factors (up to Q ~7,000)6. Since the cavity 

emission must overlap the narrow-linewidth ZPLs, we have also developed two methods to spectrally tune the 

PCC modes, allowing for greater versatility in achieving cavity-defect coupling.  



In addition to ensuring that the fabrication process is not disruptive to the point defects, another critical 

challenge in achieving cavity-defect coupling is in creation and placement of the defects near the cavity field 

maximum. The 4H-SiC defects can be created either through electron irradiation or ion implantation, but these 

methods are very difficult to achieve deterministic placement of defects with (unlike, for example, quantum dots 

which can be grown at specified locations). Moreover, it is important to introduce the defects with as little 

damage as possible to again preserve the quality of the defect and the optical cavities. Therefore, it is necessary 

to study which method is optimal for defect generation, given the above criteria (for example, ion implantation 

allows for better control of the depth of implanted defects but may be more damaging than electron irradiation).  

Indeed, we have demonstrated PCCs in 4H-SiC coupled to defects generated using both methods, and we 

have also shown cavities coupled to both species of defects—silicon vacancy and divacancy (fig. 1b). Given the 

ability to generate high quality cavities and spectrally tune the resonant modes, we will seek to demonstrate full 

Purcell enhancement of the defect ZPLs, as we continue to study how best to incorporate the defects. Thus, with 

the coupling of spin-active defects to high quality cavities, our techniques will aid in the development of 4H-SiC 

as a platform for solid-state quantum information and sensing.   

 

Figure 1. (a) SEM micrograph of nanobeam PCC in 4H-SiC. Scale bar indicates 2 μm. (b) Photoluminescence 

spectrum of divacancy defect coupled to PCC. Resonant modes and zero phonon lines (ZPL) are indicated. 
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Abstract- Photonic crystals are an ideal choice for localizing light in micro-cavities, which exhibit 

sub-wavelength modal volumes and show quality factors of up to 2 million. Furthermore, 

waveguides with high dispersion and slow light characteristics can be realized. We demonstrate an 

alternative method for coupling to waveguide modes and for the excitation of microcavities by 

tailoring the state of polarization in the diffraction limited spot of a focused light beam impinging 

normally onto the waveguide. 
 

Two dimensional silicon photonic crystal waveguides are well-established structures for exciting defect and 

random cavities. Defect cavities can be intentionally introduced by omitting lattice sites and by disordering the 

lattice of the photonic crystal. Hence, random microcavities along the waveguide with high quality factors can be 

created at arbitrary locations [1]. The photonic crystal structures under investigation comprise high refractive 

index silicon slabs with 2D arrays of air holes and exhibit a wide photonic crystal bandgap [2]. By removing a 

row of air holes, a typical W1 photonic crystal waveguide geometry is created (see Figure).  In our studies, we 

investigate the coupling efficiency to such W1 photonic crystal waveguides as well as the excitation and 

properties of embedded defect and random microcavities by tailoring the state of polarization in the diffraction 

limited spot of a focused light beam impinging normally onto the waveguide [3]. In contrast to a tapered fiber 

where coupling is achieved by butt-coupling or evanescent field coupling, this free-space configuration offers a 

more flexible and robust arrangement with regards to sample scanning multiplexing and ease of coupling for 

different wavelengths [4]. More importantly this setup allows the excitation of random microcavities by 

polarization mixing, which can be used for stand-off detection and bio-sensing.  

 

 

Figure: Experimental demonstration of a donor defect cavity coupled with TE polarization is shown on the 

left, and a schematic overview on the right. To confirm the polarization of the waveguide mode we analyze the 
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intensity and the polarization of light scattered from the end of the waveguide. 
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Abstract
Electromagnetic mode profile shaping would be a very use-
ful technique, with applications including in accelerator sci-
ence and data transmission. Two methods are proposed, one
varying the permittivity, the other using a wire medium. By
the use of Mathieu functions we demonstrate a flatter, a tri-
angular and a peakier profile. The first two may be used to
manipulate longer particle bunches, while the last could be
used on shorter bunches and in data transmission. It is also
demonstrated how further improvements can be achieved
by going beyond Mathieu functions.

1. Introduction
Electromagnetic modes in a waveguide with uniform cross-
section have a sinusoidal profile. There are many situation
where a non sinusoidal waves may be particularly useful.
In accelerator science, for example, one may wish to have
a flatter profile. The waveform in Fig. 1 would accelerate
a longer bunch, and therefore more electrons, for a given
peak power. By contrast a peakier profile, Fig. 2 would ac-
celerate shorter bunches for the same total power. In addi-
tion due to the steeper gradient, it would enable one to give
a shorter bunch more chirp which is necessary for bunch
compression. The peakier profiles would also be useful
for data transmission where one can have the higher peak
when the signal is being observed. Intermediate between
the flatter and peakier profile is a triangular profile as given
in Fig 3. This has the advantage of having a significant part
of the profile having a constant slope. In terms of interac-
tions with electron bunches this would give longer bunches
a sustained chirp. Figs. 1-3 are all examples of waveforms
based on Mathieu functions, which often have convenient
properties. However we can go beyond Mathieu functions.
In Figs. 4-5 we demonstrate how an even flatter profile can
be achieved.

In this article we modify the mode profile by modifying
the constitutive relations, in particular the permittivity. To
simplify the analysis we consider the permittivity ϵ to be
periodic in z the direction of propagation.

We consider two scenarios. The first is for transverse
waves, section 2. In this case we choose a permittivity
which depends frequency and position. The use of vary-
ing the permittivity combined with the use of Mathieu func-
tions was considered by Haddad [1], where the transmission
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Figure 1: A flatter solution to Mathieu’s equation: In (3)
with q = 0.8 and a = A1(0.8) = 1.711, where An(q) is
the Mathieu-A function.

functions were calculated. However the author did not con-
sider the use of this to modify the profile. There are many
methods for making such a medium. For example one can
compose the medium from many thin slices of media, each
with a different value of ϵ, thereby approximating the con-
tinuous variation. Another method is to set up a standing
wave in a non-linear material. The linearised permittivity
about this solution would have the spatial dependence as
desired. However for the examples in Fig. 1 and Fig. 4
given in this article to work would require regions to have
negative permittivity, ϵ < 0 which would require some kind
of metamaterial [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] . It also does not work for
longitudinal waves.

A second scenario, section 3, is to make ϵ spatially dis-
persive as well as inhomogeneous. That is we set ϵ =
ϵ(ω, k, z) where k is the Fourier conjugate variable asso-
ciated with z. It is natural to ask the meaning of a function
depending on both k and z. This is addressed in [8, 9, 10].
The method, as described below, is to replace the permit-
tivity function with a differential equation. A wire medium
[11, 12, 13, 14, 15] is naturally spatially dispersive and by
varying the radius of the wires, periodically in z will natu-
rally give it the correct spatial inhomogeneity. See Fig. 12.
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Figure 2: A peakier solution to Mathieu’s equation: In (3)
with q = −10.0 and a = A1(−10.0) = −13.937.
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Figure 3: A triangular solution to Mathieu’s equation which
has the advantage of having a significant part of the profile
having a constant slope: In (3) with q = −0.329 and a =
A1(−0.329) = 0.658
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Figure 4: An even flatter profile: A solution to
the equation π2L−2E′′ + (1.9266 − 2.2 cos(2πZ/L) +
0.4 cos(8πZ/L))E = 0.
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Figure 5: Close up showing difference between the profiles
in Fig. 1 and Fig. 4.
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Figure 6: Comparison of the simulated Ex-field (blue)
[Fig. 8] for a flatter profile, as in Fig 1, with the predicted
curve (black). The two curves are almost identical. In com-
parison with the cosine (brown).
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Figure 7: Comparison of the simulated Ex-field (blue)
[Fig. 9] for a triangular profile, as in Fig 3, with the pre-
dicted curve (black). The two curves are almost identical.
In comparison with the cosine (brown).
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Figure 8: CST simulated contour plot of Ex field for the flatter profile, as in Fig 1.
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Figure 9: CST simulated contour plot of Ex field for the triangular profile, as in Fig 3.
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Figure 10: MPB calculation of the flatter modes with q =
0.8 (blue), q = 0.9 (green) and q = 1.0 (red). The Green
curve shows numerical instability
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Figure 11: Transmission coefficients for a periodically
varying permittivity as in Fig. 8. This is implemented in
CST using 10 cells. The transmission is very high and cor-
responds to the right edge of the band gap at around 2.89
GHz (red).
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Figure 12: Wire medium with a periodic variation in the
radius of the wires. The inter wire spacing are (by, bz) and
the period of the longitudinal variation is L.

2. Transverse modes periodic inhomogeneous
permittivity

Consider the single frequency transverse mode with E =
eiωtẼ(z)i, P = eiωtP̃ (z)i and H = eiωtH̃(z)j, together
with the permittivity ϵ(ω, z) = ϵ0ϵr(ω, z) and vacuum per-
meability µ0. Then Maxwell’s equations give

Ẽ′′ + ω2c−2ϵr(ω, z)Ẽ = 0 (1)

where ′ = d
dz . Set

ϵr(ω, z) = π2c2ω−2L−2
!
a(ω)− 2q(ω) cos(2πz/L)

"
(2)

where L is twice the period of the ϵ variation: ϵ(ω, z) =
ϵ(ω, z + Lπ). Then we get the (rescaled) Mathieu’s equa-
tions

π−2L2Ẽ′′ +
!
a− 2q cos(2πz/L)

"
Ẽ = 0 (3)

It is easy to model spatially varying permittivity numeri-
cally using the CST package [16], when ϵ > 0. Since
a = A1(q) where An(q) is the Mathieu-A function, then
from (2) we require that A1(q) > |q|. This implies that

−0.329 < q < 0.889 (4)

Conveniently the two limits of this range correspond to the
triangular and flatter profiles. To validate these results, nu-
merical simulations of these profiles have been performed
using 20 slabs of constant ϵr by the eigen mode solver
of CST Microwave Studio [16]. Periodic, PEC and PMC
boundary conditions are chosen along the z, x and y direc-
tion, respectively. Figs. 6-7 show the comparison between
the E-field profile for the modelled and simulated modes,
where a very good agreement can be observed. The simu-
lated E-field profile on the x− y plane is given in Figs. 8-9
for the flatter and triangular modes respectively.

These were implemented directly into CST, by using 20
slabs of constant ϵr. To confirm these modes we have run a
CST simulation as shown in Figs. 6-9.

If we are allowed to have negative ϵr then one can cre-
ate more extreme shapes. For example in Figs. 4-5 we add a
higher harmonic to produce an even flatter profile, whereas
in figure 2 we obtain a much peakier solution. One must be
careful however with simulating these. We have used MPB
[17] to simulate the fields for q = 0.8 to q = 1, Fig. 10. We
see that the region with negative ϵr have numerical instabil-
ities.

The oscillation of the permittivity at the order of the
wavelength implies that the structure is similar to a one di-
mensional photonic crystal or Bragg mirror [18, 19, 20, 21,
22]. One can ask whether what the transmission coefficient
is for waves coming from a vacuum into this media. In
Fig. 11 we use CST to calculate the transmission coeffi-
cients for the flatter profile as in Fig. 8. We see that at the
proposed frequency of 2.9GHz there is a high transmission
and we are at the edge of a band gap.
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3. Wire Media: Longitudinal modes with
spatially dispersive inhomogeneous

permittivity
Consider longitudinal modes so that the electric and polar-
ization fields are longitudinal and the magnetic field van-
ishes, i.e. E = eiωtẼ(z)k, P = eiωtP̃ (z)k and B = 0,
then Maxwell’s equations are automatically satisfied if

ϵ0Ẽ + P̃ = 0 (5)

I.e. D = 0, thus we are looking for epsilon near zero
(ENZ) media. When the medium is homogeneous we will
use an empirical model of the permittivity via

ϵ(ω, k) = ϵ0 −
ϵ0k2p

L(ω)− β2k2
(6)

Combining (5) and (6) we obtain the dispersion relation

L(ω)− β2k2 = k2p (7)

Taking the Fourier transform of P̂ (k) = ϵ(ω, k)Ê(k) with
respect to k using P̃ (z) =

#∞
−∞ eikzP̂ (k)dk one obtains

the differential equation

β2Ẽ′′ + L(ω)Ẽ = kp(z)
2Ẽ (8)

The simplest method to include an inhomogeneity in the
permittivity is to let the plasma frequency kp to depend on
position z, that is kp = kp(z). Thus (8) becomes

β2Ẽ′′ +
!
L(ω) + kp(z)

2
"
Ẽ = 0 (9)

Again by choosing the appropriate periodic function for
kp(z) one can replace (9) by the Mathieu equation.

As stated in the introduction this can be created with a
wire medium, as described in more detail in [13].

4. Conclusion
Two methods of mode profile shaping are suggested. One
using transverse waves and a varying permittivity. The sec-
ond is by using a wire medium with periodic variation the
radius of the wire. In the first method we observed that
for the more extreme profiles such as the peakier profile,
Fig. 2, and the flatter profile Fig. 4 require ϵ < 0. This
is challenging for the numerical solvers CST and MPB. In
addition one would suspect it would also be challenging
to implement experimentally. Since we have implemented
a 1-dimensional photonic crystal we see from Fig.11 that
there are band gaps and the the operating frequency is at
the edge of this band gap. Fortunately the transmission is
high.

We are currently implementing numerically the wire
medium to optimise the shape of the wires to form the de-
sired profile shape.
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Abstract-Time reversal (T) invariant topological insulator is widely recognized as one of the 

fundamental discoveries in condensed matter physics, for which the most fascinating hallmark is 

perhaps a spin based topological protection, the total cancellation of scattering of conduction 

electrons with certain spins on matter surface1-2. Despite the growing interests in realizing 

topologically protected acoustic wave transport3, T-invariant acoustic topological insulator has not 

yet been achieved. Here, we report the first experimental demonstration of anomalous Floquet 

topological insulator (AFI) for sound: a strongly coupled metamaterial ring lattice that supports 

one-way propagation of pseudo-spin-dependent edge states under T-symmetry, scattering immune 

to boundary defects, such as abrupt variations. The very unique thing is the formation of 

pseudo-spin-dependent interface states due to lattice dislocations. The mechanism underlying the 

formation of topologically protected boundary states in AFI is applicable in various other wave 

systems or higher dimensions. 
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Abstract— In this work we show that the nonlinear response of Helmholtz resonators, can be
used to control coherent perfect absorption of sound waves in an acoustical waveguide. Three
different configurations are studied, and in all cases we find analytical expressions for the con-
ditions leading to perfect absorption for high amplitude incident waves. Experimental results
are found in a good agreement with our predictions. The nonlinear control of perfect absorption
opens new possibilities in the design of high amplitude sound attenuators.

1. INTRODUCTION

The improvement of low frequency sound absorption constitutes a real scientific challenge and res-
onant structures based on Helmholtz Resonators (HR), bubbles and membranes (sub-wavelength
scatterers) provide excellent candidates for the design of efficient, thin and light absorbing struc-
tures. The inherent viscothermal losses of an acoustic system combined with wave interference
can give rise to perfect absorption, a phenomenon which is of great applied interest. For the case
of a two-port, resonator/waveguide system, it has been shown that Coherent Perfect Absorption
(CPA) can be obtained under a so-called critical coupling condition, which is met when the leakage
rate of energy out of the resonant system (resonant system-waveguide coupling) is balanced by the
resonator losses [1, 2]. Typically, aforementioned resonators exhibit weak inherent losses, thus, for
a single resonator/waveguide system, critical coupling condition can be fulfilled employing using
either a highly lossy resonator, for example a poroelastic membrane [3] or viscous metascreens
including bubbles [4], On the other hand, when the system is composed of several resonators, the
interaction of two or more resonant modes of moderate Q-factor can be also used to achieve the
critical coupling of the structure [5]. In this work we propose an alternative way to achieve and
manipulate the occurrence of CPA, using nonlinear effects in a HR.

2. METHODS AND RESULTS

Nonlinear losses appear in HRs at high acoustic amplitudes, due to the conversion of acoustical
energy into kinetic rotational energy at the resonators neck [6]. A simplified nonlinear model [6]
can be found in the literature which describes the dynamics of the pressure inside the HR cavity,
and it is employed in this work. In particular we study one dimensional plane wave scattering, in
a waveguide with side-loaded resonators for the the three different settings shown in Fig. 1. Our
scope is twofold, (i) to find analytical expressions describing the conditions for CPA for all the
configurations and (ii) to study the influence of the nonlinear losses which serve as an amplitude
dependent tuning parameter.

Single scatterer. The simplest case of a single HR is studied first and it is found that: although
in the linear case the viscothermal losses of the resonator are inadequate to balance its leakage
to the waveguide, nonlinear losses can lead to critical coupling [7]. More specifically, using the
simplified nonlinear model for the HR, we analytically obtain the necessary conditions for CPA,
quantifying the required amount of acoustic amplitude. These conditions correspond to incident
waves from both ports of the system, and are equivalent to an absorption of A = 0.5 for a single
incident wave. We experimentally confirm the critical coupling for the single incident case [panel
(d) of Fig. 1], in good agreement with our analytical findings (vertical dashed line). Additionally
a nonlinear acoustic impedance model is used to characterize the nonlinear scattering properties,
and is in a good agreement with the experiments (solid line).

A pair of scatterers. We furthermore study the more complex case of two HRs where the pres-
ence of a second resonant mode allows for CPA even in the linear limit [5]. Here we derive a set
of non-Hermitian 2 × 2 matrices whose (generally complex) eigenfrequencies are found in analyti-
cal form and correspond to CPA. These frequencies acquire physical meaning when they become
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Figure 1: The three different configurations we study: (a) a single HR sideloaded to a cylindrical waveguide,
(b) two resonators located at the same position with respect to the direction of propagation and (c) two HRs
separated by a distance L. Experimental results for the configuration of (a), showing that critical coupling
(and thus an absorption of A = 0.5) occurs at 160 dB.

real, and coincide with the zeros of the respective scattering matrix. In contrast to the complex
plane analysis of the scattering matrix, the analytical expressions allow for a selective tuning of
parameters, e.g. the resonance frequency of each resonator, the coupling with the waveguide, or the
viscothermal losses, in order to have CPA in a specific setting. Experimental results for sufficiently
small amplitude incident waves verify our findings. Considering high amplitude waves and using the
nonlinear impedance model for each resonator, we find that nonlinear losses may break the critical
coupling when a system is linearly critically coupled, or they can induce CPA in the opposite case.
This result suggests that nonlinearity must be taken into account in potential applications of CPA
devices with HRs. More importantly it illustrates how nonlinearity can be used as an additionally
parameter to control acoustic wave propagation.

Control of absorption by the wave amplitude with sub-wavelength structures constitutes a topic
of great theoretical interest and can find applications in noise reduction, and in the absorption of
high amplitude pressure waves in aircraft engines or rocket launch pads. By means of a simplified
nonlinear model of the HR we obtain the CPA conditions for different settings. We experimentally
validate critical coupling, for an one-sided incidence configuration. The description of the system
with two HRs by a non-Hermitian matrix, may allow for a direct connection with recently observed
wave control phenomena, such as PT -symmetry and non-reciprocal scattering. Extension of this
study into more complex configurations could lead to the design of broadband high amplitude
acoustic absorbers with applications into aeronautics.
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Abstract- We investigate the properties of a phononic crystal plate with hollow pillars and 

introduce the existence of whispering-gallery modes (WGMs). We show that, when tuning the inner 

radius of the hollow pillar, these modes can merge inside both Bragg and low frequency band gaps, 

deserving phononic crystal and acoustic metamaterial applications. These modes can be used as 

narrow pass bands by increasing their quality factors. The confined WGMs are applied to 

wavelength division in multiplexer devices using heteroradii pillars introduced into waveguide and 

cavity structures. 
 

We theoretically investigate the vibration properties of a phononic crystal (PC) plate with hollow pillars on 

top. The computed dispersion curves show the occurrence of two new branches of dispersion that do not appear 

in the native PC. These branches originate from the excitation of whispering gallery modes (WGM’s) circulating 
around the upper boundary of the hollow pillar1. By changing the inner radius of the hollow cylinder, we have 

been able to tune the frequencies of the WGM’s inside the Bragg band gap. Through the computation of the 
transmission coefficient of an antisymmetric Lamb wave, we have shown that one of the WGM gives rise to a 

transmitted pass band that can be used as a filter. The quality factor of the filter has been further improved by 

inserting a solid cylinder in between the plate and the hollow pillar. We then applied the high resolved filter to 

different kind of multiplexers, based on multichannel or monochannel waveguides or cavity, e.g. Figure 1. We 

also showed that the WGMs can reach the low frequency bang gap2, allowing the utilization of the localized 

modes in the field of acoustic metamaterials, e.g. Figure 2. The demonstration of an efficient sub-wavelength 

waveguide with high quality factor has been done. We believe that this structure will pave the way to future new 

physical behaviors for phononic crystal and acoustic metamaterials by changing the nature of the constitutive 

elements or filling the hollow cylinders with liquids, rubber or other core-shells elements. The investigations and 

achievements of these PC resonator structures will show the possibility to build acoustic sensors, filter and 

acoustic resonators working with improved performances that makes them excellent candidates for wireless 

communication and sensing applications.  
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Figure 1. (a) (Inset) Schematic representation of the monochannel wavelength multiplexer. (Graph) 

Transmission spectrum of the antisymmetric Lamb wave when consecutive hollow pillars inside the waveguide 

have radii of ri
(c)/a = 0.145 and ri

(d)/a = 0.140 where a is the period of the square lattice phononic crystal. (b) 

Displacement field distributions at the frequency of the two narrow pass bands ‘c’ and ‘d’. 

 
Figure 2. (a) Dispersion curve in the low frequency range [0; 0.4] corresponding to the perfect phononic 

crystal made of hollow pillars on plate with the set of geometrical parameters ri/a = 0.35, l/h = 0.49, h/a = 0.45, 

r/a = 0.4, and e/a = 0.1. Here h, l and e are respectively the height of the pillar, the height of the full part of the 

pillar and the thickness of the plate. (b) Transmission spectrum of the antisymmetric Lamb wave through the 

waveguide of hollow pillars inserted inside a full silicon pillar crystal. (b) Displacement field distributions at the 

reduced frequency 0.19 corresponding to the narrow pass bands ‘g’. 
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Abstract- We present a method for designing gradient index (GRIN) devices for elastic waves in 

plates based on Fourier homogenization of phononic crystals/ acoustic metamaterials. The method 

allows the design of devices to control the three fundamental Lamb modes, despite the fact that 

their dispersion relation is managed by different elastic constants. It is shown that by means of 

complex GRIN phononic crystals and thickness variations, it is possible to independently design the 

three refractive indexes of these Lamb modes, hence realizing their simultaneous control. 
 

In this work, a homogenization theory1 for phononic crystals/acoustic metamaterials is developed and 

applied to the homogenization of phononic crystal plate2, which provides the solution of the refractive indexes of 

the three fundamental Lamb modes. It is shown that by means of a complex unit cell, consisting of a circular 

inclusion with a hole in its center, together with thickness variations of the plate, it is possible to design 

independently the refractive index of the three plate modes. The performance of the method is demonstrated by 

means of the design of a flat GRIN lens and a circle Luneburg and Maxwell lens working simultaneously for the 

three modes. In Figure 1, GRIN lens simulations are shown at the same frequency / 2 0.178ta c  Z S , whose 

wave numbers for the three Lamb modes are given by 0.65, 1.11S SHk a k a  and 1.5Ak a  . The 

corresponding field distributions are shown in left, center and right panels. Besides, a more advanced device is 

shown in Figure 2, which consists in a circle lens working as a Luneburg lens for the S0 and SH0 polarizations 

(left and middle panels where a plane incident wave is focused at the exit of the lens) and as a Maxwell lens for 

the A0 one (right panel where the image of a point source is a point). 

As the method is based on a homogenization theory in the quasi-static limit, the devices are shown to work 

in a broad frequency region. This method can be efficiently employed to the device design for the control or 

harvesting of mechanical energy since it allows the full control of vibrations excited in a finite elastic plate. 

Finally, it must be pointed out that the method can be applied to more complex waves in solids or fluids, being a 

general approach for the control of multi-model mechanical waves.  
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Figure 1. GRIN flat lens made with a slab of 15 rows and 34 columns of gold-hole inclusions in an 

Aluminum plate of thickness h=a.  

 

Figure 2. The three illustrations of an advanced omnidirectional lens are given for the same wave 

number 1.5Ak a   which corresponds to the frequencies / 2 0.41,0.24ta cZ S  and 0.17 for the S0, SH0 and A0 

polarizations, respectively. 
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Abstract- A reconfigurable acoustic metasurface was designed and constructed for manipulating 
the propagation of sound waves. The acoustic metasurface consists of an array of 3D-printed cells 
containing motor-driven interdigitated walls. By changing the positions of the interdigitated walls 
in each cell, the acoustic metasurface can change the phase distribution of the sound waves passing 
through it. In this way, dynamic steering of sound waves can be achieved.  

 
Static acoustic metasurfaces having resonant chambers have been demonstrated for effectively changing the 

phase distribution of the sound waves passing through the metasurfaces [1–3]. In this study, we designed and 
constructed a reconfigurable acoustic metasurface which can be controlled for changing the phase distribution of 
the sound waves and thus manipulating their propagation behavior dynamically. The acoustic metasurface is 
shown in Fig. 1(a), which consists of an array of plastic resonant chambers (cells) made of plastic by 3D printing 
technique. Each cell (30 mm wide and 23.5 mm deep) has movable interdigitated walls which are driven by 
servo motors. The sound waves pass through each cell in the winding paths defined by the walls. As the 
interdigitated walls move close to or apart from each other, i.e., small or large opening, the phase of the 
transmitted sound waves can be varied. Figure 1(b) shows the relation between the phase of the transmitted 
sound waves (frequency = 3 kHz) and the protrusion of the interdigitated walls. The phase can be varied in the 
range of ~2π (rad) as the protrusion of the wall changes from 9 to 13.5 mm.  

     
(a)                                    (b) 

Fig. 1 (a) Structure of the reconfigurable acoustic metasurface and (b) the phase of the transmitted sound waves 
as a function of the protrusion (L) of interdigitated walls 
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Based on the relation between the transmitted phase and the protrusion of the interdigitated walls, the 
required phase for each cell can be calculated and the corresponding positions of the interdigitated walls in each 
cell can be assigned by triggering each servo motor to a certain rotation angle to drive the walls. When there is 
no phase difference (0 rad) for all cells, the plane sound waves pass through the metasurface without any change 
of the propagation behavior as shown in Fig. 2(a). When the phase distribution is linear and the phase difference 
between any two consecutive cells is π/4 (rad), the sound wave changes its direction by 28.45° after passing 
through the metasurface as shown in Fig. 2(b). As the phase difference between any two consecutive cells 
becomes π/3 (rad), the propagation direction becomes 39.43° off the incident direction as shown in Fig. 2(c).  

 
(a)                          (b)               (c) 

Fig. 2 Propagation behavior of sound waves with the phase difference of (a) 0, (b) π/4, and (c) π/3 radians 
between consecutive cells.  

 
Because of the size limitation of the servo motors for driving the interdigitated walls, the width of each cell 

is 30 mm which is not small enough to minimize the higher-order diffraction of sound waves. All the servo 
motors are controlled by a fast microcontroller circuit, and thus the time required for changing the acoustic 
metasurface from one configuration to another is limited by the time required for each servo motor to rotate to a 
target angle, which is approximately 0.2–0.5 ms. Although only the steering of sound waves is demonstrated in 
this work, other possible configurations for focusing, branching, and frequency-division multiplexing of sound 
waves are also under investigations. 
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Abstract-This work concerns the study of the effect of multiple localized resonances on multiple 

propagative modes. We demonstrate the possibility to break the natural orthogonality of elastic 

plate waves (A0 and S0 Lamb modes) using an assymetric metamaterial composed by an ensemble 

of long metallic rods closely packed and coupled to a one side of a thin metallic plate. We believe 

that our approach is valid for any medium that supports two propagating modes at the same 

frequency. 

 

For a scalar wavefield, a locally resonant metamaterial has a dispersion that is induced by a local resonance 

that shows two hybrid modes when observed in the frequency-wavenumber space (see Figure 1(a)). This results 

from the anti-crossing effects between a continuum of frequency with a localized frequency, which are also 

known as polariton branches [1]. An interesting question then arises: what about a medium with multiple 

propagative modes that interacts with multiple localized resonances? 

 

 

Figures 1: (a) Schematic representation of the hybridization effect for a polariton-like configuration: the 

interaction between a propagating wave (orange dashed line) and a local resonance ω0 leads to the appearance of 

two hybrid modes. Below the resonance, the sub-wavelength branch, and above the resonance, the 

supra-wavelength branch. Both are separated by a bandgap. (b) When two orthogonal modes are the solution of 

the wave equation, and considering a localized resonance where modal deformation induces a local motion of 

the plate that is compatible with both modes (see (c)), the hybridization effect causes the appearance of a third 

branch. This latter corresponds to a hybrid mode with an evolving symmetry with respect to the wavenumber. (c) 

Representation of the modal deformation of the asymmetric system of plate + resonator at the resonance  ωf 



that induces a local longitudinal and transverse deformation on the plate. This modal deformation is responsible 

for the coupling between the A0 and S0 Lamb waves.  

 

To answer this question we are interested in the study of elastic guided waves propagating in a thin 

aluminum plate (the host medium) coupled with an ensemble of long aluminum rods (the local resonators) glued 

on one face. This asymmetric metamaterial has already been studied in the past [2-5] but only for the scalar (or 

acoustic) hybridization of the antisymmetric Lamb mode with the compressional resonances in the rods. In the 

present work, we describe and interpret the vectorial (elastic) hybridization of both antisymmetric (A0) and 

symmetric (S0) Lamb modes with the flexural resonances of the rods. 

 

This elastic hybridization presents an peculiar signature in the fk diagram (see Figure 1(b)). Indeed, a third 

branch appears in between the dispersion of the slow A0 Lamb mode and the fast S0 Lamb mode. It corresponds 

to a propagating mode with an evolving symmetry with respect to the wavenumber. This is a consequence of the 

breaking of the natural orthogonality of the A0 and S0 Lamb modes. We also demonstrate the possibility to 

retrieve this orthogonality using a symmetric metamaterial. 
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Abstract- Novel annular hole arrays are used as phononic crystals for surface acoustic waves. 

Simulations show dispersions with low frequency bandgaps that can be tuned by the geometry of 

the annular holes and experiments validate these simulations through expected attenuation of 

propagating waves. These annular holes improve upon cylindrical pillar phononic crystals that have 

been the focus of much recent interest. 
 

Surface acoustic waves (SAW) devices are currently used in a broad range of applications including RF 

signal processing and gas sensing. As such the increased control and manipulation of SAWs could result in 

improved performance for these applications as well as lead to novel SAW device functions. One way of 

manipulating SAWs is through the use of phononic crystals (PnCs). PnCs are periodic elastic composites that 

can exhibit bandgaps in phonon dispersions which can be used to create transmission filters or achieve acoustic 

confinement within waveguides or cavities.1 One of the most commonly used designs for SAW PnCs is that of 

an array of cylindrical pillars which can support local resonances to open low frequency bandgaps away from the 

soundline, avoiding leaky modes at functional frequencies.2 In this work we introduce the novel concept of an 

array of annular etched holes as a SAW PnC which can also support local resonances but improve upon pillars 

with enhanced structural integrity, an additional geometrical degree of freedom and also allow for the deposition 

of planar materials on top of the propagating surface. Here we report simulated and experimental evidence for 

the validity of this type of PnC, demonstrating the tune-ability of the system for SAW bandgaps, and present a 

preliminary example of how such a PnC could potentially be used in gas sensing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. (a) Simulated annular hole SAW PnC dispersions showing a complete bandgaps within the soundline 

at a center frequency of 100MHz. (b) Displacement plots for two of these modes annotated on the dispersions, 

illustrating the depth and radial dependences of supported local resonances within the structures 
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Abstract-The edge states in a semi-infinite mechanical granular graphene with the zigzag and 
armchair edge configurations are investigated. The dispersion curves of edge states are theoretically 
derived and numerically analyzed in detail. We also study the quasi-flat edge modes when the 
torsional or/and bending rigidities are weak. These quasi-flat dispersion curves, supporting the 
propagation of waves with extremely slow group velocity, tend to be perfect zero-frequency modes 
for zero torsional rigidity or vanish for zero bending rigidity.  
 

Granular crystals are spatially periodic structures with particles (mostly spherical homogeneous elastic beads) 
arranged in crystal lattices.1-8 Basically, the beads are linked through their contacting areas or by interconnects, 
both of much smaller dimensions than the dimensions of the beads, and the interactions between beads take 
place predominantly via normal and transverse rigidities of these links. In granular crystals, due to the 
non-central shear forces, rotation of individual beads can be initiated, thus the rotational degree of freedom 
(DOF) of the individual beads, the particle dimensions and the interactions through non-central forces can not be 
ignored.1-4 It has been theoretically reported5,6 and experimentally tested7, 8 that thanks to the rotational DOFs of 
individual beads, additional coupled rotational/transverse7 and pure rotational modes8 can be observed in 
granular crystals. Here we theoretically study the existence of edge states on the free boundaries of a 2D 
semi-infinite mechanical granular graphene, where elastic beads are arranged in a monolayer honeycomb structure.  

 

 
Figure 1. (a) Dispersion curves of zigzag edge states for the normalized torsional and bending rigidities of the contacts 
ηb=0.1 and ηt=10-5, respectively, in a part of the spectrum neighboring with zero frequency. A quasi-flat band with near zero 
frequency is exhibited. (b) Movement of beads of the near zero frequency mode at point qy=π/3 highlighted in (a) by a black 
star. The insert shows the relation between the normalized group velocity of near zero frequency modes for a fixed wave 
vector qy=π/3 and normalized torsional rigidity ηt. The color marked on each bead represents the normalized amplitude of 
displacement which could be read from the color bar. The orientation of arrows represents the rotating directions of beads. 
The length of arrows represents the normalized amplitude of rotations of beads. 

 
The out-of-plane motion is imposed to the considered granular graphene with the zigzag and armchair 

boundaries. Consequently, each individual bead possesses one out-of-plane translational and two in-plane 
rotational DOFs and the mechanical contacts among them are provided by linear shear, bending and torsional 
rigidities, respectively. The dispersion curves of edge modes for varying bending/torsional rigidities are studied. 



Due to the rotational DOFs, the energy branches of edge state can be modified by tuning the bending and 
torsional rigidities. We also demonstrate that near zero-frequency modes may appear on both the zigzag and 
armchair edges when bending/torsional rigidities are weak (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2). We show that the existence of 
zero-frequency edge modes is intimately related to the weakness of bending/torsional intergrain couplings. 

 

 
Figure 2. (a) The dispersion curves of armchair edge modes with slow velocity for the normalized torsional and bending 
rigidities of the contacts ηb=0.2 and ηt=10-5, respectively, in a part of the spectrum neighboring with zero frequency. Two 
quasi-flat bands appear for weak torsional rigidity. The movements of beads for the wave vector qy≈π/4 noted by the black 
stars are studied. (b) The oscillation of beads on the edge for the second quasi-flat band. (c) The oscillation of edge state for 
the first quasi-flat band. The insert scheme in (a) illustrates the variations of normalized group velocity of the quasi-flat 
bands as a function of ηt. 
 

The study of the near-zero-frequency modes caused by the existence of weak rotational interactions is useful 
for the potential realistic design of soft granular crystals supporting the controllable propagation of the extremely 
slow edge waves. In addition, it paves the way for the analysis of a variety of possible modifications of the 
granular graphene with a goal of proposing granular metamaterials supporting one-way propagating edge states. 
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Abstract- We experimentally demonstrated multi-particle trapping and patterning assisted by phononic 

crystal plates. Polystyrene particles with sub-millimeter size can self-pattern in, for example, the square, 

triangular or quasi-periodic arrays, depending on the structures of the phononic crystal plates with varying 

sub-wavelength holes array. The analysis shows that the resonant transmission field highly localized near 

the sub-wavelength apertures, yields a negative acoustic radiation force on the nearby particle. We expect 

this system may pave a new route for particle self-assembly.  

 

It is well known that acoustic radiation force (ARF) is effective in contactless manipulation of  

microscale objects, which may have potential application in particle sorting, chemical sensing, micro/nano 

fabricating. To date, a variety of studies have been done by researchers to analyze acoustic manipulation of 

microscale objects both in theoretical analysis [1, 2] and experimental research [3-5]. 

In this letter, we report on the ARFs on particles above the phononic crystal slabs (PCs), which consists 

of metal plates with perforated holes in two dimensional (2D) array. Firstly, we consider the sample of a 

brass plate (ρ=8600 kg/m3, cl=4400 m/s and ct=2160 m/s) with perforated holes in square array immersed in 

water. As illustrated in Figure 1a, the period (p) of the holes array is 1.5 mm, and the radius (R) of the holes 

and the thickness (t) of the plate are 0.25 mm and 0.5 mm respectively. When excited by acoustic plane 

waves, enhanced acoustic transmission as well as enhanced acoustic field confined in the aperture appear, as 

shown in Figure1a and b, the localized acoustic field is critical importance in near filed particle trapping.  

 

Fig.1. (a) Schematic of PCs and corresponding transmission spectrum, (b) calculated pressure field distribution in x-y 

plane. 

As illustrated in Figure 2(a), a polystyrene (PS) particle (ρ=1050 kg/m3, cl=2170 m/s and ct=1100 m/s) 

with radius (r1) of 0.3 mm is placed above the PCs. When acoustic plane waves normally incident from the 

bottom of plate, we can get the ARF on the PS particle (as denoted by black solid line in Fig. 2(b)), it can be 

observed that the particle will experience a “negative” acoustic force within a wide frequency which attracts 

the particle toward the hole. We also plot the force map in one unit cell in Fig.2(c), where the direction and 

magnitude of the force are indicated by the orientation and length of the black arrow respectively, the result 

reveals that the particle will always experience stably attractive ARFs directed to the hole. 

 



 
Fig.2. (a) Model schematic of numerical analysis for ARF on a PS particle in one unit cell, (b) calculated ARF on the 

particle versus frequency,(c)transversal force map in one unit cell.  

We perform an experiment to demonstrate the phenomena of particles trapping and patterning, three 

groups of snapshots are shown in Figure 3. Initially, PS particles (r1=0.3mm) are randomly distributed on the 

PCs, under the action of force field induced by the interaction of acoustic waves with PCs, the PS particles 

move quickly towards the adjacent holes and form stable patterns, for example, the square, triangular, or 

quasi-periodic arrays, depending on the structures of the phononic crystal plates. 

 
     Fig.3.Snapshots of acoustic trapping and patterning of PS particles, figures (a1)-(c1) and (a2)-(c2) respectively denote the status of 

particles before patterning and after patterning. 
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Abstract 

The propagation of  acoustic waves in two-dimensional 
sonic crystals (SC)  is studied theoretically. Effects  of  
elliptical rod orientations on the acoustic band gaps in 
periodic  arrays of  rigid solid rods embedded in a polar 
liquid are investigated. We have found that  the pass bands 
and forbidden bands of the sonic crystals can be changed by 
utilizing the rotational anisotropy of the structure factor at 
different rotation angles of the scatterers. The plane wave 
expansion (PWE) method is used to calculate the band 
structure. The variation of the absolute band gap was also 
investigated as a function of any  filling fraction at a fixed  
orientation of the elliptical columns. The gap-tuning effect 
can be controlled by the rotational asymmetry and 
eccentricity of the scatterers. 

1. Introduction 

The propagation of acoustic waves in a composite medium 
has been an interesting topic for the last decade mainly due 
to its technological applications in condensed matter 
physics, especially in phononics[1,2]. Since their invention, 
phononic crystals have triggered considerable interest 
because of their unusual acoustical properties. The unique 
properties of phononic crystals open up new and major 
fields in acoustics. Sonic  crystals (SCs) are defined as   
structured  materials formed by a periodic distributions of 
acoustic scatterers embedded in a host material, with  strong 
periodic  modulations  in  their  density  and elastic  
coefficients between the constituent materials. The 
periodicity of the scatterers in a surrounding material gives 
rise to the appearance of sonic band gaps, a range of 
frequencies for which sound propagation is forbidden inside 
the crystal. These stop bands   were observed at frequencies 
depending on the lattice constant of the array in the band  
structures  of  crystals  with  various  lattice  geometries.[3-
5]. The SCs have induced several application proposals and 
enabled development of many new technologies.  Recent 
studies in this field have attracted a great interest due to the 
splendid application prospects, such as acoustic filters [6,7], 
shield devices[8-10],  defect states for acoustic filters and 
wave guides [11], and so on.  Recently, an increased 

attenuation at low frequencies has been achieved by the 
locally resonant sonic materials formed by soft and rigid 
elements [12]. Several theoretical methods have been used 
to study the elastic/acoustic band structures, such as, the 
plane-wave expansion (PWE) method [13,14], the finite 
difference time domain (FDTD) method [15], the extended 
plane wave expansion (EPWE) method [16,17], the multiple 
scattering theory (MST) [18], perturbative approach [19], 
and variational method [20]. Among them, the PWE is the 
most widely used method for calculating the band structures.  
In the literature, acoustic band gaps of various two-
dimensional sonic crystal structures were investigated and 
these structures mostly consist of circular cross-section 
scatterers in square, triangular, rectangular lattices, the 
constituent being either both solids or fluids, or mixed solid-
fluid [21].  Practically, band gaps properties of sonic crystal 
structures  or  the acoustic dispersion of the branches can be  
controlled by the lattice filling factor, the constituent 
material contrast between the rods and the surrounding, and 
the lattice symmetry, and as well as the scatter shape [22]. 
However, there are fewer studies that consider the shape of 
the inclusions despite the fact that shape factor is an 
important quantity for the propagation of acoustic waves in 
2D phononic crystals  [23-25]. Moreover, most of the work 
in this field focuses on the calculations of the band structure 
of 2D phononic  crystals of  circular  rods.  
In the present paper, the propagation of audible acoustic 
waves in two-dimensional periodic arrays of elliptic rigid 
solid rods embedded in polar liquids is considered. We have 
investigated the effects of orientations of elliptic rods on the 
acoustic band gaps.  As a choice of material, we have 
considered polar liquids and perovskite-type materials. The 
speed of sound and the conductivity in most polar liquids 
increases with temperature [26].  On the other hand, the 
perovskite-type materials have been the subject of ongoing 
research for   over  50 years. ABO3-type perovskite crystals 
are used  extensively for technological applications. In this 
study, we have chosen water as a polar liquid and a well-
known classic ferroelectric BaTiO3.  BaTiO3 is a promising  
material that has a wide range of applications in dielectric 
capacitors, pyroelectric detectors, nonlinear optical devices,  
phononic  crystals, and surface-acoustic wave devices [27- 
31].  
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2. Theory 

In this study, we consider a two-dimensional periodic 
composite that composed of solid elliptic rods immersed in 
polar liquids. Since mixed fluid/solid model can be 
simplified by imposing elastic rigidity to the solid media, 
the solid can be reasonably approximated as fluid 
inclusions. Then, the model allows only the longitudinal 
wave to propagate through the fluid media. Therefore, the 
acoustic wave equation in a sonic crystal can be written as a 
second order inhomogeneous differential equation in the 
form of  pressure  waves:  
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two-dimensional Nabla.  Solution of this equation gives the 
band-gap structure of sonic crystals by the plane-wave 
expansion (PWE) method. According to the PWE method, ρ-
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where  Ac is the area  of  the unit cell, f  is the filling 
fraction, describing the ratio of the surface area of the 
column to the area of the total unit cell, the subindex  “a”  
and “b”  stands for the scatterers and background material, 
respectively. S(G) term in the equation is the structure  
factor defined for the system of elliptic rods with rotation 
angle θ in two-dimensional system as [33] 
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where Gx
’ and Gy

’ are the vectors in the primed system while 
Gx and Gy

  are the G vector components in the original 
coordinate system, J1(x) is the Bessel function of the first 
kind of order one,  ry and rx  are the half length of the long  
and the short axis, respectively.  The new G vector in primed 
coordinates can be expressed more compactly, in matrix 
form, as  
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where the angle θ is defined as the angle between the long 
axis and kx direction.  

3. Results and Discussion 

The model discussed here is shown in Fig.1. Elliptical 
columns in  water were arranged in a square lattice. In 
general, the band gap properties of phononic or sonic 
crystals are controlled by the lattice type, geometry, 
material density, speed of sound,  and the filling ratio. In 
this study, we fix the material parameters for the elliptic 
rods  in the sonic crystal and rotate the rods in the polar 
liquid media to extract the dependence of the sonic 
properties. BaTiO3 is chosen as the material for the  
elliptical inclusions. The mass density and sound speeds of 
BaTiO3 and polar liquid (water) are as follows: ρ=5550 
kg/m3, cl=5640 m/s, for BaTiO3; ρ =1000 kg/m3, cl =1500 
m/s for water, respectively. The lattice constant of the sonic 
crystal is ao=13 mm, and the long axis of elliptic rods 
rx=0.3ao mm and the short axis is ry=0.5ao mm. Numerical 
calculations based on these equations were performed by 
the code written by Elford [34] after some modifications. 

 
Figure 1: (a) Transverse cross section of  the 2D square 
lattice consisting of elliptical BaTiO3 rods embedded in a 
polar liquid, (b) rotated rods by an angle θ, (c) and the 
related first Brillouin zone of the 2D square lattice. 
 
Figure 2 shows the band structure for BatiO3 columns in 
water for the constant filling fraction angles. 
 

Figure 2: Band structure for elliptical rods in polar liquid 
water at filling fraction f=0.32 at  (a) θ=-45o,  (b) θ=45o. 
The absolute gaps are  indicated by the shaded area. 
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For a square lattice with a lattice constant of ao, the filling 
fraction f is given by f=rx ry π/Ac , where Ac is the area of the 
unit cell.  The results shown in Fig. 2 are for constant filling 
fraction of fBaTiO3 =0.32 for two different rotation angles of  
(a) θ=-45o, and (b) θ=45o. From figure 2(a), it is seen that 
the absolute sonic band gap does not exist at θ=-45˚.  The 
non-existent bands at θ=-45o  start to  open up at a positive 
angle of 45o . Therefore, it can be concluded that the gaps 
only appear at certain angles. This is simply due to 
rotational anisotropy of the structure factor at these angles.  
 
When a band-gap has been found for a sonic crystal, the 
acoustic sound waves can be confined in a waveguide. In 
such systems,  it is convenient and usually customary to 
express the absolute band gap widths in dimensionless units 
in order to  make the gap scale independent of crystal size. 
The size of the photonic band gap can be characterized by 
expressing the quantity  in terms of the mid-gap to band gap 
ratio. This ratio is defined as  ∆ω/ωg[35],  where ∆ω is the 
frequency width of the gap and ωg is the frequency at the 
middle of the gap. In this way, the ratio becomes more 
meaningful compared to the gap width, ∆ω, itself.  if the 
system is scaled up or down, the ratio remains invariant to 
size scaling. 
The variation of the bandgap is investigated based on the 
rotational asymmetry of the elliptic cylinders. The band gap 
structure can be controlled by rotating the elliptic BaTiO3 
rods which modifies the geometric factor of a sonic crystal. 
Therefore, rotation of the rods will cause a geometric 
anisotropy on the sonic wave propagation through the 
structure. Figure 3 shows the results of the calculation for 
the normalized width of the lowest band gap as a function of 
the rotation angle θ. The filling fraction for the calculation is 
fixed at   approximately 0.47. It must be noted that the 
largest value of the first band gap was found to be  almost 
equal at θ=0° and θ=90°.  
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Figure 3: The normalized gap-width Δω/ωg of the lowest 
band gap  as the function of the rotation angle θ. 
 
In order to see the variation of the normalized gap-width 
Δω/ωg as a function of the filling factor f, the long axis  of 
the elliptic rod is kept constant, and then the eccentricity is 
varied by changing the short axis. Figure 4 shows the Δω/ωg 
variation of the lowest three bands as a function of different 

filling fractions. The length of the major axis ry is fixed at 
0.5ao while  the minor axis increment is set to 0.05ao in Δrx.  
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Figure 4: The normalized gap-width Δω/ωg of the lowest 
three band gaps as a function of  different filling fractions. 
 
The highest symmetry was obtained from setting rx and ry  to  
r=0.5ao yielding the largest normalized band width.  
Obviously, the shape of the rods becomes circular and the 
circle has the highest symmetry of all.  

4. Conclusions 

In this article, the acoustic wave propagation of a square 
lattice  sonic  crystal is studied. A sonic crystal made of  
elliptic cross-section of  BaTiO3 rods in a polar liquid 
(water) was considered to investigate the existence of 
complete band gaps. The largest normalized gap-width 
Δω/ωg of the lowest band gap  as the function of the rotation 
angle was found to be the same at  two different angles, θ=0o 
and θ=90o. The existence of tunable band gaps in the  
frequency regime are found.  The appearance and 
disappearance  of the band gaps imply rotational anisotropy  
for angles of  ±45o. The influence of filling fraction  on the 
sonic  eigenfrequencies was also taken into consideration.  
The study showed that when the fill factor reaches its 
maximum the band gap widths was enlarged by opening up 
in the direction of lower and higher frequencies. Sonic 
crystal thus offers an alternative way towards the control and  
arbitrary manipulation  of  the sound waves. The findings 
may be useful for some of the applications of sonic crystal in 
acoustic devices, such as frequency filter, acoustic 
waveguides,  metamaterials.  
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Abstract 

The vast majority of acoustic wave propagation in phononic 
band studies has been usually carried out by scattering 
inclusions embedded in a viscoelastic medium, such as air or 
water. In this study, we present calculated band structure 
results for the two dimensional (2D) square array geometry 
of a solid cylindrical scatterer surrounded by a liquid crystal 
(LC) matrix. Liquid crystals(LCs) provide a unique 
combination of liquid-like and crystal-like properties as well 
as anisotropic properties. The purpose of using liquid crystal 
material is to take advantage of longitudinal acoustic waves 
propagating parallel (||) and perpendicular (⊥) to the nematic 
liquid crystal (NLC) director n. The compound used in this 
study was a room temperature (NLC), called 5CB (4-pentyl-
4'-cyanobiphenyl). The acoustic band structure of a two-
dimensional phononic crystal containing a 5CB NLC and 
Lithium Tantalate (LiTaO3) were investigated by the plane-
wave-expansion (PWE) method. The theoretical results 
show that the solid/LC system can be tuned in a favorable 
configuration for adjusting or shifting acoustic band gaps.  

1. Introduction 

Phononic crystals (PnCs) [1, 2], also known as phononic 
band gap materials, are artificial structures designed for 
controlling and manipulating the propagation of mechanical 
waves. They have received a great deal of interdisciplinary 
research attention across condensed matter physics and 
materials science for both fundamental and applied research, 
and are expected to find commercial applications soon. The 
periodicity of the elastic moduli and mass densities of the 
constituents in space generates the phononic crystal effects 
[3]. They show interesting physical characteristics due to 
their ability to block the propagation of acoustic waves by 
forming energy band structures, called phononic bands. 
Phononic band gaps (PnBGs) can be adjusted to allow 
desired frequency to pass through as well as tune the PBG 
[4-5]. This can be done through the careful design of the 
geometry of the structure as well as adjusting the crystal 
lattice parameters, and selecting appropriate materials to 
find partial or complete band gaps. Therefore, phononic 
crystals are engineered acoustic band gap materials that 
belong to the group of metamaterials with designed 

properties that are usually unknown in nature. The periodic 
spatial modulation of elasticity and mass density with an 
appropriate choice of the geometrical and physical 
parameters have found several potential applications, such 
as acoustic shielding, acoustic mirrors, demultiplexers [6], 
and also in the field of wave guiding and filtering [7] 
(including the modes due to the linear and point defects) as 
well as in the field of sound isolation [8]. In addition, 
acoustic negative refraction and an imaging effect of 
acoustic waves were achieved in the phononic crystals [9]. 
In general, most of the investigations for solid–fluid periodic 
structures, known as mixed phononic crystals, focused on 
placing rigid or liquid materials in air background, water, 
glycerin, chloroform , or mercury by creating relative 
density difference between the component materials [10-11]. 
However, these are all fixed parameters and cannot be 
changed easily unless one of the materials is physically 
replaced by placing another material. On the other hand, the 
effect of other material parameter values such as the speed 
of sound in a fluid medium (gas or liquid) also has an effect 
on the band structure. The sound waves travel through each 
of these mediums as longitudinal waves and its propagation 
depends on the elasticity or bulk modulus and the mass 
density. Therefore, it appears that the sound velocity cannot 
be changed without changing the density or the bulk 
modulus. That leaves us with not many parameters to make 
adjustments for the structure under study. Therefore, we 
suggest a phononic structure that may allow us to change the 
acoustic velocity nonlinearly to observe the effects on the 
phononic band gaps.  

Liquid crystals (LCs) are remarkable materials with 
strange properties[12-13]. They are more like liquids 
than they are like solids but their molecules are aligned like 
those in crystals. That leaves them with symmetries that are 
intermediate between those of isotropic liquids and 
crystalline solids. 4-n-pentyl-4-cyano-biphenyl (5CB) is one 
of the most interesting and well known liquid crystals and 
also the most widely studied one. 5CB is uniaxial and has a 
nematic phase between 297 and 308.3 K [14]. In a nematic 
phase, 5CB molecules have directional order rather than 
positional order by self-aligning themselves with their long 
axes almost parallel. This direction is referred to as 
the director of the liquid crystal and its orientation is 
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responsible for determining the unique optical properties of 
the material. The anisotropic nature and uniaxial symmetry 
of liquid crystals must give rise to acoustic anisotropy 
related to sound velocity, elastic properties, and the 
attenuation coefficient. The acoustics of liquid crystals are 
based on scientific progress in various fields, such as crystal 
physics, optics, and acoustical physics [15-17]. Hence, their 
acoustic properties, like acoustic attenuation, acoustic 
impedance, and absorption coefficients have not yet been 
completely reported. Therefore, it is also an open field to 
explore the acoustic properties of LCs and they can be 
promising materials for constructing tunable phononic 
crystals.  

2. Model and the calculation method  

Liquid crystals (LCs) are highly structured organic fluids 
that consist of rod-shaped molecules. The 
most commonly studied thermotropic liquid crystal 4-
pentyl-4'-cyanobiphenyl (5CB) was used in this study since 
it is a relatively stable room temperature nematic liquid 
crystal (NLC). At temperatures above the nematic-isotropic 
phase transition temperature TNI, the long axes of the liquid 
crystal molecules are randomly oriented, resulting in 
isotropic properties. At lower temperatures, below the 
nematic-isotropic transition temperature TNI, the elongated 
molecules, on average, align themselves approximately 
parallel to one another along an arbitrarily chosen preferred 
direction in space (x,y,z). This long-range orientational 
order is called the nematic phase. The nematic phase 
exhibits a unique property that comes from the geometry 
and dynamics of that particular direction. The mean value 
of the direction of the molecular long axes is described by a 
vector as a function of space. This is known as the director 
vector n(r). The magnitude of the director has no 
significance since it is taken as a unit vector.  

Here, we focus on the acoustic wave propagation 
through a periodic array of cylindrical scatterers. We model 
the matrix as a fluid medium in order to make use of 
solid/fluid approximation. Such approximation is 
reasonable if we only consider that the waves propagate as 
longitudinal waves by means of adiabatic compression and 
decompression. Fortunately, the longitudinal waves 
propagating along the director n of 5CB will provide that 
opportunity. In order to do that, we will consider two 
possible orientations of the director vector. For simplicity, it 
will be assumed an axial alignment, in which the liquid 
crystal director is firstly parallel to the long axis of the 
cylindrical scatterers, and secondly perpendicular to that of 
the cylinders. The direction of the directors with respect to 
cylinder is shown in Figure 1. According to Figure 1(a), the 
sound velocity c|| is in direction parallel to the direction 

vector n while c⊥ is in direction perpendicular  to the 
director  n. 

 

 
Figure 1: A 3-D representation of a unit cell of a square 
lattice composed of a solid cylinder and liquid crystal 
molecules. Director direction n is perpendicular to the long 
axis of the cylinder (a), director n is along the long axis of 
the cylinder (b). 
 
For an arbitrary orientation, the wave velocity can be 
expressed as  
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where ρ is the LC density, I  shows the angular direction of 

the director [17,18]. It is noteworthy that the shear mode of 
the nematic phase is in general considered to be negligible. 
Therefore, the elastic components related to this mode are 
neglected and assumed to be zero, C44= C55 = C66 ≈ 0 
[17].  

Lithium Tantalate (LiTaO3 or LTA) is our material of 
choice, since it possesses unique properties, which as a 
material finds uses in Electro-Optical and Acousto-Optical 
applications. Some of the technological applications of this 
well-suited material include: bulk acoustic wave devices, 
acoustic transducers, piezo-electric transducers and 
piezoelectric sensors [19]. Its good mechanical and 
chemical stability make LTA already widely used as a 
substrate in surface acoustic wave (SAW) devices [20]. 
LiTaO3 has twelve independent acoustic physical constants. 
They are six elastic constants, four piezoelectric stress 
constants, and two dielectric constants. For the sake of 
simplicity, we will only consider the elastic constant 
component related to longitudinal velocity. All the 
piezoelectric, electro optical effects and medium viscosity 
will be neglected since piezoelectric phase mostly 
influences the z-mode [21]. 

Assuming a homogeneous and isotropic medium, we 
can separate the wave modes and use methods based on 
acoustic wave theory. To calculate the band gaps for 
phononic crystals, a Plane Wave Expansion (PWE) method 
in frequency domain [22] is used. due to its simplicity. The 
considered system is a 2D phononic crystal composed of 
LiTaO3 inclusions in a 5CB LC host in a square lattice. A 
square lattice formed of cylindrical rods has a lattice 
constant of  a=0.033 m and the scatterers’ radius, r0= 0.0165 
m. The calculation model of the studied system and its unit 
cell is shown in Fig. 2. 
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 Figure 1: Unit cell of a square lattice two dimensional 
phononic crystal (a). Transverse cross-section of a 
representative 2-D phononic crystal (b) and Brillouin zone 
of 2-D square lattice PCs (c). 
 
The material properties are U1   1022 kg/m3 at 297 K [23] 

and c⊥=cL1= 1784m/s and c|| = cL1’= 1620m/s for the 5CB 

LC, and U2   7450 kg/m3 and cL2=5592 m/s for LiTaO3. The 
equation that describes the wave motion is given by the 
acoustic wave equation as 
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where F is the physical parameter used for C11 and for ρ, the 
subindex “a”  and “b” stands for the inclusions and the host 
material, respectively. S(G) term in the equation is the 
structure factor defined in two-dimensional system as  

 � � � � � �1 0 02 /S G fJ Gr Gr , (4) 

where f is the filling fraction of the cylindrical rods with 
lattice constant a, J1(x) is the Bessel function of the first 
kind of order one, G is the two-dimensional reciprocal 
lattice vector, and r0 is the cylinder’s radius. The acoustic 
wave equation then can be solved as an eigenvalue equation 
by applying the Bloch theorem. A software implementation 
and numerical calculation was carried out by the code 

written by Elford [24] with minor modifications.  

3. Discussion 

The computational model based on the PWE method and 
the physical parameters of the system have been given in 
the above section. Numerical results for the band structure 
are given in Fig. 3. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the acoustic 
band structure for the homogeneous and the homeotropic 
orientation of the LC directors, respectively. To obtain 
Figure 3(a), homogeneously aligned 5CB liquid crystals are 
assumed to be perfectly parallel to the surface of the 
circular cross section of the cylindrical rod. The wavevector 
is in the plane of the planar section and the longitudinal 
acoustic mode velocity c|| is used. It is clear that complete 
acoustic band gaps are formed due to the overlapping of 
frequency bands in different directions of periodicity. On 
the other hand, in a similar manner to the previous system, 
homeotropically aligned LC molecules are assumed to be 
perpendicular to the circular cross section of the cylinder. 

The longitudinal wave velocity in this case is c⊥, and the 
band structure corresponding to this mode is shown in 
Figure 3(b). It is evident that a similar band structure is 
obtained and, therefore, the widths of the full gaps in both 
figures are insignificant. This is not an unexpected 
observation since the difference between the LA wave 

velocities Δc=(c|| - c⊥) is rather small. However, the 
frequency values of the gaps are shifted to the higher values 
of frequency when Figure 3(a) and (b) are compared. The 
shifting levels are shown by black arrows in Figure 3. From 
Figures 3(a) and 3(b), it can be deduced that a possible 
tunable phononic crystal structure can be obtained. This can 
be done by changing the acoustic wave velocity 
continuously with respect to the director vector. We may 
consider that as a quasilongitudinal mode and one needs to 
know the sound velocity for each director orientation. 

Figure 4 shows the corresponding phononic density of 
states (DOS) of the 2D phononic crystal as a function of 
frequency for perpendicular and parallel alignment of the 
NLC molecules. DOS for homogeneous orientation is given 
by the solid line, and DOS calculated for the wave vector 
aligned perpendicular to the directors is shown by the 
dashed line. 
 
Calculation of DOS was carried out by sampling k-points in 

Figure 3: The band structure of LiTaO3 scatterers in 5CB LCl with f = 0.78, and r/a=0.5. The band structure on the 
left belongs to the rods in homogenously oriented  LC material (a), and the band structure on the right belongs to the 
same rod in homogenously oriented 5CB LC host (b). 
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the two dimensional BZ. A sum of all bands over all 
frequencies yields the density of states as a function of 
frequency. DOS calculations are particularly important 
since some physical properties, such as thermal 
conductivity and specific heat, can be modified by changing 
the phonon density of states in a phononic crystal. Briefly, 
they provide insight into both microscopic and macroscopic 
properties. In figure 4, it is clear that there is a shift in the 
DOS states as a function of frequency, and the shift is more 
apparent at higher frequencies compared to lower 
frequencies 
 

 
Figure 4: Density of states (DOS) calculated for 
perpendicular and parallel alignment of the NLC molecules 
for the 2D phononic crystal system.  DOS for homogenous 
orientation is represented by the solid line, and DOS 
calculated for the wave vector aligned perpendicular to the 
directors is shown by the dashed line.  
 
It is easier to understand the refraction and reflection 
phenomena of certain waves in k space since the law of  

 

conservation of momentum is met at reflection and 
refraction of waves. This can be best done by introducing 
the equi-frequency surface (EFS) of the acoustic wave. This 
surface is obtained directly from the calculated eigenmodes 
inside the unit cell to form the dispersion surfaces of 
acoustic waves. Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show the dispersion 
surfaces of the 2D PnC system for the first modes including 
homogeneous and homeotropic orientation of the host 5CB 
LC molecules. At first glance, there is almost no noticeable 
difference in both figures. The difference in dispersion 
curves in Figures 6(a) and 6(b) is more virtually noticeable 
compared to Figures 5(a) and 5(b). However, all of these 
dispersion surfaces hold vital information because each 
point on the surface gives the possible eigen solutions that 
consist of all the allowed wave vectors in the first Brillouin 
zone. It can be deduced that dispersion curves may be useful 
for quantitative information. Therefore, isotropic or 
anisotropic wave propagation of waves in PnC can be best 
analyzed by the equal frequency contour (EFC). Figures 5 
(c), 5(d), 6(c) and 6(d) show  the EFCs of the waves at some 
different frequencies in the Phononic crystal. The contours 
in Figures 5(c) and 5(d) are similar in shape and circular at 
first for points close to the center. However, the contours 
become non-circular at higher frequency values when the 
director vector is perpendicular to the cylinder axis. The 
deviation from circular shape is faster than homeotropic 
orientation. This deviation simply implies an anisotropic 
phase velocity of the longitudinal acoustic wave. Figures 
5(c) and 5(d) show that  the contours are also  non-circular, 
which means phase velocity depends on wave propagation 
direction. Moreover, all of these can be understood much 
better by a known approach known as the conventional 

approach. 
 

Figure 5: (a) The dispersion, ω(k), relation for the first mode of the square PC,calculated for all k-vectors in the 
first Brillouin zone and (b) the equifrequency contours for the first mode.  
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The conventional approach is that a straight line from the 
central point (Γ point) to another point on a contour gives 
the direction of the phase velocity while the direction of 
velocity of energy is presented by the normal direction on 
the contour. Therefore, deviation from circular contour 
accounts for the different directions of phase and energy 
velocities. 

4. Conclusions 

In conclusion, we have studied the propagation of 
longitudinal waves perpendicular to the infinite periodically 
aligned inclusions. The conventional PWE method applied 
to a two-component system consisting of solid cylinders in a 
liquid matrix with slightly different acoustic parameters was 
studied and compared. Summarizing, we demonstrated the 
existence of acoustic band gaps of a two-dimensional 
phononic crystal containing a 5CB NLC and Lithium 
Tantalate (LiTaO3). Also, we showed the existence of 
possible tunability of the acoustic band gaps based on the 
orientation of the LC molecules. Longitudinal acoustic 
waves propagating parallel (||) and perpendicular (⊥) to the 
nematic liquid crystal (NLC) director n gives two different 
band gap structure. These gaps are structural ones, but they 
have relative differences in the band gap widths. 
Furthermore, band gap features coexist in the same 
structure. These two examples show that introducing LC   

 
 

 
 
 
 
material into  phononic crystal systems may be an effective 
approach for creating and tuning band structures. 
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Abstract- Raman imaging is a non-destructive and highly sensitive technique for the differentiation of 

number of layers, stacking, chirality, and defects in graphene and transition metal dichalogenides (TMDs). 

The information obtained from Raman imaging can be complemented by other techniques such as 

Photoluminescence (PL), Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), Scanning Near-field Optical Microscopy 

(SNOM) or Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). In this contribution various examples of such 

correlative studies will be presented, all having been acquired using a single correlative microscopy 

platform.  

 

The characterization of low-dimensional materials such as graphene or transition metal dichalogenides 

(TMDCs) often requires more than one technique to obtain a thorough understanding of their attributes for 

specific applications. Graphene and TMDCs both have layered structures and properties that vary significantly 

with thickness as compared to single layer conformations, making them very interesting for electronics design 

[1-3]. Their photonic and optoelectronic qualities have been shown to enable ultrafast carrier dynamics and 

ultra-sensitivity in the UV-VIS, IR and THz frequency ranges [2]. Electronic device performance optimization 

can benefit greatly from knowledge of their crystalline structure and exciton dynamics. The aim of the following 

analysis is to show how several spectroscopy (Raman/Photoluminescence) and microscopy techniques 

(AFM/SNOM/SEM) can, in correlation, provide a more richly detailed depiction of low-dimensional materials 

than the constituent measurements could offer in isolation. 

Fig. 1 shows an example of a correlative AFM-PL-Raman-FLIM measurement of CVD-grown WS2 
crystal on a Si/SiO2 substrate. For this group of low-dimensional materials the information obtained 
through correlation was revelatory as some show photoluminescence (PL) only in single layers, which 
can be measured with exceptionally high resolution using SNOM-PL.  

Furthermore, using RISE microscopy (a combination of Raman imaging and SEM) allows the 
characterization of these sensitive materials inside the vacuum chamber without exposure to air. In Fig. 
2 a RISE study of a CVD-grown MoS2 crystal is shown. The high resolution SEM image reveals the 
edge defects of the MoS2 crystal, which can be unequivocally correlated to changes in the Raman 
signal. 
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Figure 1.  (a) AFM topography image of a 2D WS2 crystal CVD grown on a SiO2/Si substrate. (b) Correlated 
PL image displaying the position of the emission peak, clearly showing the layer-dependent band-gap.  

(c) Correlated Raman image showing the peak intensity at 27 cm-1, revealing the weak phonon interaction 

between layers. (d) Correlated FLIM image based on the PL in (b), showing different exciton lifetimes at 

different layers and structural edges. 

 

 
 
Figure 2.  (a) SEM image (acquired with a Germini SEM from Zeiss equipped with RISE) of 2D MoS2 
crystals CVD grown on a SiO2/Si substrate, (b) color coded Raman spectra evaluated from the 2D spectral array 

of 100x100 complete Raman spectra, and (c) RISE image of the 2D MoS2 crystals. 
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Large amount of research has been conducted over two-dimensional materials including transition 
metal dichalcogenide monolayers (TMDCs) such as MoS2, WS2, MoSe2, WSe2, and MoTe2 since 
production of the single- and the multi-layered graphene. These materials exhibit interesting 
2-dimensional physics and, in principle, can be utilized for electronic and optoelectronic devices. For 
example, a field-effect transistor (FET) made of WSe2 shows the mobility near 500 cm2V-1S-1 for 
p-type conductivity and is stable in both acidic and basic conditions, which make TMDCs even more 
attractive for applications. Also, monolayers of WSe2 are transparent photovoltaic materials and show 
properties as tunable LED. In this study, we made WSe2 samples by exfoliation method and deposited 
the WSe2 flakes on Si substrates with a 300 nm SiO2 layer. For measuring basic characteristics such as 
lattice properties and information regarding the electronic band structures of the samples, we performed 
Raman scattering spectroscopy by using five different excitation energies of 457.9 nm (2.71 eV), 488 
nm (2.54 eV), 514.5 nm (2.41 eV), 532 nm (2.33 eV), and 632.8 nm (1.96 eV) and also measured 
temperature dependence of WSe2. We report anomalous phonon behavior that depends on the number 
of layers and the resonant effect reflecting the underlying electronic band structure. 
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Figure Raman spectra of WSe2 monolayer using different excitation energies 
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Abstract-Electro-modulated reflectance (contactless electroreflectance (CER) and photoreflectance 

(PR)) has been applied to study direct optical transitions in MoS2, MoSe2, WS2, and WSe2 crystals 

and single layers. For bulk crystals spectral features related to optical transitions at K and H point 

of Brillouin zone have been clearly observed in CER and PR spectra. Due to reduction of crystal 

size to a few layers spectral features related to optical transitions at H point disappear that is very 

consistent with theoretical predictions.  
 

The electronic band structure of bulk transition metal dichalcogenides (mostly MoS2) have been investigated 

both in the past and quite recently when researchers studied the evolution of the electronic band structure in 

these crystals with reduction of their sizes from a bulk regime through a few layers to a monolayer [1, 2]. 

However some issues for bulk materials are still unclear. One of them is the electronic band structure at H point 

of Brillouin zone and optical transitions at this point. Recently Saigal and Ghosh [3] studied bulk MoS2 by 

photoreflectance (PR) and have proposed that excitonic transitions at H point of Brillouin zone are observed ~30 

meV above excitonic transitions at K point of Brillouin zone. The authors have concluded about such 

interpretation of PR spectra on the basis of detailed lineshape analysis of PR resonances without theoretical 

calculations of the electronic band structure for this crystal. Very similar situation is expected for MoSe2, WS2, 

and WSe2 crystals but optical transitions at H point of Brillouin zone were not studied yet for these crystals.  

In this work the electronic band structure for MoS2, MoSe2, WS2, and WSe2 crystals is calculated from first 

principles within density functional theory for various points of Brillouin zone including H point. It is clearly 

shown that the electronic band structure at H point is very symmetric and hence a strong optical transitions at 

this point of Brillouin zone is expected in absorption-like spectra. This prediction is confirmed by experimental 

studies of the electronic band structure of MoS2, MoSe2, WS2, and WSe2 crystals by contactless 

electroreflectance (CER) and PR [4], i.e., modulation spectroscopy which is very sensitive to critical points of 

Brillouin zone [5]. It is clearly shown that the electronic band structure for bulk crystals at H point of Brillouin 

zone is very symmetric and similar to the electronic band structure at K point, see Fig. 1, and therefore direct 

optical transitions at H point are observed in CER and PR spectra besides the direct optical transitions at K point 

of Brillouin zone, see Fig. 2. With the reduction of crystal size to a few layers spectral features related to optical 

transitions at H point disappear that is very consistent with theoretical predictions. 
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Figure 1. Electronic band structure of MoS2, MoSe2, WS2, and WSe2 crystals together with the marked optical 

transitions observed in PR and CER. The energy separation between A and AH transition equals ~30-50 meV. 
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Figure 1. Room temperature contactless electroreflectance and photoreflectance spectra of MoS2, MoSe2, WS2, 

and WSe2 crystals. 
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Abstract- The advent of new facile fabrication techniques of producing the single- and the 

multi-layered graphene, has led to large amount of research over other two-dimensional materials. 

We report anomalous phonon behavior that depends on the number of layers and the resonant effect 

reflecting the underlying electronic band structure by Raman scattering spectroscopy. 

 

The emergence of new facile fabrication techniques of producing the single- and the multi-layered graphene 

has led to large amount of research over other two-dimensional materials such as MoS2, WS2, MoSe2, 

WSe2, and MoTe2. These materials can be applied to be electronic and photonic devices such as transistors, 

emitters, and detectors as well as have interesting two-dimensional physics. Especially, WS2 bilayer shows 
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mobility above 300 cm2V-1S-1 at low temperatures that implies possible low losses through the Joule effect. 

In this study, we made WS2 samples by exfoliation method. We deposited WS2 flakes on Si substrates with 

a 300 nm SiO2 layer, and the typical size of WS2 flakes were about few micrometers. We performed Raman 

scattering spectroscopy using four different excitation energies of 457 nm (2.71 eV), 488 nm (2.54 eV), 

514.5 nm (2.41 eV), 532 nm (2.33 eV), and 632.8 nm (1.96 eV) in different temperatures to study basic 

characteristics such as lattice properties and information regarding the electronic band structures of the 

samples. We report the low energy breathing and shear modes and anomalous phonon behavior that depends 

on the number of layers, temperatures, and the resonant effect reflecting the underlying electronic band 

structure. 
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Abstract–We study the potential for enhanced nonlinear refractive index (n2) that exploits the low 

complex permittivity attained in the epsilon-near-zero (ENZ) regime. Our approach does not resort 

to optical resonances nor to the enhancement of the longitudinal field component. Experiments 

performed on Al-doped ZnO (AZO) thin films show a six-fold increase of the nonlinear refractive 

index at the ENZ wavelength (~1300 nm). This enhancement, combined with the low losses in the 

film, may enable studies of non-perturbative nonlinear effects. 

 

Epsilon-near-zero media, i.e. materials featured by a real part of the dielectric permittivity that is zero or close 

to zero, have received significant attention in recent years. Thanks to recent progress in material design and 

fabrication, different devices and linear propagation regimes exploiting the ENZ condition have been proposed 

[1]. Similarly, the nonlinear properties of ENZ have recently started to be investigated both theoretically (e.g. [2]), 

and experimentally [3-5]. It has been observed that at the ENZ condition the nonlinear response of a medium is 

increased at ~45˚ incident angle, as a consequence of the enhancement of the longitudinal electric field component 

[4]. This enhancement has been proposed as a possible alternative to strategies relying on e.g. the engineering of 

optical resonances [6], which inevitably exacerbates the detrimental role of linear and nonlinear losses. 

Here we demonstrate that significant enhancement in the nonlinear response can be achieved without resorting 

to the use of optical resonances or angles of incidence which are far from normal. The origin of this enhancement 

is simply due to the small magnitude of the linear properties of the medium. To illustrate this, we consider the 

cross-phase modulation phenomenon, where the refractive index change induced by an intense pump on a weak 

probe can be written as δn=n2Ip, where Ip is the pump intensity and n2 is the nonlinear refractive index defined by: 
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Here, the subscripts r and i indicate the real and imaginary part, respectively, ϵ0 is the vacuum permittivity, c is 

the speed of light in vacuum, n is the linear refractive index at the probe wavelength, and nr
pump is the real part of 

the refractive index at the pump wavelength. It is clear from Eqs. (1) that the linear properties of the medium 

(expressed by nr and ni) have an effect on the nonlinear Kerr index n2. In particular, under the assumption of a non-

frequency dependent nonlinearity (χ(3)) and that χ(3)
r~ χ(3)

i, a strong enhancement of the real part of the nonlinear 

refractive index is expected at the ENZ wavelength. Similarly, the nonlinear absorption coefficient, β2�4πn2i/λ, 



is found to approach zero at the ENZ wavelength (where nr~ni). In particular, the expected behaviour of n2 and β2 

according to Eqs. (1) with the measured linear properties of the AZO film is shown in Fig. 1(a). We demonstrate 

the occurrence of this enhancement experimentally, employing a 900 nm thick film of oxygen-deprived 

aluminium-doped zinc oxide (AZO) [5].  

We characterized the nonlinear response of the AZO film with a pump and probe experimental setting, by 

measuring the pump-induced change in reflectivity and transmissivity of a weak probe field for different pump 

intensities. From the reflectivity and transmissivity values we retrieve the permittivity in the pumped case (εnl) 

applying an inverse transfer matrix approach. If the dependence of εnl from Ip is linear, we determine the third 

order nonlinearity from the relation χ(3)= nr
pumpϵ0c/3�∂εnl/∂Ip [7]. From the measured values of χ(3), we retrieved the 

real part of the nonlinear refractive index, n2r, and nonlinear absorption coefficient, β2, respectively (Fig.1b-c). A 

clear six-fold enhancement of n2r is observed and β2 is found to approach zero near the ENZ wavelength.  

In conclusion, we show that the interplay between the real and imaginary parts of the linear refractive index 

and χ(3) leads to an enhancement of the real part of the nonlinear index, which in turn is associated to a nonlinear 

phase shift in the probe beam. For the laser pulse intensities used in our experiments, this gives a refractive index 

change that is almost of the same order of the linear refractive index (δnr = 0.178, i.e. 30% of the linear refractive 

index, for Ip=500 GW/cm2 at the ENZ wavelength). This large modulation places the ENZ nonlinearity in AZO at 

the limit of the non-perturbative regime, where the actual approximation of expanding the material’s polarization 

into a power series breaks down. 
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Figure 1: (a) Theoretical plots of the normalised values of n2r and β2 following Eqs. (1) assuming no χ(3) dispersion and χ(3)
r~ χ(3)

i. (b) and (c) display 

the corresponding experimental results retrieved from the measured values of χ(3)
 at different probe wavelengths.  
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Abstract- We calculate using the finite difference time domain (FDTD) method the third order 

nonlinear response of a nanocomposite consisting in carbon quantum dots (CQD) embedded in a 

polymeric matrix. We show that due to the intrinsic high Kerr susceptibility presented by CQD, the 

composit exhibits significant nonlinear optical properties suggesting promising applications of 

these materials in photonics. We numerically investigate the optical response of the nanocomposite 

as a function of CQD’s shape, size, and concentration.  

 

Recently it was shown theoretically and experimentally that carbon quantum dots (QCD) 
present significant nonlinear optical properties rendering this class of nanomaterials interesting for 
possible applications in optoelectronics and photonics. For instance, ab-initio analyses proved that 
graphene nanoparticles present nonlinear third order susceptibility ( Kerr susceptibility) which is larger 
within magnitude orders than the susceptibility associated to the metallic nanoparticles [1,2]. 
Measurements show that carbon nanoparticles present Kerr defocusing nonlinearity with a negative  
Kerr susceptibility χ

(3)=10-13 e.s.u.. Since these results have been obtained using colloidal solutions, it is 
interesting to investigate the CQD nonlinear properties when they are immersed in a transparent 
polymer. 

This work presents the results of FDTD simulations of the optical field propagation in a 
nanocomposite consisting in a transparent polymer with the refractive index n=1.5 embedding a cubic 
“closed packed” array of CQD with a diameter of 8 nm.   

 
Fig. 1 Numerical results showing the variation of the nanocomposite refractive with the square of the electrical field 



represented in 10-18V2/m2 units. 

 

The material parameters of CQD were taken from the literature [4] such that the CQDs linear refractive 
index is considered to be n = 2.5 and the Kerr susceptibility is χ(3)=-10-13 e.s.u.     

The numerical simulations showed a linear decrease of the refractive index with the field intensity 
presented in Fig 1 show the presence of a strong nonlinear Kerr susceptibility. This suggests that those 
QCDs+  transparent polymer nanocomposites may be useful for photonic and optoelectronic 
applications 
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Abstract-Phase-change materials have a pronounced contrast between their electrical and optical 

properties when in the amorphous to crystalline phases, and can be switched between these phases 

quickly and repeatedly by electrical or optical means. These characteristics have very recently been 

exploited to produce a novel form of non-volatile optoelectronic display technology. In this paper 

we combine such phase-change display devices with metamaterial arrays, so as to gain additional 

control over their spectral properties.  

 

Chalcogenide phase-change materials, such as the ternary alloy germanium antimony telluride (Ge2Sb2Te5, 

GST) used here, are well known for exhibiting a fast reversible change in their structure (from amorphous to 

crystalline) over a great number of cycles and resulting in a very considerable change in their optical (refractive 

index) and electrical (resistivity) properties between phases. This has made phase-change materials very 

attractive use in non-volatile optical and electrical memory applications [1]. However, in very recent times there 

has been much interest in the development of new functionalities for these remarkable materials, such as the 

exploitation of ultra-thin phase-change layers to deliver an entirely new form of non-volatile optoelectronic 

display [2], along with the combination of phase-change materials with metamaterial structures to provide 

tuneable/adaptable meta-devices, such as perfect absorbers and reflectarrays [3]. 

 

In this paper we combine ideas from metamaterial array design with that for a phase-change based 

optoelectronic display, with a view to providing more control over the purity of the colour spectrum produced by 

phase-change pixels. The basic structure for a phase-change display is shown in Fig.1(a), along with an example 

(reflection) image produced by such an approach (for further details see [2]). The proposed modification to this 

basic structure is the inclusion of a metamaterial array in the form of split-ring resonators embedded in the 

bottom ITO layer, as shown in Fig. 1(b) or in the form of metal strips patterned on top of the upper ITO layer 

(not shown). The effect of introducing the metamaterial arrays can clearly be seen in the reflectance spectra 

shown in Figs. 1(c) and (d); the inclusion of the metamaterial resonator structures leads to ‘purer’ colour spectra. 
Such reflectance spectra were here simulated using COMSOL Multiphysics, and photometric and colorimetric 

calculations and optimisations of various phase-change meta-display configurations, which will also be reported, 

were carried out using Matlab and Livelink for Matlab [4].  
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Figure 1. a) (left) Phase-change display device structure proposed in [2], formed by a platinum bottom mirror 

and a GST layer sandwiched between two ITO layers; (right) a high resolution (70x70 µm) image produced in 

such a structure. b) (left) Introduction of an embedded split ring resonator (SRR) array into the display structure 

and (right) electric field plot at the excitation wavelengths for maximum (750nm) and minimum (450nm) 

interaction of the resonance of the cavity with the SRR. c) Reflectance spectra with the GST layer in amorphous 

and crystalline phases for the photonic cavity without (left) and with (right) the SRR. A reinforcement in blue 

wavelengths in the reflectance spectra caused by the interaction of the plasmonic resonator with the standing 

wave can be observed. d) Reflectance spectra of the photonic cavity without (left) and with (right) an alternative 

metamaterial array structure consisting of patterned metal strips on top of the upper ITO layer; this structure 

attenuates blue wavelengths and preserve red wavelengths. 
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Figure 1. An example of a future device integrating graphene 

metastructures into a microfluidic layer and coupling to a CMOS 

photonic circuit to enhance functionality. 
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Abstract- Fabry-Pérot micro-resonator design of microfluidic structures on silicon-on-insulator chips has been used to 

enhance the Raman signal from synthesised composites of graphene oxide nanoparticles dispersed in nematic liquid 

crystal fluid host. Enhancement has been quantified through simulations of the structures and then verified experimentally. 

Polarised microscopy has been utilised to show the dynamic reconfiguration of the nanocomposites under the influence of 

an applied electric field. 

 

Graphene-fluid composite materials with dynamically tuneable 

characteristics are highly desirable for the emerging field of 

metamaterials and for the realization of on-chip reconfigurable and 

tuneable metadevices [1,2]. Such metadevices have great potential 

in modern renewable energy, optical communications, and security 

and defence technologies [3]. 



  

Figure 3. Significant enhancement of the Raman signal intensity for  

a graphene oxide- liquid crystal composite integrated in microfluidic 

cavities of different widths: in an infiltration reservoir of width 

100μm (blue), in a cavity of width 11.6μm (red) and in a cavity of 

width 3.6μm (black). 

 In particular, composites of graphene (and related 

2D materials) dispersed in a liquid crystal host fluid 

(GLCs) are of significant interest [4]. The unique 

electrical, optical and magnetic properties of GLC 

composite materials arise from the combination of the 

well-known, outstanding properties of graphene and the 

liquid crystal’s unique combination of fluidic behaviour, 

large degree of intermolecular order and electro-optical 

characteristics. The molecular ordering capability 

inherent in LCs can be utilized for building up unique, 

dynamic spatial geometries based on nanoparticles 

incorporated in composites. GLC composite materials 

can be readily reconfigured by external stimuli and 

therefore possess a unique capability to controllably 

interact with light, with the ability to utilise a wide 

range of possibilities in plasmonics and quantum 

optics. At the same time, the nano-composite can be integrated on 

silicon chip- by means of microfluidic techniques- to create a 

spectrum of compact and low-power multi-functional devices (Fig. 

1), for example light sources, tuneable optical filters and 

nano-antenna phased arrays. 

However, in-situ characterisation of such fluid nano-composite 

materials under various applied external stimuli, e.g. electric field, 

remains challenging. In this work, we have developed theoretically, 

and experimentally demonstrated a practicable approach for 

on-chip detection of nanoparticles and the monitoring of their 

spatial alignment within the host fluid, using in-situ polarised 

micro-Raman spectroscopy and polarised microscopy techniques. 

 Spontaneous Raman scattering is a quantum mechanical 

process with a random spatial distribution of the photons involved. 

We have used a model of oscillating dipoles in which the ensemble 

of elementary scatterers is considered to be a system of chaotically 

oriented oscillating electrical dipoles, combined with a scattering 

matrix method to simulate the effect of microfluidic geometry on 

the Raman signal intensity (Fig. 2).  

GLC composites were synthesised using solvent induced 

methods and characterised by exploiting: (1) opto-fluidic technology for integration of nanocomposites on silicon chip and effective 

trapping of graphene oxide nanoparticles in microfluidic cavities, (2) Fabry-Pérot micro-resonator design of the microfluidic cavities to 

achieve a significant enhancement of Raman scattering intensity in back scattering geometry, for GLCs (Fig. 3) and (3) polarised 

microscopy to show dynamic configurability of GLC alignment under external stimuli. The obtained spectral characteristics for GLC 

nanocomposites validated the developed characterisation methodology and the practicability of dynamically reconfigurable fluidic 

metamaterials for use in a wide range of CMOS photonic devices. 

Figure 2. Simulated enhancement of Raman signal intensity at a wavelength of 

574nm with the variation of microfluidic cavity width and insulator layer thickness. 

Specific combinations of parameters can be seen to optimise the enhancement. 
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Abstract – A photoconductivity study of few-layer MoTe2 in a field effect transistor (FET) 

configuration was performed to find the photoresponsivity and photocurrent response of the 

material. The mechanisms for MoTe2 with no applied gate voltage were found to be dominated by 

the photovoltaic effect, showing its potential for use in solar cells. Due to the band gap of MoTe2 

being 1.1 eV, MoTe2 is a suitable photodetector for optical wavelengths and potentially the near 

infrared.   

 

 

Transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs) have been the subject of intense research due to their impressive 

optoelectronic properties, showing lower noise photodetection than silicon photodiodes,1 and high 

photoresponsivities.2–4 MoTe2 has a band gap of ~1 – 1.2 eV from bulk to the monolayer thickness, transitioning 

to a direct gap at monolayer thickness.5 In our work, we measure the optoelectronic properties of this overlooked 

TMDC as a transistor and photodetector. We fabricated the FETs using electron beam lithography and thermal 

evaporation of a Cr/Au layer. We characterized the layer thickness using three techniques, optical contrast, 

atomic force microscopy and Raman spectroscopy. Measurements were taken using a DC measurement setup 

and a 685 nm laser and 50x objective lens. So far our results show signs that MoTe2 is suitable for both fast and 

responsive photodetection. 

 

 

 



 
Fig. 1(a) we show an optical image of a 4 layer MoTe2 flake before and after our fabrication. In Fig. 1(b) the 

Raman spectra of MoTe2 is included up to four layers, the ratio of areas underneath the E1
2g and B1

2g peaks 

provide information for the layer thickness. Fig. 1(c) An output characteristic of few layer MoTe2 with a 685 nm 

laser up to powers of 24 μW. 
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Abstract-Sensors are counted by their abilities to measure small changes in the measured quantities. 
Further, their size and weight are other important factors to consider while designing a sensor. In this 
work, we proposed a sensor consists of three layers: Dielectric film sandwiched between thin 
graphene layer topped with air and nonlinear substrate. The dispersion relation for the structure is 
derived for TE guided modes. The homogenous sensing is calculated using maple 17.  
 
 

Waveguides sensors are essential elements in different industrial and medical applications. They are usually 
used to detect and respond to small variation of the desired measures such as temperature, pressure, stress and 
strains, and blood sugar [1]. We proposed a three layer sensor composed of a thin layer of graphene inserted 
between air and dielectric material (with thickness d) supported by nonlinear substrate. Nonlinear medium is an 
artificially constructed material that can exhibit properties not found in nature [2]. Its response to electromagnetic 
radiation can be characterized by the intensity of light during the propagation of light [3, 4]. In this work, we 
considered Kerr like nonlinear material. Kerr effect refers to the alteration of the refractive index of a system by 
the electric field [5]. Graphene is a single layer of carbon atoms packed in a hexagonal lattice (honeycomb), with 
a carbon-carbon distance of 0.142 nm. It is the first two-dimensional crystalline material and it is a characteristic 
of a whole class of 2D materials [6]. The concept of sensing in the waveguide structure depends on the interaction 
of electromagnetic waves and unidentified, undesirable substances coming from the outside waveguide structure. 

Mathematical and theoretical works are done using the Maxwell's equation and the boundary conditions to 
solve for Transverse Electric (TE) modes. The homogenous sensitivity [7] is measured by the rate of change of 
the modal effective index with respect to cover index (in this case air). Maple 17 is used to get numerical solutions 
for the sensitivity. Figure 1 displays the proposed sensor structure. The simulation results are shown in figure 2. 
In the simulations, the conductivity of graphene (σ) is considered to be constant. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 1. The proposed sensor structure 
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Figure 2. The calculated sensitivity as function of d.  
 
It can be seen from figure 2 that the sensitivity increases as the thickness of the dielectric increases. Moreover, 

the values of measured sensitivity is in the order of 10-6. Thus we may recommend this sensor for small measures.   
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Abstract In this study, we cultivated the near-field optical properties of 

chemically-doped graphene with improved surface plasmon characteristics. By 

using a scattering-type scanning near-field optical microscope (s-SNOM), we 

showed that the plasmons of the graphene can be improved by chemical doping. 

Furthermore, the plasmon-related characteristics, including the plasmon 

wavelengths and damping rates, can be obtained from the near-field plasmonic 

fringes observed in the graphene. The experimental findings were further 

corroborated by theoretical results from density functional theory (DFT). 

 

In recent years, graphene has received enormous attention for its fascinating optical and 

optoelectronic properties. Many of these properties stem from the collective Dirac electron 

oscillation that is associated with the atomic thickness and unique electronic band structure of 

graphene[1-3]. The graphene plasmons has been demonstrated to exhibit unprecedented 

spatial confinement with broadband response up to mid-infrared region.[7,8] More 

importantly, plasmonic characteristics of graphene can be tailored by adjusting the charge 

carrier density via external doping with different strategies. These distinct characteristics have 

made graphene outstanding platform for light focusing and manipulation in two dimension. 

However, One obstacle for the real applications of graphene plasmon is the strong loss 

induced by defects, coupling with substrate phonons, as well as other adsorbates on the 

graphene surface[4]. A variety of studies have proposed strategies to tune the graphene 

plasmon and reduce its damping, such as electrostatic gating, substrate engineering, and 

optical doping[5,6]. 

Among the various strategies, chemical doping is of high interest as an efficient method 

for controlling and improving the graphene plasmons. On one hand, the carrier density of the 

graphene can be modulated in a broad range by the chemical doping, and as a result the 

graphene plasmon characteristics can be tailored and enhanced. On the other hand, in 

comparison with other counterparts, the chemical doping method is facile to be implemented. 

The doping of charge carriers can even be achieved by simply exposed the graphene to dilute 

molecule vapor. This is especially beneficial for large-area postprocessing and 

highthroughput occasions. During the past few years, chemical doping was widely utilized for 



tuning graphene plasmon wavelengths, tailoring the plasmon response of stacked graphene 

nanostructures, and enhancing the plasmonic terahertz response of graphene films. However, 

most of these studies mainly paid attention to the macroscopic plasmon responses of the 

chemically-doped graphene. A study on the nanoscale behaviors, especially direct 

visualization of the plasmons of graphene after chemical doping is as of yet unreported, 

although similar study has been conducted on electric-gated graphene. Such a study can 

eliminate ensemble and inhomogeneous averaging, which can help for elucidating the 

intrinsic characteristics of plasmons in chemically-doped graphene.                                                  
In our study, we reported the near-field optical study on chemically-doped graphene with 

improved surface plasmon characteristics. HNO3 vapor was used to dope the CVD-growth 

graphene. The s-SNOM was then employed to directly image the plasmon propagation in 

HNO3-doped graphene, with a spatial resolution down to 25 nm. The plasmon fringes near the 

graphene edge can thereafter be extracted, which allowed for deriving the plasmon 

wavelengths, plasmon damping rates, and EF. In comparison with the pristine graphene, the 

chemical doping can reduce the plasmon damping rate and therefore enhance the plasmon 

strength. In addition, the chemically-doped graphene exhibited a longer plasmon wavelength. 

The extracted EF agreed with the DFT results, which indicated that the improved plasmon 

characteristics were due to the injection of holes into the graphene from the HNO3. Our study 

has provided a direct picture on the plasmons in graphene after chemical doping, which can 

help to understand the mechanisms governing the improvement of graphene plasmon 

characteristics via chemical doping procedures. 

In summary, we study on the ameliorative plasmonic characteristics of chemically-doped 

graphene by utilizing infrared nano-imaging technique, which provides direct visualization of 

the optical near-field distribution on HNO3-doped graphene with nanoscale spatial resolution. 

By comparing the plasmonic interferometry data near the intrinsic edge of graphene before 

and after HNO3 treatment, we conclude that the raising of |EF| resulted from hole doping by 

HNO3 would modify the scaling of graphene plasmon. More importantly, our results suggest 

that the reduction of plasmon damping can be obtained by HNO3 doping.  
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Abstract- Structured plasmonic mematerials offer a new way to design functionalized optical and 

electrical components. Here, we theoretically investigated the electrical active split ring resonators 

based on graphene metamaterials. Fano resonance and quadrupole resonance are excited at the 

crossed directions of electric polarization. Such metamaterials could facilitate the designing of 

active modulation, and slow light effect for terahertz wave. Potential outcomes such as higher 

sensing ability and higher-Q resonances at terahertz frequencies are demonstrated through 

numerical simulations with realistic parameters. 
 

Graphene has the thickness of one atom layer and can be considered as a potential two-dimensional 

plasmonic material due to its high carrier mobility, electrically active and low-loss. The only material property 

of graphene needed for the active electromagnetic metamaterial is the conductivity spectrum over the terahertz 

frequency range. The intraband conductivity of graphene at terahertz frequency is modeled with a 

semiclassical Drude model with a finite temperature correction1 as 

                  (1)  

where  is the radiation frequency,  is the reduced Planck’s constant,  is the Boltzmann constant and  

is the imaginary unit,  is the environmental temperature,  is the Fermi level32, n is the carrier 

density and  is the Fermi velocity in graphene.  is the relaxation time which is derived from 

loss of the electronic impurities, flaws and the scattering of electron-phonon interaction, it determines the 

carrier mobility  in graphene2 as .  



 2 

 
Fig. 1 (a)(b) Simulated transmission amplitude spectra for symmetrical (SSR, black line) and asymmetric split 

ring array (ASR) (red line) of graphene for E field orientation: (a) perpendicular to the gap; (b) parallel to the 

gap. The insets show the E and H field orientation. The Fermi level in graphene is 0.5eV. (c) (d) Effective 

group index ng versus frequency for (c) Fano resonance, (d) Quadrupole resonance excited by different electric 

polarizations. 

 

In this work, the high-Q Fano and quadrupole resonances are realized when the structure is symmetry 

broken and at high Fermi levels or electrostatic doping in graphene. Theoretical analysis based on the coupled 

Lorentz oscillator model verifies that this phenomenon is due to the suppression of the dark plasmon mode. 

The sensitivities achieved via using graphene-based metamaterials are higher than metal-based plasmonics. 

We believe that the impact of our results would be helpful in the design of ultrasensitive sensing, such as real 

time on-chip chemical and biomolecular detection at the terahertz regime. 
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Abstract- Combination of plasmonic and electrochemical pathways in both analytical and 

technological applications could provide many advantages arising from the interplay between 

electrons and photons. Here, we demonstrate how properties of transparent electrochemical 

electrodes improve with increasing coverage of tungsten disulfide nanotubes and how decoration of 

these nanotubes with plasmonic nanoparticles influences the main parameters of resulting electrodes. 

Our results are relevant to plasmon-enhanced electrochemistry of transition-metal dichalcogenides 

and also to other systems where light interacts with chemical currents. 

 

Electrochemistry is a traditional branch of physical chemistry where charged carriers serve as a probe for study 

and control of chemical reactions on surfaces of electrodes.1 The major benefit of electrochemistry is the fact that 

it does not require complicated and expensive instrumentation, while it still provides accurate and detailed 

information about presence of large amount of chemicals in a solution and/or about ongoing chemical reactions. 

Besides, it is capable to do so in situ requiring only very short measurement times.2 Recently, in a way similar to 

other established fields, electrochemistry has also benefited from the advance of nanotechnology. Examples 

include utilization of metallic nanoparticles for electrochemical detection of single base mismatches of DNA or of 

carbon nanotubes as signal/current amplifying elements.3 As electrochemical methods inherently involve 

movement of charges, it is natural to presume that electrochemical studies could gain some advantage from 

plasmonic materials and approaches. One example which demonstrates that this symbiosis could be fruitful has 

recently appeared: Electrochemical methods exploiting unique properties of nanostructured electrodes from TiO2, 

which is not plasmonic in a traditional sense of the word, but as a well-known photocatalytic material merges two 

fundamental components of plasmonics – electrons and photons.4 

Here we present a study devoted to inherent electrochemistry of tungsten disulfide (WS2) nanotubes, and how 

it is influenced by presence of nearby plasmonic nanoparticles (Fig. 1a). We chose WS2 as a representative of class 

of transition metal dichalcogenides5, that have been proposed as potentially useful materials for electrochemical 

sensing6,7 and photocatalysis8. We show how the properties of transparent conductive electrodes made of indium 

tin oxide (ITO) are modified by presence of different amounts of WS2 nanotubes (Fig. 1b,c). We also demonstrate 

using standard redox probes, how the presence of gold nanoparticles modifies main characteristics of ITO+WS2 

electrodes, such as achievable current magnitudes and reversibility of redox reactions. Our results are relevant to 



applications of transition metal dichalcogenides in plasmon-enhanced electrochemistry and to other similar 

systems which combine chemically- and plasmonically-active substances. 

 
Figure 1. a) SEM image of WS2 nanotubes decorated with gold nanoparticles on an ITO substrate. b) Potential 

difference ('U=Ep,a-Ep,c), related to reversibility degree of redox reactions, between oxidation and reduction peaks 
of 0.5mM potassium ferricyanide in 0.1M KCl. The presence of bare WS2 nanotubes (without nanoparticles) 

increases reversibility of the reaction.  
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Abstract 

Terahertz antennas are highly suited to fulfill the 
demands of next generation wireless communication, 
detection, sensing, spectroscopy and imaging devices. 
The design and implementation of antennas in this 
frequency band, however, is challenging. To design an 
efficient THz antenna, a suitable solution is by using 
nanomaterials. In this paper, monolayer graphene is 
used to coat the metallic surface of a THz patch 
antennas. It showed a 10% improvement for, gain, 
radiated power and radiation efficiency, besides 
featuring lower loss. 

1. Introduction 

The band of frequencies that lies between infrared and 
millimeter wave in the electromagnetic (EM) spectrum 
represents Terahertz (THz) bands, typically between 0.1 to 
10 THz [1]. Its antenna is one of the main devices in THz 
system. The design of an efficient THz antenna requires 
detailed characterization from the fields of material science 
and physics [2]. Recently the development of THz 
transceivers utilized graphene, which can be used in building 
of nanoantennas with efficient THz radiation [1].  
Graphene generally can also be used in the coating of 
metals. The utilization of chemical vapor deposition 
graphene films demonstrates its ability to avoid air oxidation 
of the metallic surfaces. Besides that, its growth on Cu and 
Cu/Ni alloy has been reported for the first time in [3]. 
Monolayer graphene could be considered as the thinnest and 
most conductive surface [4]. This leads it to be a good 
alternative material for noble metals such as gold and 
platinum which are commonly used as conducting materials 
in the milimeterwave (mmwave) and THz frequency 
bands[5]. According to their 2D surface properties, graphene 
supports resonation in the THz band for graphene-based 
microstrip patch antenna [6]. Besides this, better radiation 
characteristics than conventional metal based antennas is 
also indicated [7]. Microstrip patch antenna is suitable for 
application in the THz frequency band due to its low profile, 

light weight, ease of fabrication, low cost, and compactness. 
In this work the effect of monolayer graphene coating on 
pure copper is investigated on a THz patch antenna. It 
demonstrated that such coating on the patch and feed line 
improved most antenna parameters: gain, radiated power 
and radiated efficiency. This improvement is doubled when 
both conducting layers (patch and ground) coated with 
graphene. The rest of paper is organized as follows. The 
next section explains the properties of graphene in the 
mmwave and THz spectrum. The design and parametric 
study of the patch antenna is then presented in Section 3, 
while the resulting improvement is discussed in Section 4 
prior to the concluding remarks.  

2. Graphene Surface Properties 

To first understand the properties of the graphene coating, a 
single-atom thick graphene is first modelled, prior to its 
implementation on the metallic sections of the antenna. This 
two dimensional material can be modelled as an infinite 
sheet with a surface conductivity using the Kubo formula [8] 
[9]: 

𝜎(𝜔, 𝜇𝑐, 𝛤, 𝑇) =
𝑗𝑞𝑒

2(𝜔 − 𝑗2𝑇)
𝜋ℏ2 [

1
(𝜔 − 𝑗2𝛤)2 ∫ 𝜖 (

𝜕𝑓𝑑(𝜖)
𝜕𝜖

∞

0

−
𝜕𝑓𝑑(−𝜖)

𝜕𝜖 ) 𝜕𝜖

− ∫
𝑓𝑑(−𝜖) − 𝑓𝑑(𝜖)

(𝜔 − 𝑗2𝛤)2 − 4(𝜖
ℏ)2

𝜕𝜖 
∞

0
]     (1) 

The two terms on the right represent the frequency 
dependent, inter and intra conductivity of graphene. Other 
variables do not significantly affect conductivity except for 
the chemical potential (𝜇c). 
𝜎(𝜔) =  𝜎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎(𝜔) + 𝜎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟(𝜔)                  (2) 
The first term represents an intraband contribution while the 
second is an interband contribution. Intraband effect 
dominates the value of total conductivity below 5 THz. It is 
given as: 

σintra(ω,μc,Γ,T)= 
 qe

2KBT
πћ2(ω-j2Γ) [

μc

KBT +2 ln(e-μc KBT⁄ +1)] (3) 
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where j is the imaginary unit, qe the electron charge, ћ the 
reduced Plank constant, KB the Boltzmann's constant, T the 
transport relaxation time, T the temperature, 𝜇c the chemical 
potential, and 𝜔 the operating angular frequency.  The 
scattering rate 𝛤= 1/2𝜏 represents loss mechanism while 𝜏 is 
the relaxation time. Meanwhile, the second term in (1) has 
no significant effect on total conductivity value as shown in 
Figure 1. 

σinter(ω, μc, τ, T)= 
 qe

2

4πћ [
2|μc|-(ω+jτ-1)
2|μc|+(ω+jτ-1)]            (4) 

The calculation of equations (3) and (4) represent the 
surface conductivity of graphene. The total value of 
surface conductivity is dominated by the value of first 
term (intraband term) in the frequency range below 5 
THz, whereas the second (interband) term doesn’t have 
a significant effect on the total surface conductivity in 
this band, as shown in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1: Conductivity of Graphene 

Figure 2 shows the real and imaginary parts of the surface 
impedance in the mmwave to THz spectrum. It is modelled 
based on computed surface impedance from the Kubo 
formula and surface conductivity. These frequency-
dependent values will then be inserted into a commercial 
electromagnetic solver, CST Microwave Studio to be 
evaluated in the form of a microstrip antenna design. 

 
Figure 2 Surface Impedance of Graphene 

3. Modeling of the Microstrip Antenna  

The excellent surface properties and conductivity in the THz 
band makes graphene suitable as coating material to 
improve the performance of microstrip antennas. It is a 
dielectric substrate sandwiched between two conducting 
layers: typically the ground plane deposited on one side of 
substrate while the patch and feed line deposited on the 
other side of substrate. The dielectric permittivity and 
thickness of substrate must comply with the conventional 
limitations, generally the dielectric permittivity (𝜖r) of the 
substrate layer is (2.2 ≤ 𝜖r ≤ 12), while its thickness (h) 

needs to be h << λ0 and 0.003λ0 ≤ h ≤ 0.05λ0). These 
limitation have to be take in consideration in the design of 
such antenna to prevent the surface wave generation in such 
classical metallic antennas [10]. The performance of the 
antenna depends on the geometric design of the conducting 
patch and feedline, which is then integrated with the 
mechanism of matching impedance. The dimensioning of 
the patch antenna is made based on the resonant frequency, 
impedance matching, substrate thickness and dielectric 
permittivity (in this case, 𝜖r=3.6 for Plexiglass). The most 
preferred patch shapes are rectangular and square, due to 
their simple and ease of simulation, analysis and fabrication. 
Other patch shapes includes triangles, circles, etc. In this 
work, a rectangular patch is chosen to be modeled and its 
physical parameters are explained in Table 1. Figure 3 
illustrates the inset-fed rectangular patch antenna. The 
proper design of the feed line and its inset gap is necessary 
for proper antenna impedance matching.   

Table 1:  Parameters of the proposed patch antenna. 
Parameters Symbol Value 
Resonant Frequency fr 1.0 THz 
Width of Patch W 100 μm 
Length of Patch L W×3/4 
Substrate length and width Ls × Ws 2*L×2*W 
Substrate thickness h W/20 
Substrate dielectric constant 𝜖r 3.6 
Microstrip Fed Line Length Lf (L/2+Lg) 
Microstrip Fed Line Width  Wf W/5 
Microstrip Fed Line Inset Gap 
Width  

Wg Wf/4 

Microstrip Fed Line Inset Gap 
Length  

Lg L/10 

 

 
Figure 3 Two-dimensional diagram of the proposed 
rectangular patch antenna. 

4. Results and Discussion 

The contribution of the graphene coating is evaluated 
systematically by evaluating its performance using the three 
coating configurations: 

a) Configuration 1 (C1): A copper-based microstrip 
patch antenna (noncoated) 

b) Configuration 2 (C2): A copper-patch and feedline 
coated with monolayer graphene  
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c) Configuration 3 (C3): Both copper (patch and 
ground) layers are coated using monolayer graphene 

The simulation result of the three configurations are then 
summarized in Table 2. The graphene coating for C2 mainly 
improved the antenna in terms of gain and radiation 
efficiency. This is despite the experienced small shift in 
resonance frequency. No change in directivity is seen. 
Simulations for coating configuration C3 showed about 
twice the improvements in gain and radiation efficiency 
compared to C2, see Table 2. These improvements are due 
to the improved radiated power and reduced metal losses, as 
will be studied in the next section. The coating of the all 
antenna conducting layers using graphene improved the C3 
antenna parameters by approximately 10 % relative to C1. 
Figures 4, illustrates the far field antenna radiation pattern 
for the C3. 

Table 2: Performance comparison of the patch  antennas for the 
three above configurations C1, C2 and C3  
Patch material C1 C2 C3  

fr in THz 1.0 0.998 0.996 

ηrad at fr  (%) 83 88.4 92.5 

Dir at fr in dB 7.12 7.12 7.12 

Gain at fr in dB 6.32 6.58 6.78 

 

 

Figure 4 Far field radiation pattern for the graphene-coated 
patch and ground (C3) 

A comparison of all simulated coating configurations is 
shown in Figure 5. It indicates that the coating of both 
conducting layers using monolayer graphene (C3) reduces 
the metal loss by more than half compared to that of the 
uncoated antenna (C1). 

 
Figure 5 The power loss comparison for uncoated (C1), 

patch-coated (C2) and patch and ground-coated (C3) 
antennas 

Besides the conducting elements, simulations were also 
performed to study the dielectric loss of the antenna when 
implemented on a common Plexiglas substrate. Results 
indicated that the dielectric loss behaves differently for 
different coating configurations, as shown in Figure 6. The 
coated antenna has a higher dielectric loss than the uncoated 
version. However, this dielectric loss is one order less than 
metal loss, making the latter the dominant factor in 
improving an antenna in this particular band. 

 

 
Figure 6 The dielectric loss comparison for uncoated (C1), 

patch-coated (C2) and patch and ground-coated (C3) 
antennas 

The improvement in radiated power when the C1 antenna’s 
conducting layers is coated using monolayer graphene is 
depicted in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7 The radiated power comparison for uncoated (C1), 

patch-coated (C2) and patch and ground-coated (C3) 
antennas 

Figure 8 compares the reflection coefficient (S11) and the 
10dB-bandwidth of the uncoated antenna (C1), patch-coated 
(C2) and patch and ground-coated antenna (C3). It can be 
concluded that both parameters have shown some 
degradation due to the coating.  

 
Figure 8 The reflection coefficient (S11) comparison for 
uncoated (C1), patch-coated (C2) and patch and ground-
coated (C3) antennas 

Nonetheless, the post-coating antenna reflection coeficient is 
still acceptable in the target frequency band, whereas 
bandwidth reduction after coating is small and insignificant. 
However, this antenna bandwidth is already much higher 
than those of antennas working in the microwave and 
millimeterwave frequencies. 

5. Conclusions 

This paper inspects the ability of the monolayer graphene to 
improve THz microstrip antenna parameters when it is used 
as coated material for the conductive parts of these antennas. 
Besides featuring anti oxidation and chemical degradation 
behavior, coating of the conducting layers using graphene 
improves the antenna performance by reducing metal loss to 
less than half of the noncoated antenna. In addition, about 
10% increase in gain, radiation efficiency and radiated 
power is also observed. On the contrary, coating slightly 
degrades the antenna reflection coefficient and bandwidth. 
The simulation results also showed that graphene can 
potentially be used as coating material in the THz band due 
to its favorable properties. 
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Abstract

A new type of THz graphene-based three port Y-circulator
is suggested and analyzed. The cross-section of the compo-
nent presents a three-layer structure that consists of a layer
of graphene, of silica and of silicon. The in-plane figure
contains a circular graphene resonator and three graphene
waveguides symmetrically connected to it. The structure
is magnetized normally to the substrate by a DC magnetic
field. The input waveguide excites resonances of surface
plasmon polaritons in the central element. The resonance of
the resonator has a dipole standing wave configuration such
that it can be oriented according to the direction and value
of the external magnetic field with a node in the isolated
port. The central frequency of the device can be controlled
by Fermi energy of the graphene resonator. The circulator
magnetized by a DC magnetic field 1.1 T has isolation of
-15 dB and insertion loss less than -2 dB in the frequency
band of 7% with the central frequency 8.23 THz.

1. Introduction

Circulators are important passive nonreciprocal compo-
nents which are used both in microwave and optical fre-
quency regions. These devices permit mitigate the harmful
influence of reflections in circuits on the sources of elec-
tromagnetic waves. In microwaves, the most popular cir-
culators are based on waveguide and microstrip technology
with magnetized ferrite elements [1, 2]. Optical circulators
have been also discussed in literature [3, 4, 5, 6].

Graphene is the first 2D material obtained experimen-
tally. The fact that the charge carriers are confined in an
atomic layer leads to a unique electronic structure. The
graphene is a very promising material for electronic and
photonic devices [7, 8, 9]. Due to anisotropic characteristic
of its conductivity tensor under magnetization [10, 11], this
material exhibits gyrotropic properties. This allowes one
to project nonreciprocal devices based on graphene in THz
region.

Recently, an interesting idea of an edge-guided graphene
circulator was discussed in [12]. However, the device
presents a multi-layer graphene-dielectric structure and this
can complicate its production technology. In our work,
we suggest and numerically analyze a new type of THz
Y-circulator. It has a very simple structure that consists
of graphene nanostrip waveguides connected to a graphene
circular resonator placed on a dielectric substrate.

2. Problem description

The geometric configuration of the circulator is shown in
Fig. 1. The structure consists of three graphene waveguides
connected to a graphene circular resonant cavity placed on
a dielectric substrate. The graphene is magnetized by a
DC magnetic field B0 along the z-axis. The operation fre-
quency of the circulator depends mostly on the radius of the
resonator R. As an example, we present below the numeri-
cal simulations for a circulator with the resonator which has
the radius R =320 nm. The graphene waveguides have the
width w = 140 nm and length L = 600 nm. The circulator
is placed on a dielectric substrate composed by a layer of
silicon with the thickness h1 = 200 nm and silica with the
thickness h2 = 600 nm. The relative permittivities of them
are ε1 = 11.9 and ε2 = 2.09, respectively. This two-layer
dielectric structure permits diminish the insertion losses of
the circulator.

(b)
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Figure 1: (Color online) Schematic representation of
graphene circulator: a) top view, b) side view, B0 is bias
DC magnetic field.

Numerical simulations were performed by using com-
mercial software COMSOL [13]. We calculated the trans-
mission coefficient |Sij | = |Ej |/|Ei|, where Ei and Ej

representsEz electric field component of the signal injected
in port j and received by port i. The bandwidth of the cir-
culator is defined as BW = (f2 − f1)/f0 × 100, where f2
and f1 are the extreme frequencies which define the trans-



mission level better than -2 dB and the isolation level below
-15 dB, f0 is the central frequency of the circulator.

In the presence of the bias field B0, the charge carrier
of graphene are deflected by Lorentz force and move in cy-
clotron orbits. As a result the tensor of optical conductivity
acquires anti-symmetrical characteristics [14]. This 2D ten-
sor can be written as

[σs] =

!

σxx −σxy

σxy σxx

"

. (1)

In the frequency region where interband transitions can
be neglected, one can use the classical Drude form of the
tensor [15]:

σxx =
2D

π

1/τ − iω

ω2
c
− (ω + i/τ)2

, (2)

σxy = −
2D

π

ωc

ω2
c
− (ω + i/τ)2

, (3)

where D = 2σ0ϵF /! is the Drude weight, σ0 is the
miminum conductivity of graphene, ϵF is related with
Fermi energy of graphene,ωc = eB0v2F /ϵF is the cyclotron
frequency, ! is the reduced Planck’s constant, e is the elec-
tron charge, τ is the relaxation time, ω is the frequency of
the incident wave, vF is the Fermi velocity, B0 is the mag-
netic field and i =

√
−1. Frequency dependence of the real

and imaginary parts of the tensor components are shown in
2a and 2b.

In numerical calculus, graphene is modeled as a bulk ma-
terial with the conductivity tensor defined by [σv] = [σs]/∆
where [σs] is the surface conductiviry tensor [16]. Its com-
ponents are given by (2) and (3), and ∆ = 1 nm is the
thickness of the graphene. This artificial parameter is used
only for calculation purposes.

3. Numerical Result

It is well known that graphene strips can support two kinds
of guided surface plasmon polaritons (SPP) modes, namelly
guide modes and edge modes which are discussed in details
in [17, 18]. In our case, we have chosen the former one,
once the electromagnetic field in this mode is distributed
along the width of the ribbon as shown in the insert of Fig
3. The dependence of effective refractive index for differ-
ent values of frequency with respect to the width of the
graphene ribbon is shown in Fig. 3 .

The working principle of the circulator is similar to that
of the microstrip one [1]. The direction of circulation (input
port → output port) is defined by the direction of the DC
magnetic field B0: the clockwise direction (1→3, 2→1,
3→2) and the counter-clockwise direction (1→2, 2→3,
3→1).

In order to analyse the dependence of the frequencies of
the two rotating dipole modes with respect to magnetic field
B0 (see Fig. 4), we calculated the structure with one waveg-
uide coupled to the resonant cavity (insert in Fig. 4).

The guided SPP wave in the input waveguide excites
in the circular resonator two degenerate clockwise with
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Figure 2: (Color online) Real and imaginary parts of com-
ponents σxx and σxy of electric conductivity tensor of
graphene, ϵF = 0.15 eV, τ = 0.9 ps, B0 = 1.1 T.
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Figure 3: (Color online) Width dependence of effective
mode index for (upwards) 5 THz, 8 THz, 10 THz, 15
THz, 20 THz. Insert is the |Ez| profile of guided mode
in graphene strip.

the frequency ω+ and counter-clockwise with ω− rotating
modes. These two modes produce a dipole aligned to the in-
put waveguide, which leads to a transmission in both output
ports (see Fig. 5a). The DC magnetic bias of B0 = 1.1T
brakes the degeneracy and makes the field pattern of the
standing wave to rotate by 60◦ placing the node in port 3.
Thus, if the signal is injected into the port 1 it will be trans-
mitted to port 3 and port 2 is isolated. If the signal is in-
jected in port 2, it is transmitted to port 1. Analogously in
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Figure 4: (Color online) Magnetic field dependence of ro-
tating mode resonances. Insert: resonator feeding scheme
for calculus of resonances.

the case of incidence in port 3: the signal is transmitted to
port 2, as shown in Fig 4b, 4c, 4d, respectively.
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Figure 5: (Color online) |Ez| field distribution in circulator,
a) nonmagnetized case, and magnetized cases b) (1→3), c)
(2→1) and d) (3→2).

Fig. 6 presents a spatial distribution of the magnetic field
|H| with respect to z-axis. One can see the exponential
decay behaviour of the field which is a characteristic of the
plasmonic waves.

The calculated frequency characteristics of the circulator
are shown in Fig. 7. At the central frequency of 8.23 THz,
the device has the transmission coefficient of -1.2 dB, the
isolation of -33 dB, DC magnetic field is B0 = 1.1T. The
bandwidth is 7% for the transmission level -2 dB and the
isolation -15 dB.

3.1. Control by Fermi energy of graphene

Varying Fermi energy of graphene, one changes the carrier
density on the graphene. This leads to different values of
the components of the conductivity tensor and gives a pos-
sibility of dynamical control of responses of the circulator.
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Figure 6: (Color online) z-dependence of magnetic field
|H| in circulator calculated in point A.
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Figure 7: (Color online) Frequency responses of circulator.

An increase of ϵF shifts the central frequency of operation
to higher frequencies (see Fig. 8). For the values of ϵF
between 0.12 eV and 0.19 eV, the central frequency varies
from 7.3 THz to 9.3 THz. However changing ϵF from its
optimum value ϵF = 0.15 eV deteriorates the insertion and
isolation losses and narrows down the bandwidth of the de-
vice.
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Figure 8: (Color online) Chemical potential dependence
of central frequency (circle marks), bandwidth (asterisk
marks) and of insertion losses (x marks).
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4. Conclusions

In this work we have suggested and confirmed by numer-
ical simulations a possibility of realization of a control-
lable three-port graphene-based Y-circulator operating in
the THz region. This component has a very simple structure
composed only by a graphene elements over a dielectric
substrate. The frequency characteristics of the circulator
excited from different ports are the same due to its three-
fold rotational symmetry. The device simulations demon-
strated that at the central frequency of 8.23 THz, the band-
width is 7 % with respect to the level of isolation -15 dB
and insertion loss better than -2 dB with bias DC magnetic
field B0 = 1.1T.
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Abstract 

Recent developments in metamaterial designs have opened 
up the possibility of the absorption in the terahertz frequency 
range. In this paper we present a multi-resonant perfect 
absorber that can be tuned to produce either single wideband 
or multi-band resonance in order to suit any special 
requirements. We demonstrate that the proposed structure 
leads to the absorption peaks in terahertz regime. This 
periodic metal-backed structure consists of a metallic ring 
positioned on a graphene nano-ribbon per unit cell. In 
addition, we derive the equivalent circuit and transmission 
line model based on the reflected fields to facilitate analysis 
of the proposed design and comprehension of full-wave 
simulation results. 

1. Introduction 

Since J.B. Pendry et al, explained that some periodically 
placed metallic wires and split ring resonators (SRRs) can 
yield negative effective permittivity and permeability, 
respectively, there have been a large number of research in 
the metamaterial applications [1, 2].  At the beginnings, 
Metamaterials were just supposed to be only left-handed 
materials (LHM), but now metamaterials own much broader 
definition than LHM. The concept of metamaterial has been 
blended with the ability to control electromagnetic waves.  
This artificial material has been developed to bend 
electromagnetic waves for making a superlens due to its 
negative refractive index by D.R. Smith by the year 2005.  In 
2006, Pendry et al, accomplished in the realization of 
invisible cloaking by proposing transformation optics in 
microwave frequencies [3], [4].  
Recently, graphene a two-dimensional material in which 
carbon atoms constitute a honey-comb lattice with one 
atomic thickness, fulfills numerous purposes in electronics, 
plasmonics and photonics [5].  This anisotropic material 
possesses a great strength, thermal and electrical 
conductivity in a wide frequency spectrum due to its large 
electron mobility [6], [7]. In the far-infrared detectors, 
graphene plays a significant role to achieve a broadband 
absorption and ultrafast response [8]. Furthermore, 
possession of particular plasmonic properties, graphene has 
attracted intense attention of research community in studying 
plasmonic waveguides. 

graphene sheet also has a great conductivity amount due to 
its high electron mobility. The electron mobility of this 
platform can be adjusted either by chemical doping or gate 
voltage to produce desired conductivity. In addition to 
electron mobility, its function can be tuned by manipulating 
such parameters as temperature and frequency range, too.  
Another advantage of using graphene in plasmonics is its 
compressed surface plasmon wavelength so that it smooths 
the path for designing ultra-compact electronic and 
plasmonic devices [9]. 
THz absorbers play an important role in photodetectors, 
photovoltaic and stealth applications [10]. In this paper, we 
first utilize the desirable graphene parameters to achieve the 
proposed absorber structure and results. We will then present 
the investigated equivalent circuit and examine the results for 
oblique incidence. It is demonstrated that this absorber is 
based on scattering cancellation caused by destructive 
interference 

2. Graphene properties   

The surface conductivity and permittivity of this platform is 
expressed as follows:  

2.1. Graphene conductivity 

The complex surface conductivity of graphene sheet can be 
derived by Kubo formula [11], [12]: 

𝜎(𝜔, 𝜏, 𝜇𝑐, 𝑇) =  −𝑖𝑒2(𝜔 + 𝑖𝜏−1)
𝜋ℏ2 [ 1

(𝜔 + 𝑖𝜏−1) ∫ (𝜕𝑓𝑑(𝜀)
𝜕𝜀

∞

0

− 𝜕𝑓𝑑(−𝜀)
𝜕𝜀 )𝜀𝑑𝜀

− ∫ 𝑓𝑑(−𝜀) − 𝑓𝑑(𝜀)
(𝜔 + 𝑖𝜏−1)2 − 4(𝜀 ℏ⁄ )

2 𝑑𝜀
∞

0
]       (1) 

where – 𝑒, 𝜔 , ℏ and 𝜀 represent charge of electron, angular 
frequency, reduced Planck constant and the energy, 

respectively. And 𝑓𝑑(ℇ) = −(𝑒
(ℇ−𝜇𝑐)

𝐾𝐵𝑇⁄ + 1)−1 is Fermy-
Dirac distribution, 𝜏  denotes the relaxation time and      
𝑇=300 K is the temperature. Graphene conductivity includes 
both semi-classical, intraband 𝜎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑟a  conductivity and 
quantum-dynamical, interband 𝜎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 conductivity. 
Therefore the complex conductivity can be expressed as the 
relations below: 
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Figure 1: Permittivity of graphene sheet in the 
frequency range of interest for different values of 
chemical potential (𝜇𝑐). 

 

  𝜎𝐺𝑅(𝜔) = 𝜎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎(𝜔) + 𝜎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟(𝜔)                  (2) 

𝜎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎(𝜔) = 𝑖 𝑒2𝐾𝐵𝑇
𝜋ℏ2(𝜔 + 𝑖𝜏−1) [ 𝜇𝑐

𝐾𝐵𝑇 + 2 ln(𝑒
−𝜇𝑐 𝐾𝐵𝑇⁄ + 1)]    (3) 

𝜎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟(𝜔) = 𝑖𝑒2

4𝜋ℏ ln(2|𝜇𝑐| − (𝜔 + 𝑖𝜏−1)ℏ
2|𝜇𝑐| + (𝜔 + 𝑖𝜏−1)ℏ)               (4) 

Where 𝐾𝐵 is Boltzmann’s constant, 𝜏=3.3 ps is the graphene 
relaxation time and 𝜇𝑐=100meV denotes chemical potential 
[13]. 

2.2. Graphene permittivity 

We employed CST.MWS for full-wave simulation [14]. 
Since the material is two-dimensional, we can not apply its 
parameters directly into the software. Instead, we used a 
special technique to model graphene in 3D software 
environment, which was first introduced by Vakil and 
Engheta [15]. According to this work, by defining a certain 
thickness for graphene (e.g. ∆ = 1nm), we can compute the 

bulk conductivity by the expression 
𝜎(𝜔)

∆  to use it in 

permittivity formula. Therefore, permittivity of graphene can 
be expressed as follows: 
 

𝜀(𝜔) = 𝜀0 + 𝑖𝜎(𝜔)
𝜔∆                             (5) 

 
Now the permittivity values may be imported as material 
parameters in the CST.MWS. We found that the simulation 
resulted by the obtained values from the Eq. 5 are in 
accordance with the analytical formula. Fig. 1 shows the 
permittivity of graphene for different values of chemical 
potential. 

3. Graphene-based perfect absorber 

3.1. The structure layout and design 

In the previous sections, we demonstrated the way graphene 
properties are formulated. Now in this section we intend to 
indicate the layout of our proposed structure by employing  

                    (b) 
                                                                                  

             
           (a)                    (c) 

 
the yielded parameters of graphene. Fig. 2 shows the 
schematic of the discussed perfect absorber layout and 
dimensions. It should be noted that the resonator consists of 
a graphene micro-ribbon and a metallic ring that had been 
separately offered in the papers [16, 17] and [18]. We utilized 
a ring and slab of gold with a conductivity of 4.561 × 107 
and a SiO2 dielectric ( 𝜀𝑟 = 4.41 ). The geometrical 
parameters of the design are as follows: periodicity of 𝑃 =
2𝜇m, ring inner radius of 𝑟𝑖 = 0.4 𝜇𝑚, outer radius of 𝑟𝑜 =
0.7𝜇𝑚 , ring thickness of 𝑇𝑅 = 0.025𝜇𝑚 , ground plate 
thickness of 𝑇𝐺 = 0.8𝜇𝑚  and dielectric thickness of 𝑑 =
3.9𝜇𝑚. These are constant values. For ribbon width (𝑅𝑊) 
we have considered different values that are determined in 
the next sections.  

3.2. The equivalent circuit and transmission line model 

In this section, we present the investigated equivalent circuit 
and transmission line model of the proposed structure for 
facilitation purposes. In this structure, we employed a 
sufficiently thick PEC at the behind to ensure the transmission  

 

Figure 2: The layout of the interest. (a) Perspective of 
the unit cell which is composed of a backed metal slab, 
a dielectric substrate, a graphene sheet and a metallic 
ring. (b) The periodic integration of some unit cells. (c) 
The dimensions of the design. 

Figure 3: The transmission line model and input 
impedance of an absorber. 

(a) (b) 
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is zero and considered it as a short circuit in transmission line 
model analysis due to its zero-characteristic-impedance.  
Since, the dielectric is lossless, the relative permittivity only 
includes a real part and is obtained by the relation below: 
 

𝑍𝑑 = 𝑗 𝜂0
√𝜀𝑟

tan(𝑘0𝑑√𝜀𝑟)                            (6) 

 
where 𝜂0, 𝑘0 denote the free space characteristic impedance 
and wavenumber, respectively, and 𝑑  is the dielectric 
thickness. The general transmission line model of the 
mentioned structure is depicted in Fig. 3.  
Now first consider 𝑍𝑚 as the input impedance of the short 
circuit terminated TL which is seen looking toward the PEC 
in the Fig. 3 (a). The general expression of the transmission 
line input impedance is expressed as follows: 
 

𝑍𝑚 = 𝜂𝑑
𝑍𝐿 + 𝑗𝜂𝑑 tan(𝑘0𝑑√𝜀𝑟)
𝜂𝑑 + 𝑗𝑍𝐿 tan(𝑘0𝑑√𝜀𝑟)                         (7) 

 
where 𝜂𝑑 =  𝜂0

√𝜀𝑟
 and 𝑍𝐿 = 0 are the dielectric and the PEC’s 

characteristic impedance, respectively. Finally, 𝑍𝑚  can be 
expressed as follows:  
 

𝑍𝑚 = 𝑗𝜂𝑑 tan(𝑘0𝑑√𝜀𝑟)                          (8) 
 
According to the eq. 8, 𝑍𝑚 is obviously equal to 𝑍𝑑.  
As it is illustrated in the Fig. 3 (b)  𝑍𝐹𝑆𝑆 = 𝑅𝐹𝑆𝑆 + 𝑗𝑋𝐹𝑆𝑆 and 
𝑍𝑚 = 𝑗𝑋𝑚  are in parallel arrangement. Now we have 
suggested the 𝑍𝐹𝑆𝑆  equivalent circuit in the Fig. 4. This 
optimal circuit is in high accordance with the full-wave 
simulation results.  
After 𝑍𝐹𝑆𝑆 measurements, 𝑍𝑖𝑛 and reflection coefficient (R) 
are yielded by the eq. 9, 10: 
 

𝑍𝑖𝑛 = 𝑍𝐹𝑆𝑆𝑍𝑚
𝑍𝐹𝑆𝑆 + 𝑍𝑚

                               (9) 

 

𝑅 = 𝑍𝑖𝑛 − 𝑍0
𝑍𝑖𝑛 + 𝑍0

                                (10) 

 
In order the reflectance to be zero, the input impedance has to 
be matched with the free space characteristic impedance. 
 

4. The results 

4.1. Absorption mechanism 

The absorption is achieved by destructive interferences of 
reflected waves. According to Fig. 5 the total reflectance is 
expressed as follows [19]:  
 
𝑅𝑡𝑜𝑡 = |𝑟12|𝑒−𝜑𝑟12 + 

 |𝑡12||𝑟23||𝑡21|𝑒−(𝜑𝑡12+𝜑𝑟23+𝜑𝑡21) + 

|𝑡12||𝑟23||𝑟21||𝑟23||𝑡21|𝑒−(𝜑𝑡12+2𝜑𝑟23+𝜑𝑟21+𝜑𝑡21) + 

…                                                                                  (11) 

 
It is obvious that the eq. 11 consists of geometric series and 
also 𝑟23𝑒−𝜑𝑟23 = −1 due to ground slab shielding. Thus the 
total reflectance is simplified to the following relation: 
 
 

𝑅𝑡𝑜𝑡 = |𝑟12|𝑒−𝜑𝑟12 − |𝑟𝑚|𝑒−𝜑𝑟𝑚                    (12) 
 

 

 

Figure 4: The schematic of 𝑍𝐹𝐹𝑆 equivalent circuit. 

Figure 5: The overview of destructive-interferences-
based perfect absorption. 

Figure 6: Real and imaginary parts of first-order and 
higher-orders-summation reflectance of the absorber.   
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 |𝑟𝑚|𝑒−𝜑𝑟𝑚 = |𝑡12||𝑡21|𝑒−(𝜑𝑡12+𝜑𝑡21)

1+|𝑟21|𝑒−𝜑𝑟21                    (13)   

 
 
The values of real and imaginary parts of  |𝑟12|𝑒−𝜑𝑟12  and 
|𝑟𝑚|𝑒−𝜑𝑟𝑚 have been depicted for the ribbon width (𝑅𝑊) of  
1160 𝑛𝑚  in Fig. 6. It can be observed that the resonance 
frequency is the point where these two plots meet for both 
real and imaginary parts. On the other hand, the interaction 
between the first-order and the sum of higher orders of the 
reflected waves with 𝜋 phase difference causes destructive 
interferences. Therefore the reflected waves are suppressed 
for the sake of near unity absorption. 
 

4.2. The absorption results 

We have suggested a kind of metamaterial absorber which 
responses for numerous values of ribbon width (𝑅𝑊) and in 
order one to achieve arbitrary resonances it is highly 
recommended to manipulate 𝑅𝑊 . It simply causes the 
resonance frequencies to move in the range of 6 to 9 THz. By 
tuning 𝑅𝑊, we can also have the resonance frequencies close 
enough to obtain a broadband perfect absorption.  
It should be mentioned that our equivalent circuit model 
(ECM) possesses a high compliance with the results 
simulated by CST.MWS that is shown in Fig. 7 (a), (b).  
Now we present the efficient equivalent circuit components 
values for the suggested responses in the tables 1, 2.  
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

   *denotes atto-farad or 10−18 farads. 

 
       (a) 

 
(b) 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

Table 1: The equivalent circuit components values for difference RWs. 

𝑅𝑊 𝑅𝑝1(𝑀𝛺) 𝑅𝑝2(𝑀𝛺) 𝑅𝑝3(𝑀𝛺) 𝑅𝑠1(𝛺) 𝑅𝑠2(𝛺) 𝑅𝑠3(𝛺)  

820 nm 32.1 ∞ 129.3 250.8 34.9 258.4  

875 nm 0 ∞ 2.9 2965 44.7 70.2  

1160 nm 13.3 1.5 61.5 186 27.2 183  

1170 nm 21.8 38.8 20.4 233 42.7 183  

Table 2: The equivalent circuit components values for difference RWs. 

RW 𝐶1(aF*) 𝐶2(𝑎𝐹) 𝐶3(𝑎𝐹) 𝐿1(pH) 𝐿2(𝑝𝐻) 𝐿3(𝑝𝐻) 

820nm 0.508 19.9 0.537 936 45 730 

875nm - 4.4 0.732 1085 37.6 565 

1160nm 0.627 23.3 0.969 852 32 522 

1170nm 0.678 23 0.867 824 31.8 601 

Figure 7: The absorption results derived by Simulating 
(SIM) structure in CST.MWS and the equivalent circuit 
model (ECM) for different values of RW. 
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4.3. Oblique incidence 

In the previous section, absorptivity diagrams were plotted 
for different values of 𝑅𝑊 in the case of normal incidence. 
Now, we intend to discover whether the absorptivity is in 
high efficiency for the oblique angles as normal incidence 
wave. Fig. 8 (a) and (b) reveal sensitivity of the absorptivity 
to the angle of incidence wave for the 𝑅𝑊 value of 875nm 
and 1160nm, respectively. 

(a) 

(b) 

5. Conclusions 

In this paper, a perfect absorber is suggested that works in far-
infrared regime. We demonstrated that single or multi band is 
achieved by changing the ribbon width of this absorber. As a 
result, one can obtain the absorption peaks in every single 
frequency. Moreover, an equivalent circuit is investigated by 
full-wave simulation and the exact values are extracted by 
utilizing the scattering characteristics. Our perfect absorption 
is based on destructive interferences that is achieved by 
reflection and transmission suppressions and possesses high 
efficiency over the incidence angel of 75 degrees.  
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Abstract- We have investigated the band structures E(d1), E(kz, kp) and the effective mass m*/m0 

along the growth axis and in the plane of GaAs(d1=19 nm)/Al0.3Ga0.7As(d2=5 nm) nanostructure 

superlattice, based on the envelope function formalism. At 0.4 K, the band gap 1.53 eV situates this 

sample as near infrared detector. We have also interpreted the oscillations in the magneto-resistance 

observed by Smrčka et al. The position of Fermi level indicates n type conductivity in this sample.  

The realization of type I nanostructures superlattices (SLs), consisting of alternating GaAs and AlxGa1-xAs 

compounds, was associated with different fundamental studies, since they are promising in different applications 

fields, like in optoelectronics [1] and in detectors [2,3]. 

We show in the Fig. 1.(a), the energy of the conduction (Ei), first light-hole (h1) and the heavy-hole (HH1) 

sub-bands at the center * (kz= 0) and the limit (kz= S/d) of the first Brillouin zone as a function of d1 at T= 0.4 K. 
The case of the investigated sample (d1=190 Å) is indicated by the vertical dashed line. The calculated band gap, 

from the bottom of the first conduction (E1) to the top of the first valence (HH1) sub-bands is Eg(Γ)= E1 - HH1= 

1.53 eV and the corresponding cut-off wavelength λ= 811 nm, is located in the near infrared region. The 

dispersion curves of this sample are shown in Fig. 1.(b). The electronic states are quantized and discrete along kz 

direction because of the thick (d2= 50 Å) barrier thickness, which separates two adjacent wells GaAs, leading to 

a weakly coupled system. In this case the electronic transport is dominated in the plane of this superlattice, in 

particular, in the GaAs layer with a large confinement of carriers charge. 
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Fig. 1: (a) Energy of both conduction (upper part) and valence (lower part) sub-bands as function of well thickness at 

0.4 K. The solid areas show the width of sub-bands. (b) Dispersion curves in the kz wave vector direction and in the plane kp 

of the superlattice, respectively. 
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Fig. 2: (a) Carrier's effective masse calculated along the growth direction and in the plane of the investigated 

superlattice. (b) Energy position of the calculated Landau levels of the first conduction and valence sub-bands as a function 

of magnetic field. The position of the Fermi level is also shown as a function of the magnetic field. 

 

The Fig. 2.(a), shows the carrier's effective mass of the first conduction and valence sub-bands, along the 

growth direction kz and in the plane kp of this superlattice. Along kp, the effective masses of light and heavy 

holes are almost constant and equal to and -0.11m0. For electrons m*
E1= 0.13m0. In order to estimate the Fermi 

level of the investigated sample we used the magneto-resistance data of Smrčka et al. [4]. The sheet carrier 

density obtained from Shubnikov de Haas data is: n2D= 4.4 1011 cm-2. The Fermi level of two dimensional 

electron gas (2DEG) is EF= 1.710 eV. Therefore, this sample exhibits n type conductivity. 

The application of an external magnetic field on such quantum Hall system, leads to a creation of landau levels and 

their calculated energies, for E1 and HH1 are shown in the Fig. 2.(b). When the magnetic field increases, the 

crossovers between the calculated Landau levels (for N= 0 to 4) and the Fermi level indicate the same minima of the 

transverse magneto resistance oscillations (Shubnikov-de Haas effect), observed in ref[4], at B= 4.6 T, 1.4 T, 0.8 T, 

0.54 T and 0.4 T as shown in the Fig. 2.(b). We have also interpreted the observed quantum Hall effect in the GaAs 

quantum wells. .  
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Abstract— We study both theoretically and experimentally a new class of surface electromag-
netic waves supported by resonant anisotropic metasurface. At certain frequency this type of
metasurface demonstrates the topological transition from elliptical to hyperbolic regime.

Metasurfaces are known as a two-dimensional analog of metamaterials as they o�er unprece-
dented control over light propagation, reflection, and refraction [1, 2]. One of the main advantages
of metasurfaces is that these structures are fully compatible with modern planar fabrication tech-
nology and they can be readily integrated into on-chip optical devices, preserving most of the
functionalities and unique properties of three-dimensional metamaterials.

In this work, we study both theoretically and experimentally the surface electromagnetic waves
supported by a resonant anisotropic metasurface. We demonstrate the topological transition from
elliptical to hyperbolic regime at the visible frequencies.
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Figure 1: (a) Design of the anisotropic metasurface. Upper (x > 0) half space with �1 and lower (x < 0) half
space with �2 are separated by an anisotropic conducting layer represented by an array of plasmonic nanopar-
ticles. The principal axes of the conductivity tensor are shown by dashed lines. Surface wave propagates
along z-direction. The inset shows scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of the fabricated metasurface
supporting surface waves in the optical range. (b) Reflectance spectra of the metasurface measured for
two polarizations (top row), corresponding simulated S11-parameters (middle row) and reconstructed com-
ponents of anisotropic conductivity tensor � (bottom row). (c) Electric field amplitude map (logarithmic
scale) of the surface waves excited by a point-like electric dipole in four di�erent regimes determined by the
magnitude of normalized frequency. The dipole orientation is denoted by a red arrow.

In the framework of the e�ective medium approximation, a metasurface can be described by
a two-dimensional conductivity tensor �̂ (see Refs. [3, 4]). In the case of non-chiral anisotropic
metasurface, the conductivity tensor has a diagonal structure �̂(�) = diag(�k,�?) with frequency-
dependent components [5]. The dispersion equation of the surface waves supported by an anisotropic
non-chiral metasurface can be derived from the Maxwell’s equations straightforwardly[3]:

(c�1/� + c�1/� � 4�i�yy/c) (��1/c�1 + ��2/c�2 + 4�i�zz/c) = 16�2
/c

2�2
yz. (1)



Here, �ij are the tensor components in the rotated coordinate system [see Fig. 1(a)] and �1 and �2
are the inverse penetration depths of the wave in air and in substrate, respectively.

In this work, we consider a metasurface consisting of gold anisotropic nanoparticles placed on
a fused silica substrate [see Fig. 1(a)]. The asymmetry of each particle splits its in-plane dipole
plasmonic resonance with frequency � into two resonances with frequencies �k and �?. In the
case of thin particles, the normal dipole response can be neglected. The resonance frequencies and
the spectra of conductivity tensor components are retrieved from the reflectance spectra[6]. The
phases of the reflectance coe�cients [arg(S11), see Fig. 1(b)] were borrowed from the results of the
corresponding numerical simulations. One can see that the imaginary parts of the conductivity
tensor components change the signs in the vicinity of the resonance frequencies. This allows for
realization of three dispersion regimes of the metasurface – capacitive, inductive, and hyperbolic[3].

Clear manifestation of both anisotropic and resonant properties of the metasurface can be seen
in the experiment on the excitation of surface waves by a point dipole source placed in the vicinity
of the metasurface. The role of the source can be played by a single defect introduced to the
metasurface. The numerical simulations of the excitation of surface waves at di�erent frequencies
are shown in Fig. 1(c). One can see the strong dependence of the surface wave propagation behavior
on the frequency of the source. Therefore, in the hyperbolic regime, simultaneous propagation of
two hybridized modes is observed. In the �-near-zero regime, quasi-one-dimensional propagation
is possible.

In summary, we have studied both theoretically and experimentally the surface waves supported
by a resonant anisotropic metasurface. We have shown that a metasurface consisting of anisotropic
plasmonic nanoparticles exhibits three dispersion regimes and the topological transition from the
elliptic to hyperbolic regime occurs at the visible frequencies. It provides ultimate control over the
surface wave propagation required for the optical on-chip applications. The fabrication simplicity,
rich functionality, and planar geometry make hyperbolic metasurfaces promising element for many
optical and optoelectronic devices.
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Abstract-Terahertz light emission based on electron-beam radiation mechanisms in graphene is 

investigated numerically. Specifically, we consider cyclotron-like emission in sinusoidally 

corrugated graphene, and the Smith-Purcell effect in a planar graphene sheet on a nanoscale 

dielectric hole array.  Technologically significant power levels at geometrically tunable THz 

frequencies are computed for both device configurations even at room temperature.   

 

The development of electrically driven solid-state sources of THz light is the subject of extensive research 

efforts, due to the lack of practical devices capable of room-temperature operation.  While most activities to date 

have focused on quantum cascade lasers or microwave devices, the use of electron-beam radiation mechanisms 

has received little attention.  These mechanisms involve charges traveling at constant speed in the presence of a 

periodic spatial modulation, in either their trajectory (e.g., cyclotron radiation) or the surrounding dielectric 

environment (the Smith Purcell effect).  These ideas are commonly used in radiation sources based on 

high-energy electron beams in vacuum (e.g., free-electron lasers and microwave orotrons) – however, their 

demonstration in solid-state devices has remained a challenge.  By virtue of its unique electrical properties 

(including linear energy dispersion, large Fermi velocity, and micron-scale electron mean free paths even at room 

temperature), graphene provides a natural candidate to overcome these limitations.   
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Figure 1. (a) Equivalent dipole distribution for the cyclotron-like radiation mechanism investigated in this work. 

(b) Schematic illustration of the Smith-Purcell device geometry. 

In the present work, this basic idea is explored via rigorous full-wave simulations for two different device 

configurations.  The first approach [1] is based on the conformal deposition of a sheet of graphene on a 

sinusoidal grating on the surface of a suitable substrate.   In this geometry under dc bias, electrons (or holes) 

undergo periodic angular motion [Fig. 1(a)] by virtue of the graphene mechanical corrugation, combined with its 

2D nature which ensures that the carrier trajectories perfectly conform to the corrugation.  As a result, light is 

emitted based on a mechanism similar to cyclotron radiation, but without the need for any external magnetic 

field.  In the second approach [2], a planar sheet of graphene is deposited over a 2D hole array in a solid 

substrate [Fig. 1(b)].  In this geometry, radiation is again expected from the graphene charge carriers (under 

uniform rectilinear motion) as they pass near the grating, via the Smith-Purcell effect [3].   
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The radiation output of both devices is evaluated by first computing the contribution from each electron in 

the graphene sheet via FDTD simulations.  In these calculations, each electron is modeled with an equivalent 

dipole distribution P(r, t), whose time derivative is equal to the current density J(r, t) carried by the electron.  

With this approach, the important effect of electronic scattering can be directly included by setting the length of 

the equivalent dipole distribution equal to the electron mean free path between consecutive collisions.  The 

overall emission spectrum is finally obtained by adding up the single-electron contributions over all values of the 

electronic wavevector k, properly weighted by the distribution function fk (including Pauli blocking effects).   

 

Figure 2. (a) Emission spectra of three graphene Smith-Purcell devices based on triangular hole arrays of 

different period /.  The total output power per unit area of each structure, integrated over all frequencies, is also 

listed in the inset. (b) Peak emission frequency (circles) and total output power per unit area (squares) of 

corrugated graphene versus corrugation period, for a corrugation amplitude of 50 nm.  The data shown in both 

panels were computed for graphene at room temperature.   

Representative simulation results are shown in Fig. 2.  Figure 2(a) shows the calculated radiation spectra of 

three Smith-Purcell devices of different grating period.  In Fig. 2(b), we plot the peak emission frequency and 

total output power per unit area of a cyclotron-like device as a function of the corrugation period.  These results 

show that technologically significant power levels of several PW/mm2 can be obtained at room temperature, at 

geometrically tunable THz frequencies on the order of vF// (where vF ~1×108 cm/s is the graphene Fermi 

velocity and / is the period of either the sinusoidal trajectory or the nearby grating).  Importantly, these power 
levels are obtained at frequencies of several THz, contrary to the case of traditional microwave oscillators which 

are generally limited to frequencies below ~1 THz.  Combined with their inherent design simplicity and array 

scalability, the devices of Fig. 1 therefore represent an attractive candidate to extend the frequency range of 

existing room-temperature solid-state THz sources.   
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Abstract— A subcell technique for calculation of optical properties of graphene metamaterials
with the finite-difference time-domain method is presented. The technique is applied for analysis
of transmission, reflection and absorbtion spectra of various graphene metamaterials, and the
results are compared to other theoretical approaches as well as experimental data. The method
demonstrates a significantly better numerical efficiency and accuracy than a common approach,
where graphene is represented by a thin film.

Graphene has emerged as a candidate for a large number of novel applications in the field of
nanooptics. Unique optical properties of graphene are determined by a 2D nature of its conductivity,
with one of the most notable consequences being the existence of ultra-subwavelength graphene
surface plasmon polaritons on its surface in the THz frequency range [1]. Coupled with the fact
that the conductivity of graphene is easily controlled by electrical gating, this effect can be utilized
to create tunable graphene-based THz metamaterials [2].

The finite-difference time-domain method (FDTD) is used extensively for studying the properties
of graphene metamaterials [3]. In a most common approach, 2D graphene sheet is represented
by a thin film with its thickness of the order of a single mesh step. However, the mesh step
should be superfine (tens of nanometers) compared to the wavelengths of interest in the THz
range (100 microns) in order to provide a satisfactory approximation of a 2D sheet conducting
properties, which makes the task computationally challenging. In this paper we present a new
subcell technique for conducting 2D materials. This technique is based on our subcell technique
for dispersive materials [4] and implemented in the framework of EMTL library [5]. At the heart of
this technique is a tensor representation of the frequency-dependent dielectric permittivity at the
graphene surface. The subcell technique supports generic non-planar graphene surfaces of arbitrary
orientation. We show that the proposed technique does not require a superfine mesh and properly
accounts for the interaction of TM plane waves with graphene sheets, unlike the thin film approach.
We apply the subcell technique to calculating optical properties of selected graphene metamaterials
and compare the results with available analytical predictions [6] and experimental data [2]. We also
analyze the dependence of the accuracy on the spatial mesh step and compare it with the accuracy
of the thin film approach.

In conclusion, we show that the subcell technique presents a flexible and efficient approach to
the modeling of graphene metamaterials and can be applied to optimize their optical properties for
various applications.
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Abstract- No fundamental limit appears to prevent us from designing wavelength-sized devices 

capable of controlling the light phase and intensity at terahertz speeds in those spectral ranges. Here 

we have proposed a solution based upon graphene for fast modulation and switching of light at 

visible and near-infrared (vis-NIR) frequencies which is of utmost importance for optical signal 

processing and sensing technologies.  

 

Here, we explore an alternative solution based upon the remarkable electro-optical properties of graphene. In 

particular, we predict unity-order changes in the transmission and absorption of vis-NIR light produced upon 

electrical doping of graphene sheets coupled to realistically engineered optical cavities. The light intensity is 

enhanced at the graphene plane, and so is its absorption, which can be switched and modulated via Pauli 

blocking through varying the level of doping. Specifically, we explore dielectric planar cavities operated under 

either tunneling or Fabry-Perot resonant transmission conditions, as well as Mie modes in silicon nanospheres 

and lattice resonances in metal particle arrays. Our simulations reveal absolute variations in transmission 

exceeding 90% using feasible material parameters, thus supporting the application of graphene in fast 

electro-optics at vis-NIR frequencies.  

 

 
Figure 1: Graphene optical switch based on resonant Fabry-Perot transmission. (a) Fabry-Perot resonator 



incorporating a tunable graphene layer inside the cavity flanked by two Bragg mirrors. (b) Normal-incidence 

transmittance for different levels of doping. 
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Abstract 

We have investigated in the band structures E(d1), E(kz, kp) 
and the effective mass m*/m0, respectively, along the 
growth axis and in the plane of GaAs (d1= 19 
nm)/Al0.3Ga0.7As (d2= 5 nm) superlattice, performed in the 
envelope function formalism. Our results show the effect of 
the well thickness d1 and the temperature on the electronic 
structures of this superlattice. The latter has a direct band 
gap of 1.529 eV and the corresponding cut-off wavelength 
indicates that it can be used as a near infrared detector. The 
position of Fermi level, based on the magnetoresistance 
measurements of Smrčka et al. and Fermi-Dirac integral 
computation at 0.4 K, predict that this sample exhibits n 
type conductivity with a two dimensional electron gas. 

1. Introduction 

The successful development of molecular beam epitaxy 
(MBE) has allowed the elaboration of type I nanostructures 
superlattices (SLs), consisting of alternating GaAs (well) 
and AlxGa1-xAs (barrier) compound semiconductors (see 
figure 1a). Their bulk materials are well known as a 
relatively wide band gap with high electron mobility and a 
small lattice matching compounds [1, 2], allowing, these 
SLs, to reach good performances and high temperature 
operations. 

Such artificial materials are expected to be useful in 
different applications fields. They can be applied in the 
Terahertz (THz) technologies as a source or even as a 
detector [3]. In their optimization of superlattices electronic 
devices (SLEDs), Paveliev et al. [4] have demonstrated a 
capability for high resolution spectrometer up to 3 THz, on 
a short period GaAs/AlAs superlattice multipliers, studied 
at 4 K, 77 K and room temperature. Therefore, such high 
frequencies make SLEDs good alternative to Schottky 
barrier diodes limited by different factors. Recently, 
Cárdenas et al. [5] present a promising alternative technique 
to produce THz waves based on the electron relaxations, 
between GaAs wells and AlAs barriers sub-bands, as well 
as Bloch–Landau oscillations in biased semiconductor 
superlattices (BSLs). They reported that an ideal Bloch 

oscillator can be realized at high magnetic field. As result, 
the THz emission could be more intense and coherent. 

The GaAs/AlxGa1-xAs SLs could be used in infrared 
detection. Researches in this field show that, these SLs, can 
operate at very low bias voltage with an inter-sub-bands 
process, leading to an infrared spectral peak response at a 
chosen cutoff wavelengths. This could be extended out to 
14.5 µm, in such nanostructures, with a doped GaAs wells 
and undoped Al0.21Ga0.79As barriers as reported by Bandara 
et al. [6]. 

The concept of band structures is very important, since 
it provides a good understanding of many physical 
properties of these materials. Therefore, the energy 
difference between the conduction band minimum (CBM) 
and the valence band maximum (VBM) is well known as 
the band gap energy Eg or forbidden band, which is useful 
in terms of explaining many electrical and optical 
properties. However, in the AlxGa1-xAs alloy, the CBM and 
VBM are not generally at the same electron momentum and 
their evolution depend on the aluminum concentration x. It's 
well known that GaAs (x=0) is a direct band gap compound 
semi-conductor and the lowest energy level is located at the 
center of the first Brillouin zone (Γ point) [7]. However, the 
photoluminescence (PL) studies of Lorenzo et al. [8] show 
that, the alloy AlxGa1-xAs becomes an indirect band gap as x 
≥ 0.45 at T= 300 K or x ≥ 0.38 at low temperatures. Thus, 
Eg becomes important at X point for a pure AlAs barrier (x= 
1). In this case, the X minimum of AlAs is below that of 
GaAs. Those results were supported by the PL 
measurements of Fluegel et al. [9]. 

Several investigations on (GaAs)m/(AlAs)n SLs, with m 
and n are the numbers of monolayers (ML) in one period, 
have predicted the existence of a transition from indirect to 
direct band gap for a certain range of layers thickness. 
Therefore, the PL observations of Litovchenko et al. [10], at 
5 K on a number of asymmetric SLs, with a different well 
and barrier thicknesses (m z n), indicate that, when the ratio 
of the well to barrier thickness (d1/d2) is at least two, the 
superlattice exhibits a direct band gap. According to the 
combined photoacoustic spectroscopy, high excitation-
intensity time-resolved luminescence and 
photoluminescence excitation measurements of Cingolani et 
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al. [11], at both T= 10 K and 300 K, such transition occurs 
on a symmetric SLs for m= n= 12 ML. 

On the other hand, the study of magneto-transport 
properties is a powerful tool for characterizing low 
dimensional semiconductors systems. At sufficiently low 
temperatures and under high magnetic fields, different 
quantum phenomena have been observed. Among them, the 
Shubnikov de Haas effect (SDH) which consists of 
oscillations in the magnetoresistance and it can be used to 
deduce several transport parameters. For example, the 
periodicity of oscillations gives the carrier density and the 
Fermi level. Once the Fermi level and the density of donor 
impurities Nd present in the sample are known, the donor 
level Ed can be calculated. The latter show the effect of such 
impurities on the conductivity of the superlattice. 
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Fig. 1 (a) Illustration of periodic GaAs/AlxGa1-xAs 
superlattice. (b) Energy along the growth direction with 
different parameters related to the electronic band 
structures. (Ec)i and (Ev)i where i= 1, 2 are the bottom of 
conduction and the top of valence bands energies for 
GaAs and AlxGa1-xAs bulks, respectively. 

2. Theoretical formulations and computational 
details 

2.1. Dispersion relations of light particles and heavy 
holes sub-bands of superlattices 

The calculations of GaAs/AlAs band structures have been 
performed in the envelope function formalism, in terms of 
some parameters denoted by 1 and 2 for GaAs and AlxGa1-

xAs bulks materials, respectively, which will be discussed in 
more detail below. 

The general expression of the dispersion relation for 
light particles (electrons and light holes) and heavy holes 
sub-bands is given by [12,13]: 

z 1 2 1 1 2 2

2
p

1 1 2 2
1 2

1 1
cos[k (d d )] cos(k d ) cos(k d ) [(ξ )

2 ξ
k 1

(r 2)] sin(k d ) sin(k d )
4k k r

�  � � �

� �

, (1) 

With kz the wave vector in the direction of growth and 
kp(kx,ky) in the plane of the superlattice. The origin of the 
energy E was taken at the top of AlxGa1-xAs valence band as 
shown in the Fig. 1b. At given energy and in each host 
material, the two–band Kane model [14] gives the wave 
vector (ki

2+kp
2). In this case, the energy E of light particles 

is given by: 

2 2 2 2
1 1 p 1

2 2 2 2
2 2 p 2 1

2
P (k +k ) (E ε Λ) (E Λ)      for GaAs

3
2

P (k +k ) E (E ε )                     for Al Ga As
3 x x�

  � � �°°
®
°  �
°̄

,  (2) 

The expression of ξ and r in the Eq.(1) are: 

1

2

kξ
k

r  and 2

1

E ε
E ε Λ

r
�

 
� �

,                                             (3) 

We used here, the empirical expressions of GaAs and 
AlxGa1-xAs band gaps εi(i= 1, 2), at Γ point, for xd 0.69 as a 
function of temperature [15,16]: 

� � � � � �-4 2
1ε = 1.519 - 5.405 10  T / T+204* ,                       (4) 

� � � � � � -4 2

2

5.5+3.35x 10 T
ε T,x = 1.517+1.39x -

T+(255+88x)
,                  (5) 

The Kane matrix element Pi was calculated by using the 
Kane energy Epi formula [17,18]: 

pi2
i

0

E
P  

2m
 ,                                                                        (6) 

From the same equation (1), the superlattice heavy hole 
sub-bands can be calculated with the following relations: 

1

2

2
2 2
1 p*

HH

2
2 2
2 p 1*

HH

 (k +k ) = (E Λ)    for GaAs
2 m

 (k +k ) E             for Al Ga As
2 m x x�


�°

°
®
°  °
¯

,                 (7) 

With 1

2

kξ
k

r  and 2

1

*
HH

*
HH

m

m
r  ,                                           (8) 

Where mHH1
*= 0.34m0 and mHH2

*= (0.33+0.18x)m0 are 
the heavy hole effective masses of GaAs and AlxGa1-xAs 
bulks, respectively [18,19]. 
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In this work, we choose to use the valence band offset 
Λ, between heavy holes sub-bands edges of GaAs and 
AlxGa1-xAs at Γ point. The calculations of Yin Wang et al. 
[20] using atomistic first principles approach show that 
Λ(eV)= 0.587x. 

The calculations of band structures consist of solving 
the general dispersion relation with the reported parameters. 
Thus, in the Eq. (1), the superlattice energy state exists if 
the right-hand side lies in the range -1 to 1. In other words, -
1d cos (kz d) d1 implies –π/d ≤ kz ≤ π/d in the first Brillouin 
zone, with d= d1+d2 is the superlattice period. In the study 
of energy E as a function of wave vector in the direction of 
growth kz (kp=0), the solving procedure consists of going 
with small steps of energy through the studied range. Then 
finding, for a given E, the value of kz which is root of the 
dispersion relations. The same procedure is used for 
studying E versus the wave vector in the plane of the 
superlattice kp (kz=0 and kz= π/d). 

The sample studied here consists of alternating 
d1(GaAs)= 190 Å and d2(Al0.3Ga0.7As)= 50 Å. 
Consequently, d2/d1=0.26 and the superlattice period is d= 
d1+d2= 240 Å. 

2.2. Fermi level calculations 

In order to determine the Fermi level EF as a function of 
temperature T, one can use the Fermi-Dirac integral [21,22]. 
The general expression of such integral allows the 
calculation of carrier density n, in particular, the electron 
concentration, by the following formula: 

2
c j F in= N   F (η ) ,                                                                  (9) 

With Nc the effective density of states at the edge of the 
conduction band and Fj(ηF) is the Fermi integral of order j: 

F

j

j F ( η - η )0

1 η
F (η )=  dη

Γ(j+1) 1+e 

�f

³ , 

Where Γ(j+1) is the Gamma-function and η=(E-Ec)/kBT and 
ηF=(EF-Ec)/kBT is the reduced Fermi energy, Ec is the energy 
at the bottom of the conduction band and kB the Boltzmann 
constant. 

In a three dimensional (3D) electron transport (j=+1/2), 
this integral becomes: 

F

1/2
3D

3D c ( η - η )0

2 η
n = N  dη

1+e π
f

³ ,                                       (10) 

With 1

3/2*
E B3D

c 2

m k T
N = 2

§ ·
¨ ¸¨ ¸
© ¹

, 

Where mE1* is the electron effective mass and ħ is the 
reduced Planck’s constant. 

In the case of two dimensional (2D) systems, with only 
two degrees of spatial freedom (j= 0), the expression of 
Fermi–Dirac integral is given by: 

F

2D
2D c ( η - η )0

1
n = N  dη

1+e 

�f

³ ,                                              

(11) 

With 1

*
E B2D

c 2

m k T
N = 

π
, 

The resolution of these integrals cannot be done 
analytically for non zero temperatures, but through 
numerical approaches with the calculated band structures 
parameters which will be discussed later. Therefore, the 
numerical evaluation consists of iterating the value of EF in 
the formulas (10) or (11) between Eg and Ec+100kBT that 
gives a concentration of electrons in the conduction band 
near to the measured one. 

3. Results and discussions 

3.1. Band gap engineering 

The Fig. 2a, shows the energy of conduction (Ei), first light-
hole (h1) and the heavy-hole (HH1) sub-bands at the center 
* (kz= 0) and the limit (kz= S/d) of the first Brillouin zone 
as a function of d2 at T= 0.4 K for d1= 0.26 d2. The well 
thickness of the studied sample is indicated by a vertical 
dashed line. The calculated band gap energy, from the 
bottom of the first conduction sub-band to the top of the 
first valence sub-band is Eg= E1-HH1= 1.529 eV. 

We illustrate in the Fig. 2b, the band gap Eg as a 
function of well thickness d1 for various ratio d2/d1. For 
each d1<105Å, the calculated Eg increases as d2/d1 
increases. For a given ratio, when the thickness d1 increases 
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Fig. 2 (a) Energy of both conduction (upper part ) and 
valence (lower part) sub-bands as function of well thickness. 
The vertical dashed line show Eg of the investigated SL and 
solid areas show the width of sub-bands. (b) Calculated band 
gap versus well thickness d1 for various d2/d1 at 0.4 K. 
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the band gap decreases. This phenomenon can be attributed 
to the creation of more allowed states in the forbidden 
bands. The formation of such regions, available to be 
occupied by electrons, is due to the fact that the number of 
overlapping orbitals between nearest atoms grows with 
thickness. Consequently, the valence and conduction bands 
separation, starts to narrow, leading to a reduction of the 
band gap [23]. It is noteworthy that, this effect is more 
pronounced with GaAs thickness d1 because of large 
confinement of the carriers charge in the well layer (GaAs). 
When d1 is infinite, the band gap energy converges to that 
of GaAs and the superlattice, act like a set of isolated 
quantum wells. 

In the investigated superlattice, the effect of temperature 
on the band gap, is presented in the Fig. 3. At low 
temperatures, the band gap varies hardly. Then, it decreases 
with temperature from 1.529 eV at 0.4 K to 1.431 eV at 
300K. In order to explain such behavior in semi-conductors, 
Ünlü et al. [24] proposed a thermodynamic model and 
demonstrate that, the observed effect is due to the thermal 
energy and the expansion of the lattice constant with 
temperature, which cause an increase in the inter-atomic 
spacing and the potential seen by electrons decreases, 
leading to a smaller band gap. 

In the Fig. 3, the calculated cut-off wavelength is 
given by: 

� � � �c
g

1240
nm  

E eV
λ  ,                                                        (12) 

In the investigated temperature range of 0.4 K to 300 
K, 811 nm ≤ λc ≤ 867 nm, situates this sample in the near 
infrared region. 
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Fig. 3 Band gap Energy and cut-off wavelength Oc as a 
function of temperature. 
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Fig. 4 (a) Band structures along kz and kp, at 0.4 K. EF is the Fermi Level. (b) Carrier effective masses calculated along kz and 
kp, in the growth direction and in the plane of the investigated superlattice, respectively. (c) Band structures along kp
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of the investigated superlattice. (d) Energy dispersion relations E(kx,ky) of the first conduction E1 and valence HH1 sub-bands 
in the first Brillouin zone (with kp
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2) at T=0.4 K. 
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In Fig. 4a, we show the conduction and valence sub-
bands of GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As superlattice at very low 
temperature. These calculations were performed from the 
centre to the limit of the first Brillouin zone, in the plane kp 

(kx,ky) and along kz. In the kp wave vector direction, the first 
conduction sub-band E1 increases with kp whereas h1, HH1 
and HH2 decrease. In addition, these dispersion curves show 
that, the electronic states are quantized and discrete in the kz 
direction and pseudo-continuous in the plane of the 
superlattice. Consequently, a weak coupled system can be 
distinguished. In this case, the electronic transport is 
dominated in the plane of the superlattice (parallel 
transport). The right side of energy spectra, in the Fig. 4a, 
can be used for interpreting the optical transitions, in the 
photoluminescence studies, between the conduction and 
valence sub-bands as well as in the electronic transport 
investigations of such sample. In addition, the Fig. 4c shows  
that E1, HH1 and h1 are linear along kp

2 and confirm the 
parabolicity of these sub-bands as shown in the Fig. 4d. The 
energy difference between the bottom of the conduction 
(E1) and the top of the valence (HH1) sub-bands is equal to 
the fundamental band gap reported above. Moreover, at low 
temperature, the Fermi level EF, calculated below, is located 
in the conduction band, confirming that, this sample 
exhibits n type conductivity. 

For GaAs/AlxGa1-xAs SLs, the carrier's effective mass is 
given by 3×3 tensor (anisotropic medium) and its elements 
along i and j directions, with the energy E, are defined by: 

2

* 2

1 1 ijk

ij i j

E

k km

w§ ·  ¨ ¸ w w© ¹
,                                                         (13) 

In the Fig. 4b, we show the calculated effective mass of 
the first conduction and valence sub-bands, in the plane 
kp(kx,ky) and along the growth direction kz of the reciprocal 
space derived from Fig. 4a. Along kp, the effective mass of 
heavy and light holes are almost constant m*

HH1= -0.34m0 
m*

h1= -0.11m0 and that of electrons m*
E1 decreases from 

0.13m0 at the center * to 0.11m0 at the limit kp= -0.0185Å-1. 

3.2. Interpretation of the quantum Hall Effect 

In order to estimate the Fermi level as a function of 
magnetic field we used the magneto-resistance data of 
Smrčka et al.[25]. It's well known that the oscillations of the 
transverse magnetoresistance at very low temperatures are 
periodic with respect to 1/B, due to the Shubnikov de Haas 
effect. The electron concentration n2D is related to the 
period '(1/B) by: 

� �2D

 e
n

Δ 1/Bπћ
 � ,                                                           (14) 

Thus, the inverse of the minima 1/Bmin as a function of 
the entire N follow this expression: 

� �
min

1 1Δ 1/ B  N
B 2

§ · �¨ ¸
© ¹

,                                                (15) 

The slope evaluated from the linear line is '(1/B)= -
0.118 T-1 and n2D= 4.1 1011 cm-2. This result, is in good with 
the reported carrier density of nH= 3.9 1011 cm-2 by Smrčka 
et al.[25]. 

Once the electron concentration n2D is known, the Fermi 
wave vector kF can be calculated with this formula: 

1/2
F 2Dk (2 n )π ,                                                                (16) 

|kF|= 0.016 Å-1 is indicated in the Fig. 4a by vertical dashed 
line. The corresponding electron m*E1, light hole m*h1 and 
heavy hole m*HH1 effective masses are 0.11 m0, -0.11 m0 
and -0.35 m0, respectively. 

At low temperature, the Fermi level is given by: 

� �
1 1

2
2D

F c * *
E E

ne
E E      

m Δ 1/ B m
πћћ

�  �  ,                        (17) 

With Ec=1.703 eV is the edge of the conduction band. As 
result, EF= 1.712 eV. The same value was found with the 
Fermi-Dirac integral, formula (11), for which EF=1.7115 
eV. Therefore, this sample exhibits n type conductivity. 
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Fig. 5: Energy position of the calculated Landau levels of 
the first conduction E1 and valence HH1 sub-bands, and the 
Fermi level EF, as a function of magnetic field. 

The application of an external magnetic field on such 
quantum Hall system, leads to a creation of landau levels 
and their calculated energies, for E1 and HH1 are shown in 
the Fig. 5. When the magnetic field increases, the 
crossovers between the calculated Landau levels (for N= 0 
to 4) and the Fermi level indicate the same minima of the 
transverse magneto resistance oscillations (Shubnikov-de 
Haas effect), observed in ref.[25], at B= 4.6 T, 1.4 T, 0.8 T, 
0.54 T and 0.4 T as shown in the Fig. 5. 

4. Conclusions 

In this paper, we investigated the electronic properties of 
GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As superlattice, based on the envelope 
function formalism at different temperatures, with a valence 
band offset of 176 meV. The effect of well thickness d1, 
ratio d2/d1 and temperature on the band gap Eg have been 
also studied. These calculations show that Eg decreases with 
the well thickness and for each d1, the band gap increases 
with the ratio d2/d1. The temperature dependence of the 
direct band gap indicates that Eg decreases with temperature. 
In addition, the spectra of energy E(kz, kp), E(kz

2, kp
2) and 

effective mass m*/m0 in the direction of growth and in the 
plane of this superlattice, show that, the first conduction E1 
and valence h1 sub-bands are parabolic and the two 
dimensional electron gas effective mass is 0.11 m0 at 0.4 K. 
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The oscillations of transverse magnetoresistance 
(Shubnikov de Haas effect) measured by Smrčka et al. show 
a two dimensional electron gas with an effective mass of 
0.245m0 at 4.2K. By using carrier density n and the 
calculated bands structure parameters, we have determined 
the Fermi level. As result, this sample exhibits n type 
conductivity with an electron concentration of 3.9 1011 
cm-2, EF= 1.712 eV at T= 0.4 K. 
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Abstract— We introduce a definition of the electromagnetic chirality of an object. The defini-
tion allows the absolute ranking of objects according to their chirality and has an upper bound.
The common definition of chirality lacks both these features. We then study the physical proper-
ties of the objects that achieve the upper bound and show that they have promising applications.
We discuss two of them: A two-fold resonantly enhanced and background free circular dichroism
measurement setup and angle independent helicity filtering glasses.

Chirality is studied in very diverse scientific disciplines. One of them is the interaction of chiral
matter with electromagnetic fields. It started two centuries ago [1] and still attracts significant
attention from both its theoretical (e.g. [2–9]) and practical sides (e.g. [10–17]).

An object is said to be chiral if it cannot be super-imposed onto its mirror image. This definition
has significant problems that arise when attempting to measure chirality [18]. As discussed in
[18–21], it is possible to establish whether an object is chiral or not, but it is impossible to rank
objects according to their chirality in an absolute way. Moreover, it has been proven that the
common definition of chirality do not have meaningful upper bounds. This implies that we cannot
actually tell whether object A is more chiral than object B, or whether a given design has attained its
maximum possible chirality. The lack of unambiguous ranking and upper bounds for the magnitude
of chirality is a handicap for both theoretical and practical developments. In particular, in the design
of chiral structures for interaction with the field, these ambiguities leave us unable to compare the
chirality of di�erent structures and without an extremal reference to design towards. Additionally,
it leaves us with no other requirement besides chirality itself that could guide the design. With
our definition of electromagnetic chirality, upper bounds exist and are attained when objects meet
specific requirements.

In Ref. 22, we introduce the definition of the electromagnetic chirality of an object, which
can be experimentally determined. The definition allows to rank all objects according to their
electromagnetic chirality, which we show to be upper bounded by the square root of the object’s
scattering cross section. Using this definition, we study the properties of objects with maximum
electromagnetic chirality. Notably, we discover that they shall not couple the states of definite
polarization handedness, i.e. they must have duality symmetry. Dual symmetric objects, also said
to have “balanced electric and magnetic responses”, have been the recent object of much research
attention, both theoretical, and experimental [17,23,24]. The fact that maximally electromagneti-
cally chiral objects are dual-symmetric is in line with recent theoretical and experimental results,
which establish a tight relationship between duality symmetry and optical activity [25–27].

Finally, we outline two applications for these extremal objects. The first application is a two-
fold resonantly enhanced and background free circular dichroism measurement (CD) setup. This
proposal solves two crucial problems in the use of nanostructures for sensitive CD: The fact that,
even when the external field is circularly polarised, the near fields excited around the nanostructures
contain both circular polarizations, and the fact that the resulting weak molecular field needs to be
distinguished against a large background caused by the nanostructure itself. The second application
shows how to overcome the main limitation of glasses for viewing 3D projections: The degradation
of the 3D e�ect as the angle between the user and the normal of the projector grows. We present
angle independent polarization filtering glasses.
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Abstract-A nanocomposite made by in situ synthesis of metal nanoparticles (MNP) in the 

commercially available photoresist novolak (Nv) is proposed as a novel material for integrated optics. 

Size of MNP is controlled during the fabrication in order to provide a method to tune the 

absorption/scattering properties of the resulting nanocomposite and its effective refractive index. 

Practical applications of this nanocomposite, like coupling light into organic waveguide or enhancing 

the photoluminescence of an active material integrated in the structure are demonstrated. 

 

 Metal nanoparticles (MNPs) are potential candidates to provide novel functionalities in photonic devices [1]. 

Their exotic optical properties derived from the highly localized surface plasmon polariton (LR-SPP) can be 

applied to redirect photons or to concentrate the electromagnetic energy. For example MNPs have been used to 

increase efficiency of solar cells [2], to construct optical sensors [3] or to confine light in the nanometer scale [4]. 

Moreover, the development of layers or patterns of MNPs, creates not only a suitable technique to integrate these 

nanostructures in optoelectronic devices, but also a way to tune their optical properties.  

 In this way we propose a novel technology able to control in situ the size of Au MNPs embedded in the 

commercially available resist Novolak (NV). When the MNP-NV nanocomposite is embedded in a solution of 

the precursor metal salt, the MNPs can act as a seed for further MNPs growth [5]. In this way, the intensity and 

position of the MNP plasmonic resonance can be tuned with the size of the nanostructures, as it is presented in 

Figure 1. At the beginning of the process the radius of the MNPs was around 20 nm (inset in Figure 1a) and the 

corresponding plasmonic resonance peak was at 550 nm (Figure 1a). After 20 hours in the metal salt solution, the 

size of the MNP growth up to 50 nm (inset in Figure 1b) and the resonance peak was red-shifted to 650 nm 

(Figure 1b). In addition, since more and more Au is being incorporated in the NV layer, the effective refractive 

index of nanocomposite is increased in the plasmonic resonance region. 

 The host matrix is a commercially available resist suitable for e-beam or UV lithography so that the 

nanocomposite can be patterned (Fig. 2c) and hence can be easily integrated in different photonic structures. For 

example, we incorporated the nanocomposite in an optical waveguide by patterning a MNP-Nv film on a SiO2/Si 

substrate and then capping with a PMMA layer [5], as it is illustrated in Fig. 2a. Since the effective refractive 

index of the nanocomposite layer is increased in the plasmonic resonance region, the MNP-Nv film can confine 

light at a range of wavelengths controlled by the fabrication conditions. In addition, the high scattering cross 

section of the MNP can be exploited to redirect light through the PMMA/SiO2 waveguide. In this way, we 

demonstrate coupling of normally incident light to the PMMA waveguide in a broad wavelength range (400-780 

nm) with the coupling efficiencies larger than 1 % measured at the output edge of the waveguide structure [5]. 
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The photographs presented in fig. 2b show an example of blue, green a red light coupled into the structure. 

Finally, an active material was embedded into the PMMA film doped with an organic dye in order to study the 

interaction of the dye photoluminescence with the plasmonic resonance of the MNPs. In this way, a significant 

enhancement of the PL was detected for the cases when the PL spectrally overlaps with the plasmon resonance.  

 

 

Figure 1. Extinction (green), absorption (black) and scattering (red) cross sections calculated from the Mie theory for 

spherical AuNPs with 20 (a) and 50 nm (b) radii and the measured extinction spectra (circules). SEM images of the MNPs 

insight the nanocomposite are shown in the inset. 

 
Figure 2. (a) The sample structure and (b) photographs of the light (O=450, 533, 633 nm) coupled into the PMMA 

waveguide; (c) the image of the patterned sample. 
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Abstract-Herein, we introduce a novel chiral metasurface composed of a chiral 

arrangement of nanoslits carved in a continuous metal film, in which 

propagating surface plasmon modes are proved to be powerful tools to control 

the metasurface’s chiral response. Numerical simulations help us devise a 

straightforward approach to the measurface’s design and through which, by 
modifying the coupling between localized and propagating modes, we 

experimentally achieved controllable and remarkably strong chiral responses.  

 

The ability of chiral metamaterials[1, 2] and metasurfaces is keeping surprising us 
and the on-going improvements are pushing this new class materials more 
approachable to practical photonic devices[3, 4]. However, as a key virtue, the 
tunability of the chiral metamaterials and metasurfaces is still a scarce property, 
especially in the visible range, which vastly limits the potential applications. Here, we 
demonstrate a chiral metasurface composed of a chiral arrangement of nanoslits, and 
through modifying the coupling between the localized mode and propagating mode, 
we theoretically raise a very straight-forward strategy and experimentally achieved 
the remarkable strong chiral response that can be also finely tuned in the visible range, 
which enables our design for various potential applications, such as chiral sensing. 
Besides, the conductive property of our continuous metasurface may open up the 
possibilities for optoelectronic using. What’s more, the conductive property of our 
continuous metasurface may open up the possibilities for optoelectronic using. 

 



 
Figure 1. (Left) the chiral metasurface is formed by 4 groups of gratings labeled 

with different colors. (Right) the CD spectra of the chiral metasurface with various 
length of nanoslits, in which the obvious blue shift can be observed corresponding to 
the shortening of the nanoslit.  
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Abstract— Specifically tailored nanostructures that strongly a�ect the direction and polar-
ization of light can enable extremely small optical devices. We investigate the magnitude and
origin of asymmetric transmission (AT) in chiral photonic crystals. We show how AT is gov-
erned by the resonantly guided eigenmodes of the structure. Generalized coupled mode theory
predicts the AT spectra from eigenmode properties. We derive the maximum AT o�ered by any
chiral nanostructure and verify the theory with finite-element simulations for a bilayer dielectric
photonic crystal.

New nanostructures that can manipulate light by controlling not only the direction but also the
polarization of light waves are extremely important for realizing very small polarization rotators,
half-wave plates etc. These components can add new functionalities for on-chip optical circuits.
Asymmetric transmission (AT), the di�erence in transmission when polarized light is incident from
opposite sides of the structure[1], is an important example of strongly chiral response, and re-
lates directly to potential functionality such as spin-dependent light emission and enantioselective
sensing.

So far, most of the e�orts to realize strong chirality in thin structured media have employed
plasmonic metamaterials. Several of these have been shown to o�er AT[1, 2, 4], but as they rely on
nanostructured metals they are of course intrinsically lossy. AT can in principle be achieved also
with purely dielectric systems with the help of chiral photonic crystals. However, so far realizations
have shown AT only for circularly polarized light[3]. To realize AT for linearly polarized light
is significantly more challenging, as it strictly requires to have broken mirror symmetry in the
propagation direction. In previous work, this symmetry was only weakly broken, relying on the
asymmetric environment index due to the presence of a substrate[3]. In this work, we show that
in thin dielectric bilayer photonic crystals, AT for linearly polarized light can be very strong. By
comparing full-field simulations and analytical theory, we explore the origin of this AT in terms of
the tailorable properties of the photonic crystal’s eigenmodes.
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Figure 1: a) AT vs frequency of the incoming waves. (Inset: Unit cell of the proposed photonic crystal
structure with AT definition.) b) Theoretical prediction of AT.

We simulated the polarization-dependent transmission of a chiral photonic crystal of high-index
material with air holes built from rectangular sub-units (see unit cell depicted in inset of Fig. 1a).
The periodicity was 400 nm and the complete thickness of the structure was 160 nm. The AT
spectrum is pronouncedly structured, and already peaks at a value of 47% without any optimization
(Fig. 1a).

We investigated the origin of AT in these structures by comparing transmission and eigenfre-
quency simulations. AT is seen to be strongly mediated by the resonantly guided eigenmodes of



the structure. To relate the eigenmode properties to the observed AT spectra, we developed a for-
malism based on coupled mode theory, which can describe the relationship between incoming and
outgoing waves in terms of the eigenmode properties of the system[5]. We developed a theoretical
formalism which can fully predict the scattering matrix for any structure with an arbitrary number
of modes and arbitrary number of input-output channels without any assumption on the symmetry
of the structure. So far, such descriptions have only considered a limited number of modes with
specific symmetry properties[6]. We use our theory to derive an equation that predicts AT for our
system (see Fig. 1b), considering a number of simulated quasinormal modes and the polarization
properties of their far fields. We use the same formalism to predict the AT o�ered by any structure
and with the help of this it is possible to tune the structural parameters to obtain maximum AT
of 100%.

In conclusion, we propose the design of an all-dielectric chiral photonic crystal which can o�er
up to 47% AT for linearly polarized light. We investigated the origin of AT for linearly polarized
light in chiral photonic crystals, and showed that it originates from the properties of the eigen-
modes of the system. We developed a theoretical formalism which can fully predict the scattering
matrix for any system having an arbitrary number of modes. This theory is helpful in designing
new structures that can o�er unity-e�ciency asymmetric transmission.
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Abstract— The concept of extrinsic chirality, i.e. optical activity of nonchiral media exhibited
at oblique illumination, is generalized to include single-particle plasmonic nanostructures. We
observe circular dichroism in irregular arrays of two di�erent types of metallic nanostructures,
non-concentric rings and asymmetrically stacked disks, in the visible and near-infrared regions.
By using computer simulations, we show that extrinsic chirality in these systems is, importantly,
due to individual nonchiral particles. We propose a mechanism for the chiroptical response of
single-particle plasmonic structures.

Extrinsic chirality, implying an optical response of an achiral system arising at some particular
mutual orientations with the direction of light propagation, requires simultaneous presence of co-
aligned electric and magnetic dipole moments. This has previously been realized in a number of
plasmonic structures, involving two or more interacting sub-units. However, to date, no evidence
of extrinsic chirality observed in a single-particle plasmonic system has been reported.

Here, we show both experimentally and theoretically that the light-driven motion of charges in
asymmetric particles, such as asymmetrically stacked metallic disks and non-concentric nanorings,
under illumination with circularly polarized light induces an oscillating magnetic moment, oriented
perpendicularly to the plane of the ring (see figure). Under oblique incidence, the projection of
this magnetic moment on the plane normal to the wave propagation is non-zero, with its sign
depending on the handedness of the light. This e�ect is responsible for the optical activity of these
nanostructures, resulting in circular dichroism.

Figure 1: Magnetic dipole moments in asymmetric nanoring and asymmetrically stacked disks induced by
light with polarization vector not contained in symmetry plane.

The e�ect has been demonstrated experimentally on gold nanoparticles, fabricated using col-
loidal lithography [1]. Our results open an avenue for new research of various single-particle nanos-
tructures possessing extrinsic chirality. This may ultimately lead to the development of new tunable,
highly active amorphous metamaterials and photonic devices.
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Abstract- In this communication the authors present a novel chiral metamaterial structure formed by 

planar omega particles These omega particles, arranged in conjugated pairs, present high optical 

activity. Thanks to the high values of chirality, the structure provides negative refractive index with 

high figure of merit. 

This communication presents a novel bilayered chiral metamaterial structure formed by planar omega particles. 

The pattern of one layer is the conjugated pattern of the other one. The structure is formed by combining alternately 

rows of horizontal conjugated omegas and vertical conjugated omegas (Fig 1a). In the proposed structure, the unit 

cell, with C4 symmetry, (Fig. 1b), contains only half part of the conjugated omega structure. The full structure is 

completed with the neighbouring unit cells. 

As chiral particles, the conjugated omega structures [1] insert cross-coupling between the electric and magnetic 

field. An incident Ey electric field produces a magnetic moment on the horizontal omega pairs while an incident 

Hx magnetic field induces an electric moment on the vertical conjugated omega structures. 

 
Figure 1. (a) Conjugated omega structure, (b) unit cell 

The substrate, Rogers Duroid 3003, has a thickness of 60 mils, a dielectric constant εr = 3 a loss tangent tan G 
= 0.0013 and a copper cladding of 35 µm.The simulations were performed using the finite differences time domain 

engine of Keysight EMPro 3D electromagnetic simulation software. The characterization of the structure is done 

by means of the classical parameter retrieval algorithm proposed in [2] using the linear transmission and reflection 

coefficients. 

 Horizontal  

omegas row 

Vertical  

omegas row 

(a) (b) 



The simulation results show high optical activity in the proposed chiral metamaterial structure. A linearly 

polarized incident field is transmitted through the structure with very low co-polar transmission coefficient but 

with a very high cross-polar transmission coefficient (Fig. 2a). As it is shown in Fig. 2b, the polarization plane 

rotates to about 90º (pure rotation). 

The high optical activity is also reflected on the refractive index of the circularly polarized transmitted waves 

(n±). Thanks to the high values of the chirality parameter, �N, (Fig. 1c) the real part of the refractive index n+ or n–

presents negative values (Fig. 1d).  

As in others planar chiral metamaterials, the imaginary part of the refractive index (𝑛′′±) is high at the 

resonance frequencies. In these frequency regions the negative refraction is not useful due to the high losses. This 

structure presents a frequency region, next to the resonance frequency, where 𝑛′– is still negative but 𝑛′′– is 

nearly zero. In this region the figure of merit (FOM = 𝑛′–/𝑛′′–) present high values.  

   

    

Figure 2. (a) Transmission and reflection coefficient, (b) Polarization plane rotation, (c) Chirality and refractive 

index (n), (d) Refractive index n+ and n- 
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Abstract- Transmission measurements have been performed on arrays and single U-shaped 

resonators. We show that optical activity can be evidenced in arrays of resonators and that this 

activity, associated with the magnetic modes, is already present in single resonators. 
 

Metamaterials are made of arrays of subwavelength resonators exhibiting unprecedented optical properties. 

These properties can be reflected at the macroscopic level as effective permeability and permittivity tensors [1]. 

In this work we present measurements on arrays of U-shaped resonators and single resonators. One of their 

intriguing properties is the presence of optical activity which has already been described in arrays of resonators 

[2,3]. We show here that the activity in arrays originate partly in the presence of magneto-electric coupling at the 

level of each scatterer [4,5].  

 
Figure 1 : Absorbance measured on arrays of resonators for light polarized (a) parallel and (b) perpendicular 

to the bottom arm of the U-shaped resonators. (c) Transmittance measured between cross-polarizers at normal 

incidence (black line) and oblique incidence (red line). The inset shows the image of the array of resonators 

between crossed polarizers at normal and oblique incidence.  

The measurements were performed on square arrays of U-shaped resonators and isolated U-shaped 

resonators realized using conventional e-beam lithography technique. The array consisted in a square lattice of 

constant of 320 nm (Fig.1(a)). The isolated resonators had a total footprint of 230x220 nm . The optical 

measurements in the 500 nm – 1600 nm range were performed in transmission in a home-made confocal 

microscope. The transmitted light was collected in a x100 microscope objective and the surface was either 

imaged on a camera to locate the region containing the resonators or on the core of a fiber, connected to a 
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spectrophotometer, hence realizing the spatial filtering of the surface. Two linear polarizers were placed before 

and after the lenses to select different polarization states of light. Fig. 1 presents the absorbance spectra obtained 

at normal incidence on the square array of resonators. For light polarized parallel to the bottom arm (Fig. 1(a)), 

the magnetic modes are observed near 1530 nm and 800 nm [2,3,6]. For light polarized along the lateral arms 

(Fig. 1(b)), the electric mode is observed near 875 nm [2,3,6]. The presence of magneto electric-coupling at the 

magnetic modes is evidenced by measuring the transmission between cross-polarizers for light propagating in 

the (y,z) plane (Fig. 1(c) [2,3].  

 
Figure 2 : Transmission between crossed-polarizers for light propagating at oblique incidence in the (y,z) 

plane measured on one single resonator (inset : SEM image). The two measurements correspond to incident 

light polarized along x (blue line) and along y (green line).  

Fig. 2 presents the measurements performed between cross-polarizers on an individual resonator. 

Transmission bands were observed only at oblique incidence and at the position of the magnetic modes. This 

observation is a clear experimental indication that optical activity exists at the level of the individual resonator at 

the magnetic mode. 
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Abstract 

Planar chiral metamaterials (PCMs) comprising double-
layer dielectric-metal-dielectric resonant structures in the 
shape of a windmill are presented for near-infrared regime. 
The circular dichroism is retrieved from transmission 
spectra. Effects of used materials on circular dichroism 
characteristics of PCM arrays are investigated for first time. 
The dependence of spectral characteristics on the 
geometrical parameters of the PCMs is analyzed by the 
finite-difference time-domain method. Due to the enhanced 
chiroptical near-field response and tunable spectral 
behavior, proposed PCM arrays may have potential for 
biosensing applications of chiral biomolecules.  

1. Introduction 

An object that cannot be superimposed onto its mirror 
image is called chiral. The optical response of planar chiral 
metamaterials (PCMs) is different for right-handed 
circularly polarized (RCP) and left-handed circularly 
polarized (LCP) incident light. Circular dichroism (CD), 
defined as the difference in absorption of LCP and RCP 
light excitations, is one of the most commonly used 
spectroscopic techniques for chirality applications [1-23].  

In the literature, two- and three-dimensional chiral 
structures have been observed and analyzed [2-23]. 
Although the chiral optical response of three-dimensional 
plasmonic nano-structures is significantly enhanced, these 
nano-structures are difficult to fabricate comparing to planar 
structures [2-9]. On the other side, it has been demonstrated 
that even handed quasi-planar and planar plasmonic 
structures show profound chiral interaction with circularly 
polarized light despite the fact that they are not truly chiral 
[9-23]. Planar structures have been proposed to obtain the 
strong circular dichroism and optical chirality [9-23]. 
Whereas, to the best of our knowledge, effects of material 
type on circular dichroism characteristics of chiral 
structures is not studied yet. 

In this study, planar chiral metamaterials comprising 
double-layer dielectric-metal-dielectric resonant structures 
in the shape of a windmill are presented for near-infrared 
regime. Effects of material type on circular dichroism 
characteristics of planar chiral metamaterial array are 
investigated for the first time. The circular dichroism, 
optical chirality, and electric field distributions of PCM 

array are determined by the finite difference time domain 
(FDTD) method [24]. The dependence of spectral 
characteristics on the geometrical parameters of the planar 
chiral metamaterials is also analyzed. Due to the enhanced 
chiroptical near-field response and tunable resonances, the 
proposed PCM arrays can be good candidates for 
biosensing applications of chiral biomolecules in near 
infrared regime.  

2. Circular dichroism of PCM arrays 

The structure of the proposed PCM is periodic, and one of 
the unit cells is shown in Figure 1. Proposed structure is 
composed of a dielectric spacer layer of thickness h 
between right-handed (RH) and left-handed (LH) windmill-
shaped metal nanoparticles of thickness d as shown in Fig.1. 
In this figure, L illustrates the length of the triangular metal 
particles, w indicates the center gap width between metal 
particles. Dielectric constant of the metal is taken from ref. 
[25]. Periodic boundary conditions are used for x- and y-
directions and perfectly matched layers are used along z-
direction (propagation direction). 
 

 

Figure 1: (a) Metal-dielectric-metal components  
(b) Schematic view of proposed PCM. 
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Figure 2(a) shows the simulated transmission spectra of the 
proposed PCM designed by using the Au - SiO2 (glass) - Au 

materials with L = 425 nm, h = 50 nm, d = 50 nm, and  
w = 50 nm for the LCP (TLCP) and RCP (TRCP) waves. 
Figure 2(b) illustrates that PCM has a circular dichroism at 
the two resonances (O1 = 1167 nm and O2 = 1249 nm) which 
are calculated by using difference in transmission  
(Δ = TRCP - TLCP) given in Figure 2(a).  
 

 

 

Figure 2: (a) Transmittance spectra of proposed PCM 
designed by using the Au - SiO2 - Au materials for LCP and 
RCP excitation (b) Circular dichroism of PCM arrays  
(L = 425 nm, h = 50 nm, d = 50 nm, and w = 50 nm). 

3. Chiroptical near-fields of PCM arrays 

In order to understand the physical origin of the optical 
response of the proposed PCM arrays, the near-field 
distributions at the resonance peaks are analyzed under RCP 
and LCP excitations. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the electric 
field, |E|, distributions at the air-metal interface (top surface 
of the top gold layer) for RCP excitation at the  
O1 = 1167 nm and O2 = 1249 nm illustrated in Fig. 2(b), 
respectively. Similarly, Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) illustrate the 
electric field distributions for LCP excitation at λ1 and λ2, 
respectively. As can be seen from Fig. 3, the electric fields 
are mainly concentrated on the center and sharp corners of 
the structure. Molecules in these regions may undergo a 
much stronger interaction with the electromagnetic field 
than those that lie well away from metallic particles. This 
means that the dielectric environment of the near surface 
region of the PCM can strongly influence the resonant 
wavelengths. This phenomenon is the basis of the bio-
sensing capabilities of chiral structures [16, 26]. 
 

 
Figure 3: Electric field distributions by the PCM designed 
by using the Au - SiO2 - Au materials illuminated with  
(a, b) RCP and (c, d) LCP at λ1 and λ2. The corresponding 
parameters are L = 425 nm, h = 50 nm, d = 50 nm, and  
w = 50 nm. 
 

Local field enhancement (red points in Fig. 3) alone is 
not enough to account for the enhanced chiral response. The 
optical chirality (C), which is time-even pseudo scalar, can 
be used [27]: 
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where ε0 and μ0 are the permittivity and permeability of free 
space, and E and B are the local electric and magnetic fields. 
When considering only dipolar excitation of molecules, the 
chiral asymmetry in the rate of excitation is given by the 
product of optical chirality with the inherent chiral 
properties of the material [27]. The optical chirality 
measures the ability of a chiral molecule to absorb energy 
from the electromagnetic field. 

Fig. 4 illustrates the calculated optical chirality (C) of the 
near fields generated by the present structure at O1 = 1167 
nm and O2 = 1249 nm under RCP and LCP excitations for L 
= 425 nm, h = 50nm, d = 50nm, and w = 50nm. It can be 
seen from Fig. 4 that the PCM shows both positive and 
negative values of optical chirality with different absolute 
values at resonance points (O1 and O2) for RCP and LCP 
excitations. This asymmetric optical chirality behavior is 
similar with helix, spiral and oligomer chiral structures [20]. 
Locally enhanced optical chirality regions are located at the 
sharp corners and edge of structure and chirality values are 
not zero for both RCP and LCP excitations, which means 
proposed PCM array has ability to distinguish the left and 
right handed molecules. 
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Figure 4: Optical chirality, C, enhancement by the PCM 
designed by using the Au - SiO2 - Au materials illuminated 
with (a, b) RCP and (c, d) LCP at λ1 and λ2. (L = 425 nm,  
h = 50 nm, d = 50 nm, and w = 50 nm). 

 

4. Tuning spectral response of the PCM arrays 

To control the spectral response of the PCM arrays, 
dependence of the spectral response on length of metal (Au) 
nanoparticles, center gap width and thickness of dielectric 
spacer (SiO2) is investigated. Figure 5 depicts the 
correlation between CD (Δ = TRCP - TLCP) and geometrical 
parameters of PCM arrays. Figure 5(a) illustrates the effect 
of Au particle length (L) variation while other parameters 
kept constant. It has been observed that the resonance 
wavelengths of the CD increase with higher L values. Third 
resonance wavelength of CD is also appeared with 
decreasing L. Figure 5(b) shows the CD results for center 
gap width (w) variation. As the center gap width of the 
structure increases, the resonance wavelengths of the 
structure decreases linearly. Figure 5(c) illustrates the 
dependence of the CD spectra on the thickness of SiO2 
(glass) layer. Resonance wavelengths decrease but 
amplitude of CD increase with increasing SiO2 (glass) layer 
thickness. 

Eventually, resonance frequencies of CD from PCM 
arrays are strongly dependent on the geometrical parameters 
(L, w and h) of structure. Therefore, the resonance 
frequencies of CD from the proposed PCM arrays can easily 
be tuned by changing L, w, and h values. 
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Figure 5: Circular dichroisms of PCM arrays designed by 
using the Au - SiO2 - Au materials (a) L-variation at fixed  
h = 50 nm, d = 50 nm, w = 50 nm (b) w-variation at fixed  
L = 425 nm, h = 50 nm, d = 50 nm. (c) h-variation at fixed  
L = 425 nm, d= 50nm, w= 50nm). 
 

5. Effects of Material Type on Circular Dichroism  

In this study, effects of material type on circular dichroism 
of PCM arrays are investigated. Figure 6(a) shows the CD 
spectrum of PCM array for Au nanoparticles and different 
dielectric spacer (Al2O3, SiO2, and MgF2). Highest 
resonance wavelengths and strongest CD is obtained from 
PCM array with Al2O3 while least resonance wavelengths 
and weakest CD obtained from PCM array of MgF2 (Figure 
6a). Figure 6(b) demonstrates the CD spectrum of PCM 
array for Ag nanoparticles and different dielectric spacer. 
Behavior of PCM array with Ag nanoparticles is same with 
Au nanoparticles but PCM array with Au nanoparticles has 
stronger CD values than Ag nanoparticles (Figure 6).  
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Figure 6: Comparison of CD spectrum of PCM arrays for 
different dielectric spacers (a) Au-Dielectric-Au design  
(b) Ag-Dielectric-Ag design.  
 
In order to understand the effects of material type on 
electric field enhancements, the maximum electric field 
enhancement values of PCM array for Au nanoparticles 
with different dielectric spacer (Al2O3, SiO2, and MgF2) at 
corresponding resonance wavelengths (shown in Figure 6a) 
under RCP and LCP excitations are given in Table 1. Au-
MgF2-Au superior has the highest enhancement for both 
RCP and LCP excitations. Same comparison is given in 
Table 2 for PCM array with Ag nanoparticles (shown in 
Figure 6b) that Ag-MgF2-Ag superior has the highest 
enhancement for both RCP and LCP excitations (Table 2). 
Table 1 and Table 2 show that PCM arrays with Ag 
nanoparticles have higher electric field enhancement than 
those with Au nanoparticles. 
 
Table 1: Comparison of electric field enhancement for PCM 
array designed by using Au-dielectric-Au materials. 

 FIRST MODE SECOND MODE 

Dielectric 
λ1 

(nm) 
Max. |E| 
 (RCP) 

Max. |E| 
 (LCP) 

λ2  
(nm) 

Max. |E| 
 (RCP) 

Max. |E| 
 (LCP) 

SiO2 1167 23.676 31.209 1249 18.305 18.601 
Al2O3 1257 19.362 26.901 1346 16.483 16.728 
MgF2 1130 25.831 33.140 1207 19.078 19.385 

 
Table 2: Comparison of electric field enhancement for PCM 
array designed by using Ag-dielectric-Ag materials 

 FIRST MODE SECOND MODE 

Dielectric 
λ1 

(nm) 
Max. |E| 
 (RCP) 

Max. |E| 
 (LCP) 

λ2  
(nm) 

Max. |E| 
 (RCP) 

Max. |E| 
 (LCP) 

SiO2 1147 27.537 34.890 1212 22.116 22.238 
Al2O3 1244 22.447 30.470 1313 19.738 19.756 
MgF2 1105 30.287 38.302 1165 23.404 23.583 

 
 

6. Conclusions 

In conclusion, a PCM array to obtain the circular dichroism 
and optical chirality for the near-IR regime is presented. CD 
from PCM array is determined. The effects of material type 
on CD and electric field enhancement of PCM array are 
investigated for the first time. The observations indicated 
that the circular dichroism characteristics of the proposed 
PCM arrays are strongly dependent on the type of metal and 
dielectric materials. PCM arrays designed with Au 
nanoparticles have stronger CD than those with Ag 
nanoparticles but PCM arrays with Ag nanoparticles have 
higher electric field enhancements. PCM arrays with Al2O3 
have strongest CD while PCM arrays used MgF2 have 
highest electric field enhancement. Due to tunable spectral 
behavior and the enhanced near-field chiroptical response, 
proposed PCM arrays can be used for biosensing 
applications such as detection of chiral biomolecules which 
have resonances in the near-IR regime.  
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Abstract- A dual mode equivalent circuit is used to design reflective FSS’s converting the linear 

polarization of a normally incident wave to a circular polarization of the reflected one. The 

polarization sign can be selected during the design. 
 

In a previous paper [1] we presented the dual mode equivalent circuit for the scatterer introduced by S. 

Bhattacharyya et al. [2] and used it to design a reflective FSS that rotates by 90º the linear polarization of a 

normally incident plane wave from vertical to horizontal (Fig. 1). The circuit is obtained by even-odd 

decomposition of the system and can be reduced to the connection shown in Fig. 2, with Ye and Yo two 

reactances (purely imaginary if losses are neglected). 
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         Fig. 1- Scatterer, dual-mode equivalent circuit and transmission matrix of the two-port. 

 

In this paper we use the same circuit to obtain another kind of polarizer that transforms the linear vertical 

polarization of the incident wave in a circular polarized reflected wave with the possibility of selecting the sign 

of the polarization. To do it we terminate the FSS with a perfect conductor plate situated at an adequate distance, 

that can be calculated using directly the equivalent circuit proposed. The plate is then represented by a short- 

circuited transmission line loading the output ports 2 and 3 of the four-port with an admittance YL, and the 

transmission and reflection coefficients of the resulting two-port are given by 
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where Y0 is the admittance of the free space. 

 

It can be seen that reflection and transmission are 90º out of phase at all frequencies, so the circular 

polarization condition reduces to  

                                   U W
1 41
                                        (3) 

  

and consequently, for fixed values of Ye and Yo (fixed geometry of the scatterer), we have to take 
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a relation that gives the lengths of the required lines, that is the distances from the scatterers to the short circuit. 

  

Let us consider an example. Using the same dimensions as in [1] for the patches, let us design a polarizer at 

8.5 GHz. Equation (5) gives four different values for the distance, two of them providing right-handed 

polarization (1.74 mm and 2.06 mm) and the other two providing left handed polarization (0.93 mm and 10.31 

mm).. The graphics of Fig. 2 give the values of the reflection and transmission coefficients obtained by CST 

simulations, without any optimization, for two of the solutions. It can be seen that the frequency error is less than 

7% and can be corrected at equivalent circuit level, so the method proved to be enough accurate and very 

efficient.  

  

  Distance 2.06 mm (positive polarization)             Distance 10.31 mm (negative polarization)  

                         Fig. 2 Reflection and transmission of the FSS 
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Abstract: A simple, low loss and compact printed planer monopole ultra-wideband (UWB) 

antenna with single band notch characteristics is proposed. The antenna consists a semi-circular 

radiating patch on one side and a modified ground plane on the other side of the substrate. The 

optimized design of the antenna has an overall dimension of 52.25 mm ×42 mm and is fabricated 

on 1.575 mm thick low dielectric substrate (εr= 2.33) of high frequency copper laminated glass 

microfiber reinforced  composite substrate. The antenna design, simulation and parametric 

analysis have been performed on finite element method based full-wave 3D electromagnetic field 

simulation software. A circular slot has introduced in the semicircular patch for achieving the 

stop band at 4 GHz C band frequency range. The experimental results show that the fabricated 

antenna has achieved impedance bandwidths of 13.5 GHz (1.5 to 15 GHz) with a single 

frequency band-stop performance of 3.58 – 4.92 GHz. The proposed antenna shows almost 

consistent radiation patterns with adequate radiation efficiency over the operating frequency 

bands which make the antenna appropriate for providing services in L band, ISM, Wi-Fi, LTE 

2600, Bluetooth and different UWB applications. 

Keywords: Glass-Polytetrafluoroethylene, UWB, Printed antenna, Low loss 
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Abstract - We have designed different plasmonic structures in CMOS technology that enhance infra-
red emissivity at wavelengths useful for air quality applications.  Plasmonic structures are presented 
comprising periodic arrays of holes in tungsten and aluminium for IR wavelengths associated with CO2, 
CO and H2S.  These plasmonic structures are simulated using COMSOL and shown to provide enhanced 
IR emissivity at specific wavelengths.  Our results enable fabrication of low-cost MEMS-based IR gas 
sensors with the ability to differentiate between different gases.  

Non-dispersive infra-red (NDIR) spectroscopy is commonly used in gas sensing. It generally comprises 
an IR bulb, an optical filter, and IR detector; filters for CO2, CO and H2S have centres at 4.3 µm, 4.6 
µm and 7.3 µm, respectively. Initial work [1] on MEMS-based IR structures (without plasmonics) 
showed poor emission at lower wavelengths (< 8 µm). Now a MEMS based design has been patented 
[2] that employs a novel plasmonic structure to ameliorate the poor emissivity of current CMOS 
materials (e.g. oxide, Al). Here we report on the design and simulation of novel plasmonic structures 
for low-cost MEMS-based IR gas sensing at lower wavelengths. Figure 1 shows the design of a MEMS 
based IR emitter with heater made from metal layer M1. The top metal layer (M3) is periodically 
patterned for plasmon resonance; metal layer M2 is a heat sink for thermal uniformity. Tungsten and 
aluminium M3 metal layers have been designed with square lattice structure. 

Based on the main absorption peak for the target gas, the diameter and the period of the pattern are 
adjusted accordingly. The models were simulated using COMSOL multi-physics soft-ware.  

The designs will be manufactured using a CMOS process followed by a deep reactive-ion etch (DRIE) 
to form the membrane. In our model, the diameter and period were varied to simulate manufacturing 
tolerances of 5%, with the average value shown in Figure 2. The shaded area represents the IR filter 

with 180 nm bandwidth. The addition 
of the plasmonic structure into the 
emitter enhances the simulated 
emission to nearly 100% (from about 
10%) for all three target gases, and all 
peaks are in the standard filter region. 
The ideal result is to have a distinct 
emission peak for the target gas and 
minimum cross correlation with the 
other gases. This is not only for 
detection sensitivity, but also for multi 
gas sensing purposes. For carbon 
monoxide and carbon dioxide, the 
tungsten plasmonic structure shows a 
better response with lower cross 
correlation while the hydrogen sulphide 
is more detectable with aluminium.   

 



 

 

 

Figure 2: COMSOL simulation results in a) tungsten metal layer (CO: d=3.1, p= 4.5; CO2: d=3.6, 
p=4.2; H2S: d= 3.1, p=7.4); b) aluminium metal layer (CO: d=3.1, p=4.5; CO2: d=2, p=4.15; H2S: 
d=5.4, p=7.6) (unit: µm). 

A model with similar plasmonic structure was manufactured [3], and due to the absence of a 
planarization step in the process, the plasmonic structure tends to be islands. The scanning electron 
microscope (SEM) graph shows in figure 3 is the manufactured structure. For this purpose, the models 
are also simulated with islands structure for comparison (see Figure 3). The islands structure has lower 
absorption than ideal holes, but it still have high response for all target gases. In summary, we have 
designed and simulated novel metal (W and Al) plasmonic structures for enhanced IR emissions at mid-
IR wavelengths in CMOS technology. The structures were configured to detect polluting gases namely 
carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide and hydrogen sulphide. Simulations covered holes structures in 
tungsten and aluminium metal layers, for both planarized and non-planarized process. Our results 
suggest plasmonic structures not only greatly increase the IR performance of CMOS devices but also 
enable the discrimination of different gases at specific wavelengths. Perhaps even removing the need 
for a narrow band optical filter. 
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Abstract- A study of a low-profile hybrid Wood zone plate fishnet metamaterial lens working at f = 

99 GHz is presented. The use of fishnet metamaterial with effective refractive index close to zero (n 

= 0.51) as a medium for Fresnel zones allows to reduce the reflections from the metalens and 

increase the overall efficiency, while maintaining low profile, low cost and ease of manufacturing. 
The performance of metalens was analyzed numerically and confirmed experimentally, 

demonstrating a good agreement. 

 

The Fresnel zone plate lenses possess high reflections from the opaque rings (the even or odd zones), which 

deteriorate the focusing efficiency. In the Wood zone plate lens (WZPL) this disadvantage is overcome by 

replacing the opaque rings with dielectric rings that produce fields with a π phase difference with respect to the 

original transparent ring zones. When the refractive indices of the materials used for the even and odd zones are 

similar, the lens becomes thick and heavy. On the other hand, high index contrasts enable thinner lenses but at 

the expense of impedance mismatch with free-space, which causes a focusing efficiency reduction. [1], [2]. 

To tackle this problem, here we propose a hybrid half-wavelength WZPL based on a fishnet metamaterial. 

The fishnet metamaterial, which consists of closely-packed subwavelength hole arrays working under 

extraordinary optical transmission [3] [see Fig. 1(a)], can have a refractive index less than unity (for the design 

reported here, n = 0.51) and therefore enable faster π phase difference between odd and even zones. Moreover, 

the fishnet metamaterial has the potential to minimize reflection, increasing the overall efficiency of the lens. In 

our metalens’ design four periods of fishnet metamaterial (plus one dielectric layer as a protection cover) are 

used, which provide a good trade-off between total thickness and electromagnetic performance in terms of 

insertion loss. Therefore, the total thickness of the metalens is w = 4dz+td = 1.97 mm (~0.62λ0) (where dz = 0.4 

mm is the period of the fishnet metamaterial, td = 0.38 mm is the thickness of dielectric layer). The required 

refractive index nf = 0.51 was derived from the equation of the thickness of the WZPL: w = λ0/(√εr-√εf) (where εr, 

εf is the permittivity of the dielectric and fishnet metamaterial respectively). The value of the refractive index of 

the fishnet metamaterial can be adjusted by varying the diameter of the holes a, which at the design frequency f 

= 99 GHz (λ0 ~ 3.03 mm) was found to be a = 1.08 mm. 

Figs. 2 (c, d) show the numerically-computed electric field distribution in the xz-plane (c) and the yz-plane (d). 

The focal length is FL = 22.5 mm (7.4λ0) and FWHM1 = FWHM2 = 2 mm (0.66λ0) for xz- and yz-planes, 

respectively. The measurement can be seen in Fig. 2 (e, f) for the xz-plane and the yz-plane, respectively. The 

focal length is FL = 23 mm (7.6λ0) and FWHM1 = FWHM2 = 2.1 mm (0.69λ0) for xz- and yz-plane respectively. 

Thus, the numerical and experimental results are in good agreement. 



 
Fig.1. (a) Fishnet metamaterial unit cell. (b) Fabricated WZP fishnet metamaterial lens. Normalized electric field distribution 

in xz-plane (c,e) and yz-plane (d,f) for numerical (top) and experimental (below) results. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Normalized radiation pattern for E-plane (a) and H-plane (b) (simulation and experimental). 

The performance of the fishnet WZPL in lens-antenna configuration was also analyzed. The normalized 

numerical and experimental radiation patterns are shown in Fig. 2 (a, b) for E- (a) and H-plane (b) respectively. 

It is obvious that the radiation patterns for the main lobes are in good agreement, however the side lobes are 

higher in the experiment. This can be explained by the higher ratio main/sidelobe in numerical results, which 

results in lower lobes in the normalized radiation pattern. 

Finally, a relatively high gain of 16.6 dB was measured at the design frequency f = 99 GHz while the 

numerical gain is 24.3 dB. This disagreement may be explained by experimental errors (misalignment, accuracy 

of distance measurement) and by defects in the fabrication (non-perfect contact between dielectric and metallic 

plates, errors in the radius of the holes) and effective substrate losses higher than nominal values. 
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Abstract- A new multilayer polymeric comb array antenna is presented. The multilayer 
substrates of Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) and Rogers produced an increment bandwidth of 
5.118 GHz compared to 0.608 GHz, which is non-polymeric antenna. Multilayer substrate, comb 
array structure and PDMS's epsilon of 2.7 contributing to such bandwidth ranging from 22.649 
until 27.792 GHz and gain of 9.856 dB at 25 GHz resonance. Moreover, dimension of 33x27 mm2 
is considered compact in size.  

 
SUMMARY 
 
Nowadays, millimeter-wave communications have been greatly attention as a new technology in high 

frequency range with a demand of high data rate capacity [1]. Microstrip is one of good option as millimeter 

wave’s antenna due to its interesting characteristics such as low profile and simple structure [2]. In order to 

enhance the data rate and broad bandwidth, material of dielectric substrate plays the significant role. For this 

concern, this paper presents a new combination of meta-material substrate; Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) with a 

compact microstrip comb array antenna.  

PDMS is a new dielectric substrate which is consisted of silicone based elastomer and suitable for higher 

frequency up to terahertz [3]. The low epsilon of PDMS substrate which is 2.7 lead to bandwidth enhancement.  

This is due to the polarization effects theory. A low epsilon will gives more electric flux generated per unit 

charge and minor energy trapping inside the substrate. Therefore, it is ease to radiation move to free space and 

enhanced the performance of antenna.  

In this paper, the multilayer of PDMS with Rogers is designed with a compact size of 27x33 mm
2 
for the 

width and length respectively as shown in Figure 1(a) while full ground plane depicted by Figure 1(b). The 

proposed multilayer antenna is consists of five layers as demonstrated in Figure 1 (c). An array structure of comb 

antenna is arranged in zig-zag with main radiating element inclined by -45 degrees. The length, l of each array is 

based on formula l = λg and the spacing between each array is m= λg /2 where λg is the guided wavelength at the 

center frequency [4].    

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

              (a)                  (b)                              (c) 

Figure 1. The multilayer polymeric comb array antenna (a) front view (b) back view and (c) perspective view. 
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Figure 2. (a) Reflection coefficient and (b) polar radiation pattern for multilayer polymeric comb array antenna. 
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 Figure 2(a) shows the comparison of reflection coefficient, S11 of Rogers substrate with (in blue line) and 

without (in purple line) PDMS. It is observed that the combination of PDMS with Rogers substrate produced 

more bandwidth which is up to 5.118 GHz compared to only 0.608 GHz (without PDMS). This is due to the low 

epsilon of 2.7. Comparison of multilayer polymeric antenna without comb array is analyzed as well. It is found 

out that the comb array antenna (in blue line) is better than without comb array (in red line) in term of 

bandwidth. The polar radiation pattern is illustrated in Figure 2(b) subject to the varieties of frequency ranging 

from 22.649 GHz until 27.792 GHz. The highest gain of 9.856 dB is recorded at 25 GHz. As conclusion, the new 

combination of polymeric comb array antenna generates good bandwidth and high gain as well as compactness 

of size for millimetre wave applications. 
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Abstract-In this work, we integrate varactor diodes into wire/ring structure, and investigate the 

tunable EIT-like effect by simulation. Via interference between the electric dipole mode of wire and 

magnetic dipole mode of ring, EIT-like transmission spectrum with prominent slowing light 

behavior appears. The transmission peak of wire/ring structure exhibits a blueshift up to 0.97 GHz 

as the capacitance of varactor diodes ranges from 0.9 pF to 1.8 pF. The wire/ring structure 

demonstrates a transmission modulation with modulation depth of 97%. 
 

Electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) was originally observed in the context of quantum 

mechanics [1]. In 2007, Fedotov et al. first observed EIT-like effect in metamaterials [2]. The EIT-like 

characteristics in metamaterials and nanostructures have attracted great interest in recent years. 

In this work, we introduce varactor diodes [3] into wire/ring structure, and investigate the tunable EIT-like 

effect inside a standard rectangular waveguide of BJ32 by simulation. Via interference between the electric 

dipole mode of wire and magnetic dipole mode of ring, EIT-like transmission spectrum with large dispersion 

appears. The transmission peak of wire/ring structure exhibits a blueshift up to 0.97 GHz as the capacitance of 

varactor diodes ranges from 0.9 pF to 1.8 pF. The wire/ring structure demonstrates a transmission modulation 

with modulation depth of 97%. 

Figure 1 depicts the wire/ring structure for EIT-like effect. The scattering parameters are calculated by full 

wave simulation. 

 
Figure 1. Schematic view of wire/ring structure. The metal layer is copper with a conductivity of 5.8e7 S/m, and the depth is 0.018 mm. 

The substrate is Teflon with a relative permittivity of 2.65 and a loss tangent of 4e-4, and the dimension is 72.14*34.04*1 mm3. The 

dimensions of wire/ring structure are as follows: l1=32 mm, l2=3 mm, l3=5.7 mm, w=2 mm, g=1.3 mm and s=5 mm. The two yellow 

rectangles represent varactor diodes. 

Figure 2a shows that the EIT-like transmission spectrum of wire/ring structure appears due to the 

interference between the electric dipole mode of wire and magnetic dipole mode of ring, and the transmission 

peak reaches -2 dB. The steep phase variation leads to a large group delay of 14.2 ns at 3.27 GHz, corresponding 
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to a 3.29-m-long transmission line, see figure 2b. Figure 2c demonstrates the tunability of EIT-like effect by 

varactor diode. The transmission peak of wire/ring structure moves from 3.78 GHz to 2.81 GHz as the 

capacitance of varactor diodes ranges from 0.9 pF to 1.8 pF, exhibiting a blueshift of 0.97 GHz. Figure 2d 

demonstrates the transmission modulation of wire/ring, and the transmission can be modulated from -2 dB to -40 

dB, realizing a modulation depth up to 97%. 

 
Figure 2. Transmission (a) and group delay (b) of wire/ring structure as the capacitance of varactor diodes is 1.2 pF. (c) Transmission 

spectra of wire/ring structure with the capacitance of varactor diodes ranging from 0.9 pF to 1.8 pF. (d) Transmission modulation of 

wire/ring structure at 3.27 GHz by varactor diode. 
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Abstract— Using a magnonic crystal—an artificial magnetic media with a periodic variation of
its magnetic properties in space—to enhance nonlinear magnon-magnon interactions, we have suc-
ceeded in the realization of magnon-by-magnon control, and the development of a magnon transis-
tor. We demonstrate that the density of magnons flowing from the transistors source to its drain
can be decreased three orders of magnitude by the injection of magnons into the transistors gate.

With the fast growth in the volume of information being processed, researchers are charged with
the primary task of finding new ways for fast and efficient processing and transfer of data. Spin
waves and their quanta magnons are recognized to be perspective in the role of information carriers
alternative to charged particles [1]. We have succeeded realization of magnon-by-magnon control
and have developed the magnon transistor [2]. We present a proof of concept device that is made
out of a magnetic insulator (single crystal film of yttrium iron garnet, YIG) in order to exclude any
motion of free electrons. In this three-terminal device, the density of the magnon current flowing
from the Source to the Drain (see the spheres with arrows in Fig. 1a) is controlled by the magnons
injected into the Gate of the transistor (the spheres without arrows). The magnonic crystal in the
form of an array of surface grooves [3] is used to increase the density of the gate magnons and,
consequently, to enhance the efficiency of nonlinear four-magnon scattering. It was shown that the
Gate-to-Drain magnon current can be decreased up to three orders of magnitude (see Fig. 1 1b).
Moreover, the Source-to-Drain magnon current can be manipulated by the gate magnons having a
density hundred times smaller, and thus an amplification of the magnon-carried signals is possible.

The magnon transistor constitutes a key component of magnon-based data processing and allows
for the design of magnon computing units including XOR and NAND logic gates (see Fig. 1c). The
potential for the miniaturization of this transistor will be discussed.

Figure 1: (a) Schematic of the operational principle of a magnon transistor. (b) The measured drain magnon
density as a function of the gate magnon density. (c) All-magnon chip proposed for XOR logic operation.
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Abstract- We present a plasmonic cavity resonator based on a gold nanotube array embedded in an 

anodic aluminum oxide membrane. The gold nanotube metamaterial performs multipolar resonance 

modes of surface plasmons. Furthermore, FDTD simulation demonstrates the electric fields of the 

longitudinal resonance modes are focused on the interfaces between the aluminum oxide and the 

gold nanotubes, which exhibit obvious standing-wave modes with high-order harmonics, thus the 

gold nanotube metamaterial can be worked as a plasmonic cavity resonator. 

 

Plasmonic resonant cavities are capable of confining light at the nanometer scale, which exhibit promising 

applications in sources[1], sensing[2], enhanced nonlinear effects[3] etc. It has been noted that the conventional 

metal nanostrips as cavities have very large Ohmic losses due to the surface plasmons only existing at single 

metal-dielectric interfaces. Therefore enhancement of plasmonic mode coupling by designing two or multi 

metal-dielectric interfaces can decrease the Ohmic losses [4,5]. Here, we propose a plasmonic resonator by using 

periodic metal-dielectric interfaces in a gold nanotube metamaterial, which has the extraordinary optical 

transmission (EOT) due to the hollow geometry [6] and so performs much strong Fabry–Pérot (F-P) resonances [7]. 

The gold nanotube metamaterial, consisting of the gold nanotube array embedded into anodic aluminum 

oxide (AAO) membranes, was fabricated by using a galvanostatic electrodeposition in a three-electrode cell. 

Figure a and b show the typical SEM images of the hexagonal packed gold nanotube array, the outer and the 

inner diameters are about 65 nm and 30 nm, and the length is about 610 nm. The plasmonic property of the gold 

nanotube metamaterial was measured by a fixed-angle reflector (8°) and calibrated against a diffuse reflectance 
module, it is found that the gold nanotube array display multipolar resonance modes (Figure c). The transversal 

modes have two peaks corresponding to the resonances from the outer and inner surfaces of the nanotube walls 

(D), while the longitudinal resonances present multipolar modes (A, B and C). Figure d show the reflectance of 

the nanotube array by a FDTD simulation. Notes that the mode number of the longitudinal resonances from the 

theoretical result is basically accordance with that from the experiment, however, the bandwidth and the 

positions of the resonances display differences between the theoretical and experimental results, this may be 

attributed to an assumption that the nanotubes have perfectly smooth surfaces in the FDTD simulation. In fact, 

some scattering losses on the nanotube surfaces are inevitable because the nanotubes are not very smooth. 

On the other hand, the electric fields of the transversal resonance mode concentrate on the incident end of the 

nanotubes, but those of the longitudinal resonance modes focus on the outer surfaces of the nanotube walls 



(Figure e). Moreover, the electric fields on the nanotube surfaces have standing-wave modes for the longitudinal 

modes, therefore, the gold nanotube array can worked as a plasmonic cavity resonator, which originates from the 

F-P resonances between the nanotube terminations. In addition, both the standing-wave modes with the 

harmonics of odd orders are confined by a node at the incident end (i.e., at the bottom of the nanotubes) with the 

weakest fields and an antinode at the emergent ends (i.e., at the top of the nanotubes) with the strongest fields. 

     

  

Figure (a), (b) Top and cross-sectional views of SEM images of the gold nanotube array embedded in AAO 

membrane, scale bar: 200 nm. (c) and (d) Experimental and theoretical reflectance spectra of the gold nanotube 

array. (e) Electric field distributions of the plasmonic resonance modes in the gold nanotube metamaterial. 
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Abstract- Recently, we have experimentally observed electromagnetic wave transmission with negative 

group velocity in the anomalous dispersion region of a simple structured metamaterial. This implies that the 

wave packet distortion due to the transmission with the subluminal group velocity in conventional media can 

be compensated by a properly designed anomalously dispersive property. Considering the considerable loss in 

the anomalous region of passive media, metamaterials or devices constructed with active elements, such as 

non-Foster elements, are good candidates. As the first step, we verified the compensation for severely 

distorted wave packets with a wideband floating non-Foster element, which has an inverted frequency 

dispersion. The preliminary result shows the potential to implement low-loss anomalously dispersive 

metamaterials or devices for wave packet compensation. 

In electromagnetics, the classical Drude-Lorentz model offers an intuitive and accurate description of both 

normal and anomalous material dispersion in an extended spectrum from direct current to optical frequencies. As 

a direct consequence of the Kramers-Kronig relation, anomalous dispersion occurs as the wavelength approaches 

to the electric scale of the absorption resonance of the medium, exhibiting reversed spatial-temporal frequency 

dependence in the opposite of the normal dispersion case. Without violating the causality, anomalous dispersion 

in the absorption resonance region implies an electromagnetic (EM) wave packet propagating with a 

superluminal or negative group velocity, i.e., an EM pulse appears to exit the medium before it enters. This 

effect has been demonstrated in our recent simulation and experimental research.  

 

Figure 1. The metamaterial sample, dispersion and simulated wave packet transmission with negative and positive group velocity. 

In simulation, two probes were placed at point ‘A’ and ‘B’, with a 120-mm increment. Figure 1 shows the 

uniaxial metamaterial sample used in our research, the simulation model and the simulated wave packet 

transmission with negative and positive group velocities, respectively. These simulated results are in agreement 



with the experimental data (not shown here due to the page limit). We see that in the anomalous region, the wave 

packet distortion is “forward”, while in the normal dispersion region, the distortion is “backward”. 

 

Figure 2. Principle of the wave packet compensation with anomalously dispersive metamaterials or devices. 

This reminds us that if the anomalous dispersion can be properly engineered, the “backward” packet 

distortion can be compensated by letting such packets transmit through a metamaterial layer (or a device) with a 

specific anomalous dispersion, as shown in Figure 2. Considering the inherent loss of the anomalously dispersive 

medium, active elements can be introduced in the unit cells, obtaining a gain assisted metamaterial. In our 

research, the non-Foster element has been chosen to provide the negative dispersion.  
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Figure 3. The floating wideband non-Foster element and the simulated compensation for the distortion due to a differentiator. 

In our preliminary work, we have designed and implemented a floating wideband non-Foster element based 

on state of the art dual operational amplifiers, as shown in Figure 3. As an example, we used this element to 

compensate a severely distorted square wave signal due to a differentiating circuit. As seen in Figure 3, the 

simulated severe distortion of a square wave packet due to the differentiator can be mostly compensated. 

In our further research, such elements will be embedded in circuit and metamaterial units. By obtaining 

controllable anomalous dispersion, the distortion of wave packages transmitted in both circuits and space can be 

compensated. We expect our method can be verified in the near future. 
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Abstract-We experimentally investigated the full-range frequency response of non-Foster elements 

(NE) based on ultrahigh speed operational amplifiers. Our results indicate that the de-embedded 

impedance of an NE co-existing with a properly designed stabilization network has an inverted 

Lorentzian absorption resonance that satisfies the Kramers-Kronig relations. While the non-Foster 

response on the left side of the resonance is intrinsically accompanied by a negative, frequency 

dependent resistance, there also exists a non-Foster response on the right side of the resonance 

region. This characteristic can be used to achieve high-frequency non-Foster responses, and 

wideband compensation for the frequency dispersion of metamaterials and small-sized antennas. 

Immittance that does not obey Foster’s theorem exists in certain active networks, making it possible to 
obtain non-Foster element (NE) with imaginary immittance monotonically decreasing with frequency, creating a 

“negative” inductance or capacitance. This unique characteristic makes NEs be good candidates in the 

compensation of dispersion of metamaterials and microwave devices. However, a standalone NE is theoretically 

unstable due the “negative time constant” caused by the inverted frequency response, making it difficult to 

obtain wideband, high frequency non-Foster responses.  

In this work, different from previous researches that mainly pay attention to the non-Foster response at the 

frequencies lower than the resonance region, we investigate the full-range frequency response of an RF NE. 

Analysis, simulation and experiments show that the complex-valued impedance of a physically realizable NE 

has an inverted Lorentzian resonance region, resulting in a wide-range frequency response that complies with the 

Kramers-Kronig relations. Our research indicates that while an NE can steadily co-exist with a properly designed 

stabilization network, its low-frequency non-Foster immittance is always accompanied by a negative, 

frequency-dependent resistance, which will affect the wide band impedance matching relying on the non-Foster 

immittance. Moreover, there exists another high-frequency non-Foster region on the right side of the resonance 

region, which can be used to overcome the difficulty inachieving high-frequency NEs in practical applications. 

Figure 1 shows the schematic of an OP AMP based NE with stabilization network, the implemented circuit 

board and measurement setup, and the retrieved impedance of the de-embedded NE. It is seen that an inverted 

Lorentzian resonance is clearly seen at 0.53 GHz, which compiles well with previous simulations. A “negative” 
inductance can be clearly seen with a frequency-dependent resistance in the bottom-left inset, and a “negative” 
capacitance can also be seen in the bottom-right inset, both with negative slopes with frequency. Overall, the 

frequency-dependent resistance is negative from DC to 1 GHz, except for a narrow bandwidth on the right side 

of the resonance. The measured full-range frequency response of ZNE is consistent with the previous analysis and 



simulations. In the frequency bands of DC-0.2 GHz, 0.2-0.4 GHz and 0.6-1 GHz, the reactance is around 0, 0~70 

and 60 Ω, respectively, while the corresponding reactance is 0~-16, -16~-100 and 400~100 Ω, respectively. In 

the frequency bands of DC-0.2 GHz and 0.6-1 GHz, where the measured reactance of ZNE has negative slopes on 

the two sides of the resonance region, the frequency dependency of the reactance of the stabilization network 

determined by Z3 and Z4 are almost compensated, implying that ZNE exhibits non-Foster frequency response in 

the two bands. 
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Figure 1. The schematic of the stabilized NE, the measurement setup and the retrieved full range frequency response of the NE. 

Figure 2 shows the CPW fed electrically small antenna in parallel with a NE, and the comparison between 

the dispersion compensations using passive and non-Foster matching. It can be seen that compared with the 

conventional impedance matching using lumped capacitance and inductance, the wideband NE based method 

can indeed achieve wideband dispersion compensation. Further research will be conducted to compensate the 

inherent dispersion of metamaterials. We envision our method can be widely used in the future. 

     

Figure 2. CPW fed electrically small antenna and the comparison between the dispersion compensation using passive and 

non-Foster matching. 
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Abstract-Using continuous wave terahertz spectroscopy and numerical simulations we investigate 

fundamental eigenmodes and higher-order resonances in planar arrays split-ring resonators (SRRs). 

Special attention is paid to the interaction between SRRs in metamaterial arrays and properties of 

diffraction (lattice) mode in periodic arrays of SRRs. We observe tuning of resonant frequency of 

high-Q factor and high-frequency lattice mode by variation of parameters of individual resonators 

which may be advantageous for fabrication of tunable metamaterial filters and modulators. 
 

Metamaterials (MM) have recently attracted considerable interest due to their potential applications 
in the "terahertz gap" in which lack of compact and effective passive components – filters, switches, 
modulators – still exists. The ability to control the strength, linewidth and spectral position of MM 
resonances is of particular importance in practical applications. For this purpose actively controllable 
metamaterials have been demonstrated at terahertz frequencies based on the implementation of 
photo- or electro-active elements [1, 2]. Also, tunability of the resonant frequency was achieved in array 
of varactor-loaded SRRs [3]. The latter approach is attractive from the practical point of view, however, 
scaling of such devices to higher frequencies is complicated. Here we study far-field transmission 
properties of planar arrays of SRRs paying special attention to the first and third order eigenmodes of 
SRRs as well as lattice modes related with the radiative coupling between SRRs in a periodic MM [4]. 
We demonstrate that lattice modes are characterized with high Q factor and possibility of relatively wide 
frequency tuning based on variation of effective capacitance of individual split rings. This could be 
implemented in narrow-band MM filters and modulators. 

Figure 1 Geometry of investigated SRRs: side length (outer dimension) 1000 µm, width of the 
conductive stripes 50 µm, width of the "capacitor" plates in S1 - 300 µm, gap width S1 – 50 µm, S2 – 50 
µm, S3 – 300 µm and S4 – 900 µm 

 
For fabrication of SRR arrays teflon film of thickness 50 µm with copper cladding of thickness 10 µm 

was used. SRRs were patterned using conventional photolithography and wet etching of the copper foil. 
In this study, four types of SRRs were investigated as shown in Fig. 1. Different effective capacitance of 
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the split gaps results in different resonant frequency of the structures. The four different structures were 
used to imitate the performance of a dynamically tunable MM capacitance of which is modulated 
optically [2] or electrically [3]. The experiments above 40 GHz were performed using frequency-domain 
terahertz spectrometer. For measurements in the range 20-40 GHz samples were placed in a 
rectangular waveguide using RF synthesizer as a signal source. In all experiments electromagnetic 
waves normally impinged on a surface of SRRs with electric field lying in parallel with the gap bearing 
sides of SRRs. 

It was found that increase of the effective capacitance of the split gaps results in blue-shift of all 
resonances which were observed as transmission minima. This way, fundamental eigenmode f0 (LC 
resonance) of SRRs was tuned in the range 29-47 GHz, the third order (quadrupole) resonance f1 – in 
the range 98-128 GHz following roughly the rule: f1 = 3 f0. 

In addition to the plasmonic eigenmodes, narrow transmission dips are observed at higher 
frequencies in the range 145-200 GHz. In this case transmission minima are related with radiative 
coupling between SRRs in the plane perpendicular to the propagation of the incident beam. Because 
radiative losses in direction of the propagating beam are small the energy of electromagnetic field gets 
"trapped" in the lattice plane and the lattice resonance is characterized with a relatively high Q factor.  

When the period of SRRs in array is changed the lattice modes are spectrally shifted which makes 
them clearly distinguishable from almost stationary plasmonic modes. We found that the lattice 
resonance takes place when period of SRRs becomes equal to the radiation wavelength taking into 
account permittivity of the dielectric substrate.  

Here we study in detail the lattice resonance by choosing appropriate geometries of SRRs as 
presented in Fig. 1. We found that decrease of the effective capacitance of the split gap results in 
diminishing of the resonant strength. In U-type resonators (S4), the lattice resonance is shallow 
similarly as in Ref. [4]. Moreover, we demonstrate for the first time that the spectral position of the 
lattice resonance may be effectively changed with the variation of the effective capacitance of the split 
gap. This approach might be interesting from the practical point of view since it allows for changing the 
resonant frequency of the lattice mode in high frequency domain by tuning the effective capacitance 
which is responsible for the plasmonic modes at lower frequencies. 
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Abstract 
This paper presents the design of a dual-band textile 
wearable planar slotted dipole integrated with an artificial 
magnetic conductor (AMC) plane. The overall structure 
operates in the 2.45 GHz and 5.8 GHz bands and is suited 
for wireless body area network (WBAN) applications. The 
AMC plane is formed using a diamond-shaped patch and is 
used as a reflector to reduce backward radiation towards the 
human body. Felt and ShieldIt is used as the antenna’s 
substrate and radiating elements, respectively. The antenna 
operation is investigated under varying bending condition in 
the azimuth and elevation planes in the low (2.45 GHz) and 
high (5.8 GHz) frequency bands. The antenna operates with 
a good reflection coefficient, bandwidth, radiation pattern 
and realized gain, besides featuring physical characteristics 
suitable for wearable applications. 

1. Introduction 
Wearable devices are gaining popularity in various mobile 
communication applications in recent years [1]-[5]. 
Wireless body area network (WBAN) systems are 
promising to change the landscapes of body worn sensors, 
medicine, health monitoring and emergency rescue. Besides 
that, the wide usage of the Industrial, Scientific, and 
Medical (ISM) (2.45 GHz and 5 GHz) band implies the 
need for WBAN devices to be compatible to their 
frequencies. Moreover, one of the most important WBAN 
frequencies is the 2.4 GHz band. Properties of wearable 
antenna such as conformal, low profile, inexpensive, ease of 
fabrication are needed to ensure the antenna’s suitability for 
wearable applications. Meanwhile, metasurface such as 
artificial magnetic conductor (AMC, high impedance 
surface (HIS), and electromagnetic bandgap (EBG) 
structure are widely used in the low profile antennas as they 
can be located close to the radiating elements and operates 
as the reflector [1]-[5]. One of the main advantages of AMC 
is its simple unit cell basic structure, either using square or 
rectangular patches. Besides that, the AMC is capable of 

operating across the 5 GHz Wireless Local Area Network 
(WLAN) band due to its wide bandwidth. 
 

2. Antenna Specification and Material 

2.1 Characterization of the Metasurface  

The AMC is designed on a felt substrate with a thickness of 
3 mm, relative permittivity (εr) of 1.44, and loss tangent 
(tanδ) of 0.044. Its conductive elements are formed using 
the 0.17 mm thick ShieldIt Super, with an estimated 
conductivity of 1.18 x 105 S/m. The AMC topology is 
illustrated in Figure 1. It consists of a rectangular patch and 
integrated with a diamond-shaped slot. The geometry of the 
inner and outer diamond-shaped slot determines the 
reflection phase points of the dual-band band AMC. The 
shorter current path provided by the diamond-shaped slot 
resulted in reflection phase bandwidth of 831 MHz (5.26-
6.1GHz) in the upper band. Meanwhile, the rectangular 
patch with a longer electrical length created a reflection 
phase bandwidth of 227 MHz (2.38-2.61 GHz) in the lower 
band. The performance of the AMC in both bands is 
illustrated in Figure 1(c). 
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Figure 1: (a) Unit cell of the dual band AMC; (b) 3x3 
AMC plane; (c) reflection phase of proposed AMC. 
The dimensions of AMC unit cell (in mm) with L=30, 
W=30, L1=27.75, W1=27.75, inner=10.3, outer=11.3.  

2.2 Antenna design 

The proposed dual band antenna shown in Figure 2 operates 
in the lower band (2.45 GHz) and upper band (5.8 GHz). It 
is designed based on the conventional dipole antenna 
topology [1] which combines slot antenna (planar magnetic 
dipole) with an electric dipole. Next, four slots in the x-
direction are introduced onto rectangular patch to enable its 
dual-band characteristic. Careful selection of their sizes will 
enable proper resonance at the desired lower and upper 
bands. The overall dimension of the proposed antenna is 90 
mm x 90 mm. It is built using the same felt and ShieldIt 
textiles and is placed over the 3 x 3 AMC array.  
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(d) 
Figure 2: Details of the proposed antenna: (a) Topology (b) 
3D view; (c) cross-section; and (d) reflection coefficients. 
The dimensions of the proposed antenna (in mm) are L=90, 
W=90, L1=55, W1=50, a=2, b=5, c=5, d=2, e=37, f=10, 
g=1, h=3. 
 

3. Result and Discussion 
Besides studying its performance in free space, the antenna 
performance is analyzed in bent conditions. It is expected 
that the on-body placement will result in some degree of 
deformation. In this work, the antenna is studied in the 
planar and two other bending conditions using CST MWS. 
The antenna is bent over cylindrical radii of r = 40 mm and 
r = 60 mm in the x-axis and y-axes, as illustrated in Figure 3. 
Their performance is compared in the following sub-
sections. 

3.1 Planar antenna  

Antenna in the planar state provided an impedance 
bandwidth of 162 MHz and 592 MHz in the 2.45 GHz and 
5.8 GHz bands, respectively, see Figure 2(d). The reflection 
coefficient is -12.97 dB at 2.45 GHz and -24.95 dB at 5.8 
GHz. The planar antenna produced a directional radiation 
pattern and reduced back-lobe radiation. This is important as 
omnidirectional antenna usually results in a high SAR value 
in the human body, potentially affecting the health of body 
tissues [3]. The simulated front-to-back ratio (FBR) is higher 
than 20 dB in the lower band and 32 dB in the upper band. 
The realized gain of the antenna is about 3.01 dB at 2.45 
GHz and 7.04 dB at 5.8 GHz. The performance comparison 
of the proposed antenna is summarized in Table 1. 
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Table 1: Comparison performance of proposed antenna  

Parameter Condition of Antenna 
Frequency (GHz) 

2.45 5.8 

    

Reflection 
coefficient 

(dB) 

Flat -12.97 -24.95 
Bending x-axis 40mm -16.24 -19.08 
Bending x-axis 60mm -16.27 -20.33 
Bending y-axis 40mm -12.73 -19.73 
Bending y-axis 60mm -12.78 -19.81 

    

Realized 
Gain (dB) 

Flat 3.01 7.04 
Bending x-axis 40mm 0.75 2.38 
Bending x-axis 60mm 1.7 3.34 
Bending y-axis 40mm 2.34 4.24 
Bending y-axis 60mm 2.66 4.25 

    

Directivity 
(dBi) 

Flat 7.72 11.4 
Bending x-axis 40mm 5.59 6.34 
Bending x-axis 60mm 6.28 7.38 
Bending y-axis 40mm 6.68 8.29 
Bending y-axis 60mm 7.07 8.52 

    

Bandwidth 
(MHz) 

Flat 164 592 
Bending x-axis 40mm 560 666 
Bending x-axis 60mm 198 641 
Bending y-axis 40mm 182 661 
Bending y-axis 60mm 181 637 

    

Front to 
Back Ratio, 
FBR (dB) 

Flat 20.32 32.69 
Bending x-axis 40mm 18.94 27.5 
Bending x-axis 60mm 19.81 29.78 
Bending y-axis 40mm 22.48 27.99 
Bending y-axis 60mm 21.44 31.77 

 

  

3.2 Bending Evaluation 

Figure 3 shows the comparison of the planar antenna and 
two bent conditions with r = 40 mm and 60 mm at the x- and 
y-axes. The resulting S11 is shown in Figure 2(d). It can be 
observed when bending radius is reduced; the lower 
bandwidth increases while upper bandwidth narrows for 
both x- and y-axes. The antenna improved by about 3 dB at 
2.45 GHz in x-axis for r = 40 mm. On the contrary, similar 
values with some small degradation are seen at both 
frequencies when bent in the y-axis.  Nonetheless, the 
operation of the antenna in the desired bands are maintained 
with S11 < -10 dB.   
 

  
(a) (b) 

 
 

(c) (d) 
Figure 3: Antenna bending over the cylindrical radius (r) at 
x-axis (a) 40 mm; (b) 60 mm; and at y-axis: (c) 40 mm; (d) 
60 mm. 
 

Figure 4 shows directional radiation pattern comparison 
of proposed antenna at 2.45 GHz and 5.8 GHz in the 
azimuth (xz) and elevation (yz) plane in planar and when 
bent at the x- and y-axes. It can be seen that the bending did 
not severely affect the antenna performance and therefore, 
can be efficiently used in wearable applications. Radiation 
pattern observation throughout the operating frequency 
indicated a directional pattern with high FBR, which 
implies reduced the backward radiation.  

It is also seen that the bent antenna (for r = 40 and 60 
mm) at x-axis provided the most significant improvement in 
terms of impedance bandwidth, with 560 MHz (when bent 
with r = 40 mm) and 198 MHz (with r = 60 mm) compared 
to 164 MHz (in the planar condition) in the lower and upper 
bands, respectively. In general, the performance of the 
proposed antenna is satisfactory in terms of reflection 
coefficient, realized gain, directivity, bandwidth and FBR in 
the flat and both bent conditions for 2.45 GHz and 5.8 GHz. 
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Figure 4: Simulated radiation patterns for the planar and 
bent antennas: bent at the x-axis at (a) 2.45 GHz in the xz-
plane (b) 2.45 GHz in the yz-plane (c) 5.8 GHz in the xz-
plane (d) 5.8 GHz in the yz-plane; bent at the y-axis at (e) 
2.45 GHz in the xz-plane (f) 2.45 GHz in the yz-plane (g) 
5.8 GHz in the xz-plane (h) 5.8 GHz in the yz-plane. Note: 
solid (black) line: planar antenna, (red) long dash line: bent 
with r = 40 mm, (blue) short dash line: bent with r = 60 
mm. 

4. Conclusions 
A wearable dual-band antenna with dual- and broadband 
AMC is proposed for operation in the 2.4 and 5.8 GHz 
frequency bands for WBAN applications. The antenna 
features a directional radiation and high FBR which 
potentially reduces SAR. The AMC plane is integrated with 
the antenna to reduce back radiation towards the human 
body. It consists of a 3 x 3 array of rectangular patches 
slotted with diamond-shaped slots to enable dual-band 
operation. This AMC structure is then combined with a 
patch antenna with a slotted-F dipole to enable its dual band 
property. The performance of proposed antenna is 
satisfactory in terms of reflection coefficient, realized gain, 
directivity, radiation pattern and bandwidth.  
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Abstract- The effects of the material thicknesses on the spectral responses of multi-resonant metamaterials 

based UT-shaped nanoapertures are studied. Transmission spectra of the structure are determined different 

thicknesses of materials by using the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method. To obtain the refractive 

index sensing capability of UT-shaped multi-resonant metamaterials, the sensitivity and spectral tunability 

characteristics are investigated by loading different refractive indexed dielectric cladding media.  

 

Metamaterials have received tremendous interest over the past few years due to their unusual electromagnetic       

properties [1-5]. Theoretical and experimental results have showed that the optical characteristics of the metamaterials based 

on nanoapertures are highly dependent on the shape and orientation of the apertures, aperture diameter, and lattice geometry    

[1-5]. In this study, we investigate the effects of material thicknesses on the spectral responses of UT-shaped multi-resonant 

metamaterial (MR-MM) nanoapertures which is given in Figure 1. In this figure, L indicates the length of the horizontal 

apertures, H indicates the heights, w indicates the gap width, and s indicates the distance between U- and T- shaped apertures. 

During the simulations based on FDTD method, the dielectric constants of metals are taken from Ref. [6]. In unit cell consist 

of the structure, periodic boundary conditions are used along x and y axes and perfectly matched layers are used along +z (the 

direction of the illumination source). 

 

 

Figure 1. (a) Top view of UT-shaped MR-MM (b) Cross section of UT-shaped MR-MM 

 

In this study, we determine the dependence of the spectra on the thicknesses of gold layer (tAu) and silicon nitride 

dielectric layer (tSiN) of UT-shaped MR-MM arrays. Figure 2(a) shows the effect of tAu variation while other parameters kept 

constant (L = 1200 nm, H = 720 nm, s = 200 nm, w = 120 nm, P = 1900 nm, tti = 5 nm, and tSiN = 80 nm). The resonance 

frequencies shift and transmission increases with the increasing gold layer thickness for all three modes (Fig. 2a). Figure 2(b) 

illustrates that the resonance frequencies of structure slightly decrease with the increasing dielectric layer thickness for      

L = 1200 nm, H = 720 nm, s = 200 nm, w = 120 nm, P = 1900 nm, tTi = 5 nm, and tAu = 50 nm).  



  

Figure 2. The transmission spectra UT-shaped MR-MM for (a) tAu variation and (b) tSiN variation. 

To analyze the refractive index sensing capability of UT-shaped MR-MM, we determine the dependence of        

the resonance behavior of the UT-shaped metamaterials on the refractive index in Figure 3(a) (L = 1200 nm, H = 720 nm,    

s = 200 nm, w = 120 nm, P = 1900 nm, tTi = 5 nm, tAu = 50 nm, and tSiN = 80 nm). We observe that the spectral responses of 

UT-shaped MR-MM are so sensitive to refractive index variations and the resonance frequencies of all three modes decrease 

with the refractive index of the dielectric loads with the thickness of 150 nm (Figure 3b). Due to tunable spectral behavior 

and high sensitivity to refractive index variations, UT-shaped MR-MM arrays may have potential for multiband sensing and 

high refractive index sensing applications. 
 

 

 

 

(a)                                     (b) 

Figure 3. (a) Cross section view and (b) Transmission spectra of the UT-shaped MR-MM in different cladding medium. 
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Abstract-An ENZ metamaterial is engineered using a parallel plate plasmonic waveguide working 
near the cut-off of the transverse electric TE1 mode. The ENZ region can be displaced to different 
wavelengths when the electrical width of the sandwiched dielectric is changed. Several converging 
lenses are designed at O0 = 474.9 nm with a focal length of 10.75O0: a smooth concave, zoned and 
graded refractive index (GRIN) lens. It is demonstrated that the best performance in terms of the focal 

length and volume reduction is achieved with the GRIN design, achieving values of 10.23O0 and a52%, 
respectively. 

 

Within the framework of metamaterials [1], media with low permittivity, so-called epsilon-near-zero (ENZ), 
have become a prominent subfield of research due to their unusual characteristics such tunneling, supercoupling 
and energy squeezing [2]. These features have been demonstrated at microwaves [3] and also at optical 
wavelengths using waveguides close to the cut-off of the TE01 mode and also by metal-dielectric-metal 
multilayers, respectively [4], giving rise to different applications such as sensors[5] and lenses[6], [7].   

In this work we use a plasmonic parallel plate waveguide in order to engineer an effective ENZ medium by 
working near the cut-off wavelength of the TE1 mode under vertical polarization (electric field parallel to the 
waveguide) [8]. It is shown that the ENZ region can be tuned at different wavelengths within the optical 
spectrum when the width of the sandwiched dielectric of the plasmonic waveguide is changed. Several 
converging lenses are designed at O0 = 474.9 nm and evaluated numerically: a smooth profiled plano-concave 
lens, a zoned lens and a graded refractive index (GRIN) lens.  

To begin with, the schematic representation of the waveguide is shown in Fig. 1(a) as an inset. Silica (SiO2) 
is used as dielectric in between two silver plates (modeled as a Drude model). A vertically polarized planewave 
(Ey) is used to excite the structure in order to work with the transversal electric TE1 mode. The propagation 
constant (E) of this structure is calculated by using the dispersion equation of a plasmonic waveguide (see [8]). 
This parameter has a clear dependence on the width of the dielectric slab (hx) as can be corroborated in Fig. 1(a) 
where the complex value of E is shown for the case of a plasmonic waveguide with hx = 95 nm and hx = 110 nm. 
It can be observed that the cut-off wavelength moves to longer wavelengths when hx increases, as expected. 
Around this inflection point E is close to zero, which is one of the properties of an ENZ medium. Therefore, it is 
possible to work within this region and emulate an ENZ metamaterial. 

Based on this structure, we design several lenses working at O0 = 474 nm with different profiles as shown in 
Fig. 1(b-d), in order to focus an incoming planewave at a focal length (FL) of 10.75O0. The numerical results of 
the normalized power distribution along the z-axis are shown in Fig. 1(e) for all the designs. The best 
performance is achieved for the GRIN design with a FL = 10.23O0, while it is at FL = 14.4O0 and FL = 11.3O0 for 
the lenses in Fig.1(b) and (c), respectively. Furthermore, a reduction of volume of a52% is achieved with the 



 2 

GRIN lens, which is attractive from a practical point of view.  
 

 

Figure 1. (a) Real (solid lines) and imaginary (dotted lines) parts of the propagation constant (E) normalized to the 

wavenumber in free-space(k0) for two plasmonic waveguides with hx=95nm (black) and hx=110nm (blue). Schematic 

representation of the metalenses with profiles: (b) plano-concave, (c) zoned and (d) GRIN. (e)Normalized power 

distribution along the z-axis for the three converging lenses under study along with the design FL (red dashed line).  
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Abstract— We introduce the design of a metamaterial collector inspired by the full absorption
concept for electromagnetic energy harvesting. Di�erent from previous metamaterial absorber
designs, here the power absorbed is mostly dissipated across a resistive load rather than in the
dielectric substrate. This is achieved by channeling the absorbed power to an optimal resistive
load through a via hole.

Full absorption of an impinged electromagnetic wave can be realized by satisfying two conditions.
First the metamaterial medium need to have an e�ective � and µ such that the input impedance
is matched to the free space impedance (e.g

p µ
� � 1), thus minimizing reflections from the

metamaterial surface. In addition a su�cient loss is introduced in the medium so that all the
incident power is dissipated within the cell. The fact that such medium is capable of absorbing all
the incident power is indicative of its potential for energy harvesting. Di�erent from metamaterial
absorbers [1], metamaterial harvesters [2] require not only full absorption but also maximum power
delivery to the load. However it has been shown in previous metamaterial absorber designs that the
main contributor to the power dissipation of the absorbed power within the metamaterial medium
is the dielectric substrate [1]. In fact, most metamaterial absorbers incorporate a lossy dielectric to
ensure that all the power available at the metamaterial interface is dissipated within the unit cell.

In a recent work by Almoneef et al. [3], a 13 X 13 metamaerial ELC resonators were used
to harvest electromagnetic energy with a conversion e�ciency of 97% using the perfect absorp-
tion concept. In this paper, the perfect absorption concept is utilized to produce a metamaterial
harvester.

A unit cell of the proposed energy collector is shown in Fig. 1. A via is placed at the top of the
resonator to channel the absorbed power to a resistive load located between the via and the ground
plane. With reference to Fig. 1, the cell was designed to operate at 3 GHz having dimensions
of L = 13.25 mm, d1 = 13 mm, d2 = 1.5 mm, w1 = 1.53 mm, and w2 = 3 mm. The material
parameters ( � and µ) were tailored by varying the 3-dipole resonator dimensions, the periodicity of
the unit cell, the resistance of the load and the position of the via to achieve not only full absorption
but also maximum power delivery to the load.

The absorption of the metamaterial medium obtained from A(�)=1-|S11|2-|S21|2 is shown in
Fig. 2(a). The scattering parameters were calculated with reference to port 1 and 2 as indicated
in Fig. 1. It is evident that the resonator experience full absorption at the operating frequency
of 3 GHz. This can be attributed to two reasons: First, an impinged TEM wave seen from
port 1 (see Fig. 1) experiences e�ectively an impedance equals to the free space impedance at the
metamaterial interface as indicated by Fig. 2(b). Second, the resistive load dissipates the absorbed
power within the unit cell. From the simulation, maximum power delivery to the load occurs with
a load resistance of 185 �.

L

εr

Port 1

Ground Plane 

k(z)
E(x)H(y)

Port 2

Via

d1

Figure 1: A unit cell of the proposed metamaterial collector.
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Figure 2: Simulation results showing (a) the absorption and, (b) the surface impedance of the proposed
metamaterial.

The power loss across the load resistor, the 3-dipole resonator and the dielectric substrate were
computed and shown in Fig. 3(a). We observe that 98% of the absorbed power is dissipated
across the resistive load and only 2% is lost in both the dielectric and copper trace. These results
show a significant di�erence from previous metamaterial absorber designs. In previous designs, the
main contributor of dissipating the absorbed power within the metamaterial cell was the dielectric
substrate. However, here we observe that almost all the absorbed power is channeled and dissipated
across the load resistance. A number of factors led to diverting the dissipated power from the host

(a) (b)

Figure 3: Simulation results showing (a) the power absorbed in each component of the proposed metamaterial
unit cell and, (b) the current distribution on the surface of the resonator at the resonance frequency.

material to the resistive load. First, a low loss dielectric substrate was selected to minimize the
dielectric loss. In the design, the loss tangent of the selected substrate was tan� = 0.002 which is
one order of magnitude less than FR4 substrate materials (tan� = 0.02) commonly used in previous
microwave metamaterial absorber designs. Moreover, by placing the via at the top of the resonator
as shown in Fig. 3(b), the current channels maximally to the resistive load. The via creates a path
for the current to flow maximally from the 3-dipole resonator to the load resistance as indicated
by the red color in Fig. 3(b).

In conclusion, we presented the design of an electromagnetic energy collector based on the full
absorption concept. The simulation results show that the proposed collector can absorb almost all
the power incident on the cell and deliver 98% of the absorbed power to a resistive load.
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Abstract- A single patch antenna incorporated with an array of electromagnetic band gap (EBG) 

structures for the radiation pattern reconfigurability is proposed. The array of EBGs are positioned 

at both side of the antenna to produce three different main beam angles of radiation pattern which 

are -14, 0 and +14 degree.   

 

INTRODUCTION 

Electromagnetic bandgap (EBG) structures have emerged as an effective antenna solution due to their wide 

stopband bandwidths, high stopband attenuation, and easily integrated with printed circuit board (PCB) [1]. EBG 

structure is normally realized by periodic arrangement of metallic conductors grounded with metal via on a 

dielectric material. Other than filter (band stop properties), EBG structure can be applied as reflector for antenna 

[1], mutual coupling reduction [2], and for reconfigurability purposes [3]. In this research, ten units of EBG 

structures are positioned at both right and left side of a single patch antenna as shown in Figure 1. Roger RF-35 

substrate with a thickness of 1.52 mm and a dielectric constant of 3.5 is used as the substrate of the proposed 

antenna. The dimensions of the proposed antenna are: x=58mm, y=80mm, m=32mm, p=35.5mm, w=10.4mm 

and h=6.08mm. Since the surface wave of the patch antenna can be absorbed by the EBG, the EBG structure is 

positioned four times higher than the height of the antenna substrate for the pattern reconfigurability to occur. 

The copper strip is used as the diode in simulation studies while the actual PIN-diode is use for fabrication. 

 

Figure 1 Proposed design with diode model in (a) front, (b) bottom, (c) back view. 

 

ANTENNA DESIGN, RESULTS & DISCUSSION 
Four EBG condition are tested by reconfiguring all the EBG structure at left and right side of the antenna. Figure 

2(a) tabulates the EBG condition of the proposed antenna. Meanwhile, Figure 2(b) shows the return loss of the 

proposed antenna with the bandwidth from 2.4 GHz to 2.45 GHz for all condition. The radiation pattern is tilted 

approximately 14 degree for both condition 0:1 and 1:0, respectively. However, when both side of EBG are ON 
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and OFF, the radiation pattern are returned to 0 degree. The radiation pattern is tilted when one side of EBG 

absorbs the surface wave from the patch antenna as shown in Figure 3. Figure 3 shows the current distribution 

and 3D radiation pattern of all EBG condition. An average gain of 7.2 dBi are recorded for all EBG condition. 

The gain of the antenna can be improved by increasing the unit of radiating path in array form. The size of EBG 

and the gap between the EBG and patch antenna give major contribution to return loss and radiation pattern 

results.  

 

Conditi
on 

EBG 
Left 

EBG 
Right 

0 : 0 OFF OFF 

0 : 1 OFF ON 

1 : 0 ON OFF 

1 : 1 ON ON 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 2 (a) Diode condition. (b) S11 parameter for all condition. (c) Pattern in Cartesian for all condition 

 

 
Figure 3 Current distribution and radiation pattern for condition (a) 1:0, (b) 0:1, (c) 1:1, (d) 0:0 

 

CONCLUSION 
Pattern reconfigurable antenna is designed by using the EBG structure. The proposed antenna gives -14, 0 and 

+14 degree of pattern reconfigurability with an average gain of 7.2 dBi. The proposed antenna is suitable for 

MIMO, point-to-point and point-to-multipoint application. 
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Abstract—

This paper presents a microwave planar near-field sensor based on multi-complementary split-
ring resonators (CSRRs) for sensitivity enhancement. CSRRs are electrically small resonators
in which the largest dimensions are very small compared to the excitation wavelength. Thus,
electromagnetic fields are localized and enhanced in small regions in the resonators’ structures,
which makes them strong candidates for designing selective and sensitive sensors. Many near-
field sensors based on a single CSRR have been reported. However, near-field sensors based
on multi-CSRRs for the sensitivity enhancement have not been proposed. This work shows
numerically how the sensitivity can be enhanced using multi-CSRRs to detect dielectric variations
in materials.

1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, selective, sensitive, and a�ordable sensors based technologies are critical to meet the
needs for modern technologies from surface crack detection in materials, microfluidic applications
to biomedical applications [1, 2, 3]. Microwave near-field based sensors can provide solutions to
the modern technologies by providing high sensitivity, high penetration, and resolution. In fact,
resolution as high as �/106 has been experimentally proven [4]. Among microwave near-field sensing
techniques, electrically-small resonators have been utilized to design near-field sensors. Electrically-
small resonators, such complementary split-ring resonators (CSRRs), are fundamentally one of the
constitutive building blocks of metamaterials [5]. The sensitivity of CSRRs based sensors is based
on a single CSRR. However, the use of multi-CSRRs based sensors for the sensitivity enhancement
have not been reported earlier.

In this paper, we present a novel sensor design based on multi-CSRRs for the sensitivity en-
hancement. The sensor design concept is based on exciting two identical CSRRs using two 100 �
microstrip lines. The two CSRRs excited by the two microstrip lines will have an e�ective parallel
resonator with a lower e�ective capacitance that leads to an increase in the sensitivity. The concept
was proven numerically using a numerical tool (ANSYS HFSS [6]).

2. COMPLEMENTARY SPLIT-RING RESONATORS AS NEAR-FIELD SENSORS

In CSRRs, electromagnetic fields are concentrated in small regions of the CSRRs’ structures, so
the resonators are sensitive to changes in the nearby environment. The disturbance of the electro-
magnetic fields by changes in materials under test causes resonance frequencies to exhibit changes,
which explains the underlying sensing mechanism of CSRRs based sensors.

3. SENSOR DESIGN AND SIMULATION RESULTS

The main objective of the design is to excite two identical CSRRs using two 100 � microstrip lines.
The dimensions of the sensor design shown in Fig. 1 are g, a, and b= 0.5 mm; L= 7.5 mm; K= 7.626
mm; s(for a 100 � microstrip line) = 0.373 mm; W(for a 50 � microstrip line)=1.7 mm. To validate
the sensitivity enhancement of the proposed sensor, we tested three types of sensors: a single 50 �
microstrip line and CSRR, a single 50 � microstrip line and two cascade CSRRs, and two 100 �
microstrip lines and two CSRRs (the proposed sensor). The sensors are utilized to resolve changes
in a dielectric slab with a thickness of 3 mm. The dielectric constant of the slab was varied from
1 to 10, with a step size of 0.2. Figure 2 compares the three sensors by evaluating shifts in the
resonance frequencies versus the changes in dielectric constant of the slab. The proposed sensor
shows higher sensitivity than the single CSRR and cascade CSRRs based sensors.



Figure 1: The proposed sensor utilizing two 100 � microstrip lines to excite two identical CSRRs (etched in
the ground plane)

Figure 2: Resonance frequencies versus a dielectric constant that is varying from 1 to 10, with a step size of
0.2 for three types of resonators based sensors

.

4. CONCLUSION

We have shown a new way of exciting multi-CSRRs based sensors to increase their sensitivity. The
sensor design is based on exciting two CSRRs with two 100 � microstrip lines. The sensitivity
enhancement of the proposed sensor to detect variations in dielectric materials as small as 0.2 have
been proven numerically compared to a single CSRR and cascade CSRRs based sensors. This
finding is important since many modern sensing technologies especially in biomedical applications
need high sensitive sensors.
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Abstract- A coplanar waveguide ultra-wideband antenna with incorporated metamaterial structure 

operating from 3.0-12.0 GHz is designed for data encoding for chipless RFID. A slotted modified 

complementary split ring resonator is introduced into the ultra-wideband antenna to produce 

multiple band-notches characteristics. To achieve encoding of 10-bits data, 5 MCSRRs are 

proposed with three slotted MCSRR in the radiator and three slotted MCSRR in the ground plane. 

This technique is suitable for creating a compact and a high capacity chipless RFID tag. 

 

Barcode technology is an optical machine-readable data system. The data are represented by capturing the 

image code for identification activity such as purchasable products at the supermarket and asset tracking 

management commonly located at the store room. However, the limitations of barcode are the reading range, 

existence of image obstacle and orientation sensitivity. Therefore, Radio Frequency (RF) barcode is introduced 

to replace the conventional barcode which potentially can provide better performance. One of the challenges for 

designing RF barcode is high capacity but compact in size. To solve the aforementioned problem, metamaterial 

structure is proposed that can offers numerous potential benefits such as performance enhancement, minimizing 

structure size and provide multiple frequencies. Metamaterials have been widely used in designing filter, antenna 

and absorber design with miniaturization, multiple frequency and narrow bandwidth benefits. In microwave, the 

metamaterial structure has the ability to change the permittivity and permeability of the design, either positive or 

negative by altering the LC design circuit. From previous research, Predavovic et. Al (1) has started to design 

passive chip less with 35-bits capacity using two different polarizations of ultra-wideband (UWB) antenna with 

separation 35 number of spiral resonator from 3.1 -7 (UWB frequency range) with dimension of. 88 mm x 66 m. 

Cheung et. Al (2) has proposed possible 8-bits of chip less RFID combining between two CPW UWB antennas 

and coplanar waveguide resonator using only one side of the radiating element. Previously, an 8 bits passive 

chipless RFID has been designed using MCSRR structure and transmission line with the dimension of 25mm x 

50 mm for near-field communication (3). In this paper, the CPW UWB antenna with integrated slotted modified 

complementary split ring resonator (MCSRR) which acts as the encoding element has been introduced to 

minimize the passive tag size by changing multiple resonators method to band-notches method. The antenna 

design has capability to produce 15 bits chip-less RFID dependent on the frequency range for each of the 

resonating bit and is suitable for far field communication application. Typically, band notch characteristic is 

widely used for the rejection of unwanted interference frequency band (4). 
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     (a1)          (a2)          (a3) 

Figure 1; Antenna Design and S11 Result of Antenna Design; a) First Design A1 (left), Second design A2 
(middle), Third Design A3 (right) 

Design and Result: Figure 1 shows the design evolution of the proposed antenna. The MCSRR has been 

introduced into the antenna structure to add multiple bands notch by properly adjusting the ring curvature and 

gap. The UWB antenna only, (A1) , the monopole with integrated 3 slotted MCSRR at the radiator (A2) and 

monopole with integrated 3 slotted MCSRR at the radiator and (A3) the double 2 slotted MCSRR at the backside 

are designed. All antennas have been designed on the fleece substrate with relative permittivity = 1.25, loss 

tangent 0.0025 (at 2 GHz) and thickness of 1 mm. A 50-ohm connector is connected on the upper of substrate to 

excite the antenna with feed width of 4 mm to obtain suitable impedance matching. To implement the three band 

notches characteristic for the antenna A2, the 3 ring slotted with curvature of 34.95 mm at 4.0 GHz, 23.10 mm at 

6.0 GHz and 16.89 mm at 8.0 GHz are symmetrically arranged at the center of the radiator. The finalized 

antenna have frequency notch band at 4.0, 5.0, 6.0, 7.0 and 8.0 GHz with the addition of slotted rings with 

curvature of 27.44 mm and 19.28mm. For data encoding, each notch represents three bits with nine different 

frequency conditions. For example, the first notch will encode bits 000,001 and 0010 depending on the 

maximum notch frequency, (000=4 GHz, 001=4.1GHz and 010=4.2 GHz) by varying the gap between first outer 

ring at the patch. The combinations of the two final designs will be measured with two reference antenna for 

Radio Cross Section (RCS) measurement and S21, insertion loss for future work. 
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Abstract- 
A dual-band textile Artificial Magnetic Conductor (AMC) sheet-like waveguide with dual-band 
textile diamond dipole antennas were designed to investigate the possibility of enhancing 
transmission between antennas. The AMC surface is designed to have in-phase reflection at 
2.45GHz and 5.8GHz with the objective to enhance the transmission between antennas. Both 
structures made of fleece fabric with conductive patches made of SHIELDIT fabric. The 
performance of the two antennas with textile AMC sheet was investigated thoroughly in terms of 
transmission coefficient (S21) parameters. The effect of different antennas’ placement was also 
considered. Measurements were conducted rigorously to validate the simulated findings. Results 
show that the S21 transmission between antennas improved significantly when having the AMC 
waveguide sheet beneath them.  

 
 Introduction 

 Wireless Body Area Networks (WBANs) is one of body centric communication. This short-range 
communication has been getting attention from researchers all over the world due to the needed of a reliable 
communication within human body [1]. In recent years, wearable antennas have been investigated thoroughly for 
many applications such as healthcare, personal entertainment, military and smart home [2-3]. However the 
distinct properties of the human body cause the performance of the wearable antennas suffer degradation [4]. 
Therefore, by introducing the waveguide sheet beneath the wearable antennas, the performance of the antennas 
are enhanced [5].   
 
 Design Considerations 
 Dual-band textile diamond dipole antenna which is operated at 2.4 GHz and 5.8 GHz is used to be 
incorporated with a dual-band textile AMC sheet. The dimension of the proposed antenna is 60mm x 60mmas 
shown in Figure 1. It has wideband bandwidth ranging from 2.3 GHz to 2.7 GHz and 5.2 GHz and 7.2 GHz with 
omni radiation pattern. In this paper, transmission of different position dual band antenna above the AMC is 
investigated. The positions are labeled as A, B, C, and D is shown in Figure 1. 
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a)      b)          
Figure 1a) Dual band Antenna structure b) Positions of dual band antenna  Figure 2: S11 and S12 parameters 

 
 Results and Discussions 
 From the S- parameters results (Figure 2), the S21 transmission which is indicated by dotted lines decreases 
as the distance increase, as predicted. The reflection coefficient (S11) of the antenna which are indicated by solid 
lines are following the AMC behavior. The transmission of the two dual-band antenna is improved with the 
presence of textile AMC waveguide. Highest S21 peak is observed at position D which is -19.3dB at 2.4 GHz 
while at -20dB at 5.8 GHz. Electromagnetic waves are being concentrated into the AMC surface, hence the low 
transmission loss between two antennas is observed. 
 
 Conclusions 
 For all positions, significant improvement transmission S21 are achieved when having AMC sheet 
compared to free space transmission. However, the S21 performance decreases as distance increases. The S11 
results show that the bandwidth of the antenna above the AMC surface become narrower compare to the free 
space environment.  
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Abstract— This paper presents the enhanced microwave absorption of single layer microwave 
absorber based on rice husk (RH) with additional carbon nanotubes (CNTs) filler loading into the 
composites. The dielectric properties of RH and CNTs composites (RH/CNTs) were measured by 
using Agilent high temperature probe and 85070E software. The CST-MWS software is used to 
design and evaluate the microwave absorption of RH and RH/CNTs with metal backed plate. The 
microwave absorption of simulated and measured results is compared. The RH microwave absorber 
only absorbed maximum, -8 dB at 13.4 GHz of the incident electromagnetic radiation and the 
RH/CNTs absorbed less than -10 dB with wider bandwidth over 11.5-14.4 GHz compare with RH 
composites single layer microwave absorber. The results indicated that the RH/CNTs composites have 
enhanced the microwave absorption of RH composites. 

 
Summary 
 

Rapid growths of the telecommunication technology are caused the increases of electromagnetic 
interference (EMI). EMI are uncontrolled electromagnetic wave which are harmful human health and 
affect the performance of electronic device. Therefore, microwave absorbers are required to solve the 
EMI problem by reducing the EMI. Microwave absorber generally made by dielectric and/or magnetic 
materials which can absorb microwave energy and convert the microwave energy to heat []. Recent 
years, many researchers are interested to use investigated performance of agriculture wastes in 
microwave absorber applications []. This is due to the unique dielectric properties of some agriculture 
wastes which are able to absorb microwave energy with some specific designs and composites []. 
However, rice husk agriculture waste shows low microwave absorption performance (  > -10 dB) with 
thinner thickness of absorber. Iqbal has reported that the single layer microwave absorber based on rice 
husk composite with very good microwave absorption < -8 dB over 4-8 GHz.  

In this study, carbon nanotubes material is used as additional filler composites with RH material to 
enhance the dielectric properties and microwave absorption performance of RH composite. 
 

A. Measured and Simulated Single Layer Absorber 

  
 In Figure 1, comparison between measured and simulated RH and RH/CNT are presented. It can 
be noticed that simulated curve shows similar behavior with respect to the measured. Very good 
agreement is observed between the simulated and measured results. In practical, it has been noticed 
that the RH/CNT composite materials are able to absorb the electromagnetic field much better than 



the pure RH composite which had analyzed. The simulated and measured results also take into 
account of both impedance matching condition and dielectric losses of the composite material. 
 

 
 

Figure 1: Comparison of reflectivity performance between measured and simulated of the RH and 
RH/CNT single layer absorber. 

 
 For the RH mixed 2 wt% CNTs (RH/CNT-2), the absorption curve illustrates that the 

simulated reflectivity of the corresponding composites is below -10 dB in the range of 8.8–10.4 GHz 
and 15.6-17.3 GHz, whereas the measured reflectivity is slightly shifted to a lower frequency for below 
-10 dB at 8.4-10.5 and 14.2-16 GHz. In additional, the minimum measured value is -25.19 dB and 
simulated value is -27.4 dB at 9.84 GHz.  As analysed, the single layer absorber of RH/CNT 
composites can be used as tuning absorber, which means shifting the operate frequency range with 
modifying the thickness of the absorber. If thickness of the absorbing layer increases, the matching 
wavelength of the incident wave would increase. Therefore, the matching frequency will switch from a 
higher frequency to lower frequencies. This RH/CNT single layer absorber shows narrowband 
(resonant frequency) absorption with more than –10 dB (~90 %) reflectivity in specific frequency. The 
incident and reflected waves resulting in a quarter wavelength reflection which allows absorber to 
obtain the minimum reflected energy. For the single layer absorber, it is clearly shows that a small 
addition of CNT in the composite will produce efficient fillers in enhancing its dielectric properties and 
the thickness of the single layer absorber will be reduced for specific operate frequency. The frequency 
of single layer absorber can be tuned within the range of 2-18 GHz, by simply varying the dielectric 
properties and/or thickness of composite materials. 
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Arrays forming structures of reflection/transmission selectivity (as customary called frequency selective 
surfaces, FSS) have been used as frequency filters (e.g. diplexers for a satcomms reflector antenna 
system, Fig.1) or as in Fig. 2. FSSs as flat subreflectors in a multiband feed system has been used widely 
on dual band systems where a design of a four frequency surface is required or in an aircraft sandwich 
radome where one of its skins is a periodic array, [1]. Looped elements, square and circular (rings), 
were used to provide the necessary reflection and transmission frequencies in S, X, Ku and Ka bands. 
In addition, the materials used need to be low loss and space qualified with good thermal and mechanical 
properties. The frequency responses need to be stable with regard the angle of incidence under a plane 
wave illumination. This is to achieve the correct frequencies and beamwidths when a diverging beam 
feed illuminates the surface. The situation becomes more dramatic where the feed is required to produce 
a shaped beam, Fig. 2, [2]. When the array is printed on a highly curved surface, as for example the FSS 
representing a radome, the coupling between the feed and the radome is exacerbated due to multiple 
internal interactions. The interactions of the FSS with their feed arrangement and to some extent the 
man reflector antenna cannot be ignored. 

Ultra stable responses can be obtained by utilising two (or more) surfaces that are highly coupled or 
single layer arrays of convoluted elements. The objective is to remove, or at least reduce, the effects of 
grating lobes in the band of interest. Double layer arrays have been used in this context and produced 
good common bandwidths up to 10% for single polarisation. These are electrically thin FSS and have 
narrow passbands. One configuration used two closely spaced ring slot arrays with different diameters, 
providing dual polarised operation. Whether a reconfigurable or static structure has been used, the 
underlying factor has been the shift of the main resonance down in frequency from the grating lobe 
location. In effect, an electrically large element emerges as the result of layer coupling (or element 
convolution) and it would be possible to construct FSSs with radically reduced unit cell sizes, for use 
on curved surfaces.  

This paper will review some of the complex antenna feed interactions with single and double arrays 
either in a diplexer environment. Simulations will be shown from an in house MoM/spectral 
composition FSS code and from EMPIRE XCcel Finite-Difference Time-Domain (FDTD) commercial 
software of IMST. 

.         

Fig 1 A planar array diplexer  Fig 2  Example of a multihorn feed           Fig 3 A curved metaradome 
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The objective of this paper is to examine the problem of synthesizing non-resonant 

metamaterials (MTMs), in the context of several practical applications, e.g., flat GRIN lenses, and 

to propose a strategy of realizing the specified dielectric parameters that avoids the pitfalls in the 

previous design strategies based on the use of MTMs, which led to narrowband designs that were 

also lossy. We show a step-by-step procedure for designing a flat GRIN lens by systematically 

modifying COTS (commercially off-the-shelf) materials, by using inclusions in a background 

material that are either metallic or dielectric types. We then compare the performance of the 

lens, designed by using MTMS as described above, and show that the MTM-based lens typically 

exhibits a superior performance, not only over the conventional MTM/GRIN lenses, but also over 

those designed by using the recently introduced technique called TO (Transformation Optics). 

Next, we present an example of a Metasurface, designed for a Reflectarray (RA) application. 

It is well known that the conventional reflectarrays are inherently narrowband, because they use 

resonant-type printed patches to realize the desired phase shit from the flat RA surface to 

achieve lens-like beam shaping properties. We show that the paradigm for synthesizing desired 

artificial dielectrics, described in this paper, enables us to achieve a relatively broadband 

performance, without compromising the gain. Historically, metamaterials were defined as 

“materials that don’t exist in nature.” This definition was introduced when everyone was looking 

for doubly-negative (DNG) materials to realize a perfect lens. Later, the scope as well as the 

definition of Metamaterials were generalized, and now it is not uncommon to find that almost 

any artificially synthesized material being referred to as MTMs. Although MTMs were promised 

to be the magic material for realizing superlenses and invisibility cloaks, difficulties in realizing 

DNG, MNG (m negative) and e or m materials with values less than unity severely hampered the 

practical realizations of superlenses and cloaks. This is due primarily to the fact that MTMS with 

the attributes mentioned above, and realized by embedding resonant inclusion--as they almost 

always were--turned out to be narrowband, dispersive and lossy, which severely limited their 

practical usage. 

Fortunately, however, other electromagnetic devices were successfully designed later, and 

were found to be useful for enhancing the performance of antennas and rendering them low-

profile --among others--for a number of applications, albeit in some niche areas. This has helped 

to kindled renewed interest in MTM synthesis in a way that circumvents the problems of narrow 

bandwidth, dispersion and losses. 
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Abstract-We propose a high efficient magnetic near field resonance wireless power transfer system 

based on high permittivity dielectric resonators. Magnetic dipole and magnetic quadrupole modes 

of the resonator are investigated as the operating modes of the wireless power transfer system. The 

maximal efficiency of 60% at magnetic dipole mode and 83% at magnetic quadrupole mode can be 

experimentally obtained. Further, the system operating at magnetic quadrupole mode is proved to 

be more stable to the mutual orientation of the transmitter and receiver. 
 

The recent need in wireless charging of portable devices such as cellphones, tablet, and laptop 
computers is driving the development of wireless powering and charging technologies [1-4]. The main 
targets to achieve are the increased efficiency, the extended operational distance, the WPT stability to 
the mutual orientation of transmitter and receiver in space, compact size and small weight. 

Here we propose and experimentally verify a magnetic resonant wireless power transfer (WPT) 
system based on high permittivity dielectric spherical resonators (see Fig.1(а)). The operational 
principle of the proposed WPT system is based on the Mie theory, i.e. under a proper excitation a 
dielectric spherical resonator exhibits very strong magnetic resonances [5, 6]. The detailed analysis 
and numerical prediction of the WPT system efficiency have been reported in Ref. [7]. In this study we 
consider magnetic dipole (MD) and magnetic quadrupole (MQ) modes of the resonator as the 
operational frequencies for the WPT system and report the result of experimental investigations. As the 

resonator material the microwave ceramic characterized by high permittivity H=80 and low tangent loss 
tanG=10-4 (measured at 3 GHz) have been chosen. The radius of the resonator has been optimized for 
ISM frequency band with the center frequency of 2.45 GHz corresponding to MQ mode of the resonator. 
Two identical ceramic resonators have been placed in a styrofoam material holder with permittivity 
close to 1. To excite the resonators, two identical non-resonant coaxial cable loops of radius 3 mm 
have been fabricated and connected to an Agilent PNA E8362C Vector Network Analyzer. 

First, the S-parameters of the WPT system operating at MD and MQ modes as a function of the 
separation distance d have been measured. The WPT efficiency was extracted from the measured 

S-parameters using equation � �2
11

2
21 1 SS � K ��where S21 and S11 are the transmission and reflection 

coefficients, respectively.�
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The extracted values of the WPT efficiency as a function of normalized distance (distance is normalized 
to the wavelength in the free space) are presented in Fig.1 (b). As one can see the WPT efficiency of 
the system operating at MD mode reaches up to 60%, whereas the efficiency over 80% is obtained at 
MQ mode. 

The WPT efficiency stability to the mutual orientation of transmitter and receiver in space is very 
important. Thus we have experimentally studied the WPT efficiency of the proposed system when the 
receiver is rotates in accordingly to the transmitter. The measured WPT efficiencies for both MD and 
MQ modes for separation distance d=2cm are plotted in Fig. 1(c). For the MD mode the efficiency 
keeps dropping down to 0 with the increase of the rotation angle. When the systen operates at the MQ 
mode the efficiency first drops nearly down to 0 at 60o rotation angle and then bounces back to a 
maximum. 
This work was supported by Russian Scientific Foundation (project 14-12-00897). PK and PB 
acknowledge Scholarship and Grant of the President of Russian Federation.  
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Figure 1. Design of the WPT system based on high permittivity dielectric resonators of radius R=1cm separated by the 

distance d. Metallic loops are used to excite the transmitting resonator and to receive the energy from the receiving resonator. 

(b) WPT efficiency of the system operating at MD and MQ modes as a function of normalized distance.  
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Abstract— Based on a chiral metamaterial combined with a gated single layer graphene we
experimentally demonstrate the electrical tuning of the polarization state of terahertz waves. In
particular, we show that transmission of a terahertz wave with one circular polarization can be
electrically controlled without affecting that of the other circular polarization and the rotation
angle of a linearly polarized terahertz wave can be controlled by the gate voltage.

Active control of polarization states by optical or electrical means enables various practical appli-
cations such as wireless and optical fiber telecommunications, and sensitive detection of biomolecule
chirality. Optical tuning of the circular dichroism (CD) and optical activity (OA) of chiral meta-
materials has been recently demonstrated [1, 2, 3, 4]. The optical approach, however, requires
elaborate experimental setups such as pump lasers and appropriate optical components. Therefore,
for the practical applications, an electrical approach is very important.

For this aim, graphene, a two-dimensional form of carbon, can be a good candidate because
of its unique band structure with linear dispersion near the so-called Dirac point. Due to the
low density of states compared to typical semiconductors, graphene can be used to achieve strong
modulation of its terahertz (THz) property. For instance, a graphene integrated metamaterial has
been proposed to enhance graphene absorption in the THz regime [5].

In this paper, we demonstrate gate-controlled active chiral metamaterials by integrating a single
layer of graphene onto a chiral metamaterial called a conjugated double Z metamaterial (CDZM)
[6]. As shown in Fig. 1(a), the transmission of a right-handed circular polarized (RCP) THz wave
can be modulated by the gate voltage applied to the graphene layer leading to a change in circular
dichroism. This modulation is possible because a variation of the gate voltage changes the optical
conductivity of a graphene layer. Interestingly, in our graphene CDZM structure, the transmission
for the left-handed circular polarization (LCP) remains very insensitive to the applied voltage.
Moreover, it is shown that the rotation angle of an incident THz wave can be electrically controlled
showing a controlled OA while the linear polarization state is maintained.

Figure 1: Circular dichroism and optical activity in graphene CDZM. (a) Circular dichroism: transmissions
for RCP and LCP waves are different to each other due to the different absorption between RCP and LCP
waves. (b) Optical activity: the electric field vector of linearly polarized light rotates around the axis parallel
to its propagation direction while passing the graphene CDZM.



Figure 2: (a) Measured CD defined by the difference in transmission for RCP and LCP waves ∆ = |TRCP −
TLCP|. (b) ∆ at the resonance frequency 1.1 THz as a function of gate voltage. (c) Gate controllable OA:
the rotation angle θ at the frequency for which η ≈ 0 as a function of gate voltage

To confirm the gate-controlled CD and OA, we fabricated the graphene incorporated CDZMs
with an ion-gel gate dielectric and characterized the fabricated graphene CDZM structures using the
THz time-domain spectroscopy. As shown in Fig. 2 (a), the graphene CDZM shows a maximum CD
at the resonance frequency of 1.1 THz (dashed line). Moreover, the CD at the resonance frequency
increases as the gate voltage changes from 2.2 V to 0.8 V, which corresponds to a modulation depth
up to 79% for the RCP wave at the gate voltage of 0.8 V while maintaining large transmission of
the LCP wave up to 52% (Fig. 2 (b)). Figure 2 (c) shows that the graphene CDZM structure can
achieve an active modulation of the polarization rotation angle up to 10◦ with the gate voltage
change from 2.0 V to -2.0 V.

In conclusion, we have experimentally demonstrated a gate-controlled graphene chiral metama-
terial in which the transmission of one selected circularly polarized light and the rotation angle of
linearly polarized light can be strongly modified by variation of the applied voltage.
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Abstract-Metamaterials with negative index of refraction have potential to improve the efficiency 

and reliability of microwave systems, such as antennae and radomes. However, high losses and 

narrow frequency band of most negative index metamaterials hamper practical applications of these 

novel materials. In this work we present our recent theoretical and experimental results of the 

design, fabrication and testing of low-loss and wide band negative index metamaterials for X, Ku, 

and K microwave frequency bands. We use an S-shaped split ring resonator as a unit cell for 

metamaterials slabs. Experimental results match reasonably well the HFSS theoretical calculations. 

 

The metamaterials designed for X, Ku, and K microwave frequency bands were fabricated by using RO4003C 

with uniformly-sized unit cells arranged in regular arrays on both sides of the board with 10 unit cells in the 

direction of propagation of the electromagnetic waves and 50 unit cells in the perpendicular direction, as shown 

in Fig. 1. The metamaterial boards were assembled into a slab by using a holder with equally-spaced slots.1 The 

slabs of material were characterized for their transmission and reflection coefficients (S-parameters) in the 

near-field by holding all components stationary on a bench and using two microwave feeds and a network 

analyzer. After testing the S-parameters with the uniform slabs, the boards were cut into stair-step prisms to test 

the refraction of the electromagnetic waves. Fig. 2 shows the experimentally measured transmitted power of the 

electromagnetic wave refracted at the back surface of the prism at different angles relative to the normal to the 

surface. The measurements were performed at different frequencies in the X-Ku range. Negative angles of 

refraction correspond to negative indices of refraction according to the Snell’s law. The measurement of 

power-angle transmission with the most pronounced negative refraction occurred between 12.5 and 15 GHz. 
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Figure 1. Photographs of the metamaterials with S-shaped, split-ring resonators for K-band board and X-Ku prism 

8.1 degrees and K-band prism 13.6 degrees.1  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Experimentally-measured intensity of the transmitted electromagnetic wave as a function of the 

frequency and angle relative to the normal to the prism.1  
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Abstract-We present a microwave plasmon-based method to enable the excitation of the prohibited 

modes of dielectric resonators (DRs). A meander transmission line is implemented to couple the 

microwave plasmon modes to a DR. Resonating at the prohibited modes, the DR acts like parallel 

magnetic dipoles and with benefiting from high efficient coupling, it make promises for application 

as antennas and filters in microwave communication systems. 

 

Dielectric Resonators (DRs) have drawn many attention for many years and have been applied as filters and 

antennas (DRAs)[1–3]. Taking advantage of much lower loss in compare with the metal based antennas, DRAs 

are the ideal choices for application at millimeter-wave and terahertz bands. Various feeding methods have been 

proposed to excite DRs; however, the TE dominated modes have always been missed due to suppression of the 

horizontal electric field by the metallic ground plane in the feeding configuration. The excitation of the 

fundamental TE mode of cylindrical DRs is studied in[4]. This work implements microwave plasmon modes to 

excite the higher order TE dominant modes of dielectric resonators. 

Recently, meander cells as spoof surface plasmon structures have become of interest in many works[5–8]. 

With a proper coupling to microwave energy sources, SSP cells can form slow wave transmission lines[4, 9]. 

Here we applied a meander transmission line to excite two higher order prohibited modes of a DR, EH21δ and 

EH31δ modes. The DR is a cylinder with the diameter of 25mm, height of 4mm and dielectric constant of 25.  

EH21δ and EH31δ modes are hybrid modes with dominant magnetic fields in the axial direction. According to 

Figure 1(a1), the EH21δ resonates in the azimuth direction while there is no resonance in the axial direction, 

which acts like four parallel magnetic dipoles with π radian phase difference. The resonance frequency of this 

mode is 5.3GHz. The electric field vectors are plotted in Figure 1(b1) and aligned in the concentric circles around 

each dipole. This DR radiate with very high efficiency of higher than 90%. Figure 1(c1) depicts the radiation 

patterns in the azimuthal plane and presents four main lobes, corresponding to the direction of the magnetic 

dipoles in Figure 1(a1). The field distributions of EH31δ mode are also presented in Figure 1(a2), and (b2). This 

mode resonates at 6.3GHz. The Hz component as shown in Figure 1(a2) forms six resonating dipoles along with 

the electric field vectors, plotted in Figure 1(b2), swirling around them. The far-field radiation pattern in the 

azimuthal plane, plotted in Figure 1(c2), also demonstrates six main lobes corresponding to the six magnetic 

dipoles. Operating as an efficient antenna and as well as a filter, the prohibited modes could find application in 

communication systems. 
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Figure 1 (color online) The field pattern of the lost higher order modes excited by the SW-TL. The axial component of 

the magnetic field for EH21δ (a1) and EH31δ (a2). The electric field vectors for EH21δ (a1) and EH31δ (a2). The far field 

radiation pattern of the co-polaraized component of the electic fields at three planes for EH21δ (a1) and EH31δ (a2).
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At surface plasmon (SP) resonances, we experimentally and theoretically investigate the enhanced 

transmission by the metamaterial based antireflection coating that is composed of the metallic disk 

array (MDA) atop the dielectric film. The optimized condition (zero reflectance) is analyzed by 

using a three-layer model and calculated reflection using matrix method which is good 

correspondence with measured transmission results. It is possible to multifunctional infrared sensor 

as new mechanism to the enhanced transmission application. 

 

We experimentally and theoretically investigate the phenomenon of enhanced extraordinary optical 

transmission [1] due to metamaterial (MM) based antireflection coating (ARC) atop the metal hole array in the 

mid-infrared region (Figure 1a) [2]. Our MM based ARC consists of a metal disk array (MDA) on top of a 

benzencyclobutene (BCB) layer. We are performed the experiment with 1.8 μm pitch of metal hole array and 
metal disk array depending on variable BCB thickness. As shown in Figure 1b, it shows that the simulated 

transmission agrees very well with the FTIR-measured transmission. The highest measured (simulated) 

enhancement ratio at the first SP resonance wavelength of metal hole array is ~88% (~82%) as compared with no 

MM-ARC layered MHA. To confirm the measured and simulated results, we analyze phenomenon by using a 

three-layer model and calculated reflection using matrix method. The simulated reflectance shows good match 

with calculated reflectance in the first plot of figure 1c. As shown in the second plot of Figure 1c, it shown that 

the amplitudes of r12 and α∙r23 are same at the first SP resonance wavelength (~6.25 μm). Finally, the phase 

condition is also equal (red θ crosses gray π) in the third plot of figure 1c. Our work can lead to improved 
performance in multifunctional infrared sensors and infrared imaging applications. 

 



 

 

Figure 1. (a) Schematic view of metamaterial based antireflection coating layer on MHA structure. 
(b) Colormap of measured and simulated transmission with BCB thickness (from 0.35 μm to 1.55 μm 
with 0.2 μm step). (c) Reflectance, amplitude and phase condition for ARC. 
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Abstract 

Voltage controlled nonreciprocal frequency bands and 
inversion of nonreciprocity sign have been observed at 
microwaves with metastructures ‘ferrite plate/array of 
magnetically excited varactor-loaded twice split rings 
(TSR) as well double split rings (DSR)’ placed along 
rectangular waveguide axis. The effects are due to the 
nonreciprocal absorbing under interaction between 
ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) in ferrite and magnetic 
resonance (MR) in rings (<< wavelength). It has been also 
used varactor-loaded single dipole in the form of butterfly 
as well twice split ring as twin half-wave dipoles under 
excitation of dipole resonance (DR) by microwave electric 
field E. Possibility of application for fast controlled 
nonreciprocal devices are discussed.  

1. Introduction 

Based on ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) nonreciprocal 
interactions of microwaves with magnetized ferrite continue 
to be the object of attention of the metamaterial community 
[1-4]. The suggested applications are thin unidirectional 
devices [1, 2] and scanned leaky-wave antennas [3,4]. We 
are interested in control of the nonreciprocity sign. Usually 
variable bias magnetic field is used for this aim. Authors of 
[1-4] considered combinations of ferrites with various 
conducting elements (linear and/or annular ones) hereinafter 
called ‘ferrite/conductive elements’ metastructures (FCEM). 
At first theoretical investigations of FCEM were devoted to 
infinitely long linear elements [5] (as well as in [1] and in 
[6, 7] where wires are embedded into a ferrite slab). 
However, in reality conducting elements have finite 
dimensions. It results in resonances of electrodynamic 
characteristics including transmission coefficients T and the 
nonreciprocity G7 which is defined as difference between 
forward Tf(dB) and backward Tb(dB) transmission 
coefficients of a metastructure. Such resonances together 
with FMR have been observed by our measurements of 
G7��of FCEM with different conducting elements (planar 
double split rings, *�form, zigzag-form, butterfly-form and 
rectilinear dipoles, planar spirals, non-convex polygonal 
loops [8-15]). As it turns out, retuning connected with 
conducting elements resonances can be used for control of 
the FCEM nonreciprocity [16-18].  

Voltage controlled nonreciprocal effects due to influence of 
the FMR and DR were investigated in [16-18] where 
metastructure contains ferrite plate and varactor-loaded 
single twice split ring as twin half-wave dipoles [16] as well 
varactor-loaded single dipole in the form of “Butterfly” [17, 
18]. Electrically controlled frequency bands have been 
observed in metastructure with dipole twice split ring (TSR) 
[16] and reversal of nonreciprocity sign with dipole 
Butterfly [17, 18]. DR is due to dipole currents induced by 
microwave electric field E. It is of interest to study 
nonreciprocal effects under interaction between the FMR 
and resonance connected with closed ring currents induced 
by microwave magnetic field h in small TSR and DSR 
(magnetic resonance, MR).�
In this paper we measure transmission coefficients T of 
metastructures in rectangular waveguide and demonstrate a 
way for both voltage retuning of nonreciprocal frequency 
bands and switching sign of nonreciprocity at the same 
frequency band. Different planar metastructures containing 
ferrite plate and array of varactor-loaded h-excited TSR or 
DSR, as well E-excited dipole TSR and dipole “Butterfly” 
are examined. Mechanism of control, switching time and 
possibility of application for fast nonreciprocal devices are 
discussed. 

2. Measurements methods, investigated 
metastructures, results 

It is known that when required for the FMR excitation field 
H is applied and senses of the spins precession around H 
and rotating microwave magnetic field h are the same, 
power of the wave is absorbed by a ferrite. In the case when 
senses of precession and h-field rotating are opposite, 
absorption is absent. Senses of the h-field rotating are 
opposite for forward and counter-propagating waves. 
Senses of the spins precession are opposite for opposite 
direction of magnetization. The nonreciprocity GT (dB) of 
microwave propagation is characterized as a difference 
between transmission coefficients T(dB) for two situations. 
In the first situation senses of spin precession and rotating 
h-field are the same. In the second situation senses of spin 
precession and rotating h-field are opposite. We use single-
channel measurements. In this case the nonreciprocity GT 
can be defined not by reversal of the propagation direction 
as usually [19] but as the difference between T 
corresponding to the opposite directions of magnetization, 
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when senses of h-field rotation are the same but senses of 
spin precession are opposite.  
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Figure 2: Measured frequency dependences of 
transmission coefficients T with metastructure 
ferrite plate /array of h-excited TSR: 
(a) Voltage retuned MR at H =0 Oe;  
(b) Retuned nonreciprocal frequency bands of 
MR at H = 300 Oe by VDC variation; 
(c) FMR in free ferrite controlled by H-field; 
(d ,e) Different positions (Gf sign) of the FMR 
relative to fixed MR by the H-field variation;   
(f, g) Different positions (Gf sign) of the MR 
relative to fixed FMR by VDC variation; 
(h) Inversion of sign of GT (dB) under FMR at 
900 Oe by variation of VDC from 9 to 15V. 
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Figure 1: Metastructures ferrite plate/ varactor-
loaded resonant elements:  
(a) Scheme; (b ,c ,d, e) Photos; 
(b) Metastructure with h-excited array of TSR;  
(c) With h-excited array of DSR; (d) With E-
excited Dipole TSR; (e) With dipole “Butterfly.” 
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� � � � � �dBT T H T HG � � � .                         (1) 

 
 H- and H+ correspond to opposite directions of the external 
transverse field H (magnitudes of H-field are the same). In 
this case senses of h-field rotation are the same but senses 
of spins precession are opposite.  
The planar metastructures under study are shown in Fig. 1: 
a - scheme; b,c,d,e – photos. They involve a plate of 
polycrystalline iron-yttrium garnet near which array of 
resonant elements (or single element) made of polyamide 
film on copper foil are placed on a 0.5-mm-thick hardened 
paper substrate at distance s. Fig. 1b shows metastructure 
with ferrite plate (21x14x2 mm) with array of h-excited 
copper TSR (diameter of 6.6 mm). In Fig. 1c metastructure 
contains the same ferrite plate and array of h-excited DSR, 
outer diameter 6.6 mm. Fig. 1d shows metastructure with 
ferrite plate (29x21x2 mm) and E-excited dipole TSR, l = 
22mm. In Fig. 1e metastructure contains the same ferrite 
plate and E-excited dipole ”Butterfly” (20x10 mm).  
Varactors MA46H120 (MACOM), with a capacitance 
variable from 1 to 0.15pF by supplying back bias voltage 
VDC from 0 to 30V, is welded into the gaps of elements. The 
sizes of elements are chosen so that the resonance response 
will be observed in the given range 3 -6 GHz of the voltage 
standing wave ratio (VSWR) panoramic measurer.  

We measure transmission coefficients T in rectangular 
waveguide with metastructures under different conditions. 
Metastructure is placed along waveguide axis. 
Fig. 2 shows properties of metastructure ferrite plate/array 
of h –excited split rings. We see two resonance effects.  
The first resonance is magnetic resonance (MR) due to 
induced ring current; it is excited by microwave h-field 
without static magnetic field H and can be retuned by the 
application of a bias voltage VDC to varactors (Fig. 2a).  
The second resonance effect is the FMR in ferrite; it is 
excited in the presence of H-field and shifts to higher 
frequencies with H-field magnitude increase.  
In the case when the FMR approaches to the MR, regime of 
coupled resonances is achieved; the FMR and MR are 
getting nonreciprocal and the metastructure acquires 
capability of the simultaneous magnetic and voltage control 
of GT in both FMR and MR-domains.  
Fig. 2b shows nonreciprocal MR, its frequency and 
intensity can vary with the magnitude of H in limited 
frequency band depending on distance s as well by voltage 
in H-field (300 Oe), which is substantially lower than the 
field exciting the FMR in free ferrite at this frequency. As 
VDC across the varactor varies from 0 to 20V, along with 
retuning of MR frequency nonreciprocal band is also 
retuned. Fig. 2c corresponds to free ferrite without TSR, it 
shows retuned FMR with H-field variation from 900 to 
1150 Oe, nonreciprocity GT is absent because of T(H-) = 
T(H+). By reducing distance s between ferrite and TSR we 
can increase resonances coupling and expand tuning range 
of nonreciprocal MR.  
One can also switch microwaves unidirectionality to the 
opposite one in the FMR-domain without shifting frequency 
band when coupling between FMR and MR is not strong 
because there is dependence of sign of G7��on the FMR-
position relative to the MR frequency (by the sign of Gf). 
�

FMR MRf f fG  �                              (2)�
�
Fig. 2d, e demonstrates transmission for different position 
of the FMR relative to fixed MR; (Fig. 2f, g) corresponds to 
different position of the MR relative to fixed FMR  In the 
case of fixed MR, position “FMR below MR” (Fig. 2d) 
changes to “FMR above MR” (Fig. 2 e) by variation of H-
field value. In the case of fixed FMR, position “FMR above 
MR” (Fig. 2f) changes to “FMR below MR” (Fig. 2g) by 
variation of voltage VDC. With positive Gf, positive G7� is 
observed and vice-versa with negative Gf, G7�is negative� 
Inversion of G7�sign by variation of voltage is demonstrates 
in Fig. 2h. Here FMR frequency practically is not changed 
because of necessary resonances coupling. Voltage 
controlled inversion of G7�sign by use of array of h-excited 
DSR is demonstrates in Fig. 3. Inversion of G7�sign 
signifies inversion of nonreciprocal propagation direction. 
Simulation of h-excited TSR or DSR by bianisotropic layer 
confirms dependence of sign of�G7� on FMR-position 
relative to MR (sign of G�f, Fig. 4).  
Fig. 5 demonstrates similar properties with metastructure 
ferrite plate/dipole”Butterfly”. Under H= 0 the DR is 
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excited at 3.5 GHz and retuned by variation of bias voltage 
VDC from 0 to 20V (Fig. 5a). In the presence of H-field = 
100 Oe, for s =2 mm (strong coupling between ferrite and 
dipole), the DR shifts to 4.25 GHz and is getting 
nonreciprocal and retuned by variation of VDC (Fig. 5b). 
FMR is excited in the presence of H-field and shifts to 
higher frequencies with its increase. If coupling between 
FMR and DR is not strong, FMR-frequency is not 
practically changed on voltage application but the sign of 
nonreciprocity G7� depends on position relative to DR. 
 

 
Fig. 5c d ,e demonstrates properties in the case of different 
position of fixed FMR (H = 800 Oe) relative to DR for s = 
8.5 mm. Frequency of DR is changed by voltage variation. 
When DR passes through frequency of the FMR, position of  

the DR relative the FMR is changed and inversion of sign of  
G7�is observed. Similar properties are observed for 
metastructure ferrite/dipole twice split ring (22mm) where 
ring behaves as twin dipoles with properties due to induced 
counter currents (Fig. 6). 
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Figure 3: Measured frequency dependences of T 
with metastructure ferrite plate /array of h-excited 
DSR: 
(a ,b) Different position (Gf sign) of the MR relative 
to fixed FMR  
(c) Inversion of sign of GT (dB) = T(H-) – T(H+) 
under FMR at 1150 Oe, at 4.5 GHz; GT-positive 
under VDC=0 and negative by 5 V.  
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In the case of free ferrite without TSR there is no G7�(Fig. 
6a). In metastructure nonreciprocal DR is observed in the 
presence of H-field 100 Oe, which is substantially lower 
than the field (900 Oe) exciting the FMR in free ferrite in 
this area (about 4 GHz). Nonreciprocal DR is retuned by 
VDC variation (Fig. 6b). 
Fig. 6c, d shows properties in the case of different position 
(+Gf) and (-Gf) of fixed FMR (H = 600 Oe) relative to 
voltage retuned DR. Fig. 6e shows voltage controlled 
inversion of GT sign.    
. 
 

 
 
 

3. Discussion 

 
3. 1. Observed unusual nonreciprocal phenomena are due to 
interaction between FMR, and MR or DR, as well to 
features of microwave magnetic field in metastructure near 
conductive elements. This field is superposition of the 
incident and scattered waves’ fields and possesses required 
for nonreciprocal absorbing elliptical polarization at 
frequencies around MR (DR). Its sense of rotation and 
ellipticity depend on phase of induced running which are 
by-turn defined by detuning between current and resonance 
frequency of conductive elements. So, total h-field rotates 
in one direction at frequencies above the MR (DR) and in 
the opposite direction below the MR (DR).  Fig. 7 presents 
calculated time-dependent rotating normalized total 
magnetic field using approach [17, 18]. Fig. 7a shows that 
left-handed h-field takes place at frequencies Z > Z0 (Z0 is 
the dipole resonance frequency) while right-handed h-field 
corresponds to Z < Z0 (Fig. 7b). Therefore one can change 
the sense of the h-field rotating by retuning elements 
resonance frequency by voltage application to varactors 
embedded in gaps of rings or dipoles.  

1. Reversing the sign of the nonreciprocity  occurs as 
follows:  
Let field H- is applied and spin precession is left-handed 
and the FMR is excited above the MR (DR) (Z > Z0 ) In this 
case there are left-handed precession of spins and left-
handed h-field; ferrite absorbs power of direct wave and 
does not absorb power of counter-propagation wave, 
nonreciprocity is positive. By the application of a bias 
voltage to a varactor, frequency of the MR (DR) passes 
through the FMR frequency (FMR below the DR (MR),  Z 
< Z0) and left-handed h-field   is transformed into right-
handed but sense of spin precession is not changed because 
direction of H-field is not reversed. 
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Figure 4: Calculated specific transmission nonreciprocity 
parameter Gsp per unit length of a bianisotropic-ferrite 
metastructure in dependence on relative frequency Z/Z0 
(Z0 – intrinsic frequency of bianisotropic material with 
chiral elements, ZH – FMR frequency): (a) ZH/Z0 =0.3 
(FMR is excited lower then the magnetic resonance MR, 
Gsp is negative); (b) ZH/Z0 =1.4 (FMR is excited higher 
then the MR, Gsp is positive) [20]. 
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Figure 5: Measured frequency dependences 
of T with metastructure ferrite plate /E-
excited dipole “Butterfly”:  
(a) Voltage Retuned DR at H = 0 Oe;  
(b) Retuned nonreciprocal DR at H = 100 Oe 
by VDC variation from 0 to 4V;  
(c, d) Different position of the DR relative to 
fixed FMR at 800 Oe; (e) Inversion of GT 
sign by VDC variation from 0 to 20V.  
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Figure 6: Measured frequency dependences of T 
for metastructure ferrite plate/dipole TSR:  
(a) Free ferrite; (b) Voltage retuned 
nonreciprocal DR at 100 Oe; (c) +Gf; (d) -Gf;  
(e) Inversion of GT sign by VDC variation. 
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Figure 7: Calculated magnetic field near dipole 
[17]. 
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In this case there are left-handed precession and right-
handed h-field; ferrite does not absorb power of direct wave 
but absorbs power of counter-propagation wave.  
Nonreciprocity is getting negative. Usually reversing the 
sign of GT in ferrite is achieved by reversal of magnetization 
direction, as a result of which reversal of sense of spins 
precession occurs. 
 
3. 2. Is voltage control faster than magnetic?  

Let us discuss temporal progress of voltage nonreciprocity 
reversal on the example of nonreciprocal device consisted 
of a varactor-loaded split dipole of finite length and 
neighboring ferrite [18]. One can pick out four stages: i) 
change of varactor capacitance (or of oscillator which 
simulates dipole [18]) under alteration of a bias voltage; ii) 
change of a current in oscillator because of tuning of dipole 
frequency; iii) delay of scattered wave arrival to ferrite and 
forming of rotating microwave magnetic field;  iv) change 
of movement of ferrite magnetic moment. As [21] shows, 
i)-stage duration is 1-5 ns. To estimate ii)-stage duration let 
us use stepwise approximation of temporal dependency of 
the capacitance. Well-known solutions of the equation of 
linear oscillator show that current contains a forced 
oscillation on frequency Z of the incident wave and damped 
oscillations on frequency��

� � � �2
1 2LC R L:  �                             (3) 

(L, R and C are the inductance, resistance and capacitance 
of the equivalent oscillator simulating dipole). Decay time 
is equal to R/2L and can be found from half-width of 
resonance response for scattered wave. In the case of dipole 
“Butterfly” the width is 1 GHz, which corresponds to decay 
time about 2 ns. Delay time in iii)-stage is about 
nanoseconds at GHz-range because the distance between 
ferrite and resonant element does not appreciably exceed 
the wavelength. In iv)-stage relaxation time of precession of 
ferrite magnetic moment can be found through the inverse 
value of ferromagnetic resonance line-width: 

   2 /relax HW J '                               (4) 

Here J is the gyromagnetic ratio. Whereas gyromagnetic 
resonance line-width is about 30-100 Oe, relaxation time is 
about 38-11 ns. Thereby, the time of nonreciprocity reversal 
by voltage control is of the order of some tens of 
nanoseconds what is much faster than by traditional 
magnetic control (about microseconds [22]).  

4. Conclusions 

Thereby, our investigations have shown that metastructures 
containing ferrite plate and varactor-loaded conductive 
elements can provide voltage controlled nonreciprocal 
transmission by use of both half-wavelength dipoles and 
small magnetically excited double split rings (DSR) or 
twice split rings (TSR). One can expect that such structures 
are perspective for development of fast-acting switching of 

channels “transmitting – receiving”. At that for ferrite 
magnetization one can use permanent magnet and provide 
the FMR excitation in the absence of direct currents and 
related thermal losses. One can also use hexaferrites which 
are not needed in external magnetic field and, respectively, 
in magnet. Both small magnetically excited TSR and DSR 
and electrically excited half-wavelength dipoles provide 
ability of controlled nonreciprocity but small elements are 
of interest for decrease of reflectance and losses.   
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Abstract 

In this paper, artificial transmission lines implemented by 
means of electromagnetic bandgaps (EBGs) and consisting 
of a host line periodically loaded with reactive elements 
(either shunt capacitances or series inductances) are 
presented. The considered implementations are restricted to 
microstrip lines either loaded with patch capacitors or with 
inductive slots (etched in the ground plane). It is 
demonstrated that these structures are useful for device 
miniaturization due to the slow-wave effect associated to 
the presence of the reactive elements. A prototype device 
example, consisting of a microstrip power divider 
implemented by means of a 35.35: slow-wave impedance 
inverter with inductive slots is reported. It is shown that, by 
virtue of the slow wave effect, the length of the inverter is 
reduced by a factor of two. The performance of the resulting 
power divider is comparable to the one based on an 
ordinary inverter. The possibility to suppress spurious 
(harmonic) bands by means of the Bragg effect is also 
discussed.   

1. Introduction 

Size reduction and suppression of spurious or harmonic 
bands in distributed circuits have been two of the battle 
horses in microwave engineering for years. The suppression 
of spurious bands has been achieved by loading the devices 
with small resonant elements conveniently tuned (e.g. by 
using split rings [1],[2]), or by replacing the ordinary lines 
with artificial lines based on electromagnetic bandgaps 
(EBGs) [3]. Particularly, planar filters based on a periodic 
modulation of the width of the constitutive transmission 
lines have been reported in [4],[5]. In such filters, efficient 
spurious suppression was achieved thanks to the Bragg 
effect, derived from periodicity [6],[7] but size was not 
reduced. One strategy to reduce size and eventually 
suppress undesired spurious bands is to reactively load the 
line with shunt capacitors or series inductors [8]-[22]. By 
periodically loading the line with shunt capacitors, the 
effective line capacitance is enhanced, and thereby the 
phase velocity is reduced. This slow wave effect is also 
achievable with series inductances, in this case increasing 
the effective line inductance.  
 

Many examples of slow wave transmission lines and 
applications based on capacitively-loaded lines can be 
found in the literature [11],[14],[23]-[26]. However, slow 
wave transmission lines based on inductive loading are less 
common [27]. In this paper a comparative analysis of 
capacitively- and inductively-loaded lines is carried out, and 
then the focus is on the implementation of inductively-
loaded slow-wave transmission lines in microstrip 
technology, where the inductive effect is achieved by 
etching slots in the ground plane.  
 
The work is organized as follows: in Section 2, the above 
mentioned analysis is carried out. Section 3 is focused on 
the design of a slow wave impedance inverter based on a 
slot-loaded microstrip line. In Section 4, such inverter is 
used for the implementation of a power splitter with 
reduced size. Finally, the main conclusions are highlighted 
in Section 5. 

2. Analysis of capacitively and inductively loaded 
transmission lines 

The schematics of the capacitively- and inductively-loaded 
lines under study are depicted in Figs. 1(a) and (b), 
respectively. The host line is described by the characteristic 
impedance, Zo, and by the phase constant, k, and l is the 
physical length of the unit cell. The shunt connected 
capacitances and series connected inductances are 
designated by Cls and Lsw, respectively. In these structures, 
the dispersion relation and the characteristic (or Bloch) 
impedance are different than the corresponding values in the 
host line, due to the presence of the reactive loads.  

 
Figure 1: Schematic of the (a) capacitively- and (b) 
inductively-loaded line. 
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To obtain the dispersion relation and Bloch impedance, we 
consider the unit cell as composed of three cascaded 
sections, i.e., the reactive element cascaded between two 
transmission lines of length l/2. The transmission ABCD 
matrix of each section can be easily obtained [28], so that 
the transmission ABCD matrix of the whole unit cell is given 
by the product of the individual matrices. Once the 
transmission matrix is obtained, the dispersion relation and 
the Bloch impedance can be inferred from the ABCD matrix 
parameters by using well known formulas [3], that is: 

Al  )cos(E                                     (1) 

 
12 �

 
A

B
Z B

                                 (2) 

where A and B are elements of the ABCD matrix, and the 
previous expressions correspond to a symmetric structure 
with A = D. Expression (1) is valid in the band pass regions 
and by considering that the structure is lossless (i.e., the 
attenuation constant D is zero in such regions). For the 
capacitively-loaded line, the dispersion and characteristic 
impedance are given by: 
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whereas for the inductively-loaded lines the following 
results are derived: 
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In the previous expressions, E is the phase constant of the 
loaded line and Z is the angular frequency. An important 
parameter in these slow wave transmission lines is the slow-
wave ratio, swr, defined as the ratio between the phase 
velocities of the loaded and unloaded lines. For both lines, it 
is given by  

p

po

v l kl
swr

v kl l

Z E
Z E

                     (7) 

and it determines the level of miniaturization of the 
considered artificial line. 
 
Note that the equations providing the phase constant and the 
characteristic impedance are formally very similar for both 
types of reactively loaded lines. Inspection of equations (3)-
(6) reveals that for finite values of Cls and Lsw, the phase 
constant of the unloaded line, k, is smaller than the phase 
constant of the loaded line, E, indicating that the phase 
velocity is smaller in the loaded line (slow-wave effect). 

The larger the values of Cls and Lsw are, the smaller the slow 
wave ratio becomes. Hence, to achieve significant slow-
wave effect and, as consequence, important size reduction 
(length) in these reactively-loaded artificial lines, the 
reactive element values must be large. To gain insight on 
this, let us calculate the swr for both types of lines in the 
low frequency limit (where kl o 0 and El o 0). For the 
capacitively-loaded line, the dispersion relation in this limit 
can be expressed as: 

kl
ZCkll ls

22
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2
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1 0

22 ZE
�� �                    (8)                                            

where the trigonometric functions have been approximated 
by their Taylor expansions. Since kl = ZZ0C (C being the 
line capacitance of the unit cell), expression (8) can be 
rewritten as 

C

C
kll ls� 1E                                  (9)                                            

from which the slow wave ratio is found to be 

C

C
swr

ls�
 

1

1                                  (10)                                            

and the necessary condition to achieve significant slow 
wave effect is Cls >> C. 
 
For the inductively-loaded line, kl can be expressed as kl = 
ZL/Z0, where L is the line inductance of the unit cell, and an 
analysis similar to the previous one gives 

L

L
kll sw� 1E                                  (11)                                            

and 

L

L
swr

sw�
 

1

1                                 (12)                                            

i.e., the condition Lsw >> L suffices to achieve a significant 
reduction in the phase velocity of the inductively-loaded 
line. 
 
The slow-wave capacitively-loaded lines can be 
implemented in microstrip technology by using square 
patches (Fig. 2a). These lines have been applied to the 
design of miniature components, such as power splitters 
[29] and filters [11],[26] including devices with spurious 
suppression. Inductively loaded lines have been 
implemented in coplanar waveguide (CPW) technology by 
symmetrically etching rectangular slots in the ground plane 
[30]. In this paper, we propose the implementation of slow-
wave inductively-loaded lines in microstrip technology by 
etching inductive slots in the ground plane, as indicated in 
Fig. 2(b). 
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Figure 2: Typical topology (unit cell) of the capacitively (a) 
and inductively loaded microstip line (b). The upper metal 
level is indicated in black color, and the ground plane in grey 
color. 

3. Design of a slow-wave impedance inverter 

The design of an impedance inverter based on an 
inductively loaded microstrip line is reported in this section. 
The loading inductance is implemented by means of a radial 
slot etched in the ground plane. Since the inverter will be 
later used for the implementation of a power splitter, the 
impedance of the inverter is set to K = 35.35 :. The slow 
wave ratio is set to swr = 0.5, providing 50% length 
reduction, and the electrical length of the loaded line must 
be set to El = 90º, corresponding to the required phase of an 
inverter (the design frequency is set to f0 = 1 GHz). In this 
particular application the focus is size reduction, rather than 
spurious suppression, and for this reason, the slow-wave 
impedance inverter is implemented by means of a single 
unit cell. 
 
To achieve the previous line parameters and slow wave 
ratio, and by using equations (5)-(7), we have calculated the 
parameters of the host line and the value of the loading 
inductance. The inferred values are kl = 45º, 
Zo = 14.64 : and Lsw = 4.661 nH. Then we have optimized 
the topology in order to obtain these line parameters at the 
layout level. The resulting layout of the inverter is depicted 
in Fig. 3(a), whereas the dispersion diagram and Bloch 
impedance are shown in Figs. 3(b) and (c), respectively (the 
Rogers RO3010 substrate with thickness h = 1.27 mm and 
dielectric constant Hr = 10.2 has been considered). It can be 
appreciated that the required values of phase (90º) and 
Bloch impedance (35.35 :) at the design frequency 
(1 GHz), are obtained. Fig. 3(d) depicts de frequency 
response of the inverter by considering 35.35 : ports, 
where it can be appreciated that perfect matching occurs at 
1GHz, indicative of the 35.35 : impedance at this 
frequency, as well. 

 

 
Figure 3: Topology of the designed impedance inverter (a), 
dispersion (b) Bloch impedance (c) and frequency response 
(d). Dimensions are: l = 12.89 mm, w = 8.69 mm, 
Rw = 8.46 mm, Tw = 77º 

4. Slow-wave power splitter 

Once the topology has been optimized, the inverter has been 
fabricated by adding one 50 : access line to the input port 
and two 50 : access lines to the output port, resulting in a 
power splitter [28]. The photograph, compared to the one of 
the conventional splitter, and the responses of both devices 
are shown in Fig. 4. The functionality of the splitter is 
obtained, with good matching at the design frequency, and 
power splitting near 3dB (ideal value). However, the most 
important aspect is the fact that splitter length is roughly half 
the length of the conventional one, by virtue of the 
considered slow wave ratio.  
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Figure 4: Photograph of the splitter based on inductive loading 
(a), conventional splitter (b) and frequency responses (c). 

 
Additionally, due to the stop band effect of the loading 
inductance, the functionality at the first harmonic band of 
the splitter (3f0 in the conventional implementation) is 
suppressed. The result is a power splitter with filtering 
capability, of interest in certain applications where size is 
a due. Even though the filtering functionality of the 
splitter was not the main focus of the paper, it is obvious 
that the stop band is intimately related to the response of 
the inverter [see Fig. 3(d)]. The dispersion relation (5) 
provides the pass band regions of the inverter (and hence 
the stop band regions). Nevertheless, it is possible to 
predict (estimate) the cutoff frequency by considering the 
simplified lumped element equivalent circuit model of the 
inductively loaded line, depicted in Fig. 5. In this model, 
L and C are the line inductance and capacitance, 
respectively. This model is valid as long as Lsw >> L. In 
our case, this condition is satisfied to a reasonable 
approximation, provided Lsw = 3L, as it follows from the 
considered swr. In the S-model of Fig. 5, the dispersion 
relation, derived from (1), can be expressed in terms of 
the series, Zs, and shunt impedance, Zp, as 

p
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Z

Z
l � 1)cos(E                                (13) 

This gives 
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and the cutoff frequency, given by the first frequency 
providing a purely imaginary value of E is found to be 
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From the considered swr (0.5), and characteristic 
impedance of the unloaded line (14.64:), and taking into 
account that Lsw = 4.661 nH, the element values of the 
circuit of Fig. 5 are found to be C = 7.23 pF, L = 1.55 nH. 
Introducing these values in (15) provides a cutoff 
frequency of fc = 1.51GHz, in agreement to Fig. 3(d) and 
4. 

 
 

P1 P2
L LSW

C/2 C/2

 
Figure 5: Lumped element equivalent circuit model of the 
inductively-loaded line unit cell. 

5. Conclusions 

In summary, slow-wave transmission lines based on 
inductive loading, and implemented by etching inductive 
slots in the ground plane of a microstrip line, are useful for 
the implementation of compact devices. In particular, a 
power splitter based on a slow-wave 35.35 : impedance 
inverter has been reported in this work. The performance is 
comparable to the one of the ordinary splitter, whereas 
reduction in length by a factor of two has been 
demonstrated. Moreover, the splitter provides filtering 
functionality, so that a compact multi-functional device 
(splitter/filter) is obtained. 
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Abstract 

A multi-band patch antenna loaded with Composite  
Right/Left-Handed (CRLH) unit cell is presented in this 
paper. It operates at three bands, which are not harmonically 
related, covering several communication standards. The 
first and third bands have patch like radiation pattern, the 
second band has monopole like radiation pattern. These 
bands can be controlled by varying the patch size and unit 
cell elements values. The performance was analyzed using 
both electromagnetic and circuit simulations furthermore 
measurements were carried out and all were in good 
agreement.  

1. Introduction 

 
With the vast development in wireless communications, 
modern communication systems and devices are urged to 
support more than one communication scheme each having 
its own frequency band. Accordingly, the need for small size 
integrated antennas with low profile that can cover multi-
band has arisen. To accomplish multi-band antenna design, 
several design methodologies are used among which are; 
beginning with a broadband antenna and notching some 
bands by introducing slots to create multi-band antenna [1]. 
Another method is to load antenna with metamaterial unit 
cells, this method can be used with dipole antenna [2], 
monopole antenna [3-4], slot antenna [5], loop antenna [6-8] 
and with patch antenna [9-11]. 
In this paper CRLH unit cell is used to load a patch antenna 
to provide multi-band operation. It has three operating bands 
that support WLAN, Wi-Fi and WiMax bands. The antenna 
design and circuit model are provided in section 2, the 
simulations results and the measurements are presented in 
section 3 and finally a conclusion is given in section 4. 

2. Antenna Design 

2.1. Antenna Design and Circuit Model 

A coaxially fed square patch antenna is designed to resonate 
around 3.6 GHz [12] on Rogers 5870 with substrate 
thickness of 1.57mm, metal thickness of 35 µm and dielectr- 
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Figure 1: Proposed patch antenna loaded with CRLH unit 
cell. 
 
ic constant (εr) of 2.33. The patch is loaded with balanced 
CRLH unit cell as shown in Fig. 1, where the resonance of 
the series arm equals that of the shunt arm, with the 
balanced frequency equals to the patch resonance frequency. 
Moreover, the π-network for the unit cell is used rather that 
the T-network for enhancing the unit cell inductance. Also, 
the unit cell is set to be symmetric so that even if any 
radiation occurs from it then, the radiation from both the left 
and right sides will cancel out accordingly, the radiation 
pattern will controlled mainly the antenna and the effect of 
the unit cell is minimal. All dimensions and lumped 
elements values are given in Table 1.  
The unit cell simple equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 2 (a). 
However, there is a parasitic inductor introduced due to the 
step discontinuity between the patch and the unit cell input 
and output ports, so the unit cell equivalent circuit is 
modified to be as shown in Fig. 2(b). 
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Figure 2: Circuit model for the CRLH unit cell (a) 
conventional model, (b) modified model. 

 

Table 1: Dimensions of the proposed antenna and values 
of the lumped elements. 

symbol Dimensions[mm] Symbol Value 
Lg 55 CL 0.4 pF 
Wg 55 LL 1.8 nH 
LP 26.75 CR 1.1 pF 
WP 26.75 LR 2.2 nH 

 

 

2.2. Theory of Operation 

As shown in Fig. 3 the loaded patch generates three bands. 
The first band occurs when both the shunt arm and the total 
series arm are at resonance and it is equal to the resonance 
frequency of the microstrip patch antenna. The total series 
arm resonance ωseries1 is defined in (1), where Lseries is the 
total series inductance and given in (3), whilst the shunt arm 
resonance ωshunt is defined in (2). Being at resonance, the 
series and shunt arms act as short and open circuit 
respectively, accordingly the equivalent circuit become as 
shown in Fig. 4(a) with the current flow indicated by the red 
arrow. The whole structure, the antenna and the unit cell, 
will generate λ/ 2 resonance of the patch. 
The second resonance band is above ωshunt, so the shunt arm 
will be capacitive more than inductive, furthermore the 
series arm consisting of LR and CL will be at resonance 
acting as a short circuit where ωseries2 is defined in (4). The 
equivalent circuit will be as indicated in Fig. 4(b) where the 
current flow is indicated by the red arrow. In this band the 
patch is loaded with series parasitic inductor LP and a shunt 
capacitor to the ground CR, this capacitor will behave as a 
series inductor loading the antenna as noted in [13]. So a λ 
resonance of the patch is generated. 
Third band is above ωseries2, so series arm will be open 
circuit and the shunt arm will be more capacitive so the 

equivalent circuit will be as shown is Fig. 4(c), such that the 
red arrows indicate the current flow. Here the patch is 
loaded with series capacitor, as the capacitor makes the 
patch look shorter so it generates λ/2 resonance of the patch. 
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Figure 3: Simulated |S11| for the conventional patch and 
patch loaded with the balanced CRLH unit cell. 
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Figure 4: Equivalent Circuit model for (a) First band “3.57 
GHz”, (b) second band ”5.17 GHz” and (c) third band “5.85 
GHZ”, red arrows indicate current flow path. 
 

3. Simulations and Experimental Verifications 

A prototype for the proposed antenna with the above stated 
dimensions and lumped elements values is fabricated, Fig. 
5(a). Simulated reflection coefficient, circuit and EM 
simulations, is shown in Fig. 3. There is little difference 
between circuit and full wave simulations due to some 
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parasitic in full wave simulation which are not captured by 
equivalent circuit simulation. Moreover the measured 
reflection coefficient is shown in Fig. 5(b), S11 was 
measured using Anritsu MS4647A vector network analyzer 
(70 GHz). 
Figure 6 shows simulated vector current flow at the three 
bands, which proof our analysis for the way current flows in 
the previous section.  
Simulated and measured radiation patterns for the three 
operating bands are shown in Fig. 7. All antenna 
simulations are carried out on ANSYS HFSS V.15 and 
Designer V.8. While radiation pattern measurements were 
carried out in the anechoic chamber at the Microwave and 
Antenna Research Lab. At Faculty of Engineering, Ain 
Shams University. 
 

 
(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 5: (a) Fabricated patch antenna, (b) simulated and 
measured |S11| for the proposed antenna. 

 
 

 
Figure 6: Current density plot on the unit cell for (a) 3.57 
GHz, (b) 5.17 GHz and (c) 5.85GHz. 
 

4. Conclusions 

A multi-band patch antenna loaded with CRLH unit cell 
was proposed. A circuit model was provided that analyzed 
the antenna behavior. Circuit analysis, simulation results as 
well as measurements are in good agreement. The operating 
bands of the antennas can be determined by the values of 
the lumped elements as well as the antenna dimensions. 
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x-z plane, f=3.57 GHz (Simulated)
                 f=3.55 GHz (Measured)
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x-z plane, f=5.17 GHz (Simulated)
                 f=5.27 GHz (Measured)
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(b) 

y-z plane, f=5.85 GHz (Simulated)
                 f=5.83 GHz (Measured)
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Figure 7: Simulated Radiation pattern for Y-Z plane at (a) 
3.6 GHz, (b) 5.2 GHz and (c) 5.8GHz, with solid lines for 
Eθ and dashed lines for Eφ (Simulation is plotted in black 
lines while measurements in gray lines). 
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Abstract 

A new multilayer polymeric comb array antenna is 
presented. The multilayer substrates of 
Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) and Rogers produced 
an increment bandwidth of 5.118 GHz compared to 
0.608 GHz, which is non-polymeric antenna. 
Multilayer substrate, comb array structure and PDMS's 
epsilon of 2.7 contributing to such bandwidth ranging 
from 22.649 until 27.792 GHz and gain of 9.856 dB at 
25 GHz resonance. Moreover, dimension of 33x27 
mm2 is considered compact in size.  

1. Introduction 

 Nowadays, millimeter-wave communications 
have been greatly attention as a new technology in 
high frequency range with a demand of high data rate 
capacity [1]. Microstrip is one of good option as 
millimeter wave’s antenna due to its interesting 
characteristics such as low profile and simple structure 
[2]. In order to enhance the data rate and broad 
bandwidth, material of dielectric substrate plays the 
significant role. For this concern, this paper presents a 
new combination of meta-material substrate; 
Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) with a compact 
microstrip comb array antenna.  
 PDMS is a new dielectric substrate which is 
consisted of silicone based elastomer and suitable for 
higher frequency up to terahertz [3]. The low epsilon 
of PDMS substrate which is 2.7 lead to bandwidth 
enhancement. This is due to the polarization effects 
theory. A low epsilon will gives more electric flux 
generated per unit charge and minor energy trapping 
inside the substrate. Therefore, it is ease to radiation 

move to free space and enhanced the performance of 
antenna. 

2. Antenna Design 

  In this paper, the multilayer of PDMS with 
Rogers is designed with a compact size of 27x33 mm2 

for the width and length respectively as shown in 
Figure 1(a) while full ground plane depicted by Figure 
1(b). The proposed multilayer antenna is consists of 
five layers as demonstrated in Figure 1 (c). An array 
structure of comb antenna is arranged in zig-zag with 
main radiating element inclined by -45 degrees. The 
length, l of each array is based on formula l = λg and 
the spacing between each array is m= λg /2 where λg is 
the guided wavelength at the center frequency [4]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                             (a)                                       (b) 
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                                            (c) 
Figure 1. The multilayer polymeric comb array antenna (a) 
front view (b) back view and (c) perspective view. 
 
 

3. Results and Discussion 

 Figure 2(a) shows the comparison of reflection 
coefficient, S11 of Rogers substrate with (in blue line) and 
without (in purple line) PDMS. It is observed that the 
combination of PDMS with Rogers substrate produced more 
bandwidth which is up to 5.118 GHz compared to only 
0.608 GHz (without PDMS). This is due to the low epsilon 
of 2.7. Comparison of multilayer polymeric antenna without 
comb array is analyzed as well. It is found out that the comb 
array antenna (in blue line) is better than without comb 
array (in red line) in term of bandwidth. The polar radiation 
pattern is illustrated in Figure 2(b) subject to the varieties of 
frequency ranging from 22.649 GHz until 27.792 GHz. The 
highest gain of 9.856 dB is recorded at 25 GHz.  

 
                                                 (a) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 (b) 
Figure 2. (a) Reflection coefficient and (b) polar radiation 
pattern for multilayer polymeric comb array antenna. 
 

4. Conclusion 

As conclusion, the new combination of polymeric comb 
array antenna generates good bandwidth and high gain as 
well as compactness of size for millimetre wave 
applications.  
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Abstract 
A new synthesization meta-material of 
Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) and glass microsphere 
substrate is presented. The PDMS-glass microsphere 
(PDMS-GM) offered a lower permittivity of 1.85 than 
PDMS without glass microsphere, 2.7 of permittivity. The 
proposed PDMS-GM antenna contributed a broad 
bandwidth of more than 50 GHz and boosts the gain up to 
13.3 dB compared to PDMS without glass microsphere 
which is only 5.5 dB. Therefore, the PDMS-GM antenna is 
highly recommended to be deployed for the fifth generation 
Wireless Systems. 

1.  Introduction 
Wireless communication's era has become trendier in last 
few years due to revolution and evolution from the first 
generation (1G) up to fourth generation (4G). However, the 
currently trendy is more towards to fifth generation (5G). In 
designing 5G antenna, substrate's material is playing an 
important factors to get a good result. From the literature 
review on variety of substrate's material such as in [1] by 
Alina et. al. The author is presented a Composite Right/Left 
Handed (CRLH) antenna operating at 28 GHz using 
silicone dielectric substrate and its gain is only 2.99 dBi. 
Another work on LTCC substrate using a 2x2 stacked patch 
antenna array attained a realized gain of 10.35 dBi [2]. It is 
observed that those antenna structures are complex and 
complicated in fabrication process. Therefore, this paper 
proposes a new composite meta-material of 
Polydimethylsiloxane and glass microsphere (PDMS-GM) 
with a low epsilon of 1.85. 

2. PDMS-GM Antenna Design 
 The PDMS-GM antenna is designed with a dimension of 
(50x40)mm2 for the width and length respectively as shown 
in Figure 1(a). Moreover, the proposed antenna has a low 
permittivity of 1.85 with loss tangent of 0.014 compared to 
the PDMS without glass microsphere which is 2.7 of 
permittivity with loss tangent of 0.022. The proposed 

antenna is contained of six layers where radiating patch and 
Rogers substrate is immersed in PDMS-GM substrate as 
illustrated in Figure 1(b). The thickness of dielectric 
substrate is 8.18 mm which is quite thick but the 
characteristic of PDMS-GM which is light weight give an 
advantage to prevent from having a weighty antenna. 
 

 
                     (a)                                               (b) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 (c) 
Figure 1. The Polydimethylsiloxane Glass microsphere 
(PDMS-GM) antenna (a) front view (b) back view and (c) 
perspective view. 
 

3. Results and Discussion 
Figure 2(a) shows the comparison reflection coefficient, 
S11 of with and without PDMS-GM substrate. From the 
observation, the bandwidth of with and without PDMS-GM 
is comparable due to the equivalent of homogeneous 
dielectrics [3] starting from the frequency 25.37 GHz up to 
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more than 75 GHz. The comparison of gain values between 
antenna with and without PDMS-GM is illustrated in Figure 
2(b). The authors choose randomly several frequencies 
starting from 18 GHz, 28 GHz 38 GHz, 48 GHz and 58 
GHz. From the observation, it shows that the gain of 
PDMS-GM substrate is higher than without PDMS-GM 
substrate. The highest gain recorded for PDMS-GM 
substrate is 13.3 dB at operating frequency of 28 GHz 
compared only 5.5 dB, gain without PDMS-GM substrate. 
Figure 2(c) is represented the simulation of polar radiation 
pattern for PDMS-GM antenna at chosen frequency which 
are 18 GHz, 28 GHz, 38 GHz, 48 GHz, and 58 GHz.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                               
                                                (a) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                (b) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                (c) 
Figure 2. (a) The reflection coefficient with PDMS-GM 
(solid line) and without PDMS-GM (dotted line), (b) the 
parametric study on gain at chosen frequency which are 18 

GHz, 28 GHz, 38 GHz, 48 GHz, and 58 GHz with PDMS-
GM (circle symbol) and without PDMS-GM (triangle 
symbol) and (c) polar radiation pattern for PDMS-GM 
antenna. 

4. Conclusions 
Due to the enhanced performance, the proposed antenna 
potentially serves as a good option for 5th Generation 
Wireless Systems (5G) which requires a high realized gain 
and low profile topology.  
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Abstract 

The integration of an artificial magnetic conductor (AMC) 
into an array antenna at 9.41 GHz is proposed. The AMC 
plane with an array of 9 x 12 slotted elements. Each 
rectangular AMC unit cell is slotted using four circular 
slots. It is observed that the permittivity and high 
permeability of the proposed AMC plane rectangular 
circular-slotted unit cell significantly contributed to such 
results. The combined AMC and array antenna increased its 
efficiency from 95.91 % to 96.31 %. Ultimately, the 
bandwidth of the overall structure is increased from 4.61 % 
to 20.59 %. 

1. Introduction 

An Artificial Magnetic Conductor (AMC) is classified as a 
metamaterial [1] which exhibits Perfect Magnetic 
Conductor (PMC) characteristic at a specific resonant 
frequency [2]. The main PMC’s characteristic is that it 
exhibits zero degree of phase reflection. Since PMC is not 
available in nature [3], this research aims to propose an 
AMC ground layer which can be placed closer to the 
resonant structure. To evaluate it, a microstrip array antenna 
is designed as the radiating structure and placed on the top 
of AMC layer. The microstrip antenna topology is chosen 
due to its intrinsic narrowband property. This will then ease 
the quantification of its bandwidth broadening level when 
integrated with the AMC plane.  

2. Results and discussion 

The design of the array antenna and AMC plane is 
illustrated in Figure 1 (a)-(d). The overall dimension of the 
proposed patch array antenna is 80 x 60 mm2. It is designed 
on a Taconic TLY-5 substrate. This substrate features a 
permittivity of 2.2, loss tangent of xxx, and thickness of 
1.5748 mm.  

As depicted in Figure 1(e), the AMC features a positive 
permittivity and high permeability at the desired operating 
frequency. From Figure 1(f), the proposed AMC unit cell on 
Taconic TLY-5 indicated a 3.2 GHz bandwidth and behaves 
as a PMC at 9.41 GHz. The AMC was designed and 

analyzed using unit cell simulation which available in CST 
MSW. 
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Figure 1: (a) The proposed patch array  antenna, (b) the 
proposed 9 x 12 AMC unit cell, (c) the rear ground, (d) the 
overall antenna structure, simulated AMC unit cell results 
of (e) simulated permittivity and permeability of the AMC 
cell, (f) phase response of the AMC, and (g) the 
improvement of antenna bandwidth with the incorporation 
of the AMC. 

3. Conclusions 

A slotted array antenna integrated with an AMC plane is 
proposed. Simulations indicated that the AMC plane can be 
placed near the radiating element. Besides that, the PMC-
like behavior of the AMC with high permittivity and 
permeability enabled the enhancement of the typically 
narrowband microstrip array antenna in terms of impedance 
bandwidth, total efficiency, gain up to 2.15 GHz, 96.31 %, 
and 8 dB respectively. 
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Abstract 

A comparison of a novel design with three basic shape 
designs of artificial magnetic conductor (AMC) is 
presented. The proposed AMC design successfully 
enhanced the operating bandwidth by about 12.02 % 
compared to the others designs while maintaining operation 
at 9.41 GHz. In addition, it is observed that the proposed 
AMC unit cell is capable of featuring higher permeability of 
6.26 and lower permittivity of 1.06 at the target design 
frequency.  

1. Introduction 

Enhancing the performance of antennas while miniaturizing 
their sizes have been one of the main scientific activities of 
the antenna community in recent years. A metallic reflector 
and ground plane is typically used to redirect the radiation to 
particular direction and reduce the front-to-back ratio (FBR). 
To be effective, this reflector needs to be placed with a gap 
of a quarter wavelength of the center frequency from the 
radiating element [1]. This constraint can be reduced by 
implementing a metasurface plane in between the ground 
plane and the radiating element. However, an AMC exhibits 
a reflection phase of zero degree at resonance [2]. Thus, they 
suffer from narrow bandwidth as the AMC’s bandwidth is 
defined as the band in which the reflection phase, ɸ is in the 
range of - 𝜋/4 ≤ ɸ≤ 𝜋/4. 

Besides that, microstrip patch antennas are also typically 
limited by their operating bandwidths. While their 
bandwidth can be broadened via the use of high 
permeability and permittivity material [3], such high 
permeability materials does not exist in nature. 
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Figure 1: (a) Basic rectangular AMC, (b) basic hexagonal 
AMC, (c) basic circular AMC, (d) the proposed AMC 
design, the simulated AMC unit cell result of (e) phase 
response (f) permeability, and (g) permittivity. 
 

2. Discussion 

To validate the proposed model, three basic shapes of 
metasurface have been designed on the same materials and 
simulations setup. Taconic TLY-5 was used as the substrate 
and copper as the metallic elements. The performance of the 
AMC with different shapes was investigated using the CST 
Microwave Studio software, see Figure 1. Figure 1(e) 
shows the proposed model with a larger operating 
bandwidth compared to the basic shaped at 9.41 GHz. 
Besides that, the proposed shape featured a high 
permeability and low permittivity as illustrated in figure 
1(f) and 1(g). 

3. Conclusions 

In this paper, an AMC design featuring a high permeability 
and low permittivity is proposed. To validate the 
effectiveness of the proposed AMC, the design was 
compared with another three basic AMC designs.  All AMC 
are placed under a basic rectangular antenna and studied in 
terms of permittivity, permeability and reflected phase. 
Simulations indicated that the antenna integrated with the 
proposed AMC is performing better than antennas with the 
basic AMC designs in all three aspects. This antenna 
exhibited a 500 MHz 10 dB impedance bandwidth, with a 
resonant frequency of 9.41 GHz. Besides that, the presence 
of the proposed AMC on the antenna enabled the 
achievement of 6.16 dB of gain and 92 % of total efficiency 
at 9.41 GHz  
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Abstract 

This paper presents complex permittivity measurements of 
sugarcane bagasse and rubber tire dust materials. These two 
materials are found to be useful as potential materials to be 
the absorbing material in microwave frequency to allow 
absorption of microwave EMI energy. The materials were 
combined and fabricated in the composite structure. A 
measurement system using open-ended coaxial probe 
method has been used for characterizing the dielectric 
properties of the materials in the 1 to 20 GHz microwave 
frequency range.  
 
Keywords – open-ended coaxial probe, permittivity, 
microwave absorber  

1. Introduction 

Recently, with the rapid growth of microwave device 
fabrication technology, modern technologies and 
communication product, communication system can be 
operating in the higher and broader frequency. Some of the 
natural and man-made EMI sources can affect and degrade 
the performance of any unprotected nearby electronic 
circuit. The effects of EMI include the malfunction, or even 
the permanent damage to the electronic devices which can 
lead to the failure [1]–[3]. In this work, the results of 
dielectric characterization along with the wave propagation 
characteristics of the composite samples composed of lossy 
sugarcane bagasse and lossy rubber tire dust are presented. 
Sugarcane bagasse and rubber tire dust are dielectric 
materials with μr = 1+0j, therefore only relative complex 
permittivity was measured and the results are presented in 
this chapter. In dielectric materials, the dielectric constant 
and the dissipation factor of energy are the main properties 
that enable them to be applicable as microwave absorbers as 
Equation (1) below. In designing the absorber materials, the 
following equation can be used to determine the absorption 
capability of the material that relies on the conductivity, 
dielectric loss, or magnetic loss of the absorber material [4]. 
The dielectric properties were essential in determining the 
material performance used in microwave absorption. The 
permittivity is a function of frequency and can vary over 
even a small frequency range significantly [5]. 

 
A = ½ ζ E2 + ½ ω ε0 εR E2 + ½ ω μ0 μR H2                      (1)                                      

 
Where A (W/m3) is the electromagnetic energy 

absorbed per unit volume; E(V/m) is the electric field 
strength of the electromagnetic signal; H (A/m) is the 
magnetic field strength of the electromagnetic signal; ζ 
(S/m) is the conductivity of the material; ω(sec-1) is the 
angular speed of the electromagnetic wave; ε0 is the 
dielectric permittivity of vacuum; εR is the complex 
permittivity of the material; μ0 is magnetic permeability of 
the vacuum and μR is the complex permeability of the 
material. The open-ended coaxial probe has been used for 
measurements on a number of agricultural products such as 
rice husk [6] and grain[7]. It requires calibration before 
starting the measurements by terminating it in a short 
circuit, an open and a broadband load [8].This method 
consists of a network analyzer and a coaxial probe. It 
includes a mechanical load for short circuit calibration, air 
for open calibration and water (at room temperature) as a 
broadband load. Figure 1 and 2 below shows the dielectric 
properties of the water and air after calibration.  

 
 

Figure 1: Complex Permittivity of Water 
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Figure 2: Complex Permittivity of Air 
 

Instead of using water as a broadband load, any solid 
dielectric material with known values of the dielectric 
properties can also be used as broadband load. However, 
there is a problem in the unavailability of the data on the 
dielectric properties of the known materials in broad 
frequency ranges. Many researchers have used this 
calibration technique due to the unavoidable air gap at the 
probe-sample interface in determining the dielectric 
properties of the solid samples [9] [10]. 

At first, the samples are fabricated in three categories 
which are pure sugarcane bagasse, pure rubber tire dust and 
composite of lossy filler of sugarcane bagasse and rubber 
tire dust. By using the transmission line rectangular 
waveguide technique, the permittivity and permeability of 
the samples can be determined. Full 2 port calibration or 
TRL calibration is needed for accurate phase measurements, 
particularly of reflection[11]. Sample fit inside the coax or 
waveguide is very important as a poorly fit sample will not 
yield good results. As frequencies extend into millimeter 
waves, calibration and sample fit become even more critical 
due to the short wavelength. Magnetic constant and 
magnetic loss factor of the sugarcane bagasse (SCB), rubber 
tire dust (RTD) and sugarcane bagasse rubber tire dust 
(SCBRTD) composite samples were measured by using this 
technique. Based on the result, the relative magnetic 
properties are nearly equal to free space, μr=1-j0. So, from 
the result, these materials are non-magnetic materials. 
Figure 3 and Figure 4 below show the magnetic constant 
and magnetic loss factor of the material. 

 

 
Figure 3: Magnetic Constant of the Material 

 
  

 
Figure 4: Magnetic Loss factor of the Material 

 

2. Discussion and Results 

Since the materials used in this work are dielectric materials, 
the loss mechanism is purely dielectric. The loss can arise 
from a variety of sources within the dielectric. The 
commercialize dielectric absorbers are usually made in a 
low cost foam form but can also be used with elastomers. 
The advantages are low cost and weight. Absorbers are 
characterized by their electric permittivity and magnetic 
permeability. The permittivity is a measure of the material’s 
effect on the electric field in the electromagnetic wave. The 
permittivity arises from the dielectric polarization of the 
material. The quantity ε’ is sometimes called the dielectric 
constant which is something of a misnomer when applied to 
absorbers as ε’ can vary significantly with frequency. The 
quantity ε” is a measure of the attenuation of the electric 
field cause by the material. So, the dielectric constant of 
sugarcane bagasse, rubber tire dust and composite samples 
composed of SCB and lossy rubber tire dust (RTD) need to 
be defined first to know the material performance. The 
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complex dielectric properties of a medium can give impact 
to the propagation parameters of an electromagnetic (EM) 
plane wave to describe the wave behavior in that 
medium.Absorbers are usually composed of materials that 
have dissipation of loss and hence attenuate the propagating 
wave inside the material. The impedance of electromagnetic 
wave propagating in free space is; 

 
 

     (2) 
Where  
 
μο =4π×10-7 Henry/m  
ε0 =8.854 ×10-12 Farad/m 
 

When the same wave interacts with a lossy dielectric 
medium such as SCB and RTD, the characteristic impedance 
of the medium can be expressed as 
 

 .       (3) 
 

The impedance is discontinuity at the interface of the air-
dielectric (ƞ0 ≠ ƞm), so the wave energy is reflected back into 
the incident medium. The remaining energy that keeps on 
propagating within the lossy material can be expressed with 
the complex wave propagation constant; 
 

.        (4) 
 
(α) is the real part of the propagation constant and β is the 
imaginary part which resembles the phase shift per unit 
length in the medium and the speed at which the signal was 
propagated. These two equations below express theα and β 
of the material dielectric properties. 

 

       (5) 

       (6) 
 

The important parameters of an absorbing material are to 
attenuate the electromagnetic wave and prevent the EM 
wave from being reflected back or transmitted pass through 
the material. The characteristic impedance is important in 
determining the performance of the absorbing material. 
Reflection can happened at the air-absorber interface due to 
the impedance mismatch between free space and 
characteristic impedance of the material. The reduction of 
the reflected wave from the front layer or surface can occur 
when the impedance of the material is matching to the 
impedance of free space (377Ω). If the impedance by the 
wave at the surface of the material is equal to 377Ω, the 
wave will be totally and completely absorbed by the 
material. The impedance of a material is given by the 
following relation, 
 

Z = 120 S√Pr�Hr     (7) 
 

From this equation, this is clearly showed that the basic 
parameters for the absorption characteristics depend on 
permittivity and permeability. Therefore, in this work, the 
samples were fabricated and the complex permittivity was 
being measured by using Agilent Dielectric probe technique. 
Figure 5 below shows the dielectric constant of sugarcane 
bagasse and rubber tire dust.  

 
 

Figure 5: Dielectric Constant of Sugarcane Bagasse 
 

Based on the graph in Figure 5, rubber tire dust has the 
highest dielectric constant compare to sugarcane bagasse 
which is in range between 3.2 to 3.8.This was related to 
mechanism of polarization .At microwave frequencies, when 
a dielectric material is exposed to a time varying 
electromagnetic field, the electric field component of the 
wave polarized the molecules [12]. The higher content of 
carbon in the rubber tire dust is another factor that 
contributes to the higher dielectric constant. For the 
sugarcane bagasse, the average value of the dielectric 
constant is between 2.2 to 2.7 in the frequency range 1 to 20 
GHz.  

The reflectivity of the sample was being measured to 
determine the S Parameter (reflectivity of the absorber). The 
reflectivity was being determined by using rectangular 
waveguide technique (2-port measurement) in the X Band 
frequency range. So, the adapter of the rectangular 
waveguide that has been used is WR- 90. The reflectivity 
was being measured in X-Band frequency (8.2 to 12.4 GHz) 
as this is the frequency that has been used in satellite 
communication, radar and amateur radio. Figure 6 below 
shows the reflectivity of the sample of sugarcane bagasse. 
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Figure 6 : Reflectivity of the Sample of Sugarcane Bagasse 
 

Based on the result above, the thickness of the sample 
has been varied from 1mm to 5mm. The thickness from 3 
mm to 6 mm did not give change in reflectivity from -6.5 to 
-9.0 dB from 8.2 to 12.4 GHz. Whereas the thickness from 1 
to 2 mm have reflectivity from -6.4 to -8.8. The study 
continues by adding the filler of rubber tire dust to 
sugarcane bagasse and the result shows that the reflectivity 
can achieve until less than -10dB (~90 % absorption).  
Figure 7 below shows the reflectivity of sample of sugarcane 
bagasse composited with rubber tire dust. 

 
Figure 7: Reflectivity Of Sample Of Sugarcane Bagasse 

Composited With Rubber Tire Dust 
 

In the range frequency between 9 to 12.4 GHz, the 
reflectivity of all the samples is from -10 to -12.5 dB for all 
the thickness. The reflectivity of the sample material shows 
better result with the higher value of dielectric constant for 
rubber tire dust filling. 

Figure 8 below shows the dielectric constant of five 
samples with different percentages of fillers (sugarcane 
bagasse and rubber tire dust). Six samples with different 

percentages of fillers (sugarcane bagasse and rubber tire 
dust). 

 
 

Figure 8: Dielectric Constant of Different Percentage of 
Fillers (Sugarcane bagasse mixed with Rubber Tire Dust) 

 
The complex permittivity increases when there is 

increasing percentage of fillers in the composite samples. 
The addition of sugarcane bagasse and rubber tire dust 
increased the number of dipoles as they are the lossy 
dielectric fillers. The electrostatic dipole energy and 
capacitance of the medium is increased when the energy 
from the incident wave is stored in these dipoles. Therefore, 
the dielectric constant increases with the increasing of the 
filler loading. From this result, the attenuation constant can 
be determined to analyze the propagation wave into the 
material. Figure 9 below shows the attenuation constant of 
the material for different filler loadings. 
 

 
 

Figure 9: Attenuation Constant of the Material for Different 
Filler Loading 
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Attenuation constant increased with an increasing 
frequency. The values of the depth of penetration were 
smaller at high frequencies and become higher at lower 
frequencies. This is because, at high frequencies, the 
wavelength is shorter so the wave was not being able to be 
embedded and penetrate deep into the medium due to the 
large attenuation offered by the medium. Figure 10 below 
shows the depth of penetration of the material. The value of 
depth of penetration was calculated by using the formula. 
 

d = ½ α      (8) 

 
 

Figure 10: Depth of Penetration of the Material 
 
 

Table 1 shows the measured relative values of the 
complex permittivity and magnitude of normalized 
characteristic impedance |Za| for different SCB and RTD 
filler compositions. 
 

Table 1: Values of Complex Permittivity and Magnitude 
of Normalized Impedance of the Composite of Sugarcane 

Bagasse and Rubber Tire Dust 
 

Samples 
Properties Average 

SCB (wt %) RTD (wt %) 

10 90 

εr’ 3.121 
εr” 0.236 

tan δ 0.005 
| Z | 207 

30 70 

εr’ 3.253 
εr” 0.123 

tan δ 0.003 
| Z | 250 

50 50 

εr’ 2.686 
εr” 0.218 

tan δ 0.007 
| Z | 230 

70 30 
εr’ 2.762 
εr” 0.176 

 

tan δ 0.005 
| Z | 227 

90 10 

εr’ 2.598 
εr” 0.153 

tan δ 0.004 
| Z | 234 

 
Impedance discontinuity (ΔZ = 377 − Za) is least for the 

case of 30 wt% of SCB loading, however in this case the 
value of the tangent loss is also minimum. This shows the 
maximum transmission of the signal with less attenuation 
and is not preferred in the case of absorbers. An absorber 
must be a lossy medium with least impedance 
discontinuities at the interfaces. The greatest value of 
tangent loss is (0.007) when 50 wt% of SCB and RTD filler 
was being used and the impedance is 230. 

3. Conclusions 

The materials that have been used in this study are 
sugarcane bagasse and rubber tire dust. Based on the result 
of permittivity, these materials can be considered as 
dielectric and lossy material. The real part of permittivity 
has been found to be strongly dependent on frequency. 
When the frequency increased, the value decreases. The 
imaginary part of the permittivity also showed variation with 
frequency but not as much as in the case of real permittivity. 
From the permittivity, the propagation constant including of 
attenuation constant and the depth of penetration were being 
investigated. The wave impedance of the material was also 
being calculated. From the result, the composition of 50 
wt% of sugarcane bagasse and 50 wt% of rubber tire dust 
shows the highest lost tangent and less impedance 
discontinuities and it has the potential to be a good 
absorbent material. The reflectivity of the materials has been 
analyzed for varying thickness values of the samples. When 
the rubber tire dust filler was added to the sugarcane bagasse 
composite, the performance can achieve better than -10 dB. 
This means that the proposed absorber material can absorb 
more than 90 % of the incident wave. The usage of 
agricultural waste material such as sugarcane bagasse as a 
potential material to develop microwave absorber can help 
in reducing the abundant of the waste and the harmful of 
ecological as well. 
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Abstract 

In this paper, a new 3 dB branch line coupler using 
PDMS substrate and Shieldit Super fabric 
conductive material is presented. The Shieldit 
Super fabric has low resistance less than 0.1 /sq. 
and resulting in good conductivity. Both the 
simulated and fabricated coupler circuits 
demonstrated a 3±1dB Fractional Bandwidth 
(FBW) for the coupling as a result of the 
microstrip-slot created at the ground is in the range 
of 4.69GHz to 7.22GHz which stands for 42.2%; 
while the FBW for 900±50 phase balance is in the 
range of 5.10GHz to 6.94GHz or 30.70%. Within 
this range, both the return loss and the isolation are 
kept below -10dB.  
 
Keywords - PDMS substrate, Shieldit Super fabric, 
microstrip-slot, Fractional Bandwidth. 

1. Introduction 

Branch-Line Couplers (BLC) are widely used in 
many Radio Frequency (RF) circuits, such as 
power dividers and combiners, modulators, 
demodulators, balanced mixers, image rejection 
mixers, matched attenuators, filters, balanced 
amplifiers, and so on. They are also use to feed 
networks in antenna arrays. Conventional hybrid 
coupler utilizes λ/4 transmission lengths and 
provides narrow bandwidths of 10-20%. This is one 
of its major limitations. To overcome this 
limitation, a simple technique of cascading more 
sections had been suggested [1]. However, this 
result in large circuit area adds to cost of 
production.  

The recently proposed 5G technology for 
wireless communication is expected to pave ways 
for wireless connection not only between base 
stations and mobile stations but from device-to-
device. Due to the conformal nature of some 
devices, a flexible and conformal 
antenna/microwave device has to put in place to 
enable every type of gadget works properly. Most 
of the researches on flexible devices were carried 
out on antenna and very little or none have been 
reported on microwave devices like BLC. For 

example, in [2], a flexible broadband unbalanced 
dipole antenna with fan-shaped and trapezoidal 
elements was demonstrated using PDMS. In 
contrast, few among many that use non flexible 
substrates are reported in [3] and [4]. 

Various polymer materials like Polyethylene 
terephthalate (PET), Liquid Crystal Polymers 
(LCP) and Polyetherimide (PEI) were used to 
produce flexible antenna [5], but, PDMS is one of 
the most frequently used substrate material for 
flexible antenna. This is due to its exceptional 
electrical and mechanical properties and transparent 
nature. But its chemical property and shiny surface 
makes it very difficult to be metallize due to low 
adhesion [6].  

When copper is used as the conducting element 
on PDMS, it makes the whole system not flexible 
as cupper suffered from poor durability, easy 
crashing after several bending cycle. In this 
research, a new 3dB coupler with simple and cost 
effective fabrication processes using PDMS 
substrate flexible fabric conductor is proposed and 
developed. The proposed structure makes use of 
λ/4 sections of transmission lines in both the series 
and the shunt branch lines. The ports were inclined 
at 450 to reduce the effect of fabrication difficulties 
and minimize effects of coupling between adjacent 
arms. The proposed structure is conformal and 
hence could be suitable for applications in wearable 
antenna where beamforming network is required.  

2. Design Theory 

At the centre frequency the scattering parameters of 
a branch-line coupler are given by 

              ………..…….…… (1) 

             …………..………. (2) 

Where Z0 denotes the impedance of various ports 
of t branch-line coupler. The scattering parameters 
of a branch-line coupler also satisfy the following 
condition, which follows from the principle of 
conservation of energy:  

                ………………..... (3) 



From equations (1), (2) and (3) Z0s and Z0p are 
related as follows:  

                      ……….. (4) 

The characteristic impedances of the main-line and 
shunt branches of a branch-line can be computed 
from equations (1) to (4) as: 

       √        ………..…….. (5) 
and 

        
√        

  …………….……… (6) 
 
Where Z0s and Z0p are the characteristic impedances 
of the main line and shunt branch line of any 
branch-line coupler. 
 

If all the ports are matched to the characteristic 
impedance of the microstrip transmission line, 
Z0=50Ω, then for 3dB branch line coupler, the 
coupling from Input port to the coupled port will be 
3dB. Using these information together with 
equations (5) and (6), the characteristic impedances 
of the main line and shunt branch line can be 
computed to be 35.35Ω and 50Ω respectively. 

3. Implementation of The PDMS 3dB 
Coupler 

The objective of the research work is to design a 
low cost flexible 3dB coupler using PDMS with 
realizable impedances and a tight coupling of -3dB.  
It should also have high isolation and bandwidth 
over which both S11 and S14 are below -20 dB, at 
the same time maintaining a coupling level and the 
phase diff erence better than 3±1dB and 900±50 
respectively. 

A fabric Shieldit Super was used as the 
conductor for both the patch and ground plane. 
Shieldit Super from Less EMF Inc. USA is a 
flexible conductive textile with measured 
conductivity of 10e6 S/m and a thickness of 0.14-
mm. PDMS with a thickness of 0.7mm, εr = 2.9 
and a loss tangent of 0.02 was moulded as the 
substrate. The Simulation was carried out in CST 
Microwave Studio 2004®. The simulated structure 
was then exported, processed and precisely cut with 
Silhouette CAMEO studio into an appropriate 
dimension.  

After obtaining the desired structure from the 
Silhouette CAMEO cutting machine, the PDMS 
and the Hardener (curing agent) were mixed in a 
clear container at a ratio of 10:1 respectively. The 
mixture was vigorously stirred with a spatula for 
about 7-10mins. This was carefully done until 
when the curing agent is homogeneously 
distributed and the final mixture becomes 
uniformly cross linked and bubble free ready for 
curing. 

This clear and bubble free PDMS mixture is used 
to obtain the PDMS substrate. But, due to the fact 
that finally cured PDMS has a shiny surface and 
lead to difficulties in metallizing its surface, the 
curing was strategically made all together with the 
conductive structure. Finally, by placing the 
mixture of the PDMS together with the mould on a 
hotplate at temperature of about 150oC for 6-8 mins 
yield a cured substrate. But in this research, the 
trick was to leave the mixture to cure naturally at 
room temperature. After about 10 hours, it became 
sticky and ready for pasting the conductive 
material. After about additional 10hours the PDMS 
together with all conductive materials became 
cooled and properly cured.  

Figure 1(a) shows a conventional BLC 
operating at a centre frequency of 6GHz. The BLC 
result suffered from a very low bandwidth as 
shown in Figure 3. The fractional bandwidths 
defined by the fluctuation of the coupling level and 
the phase diff erence less than 3±0.1dB and 900±10 

is less than 1GHz. Another setback can be observed 
from Figure 1(a) is that, it will be difficult to 
fabricate the BLC due to its dimension constrain. 
The length of the branch arm as is only 0.92mm. 
With this structure, SMA connectors cannot be 
mounted without overlapping. As a result of these 
setbacks, another structure was proposed as shown 
in Figure 1(b), which alleviates the problem of 
fabrication and construction. Even though there is 
an improvement in the bandwidth of the proposed 
BLC as can be seen from Figure 4, there is need to 
further improve the bandwidth. 

 

 
(a)                                       (b) 

Figure 1:  Geometry of the Branch Line Coupler; 
(a) Conventional, (b) Proposed BLC. 

 
 

 
Figure 2:  Prototype of the fabricated BLC; (a) 

Top view, (b) The Ground.            
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Figure 3: S- Parameter for the Conventional BLC 

showing the Bandwidth. 
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Figure 4: S- Parameter for the Modified BLC 

showing an improvement in the Bandwidth 
 

To further improve the fractional bandwidth of 
the proposed coupler, a microstrip-slot was created 
in the ground for bandwidth improvement. Figure 2 
shows the Prototype of the fabricated BLC; (a) Top 
view, (b) The Ground. The S- Parameter for the 
Modified BLC showing the improvement in 
Bandwidth for a coupling level and the phase 
diff erence less than 3±1dB and 900±30 respectively 
is shown in figure 4 while Figure 5 and 6 
respectively compared the S- parameter and the 
amplitude imbalance for the simulated and the 
measured coupler. 

 

Figure 5: Measured and Simulated S- Parameter for 
the Modified BLC 
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Figure 6: Measured and Simulated Phase 
Imbalance for the Modified BLC 

4. Conclusion 

From the results obtained in this research, it can be 
observed that the 3±1dB Fractional Bandwidth 
(FBW) for the coupling as a result of the 
microstrip-slot created at the ground is in the range 
of 4.69GHz to 7.22GHz which stands for 42.2%; 
while the FBW for 900±50 phase balance is in the 
range of 5.10GHz to 6.94GHz or 30.7%. Within 
this range, both the return loss and the isolation are 
kept below -10dB. The slight difference observed 
in the simulated and measured FBWs is due the 
fabrication limitations.  

Table 1.0 

 
Table I compares the characteristics of the 
proposed branch line coupler, conventional and the 
one presented in [3] and [4]. It is clearly observed 
that both the two bandwidths of the proposed 
coupler are substantially larger than those in 
comparison with the exception of ±5o of that 
reported in [4]. 
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Abstract 

This paper presents the design of a wideband Artificial 
Magnetic Conductor (AMC) for operation at 8 GHz with 2 
GHz of bandwidth. This is to suit the Wireless Body Area 
Network (WBAN) Ultra Wideband (UWB) mandatory 
channel 6. The proposed AMC is subsequently incorporated 
on a rectangular-ring patch antenna to determine the 
contribution of the AMC in improving the antenna 
reflection coefficient and impedance bandwidth.  

1.     Introduction 

Body-worn textile antennas have been presented for various 
frequency bands as they are more ergonomic and 
comfortable compared to the rigid structures. Besides that, 
the ability to ensure that the human body is protected from 
undesired electromagnetic radiation is the main additional 
requirement for a textile antenna compared to a 
conventional design. 

Microstrip patch antennas are widely used for wearable 
applications however, these antennas are relatively narrow 
band. Moreover, the performances may be slightly degraded 
in terms of frequency and physical deformation when 
placed conformal to the human body. Consequently, the 
performance of an artificial magnetic conductor based 
antennas have been intensely investigated to resolve above 
mentioned issues with various design have been reported in 
the literature, [1] – [8]. AMC is a type of metamaterial 
which is unavailable in nature which exhibits zero degree 
reflection phase characteristics of Perfect Magnetic 
Conductor at resonance frequency.  

The main idea for this antenna is to integrate the upper 
WLAN band at 5.5 GHz with UWB mandatory channel 6 at 
8 GHz. Thus, in this paper an AMC plane consisting 3 x 3 
corner-truncated rectangular elements is proposed to 
improve the impedance matching and bandwidth of a 
rectangular-ring patch antenna.  

2. AMC and Antenna Design 

In this work, a rectangular corner-notched unit cell is 
chosen then, duplicated and placed periodically to the 
complete AMC plane. Fig. 1 shows the simulated reflection 
phase for the AMC. It can be seen that the phase of the 
reflected wave is about 0° in the 8 GHz band, which 
exhibits a PMC-like characteristic with the operating 
bandwidth from 6.78 GHz to 8.77 GHz. 
           Fig. 2 (a) shows the diagram of rectangular ring 
patch antenna while Fig. 2 (b) shows the integrated 
structure of AMC-antenna. The full structure consists of the 
AMC plane which is placed underneath the same 1.5 mm 
thick felt substrate consisting of a radiating patch made 
from the ShieldIt.  Fig. 3 shows the fabricated antenna 
prototype.  
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Figure 1: The reflection phase of the AMC unit cell 
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Figure 2: Topology of the proposed antenna (a) antenna 
patch (b) the cross-sectional view of the multilayered AMC-
integrated antenna. Ws = Ls = Wg = Lg = 40 mm, Wpatch 
= 15.02 mm, Lpatch = 16.16 mm, Wcell = 11.2 mm, Lcell 
=7 
 

 
 

Figure 3: Fabricated prototype 
 
 

3.    Results and Discussion 

Fig. 4 shows the simulated and measured reflection 
coefficient for antenna with AMC and without AMC 
structure. It has been observed that the incorporation of the 
AMC structure into the antenna improved the matching to 
achieve a minimum value of -24.03 dB compared to the 
reference antenna resonating at 8 GHz. Besides that, an 
additional band operating in the 5.5 GHz WLAN band is 
also noticed due to the rectangular-ring shaped design, 
which allows the excitation of two modes. The radiation 
pattern has been obtained at 5.5 GHz and 8 GHz as in Fig. 5. 
     To study the body’s influence, a three layered rectangular 
biological tissue model consisting layers of skin, fat and 
muscle is placed in proximity of the proposed antenna. Fig. 
6 shows the simulation results of S11 with different antenna-
body gaps. It has been observed that there is no significant 
frequency detuning due to the effect of the AMC plane. 
After that, the calculated results of SAR simulations are 
summarized in Table 1 to investigate the contribution of the 
metasurface placed between the antenna and the human 
body. The results clearly demonstrate that the AMC has 
decreased the power absorption resulting in a low SAR 

value and its further reduced when simulating using a larger 
area of human tissue at 10 mm distance from the antenna 
ground layer. 
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Figure 4: Simulated and measured reflection coefficients of 
the antenna 
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          (a)                                         (b) 
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                          (c)                                                 (d) 
 
Figure 5: Radiation pattern of the proposed antenna at (a) 
5.5 GHz (xz-plane); (b) 5.5 GHz (yz-plane), (c) 8 GHz (xz-
plane); and (d) 8 GHz (yz-plane). Solid (blue) line: 
simulated, dashed (red) line: measured 
 
     SAR simulations were then performed using a Hugo 
human body model in the CST Microwave Studio. The 
antenna is positioned on a reasonably sized portion of the 
chest to reduce the simulation resources as shown in Fig. 7. 
It has been observed that the proposed antenna achieved a 
SAR value of 0.305 W/Kg and 0.624 W/Kg at 5.5 GHz and 



3 
 

8 GHz respectively. This SAR value is below the safety 
limit which is defined 2 W/Kg, indicating the antenna is safe 
for on-body usage. 
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Figure 6: Influence of the gap between antenna and the 
human skin on antenna reflection coefficient 
 

Table 1: Simulated SAR 
 
frequency 

antenna with 40x40 
mm2 tissue (W/kg) 

antenna with 120x120 
mm2 tissue (W/kg) 

5.5 GHz 0.5517 0.3126 
8 GHz 1.247 0.797 

 
     

 
 
Figure 7: The placement of the antenna on the Hugo human 
model for SAR evaluation of the proposed antenna. 
 

4.    Conclusions 

A rectangular-shaped, corner-notched AMC unit cell is 
proposed in this work. It features a center frequency of 8 
GHz with an impedance bandwidth of 6.78 GHz to 8.77 
GHz. The inclusion of the AMC structure onto a 
conventional microstrip-fed rectangular-ring patch antenna 
successfully improved impedance matching with S11 = -
16.43 dB and -14.2 dB at 5.5 GHz and 8 GHz, respectively. 
Their impedance bandwidth of 410 MHz and 540 MHz are 
exhibited for simulated while better impedance bandwidth 
are obtained for measured which is 490 MHz and 1710 
MHz for lower and upper band accordingly.  
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Abstract 

In this paper, a frequency reconfigurable antenna 
based on a circularly split ring resonator (CSRR) is 
presented. The proposed reconfigurable monopole 
antenna consists of a microstrip-fed hook shaped 
structure and a CSRR having single reconfigurable 
split only. A new band of radiation unlike the band 
radiated from monopole only is observed due to 
magnetic coupling between the CSRR and the 
monopole antenna. The resonance frequency of the 
CSRR can be arbitrarily chosen by varying the 
dimension and relative position of its gap with the 
monopole, which leads the antenna to become 
reconfigurable one. By using a single switch with 
perfect electric conductor (PEC) at the gap of CSRR 
cell, the effect of CSRR can be deactivated and 
hence it is possible to suppress the corresponding 
resonance, resulting in a frequency reconfigurable 
antenna. Commercially available Computer 
Simulation Technology (CST) microwave studio 
based on finite integration technique (FIT) was 
adopted throughout the study. 
 

1. Introduction 

In response to the ever-increasing demand of multi-
functional wireless devices, it is necessary for the 
communication terminals are compatible with 
multiple frequency bands. In order to fulfil the 
current user expectation, all communication devices 
need to be compact, low profile, lightweight and 
with multi-functional transceivers capabilities. As a 
wireless device, it is particularly true for cognitive 
radios (CRs) where the transceivers have the ability 
to change the operating frequency band when 
needed [1, 2]. Thus, modern radios are necessarily 
multi-standard, which results in a high hardware 
complexity that is usually dealt with at the front-end 
and at the digital part of the radios. Nevertheless, the 
complexity of the hardware is approaching 
saturation and systems designers have started 
thinking of moving some of the complexity towards 
the antenna. In this perspective, one of the important 
functionalities that can be integrated to the antenna 
is filtering. Instead of filtering unwanted signals at 
the front-end, by using a bank of filters, a lot of 
space can be saved if some of the filtering is 

performed at the antenna level. Examples of 
antennas with integrated filtering capabilities can be 
found in [3, 4]. In these examples, the antennas are 
wideband and the filtering consists in suppressing 
parts of the operating frequency band. Another 
approach that can be used is, using multi-band 
antennas with the capability of suppressing either of 
the bands[5, 6].  
The proposed antenna is a multi-band one with 
frequency reconfiguration capability based on 
CSRR properties. To achieve multi-band behaviour, 
CSRR cell is used in conjunction with a monopole 
to create new resonance. To achieve frequency 
reconfiguration, a switch is integrated to the CSRR 
cell in order to activate or deactivate them. The 
on/off states of the switches are modelled by the 
presence or absence of a perfect conductor. The 
basic idea behind this approach is that the radiating 
element is sensitive to the presence of the resonator 
due to the magnetic coupling with monopole. The 
resonator alters the antenna’s radiation 
characteristics effectively by acting as 
‘metamaterial’ unit cell.  
Metamaterial is an engineered electromagnetic 
material having exotic electromagnetic properties 
and is being utilized in almost all electromagnetic 
fields besides antenna applications [7-10]. SRR is a 
proven shape of metamaterial. By using a resonating 
element such as a split-ring resonator (SRR), with 
carefully selected geometric dimensions, one can 
obtain an electrically small antenna operating at 
wireless communication frequencies [9]. Previously, 
very few attempts were taken   to design 
reconfigurable antenna using circular SRR. Like in 
[11], D. K. Ntaikos et al. presented a metamaterial-
based monopole antenna but they adopted two SRR 
in their design. H. Cheribi et al. proposed a 
metamaterial-based reconfigurable antenna but they 
utilized two double square-shaped SRR in their 
work [12]. M. I. Hossain et al. designed a 
metamaterial-based reconfigurable antenna but the 
size of antenna was 100×80 mm2 [13].  
Therefore, the main purpose of this study is to 
provide a compact size antenna by combining an 
electrically small planar monopole antenna with a 
single SRR cell. The CSRR make resonant at  
 



wavelengths much smaller than the dimensions of 
the ring due to the large capacitance in the gap 
within it. The combination of the monopole antenna 
and the CSRR results in multi-band operation, with 
the individual resonances. Its resonances can be 
controlled independently as either monopole or 
CSRR antenna. Hence, the design of the monopole 
and SRR can be considered quite separately, with 
only minimal modifications required to make the 
entire antenna operational. 
 

2. Reconfigurable antenna geography 

The proposed monopole antenna without a 
circularly split ring resonator (CSRR) is presented in 
Fig 1. It is composed of a microstrip-fed hook 
shaped line with a width of Wf = 4 mm to form 
monopole on a Rogers 5880 substrate with h = 
1.575 mm thickness. The relative permittivity and 
loss tangent of substrate material is 2.2 and 0.0009 
respectively with a dimension of Ws×Ls = 30 mm × 
30 mm. As resonating part a CSRR is disposed at 
right side of the monopole. The CSRR is shown in 
the Fig.2. The inner and outer diameter of CSRR is 
chosen dr = 6 mm and Dr = 7 mm respectively with 
a gs = 0.5 mm split gap. The minimum distance from 
the monopole to the CSRR is 0.5 mm. In addition, 
the ground having Wg = 30 mm width and Lg = 10 
mm length placed at the backside. Copper annealed 
conductor with t = 0.035 mm thick is chosen for 
monopole, ground and CSRR. The monopole 
antenna with CSRR is being displayed in Fig.3.  
 
 

 
 

Figure-1: Geometry of proposed monopole antenna 
without CSRR 

 

 
 

Figure-2: Geometry of CSRR 
                       

 

Figure-3: Geometry of the proposed monopole 
antenna with CSRR. 
 

3. Result and Discussion: 

The antenna monopole is investigated with and 
without the CSRR to compare the impact of the 
CSRR on the reflection coefficient using CST 
microwave studio. Initially, the proposed antenna 
monopole without CSRR simulated which gives 
resonance around 2.69 GHz with high return loss 
shown in Fig. 4. 
     

 
 
Figure-4: Simulated reflection coefficient (S11) of 
antenna monopole without CSRR 



       

Figure-5: Current distribution of the monopole 
antenna without CSRR 

In the Fig.5, the current distribution in the antenna at 
2.69 GHz without CSRR is shown. Minor current is 
seen following in the antenna. The S-parameters of 
CSRR were also investigated with the CST 
microwave studio software.  The transmission 
property is shown in the Fig.6. A sharp 
transmittance is visible in the Fig.6 at the frequency 
of 4.6 GHz.  

 

Figure-6: Transmission property (S21) in dB of the 
CSRR 
 

 

Figure-7: Refractive index property of the CSRR 

The refractive index of the CSRR was determined 
directly from the S-parameters using the direct 
refractive index (DRI) method depicted in [14]. The 
refractive index curve is presented in the Fig. 7. 
Negative refractive index property is visible from 
the Fig.7 at the same frequency of transmittance for 
the CSRR.  

Then the CSRR was incorporated at right side of the 
monopole as Fig. 3 and simulation gives an 
additional resonance at the same point of 
transmittance for the CSRR at 4.59 GHz with very 
low return loss as seen at Fig. 8. 

 

Figure-8: Simulated reflection coefficient (S11) of 
antenna monopole with CSRR 

        

Figure-9: Current distribution of the monopole 
antenna without CSRR 

It is clear from the Fig.8 that, the new resonance is 
has occurred due to primarily magnetic coupling of 
the CSRR to the monopoles near field. Moreover, 
capacitive coupling with the CSRR-monopole gap 
affecting both the resonant frequency and the CSRR 
quality factor and hence, the antenna bandwidth. 
The first one is a monopole resonance, i.e., at 
frequencies where its length is closer to quarter 
wavelength, since it is also present in the cases 
without the CSRR. The second resonance is a clear 
higher-order CSRR resonance, as this is not 
observed in the case of a simple monopole. Current 



distribution of the antenna with CSRR is also 
depicted in the Fig.9 at the frequency of 4.59 GHz 
where increased current is seen following in the 
antenna at a frequency of 4.6GHz. This increment 
was gained due to magnetic coupling of CSRR with 
the antenna.   

 

Figure-10: Simulated reflection coefficient (S11) of 
antenna monopole with CSRR having split gap in 
opposite direction 

The bandwidth of operation is quite narrow since 
the useful bandwidth is more or less controlled by 
the CSRR geometric features, although it is also 
significantly affected by its coupling to the 
monopole. This is more obviously demonstrated in 
the case of CSRR having split gap in opposite 
direction as shown in Fig. 10, where the CSRR is 
coupled very poorly to the monopole and resulting 
no resonance as before. The resonance is seen 
almost as same as the simple monopole antenna 
without CSRR. In this case the CSRR acts as a 
parasitic element only which cause a slight shift in 
resonance frequency as compared to the antenna 
monopole only. 

 

Figure-11: Simulated reflection coefficient (S11) of 
antenna monopole by closing the gap of the CSRR. 

For further realization about the effect of CSRR on 
monopole, simulation was done by closing the split 
gap of CSRR as shown in Fig. 11 and no additional 
resonance is seen accept near to the monopole 

resonance. Aslight shift in frequency comparing 
with simple monopole resonance is occurred since 
the additional closed CSRR acts as a parasitic 
element only instead of behaving as a resonator.  
To achieve frequency reconfiguration, one can play 
on the CSRR geometry in order to activate or 
deactivate at the appropriate band. By closing the 
gap of CSRR, which can be done by means of a 
switch, the resonator behaviour of the cell 
disappears and their effect deactivated. Fig. 11 gives 
the S11 corresponding to the closed gap CSRR 
configurations of the antenna. As can be seen from 
Fig. 11, the effect of the CSRR can be deactivated 
by closing the gap of CSRR with switch. 
Deactivating the CSRR, the corresponding higher 
resonance also disappears and the antenna regains 
the monopole resonance around 2.75 GHz. 
The effect of CSRR also investigated by placing it at 
the ground plane as shown in Fig. 12. In this case, 
the CSRR provides resonance at a slightly shifted 
comparing with Fig. 3, because of different coupling 
level between CSRR and monopole. A small 
increase in return loss (-25 dB) also found in this 
case, which is very low (-56 dB) when the CSRR 
placed at monopole plan. However, the overall 
effect of CSRR on monopole antenna is being 
shown in the Table-1.  
 

 

Figure-12: Simulated reflection coefficient (S11) of 
the antenna monopole with the CSRR at ground. 

Table 1.  Antenna configuration versus resonance frequency 
 

Antenna configuration Resonance frequency 

Monopole antenna without 
CSRR 

2.69 GHz 

Monopole antenna with CSRR 2.69 GHz and 4.59 GHz 

Monopole antenna with CSRR 
with gap at opposite side 

2.64 GHz 

Monopole antenna with gap 
closed of CSRR 

2.75 GHz 

Monopole antenna with CSRR 
at ground 

2.65 GHz and 5 GHz 



          

           (a) 

       

        (b) 

Figure-13: (a) E-plane Radiation pattern of antenna 
without CSRR at φ=0 and (b) E-plane Radiation 
pattern of antenna with CSRR at φ=0.  

In the Fig.13, the numerical E-plane radiation 
pattern (φ=0) of the monopole antenna in the far 
field region at 2.69 GHz with and without CSRR is 
being displayed. It is evident that the incorporation 
of the CSRR in the antenna does not create major 
effect on the radiation pattern especially on its 
omni-directional nature.  

4. Conclusion 
 
A frequency reconfigurable antenna based on CSRR 
has been presented. It is composed of a hook shape 
monopole with a CSRR cell that are used to create 
new resonance. The CSRR produces a magnetic 
coupling with the monopole that starts to radiate at 
new frequencies. The antenna with the CSRR now 
exhibits two bands; the lower one corresponds to the 
monopole only and the higher one is the result of the 
coupling between the monopole and the SSSR. The 
resonance around 2.69 GHz corresponds to the 
monopole and at 4.59 GHz corresponds to the 
CSRR. The interest of this proposed approach is that 
the effect of the CSRR cell can be easily deactivated 
by closing the gap of the CSRR. So, by using a 
single switch at the CSRR, the antenna can be 
switched between two different frequency 

responses, giving afrequency reconfigurable 
antenna.  
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Abstract 

A wideband miniaturized textile planar antenna with AMC 
plane is presented. The antenna is initially designed using 
the combination of two rectangular microstrip antennas 
operating at 1.5 GHz and 2.5 GHz before being further 
optimized for a wideband operation using various 
broadbanding techniques. This optimized radiator is then 
placed on over an array of unit elements forming an 
artificial magnetic conductor (AMC) plane. Each unit 
element is a square patch slotted using a circular ring, and is 
designed to operate at 2 GHz. To validate the contribution 
of the AMC plane in reducing backward radiation towards 
the human user, the performance of the proposed antenna is 
compared to a similar antenna without the AMC plane. This 
investigation indicated that the proposed antenna is capable 
of reducing backlobe while simultaneously increasing 
directivity and bandwidth.  

1. Introduction 

Metamaterial is an artificial structure that is designed to 
obtain specific characteristics which are not naturally 
available in nature [1]-[2]. The unique characteristics of 
metamaterial have been used extensively in antennas and 
microwave applications for performance improvement [3].  

The Artificial Magnetic Conductor (AMC) has been 
validated to function as an effective reflector to improve the 
radiation characteristics of planar antennas [4]-[8]. Among 
the improvements of AMCs when integrated in wearable 
low-profile antennas is in terms of gain, bandwidth and 
directivity [5]. In this investigation, a wideband planar 
wearable antenna with an AMC plane is proposed. It 
operates between 2 and 3 GHz and is expected to increase 
the antenna bandwidth and reduce back radiation towards 
the human body. 

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a 
description of the materials used in the proposed antenna. 
Section 3, discusses the detailed antenna design strategies. 
The results of the simulation and discussions are presented 
in Section 4 and finally concluded in Section 5. 

2. Textile Materials 

Two textiles materials were used in this design. First is a 3 
mm-thick non-conductive textile used as substrate. It 

features a relative permittivity (ԑr) of 1.44 and loss tangent 
(tan-δ) of 0.044. The other textile is Shieldit Super, which is 
used to form the antenna conductive elements (radiators and 
ground plane). It is a 0.17 mm-thick textile with a 
conductivity of 1.18 x 105 S/m. It also features an adhesive 
reverse side and this enables ease of attachment onto the felt 
substrate. The proposed antenna is fed using a 50Ω SMA 
connector. CST Microwave Studio software is used for the 
numerical simulations.  

3. Antenna Design 

The proposed AMC unit cell is a square patch slotted with a 
circular ring, as shown in Figure 1. Its resulting reflection 
phase is plotted in Figure 2, indicating operation at 2 GHz 
with 370 MHz of bandwidth. This unit cell is then multiplied 
into a 3 x 5 array to form the AMC.  

 
Figure 1: The unit cell of the 2 GHz AMC (patch size = 35 mm x 35 mm, 

outer radius = 11.5 mm, inner radius = 10.5 mm) 
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Figure 2: Reflection phase of the proposed AMC unit cell 
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The AMC plane is then integrated beneath the optimized 
antenna which is illustrated in Figure 3.  To form the 
antenna, two rectangular patches are first designed to 
operate at 1.5 GHz and 2.5 GHz. Next, several broadbanding 
techniques such as additional slots, parasitic patches, etc. are 
employed on the radiator to overcome the inherent narrow 
band of the microstrip topology. The resonance overlapping 
techniques is applied by integrating both patches as a single 
radiator by interconnecting them using a feed line. In Figure 
3, the top patch operates at 1.5 GHz and the bottom patch 
operates at 2.5 GHz. 

Next, a double-E shaped slot is integrated onto the top 
patch, and F-slit is incorporated onto the bottom patch to 
enable multi-banding of these patches. It also enables an 
overall size reduction. A parasitic radiator is then placed in 
the proximity of the upper and lower patches. The coupling 
between the parasitic and the patches contributes to the 
bandwidth increase. Next, to alleviate the mismatches 
caused by the implemented broadbanding techniques, blend 
steps are introduced in the patches and parasitic element. 
The overall structure’s impedance is tuned using these 
methods to obtain satisfactory reflection performance across 
the whole targeted band which is between 2 and 3 GHz. 
  

 
Front view 

 

 
Bottom view 

Figure 3: Wideband textile planar antenna (all dimensions in mm) 
 

The contribution of the AMC plane is then evaluated by 
comparing the bandwidth increment and the radiation 
performance of the proposed antenna with a similar antenna 
without the AMC plane at 2 GHz.  
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Figure 4: Comparison of reflection coefficient between the antenna with 

AMC and without AMC 
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Figure 5: Comparison of the radiation performance of the proposed antenna 
with a similar antenna without the AMC plane : (a) φ = 0 and (b) φ= 90. 

Solid line (green): with AMC, dash line (blue): without AMC.  
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(c) (d) 

Figure 6: Proposed antenna with two different bending radii (r) and at two 
different axes: (a) r  = 60 mm bent at x-axis, (b) r = 80mm bent at x-axis, 

(c) r = 60 mm bent at y-axis, (d) r = 80mm bent at y-axis 
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(b) 

Figure 7: Bending performance of antenna at (a) x-axis and (b) y-axis 
 

4. Results and Discussion 

The proposed antenna is studied and compared to similar 
antenna without AMC plane in terms of reflection 
coefficient, bandwidth and radiation patterns. It can be 
observed from Figure 4 that the proposed antenna operates 
with a wide bandwidth from 1.8 GHz to 3.1 GHz, covering 
an equivalent fractional bandwidth of 50 %. Meanwhile, the 
antenna without AMC plane operates from 1.9 GHz to 3 
GHz with an equivalent fractional bandwidth of 42 %. The 
comparison of both antennas in terms of radiation patterns 
indicate a significant backlobe reduction for the proposed 
antenna at φ = 0 and φ = 90, see Figure 5. It achieved a gain 
of 3.061 dB at 2 GHz.  

Next, the bending performance of the antenna is studied 
by wrapping it conformally around a cylinder with radii of r 
= 60 mm and 80 mm, see Figure 6.  Bending was performed 
at the x- and y-axes, and their performance is presented in 

Figure 7. Bending at the x-axis with r = 80 mm indicated a 
total bandwidth increment to 1.26 GHz compared to a flat 
antenna (with a bandwidth of 1.25 GHz). On the contrary, 
bending at the y-axis with r = 60 mm decreased the 
bandwidth to 1.22 GHz while bending at x-axis with r = 60 
mm and bending at y-axis with r = 80 mm have the same 
bandwidth as flat antenna which is 1.25 GHz. Bending 
performance also applied to the similar antenna without 
AMC. Flat antenna has a bandwidth of 1.05 GHz. Bending 
at x-axis with r = 60 mm and r = 80 mm show 1.04 GHz and 
1.02 GHz of bandwidth. Meanwhile for bending at y-axis 
with r = 60 mm have 1.09 GHz bandwidth and 1.08 GHz 
bandwidth for bending at y-axis with r = 80 mm. Other than 
that, the front-to-back ratio (FBR) is evaluated on both 
antennas at 2 GHz. Proposed antenna show 20.78 dB of 
FBR while bending at x-axis with radii 60 mm and 80 mm 
have 15.67 dB and 16.98 dB. For bending at y-axis, the FBR 
is evaluated to be 17.02 dB with radii 60 mm and 18.2 dB 
with radii 80 mm. A similar antenna without AMC show the 
value of FBR is 21.47 dB in flat condition. In bending 
condition, at x-axis with radii 60 mm and 80 mm, the FBR 
of the antenna is 13.422 dB and 14.67 dB while at y-axis, 
20.19 dB is FBR for radii 60 mm and 21.99 dB is FBR for 
radii 80 mm. The summary of the antenna front-back-ratio 
and bandwidth for both antennas is presented in Table 1. 
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Figure 8: Simulated radiation pattern in bending performance of proposed 
antenna at x-axis, (a) φ=0, (b) φ=90 and y-axis, (c) φ=0, (d) φ=90. Solid line 

(green): no bending, long dash line (red): bending 60 mm, short dash line 
(blue): bending 80 mm 

 
Table 1: Summary of the antenna front-back-ratio and bandwidth when bent 

at different axes and radii. 

Antenna Condition FBR (dB) Bandwidth (GHz) 

With 
AMC 

Flat 20.78 1.25 
Bending at x-axis 
with r = 60mm 

15.67 1.25 

Bending at x -axis 
with r = 80mm 

16.98 1.26 

Bending at y-axis 
with r = 60mm 

17.02 1.22 

Bending y-axis 
with r = 80mm 

18.2 1.25 

Without 
AMC 

Flat 21.47 1.05 
Bending at x -axis 

with r = 60mm 
13.422 1.04 

Bending at x -axis 
with r = 80mm 

14.67 1.02 

Bending at y-axis 
with r = 60mm 

20.19 1.09 

Bending at y-axis 
with r = 80mm 

21.99 1.08 

 
The radiation patterns of the proposed antenna in flat and 

bent configurations are shown in Figures 5 and 8, 

respectively. The antenna radiated towards the forward 
direction with low backlobe.  
 

5. Conclusions 

A wideband planar wearable antenna with AMC plane and 
reduced back radiation is presented. The radiator is first 
designed using a combination of various broadbanding 
techniques to operate from 2 GHz to 3 GHz. The AMC 
plane consists of a 3 x 5 square patches which are slotted 
using circular rings. It is validated to be capable of 
increasing the bandwidth and reducing backward radiation at 
2 GHz. Its performance indicated a wideband antenna with a 
fractional bandwidth of 50 % and a gain of 3.061 dB at 2 
GHz. 
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Abstract 

This paper is present a multi-layered microwave absorber 
using rice husk and carbon nanotube composite. The 
dielectric properties of each layer composite are measured 
and analyzed.  The different layer of microwave absorber 
enables to control the microwave absorption performance. 
The microwave absorption performances are demonstrated 
through measurements of reflectivity over the frequency 
range 2-18 GHz. An improvement of microwave absorption 
less than -20 dB is observed with respect to a high lossy 
composite placed at bottom layer of multiple layers. 
Reflectivity evaluations indicate that the composites display 
a great potential application as wideband electromagnetic 
wave absorbers. 

1. Introduction 

Microwave absorbing material (MAMs) are widely used in 
commercial applications. MAMs basically involve the 
specific dielectric and/or magnetic materials which enable 
MAMs to absorb the incident radiation in a frequency range 
and dissipate it into heat [1]. Recent years, RH, RHA and 
carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have attracted high attention for 
the composite of microwave absorber [1]–[3]. CNTs have 
been widely studied in microwave radiation absorbing 
materials due to their unique material properties such as 
conductivity, dielectric, physical, mechanical properties [4]–
[6]. The operating bandwidth can be extended from 
narrowband condition to a broader bandwidth by applying 
two or more layers into the microwave absorber design. The 
Jaumann absorber was the well-known design for such 
upgrades, which implement multiple resistive layers of 
carbon-loaded sheets that contribute to multiband absorption 
[7], [8]. The layers were decreasing value of resistive sheets 
towards the metal back plate. There are several researches 
that contribute on layer type absorbers; hexagonal Salisbury 
screen absorbers  [9], ferrite multilayer [10]–[12], hexagonal 

ferrite wide band [13], multi-layered wideband [14], and 
multilayer microwave [15].  
 

In this paper we investigated the performance of RH, 
RHA and CNT composite operating as a stacking multiple 
layered microwave absorber. The composite is made of a 
stacking method multilayered with graded dielectric 
properties of CNTs, while its thickness and shape each layer 
is equal. The fabricated multilayered absorbers behaves like 
a multiple narrow narrow-bands microwave absorber, with a 
low reflectivity (< -15 dB) over 2-18 GHz was discussed.  

 

2. Experimental 

The sample under test (SUT) fabricated using RH, RHA, 
CNT mixed with resin (polyester) and harden agent 
(MEKP). Five different type of SUT was prepared; RH, 
RHA, RHA/CNT-1, RHA/CNT-2 and RHA/CNT-5 
composite. The flat microwave absorbers were fabricated by 
using different type of mould with constant length and width 
(45 cm x 45 cm) but different thickness:  5 mm and 10 mm. 
In this fabrication, agriculture waste RH and RHA was 
mixed with various wt% of CNT. Then, the polyester and 10 
wt% of the MEKP was added to the mixture manually. After 
stirring the mixture, the mixture poured into the steel mould. 
The mould was designed and consisted of four removable 
parts include a top plate, side plate, bottom plate and 
different high  surrounding walls to fabricate the mixture 
into flat square shape as shown in Figure 1. Figure 2 shows 
the square mould and fabricated flat microwave absorber. 
The fabricated SUT must be flat and smooth face to avoid 
from inaccurate results in measurement. 
 

The dielectric properties (εr =ε'r – jε"r) of SUT was 
measured using Agilent High temperature probe support 
with 85070E software over 2-18 GHz. The probe are 
connect to a perfomance network analyzer model E8362B 
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using a coaxial cable. In order to measure the dielectric 
properties of the SUT, the probe are attached on smooth and 
flat surface of the SUT as shown in Figure 3. Then, the 
dielectric properties of the SUT are displayed in network 
analyzer with the support of 85070E software.  Table 1 
shows the Measured dielectric properties of RH, RHA and 
CNT over 2 - 18 GHz frequency range. The results show RH 
has the lowest dielectric properties ε'r =3 and ε"r = 0.29.  The 
dielectric properties of RHA  was increases when increasing 
the weight percentage of CNT in the composite. The 
RHA/CNT-5 with 5 wt% CNT shows the highest dielectric 
properties ε'r =10.89 and  ε"r = 4.81. 
 

 
Figure 1: Square mould for fabricate flat microwave 
absorber. 

 

 
Figure 2: Fabricated flat microwave absorber with 45 cm x 
45 cm x 1 cm.. 
 

 
 

 
Figure 3: Multiple layers of MUT using an equivalent 
electric circuit explanation. 

 
Table 1: Measured average dielectric properties of rice husk 

and carbon nanotubes over 2-18 GHz. 
 

SUT ε'r ε"r 

RH 3.00 0.29 

RHA 4.45 0.41 

RHA/CNT-1 5.86 1.09 

RHA/CNT-2 7.08 2.07 

RHA/CNT-5 10.89 4.81 

 

3. Multiple layer absorbers 

Multiple layer absorbers can be classified as graded 
interfaces impedance matching. Electromagnetic wave that 
impinges upon an interface will experience some reflection 
that is proportional to the magnitude of the impedance step 
between incident and transmitting media. These features 
typically are a gradual transition in material properties for 
impedance matching layers, which means the front layer 
interface with air must be lowest lossy materials and the 
material for following layer must be lossier than the 
previous layer.  In this multiple layer absorber design, the 
main requirements are that the front absorbers should 
minimize the front-face reflection and impedance matching 
from the air to absorber interface. This absorber places a 
transition absorbing layer between the incident and 
absorbing media. The transition layer has a thickness and 
impedance values that are between the two impedances to 
be matched between the first layer of the absorber and 
incident media. The multiple layer absorbers are the 
combination of the impedance from the first, second, and 
third layers to have an equal the impedance of the incident 
media. This matching occurs when the thickness of the 
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matching layer is one quarter of a wavelength of the 
radiation in the layer. 
 

The microwave characteristic impedances were used to 
study a transmission line representing a condition where an 
incident electromagnetic field propagating in the free space 
encounters a multiple layer absorbers based on composite 
materials. The multiple layer absorbers can be designed by 
studying the transmission line reflection coefficient of such 
equivalent free space system shown in Figure 4. For 
reflectivity characteristics of each composite meant for 
aiding in the design of single layered MAMs were 
performed using the theory of reflection in a multiple 
layered MAMs. There are three conditions that can 
minimize the EMI reflection from a surface. When an 
electromagnetic wave, propagating through a free space 
with impedance of Z=0 𝛺, happens upon a semi-infinite 
dielectric material boundary of impedance Zin, a partial 
reflection. Therefore, the second and third layer absorber 
must be lossy than the first layer absorber, so that the EM 
energy can be dissipated within the lossy material and 
impedance matched at the first layer absorber which cause 
the electromagnetic wave is not reflected back. Figure 5 
shows the illustration of the incidence, reflecting and 
transmitting of the electromagnetic wave through the 
composite materials of multi-layered absorber. 
 

 
  
Figure 4: Multiple layers of MUT using an equivalent 
electric circuit explanation. 
 

 
 
Figure 5: Illustration of the electromagnetic wave through 
the composite materials of multi-layered absorber. 

 Some of these structures are characterized by a surface 
impedance Zin, close as possible to the free-space 
impedance (~377 Ω), and then changing their intrinsic 
impedance by gradually increasing their conductivity to 
keep the reflectivity at the boundary of each layer as low as 
possible, and allow the materials to convert the EM energy 
into heat for dissipating. Using Equation (1)-(4) iteratively, 
the corresponding input impedance at each layer interface 
can be calculated  [16]–[18] 
 
PEC wave impedance; 

  0  LZ  :     (1) 

 
First layer wave impedance; 

 

    (2) 

 
Second layer wave impedance; 
 

   (3) 

 
Third layer (front layer) wave impedance; 
 

  (4)
       

 
 
And the resulting impedance matching condition between 
free space and the MUT structure can be optimized with the 
equation (5) [19], [20]: 
 

   (5) 

 

4. Results and Discussion 

The multiple narrow-bands occur based on a quarter-
wavelength resonance and gradation in dielectric 
properties of each layer. The results obtained for the 
microwave characteristic impedances were used to 
design a multiple layer microwave absorber that 
capable to minimize the reflection of an incident 
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electromagnetic wave. The matching layer absorber 
attempts to reduce the thickness required for the 
gradual transition materials. As a consequence, the 
design of an absorber is a compromise between the 
front-face reflectivity and the energy loss. Multilayer 
absorber is one method to search for the best 
compromise within the wider frequency band. In 
order to distinguish the three layers more easily, the 
last layer of composite absorber is designated as L1 
which are backed with metal plate. L2 is indicates the 
second layer of absorber, and L3 represents the front 
layer of the composite absorber which is the first 
layer to interact with the incident wave as depicted in 
Figure 6. These layers were fabricated in such a way 
that the impedance L3> L2>L1, where the L3, L2, 
and L1 represent the front, middle, last layer 
respectively. These multilayers were achieved by 
using stacking method of each layer with the various 
composite of RH, RHA and RHA/CNT. 

Figure 6: Illustration of absorbing multilayer 
structure with backed metal plate.  

  The three layers of absorber were designed and 
optimized by using the material properties of 
composite materials in each layer of absorber with 
well set up in CST-MWS software. In this study, the 
multilayer absorbers are design in two different 
thicknesses. The first design was composed of the 
three layer absorbers of equal thicknesses (0.5 cm) 
but consist of different dielectric properties of each 
layer. For another design, the L3 and L2 thickness 
are 1 cm and L1 is 0.5 cm with different arrangement 
of composite layer. In this multiple layered design, 
the RH composites as the top layer of the three layer 
absorbers which it were the lowest dielectric 
properties among the entire composites. Figure 7 and 
Figure 8 show the reflectivity of the three layer 
absorbers with an overall thickness of 1.5 cm and 2.5 
cm respectively. The results can be noticed that the 
most of reflectivity signal is lower than 10 dB in 
multiple bands.  Based on the three layer absorber 
with 1.5 cm thickness, the reflectivity results show 
that the L2 replace with lossier RHA/CNT-1 

composites have better reflectivity less than -10 dB 
compare to the L3=RH, L2 = RHA, L1= RHA/CNT-
2 shown in  Figure 7.  

 

  
Figure 7: Reflectivity of three layer absorber with 1.5 cm 
thickness (L3 = 0.5 cm, L2 = 0.5 cm and L1 = 0.5 cm). 
 
 

 
Figure 8: Reflectivity of three layer absorber with 2.5 cm 
thickness (L3=1 cm, L2 = 1 cm and L1 = 0.5 cm). 
 

For second multiple layered designs with 2.5 cm 
thickness, the results show that more multiple reflectivity 
less than -10 dB compare to 1.5 cm thickness multiple 
layered absorbers. This is due to the multiple resonant 
frequencies matching due to the matching wave length. 
Therefore, by increasing the thickness of the L1 and L2 to 1 
cm able to increase the multiple reflectivity that less than -
10 dB over 2-18 GHz frequency. The microwave absorption 
of these multiple layer composite absorbers has been 
verified by free space bi-static method. The measured 
results were also shows very good agreement with the 
simulations in terms of the overall RL characteristics and 
absorbing bandwidth less than -10 dB as shown in Figure 8.  
This good agreement implies that the measurement and 
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simulation techniques using the dielectric properties of 
material in a multiple layered structure are well set up.  
 

Conclusions 

As a conclusion, the RH, RHA and CNT composite have 
been investigated in dielectric properties and microwave 
absorption. The dielectric properties of RHA/CNT shows 
increased with increasing the CNT weight ratio in the 
composite. The Multiple layer absorbers performance sown 
to be dependent in each layer dielectric properties, thickness 
and the order in which the layers were organized. Multiple 
layered absorber designs presenting a graded impedance 
structure to the incident radiation resulted in the best 
performance. The reflectivity results indicate that the 
microwave absorber with multiple layers has the wider 
absorption bandwidth and lower reflectivity than the single-
layer absorber. Reflectivity evaluations indicate that the 
composites display a great potential application as 
wideband electromagnetic wave absorbers. 
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Abstract 

Metamaterial-based perfect absorbers are used in many 
applications like photo-detectors, sensors, special light 
modulators, wireless communications and photovoltaic. The 
mechanism of absorption is based on the complete 
suppression of reflection and transmission of incident wave. 
Here we present a multi resonances perfect absorber made of 
Graphene micro-ribbons that each ribbons have different 
values of chemical potential witch brought us tunability, 
which by changing the value of chemical potential for each 
ribbon we can change the frequency of resonances 
independently and we can achieve to a tunable bandwidth. 
In the following the results for reflection and absorption 
from simulation are presented. Finally an equivalent circuit 
model is proposed for our structure and shown to very 
accurately predict the element absorption. 

1. Introduction 

Graphene is a monatomic layer of carbon atoms arranged in 
a honeycomb structure, which has unique properties, such 
as optical transparency, flexibility, high electron mobility 
and conductivity. The electrical conductivity of Graphene 
can be controlled using electrochemical potential via, for 
example, magnetic field, electric field bias or optical 
excitation [1]–[3]. 
Graphene is an alternative material for plasmonic 
applications [4]. Graphene exhibits much higher 
confinement of surface plasmon polaritons and supports 
relatively longer propagation [5], [6]. Therefore, Graphene 
can be used in many plasmonic applications such as 
modulators, filters, hyperlenses, absorbers and polarizers 
[7]-[10].  

In this paper, we present a multi-resonance perfect 
absorber made of graphene micro-ribbons in terahertz 
regime. The key to achieve multi-resonance absorption is 
applying different value of electrochemical potential or gate 
voltage to each ribbons of Graphene. We can almost tune 
the frequency of the absorption independently by changing 
the gate voltage of each ribbon or by tuning the width of 
ribbons. Finally, we have proposed physical equivalent 
circuit based on transmission line model for our structure by 
using vector fitting method [11]. The values of circuit 
elements can be easily extracted from the reflection 
scattering parameter of the Graphene micro-ribbons at 

boundary between air and substrate. The accuracy of the 
proposed equivalent circuit is validated by comparing the 
obtained results with the well-known frequency-domain 
CST-MWS solver. 

2. Structure of the perfect absorber 

The structure of the proposed multi-resonance prefect 
absorber is shown in Fig. 1, it consist of a patterned 
graphene micro-ribbon in front and a ground plate made of 
Gold with a conductivity σ = 4×107 S/m on the back that 
perfectly reflecting wave in terahertz regime and a dielectric 
with refractive index (n = 2.1) placed between them. 

 

Figure 1: Schematic of the perfect absorber. The 
geometrical parameter of proposed absorber are p=2μm, 
wgr=2 μm, d=4.7 μm, and tf= 1μm. The blue micro 
ribbon made of graphene has μc=100 meV and the 
yellow one has μC=200 meV. 

This proposed structure is periodic in (y) direction with 
periodicity p=2μm and infinitely extended in (x) direction. 
The permittivity of graphene is calculated from 
εGR=ε0+jσGR/ωΔ which Δ=1nm is the thickness of the 
graphene layer and σGR is the surface conductivity of 
graphene sheet that can be derived from Kubo formula [12] 
and write as: 
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where e, ħ and KB are universal constant related to the 
electron charge, Plankʼs and Boltzmannʼs constant, 
respectively. T is the temperature and is fixed to 300K. μC 
and 2Γ (2Γ=ħ/τ, τ is the electron-phonon relaxation time) are 
physical parameters of the Graphene sheet and account for 
chemical potential (or Fermi energy) and intrinsic losses, 
respectively. According to (1) by changing the value of 
chemical potential (μC) we can change the conductivity of 
graphene and use this fact for tune the frequency of 
absorption. The reflection of incident wave from simulation 
using CST-MWS [13] for the structure with two different 
chemical potential 100meV and 200meV are plotted in Fig. 
2-(a). As it seems there is a first mode resonance in 3.64 
THz related to ribbon with μC = 100meV and another one in 
5.16 THz for μC = 200meV. By changing the value of 
chemical potential for each ribbon we can tune the 
frequency of absorption, for example we can reduce μC for 
the second ribbon and reduce the frequency of second 
absorption therefore as it decrease we can achieve to a 
bandwidth of absorption. The result for second ribbon with  
μC = 150meV and the first one without change are plotted in 
Fig. 2-(b), as it’s obvious two peak of reflection are getting 
closer to each other and just the second resonance have been 
moved. 
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Figure 2: The reflection scattering parameter of the 
proposed structure shown in Fig. 1, (a) for μC=100,200meV, 
(b) for μC = 100,150meV, and (c) for μC=150, 200meV. 

Now assume that we fixed μC for the second ribbon on 200 
meV and change μC for the first ribbon from 100 meV to 150 
meV and we see that the second resonance are fixed and the 
first resonance are getting closer to the second one Fig. 2-
(c).  
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Figure 3: (a) Absorption of the proposed structure in Fig. 1, 
(b) Reflection scattering parameter. 

Consequently we achieve to a dual frequency of absorption 
which are independently tunable, also by raising the number 
of ribbon with different value of chemical potential we can 
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have a multi resonance perfect absorber. Reflection and 
absorption for a three resonance absorber with μC = 100, 
150, 200 meV  respectively are plotted in Fig. 3-(a) and Fig. 
3-(b). 

 
Figure 4: Transmission line model for the proposed 
structures shown in Fig. 1. 
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Figure 5: Magnitude of ZG obtained by CST-MWS 
(solid/black curve) and using vector fitting method 
(dashed/blue curve). 

3. Purposed equivalent circuit model 

One of the most important novelties of our work is 
calculating an equivalent circuit model for our purposed 
structure. We can replace a transmission line model instead 
of our structure shown in Fig. 4, which the impedance of 
Graphene array could be placed in parallel with impedance 
of dielectric that is shorted with a PEC. Zd is the impedance 
of dielectric that calculated from Zd = jηd tan(βdld). Now we 
need to calculate ZG to model our structure with a 
transmission line model. To this end we can use reflection 
scattering parameter (S11) from result of simulation using 
CST-MWS to calculate Ztotal as follow: 
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Now we can fit a transfer function to this impedance ZG 
using vector fitting method [11] with residue and poles as 
listed in Table 1 for a dual resonance absorber that chemical 
potential for each ribbon are 100 meV and 200 meV 
respectively, and fitted curve are plotted in Fig. 5. we can 
write transfer function as: 
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Which resi are residues and pi are poles. Now we should find 
an equivalent circuit for this transfer function, [14] we know 
for real pole we have a circuit which a resistor is placed in 
parallel with a capacitor shown in Fig. 6 and the element of 
the equivalent circuit are calculated as: 
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Table 1: value of residues and poles from vector fitting 
method. 

Poles(pi) [ 1310u ] Residue (resi) 

  -0.1039 + 0.0000j 
  -0.0280 + 2.7809j 
  -0.0280 - 2.7809j 
  -0.0164 + 4.5720j 
  -0.0164 - 4.5720j 

9.5324e+16 + 0j 
5.8815e+15 - 6.8056e+13i 
5.8815e+15 + 6.8056e+13j 
8.7541e+14 - 3.3407e+13j 
8.7541e+14 + 3.3407e+13j 

  
 

 
For complex pole pair the equivalent circuit would be like 
what in Fig. 7. and the element are calculated as: 
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 � � � �,, 3554223321 prespresbprespresb �� �� , (11) 

By replacing data from Table 1 in (6) to (11) we can listed 
the value of circuit elements as in Table 2. The final 
equivalent circuit for ZG is consist of three series circuit as 
shown in Fig. 8. This circuit is placed in parallel with Zd and 
could be used instead of proposed structure as shown in Fig. 
1. 
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Table 2: The values of circuit elements. 

Circuit Elements Values 
Cr[F], Rr[Ω] 1.0491e-17, 9.1759e+04 

Cp1[F], Rp1[Ω], 
Lp1[H], b1 

5.2453e-18, 3.4004e+05, 
2.4651e-10, 5.3445e+28 

Cp2[F], Rp2[Ω], 
Lp2[H], b2 

5.2453e-18, 5.8226e+05, 
9.1205e-11, 3.1211e+28 

 

 

 
Figure 6: Equivalent circuit for real pole. 

 
Figure 7: Equivalent circuit for complex poles pair. 

 
Figure 8: Equivalent circuit for ZG 

4. Conclusions 

In this paper we present a multi-resonance perfect absorber 
that each resonance can be tuned independently by changing 
the value of chemical potential μC and also by tuning the 
width of graphene ribbon we can relocate the frequency of 
absorption. Therefore we can achieve a bandwidth of 
absorption. In the following for the first time we purposed 
an algorithm to find an equivalent circuit for our structure. 
To this end first we calculated impedance of patterned 
graphene by using the results of CST-MW and then by 
applying vector fitting method which brought us residues 
and poles we can obtain a transfer function, after that we 
used a method for synthesis of an equivalent circuit model 
of transfer function and simply calculate the value of 
circuit's element. 
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Abstract 

We propose a band-stop filter based on spoof plasmonic 
waveguide loaded with C-shaped split ring resonator (SRR) 
on the back of the substrate. It has been shown that by 
introducing the varactor diode, the resonant frequency of 
the band-stop filter can be electronically tuned by varying 
the reverse voltage on the varactor diode. The numerical 
simulations verified that tunable resonant frequency of the 
band-stop filter varies from 5.90Hz to 6.15 GHz when the 
reverse bias voltage is changed from 5V to 20 V. Such 
plasmonic filter could find potential applications in 
plasmonic integrated circuits at the microwave and terahertz 
frequencies. 

1. Introduction 

Surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) are surface 
electromagnetic (EM) waves confined at the interface of 
metal and dielectric, which propagate on the interface and 
decay exponentially in the transverse direction at optical 
frequencies.1 Since it can overcome the diffraction limit 
and strong local-field enhancement, they have been of 
interest for increasing applicationgs in the highly integrated 
optical circuits, super-resolution imaging and data storage 
[2, 3], etc. However, SPP cannot be supported on the 
surface of the metal at microwave or terahertz (THz) 
frequencies due to perfectly electric conductor (PEC) 
behavior of metals. In order to realize highly confined 
propagating surface waves at such frequencies, spoof (or 
designer) SPP based on the structured metal surfaces were 
proposed [4, 5], opening the way to design and realize SPPs 
waveguides and components operating at microwave and 
THz frequencies [6-11]. However, the aforementioned 
plasmonic waveguides and devices have a major limitation 
in applications in the planar circuits because of their 
inherent 3D geometries. Recently, it has been shown that 
ultrathin corrugated metallic strips can support conformal 
SPPs, which pave the way to the design of ultrathin 
microwave and THz plasmonic functional devices [12-16]. 
More recently, spoof SPP on ultrathin corrugated 
waveguides with symmetrically corrugated single grating 
have been investigated [17]. An ultra-wideband surface 
plasmonic filter based on double corrugated gratings has 

been proposed in the microwave frequency [18].The high-
efficiency and broadband conversion between conventional 
guided wave to SPPs opens up a new avenue for advanced 
plasmonic integrated functional devices and circuits [19]. 
With the successful mode conversions between 
conventional guided wave to SPPs, plasmonic functional 
devices attract more and more attentions. The optical 
properties of plasmonic devices are determined by their 
structural parameters, such as size, shape, and arrangement. 
As these structures are firmly fixed on substrates, it is not 
easy to tune their optical properties once fabricated. To the 
best of our knowledge, previous works on plasmonic 
devices have almost exclusively focused on passive 
components with properties fixed by the structural 
parameters of structures. However, there is a strong demand 
for tunability in devices like some typical integrated optics 
technology. To realize tunable plasmonic devices, several 
innovative strategies have been proposed, during which the 
optical properties of the device can be controlled by optical 
excitation [20],temperature variation [21], mechanical 
control [22], application of voltage [23], and liquid crystal 
technology [24-27].  
Plasmonic Filters are one of the most key components of 
plasmonic devices, which play an important role in the 
plasmonic circuits and systems. Recently a method to 
control the rejections of SPPs has been proposed using 
electrically resonant metamaterial particles, which can serve 
as good narrow and broadband filters for the spoof SPP 
waves in the microwave and terahertz frequencies [28]. By 
adding a simple wire-based metamaterial between the SSPP 
strip and the ground, it was shown that the SSPP wave can 
be greatly rejected, which shows good stop band 
performance [29]. It has been demonstrated that multiple 
rejections of spoof SPP modes can be easily realized by use 
of the localized SPP structures in an ultrathin spoof 
plasmonic combined system [30]. More recently, by 
introducing a defect unit or multiple defect units into an 
ultra-thin periodic corrugated metallic strip on the back of 
the coplanar waveguide, multiple narrow stop bands would 
be generated flexibly and conveniently [31]. However, the 
above SPP filters are either untunable or mechanically 
tunable with slow tuning speed. Compared to mechanically 
tunable filters, an electronically tunable filter promises 
greater functionality, high tuning speed, high-factor, and 
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broad tuning range. Based on our knowledge so far, there is 
no research on electronically tunable plasmonic filter based 
on spoof surface plasmon polaritons. Here, a novel tunable 
band-stop filter based on spoof plasmonic waveguide 
loaded with C-shaped SRR is presented. The unit cell of the 
band-stop filter is formed by printing a single SRR on the 
back of the substrate. By loading the varactor diodes at the 
split region of the C-shaped SRR, the resonant frequency of 
the band-stop filter can be electronically adjusted by tuning 
the reverse voltage of the varactor diodes. We believe it will 
be applied in plasmonic integrated circuits at the microwave 
and terahertz frequencies.. 

2. Dispersion relation of spoof plasmonic 
waveguides and designing principles 

The proposed high-efficiency spoof SPP waveguide is 
shown in Fig. 1(a), which consists of three parts. Figs. 1(b)-
(d) illustrate details of three parts, respectively, denoted as 
Part I, II and III. The whole structure is printed on a 
substrate (F4B) whose dielectric constant is 2.65 and 
thickness is 0.5mm. The thickness of the metal is 18 μm. 
Part 1 is plotted in Fig. 1 (b), where a slotline is used to 
couple EM energies from the bottom microstrip shown by 
the black dashed lines and the circular metal disk with 
radius r1 =1.8mm at the end of microstrip is used to increase 
the coupling degree. The circular hole with radius r2 = 1.8 
mm at the end of slot line is also used to increase the 
coupling degree of EM energies and eliminate the reflected 
waves [32]. The length l1 and width w1 of the slot line are 
10.2 mm and 0.5mm, respectively. As shown in Fig.1(c), 
Part II is momentum matching section, where a stepped slot 
line with length l2 = 8mm is employed to improve 
impedance matching between the slot line and the proposed 
spoof SPP waveguide to decrease reflections as much as 
possible. To increase the matching condition of wave 
vectors between the slotline and plasmonic waveguide, we 
introduce seven gradient grooves with groove depth varying 
from h1 to h7, changing from 0.5 mm to 3.5 mm with equal 
step. Part III is a SPP transmission line illustrated in Fig. 
1(d), which consists of double ultrathin metallic gratings 
corrugated with a periodic array of uniform grooves. The 
period and width of grooves are denoted as p and a, and the 
groove depth is marked as h, where p = 6mm, a = 2mm, h = 
4mm. The width of the gap between double metallic 
gratings w = 1.5mm, and the number of periodic grooves is 
set as N = 5. To demonstrate momentum matching from slot 
line to plasmonic waveguide, we calculate the dispersion 
curves of spoof SPPs with different groove depths by the 
eigenmode solver of commercial software (CST Microwave 
Studio). As shown in Fig. 1(e), the smaller the groove 
height of the periodic array of rectangular grooves are, the 
higher the dispersion curves are, which nearly approaches to 
light line. Thus, momentum matching is realized between 
the slotline and spoof SPP waveguide.  

. 

 
Figure 1:(a) Schematic picture of spoof SPP waveguide, 
which is divided into three regions (I, II and III). (b) 
The detailed structure to couple signals for the spoof 
SPP waveguide. (c) The detailed momentum matching 
transition with stepped slot line and gradient grooves. 
(d) The double ultrathin metallic gratings corrugated 
with double periodic of uniform rectangular grooves. 
(e)The dispersion curves of spoof SPPs waveguide with 
different groove depths, in which p = 6 mm, a = 2 mm, 
h = 4 mm, w =1.5mm. 

 

3. Plasmonic stop-band filter based on C-shaped 
SRR 

SRR is a planar magnetic resonator, which can be excited 
by an axial magnetic field [33]. The magnetic fields on the 
xz-plane of the C-shaped SRR at 5.63 GHz are 
demonstrated in Fig. 2(a). Figure 2(b) illustrates the 
magnetic fields on the xz-plane of the spoof SPP waveguide 
at 5.63 GHz. Good magnetic field matching between the C-
shaped SRR and spoof SPP waveguide can be observed. 
Hence, it has the potential to excite strong responses when 
C-shaped SRR are introduced in the vicinity of the groove, 
which can be used to manipulate the propagations and 
rejections of spoof SPP wave in the propagating band. 
That’s because the strong magnetic coupling between the C-
shaped SRR and the spoof SPP strip will affect the 
transmission of spoof SPP wave. Here we design a C-
shaped SRR particles printed on the back substrate of the 
spoof SPP waveguide, as shown in Fig. 2(c). Figure 2(d) 
illustrates the enlarged detailed arrangement of C-shaped 
SRR, where the contour black dashed lines help mark the 
location of SPP waveguide on the top surface. The outer 
width, line width, and outer height of C-shaped SRR are 
denoted as ls , ws, and d, respectively, where ls = 7.5mm , ws 
= 0.2mm, and d = 4mm. The spilt width g of C-shaped SRR 
is fixed to 4.5 mm. The gap g1 between spilt bottom edge of 
C-shaped SRR and bottom edge of metallic gratings groove 
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is 0.4 mm, and the gap g2 between two sides of spilt and 
metallic gratings groove is set to 1.52mm. 
 

 
Figure 2: (a) The magnetic fields in the xz-plane for C-
shaped SRR at 5.63 GHz of the spoof SPPs waveguide. (b) 
The magnetic fields in the xz-plane for spoof SPP 
waveguide at 5.63GHz. (c) The bottom view of spoof SPPs 
waveguide with C-shaped SRR. (d) The detailed 
arrangement of C-shaped SRR. 
 
In order to evaluate the influence of SRR on the spoof SPP 
wave propagation quantitatively, we simulate the scattering 
parameters of the structure, as shown in Fig. 3(a). In details, 
the black solid line with square marks and the red solid line 
with circle marks correspond to S11 and S21, respectively. 
From the scattering parameters curves, we can clearly 
observe that the S21 has a stopband from 5.47 GHz to 5.79 
GHz with the transmission coefficients below -10dB. It is 
also obvious that a dip at 5.63GHz with the transmission 
coefficient below -15dB in the stopband can be observed. 
Figure 3(c) illustrates the simulated Ez field distributions on 
the plane 1 mm above the structure at the rejection 
frequency 5.63GHz, where SPP fields are stopped off at the 
places. As expected, at non-resonant frequencies (5.05and 
6.15 GHz), the SPP fields are propagating to the other end, 
as shown in Figs. 3(b) and 3(d).  

 
Figure3: (a) The simulated S parameters of spoof SPP 
waveguide with C-shaped SRR. (b)-(d) The simulated near 
electric-field distributions at frequencies 5.05GHz, 
5.63GHz, 6.15GHz. 
 
 

4. Electronically tunable plasmonic stop-band 
filter  

Based on the proposed plasmonic stop-band filter, an 
electronically tunable plasmonic stop-band filter is 
proposed by placing the varactor diodes at the split region 
of the C-shaped SRR. Figure 4(a) shows the configuration 
of the C-shaped SRR loaded with varactor diodes. The LC 
resonance of the C-shaped SRR is driven by the magnetic 
field perpendicular to the structure’s surface. The resonant 
frequency is mainly depended on the lumped parameter, 
which varies when the reverse bias voltage applied to the 
diode changes. Therefore, the reflection and transmission 
coefficients of the proposed band-stop filter can be adjusted 
by the applied bias voltage. In our design, an SMV1405 
varactor diode from SKYWORKS in SC-79 package has 
been adopted as a tuning element, whose capacitance varies 
from 2.67pF to 0.63pF when the reverse bias voltage 
changes from 0 to 30V. To predict the tunable performance 
of the proposed plasmonic stop-band filter, we perform full-
wave simulations using CST. Three cases of DC voltage are 
considered for simulation: 5v, 10v, and 20v, which 
corresponds to capacitance are 1.17pF, 0.95pF and 0.77pF, 
respectively. As expected, the frequency for the minimum 
S21 shown in Fig. 4(b) shifts upwards from 5.8GHz to 
6.18GHz. In details, the black solid line with square marks, 
the red solid line with circle marks, and the blue dotted line 
with triangle marks correspond to the case of DC voltage 
under 5V, 10V and 20V, respectively. To further visualize 
band-stop filtering effect, Figs. 4(c)-(e) depict the simulated 
electric-field distributions on the plane 1 mm above the 
structure at the rejection frequencies corresponding to the 
resonant dips. As expected, good band-stop filtering effects 
are achieved at the corresponding frequencies when the 
capacitance varies from 0.77 pF to 1.17 pF. The near-field 
distributions prove that the proposed plasmonic stop-band 
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filter has good performance within its tunable frequency 
range. 

 
 
Figure 4: (a) The configuration of the C-shaped SRR loaded 
with varactor diodes. (b) The simulated S21 for different bias 
voltages ranging from 5 to 20 V. (c)-(e) The simulated near-
electric-field distributions of the stop-band filter at 5.80GHz, 
6.04GHz,and 6.18GHz, respectively. 

5. Conclusions 

In summary, we have investigated a plasmonic stop-band 
filter theoretically based on C-shaped SRR. By loading the 
varactor diodes at the split region of the C-shaped SRR, the 
resonant frequency of the band-stop filter can be 
electronically adjusted by tuning the reverse voltage of the 
varactor diodes. We believe the plasmonic filter could find 
potential applications in plasmonic integrated circuits at the 
microwave and terahertz frequencies. 
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Abstract 
 The hybrid concept of utilizing Frequency selective 
surface (FSS) and polymer nanocomposite (PNC) for 
absorption modulation is presented in 8-18GHz frequency 
band. The extruded PNCs are fabricated incorporating 
different weight% fraction of conductive fillers, CNTs and 
GNPs, in high, low and mixed nano-filler concentration 
configuration in a polycarbonate matrix. The FSS metallic 
resonator is patterned over a dielectric substrate which then 
backed by grounded PNCs loaded with conductive fillers. 
Then absorption is depends on wt% fraction of conductive 
inclusions in polycarbonate matrix, i.e. variation in 
conductivity of grounded PNCs due to varying 
concentration of conductive fillers results in absorption 
modulation. Nearly 100% absorption magnitude peaks and 
modulated absorption band is observed at 8.2GHz and from 
12 to 18GHz frequency band respectively, for varying 
conductivity of polymer-nanocomposite. The novel concept 
can also be extended to various other configuration or 
heterostructure having inclusions of conductive and 
magnetic properties which can be utilized for EM 
absorption modulation. 

1. Introduction 
In last decades, conductive polymer-nanocomposite (PNCs) 
emerges as a potential candidate for broadband 
electromagnetic shielding element in aircraft, stealth, and 
communication industries[1-5]. Conductive fillers such as 
carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and graphene nanoplatelets 
(GNPs) in polymer matrix makes PNCs  an excellent choice 
for EM absorption application due to its multifunctional 
features: easy of fabrication, low-cost, ultralight weight, 
large scale production, thermal and mechanical stability and 
so on[6-9]. Generally, EMI shielding in composite material 
can be achieved through high reflection, destructive 
interference or dissipation of EM wave inside the material. 
Polymer loaded with low concentration of CNTs shows a 
higher EMI shielding than graphene nanoplatelets due to 
aspect ratio of nano-fillers as well as  formation of 
percolating network inside polymer matrix. 1-D  tubular 
geometry of CNTs allows the electron to flow in tube-axis 
direction while in the planar 2D-structure of GNPs electron 

flows in plane of their surface therefore tubular structure 
and low-density of CNT make it more attractive for EMI 
even at lower concentration than planar graphene 
nanoplatelets in the hosted polymer matrix[10-13].   
The electromagnetic parameters i.e. conductivity, 
permeability, loss tangent can be tuned depending on the 
concentration of conductive and lossy nano-fillers in 
polymer matrix. The optimization of weight concentration, 
physicochemical properties of polymer, processing 
conditions for composite fabrication has significant impact 
on the homogenous distribution of nano-inclusions inside 
the polymer matrix which directly influences the EM 
properties of hybrid composite[14-15].  
Apart from polymer nanocomposite, other kind of 
composites are also exits for electromagnetic absorption 
application based on sub-wavelength resonant FSS structure 
and grounded dielectric substrate such as Salisbury screen, 
multilayer structures, resistive-ink metamaterials [16-18]. 
Landy et.al. introduced a single-wavelength metamaterial 
structure for perfect unity absorber consisting of metallic 
SRR and wire with no ground plane. In these kind of 
composite structure absorption is based on electric and 
magnetic dipole coupling schemes[19-21].  

 
In this paper, we propose to combine the two different 

concepts of FSS-dielectric and polymer nanocomposite 
loaded with conductive nanofillers to realize the modulated 
absorption at resonator resonances as shown in Fig.1. 

 

 
Figure 1. Absorption indexes for SRR/dielectric/PNCs 
composite in which PNCs consisting of, (a) CNTs and 
GNPs mixed with high wt% fraction, (b) GNPs in low and 
high wt% fraction. 
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1.1  Component design approach 

The modulation of absorption band is realized through a 
metamaterial composite consisting of metallic square ring 
resonator (SRR) patterned on a Roger RO3010 substrate 
backed by a grounded polymer nanocomposites (PNCs). 
The polymer nanocomposite incorporates different weight 
ratio in high and low concentrations of carbon nanotube 
CNTs (1wt% and 5wt%), graphene nanoplatelets GNPs 
(1wt% and 30wt%) and mixed concentration of CNT+GNPs 
(1wt%+30wt%, and 2.5wt%+2.5wt%) in polycarbonate 
(PC) matrix[22, 23]. This novel approach opens up the idea 
to utilize the PNCs with Frequency Selective Surfaces for 
broadband absorption application. The simulation is 
performed using CST-Microwave Studio to explore the 
absorption mechanisms. It is understood that high 
absorption originates at FSS resonator resonance due to the 
dielectric and ohmic loss in the grounded PNCs having 
various weight stoichiometry of conductive inclusions. The 
fabricated PNCs with CNT and GNPs inclusions in various 
composition are measured through waveguide method in X 
and Ku-band regime [7]. TRL calibration technique is used 
to measure the S-parameter of PNCs EM parameters: 
permittivity and conductivity, are retrieved for all the 
PNCs[3].The retrieved EM parameters of PNCs is 
simulated and fitted to utilize it as grounded PNC in 
SRR/dielectric configuration.  

2. Experimental 

2.1. Materials and sample preparation 

FSS-SRR (square ring resonator) is patterned over Rogers 
RO3010 substrate having a permittivity of 10.2, 
tanδ=0.0022 and thickness 1.28mm. The polycarbonate 
(PC) pellets MakrolonTM OD2015 resins were purchased 
from Bayer. Carbon nanotube NC7000 were provided by 
Nanocyl and graphene nanoplatelets TIMREX-BNB90 is 
provided by Timcal. Nanocomposites are prepared by 
polymer extrusion method. PC pallets are preheated at 80ºC 
for 24 hours in vacuum to remove any water content from 
polymer. The nano-fillers CNTs and GNPs are taken in 
various concentrations as mentioned in earlier section and 
melt-cmponded with polycarbonate resin at 250ºC for 10 
minutes at 150rpm in DSM15 twin-screw micro-
compounder. The extrudates were hot pressed further for 3 
minutes at 250ºC at 10MPs pressure and molded in 
approximate 400μm thickness flat sheets for 
characterization. 

2.2. Morphological characterization 

TEM micrographs were obtained using a LEO 922 
OMEGA Transmission Electron Microscope operating at 
120kV. Fig.4 show the TEM images of the fabricated PNCs 
with different loading rate. Samples flakes were cut with 
ultra-microtome having less than 80nm thickness and 
deposited on carbon coated copper grid to avoid charging 
effects in TEM.  

2.3. EM characterization 

In first part, fabricated sample PNCs are measured in 
waveguide method in X and Ku-band with Agilent PNA-X 
vector network analyzer and scattering parameters S11 and 
S12 are used to retrieve the EM parameters of PNCs to 
evaluate the shielding effectives(SET)  and conductivity of 
polymer-nanocomposite. Then in second part, initially, 
FSS-grounded dielectric composite is measured to verify its 
resonances, after then PNCs are placed between the FSS-
dielectric and ground plane for absorption modulation 
measurement at FSS resonance. 

3. Results and discussion  

3.1. TEM analysis 

Fig.2 show the TEM images of the cross-sectional 
morphologies of PNC composites. It is observed that CNTs 
are distributed uniformly as well as entangled to form a 
connective network throughout the composite at 1wt% and 
5wt% loading rate. In the mixed configuration of CNT and 
GNPs i.e. (1wt% CNT & 30wt% GNP) and (2.5wt% CNT 
& 2.5wt% GNP) the high aspect ratio of both nano-fillers 
makes homogenous connectivity of fillers in polymer 
matrix. Composites having only GNPs in 1wt% and 30wt% 
concentration also show the good spacious spreadness but 
connectivity between the nanoplatelets is very low due to 
smaller 2D planar structure than 1D tubular CNTs. It is also 
observed that higher filling of the conductive fillers makes 
composite more conductive but its flexibility gets 
compromised.  
 

 
Figure 2. TEM images of polynanocomposite loaded with 
different wt% fraction of conductive nanofillers. 

It is clear that CNT-GNP-PC PNCs composites consist of 
homogenously distributed multi-component network in 
sample. It's worth mentioning here that the distribution, 
orientation of fillers, connectivity and processing condition 
of composite greatly influences the conductivity of PNCs 
and hence the EMI shielding of polymer nanocomposite 
[14-15, 24].  
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3.2. Measurement and characterization 

The EMI shielding effectiveness (SE) and EM parameters, 
conductivity and loss tangent, of PNCs are investigated in X 
and Ku band in waveguide method using Wiltron 360B 
VNA and TRL calibration is applied to measure the 
scattering parameters S11 and S21 through hybrid 
composites. EMI shielding can be understood by three 
mechanism i.e. reflection, absorption and multi-reflection 
through the nanocomposite. Since the sample thickness is 
around 400μm then contribution from multi-reflection can 
be ignored since its effect is dominant only when the 
sample thickness is comparable to the skin depth 
(δ=√(πμfσ)-1) of composite. The incident EM-wave is 
partially reflected (R), transmitted (T) and absorbed (A) 
while propagating through the material and absorption can 
be calculated as follows, A=1-R-T, where R=|S11|2 and 
T=|S21|2. Fig.3 shows the dominant mechanism of EMI 
shielding through the hybrid composite and waveguide 
measurement setup for PNCs [25-27]. 
 

 
Figure 3. Schematic illustration of (a) EMI shielding 
mechanism , (b) Waveguide composite measurement setup. 
 
As it is mentioned that EMI SE measures the ability of 
composite to attenuate the wave passing through its medium 
and in our case absorption and reflection are the dominant 
mechanism for wave attenuation. Therefore, total shielding 
effective(SET) can be determined by sum of 
absorption(SEA) and reflection(SER) which can be 
expressed as follows[28-31];  
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Fig.4 shows the Shielding effectiveness for hybrid 
composites calculated from equation (1). It can be observed 
in Fig.4 that PNC having 5wt% CNT possesses higher 
shielding ability around 25dB to attenuate incident EM-
wave than composite with 1wt% CNTs having 8dB. This is 
an obvious expectation since  higher loading rate of CNTs 
forms a more connected conductive network of entangled 
CNTs distributed throughout the sample than the low wt% 
PNCs. Similarly, composite with high loading 30wt% of 
GNPs also have homogenous spreadness with wave 
attenuation capability around 20dB, indeed higher than the 
PNC with 1wt% GNPs having SET around 3dB.  
 

The connectivity between the GNPs segments is relatively 
lower than CNTs composite even with high filler 
concentration due to GNPs 2-D planner structure and can be 
seen in TEM images. Since, the aspect ratio of  1D CNTs 
and 2D GNPs has great impact not only on conductivity, 
shielding efficiency, flexibility of PNCs but also on 
required amount of material to achieve the highest 
shielding. Therefore, the concept of mixed concentration of 
CNTs and GNPs is tried to overcome these and other 
influencing factors mentioned factors in sec.3.1 in a way to 
achieve higher EM-wave shielding composites. As it can be 
seen in Fig.4 the two PCs composites with mixed 
concentration i.e. CNT+GNPs (1wt%+30wt%, labeled as 
sample PCG130, and 2.5wt%+2.5wt%, labeled as sample 
PCG25) show total EMI SE nearly independent of 
frequency with higher ability of wave attenuation. 

 
Figure 4. Measured total shielding effectiveness of PNCs 
having mixed, high &low concentration stoichiometry of 
CNT,GNPs in PC-matrix. 
It is worth mentioning here that after polymer extrusion 
sample PCG25 shows much better flexibility than sample 
PCG130 having little brittleness similar to PNC composite 
with GNP 30wt% loading but absorption efficiency were 
much higher as predicted in fig.1.    
The EM parameters are retrieved using transmission line 
theory where measured scattering parameters, S11 & S21, are 
converted into transfer-matrix, and conductivity(σ) and loss 
tangent factor (tanδ) are extracted from transfer matrix 
coefficients as  follows [32].  
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Where n is the refractive index and z is wave impedance of 
the non-magnetic composite slab of thickness d. k and εo are 
free space wave number and permittivity. Fig.5 shows the 
loss tangent (tanδ) i.e. dissipation factor for all fabricated 
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PNC composites. The dissipation factor, tanδ, is related to 
the permittivity which is a measure of the energy loss due to 
dielectric response of the hybrid composite[33-34]. 
 
Fig.6 shows conductivity (σ) for hybrid non-magnetic (μ 
=1) composites extracted from equation (2). It is evident 
from Fig.4 that conductivity of composite increases with 
increase in wt% of conductive nano-fillers. When an EM 
wave is incident on the conductive composite the induced 
conduction current due to nano-fillers improves the 
imaginary part of permittivity and contributes to dielectric 
loss and dissipates the incoming electromagnetic energy 
into heat, which is consistent with conductivity and loss 
tangent analysis. 

 
Figure 5. Measured loss tangent i.e. dissipation factor for all 
PNCs. 

 
Figure 6. Measured conductivity (σ) for all fabricated 
PNCs. 
Therefore, it can be concluded that composite with higher 
loading rate have the higher ability to attenuate the incident 
EM wave through the PNC materials. Though shielding 
efficiency increases with increase in composite 
conductivity, it remains difficult to establish a general 
relation between SE and  wt% of nano-fillers in case of 
mixed ratio of CNT and GNPs. Our main objective focuses 
on to utilization of the conductive PNCs in combination 
with frequency selective surface (FSS) for absorption 
modulation at FSS-SRR resonator resonances. In next 
section, we discuss the experimental and simulation of 
SRR/dielectric/ground metal as well as 
SRR/dielectric/grounded PNCs  heterostructure for 
absorption. 

Fig.7 shows the FSS-SRR patterned over Rogers substrate 
and backed alternatively by ground metal and or grounded 
PNCs to test the proof of concept following the simulation 
results as shown in Fig.1. For simulation purpose, mean 
values of retrieved EM parameters are utilized to design 
artificial layers of the PNCs in CST-Microwave studio. 
Results are the compared with experimentally measured 
values and Fig.8 shows the experimental setup for 
measurement of scattering parameters for heterostructure. 
For the sake of clarity, measured parameters are fitted 
filtered to remove unwanted artifacts caused during 
measurement due to instrumental and human error. 

 
Figure 7. (a) Front side of FSS-SRR, (b) SRR-dielectric-
ground metal (dielectric is Rogers RO3010, εr=10.2, tanδ 
=0.002, thickness d=1.28mm), (c) SRR-dielectric-grounded 
Polymer nanocomposite(PNCs) and, (d) Side view of 
individual layers. Dimensions of FSS-SRR are ax=ay=9.8, 
k=0.3,w1=5.6, w2=4.1, w3=2.5, s1=0.45,s2=0.35, Units are in 
mm.  

 
Figure 8. Measured and simulated absorption spectrum for 
(a) FSS-dielectric-ground metal and (b) FSS-dielectric-
Grounded PNCs loaded with CNTs nano-fillers in 5wt% and 
1wt% in PC-matrix. 
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The mismatch between the measured and simulation values 
are obvious due to many factors such impedance mismatch, 
assumption of mean fitting parameters, experimental setup, 
variation in surface roughness and thicknesses of PNCs and 
so on, which could be optimized for better performance of 
tunable absorption. Fig.8 (a)&(b) shows the measured and 
simulation results for absorption modulation at FSS-SRR 
resonance peaks for grounded metal and grounded PNCs 
loaded with 5wt% and 1wt% of CNT nano-fillers. It is 
observed that numerically evaluated SRR peaks occur at 
8.2GHz, 12.3GHz, and 16GHz which has good match with 
measured values peaks for SRR with grounded metal. On 
other hand, when PNCs loaded CNTs placed between the 
SRR-dielectric and ground metal, absorption shows an 
excellent modulation in simulation.  
 

 
Figure 8. Measured and simulated absorption spectrum for 
(c) FSS-dielectric-Grounded PNCs loaded with CNTs & 
GNPs nano-fillers in (1wt%+30wt%,Sample-PCG130) and 
(2.5wt%+2.5wt%,Sample-PCG25) and, (d) FSS-dielectric-
Grounded PNCs loaded with GNPs nano-fillers in 30wt% 
and 1wt% in PC-matrix. 
 
As well measured values also show quite observable 
difference in absorption after 12GHz. It can be seen that 
around 8.2GHz the absorption is nearly 100% while at 
12.3GHz absorption peaks varies from 100% to 80% 
between 12.3GHz to18GHz for PNCs having 5wt% and  
1wt% CNTs. Similarly, Fig.8 (c)&(d) also shows 100% and 
95% absorption magnitude at 8.2GHz for PNCs PCG25 and 
PCG130 respectively while after 12GHz absorption shows a 

roughly 20% magnitude difference between the two 
samples as can be seen in Fig.8 (d). At 12.5GHz absorption 
value is nearly 100% while between 13 to 17GHz PCG130 
has roughly 80%  and PCG25 varies around 60% absorption 
magnitude. In third configuration of PNCs loaded with 
30wt% and 1wt% of GNPs in PC matrix, absorption occurs 
at resonance peaks with much improved magnitude than 
numerically estimated as shown in Fig.8 (d). 
Since, measured absorptions magnitude varies in an 
unpredicted manner at some frequency points, which is 
attributed to experimental factors, it is difficult to set the 
definite values of magnitude but nevertheless the predicted 
behavior of absorption modulation shows excellent 
agreement with experiments. Fig.1 to Fig.8 show a 
systematic approach for significant modulation of resonant 
absorption peaks in proposed composite structure which 
demonstrates the proof of concept of utilizing hybrid 
structure of polymer nanocomposite with FSS-SRR 
metamaterials. Further analysis can also be performed with 
different SRR patterns on a variety of dielectric and 
nanocomposite materials.  

4. Conclusions 
In Summary, the concept of hybrid structure of SRR-
dielectric-polymer nanocomposite is demonstrated for 
absorption modulation in X-and Ka-band experimentally 
and numerically. The PNCs are fabricated by incorporating 
different wt% fraction of CNTs and GNPs in high, low and 
mixed configuration in polycarbonate matrix. Then 
extracted electromagnetic parameters of nanocomposite are 
used to simulate PNCs as grounded plane in SRR 
metamaterial structure for absorption modulation at 
resonant peaks of FSS-SRR. The results are significant with 
narrow and broader absorption modulating at 8.2GHz and 
from 12.3 to 18GHz between 100% to 60% for various 
PNCs with varying material conductivity. The proposed 
concept can also be applied to any configuration of polymer 
matrix having inclusions of not only electric properties but 
also magnetic properties with even multilayer structure for 
improved performance.  
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Abstract 

In this manuscript, double negative transmission line (TL) 
metamaterial inspired antenna has been proposed with 
compactness and improved bandwidth. This antenna is 
made of double negative meander lines, microstrip feed and 
partial ground. Double negative TL metamaterials show 
negative permittivity and permeability, simultaneously and 
play important role for antenna miniaturization and the 
impedance bandwidth improved. The antenna provides 600 
MHz bandwidth (-10dB) with 23.81% fractional bandwidth. 
The antenna radiating element size is 0.07λ×0.07λ at 2.51 
GHz frequency with 3.72 dBi maximum gain where the 
electrical dimension is 0.30λ×0.30λ. 

1. Introduction 

The prediction of negative index medium holding 
extraordinary electromagnetic properties were conducted by 
Russian Scientist Veselago in 1968 [1] The liability of the 
engineered negative index medium has been verified 
experimentally[2] and  enormous feasibilities would be 
opened in optics and electromagnetics. However, many 
researchers are inspired with metamaterials which are used 
for improving multiple applications. Miniaturized antenna 
design and implementation is one of the challenges in 
today’s mobile communication systems. The traditional 
antenna belongs to the typical difficulties such as narrow 
bandwidth, low gain and low profile. Itoh mentions 
transmission lines [3] that deliver a new way for designing 
and implementing compact metamaterial antennas[4-12]. A 
metamaterial antenna is explained with an epsilon-negative 
transmission line where 12.4% is the bandwidth [4]. 
Compact zeroth-order antenna is presented using 
metamaterials with 15 MHz bandwidth and 1.22 dBi gain 
[5].Resonant antennas are reviewed using CRLH TL 
metamaterial with 0.4% bandwidth and 0.07λ×0.07λ 
radiating element [6]. An epsilon negative resonator antenna 
is proposed with 1.30 dBi gain and 25 MHz bandwidth [7]. 
A planar antenna is presented using transmission line 
metamaterial structure [8] with narrow bandwidth (3%). A 
planar antenna is reviewed using CRLH TL with <1% 
fractional bandwidth in [9]. Couple electric field resonator is 
utilized to form metamaterial antenna in [10] and 20.7% 

bandwidth is attained. An interdigital capacitor is used for a 
CRLH resonant antenna with narrow bandwidth (6.8%) and 
large ground [11].  

Double negative TL metamaterial inspired antenna 
having compact size, wide impedance and high gain has 
been mentioned in comparison with the antennas reported 
above in the letter. The metamaterial unit cell is made of 
meander lines which show both permittivity and 
permeability negative simultaneously. The fabrication and 
experiment of the prototype antenna have been performed. 
The measured radiations and reflection coefficient have been 
explained and the comparisons to metamaterial antennas are 
executed. 

2. Unit Cell and Antenna Design Architecture  

Double negative transmission metamaterials are used for 
attaining compact antenna with high gain and wide 
bandwidth. The proposed antenna configuration, unit cell 
simulation geometry, and unit cell equivalent circuit are 
illustrated in Fig.1. This antenna is made of double negative 
TL structure, microstrip feed and partial ground plane. The 
radiating patch and the conducting ground of side length 
25mm (GL) have been fabricated on the front side and the 
back side of 1.905 mm thick Roger’s 6010 substrate 
material, respectively. The substrate’s permittivity and loss 
tangent are 10.2 and 0.0023, respectively. 0.2 mm is the 
width of the meander lines. A 50Ω microstrip line of length 
and width of 25mm and 3.2mm, respectively has been 
applied for feeding the radiating element. The electrical 
dimension of the radiating element and the antenna are 
0.07λ × 0.07λ and 0.30λ × 0.30λ respectively. FDTD based 
simulation software, CST microwave studio is applied for 
attaining the S-parameters. Perfect boundaries (magnetic and 
electric) are set after the unit cell is kept between two 
waveguide ports. An electromagnetic plane wave is 
propagated in the z direction whereas a perfect magnetic 
conductor (PMC) and a perfect electric conductor (PEC) 
boundary condition are defined in the y directions and x 
direction, respectively. One resonance is realized in the 
transmission characteristics, S21 at 2.51 GHz frequency 
according to the Fig.2 (a) and Fig. 2(b). The real values of 
the effective permittivity and permeability have been 
retrieved from the S-parameters exhibited in Fig.2 (c) and 
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Fig 2(d) using the method explained in [13, 14]. It can be 
observed obviously from the Fig.2 (c) and Fig. 2 (d) that 
both the permittivity and permeability hold on negative 
values such as and -40.87 and -87.90, respectively at the 
2.51 GHz resonant frequency. However, this TL structure 
can be said to be a left handed (LH) metamaterial.  

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
 

 
 

(c) 
 

Figure 1: (a) The proposed antenna geometric layout (b) 
unit cell simulation geometry (c) unit cell equivalent circuit.  

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 
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(d) 
Figure 2: The proposed unit cell (a) S-parameters in dB (b) 

S-parameters in phase (c) permittivity (real value) (d) 

permeability (real value). 

 

3. Results and Discussion 

The fabricated antenna prototype has been illustrated in Fig. 
3. The performance of the designed antenna with the 
proposed left handed TL metamaterial is explored and 
optimized by FDTD based simulation software, CST 
microwave studio. For experimental validation a pair of 
prototypes is fabricated on commercially available Rogers’s 
6010 PCB substrate. An Agilent E8362C PNA series vector 
network analyzer is used to measure the input impedance 
characteristics. The simulated and measured reflection 
coefficient curve of the proposed design is depicted in Fig. 
4. From simulations, 520 MHz is the impedance bandwidth 
(-10 dB) covering 2.26-2.78 GHz frequency range with 
fractional bandwidth 20.63% at 2.51 GHz center frequency. 
On the other hand, from measurements, 600 MHz is the 
impedance bandwidth (-10dB) with fractional bandwidth 
23.81% (2.22-2.82 GHz) at 2.51 GHz centre frequency. The 
measured result is fairly agreed with that of the simulation. 
Left handed TL metamaterials play an important role on the 
broadband of the antenna. The effects of ground plane are 
exhibited in Fig. 5. GL=25 mm is the optimized value to 
attain the minimum centre frequency and the broad 
impedance bandwidth.  

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 3: The fabricated antenna prototype (a) top view (b) 

bottom view.  

 

 
 
Figure 4: Measured and simulated reflection coefficient of 

the proposed ML metamaterial antenna. 

 

 

Figure 5: Comparisons of the effects of the ground length on 

the reflection coefficient. 

The measured radiation patterns are illustrated in Fig. 6 at 
2.41 GHz and 2.51 GHz frequency. It is found that dipole 
like and nearly omnidirectional radiation pattern have been 
attained in the E-plane and H-plane, respectively at both 
frequency (2.41 GHz & 2.51 GHz). The surface current 
distribution at 2.41 GHz and 2.51 GHz frequency is shown 
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in Fig. 7. It is realized that a strong current exists on the 
meander lines owing to play as the main radiating element. 
Moreover, the currents flow over the entire operating 
frequency bands. The gain (simulated &measured) of the TL 
metamaterial antenna has been demonstrated in Fig. 8. The 
gain firmly rises and reduces with the frequencies and holds 
its maximum level 3.92 dBi (simulated) and 3.72 dBi 
(measured). In case of simulations, gain variation is .92 dBi 
(3-3.92 dBi), on the other hand, .69 dBi (3.03-3.72 dBi) is 
the gain changes for measurement. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 
Figure 6: Measured radiation patterns (a) E- plane at 2.41 

GHz. (b) H- plane at 2.41 GHz (c) E-plane at 2.51 GHz, (d) 

H-plane at 2.51 GHz. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 7: The surface current distribution at (a) 2.41 GHz (b) 

2.51 GHz. 

 

 
 

Figure 8: The measured and simulated gain of the TL 

metamaterial antenna. 
 

Table 1: Comparisons between the proposed and existing antennas 

parameters frequency[µm] Overall size Radiating 
element size 

Bandwidth [-10 
dB] 

[4] 2.66 0.35λ × 0.35λ 0.10λ × 0.08λ 12.4% 
[5] 2.70 0.23λ × 0.34λ 0.05λ × 0.13λ 0.6% 
[6] 1.17 0.31λ × 0.25λ 0.07λ × 0.07λ 0.4% 
[7] 1.78 0.13λ × 0.18λ 0.06λ × 0.09λ 1.4% 
[8] 3.30 0.55λ × 0.55λ 0.25λ × 0.14λ 3% 
[9] 3.38 --- 0.17λ × 0.17λ <1% 

[10] 2.62 0.35λ × 0.39λ 0.12λ × 0.09λ 20.7% 
[11] 3.80 0.38λ × 0.33λ 0.24λ × 0.24λ 6.8% 
[12] 2.03 0.14λ × 0.17λ 0.10λ × 0.11λ 6.8% 

This work 2.51 0.30λ × 0.30λ 0.07λ × 0.07λ 23.81% 

 

The overall performance of the proposed double negative TL 
metamaterial antenna has been listed in Table 1 for 
comparing with the metamaterial antennas reported in the 

literature. It is observed that the proposed double negative 
ML metamaterial antenna delivers compactness with high 
gain and improved bandwidth. 
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4. Conclusions 

In this manuscript, double negative TL metamaterial inspired 
compact antenna is proposed with bandwidth improved. The 
proposed TL metamaterial antenna (0.30λ × 0.30λ) is 
prototyped and it is found that the designed antenna can 
achieve a fractional bandwidth of 23.81% ranging from 2.22 
- 2.82 GHz. The antenna also achieved a good gain 
(maximum gain 3.72 dBi) and exhibits stable dipole-like 
radiation and nearly omni-directional patterns. The attractive 
features of this proposed double negative TL metamaterial 
antenna such as simple structure, less expensive, low profile 
makes it very suitable for WLAN (2.40-2.48 GHz) and 

WiMAX (2.5-2.69 GHz) applications. 
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Abstract
An efficient cloaking-shielding technique based on the use
of a double superstrate-layer overlay is developed in this
paper for planar microstrips. The metamaterial-inspired for-
mulation reduces considerably the induced on the strip cur-
rent and the reflected from the microstrip electric field, thus
alleviating the electromagnetic susceptibility of microstrip
transmission lines. For this purpose, the mathematical anal-
ysis and optimization procedure are founded on a semi-
analytic integral equation algorithm, while a set of numeri-
cal results certifies its promising merits.

1. Introduction
The controllable confinement of electromagnetic interac-
tions between devices and their environment, thus render-
ing them invisible and immune to potential interferences,
has recently triggered a significant research interest in the
microwave regime [1, 2]. Amid diverse devices, microstrip
transmission lines, despite their compact and economical
structure, are vulnerable to crosstalk and unintentional ra-
diation. Toward this direction, various noteworthy designs
have been presented, exploiting different implementation
concepts [3, 4]. In this paper, a double superstrate-layer,
metamaterial-oriented method is introduced and verified in
order to concurrently attain low electromagnetic reflections
as well as considerable levels of shielding of planar mi-
crowave configurations.

2. The cloaking-shielding method
Let us consider an external, distant noise-source as a z-
polarized plane wave with an incidence angle ϕi that im-
pinges on the configuration of Fig. 1. The Green’s function
expressions for the homogeneous (without the perfect elec-
tric conducting (PEC) strip) structure are derived analyti-
cally [3], with the secondary part of Green’s function in the
substrate’s layer (region 3) receiving the form of
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Figure 1: The cloaked microstrip transmission line.

with A1, A2 constant coefficients that depend on the rela-
tive position of every layer with regard to its source cur-
rent, thickness, and constitutive parameters. Next, the PEC
strip is decomposed into a properly selected large num-
ber N of thin cylindrical wires of surface Cn, so that it
can be safely assumed that the surface current Jn on each
wire is constant. Thus, the scattered electric field in region
i = 0, 1, 2, 3 can be expressed as

Escat

i (x, y) = −jωµ0

N
%

n=1

Jn

!

Cn

Gi(x, y)dS. (2)

Applying the boundary conditions on the surface of the thin
wires, a N ×N linear system results in the form of

jωµ0

N
%

n=1

Jn

!

Cn

[Gpr

3
(x, y) +Gsec

3 (x, y)]dS

= Eind

3 (xk, w − r), (3)

where Eind
3 is the induced electric field in region 3 of the

strip-free structure, superscripts pr and sec indicate the pri-
mary and secondary parts of Green’s function in region 3,
and (xk, w − r) are the coordinates of the kth wire cen-
ter. By solving this linear system, the induced current on
the strip and the scattered electric field, through (2), are ob-
tained.

For our analysis, two superstrate layers are overlaid atop
the microstrip line. In essence, our objective is two-fold,
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Figure 2: Contour plot of the ratio of the total current in-
duced on the strip for the cloaked to the non-cloaked case,
on the map of the superstrate εr2 and µr2.
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cients for the cloaked to the non-cloaked case, on the map
of the superstrate εr2 and µr2.

namely the reduction of the reflected from the structure
electric field and the mitigation of the induced current on
the strip, so that the electromagnetic interference from ex-
ternal sources to a nearby microwave structure is decreased.
To this goal and based on the above formulation, an ex-
tensive optimization process that involves the dimensions
and electromagnetic parameters of the two layers is con-
ducted. A key asset of the featured technique is its ability
to provide fast and precise estimations of the induced on
the strip current and the structure’s reflected field. There-
fore, for our optimization procedure, we can safely select
the frequency spectrum of [6GHz,10GHz] and a range of
incidence angles ϕi ∈ [15◦, 90◦] for the external noise-
source. Moreover, an FR-4 substrate is employed with a
thickness of 2w = 1.5mm and a relative permittivity of
εr3 = 4.3− j0.0966, while the dimensions of the conduct-
ing strip are 1.5mm×48.4µm.

Initially, the dimensions and material parameters of the
first layer (region 1) are determined. Our selections re-
fer to values that correspond to typical dielectric boards,
so that the final structure can be easily manufactured. In
particular, thickness is chosen as h1 = 298mm, whereas
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Figure 4: Current along the conducting strip.

εr1 = 2.8− j0.042 and µr1 = 1. Then, the characteristics
of the second superstrate layer (region 2) are specified. A
common board thickness of h2 = 5mm is selected, while
extensive numerical simulations are conducted, as shown
in Figs. 2 and 3, to define a pair of optimal and realiz-
able media parameters. Two solutions are preferred: (i)
(εr2, µr2) = (1.0, 1.0), corresponding to an air-gap or syn-
thetic polymer and (ii) (εr2, µr2) = (11.48, 0.72), corre-
sponding to a µ-near-zero (MNZ) metamaterial. The sig-
nificant reduction of the induced current is shown in Fig. 4
for both designs.

3. Conclusions
A novel method for the cloaking-shielding and interference
mitigation of planar microstrips, that involves a double-
layer overlay atop of the strip, is proposed in the cur-
rent work. Its effectiveness and design is examined through
meticulous numerical simulations of the featured algorithm.
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Abstract 

In this paper, a flexible fluidic antenna with an Artificial 
Magnetic Conductor (AMC) plane embedded in a 
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) structure is presented. The 
antenna is designed based on the combined operating 
principles of dipole and rectangular loop to cover dual band 
WLAN ISM (2.4 GHz and 5.8 GHz). The AMC plane 
which is placed behind the proposed antenna reduces 
backward radiation towards the human users. The 
evaluation of the antenna indicated satisfactory performance 
in terms of reflection coefficient, bandwidth and radiation 
patterns. 

1. Introduction 

Wearable systems with simultaneous computing and 
wireless communication functionalities have garnered a 
great amount of interest in both academia and industry. This 
is due to their promising potential applicability in a variety 
of fields ranging from health monitoring, patient tracking, 
smart houses, battlefield survival, etc. [1]. It is important 
that potentially harmful radiation towards human body is 
minimized in these applications, which is possible by 
implementing a metasurface on the reverse side of the 
antenna. 

This work proposes a flexible and robust antenna with 
artificial magnetic conductor (AMC) metasurface 
implemented using polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) as 
substrate and eutectic gallium indium alloy (EGaIn) as its 
conductor. EGaIn is composed of 75.5% of Gallium and 
24.5% of Indium.  [2], resulting in an electrical resistivity of 
about 29.4 x 10-6 Ω-cm. Meanwhile, the PDMS used as the 
substrate has a permittivity (εr) of 2.7 and a loss tangent 
(tanδ) of 0.0134 [3]. The liquid EGaIn metal is proposed to 
be injected into microfluidic channels embedded in the 
multilayered elastomeric substrate, and is advantageous as it 
will provide extra robustness and flexibility for wearable 
applications [4].  

 
 

2. Antenna Design 

The overall structure is formed using six layers, and 
consists of two parts, the radiator and the AMC. A copper 
foil is used as the ground plane and forms the bottom-most 
layer. This is followed by a layer of 3 mm-thick PDMS 
substrate. The AMC array formed using EGaIn is placed 2 
mm deep into this layer before another layer of 3 mm-thick 
PDMS covers it.  Similarly, the radiator will then be placed 
2 mm into this substrate before a final 3 mm-thick PDMS is 
used to cover it, see Figure 1. CST Microwave Studio 
software is used for simulations. The detailed descriptions 
of the two main antenna elements will be described in the 
following sections. 
 

2.1. AMC Design 

A simple square AMC unit cell is chosen in this work to 
ensure fabrication simplicity, see Figure 1. Its patch is sized 
at 34 x 34 mm2, and other dimensions are summarized in 
Table 1. Its bandwidth, determined from the ±90o range of 
the reflection phase is 90 MHz (2.34 to 2.43) GHz in the 
lower band and 55 MHz (5.61 to 6.16 GHz) in the upper 
band, as illustrated in Figure 2. Next, this unit element is 
duplicated to form a 3 x 3 array consisting of nine elements, 
see Figure 3. This AMC plane placed behind the antenna is 
used to reduce backward radiation and potentially reduces 
electromagnetic absorption in human tissues.  

Table 1: Values of the AMC parameters 
       parameter            length[mm] 

W 
W1 
L 
L1 
T1 
T2 
T3 

49 
34 
49 
34 
1 
2 
3 
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Top view 

       

          
    Cross section view 

 
Figure 1: The unit cell of the 2.4 GHz and 5.8GHz AMC. 
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Figure 2: Reflection phase of the proposed AMC unit cell. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 3: Topology of the proposed 3 x 3 AMC plane. 
 

2.2. Radiator Topology 

Next, the optimized AMC is then integrated with the a 
radiator to form the antenna with an overall PDMS area of 
147 x 147 mm2. The radiator is designed based on a 
rectangular patch topology sized at 40 x 30 mm2, see Figure 
4. It is integrated with two 10 x 10 mm2 slits on its left and 
right position to enable dual-band operation. The tuning of 
its size facilitated the impedance matching improvements in 
both the lower (2.4 GHz) and upper (5.8 GHz) bands. A 
square slot sized at 8 x 8  mm2 is then introduced onto the 
patch to ensure its size miniaturization. A summary of the 
antenna dimension is listed in Table 2. The overall structure 
is fed from the bottom-most layer using a coaxial probe. Its 
position on the patch also facillitates impedance matching. 
 

 

 

(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 4: Proposed antenna: (a) Top view (b) Topology  (c) Cross section 
view 

 
 

Table 2: Values of the antenna’s parameters 
       parameter            length[mm] 

W 
L 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 

49 
49 
40 
30 
10 
10 
8 
8 

 

3. Results and Discussion 

Integration of the AMC and the proposed antenna resulted in 
an operation from 2.37 to 2.41 GHz (in the lower band) and 
5.71 to 5.85 GHz (in the upper band)., see Figure 5. This 
translates into a bandwidth of 39 MHz (1.64%) and 145 
MHz (2.5%) in the lower and upper band, respectively. 
Meanwhile, the radiation pattern of the antenna is presented 
in Figure 6 in the xz-and yz-plane. It can be noticed that the 
radiation is directed towards the forward direction, with a 
gain of of 0.3353 dB for 2.4GHz and 4.114 dB at 5.8GHz. 
Moreover, the incorporation of the AMC plane resulted in 
the reduction of its back radiation, with a front-to-back 
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(FBR) ratio, 12.84 dB  for 2.4GHz and 12.82 dB for 
5.8GHz.  
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Figure 5: Reflection coefficient of the proposed antenna on AMC plane. 
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Figure 6: Simulated radiation pattern for (a) 2.4 GHz and (b) 5.8 GHz at xz-
plane (black solid line) and yz-plane (red dash line). 

 

4. Conclusions 

The design of a new fluidic antenna integrated with AMC is 
investigated. This antenna is built using PDMS as its 
substrate and a metallic fluid, EGaIn, as its conductor. A 
square AMC unit cell is first designed and evaluated. It is 

capable of operating with a bandwidth of 90 MHz (2.34 to 
2.43 GHz) in the lower band and 55 MHz (5.63 to 6.16 
GHz) in the upper band. This AMC plane is then used as a 
reflector to reduce back radiation towards potential users 
when used in a wearable form. A rectangular-shaped 
radiator is chosen and formed on top of the AMC. The 
incorporation of the slot and slits in the rectangular radiator 
resulted in a compact size and dual-band antenna operation 
in the 2.4 and 5.8 GHz bands. It is validated to operate from 
2.37 to 2.41 GHz (in the lower band) and 5.71 to 5.85GHz 
(in the upper band). A directional radiation and low back 
radiation is produced by the antenna, with a gain of 0.3353 
dB for 2.4GHz and 4.114 dB at 5.8GHz. Meanwhile, front-
to-back ratio is evaluated at 12.84 dB  for 2.4GHz and 12.82 
dB for 5.8GHz.  
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Abstract 

A triangle shaped coupled resonator microstrip patch 
antenna is presented for ultra-wideband wireless 
applications. The antenna achieves bandwidth of 116.5% 
with electrical dimension of 0.154 λ × 0.133 λ × 0.016λ at 
the lower frequency band. The antenna performances has 
been analyzed using the finite integration technique of 
computer simulation technology microwave studio and 
validated with another EM simulating software HFSS and 
in measurement.  

1. Introduction 

Nowadays, UWB communication is becoming a potential 
candidate in wireless communication system due to its some 
special features like extremely high data transmission rate, 
low interference and low spectral power density. Designing 
of a proficient compact UWB antenna is still a challenging 
issue to the antenna researchers.  
In the last decades, various types of antennas have been 
developed for ultra wideband wireless applications, such as 
microstrip patch antenna, coplanar waveguide-fed antenna 
[1]. Besides this several new techniques have been exposed 
to enhancing antenna operating frequencies[2-7]. Liang et 
al. proposed circular disc monopole antenna for UWB 
application, which can operate within 2.78 to 9.78 GHz [2].  
Azim et al. modified antenna radiating patch into tapered-
shape to enhancing UWB frequency band with an overall 
dimension of 22 × 24 mm2 [3]. Coplaner Coplanar 
waveguide (CPW) antennas have also drawn attention for 
achieving UWB bands with miniature antenna. Gautam et 
al. proposed a 25 × 25 × 1.6 mm3 CPW antenna for 
achieving UWB bands [4]. Metamaterials have created a 
new milestone in antenna designing. Various types of 
metamaterial are using to miniature the antenna size as well 
as ensuring UWB bandwidth [6].  
In this paper, a new triangular coupled-resonator antenna is 
proposed that attains a compact UWB profile with good 
antenna performances.  

 

2. Antenna configuration and analysis 

The geometric layout of the proposed UWB antenna is 
depicted in Figure 1. The proposed antenna is designed on 
commercially available inexpensive FR4 substrate material 
having a dielectric constant of 4.3 and loss tangent 0.0025. 
The proposed antenna consists of a triangle shape coupled 
resonator patch on the top side and the ground plane on the 
bottom side of the substrate. The orientation of the ground 
plane and shape of patch has a strong effect to the 
impedance matching. Therefore, by properly selecting 
ground orientation and patch shape, good impedance 
bandwidth and radiation characteristics have been achieved. 
The proposed antenna is fed by a 50 Ω microstrip line. The 
antenna parameters are optimized using CST microwave 
studio. Moreover, the ground plane is modified by cutting 
slots on the top edge to form a symmetrical sawtooth shape 
[8]. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Geometric layout of the proposed UWB 
antenna-Top view (left) and bottom view (right). 

 
The reflection coefficient of the proposed antenna has 
been analyzed CST simulator and verified using another 
electromagnetic simulator HFSS, shown in Figure 2. The 
antenna achieves -10dB impedance bandwidth of 8.57 
GHz (3.07- 11.64 GHz), which covers the entire UWB 
frequency band. The results using both CST and HFSS 
software show that the antenna achieves good impedance 
matching. The surface current distribution of the 
proposed antenna has been investigated for better 
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understanding surface current and proper electromagnetic 
behavior. The surface current distribution of the proposed 
antenna at 3.7 GHz and 9.7 GHz is depicted in Figure 3 
for observing EM behavior.  

 
Figure 2: Reflection coefficient of the proposed antenna 

  
 

(a)                           (b) 

Figure 3: Surface current distribution of the antenna- 
(a) at 3.7 GHz and (b) at 9.7 GHz 

 

3. Antenna experimental performance analysis 

The optimized structural parameters have been found 
after lots of optimization and parameter sweeps on antenna 
performance. The optimized parameters are mentioned in 
Figure 1. A set of prototype of the proposed antenna has 
been fabricated for experimental validation, illustrated in 
Figure 4. The reflection coefficient of the fabricated antenna 
has been measured using Agilent PNA N5227A network 
Analyzer and the result is depicted in Figure 5. It is 
observed from Figure 5 that there is a little disagreement 
between measured and simulated results. This may happen 
due to fabrication tolerances.  

 
 

Figure 4: Fabricated prototype of the proposed antenna 
 

 
Figure 5: Measured and simulated reflection coefficient 

prototype of the proposed antenna 
 

 
Figure 6: Measured radiation efficiency of the proposed 

antenna 
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Figure 7: Measured peak gain of the proposed antenna 

 
The farfield characteristics have been measured using 

SATIMO’s StarLab. Figure 8(a)–(b) shows the 3-D 
measured radiation patterns of the proposed antennas at 3.7, 
and 9.7 GHz, respectively.  
 

The measure radiation efficiency of the fabricated 
antenna is illustrated in Figure 6 and the average radiation 
efficiency is observed about 70%. Moreover, from Figure 7, 
it is shown that the minimum peat gain is 0.13094dB at 3.08 
GHz and the maximum peak gain achieved at 6Hz is 
5.49976 dB. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 8: Measured radiation pattern of the proposed 
antenna- (a) at 3.7 GHz and (b) at 9.7 GHz 

 

 
Figure 9: Measured group delay of the proposed antenna 

 
 

The group delay of the proposed antenna has been measured 
by placing two fabricated antennas at a distance of 50 cm 
and is shown in Figure 9. It is observed from Figure 9 that 
the group delay of the proposed antenna is less than 2.5 ns, 
which ensure the good linear transmission performance 
within the operating regions.  
 
The compactness of wideband antenna can be expressed in 
terms of the Bandwidth dimension ratio (BDR).This index 
term will show the achieved percentage operating 
bandwidth for  per electrical area unit. The BDR equation is 
written as follows: 

( %)

( )lenght width

BW
BDR

O O
 

u
 

Using the formula the proposed antenna has been 
achieved the BDR value of 5705.967. To ensure equitable 
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comparison between the proposed antenna and the reviewed 
antennas is shown in Table 1.  
 

Table 1: Comparison of the proposed antenna with 
reported antennas 

Ref Size [mm2] BDR Operating 
Frequency 

(GHz) 

[2] 42× 50 530.78 2.78-9.78 
[3] 22 × 24 2187.36 3-11.2 
[4] 25× 25 2136.06 2.6-13.04 
[6] 16 × 21 2652.28 3.40- 12.5 
[8] 22 × 30 2046.81 3.08 -15.9 
[9] 16 × 20 1227.03 4.8 - 14.5 

[10] 20 × 25 2285.36 3.1 -12.08 
Proposed 13 ×15 5705.967 3.07-11.64 

 

 

4. Conclusions 

A printed miniaturized antenna has been proposed having a 
dimension of 13 × 15 mm2. The perceptible novelties of the 
proposed antenna are  using triangular coupled-resonator for 
UWB antenna miniaturization. It is observed from 
simulation and measurement that the  proposed antenna has 
attained  -10dB impedance bandwidth of 8.57 GHz (3.07 to 
11.64 GHz), which covers the entire UWB band. According 
to the measured gain, efficiency and radiation pattern, the 
proposed antenna can be a good candidate for  UWB 
applications.  
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Abstract 
A novel wearable antenna with artificial magnetic 

conductor (AMC) fully fabricated using textile for Wireless 

Body Area Network (WBAN) is presented. The AMC unit 

element is designed based on a rectangular patch structure, 

which is then integrated using slots and slits for bandwidth 

broadening. Simulated and measured reflection and 

radiation performance indicate a satisfactory agreement, 

fulfilling the requirements for WLAN/WBAN applications 

both in free space and on body.  

 

1. Introduction 
Due to the lossy nature of the human body, 

electromagnetic interaction with the antenna must be 

minimized. A high front-to-back ratio (FBR) of the 

radiation is beneficiary to reduce this interaction. To enable 

a high FBR, artificial magnetic conductors (AMC) have 

been suggested as an effective solution [1-3]. In this work, a 

slotted microstrip antenna backed by an AMC plane is 

proposed for WLAN applications. The AMC plane is 

designed based on a slotted rectangular structure to ensure 

compactness. Compared to previous literature, this work 

features a relatively compact AMC unit cell sized at 50 x 50 

mm2, which is about 0.4 x 0.4 λ, for operation at 2.4 GHz, 
see Figure 1. The AMC bandwidth is from 2.24 GHz to 

2.51 GHz. The main radiator consists of a square patch with 

C-shaped notches in the middle of each of the edges, as 

illustrated in Figure 2. A rectangular ring slot is positioned 

centrally and fed using a 50 Ω SMA coaxial connector. The 
measured S11 is -12.4 dB and the simulated S11 is -15.65 

dB at the desired frequency of 2.45 GHz. 

The maximum realized gain and bandwidth of the 

antenna is about 2.42 dB and 9.85 % at 2.45 GHz 

respectively, while its total efficiency is more than 40 % at 

2.45 GHz, which is typical for textile antennas fabricated 

using these materials. It is also demonstrated that the AMC 

is effective in isolating the main radiator from the body. 

Besides that, the proposed AMC layer is also validated to be 

capable of reducing the antenna front-to-back ratio (FBR), 

gain improvement and bandwidth enhancement. When a 

normal ground is applied to the antenna without the AMC 

layer, a lower gain and bandwidth of 0.41 dB and 5.53 % is 

obtained at 2.45 GHz, while the total efficiency is also 

lower than 40 %. Suppressed backward radiation and 

reduced front-to-back ratioare ensured by the placement of 

an all-textile AMC plane. Effectively resulting in a reduced 

electromagnetic coupling with the body, it ensures a low 

SAR level of 0.0721 W/kg, which is far below the 

regulatory limit of 2 W/kg. Simulations and measurements 

performed in free space and on body are in good 

agreements, satisfactory fulfilling the requirements for 

WLAN / WBAN applications. 

 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 
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(c) 

Figure 1: AMC unit cell topology. (a) AMC dimensions, (b) 

side view and (c) performance. 
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(c) 

Figure 2: The proposed antenna (a) topology and 

dimensions, (b) perspective and side views; and (c) 

performance (black short dash line: simulated, long dash 

line: measured). 
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Abstract 

In this paper, a new design and analysis of metamaterial and 
its applications to modern handset is presented. The 
proposed metamaterial unit-cell design consists of two 
connected square spiral structures, which leads to increase 
the effective media ratio. The finite instigation technique 
(FIT) based on Computer Simulation Technology (CST) 
Microwave Studio is utilized in this investigation and the 
measurement is performed in an anechoic chamber. A good 
agreement is observed among simulated and measured 
results. The results indicate that the proposed metamaterial 
can successfully cover cellular phone frequency bands. 
Moreover, the uses of proposed metamaterial in modern 
handset antennas are also analyzed. The results reveal that 
the proposed metamaterial attachment significantly reduces 
SAR values without reducing the antenna performances.  

1. Introduction 

Due to many newborn applications, the research on 
metamaterials are increasing day by day. The metamaterials 
are artificial electromagnetic (EM) materials with some 
extraordinary EM properties [1]. However, the negative-
index metamaterial is such material which exhibits negative 
value of the effective refractive index over a certain 
frequency range. Usually, the index of reflection of a 
medium can be negative when both the effective 
permittivity and effective permeability of the media show 
negative values [2]. Metamaterials are being used for lots of 
applications such as super lens [3], biomedical equipment 
[4], invisible cloaks [5] and so no. Moreover, the use of 
metamaterials is also increasing for electronic and 
communication devices [6, 7]. The antenna performances 
can be enhanced using metamaterials [8] or it can be used to 
degrade the EM absorption of human body tissue [9]. 
Moreover, metamaterial antennas are introduced as a new 
way of constructing small and compact antennas [10]. 
        The metamaterial characteristics of the artificial 
structures are obtained only for a specific frequency band. 
In [11], an analysis of dielectric substrate effects on 
metamaterial characteristics was presented in terahertz 
frequency range. In [12], metamaterial superlens was 
proposed imaging in the optical frequency range. In [13], 
nanostructure cloak was proposed for optical frequencies. 
Although, the metamaterials are nano-structures for optical 

frequencies, those dimensions become to millimeters for 
microwave frequencies. In [14], design and analysis of 
double negative metamaterial was presented for X-band 
applications. A compact double negative metamaterial 
based on electric and magnetic resonator was introduced 
[15]. The results showed the negative refractive index from 
frequency 6.3 to 7.1 GHz.  In [16], a metamaterial design 
was proposed for C-, and S-band applications. The 
presented results showed that the proposed design was 
applicable from 3 GHz to upper frequencies. However, the 
mobile phone applications use microwave frequency range 
from 0.5 GHz to 6 GHz. To date, metamaterials are being 
used in this frequency range, the main drawback is that the 
dimensions can become impractically large. In [17], a new 
design of metamaterial structure is demonstrated for UTMS 
band, where the size of presented metamaterial array is not 
compatible with a modern cell phone. In [18], a 
metamaterial structure is used successfully for the SAR 
reduction in the human head for 900 MHz and 1800 MHz.  
But, the size of those structures is too large for mobile 
phone applications. 
      In this paper, a new negative index metamaterial design 
is proposed for lower microwave frequencies. The 
applications of proposed metamaterial to the present mobile 
phone antenna are also analyzed to validate the proposed 
design. This includes the use of proposed metamaterial in 
the mobile phone and corresponding analysis of the effects 
of metamaterial on antenna performances and specific 
absorption rate (SAR) in the human head.  

2. Design Analysis of Metamaterial 

The metamaterial for modern portable devices should be 
slim and compact in size. It also should have the capability 
of covering lower microwave frequency bands as the 
cellular phones use a frequency range from 0.5 GHz to 6 
GHz. To design such metamaterial, significant 
improvement in the ratio of its resonant wavelength λ0 and 
its physical size ‘a’ to may create new opportunities for 
portable device application. This effective media ratio (λ0/a) 
can be improved by increasing the inductance with multiple 
windings.  
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Figure 1: Geometry of proposed metamaterial (dimensions 
in millimeters).  
 

 
 
Figure 2: Unit-cell configurations: (a) unit-cell A, (b) unit-
cell B, and (c) unit-cell C.  

 
 
Figure 3: Array configuration: (a) array geometry of unit-
cell A and (b) fabricated prototype.  
 
       In this paper, a new design of metamaterial is proposed 
using two connected spiral structures capable of increasing 
inductance as indicated in Figure 1. Basically, such 
structure operates as like as an LC resonant circuit. The 
printed metal strip length is mainly responsible for creating 
inductance and splits are responsible for originating 
capacitance. Those inductance and capacitance lead to 
determine resonance frequencies. Three different unit-cell 
configurations- spiral structure on one side of the substrate 
(unit-cell A), spiral structure on both sides of substrate 
(unit-cell B), and both spiral structures connected using via 
(unit-cell C) as indicated in Figure 2 are studied in this 
paper. A 0.8 mm thicken FR-4 substrate is used for all unit-
cell configurations.   

3. Numerical Method 

The metamaterial for modern portable devices should be 
slim and compact in size. It also should The effective 
constitutive parameters of a metamaterial are extracted using 
an algorithm described in [19] from the effective thickness 
(d) and the complex S-parameters of slab.  Equation (1) 
expresses the complex wave impedance in terms of S-
parameters.   
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The complex effective refractive index, 
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can be expressed by 

following equations (2)-(4) following above mentioned 
method.  Here, neff denotes the refractive index and keff is 
extinction coefficient.     
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where, k0 is the free space wave number, m is integer 
indicating branch index  and ω is the angular frequency. 
 
The effective permittivity (ɛef) and effective permeability 
(μeff) of medium can be determined by using equations (5) 
and (6) respectively.  
 

eff

eff
eff Z
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                                                                         (5) 
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In simulation setup, metamaterial unit cell and arrays are 
imposed both perfect electric and magnetic boundaries and 
tested placing between two waveguide ports. The frequency 
range 0.5 GHz to 6 GHz is considered in this investigation. 
The simulations are performed in the design environment of 
CST Microwave studio.  

4. Effective Parameters of Metamaterial 

The effective parameters of the proposed design are 
extracted from S parameters and plotted using the described 
method in section III. Figure 4(a)-(c) indicate the effective 
relative permittivity for three different unit-cell 
configurations. Both real and imaginary part of effective 
permittivity are plotted. The unit-cell configurations called 
unit-cell A, unit-cell B, and unit-cell C are considered as 
described in section II. The effective permittivity of unit-
cell configurations show multiple resonances in the 
frequency range. The effective permittivity curves exhibit 
little bit variation for different unit-cell configurations. 
Strong resonance is found around 2 GHz. For Unit-cell A, 
the real part of effective permittivity exhibits negative 
values from 0.9 to 0.95 GHz, 2 to 2.5 GHz, from 2.8 to 3.75 
GHz, from 4.08 to 4.7 GHz, and 5.5 to 6 GHz. For unit-cell 
B, the effective permittivity curves change significantly 
compared to unit-cell A because of the spiral copper 
structure on both sides of the substrate. In case of unit-cell 
C, the interconnection between spiral copper structures 
reduces the capacitance between them and increase the total 
inductance. Hence, the effective permittivity curves change 
and the strong resonances are found compared to unit-cell A 
and B. 
        Figure 5(a)-(c) show both real and imaginary parts of 
effective relative permeability for unit-cell A, B, and C, 
respectively. For three different unit-cell configurations, the 
real part of effective permittivity curves show nearly 
identical resonance but the amplitude range varies 
significantly. The unit-cell A exhibits negative permeability 
from 3.1 to 6 GHz frequency considering real part. Unit-cell 
B and C also exhibit negative permeability from around 3.1 
GHz to the end of the frequency range. The effective 
refractive index also shows little bit variation for different 
unit-cell configurations as indicated in Figure 6(a)-(c). 
Although the effective refractive index show multiple 
resonances, the real part of effective refractive index starts 

negative value from 2.8 GHz to the end of the frequency 
range. For unit-cell A, effective refractive index exhibit 
negative characteristics from 2.79 to 6 GHz.  
 

 
 
Figure 4: Effective relative permittivity of proposed 
metamaterial unit-cell: (a) unit-cell A, (b) unit-cell B, and 
(c) unit-cell C.  
 
       A planar one dimensional array of unit-cell A is used 
for measurement purpose. The array is formed using 4 × 4 
unit-cell configurations (16 unit-cell). A comparison of the 
measured simulated data is plotted in Figure 7 in terms of a 
real part and imaginary part of the refractive index. In the 
measurement, only the array of unit-cell A is used to 
validate the simulated results. However, the S parameter 
(S11 and S21) is measured in an anechoic chamber and the 
post processing of the data is performed using identical 
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methods used in simulated data processing to extract 
effective parameters. The measured results show a similar 
tendency as simulated results with a slight shift in 
frequency.  
  

 
 
Figure 5: Effective relative permeability of proposed 
metamaterial unit-cell: (a) unit-cell A, (b) unit-cell B, and 
(c) unit-cell C. 
 

 
 
Figure 6: Effective refractive index of proposed 
metamaterial unit-cell: (a) unit-cell A, (b) unit-cell B, and 
(c) unit-cell C.   
 

 
Figure 7: Measured and simulated effective refractive index 
of array of unit-cell A. 
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5. SAR Reduction Using Metamaterial  

In this section, the effects of proposed metamaterial 
attachment in a mobile phone antenna are analyzed. The 
effects of metamaterial on antenna EM absorption 
characteristics are evaluated. A tri-band printed monopole 
antenna along with complete mobile phone model is used in 
this investigation. The geometry of the printed monopole 
antenna is collected from [20]. Although the used monopole 
antenna has three operating bands- GSM 900 MHz, GPS 
1500 MHz, and DCS 1800 MHz, the present study focus 
only two operating bands comprising GSM 900 MHz and 
DCS 1800 MHz. Figure 8(a) and 8(b) indicate the antenna 
geometry and fabricated prototype of antenna respectively. 
A fabricated prototype of one dimensional planar array of 
proposed metamaterial is shown in Figure 8 (c). The 
metamaterial array consists of 32 unit-cell (8 × 4) with 80 
mm × 40 mm × 0.8 mm total dimensions. The complete 
mobile phone model with monitor, casing, battery, RF 
component, PCB, speaker, camera, and buttons is used in 
this study. The mobile phone model with the relative 
position of the antenna and metamaterial is shown in Figure 
9 (a). To evaluate the specific absorption rate (SAR) values 
and a homogeneous SAM head phantom is utilized [21]. 
The properties of the tissue are collected from [22, 23]. 
Figure 9(b) indicates the cheek position of talk mode 
configuration of mobile phone and human head. The 
metamaterial is attached inside the mobile phone just next 
to the LCD monitor and the antenna is placed near to the 
back side of the mobile phone case box to ensure maximum 
separation between the antenna and metamaterial. This is 
due to the fact that the metamaterial is a resonator structure 
and it may affect the antenna resonance points and 
bandwidth.  On the other hand, the metamaterial is placed 
near to the front side of the mobile phone so that it can 
provide EM shielding towards human head. In this 
investigation, the 7.5 mm maximum possible distance 
between antenna and metamaterial structure is maintained 
as 10 mm thickness of mobile phone is used.  
        The SAR values of antenna with and without 
metamaterial are evaluated using the cheek position of talk 
mode configuration. The stimulated power 1 W (peak) is set 
for both antennas with and without metamaterial 
configurations. The equation (7) is used in calculating SAR 
values in the human head with the value of induced electric 
field strength (E), the conductivity (σ) and the density (ρ) of 
tissue [18].  
 

U
V
2

2E
SAR  

                                                                      (7) 
 
An IEEE standard algorithm [25] is utilized to determine 
the peak SAR in the human head averaged over standard 1 g 
and 10 g tissue.  
         Figure 10 illustrates the 3D surface distribution of 
SAR along with values at 900 MHz and 1800 MHz for both 
with and without metamaterial configurations. The results 
indicate a significant amount of reduction in SAR values 
towards the human head due to the effects of metamaterial. 

At 900 MHz metamaterial leads to reduce 17.4% 1 g SAR 
and 18.6% 10 g SAR. Likewise, 30.7% reduction is 
observed for 1 g SAR and 42.05% for 10 g SAR at 1800 
MHz. Basically, the metamaterial can trap a part of EM 
energy by its extraordinary electromagnetic properties. 
         

 
Figure 8: (a) Printed monopole antenna geometry, (b) 
fabricated prototype of antenna, and (c) fabricated prototype 
of metamaterial.     
 

 
 
Figure 9: (a)  Mobile phone model and (b) cheek position of 
talk mode configuration of mobile with SAM head. 
 
        The measurement of SAR values is performed using 
the COMOSAR measurement system as indicated in Figure 
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11. Only the mobile phone with metamaterial configuration 
is used in the measurement and measurement results are 
compared to simulated data to validate the results. Figure 12 
shows the comparison of measured and simulated SAR 
values in case of antenna with proposed metamaterial 
attachment only. The results indicate almost identical SAR 
values for both simulation and measurement.  
 

 
 
Figure 10: SAR values with and without metamaterial 
configurations. 
 

 
 
Figure 11: Experimental set-up for the measurement SAR. 
 

 
 
Figure 12: Measured and simulated SAR values for with 
metamaterial configuration. 

6. Conclusions 

This study presents design, analysis and application of a 
new negative index metamaterial for modern mobile phone. 
The proposed metamaterial unit-cell has successfully 
exhibited negative refractive index from 2.9 GHz to 6 GHz. 
In addition, the designed metamaterial shows negative 
permittivity at cellular phone frequencies (GSM 900 MHz, 
DCS 1800 MHz, and GSM 1900 MHz). A one dimensional 
planar array of proposed metamaterial unit-cell is used in 
mobile phone with printed monopole antenna. The results 
indicate significant reduction in SAR values in the human 
head with a little bit improvement of antenna performances. 
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Abstract 

In this paper, a low SAR metamaterial embedded planar 
monopole antenna is introduced for a wireless 
communication system. A printed monopole antenna is 
designed for modern mobile, which operates in GSM, 
UMTS, LTE, WLAN, and Bluetooth frequency bands. A 
metamaterial structure is designed to use in the mobile 
handset with a multi-band printed monopole antenna. The 
finite integration technique (FIT) of the CST microwave 
studio is used in this study. The measurement of antenna 
performances is performed in an anechoic chamber and the 
SAR values are measured using COMOSAR system. The 
results indicate that metamaterial structure leads to reduce 
SAR without affecting antenna performance significantly. 
According to the measured results, the metamaterial 
attachment leads to reduce 87.7% Peak SAR, 68.2% 1 g 
SAR, and 46.78% 10 g SAR compared to antenna without 
metamaterial.   

1. Introduction 

The portable terminal devices become the part and parcel of 
modern life and the uses of those are increasing day by day. 
The electromagnetic (EM) radiation from those devices is 
exposed on human for a long duration of the day. This may 
lead potential health hazard, because the radiation from the 
antenna can penetrate the human body tissue [1].  It is either 
caused short term effects or long term effects. In previous 
research, it was found out that the frequent use of mobile 
phone increased twofold risk of affected by brain cancer 
and fivefold of the similar risk increased among the 
youngsters [2]. According to the World Health Organization 
(WHO), EM radiation from portable devices may cause 
cancer [3]. This is in-line with the International Agency for 
Research Cancer (IARC) classification which claimed that 
the EM fields were possibly carcinogenic to humans under 
the Group 2B carcinogen [4].  The specific absorption rate 
(SAR) values are defined to evaluate EM absorption in the 
body tissue [5]. This SAR could be defined as power 
absorbed over a unit mass of body tissue and denoted in 
terms of watt per kilogram. International authoritative 
bodies regulated the limits of safe SAR absorbed upon 
human. The SAR safe limit of 1.6 W/kg over 1 g and 2 
W/kg for 10 g of body tissue [6].  

       In the last decade, several methods have been proposed 
for the reduction of EM radiation towards human for 
different types of antenna. Antenna design is changing day 
by day due the meet the increasing demand of the market. 
The first generation of mobile phone antenna was external 
antenna such as monopole, dipole and helical antenna, 
which usually mounted on the top of cell phone body [7]. 
However, the recent trend is to use internal and planar 
antenna such as planar inverted-F antenna (PIFA), printed 
monopole antenna, and microstrip path antenna for handset 
devices to get low profile, high gain and multi-band 
characteristics. In previous research, the radio frequency 
(RF) shielding using ferrite sheet has been used for 
reduction of the SAR in the human head in case of PIFA, 
helical and monopole antenna [8]–[10]. The reduction of 
power absorption in the head was also investigated by 
increasing the antenna directivity which can be achieved by 
using director or reflectors coupled with monopole or dipole 
antenna [11], [12]. In addition, the reduction of SAR values 
have been also performed by using artificial magnetic 
conductor (AMC) or electromagnetic band gap (EBG) 
surfaces using the stop band of those periodic structures at 
designing frequency [13], [14]. Recently, metamaterials 
have been proposed for the SAR reduction of cell phone as 
they exhibit extraordinary physical properties over a 
frequency band [15], [16]. The Metamaterial technique of 
SAR reduction seems to be more suitable for modern 
compact multi-band mobile phone.  
      In [16], an investigation of the SAR reduction of dipole 
antenna using metamaterial was presented considering 
GSM 900 MHz and 1800 MHz frequency bands. The 
results reported that the metamaterial structure placed 
between antenna and human head can reduce the EM 
absorption in the human head tissue. Although the results 
showed an effective SAR reduction, the proposed SRR 
structure size is not compatible with handset antenna. In 
[17], a study on miniaturization of microstrip antenna with 
double negative metamaterial was presented. The results 
showed that the microstrip antenna size as well as SAR in 
the human head can be reduced by this technique. In [18], 
an analysis of SAR reduction using single negative 
metamaterial was presented for PIFA at 900 MHz. In [19], a 
split ring resonator (SSR) structure was proposed for the 
reduction of SAR for ultra wideband (UWB) vest antenna. 
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In [20], a metamaterial based handset PIFA antenna is 
presented as low SAR antenna at WiMAX (2.4 GHz) band 
by adding extra meta-surface in the ground plane of the 
antenna. A miniature triangular shaped metamaterial in [21] 
was used in between human head and a PIFA to reduce 
SAR at GSM 900 MHz. In [22], a low SAR PIFA was 
introduced with modified ground plane of the antenna using 
metamaterial arrays for dual band operation at GSM 900 
MHz and 1800 MHz.   
       In this paper, the metamaterial structure is imposed in a 
handset with a printed monopole antenna. The printed 
monopole antenna is designed for wireless communication 
to operate over GSM, UMTS, LTE, WLAN, and Bluetooth 
frequency bands. The antenna performances comprising 
return loss, efficiency, gain, and radiation pattern are 
analyzed with and without metamaterial configurations. 
Moreover, the SAR in the human head and total absorbed 
power by the user are evaluated and the effectiveness of 
SAR reduction of metamaterial is analyzed in this study.  

2. Antenna Design Analysis 

Figure 1(a) indicates the geometry of proposed printed 
monopole antenna. Black color indicates the copper layer 
on the substrate. The antenna design consists of an F-shaped 
radiation coupled with a microstrip-fed line and a U-shaped 
parasitic element printed on the front side of the substrate. 
A 0.8 mm thicken FR-4 material is used as the substrate. A 
partial ground plane is used on the other side of the 
substrate.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(a) 

 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

(b) 
Figure 1: Proposed printed monopole antenna: (a) antenna 
geometry (dimensions in millimeter) and (b) fabricated 
prototype.      

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: Simulated and measured return loss of proposed 
antenna.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(a) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(b) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(c) 
 
Figure 3: Current distribution of proposed antenna: (a) at 
2.1 GHz, (b) at 2.3 GHz, and (c) at 2.5 GHz.  
 
      A 50 Ω SMA connector is used as the feeding port 
between the end of microstrip-fed line and ground plane. 
The design simulation is performed in CST Microwave 
studio and the measurement is done in an anechoic 
chamber. Figure 2 indicates simulated and measured return 
loss characteristics of proposed antenna. An Agilent vector 
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network analyzer (VNA) is used to evaluate reflection 
coefficient of antenna and then it converted into return loss. 
The measured result exhibits very good agreement with 
simulated data indicating almost equal impedance 
bandwidth (from 1.8 GHz to 3.2 GHz). The simulated 
current distributions of proposed antenna are presented in 
Figure 3(a)-(c) at 2.1 GHz, 2.3 GHz, and 2.5 GHz 
respectively. The current distribution clearly shows that the 
parasitic element carries more current at the lower 
frequencies and less current at the upper frequencies.    

3. Metamaterial Design Analysis  

Figure 4(a) exhibits the structure of metamaterial unit-cell. 
The geometry of metamaterial unit-cell is collected from 
[23]. The dimensions of metamaterial unit-cell are 16 mm × 
12 mm × 0.8 mm. A planer one layer metamaterial array is 
formed arranging 6 × 3 unit-cell (18 unit-cell). The array 
dimensions are 96 mm × 36 mm × 0.8 mm. The 
metamaterial array is fabricated on 0.8 mm thicken FR-4 
substrate using printed copper strips. A fabricated prototype 
of metamaterial array is shown in Figure 4(b). The effective 
constitutive parameters of a metamaterial are extracted using 
an algorithm described in [24] from the effective thickness 
(d) and the complex S-parameters of slab.  Equation (1) 
expresses the complex wave impedance in terms of S-
parameters.   
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The complex effective refractive index, 
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equations (2)-(4) following above mentioned method.  Here, 
neff denotes the refractive index and keff is extinction 
coefficient.     
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where, k0 is the free space wave number, m is integer 
indicating branch index  and ω is the angular frequency.  
The effective permittivity (ɛef) and effective permeability 
(μeff) of medium can be determined by using equations (5) 
and (6) respectively.  
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(a)                                               (b) 
 
Figure 4: (a) Metamaterial unit-cell geometry (dimensions in 
millimeter) and (b) fabricated prototype of metamaterial 
array. 
  

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 5: Effective parameters of metamaterial: (a) effective 
permittivity, (b) effective permeability, and (b) effective 
refractive index.  
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The dimension of the metamaterial unit - cell are chosen to 
get double-negative characteristics of the operating 
frequency bands of proposed antenna. The scattering 
parameters of the unit-cell are obtained from the CST design 
environment, imposing perfect electric conducting (PEC) 
and perfect magnetic conducting (PMC) boundaries [25]. 
Figure 5 exhibits the effective permittivity, effective 
permeability and effective refractive index of proposed 
metamaterial unit-cell. The results successfully show that 
the designed metamaterial unit-cell acts as a double-negative 
metamaterial from 2.9 GHz to 5 GHz. The presented 
metamaterial array configuration leads to shift resonance 
points slightly compared to unit-cell and the simultaneous 
negative values of effective permittivity and permeability 
are still observed from them at the operating frequency 
bands of the antenna.  

4. Antenna Performances Analysis 

In this study, a complete handset model (dimensions 102 
mm × 42 mm × 10 mm) with battery, camera, speaker, 
circuits, LCD screen, and the plastic housing is used. The 
LCD dimensions are 94 mm × 40 mm × 2 mm, which is 
modeled using LCD film type material with 4.78 relative 
permittivity (ɛr). The plastic housing is made of polyvinyl 
chloride material (PVC) with 2.8 relative permittivity. Other 
components- battery, camera, and speaker are modeled 
using perfect electric conductor (PEC) material. A 3D view 
of handset model is indicated in Figure 6. 
 

 
Front View                                  Side View 

 
Figure 6: Handset model.  
 
       The antenna performances in terms of return loss, 
efficiency, gain, and radiation pattern are evaluated for both 
antennas with and without metamaterial configurations. 
Figure 7 shows the return loss characteristics of proposed 
antenna with and without metamaterial. The results reveal 
that the metamateial loading leads to two more resonance 
point, but does not change the operating bandwidth of 
antenna considerably.  The antenna without metamaterial 
shows impedance bandwidth from 1.8 GHz to 3.2 GHz, 
which can cover DCS 1800 MHz, PCS 1900 MHz, GSM 
1900 MHz, UMTS 2100 MHz, LTE (2300-2400) MHz, 
LTE (2500-2690) MHz, Bluetooth (2400-2800) MHz, 

WLAN (2400-2485) MHz, WiMAX (2500-2690) MHz. On 
the other hand, the antenna with metamaterial exhibits 
impedance bandwidth from 1.96 GHz to 3.15 GHz (about 
1.2 GHz).  Figure 8 shows the measured gain radiation 
pattern of proposed antenna at 2.5 GHz. The results show 
near omnidirectional radiation patterns in the Phi=90 degree 
plan. The radiation patterns of proposed antenna are quite 
similar to the planar quarter-wavelength mono-pole 
antenna. The measured values of gain of proposed antenna 
are 2.64 dB and 2.47 dB for without metamaterial and with 
metamaterial configurations respectively. Moreover, 
antenna total efficiencies for without metamaterial and with 
metamaterial are quite similar amounting 90% and 88.2% 
respectively.  
 

 
 
Figure 7: Return loss charcteristics of proposed antenna 
with and without metamaterial configurations.  
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Figure 8: Measured gain radiation pattern of proposed 
antenna at 2.5 GHz.  
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5. Specific Absorption Rate Analysis  

The interaction between the mobile phone antenna and 
human body tissue is evaluated using SAM flat phantom. 
The SAR values are measured using the COMOSAR 
measurement system in the SAR Measurement Laboratory 
of Universiti Teknology Malaysia (UTM). Figure 9 
indicates the SAR measurement setup. The COMOSAR 
measurement system consists of 6 axis robot, E-field probe, 
SAM flat phantom, tissue simulating liquid, mobile phone 
holder, and data acquisition system. The frequency 
dependent parameters permittivity and conductivity of 
human tissues was considered. A standard algorithm (IEEE 
1528) [26] is used to evaluate SAR averaged over 1 g and 
10 g of head tissue. Table 1 shows the SAR values of 
proposed antenna at 2.1 GHz and 2.5 GHz frequencies 
considering cheek position of talk mode. The 1 g SAR, and 
10 g SAR are calculated from 3D area scan (dx=14mm, 
dy=14mm, and h= 5.00 mm) around the hotspot. The 
obtained results indicate a significant amount of SAR 
reduction in the human head due to the metamaterial 
attachment compared to without metamaterial antenna. The 
metamaterial attachment leads to reduce 68.2% 1 g SAR, 
and 46.78% 10 g SAR at 2.1 GHz compared to antenna 
without metamaterial. As expected, results from 2.5 GHz 
also show a similar tendency.  
  

 
 
Figure 9: SAR measurement setup.  

 
Table 1: SAR values in the human head for proposed antenna.   
 SAR at 2.1 GHz  SAR at 2.5 GHz 
Averaging Mass 1 g  10 g  1 g  10 g  
W/O Metamaterial 2.546 1.211 2.946 1.412 
With Metamaterial 1.456 0.782 1.756 0.962 
 
       Figure 10 indicate the surface distribution of SAR of 
antenna without metamaterial and with metamaterial 
attachment. In the surface distribution of SAR, X- and Y-
directions are considered in horizontal and vertical planes. 
On the other hand, Z-direction is considered normal to the 
XY surface, which can indicates length inside human head 
tissue. In Figure 10, constant Z=0.3 is used and the intensity 
of SAR is plotted with the variations of X and Y. A color 
scale is added to the plot, which indicates the value of SAR 

at different points. The surface distribution of SAR also 
confirms that the antenna with metamaterial attachment 
produces lower power absorption in the human head 
compared to the without metamaterial configuration.  
 
W/O Metamaterial With Metamaterial 

  
At 2.1 GHz 

  
At 2.5 GHz 

   
Figure 10: Surface distribution of SAR at 2.6 GHz: (a) 
antenna without metamaterial and (b) antenna with 
metamaterial.  

6. Conclusions 

In this paper, a metamaterial inspired low SAR printed-
monopole antenna is proposed for wireless communication. 
The antenna shows impedance bandwidth from 1.8 GHz to 
3.2 GHz. The results indicate that the metamaterial 
attachment reduces the SAR in the human head 
significantly without affecting antenna performances 
significantly. The measured results indicate that the 
metamaterial attachment leads to reduce 87.7% Peak SAR, 
68.2% 1 g SAR, and 46.78% 10 g SAR compared to 
antenna without metamaterial.  
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Abstract 

In this paper, we study the response of ZnAl2O4 (zinc 
aluminate) ceramics to an ultra-wideband (UWB) antenna. 
The ZnAl2O4 is prepared by the sol-gel technique. The X-
ray diffraction (XRD) pattern and the Fourier transform 
infra-red (FTIR) reveal the characteristic peaks of 
ZnAl2O4 with the standard pattern of face centered cubic 
(fcc) spinel structure and indicate the formation of metal 
oxide along with the presence of H2O molecules. A 
dielectric constant (εr) of 8.50 and loss tangent (tanδ) of 
0.05 are obtained for ZnAl2O4 ceramics. The measurement 
results show a remarkable achievement of 127% 
bandwidth (return loss > 10 dB) with a bandwidth ratio of 
4.5: 1. The impedance bandwidth, stable radiation pattern 
of the proposed antenna makes it appropriate for many 
wideband communication applications.  

1. Introduction 

The ZnAl2O4, is a rare mineral belonging to a spinel group 
[1] having a general formula of AB2O4. In general, A-site 
is the divalent cations and B-site is the trivalent cations in 
the face center cubic (fcc) oxygen lattice of the spinel 
structure [2]. According to various researchers, ZnAl2O4 
has become very popular in its spinel groups due to their 
unique electrical and optical properties [3]. ZnAl2O4 has 
been used as ceramic, optical and electrical materials [6] 
and also catalyst support [4, 5]. The high mechanical 
resistance and thermal stability and low surface acidity of 
the aluminum spinel was confirmed by many researchers 
[7]. Microwave dielectric ceramics which were based on 
ZnAl2O4 were reported that, this material has good 
research potential in the future of microwave applications 
[8, 9]. 
 
The multi-frequency microstrip antenna has become one 
of the most important devices and attracted much interests. 
There are many commercial services such as WiMAX, 
WLAN, GPS, ISM (Industrial, Scientific and Medical) and 
mobile that use microstrip antenna due to their low profile. 

However, the dielectric substrate of microstrip antennas 
limit the size as well as affecting efficiency and 
bandwidth. To overcome such drawback of the microstrip 
antenna, a dielectric ceramics consist of high dielectric 
permittivity and low loss tangent could be one of the 
solutions. Several techniques such as co-precipitation 
method [12], solid state reaction [10, 11] and sol-gel 
method [13] were utilized to synthesize ZnAl2O4. Compare 
to all other techniques, sol-gel method draws most 
attention due to their unique characteristics of producing 
fine and pure powder at low temperature [14]. 
 
The current users of wireless communication are strongly 
searching for an ultra-wideband antenna to cover both the 
short range and high data rate transmission for numerous 
applications. Since Federal Communication Commission 
(FCC) releases unlicensed band (3.1 GHz-10.6 GHz) for 
UWB communication, several techniques have been 
introduced to design UWB antenna to support high data 
rate transmission in wireless communication. It is still 
quite challenging to design a wideband antenna which is 
compact in size, efficient and at the same time light in 
weight. Several researchers suggested to use coplanar 
waveguide fed and microstrip line-fed antennas for UWB 
applications. Many other techniques for bandwidth 
antenna such as- connecting numerous radiating elements 
to form an array antenna [15], log periodic array antenna 
[16], inserting a capacitive coupling between the patch and 
ground plane [17], introducing slots on the radiating patch 
[18, 19], using a tapered feed line [20], notching the 
ground plane and/or the patch [21,22], modifying the 
shape of the radiating element and adding a shorting pin 
[23] were also reported. However the antennas mentioned 
above are not planar structured as they were set above a 
big ground plane which resulted increased antenna size 
and cannot easily embedded into wireless devices or 
cannot be integrated with other RF circuits. In recent years 
several other techniques have been introduced for 
bandwidth enhancement, such as: modified trapezoid 
shaped hole in the patch [24], implanting notches both in 
patch and ground plane [26], feeding strip of trident shape 
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with impedance transformer [25], two bevel slots and two 
semicircle slots on upper and bottom edge respectively 
[27], rectangular slot on upper portion of the ground plane 
[28] and staircase structured bowtie radiating patch [29]. 
Several other methods like increased steps to the lower 
edge of the radiating patch [30], addition of circular round 
shape patch [31], adding extra stub at the edge of the 
circular patch [32] and inclusion of slit at any side of the 
patch [33] were also reported.  
 
In this paper, a printed ultra-wideband antenna fabricated 
on a ZnAl2O4 ceramics substrate with dimensions of 28.5 
× 20 mm2 is proposed. The use of high dielectric 
permittivity helps to reduce the overall dimension. An 
ultra-bandwidth is achieved by executing an appropriate 
impedance-matching asymmetric feed line and a partial 
ground plane. Measured results demonstrate that the 
antenna has an extremely wide bandwidth ranging from 
2.8–12.6 GHz with a ratio bandwidth of 4.5:1. In addition, 
the proposed antenna is compact, simple and easy to 
fabricate. The proposed antenna’s design and 
measurement results obtained for this antenna is described 
in details in the following sections. 

2. Materials and Methods 

The starting raw materials were Zinc nitrate [Zn 
(NO3)2.6H2O, M=297.49 gmol-1], Aluminum nitrate [Al 
(NO3)3.9H2O, M=375.13 gmol-1], Citric acid 
[C6H8O7.H2O, M=210.14 gmol-1] and polar solvent (e.g. 
distil water). The raw materials were weighed out in 
stoichiometric proportion and completely dissolved in 
distilled water with molar ratio 1:1. Citric acid was used as 
chelating agent. The solution was heated at 70o C for 5 to 
6 hours with continuous stirring until the formation of gel. 
Yellow gel was obtained after evaporated the water 
completely by heating several more hours.  

Fig.1 Flowchart for sample preparation of ZnAl2O4 
compounds 
 

The gel was then dried at 150оC for 2 to 4 hours in 
alumina crucible furnace till the powder became saggy and 
turned into greenish color. It was annealed at 450oC, 
550oC and 650oC at crucible furnace for 1 hour after 
grinding the precursor. The synthesized powder was then 
added to a PVA solution and was heated at 60º C for 72 
hours. Polymer substrate was obtained after evaporated the 
water completely. The film phase with CuKα radiation 
was analyzed by X-ray diffractometer (XRD) at 
wavelength 1.5406 Å at XRD (Siemens D-500). FTIR 
spectroscopy analysis was used to identify the chemical 
bonding states of the ZnAL2O4 compounds. The dielectric 
permittivity and loss tangent were measured by using 
dielectric measurement kit (DAK3.5) at 1-6 GHz 
frequency range.  The brief procedure of the preparation is 
shown in the flowchart in Fig. 1. 

3. Results and Discussion 

 
Fig. 2 shows the XRD patterns of the ZnAl2O4 samples 
annealed at 450º C, 550º C and 650º C for 1 hour. The 
extend of samples’ crystallization were analyzed using 
XRD. The annealed samples show the diffraction patterns 
of ZnAl2O4 phase which were indexed in JCPDS 01-070-
8181. All the observed peaks of ZnAl2O4 appearing at 2θ 
=31.16º, 36.76º, 44.76º, 55.66º and 59.48º can be indexed 
as (220), (311), (331), (422) and (511) crystal planes 
structure respectively. This pattern confirms the 
development of phase-centered cubic structure.  
  

Fig.2 XRD patters of ZnAl2O4 nanostructure for different 
annealing temperatures 
 

The diffraction peaks that we found are well match with 
those described by Khaledi [34] and Zulfakar [35]. The 
crystallite size, D of prominent peak (311) can be 
calculated using Scherrer’s equation formula [36]: 

                                               (1) 

Where λ refers to X-ray wavelength (1.54059 Å), k 
denotes Scherrer constant (0.94), β indicates the 
broadening of the diffraction line which was measured at 
the half of its maximum intensity in radians and θ 
represents the diffraction angle. The average crystallite 
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size of each samples were calculated within range of 20-
80º (2θ) from the broadening XRD diffraction lines have 
been listed in Table I. These variations can be attributed to 
change in the morphology of the nanostructure powders 
during thermal treatment. The experimental lattice 
parameter reduced from 8.085 Å to 8.084 Å due to XRD 
spectra that shifted to higher (right) angle. Normally, the 
decreases of lattice parameters are able to increase the 
density as well as dielectric constant.  
 
TABLE I: Specific data for diffraction angle, crystallite 
size and plane for ZnAl2O4 samples with different 
annealing temperature   

 
The FTIR spectrum of the ZnAl2O4 nanoparticles prepared 
by sol-gel method presented in Fig. 3. The analysis of the 
ceramics was performed in the wave number region from 
400 to 4000 per cm. It was used to determine the 
vibrational stretch frequency of metal-oxygen bond. In 
Fig. 3, a broad absorption band centered at 3440.4 cm-1 
corresponds to the OH group. This band is attributed to the 
deformative vibration of water molecules [36]. In plot (b), 
the band at 1500 cm-1 corresponds to the formation of 
metal hydroxides as an intermediate compound before the 
formation of zinc aluminate spinel. In plot for 450°C, the 
peak observed at 2339.2 cm-1 indicates to the presence of 
oxygen-oxygen bonds in the fcc crystal lattice of oxygen 

Fig.3 FTIR spectrum of ZnAl2O4 prepared by sol-gel 
method 
 
atoms [37]. This peak can be treated as a characteristic 
feature of spinel structured crystallites. Three sharp 
absorption bands are visible within the range of 400-900 
cm-1 associated with the vibration of Zn-O, Al-O and Zn-
O-Al bonds, indicating the formation of ZnAl2O4 [34]. A 
dielectric measurement kit (DAK 3.5) was employed to 
measure the dielectric properties of ZnAl2O4.  

The measurement was plotted in frequency range from 1 
GHz to 6 GHz. Fig 4 depicts a steady decrease in the 
dielectric constant with applied frequency for all the 
samples. Such decreases in dielectric constant is the 
subsequent of existing interfacial polarization which 
increase the relaxation time compared to the dipolar 
polarization. This phenomenon is known as Debye 
equation. The samples annealed at 550º C reported the 
highest dielectric value 8.70 which is in agreement with 
the previous report [38]. The measured dielectric  

Fig.4 Variation of dielectric permittivity for ZnAl2O4 
samples for different annealing temperatures  
 
permittivity value varied from 8.10-8.70. This increased 
value of dielectric permittivity was caused by the 
increased crystallite size when annealed at higher 
temperatures.  

 
Fig.5 Variation of loss tangent for different annealing 
temperatures  

 

There are two types of losses in dielectric materials. 
A conduction loss, due to the flow of electron    
charges and a dielectric loss caused by the atom 
movement in an alternating field. Among the total 
core loss, dielectric loss plays an important role in 
microwave dielectric materials. The loss tangent is 
defined as the ratio of the lossy reaction to the 
electric field E in the curl equation to the lossless 
reaction and is less than 90°. The dielectric loss is 

Annealed 
Temperature 

2θ (Degree) Crystallite 
size, D  

hkl 

450 36.70 18.03 311 

550 36.76 19.92 311 

650 36.74 19.12 311 
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measured from this loss tangent angle. Antenna 
efficiency increases with the decrease of dielectric 
loss. The values of loss tangent are tabulated in Table 
II. 

TABLE II: Microwave dielectric properties of ZnAl2O4 
samples at different annealing temperature   

 
Fig. 6(a) depicts the geometries of realized planar 
monopole antenna. In this study, we selected the planar 
antenna due to their unique feature of miniature size, 
minimal cost, least power density, simple design, stable 
radiation characteristics, easy assembling and integrated 
with microwave circuitry. The square patch with 
dimension Wp × Lp is coated with copper target of 200 
nm on a ZnAl2O4 substrate utilizing the magnetron 
sputtering. The radiation patch is 3.6 mm away from the 
left edge of the substrate. For the impedance matching that 
results in bandwidth enhancement, an asymmetric feed 
line technique is introduced. A microstrip feed line of 
width Wf, which is connected to the radiating patch is 
coated 6.3 mm away from the left edge of the substrate. 
The dimensions of the ground plane plays a significant 
role on reflection coefficient (S11) and bandwidth. The 
fractional ground plane of dimension W × LG, width of 5.5 
mm, that is taken as optimized value is coated with copper 
target, using magnetron sputtering with 200nm of 
thickness on the opposite side of the substrate. A 50 Ω 
characteristic impedance is achieved with 6mm microstrip 
feed line. A 50 Ω SMA connector is connected to the 
microstrip feed line. The space between the microstrip line 
and the partial ground plane, (h) plays an important role in 
achieving ultra-wideband width. An optimized value of 
0.5 mm is chosen to maintain the good impedance  

 
Fig.6 (a). Geometry of the proposed antenna (b). Prototype 
of the proposed antenna 
 
bandwidth with better return loss values. The overall 
dimension of the proposed antenna is W × L. The 
prototype of the antenna is shown in Fig. 6 (b).  
 

The high frequency simulation software (HFSS) which is 
based on finite element method have been employed to 
analyze the performance of the proposed antenna. A vector 
network analyzer N5227A PNA (10 MHz-67 GHz) was 
deployed to measure the reflection coefficient of the 
realized antenna. Fig. 7 presents the reflection coefficient 
(S11) of the proposed antenna for both measured and 
simulation. Here, the proposed antenna achieved a 
bandwidth of 127% (from 2.8 to 12.6 GHz) and a ratio 
bandwidth of 4.5:1. The proposed antenna can cover the 
operating spectrum of ISM (2/5 GHz), WiMAX (3.5/5.5 
GHz), WLAN (5.2/5.8 GHz), UWB (3.1-10.6 GHz) and 
upcoming 5G (above 6 GHz). A small deviation was 
observed due to the fabrication tolerance.  
 

Fig.7 Measured and simulated reflection coefficient of the 
proposed antenna 
 
Fig. 8 depicts the measured radiation patterns in two 
principal planes-namely, E (XZ) and H (XY) planes for 
two resonant frequencies at 4.38 and 8.96 GHz. Satimo 
hybrid StarLab in an anechoic chamber were deployed to 
measure the radiation patterns. It is observed that the 
radiation patterns in the E plane at the low frequency of 
4.4 GHz has the typical figure-eight shape for co 
polarization and near omnidirectional radiation pattern for 
cross-polarization. As the frequency increases, higher 
order current modes get excited and the radiation patterns 
become directional with slight deformations. Ripples can 
be observed at higher frequencies in both E and H- planes 
owing to the generations of higher-order resonant modes. 
The cross polarization components increase at higher 
frequencies due to the increase in orthogonal surface 
currents.  

Annealed 
Temperature 

Dielectric 
Constant 

Loss 
Tangent 

450 8.10 0.09 

550 8.70 0.07 

650 8.50 0.05 
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Fig.8 Measured radiation patterns of realized antenna at 
different frequencies 
 

4. Conclusions 

A microstrip line-fed printed planar antenna has been 
proposed and fabricated on ZnAl2O4 ceramics substrate. 
Experimental results confirm the formation of zinc 
aluminate of high dielectric constant with low loss 
tangent. The structure of the proposed antenna is simple 
and can easily be manufactured. The measurement shows 
that the proposed antenna achieves good impedance 
bandwidth and stable radiation pattern over an operating 
bandwidth of 2.8-12.6 GHz. The corresponding -10 dB S11 
bandwidth was 127% with 4.5: 1 ratio bandwidth. The 
stable radiation pattern with a linear phase variation and 
stable group delay makes the proposed antenna suitable 
for being used in UWB applications. 
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Abstract 

In this work, a high gain patch antenna using multilayer 
FSS radome is proposed for millimiter wave applications. The 
antenna operating frequency is operating at 43.5 GHz.  

The antenna/radome system consists of one, two, three, 
or four layers of metasurfaces (FSS) placed in the near-field 
region of microstrip patch antenna (MPA). The 
antenna/radome system gain is improved by 9 dBi compared 
to patch antenna alone and the radiation pattern half-power 
beamwidth is reduces to 20) in both E- and H-planes. 

Key words: Antenna, Frequency selective surface (FSS), 
Metamaterial, Finite FSS radome. 

1. Introduction 

Frequency Selective Surfaces (FSS) are planar infinite 
array of periodically arranged unit cell on dielectric substrate 
[1] [2]. The cells are constructed from metallic patch or 
aperture element that exhibits perfect reflection or 
transmission, respectively, in the neighborhood of the 
resonant element [3]. FSSs are widely and intensively 
investigated [4] and the progress in terms of manufacturing of 
micro- and nanostructures on one hand, and the promising 
properties of the artificial periodic structures on the other 
hand, made necessary the use of FSSs very attractive for many 
applications. Many design are proposed such as ultra-band or 
dual-band FSS using multilayer FSSs [5]-[6], compact FSS 
using the fractal configuration [7]-[8], and radomes for 
aeronautical applications [3]. These designs greatly improve 
the FSSs performances. 

Radomes are electromagnetic pass-band filters. Ideally, 
they have to be electromagnetically transparent, in the 
operating frequency band. They are essential components that 
protect radars against physical environment and help to reduce 
the operational coast [9].  

In practical applications, FSS radomes have usually 
curved shapes and are of finite extent. In addition, when the 
radome is located close to the antenna, mutual coupling 
between the antenna and FSS cannot be neglected. These 
factors will seriously modify the radiation performance of 
antenna [10][11]. Another adverse effect of radomes is the 
presence of water or ice which causes radio signals 
degradations.  

Depending on the operating frequency and physical 
elements, radomes can significantly deteriorate radar signals 
especially for higher frequencies [*12]. In consequence, 
millimeter-wave systems introduce a set of particular severe 
requirements from the antenna point of view. Therefore, high 

directive antennas are required to overcome the 
aforementioned degradation. Finally, the antennas must be 
small, low-profile, lightweight, and low-cost in order to be 
successfully integrated in a commercial wireless system. 

In this paper, an FSS radome is proposed to improve a  
patch antenna gain and make it more directive. The proposed 
FSS radome is then used as a superstrate. The FSS radome is 
placed in the near-field region of the MPA to form an 
antenna/radome system. The antenna and FSS unit are 
designed separately.  

2. Frequency selective surface design 

Up today, the most used FSS are constituted by 
cascading several sheets (metasurface), one behind the other 
and separated by spacer [13]. The addition of a superstrate 
layer over microstrip patch antenna (MPA) has been reported 
to enhance the antenna gain and radiation efficiency. 
Furthermore, superstrate layers can be used as radome to 
protect the MPA when placed on aircrafts and missiles. In this 
work, a microstrip patch antenna (MPA) and FSS metasurface 
are designed at millimeter-wave band to improve the patch 
antenna gain and directivity.  

The radating element, of the antenna/radome system, is a 
microstrip patch antenna, shown in Fig. 1(a), operating at 
43.5 GHz. The radome is conctituted by one, two, three, or 
four layers of metasurfaces (FSS). The FSS unit cell, depicted 
in Fig. 1-(b), is formed by a perfect cross type conductor, with 
metallization thickness t = 0.017mm, printed on a dielectric 
substrate of permittivity ɛr = 2.17 and a thickness d = 0.914 
mm, where 20 holes are drilled to reduce the effective 
dielectric permittivity. The unit cell geometrical parameters, 
conducting strip width w, metallization thickness t, substrate 
permittivity ɛr and thickness d directly govern the FSS 
electromagnetic properties. Since we have fixed some of them 
(t, ɛr and d), we use w as design parameter to tune on-demand 
the FSS behavior. The desired FSS metasurface behavior is a 
flat refraction index profile and close to unity in the operating 
frequency band. The FSS metasurface must be transparent to 
electromagnetic wave at these frequencies. A parametric study 
is used to obtain the dimensions of the metamaterial unit cell.  

The FSS constitutive parameters (ɛ and µ) and the 
refractive index n of the FSS, shown in fig. 2 and 3 
respectively, are obtained with the Fresnel inversion method 
using the S parameters [14], obtained by a finite difference 
method based commercial code. 

The antenna/radome system operating frequency is 
43GHz. consequently the corresponding wavelength in free 
space is 6.9 mm. Accordingly, the FSS periode a and hence 
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the gretest dimension of the FSS unit cell must be much lower 
than the operating wavelength, to respect the homogenization 
criterion [15]. So it’s fixed at a = 1 mm (lower than 
λ/3 ≈ 2.3 mm).  

 

 
(a) 

 

  
(b) 

Figure 1: (a) Antenna slot feeding details. (b) FSS unit-cell; 
d = 0.914 W = 0.1, l = 0.5, t = 0.017, a = 1, Ls = 25, Ws = 20, 
hs = 0.05, Lp = 0.257, Wp = 0.184 [units = mm]. 
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Figure 2: The FSS effective permittivity and permeability. 
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Figure 3: The FSS  refractive index 

3. Antenna/radome design 

Figure 4 shows the configuration of the proposed 
antenna/radome system. The patch antenna is covered with the 
metamaterial radome. Each metasurfac is composed by 25×20 
unit cells. The antenna/radome system consists of one, two, 
three, or four layers of metasurfaces (FSS) placed at heights 
h1, h2, h3 and h4 away from the antenna substrate respectively. 

 

Figure 4: Configuration of the proposed antenna covered with 
metamaterial radome. 

4. Simulation results 

A parametric study is used to optimize the FSS radome 
parameters. The obtained results are: dg1 =1.24 mm, 
h1 = 3.2 mm; dg2 = 1.6 mm, h2 = 6.4 mm, dg3 = 1.4 mm, 
h3 = 9.6 mm dg4 = 1.8 mm and h4 = 12.5 mm. 

Table 1 shows the gain of the antenna/radome system. It 
clerly observed that the antenna/radome gain (16.3 dBi) is 
much greater compared to that of the antenna alone. The 
antenna alone gain is 7.3 dBi and incresing the number of FSS 
radome layers, from 1 to 4, increases the antenna/radome 
system gain from 9.4 dBi to 16.3 dBi, repectively.  

Figures 5 and 6 show the raddiation pattern for the 
antenna/radome system compared to that of the antenna alone, 
at the operating frequency of 43.5 GHz. It can be observed 
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that the FSS radome increases considerably the 
anteanna/radome system gain, narrows the main lobe half 
power beamwidth and anhences the directivity, in both E-and 
H-plnes. From table 2, it can be seen that the radiating system 
half power beamwidth decreases from 66° (antenna alone) to 
20° (antenna/radome with 4 layers) in th E-plane and from 
80°(antenna alone) to 20° (antenna/radome with 4 layers) in 
the H-plane. Unfortunately, increasing the number of FSS 
radome layers increases the antenna/radome system radiation 
pattern back lobes. 

Table 1 Antenna/radome system gain 

Antenna type Gain (dBi) 

Antenna alone 7.3 

Antenna/radome with 1 FSS layer 9.4 

Antenna/radome with 2 FSS layers 12.1 

Antenna/radome with 3 FSS layers 14.7 

Antenna/radome with 4 FSS layers 16.3 

Table 2 Antenna/radome radiation pattern characteristics 

 
hi i = 1,4 

[mm] 
E-plane 

θ-3dB 

H-plane 

θ-3dB 

Antenna alone // 66° 80° 

Antenna/Radome 
with 1 layer 3.2 48° 52° 

Antenna/Radome 
with 2 layers 6.4 32° 38° 

Antenna/Radome 
with 3 layers 9.6 24° 26° 

Antenna/Radome 
with 4 layers 12.8 20° 20° 
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Figure 5: Radiation pattern of proposed antenna and cover with  
metamaterial radome on E-plane. 
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Figure 6: Radiation pattern of proposed antenna and cover with 
metamaterial radome on E-plane (up) and H-plane (down). 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper we propose a high gain patch antenna 
using multilayer FSS radome is proposed for millimeter wave 
applications. The proposed design consists of FSS radome 
placed in the near-filed zone of the radiating element. The 
antenna/radome system gain increases with the number of the 
FSS radome layers. The gain is increased, by about 9 dBi 
compared to that of the patch antenna alone. The FSS radome 
reduces also the radiation pattern half power beamwidth to 
20° in both E- and H-planes. Unfortunately, It increses the 
radiation pattern back lobes. 
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Abstract 

We are interested in this work, with the antenna 
radiation pattern agility. The aim is to control the radiation 
pattern using an agile metamaterial lens. This latter is based 
on an agile metamaterial. For this purpose we design an 
agile metamaterial unit cell which can flips between two 
different behaviors. The first one corresponds to an effective 
medium with a refractive index close to zero and the second 
one corresponds to an effective medium having a refractive 
index greater than unity. This agile lens is used to enhance a 
microstrip antenna gain and control its radiation pattern. 
The maximum realized gain obtained is up to 12 dB. The 
radiation pattern main lobe can be rotated from -47° to 47° 
in the E-plane and from -33° to 33° in the H-plane. We 
obtain also a main lobe beamwidth of 32° in the E-plane 
and 46° in the H-plane.  

1. Introduction 

Among the most important metamaterial applications in the 
antenna field we can cite the antenna performances 
enhancement and size reduction [1][2]. However, antenna 
characteristics control remains a major objective of 
metamaterial use in the antenna field. The goal of this work 
is to control and steer the radiation pattern of a microstrip 
patch antennas using an agile metamaterial lens. The agile 
metamaterial lens is by two grides, each constituted by two 
regions: the first one forms the lens body and the second 
one a focusing zone (FZ), the characteristics of which it is 
possible to change using an external control system. This 
metamaterial lens is,then, placed on the top of a microstrip 
antenna at a distance h from the patch. There are two key 
factors to be optimized to obtain a better antenna gain and 
more radiation pattern steering. These are the focusing zone 
size az, and the grids spacing in the z-axis direction (the 
heights h1 and h2). 

2. Agile and programmable metamaterial 

We design an agile planar metamaterial which can be 
controlled by an external command system. Our agile 
elementary unit cell, sketched in figure 1, is made of 
disconnected cross-like conducting strips of width w and 
metallization thickness t = 0.035 mm, printed on a dielectric 
substrate of permittivity 2.2rH   and of thickness d. The 

ends of the disconnected cross type conductor are all 
interrupted with a small gap g as shown in figure 1-(b) and 
(c). The branches of a disconnected cross type conductor of 
each unit cell can be joined to its four neighbors by four 

switches (PIN diodes, MEMs, etc.). According to switch 
states (ON or OFF), the unit cell has two different 
commutable behaviors. The first one corresponds to the 
disconnected cross type metamaterial (switch OFF) and 
behaves like an effective medium with a refraction index n1 
higher than unity. The second one corresponds to the 
connected cross type metamaterial (switch ON) and has a 
positive and close to zero refraction index n2. The 
actionable behavior of our unit cell allows us to introduce 
the metamaterial agility. 
The agile metamaterial elementary motifs are periodicaly 
arranged with a period a in both x- and y-diretions. The 
antenna operating frequency is 40 GHz, hence the 
corresponding wavelength in free space is 7.5 mm. To 
respect the homogenization conditions, the greatest 
dimension of the unit cell must be much lower than the 
operating wavelength. So, we fixed the period metamaterial 
period to a = 1 mm. 

 

Focusing zone (FZ) 

z 

x 

y 

 

 
 

 

Figure 1: Agile metamaterial elementary cell: (a) Agile 
lens grid, (b) disconnected cross, (c ) connected cross. 

We use the programmable metamaterial to design the grids 
of the agile lens as shown in figure 1-(a). These grids are 
made up of two regions; the first one forms a focusing zone 
(FZ) and the second one, the lens body (host medium). The 
refraction index ( n1 or n2 ), the size, shape and position of 
the FZ can be programmed by acting on the switching 
devices (state ON or OFF). Modifying the FZ parameters 
(size, shape, position, and refraction index), allows us to 
control the antenna radiation pattern properties, main lobe 
direction (pointing angle) and beam-width in both E- and H-
planes. 
The conducting strip width w, the gap size g and many other 
factors, such as the metallization thickness t, the substrate 
permittivity rH and thickness d, directly govern the agile 

metamaterial electromagnetic properties. 

(b) 

(c) (a) (b) 
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3. Agile metamaterial characterization 

We fixed the substrate thickness at d = 0.914 mm to ensure 
a plasma frequency of 43 GHz, which is within our antenna 
operating frequency range. 
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Figure 2: Electromagnetic properties of connected cross 
type metamaterials. 
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Figure 3: Electromagnetic properties of disconnected cross 
type metamaterials. 

The simulation results of the magnetoelectric coupling 
coefficient ] , permittivity reffH , permeability reffP  , and 

refractive index n, for the connected cross type 

metamaterial are shown in figure 2. It can be seen that the 
real part of the refractive index n is positive and close to 
zero in the operating frequency range (40-45 GHz). Note 
that the metamaterials present a plasma frequency equal or a 
little less than 43 GHz. The imaginary parts of the 
constitutive parameters are positive in concordance with the 
Lorentz dispersion model and the uniqueness theorem for  
passive media [1], [3] and [4]. They account for losses in 
the effective medium. 
The simulation results of the electromagnetic properties of 
the disconnected cross type metamaterials are shown in 
figure 3. It can be seen also that the imaginary part of the 
permittivity is rather small for the connected cross type 
metamaterial compared with that of the disconnected cross 
type.  
The maximum value of the refractive index is about 1.69 
over the operating frequency range (40-50 GHz). 

4. Double Layer Superstrate (DLS) Metamaterial 
Lens. 

 

 

Figure 4: (a)-Patch antenna with double layer 
metamaterial lens (Ls=2.5cm, Ws=2cm), (b)-Different 
possible combinations of the  metamaterial lens. 

We have already use a metamaterial double layer 
superstrate (DLS) to enhance a microstrip antenna gain and 
directivity [5][6][7]. The metamaterial layer superstrate is 
composed of a periodic arrangement of cross type unit cells 
and behaves as a near zero refractive index medium 
(NZIM). The NZIM based superstrate focuses the radiated 
waves in the direction normal to the superstrate and thereby 
enhances the antenna gain and directivity. Based on these 
results we will design a double layer superstrate agile 
metamaterial lens using the agile cross type unit cell. The 
perspective view of the proposed antenna with the double 

(a) 

(b) 
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layer superstrate is shown in figure 4. The spacing from the 
patch to the bottom of the first layer of the superstrate is h1 
and from the top of the first layer to the bottom of the 
second layer is h2. These two parameters (h1 and h2) have to 
be optimized to get the best antenna gain and directivity. In 
this study we seek after the better combinations of 
metamaterials type constituting lens body. Table 1 and 
figure 4, summarizes the different possible combinations of 
materials for forming the lens body. 
The simulation results of all possible combinations for 
different values of h1 and h2 are shown in table 1. It can be 
seen that the best antenna gain is obtained using the lens 
with a first layer based on a connected cross type 
metamaterial and a second layer based on a disconnected 
cross type metamaterial, which correspond to the case 3. 
From a parametric study we obtain the the following 
spacing parameters h1 = 2 mm and h2 = 1.6 mm. The return 
loss S11 of the antenna with and without metamaterial 
superstrate (the four cases cited in table 1) are shown in 
figure 5. 
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Figure 5: Return loss (S11), for the conventional patch 
antenna and the metamaterial DLS patch antenna. 

Table 1: Characteristics of the antenna with DLS lens for 
the four possible combinations and for different values of 
h1 and h2 

h1 

(mm) 
h2 

(mm) 
Realized 
gain (dB) 

θ-3dB 

E-plane 
φ-3dB 

H-plane 
B 

(%) 
cases 

1.7 0.8 11.73 32.35 63.24 3.16 Case 1 
2.4 2.4 6.004 49.19 70.35 3.05 Case 2 
2 1.6 13.57 29.09 37.94 4.42 Case 3 

2.4 2.2 10.11 39.22 63.25 4.6 Case 4 
 
It is observed from figure 5, that the resonance frequency of 
the antenna is slightly shifted to lower frequencies (about 3 
%) when it is loaded with the metamaterial DLS 
corresponding to the cases 1 and 3 (Table 1), in other 
words, when the superstrate first layer is mad of connected 
cross type metamaterial. Note that for case 2 and 4, when 
the superstrate first layer is mad of disconnected cross type 
metamaterial, there is no shift in the antenna resonance 
frequency. Indeed, in these cases the wave power reflected 
by the first layer is less than 20 % and the transmitted 
power is greater than 80 %. Almost all the incident EM 
waves are transmitted by the metamaterial layer. So, this 
later do not constitute with the antenna ground plane a 
Fabri-Peirrot resonant cavity, as does the first layer, mad of 

connected cross type metamaterial, in cases 1 and 3, where 
the reflected power is greater than 70 % and the transmitted 
power is less than 30 %. In these cases the first 
metamaterial layer constitutes with antenna ground plane a 
Fabry-Pierrot resonant cavity which influence the overall 
structure resonance frequency. 
The radiation pattern, in the E and H plane, of the proposed 
antenna for the case 1 and case 3 are shown in figure 6. It is 
clear from the plots that the antenna is more directional with 
a DLS corresponding to case 3. The maximum realized gain 
obtained is 13.57 dB. The main lobe beam-width in both E 
and H plane are 29.09 º and 37.94º, respectively. 
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Figure 6: Radiation pattern of MPA loaded with MDLS for 
cases 1 and 3(Table 1). 

5. Focusing zone influences for the Antenna with 
Metamaterial DLS 

To investigate the control of the radiation pattern, we will in 
a first step, search for the optimal size of the focusing zone 
when it is placed on the middle position P0 (see figure 7), 
for each case cited in table 1. The optimal dimension of the 
focusing zone aZ, is that for which the antenna realized gain 
is maximum. In a second step, we explore how the positions 
of the focusing zone impact the radiation pattern. We have 
done many simulations to get the optimum focusing zone 
characteristics.  
We have tried all possible metamaterial (connected cross 
type and disconnected cross type) combinations for the 
focusing zones and grids body constituting the agile 
metamaterial lens. The best obtained results correspond to 
the case 1 and are presented in table 2 and figure 8, where 
both focusing zones are based on disconnected cross type 
metamaterial. These results correspond to focusing zones 
placed in the center position P0.  
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Focusing zone position P0 

h1 

h2 

y 
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x  

Figure 7: Focusing zone in the position P0. 
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Figure 8: Radiation patterns of metamaterial patch 
antenna for different values of FZ size aZ. 

Table 2: Focusing zone size optimization for the case 1 for 
h1 = 1.7 mm, h2 = 0.8 mm 

az (cm) Realized gain (dB) θ-3dB φ-3dB 
0.2 9.43 33.23 46.8 
0.3 8.94 36.68 50.61 
0.4 10.10 36.74 54.39 
0.5 9.74 37.94 46.8 
0.6 12.90 32.18 46.53 
0.7 12.38 38 31.9 
0.8 11.34 35.41 36.74 

From table 2, it can be seen that the maximum realized gain 
is  12.90 dB obtained for aZ = 0.6 cm and grids spacing 
h1 = 1.7 mm, and h2 = 0.8 mm. The radiation pattern half-
power beamwidth, at the operating frequency, in E and H-
plane respectively, are observed to be 66.5º and 80.1º for 
the antenna alone, 32.35º and 63.24º for the antenna with a 
double layer superstrate, and 32.18º and 46.53º for the 
antenna with a double layer substrate in the presence of 
focusing zones, as shown in table 2. The half power beam 
width reduction is about 21.72 %, with DLS in the H-plan 

and 48.64 %, in the E-plane, while it is about 60 % in the 
case of a DLS loaded with FZs in both H-and E-plane. 
The peak value of the realized gain is 12.90 dB for the DLS 
in presence of the FZs. 

6. Radiation pattern control 

Once the size of the focusing zone is determined, we will 
see the effect of the focusing zone positions on the radiation 
pattern. The extreme positions which confers the maximum 
control are: three positions (P1, P5 and P7) in the right of 
the central position (P0), three positions (P2, P6 and P8) in 
the left of P0, three positions (P3, P5 and P6) in the 
direction of positive x (forward), and three positions (P4, 
P7 and P8) in the in the direction of negative x (backward) 
as shown in Figure 9. 
It is observed from table 3, that the main beam direction 
remains at 0° in the position P0, and is rotated from +46° to 
-46°, in the E-plane, if the focusing zones is moved from 
position P1 to P2, as illustrated also in Figure 10. 
Similarly, the beam direction is rotated from +30 and -30, in 
H-plane, if the focusing zones is moved from positions P3 
to P4. The main beam is rotated by +38° and -38° in E-
plane and +32°, -32° in H plane for the positions P5 and P8, 
respectively, and by +38° and -38° in E-plane and +32°, -
32° in H plane for the positions P6 and P7, respectively. 
The focusing zone acts on the radiation pattern E-plane 
when it moved from P1, to P2 passing by P0 and on the H-
plane when it moved from P3, to P4 passing by P0. While it 
acts on both E- and H-planes when it moved from position 
P6 to P7, and from P5 to P8.  

 

Figure 9: Focusing zone positions (top View). 

We can also note that the FZ in P5 rotates the main beam 
pattern by -38.54° in E-plane and by 32.25° in H-plane, 
while it rotates by 38.17° in E-plane and -32.11° in H-plane 
if it is positioned in P8. Note that the radiation pattern main-
lobe, in the H-plane, is rotated toward the positive direction 
and have the same amplitude when FZ is in positions P5 and 
P6. On the contrary, always for H-plane, the main lobe is 
rotated toward the negative direction if the FZ is positioned 
in P7 and P8, as shown in Figure 9. Similarly, from the same 
figure we observe that the radiation pattern main-lobe, in the 
E-plane, are rotated toward the positive direction and have 
the same amplitude, when FZ is in positions P6 and P8, and 
it is rotated toward the negative direction if the FZ is 
positioned in P5 and P7. 
 

H-plane 

E-plane 
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Table 3: Radiation Patter steering by focusing zone 
positioning. 

 

FZ Position E-plane H-plane  

xp 

(cm) 
yp 

(cm) 
θ max φmax 

Realized 
gain (dB) 

Position P0 0 0 0 0 12.90 
Position P1 0 -0.3 -46.71 0 9.42 
Position P2 0 0.3 46.22 0 9.37 
Position P3 0.3 0 0 30.75 11.79 
Position P4 -0.3 0 0 -30.74 11.95 
Position P5 0.3 -0.3 -38.54 32.25 9.19 
Position P6 0.3 0.3 38.53 32.26 9.21 
Position P7 -0.3 -0.3 -38.53 -32.03 9.11 
Position P8 -0.3 0.3 38.17 -32.11 9.12 
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Figure 10: Radiation pattern steering for different 
positions of FZ. 

7. Conclusions 

We have demonstrated the possibility of steer and control 
the antenna radiation pattern by modifying the focusing 
zone parameters. The obtained results show that the 
maximum realized gain obtained is 12.9 dB. The half power 
beam width in E and H planes, respectively are about 47º 
and 32°.The main lobe can be rotated by about 47º, in both 
side of the central direction, in E-plane and 32º, in both side 
of the central direction, in H-plane. 
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Abstract 
This paper presents a negative index metamaterial printed 

for electromagnetic (EM) absorption reduction of portable 

wireless antenna. The perceptible novelty exhibited in this 

paper is that EM absorption reduction towards the human 

head with paper based metamaterial attachment. This 

research has been performed using human head phantom 

integrated in the commercially available CST Microwave 

Studio software package. The EM absorption has been 

reduced by13.2% and 6% at 900MHz and 1800MHz, 

respectively.  

1. Introduction 
In recent years, an extensive research on the human health 

risk caused by hazardous electromagnetic fields is in 

progress. The EM radiation exposed from wireless devices 

can be evaluated by measuring the SAR in a human-head 

phantom. The specific absorption rate (SAR) is a measure 

of the amount of EM power absorbed by the biological 

tissue whilst using wireless devices. 

RF radiation exposure from mobile phones are 

expressed in terms of SAR, whether a mobile phone 

complies with the safety guidelines. At present, to 

international recognized institutions [1,2] have developed 

EM exposure guidelines for users and manufacturers. These 

guidelines are based on a detailed assessment of the 

available scientific evidence. One of them is ICNIRP and 

another one is IEEE. ICNIRP recommends the local SAR 

limit in the head is 2 W/kg averaged over any 10g mass of 

tissues in the head. Moreover, 4W/Kg of SAR value may 

raise the fraction of a degree Celsius temperature in the 

human head tissues. IEEE SAR guidelines published for 

wireless devices is 1.6 watts per kilogram (1.6 W/kg) over 

any 1g mass of human tissues.  

Lots of work is going on to find out the different ways 

to reduce radiation toward human biological till today. 

Several techniques have been developed, some show 

effective results and some fail to achieve proper success. 

The easiest way to reduce SAR is increasing the distance 

between the head and antenna structures. But there is 

limitation of this method due to gigantic demands of ultra 

thin mobile technology.  

Following the recent advent of artificial metamaterials, 

there has been much interest in EM absorption reduction [3-

6]. The metamaterial structure interacts with 

electromagnetic waves and shows some special properties, 

such as frequency pass bands, stop bands. In [3], the SRRs 

were used to reduce the SAR value in a lossy material. The 

metamaterials are designed on a circuit board so that it may 

be easily integrated with the cellular phone. Moreover, 

metamaterial groundplane has been ued to reduce SAR 

values of the antenna in [4], but it needs more space to 

itegratedin inside the mobile phone.  

In this paper, a paper based metamaterial structure is 

proposed. The main attractive feature of this work is the 

used of thin paper based metamaterial for EM absorption 

without degrading antenna performances. 

2. Metamaterial design and characterization 
The proposed paper based metamaterial structure has been 

designed and analyzed using widely used electromagnetic 

simulator CST Microwave Studio based on Finite  

Integration Technique (FIT). The metamaterial structure is 

depicted in Figure 1. The metamaterial array is fabricated 

on oil impregnated paper having dielectric constant of 3.87 

and thickness of 0.177mm. The dimension of the 3×3 array 

size of the proposed metamaterial is 21.5×17.40×0.177 

mm
3
. 

The metamaterial simulation has been performed 

according to [6] and the constitutive parameters of the 

metamaterial retrieved from scattering parameters equation 

in [7]. The permittivity and permeability of the 

metamaterial is illustrated in Figure 2.  It is shown from 

Figure 2 that the retrieved negative permittivity regions of 

the structure are found 1.93–1.955 GHz and 3.89–6.72 

GHz.  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 1: (a) proposed 3×3 metamaterial array- simulated 

design, (b) Unit cell configuration and (c) fabricated 

prototype 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 2: (a). Calculated permittivity of the proposed  

metamaterial and (b) calculated permeability of  the 

proposed metamaterial structure 

3. Specific absorption rate (SAR) analysis 
In this work, the commercially available CST Microwave 

Studio software package including human head phantom 

has been adopted.The reference power of the wireless 

device is set to 500mW. The SAM head phantom consists 

of head equivalent liquid (ɛr = 40, σ =1.4) and shell (ɛr = 5, 

tangent delta = 0.05). 

Moreover, a complete handset model, consists of a 

circuit board, keypad, LCD display, battery and housing has 

been used with SAM phantom. The relative conductivity 

and permittivity of the distinct components are set to 

comply with the industrial standards. The paper based 

metamaterial has been placed inside the mobile phone, 

shown in Figure 3. The complete SAR simulation setup is 

shown in Figure 4.  
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Figure 3: Metamaterial placement in the mobile phone 

 
Figure 4: Complete model of SAR simulation head and 

hand - mobile phone model 

 

The SAR value has been analyzed using CST built in head 

and hand - mobile phone model. Initially, the simulation 

was conducted without placing paper based metamaterial at 

900 MHz and 1800 MHz, shown in Figure 5. It is observed 

from Figure 5 that peak SAR values shown 0.636W/Kg and 

0.74 W/Kg at 900 MHz and 1800 MHz, respectively. After 

that, paper based metamaterial has been placed inside 

mobile handset and re-simulate the SAR values. The 

achieved SAR results with metamaterial is presented in 

Figure 6. Figure 6 illustrated that the SAR values at 900 

MHz and 1800 MHz are found 0.552 W/Kg and 

0.695W/kg, respectively.  The SAR values of both with and 

without metamaterial attachment is listed in Table 1. 

 

 
Figure 5: Simulated 1 g SAR values without metamaterial 

attachment (a) at 900 MHz and (b) at 1800 MHz 

  

 
 

Figure 6: Simulated 1 g SAR values with metamaterial 

attachment (a) at 900 MHz and (b) at 1800 MHz 

 

 

Table 1: comparison of SAR analysis 

Type Frequency 

(MHz) 

SAR 

values 

(W/Kg) 

Rate 

Without 

maetamaterial 

900 0.636 100 
1800 0.74 100 

With 

maetamaterial 

900 0.552 86.79245 
1800 0.695 93.91892 

 

4. Conclusions 
The proposed metamaterial structure exhibits an EM 

absorption reduction without degrading antenna 

performance. Therefore, by using proposed printed 

metamaterial the human body can be sheltered from the 

hazardous effects of the electromagnetic field. 
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Abstract: We experimentally demonstrate the coherent control, i.e. the phase controlled 
enhancement and suppression, of the absorption, optical losses and fluorescence enhancement 
in an array of plasmonic particles covered by luminescent layer. 

 

Optical loss and absorption associated with metallic structures have been one of the long-lasting 
drawbacks of plasmonic materials and is considered as a major obstacle for various applications spanning from 
solid state lighting to solar cells.  

In this work, we have used an array of aluminium nanoparticles covered with 200 nm layer of polymer 
(polystyrene) doped with fluorescent organic molecules [1]. In Fig.1 (a), the schematic representation of the 
investigated sample is shown. Our array supports localized surface plasmon resonances (LSPRs) as well as a 
collective surface lattice resonance (SLR) that are weakly coupled to the molecules. We experimentally 
demonstrate the coherent control of the absorption and the modulation of the emission from the ensemble of 
molecules through phase-dependent enhancement or suppression of the electromagnetic field.  

For the coherent control experiment, we have used a Mach-Zender interferometer comprising two coherent, 
collinear and counter-propagating laser beams illuminating the sample at normal incidence with equal intensities. 
The relative phase is controlled by changing the optical path length of one beam with respect to the other. A 
schematic drawing of the interferometer is shown in Fig. 1 (b). In order to probe the response of the system with 
respect to the relative phase of the incident beams, we have measured the modulation of the photoluminescence 
intensity emitted by the sample at 14 degrees from the surface normal, which reaches a value as high as 50%. 

Using this set-up enables us to coherently control the symmetry of the excitation field at the position of the dye 
layer. This leads to efficient control of the resonant excitation based on the match between the symmetry of the 
incident field in the dye layer and the symmetry of the field scattered off the nanoparticles. Spatial redistribution 
of the electric field intensity in the near-field for different phases implies a change in the relative absorption in 
the polymer layer and the metallic particles. Spatial distribution of the electric field intensity is shown in Fig.1 
(c-d) when the structure is illuminated with two counter propagating beams with relative phase difference of 0° 
and 180°.  

We have calculated the absorption ratio 
!!"#
!!"!

 for different relative phases, where !!"# is the absorption in the 

polymer layer and !!"! is the absorption in the polymer layer along with the absorption in the metal. The 
absorption ratio is increased to 90% for coherently controlled excitation while, in the case of single beam 
excitation, the absorption ratio is 63%. The significantly higher absorption ratio for the two-waves illumination 
is the result of reduced pump enhancement by the nanostructure. Creating a condition where the absorption in 
the plasmonic particles can be controlled and efficiently suppressed solves one of the major barriers in the field 
of plasmonics and opens up a new degree of freedom to control the unwanted dissipations in the metals.      

  



 

Figure 1. (a) Schematic representation of the investigated structure. The fluorescent molecules are embedded in the 200 nm layer of 
polystyrene. (b) Drawing of the Mach-Zender interferometer used for coherent excitation of the array. (c,d) Spatial distribution of the electric 

field intensity when the structure is illuminated with two counter propagating beams with relative phase of 0° and 180°.     
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Abstract-Traditional polarization-selective optical elements are mainly based on birefringence, 

which is realized by using the well-designed structure of each phase pixel. However, further 

reduction of the pixel size and improvement of the phase levels are hindered by the complicated 

fabrication process. We present and demonstrate an approach to realize a metasurface device that 

possesses two distinct functionalities. The designed metasurface device has been experimentally 

demonstrated to function as either a lens or a hologram, depending on the helicity of the incident 

light. 
 

As one of the important multifunction optical elements, polarization selective optical elements (PSOE) can 

achieve multiple functionalities according to the polarization status of the incident beam, which have been 

applied in optical encryption, image processing and so on. Benefiting from the easy fabrication and the flexible 

control of the light propagation, metasurfaces have provided new opportunities to realize virtually flat optics 

[1][2][3][4]. We experimentally proposed and demonstrated a novel method to realize a metasurface device that 

possesses two distinct functionalities [5]. The realization of each functionality depends on the helicity of the 

incident light. As shown in Fig. 1, the metasurface device acts as a hologram when the polarization state of the 

incident light is left circular polarization (LCP), while the same device will turn into a convex lens when the 

polarization state is changed to right circular polarization (RCP). To realize this novel inter-changeable 

functionality, a phase-only hologram for the target image of ‘cat’ is firstly generated. Then by encoding the 

phase function of 2 2 22
( , ) ( )x y x y f f

S
O

)  � � � �  onto the metasurface, a convex lens with the focal 

length f is created for the incident/detected combination of RCP/LCP. Finally, the two sets of data are merged 

together with a displacement vector.  
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Figure 1 Schematic to show the polarization selectivity of the metasurface device. The metasurface functions 

as (a) a hologram to reconstruct an image of ‘cat’ or (b) a lens that converge the incident light into the focal point, 

depending on the incident/detected light combination. 

Benefiting from arbitrary phase control and uniform scattering amplitude from different nanorods, the 

metasurface device may pave the way of creating more compact, broadband and versatile optical components for 

integrated optics. This type of metasurface device opens a new avenue to achieve a high density of functionality 

along the vertical direction, effectively scaling down the size of photonic systems. 
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Abstract- Metasurfaces got immense attention because of the ability controlling the flow of light. 

The tunability of metasurfaces system could be realized by combining with liquid crystals. In this 

work, several novel devices, including diffraction control of binary gratings metasurfaces, and 

tunable optical Tamm state resonance would be presented.

Planar photonics, like metasurfaces and nanoantennas, got immense attention because of the ability 

controlling the phase, polarization, and rotation of light. The tunability of metasurfaces system could be realized 

by combining with liquid crystals. In this work, several novel devices, like tunable nanoantennas arrays with 

color, diffraction control of binary gratings metasurfaces, and optical Tamm states would be presented. First, by 

changing different dimensions of nanoantennas, the anchoring energy of liquid crystal could be adjusted in 

nanoscale. The different shapes of nanoantennas show the difference in color or monotone change when 

applying different voltages. Second, the diffraction ratio of metasurface could be controlled by nematic liquid 

crystal by controlling the polarization direction by applying voltages. Third, optical Tamm states could be 

realized and adjustable by combining liquid photonic crystal with metasurface. All of those ideas are realized in 

both modeling and experimental, which could give a great impact to the field of future application in tunable 

metasurfaces.

Figure 1 shows the diagram of tunable metasurface system with liquid crystal. By controlling the voltage 

which applies to the liquid crystal, the intensity of anomalous diffraction could be control. In addition, by

combining metasurfaces with photonic liquid crystal, optical tamm state could be excited at the boundary that 

the localized electric field is observed. The position of the resonance dip could be possibility controlled by 

temperature or voltages.
(a) (b)

(a)

(b)

λnonTPλTP
normE normE

Fig. 1 (a) Metasurface with liquid crystals. (b) Strong localized electric fields distribution of tunable 

optical Tamm states of metasurface and liquid crystal.
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Abstract- By placing a material in close vicinity of a resonant optical element, its intrinsic optical 

response can be widely tuned. Here we show that a graphene monolayer in close vicinity to a split 

ring resonator metasurface, exhibits a magneto-optical response which is strongly influenced by the 

presence of the metasurface itself. This hybrid system holds promises in view of thin optical 

elements working in the terahertz spectral range; moreover, it could be chosen as the playground 

for investigating the cavity electrodynamics of Dirac fermions in the quantum regime.  

 

Among the photonic resonant structures which find applications in the terahertz spectral range, split-ring 

resonators are one of the most widespread due to their flexibility and ease of fabrication [1-3]. They have proven 

to be a versatile tool for tailoring the far- and near-field response of surfaces; in addition, proper combinations of 

the inductive and capacitive elements used in split-ring resonators allow for extremely low mode volumes. 

Nevertheless, hybrid graphene-split ring resonator metasurfaces have not yet been studied in great detail for what 

concerns the magneto-optic response. Here we present experimental and numerical results on such a structure, 

where the magnetic-field induced modification of the Drude-like response of Dirac fermions gives rise to 

resonant transmission modulation of up to 10%. We believe our concept holds promises, thanks to the tunability 

of the split ring resonator metasurface, in view of magneto-optic applications like non-reciprocal terahertz 

photonic devices, and for implementing frontier experiments aimed at investigating the cavity quantum 

electrodynamics of graphene cyclotron transitions [4].   

We investigated the structure sketched in Fig. 1 (a). It consists of a gallium arsenide substrate, patterned with 

an array of metallic split ring resonators (SRRs). On this surface we deposited a thin SiO2 spacer, and, finally, a 

graphene film. The sample transmission is measured by time-domain spectroscopy, while the sample was 

mounted in a cryostat holding it at liquid helium temperature. By tuning the magnetic field acting on the sample, 

the transmittance is modulated, with a pronounced effect in correspondence to the resonance frequency of the 



metasurface. This effect increases almost linearly with the applied field: as it can be observed from Fig. 1 (b), a 

transmittance modulation contrast of about 10% has been measured, at the frequency of 0.9 THz. Support to the 

experimental data is provided by a numerical simulation (performed through finite element modeling), where the 

sole element having a response to the magnetic field was the graphene layer.  

 

 
Fig. 1. Panel (a): schematic of the sample under investigation. Panels (b-c): experimental and simulated transmittance 

modulation driven by a magnetic field acting perpendicularly to the sample surface. A dip is observed at 0.9 THz, which is 

the resonance frequency of the hybrid graphene-split ring resonator metasurface. 

 

It can be hence concluded that a transmittance modulation clearly induced by the presence of graphene, 

placed in close vicinity to a resonant metasurface, has been observed. The present device can be considered as a 

prototype which opens the way towards more complex and functional components, such as polarization rotators 

and nonreciprocal optical elements. Furthermore, the present concept could prove fruitful in view of frontiers 

experiments aiming at the observation of cavity quantum electrodynamics of magnetically biased graphene.       
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Abstract- We propose two full cloaking schemes by using an ultra-thin cloaking shell consisting of 

metasurfaces and other thin optical device, such as zero-index material and antireflection layer. The 

metasurface is designed to manipulate the incident waves and radiation waves, so as to avoid the total 

reflection and to restore the propagating wave front. Full-wave simulation shows good cloaking effects for 

cloaks of almost arbitrary shapes. Our design provides a feasible approach for the cloaking of large areas with 

ultra-thin shells. 

Since the concept of cloaking was proposed under the guideline of transformation optics [1], tremendous efforts have 

been devoted to achieving this intriguing effect. Typical invisibility cloaks are made of cloaking shells composed of gradient 

media with anisotropic parameters, which can bend and guide the incident light around the cloaked area, rendering 

invisibility. Since seminal theoretical proposals, the cloaking effects have been experimentally demonstrated at frequencies 

from microwave to optical regime. However, despite the previous inspiring achievements, there are still some major 

obstacles in the practical application of the cloaking technology. One primary concern is the bandwidth limit, which was 

recently shown to be solvable by a design of ray optics cloaks. Another major obstacle is the large area/volume of the 

cloaking shells, usually comparable to the cloaked area/space. The original cloaking schemes fail to meet the requirement of 

making an ultra-thin cloaking shell for large cloaked space in practice. Very recently, metasurfaces have been applied to 

realize mantle cloaking based on scattering cancellation [2] and carpet cloaking [3] based on phase compensation. By 

applying metasurface to cloaking, the cloaking shell can be enormously reduced in size. However, mantle cloaking cannot 

cloak large objects (compared to wavelengths) neither and carpet cloaks work only in the reflection geometry. A full space 

ultra-thin cloak in transmission geometry with large-volume cloaked space is still lacking. 

 

In this study, we propose another unidirectional cloaking scheme by using a combination of metasurface and zero-index 

medium (ZIM). In this design, the cloaking shell is a two-layered structure. The outer layer is a gradient metasurface and the 

inner layer is a thin layer of ZIM. Interestingly, this cloaking scheme does not require the cloaking shell to exhibit a 

complex spatial distribution of parameters. Therefore, the cloaking shell can go ultra-thin, even in the deep sub-wavelength 

scale. More importantly, when the size of the cloak increases while the shell thickness remains fixed, which also means an 

increased ratio, the constituents of the cloaking shell remain almost unchanged, free from turning singular as in the original 

scheme. This new cloaking scheme thus provides a feasible approach for the cloaking of a large area with an ultra-thin 

cloaking shell. Analogously, we also propose a new scheme of so-called ‘sensor cloak’ [2] by combining metasurfaces and 

an antireflection layer. The sensor cloak shell composed of two metasurfaces and an antireflection layer sandwiched 

between them. On the entry side, metasurfaces are utilized to manipulate the wavefront by phase compensation and hence to 

ensure that the impinging wave is normal incident on the antireflection layer and the transmitted wave from the 



antireflection layer regain the initial incident angle. On the exiting side, metasurfaces work in almost the same way as that 

on the entry side. As shown in Fig1, full-wave simulation results show good cloaking effects for cloaks of almost arbitrary 

shapes. 

 
 

Figure1. Simulation results of the full cloaks based on metasurfaces. (a) Full cloak by combining metasurface 

and ZIM. (b) Sensor cloak by combining metasurface and antireflection layer. 
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Abstract-We propose and demonstrate ultrathin, efficient and broadband single-layer 

metasurface-based polarization converters in transmission mode at telecommunication wavelengths. 

Combining with the broadband operation and improved linear polarization conversion efficiency, 

the metasurface has opened a new avenue for creating ultrathin, broadband, and high performance 

polarization converters. 

 

Polarization is one of the intrinsic features of electromagnetic waves conveying valuable information in 

signal transmission and detection. Manipulation of the polarization state represents an important ability for 

controlling light and enables many practical applications such as photography, liquid crystal displays, fiber 

communication, optical imaging and sensing. Conventional approaches to control the light polarization states 

utilizing the birefringence or total internal reflection in crystals and polymers, which were applied in many 

wave-plates and Glan-Taylor prisms [1], are usually restricted to quite bulky configurations, limited available 

materials, high loss, specific device thickness and narrow band operation frequency. Obviously, those traditional 

methods are unsuitable for miniaturization and integration in optical system. Recently, polarization modulation 

utilizing metamaterials or metasurfaces has achieved considerable developments, and many artificial chiral 

metamaterials have been proposed to realize polarization manipulation such as three-dimensional chiral 

structures[2-5], and multilayer metamaterials[6-8]. 

In this work, we demonstrate ultrathin, broadband, and efficient single-layer metasurface-based polarization 

converter in transmission mode at telecommunication wavelengths. The metasurface composed of SRR with 

broken symmetry and rectangular metallic hole. The combination of rectangular metallic holes with 

extraordinary optical transmission and SRR with broken symmetry exhibits broadband polarization conversion. 

Figure 1(a) exhibits the schematic of the symmetric and asymmetric metasurface. The simulated cross-polarized 

transmission spectrum is shown in Fig 1(b). For the symmetric metasurface, extremely weak cross-polarized 

electric fields are induced. Intriguingly, it can be observed that a strong and broadband cross-polarized 

component with the highest transmission amplitude of 0.48 for the case of δ= 300 μm in asymmetric metasurface. 

What’s more, the transmission amplitude of the cross-polarized light in the metasurface could be tuned by 

varying the δ parameter from 0 to 300 μm. The polarization conversion rate (PCR), which is defined as 

2 2 2/ ( )xy yy xyPCR t t t � , was applied to characterize the optical activity, as shown in Fig.1(c). For the asymmetric 

metasurface with δ= 200 μm, the PCR exceed 60% has a bandwidth of about 101THz. More details will be 

reported in the paper.  

 

 



 

Fig. 1 (a) Symmetric and asymmetric metasurface; (b) the simulated cross-polarized transmission spectra and (c) 

corresponding polarization conversion rate (PCR) with different δ parameter. 
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Abstract- We designed and fabricated a cyclic group symmetric metamaterial possessing n-fold 

rotation symmetry, composed of plasmonic tapered arc antennas. We show how the far field 

intensity distribution of vortex beam with orbital angular momentum can be tailored through cyclic 

group symmetry designs. The extrinsic orbital Hall transverse shifts from metamaterials exhibit 

geometrical patterns associated with the order n of n-fold rotation symmetry. We found that the 

experimentally observed geometrical patterns agree well with those obtained from FDTD 

theoretical simulation.  

 

Optical spin Hall effect originates from a spin-orbit coupling present in an optical beam following a 

curvilinear trajectory, and the transverse shift is described by a Lorentz equation of motion in the momentum 

space, where Berry curvature plays a role of magnetic field provided by a topological monopole. While the 

optical spin Hall effect is intrinsic in the sense that the trajectory of an optical beam has a spin-dependent shift, 

the spin being an intrinsic angular momentum, a spin-dependent shift can also be achieved in an optical beam 

passing through a Pancharatnman-Berry phase-variant optical element (PVOE), resulting from a spin-dependent 

optical phase acquired through the PB PVOE, which is called an extrinsic spin Hall effect. 

  

Laguerre-Gaussian beam is a vortex beam possessing an orbital angular momentum (OAM), and an optical 

orbital Hall effect can be observed intrinsically or extrinsically. While an intrinsic orbital Hall effect is rather 

straightforward in connecting with an intrinsic spin Hall effect, the analogy of an extrinsic orbital Hall effect 

with an extrinsic spin Hall effect is not simple, since a spin-dependent vortex beam formation in a PB PVOE 

involves a transfer of spin angular momentum to orbital angular momentum. In other words, an extrinsic orbital 

Hall effect is described by a spin-rotation coupling where a spin-dependent geometric phase is acquired by an 

optical beam through a PB PVOE consisting of q-plate-like rotated subwavelength scatterers.[1,2] In fact, 

plasmonic structures consisting of concentric ring antennas periodically spaced from a center spot have shown 

extraordinary optical transmission, directionality effect [3], q-plate operation, and creation of OAM by utilizing 

the spin-orbit coupling in inhomogeneous anisotropic media [4, 5, 6]. 

   

In this work, we introduce cyclic group symmetric metamaterials (CGSMs), which leads to a spin-dependent 

spatial splitting of vortex beam with different signs of OAM in the far field, an example of an extrinsic orbital 

Hall effect of light. CGSMs possess n-fold rotation symmetry and they are composed of plasmonic tapered arc 

(TA) antennas. For a circularly polarized beam, TA antennas show a helicity-dependent scattering efficiency.  

Spin-dependent far-field intensity distribution of the vortex beam is attributed to the presence of a chirality of 

geometric phase and amplitude, which comes from an interaction of circularly polarized light with a chiral 

structure of CGSMs. 



  

Because TA antennas are arranged in a metamaterial belonging to a cyclic group n-fold rotation symmetry, 

the extrinsic orbital Hall transverse shifts from CGSM exhibit a geometrical pattern with the same symmetry. 

However, CGSMs with odd and even symmetry orders show a strongly contrasting difference in the character of 

transverse shifts. 

  

We used electron beam lithography to fabricate 30nm thick gold metamaterials patterned on borosilicate 

glass substrates. Six types of CGSMs with the symmetry order n from 1 to 6 were fabricated and measured. Each 

CSGM is composed of multiple TA antennas with the width varying from 45nm to 150nm organized in 8*n 

azimuthal segments of concentric rings repeated with 600nm radial spacing. 

  

As the light source, we used a single mode fiber pigtailed laser diode at a wavelength of 1300nm. The 

metasurfaces were illuminated by circularly polarized beams of right (+)/left (-) helicity, and transmitted 

far-field intensity distributions of left (-)/right (+) helicity were measured by CCD camera. Figure 1 shows such 

normalized far-field intensity images for CGSMs possessing n-fold rotational symmetry. The observed 

geometrical patterns agree well with those obtained from FDTD theoretical simulation. 

  

In summary, we designed and fabricated cyclic group symmetric metamaterials, anisotropic media showing 

an extrinsic orbital Hall effect of light associated with the n-fold rotation symmetry. We found that the 

experimentally observations agree well with FDTD theoretical simulation. We believe that this study provides 

significant advantages for applications in quantum communications, chemical/bio-sensing and understating of 

spin symmetry breaking properties of metasurface. 
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Abstract-We directly measured far-field extinction/scattering spectra of a single Ag nanowire over 

the entire semi-meridian with varying detection angle. The angle-resolved extinction/scattering 

spectra reveal that the far-field pattern of the nanowire carries two features of the near-field: Fabry-

Perot resonances of SPPs propagating along the nanowire and phase-matching conditions between 

SPPs and free-propagating radiation depending on the emission angle and wavelength. 

 

Scattering properties of a plasmonic nanowire have been investigated through dark-field microscopy1, back-

focal plane imaging2 and so on. Surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) supported by the metallic nanowire have a 

large wavevector and cause strong scattering radiations to the direction of a large angle even beyond the numerical 

aperture (N.A.) of the microscope objective employed in the conventional methods. To overcome this limitation 

and obtain the full information of scattering characteristics, we directly measured far-field extinction/scattering 

spectra of a single Ag nanowire over the entire semi-meridian. SPPs of the nanowire on a coverslip are excited by 

white-light illumination focused on one end of the nanowire by an objective. The detection part, 0.23 m distant 

from the nanowire, scans the entire northern semi-meridian with an angular resolution of 2 degrees and collects 

scattering radiations into an optical fiber attached to a spectrometer. Beyond the N.A. of the focusing objective, 

purely scattered signal is detected, while, within the N.A., the extinction by the nanowire is observed. The angle-

resolved scattering spectra reveal that the far-field scattering pattern of the nanowire carries two features of the 

near-field: Fabry-Perot resonances of SPPs propagating along the nanowire and phase-matching conditions 

between SPPs and free-propagating radiation depending on the emission angle and wavelength3,4. We believe that 

the study on the angle-resolved far-field scattering spectra will be useful to understand scattering characteristics 

of a desired optical nanostructure. 

 
Figure 1. Experimental setup to measure the angle-resolved far-field spectra. 



 
Figure 2. The angle-resolved far-field scattering measurement and simulation results. 

     

     
Figure 3. The angle-resolved far-field extinction measurement and simulation results. 
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Abstract—We investigate the efficiency of a metasurface sup-

porting spoof plasmons to control the electromagnetic emission

of a radiating element. The three dimensional metasurface is

made of an array of metallic grounded rods and it is used as

the substrate of a printed antenna. Such substrate provides a

transmission band at low frequencies, corresponding to spoof

plasmon propagation, and a total electromagnetic band gap above

the cut-off frequency. We show how an efficient and directive

emission with low side lobe levels and backward radiation can

be obtained when the operating frequency of the antenna is

considered in the band gap. The role of the spoof plasmons

is further demonstrated by tuning the transmission band at

the operating frequency. The proposed meta- substrate is an

original and efficient alternative to reshape the emission of

electromagnetic sources.

Index Terms—antennas, metamaterial, electromagnetic band

gap, spoof plasmons, reshaping the radiation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Electromagnetic radiating sources involve planar structures
susceptible to support surface waves. These waves, bounded
to the interface, propagate and when they reach edges or
corners, they diffract in free space. This mechanism is used as
the main radiating mechanism in the travelling-wave antennas
(or leaky-wave antennas) based on the design of a guiding
structure enable to efficiently couples the surface waves with
free space. It is in contrast to resonant antennas which use
resonances of radiating elements (as monopoles or dipoles).
However, even in this case, surface waves are involved but in
an undesirable way. Indeed, such antennas are mounted over
a larger plane surface (the ground plane), which is susceptible
to support surface waves, as surface plasmons for metallic
ground plane in the optical frequencies. The antennas are
designed considering an infinite ground plane, that is ignoring
surface wave radiation. Because of the finite size of the ground
plate in the practice, the surface waves are scattered, and thus,
interact with the radiation field of the radiating elements. It
results in the appearance of undesired ripples and high level
side lobes in the radiation pattern, responsible for a decrease
in the overall performances of the antenna. To avoid such
perturbations, one has to forbid the wave propagation on the
ground plane. This means that the surface waves have to be
associated to a dispersion relation with frequency ranges where
the propagation is forbidden, namely with band gaps.

In 1999, two designs of improved antennas have been
proposed [1], [2], where the planar interface of the ground
plane is replaced by a periodically structured interface. In the
former reference, the structure consists in piercing a square

array of air columns in a dielectric substrate. The array
being at wavelength scale realizes a photonic crystal type
substrate which present a forbidden band gap at the Bragg
frequency. In the latter reference [2], the forbidden frequency
band is realized using a mushroom-like array being design at
a subwavelength scale. The concept of surface impedances is
used to characterize the response of the structure, resulting
in the so-called high impedance surfaces, associated with
forbidden frequencies for the surface waves.

The present paper follows the idea of using the dispersion
relation of surface waves to reshape the radiation pattern of
printed antennas. In our case, the surface waves bounded at a
corrugated metallic interface, usually called spoof plasmons,
are considered. Spoof plasmons refer to the waves guided at
the corrugated interface of a perfect conductor metal. In the
simplest case, the corrugation consists in rectangular grooves,
with height L and volume fraction of air �. In this case, the
dispersion relation of the the spoof plasmons, derived in [3]
for acoustic waves and in [4], [5] for electromagnetic waves
with transverse magnetic polarization (H(x, z) along y, inset
of Fig. 1.a) reads

kSP = k

q
1 + �2 tan2 kL, for tan kL > 0, (1)

where kSP is the wavevector of the spoof plasmon along x
and k the wavenumber in air (or say, the frequency). Note
that the restriction to tan kL > 0 is not mentioned in [3],
[4], [5] although it is essential to define the band gaps, and it
can be obtained by using classical homogenization technique
[6], [7]. The wavefield in air is H(x, z) = H0e

ikSPx��z , with
k2 = k2SP ��2. The forbidden frequency ranges correspond to
negative values of tan kL, leading to the usual first total band
gap is for �/2L � k � �/L [7]. In the following, we refer
to the forbidden frequency range, the corresponding range of
frequency f such that c/4L � f � c/2L, with c = 3.108

m.s�1.
In the context of improved antenna, the existence of stop

bands is interpreted in terms of high impedance surface (HIS)
[2], with the surface impedance being Z

s

= E
x

/H with
our notations. Being the ratio of two conserved quantities,
Z
s

is notably continuous at the interface z = 0 between the
corrugated layer and air. Thus, if Z

s

(0�) is known, one can
solve the problem only in the air (z � 0) using the boundary
condition at the equivalent surface z = 0 (obviously, the
difficulty is precisely to find Z

s

, which requires to solve the
problem for z < 0). In our two dimensional configurations, Z

s



2

imposes a boundary condition of Robin type �
z

H(x = 0, z) =
i�Z

s

H(x = 0, z) (since �
z

H = i�E
x

when considering a
time dependence e�i�t). When locking for a surface waves,
H(x, z > 0) = H0e

ikSPx��z , we simply get � = �i�Z
s

.
This means that surface waves (with � real positive) will be
supported for Z

s

having a positive imaginary part (inductive
impedance). Next if Z

s

tends to infinity, � and kSP = k2 +�2

also tends to infinity, which indeed coincides with the limits
of the stop bands in our case, Eq. 1, at tan kL � ±�.

In the following, we use the concept of plasmon band gap
(given by the condition tan kL < 0 in Eq. 1) to design
our metamaterial substrate and we demonstrate experimentally
and numerically its capability to improve the performances of
patch antenna.

II. SPOOF PLASMONS BAND GAP IN A THREE
DIMENSIONAL METAMATERIAL

Let us start by considering the simplest structure (one
dimensional structuration) with rectangular grooves and pa-
rameters �a = 6 mm and a = 13 mm. Two different groove
lengths, L = 6 and L = 15, mm are considered. The Fig. 1(a)
shows the corresponding dispersion relations given by Eq. 1.
A band gap is observed in each geometry and can be easily
tuned by the groove length. However, for practical realization,
it is tempting to go toward a two dimensional structuration,
as shown in Fig. 1(b): instead of massive rectangular grooves
invariant along y, we consider cylindrical rods periodically
located along x and y with the same parameters (a, L) and
2R = �a. Numerical calculations (CST Studio software) have
been used to determine the dispersion relation of this structure,
and the result is reported in Fig. 1(c). Two different cylinder
lengths , L = 6 and L = 15, mm are considered. As expected,
along � � X , the obtained dispersion relation resembles the
dispersion relation given by Eq. 1 and presented in Fig 1(a).
A full transmission band gap for surface waves is clearly
observed for frequency in the range 3.8 - 9.5 GHz for L = 15
mm. The band gap for L = 6 mm starts at f=8.5 GHz, resulting
in a possible tuning of the band structure by adjusting the
length of the rods, according to the Eq. 1.

III. RESHAPING THE RADIATION PATTERN

At microwave frequencies, patch antennas are the most
commonly radiating sources employed in integrated circuits
that play the important role of emitting signals off the chip into
free space. As previously said, these patch antennas are placed
on a dielectric substrate over a metallic ground plane, which
can support surface waves and couples power into substrate
modes. The diffraction of these waves at the edges of the
substrate affects the antenna efficiency and causes ripples and
high level side lobes in the radiation pattern. We will now
inspect the ability of our metamaterial substrate to avoid such
unpleasant effects by forbidding the surface wave, or plasmon,
propagation. We realize a patch antenna resonating around 10
GHz, with an antenna element being fed by a coax line via a
hole near the center of the ground plane. The antenna element
is then placed in the center of a 6 by 6 cylinder array with

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic view and dispersion diagram of a corrugated surface
(factor � = 0.46 and a = 13 mm) for two different groove lengths. (b)
Schematic view of the metamaterial made of an array of grounded rods. (c)
Dispersion diagram of the proposed metamaterial calculated for two different
cylinder lengths. The light line is plotted as well (dotted line).

L = 6 mm, as shown in the Fig. 2(a) (and from Fig. 1(c), we
know that this structure provides a band gap that surrounds
the resonant frequency of the antenna even after adding the
thin layer of the epoxy substrate).

Fig. 2(b) shows the reflection coefficient of the patch
antenna for the antenna alone and for the antenna being
surrounded by the cylinders; in both cases, a minima of the
reflection is obtained around 10 GHz, corresponding to the
operating frequency of the antenna (that is the frequency at
which the antenna emits efficiently). Thus, the presence of
the array does not affect significantly the operating frequency,
although a slight red shift is observed. Note also in Fig. 2(b)
the resonant frequencies (f1, f2, f3) which are very weak in
the present case; additional results on these low frequency
resonances are reported in the appendix, where we show that
the structure can be optimized to work efficiently at these
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frequencies [8], [9], [10].

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. (a) Schematic view and a photography of the printed antenna
surrounded by the metamaterial structure. (b) Reflection coefficients calculated
for the antenna with and without the metamaterial.

The radiating patterns have been measured in the E and
H planes, and the results are reported in Figs. 3 and 4. A
significant enhancement of the directivity of the antenna is
achieved thanks to the metamaterial substrate. A reduction of
the backward radiation and the side lobe levels, in particular
for angles higher than 90 degree, are also obtained in the two
planes. An average value of reduction of 10 dB is observed.
Moreover, the gain of the antenna is increased of about 2
dB at the operating frequency. This improvement is higher (of
about 1 dB) than the one obtained with photonic crystals (PCs)
and high impedance surfaces (HISs) when considering similar
lateral dimensions.

We end our study by inspecting further the role of the
band gap structure in the reported results. This is done by
considering now higher cylinders, with L = 15 mm, for which
the spoof plasmon propagation is possible at the operating
frequency of the printed antenna (f0 � 10 GHz, see Fig. 1(c)).
The results are reported in Fig. 5. As previously, the operating
frequency is not significantly affected by the presence of the
array, with a slight red shift (Fig. 5(a)).

Next, the Figs. 5(b) and (c) report the radiation patterns
in the E and H planes. These patterns have to be compared
with the radiation patterns of the antenna in the absence of
the metamaterial, Figs. 3(a) and 4(a). The appearance of high
secondary lobes are noticeable in the E plane at ±45 deg, and
this effect is accompanied by a decrease in the main lobe gain,
which is found to be lower of about 2 dB when compared
to the gain of the antenna alone. Clearly, the directivity of
the antenna has not be improved, and this confirms that the
efficiency of the antenna previously observed is due to the
band structure of the meta- substrate.

In this work, we have realized a meta- substrate made of
a finite array of grounded metallic rods realizing a transmis-

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Measured radiation patterns in the E plane for (a) the antenna alone
and (b) the antenna surrounded by the metamaterial surface (numerical results
are reported for comparison).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. Same representation than in Fig. 3 for the measurements in the H
plane.

sion band for surface waves at low frequencies and a total
electromagnetic band gap above a specific cut-off frequency.
This meta- substrate has been shown to efficiently reshape the
radiated field of a printed antenna, and the role of the band
structure has been evidenced. Finally, for operating frequency
being in the transmission band, one can think to reshape the
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5. (a) Reflection coefficients of the antenna in the absence and in the
presence of the metamaterial surface. (b) and (c) Radiation patterns of the
printed antenna surrounded by the metamaterial measured respectively in the
E plane and in the H plane.

radiation pattern in a different way, for instance to realize
additional lobes, as observed in our second experiments at
-45, 0 and 45 deg.
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IV. APPENDIX : ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION FROM
THE FINITE SIZE METAMATERIAL

In the previous configurations, we have investigated the
effect of the array on the radiation pattern at the operating
frequency of the antenna. We have actually studied two
configurations where this frequency is considered inside and
outside the spoof plamsons band gap. Nevertheless, we have
not discussed yet all the perceptible effects on the reflection
spectrum of the antenna observed in the first configuration.
These effects are illustrated in Fig. 2(b) of the main paper.
While we have already studied the behavior of the structure
at the main resonance, we have not investigated yet the
collection of resonant pics observed at the lower frequencies
of the reflection spectrum. Here, we propose to focus on this
phenomenon.

It appears that such reflection coefficient response has been
recently observed in a finite size structure called metalens [8],
[9], [10]. This structure consists of a finite size periodic array
of sub-wavelength resonators. The formalisms used to study
this type of resonant media have shown that the coupling
splits the single resonance of the atom, considered in each
unit cell, to different modes that show at different frequencies.
This hybridization process produces a number of modes that
equals at best the number of atoms. However, due to mode
overlapping and symmetries, it is not always possible to
individually excite each of these modes.

While designed to mimic corrugated surfaces in order to
support spoof SPs in three-dimensional configuration, our
structure can be considered as a cluster of a resonant grounded
rods disposed periodically according to a two-dimensional
square lattice. This overview incites to consider this structure
as a metalens and predicts the appearance of the collection of
resonant modes presented in Fig. 2(b) in the main paper.

In our configuration, we observe that the first branch of
the dispersion relation, calculated for the infinite array of
the grounded rods, covers the collection of resonant frequen-
cies. At this frequency band, the printed antenna alone is
not resonating. The obtained resonances are obtained at low
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 6. Electric field distribution (left) and radiation patterns (center for 3D
and right for 2D patterns) calculated at the resonant mode frequencies f1 (a),
f2 (b) and f3 (c). The frequencies are defined in fig. 2. Measurements are
also given for the in-plane 2D patterns.

frequencies by coupling power from the near evanescent field
of the (non radiating) antenna to the finite size metamaterial
. In order to take a closer look in the near field variations
at these resonant frequencies, we have performed numerical
simulations. Fig. 6 shows the cartography of the electric
field variation above the structure at the three main resonant
frequencies. The spatial fluctuations on the near field patterns
relates the Fabry-Perot resonant behavior of the structure.
These modes can be expressed in terms of the in-plane
wavenumber k

sp

= �
a

(m�x+n�y), where m and n are integers
inferior or equal receptively to the number of the columns and
lines of the considered array and where a is the lattice constant
of the array.

These results match the metalens behavior presented herein-
above [10]. Thereby, we expect a far field radiation in the
plane of the structure with a specific pattern at each resonant
frequency. We have performed calculations and measurements
in order to characterize the radiation patterns. Fig. 6 shows the
obtained results at the three main considered frequencies. We
can notice that each pattern expresses the fluctuation observed
in the corresponding near field resonant mode.

The resonant modes obtained here by hybridization do not
present resonances with high magnitude because the coupling
of the structure to the main source (patch antenna) has not
been optimized here to that aim. In fig. 7, we present the
spectrum obtained with a configuration where such coupling
is amplified. In such configuration, efficient radiation at each
resonance and a wide diversity of radiation patterns can
be obtained. This structure can be used as an original and
efficient solution to reshape the radiation pattern for specific
configurations.

Fig. 7. Radiation Pattern and Magnetic Field Distribution on plane
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Abstract- This paper presents a new approach for the design of a metasurface antenna capable to 

provide dual circularly polarized broadside radiation. In the configuration, two decoupled surface 

waves of transverse electric and transverse magnetic types are excited balanced in amplitude, and 

propagate in the structure with the same phase velocity. Surface impedance characterization allows 

field radiation towards broadside direction. Two orthogonal modes in phase quadrature are 

employed to excite the structure, obtaining both right-hand or left-hand circular polarization. 

 

Metasurface (MTS) antennas have been presented as a new alternative to conventional technologies designs, 

taking advantage of their low profile, easy fabrication process and versatility to achieve different radiation 

patterns with control over field polarization [1]-[2]. These structures can be characterized by means of an 

equivalent impenetrable surface impedance tensor when they are composed by a dense layer of anisotropic 

metallic sub-wavelength elements over a grounded dielectric. Proper modulation of the tensor components 

enables to control the structure radiation properties. 

 

The proposed MTS solution is based on the excitation of two decoupled cylindrical surface waves (SWs) of 

transverse magnetic (TM) and transverse electric (TE) types balanced in amplitude. They propagate in the 

structure with the same phase velocity at the working frequency and therefore, the magnitudes of the radial 

propagation wavevectors are equal kTM=kTE=k. Under the resonance condition [3], kTM,TE can be related with the 

average normalized eigenvalues of the impenetrable anisotropic surface reactance tensor defined at the 

metasurface-air interface. When the impenetrable reactance tensor components are sinusoidally modulated in 

radial direction, fields are radiated outside the structure [4]. Control over the applied modulation parameters 

allows radiation towards the desired broadside direction at the working frequency. Furthermore, as reported in 

[5], exciting the rotationally symmetric MTS with two orthogonal modes in phase quadrature broadside radiation 

with right-hand (RH) or left-hand (LH) circular polarization (CP) can be obtained. Fig. 1 shows copolar and 

crosspolar simulated radiation patterns obtained with an ideal continuous MTS implemented following the 

theoretical basics: 
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Fig. 1 Co-pol (continuous) and cross-pol (dashed) radiation patterns obtained with an ideal MTS at 13.5GHz. 

 

Metallic elliptical shaped elements with cross-shaped aperture inside have been selected for the practical 

implementation of the MTS. Several geometric parameterizations of the unit cells have been studied. Dispersion 

diagrams for TM and TE modes show the required phase velocity at the working frequency (Fig. 2). The spatial 

dispersion shown by the pixel for the TE case has to be also taken into account to implement the structure. 
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Fig. 2. a) Details of the unit cell characterized by u=3mm, 10 2r .ε = , 1 27h . mm=  and ψ (rotation inside the unit cell). 

 Isofrequency dispersion curves of TM (b) and TE (c) modes for different propagation directionsφ , being φ ψ= .  

 

Further details about the theoretical operation principle, MTS implementation and required feeding system 

to obtain dual CP broadside radiation will be extended in the conference.  
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Abstract— We present wideband metasurface for electromagnetic energy harvesting and wire-
less power transfer. The metasurface is composed of crescent shaped Split-Ring Resonators (CS-
SRRs). A�ecting the current path lead to an inductance that varies with frequency, thus yielding
wideband frequency response. For validation, we designed an array of a 9 ⇥ 9 resonators, and
showed through numerical simulation that appreciable power conversion e�ciency and bandwidth
enhancement compared with harvester arrays reported in the literature.

1. INTRODUCTION

The emergence of metamaterials and metasurfaces has expanded the boundary of electromagnetic
research and lead to new and important applications. One critical application of metasurface is
energy harvesting. The property of tuning � and µ in metasurfaces have led to full absorption
and harvesting by matching the material impedance to free space impedance. In recent years,
extensive research has been carried out to design and fabricate metasurface energy harvesters.
High harvester conversion e�ciency has been achieved in both microwave [1] and infrared regimes
[2]. Also, a wideband energy harvester has been reported recently using ground packed split-ring
resonator [3].

Maximizing the conversion e�ciency and minimizing the footprint are always primary goals
for energy harvesting. In this work, a wideband metasurface energy harvester is proposed. The
proposed energy harvester is based on a scalable CS-SRR, which makes the topology easy to be
designed at any desired range of frequency and easy to be fabricated and measured.

2. DESIGN METHODOLOGY

Figure.1 shows the metasurface harvester composed of an ensemble of 9 ⇥ 9 split-ring resonators
periodically arranged on a Rogers substrate with total dimensions of 4.35 ⇥ 4.35cm. The cell has
a crescent shape with a small gap and was designed to operate at 5.25 GHz. The crescent shaped
split-ring resonators (CS-SRRs) are designed by considering two cylinders with small thicknesses
and di�erent radii subtracted from each other and a small split where the small cylinder is not
aligned in the center, thus creating a crescent shaped topology. The crescent resonator is hosted on a
t = 0.76mm thickness Rogers RO4350 substrate with a dielectric constant of 3.66 and a loss tangent
of 0.004. The designed crescent resonator has geometrical dimensions of outer � radius = 2.4mm,
inner � radius = 2.2mm, gap g = 0.2mm, copper thickness of 35µm, and periodicity between
the resonators of S = 0.1mm. The harvester array was designed using the commercial full wave
simulator CST Microwave Studio [4].

3. SIMULATION RESULTS

The antenna was placed in the middle of a radiation box. The boundary conditions were chosen
to force the incident magnetic fields to be normal to the surface while forcing the electric field to
be parallel to the structure surface. By using such excitation mechanism, a relatively high electric
field develops across the gap of the structure. To harvest this voltage, a resistive load was placed
across the gap. The resistor value was swept over a wide range. A resistance of 1100 Ohm yielded
the maximum power e�ciency occurs. In this work, we calculate AC conversion e�ciency using
the formula below [1]:

� =
Preceived

Pincident
,

Where Preceived is the total time-average power received by the metasurface array (dissipated in the
resistive load), and Pincident is the total time average power incident on the array. Figure.2 depicts
the conversion e�ciency of the proposed harvester over a wide range of frequency. Wideband and
high conversion e�ciency were observed with the highest conversion e�ciency reaching 93%.
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Figure 1: Schematic showing the harvester elements and the unit cell.
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Figure 2: Calculated power conversion e�ciency and the frequency bandwidth of the designed infinite array
of CS-SRRs.

4. CONCLUSION

The feasibility of using a metasurface composed of an ensemble of 9⇥9 Crescent Split-ring resonators
to harvest electromagnetic energy was studied. A resistive load with an optimal value was placed
across the gap of the resonators to harvest the voltage developed at the gap. The power dissipated
across the resistors was calculated. In this work we focused on microwave to Ac conversion e�ciency.
Wide-band and high AC conversion e�ciency was achieved.
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Abstract-We overview the research results on electromagnetic optimization and experimental 

realization of low- and high-aspect plasmonic structures designed for simple and sophisticated 

focusing at the frequencies of 0.35 and 0.65 THz. The structures are considered both in the reflect- 

and transmit-array configurations whose surface phase distribution is synthesized with a computer 

holography technique. The overall diffraction efficiency reaching 80% is experimentally 

demonstrated. The methods of structure fabrication using UV and deep X-ray lithography are 

discussed.   

 

Last years, searching for effective ways to a complex wavefront manipulation becomes a hot topic in physics 

of metamaterials [1-5]. This task is evaluated to be important for various applications where beam-shaping and 

beam-focusing structures are highly demanded, especially in the relatively young terahertz (THz) domain which 

occasionally faces the lack of high-performance devices of this kind. Using plasmonic structures with a properly 

designed spatial-dependent reflection/transmission phase, which is normally synthesized by methods of 

computer holography, such a problem can be elegantly solved [2-5]. As a result, the holographic meta-structures 

(HMSs) turn out to be purely flat and thin devices with striking functionalities and high efficiency typically 

unreachable in conventional optics.  

In this work, we present the results of electromagnetic optimization and experimental implementation for 

high-performance THz HMSs of several types, which are tested in the experiments on radiation focusing into the 

focal areas of simple and complicated shapes including single and several spaced spots, as well as “Latin letters” 

(Fig.1). The HMSs of the first kind are the reflect-arrays optimized for operation at the frequency of 0.35 THz. 

In a basic design they are realized as a single-layer photolithographically-patterned metasurface laying upon a 

grounded polypropylene slab 190 um thick [5]. To cover the range of 360q phase variation, we employed the 
“patch-to-SRR” topological morphing to attain the polarization-sensitive focusing [5], while and the 

“patch-to-ring” transformation was utilized for the polarization-insensitive case. The HMSs of the second kind 

are represented by the transmit-arrays optimized for 0.65 THz, which are made as the single-layer high-aspect 

structures with a wavelength-comparable thickness. We proposed a relatively simple but effective method for 

their fabrication, which is based on deep X-ray lithographic patterning of a carrying PMMA layer followed by its 

entire surface metallization [6, 7].  



 

Figure 1. Example of the optimized surface phase distribution (left) for the holographic reflectarray designed to 

focus a Gaussian beam into the letters “THZ” at 0.35 THz. The right graph shows the measured intensity 

distribution in the focal plane positioned at F=120 mm from the HMS center (900-reflection scheme, see [5]). 

 

To attain the required phase distribution over the HMSs surface, all the developed HMSs were designed via 

the Gerchberg-Saxton holographic algorithm [5] which was mastered to maximize the diffraction efficiency (DE) 

of the HMSs. This allowed us to reach ~80% for the experimentally measured DE values. Such a high efficiency 

outperforms similar characteristics of many analogues operating at THz frequencies and demonstrates the 

effectual way in creating relatively inexpensive, flat, light-weight, and high-performance focusing devices. 

This work was supported by the Ministry of Education and Science of the Russian Federation under the State 

Assignment Contract #3002. 
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Abstract- Metasurfaces have expanded the ability of planar control over photonic momentum, 

angular-momentum and/or spin states, through locally controlled phase and/or polarization, 

enabling a novel family of ultrathin flat devices. Another class of time-varying metasurfaces 

opens up a new horizon of light control based on space-time duality of wave equations. 

Temporally-engineered metasurfaces break Lorentz-reciprocity paving the way for developing 

magnetic-free optical isolators. Furthermore, they induce a wavelength-shift that could 

compensate for Doppler-shift and render a velocity cloak for moving objects. 
 

The emergence of photonic metamaterials has enabled a new paradigm of light control through spatial 

engineering of materials/structures, leading to unprecedented physical effects. In addition, the advent of photonic 

metasurfaces [1] introduced another degree of freedom over light control through surface discontinuities, 

overcoming the fabrication challenges associated with volumetric metamaterials. Space-gradient metasurfaces 

consist of planar arrays of nano-structured antennas with locally induced phase and/or polarization to 

propagating light. As a consequence, photons propagating through space-gradient metasurfaces can be 

engineered to undergo a change to their momentum, angular momentum and/or spin state. This has led to a 

relaxation of Snell’s law, a pivotal relation in optical engineering, and has enabled a whole new family of flat 

optical devices. We have utilized the engineered control over photonic spin and momentum to implement a set of 

planar ultra-compact metasurface based devices including a chiroptical spectrometer [2] used in biochemical 

sensing (see fig 1a), a polarization rotator [2,3] used in secure quantum communications (see fig 1b), and 

nano-cavities [4] to enhance photonic spontaneous emission using the Purcell effect (see fig 1c). 

 

The area of flat photonics can be further empowered if temporal engineering of materials is introduced along 

with spatial engineering. Since space and time play dual roles in wave equations, then temporal engineering of 

materials should obtain complementary properties to those obtained by their analog spatially engineered 

structures. The introduction of time-gradient metasurfaces [5] provided a new genus of optical devices and new 

physical effects can be realized provided one can overcome some fundamental limitations of metasurfaces with 

space-gradient alone. Photons experience inelastic interactions with time-varying metasurfaces resulting in a 

Doppler-like wavelength shift. Experimental verification of the artificial Doppler shift has been achieved (15nm 

shift) for telecommunication pulses using Aluminum-doped-ZnO with dynamic refractive index operating in the 

epsilon-near-zero regime [6]. Furthermore, Snell’s relations are modified in dynamic metasurfaces to a more 

universal form not limited by Lorentz reciprocity (see fig 1d), hence meeting all the requirements to build 

magnetic-free optical isolators. Consequently, metasurfaces with both space- and time-gradients can have a 

strong impact on a plethora of photonic applications and provide versatile control over the physical properties of 



 2 

light.  

 

 
 

Figure 1: (a) Space-gradient metasurface working as a chiroptical spectrometer using photonic spin Hall effect. The metasurface 

spectrometer reflects light of opposite spins in different directions at a wavelength dependent angle. From [2]. (b) Space-gradient 

metasurface that rotates angle of polarization by 450. From [2]. (c) Subwavelength nano-cavity of 140 nm thickness and support resonant 

wavelengths up to 900nm. (d) Time-gradient metasurface that changes wavelength (color) of reflected light and its angle of reflection 

deviates from Snell’s law. Under time-reversal, neither incident color or direction is restored (non-reciprocal). From [5]. 
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Abstract- We study the resonant processes in nanostructured metasurfaces, mainly in arrayed 

configurations, and assess their potential for surface plasmon resonance effect applied in biosensor 

applications. Metasurface building blocks with various shapes and arrangements on suitable 

substrates and configurations have been analyzed, in terms of their resonances in reflection / 

transmission and figures of merit. The analysis has been performed with a combination of 

(quasi)analytical approaches and numerical studies, using a combination of our in-house rigorous 

coupled-wave analysis technique and finite difference time domain method.   

Optical sensors based on surface plasmon resonance (SPR), as a well-developed technique, have recently 

attracted large attention in many sensing application of various chemical and biochemical species [1]. 

Additionally, there has been increasing interest in novel approaches to SPR sensing, based on designing novel 

types of plasmonic nanostructures [2] in either periodic or random spatial arrangements, allowing combination 

of propagating surface plasmons with localized SP (LSP). Bearing in mind various possibilities of nanostructures 

supporting LSP, only recently, it has been realized that a fruitful inspiration can be brought with metasurfaces 

[3]. Since the physics of resonances in metasurfaces is rich, combining Fano-type resonances of individual 

building blocks with lattice resonances due to periodic arrangements, metasurfaces can soon become a 

complementary platform to traditional SPR based plasmonic biosensors [4-5], providing proper understanding 

and exploitation of such combined resonant processes. Our analysis relays on both in-house two-dimensional 

rigorous coupled wave analysis (RCWA) technique [6] and finite difference time domain method (FDTD 

Lumerical and Crystal Wave of Photon Design), combined with suitable (quasi)analytical approaches [7-8]. By 

means of this approach, we study the complex resonant behavior of various metasurfaces, with respect to their 

geometrical and morphological properties, with the aim of understanding the resonant processes and selecting 

proper structures for SPR sensor applications (using relevant quantifying indicators as sensitivities to RI changes 

and figures of merit (FOMs). The first example of the spectral dependence of the reflectivity spectra of the 

fishnet metasurface is shown in Fig. 1 where the effects of two parameters are shown (width a of the fishnet arm, 

scaling). The second example in Fig. 2 shows the effect of morphologic transitions of metaatoms on the 

reflectivity resonant behavior, from a square metaatom through an U shape to a cut wire structures, for both 

polarizations of the incident light. Based on the analysis of the influence of geometrical parameters and 

structural morphology and transformations on the SP resonances, identifying promising resonances, we have 

proceeded with the analysis of both bulk and surface refractive index sensitivities and FOMs for the selected 

metasurface configurations, identifying optimum arrangements. Such an systematic approach allows for both 

direct comparison of considered arrangements and configurations, and identification of suitable parameters, 

leading to further structure optimization with respect to building block morphology. Finally, we have made 

efforts to interpret the origin of the resonances, with the help of the Fano approach.  



    

Fig. 1. Example of the dependence of the reflectivity spectra of the fishnet metasurface, with respect to: a) width 

a of the fishnet arm, b) structure scaling.  

 

  

    
Fig. 2. Example of the morphologic transition of metaataoms: from square through U shape to cut wires: a) TE 

polarization, b) TM polarization.  
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Abstract-  

We introduce new concepts of direct dark modes and electromagnetically induced transparency 

excitation based on a resonant element and incoming field symmetries matching and far field coupling 

of resonant elements using their antenna emission properties. This greatly relaxes fabrication constraints 

for the optical domain where such kind of resonances presenting sharp spectra are highly desirable for 

sensing applications. 

1. Introduction 
The achievement of high performance metasurfaces usually requires good resonance quality factors, which are 

difficult to achieve with metallic resonators. High quality factor are extremely desirable for planar metamaterial 

optics and also for other applications such as the detection of biological molecules or chemical species using 

plasmonic nano-resonators. 

The low quality factor of metallic resonators is due to the losses related both to heat dissipation of the electrons 

in the metal (Joule effect), as well as to the radiative losses because the metallic resonator acts as a emitter antenna. 

Though there is no means to reduce Joule losses, it is nevertheless possible to decrease radiation damping by 

using the excitation of dark modes resonances that are only weakly coupled to the dipole radiation. In literature, 

the excitation of dark modes is most often described as the result of interaction between a superradiant element 

bearing an electric dipolar momentum and acting as a radiative or bright mode, with a subradiant element bearing 

an electric quadripolar or magnetic dipolar momentum and playing the role of the dark (or trapped) mode. The 

mode hybridization induced by a strong coupling between bright and dark elements leads to the opening of a 

narrow electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) window inside the absorption band [1-3]. However the 

great sensitivity of mode hybridization to the variation of separation distance between elements yields reliable 

fabrication of such kind of structures highly challenging for sensing applications in the optical domain. 

To circumvent the issues related to the modes hybridization, we recently considered a different dark mode 

excitation mechanism based only on symmetry matching conditions [4-6]. We bring evidence that dark mode 

excitation neither relies on hybridization mechanism nor on interference effects, and is thus distinctly different 

from EIT. In the present study we further extend this concept and provide theoretical and experimental results 

making evidence that in its turn EIT also can also be achieved by using mechanisms different from hybridization. 

2. Direct dark mode excitation in Z-metasurface 
For a free space configuration, we demonstrate the possibility of direct excitation of the dark mode via the 

magnetic component of the incident field. This mechanism of excitation is entirely determined by the structure’s 

symmetry and does not rely on the coupling of near-field between the elements. We consider a single-layered 

metasurface composed solely of Z resonators of identical dimensions [Fig. 1(a)]. For all angles of incidence, a 

resonance is produced around 4.6 GHz, corresponding to the basic LC resonance of the structure. Under oblique 



incidence, a second resonance is observed around 13.8 GHz whose origin is related to the excitation of a dark 

mode occurring at this frequency [Fig. 1(b)]. The Z resonator is considered to be an arrangement of two V 

antennas. The dipolar moments of the antisymmetric modes of these two V antennas are in opposite directions and 

cancel each other under normal incidence, and therefore the mode is trapped or forbidden. The excitation of this 

mode becomes possible under oblique incidence, where the current induced by the magnetic field flows in the 

same direction in the two V antennas, giving rise to a magnetic dipolar moment.  

Using a bi-layered enantiomeric structure composed of two antisymmetric Z meta-atoms on the counterpart 

allows exciting the second order electric dark mode under normal incidence as shown in Fig. 1(c). Excitation of 

dipole and qudrupole magnetic poles is also allowed under oblique incidence. 

 
Fig. 1. (a) Geometry of the Z meta-atom. (b) Transmission coefficient of a single-layered structure. (c) Transmission 

coefficient of a bi-layered enantiomeric structure. 

3. EIT not relying on hybridization 

The basic message of the theories revisiting EIT [7, 8] is that sharp narrow band transmission is obtained when 

Fano interference effect occurs between two modes with essentially equal radiative strength. In the present work, 

based on the example of several metasurface structures operating in the microwave domain, we provide modeling 

and experimental demonstration of the EIT obtained with identical radiative strength. We discuss the physics of 

these mechanisms relying of far-field coupling antennas properties of resonant elements. 
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Abstract-Electromagnetic coupling of nanoparticles with a thin film gives rise to various optical 
modes that enable the control of light in many different ways. Such ultrathin geometries with exotic 
optical behaviour, also known as metasurfaces, are advantageous for flat optics applications 
compared to three-dimensional metamaterials. In this work we demonstrate the performance of 
all-dielectric metasurfaces and propose architectures for plasmon-like field concentrations, total 
absorption, and enhanced magneto-optical effects.  
 

Engineering ultrathin surfaces consisting of film-coupled nanoresonators has opened the way for tailoring 
the light-matter interaction in various brand-new ways. Essentially, a resonator, such as a metallic nanoantenna, 
confines strongly the electromagnetic (EM) field at its surface due to the excitation of the so-called surface 
plasmon polaritons. Metallic nanoparticles of various shapes acting as nanoantenas coupled with an appropriate 
substrate funnel the EM field in subwavelength dimensions and cause significant changes on the amplitude, the 
phase, or the polarization of an incident wave [1, 2]. Recently, a lot of effort has been devoted in replacing the 
metals with high-refractive-index dielectrics [3-6]. In this work we study, by means of full electrodynamic 
calculations, non-metallic surfaces consisting of dielectric substrate layers decorated with periodic nanoparticle 
arrays. More specifically, we show that a monolayer of weakly absorbing high-refractive-index nanoparticles on 
top of a Bragg stack, which acts as a mirror, is sufficient to obtain totally absorbing surfaces. As dictated by 
scattering theory, tuning the amount of losses in the nanoparticle, total absorption at specific resonances can be 
achieved [3]. In a similar manner, we demonstrate that nanoparticle arrays on top of reflecting substrates are 
ideal in exciting guided resonances that confine the EM field at the surface of the dielectric particles, giving rise 
to subwavelength plasmon-like field concentrations [4, 5]. On the other hand, we provide evidence for enhanced 
and tuneable magneto-optical effects, such as Faraday or Kerr rotation of light incident on a dielectric magnetic 
film coated with a periodic array of dielectric nanoparticles. All of these applications show that arrangements of 
nonmetallic particles and films provide a promising and versatile platform for engineering easily-integrated 
metasurfaces, which allow for strong field concentration and drastic modification of its wavefront, excitation of 
guided resonances of the substrate, and enhancement of magneto-optical effects. We review our work on 
all-dielectric metasurfaces and present in more detail our recent results on non-metallic magneto-photonic 
metasurfaces that can efficiently rotate the plane of polarization of an incident light beam in the presence of an 
external static magnetic field. 
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Abstract—The spontaneous emission of quantum emitters can be modified by engineering their
optical environment. A resonant nanoantenna can significantly modify the radiative properties of
a quantum emitter. In this contribution, we go beyond the common electric dipole approximation
for the molecular electronic transition, and take higher-multipole channels into account. We
theoretically investigate the impact of metallic and dielectric nanoantennas on the interference
e�ects in the emission via di�erent multipolar pathways of a specific molecular transition.

Nanoantennas are nanostructured optical devices, metallic, dielectric, or even made of more
exotic materials such as graphene, able to dramatically enhance the light-matter interaction [1].
This is due to their extraordinary ability to concentrate light in subwavelength spatial domains.
A molecule placed into such hot spots interacts with a field of extreme strength. However, a
nanoantenna can do much more. It allows to overcome paradigms that have been prevalent for
long time when considering the light-matter interaction in free-space or in traditional cavities.
There, it is assumed that the spatial extent of the molecule is much smaller than the wavelength of
light; being a length scale for the spatial variations of the electric field. In consequence, the electric
field can be considered as constant across the molecule. This allows to use the dipole-approximation
where quantum state transitions are considered as purely electric dipolar.

Figure 1: A scheme of the plasmonic patch nanoantenna considered in this work. The red dot represents a
molecule positioned in the gap region, where field variations are most significant.

This assumption is lifted by plasmonic [2, 3] and even dielectric nanoantennas [4]. They provide
not just huge electric fields but also huge electric field modulations, allowing to stimulate quantum
state transitions that are usually considered as hardly accessible in free space: i.e. those character-
ized by a higher order multipolar moments. In our work, we explore the possibility to superimpose
and to coherently control the di�erent pathways of quantum emitters linked to di�erent multipolar
contributions of the same transition. We identify scenarios where the local density of states is
largely enhanced but also fully suppressed. This is possible by exploiting the quantum mechanical
interference of the di�erent transition pathways. The full suppression due to destructive quantum
interference corresponds to a specific and novel kind of a photonic band gap. A specific emitter
brought in a specific position and orientation relative to the nanoantenna remains excited through
lifetimes enhanced by many orders of magnitude, since there is no photonic mode into which this
excitation can be damped. This largely enhanced lifetime of the emitter is the key for many appli-
cations in the context of quantum computing, quantum storage, and quantum communication. In



all such applications a short lifetime of the emitter constitutes a limitation; a limitation that can
be overcome with optical nanoantennas.

In our contribution, we consider a plasmonic patch nanoantenna, consisting of two silver patches
and a glass spacer in-between (Figure 1) [6]. Its spectral profiles and characteristics of scattered
fields are calculated with a finite element method in the frequency domain. We investigate di�erent
multipolar contributions of a quantum transition between the ground and two excited states of an
OsO3 molecule, corresponding to the free-space wavelength of 553 nm. For this purpose, we exploit
the Fermi golden rule:

� =
2�

~
X

f

|�f|H|i�|2�(�f = �i ± �), (1)

where � is the modified transition rate between the initial state |i� and a set of final states |f�,
�(�) is the nanoantenna-modified density of states, and the ± sign corresponds to an absorption or
an emission, respectively. The interaction Hamiltonian H combines in general several multipolar
contributions:

H = �d.E(rm)�m.B(rm)� [Q.�] .E(rm), (2)

where E(rm) andB(rm) are the electric and magnetic fields at the position rm of the molecule, while
d, m andQ are the molecular transition electic dipole, magnetic dipole, and electric quadrupole mo-
ments, respectively. They have been provided for our calculations by means of the time-dependent
density functional theory [5]. Due to the symmetry properties of the OsO3 molecule, the transitions
we consider are electric-dipole-forbidden. Therefore, two higher-multipole pathways: the magnetic
dipole and the electric quadrupole, can be directly accessed and are strongly enhanced by the
plasmonic nanoantenna. Depending on the position and orientation of the molecule relative to the
nanoantenna, these channels can interfere, leading, e.g., to an enhancement of molecular lifetime
by many orders of magnitude.

Finally, we will supplement our contribution with an analysis of a potential of dielectric nanoan-
tennas in such higher-multipolar context [6]. According to our findings, even though metallic
nanoantennas are capable of a drastic enhancement of higher-multipole transition probabilities,
their magnetic-dipole and electric-quadrupole resonances overlap. This is not the case with dielec-
tric nanoparticles. The latter, though typically weaker in performance, o�er possibilities to tune
the relative position of resonances, which may provide an additional and important knob to control
the light-matter interactions. We demonstrate such capability by exploiting a silicon nanodisk to
coherently control the magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole channels of a similar molecule.

Our results are an essential step on the road to the design of integrated, tunable platforms for
precise control of molecular dynamics on the higher-multipolar level. Another direct application is
related to photonic sciences, namely to a design and construction of new types of nanostructured
materials and integrated devices. They may provide tunable, high-performance sources of exotic
states of light obtained via a predefined emission channel or an interference thereof. Photons
emitted in a higher-multipolar molecular transition would be characterized by unusual properties,
such as larger values of angular momentum or even parity. Their applications include orientational
manipulation of particles or particle aggregates in optical tweezers, higher-dimensional quantum
information encoding for quantum cryptography, high-bandwidth information encoding in free-
space quantum communication and computation applications, as well as sensitive optical detection.
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Abstract— Integration of optical nanoantennas holds promise for a significant boost of per-
formance of quantum emitters as nonclassical light sources. Moreover, nanoantennas can be
exploited to engineer the emission characteristics, or even quantum properties of light, such as
statistics or degree of entanglement. These applications are here proposed and discussed within
the cavity quantum electrodynamics (cQED) framework. It allows to account for nanoantennas,
whose spectra are characterized with multiple resonances, coupled to two- or multilevel quantum
emitters.

Quantum emitters, such as atoms, molecules, nitrogen-vacancy centers in diamond, etc., can
be exploited as sources of nonclassical light. Especially promising in this context are artificial
structures such as quantum dots, whose spectral properties can potentially be tailored, so that the
emitted light is characterized by desired quantum statistics, spectrum, polarization, or even high
degree of entanglement [1].

Figure 1: An artistic vision of a metallic nanoantenna coupled to a quantum emitter.

Harvesting light from bare quantum emitters is, however, extremely ine�cient, since the radical
mismatch between their size and the optical wavelength renders the corresponding coupling coe�-
cients to be very weak. Commonly, they are enhanced with high-finesse cavities, whose performance
is however restricted by the natural di�raction limit. This limitation can be waived if plasmonic
nanoantennas are exploited instead of traditional cavities [2]. They are capable of light confine-
ment into subwavelength spatial domains, leading to unprecedented coupling strengths between
light and quantum matter. What is more, nanoantennas can convert between localized and propa-
gating electromagnetic fields. In this way, they greatly enhance the brightness of quantum emitters
as nonclassical light sources. Such impact is usually expressed in terms of the Purcell enhancement
factor. So far, enhancement of emission rate by 3 orders of magnitude has been reported [3]. More-
over, nanoantennas, usually including dielectric components, significantly improve the directivity
of the emission [4], promising much better collection e�ciencies of the emitted photons.

In our work, we propose to exploit nanoantennas for engineering quantum light. We discuss
several applications of nanoantennas, whose scattering and absorption spectra can be described by
multiple resonances. This includes (1) controlling quantum statistics with a bright, triggered source
of single photons, based on a lambda-configuration quantum dot or molecule [5]; (2) a conversion



between two nanoantenna modes at the single-photon level, whose e�ciency is significantly boosted
due to a presence of, e.g., a nitrogen-vacancy center in diamond [6]; or even (3) generation of light,
with emission modes highly entangled in the degree of freedom related to the occupation number
[7]. All these applications exploit multiple resonances in the nanoantenna spectra.

To account for the complicated scattering characteristics, we have developed a method based on
the cQED framework. We obtain the spectral properties of nanoantennas by solving the Maxwell’s
equations in the frequency domain with the finite element method. In practice, such spectra can be
well represented with a finite and small number of Lorentzian or Fano-shaped resonances, associated
respectively with uncoupled or interacting quasi-normal modes. Their properties can be expressed
in terms of a limited number of parameters, namely the central frequencies of the resonances, their
spectral width, the coupling coe�cients between the individual modes, as well as coupling strengths
to adjacent quantum emitters of predefined dipole or even higher-multipole moments. This means
that the standard tools known from the cQED can be applied [8]. The Lindblad equation accounts
for the dynamics of the density matrix �(t) of the hybrid system

�̇(t) = �i [H0 +H, �(t)]� iL [�(t)] , (1)

where L [�(t)] describes all the incoherent processes, such as optical pumping or spontaneous emis-
sion. H0 is responsible for the free evolution, and the interaction Hamiltonian takes the Tavis-
Cummings form

H =
X

j

⇣
gj�

†
j aj + g?j a

†
j�j

⌘
, (2)

with the coupling constant gj between the mode described by the annihilation operator aj and
the corresponding quantum transition in the emitter, associated with the flip operator �j. This
methodology directly provides tools to discuss the quantum poperties of light, e.g., in the context
of the applications listed above.

The investigated examples indicate, that due to their unprecedented ability to enhance light
interaction with quantum matter, nanoantennas may provide means to bring the cavity quantum
electrodynamics down to the nanoscale. They can become an essential ingredient of compact on-
chip devices, robust and tunable, able to improve the performance of exotic light sources: their
brightness, directivity, and even nonclassical properties.
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Abstract- In this work, we propose and design a dielectric metasurface based on Silicon (Si) 

subwavelength pillars. A previous study of the directional conditions of the scattering is carried out in 

order to obtain the optimum sizes. The metasurface can operate as a band-stop filter to realize blocking 

back THz waves in the designed band range, while transparent transmission over the rest of the range. 

 

 

Nowadays, most of the frequency spectrum has been exploited. Despite this, the gap between microwaves 

and infrared is still in a research stage. This range known as 'terahertz gap' corresponds to frequencies from 0.3 

THz to 3 THz. Recent advances in THz sources and detectors have accelerated the THz application and 

techniques. Some of the most relevant applications are biosensors [1], security [2] and high speed 

communication [3]. However, in addition to efficient sources and detectors, these applications also require other 

optical devices to control and manipulate these kind of waves. 

The research of dielectric metasurfaces has attract a lot of interest in recent years. Some applications are 

planar photonics [4], flat optics [5] and flat lenses [6]. These kind of structures have opened new venues of 

research in the control of THz frequencies. The use of dielectric materials produces low insertion losses in 

comparison with metallic counterparts but similar effects when an overlap of the electric and magnetic-dipole 

resonances are produced. Moreover, in some cases as Si, the CMOS compatibility makes an easy integration 

with other kind of optical devices. In this work, it is demonstrated how the use of Si subwavelength pillars can 

be used in order to create selective filters for THz waves. A previous study of the directional conditions of the 

scattering is carried out in order to obtain optimum sizes. By using this study it is possible to choose the 

stop-band of the filter. The Si pillars are placed on a substrate of a low-loss THz polymer.  

 

 
Figure 1. Band stop filter in the region between 0.5 to 0.6 THz. 
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As an example, Fig. 1 shows the result of a metasurface designed to have the band rejection around 0.5THz. 

The nanopillars are structured in a metasurface configuration with a periodic space between nanopillars of 

100µm. The structure is based on Si nanopillars with height 180µm and radius 70µm. The metasurface can 

operate as a band-stop filter to realize blocking back THz waves in a band range of 0.5–0.6 THz, while 

transparent transmission over a range of 0.1–0.4 THz. As can be observed, for this specific design a range of 

100GHz can be filtered. The transmission is almost zero in this range, indicating an optimum rejection band. The 

interesting THz band-stop filtering properties suggest a promising application in the modern THz 

communication systems, THz time-domain spectroscopic imaging and THz continuous wave imaging. 
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Abstract— All-dielectric bianisotropic metasurface for microwave applications has been de-
signed, fabricated and experimentally investigated in the frequency range 4-9 GHz. Radar
cross-section of the metasurface unit cell posses di�erent ratio for forward/backward scatter-
ing depending on plane wave excitation propagation direction. At the frequency 7 GHz the
metasurface transmission characteristics exhibit a 2� phase change in the reflection spectrum
while the measured amplitude of the reflection coe�cient is close to 1. Thus the metasurface can
be used as a reflect array with a 2� reflection phase while being excited from one side, whereas
remains transparent outside this operational frequency range.

Metasurfaces are two-dimensional metamaterials allowing to control and manipulate the prop-
erties of electromagnetic waves by employing the concepts and designs of flat optics [1, 2]. In
comparison with bulk structures, metasurfaces are compact and relatively more simple to manu-
facture.

Recently, high-index all-dielectric metasurfaces attracted a lot of attention since they are free
from conducting loss [3]. It was also shown that metasurfaces with both electric and magnetic
dipolar responses can suppress dramatically the wave reflection, increasing significantly overall
metasurface e�ciency [4]. A better control of electromagnetic radiation can be achieved by ex-
ploiting magnetoelectric coupling (or bianisotropy) of the metasurface elements in addition to their
electric and magnetic dipolar response [5]. This allows in particularly to polarize incident waves or
to make a metasuface transparent from one direction while being fully opaque from the opposite
direction.

Here we demonstrate experimentally the all-dielectric bianisotropic metasurface operating in
microwave frequency range 4-9 GHz. The metasurface under study is composed of bianisotropic
high-index dielectric particles that are periodically arranged on a square lattice with a period
a = 2.7 cm. The individual particle has a form of a cylinder with a finite hole inside [see inset to
Fig. 1(a)]. The cylinder has a radius of R = 1 cm and a height of H = 1 cm. The radius of the hole
inside the cylinder is R0 = 0.5 cm and the height is H0 = 0.5 cm. The dielectric particle material is
a microwave ceramic with permittivity � = 10 and loss tangent tan�=0.0007. The ambient material
is air.

First we studied numerically and experimentally the radar cross section (RCS) of the single
particle excited by a plane wave. Under the forward excitation direction, we assume that the wave
vector k is co-directional with the z coordinate, and refer to this propagation direction as k+.
Under the backward excitation direction, we assume that the wavevector k is counter directional
with the z coordinate, and refer to this propagation direction as k�. From the simulated results
and measured data one can conclude that the bianisotropic particle possesses an identical forward
scattering RCS+ for both k+ and k� excitation directions. However, the backward scattering
RCS� depends on the excitation direction. At the frequency 7.4 GHz, the bianisotropic particle
has a minimum in the backward scattering RCS� for the forward excitation direction k+ while for
the backward excitation direction k� it is close to its maximum.

All-dielectric bianisotropic metasurface composed of the particles studied above have been fab-
ricated and studied experimentally [see Fig. 1(a)]. An array of 9 x 9 inverse particle shapes was
drilled in a custom holder made of a Styrofoam material (� ⇡ 1) and filled with a ceramic powder
Eccostock HiK with � = 10 and loss tangent tan�=0.0007. The period was a = 2.7 cm, and
the total size of the metasurface was 24 cm x 24 cm. The metasurface was placed in an anechoic
chamber between two horn antennas at the distance of 2 meters from each antenna. The anten-
nas were connected to the ports of the vector network analyzer. To avoid an additional reflection
from the metasurface edges and also border e�ects, the metasurface perimeter was surrounded by
microwave absorbers. Complex S-parameters of the system were measured for the forward and
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Figure 1: (a) Experimental setup for measurement of the metasurface scattering parameters. The inset
demonstrates the metasurface unit cell. Measured (solid lines) and simulated (dashed lines) amplitude (b)
and phase (c) of the metasurface scattering parameters.

backward plane wave excitations. To suppress the e�ects of multiple reflections between the meta-
surface sample and the antennas, the postprocessing of measured data by means of time-domain
gating was employed.

The measured amplitude and phase of the transmission and reflection coe�cients are shown in
Fig. 1 (b) and (c) respectively. The measured phases of the transmission coe�cient S12 and S21 are
equally identical due to reciprocity of the system (thus we plot only S21 parameter). In a contrast,
since the particles have small dielectric losses, the reflection coe�cient S11 and S22 amplitudes
have to be di�erent for opposite excitation directions due to the magnetoelectric coupling. At
the frequency 7 GHz the measured phase di�erence amounts to arg(S22)-arg(S11) ⇡ 2�, while the
measured amplitude of the reflection coe�cient is close to 1. At this frequency the metasurface
behaves as a reflect array with a 2� reflection phase while being excited from one side, whereas
remains transparent outside this operational frequency range.

In conclusion, we have designed, fabricated, and studied experimentally the all-dielectric meta-
surface composed of all-dielectric bianisotropic particles with di�erent backward and forward scat-
tering. We have demonstrated experimentally bianisotropic properties of the metasurface consisting
of periodically arranged all-dielectric bianisotropic particles, that can behave as a reflect array with
a 2� reflection phase while being excited from one side, whereas remains transparent outside this
operational frequency range.
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Abstract：Generating electron-hole pair through photon absorption is routinely the photodetection process 

promoting widespread applications ranging from security to human life. Recently, exploiting terahertz (THz) 

photodetection technique receives unprecedented attention due to its great promising for noninvasive imaging, 

communication, etc1,2. However, it is still lacking of efficient way for sensitive room-temperature detection due to 

the low photon energy. Gapless graphene is highly sought-after as a potential candidate for active material in 

photodetection across whole spectrum. Even though considerable amount of THz photons can be absorbed by 

graphene, the efficient photo-to-electric conversions are not well-developed. Among them, photodetection 

dominated by the plasma wave nonlinear-rectifying and photothermoelectric effects by exploiting specific device 

structure, chemical doping or dissimilar contacts are proposed3-5. Beyond the conventional interband mechanism, 

we report biased photoconductive detector but otherwise homogeneous graphene-channel with sensitivity 

exceeding 400V/W (4×103V/W) at room temperature and noise-equivalent power less than (0.5 nW/Hz0.5), 

reference to the incident (absorbed) power. The performance is competitive with optimal coupled 

room-temperature terahertz detector and attributed to the fast carrier recombination driven by thermoelectric 

origin and high current gain, rather than the bolometric origin6,7. Our analysis appealingly opens the perspective to 

properly engineering preferred photodetection mechanism for addressing the targeted THz application 

requirements. 

I. Graphene-based terahertz detector design  

The graphene detectors were fabricated on graphene grown by chemical vapor deposition. The large-area 

graphene on copper was transferred to insulating sapphire substrate by a wet transfer process followed by oxygen 

plasma etching. The antenna was subsequently patterned by Ultra-violet (UV) lithography after Raman 

characterization. The antenna is a log-periodic antenna with an outer diameter of 1 mm, consisting of a 80 nm thick 

Au layer on top of a 20 nm thick Cr layer as shown in Fig.1(a). Graphene outside the channel area was etched for 

device isolation. The dc resistance of the devices ranged approximately between 170 Ω to about 240 Ω, which is 

attributed to variation of the contact resistance and external environment. The carrier mobility was extracted from 

the RDS data, the electron and hole mobilities were found to be 2000cm2/Vs. The relatively low mobility is due to 

interactions with the substrate as well as impurities introduced during processing.  

II. Experimental results 

The averaged photovoltage 'U is obtained by lock-in technique under terahertz radiation at 0.15THz and no 
discernable change of photoresponse is observed even with chopper frequency ƒ increased up to 50 kHz (Fig. 1a). 
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The terahertz transient response is characterized by square wave with a rise time of less than 2Ps, and the fall time 

is about 2.2 Ps as shown in Fig. 1c. It means that the detectors are suited to high-speed response. The Drude 
response of free electron gas leads to strong absorption of light at terahertz frequency, resulting in non-uniform 

heating of hot electron temperature along the channel. To this regard, the hot holes mostly heated in the middle of 

channel spread over to the side contacts following the heat flow (Fig. 1b), resulting in the formation of 

potential-well-like profile (from the Mott relation. The thermoelectric power S=S2kB
2TdR/dEF/3eR is between 150PV/K 

and 300PV/K with the EF around 0.1eV~0.2eV, and the electron temperature rise 'Te(x) is around~10K with only 

0.1PW absorbed power Pabs=VabsPin, Vabs~0.1 is the absorption ratio). As driven by the potential disturbance, additional 

electrons 'n/n~0.5% (pertinent resistance change 'R~7:, 'n/n=(EF+S'T/EF)
0.5-1~eS'T/2EF, a good agreement 

between experiment and theory can be obtained with S~200PV/K and EF~0.2eV) injected from metal-graphene contact 

deplete the holes and enable the photoconduction indirectly. The responsivity Rv defined by the ratio between voltage 

and the absorbed/incident power Pabs and Pin is shown simultaneously in Fig. 1d to present the ultimate potential of our 

photoconductor. The voltage change 'U due to terahertz radiation is ~300PV (Idc~0.4mA), yielding indeed an extremely 

high electrical responsivity Rv of 4kV/W or 400V/W in relative to the absorbed power Pabs ~0.2PW or incident power Pin 

~2PW. Our reported responsivity is at least orders of magnitude larger than earlier reported graphene-based device, 

which is benefited from the high current gain under electrical bias. 

 
Fig. 1. (a) Schematic illustration of the terahertz photoconductor and its operation principle of electromagnetic 

gating effect (b): Drude response of free carrier absorption leads to nonuniform potential distribution along the 

channel driven by thermoelectric causing electrical injection from contacts and resistance change 'R in the 
graphene channel, during the process the electromagnetic wave behaves as a gate tuning the conductivity of 

graphene. (c) The pulse response of graphene photoconductor with rise and fall times below 2Ps. (d) is the 
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responsivity of the device calculated from response 'U in relative to absorbed power Pabs and incident power Pin. 
 

III. Conclusions 

In this work, we have proposed and experimentally demonstrated high performance terahertz photoconductor 

based on electromagnetic-induced gating on homogeneous graphene. Due to both the high optical and electrical 

gains, we have observed experimentally that the proposed detectors with performance competitive with 

commercially available ones in respects of fast response time, sensitivity, low NEP, all of which play key roles in 

room temperature real-time imaging. The choice of photoconductive architecture, terahertz receiving antenna, and 

bias feed in our study are arbitrary, and the enhancement concept can be similarly applied to enhance the 

performance of detectors with variety of antennas with and without plasmonic contacts. In this regard, the 

sensitivity of our prototype detectors can be further improved through use of resonance cavity, antenna with higher 

bandwidth and radiation resistance.   
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Abstract— Here we present application of holographic quantitative phase imaging for plas-
monic metamaterial analysis. As a demonstration we show the possibility to measure phase
spectra from arrays of plasmonic antennas and quantitative phase imaging of a plasmonic zone
plate.

Upon resonance plasmonic nanoantennas influence the phase of transmitted light significantly,
which makes them ideal building blocks for metamaterials, but measurements of these e�ects are
usually complicated and often require a complex data post-processing. In this work we present
application of Coherence-Controlled Holographic Microscopy (CCHM)[1] for analysis of such phase
e�ects. CCHM belongs to the family of interferometric methods providing quantitative phase con-
trast for each pixel of the observed image. In combination with the wavelength-tunable light source
it is possible to perform wavelengthresolved quantitative phase imaging of metamaterial surface.
Figure 1 shows the ability of the method to deliver a dependence of the transmitted light phase on
illumination wavelength for a well-known system consisting of discshaped silver antennas on a glass
substrate.

As an example of utilization of imaging capability of CCHM for metamaterial design and analysis
we have investigated a zone plate made out of disc plasmonic nanoantennas. By changing the focus
of CCHM we are able to obtain three-dimensional phase maps showing the behavior of the plasmonic
zone plate. Figure 2 shows the cross section of the 3D map.

Figure 1. Phase spectra of silver disc antenna arrays with di�erent antenna diameters measured by CCHM.



Figure 2. Cross section of a 3D phase map showing focusing of light by the plasmonic zone plate designed
with the main focal point 100 µm above its plane.
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No. LQ1601 – CEITEC 2020), Technology Agency of the Czech Republic (grant No. TE01020233),
VaV M�MT �R (FSI/STI-J-15-2879).
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Abstract— We studied blackbody metamaterial composite-films of metallic nanoparticles and
polymer. Reflectance, transmittance and absorption of the film are calculated on the basis of the
Mie theory and Clausius Mossottii relation. We also fabricated the composite metamaterials in
which gold nanoparticles are dispersed in a polyvinylpyrrolidone film. Although the experimental
results are in agreement with the calculated spectra in the composite of binary gold nanoparticles
with different sizes, the results are deviated from the calculated spectra of the composite of
single-component nanoparticles. This may be due to aggregation of the gold nanoparticles at
high volume fraction.

Light absorbers are important media for light-harvesting technology and light emitters. Since
metamaterials allow us to form very thin light-absorbers, a few studies have been carried out[1-4].
Here we report a blackbody metamaterial composite film of nanoparticles and polymer. The broad-
band absorption property stems from the interaction between the nanoparticles, whereas isolated
nanoparticles have rather narrow absorption band at peak wavelengths. The film is formed by a
simple fabrication procedure and has a high absorption over the visible wavelengths.

We fabricated a 750-nm thick composite film of gold nanoparticles and polyvinylpyrrolidone
(PVP) polymer. The diameter of the nanosphere particles was r = 100 nm, and the volume
fraction was f = 0.4. Experimental results of of R, T and A of the 750-nm thick composite film
of gold nanoparticles in a polymer thin film matrix in Figure 1(a). The refractive index of the
composite film calculated is shown in Figure 1(b). The calculation was made on the basis of the
Mie theory and Clausius Mossottii relation[1, 5]. The R, T and A based on the calculated refractive
index are shown in Figure 1(c). While the results of experimental and theoretical results were in
good agreement at wavelengths 400−500 nm, they are deviated at the wavelengths longer than
500 nm. The possible reason is that aggregation occurs owing to the high concentration f = 0.4
and the optical absorption is changed from the assumption that the nanoparticles are isolated and
dispersed in the polymer matrix.

We also fabricated a composite of binary particles with radii of r1 = 100 and r2 = 37.5 nm
at volume fractions of f1 = 0.3 and f2 = 0.1 in a PVP film. The experimental results of R, T
and A of the 260-nm thick composite film of binary gold nanoparticles with different sizes are
shown in Figure 2(a). Experimental results of R, T and A of the 260-nm thick composite film in
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Figure 1: (a) Experimental results of R, T and A of the 750-nm thick composite film of gold nanoparticles
in a thin film PVP matrix. The diameter of the nanoparticles was r = 100 nm, and the volume fraction was
f = 0.4. (b) The refractive index of the composite film and (c) R, T and A calculated with the parameters
r = 100 nm and f = 0.4



Figure 2(b). The absorption of the composite film over 0.8 in visible spectrum range with negligible
transmittance and low reflection below 0.1. The refractive index of the composite film calculated
with the parameters is shown in Figure 2(b) and the calculated R, T and A are shown in Figure
2(c). The results were almost in agreement, because of absence of aggregation in the binary particle
composite.

In summary, theoretical and experimental results of blackbody metamaterial films of nanopar-
ticles and polymer are presented. It is shown that this calculation can be used to interpret the
optical properties of the blackbody metamaterial film.
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Figure 2: (a) Experimental results of of R, T and A of the 260-nm thick composite film of binary mixture
of gold nanoparticles in a thin film PVP matrix. The nanoparticles were r1 = 100 and r2 = 37.5 nm with
volume fractions of f1 = 0.3 and f2 = 0.1. (b) The refractive index of the composite film and (c) R, T and
A calculated with the parameters r1 = 100, r2 = 37.5, f1 = 0.3 nm and f2 = 0.1.
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Abstract 
Metamaterials offer abilities to manipulate the 

electromagnetic wave by enabling the control of amplitude, 

polarization and phase of the light beam at subwavelength 

scale. Recent progress has shown that flat metasurfaces with 

reduced dimensions are capable to provide an abrupt phase 

change which is responsible for the modification of the 

wave front beam and enable the development of a novel 

ultrathin flat lens. Here, we present a flat metasurface lens 

consisting of a metal-dielectric-metal structure operating at 

6GHz and enable the improvement of  the antenna gain of 

about 12%  with a shift of the main beam 4 degrees 

anticlockwise. 

1. Introduction 
 The control of electromagnetic waves is a key aim of 

several researches over the past decade. Those researches 

have showed that Metamaterials have a strong abilities to 

manipulate the electromagnetic waves on a subwavelength 

scales thanks to its unconventional properties that are not 

available in natural materials. In addition metamaterials 

have provided fascinating effects such as negative refraction 

index,superimagingandinvisibilitycloaking… 

Inspired byPendry’s super lens[1]that could focus a point 

source to a point image,  many efforts were devoted 

utilizing metamaterial lenses to avoid some drawbacks 

presented by conventional lenses such as curved shape and 

bulky size. Metasurfaces have been used by several 

researchers for antenna performance improvement. The 

main mechanical advantages of those structures over three 

dimensional material structures are ease of fabrication and a 

smaller required volume. In this work we showed that a 

well designed metasurface lens can efficiently control the 

beam direction of an incident plane wave and enhances the 

gain of a patch antenna thanks to its near zero refractive 

index. 

 According to theFermat’sprinciple, thewave front beam
can be modified by controlling its phase [2][3]. As well as, 

while the convergence of optical waves relies on a gradual 

phase accumulation during the propagation in conventional 

lenses, focusing mechanism resulting from abrupt phase 

change can be achieved using phased array metasurfaces. 

2. Design of the proposed metalens 
The proposed 40×32 mm

2
 bi-layered  metalens is comprised 

of periodically distributed 5×3  I shaped unit cell on the top 

layer and identical symmetrical slots on the bottom as 

depicted in figure 1. The two layers  are built over a Roger 

substrate with a height of about 1.36 mm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: The metalens design with d1=5mm, d2=6mm,               

d3=7mm , L=4mm and h=1.36. 

 

By varying the geometric parameters of each slot unit, a 

abrupt phase change is obtained at different positions that 

enable the gradient metasurfaces to focus electromagnetic 

wave. This phase shift is illustrated on the figure 2. 

        Figure 2: Phase change for the three different unit cells. 
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The transmitted wave through the metalens at different 

position should meet the phase relationship as described 

below: 
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Where Δφ represent the phase change and f is the focal 

length. The above equation has three variables and if one of 

them is known, the relationship between the other two could 

be easily obtained. From equation 1, we found that f is 

directly related to the working wavelength while their 

relation is not simply being reciprocal since Δφ is also
determined by the wavelength in a more complicated 

way[3]. 

For a better focusing effect and to engineer the required 

phase change, our proposed metalens was designed with 

three different metasurfaces unit cells and two spaced 

layers. Those unit cells are separated by a subwavelength  

distance and the interaction of the near field is relatively 

small. When an oscillating electric field is applied to the 

metasurfaces, free electrons in unit cells oscillate forced by 

the electric field and restoring force[4]. The strong 

interaction between incident wave and surface plasmons of 

unit cells is the key of the phase shift. Unit cells with 

spatially varying geometry work as resonators, giving rise 

to phase discontinuity through the subwavelength thickness. 

 

The electromagnetic properties of the proposed metalens 

were numerically demonstrated by using HFSS. The 

incident wave is linearly polarized along the z axis. Figure 3 

below shows the scattering parameters for a double layered 

and a single layered metalens. 

Figure3: Scattering parameters of the proposed metalens. 

 

For both metalens structure, the operating frequency is 

around 6 GHz with a return loss of about -22 dB. The small 

frequency shift is due to mutual coupling between the two 

layers. From the simulation results it can be clearly 

observed  that the operating bands of the proposed metalens  

are suitable for WLAN applications(IEEE 802.11 a). 

Based on HFSS simulation results, and using smith retrieval 

method[5], we obtained the refractive index and the 

effective permittivity and permeability  of the two proposed 

metalenses (Single layered and double layered). It’s clear 

from  the figure 4 that  the two proposed metalens have both  

a near  zero refractive index ( negative value equal to -0.04  

for the single layered and positive value equal to 0.056 for 

the double layered ).The most attractive  properties  of near 

zero refractive index lens is that the electromagnetic field  

propagate with near zero phase variety inside the structure . 

According to snell’s law of refraction, a Near Zero 

Refractive index structure causes the  electromagnetic wave 

to emanate in any direction away from the primary source 

and to reflect nearly parallel to the normal of the surface 

structure. This characteristic offers an outstanding technique 

for beam control and gain enhancement. 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Near-zero refractive index of the two proposed 

metalens. 

GHz 

GHz 
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3. Metalens for Antenna gain enhancement and 
beam shifting 

 

A patch antenna  operating at 6GHz , suitable for WLAN 

applications, with known parameters is used as reference 

antenna. It  gives a gain of about 7.9 dB with a return loss of 

about -20dB  as illustrated in the figure 5 below. 

The key feature of the proposed metalens are low profile, 

ease of integration with active microwave component and 

coupling reduction. Based on that, the studied metalens is 

used as a superstrate for  antenna performance enhancement.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5:Enhancement of antenna characteristics with  

single and bi-layered metalens. 

 

 

When the number of layers is further increased, the 

focusing effect is much more enhanced.  To show that, we 

tried to study the behavior of the antenna with single 

layered or bi- layered metalens superstrate.  

The optimal space width h between the antenna and the 

superstrate metalens was found to be 10 mm.  With that 

value the single layered metalens gives a gain of about  

8.3dB (5% enhancement) with a return loss of the whole 

structure of –18dB. Nevertheless the bi-layered metalens 

enhance the antenna gain of about 12% and gives a value of 

8.9 dB with a return loss of -29 dB as depicted in figure 5. 

              

 

              Figure 6:2D gain of different simulation structures. 

 

 

In the light of the foregoing, we can say that however the 

value of the refractive index of the metasurfaces lens is 

close to zero and positive for the bilayered case. The 

radiated electromagnetic field of the metasurfaces produces 

an internal oscillation, which introduced an identical 

illumination that improves the overall radiation 

performance [6][7]. Nevertheless, inspite the enhancement  

of the reference antenna gain using the superstratre 

metalens, its clear in figure 6 that the backward radiation 

has been also increased which may be considered as a 

disadvantages for this   flat metalens. 

 

 As we said before,  a Near Zero Refractive index structure 

causes the electromagnetic wave to emanate in any 

direction away from the primary source and to reflect nearly 

parallel to the normal of the surface structure. This 

characteristic offers an outstanding technique  especially for 

beam control. 

In our case and in addition to the gain enhancement.  The 

metalens superstrate gives a  shift   in the E plane  main 

beam of about 4 degrees anticlockwise for the bi-layered 

metalens superstrate and of -2 degrees anticlockwise  for the 

single case asit’sillustratedinfigure7below. 
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Figure 7:E palne Radiation pattern of the structure. 

 

 

 

4. Conclusions 
 

Here in this work, we have studied the behavior of two 

types of NZRI metalens based on I shaped slot metasurface. 

Thanks to the gradient phase of the structure, the single 

layered metalens exhibits an improvement of the antenna 

gain of 5% and a shift of the main beam of 2 degrees 

anticlockwise.  However, for the two layered metalens case 

we obtained 12% of gain improvement and 4 degrees of 

beam shift anticlockwise. Finally, our proposed metalens 

can be used in WLAN applications. 
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Abstract- One of the keys to improve the efficiency of photovoltaic solar cells is the match between 
solar spectrum and semiconductor band gap. This can be done by inserting in the front or rear of the 
solar cell an optically active layer doped with rare earth ions which acts as down-converter or up-
converter. This is just one of the possibilities that involve several structures and geometries such as 
waveguide configuration and radiation trapping systems. Among these systems glass ceramics play a 
crucial role especially because they combine the optical properties of glasses with the spectroscopic 
properties of the crystals activated by luminescent species. However, one of the major issues of rare 
earths is that they suffer from a small absorption cross section. Therefore, the use of silver nanoparticle 
as antenna systems to enlarge the absorption spectral region and the efficiency of the process can 
improve significantly the optical performance of the down converting layer. In this work we will focus 
the attention on the cooperative energy transfer between Tb3+ ion and two Yb3+ ions in a 70SiO2-
30HfO2 glass-ceramic waveguide. These systems allow to cut one high energy photon at wavelength 
shorter than 488 nm into two low energy photons around 980 nm. On the other hand we will show 
how the presence of silver nanoaggregates and nanoparticles can enlarge the absorption spectral region 
and strongly enhance the absorption efficiency of rare earths.  
Different rare-earth concentrations and silver ion exchange conditions were studied in order to obtain 
favorable conditions for improving the performance of photovoltaic solar cells. 
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  Abstract 

A low cost mesoporous TiO2 nanoparticles has been synthesized using hydrothermal route based 

on TiOCl2 produced from Abu Ghalaga ilmenite ore, Egypt. The precious metallic nanoparticles; 

Ag, Pt and Pd have been nanoparticles from spent catalysts have been extracted  and embedded 

between the anatase particles using in situ reduction step. XRD and TEM investigations revealed 

that the as-prepared powders crystallized as anatase TiO2 phase with sphere-like structure of 

average particle size ∼6.5–8.0 nm for un-doped titania sample, whereas the noble metals doped 

titania samples were appeared in an oval-like structure of average particle size ∼10–12 nm. The 

N2 adsorption–desorption measurements demonstrated the mesostructure nature of all samples, 

with a surface area range of 124.1–175.7 m2 g−1 and pore volume range of 0.18–0.27 cm3 g−1. 

The 0.5% precious metal doped samples NPs exhibit absorption enhancement over a broad 

wavelength range due to the excitation of localized surface plasmons (LSPs) at different 

wavelengths which also exhibited very good and enhanced photovoltaic performance as a result 

of the strong scattering light resulting of noticeable improvement of charge transfer rates. The as-

prepared meso TiO2 sample was showed the lowest overall conversion efficiency (η) ∼ 3.0% and 

highest fill factor (FF) ∼ 69.7%, respectively. As expected the as-prepared Ag@TiO2 sample, 

superior photovoltaic performance was achieved with ∼50% improvement in the overall solar 

device conversion efficiency has been achieved. Overall, from best of our knowledge, this work 

has sufficiently shed the light on examining the synergistic effects for combining the ore 

materials mesostructure titania form with surface plasmonic nanoparticles for the first time. 
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Abstract- In this talk we present a light trapping metamaterial structure, consisting of metallic 1D and 2D 

gratings which couple light through a thin insulating dielectric layer and into a thin doped transparent conducting 

oxide (TCO) film, which forms a Schottky contact with Si. This configuration absorbs light in the visible 

through interband transitions (normal operation) and uses hot electrons in the IR. The gratings show broad 

plasmon resonances in the visible and near-IR range, where enhanced photocurrent is observed. 
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Abstract-Based on electromagnetic simulations, we predict that a square lattice photonic crystal 

has a band gap with a nonzero Chern number due to time-reversal symmetry breaking. We also 

show that the system has topological nontrivial one-way edge state, complying with bulk-edge 

correspondence principle. 

 

Optical analogs of topological insulators and Chern insulators have recently attracted much attention in the 

nanophotonic community [1]. Here by using electromagnetic numerical simulations, we investigate topological 

properties of square lattice photonic crystals, a class of zero-refractive-index materials which also have 

interesting properties in wave propagation [2]. We find that when the dielectric in the two-dimensional photonic 

crystal is replaced by a magneto-optical material which breaks time-reversal symmetry, a nontrivial band gap is 

opened at the Dirac point. The topological nature of the band gap is confirmed by our further calculations of the 

Chern number [3] due to nonzero Berry curvatures in the momentum space. We also study numerically the 

corresponding gapless edge states by putting a point source and a metal obstacle on the edge of the system. Our 

numerical simulations demonstrate that a running wave in the system can only propagate along the edge in one 

direction and can by-pass the metal obstacle, as shown in Fig. 1. 

 

 

Figure 1: A numerical simulation showing the one-way property of the edge state on the system.   
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Abstract-Based on exact numerical calculations and physical analyses, we demonstrate that there 

are two types of nearly flat band in two-dimensional (2D) magnetic photonic crystals (PhCs). One 

has trivial topology with zero Chern number and the other has non-trivial topology with nonzero 

Chern number. Physical origins and topological properties of these two types of flat band are 

studied comparatively. 
 

Recently the topological flat band states in electron systems have received a great deal of interest because of 

their importance in fractional quantum Hall effect [1, 2]. While in optical systems, the studies of flat band states 

are mainly focused on areas of slow light in PhCs [3] and diffraction-free transmission and localized states in 

photonic lattices waveguides without concerning with topological aspects [4, 5] up to now. In this work, we 

demonstrate there are two kinds of flat band states with different topological class in 2D magnetic PhCs, and 

theoretically study their physical origins and associated topological properties.  

The 2D PhCs considered here are composed of magnetic material rods embedded in air. When an external dc 

magnetic field is applied along axis of the rods, the rods perform strong gyromagnetic anisotropy which breaks 

the time-reversal symmetry (TRS) of the system and may lead to topologically non-trivial states. 

The topologically trivial flat band states originate from resonant scatterings of the single rod or the cavity 

modes encircled by rods in PhCs with complex lattices, while the topologically non-trivial flat band states come 

from strong gyromagnetic coupling interactions of fields at boundary between adjacent unit cells.  

For topologically trivial flat band Berry curvatures are all almost zero in the whole BZ, and for topological 

flat band, they vary slowly in the entire wave vector space. 

Energy transfers of two types of flat band states also perform different characteristics in PhCs [6]. In Fig. 1 

we show the simulation results for them in 2D finite sized PhCs constructed by a 13×13 array of square 

complex lattice. Here the complex lattice is composed of a 3×3 simple square lattice with the central rod 

removed. When a point source with the frequency corresponding to the trivial flat band is placed inside the PhCs, 

its radiation is easily cloaked by metal obstacles as shown in Figures 1(a)-1(c). In contrast, non-trivial flat band 

states possess unidirectional propagation characteristics in 2D all space that are robust against obstacles as 

shown in Figures 1(d)-1(f), which corresponds to the case of backscattering-free one-way wave propagation for 

chiral edge states. We believe that our findings are useful for realizing physical phenomena of cloaking and 

transparency of waves. 
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Figure. 1. Simulations of energy transfer in PhCs. (a)-(c) Results with frequency corresponding to topologically 

trivial flat band. (d)-(f) Results with frequency corresponding to topologically non-trivial flat band. (a), (d) 

Wihtout metal obstacles, (b), (c), (e), (f) Four rectangular metal obstacles (perfect electronic conducts) are 

inserted at different positions in PhCs. The point source is denoted by a white star at (0,0) and metal obstacles 

are denoted by gray rectangles. 
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Abstract- While being optimally compensated for spatial phase variations, the two-photon state 
produced by the two-crystal emission exhibits spatial and spectral decoherence off the central 
emission modes. In this paper, we present an experimentally convenient method to optimize the 
ultra-wide spatial and spectral windows; allowing the minimum spatial-spectral decoherence for a 
required two-photon flux.   

 
The creation of hyperentangled photons entails two-photon emission over relatively wide extent in 

frequency and transverse space within which the photons are simultaneously entangled in energy, spatial 

mode and polarization [1-3]. Because the creation process runs in nonlinear domain(s) which is always 

dispersive and birefringent, the output two-photon state undergoes loss of relative-phase coherence over 

frequency and space. This offers the vital role of spatial-spectral phase compensation using birefringent 

element [2, 4] so as to restore partially the state coherence in the two degrees of freedom. After 

compensation, the two-photon state emerges with much better phase flatness allowing collection over 

wider spatial and spectral ranges. However, over ultra-wide windows, the spatial and spectral modes 

away from the central truly compensated modes suffer strong phase variations appears to dominate the 

scene. In this paper, we present an experimentally convenient approach to optimizing the ranges of the 

ultra-wide spatial and spectral filters so as to diminish decoherence of the two-photon state at fixed 

photon-pair flux. Consider a paraxial pump field linearly polarized on 45 deg. and described as a sum of 

monochromatic plane waves 𝐸𝑝 𝑟, 𝑡 =  𝑑𝑤𝑝𝑑𝑞𝑝𝐴𝑝 𝑤𝑝 , 𝑞𝑝 exp 𝑖(𝑘𝑝 . 𝑟 − 𝑤𝑝𝑡). As depicted in Fig. 1(a), this 

pump field illuminates two contiguous identical type-I crystals whose principal planes are orthogonal to 

each other, the two-photon state (excluding vacuum) can be expressed to first order as  

 |𝜓 =  𝑑𝑤𝑠  𝑑𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑞𝑠  𝑑𝑞𝑖  𝜒 2  𝑤𝑠 , 𝑤𝑖 ; 𝑤𝑠 + 𝑤𝑖  𝐴𝑝 𝑤𝑠 + 𝑤𝑖 , 𝑞𝑠 + 𝑞𝑖  𝑑 sinc  ∆𝜅𝑑
2   

×   |𝐻 𝑞𝑠 ,𝑤𝑠
 |𝐻 𝑞𝑖 ,𝑤𝑖

 + exp 𝑖 Φo + ΦDC  𝑞𝑠 , 𝑞𝑖 , 𝑤𝑠 , 𝑤𝑖  |𝑉 𝑞𝑠 ,𝑤𝑠
 |𝑉 𝑞𝑖 ,𝑤𝑖                                                       (1) 

where 𝜒 2  is the second-order effective susceptibility, (𝑞𝑠  , 𝑞𝑖) and  𝑤𝑠 , 𝑤𝑖  are the transverse wavevectors 

and angular frequencies of the signal and idler photons, respectively, Φo is the initial phase difference 

between the pump components, ΦDC  is the relative phase accumulated in the SPDC process, 𝑑 is the 

crystal length, and ∆𝜅 is the longitudinal wavevector mismatch. and 𝐴𝑝 𝑤𝑝 , 𝑞𝑝  is assumed to be a real 

function centered on 𝑤𝑝 = 𝑤𝑝0 and 𝑞𝑝 = 0. Assuming that the effective susceptibility is slowly varying 

within that spectral window and the spatial-spectral function Ap ws + wi, qs + qi  is very narrow relative to 

the remainder of the integrand in (1), the probability of the photon pair to be detected along a mode in 

the momentum-frequency space  qs ⨂ ws  is then  



𝑃 𝑞𝑠 , 𝑤𝑠 ∝   G 𝑤𝑠 − 𝑤𝑑
0   G 𝑤𝑝0 − 𝑤𝑠 − 𝑤𝑑

0   sinc  ∆𝜅 𝑞𝑠 ,𝑤𝑠   𝑑
2   

2
                                                              (2) 

behind two filters of spectral profile G 𝑤  centered at the degenerate frequency 𝑤𝑑
0 . One should notice that 

since the SPDC crystals are thin and the two-photon emission is at small angles, both the probability 

𝑃 𝑞𝑠 , 𝑤𝑠  and the phase map ΦDC (𝑞𝑠 , 𝑤𝑠) depend negligibly on the azimuthal angle [5].  
A major request by an experimentalist is thereby to obtain the FWHM of the spectral filter as well as 

the width of the iris that allow a required rate of coincidence counts while optimally minimize the phase 

map difference. Given the spatial-spectral two-photon probability in (2) [see Fig. 1.(b)], one can 

determine an array of arrangements of ultra-wide spatial and spectral windows realizing fixed two-photon 

flux. Now, recalling the compensated relative-phase map obtained in ref. [4] [see Fig. 1.(c)], each of these 

fixed-flux arrangements leads to a particular range of phase map variations. The points in Fig 1.d 

therefore represent the phase-map range corresponding to the variant fixed-flux arrangements. For the 

optical setup parameters in Fig. 1, a 30-nm interference filter and ~0.5-deg acceptance iris are found 

offering the minimum phase map variations compared with the other arrangements of the same pair flux.      
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Fig. 1 (a) hyperentangled photon source equipped with optimal compensation crystals and ultra-wide iris and spectral filters. (b) spatial-spectral 

two-photon probability and (c) relative phase map calculated behind two compensation elements acting by the optimal compensation. The pump laser 

is taken at 351.1 nm and the SPDC and compensation crystals are BBO crystals with 𝑑 = 0.59 mm and cut angle 33.9o producing degenerate 

emission centered at ~3o opening angle. The spectral filters are assumed to have a normalized Gaussian profile of 70-nm FWHM. (d) Optimization of 

residual relative-phase over different arrangements of ultra-wide spatial and spectral windows realizing the fixed two-photon flux. 
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Abstract-The 8-band kp Hamiltonian is applied to calculate the electronic band structure and the optical 

gain for Ge1-xSnx/Ge quantum wells (QW) grown on Ge substrate. Sn-related changes in the electronic band 

structure of Ge1-xSnx alloy are modeled according to recent ab-inito calculations and the strain-related 

modification in the electronic band structure are included according Bir-Pikus theory. It is clearly shown that 

Ge1-xSnx/Ge QWs with x~10-20% are type–I with a strong optical gain. It means that this material system is very 

promising for photonic applications and integration with Si platform.  

 

In recent years Ge1-xSnx alloy has been very intensively investigated due to its potential application in 

optoelectronic devices including infrared optical detectors, light emitters, and high-speed integrated circuits [1]. 

This interest results from Sn-related changes in the electronic band structure of Ge1-xSnx, i.e., the change of 

bandgap character from indirect to direct with the increase in Sn incorporation [2]. While outstanding progress 

on synthesis of Ge1-xSnx alloy has been done, the optical gain for Ge-based quantum wells (QWs) containing 

Ge1-xSnx alloy was not intensively explored so far. In this work the 8-band kp Hamiltonian is applied to calculate 

the electronic band structure and the optical gain for Ge1-xSnx/Ge QWs grown on Ge substrate. Sn-related 

changes in the electronic band structure of Ge1-xSnx alloy are modeled according to recent ab-inito calculations 

and the strain-related modification in the electronic band structure are included according to Bir-Pikus theory [3]. 

In order to determine optical gain spectra, a conventional method is applied [4]. The method is based on the 

relaxation time approximation convoluted with Lorentzian function with a proper broadening time, which is 

assumed to be 0.1ps. In this approximation, the transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic (TM) gains are 

given by the following expression 

, 

where C0=q2/(Zm0
2WcH0) (q – elementary charge; m0 – electron mass; Z – angular frequency, W – time constant; c – 

speed of light; H0 – dielectric constant), i represents heavy and light hole subbands, E is the propagation constant 
of the TE and TM mode, Mci

TE(TM) is the matrix element of TE (TM) mode, and Invi
nc(k) is the overlap integral. 

More details regarding the Fermi Dirac distribution for electrons and holes can be found in Ref. [4]. In our 

calculation L-valley is taken into account in order to calculate the proper position of Fermi Levels for a given 

carrier concentration. In this work we have considered Ge1-xSnx/Ge QWs of Sn concentration varying from 10% 

to 20%. An example of results of material gain calculations for such QWs are shown in Fig. 1. 
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Figures 1. The optical gain calculated for 14 nm wide Ge1-xSnx/Ge QWs of various Sn concentrations. 

Carrier concentration in QW varies from 2*1018 cm-3 to 10*1018 cm-3. 
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Abstract- We report on progress towards an integrated photonics architecture for single 

self-assembled quantum dots. Specifically, we use InAs dots in an InP matrix that act as our 

non-classical light sources for telecommunication wavelengths. The emission of these dots is 

collected and routed using our semiconductor-under-insulator platform technology.  

 

Quantum optics promises both next-generation capability and disruptive technologies based upon the 

non-classical properties of light. However, transitioning from complicated fixed laboratory demonstrations to 

real-world mobile solutions is still very challenging. Large non-linear crystals, complex lens arrays and huge 

optical breadboards preclude any form of scalability. Enter single self-assembled quantum dots. Their well 

known confinement dynamics are very capable of generating single- and entangled photons reliably and 

deterministically1. A very promising path towards real-world solutions is our site-selected growth techniques2 

and its associated photonics integration platform. In this talk, we will discuss two ways of site-selecting single 

InAs quantum dots. The first method uses a self-directed template technology amenable for re-growth and higher 

levels of integration3 while the second method uses a vapour-liquid-solid (VLS) epitaxial growth phase for 

generating wurtzite InP nanowires4. We then will discuss an associated photonics integration platform5 capable 

of collecting and routing the non-classical light generated by such dots in a scalable fashion, placing quantum 

information-processing-on-a-chip capability within reach for the foreseeable future. 
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Abstract - SOI optical microcavities provide an extremely effective confinement of the 

electromagnetic field, spectrally and spatially. The evanescent field of these structures allows 

trapping, assembly, handling and sorting of colloidal objects in optofluidic devices. In this work, 

we show its efficiency to trap bacteria at the single level in order to identify their nature. 
 

Optical forces are used to move or manipulate micro and nano objects. It is generally implemented in free space 

through a microscope, as optical tweezers [1, 2]. Recently, other optofluidic devices have emerged, using 

on-chip integrated optical components such as waveguides [3, 4] or microcavities [5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. It is now 

challenging to use these new systems to manipulate biological objects to understand their interaction with the 

electromagnetic field. Here we present the optical trapping of three kinds of bacteria and their 

identification/discrimination thanks to spatial and temporal characterization of their trapping.  
 
Optofluidic trapping device, set-up and bacteria phenotypes 
The optofluidic chip was obtained by combining electron beam lithography and RIE etching (Ar, SF6, CH2F2) 

(Fig.1a). We created 1D microcavity resonator (λres ≈ 1, 55 µm, Q ≈ 7000) on SOI substrate (250 nm / 2µm / 

700µm) . A PDMS fluidic system (Fig.1b) placed above the optical structure leads the bacteria swimming above 

the optical component. 

 

a) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
b) 
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Fig.1 a) Trapping Setup  b) Optofluidic system c) SEM images of bacteria 

 
By injecting the resonance wavelength in the microcavity, we create an intense and confined electromagnetic 

field in the fluid located above the cavity. Two microscope objectives are placed on-line/on-top of the chip and 

connected to detection devices: we record simultaneously the position of the trapped object and the fluctuation 

of the transmitted signal. 

The under study bacteria are listed on Fig.1c: (1) Staphylococcus epidermidis, (2) Bacillus subtilis and (3) 
Escherichia coli. We chose them because of their different sizes, shapes and properties (flagella, dimer) and 

their global equivalence in size to the polystyrene beads we have studied previously [7, 8, 9]. 

2 µm 

2 µm 

1 µm 

(1) (2) 

(3) 



E.COLI 

Spatial and temporal signature of bacteria trapping  
Fig.2a (1) presents the spatial signature of trapped E. Coli characterized by two preferential areas linked to the 

two maximums of the electromagnetic field of the cavity [9]. Extended to other bacteria types, Fig.2a (2) 
compares the spatial distribution of their position. We identify three signatures, characteristic of the nature of 

each bacterium. The flagella presence (E. Coli and B. Subtilis) seems to induce a larger displacement in the trap 

(same optical trap used for all bacteria). 

a)  

 
 

 

 

b) 

Fig.2 a.1) Trapped E. Coli trajectory on microcavity (1 pixel = 60 nm); a.2) Global shape of trapped bacteria trajectories; 

b) Transmitted signal for three types of trapped bacteria (colored) and no bacteria trapped (black) 
 
In Fig.2b the fluctuation of the optical signal transmitted by the cavity during the trapping is represented. 

Depending on the amplitude and the characteristic frequencies of the signal, it allows to detect trapping 

(oscillations) and to identify the nature of the bacteria. 
 

To conclude, we demonstrated here the trapping and the discrimination of three types of bacteria with SOI 

integrated optofluidic device dedicated to telecom wavelength. In the future, we will focus on the 

characterization of the behavior of a single trapped bacteria in response to external events (life and death 

situation, cell division). 
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Abstract- Recent developments of the fundamentals and applications of nanoplasmonics enhanced 

ultrafast laser nanosurgery of living cells is presented. Modeling and experiments were developed 

to understand the basic phenomena occurring during ultrafast laser irradiation of plasmonics 

nanostructures. Applications of laser optoporation and transfection of cells in various field of 

nanomedecine is discussed. Then technique has been successfully used to locally stimulate neurons. 

 

Irradiating metallic nanostructures with a femtosecond laser beam produces highly localised processes on the 

nanoscale in the surrounding medium.  This particular process is mainly attributed to the surface plasmon 

resonance of the nanostructures. When these nanomaterials are imbedded in a biological media, their irradiation 

by a femtosecond laser could results in a highly localized plasma, heat production and mechanical effects 

yielding to the nanosurgery of cells (1-12).  

A complete partial differential equation based model has been developed to describe the interaction of an 

ultrafast laser with a plasmonic nanostructure in water (2-3). Apart from heating the structure itself, it is shown 

that this interaction also leads to the generation of a plasma in the water medium and to the production of a 

strong pressure wave and a nanobubble in the vicinity of the structure. Plasma collision and relaxation are shown 

to be the main source of mechanical stress in the medium and the dominant factor for the pressure wave and 

bubble creation.  

An all-optical technique able to detect plasmonic enhanced bubble formation and pressure wave generation is 

also presented (2, 6-7). Results show that for longer pulses, bubbles are independent of the polarization, in 

agreement with a linear thermally induced formation mechanism. In opposition, for shorter femtosecond pulses, 

bubble sizes are shown to depend on the polarization, a characteristic signature of nonlinear energy absorption in 

the near-field of the particle. This result thus offers a simple and intuitive demonstration that strongly supports 

plasma-mediated mechanism for off-resonance ultrafast laser nanocavitation. 

We also demonstrated with a single-particle monitoring that 100 nm AuNPs irradiated by off-resonance 

femtosecond (fs) laser in the tissue therapeutic optical window (λ = 800 nm), can act as a durable nanolenses in 

liquid and provoke nanocavitation while remaining intact (9, 11). We observed an effective laser processing 

window, ranging from 145 mJ/cm2 to 240 mJ/cm2, in which, the plasmonic AuNPs act as durable nanolenses, 

resulting in successive generation of multiple nanobubbles (radius : 550 nm - 700 nm, life time : 34 ns - 44 ns).  

The latter is of significant importance for future development of in-vivo AuNP-assisted laser nanosurgery and 

theranostic applications, where AuNP fragmentation should be avoided to prevent side effects, such as 

cytotoxicity and immune system's response. 



These nanoparticles could be functionalized to target specific biological entities, thus performing multiple 

targeted surgeries on the nanoscale (10). As an example, the laser nanosurgery technique was employed to 

perform gene transfection in living cell with an optoporation efficiency as high as 80% (1).  For human cancer 

melanoma cells, the treatment leads to a very high perforation rate of 70%, transfection efficiency three times 

higher than for conventional lipofection, and very low toxicity (< 1%) (1). Off- resonance laser excitation 

inhibited the fracture of the nanoparticles into possibly toxic DNA intercalating particles. This efficient and low 

toxicity method is a promising alternative to viral transfection for skin cancer treatment. Our laser technique 

shows promises as an innovative tool for fundamental research in biology and medicine as well as an efficient 

alternative nanosurgery technology that could be adapted to therapeutic tools in the clinic.  

The technique is now being developed in close collaboration with researchers in hospital for applications in 

cancer treatment and neurology. Laser-induced stimulation of neurons and monitoring of the localized Ca2+ 

signaling has been demonstrated using a standard confocal microscope (12). The proposed techniques provide a 

new complement to light-dependent methods in neuroscience. 
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Abstract- Surface-Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (SERS) on Au-octupolar metastructures with 

precisely controlled size and spacing fabricated via electron beam lithography is investigated. This 

SERS substrate shows high efficiency at 785 nm excitation in the detection of 4-Mercaptobenzoic 

acid (4-MBA). Our plasmonic functionalized nanostructures have been tested for sensing of 

bacteriophages. Here we show that coating Au-octupolar metastructures with 4MBA can provide 

label-free analysis of bacteriophages via surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) leading to 

a ~9-fold increase in SERS enhancement.  

 

Plasmonics is a rapidly growing field with substantial broader impact in numerous directions, especially for 

bio-applications such as biosensing and biophotonics. In particular, for the emerging fields of plasmonics and 

nanophotonics, the ability to engineer metals down to the nanometric scale allows for the development of new 

devices and physical phenomena. With the use of plasmonic nanostructures, it is possible to synthesize novel 

nanobiosensors characterized by selective responses, which, in turn, undergo significant frequency shifts in 

presence of biological material. Recently, imaging techniques based on vibrational spectroscopy have emerged 

as powerful tools for the molecular characterization of biospecies. In particular, Surface Enhanced Raman 

Spectroscopy (SERS) has gained increasing attention in view of its applications to the detection of analytes at 

extremely low concentrations. In SERS, it is of crucial importance to develop metal nanostructures capable of 

producing high field enhancement with highly reproducible features.1,2 By using electron beam lithography 

(EBL), one can rationally design and precisely control the size and shape of nanostructures and the distance 

between them.  

In this work, we conceived reproducible SERS nanosensors based on tailored octupolar metasurfaces (Fig. 1a), 

which can combine high enhancement factor and remarkable molecular selectivity. The term “octupolar” refers 
to the 3-fold symmetry and the related rotational properties of the quadratic susceptibility tensor that behaves 

under rotations as an octupolar charge distribution tensor.3  

The attachment of molecules to a support, for use in the immobilization of a target molecule, has found multiple 

applications in industrial chemistry and biosensing devices. Bacteriophages, a group of viruses specifically 

recognizing and lysing target bacteria, have recently gained much attention as recognition elements for 

biosensing purposes. The many advantages of bacteriophages make them an important component for the 



detection and identification of bacterial pathogens as well as potentially excellent tools for diagnostics and 

therapeutics of bacterial diseases. Particular advantages include the specificity of the interaction of this type of 

viruses with their target host cell. This work has been directed toward investigating novel metastructures, based 

on a self-assembled monolayer (SAM) to chemically bind bacteriophages onto the metasurfaces, enabling, SERS 

response of the assembly before and after bacteriophages immobilization. 

We characterized the fabricated nanopatterns obtained by varying the inter-metamolecules distances, using 

optical (dark field microscopy) and morphological (Scanning Electron Microscopy and Atomic Force 

Microscopy) imaging techniques. Comparison between numerical simulation from a FDTD approach and 

experimental results have been performed. Bacteriophages (Caudovirales, Podoviridae family) were immobilized 

on the nanosensors and monitored by the SERS response. Figure 1b shows such SERS response of 

bacteriophages attachment onto the Au-metasurfaces after their immobilization due to a 4MBA SAM. A giant 

enhancement of the 4-MBA spectra is observed due to the presence of the viruses. Our results based on 

designing well-controlled octupolar coupling platforms opens up interesting new opportunities to the use of 

bacteriophages as recognition elements for biosensing techniques.                                    

                               b            

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1: a) SEM images of the 3D holes-octupolar nanostructures (Au thickness 50nm on 90nm of ZEP polymer, 

25nm-inter-molecule distance) and b) SEM images of Au-octupolar nanostructures of 25nm-inter-molecule distance on a 

quartz substrate, c) SERS spectra of 100µM 4-MBA SAM adsorbed on the 3D octupolar pattern (black) and with 

functionalized bacteriophages (red); in inset a TEM image of bacteriophages Podoviridae.  
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Abstract— The di�usion of light in materials by a stationary disorder is an established phe-
nomenon. Here we show the giant enhancement of the absorption of light on a glass chip. Due
to the elastic scattering, the pathway of light in the absorbing media is strongly enhanced that
results in a giant absorption. Our results pave the road to the new disorder based optical sensors
for detection of explosive materials and diagnostics of psychoactive stimulants based on amines.

’What do lotus flowers have in common with human bones, liquid crystals with colloidal suspen-
sions, and white beetles with the beautiful stones of the Taj Mahal?’ [1]. The answer is disorder
which scatters the light. The di�usion of light by random materials is an established phenomenon.
Neverthless, many intriguing physical e�ects can be discovered in disordered materials. Here, the
disorder-enhanced absorption and a strong scattering in random molecular layers of primary and
secondary amines is discussed. Due to the elastic scattering, the pathway of light in the waveguides
containing N-Methylaniline and Aniline organic molecules adsorbed to their surfaces is strongly
enhanced. This results in a remarkable increase of absorption, that would be impossible in the
ballistic regime of light propagation.

Figure 1: Experimental results. (a) - An artistic impression of the experimental setup.(b) surface modification
measurement of planar waveguide with the contact angle \ of the water droplet on the clean glass as \10�,
\20� close to the immersion area strongly exposed to the solution vapour and a droplet of water on the
immersed surface with a contact angle of \56�. (c) NIR transmittance spectra of Toluene, aniline and NMA
on our device [2].

Fabrication: The waveguides were fabricated by photolithographical patterning of 250nm thick
hard mask on silicate glass. This results in the stripe openings of 6µm width. Then, the glass was
immersed in a KNO3 molten for 11hr at 395�C. After ion-exchange the end facets of the glass were
polished perpendicular to the waveguide resulting in formation of waveguides length ⇠35mm.
Planar waveguides were characterized using Metricon prism coupler and found to be single mode



operating at 1.5m and having three modes at 632.8nm. E�ective index at 632.8nm using transverse
electric (TE) polarization of the fundamental mode (zero order mode) is 1.5191, 1.5170 for the first
order mode and 1.5157 for the second order mode. At 1.5m e�ective index of the fundamental
mode was measured as 1.5093 [4].

Experiment: Optical waveguide measurements of transmittance spectra were conducted using
the apparatus shown in Fig. 1a. The measurements were realized using the infra-red light generated
by a high power fibre continuum source (Fianium SC-600-FC) which is operating at the central
wavelength of 1060nm with spectral bandwidth spanning from 450nm to beyond 1750nm and gen-
erating optical pulses with duration less than 10 ps. Broadband light was collimated and focused
onto polarisation maintaining fibre (PMF) using Melles Grot objective NA 0.65 and magnification
x40 to control polarization in the system. PMF was directly fibre-coupled into a channel waveguide
(with coupling e�ciency of 8dB/nm) and the power transmitted through the waveguide was fibre-
coupled using graded index multimode fibre into an optical spectrum analyser (OSA, Yokogawa
AQ6370). N-Methylaniline probe molecule, index of nNMA=1.57118, was diluted in hexane, index
of nHex=1.37508, ratio 2:3 resulting in the mixture index of 1.46769. The indices of the liquids
were measured using RA 510 refractometer. To conduct the measurements with Aniline, prior the
measurement, the waveguides were cleaned and charged by oxygen anions in Tepla 300 Plasma
Asher machine [2].

An enhanced absorption by molecular overtones of primary and secondary amines is presented.
This evidence, paves the road to the new disorder based optical sensors for detection of explosive
materials and diagnostics of psychoactive stimulants based on amines.
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Abstract 

Here, we have demonstrated the electrical sensing 

platform of miRNA based on the plasmon coupling 

effect between nanowire and nanoparticle by 

measuring the change of photoconductance in 

plasmonic nanowire at the presence of hybridizing 

miRNA.  

 
Introduction 

Nanoplasmonics is based on the interaction of 

light-matter to generate an oscillation of electrons on 

the surface of metals [1]. The movement of electrons 

provides unprecedented characteristics when merging 

with photonics, electronics, and biology. Especially 

on the biological applications, the surrounding 

environment around the target nanostructure is 

important for the sensitive and selective detection of 

bioanalyte. Conventionally, many researchers have 

paid much attention on the optical transduction with 

the nanoparticles to measure the shift in scattering 

spectra from the localized surface plasmon due to the 

change in refractive index around the nanostructure 

[2]. However, the optical read out alone can be 

limited by the scattering noise from the background 

substrate, so the subtle change in scattering intensity 

with the nanoparticle cannot be detected. Also, the 

single variant oligonucleotide is very hard to 

distinguish when only utilizing the optical scattering 

spectra. To overcome these limitations, we have 

demonstrated the nanowire plasmonic biosensing 

platform which takes advantage of optical-electrical 

transduction with the change in photocurrent [3, 4], 

thus enabling to detect the miRNA with highly 

sensitivity as shown in Figure 1. 

  

 
 

Figure 1 Schematics of the nanowire-nanoparticle 

assemblies linked by two strands of miRNA probe 

oligonucleotides (a)-(d). (e) Scanning electron microscopy 

images of the nanowire-nanoparticle assemblies. 

 



Results and Discussion 

The 40 nm nanowires linked on the electrical contact 

pad are functionalized by the carboxylic acid and its 

functionalization can attach the miRNA probe 1. The 

probe 2 is prepared by the functionalization on the 30 

nm sized nanoparticles. When the miRNA is present, 

the nanowire-nanoparticle assembly can be formed by 

two complementary strands leading to a plasmon 

coupling effect [5, 6]. The strong coupling between 

the functionalized nanoparticles and the nanowire 

arrays changes the characteristics of plasmonic 

resonance at the presence of miRNA-21 to make a red 

shifted spectra (650 nm). This leads to the negative 

change in photocurrent on the electrical detection of 

the plasmonic nanowire. When the light is off, the 

photocurrent (2.68×10-12 pA) only depends on the 

biased voltage (3 V) and conductance of the nanowire. 

However, with the light on, the flow of the 

photocurrent is affected by the plasmons induced in 

the nanowire (resonance at 550 nm, 0.318×10-12 pA). 

Figure 2 shows the shifted resonance spectra and 

corresponding change in negative photocurrent at the 

condition of miRNA attachment. The result in 

negative photocurrent correlates well with the 

spectral shift (resonance at 650 nm, 0.244×10-12 pA).  

 

Figure 2 The shift in the negative induced photocurrent 

shows the change in the resonance condition for the 

nanowire (550 nm) and the nanowire-particle assemblies 

via miRNA (650 nm). 

 

Conclusion 

The miRNA detection from the changed 

photoconductance of nanowire has been demonstrated 

to show a sensitive detection of the single 

oligonucleotides.  
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Abstract— We report the design and fabrication of random optical di�users with special char-
acteristics using three-dimensional (3D) printers. The designs are tested by computer simulations
and the scattering properties of the fabricated samples are evaluated experimentally.

The interaction of electromagnetic waves with randomly rough surfaces has been a problem of
long-standing interest. It is a subject of relevance in several fields of applied science, such as surface
metrology, remote sensing, and illumination engineering. Due to the statistical assumptions made
in most theoretical work (i.e. that the surface profile is a statistically stationary Gaussian random
process and that the height correlation function is also Gaussian), it is often di�cult to compare
directly the results of theoretical and experimental work. Moreover, the assumption of Gaussian
statistics is very restrictive for the design of di�users with prescribed properties, like di�users that
scatter light uniformly within a specified range of angles [1, 2]. The photolithographic method
proposed by Gray [3] has been useful for the validation of scattering theories, but does not have the
flexibility required for the fabrication of multiscale surfaces or for the implementation of strategies
to control the scattering pattern.

In this work, we explore the possibilities of using 3D printers for the fabrication of random sur-
faces with di�erent kinds of statistical properties, and for the fabrication of surfaces with prescribed
scattering properties. We have fabricated surfaces that scatter light uniformly within a specified
range of angles, surfaces with di�erent forms of the correlation function, Kolmogorov phase screens,
and ocean-like surfaces. The fabricated surfaces have been characterized by measuring their profiles
as well as their scattering properties.

In Fig. 1, we present photographs of Gaussian surfaces with one and two-dimensional roughness,
for which the standard deviation of slopes � is equal to the transverse height correlation length a.
The standard deviation of slopes is then �s =

p
2. The successful fabrication of these surfaces

demonstrates that 3D printing techniques can be used for such purposes and that the fabricated
surfaces can have surface slopes that are much higher than those achievable by traditional methods
(e.g. surface grinding, sand-blasting or photolithography [3]). At present, the smallest scale that
can be fabricated with our printers is of some dozens of microns, and this constitutes the main lim-
itation of the technique. Still, the fabricated surfaces are useful in experimental studies of multiple
scattering e�ects, and in laboratory simulations of atmospheric wave propagation and ocean wave
scattering.

An example that illustrates the results obtained on the fabrication of achromatic uniform dif-
fusers is presented in Fig. 2. We show photographs of the fabricated di�user and of the scattering
patterns it produces with laser and white light illumination. As can be appreciated in 2(a), the
number of correlation lengths (statistically independent irregularities) within the sample is small;
due to the limited resolution of the printer, it proved di�cult to fabricate surfaces with smaller
lateral scales. A consequence of this limitation is that the statistical fluctuations observed in the
scattering pattern from sample to sample can be large and, thus, that the measured scattering
pattern is not as uniform as expected. The relatively smooth transition from light to dark at
the cuto� angle is also related to the limited resolution of the printer. Nevertheless, these results
demonstrate that, with some limitations that are primarily associated to the resolution of current
3D printer technologies, it is possible to use such techniques for the fabrication of optical di�users
that can be useful in laboratory work and in applications that involve controlled di�use illumination.



Figure 1: Photographs of surfaces with Gaussian statistics and a Gaussian height correlation function. In
this case, the standard deviation of heights � is equal to the transverse correlation length a = 1mm. (a)
One-dimensional surface and (b) two-dimensional surface.

Figure 2: Photographs of (a) an achromatic band-limited uniform di�user fabricated with a 3D printer, (b)
the scattering pattern obtained in transmission with laser beam illumination, and (c) the scattering pattern
obtained in transmission with directional white light illumination. The dotted rectangles denote the region
over which uniform illumination was to be expected.
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Abstract-This work aims at the study of antenna-driven near-field dichroism of a sub-10 nm 

epoxy-based azo-polymer thin film. Orientation mechanisms of azo-chromophores (DO3) 

covalently attached to a polymer backbone as a side-chain are spectroscopically and electrically 

explored with tip-enhanced Raman scattering and differential scanning capacity microscopy, 

respectively. Photo-induced heating of a substrate-free polymer film and its glassy temperature is 

investigated with scanning thermal microscopy. Nanoscale dichroism of the azopolymers opens the 

door to improved optical data storage performance.         

 

Azobenzene polymers play a crucial role in optical storage due to their ability to be photo-oriented within 

amorphous and liquid crystal polymeric environments [1-3]. Azobenzenes are covalently attached to a polymer 

backbone as a side-chain (T-polymer) and function as both photo-sensitive chromophores and mesogens [1]. 

Underlying photo-isomerization allows one to handle the ordering of azo-chromophores exposed to polarized 

light. Alternatively, the same effect can be achieved with dc electrical field, for example, with corona poling of 

the azo-polymer at above glassy temperature. Due to a highly anisotropic nature of the azo-chromophores, they 

can be spectroscopically probed with tip-enhanced Raman scattering (TERS) at the nanoscale, avoiding 

photo-bleaching. Based on this clue, one can record and retrieve optical information unambiguously.      .      

Direct access to a single azo-molecule with the help of optical near-fields allows one to increase information 

recording density by two orders of magnitude (up to Pbit/cm2) in a single layer, compared to diffraction-limited 

optical methods. Despite the fact that photo-isomerization is a fast process (a trans-cis cycle takes several ns’), 
the photo-orientation of the whole polymer goes too slowly, hundreds of Ps’. This is related to a large number of 
azo-chromophres and their limited mobility in glassy environments. Thus, confined optical near-fields are able to 

increase recording speed up to hundreds of ns’ and provide lesser energy consumption down to several mW/cm2. 

Obviously, it provides new possibilities and perspectives for optical switching and image storage.  

In the paper, we focus on the study of near-field dichroism of a sub 10-nm thick azo-polymer film, which is 

handled with a biased plasmonic nanoantenna, as shown in Fig. 1(a). The in-plane and out-plane arrangement of 

chromophores in the glassy polymer, assigned to transverse and longitudinal optical anisotropy, are mapped with 

the polarization-controlled TERS microscopy when a radially polarized and azimuthally polarized laser light are 

used [4]. Changing the near-field polarization allows us to optically align the azo-chromophores at arbitrary 

direction. Thus, the determination of a polarization state of the near-field is a task of high priority [4,5]. Fig. 2(b) 

shows a light illuminated bent gold tip with a point dipole at its apex. The dipole orientation can be found from 

polarization-dependent Rayleigh scattering patterns (Fig. 1(c)). Amorphous-to-liquid crystal (nematic phase) 
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transition effect on the sub-10 nm azo-polymer film is demonstrated with a biased plasmonic nanoantenna. 

Orientation polarization and birefringence of the azo-polymer is visualized with differential scanning capacity 

microscopy. We are confident that this study paves the way to apertureless optical technology for further 

increasing information recording density and electro-optical switching speed on amorphous and liquid crystal 

azo-polymers.  

   

 

 
 

Figure 1. (a) Schematic view of the experimental setup for nanoscale electro-optical poling of the 

azo-polymer, (b) a bent gold antenna with a point dipole at the tip apex, (c) confocal images of the tip apex 

scanned over a focal spot of radially- and azimuthally laser light.  
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Abstract- In this paper, accurate modeling analysis of super-Gaussian field on a step discontinues 

dielectric interface is investigated using fast Fourier transform based beam propagation method 

(FFT-BPM). The propagation of super-Gaussian field is very difficult to solve analytically [1]. 

However, in this analysis we present for the first time to the best of our knowledge the 

super-Gaussian field with oblique incident at critical angle on a planar dielectric interface using 

FFT-BPM. The lateral field shift is also investigated. The obtained results are in accordance 

with the theory of the non-specular phenomena of the electromagnetic field interaction at 

the same situation. Additionally, they are in a good agreement with theoretical predictions 

and significant improvement over the previously published results is achieved. The 

suggested work has profound implications for future studies of Super fields’ interaction at 

dielectric interfaces. 

  

 

The propagation of super-Gaussian field attracts a lot of interest in recent years. In some cases it called flat 

top beam; due its flat peak shape. The field can be expressed as: 

                                ( )
( ( ) )

,

sx
wE x z Ae

−
=                            (1) 

where A is the normalization factor, w is the field beam waist, and s is the Super-Gaussian power which is an even 

integer. In Gaussian case s is equal to 2. However, the super-Gaussian field is very difficult to evaluate its 

propagation in realm of analytical expression. In particular, numerical methods used to study the propagation 

features of super-Gaussian [1, 2]. However, the non-specular shifts for the beam weren’t studied before. In this 

analysis we present the field interaction using FFT-BPM [3]. The FFT-BPM is a powerful method with angular 

spectrum representation of the electromagnetic field. The simplicity and powerfulness of the FFT-BPM are 

sought at the analytical and numerical levels [4]. The FFT-BPM reliable and efficient in order to study devices 

for which no analytical solutions exist. Additionally, suitable for testing the validity of approximate methods for 

studying different waveguiding structures with complicated shapes with nonlinear effects. Besides, a large 

number of modified algorithms such as: Fourier transform, finite difference, finite element, mode expansion, and 

Green’s function approximations have been suggested in the literatures for optical applications [4-5]. These 



methods might be superior, with respect to reliability and efficiency for a certain class of application problems and some 

desired accuracy.  

      Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram for a super-Gaussian field impinges on a dielectric surface. The 

plane x=0 is the step discontinues interface between two dielectric media having refractive indices n1 and n2 with 

n1 > n2. In this analysis the geometry of the problem is invariant with respect to the y-coordinate. At x=xd, the 

field propagates towards the interface. The beam’s axis makes an angle θi with respect to the z-axis which 

corresponds to the critical angle of incidence (θc= sin
-1

(n1/n2)) measured with respect to the normal to the 

interface. In this regard, consider a Gaussian and super-Gaussian beams with the same properties: the 

wavelength in the denser medium λ1 is equal to 1.55 µm, w=20λ1, xd=5.2w, n1= 1.5152, and n2=1. The beam’s 

axis makes an angle θi = (π/2) - θc = 48.7017°.  Figure 2 shows the total field propagation overview on a 

dielectric interface in case s=2 (Gaussian field). However, Figure 3 shows the total field propagation overview 

on a dielectric interface at s=4 (super-Gaussian). The incident field intersection with the interface at the point Zgo 

point which represents the geometric optics point. However, the reflected and transmitted fields shifted from this 

point by some distances called lateral shift (Goos-Hanchen) [6]. This is due to the interference between the 

transverse wave vectors under the phase changes. In this analysis the Goos-Hanchen shift is equal to 5.0296 µm 

and 5.63µm in Gaussian and in super-Gaussian fields’ cases respectively. 
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Figure 1 Schematic diagram of super-Gaussian 

field incident on a dielectric interface. 

Figure 2 The total field propagation on 

 a dielectric interface at s=2. 

Figure 3 The total field propagation on 

 a dielectric interface at s=4. 
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Abstract- In this paper, the characteristics of an incident monochromatic Lorentz light beam at 
sharp critical angle are investigated and analyzed. The numerical results are obtained using fast 
Fourier transform based beam propagation method (FFT-BPM). Further, the FFT-BPM is 
implemented on a graphical processing unit (GPU) platform using CUDA-C program to decrease 
the execution time significantly. In this study, the interference between the incident and reflected 
beams is reported. Additionally, the angular spread of the refracted beam in the rare medium and its 
direction of propagation are considered. The non-specular shifts are also calculated using the 
FFT-BPM at sharp critical angle which is very difficult to examined using analytical methods. The 
obtained results are in a good agreement with theoretical predictions and significant 
improvement over the previously published results is achieved. 
  

 
The phenomenon of the total reflection of Lorentz beams has significant importance in the field of integrated 

optics and free space optics. Most of guidance phenomena rely on total reflection at a dielectric interface, with 
spatially–bounded guided fields. However, the analysis of guided-wave phenomena assumes guided plane waves 
rather than more realistic spatially-bounded fields. Therefore, simple, powerful and versatile method is needed 
for the analysis of the guidance phenomena of such fields. There are main features relevant to the process of total 
reflection at critical incidence such as: the lateral displacement of the reflected and transmitted beams from the 
position predicted by geometric optics (GO) point [1], the penetration of energy in the less dense medium where 
the field is basically evanescent and the lateral field which extends well beyond the reflected and transmitted 
fields. Pioneering research paper [2] was concerned with well collimated beams to study this phenomena.  

The FFT-BPM is a most powerful method with angular spectrum representation of the electromagnetic field. 
The simplicity and powerfulness of the FFT-BPM are sought at the analytical and numerical levels. This is 
justified by the very wide class of problems which had been handled by the FFT-BPM [4-6] such as: the 
fundamental characteristics of optical fibers, waveguide modulators and couplers, bent waveguides, nonlinear 
effects in fibers, solitons and propagation in anisotropic media.  
In this paper, we present the analysis of Lorentz light beam at sharp critical angle of oblique incidence on a 
dielectric interface using FFT-BPM. At critical angle of incidence, the main relevant features [3] of the 



phenomenon of total reflection are strongly manifested as: the diffraction effects of the lateral field, the 
refraction of some energy in the rarer medium and the Goos-Hanchen (GH) shift. In order to verify the validity, 
the results are compared with analytical methods drawn from literature [2-3]. The FFT-BPM measures the 
refractive indices changes in phase correction function, consequently, it not faces any singularity problem during 
the calculations [1], and it gives the results at any incident angle. Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram for the 
incident Lorentz field on a dielectric interface. The incident beam wavelength “λ” is equal to 1.33µm, and the 
beam waist w=20λ. The FFT-BPM result for the Lorentz fields (incident, reflected, and transmitted fields) can 
be evaluated from Fig. 2. The numerical results show that the lateral shift for the beam is equal to 5.45µm.  
    The BPM error depends on the square of the used step size ∆z [6]. In order to decrease the error, we need to 
increase the number of samples. However, software and hardware limitations are arised. Therefore, the reported 
BPM program is implemented using different programing languages: FORTRAN, MATLAB, and CUDA-C. 
Figure 3 depicts the execution time for the BPM running in modern central processing unit (CPU), where CPU 
specs is: 2.5 GHz, D processor, and 32 GB RAM, and the GPU device "Quadro-k2000". We choose the same 
field parameters, where, ∆x=0.35(λ/2)/n1, ∆z =0.01λ/(n1-n2) with the propagation distance of 82.5 µm. It is 
revealed from the figure that the execution time for the FORTRAN program is greater than that of the other 
programs. Additionally, the propagation step size ∆z should be changed due to the allocated memory limitations 
of the FORTRAN language. However, the MTALAB based-BPM program can be run at different number of 
samples, without the need to change the steps size. Further, the execution of the CUDA-C program on the GPU 
platform is faster.  For comparison, at a number of samples of 0.16384x105, the MATLAB program is 30 times 
faster than the FORTRAN program on the same CPU. However, the GPU speeds the execution process up to 
581 times faster than the MATLAB program and 17x103 times faster than the FORTRAN program. 
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Figure 1 Schematic diagram of Lorentz

field incident on a dielectric interface. 
Figure 2 The incident reflected, and 

transmitted fields.  
Figure 3 The execution running time for the 

BPM program at different programing

language. 
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Abstract- We experimentally demonstrate enhancement of photoluminescence from an optically 

pumped bias driven pristine Au-substrate/Au-tip tunneling junction and a molecular tunneling junction 

(Au-substrate/self-assembled molecular monolayer/Au-tip) with molecules chemically bound to the Au 

substrate.  

 

Due to the excitation of localized surface plasmons (LSP), noble metal nanostructures can concentrate 
light into nanometer scale volumes with strongly enhanced local optical fields. For two closely spaced 
metallic nano particles interacting with incident light, their LSP are coupled and confined in the gap. The 
resulting strong optical field leads to the enhanced surface-, tip-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS/TERS) 
and amplified molecular luminescence. LSP can also be excited by electrons, for instance by inelastic 
electron tunneling (IET) across a nano gap formed by a metal tip and a substrate in a scanning tunneling 
microscopy. Hence, the combination of optical pump and bias voltage variation in a tunneling junction 
provides a new approach for controlling light emission. 

Experimentally, we implemented a tunneling current feedback function into a homebuilt parabolic 
mirror scanning near-field optical microscope. Tip illumination and optical signal collection are 
performed from the top of the sample under perfect diffraction and polarization conditions with a radially 
polarized laser beam.[1-3] Two type of samples, pristine Au-substrate/Au-tip tunneling junction and the 
molecular junction (Au-substrate/self-assembled molecular monolayer/Au-tip) with molecules 
chemically bound to the Au substrate, are investigated [4, 5]. For the Au-Au junction, emission spectra are 
recorded as a function of bias voltage with and without laser illumination. We conclude that the enhanced 
intensity induced by laser illumination originates from the radiative decay of hot electrons closely above 
the Fermi level via inelastic tunneling and photon emission into the plasmon modes formed by the 
tip-substrate gap. For the optically pumped molecular junction, it behaves as a bias-driven 
superluminescent point light-source, operating at ambient conditions and providing almost three orders 
of magnitude higher electron-to-photon conversion efficiency than electroluminescence induced by 
inelastic tunneling without optical pumping. The enhanced emission can be modelled by rate equations 
taking into account hole-injection from the tip (anode) into the highest occupied orbital of the closest 
substrate bound molecule (lower level) and radiative recombination with an electron from above the 
Fermi-level (upper level), hence feeding photons back by stimulated emission resonant with the gap mode. 
Our study will advance the fundamental understanding of quantum plasmonics and lead to new 
applications in actively controlled photonics devices. 
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Figure 1. a) Topographical map of the gap 

antennas retrieved by the piezo feedback. b) 

Near-field maps of the gap antennas. c) 

Scanning Electron Microscope image of the 

gap antennas. Maps size is 1 x 10 Pm. 
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Abstract – The near-field optical response of highly pure single-crystal gold gap nanoantennas was 

analyzed by means of near-field aperture probes. Due to the interference phenomena occurring in 

the near field of the nanoantennas, both the complex response of the dipolar oscillator associated 

with the plasmon resonance could be observed. The near-field optical response of the gap antennas 

is found to diverge from that of single gold nanorods and a possible model to describe this behavior 

is proposed. 

 

Scanning near-field optical microscopy (SNOM) is a powerful 

tool to analyze local field oscillations in plasmonic nanoantennas 

[1,2]. It has been shown that contrast in elastic-scattering near-field 

maps of gold nanoparticles is ruled by the interference between the 

direct field emitted by the tip and the one radiated by the plasmon 

oscillations in the nanoparticle. Therefore, both amplitude and phase 

of the particle polarizability contribute to the near-field optical map. 

Such interference generates a positive (negative) contrast for 

particles illuminated below (above) resonance. Using a suitable 

combination of far-field confocal extinction maps and SNOM 

imaging based on hollow-pyramid probes, together with a simple 

model for the analysis, we demonstrated that the real and imaginary 

part of the particle polarizability can be disentangled [3]. 

Here we report on the results from recent experiments that 

extend the previous approach to the analysis of double-rod gap 

antennas produced by focused ion-beam milling starting from 

single-crystal gold plates [4]. We imaged an array of gap 

nanoantennas with arm lengths varying from 100 to 200 nm using 

the same combination of near-field and far-field techniques with 

an illumination wavelength centered at 980 nm.  

Preliminary data analysis reveals that the interference process occurring in the near-field of gap antennas is 

sensibly different from that of single nanorods [3]. In particular the interference phenomena are weaker n the 

former case and phase shifts are more pronounced than in single nanorods. Using finite-difference time-domain 

simulations and analytical methods we discuss possible models that account for this observations. 
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The control and tuning of near-field and far-field responses in plasmonic nanostructures represents a crucial 
aspect in the design of optimized platforms for field-enhanced spectroscopy. Due to the lack of methods that 
can directly compare and correlate both responses under similar environmental conditions, near- and far-field 
spectral behaviors have been often assumed to be identical.  
 
We develop a widely tuneable optical technique to probe the near-field resonances within individual 
plasmonic structures and to directly compare it to the corresponding far-field response. 
 
We investigate individual gold nanoparticles spaced 1nm above a gold mirror by a molecular monolayer [1]. 
We measure the near-field spectral resonance by devising a widely-tunable optical technique to track the SERS 
signals across the dark-field spectrum simultaneously measured on the same nanoparticle. For every 
nanostructure, we find the extracted near-field enhancement has a narrow Gaussian profile, always 
blueshifted (>40meV) with respect to the dark field scattering coupled mode. We find this agrees with 
theoretical predictions in such strongly coupled plasmonic systems. Using a transformation optics approach, 
we show the observed spectral shifts can be clearly ascribed to the different way that interference of plasmon 
gap modes operates in the near- and far-field. An additional benefit of our approach is to show that the ever-
present SERS background, highly debated in the literature, does not come from the same spatial locations as 
the near-field controlled SERS peaks [2]. 
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Abstract We show that the spectral phase of the light field near a plasmonic nanostructure, induced 

by a laser pulse, is substantially different from the phase at its surface. We propose to use external 

materials as local probes instead of the second harmonic light generated at the surface of the 

structure to characterize the pulse length in the nearfields. In a proof-of-principle experiment, 

graphene's near-degenerate four-wave mixing is used to demonstrate the effect on resonant gold 

nanorods. 

 

The ability to simultaneously control the spatial extend of light pulses on a nanometer length scale and their 

temporal duration on a femtosecond time scale is a key requirement to study the dynamics of individual 

nanostrutures [1]. Examples are coherent dynamics in molecules, new materials or plasmonics, in which cases 

both temporal and spatial resolution are needed to investigate the underlying mechanisms. 

The general farfield limit of about half the wavelength for the optical resolution can partly be circumvented 

by nearfield optics, utilizing the strong field enhancement in the vicinity of plasmonic nanostructures [2]. Using 

an optical pulse shaper, also the temporal form of a laser pulse can be controlled to a very high degree of 

accuracy [3,4]. The task is to bring together the two techniques in order to benefit from the high spatial 

confinement and control in nearfield optics and from the temporal resolution of pulse shaping microscopy at the 

same time. Attempts in this direction have been made since at a number of years, including adiabatic plasmon 

compression at nanotips [5], scattering configurations [6] and localized nanoantennas [7]. 

The pulse length in the nearfield of a plasmonic nanostructure is spatially inhomogeneous, which manifests 

in different spectral phase profiles for different positions. We compare the spectral phase outside a nanoparticle 

with the phase at the surface and find significant differences. The model system we use consists of individual 

gold nanorods, placed on single layer graphene, which we resonantly excite with a 20 fs pulsed laser, centered at 

1.55 eV. The phase at the structure's surface can be determined by measuring the second harmonic generation of 

the particle [7]. Additionally, we use the four-wave mixing signal of graphene [8] as a probe for the nearfield 

phase (see figure 1). We find that the measured phase profiles do not coincide (figure 1b), which implies that the 

pulse length at the particles surface is distinctly different from the pulse length in the nearfield. As shown in 

figure 1a, the difference is expected and can be retraced to the dielectric function of the material used. 

Our conclusion is that in case of resonant plasmonic nanostructures, the task of pulse control in the nearfield 

has to take into account the spatial inhomogeneities of the field distribution. Once known and understood, this 

fact can also be exploited for better localization of nonlinear effects [1]. 



 
Figure 1: Spectral phase of a resonantly excited gold nanorod at the particle's surface and in its nearfield. (a) 

Numerical simulation, (b) measurements, using the second harmonic generation (SHG) of the particle and the 

four-wave mixing (FWM) of graphene, placed underneath the nanorod. In theory and experiment, the resulting 

phase profiles show large differences, indicating different pulse lengths at the two positions. 
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Abstract-We propose and design plasmonic lens with circular nanoslits surrounded by circular 
grooves as plasmonic pickup head to achieve two focal lengths by dual wavelength operations. 
Two focal planes at 650nm and 780nm working wavelengths are measured at 375nm and 1020nm 
height above the plasmonic pickup head respectively. 

 
      The optical pickup head is the critical component for reading and writing in CD/DVD system. However, the 
resolution of traditional objective lens is usually limited at λ/2. Although the improved resolution of solid 
immersion lens is scaling down by the numerical aperture (NA) factor but the small gap control is difficult [1].  
Recently, the plasmonic lens (PL) has been widely investigated due to the unique feature of extraordinary 
enhanced transmittance and subwavelength resolution by exciting the surface plasmon polaritons [2]. The 
plasmonic zone plate has been used as optical pickup head with high resolution and long focal length, which can 
avoid the collision between the pickup head and the recording disc [1]. 

 
      In this work, we propose a novel PL designed with the combination of inner circular nanoslits and outer 
circular grooves as plasmonic pickup head. Different focusing mechanisms result in two focal lengths, which 
can read and write the two sides of the near field reading flexible optical disc (NFR-FOD).The focusing 
properties modulated by varying the outer groove depth are investigated by simulation. Finally, the proposed PL 
is fabricated and the focusing spots are measured by the near-field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM). 

 
Figure 1(a) shows schematic illustration of the proposed PL. The working wavelengths of plasmonic pickup 

head are designed at 650 nm and 780 nm for CD/DVD system. As shown in Figure 1(b), light with short 
wavelength can be focused at closer distance by properly varying nanoslit widths to produce parabolic 
wavefront [3], while long focal length can be obtained by light with long wavelength by arranging outer grooves 
at suitable positions to generate total constructive interference. The focusing properties shown in Figure 1(c) are 
investigated using Comsol Multiphysics Software. 
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic illustration of plasmonic pickup head with the combination of inner nanoslits and outer grooves. (b) Plasmonic pickup head 
operating at different wavelengths focuses light at different sides of NFR-FOD. (c) Plots of power flows at wavelengths of 650 nm and 780 nm with 
different focal lengths in the y-z plane. 
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Fig. 2. (a) Simulated normalized transmittance spectra of plasmonic pickup head with varied groove depths t and the reference PL without outer grooves. 
(b) Simulated FWHM of focusing spots of plasmonic pickup head operating at two wavelengths when varying the groove depth t. (c) SEM image of 
fabricated plasmonic pickup head. Simulated and measured power intensity distributions of focusing spots with different focal lengths f in the x-y plane 
when the operating wavelengths are (d) 650 nm and (e) 780 nm. 

From the simulated transmittance spectra shown in Figure 2(a), the transmittance of proposed PL is 
obviously enhanced compared with that of reference PL without outer grooves because outer grooves can 
transfer energy from surface to free space instead of dissipating on the metal surface. For focusing properties, 
Figure 2(b) shows that the simulated full width at half maximum (FWHM) of focusing spot varies for different 
groove depths because the varied focusing wavefronts are induced [4]. The optimized groove depth t is 110 nm 
for the high transmittance and small focusing spot. 

 
To fabricate the plasmonic pickup head, we deposit a gold film on glass substrate, and then the pattern is 

made using focus ion beam (FIB). The SEM image is shown in Figure 2(c). In measurement, we use NSOM to 
obtain the focusing image of the plasmonic pickup head with t = 125 nm, w = 200 nm, and d = 250 nm. Figure 
2(d) shows the simulated and measured power intensity distributions of focusing spot at z = 375 nm focal plane 
when operating at wavelength of 650 nm. Figure 2(e) shows the case at z = 1020 nm focal plane when operating 
at wavelength of 780 nm. The measured FWHM of focusing spots are 408 nm and 474 nm respectively, which 
are smaller than that of traditional objective lens [1]. 

 
We develop the novel plasmonic pickup head designed with circular nanoslits surrounded by circular grooves. 
In simulation, the transmittance and focusing properties are investigated by changing groove depth and the 
optimized value is around 110 nm. In experiment, the near-field focusing at two focal planes using dual 
wavelengths is demonstrated with 408 nm and 474 nm FWHM, respectively. These excellent focusing 
properties can be applied to novel optical data storage with a NFR-FOD to achieve high-density recording. 

 
We would like to acknowledge the help of NSOM measurements from Prof. Wen-Hau Chang and Yen-

Chun Chen at National Chiao Tung University, Taiwan. 
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Abstract- Scattering-type Scanning Near-field Optical Microscopy (s-SNOM) allows to overcome 

the diffraction limit of conventional light microscopy or spectroscopy enabling optical 

measurements at a spatial resolution of 10nm not only at visible frequencies but also in the infrared 

or terahertz spectral range. 

 

s-SNOM [1] employs an externally-illuminated sharp metallic AFM tip to create a nanoscale hot-spot at its 

apex. The optical tip-sample near-field interaction is determined by the local dielectric properties (complex 

refractive index) of the sample and detection of the elastically tip-scattered light yields nanoscale resolved 

near-field images simultaneous to topography.   

 

Development of a dedicated Fourier-transform near-field detection module for analyzing light scattered from 

the tip which is illuminated by a broadband laser source enables IR spectroscopy (nano-FTIR) of complex 

polymer nanostructures [2]. Applications presented further demonstrate characterization of embedded structural 

phases in biominerals (bone) [3], organic semiconductors [4] and direct visualization of field modes of 

nano-antennas and waveguide structures [5]. The patented modular system design enables straight forward 

integration of synchrotron-based broadband IR light sources [6] or to realize pump-probe near-field 

measurements [7].   
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Abstract: Using FDTD simulations combined with analytical calculations, the signal acquisition 

process in aperture SNOM has been studied. The emphasis was placed on the role of individual 

electric field components in the image formation. The results show that although the transmission 

through the aperture can be tuned to selectively favor one of these components, the resulting 

sensitivity is eventually determined by the efficiency of their coupling to the loss-less guided modes 

of the tip. 

 

Scanning near-field optical microscopy (SNOM) represents one of a few techniques allowing us to directly 

study and analyze evanescent optical fields formed in the vicinity of metallic structures and surfaces. In the 

aperture type SNOM, the evanescent fields are usually probed with a subwavelength aperture drilled into a 

metal-coated dielectric tip. Apparently, the question of how much the experimental a-SNOM images correspond 

to the actual distribution of electric field at the sample surface is of utmost importance. Previous studies have 

shown that the acquired signal largely comes from the out-of-plane component of the probed electric field and 

thus the detection of the in-plane component is quite challenging1. 

In this work, we address this issue of sensitivity of the a-SNOM tip towards the different electric field 

components by performing full numerical simulations of the signal acquisition, including the collection of 

evanescent fields by the aperture and propagation of the resulting electromagnetic waves through the tip towards 

the detector. Our results reveal that the poor sensitivity to the in-plane component is caused by its inefficient 

coupling to the loss-less guided modes of the metal-coated tip, and we discuss a possible solution to this 

problem. Furthermore, we show that by changing geometrical parameters of the tip, one can selectively enhance 

the transmission of a chosen electric field component through the aperture, an important feature necessary for 

full-vector mapping of optical-fields by a-SNOM. 

 



 
Fig. 1: Changes in the “sensitivity” of the a-SNOM aperture towards the in-plane and out-of-plane 

components with the aperture diameter D. Scanning of the tip along the diagonal of the SPP interference pattern 

(indicated by the green line) should reveal different electric field profiles, depending whether we detect 

preferentially the in-plane (maximum in the center) or the out-of-plane component (minimum in the center). For 

small apertures, the signal at the apex of the tip is dominated by the out-of-plane component, whereas larger 

apertures are more favorable towards the in-plane component. 
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Abstract 
Scanning near-field optical microscopy (SNOM) in combination with interference structures is a 

powerful tool for imaging and analysis of surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs). In this article we 

address how the wavelength and polarization state of illumination influence SPPs interference 

patterns measured by aperture-SNOM. Using the SNOM setup equipped with a supercontinuum 

laser and utilizing numerical simulations, we identified the role of individual near-field components 

in formation of SNOM images.  

 

As SPPs are inherently connected to near-fields, they are a frequent object of study by SNOM – both in their 

localized (confined to metal nanoobjects) and propagating form (along metal-dielectric interfaces) [1,2]. Due to 

the fact that SNOM detects the time-averaged value of the fields, for experimental detection it is necessary to 

create a pattern of SPP standing waves. These can arise on plasmonic interference structures, formed e.g. by 

pairs of slits in a continuous metal film which act as linear sources of SPP when illuminated by light.  

Our samples with interference structures consisting of four slits were prepared by carving out a 200 nm-thick 

gold film on a glass substrate using Ga focused-ion-beam (FIB) milling [3]. The spectroscopic measurements 

were performed on the fabricated sample by our a-SNOM setup equipped with a supercontinuum laser for both 

polarized and unpolarized light. Together with numerical finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations, our 

results provide comprehensive description of principles behind SNOM image formation.  

For linearly polarized illumination the measured patterns possessed a diamond-like character. It corresponds 

to the dominant out-of-plane component of the SPP electric field and is in good agreement with the simulations. 

For unpolarized illumination the experiments revealed more complex behavior, as we observed not only the 

theoretically predicted square-like pattern, but also a randomly distributed diamond-like pattern. This effect is 

attributed to the non-zero degree of polarization of illuminating light and demonstrates the sensitivity of the 

observed pattern to symmetry-breaking perturbations and anisotropies of the setup, which makes interference 

structures a useful tool for detection and elimination of such aberrations in SNOM experiments.  

Our results revealed, that although the inherently larger out-of-plane component dominates the SNOM 

images regardless of the wavelength or polarization state, there is a major difference between the interference 

patterns formed under polarized and unpolarized illumination. Besides, we recognized another potentially 

interesting property of SPP interference patterns, namely that the patterns corresponding to the in-plane and 

out-of-plane components of SPP electric field are mutually shifted. This aspect of SPPs could find its use in 



assessment of SNOM probe sensitivity to these two near-field components, which would be an important step 

towards full vector a-SNOM mapping. 

 

 

 

 Figure 1: (a) Square-like interference structure. Measured interference pattern for the linearly polarized (b) and 

non-polarized (c) illumination (polarization direction is shown by the arrow in the inset). (d) The absolute 

position of various interference patterns (polarized vs. unpolarized illumination; Ein vs. Eout components) with 

respect to the center of the interference structure. 
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Abstract- We demonstrate the design of an ultrathin carpet cloak based on a metasurface with ring 

resonators. In order to obtain the cloaking performance, the phase of the scattered wave along the edge 

of the bump is manipulated by an array of closed ring resonators. This allows to hide a triangular surface 

bump placed on a flat ground plane. The designed cloak is numerically analyzed at the operation 

frequency and demonstrates a good performance in both near field and far field. 

 

Recent advances in cloaking devices have become possible thanks to the advent of metamaterials, which 

allows us to tailor permittivity and permeability at will [1]. In this regard, many efforts have been focused either 

on transformation optics [2] or scattering cancellation [3]. The first approach requires materials with extreme 

electromagnetic parameters, which are difficult to obtain in a physical medium. The second method is simpler 

and more robust [4], however it is limited in the size of the hidden object [5]. In order to avoid extreme values 

and anisotropy of electromagnetic parameters, carpet cloaks based on quasi-conformal mapping have been 

proposed to conceal objects over a flat surface [6]. However, despite their relatively simple design and good 

cloaking abilities, these structures are bulky, which makes them difficult to apply for macroscopic objects. 

In this work, we propose a carpet cloak based on an ultrathin cloaking metasurface with closed ring 

resonators. In our design, a metasurface is used to restore the scattered wavefront from the bump (with center 

height of 4.1 mm and base length of 22.5 mm) by recovering the phase distribution on its edge. The unit cell of 

such metasurface is shown in Fig. 1(a) and consists of two concentric metallic rings, placed on a thin silicon 

layer. The period of the unit cell is l = 400 um ≈ λ0/10 to provide a good resolution of the phase distribution of 

the reflected beam. Control of the phase response of the reflected beam from each block is realized by varying 

the radii of the rings, covering almost the entire 2π phase range. The obtained amplitude (red line) and phase 

(blue line) of the reflection coefficient as a function of the radius of the ring are shown in Fig. 1(b). The phase of 

the scattered wave at an arbitrary point on the boundary with height h is reconstructed by compensating the 

phase difference δ, which can be calculated at each point of the bump’s edge as: δ = π – 2k0hcosθ, where k0 is the 

free space wave vector at the operation frequency, h is the height of the unit cell center from the ground plane, 

and θ is the angle of incidence of the incoming wave with respect to the back-plane normal. 

The numerical results for the spatial distribution of electric field (Ey component) at the operation frequency f 

= 80 GHz are shown in Fig. 2(a-c) for three cases: (a) ground plane, (b) bare bump and (c) cloaked bump. As it 

can be seen, the bump introduced on the ground plane scatters the Gaussian beam in a wide range of the angles. 

After the cloaking metasurface is applied, the near-field distribution of the reflected wave is reconstructed to the 

original Gaussian beam. The beam recovery is also confirmed in Fig. 1(c), where the far-field radiation patterns 

for all three cases are plotted. When the bump is cloaked the far-field radiation pattern is similar to the case 

when the beam is reflected from a bare ground plane.  



 
Fig. 1. (a) Unit cell geometry of the cloaking metasurface. (b) Amplitude (red line) and phase (blue line) of the reflection coefficient of the unit 

cell as a function of the radius of the ring. (c) Radiation pattern for the reflected Gaussian beam from the ground plane (dash-dotted black line), 

the bump without cloak (dashed red line) and from the cloaked bump (solid blue line). 

 

 
Fig. 2. Electric field distribution on xz-plane for (a) ground plane, (b) bare bump and (c) cloaked bump. 

The proposed cloak is ultra-compact and has a simple geometry, which facilitates the fabrication and reduces 

cost. Beam reconstruction of the proposed cloak design has been numerically confirmed at the operation 

frequency f = 80 GHz in the near-field as well as in the far-field. Such cloak design is potentially scalable for 

macroscopic objects and may find applications in radar and antenna systems. 
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Abstract—We derive conditions for planar permittivity profiles to exhibit perfect transmission
with zero reflection, for all angles of incidence. This is done through investigating the analytic
continuation of the wave equation into complex coordinates using the phase integral method. We
then consider a family of disordered media constructed using this method, showing that the real
and imaginary parts of the permittivity can separately exhibit random fluctuations, but if they
are connected via a spatial Hilbert transform, the transmission remains unity.

In applications it is often desirable to obtain spatially inhomogeneous media which do not scatter
radiation and allow control of transmission and absorption through the material. Here we consider
light propagating through a material inhomogeneous in one direction, as shown in figure 1. By

Figure 1: A wave of wave vector k = (k
x

, k

y

, 0) is incident on a material inhomogeneous along the x-axis.
Insight into the reflection and transmission coe�cients depend on the behaviour of the permittivity �(x).

allowing the position variable x to be complex valued x � z = x1+ix2 and considering the analytic
continuation of the wave equation into the complex position plane and, using the phase integral
method, we derive a family of permittivity profiles �(z) which are reflectionless for left incident
waves for all angles of incidence and all frequencies of radiation [1, 2]. The conditions satisfied by
this family are precisely those satisfied by the Kramers-Kronig relations for the permittivity; �(z)
should be an analytic function of position z in the upper half complex plane and should approach
vacuum permittivity as x � ±�. Furthermore, we use this method to obtain a formula for the
transmission coe�cient for such permittivity profiles built from poles in the lower half position
plane. In particular, if the permittivity consists only of a finite number of poles of order two, or
higher:

�(z) = 1 +
nX

k=1

bk

(z � zk)nk
(1)

where nk � 2, then the medium exhibits perfect transmission. This is a very large family of
perfectly transmitting media, an example of which is shown in figure 2. A subset of this family is
highly disordered. Anderson (strong) localization [3] predicts that the transmission through highly
disordered media will be exponentially small with its length [4]. However, we have found a large
set of media that don’t exhibit it, as shown in figure 3.

In conlusion, we have found a family of non-reflecting disordered permittivity profiles exhibiting
perfect transmission, and therefore we don’t get the usually predicted localization for propagation
through disordered media.



Figure 2: A simulation from COMSOL Multiphysics of the absolute value of the out of plane component
of the electric field corresponding to propagation through a material with permittivity �(z) = 1 � 1

(z/a+i)2

where a = �/10 and � = 0.1m is the wavelength. (a): A point source placed to the left of the material
undergoes zero reflection from the material for all angles of incidence, as evident from the lack of ripples.
(b): A point source is placed to the right of the material undergoes reflection, as evident by the ripples. In
both cases the transmission coe�cient through the material is unity.

Figure 3: (a): The real and imaginary parts of a permittivity profile constructed by placing double poles
randomly in a compact region of the lower half position plane. (b): The electric field plotted for a right
travelling wave through this permittivity. As expected a right travelling wave isn’t reflected at all and
has perfect transmission. (c): The electric field plotted for a right travelling wave through the real part of
permittivity. Transmission decreases approximately exponentially with length. The presence of the Kramers-
Kronig related imaginary part removes this localization.
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Abstract— Random metamaterials based on disordered structures provide promising features
such as broadband energy harvesting. Through transformation optics, an equivalence can be
established between geometric structures and materials with special electromagnetic properties.
However, a major problem is the determination of appropriate transformations for complex ge-
ometries. We propose a method to determine such transformations and show that this approach
gives rise to a new class of metastructures with unconventional properties, which can open a new
manifold of nanoptics applications.

Metamaterials are traditionally composed of an ordered assembly of microstructures, each one
of these having known properties. They provide a way to control and direct electromagnetic fields,
allowing the creation of novel devices that could not be designed with material found in nature, the
most popular of them being invisibility cloaks [1, 2]. To design these devices, transformation optics
has been widely used. It provides a theoretical frame to establish an equivalence between a geomet-
rical structure, and a new material with spatially varying e�ective permittivity � and permeability
µ tensors. Typically, special geometries are considered, either because they correspond to an a

priori known transformation, or because they are regular geometries for which a transformation
could be found. Although these approaches have proved to be successful in the microwave and
infrared wavelength scales, their realization in the nanoscale rose some challenges.

On another hand, metamaterials based on randomness and irregular geometrical structures
have been given a growing interest recently since they also show promising features, like for in-
stance broadband energy harvesting in the visible light [3]. Besides, their fabrication can be rather
accessible and e�cient by taking advantage of random processes like chemical reactions or depo-
sition. Since the properties of these new random metamaterials mainly rely on their geometry,
transformation optics also appears as a natural tool to study them. However, the modeling of
completely irregular or random structures is a major issue when performing coordinate transforms
that aim at preserving the orthogonality of the grid, as well as the boundary conditions of Maxwell
equations. Even though methods exist for moderate irregular surfaces [4], they are bound to lim-
itations, and finding the appropriate transformation able to describe an arbitrary geometry can
still be a very challenging issue. The development of methods to apply transformation optics to
irregular structures appears to be an important step to e�ciently model these materials.

In this contribution, we develop a new transformation optics approach that allows to derive
conformal maps for arbitrary irregular structures. Conformal maps are privileged transformations
that allow to obtain transformed materials with diagonal � and µ tensors, which are easier to study
and characterize in terms of e�ective media.

In our analysis, we consider a z– invariant, irregular surface on (x, y) that separates an isotropic
medium with constitutive parameters � and µ (typically air) and a metal, as depicted on Fig. 1a.
We seek to determine a coordinate transformation that maps this irregular surface in the physical
coordinates (x, y, z) to a flat metallic surface in the transformed coordinates (�,�, z). This par-
ticular choice is justified by the consideration that the light-matter interaction occurring at the
metal-dielectric interface, generates surface plasmon polariton wave (SPP), which propagates by
following the curvature of the metal [5] (Fig. 1a, inset). The motion of SPP in the geometry of
Fig. 1a can be very complex, and it is a natural choice to describe it in a reference coordinate that
is conformal to the metallic surface, where this motion appears simply described by straight line
(Fig. 1b, inset). According to transformation optics formulas [1] the constitutive parameters � and
µ are transformed into tensors

�0 = �
1

det J
JJT and µ

0 = µ

1

det J
JJT , (1)
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Figure 1: Conformal mapping of an irregular surface. The transformation maps (a) the physical coordinates
(x, y) to (b) the transformed coordinates (�,�). The mesh represents the orthogonal coordinate grid corre-
sponding to constant values of � and �. This mesh is deformed in (a) to fit to the boundary and relax to
the identity far from it. This results in a spatially varying refractive index in (b) represented by the color
code. Note that the � axis is dilated in (b).

where J is the Jacobian matrix of the transformation. There exist an infinite number of possible
transformations, but most of them would result in complex �0 and µ

0 tensors with important
anisotropy. To obtain the simplest possible form for �0 and µ

0, we focus on conformal mappings,
for which the coordinates satisfy the so called Cauchy-Riemann equations

��

�x
=

��

�y
,

��

�y
= ���

�x
. (2)

A direct consequence of this is that �0 and µ

0 then takes a very simple form:

�0 = �

2

4
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 n

2(�,�)

3

5
, µ

0 = µ

2

4
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 n

2(�,�)

3

5
, (3)

where n = 1/
p
det J acts as a refractive index. The mapping linking x and y to � and � is computed

by solving an equivalent hydrodynamic problem where physical coordinates are mapped into fluid
flows and viceversa. This problem can be solved up to numerical precision for any arbitrary surface.
Figure 1 shows an example of application of this method. The grid lines of constant � and � is
represented on the top figure. On the bottom is represented the variation of the refractive index.
This transformation generated a new complex material with complex modulation of refractive
index, which changes between high level values to epsilon-near-zero regions on the scale where
the curvature of the metal varies. We discuss how such complex index generates unconventional
properties in these metamaterials that can be used to mold the flow of light at the nanoscale.
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Abstract- Based on illusion optics theory, in this paper a new method is introduced for remote 

beam manipulating and implementing a Mach-Zehnder switch. In the presence of an illusion device, 

the effective refractive index of a certain length of one of Mach-Zehnder arm is remotely changed 

to produce 180 degree phase differences to the other arm and results in destructive interference 

giving OFF state. When the illusion device is removed, constructive interference between both arms 

results in the ON state. In comparison with conventional methods, our proposed method avoids any 

physical changes or damages in the original structure. It is possible to realize the proposed illusion 

device by using effective medium theory and isotropic layered materials.  

 

The field of transformation optics has inspired a fresh look at the designing of optical devices with novel 

properties. Transformation optics and Illusion optics which is a more generalized concept, give us the possibility 

of controlling the flow of light and manipulating electromagnetic waves which can result in the design of new 

optical devices with desired functionalities. In this work, we present a new technique to remotely change the 

effective refractive index of a certain length of an optical waveguide in one of Mach-Zehnder arm, by the aid of 

an external device at a distance which is called illusion device and designed based on illusion optics theory and 

transformation optics technique. Hence, any physical change or damage does not apply to the waveguide.  

Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) principle was developed in 1891/1892 by Ludwig Mach and Ludwig 

Zehnder. A Mach-Zehnder interferometer is one of most important components in integrated optical circuits and 

has been utilized for optical devices such as switches, modulators, and etc. It takes an input optical wave, splits it 

equally along two paths and then recombines the wave to create an interference effect. In order to control the 

optical output, extra phase shifts are added to one of its arms, by changing the refractive index, optical path 

length, thermo optic effect, and using liquid crystals. The simplest Mach-Zehnder which is used in this work has 

a single input waveguide that splits into two arms for a certain distance and recombines again to a single output 

waveguide. Introducing a phase difference between both MZ arms before the recombine results the on-off 

switching behavior of the MZ modulator. For the MZI configuration with Y-branches at the input and the output, 

0q phase difference equals a constructive interference giving the ON state for amplitude modulation. In OFF 
state, a phase difference of 180 degree between both arms results in destructive interference with no light being 

sent to the output. 

In the following full-wave two-dimensional finite element simulations are performed by the COMSOL 

MULTIPHYSICS commercial software package. For a MZ constructed of an optical waveguide with effective 

refractive index of 2.21, z component of magnetic field at O=1550nm is shown in Figure 1.a for ON state. For 
OFF state which is shown in Figure 2.b, effective refractive index of a certain length of optical waveguide at the 

upper arm should be changed to 1.5 to produce 180 degree phase differences to the other arm. 



 

Figures 1: magnetic field for a) ON state. b) OFF state 

 

In this work, based on illusion optics theory we demonstrate a new method to remotely change the effective 

refractive index of a certain length of an optical waveguide in one of Mach-Zehnder arm without any physical 

change on damage in the structural parameters. This can be achieved as shown in Figure 2 by the aid of an 

external device at a distance which is called illusion device and designed based on illusion optics theory and 

transformation optics technique [1,2]. 

 

Figure 2. FE simulation of implementing remote MZ switch by illusion device 
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Abstract- A superstrate to modify the radiation pattern of a patch antenna designed using 

transformation optics method is presented. At first, the transformation relations between the 

physical and virtual space are described. Then, material parameters calculated from transformation 

optics method are used to design a three dimensional low profile superstrate that reorients the 

radiation pattern in azimuthal plane.  

 

Transformation Optics is a powerful tool to control the electromagnetic wave behavior. The invariance of 

Maxwell’s equation under coordinate transformation allows calculating new permittivity and permeability values 

to reinterpret a physical space with respect to a virtual space [1]. In [2], a TO superstrate was presented to 

achieve antipodal radiation pattern. In this paper, we propose an improved solution with lower thickness and 

reduced material complexity. 

 

Fig. 1 (a) Physical Space (b) Virtual Space 

                                (1) 

The simplified problem may be restricted to two dimensions i.e. x-y plane. The patch antenna is modeled in 

COMSOL by an idealized current sheet backed with a PEC plane. The electric field has z-component only. Fig. 

1 (a) and (b) show physical and virtual spaces. Compression along x-axis is governed by a factor ‘a’, such that l 
= d/a. When a=1, then l = e. In [2], compression factor is chosen as a = 2. The transformation relation to 

transform blue lines of Fig.1 is given in (1). The dimensions have been chosen so as to correspond to the 

frequency of operation, f = 1.25 GHz. On using TO method, material parameter (MP) distribution can be given 

by relations described next. As only Ez is considered, the primary MP profile may be proposed using µxx, µyy and 

εzz. Using TO concept, µxx = π.x´/e, µyy = 1/ µxx and εzz = a.µxx. In [2], a further simplification of MP profile was 
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necessary to limit variation to two MP’s (µyy and εzz). This extra step resulted in extreme permittivity and 

permeability values in MP Profile. In the proposed solution, we do not undertake this simplification; instead a 

higher compression of the profile has been favored. The resulting values of permittivity and permeability vary in 

a smaller range. A full wave solution is obtained by simulating a three dimensional cylindrical superstrate based 

on profile obtained above, it is shown that the radiation pattern of antenna has been modified as expected. The 

antenna radiates in broadside (along x), as seen in Fig. 2(a). When the TO superstrate is placed over the patch 

antenna, the radiation is guided to the azimuthal (y-z) plane, as seen in Fig. 2(b). Addressing the anisotropy in 

material parameters remains a concern, which shall be discussed in the final paper. 

 
Fig. 2 Radiation Patterns (Directivity) (a) Antenna alone, (b) Antenna with TO Superstrate 

To conclude, a TO superstrate has been presented where a thin profile has been achieved with reduced 

material parameter complexity. The profile is 23% thinner than reported in earlier works. In the final paper, the 

performance of the design shall be discussed in detail. More information shall be presented on different aspects 

i.e. analysis of anisotropy, discretization of continuous profile, fabrication strategy, etc. 

 

This work is supported by the NanoDesign project funded by IDEX Paris-Saclay, ANR-11-IDEX-0003-02. 
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Abstract— In this talk, we will present some of our recent works on mathematical analysis and
finite element modeling of cloaking devices constructed by metamaterials. Our talk will focus on
the cloaking simulation in time-domain.

In June 23, 2006’s issue of Science magazine, Pendry et al and Leonhardt independently pub-
lished their works on electromagnetic cloaking. In Nov.10, 2006’s Science, Pendry et al demon-
strated the first practical realization of such a cloak with the use of artificially structured meta-
materials. Since then, there is a growing interest in using metamaterials to construct invisibility
cloaks cf.[1, Ch.9]. In this talk, we first present an overview of our recent work on time-domain
cloaking simuations, then focus on time-domain carpet cloak [2].

A triangular carpet cloak shown in Fig.1 (Left) can be achieved with spatially homogeneous
anisotropic dielectric materials. The cloaked region is the bottom triangle with vertices (0, H1), (�d, 0)
and (d, 0). The cloaking region is the quadrilateral region formed by vertices (�d, 0), (0, H1), (d, 0)
and (0, H2), where H1, d > 0. In order to make the hiden objects inside the cloaked region invisible
to outside observer, the permittivity and permeability in the cloaking region need to be specially
designed:

� =


a b
b c
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"
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H2�H1
� H1H2

(H2�H1)d
sgn(x)
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+ H2
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(H1

d )2

#
, µ =

H2

H2 �H1
,

where sgn(x) is the standard sign function. By construction, it is assumed that H2 > H1 > 0.

Figure 1: The physical space of the carpet cloak.
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p, where �p

is the plasma frequency. We can obtain the governing equations for the carpet cloak:

Dt = ��H, µ0µHt = ���E, (1)

�0�2
�
Et2 + �2

pE
�
= MADt2 +MBD, (2)



where H denotes the magnetic field, and D and E represent 2D electric displacement and electric
field. The curl operators are in 2D sense. To make the model complete, we assume that (1)-(2)
satisfy the initial conditions

D(x, 0) = D0(x), E(x, 0) = E0(x), H(x, 0) = H0(x), � x � �, (3)

and the PEC boundary condition: n � E = 0 on ��, where D0,E0 and H0 are some properly
given functions, n is the unit outward normal vector to ��, and � denotes the cloaking region.

The well-posedness of this model and the following stability is proved. A leap frog type scheme
with edge elements is developed for our model and many simulations are carried out. Due to
page limit, here we show one example by choosing H1 = 0.05m,H2 = 0.2m, d = 0.2m, and � =
[�0.3, 0.3] m � [0, 0.3] m, which is partitioned by a uniform triangular mesh with a mesh size
h = 0.00625. The PML region surrounding � is partitioned by a uniform rectangular mesh. Our
final mesh yields 53330 total edges, 26960 total triangular elements, and 6258 total rectangular
elements. In the test, we choose the time step size � = 2 � 10�13 s, and the total number of time
steps 15000, i.e., the final simulation time T = 3.0 nanosecond (ns).

The incident wave is generated by a plane wave sourceHz = 0.1 sin(�t) imposed at line x = �0.3,
where � = 2�f with frequency f = 3.0 GHz. The numerical electric fields Ey at di�erent time
steps are presented in Fig.2, which shows clearly that the plane wave pattern is recovered very well
after passing through the cloaking region, which makes any objects hiden inside the cloaked region
invisible to observers at the far end.

Figure 2: The Ey fields at 5000, 7000, 10000, and 15000 time steps.
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Abstract— We investigate a topology optimisation, which is one of design methods based
on computer simulation, for cloaking devices. In this study, we employ the level set method,
in which the configuration of the cloaking material is expressed by a scalar function (level set
function), and the distribution of the level set function is updated by the reaction-diffusion
equation. As the source term of the reaction-diffusion equation, we use the topological derivative
which characterises the sensitivity of the objective function to an appearance (or removal) of an
infinitesimal cloaking material. In the updating process for the level set function, the topological
derivative is evaluated by the boundary element method (BEM) since the topological derivative
is associated with solutions of the Helmholtz equation defined in an infinite domain. We confirm
the effectiveness of the proposed method by some numerical examples.

Many varieties of researches on new devices which are constructed by metamaterials have been
conducted. A cloaking device is one of the most attractive example of such devices. Cloaking is a
technology to hide an object. By putting a cloaking device around an object the light path is ma-
nipulated in a way to go around the object, which makes the object invisible. Smith experimentally
showed that it is possible to construct a cloaking device by putting metamaterials periodically [1].
Manufacturing the cloaking device is, however, still based mostly on trial and error process.

In this study, we apply a topology optimisation to design problem of cloaking devices. A topology
optimisation is one of simulation-based design methods. We can determine an optimal shape and
topology which maximise efficiency of engineering devices with this method. In this study, we
employ the level set method as a configuration expression method in the topology optimisation.
In the level set method, configuration of a design object is expressed as distribution of a level set
function φ(x) (−1 ≤ φ(x) ≤ 1). Each domain is expressed by the value of the level set function as
follows:

Ω1 = {x | − 1 ≤ φ(x) < 0 }, (1)

Γ = {x | φ(x) = 0 }, (2)

Ω2 = {x | 0 < φ(x) ≤ 1 }, (3)

where Ω1 and Ω2 denote outside and inside domain of design objects, respectively. Also, Γ denotes
the boundary of Ω2. We update distribution of the level set function by solving the following
reaction-diffusion equation:

∂φ

∂t
= CT (x) + τ l2∇φ(x), (4)

where, t is a fictitious time corresponding to an optimisation step. The first term in right hand side
(RHS) denotes the direction and scale of the update. T denotes a topological derivative; sensitivity
of an objective function when an infinitesimal cloaking material is allocated. Also, C is a constant
which is used to arrange the scale of update. The second term in RHS is used to arrange the
complexity of the configuration which is obtained after the update. τ is a constant and l denotes
characteristic length. In the optimisation problem of cloaking devices in 2D TE polarised field, an
objective function is defined as follows:

J =
M
!

m=1

∥u(xobs
m )− uinc(xobs

m )∥2, (5)



where u and uinc denote the magnetic field and incident field, respectively. xobs
m is coordinate of

some fixed observation points. For the objective function (5), the topological derivative when we
put an infinitesimal circle in domain Ωj in a domain Ωi is derived as follows:

T = ℜ
"

2(εj − εi)

εi(εi + εj)
∇u ·∇ũ

#

, (6)

where εi denote permittivity in the domain Ωi. Also, u and ũ denote the magnetic field and adjoint
field, respectively. In the 2D TE polarised field, the u and ũ satisfies the Helmholtz equation. Hence,
we firstly solve the Helmholtz equation and obtain u and ũ. Then, we calculate the topological
derivative and update the level set funciton by solving the equation (4). By repeating this procedure,
we obtain an optimal configuration.

For the calculation of u and ũ, the finite element method (FEM) is usually employed. The FEM,
however, cannot analyze the problem in the infinite domain such as electro-magnetic field analysis.
Hence, in the case that we apply the FEM to the topology optimisation of cloaking devices we need
to approximate the infinite domain as a finite domain with an appropriate boundary condition.
In order to avoid deterioration of accuracy due to this approximation, we employ the boundary
element method (BEM) in this study since the BEM can treat the infinite domain exactly.

We confirm the effectiveness of proposed method by some numerical examples. We consider a
configuration optimisation problem of dielectric element which make a circle shape PEC invisible
for a TE polarised plane incidence which propagates in x direction. Radius of the PEC is 375[nm]
and wavelength of the incident wave is 750[nm]. The size of a design domain in which we determine
configuration of dielectric elements is 3.75 × 3.75[µm]. Also, permittivity of dielectric elements is
set to be 2.0 which corresponds to that of a polypropylene. We determine the initial configuration
as a domain in which the topological derivative without dielectric elements is less than 0. The
result is shown in Figure 1. In the case that there are no dielectric elements and the case of initial
shape, the magnetic field is scattered on the surface of PEC and dielectric elements. In the optimal
configuration, magnetic field is almost same with plane wave, which indicates that the configuration
works as a cloaking device.

Figure 1: The magnetic response of circle shape PEC (left), initial configuration (center) and the optimal
configuration at step 60 (right).
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Abstract-We used multi-physics simulation to design and verify 3D isotropic transformation 

optical device. Previously we proposed design method for 3 dimensional transformation optical 

medium using structure-wave multi-physics simulation. For very small wavelength compare to the 

entire device, wave simulation is grossly inefficient. So we took another multi-physics simulation 

with structure and ray optics to verify its usefulness.  

 

Transformation optical medium (TOM) is warped physical space with newly distributed optical properties 

mapped from virtual space. In the warped medium such as an optical cloak, transformed Maxwell’s equations 
are always valid with transformed optical parameters which control the propagation of electromagnetic waves 

along the warped space [1]. Isotropic transformation optical medium is designed using quasi-conformal mapping 

(QCM) technique. By QCM, included angles (generally 90 degrees) between grid elements are maintained after 

transformation, so that the area of each grid element undergoes isotropic change. A mapped electric permittivity 

or refractive index of quasi-conformally transformed medium is also an isotropic one [2]. 

 The design of 3D isotropic TOM is complicated to achieve but expected to easily fabricate using 3D printing 

technology. In 2014, García-Meca et al. reported the full 3d isotropic transformation media designed using 

Green coordinate transformation [3].  

 

 

Figure 1. 3D isotropic bended TOM using structure-wave and structure-ray multi-physics.  

 

 

We obtain 3D TOM using simple and intuitive design method of smart transformation optics. In smart 

transformation optics, space transformation is regarded as solid deformation and mapped optical properties are 

calculated by deformation gradient tensor of deformed solid. To get isotropic TOM, the solid must have the 



critical property of Poisson’s ratio close to -1 [4]. In the case of 3D TOM, we need another important condition 

of free boundary condition allowing additional boundary deformation induced by main deformation. This 

condition reduce anisotropy induced by deformation, therefore the deformed solid maintains its own isotropy [5].     

Figure 1 shows comparison of 3 dimensionally bended TOM simulated with structure-wave and 

structure-ray multi-physics. In multi-physics simulations, the first step is applying 3D structural deformation to 

initially homogeneous solid. With proper condition, the calculated permittivity or index distribution apply to 

deformed solid. In the second step, we take two different optics simulations of wave and ray to verify the 3D 

TOM. The main difference between wave and ray optics simulation results is operating wavelength about the 

TOM. For the meter-scaled TOM, the wave in Fig. 1(a) and the ray in Fig. 1(b) have wavelengths of 15 cm (2 

GHz) and 600nm respectively.  

We verified the isotropic 3D TOM designed by smart transformation optics using two kinds of multi-physics 

simulations using wave and ray optics. Although the model in this paper has simply deformed geometry, the 

times taken on two kind of simulations are quite different. Multi-physics simulation with wave optics consumes 

much more computing power than the case of ray optics. To simulate a large scale 3D TOM in comparison with 

operating wavelength, the multi-physics with ray optics will be better choice. 
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Abstract 

It has been suggested a method for identifying and 
separating magnetic and electric microwave resonance 
responses in conductive chiral elements by reflection of 
electromagnetic waves in the standing and traveling-wave 
modes. It has been observed experimentally (in waveguide) 
and confirmed numerically (in free space) that magnetic 
resonance, which is excited by microwave magnetic field h, 
and electric resonances, excited by electric field E, show 
drastically different resonance curves of reflection. These 
distinctions allow to identifying the magnetic resonance 
response and using magnetically excited elements for 
broadband matching of absorbers instead of traditional 
quarter-wavelength layer. We have fabricated and tested 
matched absorbing metastructures which are controlled by 
voltage as well by light of remote laser pointer. 

1. Introduction 

The interest in chiral media on bases of chiral elements, 
which are much less than wavelength, is mainly due to the 
unique effects caused by resonant ring (closed) currents. 
These currents can be induced in elements by the 
microwave magnetic field h (magnetic excitation, h-exc.) or 
by electric field E (electric excitation, E-exc) or 
simultaneously by E- and h-fields. The current induced by 
magnetic field h creates the ac magnetic and electric dipole 
moments; the magnetic moment contributes to permeability 
P, while the electric moment contributes to the chirality 
parameter affecting the magnetic induction. When the ring 
current is induced by electric field E, the magnetic and 
electric dipole moments are formed. But in this case, the 
electric moment contributes to permittivity H and magnetic 
moment contributes to chirality parameter affecting the 
electric induction. In addition, in chiral elements the electric 
field can induce resonant currents, which cause the 
resonance effects analogously to ordinary dipoles. The 
resonance effects caused by the ring currents will be called 
the “ring resonance” (RR); by “magnetic response” 
“magnetic resonance” (MR) we shall mean magnetic 
excitation (h-exc.) of RR; by “electric response” or “electric 
resonance” (ER) we shall mean electric excitation (E-exc.) 
of RR. The resonance effects excited by the dipole currents 
will be called the “dipole resonance” (DR).  

Separating different resonance effects is important to 
identify MR which is used for creation of artificial magnetic 
materials and left-handed media. Whereas multitude of 
resonance effects in various conductive elements and 
difficulties in direct measurement of permeability and 
permittivity [1], it is necessary to develop methods for 
identifying the type of excitation.  
The available identification methods are based on studying 
transmittance T spectra [2, 3]. These methods require 
additional special samples or evanescent waveguide 
structures.  
This paper proposes to identify magnetic and electric 
excitation by reflection in free space or in waveguide in the 
standing-or traveling modes by the features observed in the 
dispersion characteristics. The disclosed features open a 
new aspect of the absorption problem, specifically, the 
possibility of broadband compensation of frequency-
dependent reflections from traditional absorbing composites 
based on resistive threads or films. Array of h-excitated 
elements, placed closely to absorber, is used for broadband 
matching instead of traditional quarter-wavelength layer. In 
this case metastructures absorber/elements acquire new 
functional possibility as voltage (or light) fast control of 
matching through tuning MR if elements are loaded with 
varactor (or varactor in combination with photodiode).  

2. Chiral elements and metastructures for 
waveguide measurements  

Fig. 1a shows photos of investigated samples: 1 –double 
split ring (DSR), 1* -capacitance-loaded DSR, 1^ -varactor-
loaded DSR; 2 –twice split one ring (TSR), 2* - two 
capacitance-loaded TSR, 2^ - two varactors-loaded TSR, 3 
–1.5 turn planar spiral (Sp). Diameter of rings is the same 
and equal to 6.6 mm. To achieve voltage tuning MR we 
solder MA46H120 (MACOM) varactor in additional gap in 
the outer ring of DSR and being gaps of TSR. To achieve 
light controlled MR the voltage bias for the varactor is 
produced by a photodiode VD which operates in 
photoconductive mode as is shown in Fig.1f.  
Photodiodes can be operated in two different modes:  
Photovoltaic mode: the illuminated photodiode generates 
voltage for the varactor [4]. Photoconductive mode: a 
reverse voltage is applied to the diode (i.e., a voltage in the 
direction where the diode is not conducting without incident 
light) and measures the resulting photocurrent. 
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The photocurrent is linearly proportional to the 
illuminance. Photodiodes exhibit their fastest switching 
speeds when operated in the photoconductive mode. 
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Figure 1: Continuation 
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Figure 1: Samples for measurements in waveguide; (a) 1-
DSR, 1^-varactor-loaded DSR, 1*-capacitance-loaded 
DSR; 2-TSR, 2*-capacitance-loaded TSR, 2^- varactor- 
loaded TSR; 3- Sp  
(b) Metastructure absorber/DSR, (c) Metastructure 
absorber/TSR, (d) Metastructure absorber/array of Sp, (e) 
Voltage controlled metastructure absorber/varactor-
loaded TSR; (f) Scheme of measurement of light 
controlled reflection for varactor-loaded TSR in 
combination with photodiode (photoconductive mode); 
resistanse R1=100 k:, R2 =10 k:�
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In the case of voltage control amplitude-frequency 
resonance response depends on bias voltage for varactor. In 
the case of light control amplitude-frequency response 
depends on bias voltage when light illuminates diode. 
Without light resonance effects in rings do not depend on 
reverse voltage which is applied to the diode.  

Some photos of metastructures with broadband matching 
are presented in Fig. 1b (absorber/DSR), 1c (absorber/TSR), 
1d (absorber/ array of Sp), 1e (absorber/varactor-loaded 
TSR).  
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Figure 2: (a) Different orientations of DSR, which 
determine different type of ring resonance RR; (b) 
Measured reflection R at different DSR 
orientations in RR region; (c) Measurement 
results of R of 1 pF and 0.1 pF - loaded DSR; (d) 
Simulation of DSR, (e) – Simulation of TSR: 2 -
0.018 pF, 3 -0.035 pF, 4-0.07 pF. 5-0.14 pF 
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Figure 2: Continuation (d, e) 
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We used P2-58 (3-5.5 GHz), P2-59 (5.3-7.6 GHz) and 
P2-61 (7.5-12.5 GHz) voltage standing wave ratio meters 
and a one channel method for measuring reflection R in a 
rectangular waveguide: the standing-wave mode with a  
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Figure 3: (a) Measured frequency dependences of R 
(traveling mode) and Rm (standing –wave mode) of 
TSR in MR region; (b)  R for 0.1 pF-TSR; (c)  Rm 
for varactor-loaded TSR; (d) Rm for varactor-
photodiode-loaded TSR (photoconductive mode) 
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Spirals array at orientations 1, 4 in the traveling-wave 
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metal plug and the traveling-wave mode with a matched 
load. Split ring is placed at the center of rectangular 
waveguide with a cross section of 48 x 24; 35 x 15; and 
23 x 10 mm in different orientations relative to the 
components of the incident electromagnetic field (Fig. 1f, 
Fig. 2a).  
 

3. Identifying magnetic resonance 

We particularly analyze identifying MR and ER by DSR 
because the resonance excitation in the DSR was 
thoroughly investigated analytically and numerically, for 
example, in [5, 6]. 
Fig. 2 demonstrates results of measurement (in rectangular 
waveguide) and simulation (in free space) for DSR. In Fig. 
2a the ring resonance (RR) excitation type is indicated for 
each investigated DSR orientation (1 – 4). In the standing-
wave mode, for the DSR located on the metal plug, i.e., in 
the antinode of magnetic field h, in orientation 1 (h-exc.), 
the resonance minimum of the reflection Rm is observed, 
which vanishes in the minimum of field h when the DSR is 
located at a distance of s = O���from the plug. At� s = 
O���resonance is observed in orientation 4 (E –exc.) in the 
maximum of field E and vanishes at s =0 in the minimum of 
E. This simple method for separating the magnetic and 
electric excitations requires samples that are small relative 
to the wavelength, so that the sample will not be affected by 
an electric (magnetic) field in its antinode. 
In the traveling-mode, resonance effects manifest 
themselves in the form of a resonance dip in the frequency 
dependences of transmission, which corresponds to 
resonance maximum in the reflection curve. Such curves are 
typical of composites consisting of randomly located 
resonance elements. However, in the case of oriented chiral 
elements, in the case of oriented chiral elements, including 
single ones, the resonance reflection curves are more 
complex: along with the resonance maximum, one can 
observe the related resonance minimum whose position 
depends on the type of excitation. At the electric excitation, 
the resonance minimum is observed at higher frequencies 
than the resonance maximum. Under magnetic excitation, 
the resonance minimum is observed at lower frequencies; in 
this case, from the side of higher frequencies relative to the 
maximum the reflection slowly decreases, remaining fairly 
large in a certain frequency range. In addition, during 
magnetic excitation, the reflection phase changes smoothly 
and passes through zero at the resonance frequency, in 
contrast to its stepwise change under electric excitation.  
The measured frequency dependences of reflection R in the 
RR region in the traveling-wave mode are shown in Fig. 2b. 
We can see that the frequency dependences of R are 
drastically different at different orientations. Along with the 
resonance maxima at frequency fmax = 6.3 GHz, there are 
resonance minima at frequencies that are lower at the 
magnetic excitation (h-exc.) and higher at the electric 
excitation (E-exc.): fmin,h-exc. = 6 GHz, and fmin,E-exc.= 6.5 
GHz. In orientation 2, both h-exc. and E-exc. can take 
place; then, the R curve contains spread minima. 
Orientation 3 does not allow RR excitation, and the R curve 

does not demonstrate the resonance effect. Fig. 2c 
demonstrates that magnetic resonance (MR) excited by h-
field remains features of R with tuning by use of 
capacitance –loaded DSR. 
The curves obtained numerically for absolute value and 
phase of R also have distinguishing features (Fig. 2d). The 
shape of the resonance R curve significantly depends on the 
excitation, in contrast to the resonance dip of transmission. 
Below we show that these features are confirmed for 
inclusions in the form of twice split one ring TSR (Fig. 2e –
simulation, Fig. 3 – experiment)  and 1.5 turn planar spiral 
(Fig. 4 – experiment). 
Twice split ring (TSR): Ring resonance RR can be excited 
in orientation 1 and 2 by h-field (MR h-exc) and tuned by 
use of capacitance-loaded TSR; by voltage in varactor-
loaded TSR; and light in photoconductive mode with 
varactor/photodiode-loaded TSR. Fig. 2e shows calculated 
frequency dependences of R in orientation 1: MR at 
frequency about 13 GHz with resonance minimum at lower 
frequency and DR at frequency about 16 GHz with 
resonance minimum at higher frequency. The MR is tuned 
with variation of capacitance and remains its features. Fig. 3 
demonstrates measured frequency dependences of R 
(traveling-wave mode) and Rm (standing-wave mode) in 
orientation 1 in the MR region for TSR (Fig. 3a), 1 pF-
loaded TSR (b), and varactor-loaded TSR (c), as well 
varactor-photodiode-loaded TSR (d).  
Array of 1.5 turn planar spirals.   
Measured frequency dependences of reflection are 
presented in Fig. 4 in dependence of spirals orientation. We 
see resonance effects at about 4.2 GHz (Fig. 4a). In 
orientation 1 along with the resonance maximum one can 
see the resonance minimum at lower frequencies that 
corresponds to magnetic excitation of RR, while in 
orientation 4 resonance minimum is observed at higher 
frequencies that corresponds to electric excitation of RR. In 
the standing-wave mode, for the Sp located on the metal 
plug, in orientation 1  the resonance minimum of the 
reflection Rm is observed, which vanishes in the minimum 
of field h when Sp. are located at a distance of s = O���from 
the plug. 
One more resonance effect is observed in orientation 1 at 
11.5 GHz (Fig. 1b). This resonance possesses features of E-
excitation: resonance minimum is observed at higher 
frequencies from maximum in traveling-wave mode and in 
standing-wave mode resonance minimum of the reflection 
Rm is observed, when Sp. are located at a distance of s = 
O���from the plug and vanishes at s = 0. That is dipole 
resonance which is excited by field E. 
The difference between the frequency characteristics makes 
it possible to identify the type of excitation and separate the 
magnetic and electric resonance responses for inclusions of 
different shapes. 
 

4. Controlled matching of absorbers 

The disclosed features in the frequency characteristics of R 
under magnetic excitation (smooth phase variation at the 
large value kept above the resonance frequency) open a 
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possibility of broadband compensation of frequency-
dependent reflections from traditional absorbing composites 
based on resistive threads or films with ensured equal values 
of antiphase reflections from the composite and the adjacent 
grating of resonance elements excited by the magnetic field 
of the wave above their resonance frequency.  
Such metastructures were fabricated from absorbing 
composites, (length is 80 – 90 mm, transmission is more 
than 30 dB) containing layers of carbon paper with a 
thickness of 0.07 mm and H' = 15and foamed polystyrene 
with thickness of 1, 2 and 4 mm and H' = 1.02. The R values 
of metastructures were measured in a waveguide in 
comparison with free absorbers without resonance elements. 
Fig. 5 shows simulation results of metastructures and a 
possibility of matching of absorber with reflection decrease 
by DSR-grating (Fig. 5a), by TSR-grating (Fig. 5b) in 
magnetic resonance (MR) region. Fig. 5b shows also that 
frequency dependence of R changes by use of capacitance of 
0.018 pF in gaps of TSR. In this case MR tunes and 
conditions of matching are changed.  
The results of the R –measurement are presented in Fig. 6a, 
b, c, d for metastructures absorber/DSR. In Fig. 6a we see 
frequency dependences of free absorbers 1, 2. 3 in 
comparison with relative metastructure 1^, 2^ and 3^ which 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
show broadband matching of absorbers (decrease of R more 
than 15 dB) and perfect matching at certain frequency. One 
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 Figure 6: Measured frequency dependences of 
reflection R: (a) Metastructures absorber/DSR (1^, 
2^, 3^) in comparison with free absorbers (1, 2, 3); 
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(c) Metastrucrure with varactor-loaded DSR; (d) 
Metastructure with varactor-photodiode-loaded 
DSR. Comparison with free absorbers 
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Figure 5: Calculated frequency dependences of 
reflection R in free space in the MR region. 
Comparison with free absorber for the 
metastructure absorber/periodic grating of (a) 
DSR, (b) TSR and 0.018 pF-loaded TSR,  
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can control matching by use of capacitance-loaded DSR 
(Fig. 6b). Fig. 6c shows voltage controlled matching by use 
of varactor-loaded DSR. Fig. 6d demonstrates light (red 
laser pointer, 7 klx) controlled matching by 
varactor/photodiode-loaded DSR in photoconductive mode. 
In Fig. 6d we see absorber matching without light around 
6.2 GHz which does not depend on reverse voltage for 
diode. With light change of amplitude-frequency response 
appears with dependence of reverse voltage; there is 
difference between amplitude-frequency response under 5V 
and 15 V.  
We observe effect of matching with metastructure absorber/ 
array of magnetically excited planar spirals too (Fig. 7). 
Fig. 8a,b,c demonstrates the R–measurement for 
metastructures absorber/TSR. Fig. 8a corresponds to 0.1 
pF-loaded TSR. One can see effect of matching for 
metastructure 2^ and 3^, containing absorbers 2 and 3 with 
magnetically excited TSR. Fig. 8b, c show voltage (by use 
of varactor-loaded TSR) and light controlled matching (by 
varactor/photodiode-loaded TSR) under reverse voltage of 
6V for diode. Thus, suggested method of absorber matching 
has been verified numerically and confirmed by 
measurement with different absorbing metastructures. 

5. Conclusion 

The disclosed features in the frequency reflection 
characteristics of the magnetic and electric microwave 
responses make it possible to reveal the magnetic response 
for inclusions of different shapes, which is not only useful 
for the development and application of metamaterials with 
artificial magnetism and left media, but also opens a new 
aspect of application of the magnetic response for voltage 
and light fast controlled broadband compensation of 
reflections from absorbing composite materials.  
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Figure 7: Measured frequency dependences of R 
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Abstract A new metamaterial-based wideband 
electromagnetic cloak is being introduced in this study. The 
metamaterial unit cell shows sharp resonance in the C-band 
where the effective permittivity and permeability curve 
exhibits negative and positive characteristics consecutively. 
The metamaterial unit cell was then applied in designing a 
square-shaped electromagnetic cloak. Scattering reduction 
technique was adopted for the cloaking operation. The cloak 
operates in the C-band and hides a metal cylinder 
electromagnetically. The experimental results were provided 
as well for the metamaterial and the cloak. 
 

1. Introduction 

Artificially constructed metamaterial is now contributing in 
almost all the fields of electromagnetism including 
invisibility cloak design. Metamaterial provides essential 
property to synthesize proper electromagnetic cloak. An 
electromagnetic cloak can hide an object 
electromagnetically. Cloaking is usually used in the defense 
sector for hiding aircraft, satellite or missile from the hostile 
radar system. An object can be hidden electromagnetically if 
it does not scatter wave in any direction. In other sense, it 
does not absorb any power. Utilization of metamaterial 
guides the applied electromagnetic waves around the object 
instead of scattering and restores the waves to its original 
path that results transparency to the observer. Since the first 
successful attempt was done in [1] based on transformation 
optics (TO) technique, several research groups adopted 
numerous approaches to build an invisibility cloak [2-5]. In 
TO-method, a volume of no-field region is formed making 
the volume electromagnetically undetectable. However, the 
property requirement for the material that is utilized in 
designing a TO-cloak is difficult. A material with value of 
effective permittivity or permeability is between zero and 
greater than one can be utilized for the construction of TO-
based cloak. Moreover, multiple layers are needed for 
designing metamaterial-based TO-cloak [6]. Among the 
other cloaking methods, scattering reduction method is 
easier to obtain the cloaking operation. Usually a good cloak 
reduces the normalized total scattering width (NTSW) of an 
object close to zero [7]. Actually, a physical cloak 
diminishes the normalized total scattering width to some 
non-zero value, below one.  A metamaterial with epsilon 
negative property is suitable for designing a cloak to 
suppress the scattering of an object [4].  Scattering reduction 

method was realized as well for the TO-cloak [6]. 
Previously few studies were performed on metamaterial-
based cloak. However, most of the cloaks were cylindrical in 
shape and very few of them were found operating in C-band.  
Like, Xiaohui Wang et al. in [7], proposed a dielectric 
resonator based metamaterial X-band cloak but it was 
cylindrical in shape. They demonstrated that their cloak 
reduced the total scattering width below one in the X-band.  
A metamaterial-based 3D plasmonic cylindrical cloak was 
presented by D. Rainwater et al. in [8] and it was operating 
for S-band. A metasurface-based single layer cylindrical 
cloak was claimed by Matekovits et al. in [9] but it was 
operating in the K-band of microwave region.  

In this study, a new metamaterial is developed that shows 
epsilon negative property in the C-band. Later on, a new 
square-shaped cloak was built using the metamaterial that 
also operates in the C-band. For designing the cloak, only 
one layer of metamaterial shell has been utilized.  

2. Design and characteristics investigations of the 
metamaterial unit cell 

 
The design and the S-parameters investigation of the 
metamaterial unit cell was done by the finite integration 
technique based CST Microwave Studio software. Two 
orthogonal copper arms were etched on a FR-4 substrate 
material face to face keeping short gaps between them. The 
two orthogonally placed copper arms with two nominal 
splits at each end construct a square shaped structure.  The 
dielectric constants and thickness of the substrate material 
was 4.2mm and 1.6mm respectively. Fig.1a and Fig.1b 
depicts the new square-shaped metamaterial unit cell and its 
fabricated sample consecutively. The structure and size of 
the proposed metamaterial unit cell was finalized to obey the 
proper effective medium ratio. The effective medium ratio 
for the metamaterial unit cell was λ/a=7.5, where λ is the 
wavelength. At each side, 2 mm gaps were maintained from 
the resonator to the end of the substrate. The design 
parameters’ were expressed in the table-1. Each arm of the 
square-shaped resonator is taking part to generate the 
inductive effect and the two gaps between the metal arms 
are responsible for generating the capacitive effect. The 
inductive and capacitive effects constitute the negative 
effective medium property for the metamaterial.  
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Table-1: Unit cell design parameters 
  

Parameter  name Value (mm) 

a 10 
b 10 
e 6 
g 0.2 
d 3.8 
c 6 

 
To calculate the S-parameters of the metamaterial unit cell, 
electromagnetic wave was propagated through the unit cell 
using two waveguide ports. Perfect electric-magnetic 
boundary condition was applied for the simulation. The 
acquired S-parameters were adopted to evaluate the effective 
medium property of the material.   For the calculation of the 
effective medium property of the material, Nicolson-Ross-
Weir method [10] was utilized.  
To perform the measurement of the unit cell, a sample unit 
cell metamaterial prototype was fabricated using LPKF laser 
based electronic machine. The fabricated sample was placed 
between two C-band waveguides WR137, acting as 
transmitter and receiver. The waveguides were linked to the 
vector network analyzer (VNA) N5227A. From the VNA 
the S-parameters were obtained.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The simulated and measured results of S-parameters are 
shown in the Fig.2a for the metamaterial unit cell. Form the 
Fig.2a, the numerical curve shows one transmittance at the 
frequency of 5.10 GHz. The experimental transmittance also 
follows the numerical curve well. Similarly, the 
experimental reflection parameter agrees well with the 
numerical one.  The effective permittivity curve is also 
presented in the Fig.2b where the curve displays negative 
peak from 4.5-6.71 GHz in the frequency range. The curve 
also reveals the epsilon-near-zero region from 6.40-7.13 
GHz in the frequency range that has significant effect for 
creating cloaking zone. This type of near zero regions 
maintains slow phase variation for a long electromagnetic 
path that is useful for cloak operation. However, the 
imaginary part of the effective permittivity curve also shows 
the epsilon-near-zero region in the same region.  

3. Development and performance investigations of 
the metamaterial-based cloak 

The newly developed metamaterial was applied for the 
construction of an electromagnetic cloak. The same CST 
Microwave Studio tool was also adopted for the design and 
numerical investigation of the metamaterial-based cloak. 
Scattering suppression technique was chosen to perform the 
cloaking operation. In this technique, a kind of dielectric 
shell or coating is surrounded by the object to be cloaked. 

         
  (a) 
 

      
 

(b)             
      

Figure-1. (a) Schematic diagram of the unit cell (b) Fabricated 
sample of the metamaterial unit cell 
 

    
 
   (a) 

   
      (b) 

Figure-2. (a) Simulated and measured S-parameters for the unit 
cell (b) effective permittivity for the metamaterial unit cell 
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The shell helps to reduce the scattering from the object and 
return the electromagnetic waves back to its usual path at a 
certain frequency. Therefore, the electromagnetic waves 
bend around the object and thereby make the object hidden 
to the observer or radar.  To perform such operation, four 
walls were prepared each of the walls composed of four unit 
cells of the proposed metamaterial in this study.  The 
dimension of each wall was 20×20mm2. As an object, a 
copper made cylinder was chosen that has 8mm inner and 
9mm outer radius with equal height of the cloak. The four 
metamaterial walls were arranged to form a square shape 
structure. The object was placed at the centre of the cloak. 
The top view of the square-shaped cloak structure is being 
displayed in the Fig.3a with the object inside it.  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
To perform the numerical investigations, the transverse 
electric (TE10) wave was propagated through the x-axis of 
the cloak using the waveguide ports. For the performance 
evaluation of the cloak, the radar cross section per unit 
length i.e. normalized scattering width (NSCW) is 
determined. Total scattering width is the ratio of scattered 
and incident energy from the cloaked object.  Normalized 
scattering width is the ratio of total scattering width (TSCW) 
of cloaked object normalized by the total scattering width of 

uncloaked object that can be calculated according to the 
equation mentioned in [7]. Similarly, for the measurement 
purpose, four 20×20 mm2 walls were fabricated and each of 
the walls consists of 2×2 unit cells of the metamaterial. The 
WR137 waveguides as well as the VNA were also utilized 
for the measurement. The metamaterial walls were arranged 
in such a way that had produced a square-shaped cloak. A 
copper made metal cylinder with diameter 16mm in the 
inner surface was utilized as object having same height of 
the cloak so that the metal cylinder can be placed easily 
inside the cloak. Fig. 3b shows the fabricated cloak sample 
with a metal object inside.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Moreover, a volumetric aluminium box was prepared for the 
measurement purpose having height, length and width were 
q=49.4 mm, p=44 mm and 68.5 mm respectively. The metal 
box had two sides open so that the face of the waveguides 
could be inserted in it facing them face to face. The 
waveguides were connected to VNA as well. The whole 
cloak measurement setup is seen in the Fig.4a.  
For the evaluation of NSCW, field status of incoming and 
scattering were measured. By placing the two waveguides 

      
 
   (a)Top view 
 

   
 

                 (b) 
Figure-3. (a) The square-shaped cloak structure with an object (b) 
Fabricated cloak prototype with copper made cylider inside. 

      
 
   (a) 

   
      (b) 

Figure-4. (a) The measurement setup for the cloak (b) 
simulated and measured results of TSCW of cloaked object 
normalized to the TSCW of bare object in the xy-plane 
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face to face into the metal box, the incoming (Ei) field was 
measured. Afterwards, the metal object was placed between 
the waveguides inside the metal box and field parameters 
were measured that actually integrates total filed (Et) 
including the incoming and scattering field (Es). Deducting 
the incoming field from the total filed, the scattering field 
can be obtained. In addition, field measurement was also 
performed after placing the cloaked object inside the metal 
box and the scattering field was measured following the 
same way as mentioned above.  
In the Fig.4b, the simulated and measured result of 
normalized TSCW of cloaked object normalized by the 
TSCW of uncloaked object is being displayed. According to 
the numerical result of Fig.4b, it is evident that the simulated 
normalized scattering width curve shows less than one value 
from 5.9 GHz to 7.30 GHz in the frequency range. The 
lowest value is 0.11 and it was achieved at the frequency of 
6.79 GHz. Moreover, the metamaterial unit cell exhibits 
epsilon-near-zero region at this lowest point with the 
complex value ε =0.513-j0.331. However, the frequency 
range 5.9 GHz to 7.30 GHz can be considered as the zone 
where the cloaking operation is taking place. The measured 
normalized scattering width is found complying well with 
the numerical result although the lowest point was found at 
the frequency of 6.89 GHz instead of 6.79 GHz with the 
value 0.14. Moreover, at this frequency the metamaterial 
unit cell also exhibits epsilon near-zero value, ε= 0.36-j0.37. 
The measured curve shows less than zero value from 5.96 
GHz to 7.38 GHz in the frequency range that covers more 
than 1 GHz bandwidth. Therefore, this region can be 
considered as the realistic cloak operating area.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In the Fig.5a, the numerical electric field distribution in the 
xy-plane for the open space condition is being shown. The 
red and blue field lines refer to the positive and negative 
polarization respectively. The Fig.5b shows the electric field 
distribution over the metal object in the xy-plane. From the 
Fig.5b it is evident that, electric field is being scattered in 
the forward direction by the bare metal object. Moreover, no 
wave front reconstruction is taking place in the forward 
direction and therefore zero field region is being created in 
the forward direction i.e. right side of the object.  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In the Fig.6, the electric field map in the xy-plane is revealed 
at cloaked frequency, where the metal object has been 
cloaked with the metamaterial-shell. It is seen from the Fig.6 
that, no forward scattering was taking place there and 
reconstruction of wave front in the forward direction was 
achieved. This reconstruction of wave was gained due to the 
metamaterial-shell around the object and it points towards 
the competency of scattering diminution of the metamaterial 
walls. Therefore, any hostile observer or radar will not be 
able to track the object. This has happened due to the epsilon 
near zero property of the metamaterial as it maintains an 
environment of uniform phase distribution, which prevents 
the scattering from the object being cloaked.  
 

4. Conclusion 

In this paper, a new metamaterial unit cell was introduced 
and its characteristics were evaluated. The characteristics of 
the metamaterial reveal the epsilon-near-zero property in 
conjunction with the negative-permittivity at certain region 
of the microwave C-band. Moreover, a square-shaped cloak 
was designed using the metamaterial and a metal cylinder 
was cloaked perfectly in the wide region of C-band where 
the metamaterial contains the epsilon-near-zero property as 
well as the negative-permittivity properties. Experimental 
results for metamaterial and the cloak was provided to the 
validated the performance of the metamaterial and the cloak. 

      
 
   (a) 
 

      
 

                           (b) 
 Figure-5. (a) Free space E-field distribution in the xy-plane(b) 
E-field distribution for the uncloaked object at the 
lowest cloaked frequency (6.80 GHz) in the xy-plane. 
 
 

 
 
    
Figure-6. Distribution of E-field for the cloaked object at the 
cloaked frequency (6.80 GHz) in the xy-plane. 
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Therefore, the metamaterial and the cloak can be efficiently 
utilized for the C-band operation. 
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Abstract— This paper characterizes the relationship between applied force and reflectance/
transmittance of a terahertz frequency selective surface for use as a sensor in structural health
monitoring. Numerical modelling of both the mechanical and electromagnetics, solving the elas-
ticity equation and Maxwell’s equations, respectively, has been undertaken for a 3 layer device.
The unit cell comprises of a metal cross wire embedded within a (hard) silicon substrate, inter-
leaved with stacks of (soft) low density polyethylene.

Structural health monitoring (SHM) is an important multidisciplinary topic in engineering which
can benefit from emerging terahertz (THz) and microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) [1]. Fre-
quency selective surfaces (FSSs) can also be used with THz-MEMS, as demonstrated in a polariza-
tion modulator [2]. Here we combine THz-MEMS with a FSS architecture to create a passive sensor
that can be discretely integrated into the (sub)surface of structures, without impeding its function-
ality. We present a study of both the electromagnetic [3] and mechanical design of a THz-MEMS
FSS stress sensor, operating at 668.5 GHz.

Figure 1: Illustrations of a) overview of working principle, b) a unit cell of the cross wire FSS structure, c)
how cells are stacked between layers of LDPE to build the FSS structure, and d) the 3-layer reduced model
used in the electromagnetic simulations.

Figure 1(a) represents a conceptual illustration of the device and overview of its operating
principle. The device comprises of stacks of hard and soft materials that when compressed cause
a shift in the frequency response. To achieve this, a FSS is embedded within the hard material.
When compressed, the element spacing of the FSS is reduced, causing the required frequency shift,
resulting in a decrease in transmittance at the operating frequency. Figure 1(b-d) shows the unit
cell, geometry and materials of the THz-MEMS FSS structure. An operating frequency of 668.5
GHz was chosen as this is the absorption minimum in the window of interest of 500-700 GHz [4].
Through optimization, the following parameters were determined: lattice parameter a = 47.45 µm,
wire width w = 14.75 µm, wire thickness tc = 500 nm and the Low Density Polyethylene (LDPE)
layers have a thickness h = 12.7 µm (0.50 mil) when no external force is applied.



Figure 2(a) and 2(b) show the numerical results for the reflectance and transmittance, respec-
tively, of the 3-layer stack FSS as it is compressed. The optimization curve is a maximum at
the optimum operating frequency, where the maximum dynamic range between compressed and
uncompressed states is found.

Figure 2: a) Reflectance, and b) transmittance of the 3-layer THz sensor.

Mechanical simulations of the device were undertaken to calculate the force required to displace
the sensor. Figure 3a) shows the simulated mesh and mechanical displacement when a force of
100 µN is applied to the top and bottom of the structure. Figure 3(b) demonstrates the change
in reflectance and transmittance for a 3-layer structure at 668.5 GHz, when di�erent forces are
applied. By changing the soft material, under compression, the range of applied forces at which
the sensor operates can also be optimized.

Figure 3: Mechanical analysis of the FSS: a) mesh and displacement data from a FEM simulation of the
elasticity equation, and b) reflectance and transmittance as a function of applied force.

In conclusion, rigorous computational analysis has been presented of a THz-MEMS FSS for use
as a stress sensor, having several applications in SHM. In particular we have described a method
to determine the reflectance and transmittance as a function of applied force, which can be easily
adapted to the design of other structures.
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Abstract- In this work a cross dipole based frequency selective surface is proposed for sensing 

applications in the terahertz regime. Characterization under normal and oblique incidence is 

provided for both TM and TE polarization. For TM polarization, wide angle operation is possible in 

terms of sensing capabilities. While the sensitivity is maintained the width of the fundamental 

resonance becomes narrower, leading to more selective sensors. For TE polarization, the 

fundamental resonance experiences redshift with the angle of incidence.  

 

Frequency selective surfaces (FSS) have been widely used in radar applications in the microwave regime. At 

THz and optical frequencies, they are very good candidates for sensing applications [1]. For instance, 

refractometers can be easily synthesizes by coating an FSS with different materials and measuring the shift of 

the fundamental resonance of the FSS. 

In this work, a cross-dipole FSS is proposed as a sensor and its performance under normal and oblique 

incidence is characterized for TE and TM polarization [2]. Due to the symmetry of the element, under normal 

incidence the FSS is polarization independent. However, at oblique incidence operation a different behavior is 

obtained for TM and TE polarization. In terms of sensing, under TM polarization the performance is enhanced 

when the angle of incidence increases given that the fundamental resonance is narrowed due to hybridization 

with an asymmetrically excited bent mode. For TE polarization, the fundamental resonance becomes wider and 

shifts to lower frequencies. This is consequence of the dependence of the first diffraction order cut-off frequency 

with the angle of incidence [3]. 

Numerical and experimental results are presented for normal and oblique incidence (θ = 30 deg) in Figure 1. 

The FSS is patterned on a polypropylene substrate of 41 Pm. Afterwards, it is spin-coated with a photo-resistive 
material of relative permittivity of εa ≈ 2.56 that acts as analyte. The thickness of the photo-resistive layer is 

approximately 20 Pm. For the experimental characterization an ABmmTM [4] VNA is used along with a 
quasi-optical bench. The experimental results are in good agreement with the full wave numerical simulations. 

Sensitivities of about 20% are achieved for a wide angle range for both polarizations [2]. The sensitivity in this 

context is defined as frequency/wavelength shift of the resonance with respect to a variation of the refractive 

index of the analyte material. As prospective work, the proposition of different FSS arrangement and elements in 

order to improve the sensing performance should be studied.  
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Figure 1. Transmission results of an FSS under normal and oblique incidence. Solid and dashed lines correspond 

to measurements and simulations respectively. Inset: Unit cell schematic of the cross dipole FSS. Dimensions: L = 

175 μm; w = 57 μm; D = 200 μm. 
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Abstract- We present a theoretical analysis, along with numerical and experimental results of an 

off-axis beaming Bull’s-Eye (BE) antenna working at 96 GHz. The antenna presents a 17 dB gain 

beam pointing at 16.5º, with �10dB side lobe level and 3.5º beamwidth. The prototype is fabricated 
by 3D printing stereolitography and then copper-coated, resulting in a 75% weight reduction 

compared to a fully metal fabricated design. Interesting applications in the fields of microsatellites, 

unmanned aerial vehicles or point-to-point communications are envisioned.   

 

Leaky wave antennas (LWAs)[1] are low profile devices which present radiation characteristics even higher 

than those achieved by larger volume antennas, such as horn antennas. Among them, a special type of structure 

is that consisting of a flat metallic slab patterned with periodic grooves surrounding a central radiating slot. 

Several works have been published [2]–[5], showing different geometries and analyzing their leaky wave 

radiation mechanism both at microwaves and optics for solid metallic structures. For some applications, 

lightening the structure and engineering it for off-axis beaming [6] may be of interest.  

In this work we present a Bull’s-Eye antenna with off-axis radiation. A scheme of the antenna is shown in 

Fig. 1(a). The deduction of the equation which governs the elliptical grooves’ distribution and shape was done 

by means of a thorough holography analysis and reported in [7]. The central slot width sets the transversal 

resonance (which fixes the operating frequency at which fed power is coupled to the output side) and its height 

governs the quality factor. Taking the theoretical values as a starting point, the structure was then optimized by 

launching numerical simulations with the commercial simulator CST Microwave StudioTM. The final design was 

fabricated by stereolitography and metallized in a four step chemical process followed by an electroplating 

process, see Fig. 1 (b).  

Ideal simulation and measurement [Fig. 1(c, d)] results show good agreement, except for a 4 GHz shift 

towards higher frequencies in the experimental measurements in both S11 and maximum gain frequency, which 

takes place at f = 92 GHz for the simulation. A decrease of about 3 dB appears in the experimental gain (peak 

gain of 17 dB), which is probably due to fabrication tolerances and possible extra losses introduced by the metal 

roughness, whereas a slight deviation of approximately 1.5º in the beaming angle (θ = 16.5°) might be due to 

additional experimental errors. 

To unveil the origin of the disagreement, the final prototype was inspected under a microscope and the 

measured dimensions were included in the simulation model. Figure 1 (c) and (d) display the S11 and E-plane 

radiation diagrams at the simulated design frequency f = 92 GHz, (black curves) and experimental frequency f = 

96 GHz (red curves), respectively. It can be seen in Fig. 1(c, d) that the final simulation model (blue curves) 

provides a better agreement with the experimental results with only a reduction of 1dB in the peak gain.  
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic of an off-axis Bull’s-Eye. (b) Picture of printed non-coated half antenna and coated 

antenna. (c, d) S11 and E-plane radiation diagram for simulated ideal (black curve), measured real (red) and 

simulated real (blue curve) antennas, respectively. 
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Abstract- In this paper, an alternative technique for Artificial Magnetic Conductors (AMCs) unit cell 

miniaturization is proposed. A miniaturized novel planar AMC unit cell is designed; the reflection 

coefficient is simulated and then compared with a conventional equally thick mushroom-like unit cell 

in order to determine the achieved level of miniaturization. Subsequently, a 5×5 AMC unit cell finite 

structure for low profile antenna is designed to operate at 900 MHz and simulated to demonstrate the 

potential of the new proposed structure.  

 

The aim of this paper is to propose a novel miniaturized AMC structure. The proposed unit cell, inspired by a 

previous work done in CEA-LETI [1], comprises two superposed substrates, a set of four metallic vias formed in 

the two substrates and crossing the entire thickness of the structure. Each of these metallic vias comprising an 

upper end in contact with the top square metallic patch and a lower end passing through one of the holes of the 

ground plane with no electrical contact and reaching a meandered line network at the bottom face of the bottom 

substrate. This results in creating a meandered network at the bottom side of the structure that connect every single 

unit cell to its near neighbors.  

Low-cost FR4 substrates (εr =4.4, Tan δe=0.02) of thickness 5.1mm for top substrate and 0.8 mm for the 

bottom one are selected for the design of each unit cell (See Figure 1).. In this case, the meandered lines introduce 

a phase shift around 150° The dimensions of the unit cell, shown in Figure 1, are 38×38 mm2.  

 

 

 

According to the computed phase profile of the proposed AMC structure, frequency corresponding to the zero 

degree reflection phase is close to 0.94 GHz (red curve). For the same dimensions (size and thickness) and with 

Figure 2. Perspective view and cross section 

of the proposed unit cell 
Figure 1. Phase of the reflection coefficient of the 

proposed AMC compared to with a conventional 

mushroom-like unit cell 

0.94 GHz 1.35 GHz 



the same substrate properties, a conventional mushroom-like unit cell [2] presents a zero degree reflection phase 

close to 1.35 GHz (black curve). The novel unit cell achieve a 36% reduction in one dimension, compared a 

conventional mushroom-like unit cell. 
 

The use of this new technique is illustrated through the design of novel compact AMC structure for low profile 

antenna. A rectangular dipole antenna of length 150 mm and width 3.5 mm has been placed at a height of 0.05×λ0 

above a 5 × 5 grid of the novel AMC surface. The total dimensions, including the extension of the ground plane 

are 0.57λ0×0.57λ0×0.069λ0. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4 compares the simulated return loss of dipole antenna placed at a distance d=0.05λ0 above Perfect 

Electric Conductor (PEC) and AMC ground planes. The input impedance in each case is matched to a 50 Ω feeding 

port. With the PEC surface as the ground plane, the return loss of the dipole is only −1.4 dB at 900 MHz. A better 

return loss of −5.5dB is achieved by the dipole antenna over the AMC ground plane at the same frequency.  

The resulting patterns show a maximum directivity of 7.7 dBi with 85% of radiation efficiency at 900 MHz. 

Such performance is comparable to that of a conventional metasurface-based mushroom-like unit cell but with 68% 

surface reduction at the same operating frequency and for the same number of cells. 

 

Conclusion: A novel technique for AMC/EBG miniaturization was proposed; a new compact AMC structure 

for low profile antenna was designed and simulated at 900 MHz. Realization are under progress and measurement 

results will be presented in the final paper. 
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Abstract- This paper proposes the design of a frequency selective surface formed by Jerusalem 

crossed grids to improve the performance of systems with dual-band antennas, operating in 2.4 

GHz and 5.8 GHz. The analysis and the results of the calculated FSS structure are presented. 
 

The development in wireless technology is growing increasingly, especially for applications in the 

unlicensed frequency band. Nowadays, the WLAN system has been widely used due to numerous advantages 

such as the absence of wires between users and access points, fast installation providing the most efficient use of 

the physical space and flexibility in the reception area allowing connection from different places. However, it is 

known that radio signals from wireless systems may spread beyond the desired location and can cause 

interference in co-existing systems. There are many studies about interference, which may improve the operation 

in environments with low signal-to-noise ratio or the quality of desired signals avoiding interference with other 

systems. One of them is the use of Frequency Selective Surfaces (FSS), which are planar periodic structures 

composed of both patch-type or aperture-type elements, usually printed on a dielectric substrate [1,2]. 

FSS have been applied in many areas such as microwave absorbers and radomes, in which bandpass FSS 

filters are used in conjunction with an antenna system to reduce the radar cross-section (RCS) [3]. In recent years 

dual band applications have been the subject of study. The authors demonstrated in [4] an improvement in the 

radiation pattern of a simple vertical monopole on high surface impedance with less power wasted in the 

backward direction. It must be highlighted the use of FSS with multi-band antennas. This type of antenna has 

been widely used to integrating services operating at different frequency bands. A common approach uses FSS 

as a subreflector in addition to the large reflecting dish in a reflector antenna. The subreflector, which is a FSS, is 

designed to be reflective at a frequency band and be simultaneously transparent at another desired band. For 

instance, in [5] the authors obtained performance improvement of an antenna array by using double-layer FSS. 

In this context, this paper aims to design a frequency selective surface to improve the performance of systems 

with dual-band antennas. In contrast to what has been described in [5], this work uses simple geometry and aims 

to improve the performance of a single antenna rather than an arrangement. The FSS works at two frequency 

bands, the frequencies are 2.4 GHz and 5.8 GHz, which belong to the ISM band (The Industrial, Scientific and 

Medical radio bands). In order to observe the transmission and reflection coefficients from a single unit cell with 

periodic boundary condition, it was utilized the CST Microwave Studio. 

Figure 1 presents the FSS geometry and its geometrical parameters. The dimensions of the designed FSS 

unit cell are: d = 20.5 mm, h = 0.7 mm, w = 2.25 mm, p = 36 mm. The substrate material is FR-4, whose 

thickness t = 1.6 mm and εr = 4.3. Figure 2 shows the simulation results of the transmission S21 and reflection S11 
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characteristics of the Jerusalem Cross FSS under normal angle of incidence. It can be observed the absorbing of 

the signal at the frequencies 2.4 GHz and 5.8 GHz. It was achieved these frequencies accurately according to the 

requirements of the ISM band. At the first resonant frequency, the bandwidth measured was 150 MHz and at the 

second resonant frequency, it was obtained 800 MHz. Both are covering the bandwidth required by ISM band 

standard, which are 83.5 MHz and 125 MHz, respectively. 

 
Figure 1: Layout and parameters of a metallic FSS Jerusalem Cross pattern over a dielectric slab. 

 

 
Figure 1: Simulation results of the dual band FSS filter for the Jerusalem Cross. 
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Abstract- A metamaterial of Electromagnetic Band Gap (EBG) incorporated to a wideband 

antenna for frequency reconfigurability is proposed. The EBG consists of two identical unit cells 

that provides multiple band gaps at 1.88-1.94 GHz, 2.25-2.44 GHz, 2.67-2.94 GHz, 3.52-3.54 GHz, 

and 5.04-5.70 GHz with different EBG configurations. The antenna is then incorporated with EBG. 

The corresponding incorporated structure successfully achieve various reconfigurable center 

frequencies at 1.60 GHz, 1.91 GHz, 2.41 GHz, 3.26 GHz, 2.87 GHz, 5.21 GHz, and 5.54 GHz.  
 

Introduction 
EBG is a metamaterial that manipulate the propagation of electromagnetic waves within a structure [1, 2]. EBG 

can be implemented as a filter, where its bandgaps properties block particular frequency of the propagating 

waves within the microwave devices. In this research, EBG is incorporated to the antenna as the reconfigurable 

mechanism. By manipulating different EBG configurations (A, B, C or D), various band gaps can be achieved. 

Subsequently, the incorporation of EBG to the antenna successfully achieve multiple operating frequency. The 

reconfigurable frequency antenna is advantageous than single band antenna and is a potential candidate for 

reducing interference between various operating frequencies in wireless communication services (WCS). 

Result and Discussion 
 Figure 1(a) and 1(b) shows the front and back view of two EBG unit cells. The EBG on the front side is 

connected to the ground using vias. Each of the connections of the EBG circular structure are connected or 

disconnected from the ground using four copper strips of S0, S2, S1 and S3. This mechanism correspond to “1” 

and “0”. The EBG bandgap, S21 is validated using suspended transmission line method as in Figure 1(c). The 

corresponding bandgap and return loss of the EBG are shown in Figure 1(e)-(f). In Figure 2(a), the EBG is then 

incorporated to the antenna. The incorporated structure achieves multiples reconfigurable frequencies as shown 

in Figure 2(b). 

                
(a)     (b)       (c) 
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(d)        (e)         (f) 

Figure 1. (a) Front and (b) back side of EBG unit cells. (c)Suspended transmission line method to evaluate band 

gap (S21) and return loss (S11). (d) A, B, C, D configuration with different diode state (S0S1S2S3). The 

corresponding (d) S21 and (f) S11 results. 

                     
(a)        (b) 

Figure 2. (a) Antenna incorporated with EBG unit cells in dual substrate layer. (b) The corresponding 
reconfigurable frequencies of the antenna with different EBB configurations. 

 

Conclusion: Frequency Reconfigurable antenna using EBG is proposed. By utilizing band gap properties of 

the EBG-metamaterial, multiple reconfigurable frequencies have been achieved at 1.60 GHz, 1.91 GHz, 2.41 

GHz, 3.26 GHz, 2.87 GHz, 5.21 GHz, and 5.54 GHz. The incorporation of EBG is successful as the antenna 

reconfigurable mechanism. The reconfigurable antenna is suitable for RFID (2.45GHz), WLAN (2.45 

GHz/5.8 GHz), LTE (1.6 GHz/2.6 GHz), WiMAX (2.3 GHz/3.5GHz/5.2 GHz/5.5GHz) and other ISM 

applications.    
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Abstract- A double layer structure consisting of a Metamaterial (MTM) absorber and an artificial magnetic 

conductor (AMC) reflector is presented in this report. An FR4 substrate was used and the incidental wave 

angles were varied from 0o to 85o. A peak absorption of 99.99% was achieved at 10.7GHz by the absorber for 

both TE and TM polarization incident waves. On the other side close to 80% peak reflection was achieved at 

same frequency (10.7GHz) by the AMC reflector. 

Keywords- Metamaterial, Absorber, Reflector, AMC. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Electromagnetic waves (EMW) absorbers neither reflect nor transmit (EMW) but instead they minimize 

reflection by maximizing energy loss where as EMW reflectors are structures that reflects the remnants of 

EMW left after a minimum conduction loss from an incidental EMW. The theories and concept behind exotic 

properties of metamaterials (MTM) have long been established [1]. MTM, being unique structures purposely 

engineered to have properties not found in nature have in recent years drawn numerous attention. Researchers 

in the EM (electromagnetic) field are at their heels racing to exploit all benefits offered by MTM. 

Manipulating or tempering with the structural configuration of these substances yields unusual properties, 

which could be desirable for certain applications such as low profile ground plane, cloaking, EM filters, 

sensing, focus antenna beam, reflectors, phase shifting [2] etc. Furthermore, MTM is divided into subareas 

which includes artificial magnetic conductor, AMC, electromagnetic bandgap (EBG), frequency selective 

surface (FSS), left-handed metamaterial (LH-MTM). 

II. PROPOSED DESIGN AND SIMULATION 
The proposed MTM structure comprises of a MTM absorber on one side with an AMC Reflector on the other 

side sandwiching a copper ground plane. The structure is shown in Figure 1, and was designed using an FR4 

substrate with a dielectric constant of 4.6 with loss tangent of 0.019. The MTM absorber has a circular ring 

shape where as the AMC reflector has a shape combining both square and a circle. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. (a) MTM absorber    (b) AMC reflector      (c) Side view 
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III. SIMULATION RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
a. Absorbance Magnitude for Different Polarization 

The proposed absorber was simulated with different polarization angles (0o, 15o, 25o, 45o 55o, 70o and 

85o). The simulated results indicated above 99% absorption for angles 0o, 15o, 25o at 10.7GHz which 

deteriorates as the angle increases with 85o being the least (less than 30% absorption). Additionally, there is a 

little shift in resonance frequency as the angle increases. The results for both TM and TE mode seems same 

with negligible difference. Absorbance, A(ω) was calculated using A(ω)=1-R(ω)-T(ω) where reflectance, R(ω) 
is |S11|

2 and transmittance, T(ω) is |S21|
2 [4]. Figure 2a shows the comparisons. 

b. AMC’s Reflection Magnitude for Different Polarization state  
   Similarly, the proposed AMC reflector was simulated with different polarization angles (0o, 15o, 25o, 45o 

55o, 70o and 85o). The simulated results demonstrated a maximum reflection close to 80% at resonance 

frequency of 10.7GHz which deteriorate and gains shift in frequency as the polarization angle increases. The 

least reflection (30%) was recorded at angle 700 with the frequency shifted to 11GHz. Figure 2b shows the 

AMC’s reflection. 
c. AMC’s Reflection Phase for Different Polarization state  

In AMC structure, reflection phase is crucial (-180o to 180o) and thus it is reported. In a similar fashion, the 

results of the reflection phase at resonance frequency of 10.7GHz show that at angles 0o, 15o and 25o there 

close to 1.5GHz bandwidth (-90o to 90o) which gradually falls with increase in the angles. Angle 85o indicated 

virtually no bandwidth and significant shift in resonance frequency. In almost all the angles, a phase of -180o 

to 180o was achieved despite angle 85o having no bandwidth at resonance frequency. Figure 2c shows the 

AMC’s reflection phase. 
   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IV.  CONCLUSION 
In this report a dual layer MTM absorber/ reflector was presented. The performance of both the absorber and 

the AMC reflector were observed. They both tend to perform excellently in polarization angles of 0o to 30o at 

resonance frequency of 10.7GHz. Furthermore, their performance drops with shift in resonance frequency for 

polarization angles of greater than 30o. 
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Abstract- This paper proposes an alternative approach to modify the behavior of an Artificial Magnetic 

Conductor (AMC), through interconnected meandered lines located behind the ground plane using of 

offset metallized vias. The novel design allows to get high-level miniaturization factor for AMC unit cell. 

 

A significant amount of research has been made recently on unit cell miniaturization and several works have been 

widely proposed in the literature with various miniaturization techniques [1]. The aim of this paper is to propose an 

alternative approach to miniaturize an AMC strcuture. A single layer unit-cell with off-center quadruple-via under each 

patch is firstly investigated, as shown in Figure 1. The effect of the distance between the vias and the patch edges is 

shown in Figure 2. The reflection phase results of the centered single-via is compared with the off-centered quadruple-

via cases. As the vias are closer to the patch edges, the reflection phase of the wave increases to the high frequencies. 

That resonance frequency is mainly determined by the distance between the vias and patch edges. The off-centered vias 

do not seem to offer the best results for unit cell miniaturization [2] but it has been observed in [3] that interconnected 

cells may modify the behavior of the metasurface. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Bottom views of the square patch unit cell with offset 

vias for several offset parameter k. 

Figure 2. Simulated reflection coefficient phase versus 

frequency for different offset parameter k. 

The proposed unit cell comprises two superposed substrates as explained in [3], a set of four metallic vias formed 

in the two substrates and crossing the entire thickness of the structure. Each of these metallic vias comprising an upper 

end in contact with the top square metallic patch and a lower end passing through one of the holes of the ground plane 

with no electrical contact and reaching a meandered line at the bottom face of the bottom substrate. This results in 

creating a meandered network at the bottom side of the structure that connect every single unit cell to its near neighbors. 

The position of the offset four-vias (d) and the phase shift (Δφ : relative to the meander length for each unit cell) 

represent the main parameters of this new approach offering a novel way to modify the behavior of the unit cell. 

The parameter k is defined by the following relationship:  

                                         
d

p
k                                     (1)                                                              

f0 f0 f0 f0 

k=2 k=4 k=6 k=3 

p 

d 



Where: d represents the distance between the vias center and the patch edges and p the periodicity of the unit cell. 

The dimensions of the designed unit cell are 53×53 mm2. Low-cost FR4 substrates (εr =4.4, tanδe=0.02) of 

thickness 5 mm for top substrate and 1.6 mm for the bottom one are selected for the design of each unit cell (See 

Figure 3).  

 

 

Figure 3. Unit-cell geometry of the proposed AMC. Figure 4. Zero phase frequency f0 of the proposed unit-cell 

versus phase shift Δφ, for different values of k. 

   Figure 4 above resumes the effect of vias positions (through k parameter) and phase shift (Δφ) on the zero reflection-

phase profile of the planar AMC structure. If k increases (or d decreases) the reflection-phase shifts to higher 

frequencies and if Δφ increases the reflection-phase shifts to lower frequencies. Thus, for a given unit cell periodicity 

p, there will be a tradeoff between the distance of the vias from the patch edges and the implementable phase shift. For 

example, with k=3 (blue curve) and a phase shift Δφ close to 280°, a frequency shift of 50% is reached. In contrast, 

when k = 2 (via at the center), the reflection phase of a normally incident plane wave remains the same and does not 

change according to the phase shift Δφ (black curve).  

An application of this approach is presented in [4], where 5×5 AMC unit cell finite structure for low profile antenna is 

designed to operate at 900 MHz and simulated to demonstrate the potential of the proposed structure. It achieves 68% 

surface reduction at the same operating frequency and for the same number of cells when compared to a conventional 

metasurface-based mushroom-like unit cell. 

Conclusion: An alternative way to modify the behavior of a metamaterial is proposed by adding extrinsic setting 

to the metamaterial structure. This is done through the interconnection of the conductive elements at the top side of the 

metasurface to each other using meander lines at the bottom side and exploiting all available area behind the ground 

plane for maximum phase shift introduction. This type of phase shift setting by dimensioning the meandered lines 

allows to set the resonance frequency of the metamaterial and to reduce the cell size at a selected frequency.  
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Abstract 

Two equivalent circuit models to estimate the resonant 
frequency and reflection coefficient phase of double 
concentric square Artificial Magnetic Conductor (AMC) are 
proposed. The AMC structure is composed of an array of 
square surrounded by a loop printed on grounded dielectric 
substrate without vias. This approach is based on the 
Transmission Line Model (TLM) for waves normally 
incident on the structure. The both proposed models have 
been validated via a comparison between measurements and 
simulations results for different samples and by a 
parametric study of the design parameters.  

1. Introduction 

In the recent years, Artificial Magnetic Conductor (AMC) 
structures [1] composed of Frequency Selective Surfaces 
(FSSs) arrays printed on grounded dielectric without vias 
were used in wearable applications in order to protect the 
human body from the antenna backward radiation [1-11]. 
Various geometries have already been used for the design of 
an AMC such as loop [10], square [9], Hexagon [10], 
Jerusalem cross [12], etc. As the shape of the FSS with the 
grounded dielectric slab determinates the resonance 
frequency, a very easy way to implement a dual band AMC 
is to double its shape e.g. double squares [4-5], double 
hexagons [6]. Equivalent circuit models have been proposed 
in [8, 12-20] for different types of FSS and AMC except for 
the double concentric square one.  
There are several reasons to model the AMC through an 
equivalent circuit. The most common one is for better 
understanding the operation mechanism of the periodic 
structure. Another reason is for reducing the computational 
time compared to the one required by full-wave 
electromagnetic simulation methods. 
In this work, we propose two analytical Equivalent Circuit 
Models (ECMs) based on the transmission line theory for a 
double concentric square AMC structure (see Fig. 1) 
illuminated by plane wave under normal incidence. 
Moreover, this structure is one of the most used in flexible 
[4] and wearable applications [5] as it has several 
advantages such as dual band, compact size, easy design, 
broad operation bandwidth and, above all, neither via holes, 
simplifying practical implementation and integration with 
planar antennas. In section II, two different methods to 
calculate the impedance of the FSS are presented in order to 

 

Figure 1: Artificial magnetic conductor (AMC) 
structure. 

determine the final model of the AMC. Then the two 
models validation on different substrates and for different 
geometric parameters is presented in section III. Finally, 
some conclusions are provided in section IV. 

2. Equivalent circuit model 

The parameters of the AMC structure are shown in Fig. 
2(a). The FSS of the concentric square AMC structure is 
composed by: an inner square patch (width L2) surrounded 
by an outer loop (width L1); a gap width between patch-
loop G2; a gap between loop-loop 2G1; and a substrate of 
thickness h. 
The analytical expression for calculating the reflection 
coefficient phase is as follows: 
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where ZAMC is the AMC surface impedance and η = 120π is 
the free space impedance. 
Based on the transmission line theory, the AMC surface 
impedance (ZAMC) can be decomposed into two parts: the 
FSS impedance (ZFSS) and the Grounded Dielectric Slab 
impedance (ZGDS) as in Fig. 3. 
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(a)                                      (b) 

Figure 2: Double concentric squares AMC: (a) Top view 
and side view of the unit cell geometry (b) planar AMC 
manufactured prototype. 
 
 

  
 
Figure 3: Equivalent transmission line model for normal 
wave incident. 
 
The resulting surface impedance ZAMC is calculated from 
the parallel connection of ZFSS and ZGDS (ZAMC = ZFSS // 
ZGDS). 

 

 
Figure 4: The first equivalent circuit model of FSS. 
 
Using the well-known expression of the input impedance 
for a shorted transmission line [12-13], and as βh << 1, tan 
(βh) ≈ βh, where β is the phase constant and h the thickness 
of the substrate. The GDS impedance ZGDS of the thin 
dielectric for the two models is computed as in (2). 

hjLjZ GDSGDS 0ZPZ    (2) 

In order to calculate ZFSS, the first equivalent circuit model 
may be obtained as follows: the coupling between two 
adjacent metallic lines can be modeled as a capacitor, 
whereas a thin conductor line can be modeled as an inductor. 
Thus, the equivalent circuit model for ZFSS (between A and 
B) can be modeled as in fig. 4. 
The basic equations for the lumped components values have 
been proposed in [8] for capacitance by (3): 
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where ε0 = 4π x 10-12 F/m, L is the conductor length, εr is 
the dielectric constant and gi is the gap between the two 
squares: g1 = 2G1 and g2 = G2. 
The inductance is given [16] by (4): 
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where µ0 = 4π x 10-7 H/m, w is the conductor width: 
w1= (L1-(L2+(2*G2)))/2 and w2=L2. 
Finally, the inductances are as follows: 
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where k represents a correction term. 
 
The second equivalent circuit model proposed by Langley 
et al. [20] for double square loops FSS is presented in fig. 5. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 5: The second equivalent circuit model of FSS. 
 
The equivalent circuit of the double loops FSS is modeled 
as a combination of capacitors and inductors in series and 
parallel as presented in fig. 5. The same combination is used 
in this work to calculate ZFSS, but replacing the inner loop 
by a square. 
L’g1, L’g2, are calculated applying (5) using the same width 
w used for the first model, without correction term (k = 1). 
The capacitances C’g1 and C’g2 are calculated using (3) 
where: 
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With k’1 and k’2 representing the correction terms[20]. 
 
The correction terms used in the two models do not change 
when different substrates are used or when changing the 
dimensions of the FSS. 
 
The ECM for the AMC is shown in Fig. 6(a) for the first 
model and in Fig. 6(b) for the second one.  
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(a)                           (b) 

Figure 6: The final equivalent circuit model of AMC: (a) 
first (b) second. 

3. Validation of the two models 

3.1. Validation for Neltec substrate 

In order to validate the accuracy of the analytical models 
proposed in the previous section, an AMC on Neltec 
substrate (εr = 2.2, tanδ = 0.0009 and h = 3.15 mm) has 
been designed, manufactured and measured. The reflection 
coefficient phase of both models has been compared with 
the ones obtained using two full-wave numerical 
simulations (Ansoft HFSS [21] and CST Microwave studio 
[22]) and with measurements. 
The simulation setup consists in drawing a unit cell of the 
structure with boundary conditions to assure an infinite 
periodic structure, excited by a source of an incident plane 
wave. The reflection coefficient phase cancels at the 
resonance frequencies of the AMC (denoted FL and FH, for 
low and high frequencies). The structural parameters of the 
proposed FSS sample are selected as follows: L1 = 24.5 
mm, L2 = 15.14 mm, G1 = 2.05 mm, G2 = 1 mm and P = 
28.6 mm to achieve the 0° phase around 2.5 GHz and 5.5 
GHz (Wi-Fi application).  
For experimental validation, a 5 x 5 unit cells AMC on 
Neltec substrate with 143 mm x 143 mm dimensions was 
manufactured using a laser micromachining (Fig. 2(b)). The 
prototype has been measured in a RCS measuring chamber 
in quasi normal incidence from 2 GHz to 3 GHz and from 
3.5 GHz to 6.5 GHz. After that, it has been compared with 
reference measurement (metallic plate) in a far field 
conditions using the same methodology presented in [6]. 
The reflection coefficient phases resulting from the 
equivalent circuit models, the simulations (HFSS and CST) 
and the measurements of the dual band structure on Neltec 
are shown in Fig. 7. As it can be observed, the two models 
are in good agreement with the simulations and 
measurement. 

 
Figure 7: The comparison between ECM1, ECM2, 
simulations and measurements results of the AMC on 
Neltec substrate. 
 
Accuracy between the two models and measurement is 
carried out by calculating the relative error: 
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Low frequency, high frequency (HFSS, CST, measurement 
and models results) and accuracy comparison are gathered 
in Table 1.   
Using the first model, the resonant frequency is adequately 
predicted to within 1.56% at the lower bandwidth (2.55 
GHz) and to within 4% at the upper bandwidth (5.5 GHz), 
while using the second model, the resonant frequency is 
adequately predicted to within 1.96% at the lower 
bandwidth and to within 2.38% at the upper bandwidth. 

3.2. Validation for different substrates 

In order to validate the model for different substrates, two 
AMCs on Felt (εr = 1.22, tanδ = 0.016, h = 4 mm) and 
Getek (εr = 3.9, tanδ = 0.012, h = 4 mm), have been 
designed having the same dimensions on Neltec. For each 
substrate, the results of the reflection coefficient phase have 
been compared with HFSS and plotted respectively in Fig. 
8(a) and Fig. 8(b). In addition, the resonance frequencies 
obtained by ECMs and HFSS have been summarized in 
table 2. 

 

Table 1: ECMs, Simulations and Measurements S11 Phase 
Results on Neltec 

Neltec FL FH 

HFSS (GHz) 2.56 5.53 

CST   (GHz) 2.55 5.51 
Measurement (GHz) 2.55 5.46 
Model 1 (GHz) 2.51 5.68 
Model 2 (GHz) 2.60 5.59 
Error Model 1 Vs Meas (%) 1.56% 4.00% 

Error Model 2 Vs Meas (%) 1.96% 2.38% 
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                     (a)                                              (b) 
 
Figure 8: The comparison between ECM 1, ECM 2 and 
HFSS for different substrate: (a) Felt and (b) Getek. 
 
The accuracy comparison in terms of relative errors has 
been studied. For Felt, the resonance frequency is 
adequately predicted to within 8.91% for model 1 and 
4.29% for model 2 at the lower bandwidth and to within 
1.06% for model 1 and 2.27% for model 2 at the upper 
bandwidth. 
For the Getek, the highest error is 7% for model 1 and 2.5% 
for model 2 at the lower bandwidth and to within 6.82% for 
model 1 and 5.36% for model 2 at the upper bandwidth. 
One can note that the obtained results using the two 
proposed models are in good agreement with the simulated 
ones. However, the frequency shift in the case of Felt and 
Getek is slightly higher than the one in the case of a Neltec. 
This is mainly due to the correction terms were chosen 
based on the Neltec substrate. 

3.3. Parametric study of the structure for Neltec 
Substrate 

The resonance frequencies of the structure are mainly 
determined by four parameters L1, L2, G1 and G2. In order to 
validate the models for these parameters and to see the 
behavior of the structures, a parametric study has been 
carried out for different substrates and both models.  Fig. 10 
only shows the reflection coefficient phase simulated with 
model (ECM2) and HFSS, for Neltec substrate. The results 
show that L1 and L2 are respectively responsible for the 
lower and upper resonance frequencies while G2 is 
responsible for both. Furthermore, the figure shows that as 
G1 increases the bandwidth decreases. 
Comparing model 2 with HFSS simulation, close agreement 
and same behavior are obtained at the two resonant 
frequencies (2.5 GHz and 5.5 GHz) for L1, L2 and G1. At 
the upper resonance (5.5 GHz), the model is less satisfied 
for G2. However, in order to control the upper resonant 
frequency when designing the double concentric square 
AMC structure using these models, L2 can be used. 
 

 

 
Figure 9: ECM2 and HFSS reflection coefficient phase on 
Neltec for different design parameters. 
 
It should be noticed that both models are able to predict the 
resonance frequencies of the double square AMC. 
Nevertheless, the second model is closer to the measured 
results. This is due to the more precise correction terms 
used in this model. Moreover, from a physical point of 
view, the first model is more representative of the AMC 
geometry since it takes into account the metallization form 
in the AMC. 

4. Conclusions 

Two equivalent circuit models based on transmission line 
theory for normally incident waves have been proposed in 
order to estimate the resonance frequencies and reflection 
phase diagram of the double concentric square AMC. The 
validity of these proposed models has been verified by 
numerical and experimental comparisons for different 
substrates and checking their accuracy. A parametric study 
has been also discussed. 
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Abstract— We present recent advancements of the development of our DGTD solvers for
computational nanophotonics, particularly for metallic nanostructures irradiated by laser pulses
or electron beams. By this means, we firstly discuss the numerical treatment of a nonlocal
dispersion model for the electron gas which is necessary for structures in the regime of 2 nm to
25 nm. Subsequently, we deal with the modeling of electron beams in 3D simulations for e.g.
electron energy loss spectroscopy or cathodoluminescence.

1. INTRODUCTION

The relatively new field of nanophotonics has gained significant importance in the last twenty years.
Mainly due to technological advancements on the fabrication side that do now allow the controlled
manufacturing of detailed nanostructures for photonic experiments and applications.

Computational nanophotonics is mainly concerned with the accurate modeling of the appearing
physical e�ects in the frequency range of interest and the subsequent solution of the modeling
equations. This allows access to detailed understanding of microscopic e�ects which are fairly often
extremely hard to obtain via measurements. Hence, appropriate physical and mathematical models
allow systematic optimization, uncertainty quantification, and many other kinds of studies that can
be performed at relatively low costs compared to experiments.

Our here presented contribution is the continuation of the presented work in [1]. For the consid-
ered geometry and frequency regime, we model electromagnetics by macroscopic Maxwell’s equa-
tions with additional material equations for the electron gas of the metal structure. Depending
on the geometrical size di�erent models have to be considered. We present recent results of time
domain simulations of a nonlocal dispersion (also known as nonlocal Drude) model for structures
in the regime of approx. 2 nm to 25 nm. The second part of this work deals with the modeling
of electron beams for structures in the regime of approx. 20 nm to 500 nm where local dispersion
(e.g. Drude, Drude-Lorentz) models are appropriate. In order to e�ciently and precisely solve
the above-mentioned equations we use a special time domain Finite Element (FE) method. This
method is referred to as Discontinous Galerkin (DG) method. The DG method is easily paral-
lelizable, allows local mesh refinement, conforming meshes, curvilinear elements, etc. and can thus
precisely handle large structures in reasonable computational times on modern cluster computers.

2. DISCONTINOUS GALERKIN TIME DOMAIN METHOD

The DG Time Domain (DGTD) method is based on a local FE formulation with particular basis
functions [2]. This leads to discontinuous solutions in contrast to classical FE methods. Due to
the local formulation of DGTD methods only local mass matrices are inverted which yields a sig-
nificant advantage by means of computational e�ciency in comparison to continuous FE methods.
Hence, DGTD methods can combine high order basis functions with explicit time stepping and
unstructured meshes where the latter is particularly important for complex geometries.

3. NONLOCAL DISPERSION MODEL

Nonlocal dispersion models model the nonlocal nature, i.e. mutual electron interaction in the elec-
tron gas for metallic nanostructures. In contrast to local models (Drude, Drude-Lorentz,...), nonlo-
cal models take the microscopic electron interaction directly into account and allow additional solu-
tions by means of electron density waves that can travel inside the bulk. [4, 3] The underlying equa-



Figure 1: Fourier transformed field plot of |E| at � = 1.1963 �p. The left plot shows the bulk plasmon mode
for an single infinitely long nanowire and the right plot two coupled wires. The coupling of the two wires in
terms of the mode pattern is obvious.

tions are:

��H = �tD,

��E = �µ0�tH,
(1)

�tD = �0�1�tE+ J,

�2
p�0�tE = �ttJ+ ��tJ� �2�(� · J), (2)

where (2) is a linearized nonlocal Drude model. Here, H, D, E, J, µ0, �0, �1, �p, �, and � re-
spectively are the magnetic field, electric displacement, electric field, polarization current, vacuum
permeability, vacuum permittivity, relative permittivity at infinite frequencies, plasma frequency,
damping constant, and the quantum parameter.

We have successfully implemented equations (1) and (2) in our DG time domain framework.
Figure 1 shows the electric field distribution for a single and coupled infinitely long nanowire.

4. ELECTRON BEAM MODELING

The second part of our contribution addresses the modeling of electron beams in the context of
nanoplasmonics. Electron beams traveling in the vicinity or even penetrating plasmonic struc-
ture excite plasmons. Microscopy techniques like Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy (EELS) and
Cathodoluminescence (CL) exploit this e�ect in order to measure/map plasmonic mode patterns
[5]. We have recently implemented electron beams and the modeling of EELS as well as CL into
our DG time domain framework. First simulation results will be presented.
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Abstract— Electromagnetic modeling of periodically-structured, fiber-reinforced laminates
with some fibers missing is investigated, this applying as well to similarly disorganized photonic
crystals. Parallel fibers are periodically positioned in a layer between two half-spaces. Absent
fibers destroy the periodicity. The supercell concept involving an auxiliary periodic structure
and first-order approximations calling for the Green function of the sound structure provide
complementary solutions, as it will be illustrated by comprehensive numerical simulations.

Fiber-reinforced laminate composites are widely used due their sti�ness and strength. For re-
liable usage, electromagnetic modeling and imaging of defects in them are necessary yet remain a
challenge (going from MHz to THz frequency ranges as a function of the composites tested). Also,
due to similarities in terms of organization, methods developed for such composites apply to man-
made photonic crystals and optical regimes, e.g., [1][2], and their behavior in case of disorganization
is of interest as well. Accurate forward analysis and stable inversion algorithms with pertinently
high resolution (upon availability of near-field data) are then needed. Focus here is put on the for-
mer, yet the latter is kept in mind especially since we aim at situations of potential practical interest.

The laminated structure which one is concerned with is made of finitely-thick planar layers
sandwiched between air half-spaces as terminations. Within each layer (matrix), longitudinally-
orientated circular cylindrical fibers of same cross-section are periodically embedded along the
transverse direction. Fiber orientation and radius may di�er from one layer to another, which adds
to the complexity of the analysis. The present work is on the single-layer case as a first step, the
aim being to analyze the electromagnetic behavior of the disorganized one when a finite number of
fibers is absent (one at least, possibly a few near one another or well apart), refer to the left sketch
in Figure 1, the modeling of the sound structure (no missing fibers) being analyzed in [3].

Figure 1: Sketch for the composition of super-cell periodic structure, L = 3.

For most methods that are dealing with periodic structures as discussed in aforementioned con-
tributions and references therein including, e.g., [4], the Floquet theorem is applied from the field
pseudo-periodicity so that the field analysis can be focused onto the primary unit. However, since
the periodicity is destroyed from absent fibers, this favorable prior knowledge becomes irrelevant.

Upon introduction of the concept of supercell, defined as a cell including multiple fibers and
defects within the central area, denoted by the area bounded by dashed lines in the right sketch
of Figure 1, this can be overcome. Repeating the supercell along the transverse direction, a new
periodic structure is obtained. Enlarging the number of fibers in a given supercell (including
absent ones), L, the field within the central region of the supercell, and above or below it (at
least close enough to the interfaces) is expected to converge to the true field, for planar, beam and
line sources, for TM polarization (electric field with longitudinal component only) and dual TE one.



Yet proper conditions of convergence should be met, depending upon operation frequencies,
illuminations, materials and geometry. The approach in [1] is similar with the one to be followed
in the field analysis of the supercell periodic structure. The key di�erence is that, despite mutual
scattering from other periodic cells, the coupling among fibers inside the supercell has to be taken
into account. This generates an infinite series of specific form, or relative lattice sum [5], with
known slow convergence, and a fast computational approach is then put forth. The total electric
field inside and outside the supercell follows.

In parallel, the Green function as the response of the non-damaged laminate to a line source set
anywhere in space (with the help of reciprocity) can be computed. The source is an integration of
elementary plane waves with di�erent weights and propagation constants, and the total scattered
field follows as a Fourier-type spatial wavenumber integration of elementary scattered fields.

No closed form expression is available in the above situation, while singularities of the inte-
grand, e.g., [4][6], associated to more or less peculiar wavefield behaviors emerge within a properly
cut wavenumber complex plane, those possibly associated to sharp peaks along the real line of
integration —and slow decrease along it when interested into very near fields—, and the easier to
deal with, the lossier the matrix (for composites, e.g., with epoxy, the loss tangent is small yet is
not negligible). An adaptive numerical integration can thus be run, while detouring like along the
revised original path (ROP) [7] or according to fancier techniques [8] to manage the Fourier integral
in computationally e�cient way can be employed.

Then, since the missing fibers are of small cross-sectional areas, a first-order approach can be de-
veloped, now involving only primary fields at the centers of the missing fibers and Green’s functions
with sources at these centers and observations at assumed locations set outside the laminate —data
are usually collected along a line parallel with the upper interface, in multi-static multi-frequency
reflection mode, the sources with spatial and frequency diversity being set in the upper half-space.

A detailed theoretical and numerical analysis of the two proposed models will be found within
the extended contribution.
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Abstract—By Finite-Di�erence Time-Domain (FDTD) simulations and experiments, we study
a new surface nanostructuring process for photoelectrochemical devices for the production of
hydrogen from water splitting. Our material is based on suitably disordered micro-structures
that achieve a broadband reflectivity reduction across the visible and near infrared, leading to
broadband optical quantum e�ciencies (QEs) up to 95%.

Introduction

In past years the global demand for energy has been increasing steeply, and the interest in pho-
toelectrochemical (PEC) devices for water splitting has been growing fast [1]. One of the main
challenge in optimizing the quantum e�ciency (QE) of these devices lies in minimizing the optical
losses occurring at the PEC interfaces in contact with water[2]. These are composed by layers of
silicon and photocatalyst, with the photocatalyst usually made by platinum (Pt).
In this study we present a novel strategy for minimizing the reflectivity from these surfaces. Our
approach employs suitably disordered micro-structures. Finite Di�erence Time Domain (FDTD)
simulations and experiments shows that this strategy reduces reflectivity up to 40% in a broad
optical window between 400 nm and 900 nm wavelengths, leading to QEs up to 95%.

Results and Conclusion

Parallel FDTD simulations are carried out by our dispersive FDTD code NANOCPP [4]. To guar-
antee realistic results, we modeled point by point the dispersion curves of the materials employed
in the simulations by using existing measurements available in the literature [3]. We considered
two di�erent types of interfaces: water/Pt/Si interface and water/SiN

x

/Al
2

O
3

/Si. These di�er-
ent interfaces typically characterize the top or bottom structure of realistic PEC devices, where
the water/Pt/Si is where the reduction of hydrogen occurs, while the water/SiN

x

/Al
2

O
3

/Si is the
interface typically exposed to sunlight. The high reflectivity of the Pt hampers the possibility to
achieve high quantum e�ciency in a back illuminated architecture, where light is directly injected
on the photocatalysts side.
Figures 1a-b illustrate FDTD models of nanostructured surfaces used in our study to minimize light
reflections at these interfaces. In our simulations, we investigated a realistic scenario by considering
nanostructuring processes that can be experimentally realized. In Si/Pt surface of the device (Fig.
1a), we used a random, gaussian-correlated disorder with correlation length of 1µm and average
surface height of 800 nm. On the water/SiN

x

/Al
2

O
3

/Si surface (Fig. 1b), conversely, we consider
random aggregates of micropyramids made by SiN

x

, with average height of 500 nm and width of
600 nm. All parameters (correlation length, average height, pyramid width and heigh) are taken
from SEM images of fabricated structures.
Figures 1c-d reports the reflectivity spectra of the two surfaces (solid lines), which have been av-
eraged over many disorder configurations. Average spectra are then compared with experimental
results on fabricated samples (circle markers). Theory and experiments agree quite well, showing
the possibility to achieve a broadband reduction of the reflectivity to very low values if compared
to a planar structure constituted by the same materials, as it is shown in Figures 1e-f. In both
cases reflectivity is highly diminuted, reaching a 40% average decrease in Si/Pt case, and it is a



broadband e�ect (Fig. 1e, solid red line). In the interface with water/SiN
x

/Al
2

O
3

/Si, we observe
a flattening of the reflectivity over the whole visible spectrum to values as low as 3% (Fig. 1f,
solid red line). This improves considerably the performances of a planar layer made by the same
materials, which show a low reflectivity only between 600 nm and 700 nm (Fig. 1f, blue solid line).
The surface plot of the distribution of energy inside the device is presented in Figures 1g-h. (Si/Pt
and SiN

x

/Al
2

O
3

/Si respectively). As we observe in these figures, a considerable amount of energy
is transmitted inside the device thus increasing the optical generation rate and the quantum e�-
ciency of the system. These result open the development of a new generation of high performances,
eco-friendly and cost-e�ective water splitting PEC devices.
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Figure 1: Simulation results for a fabricated water splitting device. a - b: Examples of the complex surfaces
used in the simulations. c - d: Reflectivity comparison between experimental data and FDTD results. e -
f: Reflectivity spectra from planar and micro-structured surfaces made up by the same materials, solid blue
lines and solid red lines respectively. g - h: Distribution of energy inside the device once illuminating it one
side at a time. All the left side figures refer to Si/Pt surface while right side figure refer to SiN

x

/Al
2

O
3

/Si.
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Abstract-Lattice materials with periodic microstructures are the most popular metamaterials such 

as phononic/photonic crystals and auxetic materials. A fundamental property of these periodic 

metamaterials is their symmetry, which will inevitably affect their physical behaviors. This work 

aims at establishing a mathematical framework to analyze the point group symmetry of such kind of 

metamaterials. In addition, the symmetry breaking is also studied for reconfigurable metamaterials, 

which has potential application in designing tunable metamaterials. 

 

Lattice materials are widely used in the field of metamaterials to design phononic/photonic crystals, auxetic 

materials, and among others. The microstructure of these periodic metamaterials can be tailored in favor of the 

desired properties, which provide enormous space for their application in engineering. A fundamental problem 

of these periodic metamaterials is their symmetry [1], which affects their overall physical behaviors including 

mechanical, electrical, and optical aspects. However, the symmetry property of lattice materials is more complex 

than crystals, which depends not only on the designed geometry but also on the material composing the 

metamaterials. Hence, it is quite necessary to develop a point group symmetry theory for lattice materials to 

analyze the symmetry properties of metamaterials with periodic microstructure. However, the lattice materials 

require both topology symmetry and material symmetry in one unit cell. To address this issue, a unified 

theoretical framework [2] is established to describe and determine the overall point group of lattice materials [3]. 

Current work reveals that the point group symmetry of lattice materials can be described by the invariant (or 

form-invariant) of a material type field and a material point group field. This is significantly different from the 

symmetry of single crystals, which only requires the invariant of the material type field. The proposed theory is 

applied to several examples to show the symmetry characteristics of lattice materials. In addition, the symmetry 

evolution and symmetry breaking of reconfigurable lattice materials is also investigated with an emphasis on the 

deformation-induced symmetry breaking for small strain cases [2]. The proposed theory will provide theoretical 

foundation for characterizing the physical properties of lattice materials and offer some guidance in designing 

tunable metamaterials by employing symmetry breaking.  
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Abstract— We present a first-order perturbation theory to calculate the frequency shift and
linewidth change of photonic resonances under modifications of the surrounding refractive index.
Our method is based on the resonant state expansion and includes a simple analytical expres-
sion for the mode normalization. We apply our theory to calculate the sensitivity of plasmonic
resonances in periodic arrays of nanoantennas for resonantly enhanced refractive index sensing.

Small changes in the concentration of molecules in a solution result in modifications of the refrac-
tive index, which can be detected optically. The changes in the optical spectra can be significantly
enhanced by using resonant systems [1], in which a certain resonant feature is spectrally shifted due
to the modifications of the dielectric surrounding, see figure 1a. As these changes of the dielectric
surrounding are usually small, first-order perturbation theory is a quite natural approach for gain-
ing deeper insight into the underlying physical mechanisms as well as for optimizing the designs for
resonantly enhanced refractive index sensing. In particular, resolving the influence of tiny changes
in the dielectric surrounding requires high numerical accuracy in solving Maxwell’s equations. This
is clearly detrimental in standard numerical calculations, where Maxwell’s equations have to be
solved subsequently for di�erent refractive indices. In first-order perturbation theory, Maxwell’s
equations have to be solved only once in order to estimate the resonance shift and linewidth change
as a function of analyte refractive index, thus significantly lowering the computational e�ort.
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Figure 1: (a) Principle of resonantly enhanced refractive index sensing: A resonance shifts spectrally due to
changes of the environment. For this example, the refractive index in a cover layer above a periodic array
of gold rod antennas (see schematics on top) has been changed from n = 1.31 to n = 1.41. (b) Resonance
frequency (black) and resonance linewidth (blue) as a function of the refractive index changes in the cover
layer derived by first-order perturbation theory (lines) and full numerical calculations (symbols).

However, any perturbation theory requires an appropriate normalization of the modes in the
unperturbed system. In standard quantum mechanics, the normalization of bound states is carried
out such that integrating the absolute square value of the wavefunction over the whole space equals
one. In optics, however, any mode that can radiate to the far-field possesses exponentially growing
contributions towards the far-field region, so that a volume integral over the whole space diverges.



In contrast to existing approximate or numerical normalization schemes [2, 3], we present here an
analytical normalization of radiating modes, in which the diverging contributions from the occurring
volume integral are compensated by an appropriate surface term. Defining Em as the resonant field
distribution and �m as the corresponding complex resonance frequency, where �2Im(�m) is the
resonance linewidth, the normalization yields

1 =

Z

V

dV Em · �(�
2�)

�(�2)

����
�m

Em +
c2

2�m

I

�V

dS

 
Em · �

2Ereg
m

�s��

����
�m

� �Ereg
m

��

����
�m

· �Em

�s

!
. (1)

Here, Ereg
m (r;�) denotes solutions of Maxwell’s equations in the homogeneous and isotropic exterior

regions such thatEreg
m (r;�m) = Em(r). Equation (1) can be further simplified for specific geometries

such as single nanoantennas [4]. In the case of infinitely extended periodic systems, e.g., one- and
two-dimensional periodic arrays of nanoantennas, the normalization condition can be formulated
in terms of a plane wave decomposition of the resonant field distribution Em in the homogeneous
top and bottom half spaces.

Using the correct analytical normalization in a first-order approximation of the so-called resonant
state expansion [4], the change of resonance frequency with the refractive index n in a certain volume
T becomes:

��m

�n
= ��mn

Z

T

dVE2
m . (2)

In figure 1b, we show a comparison between full numerical calculations for a periodic array of
gold rod antennas carried out by the Fourier modal method [5] and the first-order perturbation
theory. We find that the latter, given by equation (2) correctly approximates the dependence of
the resonance frequency and resonant linewidth on the refractive index.

Our approach provides closed expressions for the sensitivity of resonances with respect to changes
in the dielectric surrounding, so that we can e�ciently design and optimize resonant systems for
refractive index sensing applications. We will present di�erent examples of nanoantennas and an-
alyze the di�erences between dipolar and quadrupolar resonances with respect to mode sensitivity
and optimal sensing volume. The correct analytical mode normalization has impact beyond refrac-
tive index sensing, as the derivation of the Purcell factor in open resonators requires the correct
normalization of the modes [2, 6].
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Abstract-The structural, elastic,electronic and vibrational properties of BeGeAs2 with 
chalcopyrite structure are studied by ab initio calculations in the frame work of the density 
functional theory. The calculated ground state properties are in good agreement with the 
available experimental data. Pressure dependences of elastic constants and band gap  are 
reported. 

The chalcopyrite compounds of the form I-III-IV2 and II-IV-V2 have received 
significant attention in recent decades due to their high potential for applications in then on 
linear optics, electrooptics, and opto-electronics fields.  These compounds possess several 
prominent features that make them interesting candidates for light-emitting diodes, solar cells, 
photovoltaic detectors, optical-light eliminators, lasers and modulators [1-3]. 
The structural, elastic, electronic and vibrational properties of BeGeAs2 with chalcopyrite 
structure are studied by ab initio calculations in the frame work of the density functional 
theory.  The calculated ground state properties are compared with the available experimental 
data. Pressure dependences of elastic constants and band gap  are reported. The evolution of 
the elastic constants and the major elastic properties, Young and shear modulus, Poisson's 
ratios, and Zener anisotropy ratio, are described. The mechanical stability is analyzed, on the 
light of “Born generalized stability criteria,” showing that BeGeAs2 is mechanically unstable 
up to 50 GPa. For BeGeAs2, the valance band maximum and conduction band minimum 
situated on different symmetry-points of the Brillouinzone, therefore indicating an indirect 
bandgap. The obtained phonon spectra for BeGeAs2 does not exhibit any significant 
imaginary branches of the phonon spectrum.  
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Abstract- Density functional calculations of the molecular structure, atomic charges, molecular 

electrostatic potential, frontier orbitals and nonlinear optical properties have been performed at 

B3LYP/6-31G(d) level of theory for the title compound. The results of the optimized molecular 

structure are presented and compared with the experimental X-ray diffraction data. 

 

 Schiff-bases, having imine groups (CH=N) and benzene rings in the main chain alternately, and being 

π-conjugated, exhibit interest as materials for wide spectrum applications, particularly as corrosion inhibitors, 

catalyst carriers, thermo-stable materials, a metal ion complexing agents and in biological systems. The Schiff 

base compounds have been also under investigation during last years because of their potential applicability in 

optical communications and many of them have NLO behavior [1,2]. To investigate the reactive sites of the title 

compound the molecular electrostatic potential were evaluated using B3LYP/6-31G(d) method. The linear 

polarizability and first hyperpolarizability properties of the title compound were obtained by molecular 

polarizabilities basing on theoretical calculations. In addition, the atomic charges and frontier molecular of the 

title compound were carried out using the DFT calculations. These calculations are valuable for providing 

insight into molecular properties of the Schiff Base compounds. 
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     Abstract- The molecular geometry of (E)-N-(1-Benzothiophen-3-ylmethylidene)-2,6-dimethylaniline 

in the ground state were calculated using the density functional method (B3LYP) with 6-31G(d) 

basis set. The calculated results show that the optimized geometry can well reproduce the crystal 

structure. Besides, molecular electrostatic potential nonlinear optical properties and frontier  

molecular orbital analysis of the title compound were investigated by theoretical calculations. 

 

 Schiff bases are an important class of organic compounds. Schiff bases have been playing an 
important role in the development of coordination chemistry related to catalysis and enzymatic 
reactions, magnetism and molecular architectures [1]. Moreover, Schiff bases have biological activities 
such as antimicrobial, antifungal, antitumor activities and herbicidal properties [2].  
 The title Schiff base compound has been synthesized and characterized by X-ray single-crystal 
determination [3]. The molecular geometry from X-ray experiment in the ground state has been 
compared using the density functional theory (B3LYP) method using the 6-31G(d) basis set. The 
chemical reactivity behavior of the title compound in solvent media has been examined using B3LYP 
method with the 6-31G(d) basis set by applying the PCM model. The nonlinear optical properties are 
also addressed theoretically. The molecular electrostatic potential at the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) basis 
optimized geometry has also been calculated to predict reactive sites for electrophilic or nucleophilic 
attack for the title compound. 
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Abstract— Computations of Photonic Crystal Fibers with a waveguide mode solver based on
boundary integral equations give rise to a nonlinear eigenvalue problem. In this paper, data-
sparse approximations of matrices are investigated to optimize the computations without loss of
accuracy.

Introduction: The propagation of light in Photonic Crystal Fibers (PCF) depends on several
geometrical parameters and material characteristics [1], therefore numerical methods are needed to
accurately treat various PCF geometries. In recent works [2, 3], a waveguide mode solver based on
Boundary Integral Equations (BIE) was developed. This method showed high accuracy compared
to other methods [4], such as the multipole method [5] or the finite-element method [6]. The main
aim of this paper is to improve the e�ciency of the computations by using numerical techniques
on block matrices given by BIE method.

Formulation of the problem and compression techniques: As shown in Fig. 1, PCF
cross section consists of homogeneous inclusions with refractive index ni surrounded by a medium
with refractive index ne. The total e�ective index ne� depends on these refractive indexes and the
geometry of the PCF.

Figures 1: Schematic of two PCF cross sections. The medium surrounding the circular inclusions
is considered as infinite.

Following [2, 3, 7], the problem can be written as a nonlinear eigenvalue problem.

F (ne�)x = 0, (1)

where x gathers the unknown values of the electromagnetic field, which are discretized at the
boundary of the circular inclusions. F is a sparse matrix, function of the e�ective refractive index
ne�. This matrix problem can be solved as a root finding process [8] for the function

f(ne�) =
1

�TF�1�
= 0, (2)

with two fixed random vectors � and �. F�1� is computed by solving the system F� = �, with
the low-rank matrix F which can be written as a block matrix



F =

2

64

A B C 0
D E 0 0
�C 0 A �B
0 0 D E

3

75 (3)

where � = �n2
e and � = n2

e/n
2
i . A, B, C, D and E are block matrices deduced from Maxwell

equations, the interface conditions on the hole boundaries and the use of the BIE method [2, 3, 5].
D, E are diagonal block matrices and A, B, C are data-sparse matrices.

The use of numerical techniques such as direct or iterative solver, preconditionning, or the
Adaptive Cross Approximation (ACA) and the Hierarchical Matrices (H-Matrix) on blocks A, B,
C would allow to reduce the computation time and the memory space needed, thus to increase the
number of degrees of freedom [9]. Therefore the ne� computations of the two previous PCFs would
give a better accuracy with a good approximation error. Furthermore, the computation speed of
the presented BIE formulation will be compared with other formulations [2, 4].

Conclusion: This study uses numerical techniques to treat the dense block matrices in a
waveguide mode solver based on BIE method. The results on two di�erent PCF examples will be
presented and compared with other methods (FEM, ...).
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Abstract- It is well documented in the literature that carbonyl iron composites comprised of particles which 
possess an alternating concentric geometry of iron and insulating iron carbide exhibit large permeability in the 

microwave region. However, predicting the microwave behavior of such composites has proved challenging due 
to a limited understanding of the underlying physics governing the particles. Here we report on micromagnetic 

computations showing several intensive peaks as high as 25 GHz in the permeability spectrum of hollow iron 

spheres when excited from their minimum energy state.  

 

 
Microwave properties of carbonyl iron have long been applied in electronic devices such as plastic encapsulated 

inductor cores and electromagnetic wave absorbers. However, the permeability of carbonyl iron composites 

show significant differences in the high frequency range despite possessing comparable chemical composition 

and particle size distributions[1]. It has been found that processed carbonyl iron powders exhibit two regions of 

magnetic dispersion and higher absolute values of permeability and permittivity in the radio-frequency band. 
These large differences have been attributed to an onion-like multi-layered microstructure of the particles, where 

the multi-layers are comprised of concentric shells of conducting iron and insulating iron carbide. These 

“onion-ring” particles have diameters ranging from hundreds of nanometers to several microns and have 

garnered significant interest in radio-engineering due to their potential application as electromagnetic 

wave-absorbers. 
 

Recently, two previously unknown intensive high-frequency peaks of magnetic absorption within 15 to 25 GHz 

have been observed for such composites[2]. This high-frequency absorption has been attributed to the Aharoni 

exchange modes, which are predicted to occur in small ferromagnetic spheres possessing a non-magnetic 

core[3]. Here we show that exchange modes as high as 25 GHz can be excited within hollow ferromagnetic 
spheres which have been relaxed into their minimum energy state. The real permeability is found to be negative 

above 20 GHz for these high frequency modes. 
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Figure. 1: Micromagnetic simulation of the permeability of a hollow iron sphere of outer diameter 750nm and 
shell thickness 190nm. 

 

      

 

Intensive peaks in the imaginary component of the permeability can be observed near 20 GHz (see Figure. 1), 
and a negative real permeability is found above 20 GHz. The spatial distribution of the magnetisation of these 

high frequency modes exhibits wave-like behaviour when excited (see Figure 2, 3), with large spatial variation 

occurring within one cycle. This behaviour is consistent with the Aharoni theory for exchange modes in hollow 

ferromagnetic spheres. Understanding how the permeability of such particles is influenced by dimensions 

(diameter, thickness, etc) as well as the domain structure is of key importance for the design and optimisation of 
electromagnetic wave absorbers utilizing shells of conducting iron. 

Figure. 3: Spatial distribution of the y-component 
of the magnetisation (blue) at the cross-section for 

a hollow sphere of outer diameter 750nm and 

thickness 190nm within one 20 GHz cycle.  

Figure. 2: Spatial distribution of the y-component 
of the magnetisation taken at the cross-section for 

a hollow sphere of outer diameter 750nm and 

shell thickness 190nm. 
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Abstract- In this talk we describe the design, analysis and experimental realisation of diffractive 

elements containing ordered sets of multi-pinhole spirals capable of the generation and selection of 

vortex beams. The elements are inspired by naturally occurring designs found in the plant and 

animal kingdoms much of which are rooted on mathematical principles associated with the 

Fibonacci numerology and involves spirals and helices such as those of Fermat and Archimedes. 

For example the arrangement of successive leaves on the shoot of a growing plant follows a helix. 

Mathematically the family of spirals forming a sunflower pattern is such that the nth spiral is placed 

at an angle an integer multiple of the golden angle and its distance from the centre is proportional to 

the square root of n. The physics is concerned with optical and matter vortex beams carrying orbital 

angular momentum (OAM) an area of much current interest.  In general these are all de Broglie 

waves with a phase singularity, but they differ in scales and parameters. The main point is to 

explore what the broad range and variety of the natural designs can tell us about vortex beams. We 

also explore what kinds of vortex beams exist in nature and what roles they play in the system 

evolution.    
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Abstract

In this work, a methodology for the calculation of the re-
flection/transmission coefficients from bianisotropic meta-
material slabs is presented. Initially, simple bianisotropic
particles that compose finite slabs are approximated as elec-
tric and magnetic dipoles. After the polarizabilities of the
single particle and the wavenumber for a TEM wave, propa-
gating in an infinite 3D array of such particles, are acquired,
the dipole moments of the slab are evaluated for a TEM in-
cidence. Finally, the reflection/transmission coefficient is
obtained via the summation of the scattering fields from
equivalent surfaces that comprise the slab. The proposed
technique is applied to a bianisotropic particle and results
are compared to those from numerical simulations.

1. Introduction
Over the past years, there has been a serious effort to model
the artificial media structures, also known as metamaterials,
in terms of periodically-arranged dipole moments [1, 2].
This class of techniques considers the scatterers that com-
pose the periodic 2D/3D structures as electrically-small and
then substitutes them with the respective electric and mag-
netic dipole moments. Then, the electromagnetic response
of the original system is calculated as a summation of the
response of all dipoles. Hence, the polarizability matrix
of each scatterer is crucial for such methods, and, if pe-
riodicity occurs along the propagation axis, the respective
wavenumber is also necessary to account for spatial disper-
sion effects. In this paper, we further expand this concept
to the calculation of the scattering parameters for a slab of
bianisotropic particles in the case of normal incidence.

2. Development of the technique
Let us consider the Cartesian coordinate system at a cubic-
array, finite slab of identical bianisotropic particles, with
vacuum as the background medium (Fig. 1). The slab can
be studied as a summation of N infinite 2D free-standing
arrays. Thus, for a normally incident plane wave, follow-
ing the analysis of [3], it holds that for each 2D array at
(x, y, z) = (0, 0, nd), one arrives at (1) (top of the next
page), where αxx

ee , αzz
ee , αxy

em, and αyy
mm are the electric-

electric, electric-magnetic, and magnetic-magnetic polariz-
abilities of the particle, respectively. Moreover, p±x,n and

d

Ex

Hy

d

kinc

n0 n1 nN-2 nN-1

z = 0

+qz

-qz

Figure 1: A transverse cut of a 3D metamaterial slab, whose
periodicity is set to d = 10mm toward all axes.

m±
y,n are the electric and magnetic dipole moments in-

duced from a wave propagating inside the slab for the corre-
sponding directions. Similarly, complying with the notation
of [1], C±

3D,n and D±
3D,n are the co- and cross-polarization

interaction coefficients from all other dipoles outside the
surface, under study, while, C2D,n is the co-polarization
interaction coefficient from the dipoles on the n-th 2D ar-
ray. All interaction coefficients are obtained in terms of
converging sums of Green’s functions [1].

In this context, assuming a thick slab with a suffi-
cient number of N 2D arrays, we may apply the Bloch
theorem and consider p±x,n = p±x,0 e

∓jqznd and m±
y,n =

m±
y,0 e

∓jqznd, with qz the wavenumber for the propagating
TEM mode inside the slab. Wavenumber qz is also nec-
essary for the calculation of C±

3D,n and D±
3D,n, so, in this

work we will presume it equal to that of a wave propagat-
ing through the infinite 3D array, retrieved through various
techniques [4]. Finally, if we apply the Bloch theorem, the
unknown dipole moments of the problem reduce to four,
which can be acquired from the solution of a system of (1)
for two different 2D arrays. Herein, we choose the first and
the last array, i.e. n = 0 and n = N − 1, that provide
an easier evaluation of all interaction coefficients. After the
desired dipole moments are derived, the reflection, R, and
transmission, T , coefficients of the finite slab are retrieved
as a summation of the scattering fields from each 2D array.
Hence, following the analysis of [3] and viewing each 2D
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Figure 2: A square EC-SRR with g = w = c = 0.5mm,
l=6mm.

array as an equivalent surface, the scattering parameters of
the slab are extracted from (2) and (3) (top of the page).

3. Verification

In order to validate the featured algorithm, we examine the
popular bianisotropic scatterer EC-SRR of Fig. 2 along with
its extracted polarizabilities. Consequently, for a slab com-
prising N = 11 2D arrays, the computed R and T are given
in Fig. 3 and compared with those obtained from numerical
simulations [5]. The proposed technique shows a promis-
ing performance, as it succeeds in providing the main reso-
nance of the structure as well as the general behavior of the
slab. However, some discrepancies occur, like the oscilla-
tion of T around 1 and a narrower bandqap area. These can
be mainly attributed to the oscillatory nature of the interac-
tion coefficient convergence for the finite Green’s function
sums and the small deviations of infinite case qz from the
finite one. Overall, the developed methodology offers very
satisfactory solutions to the finite 3D array bianisotropic
scatterer problem and significantly improved results.
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Figure 3: Comparison between calculated and numerically
derived R and T coefficients.

4. Conclusions
In this paper, a consistent algorithm for the normally-
illuminated, finite 3D array bianisotropic scatterer problem,
has been proposed. The presented technique demonstrates
encouraging conduct, and, as a future work, the algorithm
should be further applied on popular metameterial setups.
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Abstract— In this paper, characteristics of energy tunneling 

channel between the waveguides geometrically separated by a 
coaxial cable are studied.  The novel aspect of design is use of 
coaxial channel to connect the waveguides while maintaining the 
energy tunneling phenomena. As anticipated the tunneling 
frequency depends upon the length of wire inside the waveguide 
and the length of the coaxial cable. The tunneling frequency also 
depends upon the dielectric constant of the material inside the 
waveguide and coaxial cable.  At tunneling frequency the field 
strength (E and H) in the channel is extremely high, making the 
channel extremely sensitive to small change in permittivity of 
dielectric occupying the channel.  The advantage of the proposed 
design is its ability to tune to desired tunneling frequency just by 
changing the length of the coaxial cable without the need to 
redesign the waveguide height to accommodate the long 
tunneling wires. This structure can be used as dielectric sensor 
both for solid or liquid dielectrics just by placing the sample in 
coaxial cable cavity, contrary to previously report work where 
the sample has to be placed inside the waveguide.  

I. INTRODUCTION  

The electromagnetic energy tunneling which takes place in 
narrow channels and bends loaded with epsilon-near-zero 
(ENZ) materials or resonant wires is accompanied by very 
intensive electric fields [1]-[2]. An intense electric field is 
created at the surface of this metallic wire, which is extremely 
sensitive to the dielectric material around it. This effect is 
exploited to design very sensitive dielectric sensor [3]. In order 
to design the robust and accurate dielectric sensors of different 
kinds, the detail and in depth study of tunneling channel and its 
characteristics is mandatory. The second equally important 
factor is the shape and physical size of the energy tunneling 
channel when used as a sensor. This is important in order to 
convenient placement and removal of sample in the channel.  
In this work, we have proposed the use of coaxial channel to 
connect the two waveguides with each other while maintaining 
the energy tunneling. Now, in this case, the coaxial cable 
segment has a potential to be used a sample holder both for 
solid and liquid dielectric samples. Moreover, the tunneling 
frequency can be programed at desired value just by changing 
the length of the coaxial cable, without changing the design of 
the waveguide. Thus alleviating the geometrical constraint that 
the tunneling frequency is determined by the length of wire and 
that wire cannot be longer than the height of the waveguide. 
The geometry of the proposed design is shown in Fig. 1 (a)-(d). 

Both waveguides are geometrically separated through coaxial 
channel. In this present situation, the tunneling frequency of 
metallic wire embedded inside the waveguide is L=2l+d, where 
l is the length of wire protruding inside waveguide and d is the 
length of coaxial cable.  

Moreover, in this proposed design, we can rotate, bend, and 
twist the channel without redesigning the whole system of 
waveguide as shown in Fig. 2. Hence, different arrangements 
of the channel connections reported in [4] can be achieved 
without redesigning the whole system. This will also allow the 
flexibility in the shape and size of the dielectric sample when 
this structure is used as a sensor.  

The paper is divided as follows. In section II, The proposed 
structure is simulated using ANSOFT’S® HFSSTM, and 
simulation results are presented along with comparison with 
recent LNAs and the paper is finally concluded in Section III. 

II. SIMULATION RESULTS  

The design mentioned in Fig.1, is simulated and results are 
reported. The channel dimension is selected such that there is 
no energy tunneling in the absence of wire. The magnitude plot 
when channel is loaded with different dielectric materials is 
shown in Fig.3. Different dielectric materials are used with 
permittivity range from 1 to 3. Two magnitude peaks are 
noticed for each dielectric sample.  The lower frequency peak 
is due to the metallic wire embedded inside the waveguide and  

 
Fig.1 (a) Waveguides couples through cylindrical channel, shaded 
area  represents PEC boundaries and unshaded area represents PMC 
boundaries (b) side view; (c ) metallic wire and channel between 
waveguides; (d) top View, location of aperture. 
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its tunneling frequency depends upon the wire length and 
channel length i.e., L, whereas the second frequency is because  
of Fabry-Perot resonance and depends upon the dimensions of 
the channel connecting them. It can be seen from figure that 
only higher frequency peak shifts and lower frequency peak is 
almost constant.  As Fabry-Perot resonance only depends on 
the channel dimensions. If this approach is use then, we can 
tune the higher frequency peak too and even channel can be 
used for sensing. A large frequency shift of 3GHz is noticed for 
dielectric change from 1 to 2. If we increase the permittivity 
then after a certain range behavior of both peaks starts to 
change and for permittivity above 5, the shift in higher 
frequency peak slowly drop down and lower frequency peak 
starts to move with change in the permittivity of material filling 
the channel, as shown in Fig. 4. 
As it discussed before that lower frequency peak depends on 
channel length too. If we increase the channel length d to a 
level that it becomes comparable with length 2l, then first 
resonance peak will also shift with higher frequency resonance 
peak. This property is very important and makes the sensor 
practically more flexible as operating frequency of the sensor 
can be adjust just by using large length of coaxial cable. The 
shift in tunneling frequencies with change in effective channel 
length is shown in Fig. 5. And due to this property we can tune 
the sensor at any desired lower frequency. It is also possible to 
inject liquid dielectric samples like, Toluene, Bromine, and 
Chlorine i.e., into the coaxial cable channel especially designed 
to hold the liquid samples. The Energy through primary 

waveguide can be further divide into N-number. This means 
that the either multiple sensors can be operate at same time at 
same frequency using the same waveguide. 

III. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

The effect of permittivity of the dielectric sample placed 
inside the coaxial cable and length of cable on the 
characteristic channel is studied and reported. It is shown that 
such configurations has a potential to be used an extremely 
sensitive sensor for solid, liquid and gas dielectrics. The use of 
power divide in coaxial cable channel open the new 
possibilities for sensor to work at different frequencies using 
the same waveguide structure, which is our future direction of 
work. 
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Fig.2.a) Twisted channel; (b) Channel bend at 120 degree ; (c) U-
shaped bend 
 

 

Fig.5. Effect of permittivity change from 1-3, on magnitude of 
transmission coefficient 
 

 
Fig.3.  Effect of permittivity change from 1-3, on magnitude of 
transmission coefficient 

 
Fig.4.  Effect of permittivity change from 4-10, on magnitude of     
transmission coefficient 

 
Fig.5. Effect of change in length coaxial cable on magnitude of 
transmission  coefficient 
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Abstract We present color filters based on plasmonic nanostructures showing an angle- or 

rotation-dependent color output. Such a tune-ability of color can be beneficial and key element for 

several applications such as anti-counterfeiting, sensing, solar cell or display. The structures and 

materials can be adapted to cover a wide spectral range; the fabrication method is in-line with 

industrial fabrication standards. 

Structural color substrates based on plasmonics have strongly increased attention due to high “printing” 
resolution1, non-bleaching properties and in particular tune-ability, enabling a direct change of the optical 

properties. In particular the plasmon resonance can be designed in such a way to be sensitive to the incident 

angle or polarization. In the following the concept of two novel types of tunable plasmonic color filters will be 

reported. They are fabricated using UV replication and metal evaporation, compatible with roll-to-roll 

manufacturing, which is an industrial standard due to its cost efficiency and large-scalability. 

The first color filter is based on tilted periodic aluminum nanolamellas2 (see Figure 1a). Incident light leads 

to the excitation of a plasmon resonance, for which the incident angle only defines the excitation efficiency and 

not the spectral position. Additionally, the periodic arrangement of the structures give rise to a secondary 

resonance effect (c.f. Wood-Rayleigh anomaly), which is strongly angle-dependent. Overall a strong coupling 

between these two resonances leads to an angle-dependent resonant system acting in the visible range. Because 

of the geometrical asymmetry of the nanolamellas this resonance effect only appears in one of the four possible 

directions of the substrate plane. This unique optical appearance makes it highly attractive for optical security. 

The color filter itself shows a high transmittance of ~80% with a FWHM ~50nm at the resonance (see Figure 1b). 

Due to the strong sensitivity of the plasmon resonance to the refractive index of the surrounding, this proposed 

system could be ideal for sensing applications. Moreover, the strong absorbance between the nanolamellas 

(~90%) could be utilized for solar cell applications.    

Secondly, we present a compact plasmonic color filter based on silver nanowires3 (see Figure 1c). Diagonal 

polarized light excites the two polarization axes of the periodic structure. The polarization perpendicular to the 

nanowires excites a plasmon resonance, causing a wavelength-dependent phase shift of this polarization axis 

around the resonance. A subsequent polarizer leads to a four-fold output, whereas a crossing of two states is 

observed at the plasmon resonance (see Figure 1d). This effect can be achieved with diverse plasmonic structures 

or materials, covering the complete visible range and beyond. Here the plasmonic structure is optimized to act 

nearly completely angle-independent. This paves the way for applications with diffuse light or where a large 

aperture is required. Tune-ability of the color output can be essential for display or optical security applications. 
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Figure 1: a) angle-dependent and c) polarization-dependent color filters. a) Different tilt angle of the 

incident light leads to different color appearances (the column of the colored patches indicated different samples), 

b) demonstrated by the strong angle-dependent excitation of the resonance. c) Rotation of a polarizer leads to a 

wide range of different colors, d) for which the measured states are spectrally crossing at the plasmon resonance. 

 

Overall we present two kinds of plasmonic color filters capable of changing the filtering properties, angle- or 

orientation-wise. Replication of these filters can be done in a roll-to-roll compatible process and with a single 

evaporation step using inexpensive material. Finally, the structures are protected for use in ambient conditions. 

This enables integration of plasmonics into industrial applications such as optical security, solar cells or displays. 
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Abstract-A double-membrane, electromechanically tunable photonic crystal cavity is presented, 

with an internal photodetector integrated in one of the membranes. With the cavity resonance 

sensitively dependent on the membrane separation, the device can be operated as an integrated 

spectrometer for external radiation, or as a displacement sensor with sub-pm resolution and direct 

photocurrent output. 
 

With the recent advancement of nanomechanical devices, the field of optomechanics has emerged, dealing 

with the intimate coupling of optical fields and forces with mechanical displacements [1]. Photonic crystals 

(PhCs) have a prominent role because of their small size, small mass and high quality factor (Q) optical 

resonances. However, the input/output coupling to PhC modes and the control of their resonant wavelength are 

difficult, preventing their application into compact sensing systems. In this contribution, we present an integrated 

nano-opto-electromechanical system (NOEMS) where the key functionalities of sensing, read-out and actuation 

are combined in a single device. It consists of an electromechanically tuneable double-membrane PhC cavity, 

with an integrated photodetector. The device can thus be employed as a spectrometer, wavemeter or 

displacement sensor, with a sensitivity for wavelength or displacement on a sub-pm scale.  

The device, schematically shown in Fig. 1 a), is based on GaAs membranes, realised from an epitaxially 

grown layer stack with AlGaAs sacrifical etch layers. A photonic crystal with a cavity is etched in both layers 

simultaneously. The upper part is suspended through flexible arms to make it mechanically compliant. The 

adjacent parts of the two membranes are configured as an n-i-p diode, so that an electrostatic attractive force can 

be applied by reverse biasing the diode. The upper part is configured as another p-i-n diode, with a layer of 

Quantum Dots (QDs) in the center that absorb radiation in the resonant wavelength range of the cavity. The 

absorption of the QDs is strongly enhanced for incident radiation resonant with the cavity. A Scanning Electron 

Microscope image of a typical device is shown in Fig. 1 b). 

The close proximity of the membranes (< 200 nm) couples their optical modes and produces a splitting [2]. 

Fig. 1 c) shows a photocurrent spectrum as a function of incident laser wavelength at fixed tuning voltage. From 

the linewidth it follows that the Q is in the > 104 range, not significantly affected by the QD absorption loss. The 

mode is blue detuned with increasing absolute bias voltage, or decreasing membrane separation, see inset, as a 

result of the antisymmetric origin of the selected mode.  

The large mechanical resonant frequency of the device (> 1 MHz) enables the electrostatically driven cavity 

resonance modulation, shown in Fig. 1 d). The modulation removes the nonresonant background absorption by 



  

more than three orders of magnitude. It also yields a derivative dispersive lineshape, that can be used to lock the 

cavity to a fixed reference wavelength or the reverse. Finally, the wavelength or displacement resolution is 

improved to become orders of magnitude smaller than the linewidth, analogous to a Pound-Drever-Hall 

frequency modulation method [3]. 

Figure 1. a) Schematic of the double membrane photonic crystal cavity, with the upper membrane suspended 

through tethers to increase its compliance. b) Scanning Electron Microscope image of a suspended double 

membrane device. c) Main figure: photocurrent spectrum at fixed tuning voltage as a function of wavelength 

with a Q-factor of ~ 17,000. Inset: tuning curve as a function of applied voltage, showing a blueshift with 

decreasing membrane separation. d) Upper: photocurrent as a function of applied tuning voltage for fixed 

incident laser wavelength. Lower: Phase sensitively detected photocurrent at the tuning voltage modulation 

frequency of ~ 300 Hz.  
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Abstract- Spoof surface-plasmon polaritons (SSPPs) mimic the metal-dielectric confinement that 
occurs naturally at near-infrared and optical frequencies by including grooves in the metallic 
material. If the dispersion relation is known, then the SSPP properties can be manipulated by the 
groove geometry. This contribution presents a theoretical procedure linking waveguide theory with 
the interfacial boundary conditions. As an example, we apply this method to SSPPs based on radial 
grooves, which show a higher degree of tunability than those based on rectangular geometries.  
 

In spite of the potential advantages derived from the high confinement of electromagnetic fields, the 
development and application of devices based on SSPPs remains limited. One of the reasons for this is because 
of the restricted tunability that can be achieved with conventional rectangular grooves such as those first 
introduced in [1]. This approach allows a designer to mimic optical surface-plasmon polaritons by employing a 
hollow grating along the metal-dielectric interface. Alternative geometries to a rectangular grating have been 
successfully demonstrated in the literature (e.g., graded rectangular [2], thin rectangular [3], and trapezoidal 
grooves [4] [5]), but most of them have been either simulated numerically or manufactured for very specific 
problems. In this sense, the lack of analytical equations for most of the groove geometries restricts the examples 
to simple cases, and thus impedes the development of electromagnetic devices based on this phenomenon.  

In this communication we contribute to the state of the art by: a) presenting a theoretical procedure to derive 
the dispersion relation by relating the input impedance of waveguides with the boundary conditions of the 
tangential and normal components of the electromagnetic fields, which enables the use of well-known 
expressions from the waveguide theory [6], and b) applying this analysis to spoof based on radial grooves (Fig. 
1), which have been found to provide higher tunability in terms of resonance frequency and group velocity in 
comparison to the rectangular case. Validation of the presented dispersion relations for radial grooves has been 
carried out by using electromagnetic full-wave simulations [7]. 

In this way, the key point of the procedure is to combine the boundary conditions for the electromagnetic 
fields at the metal-dielectric interface such that:  
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and then follow the classical procedure based on the locations of the divergence in the reflection coefficient. For 
instance, the input impedance of radial waveguides can be considered in order to analyze SSPPs based on radial 
grooves. Figure 2a depicts the high confinement of the fundamental mode of propagation, a characteristic feature of 
SSPPs. The tunability of this structures is summarized in Fig. 2b, where the resonance frequency and the velocity of 
propagation are controlled by simply changing the inner angle of the radial grooves. The presentation will also address 
the use of a series arrangement of waveguides as another degree of freedom to tune the SSPPs. 



 
Figure 1: 1D array of radial waveguides, with a unit cell dimension of du. The degrees of freedom in the 

design are provided by the aperture a, height h, and inner angle φg.  
 

 
(a)                                        (b)                                                            

Figure 2: (a) Spatial confinement of the fundamental propagation mode in radial grooves. (b) Validation of 
the theoretical procedure with full-wave simulations. 
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Abstract-Hybrid graphene-copper UWB array sensor is successfully detecting brain tumor using 
scattering parameter (S-Parameter). The sensor made of graphene sheet as radiating element and 
copper for the rest conducting parts. The sheet has 97% carbon content, thichkness of 25µm and 
conductivity of 35×108 s/m. Hybrid sensor recorded bandwidth of 2.0GHz-10.6GHz with gain of 
4.5dB-15.1dB. MATLAB software utilized to analyze S-parameter signals obtained from 
measurement. Tumor presence indicated by lower S-parameter values compared to higher values 
recorded by tumor absence. 

 
Recently, graphene performed as the radiating material has obtained great interested within the 

communication device community. Conventional patch material such as copper has the great potential to 

be replaced by graphene since details analysis completed by [1] found that graphene patch antennas 

overall performance is completely better than Single Wall CNT, Multi Wall CNT and Copper patch 

antenna due to several advantages such as nanoscale size (0.33nm), great conductor (10^8, electron travel 

1/100 speed of light), lightest material (0.77 mg/1m) and strongest material (150,000,000 psi; 300 x 

stronger than steel) due to the single layer of carbon atoms packed in a two-dimensional honeycomb 

lattice structure. These features lead to higher gain and energy production for better penetration 

capability that is extremely essential for microwave imaging application [2]. Figure 1(a) show the 

graphene sheet and attached to the substrate using conductive epoxy glue as shown in figure 1(b) while 

figure 1(c) and (d) illustrate the sensor view for front and back respectively. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 (a)                (b)                   (c)                        (d) 

Figure 1: (a) Graphene sheet, (b) epoxy glue, (c) sensor front view, (d) sensor back view 

 

The micrometre scale image by FESEM display smooth, uniform and continuous layered surface 

indicated good structure and ideal as the patch for the sensor [3]. In Raman Spectrum, since the main 

spectral feature of graphene is derived from in-plane motion of the carbon atoms, the peaks would appear 
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at G band (1580 cm-1) as shown in figure 2(b) that is extremely sensitive to strain effects and is also a 

good indicator of the number of graphene layers [4]. Since tumor is present at position 2, S-parameter for 

with and without tumor condition at position 2 recorded the biggest gap compared with position 1 and 3 

as shown in figure 3(b).    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

              (a)                                      (b)   

Figure 2: (a) FESEM image of Graphene sheet, (b) Raman data of Graphene sheet 

 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(a)                                        (b) 

Figure 3: (a) Sensor’s measured and simulated S11 and gain, (b) S-parameter plot at position 1, 2 and 3 
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Abstract— Dielectric-loaded plasmonic waveguides are perfectly suitable for on-chip sensing
of fluids. They allow long propagation length and large mode overlaps above 96% with a the
analyte. Dielectric-loading is a alternative approach to increase the confinement of mid-infrared
surface plasmons without the need for sub-wavelength patterning. Direct excitation and detection
is realized using chip integrated quantum cascade lasers and detectors, enabling the realization
of a monolithically integrated mid-infrared lab-on-a-chip.

Mid-infrared spectroscopy is an extremely powerful and versatile technique. Sensors based
on plasmonic resonances have been shown to strongly enhance the interaction with the analytes.
Di�erent to plasmonic resonance spectroscopy, here, the analyte is probed through the change of the
absorption through the evanescent field that penetrates into the analyte. In dielectric waveguides,
this evanescent tail is only a fraction of the mode, while in surface plasmon waveguides the major
part (98-99%) can interact with the analyte. Di�erent to the visible and near-infrared, SPPs at mid-
infrared frequencies have very long propagation length of several ten millimeter due to the larger
conductivity. However, this also goes with larger penetration into the dielectric such that the SPPs
are only very weakly bound. In order to overcome this issue, we use the concept of dielectric-
loading. Dielectric-loading is already known from visible and near-infrared plasmonics [1], where
the additional layer is mainly used to achieve lateral guiding. In the mid-infrared, there is another
much more important feature: The dielectric layer produces an increase of the e�ective modal index,
enabling the support of well confined SPPs on noble metals [2]. Propagation properties similar to
spoof plasmons can be achieved without the need for sub-wavelength patterning. In contrast to the
visible and near-infrared, the dielectric layer thickness (100-300nm) is only a fraction of the mode
width and the mode overlap with the surrounding fluid remains more than 96%. The strong surface
sensitivity due to the evanescent nature of SPPs is interesting for surface sensitive biochemical
sensing applications. The used materials are bio-compatible and might be functionalized with
bio-receptors.

The excitation and detector of the SPPs is realized with quantum cascade technology. A special
bi-functional design allows both emission and detection such that di�erent parts on the chip can
be used for laser and others for detectors [3]. Direct coupling between the active devices and the
dielectric-loaded SPP waveguide is possible due to the same polarization and the optimized mode
overlap with the etch depth and the thickness of the dielectric layer. The entire system serves as a
flexible platform to realize plasmonic waveguide based single chip sensors [2]. The prototype sensor
device is capable to detect water in isopropanol over a large range of concentrations in real-time
with 50ppm resolution. Multiple units of such laser/waveguide/detector units can be used to probe
di�erent wavelength to address multiple chemicals.

This work was supported by the Austrian Science Funds (FWF) through project NextLite F4909-
N23, as well as by the FP7 EU-project ICARUS (FP7-SEC-2011-285417). H.D. acknowledges
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Abstract- Fifth Generation (5G) is the next evolution of communication technology service which 

provides better features. The technology in 5G is precipitated since the frequency spectrum used for 

cellular communication have been used heavily and crowded. In this paper, a graphene antenna is 

proposed and designed at 15 GHz. The impedance bandwidth obtained is about 4.2 GHz (12.6 GHz 

to 16.8 GHz) and gain of 2 dBi that are considerably sufficient for 5G antenna user terminal. 

 

Introduction- The desirable features for 5G technology are known to be very high in speed in the internet 

access and ultra-HD/3-D video streaming (downloading or uploading) and with ultra-low latency is believed to 

deliver uninterrupted communication flow between car drivers to reduce congestion and improve vehicle safety. 

In comparing to the average speed of 4G connections, 5G is expected to provide more than 1000 times faster 

than 4G. The 5G frequency spectrums still have not yet be finalized however some potential bands are discussed 

and proposed by Ofcom, UK [1]. With the effort of material engineering, it has been found a new substantial 

material could offer unique electrical, thermal and mechanical properties namely graphene. As reported in [2, 3], 

graphene’s high electron mobily and field effect among others are extremely interesting for developing high 

frequency nanoelectronics. Therefore since the antenna can be made smaller with graphene, this research tends 

to design antenna in small size such as a millimeter size.  

 

Antenna design- The antenna size is 9.8 mm x 6.8 mm width and length and designed with coplanar 

waveguide feeding. It has graphene as the radiator patch element with surface conductivity is 2.09 x 106 S/m 

calculated by using Kubo’s formula [4] and substrate is A4 paper with dielectric constant of 3.2317 and tan δ is 

0.0021. Figure 1 shows the antenna design and its parameters. The thickness of graphene and A4 paper is 2 nm 

and 0.05 mm, respectively. The stripline width is 1.2 mm. The patch size is 8 mm width and 4 mm length. The 

coplanar design is located side by side with stripline and has arm around patch. The gap between stripline and 

each coplanar is at 0.04 mm and coplanar width is 4.26 mm.  

 

Result and Analysis- Figure 2 shows the reflection coefficient magnitude. The reflection coefficient 

magnitude obtained is about -31dB at 15GHz.  While the bandwidth obtained (at -10dB level) is 4.2 GHz (12.6 

GHz to 16.8 GHz). Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the radiation pattern at phi, θ = 0° and θ = 90°. At phi, θ = 0°, the 

radiation pattern is nearly omnidirectional and at phi, θ = 90° is bidirectional. The gain obtained is 2 dBi. 

 

Conclusion-The graphene antenna is successfully designed. Wider bandwidth is achieved (more than 1GHz) 

so it will definitely provide high data rate and faster speed in 5G applications. 
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Figure 1: Antenna has two layers, graphene  

(front side) and A4 paper (back side). 
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Figure 2: Reflection coefficient magnitude (S11)  
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Figure 3: Radiation pattern at phi, θ = 0° is nearly 

omnidirectional. 
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Figure 4: Radiation pattern at phi, θ = 90° is 

bidirectional. 
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Abstract-We describe a novel electro-optical behavior of colloidal suspensions of doped ZnO 

nanowires (NWs). We show that suspension of doped, visible light absorbing ZnO NWs in 

optically transparent and low dielectric permittivity medium responds to electrostatic charges on the 

outer walls of the dispersion-containing glass vial and transition from chaotic to partially ordered 

state occurs. As a consequence of this negentropic transition strong visually perceptible variation of 

optical properties occurs in the form of color brightness change. 

The apparent color change in materials induced by structural changes has potential for applications in 

sensors with power free detection or naked-eye readout [1]. Most commonly the visually perceptible color 

change of the material is observed in well-ordered structures consisting of building blocks or cavities having 

uniform size and spacing. It is possible to change or modulate this structural color by changing inter-particle 

distance by means of external physical or chemical stimulus. Well known example of these materials are opals 

and inverse opals where the observable color results from periodic variation of the refractive index in three 

dimensions (3D photonic crystal) [2]. In the present study we demonstrate that visible light absorbing and 

multiple scattering medium consisting of transition metal cation doped ZnO NW suspensions in 

polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) exhibit color brightness change with some similarity to tunable structural color 

phenomena, resulting from NW negentropic orientational transition in electric field. 

 

Figure 1. Graph (a) presents real time RGB color change profile for Zn0.95Ni0.05O NW suspensions exposed 

to charged ions generated from a hand-held Zerostat antistatic gun and (b) Angular distribution of the scattered 

light intensity of 150 µm thick colloid layer with and without the applied voltage. The angle 0° corresponds to 

back-scattering and 180° to forward-scattering direction. 



 

Depending on the dopant (Ni, Co or Mn), reversible gradual color transitions blue-black, green-black or 

yellow-black can be observed as NWs are electrokinetically aligned from disordered (chaotic) to partially 

ordered state. The observed color brightness change is different from structural colors since even in an aligned 

state the NWs only exhibit orientational ordering inside the medium and NWs exhibit wide diameter- and length 

distribution. 

To investigate the origin of the observed optical behavior the angular scattering measurements were 

performed at a single wavelength using a diode laser (wavelength 532 nm) on the 150 µm thick colloid layers 

sandwiched between two ITO coated glass plates (Figure 1 b). Based on the measurement, it can be concluded 

that the light is scattered in both chaotic and aligned states of nanowires. However, both forward- and 

backscattering decreases (5.52 and 5.07% respectively) at the transition from chaotic to aligned state while the 

light transmittance (measured for the light beam that directly traverses the sample without scattering or 

absorption) increases from 40.0 to 45.75%. At the same time the light absorption increases from 2.92% in 

chaotic state to 9.13% in aligned state. The reduced back-scattering and increased absorption results in darker 

appearance of the sample and visually perceptible color brightness change when viewed from the back-scattering 

direction. 

The observed optical behavior provides a basis for a power-free naked eye optical detection of triboelectric 

charges. Triboelectric charge detecting colloid can be filled in transparent test tubes from any material depending 

on electron affinity of material which should be compatible with other materials. Although the present work has 

been mainly focused on ZnO nanowires, the effect reported here is not brought about by any specific ZnO 

related properties, but is rather quite general in character. 
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Abstract- Recently, microwave imaging brought attention as a promising method used for early 

breast cancer detection. The working principle of microwave imaging is based on the dielectric 

contrast between the malignant tumor tissues and the healthy ones. This paper presents a numerical 

study of a system based on ultra-wide band antennas that detect the existence of cancerous tissues. 

In order to further enhance the detection of such cancerous tissues, the proper use of metamaterial 

inclusions with the antenna system is investigated. 

 
According to the World Health Organization (WHO), 14.1 million people were diagnosed with cancer 

in 2012 leading to 8.2 million cancer related deaths [1]. Breast cancer is one of the most common types of 

cancer and a major cause of death among women worldwide. Early diagnosis is the most important 

parameter to improve the survival rate of the patients. 

 

Couple of standard methods are widely used nowadays in order to detect cancer tumors. For instance, 

Ultrasound, X-Ray mammography and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) are common practices in 

clinics for breast cancer detection and diagnosis [2]. However, these techniques suffer from flaws and 

limitations such as high rates of missed detections, ionizing radiation and painful breast compression in 

X-Ray mammography. MRI on the other hand is time consuming and expensive and ultrasound is 

considered to be too operator-dependent and of low specificity.  

 

The newer approach using microwave imaging has the advantage of non-ionizing property. In 

addition, its test instrumentation is mature, compact, and relatively cheap. Microwave imaging is 

expected to become the best replacement of traditional clinical methods. Extensive researches focusing in 

microwave imaging are progressing to overcome the challenges in the antenna system design and image 

reconstruction algorithms using different techniques in which metamaterials are one of them.  

 

This research project aims to develop metamaterial inclusions in a system based on UWB antennas in 

order to reduce the mutual coupling between the antenna array and improve the detection of cancerous 

tissues in women’s breast. Multiple ultra-wide band antennas are modeled along with 3D structure 

mimicking properties of breast and the cancerous tissue. The time domain outputs of the simulated model 

using CST Microwave Studio are used to reconstruct the image using delay and sum beamforming 

algorithm [3]. This study will compare the system with and without incorporating suitable metamaterial 

structures specifically electromagnetic bandgap structures [4]. Several performance merits will be 

assessed to quantify the strength of the developed system. 
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Abstract-Surface plasmon resonance sensors have found widespread application for biochemical 

sensing, but they are increasingly limited by the quantum statistics of light.  Replacing the 

classical laser readout with intensity squeezed states allows for either a 2.5 dB reduction of the 

noise floor or a 5 dB increase in signal amplitude, enabling detection of trace signatures previously 

buried in quantum noise. 
 

Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) sensors are increasingly important for trace bio-chemical sensing. 

Recently, such devices have become extremely sensitive, pushing up against the quantum noise limits of the 

device, known as the shot noise limit (SNL) [1]. SPR sensors utilizing the Kretschmann geometry are capable of 

resolving changes in refractive index units of 10-7 by monitoring the critical angle at which surface plasmon 

polaritons are excited, but the SNL limits these classical sensors from producing further sensitivity 

enhancements. Here, we demonstrate that two mode intensity difference quantum noise reduction (also known as 

“squeezed” states) reduces the noise floor in Kretschmann geometry sensors below the SNL [2]. Figure 1 below 

illustrates the experimental setup associated with such a quantum sensor. 

           
Figure 1. A two mode squeezed state is generated by four-wave-mixing in 85Rb vapor (left).  The four-wave-mixing is the result of a 
weak probe (Pr) stimulating the coherent emission of a conjugate (C) photon for every emitted probe photon in a double lambda system 
(right).  Large nonlinear gains result in bright optical fields for both probe and conjugate channels. The noise reduction observed on 
difference detection between the two fields allows the subtraction of classical and quantum noise so that the noise floor extends below the 
SNL. The probe field is modulated at 2 MHz by an acousto-optic modulator prior to being used as the readout field for the Kretschmann 
sensor comprised of a 43.5 nm Au film on an anti-reflection coated equilateral prism. A variable neutral density (ND) filter is used to 
proportionately attenuate the conjugate field so that quantum noise reduction is observed at all incident angles as the sensor is swept 
across the plasmon polariton absorption angle. 

A four-wave-mixing process in 85Rb vapor was used to generate an intensity squeezed state exhibiting 5.5 

dB of quantum noise reduction below the SNL. After modulating the probe at 2 MHz with an acousto-optic 

modulator and using it as the optical readout for a Kretschmann sensor designed to offer maximal sensitivity at a 
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wavelength of 795 nm, a variable neutral density filter was used to proportionately attenuate the conjugate field.  

Measuring the SPR response at an RF sideband effectively eliminates classical noise, while demodulating the RF 

peak is functionally equivalent to a dc measurement, so that the sensitivity can be compared directly to that of 

classical SPR sensors. The sensitivity of this quantum plasmonic sensor was characterized by varying the index 

at the Au film surface with index matching oils. At the inflection point, we witness 2.5 dB of quantum noise 

reduction, meaning the sensitivity is increased by 2.5 dB compared to the best classical SPR sensor relying on 

intensity modulation. Figure 2 shows the transmission and quantum noise reduction as a function of angle.  

Interestingly, in the absence of a modulation signal on the 

probe, the quantum noise produced by the four wave mixing 

process itself can serve as a signal at dc. Figure 3 illustrates this 

property. The ND filter in the conjugate path along with the 

modulation of the probe field were removed, and the quantum 

noise reduction was used to probe the plasmon resonance. 
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Figure 2 (a) SPR 2 MHz sideband signal strength as a function of (uncorrected) incident angle for n=1.3, 1.301, 1.305 (red, blue, green).  

The noise floor for each data point in (a) is below the SNL, with representative data points illustrated in b) and c).  The recorded quantum 

noise reduction, or squeezing, is plotted for all data points in d). 

 
Figure 3. Quantum noise reduction plotted as a 
function of angle. As the probe is attenuated, the 
conjugate field is allowed to pass through to the 
detector without attenuation. The resulting excess 
quantum noise measured serves as a quantum 
signal which reveals the plasmon resonance. The 
index oils used are the same as those in Fig. 2. The 
solid lines are theoretical predictions based on a 
model for a pure quantum state followed by loss 
and detection. 
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Abstract-Optomechanical interactions provide a wealth of opportunities to control optical and 

mechanical fields. We exploit the extreme optomechanical interaction strengths offered by 

subwavelength field confinement to create large optical forces and sensitive readout of mechanical 

motion. We show that in this large coupling regime, the optomechanical transduction becomes 

highly nonlinear, even for thermal motion. This provides a path to the creation of quantum states of 

motion. Moreover, these systems can be used to establish nonreciprocal acoustic transport in 

optomechanical metamaterials. 
 

The coupling between light and motion in nano-optomechanical systems enables extremely sensitive 

displacement measurements as well as nanomechanical actuation through radiation pressure. This provides a 

powerful way to interface nanomechanical sensors used to detect small force or mass. Moreover, the ability to 

perform displacement measurements of a nanomechanical resonator with sensitivity at the quantum level 

provides a path to controlling its quantum state of motion. We exploit subwavelength confinement in suitably 

engineered plasmonic or photonic crystal systems to achieving extreme optomechanical coupling strengths. We 

show how these can be used to perform extremely sensitive displacement measurements, in conjunction with 

record per-photon optical forces. Finally, we will discuss the potential for constructing effective metamaterials 

by coupling many of these optomechanical systems. Such materials would gain unique optical or acoustic 

response, due to the optomechanical interactions in each unit cell. These interactions can be used to create 

effective gauge fields for phonons, resulting in acoustic nonreciprocity and unidirectional topological edge 

states. 

The interaction strength between optical fields and a mechanical resonator, as evidenced by 

mechanically-induced optical frequency shifts and the radiation pressure force, scales inversely with the size to 

which light is confined
1,2

. We explore two approaches to leveraging nanoscale confinement. Firstly, in a 

proof-of-principle experiment, we demonstrate how the Brownian motion of a metallic nanomechanical drum 

resonator can be sensitively read out using surface plasmons confined in the nanoscale gap between the drum 

and a metallic ground plane. Moreover, we show that plasmonic forces can be used to actuate the resonator. 

Secondly, in a specially designed silicon photonic crystal nanobeam, we exploit the subwavelength character of 

a guided optical mode to establish record photon-phonon coupling rates
3
. We use these to perform mechanical 

displacement measurements with an imprecision at the standard quantum limit, even for a device that has an 

optical linewidth of ~1 THz. For smaller linewidths, these systems enter a regime of strongly nonlinear 

optomechanical transduction – even for the pm amplitudes of Brownian motion. We analyze this regime for the 

first time, and demonstrate that in combination with feedback it provides a path to create non-Gaussian states of 

motion. 

The large optomechanical coupling strength allows these systems to achieve strong effects already at large 

(THz) optical linewidths. This makes it possible to chain together multiple resonators in effective arrays, by 



letting each optical mode couple to two mechanical modes and vice versa. Such chains support transport of 

photonic and phononic excitations with unusual properties. In particular, we discuss the possibility to establish 

nonreciprocal transmission of acoustic signals through such an array, and the appearance of effective gauge 

fields
4
. This opens the possibility to construct effective optomechanical metamaterials that are highly nonlinear 

and nonreciprocal. 

 

 

Figure 1: Nano-optomechanical system exhibiting extreme photon-phonon interaction strengths. (a) The 

subwavelength confinement of an optical cavity mode in a sliced photonic crystal nanobeam offers strong 

coupling to the MHz-frequency flexural mechanical motion of the beam halves. (b) Experimental realization. (c) 

The large optomechanical coupling results in efficient optical readout of thermal motion, with a noise 

imprecision equal to that at the standard quantum limit, even for optical cavities with bandwidths of several 

hundreds of GHz. 
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Abstract- Fifth generation (5G) needs to provide better coverage than the previous generation. 

However, high frequency and millimeter wave experience penetration loss, propagation loss and 

even more loss in energy for long distance. Hence, a graphene array antenna is proposed for high 

gain to cover the long distance communications since array antenna enables in providing more 

directive beams. The proposed graphene antenna achieves 12 dBi with eight array elements with the 

separation of 0.84λ. The gain and impedance bandwidth obtained are sufficient for 5G applications. 
 

Introduction- Fifth generation (5G) is defined as the next major phase of mobile telecommunications 

standards beyond the current 4G [1]. It is not limited to smart phone, laptop and computer but another devices or 

system around us will be connected without the intervention of human. With the rapid of material engineering 

research in electronic field, graphene has been found as a new material which offers the unique and excellent of 

electrical, thermal and mechanical properties [2]. Moreover, this material can be another choice for replacing 

copper because it has been proved to have reconfigurable capability. Most engineer and researcher propose high 

frequency and millimetre waves for 5G but these signals experience much kind of losses such as high 

penetration loss [3], the increasing of propagation loss if the range of a cell is more than 200 meters [4] and tend 

to loose more energy over long distance. Thus, to prevent the losses, this paper aims is to model high gain 

graphene antenna at least 12 dBi by increasing the elements in order to provide directive beam thus achieving 

long distance communication.  
 Antenna design- The array antenna is designed with size of 127.4 mm x 6.8 mm, width and length, 

respectively. It consists of eight elements with element of separation of 0.84λ. The graphene is patched as the 

radiator patch element with surface conductivity of 2.09 x 106 S/m and supported by A4 paper substrate with 

dielectric constant of 3.2317 and tan δ of 0.0021. Each of element is fed by a coplanar waveguide (CPW) for 

simplicity [5]. Figure 1 shows the proposed antenna design. The thickness of graphene and A4 paper is 2 nm and 

0.05 mm, respectively. 

Result and Analysis-The antenna parameters that have been investigated were reflection coefficient 

magnitude (S11), bandwidth, radiation pattern, gain and antenna efficiency. Figure 2 shows the reflection 

coefficient magnitude. The reflection coefficient magnitude of -27.15 dB is obtained at 15 GHz. From this figure, 

the impedance bandwidth obtained is about 4 GHz (from 12.5 GHz to 16.5 GHz) at -10 dB level. Figure 3 and 

Figure 4 show the radiation pattern at phi, θ = 0° and θ = 90°, respectively. At phi, θ = 0°, the radiation pattern is 
bidirectional and consists of minor side lobes and at phi, θ = 90° is bidirectional. The gain obtained is 12 dBi and 

about 74% of the antenna efficiency s recorded.  

Conclusion-The graphene array antenna is successfully designed. The results have met the minimum 

requirement for 5G and therefore this antenna is suitable for 5G communication system.  
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Figure 1: The array antenna consists of eight elements. 

 

 

 

  

Figure 2: Reflection coefficient at 

15GHz. 

Figure 3: Radiation pattern at phi, 

θ = 0° consist of main lobes and 

minor lobes 

Figure 4: Radiation pattern at phi, 

θ = 90° is bidirectional. 
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Abstract-An (electro)chemical self-assembling, self-healing and renewable nano-plasmonic system 

is presented for use as ultrasensitive Raman spectroscopic sensors and reversible optical mirrors. 

The platform is based on the (electro)tuneable assembly of nanoparticles at a liquid|liquid, 

solid|liquid and mirror on mirror interfaces. By combining optical theory and simulation along with 

experimental data using optical reflectivity, x-ray diffraction, and Raman spectroscopy we show 

that we are able to build a complete picture which enables a better understanding of how and where 

nanoparticles assemble at such interfaces. Specifically X-ray reflectivity and X-ray diffraction 

studies revealed that by increasing electrolyte concentrations the nanoparticle inter-particle spacing 

could be controllably decreased. This study is the first method to directly elucidate this dependence. 

Optical reflectively can also be used, albeit indirectly, to correlate a red-shift in the reflectance 

spectra to a decrease in the inter-particle spacing. This effect is predominantly due to an increase in 

the plasmonic coupling between NPs as the spacing decreases. Combining these methods enables a 

clear and accurate structural understanding of such interfaces. We show that it becomes possible to 

generate novel two-dimensional metamaterials with unique optical properties, resulting in added 

functionality including enhanced sensitivity in the context of Raman spectroscopy, and controlled 

optical properties. 
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Abstract- Human body characteristics with different dimensions and tissue properties, is one of the 

major factors in influencing the on-body radio propagation channel characteristics. A broadband 

textile monopole antenna operating at 2.45 GHz is evaluated to validate its performance on 

different subjects’ characteristics. The results show that the textile monopole antenna is sufficiently 

robust against the variations introduced by the body up to 0.9% and 0.2% changes in the antenna’s 
matching level and resonant frequency shift. 

 
Introduction 

The body-centric wireless communication (BCWC) in the past few years revolved to aim for 

“anytime-anywhere personalized telecommunications.” The miniaturization of wearable hardware, embedded 
software, and digital signal processing has made it possible to integrate onto the human body. BCWC has been 

expanding in a wide range of fields, e.g., medical monitoring and sensing, emergency response, military, sports 

and in the multimedia field [1-5].  

One of the most important features for BCWC is the design of the antenna. Since the BCWC use the human 

body as a supporting environment, this necessitates the integration of many features onto the conformal radiating 

systems. Thus, it very critical to consider several main criteria of the designed body-worn antenna, such as 

low-profile, small size, its lightweight, the comfort offered to users, and the robustness in reducing the on-body 

detuning so a reliable communication network can be provided. The human body is a hostile environment in 

which to operate the antenna, because the body has a strong influence on the characteristics of both the channel 

and antenna [6]. This has resulted in significant changes in the antenna’s characteristics due to the lossy medium 
of human body tissues. Hence, the wavelength values deviate from free space values when the antenna is 

positioned on a lossy medium (human body).  

Several important characteristics of the antenna, such as resonant frequency, bandwidth, gain, radiation 

efficiency, and radiation pattern, are affected greatly by the lossy dielectric body tissues. The antenna suffers 

from the detuning effect when mounted on the body, depending on the types of antennas and body tissues. 

However, the rear-ground plane that exists on the antenna’s topology is capable of reducing absorption of 
electromagnetic (EM) power by the human body tissues. In the case of antennas with no ground plane or a small 



one, the EM field is radiated in both the forward and backward directions, thereby resulting a strong coupling to 

the human body. Thus, to overcome this detuning effect, the antenna should be mounted away from the human 

body. Furthermore, the textile-based antennas have gained in popularity recently because they provide flexibility, 

conformality, and ergonomicity to the users. Several textile-based antennas have been proposed both for 

narrowband and wideband WBAN. [7] proposed an innovative broadband textile PIFA that was well-suited to be 

integrated with clothing for WBAN applications in the frequency band of 1.8 to 3.0 GHz. In [8], the authors 

proposed a textile patch slotted antenna with circular polarization operating at 2.45 GHz for WBAN 

applications.  

Thus, in this work, a broadband textile monopole antenna operating at 2.45 GHz is designed and evaluated 

to validate its performance on different subjects’ characteristics.  

 

Antenna Design 
The antenna type that was used in the measurements is a quarter-wave planar Textile Monopole (TM), 

designed with CST Microwave Studio. This antenna topology was suited for many on-body links as it had an 

omnidirectional pattern [4]. However, the designed monopole was very big for realistic applications; hence, the 

TM was designed in a smaller size, comparable to [5]. It consists of a ground plane and a patch on a single layer 

of dielectric substrate (felt fabric) with εr = 1.43, tanδ = 0.025 at 2.58 GHz, and with thickness 1.7 mm. The 

material characteristics were measured using the open-ended coaxial probe technique, and are consistent with the 

values given in [9]. The antenna is excited by a microstrip line with length Lm= 20 mm. The total dimension of 

TM is 40 x 60 mm2, with a monopole patch length of, LM = 0.25λ = 30.6 mm. ShieldIt Super electrotextile, 

manufactured by LessEMF Inc, is utilized for the conducting antenna parts. ShieldIt Super is a ripstop, woven 

polyester textile plated with copper and nickel with a thickness t of 0.17 mm and an estimated weight of 230 

g/m2. Its surface resistance Rs is smaller than 0.05 Ω/sq. For simplicity, in CST, it was defined as a lossy metal 
with calculated conductivity, σ = 1.18 x 105 Sm-1. All dimensions of the designed structure and photos of the 

fabricated prototype are shown in Figure 1 (a) and (b). Table 1 presents the key parameters of TM when placed 

in free space and on body. 

   

Figure 1: Structure and dimensions of (a) planar TM in millimeters and its (b) fabrication prototype in front and 

back views. 

 

Table 1: Parameters of the textile monopole placed in free space and on the body. 



            

 

Parameter  

Textile Monopole (TM) 

Free Space 

On-Body 

Upper Right 

Arm 
Left Chest 

S11 Sim -22.1 dB -22.4 dB -20.5 dB 

 Meas -18.6 dB -18.0 dB -19.0 dB 

Resonance Sim 2.59 GHz 2.54 GHz 2.55 GHz 

 Meas 2.64 GHz 2.56 GHz 2.57 GHz 

Bandwidth Sim 830 MHz 790 MHz 770 MHz 

 Meas 720 MHz 550 MHz 620 MHz 

Realized gain Sim 2.41 dB 2.10 dB 2.94 dB 

 Meas 2.32 dB -NA- -NA- 

Radiation effciency Sim 92% 42% 40% 

Total radiation 

efficiency 
Sim 92% 42% 40% 

3 dB Beamwidth Sim 85º 74º 76º 

 
Results and Discussion 

The simulated reflection coefficients (S11) showed a good agreement with the measurement in free space, as 

illustrated in Figure 2 (a). Due to the high dielectric permittivity and conductivity of human body tissue, 

especially skin and muscles, it is well known that characteristics of an antenna can be seriously affected when 

placed on body. Thus, the effect of the distance to the body on the impedance matching of TM is investigated. 

The antenna-body separation was set at 3, 5, and 10 mm by placing foam, acting as an air gap (AG) between 

TM’s ground plane and the subject’s body. For on-body simulation, a Hugo body model is used. When the  

  

 

(a)                                      (b) 



Figure 2: Simulated and measured S11 of TM for (a) free space and (b) on right upper arm when placed at various 

distances from the body (3, 5, and 10 mm). 

 

antenna is placed directly on the subject’s skin of a male subject (defined as subject N and his dimension is 

shown in Table 2) with distance, d = 3 mm on the right upper arm position, the impedance matching was 

severely affected due to the strong body-coupling. However, as the distance between TM and body increased, 

the impedance matching improved and less affected by the presence of human body. Since the TM is less 

influenced by the human body at d = 10 mm, the antenna was placed at such distance using a thick foam with 

εr |1, emulating realistic placement of antenna on the human body with clothing. Simulated and measured 

radiation patterns in free space, and simulated on-body patterns are shown in Figure 3 (a) and (b), respectively. 

Simulated and measured radiation patterns were in good agreement. The simulated on-body radiation pattern 

indicated that the TM backward radiation was absorbed by the human body tissues.  

 
 

                        (a)                    (b) 

Figure 3: Simulated and measured radiation pattern of TM antenna in free space and simulated radiation patterns 

on the body. (a) φ=90º (left) and (b) θ=90º (right). 

 
On-Body Subject Specific Measurement 
 

Experimental on-body evaluations were also performed by placing TM on the chest. Figure 4 shows that 

measured S11 when the TM was placed on subject N were found to be consistent with simulation on a Hugo body 

for both locations, i.e., right upper arm and left chest.  

It was observed that the measured S11 was less than -10 dB over the entire 2.3-2.9 GHz for both positions. 

Analyzing S11 variation between different subjects from Figure 5, placing the TM on different subjects (UW, N, 

and OW, see Table 2) resulted in maximum of up to 0.9% and 0.2% changes in the antenna’s matching level and 
resonant frequency shift, respectively, relative to the subjects’ mean. The simulated result agrees well with the 

measured results, indicating that the transmitter antenna is able to preserve good impedance when placed in 

proximity of human body. This clearly shows that the antenna is less affected by the presence of human body 



            

and human body characteristics. It is thus expected that the radiation pattern is not affected; only the efficiency 

will be different between different subjects.  

Table 2: Characteristics of the six subjects. 

 UW N OW 

Height (cm) 157 167 176 

Weight (kg) 44 60 110 

BMI 17.9 21.5 35.5 

Age 22 26 25 

Chest (cm) 79 83 110 

Waist (cm) 70 80 118 

                  (UW - underweight, N - normal, OW - overweight) 

 

Figure 4: Simulated and measured S11 of TM for on body (right upper arm and left chest). 



 
(b) 

Figure 5: Simulated and measured S11 for all subjects at upper right arm location (F1 = 2.1 GHz, F1µ = 2.3 

GHz, F2 = 2.9 GHz, and F2µ = 2.8 GHz). 

 

Simulated and measured radiation patterns in free space, and simulated radiation pattern on-body are shown 

in Figure 4. Simulated and measured radiation patterns showed good agreement. The simulated radiation pattern 

on-body indicates that the TM backward radiation was absorbed by the presence of the human body. 

 
On-Body Path Loss Measurement 
 
Reference Measurement 
 

As a reference, measurements were done in the absence of a human body, as shown in Figure 6 (a). This 

measurement was conducted in an radiofrequency (RF)-shielded room at Electromagnetics Hypersensitivity 

(EHS) Laboratory, Politeknik Syed Sirajuddin, Perlis, Malaysia. The RF-shielded room was lined using 

microwave absorbing sheet. The Tx and Rxs were mounted on non-metallic tripods at a height of one meter 

above the floor, with vertical alignment. The distance between Tx and Rx varied from 10 to 80 cm. Figure 6 (b) 

shows that, as expected, the minimum path loss occurred at the minimum separation of 10 cm. The path loss 

increased as the distance increased. There was a significant difference between the values of path loss without a 

body (about -25 dB at 10 cm) and with a body (about -70 dB at the upper right arm-to-upper left arm, d = 62 cm, 

of male subject) are obvious. The higher path loss value in the presence of the body was caused by the power 

absorption of lossy human body tissues.  



            

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 6: Reference measurements: (a) without the presence of a human body; (b) measured S21 for 
without body and with body cases. 

Furthermore, in order to investigate the effect of the distance to the body, the antenna-body separation was 

set at 0, 5, and 10 mm by placing foam as AG between TM’s ground plane and the subject’s skin. The antenna 
locations were as follows: the Tx antenna was mounted on the right side of the subject’s upper arm, while the Rx 
antenna was worn on the left upper arm, with the arms stretched alongside the body of the N2 subject). The 

results showed that the S21 of TM reduced up to 22 dB as the AG distance increases from 0 mm to 10 mm 

(Figure 7). 



 
Figure 7: AG antenna-body separation of S21 

 

Conclusion 
A broadband textile monopole antenna operating at 2.45 GHz designed in this work is evaluated on different 

subjects’ characteristics. The results demonstrated that the textile monopole antenna is satisfactorily robust 
against the variations introduced by the body up to 0.9% and 0.2% changes in terms of antenna matching and 

resonant frequency when the antenna was mounted a distance away from the body. 
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Abstract- A new top-down fabrication technology will be presented to realize gold nanoparticle 

assemblies with precise size and position for nanoplasmonics applications. The fabrication 

technology is based on conventional high-precision micromachining to form nanotemplate surfaces, 

and new deterministic template-guided thermal dewetting to form crystalline nanoparticle 

assemblies with high precision. High-precision deterministic thermal dewetting is accomplished with 

isolated nanotemplates to realize precise volumes of gold with nanometer-scale separations. Following 

thermal dewetting, nanoparticle assemblies are formed with precise position and sub-10 nm nanogaps. 

 

One of the main challenges of nanoplasmonics is a reliable manufacturing technology for the realization of 

large area substrates of spatially uniform metal nanoparticles in arbitrary configurations with sub-10 nm 

nanogaps [1]. Many top-down and bottom-up fabrication technologies have been developed to realize 

nanoplasmonic substrates over the last three decades. However, none of the current technologies can precisely 

realize uniform nanoparticle assemblies with arbitrary arrangement and sub-10 nm nanogaps over large areas. 

Thermal dewetting of thin metal films offers a simple and low-cost method of producing single crystal 

nanoparticles [2]. Dewetting occurs when thin metal films on a solid substrate are heated, which induces 

clustering of the film and formation of voids (Figures 1(a)-(b)) that partition the film into isolated nanoparticles 

(Figure 1(c)). However, the void formation process produces random arrangements of nanoparticles with a large 

range of sizes and position, as shown Figures 1(d)-(e). 

We have developed a deterministic template-guided thermal dewetting process to precisely form 

nanoparticle assemblies with precise size and position (Figure 1(f)). The fabrication technology does not require 

direct metal patterning or etching. The template is realized by patterning a thin silicon nitride (SiN) layer using 

electron-beam lithography and reactive ion etching (Figure 2(a)). Isolated SiN templates are formed by 

selectively removing the silicon (Si) between the templates using anisotropic wet etching to form the undercut 

regions (Figure 2(b)). Gold is then sputtered on the sample, where the undercut regions prevent the metal from 

forming a continuous layer, thus forming precise Au volumes and deterministic voids (Figure 2(c)). Thermal 

annealing induces metal dewetting and the formation of crystalline nanoparticle assemblies (Figure 2(d)). 

Figure 3 shows scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of gold nanoparticle assemblies made by the 

deterministic template-guided thermal dewetting technology. These images show that the new fabrication 

technology can precisely realize gold nanoparticle assemblies with arbitrary arrangement (Figure 3 (a)-(d)) and 

sub-10 nm nanogaps (Figure 3 (e)). In conclusion, we have developed a new simple fabrication technology 

capable realizing gold nanoparticle assemblies with high precision in arbitrary configurations. We will present 

our latest results with improved precision, reduced nanoparticle dimensions, and increased areal uniformity. 
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Figure 1. (a)-(c) Gold nanoparticles realized with conventional thermal dewetting demonstrating random size and 

position. (d) SEM of gold nanoparticles. (e) Particle diameter histogram. (c) Deterministic template-guided 

thermal dewetting for high-precision fabrication of nanoparticle assemblies. 

 
Figure 2. Fabrication of crystalline gold nanoparticle assemblies using template-guided thermal dewetting. (a) 

SiN template. (b) Isolated SiN templates using anisotropic Si etching. (c) Sputter metal. (d) Thermal annealing. 

 
Figure 3. SEM images of gold nanoparticle assemblies fabricated with deterministic template-guided thermal 

dewetting showing precise nanoparticle size and position. (a) Monomer, (b) Trimer, (c) Pentamer, (d) Heptamer, 

(e) Dimer with g ≈ 5 nm gap. 
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Abstract- Nanoplasmonic resonators generate large electric fields by concentrating optical energy 

on metal nanostructures; however, the field enhancement is limited due to energy losses at optical 

frequencies, which is quantified by the resonance quality-factor. The quality-factor of gold 

nanoplasmonic resonators is limited to Q ~ 20 due to intrinsic material and extrinsic nanostructure 

properties. We use post-deposition annealing at low temperatures to activate grain growth and to 

reduce surface roughness. The quality-factor can be increased and resonance energy fine-tuned. 
 

Nanoplasmonic resonators concentrate incident optical energy into nanoscale dimensions as localized 

surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) modes on metal nanostructures. The excitation of the LSPR modes depends 

on the characteristics of the metal dielectric function H(O) = H1(O) ��iH2(O), where H1(O0) < 0 satisfies the 

resonance condition for a surrounding medium with dielectric constant Hd > 0 at resonance wavelength O0. Large 

negative values of H1 result in LSPR modes with an enhanced electric field in the near-field region of the 

nanostructure, which is an important property of nanoplasmonic resonators. However, H2 represents losses related 
to electron interactions and intraband transitions within the conduction band that limits the electric field 

enhancement and resonance quality-factor as Q ≈ (ZwH1/wZ)/2H2. For gold, H2 is relatively large and the 
experimental quality-factor is limited to Q ~ 20. The quality-factor is important for many nanoplasmonics 

applications, such as surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) where enhancements are G v Q4. Therefore, it 
is important to maximize the quality-factor of gold in order to benefit from the large electric field enhancement. 

The LSPR quality-factor of practical nanostructures is limited by the intrinsic properties of polycrystalline 

gold, and extrinsic properties such as radiation damping and structural inhomogeneities. For single-crystal gold, 

H2 is smaller compared to polycrystalline gold [1]. We present a simple method to improve the quality-factor of 
nanostructured gold surfaces using controlled low-temperature annealing. Figure 1 shows the top-down 

fabrication process and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the nanostructured gold surfaces. The 

fabrication technology is based on template-guided formation of gold nanostructures during the deposition of the 

gold layer [2]. The silicon nitride (SiN) template is patterned with electron-beam lithography and reactive ion 

etching (Figures 1(a)-(b)). Isolated SiN templates are realized by removal of silicon (Si) using anisotropic 

etching (Figure 1(c)). Finally, a gold layer is sputtered on the templates, which results in well-controlled 

nanostructured gold surfaces (Figure 1(d)). Figure 1(e) is the SiN template surface. Figures 1 (f)-(h) show SEM 

images of the nanostructured gold surfaces with different pitch /g.  
Figure 2 shows SEM images and corresponding reflectance spectra of nanostructured gold surfaces 

following different annealing temperatures Ta (1 hour annealing time). The quality-factor can be improved due to 

increased grain sizes and reduced surface roughness of the nanogap edges. Furthermore, the resonance energy 

can be precisely tuned. In conclusion, we show that a simple low-temperature annealing procedure can be used 

to increase the quality-factor and to fine-tune the LSPR energy. We will present our latest results with more 

annealing conditions and more complete analysis of the quality-factor improvement. 
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Figure 1. Fabrication sequence. (a) SiN on Si substrate. (b) Electron-beam lithography and reactive ion 

etching of SiN. (c) Anisotropic etching of Si. (d) Sputtering of gold (e)-(h) SEM images. (e) SiN 

template. (f)-(g) Substrate following gold deposition. (/g =200 nm and 250 nm). (h) Cross section. 

Figure 2. Reflectance spectra and accompanying SEM images of nanostructured gold surfaces before and after 

annealing at temperature Ta (each for 1 hour). 
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Abstract- Due to its wide applications from fundamental physics to optoelectronic devices, 

plasmonic nanorod array (PNA) has long been cultivated as an important functional nanostructure. 

Herein, we propose two novel and facile methods for fabricating PNA, and with one of them, we 

are even able to easily obtain nanorod array with gaps between adjacent nanorods below 10 nm. 

Additionally, corresponding applications such as flexible light emission manipulating and 

photo-detection devices based on our obtained PNAs are also discussed. 

 

Inheriting the ability of manipulating electronic fields and optical processes at nanoscale, as well as the 

advantages of working area, the plasmonic nanorod array (PNA) has made important contributions to the 

fabrication of various functional devices1-2. Despite of the great achievements, there are still some obstacles 

which hinder the development of device exploration based on PNA. Firstly, normal physical fabrication methods 

always involve expensive equipment of electron-beam lithography or focus ion beam,which is not favor for 

device application because of high cost and small sample area. Secondly, few efforts have been devoted into the 

device integration of PNA. 

 

In this paper, we present two facile methods for PNA fabrication, both of which need the participation of the 

anodic aluminum oxide (AAO) template3-5. One is the combination of AAO growth and sputtering technique, by 

which we can easily obtain PNA with gaps between adjacent nanorods below 10 nm and the sample area can be 

up to centimeter-scale (Figure 1a and b). The other method is nanorod array deposition in the AAO template 

using pulse-alternating current (Figure 1c). This method can help us cut off some inevitable complicated 

processes in AAO direct current deposition and easily fabricate metallic nanorod array as uniform as those by 

direct current deposition. Additionally, we demonstrate the PNA made by our methods can be applied in 

constructing useful devices, from flexible plasmonic active emission source to hot-electron induced 

photodetection chip. 

 



                

 

Figure 1 (a) and (b) The growth of nanorod array with sub-10 nm gaps (c) The deposition of gold nanorod array 

with pulse-alternating current and making the obtained nanorod array film into flexible device. 
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Abstract- We report the lithography of submicron hexagonal and linear grating patterns using the 

new lithography technique of Displacement Talbot Lithography. The filling factor was accurately 

controlled, from 8% to 17%, by varying the exposure dose. For a 600 nm pitch hexagonal pattern, 

we report a standard deviation of 3 nm on the average 208 nm hole diameter for an exposure dose 

of 35 mJ/cm2.  High-aspect ratio resist patterns (>3.5) were achieved for a linear grating with a 

period of 400nm.  

 

Periodic patterns such as linear gratings or two-dimensional arrays are essential building blocks for many emerging 

technologies that use plasmonic and photonic crystal effects. The fabrication of fine, submicron patterns, and 

ultimately their related devices, can be achieved with several existing techniques. However, these techniques can be 

expensive (optical lithography), limited in resolution ~0.5-1 Pm (proximity lithography), very accurate and flexible 

but slow (electron-beam lithography) or sensitive to particulates (nanoimprint lithography).  

 

Displacement Talbot Lithography offers a way to produce periodic patterns across a large area with high-throughput, 

combined with the unique ability to control the feature size of the pattern by controlling the exposure dose. By 

integrating the diffraction field transmitted by a grating mask over a distance of one Talbot period, one can obtain an 

effective image that is independent of the absolute distance from the mask. In this way a high-resolution periodic 

structure can be printed without the depth-of-field limitation of Talbot self-images [1].  

 

Photonic crystal devices are highly dependent on the characteristics of individual features (size and height, size 

dispersion etc.). From a research perspective, being able to control the filling factor whilst simultaneously fabricating 

high-aspect-ratio resist structures in order to tune the characteristics (feature size and height) would enable the 

fabrication of high aspect-ratio structures via a top-down approach. From an industrial and development point of view, 

a reliable process with a low run-to-run dispersion is a key feature for the mass production of photonic crystal based 

devices. 

 

In this work we provide an in-depth analysis of the impact of process parameters on the resist feature characteristics. 

First, we will provide an insight of the run-to-run process reliability, focusing on the mean size of the features and its 

dispersion (Fig.1), for both a linear grating with a 400 nm period and a two-dimensional hexagonal pattern with a 

600 nm pitch. We will demonstrate that high-aspect-ratio resist features >3.5 can be achieved using this equipment 

(Fig.2). We will report that a fine tuning of the filling factor can be achieved by varying the exposure dose (Fig.3). 
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Figure 1: a) SEM image of a 600-nm-pitch hexagonal array pattern of holes obtained for a 35 mJ/cm2 dose, 

and b) the dispersion of the hole diameter extracted through analysis of the SEM image. 

 

 
Figure 2: a) Planar and b) cross-section of 400nm linear grating obtained for a 35 mJ/cm2 exposure dose. 

 

 
Figure 3: 1 Pm pitch hexagonal array pattern of holes obtained for a) 180 mJ/cm2, b) 240 mJ/cm2, c) 270 
mJ/cm2, d) 330 mJ/cm2 exposure dose, and e) the effect of the exposure dose on the hole diameter. 
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In this work, we combine direct laser writing and subsequent electroless silver plating to 

experimentally and theoretically study the plasmonic version of a 3D chiral meta-atom, which 

consists of a loop-wire structure, or the so-called “twisted omega particle”. The metallic wire acts 

as a small electric dipole antenna, whereas the loop act as a split ring resonator which exhibits a 

magnetic dipole resonance, leading to the separation of right handed circularly polarized light and 

the left-handed one. 
 

In chiral media, optical activity is a result of the coupling between electric and magnetic fields. Two 

classical approaches have been proposed to model the mechanisms of optical activity; a) the coupled oscillator 

model system, where optical activity arises from the coupling of two separate, non-collinear oscillators, and b) 

the one-electron model system, where an electron is bound on a helix giving electric and magnetic character to 

the optical transitions.  

Recently, the plasmonic analog of the coupled oscillator model system, which consists of a system of two 

corner-stacked gold nanorods, was experimentally demonstrated [1]. This system resembles two coupled, 

vertically displaced electrons that carry out orthogonal harmonic oscillation driven by an external light field. In 

this work, we experimentally and theoretically study the plasmonic version of the one-electron model system, 

which comprises a loop-wire structure, namely the so-called “twisted omega particle”. In this case, the metallic 

wire of finite length supports an electric dipole, whereas the loop acts as a split ring resonator which exhibits a 

magnetic dipole resonance, leading to the separation of right handed circularly polarized light (RCP) and the 

left-handed one (LCP) [2].  

The twisted omegas are fabricated employing 3D Direct Laser Writing (DLW) by two photon absorption in 

combination with selective electroless silver plating. DLW by two photon polymerization is a versatile technique 

for the creation of solid 3D polymer nanostructures for photonics, biomedical, and microfluidic applications. By 

employing laser intensities that are only slightly above the nonlinear polymerization threshold, structures with 

submicron resolution can be fabricated. However, the realization of 3D chiral metamaterials with response at 

optical frequencies requires the fabrication of sufficiently small 3D chiral structures, which is limited by 

diffraction.  

Recently, a novel route for resolution improvement in direct laser written structures has been proposed by 

exploiting the diffusion of a mobile quenching molecule in the scanned area [3]. The material employed is an 

inorganic-organic zirconium-silicon sol-gel composite, while the quencher used is also a photo-polymerizable 

monomer that becomes part of the polymer backbone upon fabrication. Furthermore, the quencher proposed is 

an amine-based monomer, where the amine moieties serve as metal binding sites allowing for the subsequent  
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Figure 1: Silver electroless plated twisted omega particles with loop radius = 325nm = wire length made by 

DLW: a) overview of a 1.5microns x 1.5microns array of twisted omega particles, b) single twisted omega 

particle, c) transmission spectra of LCP and RCP incident light, and d) differential circular polarization response.  

 

metallization of the pre-fabricated dielectric templates [4]. Employing the above mentioned approach based on 

on quencher diffusion in combination with subsequent electroless silver plating, we are able to fabricate high 

resolution 3D twisted omega meta-atoms with response in the IR wavelength region. FTIR spectroscopy is 

employed to electromagnetically characterize the fabricated structures for both circularly and linearly polarized 

waves demonstrating strong differential circular polarization response in the IR region in accordance with 

theoretical predictions. 
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Abstract 

Rare earth (RE) ions doped mayenite Ca12Al14-xRExO33, nanopowders (where RE=La,Y and 

Gd, and x = 0 to 1.0) were  synthesized using the oxalate precursor technique. The as-

prepared precursors were calcined at 800oC for 2h.  Obviously, All RE-doped             

Ca12Al14-xRExO33 possessed a well crystalline cubic mayenite phase till RE content of 0.80. 

The crystallo-chemical aspects including crystallite size, lattice parameters, theoretical X-ray 

density and bulk density were robustly on RE nature and ratio. The microstructure and the 

average grain size were significantly influenced by the RE kind and content.  The high 

transparency of Ca12Al14-xRExO33 over 80% was found to be evinced in the visible 

wavelength range of 400-800 nm transmittance be above 80% in the visible region. Besides, 

the incorporation of RE cation was minimized the direct band gap energy from 4.42 eV for 

pure mayenite to 3.85 and 3.59 eV with xvalue 1.0 of  La3+ and Gd3+ ions. The 

photoluminescence spectra of pure mayenite nanoparticles showed that the band edge 

emission (λexc = 248 nm) with an intense visible emission band at 360 nm was detected. 

Otherwise, the band edge emission showed a slight shift towards short wavelength due to the 

substitution Al3+ by RE3+ ions. Such results open new avenue for application of mayenite as a 

good candidate for transparent lowtemperature electron conductor for optoelectronics 

applications. 
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Abstract- We present the optical responses of nanocomposite coatings consisting of metallic 

nanoparticles embedded into a thin film matrix material. Coatings are obtained using a combination 

of gas phase condensation (GPC) and standard PECVD processes described in [1-3]: Metal 

nanoparticles (Ti, Ag, Au, Pt) are synthesized by means of the inert gas phase condensation (GPC) 

of sputtered atomic vapor, transferred into the gas flow by Gas Flow Sputtering (GFS). Organic 

(Plasma Polymer) or Inorganic Dielectric Matrix coatings are obtained by Low-Pressure 

Plasma-Enhanced CVD of organic or metal-organic precursors, respectively. 

Optical analysis are carried out using UV/VIS Spectrophotometer and VASE Variable Angle 

Spectroscopic Ellipsometry. Nanocomposite coating optical properties are investigated for various 

GPC process parameters (power, sputtering time, gas flow). Observed absorption peaks are 

interpreted as Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR). Results are discussed in perspective with 

nanoparticle size, shape and distribution as measured by other methods. Ag nanoparticles present a 

known 5-faceted structure, and a lattice parameter a=237pm, corresponding to that of 99.999% pure 

silver and comparable to similar results found in literature [4, 5]. 

UV/VIS spectra show typical plasmonic absorption peaks of Ag nanoparticles embedded in a 

plasma-polymer matrix. A redshift is observed with increasing particle sizes. A broadening of 

absorption peak is observed with increasing Ag content. SPR peak also depends on dielectric matrix 

material. An increase in the refraction index n results in a shift of absorption peak toward higher 

wavelength. 
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Abstract-We report on the fabrication by fiber drawing of split ring resonators (SRRs) made of 

soft-glass. We demonstrate how the structure can be, with this technique, easily scaled at least 2 

orders of magnitude, tuning the magnetic response from the THz regime to the Infrared. We also 

investigate experimentally and numerically how the resonant frequency is affected by the SRRs 

orientation, distance and positioning within a SRRs array.  

In the attempt of simplify fabrication and mass produce metamaterials, fiber drawing has shown, in the last 

years, a growing potential [1-5]. The advantages of this technique are both correlated to the scalability of the 

produced structures, but also to the realization of some types of metamaterial structures which are longitudinally 

invariant or slowly varying. Examples of such structures include waveguides [6] and hyperlenses [3]. However, 

the structures produced with this technique up to now have been limited to the THz frequency regime. In order to 

move towards the infrared, a change in materials is necessary. This is related to both the optical and mechanical 

properties of the materials. Soft-glasses represent the natural choice for this task. Metallic wire structures in a 

soft-glass host realized by fiber drawing have been recently theoretically investigated [4] and the fabrication of 

sub-micron wire structures was reported [5]. Here, we will go a step further and demonstrate that more complex 

structures, as split ring resonators, can be fabricated and scaled by fiber drawing.  

We fabricated the SRRs by using the standard stack and draw technique and by choosing Soda-Lime glass as 

host material. The SRRs were filled with Tin. Figure 1 shows some of the fabricated SRRs. As it is possible to 

see from the figure, the drawing technique allows scaling the structure without compromising the structural 

integrity. We realized resonators spanning 2 orders of magnitude in size and having magnetic resonances from 3 

mm to about 30 µm in wavelength. We expect to be able to scale the structure at least one more order of 

magnitude and reach the near-IR. 

    

Figure 1: Microscope images of some of the fabricated split ring resonators. The SRRs in a, b and c are the 

ones used for the measurements. The dark area in the figures is metal, while the light one is glass. 



We used the drawn SRRs to realize a magnetically resonant metamaterial by making arrays of resonators. 

The characterization of the magnetic response of some of the metamaterials, i.e. those made with the three larger 

SRRs of Fig. 1, was performed with a THz time domain system, as their resonant frequency is within the range 

of the system. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 2(a) together with the corresponding simulated spectra.  

  

Figure 2: (a) Measured and simulated magnetic response of the metamaterials made with the SRRs of Fig. 

1(a-c). (b) Numerical results of the dependence of the resonance on consecutive SRRs’ reciprocal orientation. 

Inset: simulated and realized array structure of alternating orientation SRRs.   

The magnetic response of a metamaterial constituted by SRRs, can be affected by the coupling of the various 

resonances. Therefore, we also investigated the dependence of the magnetic response on various parameters, 

such as the SRRs orientation, both of the entire array and of every second resonator, the alignment along the 

propagation direction, and the separation between SRRs. As an example, Fig. 2(b) shows, numerically, the effect 

on the resonance arising from changing the orientation of every second resonator in an array of SRRs. 
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Abstract- We developed a template transfer technique for fabrication of large-area freestanding 

gold nanomembrane with an array of holes with nanoscale diameter and periodicity. The 

freestanding membrane shows enhanced transmission compared to a membrane with the same 

features on a substrate. It is able to be attached on arbitrary curved surfaces and used for patterning 

nanoparticles. This membrane can also be cut and folded to 3D structures with dynamically and 

precisely controlled attitude. 

 

Large-area freestanding metal membranes with nanoscale features are highly desirable plasmonic sensors 

since they can be attached to unconventional substrates that are incompatible to conventional fabrication 

methods. To date, several techniques have been achieved for the fabrication of freestanding nanomembranes, 

including spin-coating, layer-by-layer assembly, and monolayer self-assembled. However, these approaches are 

not applicable to metal. Therefore, fabrication of freestanding metal nanomembranes with submicron features is 

still a challenge and remains to be explored. In particular, fabrication of freestanding metal membranes with 

regular hole arrays over a large area and at relative low cost is difficult. 

We have invented a new protocol to manufacture large-area freestanding gold nanomembranes (Fig.1). This 

method is based on the previous technique of template transfer, which uses a pre-patterned mold with 

nanostructures as the template to repeatedly produce exactly the same gold membranes [1, 2]. Our technique is 

particularly suitable to batch production because the template can be re-used in a time-efficient way. Thus it can 

be quickly transferred into large-scale manufacturing. 

A Si template that is patterned with the desired nanohole array using projection deep UV photolithography 

and reactive ion etching is first deposited with 100 nm Au using e-beam deposition to form the metal 

nanomembrane. Thereafter a polymer polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) water solution (40% in weight) is dropped on 

top of the template with the Au nanostructured membrane. The dried polymer along with the Au membrane is 

then levered from the template using a razor. The Au membrane is attached to the PDMS of an annular holder 

such that the membrane completely covers the annulus. The holder is then placed above a beaker to keep the 

PVA adhesive in contact with water. After PVA is gradually dissolved, the holder with the metal nanomembrane 

is carefully pulled out of water. The metal membrane covering the hole of the holder becomes freestanding after 

water evaporation. The diameter of the circular membrane is 5 mm.  

The freestanding Au nanomembrane with a hexagonal nanohole array (periodicity of 700 nm and hole 

diameter of 200 nm) has the same well-ordered pattern as that of the template and a smooth surface, as shown in 

the SEM imaging (Fig. 2a). We cut off a piece from the membrane using FIB milling to inspect the in-hole 

morphology. The SEM image of the membrane cross-section shows that the holes are open on both surfaces. 



The transmission spectra at normal incidence of the same Au nanohole array membrane were measured in 

freestanding form and when placed on a transparent substrate (refractive index 1.52), respectively. We 

normalized both spectra according to the peak at 500 nm for comparison. The transmission efficiency of SPR 

significantly increases in the freestanding metal membrane compared to the nanohole array on the substrate (Fig. 

2b). The dielectric materials with different dielectric constants on either side of the nanohole array film on the 

substrate make the SPR occurring at different wavelengths. By contrast, in the freestanding case, the uniform 

dielectric environment matches the SP energy on both surfaces, resulting in the coincidence of the SPR on both 

surfaces and remarkable enhancement of the transmission intensity. 
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Fig. 1. Fabrication procedure of freestanding metal nanomembranes. 

 

 

Fig. 2. a) SEM image of nanomembrane, b) transmission spectrum of freestanding and on-substrate 

nanomembrane. 
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Abstract- Alternative plasmonic materials are taking nanophotonics to new heights, enabling 

numerous applications across integrated optics, metasurfaces, dynamic systems, high temperature 

devices, and much more. Here we describe the roles that transition metal nitrides and the transparent 

conducting oxides play in developing practical nanophotonic systems for real-life applications such 

as thermal photovoltaics, waveguiding, and data manipulation.   

 

For many years the plasmonic materials used in applications were limited to the noble metals [1]. Although 

excellent materials for many applications, several limitations such as lack of tunability, low melting point, and 

lack of CMOS-compatibility have restricted the development of nanophotonics applications [2]. To provide 

additional freedom in the design and optimization of various structures, research to find alternatives to the noble 

metals has exploded over the last decade [3]. Among the many potential candidates, the transition metal nitrides 

and the transparent conducting oxides are exceptionally promising materials for applications in the visible and 

near infrared spectral ranges. 

The transition metal nitrides, such as titanium nitride and zirconium nitride, are dilute metal ceramics which 

exhibit optical properties that are similar to gold [4]. However, they also exhibit several important technological 

advantages such as a tunable stoichiometry (i.e. permittivity), epitaxial film quality on MgO, c-sapphire, and 

silicon, a high melting point (> 2900°C), and CMOS-compatibility. Together, these properties have made TiN and 

ZrN key materials for many applications. One such example is high temperature thermophotovoltaics whereby 

heat is converted to electrical energy [2]. Such systems can be significantly more efficient than typical 

photovoltaics since the emission of the material is controlled and designed to efficiently match the bandgap of a 

photovoltaic cell for optimal conversion efficiency. However, to achieve spectrally selective emission matching 

the semiconductor bandgaps, temperatures in excess of 800°C are required where many plasmonic materials 

simply melt and fail. TiN and ZrN provide suitable alternatives with sufficiently high quality plasmonic responses 

to facilitate numerous broad band perfect absorbing structures [5] and narrow band emitters to enable more 

efficient energy conversion systems. 

In addition, the epitaxial quality of TiN and ZrN is critical for certain thin-film applications such as low loss 

plasmonic waveguiding [6]. However, for systems made of gold and silver there are two problems which face such 

waveguides: the lack of CMOS-compatibility and the increased surface roughness of thin films. TiN and ZrN can 

overcome both of these limitations enabling high quality epitaxial films with less than 0.5 nm surface roughness 

and semiconductor compatible materials. Using standard fabrication techniques, low-loss plasmonic waveguides 

using TiN and ZrN were fabricated on sapphire and are shown to have propagation lengths in excess of 5 mm with 

performance that exceeds that of similarly structured gold waveguides [7].  



Another class of materials, transparent conducting oxides (TCOs), is particularly interesting in large part due 

to their ability to support extremely large doping densities, enabling them to achieve plasmonic properties in the 

near infrared range while maintaining low optical losses in the visible region [8]. Furthermore, they have shown 

the potential to be dynamically controlled either through optical or electrical means [9, 10]. Aluminum doped zinc 

oxide (AZO), one such TCO, was recently studied under interband excitation and shown to achieve more than 

40%(30%) modulation of the transmission(reflection) with recovery times on the order of 300 fs mediated by 

defect enhanced recombination [10]. Consequently, AZO which can also be statically tuned during either pre- or 

post-deposition, is an extremely versatile plasmonic material with the ability to serve as a dynamic layer and a 

dielectric, metal, or epsilon-near-zero material depending upon the deposition conditions [11]. In addition to 

material dynamics, the integration of this material with nanophotonic waveguides was studied to facilitate a 

CMOS-compatible all-optical modulator. The resulting device was capable of 0.4 dB/µm of extinction for less 

than 0.1 dB of insertion loss while enabling the potential for operational speeds in excess of 1 THz [10].  

The growth of nanophotonics is largely being fueled by the development of alternative plasmonic materials 

for various applications and the extreme versatility they provide. Some of the most promising of these alternative 

materials are the transition metal nitrides and the transparent conducting oxides. These materials have been shown 

to facilitate competitive devices/systems for several nanophotonic applications such as thermophotovoltaics, low 

loss waveguiding, and high speed modulation. As new plasmonic materials are continually developed, we look for 

the development of practical nanophotonic systems which can solve real world problems in the near future. 
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Abstract- We report wavelength dependence of photo-induced voltage in nanoporous gold 

(NPG) thin films induced by obliquely incident laser beam radiation in visible frequencies on 

the film for longitudinal configuration. The results show that for 450 -500 nm p- polarized 

incedent light, voltage is negative and for 500 -600 nm its sign changes to positive. The origin 

of this sign change maybe due to change in dielectric constant of the film and surface plasmon 

polariton excitation by p- polarized light.  

 

 

When a laser beam is obliquely incident on a thin conductive film, voltage proportional to the light intensity 

is observed along and/or perpendicular to the incident plane, depending on the polarization states. We refer 

the phenomena to longitudinal photo-induced voltage (LPIV) or transverse photo-induced voltage (TPIV) 

effects, respectively. Photo-induced voltage (PIV) for obliquely incident light has been reported for various 

materials including carbon nanotubes [1] and graphene [2] and explained in terms of photon-drag effect. 

Mechanisms responsible for the observed photovoltage of conducting thin film structures are of interest 

because of their applications in the development of high speed photo detectors and angle sensors [3] as well 

as new physics in metamaterials with sub-wavelength structure. In previous studies this response has been 

interpreted in several mechanisms such as optical rectification and photon drag effect [4,5]. 

 

Recently we reported wavelength dependence of LPIV 

and TPIV in nanoporous gold (NPG) thin films induced 

by obliquely polarized laser radiation on the film for 

transverse for 450-600 nm laser light. As we can see in 

Fig.1 results showed that there is a sign change around 

500nm for p- polarized light in LPIV. Angle dependence 

voltage for LPIV with 550 nm p- polarized light at +50° 

incident light showed opposite behavior for s- and p- 

polarization [6].  

 

 

NPG film is prepared from 100 nm thick 50%-50% gold-silver alloy foil by etching Ag with nitric acid [3] 

and it looks more like copper rather than gold. Typical size of our sample was 7 mm x 7 mm. The excitation 

light source was 7 ns light pulses from optical parametric oscillator with repetition rate of 10 Hz. The 

polarization is controlled with achromatic half wave and quarter wave plates and Glan-laser prisms. Intensity 

of laser is about 4 MW/cm2.  
 

Fig.1 : Angle dependence LPIV for s- and 

 p- polarization. 



To investigate the origin of sign change for wavelength dependence LPIV with p- polarization, we measured 

angle dependence LPIV with 450 nm. Comparison of angle dependence voltage of film for 450 nm and 

550nm incident light show that while for 450 nm generated voltage with p- polarization can be explained in 

terms of momentum transfer from photon to free electrons, for 550 nm voltage is generated due to excitation 

of surface plasmons in the film. 
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Abstract-We discuss possibility of rectifying infrared radiation using metal-insulator-metal 

tunneling nanodiodes, engineered as hyperbolic-metamaterials (HMMs). We demonstrate that 

responsivity of HMM-based devices can reach tens of mA/W in mid-infrared region, which may 

find interesting applications in photodetection and energy harvesting. 
 

At radio frequency (RF), direct rectification of electromagnetic radiation using antennas loaded with 

nonlinear devices is a well-established method for wireless power conversion. It has been demonstrated that 

the RF-to-dc conversion efficiency can be greater than 90 % [1]. Scaling the metallic antennas to the infrared 

spectrum, the ultrafast rectification has been reported using MIM tunneling nanodiodes. To date, several 

research groups have investigated nano-antennas loaded with MIM nanodiodes, aiming to harvest solar and 

infrared emissive energy [2]. Moreover, plasmonic resonance and local field enhancement in nanostructured 

metals may further boost nonlinearity induced by tunneling plasmons in MIM junctions. However, so far the 

reported responsivity (or external quantum efficiency) is low, far from the mA/W level, which gives 

conversion efficiency less than 1 % [3].  

In this work, we will investigate a MIM nanodiode tailored to the resonant dipole antenna (RDA) and the 

broadband log-period tooth antenna (LPDA), as shown in Fig. 1a, using realistic diode characteristics 

extracted from experiments. Further, we propose a nanostructured HMM that can perfectly absorb a broad 

range of incident infrared radiation, as shown in Fig. 1b. The slow-light modes excited in this HMM 

nanostructure may efficiently couple the infrared energy into the massively parallel MIM plasmonic 

junctions and nonlinearly rectify it into dc currents. Here we present optimized designs and venues for the 

experimental realization of infrared rectifiers based on MIM nano-diodes, integrated with nanoantenna 

and/or metamaterial geometries. 
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Figure1: Schematics of the infrared rectification devices based on (a) a resonant dipole antenna (RDA) and a 

broadband log period tooth antenna (LPTA), and (b) a nanostructured hyperbolic metamaterials (HMM). 

 

Infrared rectification using nano-rectennas and HMMs. Here we assume the nano-rectennas and HMMs are 

made of silver (Ag)-titanium dioxide (TiO2)-copper (Cu) junctions, with the oxide thickness of 1 nm. The 

periodically trenched HMM substrate, shown in Fig. 1b, is somehow similar to an air/HMM/air waveguide 

array with period of 300 nm and air gap of 150 nm. The effective permittivity of such anisotropic medium 

can be calculated by the effective medium theory. Here realistic material properties for Ag, TiO2, and Cu 

were used [4]. We study conventional dipole and spiral nano-rectennas loaded with the MIM nanodiodes 

[Fig. 1a]. The responsivity, as the ratio of rectified static (dc) current to the incident flux, for single (i.e., 

rectenna) or multiple (i.e., HMM) MIM junctions is given by  , where N is the number of MIM junctions,   

is the quantum-correlated second-order nonlinear conductivity [4], the   is the electric field of incident light,   

is the local electric field inside the MIM gap,   is free space impedance, and   is the total area of HMMs 

or the aperture size of nano-rectennas. Figure 2a shows the spectral responsivity for different infrared 

rectifying devices using the same MIM nanodiodes. It is clearly seen that HMM-based devices can exhibit 

higher responsivity and broader bandwidth, when compared to conventional nano-rectennas that require a 

careful balance between the parasitics, impedance matching, and cut-off [3]. Figure 2b presents the 

corresponding angular responses, showing that the HMM structure is rather insensitive to variations of 

incident angle, when compared to a nano-dipole-based rectenna. 

 
Figure 2: (a) Responsivity spectrum for different infrared rectifying devices. (b) Angular responses of the 

different rectifying devices in the polar plot; labels in (a) and (b) indicate the wavelengths of interest. 

 

We have proposed and investigated a metamaterial-based quantum-tunneling device, which offers ultrafast 

rectification of infrared radiation. These devices will be particularly suitable for infrared photodetection and 

energy harvesting, with unique advantages of energy-efficient operation and no cryogenic cooling. 
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Abstract— Nanoplasmonics have the ability to confine light in extremely small nano-cavities.
We show using a theoretical model, numerical calculations and measurements that for these
tightly-coupled nanoplasmonic structures, the correlation between the field enhancement (near-
field) resonance and the radiative (far-field) resonance breaks down. This dissociation is deter-
mined by the nanocavity’s geometry. The anomalous behaviour of plasmonic nanocavities is
of significant importance for active and quantum plasmonics, where extreme nano-cavities are
essential to observe strong coupling.

Plasmonic nanostructures have the ability to confine light in extremely small, sub-wavelength
volumes, which leads to unprecedented field enhancements. Recently, it was shown that nano-
cavities of just few nano-meters [1, 2] and even sub-nanometer [3] dimensions can be realized, by
assembling a nanoparticle on a metallic surface (i.e. nanoparticle on mirror - NPoM) as shown
in figure 1(a). This set-up has paved the route towards observing strong coupling [4] and intense
surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) [5] from just few molecules.

Figure 1: (a) The nanoparticle on mirror (NPoM) set-up. (b) The normalized scattering cross-section (far-
field spectra) and the field-enhancement spectra (|E|max) for the NPoM set-up (left figure). The higher
order mode contribution to the resonance wavelength for the scattering cross-section and field enhancement.
(c) The E-field phase of the three first modes of the NPoM system in the middle of the cavity (near-field)
and on top of the nanoparticle (far-field).

So far, it has been assumed that the localized field enhancement of a plasmonic structure and its
radiative far-field spectra are resonant at similar wavelengths, with the near-field resonance slightly
red-shifted from the far-field resonance, and is a plasmonic property assumed to be universal [6].
However, we show that for tightly-coupled nanoplasmonics forming nano-cavities, this correlation
between the near- and far-field spectra breaks down, with the near-field resonance always blue-
shifted from the far-field spectra (see figure 1(b)) [5]. Using a theoretical model, we find that this
spectra shift is due to the strong confinement and enhancement of the higher order modes in the
nano-cavities. Although higher-order modes may not radiate in the far-field, they interference with
and spectrally shift the bright modes of the plasmonic system [5]. This anomalous behaviour is
due to the fact that within the cavity consecutive modes interfere destructively, but radiate in the
far-field in-phase (figure 1(c)). These anomalous spectra shifts are also observed experimentally,
where we used a widely-tuneable SERS technique to obtain the near-field resonances within indi-
vidual NPoM and directly compare them to the corresponding far-field response from dark-field



measurements. As the nanoparticle is moved away from the mirror, higher-order modes become
less prominent and the system reverts back to the universal state, where the near- and far-field
spectra are resonant at close wavelengths.

Since nanoparticles are always faceted, the NPoM set-up produces geometrically varying nano-
cavities. Through UV-laser irradiation, we grow and control the size of the facet, and observe that
the plasmonic mode dominating the field enhancement in the nano-cavity, is not necessarily always
the mode that radiates strongly to the far-field. This is also supported by numerical calculations
shown in figure 2(a) [3]. In fact, we commonly observe that the far-field is resonant at a higher-order
mode than the near-field. This anomalous behaviour is dependent on the size and geometry of the
nanoparticle’s facet, which forms the nano-cavity. It leads to sharp discontinuities in the far-field
spectra as the NPoM is irradiated with the UV-laser [3]. Furthermore, by steadily bridging the
nano-cavity, the dominant radiative mode gradually transitions to a lower order, and the plasmonic
system reverts to the universal state with the near- and far-field closely correlated.
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Figure 2: (a) The scattering cross-section and field enhancement spectra for a faceted NPoM, with
facet=50nm. (b) The scattering efficiency of a faceted NPoM as bridge is formed within the nano-cavity.

The anomalous spectral shifts in extreme nano-plasmonic cavities have a profound impact on
optimizing and tuning SERS devices and plasmonic sensors. Most importantly though, the dis-
tinct differences between the field-enhancement in nano-cavities and radiative spectra have strong
implications in active and quantum plasmonics, and in particular for observing and understanding
strong coupling processes.
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Abstract-Metastructures with near-zero parameters provide alternative pathways to engineer light- 

matter interactions. Here, we emphasize the nonlocal properties of epsilon-near-zero (ENZ) media 

by demonstrating that the characteristics of a large scattering body can be manipulated with a single 

and small actuator. These and other examples of the nonlocal features of ENZ media will be 

discussed in our presentation. 

Macroscopic media impact the propagation, concentration, emission and intrinsic properties of 

electromagnetic fields [1]. Thus, media with extreme features such as near-zero constitutive parameters provide 

unique opportunities in engineering light-matter-interactions, potentially leading to scenarios with qualitatively 

different physics [2-3]. For instance, one particularly striking property of epsilon-near-zero (ENZ, i.e.,      
media is the possibility to suppress the spatial variations of the fields. Specifically, a spatially constant magnetic 

field (while being temporally dynamic) is required for TM modes in 2D ENZ in order to maintain a finite 

electric field:                   [2]. Although it might appear conceptually simple, a constant field over a 

potentially large body is the generator of a variety of nonlocal phenomena that will be reviewed in our 

presentation.  

As a specific example aimed to illustrate the nonlocal features of ENZ media, we investigate here the 

scattering of a TM polarized plane wave by a nonmagnetic (   ) 2D cylindrical ENZ body with rectangular 

cross-section of area         , containing a dielectric inclusion consisting of a cylinder of circular 
cross-section with radius    and relative permittivity       (see Fig. 1A). Generalizing the theoretical 

analyses presented in [4-6] to open systems, it can be demonstrated that the fields excited outside the body are 

identical to those of a homogeneous body of effective permeability                   , while maintaining a 

near-zero permittivity. Here,           is the area of the ENZ host, and                  
 is the 

effective area of the dielectric inclusion.       is the solution to the scalar Helmholtz equation subject to the 

boundary condition         on the inclusion boundary. For the canonical inclusion considered in Fig. 1A, 
the effective area can be simply written as                                 . Fig. 1B depicts the effective 

permeability as a function of the rod radius, though a similar tuning behavior would be attainable by changing 

the permittivity of the dielectric rod.  

We remark that both the near and far electric and magnetic field distributions external to the scattering body 

are identical to those of the associated homogeneous body with effective permeability      and effective 

permittivity near zero. Note that this implies that a single, possibly distant, actuator is able to manipulate the 

boundary effects on the large scattering body, such that it locally reacts in the same way than a homogeneous 

medium. Among others, this extremely nonlocal feature may find applications in the design of flexible and 

reconfigurable metasurfaces. In order to illustrate this effect, Fig. C represents the magnetic field magnitude 



distributions for the two extreme cases in which the composite (ENZ + dielectric inclusion) bodies emulates 

perfect magnetic conducting (PMC, i.e.,    ,    ) and epsilon-and-mu-near-zero (EMNZ, i.e.,    , 

   ) bodies. The numerical simulations were carried out with COMSOL Multiphysics® 5.0. It is evident from 

the figure that modifying the internal inclusion has a significant impact on the shadow generated by the 

scattering body. For the sake of comparison, Fig. 3 also includes the magnetic field magnitude distribution for 

actual PMC and EMNZ bodies.  

 
Fig. 1. A. Sketch of the geometry. B. Effective permeability as a function of the inclusion radius. C. Magnetic 
field magnitude distribution for inclusion radii of           and          , mimicking the external fields 

of PMC and EMNZ bodies, respectively. The outer circular boundary corresponds to the PML layer employed in 

the numerical simulations. 

In conclusion, we numerically demonstrate that a single actuator is able to control and manipulate the 

scattering response of a large scattering ENZ body. Remarkably, this configuration enables reconstructing not 

only the far but also the near field distributions of PMC and EMNZ bodies. In this manner, the same approach 

could be adopted to modify the emission by and interaction between sources in the vicinity of these structures. In 

our presentation we will review these and other nonlocal effects triggered by metamaterials with near-zero 

parameters.  
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Abstract- We present our recent results on femtosecond laser-assisted reconfiguration of all-dielectric 

and hybrid nanoantennae and metasurfaces. In particular, we propose a novel concept for ultrafast 

manipulation by scattering properties of an individual silicon nanoantenna with a magnetic dipole 

resonance by means of generation of electron-hole plasma. In turn, all-optical precise reconfiguration of 

a hybrid Au/Si nanoantenna was achieved via selective laser-induced reshaping of a golden part, 

matching its electric resonance with magnetic and electric resonances of a silicon part. 

 

In recent time nonlinear optics of resonant nanoparticles attracts much of attention because of both the 

fundamental and practical importance. The resonant metallic nanoparticles are proven to be efficient systems for 

the electromagnetic field control at nanoscale, owing to the ability to localize and enhance the optical field via 

excitation of strong plasmon resonances. In turn, high refractive index dielectric nanoparticles with low 

dissipative losses in the visible range, possessing magnetic and electric Mie-type resonances, offer great 

opportunity for light control via designing of scattering properties. The combination of these two paradigms in 

the form of metal-dielectric (hybrid) nanostructures (nanoantennas and metasurfaces) has allowed utilizing the 

advantages of both plasmonics and all-dielectric nanophotonics. 

For all-dielectric nanoantennae with a magnetic Mie-type resonance, we propose a novel approach for 

efficient tuning of their optical properties by means of femtosecond laser irradiation. This concept is based on 

ultrafast photoinjection of dense (>1020 cm−3) electron−hole plasma within such nanoparticle, drastically 
changing its transient dielectric permittivity. This allows manipulation by both electric and magnetic 

nanoparticle responses, resulting in dramatic changes of its scattering diagram and scattering cross section (Fig. 

1). Such a single-particle nanodevice enables designing of fast and ultracompact optical switchers and 

modulators. 
 

 

Figure 1 Schematic illustration of scattering manipulation by a single weak (a) and intense (b) femtosecond 

laser pulse. Intense femtosecond laser pulse switch-on a Huygens source regime, when incident light is scattered 

in the forward direction. 



 

 

 
Figure 2 (a) Schematic illustration of femtosecond laser-induced reshaping of a hybrid nanoantenna. (b) An 

electron image of a resulting array of reconfigured hybrid Au/Si nanoantennae. 

 

On the other hand, femtosecond laser pulses allow permanent precise reconfiguration of a nanoantenna, 

when it consists of the parts with different melting thresholds causing their selective local reshaping (Fig. 2). 

Basing on this concept, we demonstrate a novel approach for the fabrication of hybrid nanostructures with 

magnetic optical response via femtosecond laser melting of asymmetrical metal–dielectric (Au/Si) nanoparticles 

created by lithographical methods. The approach of the highly precise femtosecond laser melting at the 

nanoscale offers unique opportunities for the fabrication of nanoantennae and metasurfaces consisting of 

asymmetrical hybrid nanostructures and manipulation of their optical properties. We believe that the represented 

results lay the groundwork of the fs-laser application for the large-scale fabrication of hybrid nanostructures and 

can be applied for effective light manipulation. 
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Abstract- We experimentally demonstrate photonic time reflection from an 

Aluminum-doped-ZnO layer with epsilon-near-zero (ENZ) operation at telecom wavelengths. 

The refractive index of the layer is temporally engineered by an intense, <100 fs pulse at 785 nm. 

ENZ enhanced change in the material properties has driven a wavelength shift up to 10 nm for 

near-infrared (1250 nm) pulses. 
 

The phenomena of time reflection and refraction that occur when light passes through a dynamic medium 

(i.e. with a time-varying refractive index), has been extensively studied in both bulk geometries [1, 2] and in thin 

films [3]. The temporal variation of the media optical properties brings forth another degree of freedom for 

molding the flow of light that is complementary with the spatial structural variations utilized in metamaterials [4]. 

Since space and time play dual roles in wave equations, temporal analogues of metamaterial based devices are 

expected to achieve a new horizon of light control, and possibly will enable a new genus of active optical 

devices. Accordingly, we previously studied the propagation of light through a surface with time-varying optical 

properties, foreseeing the incidence of a wavelength shift that emulates Doppler shift from a moving medium [5]. 

However, the realization of large frequency shifts requires a considerable contrast with regards to induced 

variation of the refractive index. Therefore, epsilon-near-zero (ENZ) [6] materials are very promising candidates 

to construct optical devices based on temporal surface engineering, with their potential to afford epsilon changes 

as high as their genuine values. In particular, Aluminum-doped-ZnO (AZO) [7] has recently demonstrated ENZ 

operation at telecom wavelengths, in addition to its ability to undergo a remarkable variation in optical response 

over a sub-picosecond time frame. In this work, we utilize an AZO layer with engineered time-varying optical 

properties to experimentally verify the artificial Doppler shift induced by a time-varying phase-gradient [5]. 

 

An AZO layer is utilized whose refractive index is modulated via a pump at 785 nm while probed by a 

second beam at 1250 nm which is controllably delayed from the pump by τ as shown in the inset of figure 1. At 

the probe wavelength, the AZO is in the ENZ regime, and upon excitation with the pump, n undergoes a change 

in value comparable to its initial value. The probe pulse reflecting from the AZO layer will acquire a 
time-dependent phase shift that will dynamically change following the changes in n. Accordingly, the 

frequency shift induced to the wave-front is calculated by [5]:  



 2 

 
Figure 1: (a) Normalized variations in reflected power of probe signal as a function of pump-probe delay for different pump intensities. (Inset) Simplified 

sketch for the pump- probe measurement performed on the AZO layer, where τ is the pump-probe delay, and the probe signal is analyzed through a 

spectrometer. (b) Transient wavelength shift of the probe signal carrier obtained from the spectrograms of the reflected probe signal (for different pump 

intensities).  

                                
t

                           (1) 

Figure 1(a) presents the differential and normalized transient reflectivity as recorded by our pump and probe 

system for different pump intensities where τ is the pump-to-probe delay. According to Equation (1), the slope of 

n (i.e. change in R) should correspond to a shift in the reflected probe wavelength. This is displayed in figure 

1(b), where an induced wavelength shift up to 10 nm is detected from the spectral measurement of the reflected 

probe, which resembles the derivative of figure 1(a) in accordance with Equation (1).  

 

In conclusion, the potentials of AZO as a dynamic ENZ material provide a suitable platform for the temporal 

engineering of optical materials, opening a new paradigm of light control, and possible integration towards 

developing dynamic meta-devices. The capabilities of these devices surpass those of static metamaterials 

enabling novel types of applications. For example, the demonstrated effect of an artificial Doppler-shift can be 

used to modify or compensate for the actual Doppler effect from a moving medium, enabling the realization of 

velocity cloaking. 
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Abstract—We introduce a method based on the quantum hydrodynamic theory (QHT) for the
study of second-harmonic generation (SHG), which includes nonlocal and nonlinear contributions
of the kinetic energy and a quantum-like description of the electron density at the surface. This
method is suitable for studying nonlinear optical process in nanometer-gap plasmonic structures.

Metallic structures supporting gap-plasmon modes have the ability to squeeze the light (with
no cut-o�) in nanometer size volumes producing incredibly strong local fields. Advances in nano-
fabrication techniques[1, 2] have made possible to achieve distances between to metallic elements
(i.e. between two nanoparticles, or between nanoparticles and a metal film) of only few nanometers.
At such distances nonlocal or quantum e�ects become non-negligible, producing modifications of
the macroscopic optical response of the system, which have been experimentally observed[3, 4]. On
the other hand, metals are compelling candidates for nonlinear optics, as they possess nonlinear
susceptibilities that are orders of magnitude larger than dielectric materials. The origin of nonlin-
earity in metals arises from both volume and surface contributions. Nonlinear surface contributions
are strictly related to the response of the electrons within few angstroms from the metal boundaries.
In this sub-nanometer realm, electron-electron interactions become non-negligible, and quantum
and nonlocal e�ects must be taken into account. While the nonlinear hydrodynamic model (within
the limit of the Tomas-Fermi theory) has been successfully used to describe second-harmonic gen-
eration in metallic systems[5, 6], its basic assumption of a constant equilibrium electron density,
prevents its applicability to more extreme condition in which a precise description of the electron
density profile is required.

Here, we present a generalization of the nonlinear hydrodynamic theory that takes into account
a more accurate description of the free-electron gas internal energy by adding to the Thomas-
Fermi energy functional, the nonlocal (i.e. depending on the gradient of the charge density) von
Weizsäcker energy functional[7, 8]. In particular we present the equations for the study of the SHG
process.

Assuming undepleted pump approximation and a ei�t time dependence, it is possible to obtain
the following set of equations for the fundamental (P1) and second-harmonic (P2) polarization
vectors:
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G[n] is the total internal energy functional, approximated as G[n] � TTF[n] +
1
�TvW[n] + EXC[n],

where TTF[n] is kinetic energy functional in the Thomas-Fermi approximation, TvW[n] is the von
Weizsäcker kinetic energy functional and EXC[n] is the local density approximation for the exchange-

correlation energy functional. The term
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contains elements that depends not only on n

but also its gradient. Here we report only the second-order nonlinear terms for the kinetic energy:
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Figure 1: SHG e�ciency as a function of the incident angle on a metal surface for two di�erent density
profiles.

Equations (1) are coupled with Maxwell’s equations and are valid for any geometry. In Fig. 1
we show the amount of SHG produced at a simple metal film as a function for two values of the
work function di�ering of about 20%. The amount of nonlinear currents strongly depends on how
the equilibrium density n0 varies across the jellium edge. This is not the case for the standard
hydrodynamic model where a direct link with local calculations can be established[9]. It can be
showed in fact that for a flat surface the amount of second-harmonic currents does not depend on
how P varies across the surface (going from its bulk value to its surface value). This does not hold
for the nonlinear QHT. In the configuration presented, nearly 3% of the incident light actually
couples into the metal. Nano-gap plasmon structures not only can increase the local fields at the
surface but can also bring the coupling of far-field radiation and surface very close to 100%[2]. The
nonlinear QHT is a well-suited tool to take advantage of quantum interactions in deeply confined
light modes in order to e�ciently generate a nonlinear optical response.
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Abstract- Silver is one of the most commonly used metals for constructing metamaterials working in 

the visible wavelength range. This is because it has low ohmic losses, associated with small values of 

imaginary part of permittivity. In this talk we will demonstrate that due to segregation of germanium 

atoms to silver grain boundaries, a smooth silver layer might become a metamaterial itself. This system 

exhibits such effects as localised plasmon resonances on encapsulated grains and extraordinary second 

harmonic generation. 

  

Plasmonic metamaterials revolutionarily altered the way that people think about functional optical devices. 

Thanks to arrangement of two or more conventional materials with known bulk properties one can obtain a 

composite structure with quite exotic behaviour, very different from all of its constituents. For example, 

when the design incorporates metals in the unit structure, such a metamaterial can exhibit a hyperbolic 

dispersion relation and as a consequence sustain and enhance waves of infinitely high wavenumber [1]. Also 

the nonlinear effects in metamaterials such as nonlinear refraction and absorption [2] or second-harmonic 

generation (SHG) [3] have become a subject of intensive study.  

 

Optical properties of silver makes it a perfect candidate for a metamaterial compound. Unfortunately, 

evaporation of thin films has been a continuing challenge because of their tendency to form clusters rather 

than smooth layers. Several methods were proposed in the literature to deal with this problem [4]. While the 

uniformity and smoothness of e beam evaporated metal films can be optimized through the use of a Ge 

wetting interlayer and proper choice of deposition temperature and rate [5], this approach in the long term 

leads to segregation of Ge atoms and increase of Ohmic losses [6].  Segregation appears as a result of 

inhomogeneities in the evaporated film, such as free surfaces, grain boundaries, interfaces between different 

phases or dislocations. All of these regions provide sites on which germanium atoms have lower Gibs free 

energy [7].  

 

Although the penetration of Ge atoms along high-diffusivity paths in silver significantly limits the range of 

SPP wave propagation on the dielectric/metal interface, this metamaterial exhibits some other very unique 

properties. In particular, localized surface plasmon (LSP) resonances on encapsulated silver grains can be 

identified from the linear optical measurements, allowing to treat the thin Au/Ge film as a metamaterial. 

These LSPs have significant impact on second-harmonic generation from the metamaterial. 



 
Figures 1: SEM image of the 100nm thick silver-germanium metamaterial. 
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Abstract— Novel liquid-crystal tunable metamaterial devices for terahertz wave manipulation
are designed and investigated. Deeply subwavelength layers of nematic materials are introduced
in metal-insulator-metal cavities, leading to strong interaction of the THz wave with the liquid
crystal anisotropy. The enhanced response in the liquid-crystal layer yields extensive tunability of
the electromagnetic resonances with fast response times in the millisecond range. Three specific
components are targeted: a fishnet metamaterial with tunable effective refractive index, a tunable
absorber, and a polarization controller.

Terahertz science is a rapidly advancing research field in view of numerous applications in
security, material science, bio-imaging, and short-range wireless communications. Reconfigurable
devices with broad tuning ranges can be envisaged by combining the electromagnetic resonances in
subwavelength metamaterial structures with the electrical control of nematic liquid crystals (LC)
[1]. Here, we discuss three particular designs that target tunable negative index metamaterials [2],
efficient modulation on perfect absorbers [3], and tunable polarization control in resonant metal-
liquid-crystal-metal cavities.

The design of the proposed LC-tunable THz metamaterials is based on the infiltration of the
nematic material in m-thick layers formed between metallic parts, as in the schematic of the
perfect absorber presented in Fig. 1(a,b). By tuning the dimensions of the metallic network, the
resonances of the device, as e.g. in Fig. 1(c), can be shifted at the target frequency of operation.

Subsequently, the application of a control voltage across the cell formed between the two oppos-
ing metallic electrodes switches the LC molecules and provides for large tunability of the structure’s
electromagnetic response. Figure 1(d) shows a higher than 15% spectral tuning range for the perfect

Figure 1: (a) Cross-section of the LC-tunable THz absorber, (b) bird’s-eye view of the structure, (c) z-
component of the resonant electric field calculated in the middle of the LC cell, (d) voltage-controlled
modulation of the reflectance spectra.



absorber, which translates in modulation depths above 20 dB at the design frequency. The device
responds in a few ms and a few tens of ms in the case of ON and OFF switching, respectively.

In conclusion, the introduction of m-thick layers of nematic liquid crystals in metamaterial
cavities enables the design of tunable components for the efficient control of terahertz wave propa-
gation. The proposed reconfigurable devices feature extensive tunability, fast response times, and
offer a low-cost solution for terahertz applications.
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Abstract: This work focuses on two recently proposed concepts in graphene plasmonics. (i) Generation and dynamic 
steering of Terahertz (THz) beams using graphene antennas. The surface reactance of the graphene is dynamically 
modulated using a bias circuit. The modulated reactance allows for steering of the beam over wide range of scan-angles. 
(ii) Efficient and tunable generation of graphene surface plasmon polaritons (GSSPs). The graphene sheet is converted 
into a grating using an acoustic wave. The grating allows for efficient coupling of the incident light to the GSSPs. Its 
period can be tuned by varying the frequency of the acoustic wave.  

Plasmonics, one of the most active research fields in photonics and electromagnetics, focuses on the generation of 
surface plasmon polaritons on noble metal surfaces (e.g. gold) under excitation by light and manipulation/tunability of 
their characteristics such as resonance frequency, propagation distance, field localization and strength, etc. However, 
high levels of ohmic loss present in metals have hindered the development of real engineering applications of 
plasmonics. This has motivated researchers to look for/design novel materials that support surface plasmon polaritons 
but also are tunable and have lower levels of ohmic loss. Graphene, the one-atom-thick honeycomb carbon lattice, 
discovered in 2004, fulfils these requirements: It has low levels of ohmic loss thanks to its high electron mobility, its 
response to electromagnetic excitation can be tuned by applying an external gate voltage or modifying the level of 
chemical doping, and it supports surface plasmon polaritons at THz frequencies [1]. This work addresses on two 
different aspects of graphene plasmonics. 

c)     d) 

a) b) 

 



Figure 1. (a) and (b) Schematics of two different antennas used for THz beam steering. (c) The effective GSPP 
wavelength on a flat graphene sheet for different Fermi energies. The plot shows that the GSPPs are confined to the 
graphene surface and can be hardly excited. This problem is overcome by generating a dynamic grating on the graphene 
surface, which is molded using flexural elastic waves [2] to allow for efficient coupling of incident light to GSPPs. (d) 
The plot shows that the directivity of the antenna can be greatly enhanced by increasing the mobility of graphene (i.e., 
lowering the level of loss) [3]. This antenna can be used for fast switching of infrared or THz beams to various space 
channels, and represents an example of graphene-based plasmonic devices that can be used in practical applications 
such as switching, spatial multiplexing, or holography. 

- Tunability of GSSPs suggests that graphene can be used to build antennas that can generate and dynamically steer 
THz radiation beams. Indeed, in this work a THz antenna made of a graphene sheet biased with a high-density circuit is 
designed for this purpose. The tunability of graphene’s conductivity [1] permits the use of multiple-cascaded gates to 
modulate the surface reactance by biasing each gate with a different voltage [Fig. 1(a)]. Under no-bias condition, the 
graphene sheet supports a slow GSPP wave. When the gate-electrodes are biased, the surface reactance of graphene is 
modulated with “digitized” sinusoidal signal, which permits generation of high-order spatial harmonics on the surface 
of graphene and consequently the antenna supports a fast-leaky-wave-mode. Varying the period of the modulation 
periods using different bias-setups leads to the steering of the THz beam over a wide range of angles [Fig. 1(b)]. 

- One of the open-ended problems of the graphene plasmonics is the realization of efficient coupling of incident light to 
the GSSPs. This is a challenging task because of the large mismatch between the wavenumbers of the GSSPs and the 
free space. In this work, this problem is overcome by generating a dynamic two-dimensional grating on the graphene 
surface using an acoustic (flexural) wave [Fig. 2(a)]. The grating “forces” the wavenumbers to match permitting 
efficient coupling of energy from the incident field to the GSSPs. Additionally, the period of the grating can be tuned by 
varying the frequency of acoustic wave (i.e., mechanical vibration of the graphene sheet). This suggests that fast on/off 
switching of GSSPs might be possible with potential applications in bio-chemical sensing and detection [2]. 

 

(a) (b) 
 

Figure 2. Efficient generation of GSSPs. (a) Schematics of the setup showing how the graphene grating is generated 
using an acoustic wave (i.e., mechanical vibration of the sheet). (b) Characterization of the GSSPs generated on the 
graphene grating.  
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Abstract- Coupled electromagnetic fields and charge densities oscillating at optical frequencies 

along a metal interface are surface modes called surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs). SPPs are 

quasi-particles that confine light to subwavelength dimensions. We review our design and 

characterization philosophy to produce efficient plasmonic launchers that are used for quantitative 

nonlinear and quantum plasmonics. These launchers can be used to measure the nonlinearity of 

metals and to evidence the particle nature of SPPs. 
 

Surface Plasmon Polaritons (SPPs) are an important carrier of optical energy because: i) the electromagnetic 

field can be confined to subwavelength dimensions, which locally enhances the intensity of light and ii) SPPs are 

quasi-particles, namely that they consist of free electrons oscillating jointly with the electromagnetic field at 

optical (or near optical) frequencies. These two observations have led physicists and engineers to take advantage 

of SPPs for many applications including metamaterials [1], nonlinear optics [2], quatum optics [3], sensing [4] 

and metasurfaces [5].  

In this context, a large number of devices have been fabricated with the aim of efficiently generating SPPs 

and controlling the direction in which they are launched from free-space photons. In 2011, we showed that it was 

possible to be quantitative in the determination of the power coupled to SPPs using a compact optimized antenna 

[6]. Using this antenna and our characterization procedure, we can apply it to optical experiments where it is 

crucial to be quantitative. In nonlinear optics for instance, quantitatively measuring the degenerate effective 

third-order susceptibility of a metal which induces intensity-dependent effects requires knowing the amount of 

energy transported by the propagating SPP [7]. Another example is in quantum optics, evidencing 

experimentally wave-particle duality of an SPP requires controlling the path information (namely the launching 

directions), the photon-plasmon conversion probability (quantitative efficiency) and path recombination (SPP 

beam splitter) in order to show anti-correlation.    

We propose to review the design and characterization philosophy behind compact SPP launchers for 

quantitative optical measurements with plasmons. Furthermore, we shall describe how these concepts are useful 

for quantitative nonlinear and quatum plasmonics by highlighting two recent experiments. The first experiment 

uses a single compact antenna as a coupler and a decoupler to measure ultrafast self-action of SPPs on a gold 

surface, which enables us to measure the third-order nonlinear susceptibility [8]. The second experiment uses 

these antennas to launch single SPPs on separate paths which are recombined on an SPP splitter and evidence the 

particle nature of plasmons [9].  
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Fig. 1 – Design and application of surface plasmon polariton (SPP) launchers for quantitative nonlinear and 

quantum measurements. (a) Norm of the scattered Poynting vector near an optimized unidirectional SPP laucher. (b) SEM 

image of a single interface SPP waveguide with a unidirectional SPP launcher and decoupler at the waveguide input and 

output enabling a nonlinear characterization of a gold film. (c) Ouput power of the SPP waveguide as a function of the input 

power evidencing self-induced absortion. The fits enable a measurement of the third-order nonlinear susceptibility of gold. 

(d) SEM image of a sample containing two of the designed SPP launchers (bottom and left) and an SPP beam splitter. This 

setup is used to make a which-path quantum experiment the reveals the particle nature of the SPP. (e) Intensity correlation 

function at zero delay as a function of the mean photon number. 
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Abstract— We demonstrate that non-reciprocity of nonlinear generation is inherent and re-
alistically observable in the effective nonlinear multipolar response of nanostructures. A careful
design of effective hyperpolarizability terms allows both a non-reciprocal and unidirectional non-
linear generation where the generation direction is preserved with respect to a fixed laboratory
coordinate system when reversing the direction of the fundamental field. Alternatively, it can en-
sure a directionally selective inhibition of the nonlinear response for certain respective directions
of the fundamental beams.

Light manipulation at the nanoscale, while providing a possible path for controlling interac-
tions near an atomic-scale level, faces challenges unique to the microscopic nature of the processes
involved. Not only scattering response is subject to usual limitations due to the reciprocity the-
orem [1], but the directionality control is overall considerably reduced due to the decrease in the
degree of coherence occurring on interaction of even a highly coherent light beam with a nanoscale
object: while focusing and re-routing of light are routine macroscopic operations, diffraction dom-
inates on a nanoscale. As a result, the interference between the multipolar modes produced on
scattering by the nanoelement [2]–the process inherent to nanoscale interactions–is at the heart of
the directionality control. The interference between partial waves of the opposite parities (such as
those of electric and magnetic dipolar modes) and of a comparable strength can strongly suppress
linear scattering in either forward or backward direction, while near-doubling it in the opposite
one. Subject to the reciprocity theorem, however, the suppression and doubling sides switch when
reversing the direction of the excitation beam.

Similar to linear scattering, the nanoscale nature of the interaction prevents regular mechanisms
such as phase matching from having an impact on the directionality of the nonlinear response. As
a result, nonlinear generation from a nanoelement occurs nearly isotropically in all directions, for
all nonlinear processes involved. Multipolar interference can, however, equally take place between
the partial waves in the nonlinearly generated field, helping restoring the directionality control. In-
deed, similar to the linear response, the interference between the nonlinearly produced electric and
magnetic partial waves had been shown to induce some asymmetry between the “transmission” and
“reflection” sides in the far field pattern of the second harmonic generated from plasmonic nanos-
tructures [3, 4]. Further, the possibility of a complete suppression of the nonlinearly generated
field in one of the hemispheres has been suggested theoretically [5] and demonstrated experimen-
tally [6] to produce a unidirectional nonlinear generation in the microwave regime from deeply
sub-wavelength metamaterial layers.The reported asymmetry in the far field pattern of the nonlin-
early generated field was, however, entirely analogous to a similar phenomena in linear scattering
where the suppression and doubling sides switch when reversing the direction of the excitation.

As we show here, nonlinear multipole interference offers capabilities fundamentally different
from those provided by its linear counterpart. In particular, it allows both a non-reciprocal and
unidirectional nonlinear generation where the direction of nonlinear generation is preserved with
respect to a fixed laboratory coordinate system when reversing the direction of the fundamental
field. Alternatively, it can ensure a directionally selective inhibition of the nonlinear response for
certain respective directions of the fundamental beams. We show that the presented phenomena
can be attributed to the existence of the common (electric or magnetic) pathways inducing the
electric and magnetic Mie resonances via a nonlinear interaction, such that switching the phase of
one (electric or magnetic) of the vectors of the fundamental field can change simultaneously the
phase of all (electric and magnetic) nonlinearly generated multipoles. Furthermore, the interference
can occur between various terms within the electric and magnetic (nonlinearly produced) dipolar
modes themselves. We discuss that, as a result, non-reciprocity in terms of ensuring just a change



in the efficiency of nonlinear generation when reversing the direction of any subset of the funda-
mental beams is inherent to and expected in the nonlinear response of most nanoelements, even
the symmetric ones, and for most of the nonlinear processes.

We develop the procedure for the retrieval of nonlinear magneto-electric polarizabilities [7, 8] and
demonstrate numerically that the described phenomena can be achieved in the optical frequency
range using purely symmetric dimer structures with realistic materials parameters. A metasurface
formed by a planar arrangement of such nonlinear optical antennas can allow a series of phenomena
not available with regular nonlinear materials, with an example of a non-reciprocal nonlinear imag-
ing achieved with the process of difference frequency generation presented in Fig. 1. Combined with
strong enhancements of the nonlinear response offered by plasmonic metasurfaces, the suggested
approach can allow engineering artificial nonlinear nanomaterials with an enhanced and inherently
non-reciprocal response that can serve as a keystone in a variety of applications in integrated optics
and photonics.

Figure 1: An example of a non-reciprocal nonlinear imaging produced via difference frequency generation,
with the image of the point source (λ2 = 1 µm) produced on the left side of the metasurface at λ3 = 2 µm,
independently of the source location. The yellow line shows schematically the metasurface location. The
metasurface is made of the periodic arrangement of dimers formed by two silver strips (120 nm×35 nm)
separated by a thin (15 nm, n = 1.58) layer of a dielectric, as shown in the inset.
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Abstract. We present our recent advances in the study of lasing action in plasmonic structures 

incorporating optically-pumped four-level gain media. We discuss two different classes of systems: 

plasmonic crystals supporting extended surface resonances and core-shell metallic nanoparticles 

supporting localized surface plasmons modes. The dynamics of the underlying gain-plasmon 

nonlinear interaction, as well as general strategies to access optimal lasing characteristics, are 

addressed in each case. 

 

Plasmonic structures and metallic metamaterials have emerged as versatile platforms for achieving lasing 

action at length scales well below the diffraction limit. In this talk, first we discuss lasing action in active 

structures supporting extended plasmonic resonances. We particularly focus on periodic arrays of metallic 

nanowires and periodic arrays of subwavelength apertures milled in a metallic film and embedded in a 

optically-pumped four-level system gain medium [1]. Using a time-domain generalization of the finite-element 

method, we show that the excitation of dark plasmonic modes (via the gain medium) enables accessing the 

optimal lasing of the considered structures (Fig. 1). In addition, we find that, due to the larger temporal 

confinement of their plasmonic modes, arrays of nanowires feature improved laser characteristics with respect to 

periodic arrays of subwavelength apertures. 

 

Figure 1. (a) Time evolution of the lasing E-field amplitude computed for a periodic array of gold nanowires (of periodicity 

430 nm) embedded in an optically-pumped four-level organic dye, as obtained for three different values of the dye emission 

wavelength λe. (b) Computed steady-state values of lasing E-field amplitude (green triangles, left y-axis) and corresponding 

lasing onset times (blue squares, right y-axis) as a function of the emission wavelength. Dashed vertical lines mark the 

location of the bright (λB) and dark (λD) plasmonic modes supported by the structure. 
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In the second part of this talk, we analyze laser light generation in optically-pumped active core-shell 

metallic nanoparticles [2]. We start by discussing detailed finite-element time-domain simulations of the lasing 

dynamics and steady-state characteristics of a spherical metallic nanoparticle surrounded by a gain medium shell 

based on four-level system emitters. Then, we generalize our analysis and consider non-spherical geometries, 

focusing in the particular case of elongated nanorod geometries. We study the evolution with the nanorod 

geometry of the nonlinear interaction between the gain medium and the localized surface plasmons of the system. 

We find that there exists an optimal nanorod geometry that exhibits significantly improved lasing characteristics 

with respect to the conventional spherical configuration (Fig 2). These results could be of importance for further 

development of novel nanoscale light sources based on metallic nanoparticles. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Computed steady-state values of the lasing thresholds (left y-axis, blue circles) and slope efficiencies (right 

y-axis, red squares) of plasmonic lasers based on single gold core-shell nanoparticles as a function of the elongation of 

the nanoparticles, Le. Results for a broad range of values for Le, ranging from Le=0 (spherical case) to Le=100 nm 

(elongated nanorod) are displayed. 
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Abstract-We demonstrate experimentally that the linear optical response of a plasmonic dipole 
antenna array is significantly modified when placed on a thin epsilon-near-zero (ENZ) material. 
Moreover, the strong interaction between the dipole antenna array and the ENZ material results in a 
broadband (>500 nm) nonlinear metamaterial with |n2| values up to eight orders of magnitude larger 
than that of silica glass. Our results show a new way of designing ultra-broadband nonlinear 
metasurfaces with tailored third-order nonlinear strength and sign.  

 
Materials with near-zero permittivity, commonly known as epsilon-near-zero (ENZ) materials, have 

interesting linear and nonlinear optical properties [1-3]. It has been recently reported that the emission pattern of 
a plasmonic antenna is significantly modified when it is placed on a micrometer-thick ENZ substrate [4].  

 
In this work, we investigate the impact of a thin ENZ substrate on the linear and the nonlinear optical 

responses of a plasmonic nanoantenna array that is designed for operation near the ENZ wavelength of the 
substrate. We find that the linear optical response of our structure is significantly different from that of a recently 
reported case [4]. Our ENZ substrate is a thin film (23 nm) of indium tin oxide (ITO) with a bulk plasmon 
wavelength in the near-infrared region of the spectrum. We show that the strong coupling between the plasmonic 
mode of the antenna and the modes supported by the ITO film results in resonance splitting (Fig. 1) similar to 
the resonance splitting in a pair of strongly coupled oscillators and Rabi-splitting in an atom-cavity system.   

 
Figure 1 The real part of the permittivity of a 23-nm-thin ITO film crosses zero at 1420 nm wavelength (a). Due to the 
strong coupling between the ENZ and the antenna modes, the antenna-ENZ structure exhibits resonance splitting (b). 
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Figure 2 The third-order nonlinear responses of the antenna-ENZ structure as measured by a z-scan setup. (a) Intensity 

dependent refractive index. (b) Intensity dependent absorption. 
  

We use a z-scan setup to measure the intensity-dependent nonlinear response of our ENZ-antenna structure 
at normal incidence [5]. Through a series of such measurements using a ~100 fs laser source, we measure the 
nonlinear response of the structure over a broad spectral range. We find that the structure exhibits dispersive 
nonlinear response. Moreover, the material exhibits both positive and negative nonlinear responses: self-focusing 
and defocusing nonlinearity, as well as saturable and reverse saturable absorption (Fig. 2). We find that the 
nonlinear response of the structure is strongly enhanced over this entire spectral region. In particular, the 
absolute magnitude of the real part of the nonlinear refractive index coefficient (|n2|) of this structure can be over 
a hundred million times stronger than that of silica glass, and over six orders of magnitude larger than that of a 
chalcogenide glass [5]. We also measure the time dependent nonlinear response of the structure (data not shown 
here) to understand the ultrafast nature of the response.  

 
Our results introduce a new paradigm in enhancing nonlinearity in a nanostructured thin film [6], and offer a 

new way of designing highly nonlinear broadband metasurfaces. 
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Abstract- I present a number of results aimed at achieving nanoscale switchable and reconfigurable 

devices. A single nanoantenna can concentrate intensity and produce an enhanced excitation and 

readout of a nonlinear Kerr medium. Next to single-antenna building blocks, we look at highly 

multimode, complex environments where the light field is the result of interference of many 

possible light paths. New types of all-optical control are achieved through reconfiguring the light 

field and the medium itself, including ultrafast wave shaping and reciprocity effects. 

 

Photonic technologies are playing a tremendously important role in our society, through 
revolutionizing applications in telecommunication, broadband internet, data storage, and laser 
manufacturing. Currently, light is increasingly being manipulated at length scales comparable or even 
smaller than its wavelength, the field of research naturally being referred to as nanophotonics. In future 
systems, nanophotonics is expected to increasingly converge with electronics in essential 
functionalities, such as on-chip optical interconnects, optical data manipulation and storage, and 
quantum information devices. 

The active control of nanoscale photonic devices is of interest as it allows dynamic routing of light, 
control of optical near fields and spontaneous emission. Efforts to develop switchable and 
reconfigurable nanophotonic devices are focusing on different routes, and can be roughly distinguished 
into two classes. One strategy uses a single resonator where energy is concentrated in space and time 
to achieve strong local fields and high sensitivity for perturbations. Another strategy uses a distributed 
system where electromagnetic waves propagate over a certain distance through a medium. 

In recent studies, we have developed hybrid devices consisting of plasmonic nanoantenna and a 
nonlinear medium [1,2,3]. By selectively pumping the antenna resonance, it was demonstrated that 
strong local switching could be achieved in a range of actively tunable materials including metal oxides 
such as indium-tin oxide and vanadium dioxide. This strategy requires materials with a very large 
optical switching contrast. 

As a second strategy, the use of distributed scattering potentials in controlling the flow of light is 
explored [4,5,6]. The basic idea is that the presence of a scattering potential landscape results in many 
paths leading from two points in a medium. By constructively shaping either the incident wavefront or 
the scattering potential, it is possible to achieve any transfer function for the medium, for example using 
inverse design [7]. For our new concept, referred to as ultrafast wave shaping, we induce a new 



scattering potential which strongly varies in space and/or time, by using a femtosecond pulsed laser 
and a material with a sufficient nonlinear response. The ultrafast perturbation cannot only collapse the 
transfer function due to nonlinear dephasing and time reversal breaking [4,5], but also result in a new 
transfer function of the device. We have demonstrated efficient routing of light between the output ports 
of a multimode interference device with up to 97% efficiency and less than -27dB cross talk between 
channels [6]. Figure 1 shows the principle of the experiment, where a nonlinear pattern of perturbations 
is projected on the top of the device, where the individual perturbations effectively act in concert to 
reroute the light between the two output ports.   
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Figure 1 (left) Experimental setup used for wave shaping on a silicon chip, with (right) calculated intensity in MMI 

without and with perturbation pattern (red dots) [6]. 
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Abstract 

Transmitted second harmonic generation (SHG) is 
investigated for isosceles triangular hole array in 25 nm 
thick Au film on a quartz substrate. Even at normal 
incidence, due to lack of inversion symmetry in one 
direction for the triangular shape, SHG generated at the 
surface of the hole wall is not cancelled and thus observed. 
Numerical calculation based on the effective susceptibility 
formalism is compared to the experimentally observed 
resonance in SHG excitation spectra.   

1. Introduction 

Second-order optical nonlinearity exists at the surface 
where dielectric environment changes abruptly. In the 
oblique incident configuration, surface polarization is 
excited which generates SHG. For normal incidence it does 
not give SHG unless the surface has a structure which 
breaks the symmetry in the plane. The structure can be 
endowed by artificially carving the surface by using e-beam 
lithography for example. This structure can be considered as 
a new type of metamaterial where second order optical 
nonlinearity is designed. We have already shown that by 
breaking the symmetry, it is possible to observe SHG in 
semiconductor embedded structure [1]. Recently sub-
wavelength shape dependent SHG was investigated and 
analyzed in terms of effective susceptibility concept [2,3,4]. 
By appropriately design the subwavelength structure, it may 
be possible to produce extremely nonlinear metamaterial, 
which can be an essential ingredient for integrated optical 
circuits. This time we employ simple triangle hole array 
geometry in Au thin film in order to confirm the validity of 
the approach. 
 

2. Design and Fabrication 

In order to investigate SHG from metamaterials 
experimentally, we designed the structure so that it has a 
structural resonance at the convenient wavelength around 
1300 nm, for which SHG is below the absorptive 
wavelength.  We employ a unit cell with a simple 
equilateral triangular hole arranged in a square array. 
Numerical calculation is carried out with commercial 

software (CST Microwave Studio).  In order to avoid any 
diffraction, the period is set to be 400nm. Height and base 
of a triangle is 360nm.  

Square array of triangles are fabricated on 25nm-thick 
Au sputtered on a quartz substrate.. Figure 1 shows Atomic 
Force Microscopy (AFM) image of our structure. Sample 
size is 0.6 mm x 0.6 mm.  
 

 

Figure 1: (a) AFM image of  square array of triangular 
holes in Au film.  

 

3. Experiment and Simulation 

Square array of triangles with 360 nm-long height and 
base was patterned with e-beam lithography. Period of array 
is 400nm.  Figure 1 shows atomic force microscope (AFM) 
image of our sample. Symmetry is broken for holizontal (x) 
direction. 

  Transmission spectra for x- and y-polarized light are 
shown in Fig. 2. Transmission peak at around 500nm is 
characteristic to Au, which can be seen in plain Au film as 
well. Transmission dip at 670nm is due to the triangular hole. 
According to the numerical calculation, the dip position is 
dependent on the structural parameter and is generally  
polarization dependent. In order to reproduce the 
experimental result, we had to use base and height to be 200 
nm and blend radius to be 30nm. In this case, the resonant 
position is found to be similar for x- and y- polarization. The 
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dip at 570nm is deeper for y-polarized light. On the other 
hand transmission is higher for y-polarized light at around 
900nm.  

As a tunable excitation source for SHG measurement , 
we employed  an optical parametric amplifier with 180 fs 
pulse width excited by 1kHz Ti:sapphire regenerative 
amplifier. In Fig.3, polar plot of SHG intensity for excitation 
at 1226 nm is shown. The laser peak intensity in front of the 
sample was estimated to be 1 GW/cm2. The SHG intensity 
was proportional to the square of excitation intensity. We 
found that the SHG light is polarized to x-direction where 
inversion symmetry is broken.  

Figure 3 shows SHG polarization for x- and y-polarized 
excitation at 1226 nm. It was found that the SHG is 
polarized along x-direction for both x- and y-polarized 
light. SHG intensity was about twice larger for y-polarized 
excitation at this wavelength.  

Transmitted SHG intensity was measured as a function 
of laser wavelength as is plotted in Fig. 4.  The SHG was 
polarized in x-direction for both x- and y-polarized 
excitation. A prominent resonance was observed at 1330 
nm for y-polarized light, when its SHG corresponds to the  
resonant dip in linear transmission spectrum. The 
maximum SHG count was about 500 counts/sec in our 
experimental condition. 

 

Figure 2: Transmission specta for x- and y-excitation. 
 

 
Figure 3: Polar plot of SHG intensity excited at 1226 nm. 

 

Figure 4: Exciation wavelength dependence of SHG 
intensity for x-polarized (red circle)  and y-polarized 
light (blue square). 

 
In order to understand the experimental observation, we 

have calculated SHG field following the effective 
susceptibility concept [2]. This concept was recently 
applied to SHG in metamaterials [3,4]: 

³³v dSEEE nnnnn )2,(),()2( 2
SH ZZFZ rr  

Here, ),( ZrnE is the normal component of an 

microscopic electric field excited by the incident laser at the 

nanostructure, while )2,( ZrnE is the SHG field sent from 

the observation point.  nnnF  is all normal component of the 

nonlinear susceptibility at the surface. Unlike [3,4], where 
only structure parameter dependence is discussed for a fixed 
excitation wavelength, we measured wavelength 
dependence of SHG. The electric field distribution for 
fundamental and SHG wavelengths were numerically 
calculated. Effective susceptibility was estimated by using 
these electric fields just outside of the gold. For the 
calculation we assumed that normal component of nonlinear 
surface susceptibility   is dominant and wavelength 
independent. We found in the calculation that at the 
resonance, which corresponds to the dip in the transmission 
spectrum,  SHG is enhanced and y-excitation is a few times 
larger than x-excitation, which is consistent with our 
experiment. The calculation predicts that there is another 
resonance at shorter wabelength, where SHG intensity is by 
far larger. 
 

4. Discussion 

According to the effective susceptibility formalism, 
large second order optical nonlinearity in nanostructure 
does not necessarily mean that the SHG emission is strong. 
In order to estimate electric field of SHG at the farfield 
region, we calculate the overlapping integral with internal 
field distribution excited by the light sent from the 
observation point.  Assuming that the normal component of 
second order optical nonlinear susceptibility at the metal 
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surface is dominant, we can reproduce experimental 
observation farily well. 

The observed selection rule for SHG is obvious from 
this integral. As the structure is asymmetric upon x-

inversion, )2(
xxxF and )2(

xyyF components are finite. On the 

other hand 0)2(  yyyF , because the system is invariant upon  

y-inversion. Whether )2(
xyyF  is larger or smaller than )2(

xxxF , 

can not be determined from symmetry. But with effective 
susceptibility calculation it can be predicted.  As the electric 
field distribution at Z  and Z2  can be calculated with 
numerical simulation, it paves the way to explore artificial 
material with large optical nonlinearity. 
 

5. Conclusions 

SHG due to isosceles triangular holes sub-wavelength scale 
in Au thin film is observed at normal incidence. SHG 
enhancement is observed when SHG excites the lowest 
resonance of the triangular hole structure.  Effective 
susceptibility explains SHG selection rules and wavelength 
dependence reasonably well. Symmetry of electric field 
distribution at SHG frequency determines SHG selection 
rules. Even larger enhancement is expected when the laser 
directly excites the lowest resonance. 
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Abstract-We consider the emergence and interaction of multiple exceptional points in a four-state 

system theoretically and realize the system experimentally using four coupled acoustic cavities with 

asymmetric losses. We find the system exhibit multiple EPs that can collide and merge, leading to 

higher order singularities and topological characteristics not found in two-state systems. The new 

physics obtained here in acoustic systems can be extended to other kinds of waves.  

 

Non-Hermitian systems, such as open systems and systems with asymmetric losses, are common in nature 

and have drawn a lot of attentions for a long time. Exceptional points (EPs) can exist in such systems when two 

eigenstates coalesce. This is the origin of a wide range of novel phenomena in different branches of physics such 

as level repulsion, superradiance, coherent perfect absorption, rings of EPs and loss-induced revival of lasing. 

Most of these phenomena can be understood by considering a simple 2x2 non-Hermitian matrix. At a higher 

dimension, more complex EP physics not found in two-state systems arises [1,2]. 

In this work, we investigate a four-state system both theoretically and experimentally. The emergence of 

multiple EPs, their topological properties, and their coalescence can be best summarized in a phase diagram 

featuring an exceptional point formation pattern (EPFP). The coalescence of two EPs and that of three EPs form 

two trajectories in the parameter space, partitioning the phase space into different regions each with a unique 

EPFP. Together with a two-state inversion line, the phase space is further divided into five regions, each with 

distinct topological properties. By using coupled acoustic resonant cavities with tunable eigenfrequencies, 

coupling strengths, and dissipative loss, these formation patterns were observed and characterized 

experimentally. The coalescence of three EPs produces a higher order singularity and the coalescence of a pair of 

EPs with the same chirality produces a linear crossing that is qualitatively different from the linear crossing at a 

diabolic point of Hermitian Hamiltonians. 
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Abstract In this presentation we show how active acoustic media can be engineered and tuned to work as a 

Parity-time (PT) synthetic phononic system. We demonstrate a feasible approach for the case of sound where the most 

important ingredients within synthetic materials, loss and gain, are achieved through electrically biased piezoelectric 

semiconductors. With colorful examples we demonstrate the rich physics involved and the broad landscape for 

applications associated with the PT properties. 
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Abstract-Here we realize total transmission subwavelength imaging with a hyperbolic elastic 

metamaterial lens. The elastic parameters (mass density and stiffness) are delicately tuned and 

realized with our explicit analytical method by a mass-spring model. The essential conditions for 

super-resolution (by hyperbolic dispersion relation with negative effective mass density) and total 

transmission (by extremely large effective stiffness) are successfully realized. The fabricated 

metamaterial lens is capable of resolving subwavelength symmetric Lamb waves (up to 0.09λ). 
 

Fine quality super-resolution (deep subwavelength scale) imaging of high transmission and low loss is 

crucially demanded for the broad range of ultrasonic imaging applications including non-destructive evaluation 

and biomedical screening. Although researches on the vast regime of subwavelength imaging with hyperbolic 

metamaterial lenses [1, 2] for electromagnetic waves and acoustic waves has been successfully carried out 

recently, elastic counterpart has been severely limited due to its complexity of higher-order tensor based material 

quantities. Even more, elastic metamaterial lenses inherit severely low transmission owing to the highly 

mismatched impedance with respect to the background medium, hence disturbing the ideal imaging. 

Thus, in this work, we propose a hyperbolic elastic metamaterial lens which is capable of subwavelength 

imaging with total transmission. Our analytical mass-spring model for the unit cell structure and its realization in 

a continuum medium is shown in Fig. 1(a). The key idea is to implement the following two essential conditions 

for total transmission subwavelength imaging with our properly designed unit cell structure:  

1. Total transmission realized by using extreme stiffness to compensate for the decreased impedance in the 

perforated metamaterial structure in the wave propagating direction (y direction).  

2. Subwavelength resolution ability by utilizing hyperbolic dispersion (shown in Fig. 1(b)) induced from 

negative effective mass density in the perpendicular direction (x direction). 

Such anomalous properties are caused by translational motion of the local resonators denoted as m that are 

connected to the main body mass M by the two-dimensional stiffness terms α, β, and γ.  

The performance of the subwavelength imaging and total transmission is confirmed both by numerical 

simulation and experiment with a laser scanning vibrometer. As for incident subwavelength wave generation, a 

20 mm wide line source (corresponding to 0.13λ) is considered. Two 2 mm-wide line sources with separation of 

36 mm (corresponding to 0.23λ) and center-to-center separation of 56 mm (corresponding to 0.365λ), are 
installed 5mm in front of the lens. From Fig. 2(c), it is apparent that in contrast to the case without the 

metamaterial, the subwavelength details are preserved in the imaging domain when the metamaterial lens is 

installed as though the source is directly transferred through the lens. 



 
Figure 1 (a) The fabricated elastic metamaterial and the corresponding mass-spring model for its unit cell structure. (b) Equi-frequency 

contours (metamaterial for black and isotropic aluminum for white) showing hyperbolic dispersion curve. (c) Numerical time-harmonic 

simulation. (d) Obtained intensity profiles confirming the subwavelength resolution ability. The dotted lines are from the experiment and 

the solid lines are from simulation. The red line is without the lens and the blue line is with the metamaterial lens. 

 

As for experimental verification, the lens is fabricated in a base aluminum plate. For subwavelength sources, 

we utilized two magnetostrictive transducers [3] that are proven to have good wave mode tunability. The 

resolution (shown in Fig. 1(d)), under the definition of full-width at half maximum (FWHM) of the peak, for 

two-source experiment is 29.79 mm or 0.19λ and 27.42 mm or 0.17λ, respectively. Also, subwavelength distance 
of 56 mm or 0.365λ apart can be clearly resolved with the metamaterial lens. In fact, not shown here though, two 
sources as close as 1 lattice constant (14 mm or 0.09λ) was resolved by the definition of FWHM. 
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Abstract-The emergence of the rainbow trapping effect is shown experimentally. We started with a 

beam in which a chirped structure was machined at one side. At the other side a passive vibration 

isolation system was used. In the middle wave packets were generated using an electromagnetic-

acoustic transducer. For different values of the chirp intensity the analog the rainbow trapping 

effect, was found. The predicted effect was measured in the structured beam. 

 

Introduction: The rainbow trapping, discovered few years ago in optics [1], is an effect in which a wave is 

slowed down. This effect has potential applications since it separates spatially different frequency components of 

a wave packet; it can be used to multiplex waves and to design buffers, filters and sorters, etc. Due to its 

importance several groups in the world have found its emergence in other frequency ranges. Inclusive, it has also 

been observed in acoustic waves [2,3]. Nevertheless, for mechanical waves, due to the complexity involved, this 

phenomenon has not been observed. Here we report the measurement of the rainbow trapping effect in 

mechanical waves.  
Numerics: The transfer matrix method was used to calculate the dynamical behavior of the wave packet in 

the structured beam. In the rectangular beam 20 cells were designed using notches. The length aj of the cell j is 

given by the distance between two consecutive notches, and depends on the chirp intensity �O= (aj-aj-1)/aj. An 
initial wave packet is expanded in 200 normal modes of the structured beam and the dynamics is calculated. When 

the chirp vanishes, the normal mode frequencies group together forming bands and gaps; for different values of the 

chirp intensity the band structure is modified slightly. When the central frequency fC of the initial packet lies inside 

the gap the packet is completely reflected by the structure; when the fC is inside the band the packet crosses the 

structure. When the chirp is different of zero, the wave packet arrives to different positions depending on the 

value of fC. An example of the numerical behavior of the wave packets is plotted in the left part of the Figure 1.  
Experiment: A structured beam was machined from a single aluminum piece with the chirped structure at 

one side. At the other side a passive vibration isolation system was built; in the middle, a uniform part remains. 

Using a PXI, a high fidelity audio amplifier and electromagnetic-acoustic transducers, torsional Gaussian wave 

packets of 1 ms of width and different central frequencies were generated. The response of the beam was 

measured with a Doppler Vibrometer and filtered and analyzed with LabView. The experimental results, show 

excellent agreement with the numerical predictions; they are plotted at the right part of the Figure 1.  
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Figure 1. Dynamical behavior of a wave packet in a chirped structure, experiment right, numerics left. Cases 

a) and b) correspond to the periodic structure with fC=8 and 11.5 kHz, respectively. Cases c), d), e) and f) to the 

chirped structure and fC=9, 10, 11, 12 and 10, 12, 13, 14 kHz for the right and left parts, respectively. 

 

Conclusions: We have shown that the rainbow trapping effect appears in torsional waves in beams. This 

result can be considered as a cornerstone since not only opens the possibility of  controlling mechanical waves 

but also yields a guide in the design of new mechanical metamaterials.  
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Abstract- We present a three-dimensional anisotropic resonant elastic metamaterial. Due to the 

anisotropy, translation eigenmodes are not degenerate along all spatial directions. Repeating the 

subwavelength unit cells can lead to objects that are essentially elastic rods, which can withstand both 

longitudinal and flexural vibrations. Band structure analysis shows that within a finite frequency 

regime, only longitudinal wave can propagate, whereas waves transverse in their nature are forbidden 

– a hallmark property conventionally found only in fluids. This finding is realized with vibrational 

experiments. 

 

Due to their ubiquity, elastic waves have been a study of pivotal importance in many areas. Recently, the study 

of elastic waves experienced an acceleration in pace, thanks to the emergence of man-made composites known as 

metamaterials1. Local resonances of subwavelength units2 have been utilized to achieve many novel and exotic 

functionality in acoustic metamaterials3. Here, we link the concept of local resonance with elastic waves, and 

demonstrate with experiments that within a finite frequency regime, only longitudinal elastic waves can propagate, 
whereas the waves transverse in their nature meet a bandgap and therefore are not sustained –a property that is 

conventionally considered as the hallmark of fluid4. 

 The unit cell has a simple design, as shown in Fig. 1a. A steel cylinder that is r=15.8mm in radius and h=37.6 

mm in height is coated with silicone rubber. The silicone layers covering the top and bottom end surfaces are 1 

mm in thickness, whereas the silicone around the curvilinear side surface is 5 mm thick. The silicone coated 

cylinder is then embedded in an epoxy cube with side a=60 mm. The thickness difference in silicone rubber 

introduces anisotropy into the unit cell, and breaks the spatial symmetry. This will have profound consequence.  

 Eigenmode analysis shows that the unit cell has three translational modes, in which the steel cylinder and the 

epoxy vibrate in an anti-phase manner. Due to the thinner silicone layer on the top and bottom surfaces, the 

eigenmode with vibration dominantly along the cylinder’s axis (defined as z-axis) has a higher eigenfrequency 

than the two modes with vibrations in xy-plane.  



 By repeating the unit cells in z-direction, we obtain a one-dimensional periodic array, which is essentially a 

three-dimensional elastic object known as rod. A rod can withstand both longitudinal and flexural waves (with 

the latter being dominantly transverse.) In our system, we find that an excitation force transverse to the rod can 

trigger bending vibration (flexural wave), as well as a translation mode in xy-plane. Their coupling yields a 

polariton-like dispersion, together with a flexural wave bandgap. On the other hand, a force along the rod can 

excite the longitudinal branch, together with the translational z-mode. Owing to the higher eigenfrequency of the 

z-mode, the passband of longitudinal wave overlaps with the flexural wave bandgap (~1.1–1.7 kHz as shown in 

Fig. 1b). Therefore, in this frequency regime, only longitudinal waves can be sustained, whereas transverse wave’s 

propagation is forbidden. Conventionally, such elastic property is only found in fluid. This finding is realized in 

vibrational experiment (Fig. 1b). 

More results and detailed analyses are to be shown with an oral presentation. Our findings can see applications 

in many scenarios such as civil engineering and seismic wave control. 

 

Figure 1  A photographic image of a unit cell is shown in a. The measured response functions are shown in b. Orange 

markers represent the longitudinal response; blue markers represent flexural responses. Spectrally mismatched bandgaps are 

clearly observed. In particular, a bandgap for flexural waves is seen in ~1.1–1.7 kHz, which overlaps with longitudinal waves 

passband. The response difference is up to 50dB (around 1350 Hz). This means only longitudinal waves can be sustained in 

this frequency regime, an intriguing elastic property traditionally found only in fluids. 
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Abstract—

The full elasticity equations are a vector system that connect stresses and displacements. For
structured media, composites or materials that have resonators or inclusions embedded within
them or upon them, it is natural to try and obtain e�ective media equations. Unfortunately in
several applications one is not in a regime where quasi-static homogenisations is valid and so
we consider dynamic homogenisation. A range of di�erent problems are discussed and treated
and analogies drawn, where possible, with electromagnetism. There are, for instance, analogous
waves to spoof surface plasmons, that is, wave created purely by periodic geometric variation
and these are discussed and used to illustrate the methodology of dynamic homogenisation.

The equations of elasticity, like the Maxwell equations of electromagnetism, are vector equations
with the added complication that the simplest case of isotropy supports bulk waves that have two
di�erent wavespeeds. This complication leads to mode coupling at non-trivial interfaces and the
emergence of surface (Rayleigh) waves at stress-free surfaces.

In electromagnetism there has been considerable interest in waves guided along surfaces by
periodic corrugations [4] and it turns out that similar waves exist, and are of interest, in elasticity
[1, 2]. The more typical situation, in elasticity, is of periodic arrays of inclusions within a material
and of waves guided along the array. This is not in a low-frequency or quasi-static regime and
so we investigate this using the dynamic homogenisation theory of [3]. A surprisingly simple, yet
quantitatively accurate, e�ective representation of the field is found in terms of a short-scale and
long-scale asymptotic method. The numerical results are shown in the figure.
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In this talk we will show how going beyond the homogenization paradigm usually introduced in the context 
of locally resonant metamaterials permits to enrich the physics associated with them in a drastic way. 
Starting from the very simple example of a soda can metamaterial, that is, a very simple Helmholtz resonator 
based composite medium, we will first underline that its physics can be entirely understood at the light of 
polaritons in solid state physics. We will show, using a microscopic approach based on the transfer matrix 
that the metamaterials properties are strictly governed by interferences and propagation effects [1]. 
Namely, the physics of the system solely depend on a Fano interference between the scattered and the 
unscattered, and multiple scattering of waves between the unit cells of the metamaterial. 

We will then demonstrate how this observation allows one to tailor this kind of composite media at the 
scale of the unit cell, hence going much further than in the homogenization approximation. Specifically, we 
will show how this allows to design various components such as cavities, waveguides, filters, that present 
deep subwavelength dimensions, much smaller than that of their phononic crystal counterparts [1]. We will 
discuss the possibility to slow down waves drastically using this kind of components, through a comparison 
with recent microwave experiments [2]. 

Starting again from our microscopic approach of locally resonant metamaterials, we will show how it can 
underline new effects that are totally hidden by other ones. In particular, we will explain briefly how a single 
negative metamaterial can turn double negative simply thanks to multiple scattering, provided that it is 
rightly structured [3]. Finally, to conclude, we will present a few exotic ideas that are direct consequences 
of the previous results and of a relatively new understanding of the physics of locally resonant 
metamaterials. For instance, we will show how a 2D soda can metamaterials can be turned into a sheet of 
“acoustic graphene” whose Dirac cone can be positioned at will within a given frequency range.   
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Abstract— The concept of hyperelastic invariance has been employed recently in various con-
texts associated with metamaterials and in particular in association with elastodynamic cloaking
and elastic wave disentanglement. Here the concept of total hyperelastic invariance is investi-
gated and it is shown that strain energy functions can be theoretically devised that leave certain
linear elastic waves unaffected by the presence of nonlinear pre-stress.

1. INTRODUCTION

It is widely acknowledged that pre-stress of a hyperelastic, nonlinear material affects the propaga-
tion of subsequent linear elastic waves in the medium [1]. Nonlinear pre-stress has been employed
to tune elastodynamic band-gaps [2, 3, 4] enabling them to be switched on and off and thus allowing
for tunable phononic media. It was shown in [5, 6] that an incompressible neo-Hookean medium
can be employed to enable antiplane elastic wave cloaking. The general hyperelastic transforma-
tion theory for elastodynamic cloaking was developed in [7], where it was shown that a semi-linear
strain energy function could be used for cloaking coupled compressional/shear waves in two dimen-
sions. An analogous concept was used in [8] to introduce the concept of phononic cloaks, media
that geometrically would normally possess band-gaps but the presence of pre-stress precludes this
possibility. The concept of hyperelastic transformation theory has been utilized to show that com-
pressional and shear waves can theoretically be disentangled via simple shear [9, 10] so that a soft
neo-Hookean device could be used as an elastodynamic demultiplexer.

Here we introduce a stronger concept of hyperelastic invariance, where elastodynamic waves
are not affected by a finite deformation and propose strain energy functions that give rise to this
possibility. We term this concept total hyperelastic invariance.

2. TOTAL INVARIANT ELASTODYNAMICS

For the purposes of this abstract let us study a simple body wave problem. Take an isotropic,
homogeneous material that is capable of finite deformation; its constitutive behaviour is accounted
for by a strain energy function (SEF) W = W(λ1,λ2,λ3), where λj are the principal stretches, and
it has infinitesimal shear modulus µ0. Assume an isochoric homogeneous deformation of the form
x = λX, y = λY, z = Z/λ2 for some positive real constant λ so that λ1 = λ2 = λ and λ3 = 1/λ2.

Now consider the propagation of incremental shear waves, polarized in the z-direction and
propagating in the x, y plane with amplitude w(x, y) and with time-harmonic form e−iωt. It is
straightforward to show that w(x, y) satisfies the equation

A∇2w(x, y) + ρ0ω
2w(x, y) = 0 (1)

where A = λ2
1(λ1W1 − λ3W3)/(λ2

1 − λ2
3) evaluated at λ1 = λ2 = λ,λ3 = 1/λ2, with Wj = ∂W/∂λj .

Although isotropic, this wave equation will generally have deformation-dependent wave speed. We
ask is there a SEF W such that the wave speed remains invariant under this deformation, i.e.,

Does there exist a W such that λ2
1

!

λ1W1 − λ3W3

λ2
1
− λ2

3

"

= µ0 ? (2)

If such a SEF exists, we call this total hyperelastic invariance to deformation.
Restrict attention to λ ≥ 1 and in order to investigate further, introduce the function W(λ) =

W(λ,λ, 1/λ2). It is then straightforward to show that

W(λ) = µ0

!

lnλ2 +
1

3λ6
−

1

3

"

. (3)



Writing this in terms of invariants gives the general form

W(I1, I2) = µ0
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where g
#

I2/I21
$

= 1+
%

1− 3 I2
I2
1
. With this form T33 = 0 and the in-plane stress-stretch behaviour

is ilustrated in Fig. 1, noting that the required medium is a stress-softening material.
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Figure 1: The predicted Cauchy stress T11/µ0 as a function of λ.

3. CONCLUSIONS

Total hyperelastic invariance has been illustrated for shear waves, with a strain energy function of
the form (4). It remains to fully understand the physical implications of the proposed medium and
whether it can be devised and fabricated and one must also consider how this theory generalizes
to other wave types, both of which shall be described in the talk.
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Abstract— The propagation of waves through microstructured media with periodically arranged inclu-
sions has applications in many areas of physics and engineering, stretching from photonic crystals through
to seismic metamaterials. In the high-frequency regime, modeling such behavior is complicated by mul-
tiple scattering of the resulting short waves between the inclusions. Our aim is to develop an asymptotic
theory for modeling systems with arbitrarily shaped inclusions located on general Bravais lattices. Solu-
tions of the effective medium equations are compared with the exact solutions, shedding further light on
the underlying physics. We focus on examples that exhibit dynamic anisotropy as these demonstrate the
capability of the asymptotic theory to pick up detailed qualitative and quantitative features (see figures).

As stated above our primary aim here is to generate homogenised, effective medium equations that cap-
ture the essential physics in a long-scale governing equation that encapsulates the short-scale structure in
geometry-dependent coefficients. This is achieved using the multiple-scales methodology of high-frequency
homogenisation (HFH) developed for square lattice structures in [1], and here generalised for Bravais lat-
tices for which there are significant technical issues to overcome.

Our approach is to consider two distinct systems; physically the Helmholtz equation

∇x · [â (x)∇xu(x)] + ρ̂ (x)ω2u(x) = 0 (1)

can be used to model transverse electric (TE) or transverse magnetic (TM) polarised electromagnetic waves,
shear horizontal (SH) polarised elastic waves and pressure waves in the frequency domain.

A system closely related to the one described above is that of a structured elastic plate governed by the
Kirchhoff-Love equation, for which vertical displacements satisfy

∇2
x

!

β (x)∇2
xu (x)

"

− µ (x)Ω2u (x) /l4 = 0. (2)

There has been considerable interest in such systems as platonic crystals, in which ideas from photonic
crystals are transplanted into this setting [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. The additional derivatives in (2) compared to
(1) lead to differences in the corresponding physical systems, but since the mathematics is closely related
we choose to develop the theory for both equations in parallel.

Figure 1: The Helmholtz case: A star shape is obtained by exciting the center of a hexagonal array of clamped points at a fixed

frequency. Panel (a) is the full finite element simulation, where the source is approximated by a narrow Gaussian, and panel (b) is

the HFH counterpart. In both cases, PML is used to avoid reflections at the boundary of the domain.



Figure 2: The Kirchhoff-Love case: A star shape is obtained by exciting the centre of a hexagon array of clamped
points at a fixed frequency. Panel (a) shows the plate simulation, whilst panel (b) is the HFH effective medium
simulation, both are for the finite radius. Similar to the Helmholtz case the three characteristics are obtained due to the
inherent three-fold symmetry of the structure.
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Abstract: We consider geometric transforms underpinning the design of cloaks in graphene in the 
context of elastodynamics. We generate a whole class of bio-inspired cloaks that are deduced from 
mappings of the plane with morphing techniques. Interestingly, morphing techniques allow us to 
straightforwardly deduce elastic wave patterns in bio-inspired cloaks from the rigorous 
computations performed with FDTD simulations. Analogies drawn between thermal waves in 
(nano-scale) graphene and seismic waves in structured soils conclude our survey of transformation 
biophysics for civil engineering. 

 
The discovery of graphene [1], a one atom thick layer of graphite, has led to numerous applications in 

physics, chemistry and engineering. Applications can also be sought in control of drug diffusion for medical 
applications in cancer therapy [2]. At a very different scale, that of civil engineering, one can design structured 
soils to control the propagation of surface seismic waves [3]. We would like here to bridge concepts of 
transformation optics [4, 5] with designs of bio-inspired seismic metamaterials like in Figure 1: living cells 
display continuously changing shapes and we discovered that we can mimic this change in time with a morphing 
algorithm [6], so we use morphing to generate various designs of bio-inspired cloaks. A numerical tool of choice 
for numerical simulations is the finite difference time domain software simsonic [7], which is devoted to solving 
the full elasticity equations in heterogeneous media. We used simsonic to analyse the wave elastic waves 
propagates in bio-inspired cloaks. We shall discuss this in more detail in the talk. Finally, we complement the 
numerical analysis of coupled shear and pressure waves propagating in graphene-like bio-inspired seismic 
metamaterials with a morphing algorithm [6] that considerably speedup computations. 

 

 
Figure 1: Bio-inspired cloak. Blue and red stand for the two phases of the structured medium. 
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Abstract- A cubic array of 3D inertial resonators, numerically investigated because of its potential 

to block bulk waves, gives new applications of metamaterials, using local resonances for seismic 

protection and seismic waves damping. We analyze rotational and bending resonance modes with 3 

different variations on ligament number and size. Inertial resonators induce low frequency band 

gaps, which are relevant for seismic protection in sedimentary basins. Another aspect of this work 

is that by varying the number and the thickness of ligaments, we achieve wider low-frequency band 

gaps, which is of interest for the whole metamaterial’s community. 

    

Applying local resonances in civil engineering to seismic protection is a new idea coming from the spectral 

analysis of 3D dispersion diagrams such as in figure 1, with low frequency stop bands tuned thanks to inertial 

resonators behaving in accordance to the asymptotic formula (1) [1]. One can imagine that these resonators are 

dedicated structures or have a mixed role with the foundations. 
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Moreover, damping of elastodynamic waves is further supported by transmission curves shown in figure 2. 

Furthermore, we put forward a new counter-intuitive feature that might be observed when considering different 

widths of ligaments. This trick permits us to exploit the eigenvibrations of three-dimensional inertial resonators 

to achieve ultra wide band gaps: 

 
Figure 1: Band diagrams for elastic wave propagation with a periodic structure [1]  



 Recent work published on seismic metamaterials [2-7] based on Bragg and auxetic behaviors at high 

frequencies lies above the range of frequencies of interest for seismic wave protection (i.e. <20 Hertz). Here, we 

utilize 3D arrays of 3D inertial resonators composed of iron spheres connected to a bulk of concrete via iron. 

Each sphere can move freely within a surrounding air cavity but ligaments couple it to the bulk and further 

facilitate bending and rotational motions. We find complete stop bands (for all wave-polarizations) in the 

frequency range [16,21] Hertz for 7.4-meter diameter iron spheres with a 10-meter center-to-center spacing, 

when they are connected to concrete via steel ligaments. The scattering problem show that only bending modes 

are responsible for damping and that rotational modes are totally overwritten by bending modes. We consider 

concrete as a bulk medium, in which case the relative bandwidth of the low frequency stop band can be enlarged 

through ligaments of different sizes that allow for well separated bending and rotational modes. We finally 

achieve some damping of elastodynamic waves from 8 to 49 Hertz (relative stop band of 53 percent according to 

an energy loss of at least 10dB).  

 
Figure 2: Transmission curves of shear polarized (red curves) and compressional waves (blue curves) in the case of (a) 

one ligament and (b) six chirped ligaments  

 

The targeted application stated here is the field of seismic metamaterials but the concept can be implemented 

in phononic crystals or elastodynamic metamaterials with proper rescaling of geometric parameters. 
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Abstract- We propose an approach of constructing acoustic topological semimetal phases in 
two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) systems by stacking one-dimensional dimerized chains as 

building blocks. The 2D acoustic system exhibits Dirac points with nonzero winding number. The 3D acoustic 

system exhibits Weyl nodes with by nonzero Chern number. For stacked 3D slab structures, topologically 

protected chiral surface states localize at the boundaries, which, can trace out the trajectories of “Fermi Arcs”, 
similar to previous observations in condensed-matter Weyl semimetals. 

 

 

Recently, the discovery of Weyl fermions [1-2] has opened a new chapter of topological physics in 
condensed matter physics as well as in photonics [3]. In acoustics, three-dimensional (3D) Weyl nodes [4] 
were theoretically proposed by applying on-site coupling difference and chiral coupling on a 3D 
graphite structure. Inspired by the proposal of constructing Weyl semimetals by stacking 
one-dimensional (1D) topological phases in ultra-cold systems, we resort to 1D acoustic dimerized 
chains to construct acoustic 2D topological gapless phase and Weyl semimetal phase, exhibiting 3D 
Weyl nodes characterized by nonzero Chern number.  
 
The numerical calculation demonstrates the nearly flat edge states for 2D finite structure. For 3D cases, 
the topologically protected chiral surface states can trace out the “Fermi Arcs” (as red dotted lines in 
the following figure) at the surface Brillouin zone between two Weyl nodes (green and black dots in the 
figure) with opposite chirality, similar to the recent observations in condensed-matter Weyl semimetals. 
Furthermore, the method of stacking 1D dimerized chains here can apply to ultracold atom and photonic 
systems, and will be of interest to scientists from diverse backgrounds. 

 

Figure legend: “Fermi arcs” traced out from topologically protected chiral surface states. 
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Abstract: We address an inverse thermal engineering problem devoted to heat mimicking. The 

objects to cloak and mimic are predefined in shape and conductivity, which leads to emphasize a 

specific set of transformations. 
 

Transformation optics have been extensively used these last years in various fields ranging from optics and 

microwaves, acoustics and mechanics, hydrodynamics and seismic [1-11]. Within this framework a great 

number of papers can be found which describe new phenomena related to invisibility and mimicking, together 

with prototypes involving cloaks, concentrators and rotators, absorber. Following these works devoted to waves, 

analogies were emphasized between optical propagation and thermal diffusion and promoted the extension of 

these transformations techniques to the field of heat conduction [12-24]. Additional results were given that 

concerned the isotherms correction and their quantification at the cloak exit of different devices for invisibility, 

concentration and rotation [13].   

However in most problems devoted to space transformation, the objects to cloak or mimic emphasize arbitrary 

matrix gradients of their physical parameters, which makes them difficult to produce and also reduce the field of 

practical applications. Actually one would be interested in working with predefined objects of given shape and 

conductivity, and these objects would be over-coated in order to mimic other predefined objects beyond the 

cloak. Such inverse engineering problem introduces constraints which reduce the range of space transformations, 

and so classify the set of objects that can be mimicked with another one which is beforehand chosen. The talk 

will be focused on this specific inverse mimicking problem. It can be summarized as follows:  

� An arbitrary given object : is overcoated to mimic the heat flux scattered from another object Z 

� Since : is given in shape (w:) and conductivity (k:), the tensor 7: = (1/detM) (M k: tM) is given and 

forces the set of transformations {HD}required for mimicking, with the condition: H(Z) = :� 
� This constraint reduces the class of objects Z which can be mimicked as:  {wZ}D = {HD

-1(w:)} 

� For each transformation HD a coat with an arbitrary shape wE is designed with another LD transformation 
with the conditions: L(wZ) = H(wZ�� �w:�� and  L(E\Z) = E\:   and  L(E) = E 

� Complementary conditions are fullfilled which concern continuity and derivative of the transformations 

Analytic solutions are given in the case of diagonal conductivity matrix k: and isotropic objects Z. The general 
case is validated with numerical calculation. All results provide practical tools for an easier engineering of 

applications with thermal metamaterials. 
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Abstract- Acoustic plane waves, critical to imaging, sensing, detecting, etc., are usually difficult to 

generate because acoustic sources are small compared to the wavelength. Recently developed zero 

refractive index materials for electromagnetic waves [1, 2] provide a solution to plane wave 

generation because of the infinite phase velocity of waves travelling through them. We 

experimentally demonstrate that double zero index acoustic metamaterial has the ability to convert 

efficiently the cylindrical wavefront emitted by an embedded point source into a collimated planar 

wavefront. 
 

This work focuses on the development of an acoustic metamaterial with simultaneous zero effective mass 

density and inverse bulk modulus, namely double zero index acoustic materials (DZIM). Zero index property is 

of great interest in terms of wave applications as the wavelength inside a zero index medium becomes infinite. 

This feature can be used to reduce the undesired scattering from rigid or soft structure and also to realize the 

collimation of acoustic radiation emitted from a point source (ultra-refraction). Although single zero index 

metamaterials have been explored recently, their performances are extremely limited by usual a large impedance 

mismatch [3]. Indeed, if only one of the effective parameters goes to zero, the impedance of the medium 

(proportional to the ratio of the parameters) has to be null or infinite. We propose to develop the first acoustic 

DZIM, in which both effective mass density and inverse bulk modulus are approaching very small values while 

maintaining a matching impedance of the metamaterial to the surrounding media. In this work, we 

experimentally demonstrate the collimation of an acoustic point source embedded inside a square slab of DZIM. 

Our experimental setup also allows the measurement of the pressure field distribution inside the metamaterial, 

thus we are able to directly map the equifrequency contours of the DZIM and confirm the existence of a Dirac 

cone degeneracy at the center of the Brillouin zone [4].  
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Abstract- In this work, we report on designs of locally resonant acoustic metamaterials that enable us to 

generate low frequency sound screening. We investigate both experimentally and theoretically how to 

generate asymmetric lineshapes of the transmission that lead to acoustic opacity. For this, we study 

the transmission properties of an acoustic metamaterial involving the coupling of space coiled 

Fabry-Perot cavities. Measurements reveal an attenuation up to 30 dB, with a relative bandwidth of 

21% and a center frequency of 1400 Hz. 

 

For more than twenty years now, Acoustic Metamaterials are experiencing a growing success, partly due to 

exotic phenomena and their wide variety of extremely promising applications: “Invisibility Cloak” is the most 

vivid example of this. Recently, various studies involving resonators have shown how to create acoustic 

transparency 1, or even acoustic opacity 2, 3, with resonators taking different shapes depending on the context. 

That is the case of Fabry-Perot resonators which, under certain conditions of periodicity and coupling, can 

generate an acoustic screening at the resonance frequencies. In the ultrasonic frequency range, such resonators 

can take the shape of an array of slits in a plate 4. Applied to the sound, such structuration would involve 

cumbersome dimensions, because of long wavelengths at the operating frequency range. Recently, studies have 

highlighted some properties arising from using space-coiling in acoustic metamaterials. Among them, the 

possibility of generating extreme effective parameters 5, which offer promising applications such as negative 

refraction. Furthermore, subsequent studies have brought to light both non-resonant 6, and resonant 7 acoustic 

metamaterials involving space-coiling, even going so far as to achieve the Extraordinary Acoustic Transmission 

for wavelength 15 times bigger than the periodicity 8. 

The aim of this work is to study how the coupling between two resonators, with different quality factors, 

can lead to the opaque counter-part of the low frequency Extraordinary Acoustic Transmission (EAT). For this 

purpose, we present experimental results obtained using a Kundt’s Tube. The transmission measurements of a 

wave impinging our structure are compared to transmission calculations realized using the Finite Elements 

Method FEM. In this study, we consider a structure having a thickness of t=50 mm, and constituted of a 1D 

array having a period of a=30mm. Each unit cell is composed of two Fabry-Perot cavities, one of which is 

space-coiled in order to generate a low frequency resonance with a high quality factor. Indeed, taken separately, 

both cavity are acoustic resonators exhibiting a near-total transmission at their resonance frequencies, with a 

quality factor that can be tuned through geometrical parameters, and particularly inter-wall spaces. 

 



 

Figure 1 Transmission spectra obtained experimentally (blue), by using FE method calculation (black dotted), 

and for a structure made of non-space-coiled Fabry-Perot cavities (green curve). 

By combining these two resonators, a coupling is created when excited by an incident wave, which leads to a 

serie of asymmetric shape peaks in the transmission spectra. This leads to an enhanced transmission at the 

resonance frequencies as well as to improve the attenuation significantly at the antiresonance frequencies. 

Therefore, the composition between these antiresonance frequencies, through the geometrical features, permit to 

reach an attenuation of 30 dB, with a relative bandwidth of 21%, with a center frequency of 1400 Hz. At this 

operating frequency, the thickness of this acoustic metamaterials is seven times smaller than the wavelength. In 

doing so, we avoid one of the main limitation of omnidirectional capabilities involving locally resonant 

perforated plates, which is namely diffraction. 
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Abstract
Analytical studies and numerical simulations are performed
in order to show capability of focusing of ultrasound waves
in air by an acoustic lens. Wave focusing is realized by
beamforming resulting from appropriate time delays of ex-
cited waves. Proposed type of acoustic lens is able to gener-
ate sound bullet in desired location. The feasibility of con-
trol of sound bullet is confirmed by series of experimental
investigation on wave propagation in periodic structures.

1. Introduction
Focused ultrasound waves are utilized in many applications.
They are used in medicine for biomedical imaging for many
years and recently they give new possibilities in treatment
of cancer [1, 2] or movement disorders like Parkinson’s dis-
ease [3]. Acoustic lens can be also used for underwater
sonar sensing [4] or non–destructive material testing [5].

Ultrasound waves usually are excited by the electrome-
chanical transducers and they are focused in desired loca-
tion by methods such as geometric focusing, time-reversal
focusing, lenses based on refraction or beamforming via
time delay. In geometric focusing all transducer are arrayed
in equal distance from focal while time-reversal and time
delay focusing methods required to set appropriate phase
delay to maximize pressure in desired region. Clement
et al. demonstrated the feasibility of non-invasive surgery
through the human skull using the transducer elements ar-
ranged on hemisphere [6].

Ultrasonic focusing in inhomogeneous media by means
of a time–reversal mirror made from array of piezoelectric
transducers was presented by Fink [7]. Focusing process
was realized in three steps. First a wavefront is generated
by the transducer array and transmitted through the medium
to a target e.g. gallstone, which generates a scattered pres-
sured field. Next pressure field is recorded by the same
transducer array and retransmitted in a reversed temporal
chronology (last in first out) focusing on the target.

An example of acoustic lens based on refraction was
presented by Håkansson et al. [8]. They designed a lenses
made of sonic crystals consisting of periodic arrays of
cylindrical rigid scatterers. Another example of that type
of lens was presented by Welter et al. [9].

Spadoni and Daraio [10] designed a non–linear acous-
tic lens composed of one–dimensional array of granular

Figure 1: Analytical solution for pressure field at the time
when acoustic energy accumulate in the focal point: A)
x=0, y=0, z=0.1 [m], B) x=0.05, y=0, z=0.1 [m].

chains. In contrast to linear lenses their device generates
compact sound bullet with higher energy density that previ-
ously possible. Subsequently as a development of previous
idea Donahue et al. realized two–dimensional non-linear
lens [11]. The idea of acoustic lens given in [11] is fol-
lowed here. In this case the excitation force is applied by
piezoelectric transducer.

2. Acoustic lens with beamforming via time
delay

2.1. Acoustic pressure field.

Focusing of acoustics waves generated by different sources
is possible when all signals arrive at a desired location at
the same time. If these sources are not arrayed in the equal
distance from focal point the time of signal excitation has
to be set regarding to differences of the wave paths. The
possibility of formation of sound bullet in desired location
was shown by using computer simulation and analytic so-
lutions. Considering spherical propagating waves emitted
from N sources pressure field is expressed by (1) [10].

p(x, y, z, t) = ρc
N
!

n=1

f(rn/c− t+∆tn)

rn
, (1)

where N–number of sources ρ–density of the fluid medium,
c–the speed of sound, f(t)–the arbitrary function of parti-
cle velocity, ∆tn–the time delay and r2n = (x − xn)2 +
(y − yn)2 + (z − zn)2 is a distance of particular point



of host medium (x, y, z) from the source n at coordinates
(xn, yn, zn). Figure 1 shows the pressure maps for two lo-
cations of focal point, a) along the axis of the lens and b) 5
cm off-axis, both 10 cm away from the lens. One can see
that value of the pressure in focused area is about 4 times
greater than in the others regions.

2.2. Parametric study

Acoustic lens should generate “sound bullet” with ampli-
tude of the pressure around the focal point as high as pos-
sible. Therefore the parametric study was conducted by the
analytical simulation in order to choose the most optimal
geometric parameters for the acoustic lens. There are four
sets of ultrasound sources under consideration in configu-
ration as it is shown in Figure 2. They differ in shape of
arrangement, number of sources and the size of the lens
but average distance (Eq. 2) between sources and the mid
point of the lens remains the same for all configurations.
First configuration is composed of 13 sources and the rest
of configurations has 36 sources each. Simulation was con-
ducted four times for each configuration with average dis-
tance equal 25, 50, 100 and 150 mm. Focal length was set
100 mm away from mid point of the lens (the same for all
simulations).

S =
N
!

i=1

"

(xi − x0)2 + (yi − y0)2

N
(2)

Obviously the configuration with the fewest number of
sources generate “sound bullet” with the lowest pressure
amplitude as it is shown in Figure 3. The pressure am-
plitude is only slightly different for configuration with the
same number of sources. The pressure amplitude in focus
depends on the size of the lens and the shorter average dis-
tance to mid point causes the higher amplitude. However,
reducing of the distance increases the area of higher pres-
sure around the focal. The pressure profile is much wider
generated by the smaller lens than the bigger (Figure 4).

2.3. Non–linear acoustic lens

The time delay of excitation varies from 10 to 100 µs and
in order to gain the highest amplitude of “sound bullet” the
trigger should be pulled at the designated time. The time
of waves excitation can be controlled through the mechan-
ical means like in the non–linear acoustic lens designed by
Spadoni et al. [10]. It was composed of several spherical
particle chains compressed by the static forces. The waves
were generated in the same time by they arrived to the end
of each chain in time depending on the value of the forces
[12].

3. Wave propagation in periodic structure
3.1. Wave velocity in the one-dimensional spherical
particles chain

Spherical particles chain like other granular material is
highly non-linear structure. Mathematical models provided
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Figure 2: Arragements of acoustic lens
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by Nesterenko [13] describe velocity of waves propagat-
ing through the one-dimensional chain of spherical particles
as a function of maximal dynamic force between particles
Fm and initial pre–compression force F0. According to the
Hertz law particle equation of motion becomes

üi = A(δ0 − ui + ui−1)3/2 −A(δ0 − ui+1 + ui)3/2,(3)
N − 1 ≥ i ≥ 2,

A = E(2R)
1/2

3(1−ν2)m ,m = 4

3
πR3ρp

where ui is the displacement of given particle, δ0 is the ini-
tial displacement between particle centers, N is the number
of particles in chain, R, E, ν and ρp is the radius, the Young
modulus, the Poisson’s ratio and mass density of particles,
respectively. Equation (3) can be solved in two ways de-
pending on the value of the ratio Fr = Fm/F0.

In case of “strong pre-compression” chain where ini-
tial displacement δ0 is much larger than the change of the
neighboring particle displacements in a wave i.e.

|ui−1 − ui|
δ0

≪1 (4)

equation (3) can be transform into the Korteweg–de Vries
equation with the exact solution:

Vs = c0 +
σ

6c0
∆ξm, (5)

c20 = Aδ1/2
0

6R2,σ =
c20R

δ0
,

∆ξm = ξm − ξ0

where Vs is the soliton phase velocity and ξm, ξ0 is maximal
and initial strain, respectively.

While in case of “weak pre-compression” chain i.e

|ui−1 − ui|
δ0

!1 (6)

wave field is highly nonlinear and velocity is equal to (7).

VS =
c0

(F 2/3
r − 1)

#

4

15

$

3 + 2F 5/3
r − 5F 2/3

r

%

&1/2

(7)

c0 =

'

E

ρp

$

(

81F0

πE

1

π2R(1− ν2)

%1/3

3.2. Experimental investigation

Elastic waves propagation in one–dimensional periodic
chain was a subject of experimental investigation. The
chain was composed of 30 stainless steel balls placed in
tube as shown in Figure 9 and the tube was made of PCV–U
in order to attenuate waves in transverse direction. PCV–U
tube was inserted into a steel pipe to prevent the chain from
deflection. Geometric and material properties are summa-
rized in Table 1.

Acoustic waves were excited by a piezoelectric trans-
ducer made of two layers of plate actuator Noliac NAC2024

Table 1: Geometric and material properties of the ball
Diameter D = 9.525 mm
Young’s Modul E = 195.5 GPa
Density ρ = 8100 kg/m3

Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.33

Table 2: Properties of the piezoelectric actuator
Length 3 mm
Width 3 mm
Height 2 mm
Max voltage 200 V
Free stroke 1.9 µm
Blocking force 290 N
Stiffness CT 161 [N/µm]
Material NCE46

(Table 2). As an excitation signal was chosen 10-cycle tone
burst with the carrier frequency equal to 18 kHz (Fig. 5).

The particles velocity on the end of the structure were
measured by means of Scanning Doppler Laser Vibrometer
in function of two parameters, i.e. initial compression force
F0 and operating voltage Φ of the piezoelectric transducer.
Amplitudes of the measured signals are shown in Figure 6.

3.3. Time of flight determination

Double-peak terchnique [14] was used to estimate the time
of flight of propagated waves. The time difference between
onset–time of the signal of actuator and sensor is just the
time-delay estimation. While onset–time was assumed as a
temporal means between the appropriate maxima and min-
ima of the signals (Fig. 7). As the length of chains in the
equilibrium state is well known it is easy to calculate the
phase velocity of propagated wave.

4. Conclusions
Recent investigations confirm that sound focusing is pos-
sible and sound bullet can be achieved in desired location
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by controlling the time delay of wave excitation. Applica-
tion of non-linear acoustic lens in the proposed form pro-
vides certain abilities to control sound speed by application
of pre-compression force. However, better focusing control
can be achieved by hardware-based manipulation of time
delay in piezoelectric transducers used for wave excitation.
Hence, new waveform generator with separate signal am-
plification capabilities at each channel will be developed
and used in further investigations.
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